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Introduction 
This volume of the Antarctic Bibliography is the second in a continuing 

series of compilations presenting abstracts and indexes of current Antarctic 
literature. It comprises the results of scientific research and other studies 
pertaining to the Antarctic continent, its atmosphere, its surrounding 
oceans to latitude 60° S, and the sub-Antarctic islands. 

The abstracts include entries 2,001 through 4,000; numbers lower than 
2,001 referred to in this volume are found in Volume 1. These items were 
published primarily between 1962 and 1966, in several countries and lan
guages, and on any pertinent subject. Earlier foreign-language material 
for which current translations became available was also included. 

As the entries are prepared they are assigned serial numbers and 
issued on cards to provide the users with quick access to current literature. 
In preparation for publication in a bound volume the same entries are 
grouped into 13 subject categories, representing the 12 major disciplines 
in which studies have been conducted, plus a "general" category. In each 
one the entries are arranged in ascending, but not necessarily consecutive, 
order. Each entry starts with a key letter denoting its subject category, 
followed by its serial number; the figures to the right represent the Uni
versal Decimal Classification index to the subject of the entry. The UDC 
system follows the Abridged English Edition-British Standard 1000A: 
1961 (F.I.D. No. 289) ; 1000: Vol. 2-Parts 1 and 3, 1943; UDC for Use 
in Polar Libraries, 2d ed., 1963 (S.P.R.I. Occasional Paper No. 2; F.I.D. 
No. 348; see entry A-1078 in Volume 1) ; and UDC Special Subject Edition 
for Nuclear Science and Technology, 1964 (F.I.D. No. 351). 

Titles are copied exactly as they appear in the original publications, 
with necessary editorial corrections supplied in brackets. Transliteration 
from foreign languages follows the Library of Congress system. Periodical 
title abbreviations in the citations follow closely the American Standard 
for Periodical Title Abbreviations (Z39. 5-1963). The letters DLC at the 
end of the citation indicate that the original article is among LC holdings; 
DLC is followed immediately by the LC call number unless one has not 
yet been assigned. Sources other than the Library of Congress are listed on 
pagev. 

Length of abstracts was limited as strictly as possible, consistent with 
the inclusion of essential information. As a rule the abstracts are in
formative rather than descriptive; erroneous statements in them are errors 
of the original publication. Where the author's abstract is used intact, 
the abbreviation (Auth.) appears at the end of the entry; (Auth., mod.) 
means that the author's abstract was modified by adding pertinent, or omit
ting superfluous, information. Omissions were also made for reasons of 
space and brevity. In most cases where alterations in spelling were made, 
the changes conform to American usage. 
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Publications cited in this volume are published in 15 languages: 56.5 
percent of the total in English, 27.95 percent in Russian, 7.7 percent in 
French, 3.35 percent in Spanish, 2 percent in German, and 1.15 percent 
in Japanese; less than 1 percent each are published in Norwegian, Polish, 
Italian, Czech, Swedish, Bulgarian, Dutch, Finnish, and Ukrainian, in 
decreasing order. The publications originated in 31 countries; 28.3 percent 
of them are from the United States, 27.75 percent from the USSR, 14.05 
percent from Britain, 7.25 percent from France, 3.45 percent from Japan, 
2.85 percent from Australia, 2.8 percent from New Zealand, 2.3 percent 
from Argentina, and 2 percent from West Germany; less than 2 percent 
is represented by any of the other 22 countries. It should be noted that 
these statistics represent the numerical proportions of the materials in
cluded in this volume and not the world's output of Antarctic literature. 

At the end of each subject category there are cross-references to entries 
which pertain to the category but are grouped elsewhere according to their 
major subject. 

Four alphabetical indexes are included in the volume: a subject index, 
an author index, a geographic index, and a grantee index. In each of these, 
entries are cited by the key letter of the section of the bibliography and the 
serial number; for example, the number K-2400 refers to section K, Atmos
pheric Physics, and to number 2400 under it. 

In the subject index cross-references are used to lead from general 
terms like "glaciology" to specific ones used in the bibliography, such as 
"ice" and "snow." Since the term "oceanography" includes diverse major 
disciplines, abstracts pertaining to oceanography but concerned mainly with 
one particular subject are indexed under that subject. 

In the author index all coauthors are listed, although in the text only 
the first author is listed where the authors exceed three. 

The geographic index contains names of stations and geographic fea
tures as approved by the U.S. Board on Geographic Names and listed in 
Gazetteer No. 14, Geographic Names of Antarctica, 1956, and its supple
ments. Consequently, names in foreign publications were altered or 
modified to conform to this policy; e.g., Ade lie Land ( or Terre Adelie) 
reads Adelie Coast. Use of political or military terminology is avoided; 
e.g., the word "base" is always changed to "station," and "Ross Dependency" 
is not used. 

The grantee index lists the names of organizations or institutions 
which received financial support from the National Science Foundation 
for the work which resulted in the published items included in this volume. 

This volume was prepared through the combined efforts of all staff 
members in the Cold Regions Bibliography Section. More than 80 percent 
of the abstracts were contributed by the following members of the staff: 
Jane E. Boerner, Carolynn W. Chernoff, G. A. Doumani, Benjamin L. Evans, 
Mary-Franklin Guthrie, Sandra K. Moehring, Diana M. Niskern, Vladimir 
D. Pastuhov, Linda E. Pearlstein, Dorine A. Smith, John F. Splettstoesser, 
and Janet R. Terner; and by Kurt G. Sandved of the Office of Antarctic 
Programs, NSF. The clerical work was done by Calvin L. Clark, Eugenia 
M. Henry, Odessa Swann, and Patricia A. White. 
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GENERAL A 

A-2009 91(08)(*7) 

Pochivalov, L, 
AffiPLANES FLY TO ANT ARCTIC A. [Samolety 
letiat v Antarktidy.] Text in Russian. In: V. 
Nikolaev, U dvukh poliilsov. (Biblioteka "Komsomol' -
skol pravdy," No, 5) Moskva, Izd-vo Pravda, 1962, 
p , 43-80. 

DLC, G590. N5 

A journalist, correspondent of the newspaper 
"Komsomol'skaia Pravda," relates a journey by 
plane to Antarctica and the life and work of the Soviet 
scientists engaged in research. 

A-2011 639. 245. 1(02) 

Robotti, Frances Diane 
WHALING AND OLD SALEM (A CHRONICLE OF THE 
SEA). New York, Fountainhead Publishers, 1962, 
292p., incl. illus . 

DLC, SH381. R6, 1962 

An account is given of America's whaling industry out 
of Salem, Mass., including the geographic spread of 
whalers, the effect of the California gold rush on the 
whaling industry al San Francisco, the whaling 
theater of the South Pacific Ocean, and an account of 
the many nations participating in the industry. 
Modern whaling equipment and techniques are com
pared with the earlier less efficient methods. In
cluded is a short history of pelagic whaling in the 
Ant arc tic . The nations which have taken part are 
listed, a.long with records of catches which include 
the number, species, and location of whales, and oil 
production data. A bibliography of whaling literature 
is included. 

A-2027 (100)5. 001(*7) 

Gould, L . M. and H. W. Wells 
INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH IN THE ANTARCTIC. 
IG Bull. No. 85:1 - 6, July 1964. Also: An1er. Geo
phys . Union, Trans., 45(3):521-526, Sept. 1964. 

DLC, QE500. A6 

The development of SCAR as an international research 
coordinating organization is described. National 
delegates to SCAR are listed, along with the chair
men of Lhe working groups in the principal scientific 
disciplines, and the Committee' s officers. Research 
programs for 1964 are outlined for Argentina, 
Australia, Belgium, Chile, France, Japan, New 
Zealand, Norway, South Africa, United Kingdom, 
U.S. S.R., and the U.S. The U. S. program includes 
continuing research in biology, cartography, geology, 
geophysics, glaciology, meteorology, oceanography, 
and upper -atmosphere physics (See A-1085). The 
Antarctic Treaty is discussed, with a statement of 
its major objectives as listed in Article IV. 

A-2038 

Burdecki, Feliks 

91(091):551. 501. 9(680)(*7) 
(680)5. 001. 5(*7) 

SOUTH AFRICA'S CONTRIBUTION TO SOUTH 
POLAR RESEARCH. (Siid-Afrikas Beitrag zur 
Siidpolar-Forschung. J Text in German. Polar
forschung, Ser. 5, 33(1/ 2):196-199, incl. graphs, 
1963, publ. Sept. 1964. 12 refs. 

DLC, G600. P6 

During the First International Polar Year (1882-83), 
regular weather service was conducted along the 
South African coast by the Cape Meteorological Com
mission lo compare the observational data collected 
there with data from the sub-Antarctic and the Ant
arctic, and to determine the possible relationship of 
weather in distant regions. During the Second Inter
national Polar Year (1932-33), the weather service 
was expanded, and weather observations were made 
by ship in Antru·clic waters. The second advance into 
the Antarctic began in 1947 with the occupation of 
Marion and Edward Is. to establish weather stations. 
The last expedition look place after the IGY when 
Norway Station was taken over. It was used by the 
first two South African National Antarctic Expeditions 
(SANAE) in 1960 and 1961. The SANAE program in
cludes, above all, meteorological and aerological ob
servations; however, glaciological, geomagnetic, 
seismological, geological, and auroral observations 
were also conducted. Temperature data are given 
for 1960 and 1961, 

A-2056 528. 935:413. 11(52:*7) 

Harada, Yoshimichi 
PLACE NAMES IN ANT ARCTIC A. (Nankyoku no 
chimei.) Text in Japanese with English summary. 
Antarctic Rec . (Tokyo), No. 20:88-96, incl, maps, 
app., Feb. 1964. 

DLC, Orientalia Div. 

Japanese geographic nomenclature in Antarctica was 
decided by the Japanese Promotive Headquarters of 
Antarctic Research Expedition (J.P. H. A. R. E. ) in 
1961, based on the policy of the U. S. Advisory Com
mittee on Antarctic Names. Until 1963 a total o( 98 
place names was decided by the Antarctic Names 
Committee of Japan, Ministry of Education, and 
authorized by J.P. H. A. R. E. Those names arc 
classified as first, second, and third class generally, 
and are listed in the included appendixes. Also, new 
names are located on three maps. The provisional 
gazetteer will be published in the neru· future, in 
which all official names and their descriptions are 
contained. Exact geographical positions arc shown 
in the topographic maps which are being compiled by 
the Geographical Survey Institute. (Auth., mod. ) 
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A-2081 639. 245. 1: 338. 98(*80) 

Bannister, J. L. 
SOME DEVELOPMENTS IN ANTARCTIC WHALING, 
1962-64. Polar Rec., 12(77):165-170, incl. table, 
May 1964. 9 refs. -

DLC, 0575. P6 

The International Whaling Commission met in London, 
July 1963, and considered the i-eports of the special 
committee on the population dynamics of Antarctic 
stocks. The Commission agreed to total protection 
of humpback whales (Megaptera novaea.ngliae) in the 
Southern Hemisphere and to almost total protection of 
blue whales (Balaenoptera musculus). The catching 
of blue whales is prohibited south of 40°8 except for 
the region 40-55°8, 0-80°E, where "pigmy" stock is 
exempted from protection. The overall catch limit 
was reduced by one third, but this is not yet enough 
for conservation of the species caught in greatest 
numbers, the fin whale (Balaenoptera physalus). It 
was felt that the use of the Blue Whale Unit in the 
quota system should be replaced by a separate quota 
for each species. Agreement was reached on the 
appointment of observers to Anta1·ctic factory ships. 
Catches of all species except sei (Balaeno tera 
borealis) and sperm whales (Physeter catodon con
tinued to decrease, that of fin whales being nearly 
30% lower than the previous season. (A table of 
whaling, listed by species, for 1958-63, is included.) 
A 1·eview of the recent evidence for the decline of 
stocks, particularly blue and fin whales, is given by 
S. G. Brown [A-1087], The quota system and the 
concomitant productivity of the whaling nations are 
discussed, with emphasis given to the Japanese in
dustry. 

A-2145 656. 7:910. 4(091)(*2) 

Glines, C. V. (~.) 
POLAR AVIATION. New York, Franklin Watts, 
1964, 289p. , incl. illus. , maps, app. 26 refs. 

DLC, 0599. 055 

A history of flight in the polar regions is presented 
in the form of an anthology. It traces the progress 
from balloons to dirigibles to airplanes by means of 
selected literary contributions of persons well-known· 
in the field of polar aviation. The book is divided 
into sections: (1) North Pole exploration, (2) South 
Pole exploration, (3) military maneuvers in the 
Alaskan offensive during World War II, (4) Alaskan 
bush country flying, and (5) Arctic aviation at 
present. Included as an appendix is a list of dates 
of significant events in Arctic and Antarctic aviation. 
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A-2146 656. 7:910. 4(091)(*2) 

Clarke, Basil 
POLAR FLIGHT. London, Ian Allan, 1964. 187p., 
incl. illus. , tables, maps. 

DLC, 0599. C55 

As a history of air exploration of the polar regions, 
the following topics are covered: (1) flights by bal
loon, unpowered and powered, (2) airplane flights to 
the Arctic and Antarctic {including detailed coverage 
of Byrd's North Pole flight in the Josephine Ford, 
his South Pole flight in the Floyd Bennett, and 
Ellsworth's flight across Antarctica in the Polar 
Star) , (3) the opening of the Arctic commercial air 
route , (4) Russian operations in the Arctic, (5) the 
flights of the British Aries in the Arctic, (6) the use 
of aircraft in the whaling industry, (7) the IGY, and 
military developments in the polar regions, and (8) 
developments in polar navigation and photo survey. 
A bibliography is included. 

A-2165 5. 001. 5(*7) 

Crary, Albert P. 
ANTARCTICA -- A FRONTIER OF SCIENCE. Ex
plorers J., 42(3):130-134, incl. illus., maps, Sept. 
1964. -

DLC, Gl. E93 

The continent is under study in an international ven
ture initiated by the IGY program of 1957-58. Be
fore the IGY had been completed, steps had been 
taken under the auspices of the international science 
unions to continue the programs in Antarctica. Es
sentially this extended the IGY concept and, in lhe 
case of the U. S. , the program was expanded from 
primarily meteorology to include the fields of biology, 
geology, and cartography. Simultaneously with these 
continuing agreements through the academies of 
science of the nations, the U. S. State Dept. . after 
much consideration of the rights and claims over the 
past year, proposed an Antarctic Treaty which was 
signed in Dec. 1959, ratified in mid-1961, and is 
presently the guiding modus operandi of Antarctic 
work. At present 10 nations have active stations, 
and Japan is planning to re-establish their base in 
1965. The airplane has greatly facilitated the main
tenance of these programs. A history of the installa
tion of the U. S. stations is given, with a description 
of the function of each. The research ship Eltanin 
conducts studies in upper atmosphere physics;-
meteorology, and physical and biological oceanogra
phy. A brief physical description of the continent is 
given along with an outline of major historical ex
plorations. 
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A-2166 910. 4(*762) 

Nichols, Robert L. 
INCIDENT IN ANTARCTICA. Explorers J., 42(3): 
135-136, incl. illus., Sept. 1964. Ref. 

DLC, Gl. E93 

On Dec. 14, 1959, a leather strap was found in New 
Harbor, McMurdo Sound, near the mouth of the Tay
lor Valley. It had apparently been used to lash 
equipment onto a sledge and is thought to have been 
discarded or lost by one of the 6 parties which 
sledged through this area between 1903-1912. The 
parties are listed: Scott (1903); David, Mawson and 
MacKay (1908); Taylor, Debenham, Wright and 
Evans (1911); Campbell and Priestley (1912); 
Armytage, Priestley and Brocklehurst (1909); 
Taylor, Debenham, Gran, and Forde (1912). 

A-2178 087. 6: 8-4(*7) 

Trese, Patrick 
PENGUINS HAVE SQUARE EYES. New York, Holt 
Rinehart & Winston, 1962, 217p. 

DLC, G850 1956. T7 

The life of the military and civilian personnel work
ing in Antarctica is portrayed in this entertaining 
collection of short sketches. As a journalist, the 
author accompanied traverses and flights over Ant
arctica (1956-58). The difficulties encountered in 
Antarctic aviation are described. A detailed account 
is given of the careful construction of a route which 
was capable of supporting machinery hauling 500 tons 
of equipment through the crevasse fields between 
Little America V and Byrd Station. 

A-2213 5. 001. 5:087. 6(*7) 

Desio, Ardito 
THE ANT ARCTIC AND SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH. 
(L' Antartide e le ricerche scientifiche. ] Text in 
Italian with French, English and German summaries. 
Ric. Scient. , Part I: Riv. , 4(3-4):93-123, incl. 
illus. , March-April 1964. 64 refs. 

DLC, Q4. 17 

The physical characteristics of the Antarctic conti
nent are described. A survey of current research in 
the Antarctic reviews the following topics: (1) geog
raphy and cartography, (2) meteorology and clima
tology (solar radiation, temperature, atmospheric 
pressure, precipitation), (3) geophysics (gravimetry, 
seismology, terrestrial magnetism, oceanography, 
and glaciology), ( 4) geology, and (5) biology (classi
fication of fauna and flora). Photographic coverage 
of the major stations and landmarks is included in 
color. 
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A-2226 (*7)5. 001. 5: (083. 9)(73) 

Lewis, Richard 
ANTARCTIC DILEMMA. Bull. Atomic Scientists, 
19(2):37-39, Feb. 1963. 
DLC, TK9145. A84 

After the IGY, it becan1e the policy of the U. S. to 
continue the Antarctic investigations of glaciology, 
meteorology, marine biology, magnetism, aurora, 
airglow, and the ionosphere. Moreover, projects in 
geology, mapping, medicine, psychology, and 
oceanography were added. But the duration of the 
post-IGY effort has never been spelled out. The 
financial requirements of Antarctic research are 
shown to be in direct competition with government 
appropriations for space exploration. The long
range scientific goals of Antarctic research are dis
cussed with the intent to elucidate their critical im
portance, and thus the need for continuation of the 
research program. The primary discussion deals 
with the ice cap and the effects of its increase or de
crease in size. 

A-2270 061. 1(*2) 

Garrett, T. 
THE ARCTIC AND ANTARCTIC SCIENTIFIC RE
SEARCH INSTITUTE, LENINGRAD. Arctic, 16(4): 
215-218, Dec. 1963. -

DLC, G600. A695 

The institute undertakes: the scientific planning of 
polar expeditions; the processing of scientific data 
received from polar stations; basic research on ice; 
research on weather and ice forecasting; and the 
preparation of polar maps and atlases. The various 
departments of the institute are: Geophysics; Geog
raphy (with sections on History and Geomorphology); 
Ice Research; Computing Laboratory (with Technical 
and Programming Sections); Meteorology and 
Weather Forecasting (with a section on Climatology); 
Oceanography, Ice Forecasting and River Mouths; 
Library; and Archives. The division of research 
effort is roughly 70% for the Arctic and 30% for the 
Antarctic. The Arctic receives more attention be
cause it is more important economically and strategi
cally to the U. S.S. R Antarctic research from 1956 
to 1960, and the institute staff, are discussed. 

A-2291 5. 001. 5(042)(*7) 

Janetschek, HeinZ 
SCIENCE IN THE ANT ARCTIC. (Wissenschaft in 
der Antarktis.] Text in German. Gesell. Natur
forsch. Freunde zu Berlin, Sitzungsber. , 3(3): 123-
128, 1963. 23 refs. -

DLC, QH5. G4 

A brief history is given of scientific research in the 
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Antarctic. Coordination of the national programs, 
including exchange of personnel and scientific find
ings, has continued beyond the end of IGY under the 
direction of SCAR The dimensions of the ice cap 
are given, and problems of determining its true size 
are described. Ice budget estimates and subglacial 
topography are discussed. An advance in geological 
research was realized with the discovery of tillites 
in the Permian flat-lying terrestrial sedimentary 
rocks in which coal seams and a rich supply of fos
sils were found. The rocks contain the character
istic Glossopteris flora, also found in the Gondwana 
deposits of the southern continents. The occurrence 
of the Permo-Carboniferous glaciation in the Ant
arctic is becoming more fully evidenced, which in 
turn supports Wegener' s Continental Drift theory. 
The present flora and fauna of Antarctica are de
scribed, including microbiology, in relation to the 
adaptations required for withstanding the environ
mental extremes. 

A-2333 624,142+612,592+551,510,41 
(*747) 

Ignatov, V, S. 
AT THE POLE OF COLD. (Na poHuse kholoda,] Text 
in Russian. Priroda, No. 9:74-76, incl, illus,, 
Sept, 1962, 

DLC, Q4, P8 

The influence of low temperature on the human body 
and on materials was studied at Vostok Station (mean 
annual temperature, -54 to -56°C), Coagulation of 
kerosene at -60° and conversion to a solid state at 
-85°, freezing of diesel oil at -75°, and cessation of 
evaporation of aviation gasoline at-80° were observed. 
The elevation of the station is 3488 m above sea level, 
and the average atmospheric pressure ls 590 to 660 
mb. In respect to air composition, 17 bands of N2, 
6 of 02, 4 of W 2, 3 of N and 2 bands of Na were 
found, 

A-2348 5,001. 5(082. 1)(*7) 

Priestley, Raymond, Raymond J, Adie and G. de Q, 
Robin (eds.) 

ANTARC'TIC RESEARCH; A REVIEW OF BRITISH 
SCIENTIFIC ACHIEVEMENT IN ANTARCTICA. Lon
don, Butterworths, 1964, 360p,, incl. illus., tables, 
graphs, diagrs., maps, append, Refs. 

DLC, G880,P7, 1964 

The achievements in the various fields of Antarctic 
research are described, The chapters, each devoted 
to a major discipline of research, are contributed by 
scientists who are prominent in their respective 
fields. As introductory material, a history is given 
of the discovery and exploration of Antarctica. The 
environment is described as well as conditions and 
methods of polar travel. Subsequent topics include: 
survey, landscape evolution, the ice cover, geological 
history, seals and sealing, whales and whaling, fish, 
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bird life, plants of the land, international cooperation 
and geophysics, circulation of the ~tmosphere, the 
climate, the Southern Ocean, pack ice, aurorae, and 
the ionosphere. Separate bibliographies follow the 
chapters. A short biography of each contributor is 
included in an appendix. Name and subject indexes 
are included. Two unbound maps accompany the vol
ume: Antarctica, D, 0, s. (Misc) 135 (Series 3101) 
(scale 1: 15,000,000), and British Antarctic Territory 
with South Georgia and South Sandwich Is., D. O. S. 
813 (Series 3203) (scale 1:3, 000, 000). 

A-2349 910. 4( 091)( *7) 

Priestley, Raymond 
(ANTARCTIC RESEARCH; A REVIEW OF BRITISH 
SCIENTIFIC ACHIEVEMENT IN ANTARCTICA] THE 
BACKGROUND. In: Raymond Priestley and others 
(eds.), Antarctic Research. London, Butterworths, 
1964, p. 1-15, incl. illus. 19 refs. 

DLC, G880,P7, 1964 

As background material, a history is given of the 
discovery and exploration of Antarctica, The history 
emphasizes primarily the work of British explorers, 
but the work of other nationalities is also included, 
resulting in relatively complete coverage, beginning 
with the circumnavigation of the continent by James 
Cook, and ending with the Trans-Antarctic Expedition 
of Vivian Fuchs, 

A-2377 910, 4:911, 2(02)(*2) 

Baird, Patrick D, 
THE POLAR WORLD, New York, John Wiley, 1964, 
328p,, incl, illus., tables, graphs, diagrs,, maps. 
84 refs, 

DLC, G587. B3 

In describing the Arctic and Antarctic, this book 
covers items of interest to the general reader, Sep
arate chapters are devoted to the historical highlights 
of Arctic and Antarctic exploration, as well as de
scriptions of the meteorology, climate, and the oceans 
of each, The general coverage, in describing polar 
conditions, is primarily of the Arctic, but where ap
plicable, emphasis is given to the features peculiar to 
the Antarctic, For example, the Arctic flora and 
fauna, the landforms (including ice structures and the 
effects of ice and cold, such as glacial features of 
erosion and deposition, patterned ground, pingos, etc.), 
and the transportation methods are listed and de
scribed, with paragraphs added covering the compara
ble Antarctic features. Geographical descriptions of 
polar areas are given, including the Antarctic conti
nent and the sub-Antarctic islands. Chapter reading 
references are included. 
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A-2378 910. 4:8-94(*743) 

Bechervaise, John 
BLIZZARD AND FIRE; A YEAR AT MAWSON, 
ANTARCTICA. Sydney, Angus & Robertson 1963 
252p. , incl. illus. , maps. ' ' 

DLC, G850 1959. B4 

This book is a personal record of one year spent at 
Mawson Station as part of the ANARE program, Jan. 
1959-March 1960. In correspondence to personal 
friends and loved ones, the author describes the 
happenings of the year which include near-shipwreck 
aboard the Thala Dan, disastrous fires and bliz-
zards. ---- ' 

A-2379 639, 245:502, 72(*7) 

Laws, R, M, 
SOME EFFECTS OF WHALING ON THE SOUTHERN 
STOCKS OF BALEEN WHALES, In: E, D, Le Cren 
and M, W, Holdgate (eds,), The Exploitation of Nat
ural Animal Populations; A Symposium of the British 
Ecological Society, Durham, March 28-31, 1960, 
New York, John Wiley, 1962, p.137-158, incl. graphs. 
15 refs, (Brit.Ecol, Soc,, Symp, No. 2) 

DLC, QK911, B7A35, no. 2 

Antarctic pelagic whaling now accounts for 75% of the 
world catch of baleen whales. The decline of the blue 
whale (Balaenoptera musculus) in the Southern Hemi
sphere began about 1931,and increasing numbers of 
fin whales (Balaenoptera physalus) appeared in the 
catches, This is currently the mostimportant species. 
Sampling difficulties are discussed which include the 
wide geographical distribution of whales along with the 
prohibitive cost of an adequate research program. 
The southern stocks of both blue and fin whales are 
decreasing. Decreasing mean lengths and the rising 
percentage of young animals in the catches of blue 
and fin whales are interpreted as signs of declining 
stocks. The pregnancy rate of mature females has in
creased in response to exploitation,and the age of 
maturity is now earlier, possibly in association with 
an increase in the growth rate. Recruitment (res
toration) is related to the size of the adult female 
component of the population, In spite of the increased 
reproductive rate, survival curves indicate that at 
the present rate of exploitation, recruitment is insuf
ficient to maintain the stocks. 

A-2389 061. 6(481):5. 001(047. 1}(*732) 

Gjelsvik, Tore 
THE ACTMTIES OF NORSK POLARINSTITUTT IN 
1960. [Norsk Polarinstitutts virksomhet i 1960. J 
Text in Norwegian. Norsk Polarinst. , .Arbok 1960, 
p. 113-128, incl. illus. , 1962. English summary, 
Ibid. : 129-132. 
75Lc, G575. 078 
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The 1960 expeditions and research activities dealt 
primarily with the Arctic. With refe1·ence to Ant
arctica, however, there is information concerning 
the Norwegian Antarctic Expeditions, 1956-60, sent 
in connection with the IGY. Work was completed at 
Norway station and subsequently a South African 
expedition replaced the Norwegian group, in accord
ance with a governmental agreement. Russia, 
Japan, and Belgium each maintained a wintering 
scientific station in Queen Maud Land. A map 
series of Queen Maud Land (20 sheets, scale 
1:250, 000) is under construction. Aerological and 
radiation data were sent to the IGY Meteorological 
Data Center in Geneva. Ascaplot data for 1957 and 
1958 are being prepared. Glaciological data, in
cluding morphological description of the investi
gated area, are to be published. 

A-2390 061. 6(481):5. 001(047. 1}(*732) 

Gjelsvik, Tore 
THE ACTIVITIES OF NORSK POLARINSTITUTT IN 
1961. [Norsk Polarinstitutts virksomhet i 1961. J 
Text in Norwegian. Norsk Polarinst. , .Arbok 1961, 
p. 133-148, incl. illus. , 1962. English summary 
Ibid. :149-152. ' 
DLC, G575. 078 

The 1961 expeditions and research activities dealt 
primarily with the Arctic. With reference to Ant
arctica, however, there is information concenting 
the publication of a map series (scale 1:250, 000) as 
well as flight maps (scale 1:100, 000) showing aerial 
photography routes taken over Queen Maud Land. 
Meteorological data were dispatched to the IGY 
Meteorological Data Center in Geneva. Papers 
being prepared for publication deal with cooling 
power, radiation measurements, ozone heat balance 
in snow fields, and the meteorological data collected 
by the Norwegian-British-Swedish Antarctic Expedi
tion, 1949-52. South Africa, Russia, and Japan each 
maintained a wintering scientific station in Queen 
Maud Land. 

A-2392 061. 6(481):5. 001(047. 1)(*732) 

Gjelsvik, Tore 
THE ACTIVITIES OF NORSK POLARINSTITUTT IN 
1962. [Norsk Polarinstitutts virksomhet i 1962. J 
Text in Norwegian. Norsk Polarinst., .Arbok 1962, 
p. 161-179, incl. illus. , 1963. English summary, 
Ibid. : 180-184. 
DLc, G575. 078 

The 1962 expeditions and research activities dealt 
primarily with the Arctic. With reference to Ant
arctica, however, there is information concerning 
the publication of 4 maps of Queen Maud Land (scale 
1:250, 000). Construction of maps of the Si6r Rondane 
Mts. has begun. Meteorological data from Norway 
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Station were dispatched to the IGY Meteorological 
Data Center in Geneva Data on visibility, cloudi
ness, humidity, precipitation, heat balance, and 
snowfield micrometeorology are being prepared 
for publication. South Africa and Russia each main
tained a wintering scientific station in Queen Maud 
Land. 

A-2417 (47:73)5. 007: 38:910. 4(*746) 

Dewart, Gilbert 
EXCHANGE SCIENTIST WITH THE U.S. S. R ANT
ARCTIC EXPEDITION, 1960-61. Calif. Inst. 
Technol. , Seismol. Lab. , Pasadena, Calif. Rept. 
on NSF Grant G-9256, 52p. , incl. illus. , tables, 
graphs, map (1962). 8 refs. 

OTS, PB 163086 

This is a report by the American exchange scientist 
who participated in the earth sciences program of the 
Fifth Soviet Antarctic Expedition from Dec. 1959 to 
Feb. 1961. His duties involved routine research at 
the Mirnyy seismological laboratory and seismic, 
gravimetric, and magnetic investigations conducted 
on traverses. Background information is given on 
the organization and personnel of the Soviet Antarctic 
Expedition, and the Mirnyy Station site. Details of 
the station building construction and heating, the 
power and water supplies, communication equipment, 
transportation equipment (land, sea, and air), scien
tific instruments, medical facilities, food supplies, 
clothing, and camping equipment are also included. 
During 1960, the seismological lab recorded over 380 
earthquakes as well as severe microseisms when the 
sea was free of ice. Geophysical exploration objec
tives included thickness measurements of the East 
Antarctic ice cap, the study of structure and physico
mechanical properties of the snow-firn layer, the 
elucidation of the nature of reflected waves, and the 
correlation of seismic data with the lithologic, 
petrographic, and physical properties of rock and 
snow. 

A-2426 910. 4(059)(*765) 

Astapenko, P. D. 
JOURNEY TO THE OTHER END OF THE WORLD; 
A SOVIET POLAR EXPLORER ON WINTERING AT 
AN AMERICAN SCIENTIFIC STATION IN ANT
ARCTICA. [Puteshestvie za tridevfat' zemel'; 
sovetskil polfarnik o zimovke na amerikanskol 
nauchnol stantsii v Antarktike. ) Text in Russian. 
Leningrad, Gidrometeorol. Izd-vo, 1962, l 70p. , 
incl. illus. , map. 

DLC, G880. A75 

The book is a diary based on the notes of the Soviet 
representative,made during the journey to and from 
the Antarctic, and at Little America Station from 
July 1957 to Dec. 1958. Descriptions are given of 
the fundan1ental results of scientific research car
ried out as part of the IGY program, with emphasis 
on geographic and meteorological peculiarities of the 
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continent. In addition, impressions are given of the 
daily life and working conditions of the scientists, 
sailors, and aviators, as well as observations of 
Americans and their way of life and thinking. 

A-2427 5. 001(047. 1)(*7) 

U. S. Congress. House. Committee on Interior and 
Insular Affairs. 

ANTARCTICA REPORT, 1964. HEARINGS BEFORE 
THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TERRITORIAL AND IN
SULAR AFFAIRS OF THE COMMI'!'TEE ON IN
TERIOR AND INSULAR AFFAIRS, HOUSE OF REP
RESENTATIVES, EIGHTY-EIGHTH CONGRESS, 
SECOND SESSION, ON DEEP FREEZE 1963-64 
OPERATIONS. MAY 28, 1964 AND AUGUST 10, 
1964. Washington, U. S. Govt. Print. Off., 1964, 
106p. , incl. tables, graphs, maps. (Serial No. 29) 

DLC, 0880. U495 

The Subcommittee met to consider several bills 
(H. R 620, 5241, 6612) to provide for the establish
ment of the Richard E. Byrd Antarctic Commission 
to be responsible for coordination and direction of 
the U. S. research programs of the Antarctic, 
with informational responsibilities including mainte
nance of records of U. S. activities in the Antarctic. 
The texts of the bills are given, followed by various 
reports of the pertinent departments and agencies 
stating opinions on the desirability of such legisla
tion. The principal information on Deep Freeze 
1963-64 operations is contained in the statements of 
A. P. Crary, NSF; James R Reedy and David M. 
Tyree, U. S. Navy; James E. Mooney, deputy U. S. 
Antarctic projects officer; and Clement J. Zablocki, 
Representative from Wisconsin. Additional inclu
sions are (1) correspondence with regards to the 
safety and operational capability of the nuclear reac
tor at McMurdo, (2) the NSF Projected Antarctic 
Science Program, 1964-69, detailing plans for re
search in biology, cartography, geology, glaciology, 
earth geophysics, meteorology, oceanography, and 
upper atmosphere physics, and (3) the NSF Plan for 
Topographic Mapping of Antarctica (Revised). 

A-2481 5. 001. 5(73):629. 12. 001. 5(*7) 

Quartermain, L. B. 
ELTANIN IN NEW ZEALAND. Antarctic Rept., 
p. 43-46, July 1964. 

DLC, GPRR 

On July 14, 1964, the Eltanin arrived in Wellington 
on Cruise 13 for its initial visit to New Zealand. An 
official welcome was extended by the New Zealand 
National Committee for Antarctic Research and 
various social events were held. Following the offi
cial welcome, a science seminar was held in which 
seven papers, illustrated by color slides, were 
presented by Eltanin scientists. The papers re-
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ported on the research in the following fields con
ducted aboard the Eltanin: (1) meteorology (upper 
air soundings of pressure, temperature, humidity, 
and air movements by radio- and rawinsondes); (2) 
upper atmosphere physics (VLF emissions, i. e. , 
whistlers and hiss); (3) physical and chemical 
oceanography; (4) marine geology (bottom topogra
phy and sediment analysis); (5) microbiological in
vestigations of marine sediments; (6) plankton samp
ling; and (7) abyssal fauna of the Bellingshausen 
Basin. 

A-2482 341. 24: 061. 3(*7) 

Francis, Henry s. , Jr. 
THE THIRD CONSULTATIVE MEETING OF ANT
ARCTIC TREATY REPRESENTATIVES. Antarctic 
Rept., p. 4-12, Aug. 1964. Ibid. :5-14, Sept. 1964. 

DLC, GPRR -

In accordance with the Antarctic Treaty, represen
tatives of the contracting parties met (in Brussels, 
Belgium, in June 1964) to exchange information, 
consult together on matters of common interest, and 
to formulate, consider, and recommend to their 
governments measures in furtherance of the princi
ples and objectives of the Treaty. The delegates 
a.i·e listed and the discussion topics and addresses 
are summarized. Recommendations, which become 
effective when approved by all contracting parties, 
include: ID-L Information on Facilities for the 
Landing of Aircraft; ID-IL Notification of Unoccu
pied Refuges; m-IIL Logistics; ID-IV. The Next 
Meeting (that it be held in Santiago, Chile); ID-V. 
Telecommunications; ID-VL Questions Concerning 
Meetings of Specialists; ID-VIL Acceptance of 
Approved Recommendations; m-VIIL Agreed 
Measures for the Conservation of Antarctic Fauna 
and Flora {listed in full with annexes); ID-IX. 
Interim Guide Lines for Conservation of Fauna and 
Flora; ID-X. Interest of SCAR in the Conservation 
of Antarctic Fauna and Flora; and ID-XI. Pelagic 
Sealing and the Taking of Fauna on Pack Ice. 

A-2483 528. 935:413. 11(*7) 

Burrill, Meredith F. 
STANDARDIZING ANTARCTIC GEOGRAPHIC 
NAMES. Antarctic Rept. , p. 2-9, Oct. 1964. 9 refs. 

DLC, GPRR 

This paper was presented at the Nov. 12, 1964, 
meeting of the Antarctican Society. It is essentially 
a history of efforts to resolve the various names 
given Antarctic features into a uniform and accepted 
system. The work of the BGN and other similar 
offices is recorded as attempts have been made 
throughout the past several decades to establish 
place names in a continent which inhibited accurate 
and definitive cartography until relatively recently. 
The changes in the policies by which names have 
been selected are also traced. 
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A-2484 5. 007: 5. 009. 01(*7) 

Francis, Henry S. , Jr. 
USARP COOPERATIVE PROGRAMS, 1964-65. 
Antal'Ctic Rept. , p. 10-18, incl. table, Oct. 1964. 

DLC, GPRR 

NSF arranges each year to send U. S. scientists to 
Antarctica through the assistance of other national 
Antarctic expeditions. In the same manner, USARP 
receives many foreign scientists, and NSF makes 
U. S. facilities and services in Antarctica available 
to accommodate their research needs. Cooperative 
research activities for the forthcoming Antarctic 
season illustrate the type of arrangements that can 
be made and the steady growth that is taking place in 
the free movement of scientists in the Antarctic, 
with the resultant interchange of ideas, techniques, 
and knowledge. A short description is given of the 
cooperative programs of the following countries: 
Argentina, Australia, Belgium, Chile, Germany, 
Japan, New Zealand, Norway, United Kingdom, 
South Africa, Soviet Union, and Canada. A list of 
all U. S. scientific personnel engaging in these re
search activities with other countries is included. 

A-2485 5. 007: 5. 009. 01(*764) 

Tarakanov, G. G. 
SOVIET EXCHANGE SCIENTIST AT McMURDO, 
1963. Antarctic Rept., p. 19-20, Oct. 1964. 

DLC, GPRR 

The author, an exchange scientist assigned by the 
Soviet Antarctic Expedition to USARP at McMurdo 
Station, reports on 10 months' activity during 1963. 
He conducted meteorological research on the atmo
spheric processes over West Antarctica including 
upper air winds, the general condition of the perma
nent winter cyclone over the Ross Sea, and the 
general circulation of the atmosphere over the 
Southern Hemisphere and its influence on the synop
tic processes over Antarctica. The equipment used 
and the sources of data are discussed briefly. 
Favorable comments on living conditions and work
ing relationships with McMurdo personnel are in
cluded. 

A-2494 (*2)069(*532. 1) 

Laktionov, A. F. 
ARCTIC AND ANTARCTIC MUSEUM (ITS 25TH 
ANNIVERSARY). (Muzel Arktiki i Antarktiki (K 25-
letifil so dnia otkryti!a). ) Text in Russian. Prob. 
Arktiki Antarktiki, No. 12:119-126, incl. illus., 
1963. 

DLC, G575. L422 

The history is discussed of planning and developing 
the museum. The success of exhibits in Leningrad 
of polar work led to the idea of building a museum 
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where they could be displayed permanently. Its ini
tial purpose was to demonstrate the scientific and 
practical results of work in the Arctic regions; in 
1956, displays of Antarctic work we re introduced. 
There are 6000 displays, seen by 100-120 thousand 
visitors per year from several parts of the world. 
All aspects of the history of travel, research and 
results of research, living conditions, plant and 
animal life, etc. , in the polar regions a.re displayed. 

A-2503 (*50)061. 6:5. 001. 5(*2) 

Treshnikov, A. F. 
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH OF THE ARCTIC AND 
ANTARCTIC INSTITUTE IN 1963. (Na.uchnye issledo
vaniia Arkticheskogo i anta.rkticheskogo instituta v 
1963 g. ] Text in Russian. Prob. Arktiki Anta.rktiki, 
No. 18:5-10, 1964. Ref. 

DLC, G575. L422 

An outline is given of research methods and ice and 
weather forecasting in the polar regions. The 
attempts to coordinate research in Antarctica. a.re 
discussed. Other 1963 Antarctic projects of the 
Institute included the compilation of the Antarctic 
atlas, sea ice studies in relation to navigation, ex
peditions, equipment used, the closing of Vostok Sta
tion, the building of Molodezhna.ya. Station, and a 
Moscow-Antarctica-Moscow flight. 

A-2523 35. 07:5. 001. 5(73) 

Greenberg, D. S. 
ANTARCTICA: CONGRESSIONAL URGE FOR TIDY 
RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION MANIFESTS ITSELF 
IN NEW PROPOSAL. Science, 148(3675):1304-1305, 
June 4, 1965. -

DLC, Ql. S35 

Recent Congressional interest in tidiness of research 
administration concerns a three-agency arrangement 
for the Antarctic research program, in which the 
Defense Dept. , through the Navy, handles logistics, 
NSF is responsible for research, and the State Dept. 
provides coordination and guidance under the 14-na.
tion Antarctic Treaty. An effort is now under way in 
the House to place the entire Antarctic program w1de r 
what would be called the Richard E. Byrd Antarctic 
Commission. There is an understandable Congres
sional desire to !mow precisely who is in charge of 
spending the Government's research funds, particu
larly in progran1s that are sprawled over several 
Governmental agencies, and to see the nation's 
science policy spelled out so that it can ascertain 
that the policy is being followed. But the scientific 
community feels that benefits of centralized adminis
tration of the nation's research and development 
programs are not valuable enough to warrant saddling 
the present relationship with a master plan. The 
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Assistant Secretary of State for International Affairs 
maintains that the Antarctic program, as a case in 
point, has worked to such complete satisfaction in its 
present form, that reorganization should not be con
sidered. 

A-2526 5. 007:5. 009. 01(*747) 

Jacobs, John D. 
EXCHANGE SCIENTIST WITH THE 9TH SOVIET 
ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION. Antarctic Rept. , p. 2-6, 
incl. diagr. , Feb. 1965. 

DLC, GPRR 

Under the agreement between the governments of the 
U. S. S. R. and the U. S. for the mutual exchange of 
scientific personnel at Antarctic stations, the author 
spent the year 1964 working at Vostok Station. 
Simultaneously, a Soviet geophysicist, V. S. Igna.tov, 
was working at Byrd Station. The author's program, 
developed at the Geophysical Institute of the Univ. of 
Ala.ska. and sponsored by NSF, was the investigation 
of VLF emissions, as well as the establishment and 
operation of a receiving station for measuring solar 
proton fluxes by the forward-scatter technique, as 
pa.rt of the total Antarctic system. A description of 
Vostok Station and activities includes location, sta
tion layout, heating, electrical system, personnel, 
support and supply, the scientific program, the 
effects of temperature, and the experimental results. 

A-2529 5. 001. 5:327. 009. 01(*7) 

Wells, H. W. 
THE COMMITTEE ON POLAR RESEARCH, NA
TIONAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES. U. S. Antarctic 
Proj. Off. , Bull. , 6(2): 15-18, incl. tables, Dec. 1964. 

DLC, GPRR -

The Committee on Polar Research (CPR) is organized 
to aid in the coordination of U. S. planning for re
search in polar regions -- primarily in the Antarc
tic -- as well as to provide for representatives and 
liaison, through SCAR of !CSU, with' the other 11 na
tions conducting Antarctic research. The CPR was 
appointed in Feb. 1958 as a body of scientists con
cerned with promoting the best interests of polar 
science, and acting in a scientific advisory capacity 
to NSF, whence it receives its principal support. 
The work of the CPR is conducted with the assistance 
of several technical panels: Biology and Medicine, 
Earth's Crust and Core, Geodesy and Cartography, 
Heat and Water, Upper Atmosphere Physics, and 
Glaciology. The recommendations that the CPR has 
formulated in the pa.st, beginning in April and May 
1958, are described. U. S. -U.S. S. R. personnel ex
changes have been arranged by the CPR, and the 
scientists who participated a.re listed. The functions 
of SCAR a.re described, including its duties of coor
dination of international scientific studies in Ant
arctica and its information activities. 
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A-2530 5. 001. 5(*7) 

Rodgers, Gene 
THE USARP SCIENTIST AND THE NSF FROM IDEA 
TO PUBLICATION. U. S. Antarctic Proj. Off. , 
Bull., 6(2):21-22, Dec. 1964. 

DLC,-GPRR 

The procedure is outlined by which individual scien
tific 1·esearch projects are conducted in the Antarctic. 
The steps include (1) formulation of the project and 
formal proposal to NSF, (2) consideration for 
approval by NSF, (3) upon approval, financial and 
logistic preparation, ( 4) data collection and analysis, 
and (5) publication of findings. 

A-2531 5. 001. 5:061. 6(*2) 

Reed, John C. 
THE ARCTIC INSTITUTE OF NORTH AMERICA. 
U. S. Antarctic Proj. Off. , Bull. , 6(3): 10-14, incl 
illus. , Jan. 1965. -

DLC, GPRR 

The Arctic Institute of North America is a nonprofit, 
private, research organization, incorporated in 
Canada by special act of Parliament and in the U. S. 
under the laws of the state of New York. It is dedi
cated to the encouragement and support of research 
in all fields in the polar regions. The Arctic Institute 
has major offices in Montreal and in Washington. 
The organizational structure and functions of the In
stitute are described. Among other projects, the 
Washington office is responsible for the Institute' s 
participation in Antarctic affairs. The Institute en
courages and maintains close relationships with 
U. S. and Canadian organizations, as well as those of 
other nations, concerned with polar affairs. In addi
tion, the Institute (1) arranges lectures, symposia, 
and extension courses, (2) issues publications, (3) 
conducts research under contract, (4) issues grants
in-aid, and (5) coordinates large research programs, 
all in the interest of advancing the acquisition and 
dissemination of polar knowledge. 

A-2533 5. 001. 5:551. 506. 22(*762) 

Dater, Henry M. 
HALLETT STATION--FROM IDEA THROUGH THE 
IGY. U. S. Antarctic Proj. Off., Bull., 6(5):21-31, 
incl illus., map, March 1965. 17 refs. -

DLC, GPRR 

A historical account is given of the work of the 
various national and international committees who 
deli be rated before the IGY on the need for a scientific 
station at Cape Adare. The official announcement 
was made in May 1956 that a station would be built in 
the vicinity of Cape Adare as a joint venture of New 
Zealand and the U. S. Programs would include 

237-720 0 - 67 - 2 
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ionospheric physics, geomagnetism, seismology, 
and meteorology. The exploration of the area which 
was cai-ried out for the selection of a site is recorded, 
followed by a description of the construction of the 
station and its establishment. The function of the 
station during the IGY is described, including living 
conditions, the scientific research conducted, and the 
rescue operations performed. 

A-2535 5. 001. 5(*764): (931) 

New Zealand. Dept. of Scientific & Industrial 
Research. Antarctic Division 

WELCOME TO SCOTT BASEi Wellington, Sept. 
1963, 15p. , incl. illus. , maps. 

DLC, GPRR 

This booklet outlines the history and administrative 
planning and operation of Scott Station. A descrip
tion of the station buildings and their use, and the 
transportation and communication facilities is in
cluded. Scientific activities at Scott and Hallett 
stations in ionospherics, D-region absorption, 
whistlers, auroral physics, geomagnetism, and 
seismology are summarized. Field projects for the 
1963-64 season include geologic and topographic 
surveys in northern Victoria Land and the region 
between the Axel Heiberg and Shackleton Glaciers, 
McMurdo [Ross] Ice Shelf and ice breakout studies, 
reconnaissance of the Balleny Is. , biological studies 
at Cape Royds and McMurdo Sound, geochemical 
studies of the lakes of the Taylor and Victoria Val
leys, chemical analysis of snow samples, and 
oceanographic studies aboard the Endeavour. 

A-2536 5. 001. 5(*7): (82) 

Buenos Aires. Instituto Antartico Argentina 
REPORT TO S. C. A. R ON ANT ARCTIC SCIENTIFIC 
ACTIVITIES FOR THE YEAR 1963 AND PLANNED 
PROGRAM FOR 1965. Informe de Progr. No. 5 SG, 
June 1964, 24p. , incl. tables. 29 refs. 

DLC, Ql80. A6B8 

The 1963 scientific program was carried out from 5 
permanent stations, 4 ships, 2 aircraft, and 5 
traverses, through the efforts of 12 organizations. 
Research conducted is outlined by discipline, and in
formation on data repositories is included. A bib
liography of recent publications is rirovided followed 
by an outline of the program planned for 1965. 
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A-2537 5. 001. 5(*7):(94) 

Australian Academy of Science. National Committee 
for Antarctic Research 

SUMMARY OF ANTARCTIC RESEARCH PRO
GRAMMES, 1963, AND PROPOSED PROGRAMMES, 
1965. (Melbourne?, 1964?] 34p. 73 refs. 

DLC 

Prepared for SCAR, this report outlines Australian 
scientific research conducted in Antarctica in 1963, 
and on board the expedition ship during the 1963-64 
summer cruise. The greater part of the report is 
concerned with the work of the Australian National 
Antarctic Research Expeditions (ANARE); reference 
is also made to several projects carried out jointly 
with foreign expeditions, and to the work of a num
ber of organizations and individuals in Australia. 
An outline of the proposed research program for 1965 
is included as well as a bibliography of 1963 publica
tions. 

A-2538 5. 001. 5(*7): (520) 

Wadati, Kiyoo 
NATIONAL REPORT OF THE JAPANESE ANTARC
TIC RESEARCH EXPEDITION. Tokyo, Sci Council 
Japan, Natl. Antarctic Commt. , Aug. 1964, 9p. 41 
refs. 

DLC, GPRR 

During 1963, no Japanese scientific station was in 
operation, but 5 scientists carried out research in 
biology, geochemistry, and glaciology at McMurdo 
Station by courtesy of USARP. Preparations are 
underway for the Japanese Antarctic research pro
gram for 1965-66; Showa Station will be reopened and 
a new 5000-ton icebreaker will be ready for use in 
Sept. 1965. The third Symposium on Antarctic 
Biology (Japan) was held in Tokyo on Feb. 29, 1964. 
A list is provided of reports on the recording and 
availability of data, as well as publication sources 
for all scientific disciplines. 

A-2539 5, 001. 5(*7): (931) 

Royal Society of New Zealand. National Committee 
for Antarctic Research 

SUMMARY OF RESEARCH PROGRAMMES, 1962, 
AND PROPOSED RESEARCH PROGRAMMES, 1964. 
REPORT NO. 5 TO SCAR [Wellington?, 1963?] 
16p. 35 refs. 

DLC 

The principal observations carried out in 1962 for 
each major research discipline are outlined, fol
lowed by a list of authorities responsible for the 
processing of data and publication of results. The 
proposed program for 1964 is summarized by disci
pline. A bibliography of 1962 publications is pro
vided. 

to 

A-2540 5. 001. 5(*7):(680) 

South African Council for Scientific and Industrial 
Research. Scientific Committee for Antarctic 
Research 

6TH REPORT TO SCAR: SOUTH AFRICAN ANT
ARCTIC RESEARCH ACTIVITIES 1963 AND ACTM
TIES PLANNED FOR 1965. Pretoria, CSIR Spec. 
Rept. Info. 17, July 1964, 18p. 26 refs. 

DLC 

This report was prepared for SCAR on the South 
African research program carried out in 1963, and 
activities proposed for 1965. South African Antarctic 
programs and expeditions are administered by the 
South African Dept. or Transport on the advice of the 
Scientific Committee for Antarctic Research of the 
Council for Scientific and Industrial Research. The 
programs are described by discipline, and a bib
liography of 1963 publications is included. 

A-2541 5. 001. 5(*7): (47) 

Soviet Committee on Antarctic Research [Akademi!a 
nauk SSSR Mezhduvedomstvennaia kommissiia po 
izucheniiu Antarktiki] 

U.S. S. R NATIONAL REPORT NO. 6 TO SCAR 
Moscow, Oct. 1964, 57p. 186 refs. 

DLC 

The scientific research conducted in 1963 is outlined 
by discipline. Institutions serving as data reposi
tories for each discipline are listed. The proposed 
scientific programs for 1965 are summarized for 
each station; a bibliography of 1963 publications is 
provided. 

A-2543 5. 001. 5(*7):(410) 

Royal Society of London. British National Committee 
on Antarctic Research 

UNITED KINGDOM NATIONAL REPORT NO. 6 TO 
SCAR London, Aug. 1964, 36p. , incl map. 79 refs. 

DLC 

This report outlines by discipline the scientific re· 
search completed in Antarctica from April 1963 until 
the departure of the last relief ship in the 1963-64 
summer. The greater part is concerned with the 
work of the British Antarctic Survey. A bibliography 
of recent British publications is included, followed by 
a summary of the tentative research progran1 for 
1965. 
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A-2553 5. 001. 5(047. 1):087. 6(*7) 

Tufty, Barbara 
SCIENCE PROBES ANTARCTICA. Sci. News Lett., 
87(23):358-359, 365, incL illus., map, June 5, 1965. 

DLC, Ql. S76 

General aspects of Antarctica are discussed: (1) 
discovery, (2) development of the Antarctic Treaty, 
(3) research programs of the U. S. and other nations, 
( 4) recent findings in biology, glaciology, geology, 
and atmospheric physics. 

A- 2571 990:910. 4(*7) 

Lebedev, V. L. 
A NEW BASIS FOR SOLVING CONTROVERSIAL 
PROBLEMS OF ANT ARCTIC HISTORY. [Reshenie 
spornykh voprosov antarkticheskol istorii na novol 
osnove.] Text in Russian. Antarktika: Doiel. Komis. , 
1962. Moskva, Izd-vo Akad. nauk SSSR, 1963, p. 
176-179, incl. map. 

DLC, 0576. A65 

The controversial problems are: (1) the value of the 
Cook expedition to Antarctic studies; (2) who first saw 
the continent and correctly determined its nature; and 
(3) who discovered the Antarctic Peninsula and what 
it should be called. The new spirit of cooperation is 
discussed which exists between the Soviet Union and 
other countries in the solution of these problems. An 
evaluation is given of documents from the Cook, 
Bransfield, Palmer, and Bellingshausen-Lazarev 
Expeditions. Quotations from a letter written by 
Lazarev in 1821 and a report written by Bellingshausen 
in April, 1820, and other documents, indicate clear
ly that the Russians saw the Antarctic coast on Jan. 
28, 1820, and correctly identified it as a continent, 
not an ice-covered sea. Recently published foreign 
works, which establish Russian priority in the dis
covery of Antarctica, include an Antarctic Atlas 
(U.S. A., 1961) by Raymond Butler, a magazine 
article by G. Robin (1962), and an editor's note in 
a magazine "First Discovery of Antarctica. " The 
disputed name of the peninsula has been solved with 
a neutral name "Antarctic Peninsula. " 

A-2592 5. 001. 5: 327. 009. 01(*7) 

Robin, G. de Q. 
THE COMING SEASON IN ANTARCTICA. New 
Scientist, 20(369):658-660, incL illus., map, Dec. 
12, 1963. -

DLC, Ql. N52 

The Antarctic Treaty has ensured that scientific re
search will continue to be recognized as an activity of 
prime importance. International coordination of 
programs of signatory nations remains the responsi
bility of scientists through SCAR of !CSU. Basic 
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support of scientific research in Anta1·ctica has im
proved during recent years, particularly with better 
facilities at permanent stations and more efficient 
methods of transport by sea, land, and air. A re
view is given of the areas of research of the British 
Antarctic Survey which have been expanded within the 
framework of IQSY: upper atmosphere physics 
(conjugate-point studies of geomagnetic and iono
spheric events, auroral displays, and VLF emis
sions), glaciology (direction of flow of the ice sheet, 
and ice thickness studies), biology, and geology. 

A-2603 910. 4: 8. 03(882= 20 ](*7) 

SOVIET ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION, INFORMATION 
BULLETIN. Vol. 2. Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, 
318p. , incl. illus. , tables, graphs, diagrs. , maps. 
Refs. Translated by Scripta Technica, Inc. 

DLC, Qll5. S6862 

This ls the second of a series of volumes which con
tain translations of the Sovetskaia Antarkticheskafa 
Ekspedit'sirlt Informat'sionny! biulleten' (Vol. 1, 
A-1568). The translation was initiated at the 
University of Wisconsin Geophysics and Polar Re
search Center, with financial support from the 
National Science Foundation. Volume 2 contains 
bulletins 11-20, for 1959-60. Eighty-four papers 
are included, covering the fields of aurora, geodesy, 
geography, geology, geomagnetism, glaciology, 
meteorology, aerial navigation, oceanography, and 
biology. These papers are abstracted separately. 

A-2652 (*7)574(084. 1) 

ANTARCTIC BIOLOGY. (Motion picture) University 
of Arizona Radio-Television Bureau, 1964. 28 min. , 
sound, color, 16 mm. 

DLC, Fi A 64-1242 (Ariz., Univ.) 

This film, produced in cooperation with the U. S. 
National Science Foundation, explores the research 
work on Antarctic plant and animal life by biologists 
working in the Antarctic. Studies of seals and pen
guins a.re stressed. The writer and narrator is 
Laurence M. Gould; the photographer and film editor 
is Herbert Ullman. 

A-2699 639. 247. 4(091){*786) 

Cumpston, John 
THE EXPLOITATION OF MACQUARIE ISLAND 
SEALS, 1810. Polar Rec., 12(80):608-610, May 
1965. 2 refs. -

DLC, G 575. P6 

During the early 18001s the location of Macquarie L , 
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with its great population of fur seals, was a well 
guarded secret of only a few sealers, The story is 
told of how one resourceful sealer conh·ived to 
elicit this information from a ship captain. 

A-2703 5,001. 5(084, 1)("'7) 

Skeib, Gunter 
WHITE WORLD OF THE ANTARCTIC. (Weisse 
Welt de1· Antarktis.] Text in Germru1, Leipzig, F. A. 
Brockhaus, 1963, 24p. + 79 plates, incl. map. 

DLC, G870,S56 

This book discusses aspects of the Antarctic for the 
general 1·eader. A text of 24 pages describes the 
circum-Antarctic waters (weather conditions, 
currents, density of ice coverage, etc.), the geog
raphy of the continent, the dimensions of the ice 
sheet, the environmental conditions affecting life at 
Mirnyy Station, and the Antarctic flora and fauna. 
The history of the discove1·y and subsequent estab
lishment of the continent as an area for scientific 
research is outlined, including the formation of the 
Antarctic Treaty and the resulting worldwide coor
dination of research activities during the IGY. 
Following the text is a photographic report showing 
various geog1·aphic features in Antarctica., snow and 
ice features around Mil-nyy, and the research and 
living facilities at the station. 

A-2704 8-1(*7) 

Moneta Testa, Cal.'los 
ANTARCTICA: POEMS OF ICE. [Antartica: poemas 
de hielo.] Text in Spanish. (Buenos Aires] Colombo, 
[1964] 28p., incl. illus. 

DLC, PQ7798, 23, 046A8 

This collection of 14 short poems was written during 
a 13-menth stay (1961-62) in the Argentine-claimed 
sector of Antarctica. The subjects include snow, 
the weather, aurora, etc. 

A-2705 

Pound, Reginald 

92[Evans, E. R. G. R.] 
910. 4(092)(*7) 

EVANS OF THE BROKE; A BIOGRAPHY OF ADMI
RAL LORD MOUNTEVANS, K. C. B,, D. S. 0 . , 
LL. D. London, Oxford Univ. Press, 1963, 324p, , 
incl. illus, 27 refs. 

DLC, DA89. 1. M6P6, 1963 

This biography traces the naval career of Admiral 
Lord Mountevans (Edward R. G. R. Evans, Oct. 28, 
1880-Aug, 20, 1957), Six chapters deal with his 
activities in support of Scott's expedition to the 
South Pole, Evans was captain of the Terra Nova 
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which carried the expedition to Antarctica. Ill addi
tion, the book contains an account of Scott's prepar
ation for his expedition and a record of the activities 
of the support parties in Antarctica. Numerous 
sources have been used to compile this record, in
cluding the journals and letters of expedition mem
bers. The remainder of the book is a record of 
Evans' naval activities during World Wars I and II. 

A-2706 

Mawson, Paquita 

92[Mawson, Douglas] 
910. 4(092)(*7) 

MAWSON OF THE ANTARCTIC; THE LIFE OF SIR 
DOUGLAS MAWSON, F. R. S. O. B. E. London, 
Longmans, 1964, 240p,, incl, illus., maps, appends, 

DLC, G875, M33M3 

This biography of Sir Douglas Mawson (1882-1958), 
written by his wife, is divided into five major pai:ts 
entitled: The Years of Apprenticeship, Australasian 
Antarctic Expedition, The wru· Years and After, 
BANZARE, and Last Years. The book is compiled 
from Mawson's journals and letters, as well as from 
those of expedition members. Numerous illustrations 
are included. Appendixes include (1) a list of scien
tific awards, honors, and degrees received by 
Mawson, (2) two letters, and (3) identification of ex
pedition members. 

A-2712 5. 001. 5:659. 2(*7) 

Saru:lved, K, G. 
STATESIDE SERVICES FOR USARP SCIENTISTS. 
BioScience, 15(4):258-261, incl, illus., April 1965. 

DLC, QHl, A277 

Information services provided in support of current 
research are described, They include the NSF 
assignment as clearinghouse and source of informa
tion, control and dissemination of information by the 
Antarctic Bibliography, direct communication pro
vided by the Antarctic Report [A-1868), inter
national exchange of scientific personnel encouraged 
by the Anta1·ctic Treaty, the allied efforts of the 
Antarctic Specimen Records Project with the Smith
sonian Oceanographic Sorting Center, a review of U1e 
major serials and available translations, maps, and 
special publications, 

A-2729 5,001. 5(047. 1)(*7) 

Francis, Henry s., Jr, and Robert W. Mason 
ANTARCTICA--WHY? Amer, Alpine J,, Issue 39, 
~(2):377-396, incl, tables, maps, 1965. 2 refs. 

DLC, G505, A47 
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A general discussion of the Antarctic is given, starl
ing with motives and interests involved in programs 
of the IGY. The following topics are cove1·ed: the 
development of USARP as a unique national research 
program; the objectives of SCAR-ICSU in fostering 
international cooperation and the establishment of the 
Antarctic Treaty; scientific advances in geography and 
geology; a review of geophysical investigations and 
geologic history; current research efforts in glaciol 
ogy, oceanography, and the atmosphere; fauna! and 
floral life in terrestrial and marine ecology; the prob
lems encountered in resolving the basic mechanisms 
involved in Antarctica's upper atmosphere; laboratory 
facilities and transportation available for research; 
and geological and other challenges of the future . 

A-2743 (52)551. 506, 2. 001. 5(*7) 

Japan. Science Council 
JAPANESE CONTRIBUTION TO THE INTERNATION -
AL GEOPHYSICAL YEAR AND THE INTERNATIONAL 
GEOPHYSICAL COOPERATION. VOL. v. Tokyo, 
180p., incl. illus., tables, graphs, diagrs., maps, 
append., March 1963. Refs. 

DLC, QC801. 3. J35 

Scientific programs are reviewed in 13 chapters titled: 
world days and communications, meteorology, geo
i.1agnetism, aurora and airglow, ionosphere, solar 
activities, cosmic rays, longitude and latitude, glaci
ology, rockets and satellites, seismology, gravity 
measurements, and nuclear radiation. The chapter 
on aurora and airglow contains a discussion of auroral 
observations at Showa Station in 1961 and airglow 
observations on the Sa)a between Tokyo and Showa in 
1961-62. Glaciologic research (Chapt. 9) was con
ducted in the vicinity of Showa in 1961- 62, with 
emphasis on glacier mapping, inland ice thickness, 
and physical properties of snow and ice. Chapt. 13, 
gravity measurements, includes an appendix on pen
dulum observations at Meguro(Tokyo), Mowbray(Cape 
Town), and Showa [see L-943]. A separate 
section of the volume covers Japanese Antarctic 
research (A-2744]. 

A-2744 (52)5. 001. 5(*7) 

Nagata, T. and T. Oguti 
JAPANESE ANTARCTIC RESEARCH DURING THE 
POST-IGC PERIOD. In: Science Council of Japan, 
Japanese Contribution to the International Geophysical 
Year and the International Geophysical Cooperation, 
5:164-179, incl. graphs, diagrs. , maps, March 1963. 
f4 refs. 

DLC, QC801. 3. J35 

A review is given of Japanese Antarctic research at 
Showa Station, including a list of publications and dis
cussions of results in geomagnetism, glaciology, and 
geology. Geomagnetic studies included localized in-
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tense secular variation, diurnal variation in polar 
regions on geomagnetically quiet days, and geomag
netic bays and pulsations at conjugate points. Seismic 
wave velocities and ice densities were studied dm·ing 
two inland traverses, and ice fabrics were studied on 
the Hamna and Honhorbrygga Glaciers. Geologic 
studies of East Ongul I. have shown it to be a wtique 
structural wtit, a lenticular recumbent fold associat
ed with small folds in the frontal zone. 

A-2745 5.001. 5(023)(*7) 

Skeib, GUnter 
ANTARCTICA; CONTINENT IN THE CENTER OF 
RESEARCH. [Antarktika; Kontinent im Brennpunld 
der Forschung.] Text in German. Leipzig, Urania
Verlag, (1965] 284 p. , incl. illus., tables, graphs, 
diagrs. , maps. 34 refs. 

DLC, G860. S54 

A review is given of the current status of scientific 
research in Antarctica, with emphasis on U.S. S. R 
activities. An introductory chapter presents general 
information on geographic and climatic features of 
Antarctica A history is given of the discovery and 
exploration of Antarctica and the development of re
search, including the formation of the programs of 
international cooperation during the IGY and in the 
subsequent Antarctic Treaty. The second chapter 
discusses the stormy conditions of Antarctic seas, 
ocean currents, the extinct volcanoes which now form 
many of the sub-Antarctic islands, icebergs, ground
ed icebergs, the ice barrier, mountains, nunataks, 
and "oases. " Antarctic plants and animals are de
scribed, including sections on penguins, seals, 
whales, birds, and man in the Antarctic environment, 
The sealing and whaling industries are described. 
The development of Antarctic transportation is traced, 
including ice-adapted vehicles. The last chapter dis
cusses Antarctic geology in terms of its application 
to various theories on the formation of the continents, 
In addition, aurora, the weather, climate, and radi
ation and heat budgets are discussed and future re
search is outlined, 

A-2749 639. 245.1: 338, 98(*7) 

Simon, Noel 
OF WHALES AND WHALING. Science, 149(3687):943-
946, Aug. 27, 1965. 

DLC, Ql.S35 

Information on the declining stocks of whales is pre
sented. A special meeting of the International Whal
ing Commission (London, May 3-6, 1965) was called 
for the purpose of reaching an agreement to an over
all maximum quota for the Antarctic pelagic whaling 
fleets for the 1965-66 season, but a protective agree
ment was not forthcoming. Conservation data dic
tated a maximum catch of 2500 BWU (blue whale 
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units), but the primary whaling nations (U. S. S. R , 
Norway, Japan, and lhe U. S.) agreed to a limit _ol 
4500 BWU. Objections are: (1) the quota for this 
season is too high to provide adequate protection, 
(2) the quota, expressed in BWU, does not specify 
units per species (fin or sei) and thus, in theory, the 
entire quota could be filled by the overldll of one 
species, and (3) the quota applies to pelagic whaling, 
not covering shore-station catches, e. g. , South 
Geo1·g.ia. Proposed measures which are considered 
requisite to the prevention of extinction of species 
and collapse of the industry are lis ted. 

A-2753 92(Ross, James Clark] 

Savours, Ann 
SIR JAMES CLARK ROSS, 1800-1862. Geogr. J., 
128(3):325-327, incl. illus., Sept. 1962. 8 refs. 
DLC, G7.R91 

The most famous achievements of Ross were the 
reaching of the North Magnetic Pole, 1829-33, and 
the command of the Antarctic expedition of 1839-43. 
He was a participant in several Arctic expeditions 
most of which tried to find lhe Northwest Passage 
between the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. On the 
Antarctic expedition of 1839-43, he commanded the 
Erebus and Terror in an attempt to undertake mag
netic research. Although he was unable to reach the 
South Magnetic Pole (because of ice), he discovered 
and charted the coast of Victoria Land, and sailed 
along what is now the Ross Ice Shelf barrier, in two 
voyages from Hobart and New Zealand, being the 
first to navigate the pack ice of the Ross Sea. He 
made one more expedition, in the Arctic, to look for 
signs of the Franklin expedition. He saw no further 
service, but continued to be consulted as an authority 
in all matters relating to the Arctic. 

A-2754 5.001. 5(047. 1)(*7) 

Lewis, Richard S. 
A CONTINENT FOR SCIENCE; THE ANTARCTIC 
ADVENTURE. New York, Viking Press, 1965, 300p, 
incl. illus., graphs, diagrs., maps. 81 refs. 

DLC, G860,L9 

This book presents a history of Antarctic exploration 
and ol the development of Antarctic scientific research 
in the major science disciplines. The political as
pects of the coordination of international research 
programs during and after the IGY are discussed. 
The first three chapters present the history of dis
covery and exploration, including the South Pole ex
peditions , the establishment of stations, and the ex
plo1·atory tra,•erses. The remaining chapters deal 
with individual disciplines: Riddle of the Land Be
neath the Ice (geography, subglacial topography) , 
Gondwanaland and the Vaults of Tirne (paleontology, 
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historical geology, continental drift, glaciology), 
Minus 126. 9 Degrees Fahrenheit (meteorology), The 
Dawn Chorus (atmospheric physics), On the Fringe of 
the Lifeless Latitudes (marine and'terrestrial biol
ogy) and The .Antarcticans (physiological and psycho
logi~al aspects 0( Antarctic living). 

A-2756 (73)5. 001. 5(*7) 

U. S, ANTARCTIC RESEARCH PROGRAM, 1964-65. 
Antarctic Rept., p. 2-42, incl. maps, July 1964. 

DLC, GPRR 

The u. s. Antarctic Research Program for 1964-65 
is described, listing by discipline the specific proj
ects to be carried out on the continent, the nearby 
areas, and aboard the Eltanin. Programs of data 
analysis which will be carried out in the U. S. are 
also given. The following disciplines are listed: 
biology, cartography, geology, glaciology, meteo
rology, oceanography, terresfrial physics, and upper 
atmosl?here physics. P1·ojects dealing with informa
tion retrieval and dissemination are included, along 
with the support activities of the Committee on Polar 
Research, the Institute of Polar Studies, and the 
Geophysical and Polar Resea,:ch Center. The planned 
establishment of Palmer Station on Anvers I •. and 
the initiation of a four-yea,: traverse into Queen Maud 
Land are reported, 

A-2757 087, 6(*'1) 

Wolfert, Ira 
ANTARCTICA: THE WORLD'S MOST FASCINATING 
ICEBOX, Reader's Dig,, .[?(521): 119-123, Sept. 
1965. 

DLC, AP2. R2553 

A general description of Antarctica introduces this 
article which relates some of the programs, opera
tions, and unsolved questions of interest in the An_t
arctic. Of the programs being carried out by various 
countries, the United States' is the most extensive. 
More than 3200 Americans were at work on and 
a.i·ound the continent during the 1964-65 season. some 
$ 27 million was spent, ~ 7 million by the NSF and 
$ 20 million by the U. S. Navy on logistic support. 
Brief descriptions are given of biological programs 
including seals, penguins, and insects. 
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A-2771 (73)5. 001. 5(047. 1)(*7) 

Crary, Albert P. 
RECENT US SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH IN(THE) ANT
ARCTIC, PART I. ACTIVITIES AND PRELIMINARY 
FINDINGS OF FIELD PROGRAMS DURING AUSTRAL 
SUMMER 1963-64, Amer. Geophys. Union, Trans., 
45(4): 719- 726, incl. table, map, Dec. 1964. Also: 
IG Bull,, No, 88:15-22, Oct. 1964. 

DLC, QE500. A6 

U. S. scientific field programs and support activities 
conducted in Antarctica during the summer of 1963-64 
(excluding those of the Eltanin) ai·e summarized under 
the headings: Biology, Cai1:ography, Geology, Geo
physics, Glaciology, Meteorology, and Oceanography. 
Twenty-nine projects were put into the field and 14 
others, involving year-round observations, we1·e 
initiated or continued; 121 scientific personnel worked 
during the 1963-64 summer. 

A-2772 (73)5. 001. 5(047. 1)(* 7) 

Crai·y, Albert P. 
RECENT US SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH IN THE ANT
ARCTIC. PART Il. ACTMTIES AND PRELIMINARY 
FINDINGS OF YEAR-ROUND PROGRAMS THROUGH 
THE WINTER OF 1964. Amer. Geophys. Union, 
Trans. , 45(4):737-740, incl. table, Dec. 1964. Also: 
IG Bull., No. 89:9-12, Nov. 1964. 

DLC, QE500.A6 

Twenty-nine scientists from 9 institutions and scien
tific agencies ai·e pa1·ticipating in wintering-over, 
observatory-type programs. Except for the auroral 
observations, all are year-round studies with little 
or no change between summer and winter operations. 
The majority are concerned with meteorology and 
upper-atmosphere physics; exceptions ai·e the mai·ine 
biology work conducted through holes in the ice at 
McMurdo Sound and the earthquake-seismograph 
stations. 

A-2776 (73)5. 001. 5:35. 07(*7) 

U. S. Congress. House. Committee on Interior and 
Insular Affairs 

ANTARCTIC REPORT, 1965. HEARINGS BEFORE 
THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TERRITORIAL AND INSU -
LAR AFFAIRS OF THE COMMITTEE ON INTERIOR 
AND INSULAR AFFAIRS, HOUSE OF REPRESENT
ATIVES, EIGHTY-NINTH CONGRESS, FffiST 
SESSION, ON H. R. 555, H. R. 2211, H. R. 4658, 
H. R. 5494 .• • APRIL 12, 13; MAY 6, 7; AND JUNE 
15, 1965. Washington, U. S. Govt. Print. Off., 
1965, 157p. [Serial No. 6] 

DLC, GPRR 

The Subcommittee met to consider 4 similar bills 
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(H. R. 555, 2211, 4658, and 5494) which provide for 
continuity and support of study, research, and devel
opment of programs for peaceful uses in science, 
commerce, and other activities related to Antai·ctica. 
Their main provision is the establishment of the 
Richard E. Byrd Antarctic Commission, consisting 
of a director, 2 deputy directors, and a board of 11 
governors, to direct, administer, and coordinate 
U. S, Antarctic programs, Texts of the bills, and 
formal reports and letters are given. Statements are 
included from members of the committee, and mili
tary and civilian officials of various departments and 
organizations connected with Antarctic policy. (See 
A-2523] 

A-2808 550. 3(100)" 1964 1965" 

Pomerantz, Martin A 
SOMETHING NEW UNDER THE QUIET SUN. Phys. 
Today, 17(10): 19-31, incl. illus., graphs, diagr., 
Oct. 1964. 5 refs. 

DLC, QCl. P658 

As a progress report on the U. S. participation in the 
IQSY, several of the major research disciplines a.re 
discussed, and scientific research objectives !isled 
for each: meteorology I geomagnetism, aurora, air
glow, ionospheric physics, cosmic rays and trapped 
particles, aeronomy, and study of the interplanetary 
medium. Specific mention of research in Antarctica 
is made in the discussion of aurora and ionospheric 
physics. 

A-2809 5. 001, 5(*7): (931) 

Royal Society of New Zealand. National Committee 
for Antarctic Research 

SUMMARY OF RESEARCH PROGRAMMES, 1963, 
AND PROPOSED RESEARCH PROGRAMMES, 1965. 
REPORT NO. 6 TO SCAR [Wellington?], May 1965, 
17p. 38 refs. 

DLC 

The principal observations carried oul in 1962 for 
each major research discipline are outlined, followed 
by a list of authorities responsible for the processing 
of data and publication of results. The proposed 
program for 1965 is summarized by discipline. A 
bibliography of 1963 publications is provided. 

A-2810 5. 001. 5(*7): (83) 

Chile. Com ite Naciona.l de Invesligaciones Antarticas 
REPORT TO SCAR SCIENTIFIC ACTIVITIES 
DURING 1963 AND PROGRAMS FOR 1965. [Informe 
al SCAR Actlvidades Cientlficas dura.nte 1963 y 
Progra.ma.s para 1965. ] Text in Spanish. Santiago, 
Aug. 1964, 14p. 5 refs. 

DLC 
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The organization o! the research program is de
scribed. Permanent stations, temporary stations, 
refuges, and ships are listed. Organizations in
volved in or supporting the research effort are listed. 
The principal research carried out during 1963 at the 
various stations and on board ships is outlined for 
each major discipline: biology, geomagnetism, 
meteorology, hydrology, oceanography, seismology, 
and geomorphology. A bibliography oi 1963 publica
tions is presented. Representatives from scientific 
research organizations which comprise the Comite 
National Chileno are listed by discipline, along with 
the representatives to SCAR. The pl'Oposed research 
program for 1965 is summarized by discipline. 

A-2811 5. 001. 5:727. 5(*762) 

Dater, Henry M. 
HALLETT STATION -- FROM THE IGY TO SUM
MER STATION STATUS. U. S. Antarctic Proj. Off., 
Bull., 2,(6): 19-32, incl illus. , maps, April 1965, 
20 refs. 

DLC, GPRR 

With the end of the IGY, the nature of the Antai-ctic 
pl'Ogram changed. Hallett station was retained as 1 
of the 4 stations the U. S. Navy would support, with 
the total program to be a joint effort between the 
U. S. and New Zealand. A history of the develop
ment and operations of Hallett are traced chronologi
cally. The firsl wintering party consisted of 4 
scientists supported by 12 U. S. Navy personnel 
Two new generators were installed, and a communi
cations building and a rhombic antenna were con
structed. The number of scientific diSciplines in
cl·eased each year. The 1961-62 season saw the 
busiest construction program and the largest group 
{10 scientists and 9 suppoi-t personnel) since the 
founding of the station in 1957. There were the usual 
problems of water and erratic power supplies and 
complications of late supply. A disaster occu'rred on 
March 6, 1964, when fire destroyed the science 
building and the am·ora tower. The wintering party 
was reduced to 2 New Zealanders and 10 U. S. Navy 
men, the smallest group in its history. For the 
1964-65 season, it was decided to operate Hallett 
station as a summer facility, to be used for weather 
r?port~ng, co~munications, emergency landings, 
biological studies, and as a base for geological and 
topographic work in northern Victoria Land. (See 
A-2533] 
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A-2813 639. 245. 1(*80) 

Food and Agriculture Organization, Fisheries 
Division 

REPORT ON THE EFFECTS ON THE WHALE 
STOCKS OF PELAGIC OPERATIONS IN THE ANT
ARCTIC DURING THE 1964-65 SEASON, AND ON 
THE PRESENT STATUS OF THOSE STOCKS. Norsk 
Hvalfangst-Tid., 54(5): 101-110, incl. tables, graph, 
append. , May 1960. 

DLC, SH381. NB 

An appraisal is given of the consequences of con
tinued intensive pelagic whaling on the basis of data 
available to the Bureau of International Whaling sta
tistics (BIWS) through the 1964-65 season. The total 
pelagic catch in the 1964-65 season is estimated at 
7065 BWU (Blue Whale Units) as compared with 8448 
BWU of the previous season. Due partially to the 
already depleted fin whale stock, the corresponding 
catch per unit effort of fin whales has decreased 3'1% 
while that of sei whales has increased nearly 3 
times. Two more seasons with catches of the same 
magnitude would reduce the stock of sei whales to 
negligible proportions. The only policy which would 
imply an immediate step toward conservation in the 
1965-66 season is one that would ensure that {1) the 
fin whale catch does not exceed the present sustain
able yield of about 4000 whales = 2000 BWU, (2) the 
sei whale catch does not exceed its present sustain
able yield, and (3) the capture of blue whales is 
prohibited. 

A-2815 017[Wordie, J. M. ]910(*2} 

Scotland. National Library, Edinburgh 
SHELF-CATALOGUE OF THE WORDIE COLLEC
TION OF POLAR EXPLORATION. Boston, G. K. 
Hall, 1964, 19lp. 

DLC, Z6005. P7S18 

Sir James Mann Wordie {1889-1962) was first asso
ciated with polar work when he undertook polar 
studies at the Sid~wick Museum, Cambridge, in 
cooperation with the geologists who had returned 
from Scott's last expedition. In 1914, he joined 
Shackleton's Antarctic expedition as geologist and 
chief of scientific staif. He took part in Arctic ex• 
peditions to Spitsbergen, Jan Mayen, Greenland, and 
Ellesmere and Baffin Is. He served from 1937 to 
1955 as chairman of the Scott Polar Research Insti
tute and for many years was closely concerned with 
the main British activities in polar and oceanographi• 
cal research. The Wordie Co1lection of printed 
books, pamphlets, journals, reports, and miscella
neous papers, which he presented to the National 
Library of Scotland in 1959, reflects the interests 
and activities of his career. Items in the collection 
range from popular accounts, old and new, of travel 
in polar and su bpolar regions to technical reports of 
extensive expeditions of wide and varied scientific 
interest, and include also many detailed works con· 
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fined to smaller areas, such as Jan Mayen and 
Graham Land. Many languages are included. The 
greater part of the collection dates from the second 
hal! of the 19th century and the first four decades of 
the 20th. The arrangement follows that of the books 
as they stand on the shelves. 

A-2822 92[Wilkins, Hubert J 

Nichols, Herbert B. 
SIR HUBERT WILKINS OF THE NAUTILUS. Ex
plorer's J., 42(4):203-212, incl illus., Dec. 1964. 

DLC, Gl. E9°3 

A biographical sketch is presented o! Sir Hubert 
Wilkins, who is noted for the Iirst flight over the 
Antarctic. Born in Ausb·alia on Oct. 31, 1888, he 
died in Massachusetts at the age of 70 on Dec. 1, 
1958. He traveled in 73 countries, visited both 
poles, accomplished considerable work in the desert 
country and tropical jungles, spent parts of 24 win
ters and 5 summers in the Arctic, and 9 summers in 
the Antarctic. His first venture into the Antarctic 
followed his appointment as second in command of 
the British Imperial Antarctic Expedition, 1920-21. 
As lender of the Wilkins-Hearst Antarctic Expedition, 
1928-29, he established a station on Deception L and 
made the first Antarctic flight on Nov. 16, 1928. He 
was a naturalist on Shackleton's last voyage, con
ducted oceanographic studies aboard the Nautilus 
(1931) under the Arctic Ocean ice, and managed 4 
Antarctic expeditions for Ellsworth. 

A-2828 5. 001. 5(047. 1)(44)(*7) 

Expeditions Polaires Fram;aises 
ADELIE LAND 1959-1961; REPOlIT OF ACTIVITIES. 
[Terre Ade lie 19_59-1961; rapport d' activite s. J Text 
in French. Expeds. polaires franc,. , Missions Paul
Emile Victor, Publ. No. 231, 123p. , incl illus. , 
diagrs. , maps, (1963]. 

DLC 

The first part of this work contains reports on the 
activities of the 10th French Antarctic expedition lo 
Adelle Coast. The reports include lists of personnel. 
logistics operations, and 10 scientific and technical 
reports. The second part concerns the summer sea
son of 1961, with a list of participants, a logistics 
report, and scientific reports on hydrography, ani
mal biology, topography, and aerial support. 
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A-2829 5. 001. 5(047. 1)(44)(*7) 

Expeditions 'Polalres Franc,alses 
AD1!:LIE LAND 1961-1963: REPORT OF ACTIVITIES. 
(Terre Adelie 19_61-1963; rapport d'activites. ] Text 
lll French. Expeds. polaires franc,. , Missions Paul
Emile Victor, Puul. No. 251, 126p., incl Illus., 
graphs, diagrs., maps, (1964}. 

DLC, G890. A4E954 

This report discusses the activities of the 12th 
French expedition to Adelie Coast in the 1961-62 and 
1962-63 seasons. The personnel who participated in 
these activities are listed. The main objective of the 
expedition was the execution of a scientific program 
similar to that of the previous year. The disciplines 
included meteorology, ionosphere, geomagnetism 
and seismolOb'Y, auroras and lhe night sky, radio
activity, ozone, and biology. Two new disciplines 
were added to this year's program: cosmic ray 
studies and glaciology. Reports are given on each of 
these disciplines, and on the logistic operations of 
this expedition. 

A-2839 636(*784. 2) 

Morel, B. 
STOCK FARMING ON KERGUELEN ISLANDS. 
(L'Elevage aux nes Kerguelen. ] Text In French. 
CNFRA (Paris), No. 10 (Biol., Vol. 1, No. 9): 157-
164, incl. illus. , table, Nov. 1964. 

DLC, GPRR 

Less than 50 sheep were introduced at Port-au.x
Franc,ais between 1949 and 1952; they lived on Im
ported food. In 1952 sheep raising was begun on 
islands free from the devastation of rabbits. De
scripUons and numbers of the stock are given. 
Other animal species raised include poultry, pigs, 
and callle. A 1·eview of the imported species show 
that numerous animals can be developed and raised 
on Kerguelen. 

A-2842 910. 4(*768) 
(931)5. 001. 5( 768) 

New Zealand. Dept. of Scientific and Industrial 
Research, Antarctic Division 

THE BALLENY ISLANDS, A DESCRIPTIVE AND 
HISTORICAL OUTLINE COMPILED FOR THE USE 
OF THE NEW ZEALAND ANT ARCTIC RESEARCH 
EXPEDITION. BALLENY ISLANDS RECONNAIS
SANCE PARTY, 1963-64. [Wellington] 1963, 34p., 
incl illus. , maps. 

DLC 

The Balleny group, consisting of 5 islands in a 
generally NW-SE chain of about 100 mi, are of vol
canic origin and arc covered thickly with ice. The 
sea between the islands and the mainland [Oates 
Coasl] is frequently impenetrable due to heavy pack 
ice and a NW current from lhe Ross Sea. The fol
lowing subjects are contained in this report: a 
physiographlc description of the islands; a summary 
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oI reported sightings· Balleny's discovery of the 
lslands on Feb. 9, !839; subsequent sightings; re
corded landings (at Borradaile 1 , Sabrina Islet, 
and Buckle L ); and observations under the headings 
ol topography and hydrography, zoology, mai•ine 
biology, and geology. 

A-2854 5. 001. 5:910. 4(*74:94) 

Law, Phillip and Paul Fogelberg 
AUSTRALIANS IN THE ANTARCTIC. [Auslralian 
Antarktis, ] Texl in Finnish. Terra, 76(4):201-209, 
incl llius. , map, 1964. Also: Australia. News 
and Information Bureau, Australians in the .Antarctic. 
Melbourne, Herald Gravure Printers, (1961 ?] 16p, 

DLC, 023. G5; DWB, 919. 9A938aus 

A review is given of Australian scientific activity in 
Antarctica including U1e following: the history of 
Antarctic exploration; lhe location and desc1iption 
of lhe Australian National .Antarctic Research Expe
dition (ANARE) stations; AN.ARE exploration; ,he 
scientific programs carried out during the IGY; 
AN.ARE organization; and lhe Antarctic Treaty. 

A-2904 550. 3(100)"196" 

Silkin, B. 
ATTENTION: THE SUN IS QUIET! [Achtung: Die 
Sonne ist ruhig!] Text in German. Umschau, 65 
(17): 535-540, incL illus, , diagr. , Sepl. 1, 19fl5: 
2 refs. 

DLC, AP30, U5 

A general report is given of the initiation, develop
ment, and planned research projects of the IQSY. 
The work of committees, especially the Interna
tional Committee of the IQSY, and institutions in
volved in Lhe coordination and planning of this world
wide 1· search program, is described, Emphasis is 
given lo the various Russian projects and rosearch 
Installations, viz. , lhe nonmagnetic research sailing 
vessel Zaria, the Arctic ice island Station Norlh 
Pole, the Antarctic Station Vostok, and various 
satellites. The international system of observation 
stations and their operation are described. The re
search programs of lhe U.S. A., West Germany, 
East Germany, and Great Britain are outlined. Re
cent findings in the study of the sun's activity and its 
effect 011 the earth's magnetic field are discussed. 

A-2915 629. 124. 75(*'7) 

Jones, T. 0. 
U.S .. S. ELTANIN, THE USARP RESEARCH' SHIP. 
Navigation, 12(2):95-100, incl. illus., maps, Sum
mer 1965, 

DLC, VKl. N33 
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A review is given of lhe reconstruction of the Eltanin 
for use in Antarctic waters, and Lhe scientific studies 
conducted on the ship. The ship was converted to an 
ice-strengthened vessel and remodeled to enable an 
average of 34 scientists to carry out research in 
biology, geology, meteorology, upper alm osphe ric 
physics, and oceanography. During lhe first 2-1/2 
yr of opel·ations, 20 government, private, and educa
tional institutions were represented. About 100,000 
mi were traveled in 60-day cruises. The most 
serious problem encountered was the reduced value 
of data obtained due to the lack of a precise naviga
tional system to "fix" positions. The Eltanin opera
tions indicated that the 2 essential needs of a multi
discipline oceanographic ship are a large hull to 
house equipment and staff, and a design which can 
be easily modified to meet changing requirements. 

A-2918 910. 4:639. 245(946, *786) 

Bowden, K. M. 
CAPTAIN JAMES KELLY OF HOBART TOWN. 
Victoria, Melbourne Univ. Press, 1964, 126p., incl. 
illus. , maps. Refs. 

DLC, SH381. B68 

This book is a biography of James Kelly (1791-1859), 
the Australian-born explorer and whaler who was 
first to explore much of Tasmania. A chapter is de
voted to the wreck of the Campbell Macquarie, of 
which Kelly was chief officer, at Macquarie L (June 
10, 1812), The party aboard survived and was later 
retrieved by the Perseverance. Kelly returned later 
to the island in quest of seals, the fat of which was 
melted for oiL The remainder of the book provides 
information on the sealing and whaling industries of 
Lhe day as the voyages of Kelly are described. 
Appendixes contain excerpts from various ship's 
logs, additional notes, and references. 
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A-2968 910. 4:8. 03(882=20](*7) 

SOVIET ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION, INFORMATION 
BULLE'_I'IN. _Vol. 3. Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, 
377p., incl. illus. , tables, graphs, diagrs., maps. 
Refs. Translated by Scripta Technica, Inc. 

DLC, Q115. S6862 

This is the third of a series of volumes which contain 
translations of the Sovetska.Ia Antarkticheskaia 
Ekspeditsillt Wormaffiionnyl biulleten' [Vol. i, K-
1568; Vol. 2, A-2603]. The translation was 
initiated at the University of Wisconsin Geophysical 
and Polar Research Center, with financial support 
from the National Science Foundation. Volume 3 
contains bulletins 21-30, for 1960-61. One hundred 
and nine papers are included, covering the fields of 
aerial navigation, astronomy, aurora, geodesy, 
geography, geology, geomagnetism, glaciology, 
meteorology, oceanography, radio wave propagation 
transportation over snow, and biology. These papers 
are abstracted separately. 

A-2985 341. 225:639, 245(*80) 

Ptitsyn, V. 
LEGAL STATUS OF ANTARCTIC WATERS AND 
PROBLEMS OF OCEAN FISHERIES. (Pravovol 
rezhim Antarkticheskikh vod i voprosy morskogo 
promysla. ] Text in Russian. Morskol Flot, No. 3: 
17-18, March 1965. 

DLC, VM4.M6 

As the Antarctic Treaty regulates general principles 
of government activity, a series of special agree 
ments and conventions regulate problems of industry 
within the sphere of action of the Treaty, The Inter
national Whaling Commission was established in 
accordance with the International Convention on the 
Regulation of the Whaling Industry held in 1946, with 
powers concerning preservation and use of whales. 
The Commission meets annually. In agreement with 
the general rules of preservation of living resources 
in the Antarctic, developed in recommendations of the 
First Consultative Meeting, provisional laws of ani
mal and plant conservation were established and were 
adopted by the Academy of Sciences of the U. S. S. R 
in 1962. It was decided at the Second Consultative 
Meeting that the participating nations would consult 
one another concerning conservation measures. At 
the Third Consultative Meeting in 1964, measures 
were presented for protecting animal resources on 
the continent and in the surrounding waters. Biologi-
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cal material of agricultural as well as scientific 
value is studied on the basis of free investigation in 
Antarctic waters. stocks of krill, an Antarctic 
pelagic crustacean, are studied as possible livestock 
food. The rational use of the living resources and 
the study of the Antarctic depends on proper regula
tion of activity. 

A-2998 8-9(*7) 

Dukert, Joseph M. 
THIS IS ANTARCTICA. New York, Coward-Mccann, 
1965, 191p. , incl. illus. 

DLC, 0860. DS 

In this popular account, all aspects of life on the 
continent, it_s early history, the first expeditions, 
the animal life and the natural wonders, are dis
cussed. How man lives, works, and travels in the 
Antarctic today is described. A discussion of the 
current scientific explorations and discoveries is 
included. 

A-3002 639. 245: 639. 38(*7) 

Evtukh, N. L 
INCREASING THE PROFIT OF ANTARCTIC 
WHALERS. (K voprosu o povyshenii renlabel'nosti 
Antarkticheskikh kitobolnykh flotilil. ] Text in Rus
sian. Rybnoe khoz., 41(4):80-82 incl. tables 1965. 

DLC, SHl. RS - ' ' 

The possibility of using the fatless water in which 
the whale liver has been boiled for livestock feeding 
was investigated on the whaling vessel Sovetskaia 
Ukraina in the 1962-63 season by experimental con
centration and canning of this water. The steaming 
process is described. The concentrated broth was 
canned with sodium pyrosulfite in various concentra
tions (1, 1. 5, 2, 3, and 4% of the weight of the con
centrated broth). The chemical compositions of 
concentrated broth corresponding to these contents of 
sodium pyrosulfite are tabulated. Broth of these 
pyrosullite concentrations was observed for a period 
of 10 months with no deterioration. Due to the con
centrated proteins and mineral compounds, and the 
microelements and vitamins of the B group, pigs fed 
experimentally with the broth gained more weight 
than the pigs in the control group. Using the fatless 
water in which the liver has been boiled may be 
profitable for the whaling industry as well as for the 
agricultural industry. Its estimated value Is one ton 
for 200 rubles. 
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A-3014 013(931): 5. 001. 5(*7) 

Quartermain, L. B. 
PUBLICATIONS RESULTING FROM WORK DONE 
UNDER THE AEGIS OF THE NEW ZEALAND ANT
ARCTIC RESEARCH PROGRAMMES 1963-64, WITH 
ADDITIONS 1956-1962. N. Z. J. GeoL Geophys., 
8(2): 371-380, May 1965. 
-DLC, QEl. N55 

The bibliography begun in a previous issue of this 
journal [A-963] is continued with 141 publica-
tions under the following headings: general, biology, 
cartography, geology, geophysics and geochemistry, 
glaciology, logistics, oceanography, and upper atmo
sphere physics. A few important publications of 
eai-ly 1965 at·e included. An author index is appended. 

A-3023 8-31(*7) 

Barrett, Michael 
ANTARCTIC SECRET. London, J. M. Dent, 1965, 
l70p. 
DLC, PZ4. B27An 

This is a fictional story involving the l"ecovery of a 
secret laser mechanism from a U. S. -manned satel
lite which was sabotaged in orbit and landed unex
pectedly on an Antarctic glacier. The astronaut 
was killed before landiJ1g. The laser was a British 
p1•oject aboard the spacecraft, and a British intelli
gence agent is sent to Antarctica to recover or de
stro?' the laser before enemy agents from a nearby 
station can reach it. The British agent is aided by 
U. S. personnel from a small ti·acking station on the 
polar plateau. The spacecraft is localed on a Sno
Cat traverse, but the recovery is complicated by 
the inte1-vention or an enemy agent on the traverse 
whiteouts, crevasses, equipment breakdowns radio 
blackouts and jamming, and the chase and ca~ture of 
the U. S. traverse personnel by the enemy. The 
laser and spacecraft are finally recovered by the 
U. S. and the ene1uy station is destroyed when its 
nuclear power plant blows up. 
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A-3063 5. 001. 5(051)(*726) 

cfrculo de Aeronautica, Buenos Aires 
ANTARCTIC BULLETIN. [Boletfu Antartico.] Text in 
Spanish. Rev. Nae. Aeronaut. Espacial, 24(266):20-
22, Incl. illus. , diagrs. , July 1964. -

DLC, TL504. R547 

This bulletin is to appear monthly in the issues of 
this journal, beginning with this issue. It is a con
tribution of the Fuerza Aerea Argentina (Argentine 
Air Force). The purpose of the bulletin is to com
pile items concerning aeronautical activities in the 
Argentine-claimed sector of Antarctica. In addition, 
results of scientific research and reports of other 
activities, not only Argentine but also of other na
tions, are to be included. The activities of the 
Fuerza Aerea de Tareas Antartica and of Matienzo 
station will be reported. 

A-3067 5. 001. 5(049. 3)(*7) 

Olezza, Mario Luis 
REPORT TO AVIATORS: LUIS ALDAZ. [Reportaje 
a los que hacen volar: Luis Aldaz. ] Text in Spanish. 
Rev. Nae. Aeronaut. Espacial, 24(269}: 12-13, 45, 
incl. illus. , Oct. 1964. Ref. -

DLC, TL504. R547 

A report is made of an inte1-view with Luis Aldaz, 
Scientific Leader at Amundsen-Scott Station during 
IQSY, 196 5- 66, After listing positions he has held as 
part of the USARP of NSF, Aldaz answers questions 
concerning the following topics: (1) the geopolitical, 
strategic, scientific, and social impol'tance which 
can be ascribed to Antarctica; (2) the value and future 
applications of continued Antarctic research, particu
larly in his own field, meteorology; (3) lhe physical 
and political environment for research in Antarctica; 
(4) economic possibilities of Antarctica, particularly 
as a source of minerals, petroleum, etc.; (5) the 
impact of the airplane on transport and reconnais
sance work; and (6) the feasibility of commercial air 
routes crossing Antarctica on transpolar flights. 

A-3068 5. 001. 5:65. 012(*726. 83) 

Cano, Alfredo Abelardo 
LIFE AT LIEUTENANT MATIENZO BASE. [La 
Vida en la Base Tenienle Matienzo. ] Text in Spanish. 
Rev. Nae. Aeronaut. Espacial, 24(271): 52-53, incl 
illus. , Dec. 1964. (Bol. Antartico No. 6) 

DLC, TL504. R547 

A description is given of Matienzo station and the 
duties of its members are discussed and classed as 
either general or specific. The general duties con
sist of activities necessary for the continued function 
of the station, viz. , unloading, transporting, and un
packing of cargo, routine housekeeping, etc. The 
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specific duties are listed as those of observation and 
recording of data in various scientific fields, viz. , 
aerial observations of sea ice conditions, topo
graphic survey by land and air, and meteorological 
observations. The psychological effects of the 
physical environment are described. The importance 
of good leadership and a spirit of cooperation among 
the station members is stressed. 

A-3085 77:910. 2 

John, D. H. O. 
PHOTOGRAPHY ON EXPEDITIONS; RECOMMENDED 
TECHNIQUES FOR DIFFICULT SURROUNDINGS. 
London, New York, Focal Press, 1965, l 76p. , incl. 
illus. , tables, graphs, diagrs. , append. 161 refs. 

DLC, TR710. J6 

Photographic requirements are reviewed for cold, 
hot, underground, and underwater conditions. Spe
cific problems of still and cine photography, and 
methods to avoid or overcome them, are discussed 
in each section. Intense cold presents certain req
uisites for the selection of equipment, accessories, 
and electricity sources. Matt-black finish is pre
ferred to chrome, a lens hood and tripod are fre
quently useful, and gloves and goggles are a neces
sity. Bellows cameras should be avoided, and wind
ing stress of roll-film cameras can be reduced by 
altering the path of the film. The use of filters is 
discussed. Many difficulties, such as shutter stick
ing, lens mounts, leather hardening, and film crack
ing, can be minimized by building a tiny electric 
heater or resistance wire into the case. The prepa
ration and use of equipment, and processing are also 
discussed as they are affected by cold conditions. In 
addition to the text references, a bibliography of 
about 160 items is included of reference works re
lated to the various fields of interest, many of which 
have no direct concern with photographic techniques. 

A-3086 5. 001. 5:910(084. 1)(*7) 

Billing, Graham and Guy Mannering 
SOUTH; MAN AND NATURE IN ANTARCTICA. 
Seattle, University of Washington Press, 1965 
(c1964), 207p. , incl illus. , maps. 

DLC, 0860. B5 1965 

This book is published with the cooperation of the 
Antarctic Division, New Zealand Department of 
Scientific and Industrial Research and tells primarily 
of New Zealand's research endeavors in the Antarc
tic. Examples of research in the various scientific 
disciplines are given, and the logistics of carrying 
on these investigations are portrayed, The physical 
environment, the ice, flora and fauna, and living 
conditions both on traverses and at stations are de
scribed in more than 80 pages of text, and illustrated 
with 120 pages of color and black-and-white photo
graphs. 
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A-3114 061. 6:62. 001(211) 

ARMY COLD REGIONS LABORATORY PROVIDES 
GLOBAL ASSISTANCE. Army Res. Develop., 6(10): 
18-20, incl. illus. , Oct. 1965. -

DLC, U393. AB 

This article discusses the varied research and engi
neering studies conducted by the U. S. Army CRREL 
in Hanover, N. H. , and cites applications of these 
studies in areas of snow, ice, and perennially frozen 
ground. CRREL has provided technical advice and 
assistance to both public and private institutions on 
the maintenance of transportation systems in severe 
cold, snow apd ice removal, construction of ice run
ways, problems of soil erosion, methods of ice 
strengthening, aerial sensing techniques, weather 
modification, and icebreaking techniques. CRREL 
possesses facilities and staff capabilities in the 
fields of civil, mechanical, electrical, and chemical 
engineering, physics, geology, geography, and 
meteorology. 

A-3155 5. 001, 5(047, 1)(*7) 

Segman, Ralph 
PRYING LOOSE ANTARCTICA'S SECRETS, Sci. 
Cult., 28(5):205-209, May 1962. 

DLC, QHl. S35 

A brief description of the Antarctic continent is given 
with background material on the development of the 
Antarctic Treaty and programs of international co
operation carried out during the IGY, Programs of 
research in the following scientific disciplines are 
outlined: zoology, botany, meteorology, oceanogra
phy, geology, glaciology, geochronology, and paleon
tology. It is anticipated that future research will re
veal information of value to the many areas of 
science. 

A-3156 5. 001. 5(047. 1)(82)(*7) 

Zimmermann, Jorge E. 
THE ANTARCTIC CAMPAIGN 1963-64. (La Campana 
Antartica 1963-64.] Text in Spanish with English, 
French, German, and Italian summaries. Inst. 
Antartico Argentine, Contrib. , No. 93, llp. , 1965. 

DLC, GPRR 

The activities of the 1963-64 summer Antarctic cam
paign are outlined. The Argentine stations which we re 
occupied were Decepcion L , Orcadas, Esperanza, 
Belgrano, and Matienzo. The voyages of the ice
breaker General San Martin and the transport Bahfa 
Aguirre are described. In support of scientifi_c __ 
activities, the following research was conducted from 
the General San Martin during the season: (1) geo
logical, geomagnetic, and marine productivity obser
vations, (2) glaciological observations in the area of 
Belgrano Station, (3) a neutron monitor was installed 
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abOard the icebreaker to observe the latitudinal 
variation of cosmic radiation, and (4) marine biologi
cal specimen collections were made including marine 
algae, and terrestrial fauna we re collected. On the 
voyages of the Bahia tr,ttirrc, collections of fish and 
samples of pengulnt, ood were taken, and geological 
observations were made. 

A-3157 383;656. 835(82)(*7) 

Slemenson, Manuel , 
A.N';['ARC1'IC PHILATELY, [FilateliaAntartica.] 
Text in Spanish. Rev. Nae. Aeronaut. Espacia!, 25 
(276): 38-39, incl. illus., May 1965. (Bo!. Antartico 
No. 11) 

DLC, TL504. R547 

From the philatelic point of view, the stamps com
memorating flights, mail services (such as Correo 
Aereo Militar Anlru:tico) , and the special stamps for 
correspondence dropped by parachute are interesting 
and of documentary value !or the collector special
izing in Argentine and Antarctic stamps. The initia
tion of the flight 500/ 501 to Antarctica by the Argen
tine STAM (Military Air Transport Service) is evalu
ated as a development of interest to philatelists in 
that stamps have been designed and printed which 
document the services of branches of the Argentine 
Air Force, Various flights which have been com
memorated are listed, and illustrations of the stamps 
and postmarks are included, 

A-3178 5. 001. 5(047. 1)(44)(*7) 

Expeditions Polaires Fran~aises 
ADELIE LAND 1960-1962; REPORT OF ACTIVITIES. 
[Terre Adelle 1960-1962; 1·apport d'activites.] Text 
in French. Expeds. polaires frarn,. , Missions Paul
Emile Victor, Pub!. No. 250, 149p., incl. illus., 
tables, graphs, diagrs. , maps [1965]. 

DLC 

The mission of the 11th French expedition to Adelie 
Coast was to conduct research in the following disci
plines: aurora, ionosphere, magnetism, seismology, 
meteorology, ozone, and radioactivity. Two new 
disciplines, coastal ecology and psychology, were 
added to this program. The first part of the report 
discusses logistics operations, relief of previous 
personnel, and installation techniques, with 11 tech
nical and scientific reports. The second part con
cerns the summer season of 1961-62 with sections on 
persom1el, construction, topography, biology, gla
ciology, hydrology, and the recharting of the Adelle 
Coast line with the help of the ~ Dan. 
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A-3232 5. 001. 5(*726. 53) 

Chile. Universidad, Santiago. Instituto de 
Geofisica y Sismologfa 

REPORT ON THE ACTIVITIES OF THE YEAR 1961 
AT THE ANTARCTIC BASE GABRIEL GONZALEZ 
VIDELA. UNIVERSITY OF CHILE. LONGITUDE 
62°51'48"W, LATITUDE 64°49'18"8. (lnforme 
actividades aflo 1961 Base Antartica "Gabrie 1 
Gonzalez Videla" Universidad de Chile. Longitud 
62°51'48"W, Latitud 64°49'18"8.] Text in Spanish. 
Publ. No. 26, 51p., incl tables, Oct. 1962. 

DLC 

This report presents the activities accomplished at 
the station during the 1961 Antarctic season. A 
history is given of the establishment and past actil'i
ties of the stalion including those during the IGY. A 
general description of the station is given, including 
buildings, research equipment, and living facilities. 
The scientific operations of the station are outlined 
for each of the following fields: meteorology, seis
mology, geomagnetism, medicine, and biology. Re
ports of activities follow for each of these disciplines 
(except biology) and include information on specific 
research equipment and its function and general re
sults of the research with summarized data. The re
port on medicine is concerned with psychological ex
periments and observations. 

A-3233 5. 001. 5(051)(83:*7) 

Instituto Antartico Chileno , 
INSTITUTO ANTARTICO CHILENO. BOLETIN. 
Santiago, May 1965, 45p, , incl illus. , tables. 

DLC 

The Instituto Antartico Chileno organizes and coordi· 
nates the national research program in Antarctica. 
This bulletin is a repo1-t on the activities of the in
stitute since its official inauguration on May 29, 1964. 
It contains articles covering the following topics: (I) 
historical and legal antecedents of the laws of Chile 
pertaining to the Antarctic territory, (2) recent in
vestigations of the geology of the Chilean Antarctic, 
(3) biological investigations in the Antarctic, (4) Ant· 
arctic volcanology, (5) oceanographic programs car· 
ried out by the Instituto Hidrografico de la Armada, 
(6) climate and the Antarctic, (7) meteorological 
studies carried out at the Chilean Antarctic stations, 
(8) scientific and technical investigations completed 
by the Instituto Antartico Chileno during the 19th 
expedition (1964-1965), and (9) the Scientific Depart
ment oI INACH. 
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A-3234 061. 6: 341. 223(091)(*79 Chilean) 

Gomez-Lobo G. , Alfredo 
SOME HISfORICAL AND LEGAL ANTECEDENTS 
OF THE LAWS OF CHILE PERTAINING TO THE 
ANTARCTIC TERRITORY. [Algunos antecedentes 
historicos y jur(dicos de los derechos de Chile sobre 
el territorio antartico. J Text in Spanish. Inst. 
Antartico Chileno, BoL, p. 7-14, May 1965. 7 refs. 

DLC 

The Treaty of Tordesillas (June, 1494) and its his
torical significance are discussed, tracing the domin
ion of Spain over Central and South America, includ
ing Antarctica. The first royal decrees concerning 
the Antarctic are listed and described, and the legal 
developments of the following periods are discussed: 
(1) the colonial period, during which the American 
Antarctic remained under the government of Chile, 
(2) the republic in the 19th century, and (3) the 20th 
century, including developments up to the present 
time. Background information is presented on the 
Scientific Committee for Antarctic Research (SCAR), 
the Antarctic Treaty, and the Instituto Antartico 
Chileno. The institute was established on Sept. 10, 
1963, and officially inaugurated on May 29, 1964. It 
was created for planning and coordinating the scien
tific and technical activities to be carried out in the 
Antarctic territory claimed by Chile, as well as 
other sectors of the continent. The activities of the 
institute ai-e traced up to the present. 

A-3239 5. 001. 5(83:*7) 

Forch P. , Alejandro 
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL INVESfIGATIONS 
COMPLETED BY THE INSTITUTO ANTARTICO 
CHILENO DURING THE 19TH EXPEDITION (1964-
1965). [Investigaciones cient(ficas y tecnicas 
realizadas por el Instituto Antartico Chileno durante 
la XIX expedicion {1964-1965). ) Text in Spanish. 
Inst. Antartico Chileno, Bol. , p. 39, May 1965. 

DLC 

As a part of the official activities of the institute, 20 
scientists conducted research in various disciplines 
during the 1964-65 season; the data are presently be
ing evaluated. The following programs are listed: 
(1) geomorphological investigations of the South 
Shetland Is. , including Elephant L ; (2) collections of 
benthic fauna and of plankton at various points includ
ing Marguerite Bay; (3) a study of the avifauna of 
Nelson L , including banding of adult giant petrels; 
(4) the collection and crystallographic analysis of 
rock samples from islands and various sectors of the 
Antarctic Peninsula; (5) investigations of terrestrial 
ecology; (6) meteorological studies in the territory 
claimed by Chile; and (7) volcanological research at 
the Decepcion L Volcanological Observatory opened 
March 1. 
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A-3240 5. 001. 5:061. 6(83:*7) 

Dezerega C. , Victor 
THE SCIENTIFIC DEPARTMENT OF INACH. [El 
departam~nto cientilico del INACH.] Text in Spanish. 
Inst. Antartico Chileno, Bo!., p. 41-42, May 1965. 

DLC 

The scientific department of INACH (Instituto 
Antartico Chileno) compiles information on Antarctic 
research programs from 1947 to 1965 and organizes 
the scientific activities for future expeditions. The 
fields of research ai·e grouped as follows: (1) Aer
onomy, (2) Biology, (3) Communications, (4) Geo
physics, Geodesy, and Cartography, (5) Geology, 
Geomorphology, and Glaciology, and (6) Logistics. 
The success of the national research program in 
Antarctica depends on the collaboration of the uni
versities and the support of the armed forces. The 
Instituto Antartico Chileno serves as coordinator of 
the scholarships granted by the U. S. National Science 
Foundation. The functions of the institute in orga
nizing and implementing the Chilean research pro
gram are described. 

A-3241 5. 001. 5:656. 61(*79 French) 

Rolland, Pierre 
RELIEF OF THE FRENCH PERMANENT SETTLE
MENTS OF THE AUSfRAL ISLANDS AND ANTARC
TICA FOR THE 1964-1965 SEASON. [Releve des 
etabllssements permanents franl)aiS des iles australes 
et de l'Antarctique pour la campagne 1964-1965.) 
Text in French. TAAF (Paris), No. 31:33-56, incl 
illus. , tables, April-June 1965. 

DLC, 0845. F7 

Relief and resupply operations for this season were 
accomplished by the Thala Dan for Antarctica and the 
Gallieni for the austral1slands. The summe1· pro
grams at each of the stations are outlined. Al 
Kerguelen, helicopters were used for cartography, 
geology, and geodesy; other programs included 
oceanography, marine biology, and construction and 
supply work. At Crozel Is. , the station erected at 
Possession L was completed during this season. An 
apparatus was installed at Amsterdam L for the 
study of atmospheric radioactive particles. The 
renovation of Dumont d'Urville Station continued with 
the prospective installation of a riometer, three 
digital, proton, and rubidium magnetometers, two 
heliographs, and cosmic-radiation and seismic 
equipment. The ships' timetables and the stocks and 
tonnage delivered are tabulated, and a list is given of 
all the personnel at every station. 
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A-3245 5, 001. 5(*7) 

Hoinkes, H. 
INTERNATIONAL ANTARCTIC RESEARCH 1957-
1962. [Internationale Antarktisforschung 1957-1962.] 
Text in German. In: Munich. Tech. Hochsch. , 
Jahrb. Wiss. Arb. 1962 [1963], p. 67-77, incl illus. 
28 refs. 

DLC, Q9. M83 

The cooperation among the nations participating in 
the IGY is emphasized in a discussion of the research 
prog-i·ams cai-ried out. Past and present research 
programs discussed are: geophysics (aurora, iono
spheric physics, cosmic rays, geomagnetism); 
meteorology {climatology, beat and water balance, 
temperature variations as re lated to solar radiation 
and albedo); glaciology (ice sheet volume and mass 
budget, snow accumulation rate, heat and water 
balance); crustal studies in geology, geomorphology, 
seismology, and gravin1etry; and geology (rock types 
and relative ages of the mountain 1·anges, fossils and 
the Continental Drift theory). Work in geodesy and 
cartography has been of great impo1·tance in mapping 
surlace and subglacial topography of inland areas. 
The pri.Jnai·y stations are listed. The Antarctic 
Trealy is discussed, including its provisions and 
political significance. 

A-3248 92[Biscoe, John](*?) 

Jones, A. G. E. 
JOHN BISCOE {1794-1843). Mariner's Mirror, 50(4): 
271-281, Nov. 1964, 

DN 

Nothing is known of John Biscoe's early years, and 
little o[ his private lile. It is presumed that he had a 
more than average education. In 1812, at the age of 
17, he joined the crew of a British ship, saw naval 
action against the U. S. in the War of 1812, and 
worked progressively as seaman, mate, and master 
o?- vai·ious ships for 13 yr. In 1830, Biscoe was 
given com_mand of the brig Tula, and its cutter Lively, 
for a sealing voyage in high southern latitudes. This 
and later voyages to the Antarctic are outlined. For 
his discoveries on this first voyage, Biscoe was 
awarded the Royal Geographical Society's gold medal. 
He apparently interspersed command of commercial 
shipping ventures with several months of unell\ploy
ment over a period of yea1·s. His heallh gradually 
worsened from the harsh effects of his southern ex
plorations, and death came as he sailed home to 
London in 1843. He left his wife and four children. 
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A-3262 5. 001. 5(047. 1)(•7) 

Hatherton, Trevor {ed. ) 
ANTARCTICA. Ne,v"York, Washington, Frederick A. 
Praeger, 1965, 5llp. , incl. illus. , tables, graphs, 
maps, appends. Refs. 

DLC, G860. H27 

Prepared by the New Zealand Antarctic Society, this 
book surveys the present state of knowledge of Ant
arctica. The book comprises 4 parts, by 21 contrib
utors, covering the entire range of Antarctic studies. 
Parts 1 and 2, "The Nations in Antarctica'' and "The 
Southern Ocean," examine the role each nation plays 
ill Antarctic affairs; modern techniques of living and 
transport; the mapping of the continent; the physical 
oceanography; marine and vertebrate life; and the ice 
cover of the cil'cumpolar seas. Parts 3 and 4, "The 
Antarctic Continent" and "The South Polar Atmo
sphere," deal with the various ice forms •i the topog
raphy of the land beneath the ice; the geo ogy; ter
restrial flora and fauna; meteorology; the polar 
ionosphere; the mor1>hology and nature of the aurora 
australis; and the polar aspects of the geomagnetic 
field. The text of the Antarctic Treaty is given in 
Appendix 1. Appendix 2 lists the national stations in 
Antarctica since 1957. A map of the Antarctic re
gions, scale 1: 16,000,000 at 71"8, is included. 

A-3285 639. 245. 1:639. 38{*80) 

Ash, C. E. 
BRITISH WHALING: FINAL YEARS. Chem. & 
Industr. , No. 38: 1596-1601, Sept. 19, 1964. 

DLC, TPl. S6332 

A record is given of the final years of the British 
whaling industry, The aulhor worked aboard the 
Bala.ena in Antarctic waters for 15 seasons. The 
technical advances in the industry are discussed in· 
eluding m edifications in catchers for greater speed, 
factory ships for quicker and more efficient pl'oces• 
sing, and the electric harpoon for greater range~ 
accuracy. The geographic distribution and seaso~al 
migrations of baleen whales are described including 
information on the decreasing stocks. The increased 
number of uses of whale parts a.re listed. A discus· 
sion is given of the problems in processing whales 
before deterioration of edible meat takes place. 
This deterioration is rapid due to the internal body 
heat which is retained within the body by the blubber. 
A regulation of 33 hr was imposed as the deadline 
before which a killed whale was to be processed. 
The use of antibiotics as preservative before proces· 
sing is described. 
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A-3286 910. 4:58(*7) 

Baker, H. G. 
ANNOTATIONS IN VOLUMES OF DE CANDOLLE'S 
PRODROMUS WHICH ACCOMPANIED SIR JOSEPH 
DALTON HOOKER TO ANTARCTICA. Soc. Bibliogr. 
Nat. Hist., J . , 4(1):70-78, incl. table, Jan. 1962. 
13 refs. -

DLC, Z7403. S68 

The first 6 volumes of A. P. de Candolle's Prodromus 
Systematis Naturalis Regni Vegetabilis were taken by 
Sir Joseph Hooker on the 1839 voyage of the Erebus to 
Antarctica. The fly-leaf of the first volume contains 
Hooker's signature, the date July 1839, and also, 
'Erebus.' Annotations are scattered throughout the 
volumes (all that had been published at the time of 
Erebus' voyage); they compare well with authenticated 
samples of Hooker's handwriting. In some cases, a 
plant is merely noted as having been seen living in 
nature; there are also botanical notes in English or 
Latin. The author relates these notes to statements 
in Hooker's Flora Antarctica, subsequently published 
in 1844-47. An e:id;ensive table lists Hooker's anno
tations on various taxa and the author's suggestions 
on the probable significance of the annotations. 

A-3289 6 39. 245. 1: 338. 98(*7) 

Holt, S. J. and J. A. Gulland 
MEASURES OF ABUNDANCE OF ANTARCTIC 
WHALE STOCKS. Internatl. Counc. Explor. Sea, 
Rapp. Proc. -Verbaux des Reunions, 155:147-151, 
incl. table, 1964. 5 refs. -

DLC, GCl. I66 

The methods of estimating the size of the stocks of 
Antarctic whales used by the Special Committee ad
vising the. International Whaling Commission are re
viewed. The methods include several commonly used 
in fishery research--deLury estimates from relating 
the decline of catch per unit effort to accumulated 
catch, estimates from relating total mortality to 
effort, and from tagging data. Estimates were also 
made directly from the numbers of whales seen in a 
known area along the track of a research ship. All 
the methods gave reasonably consistent results. The 
problems in defining fishing (catching) effort in the 
whaling industry are discussed. (Auth. , mod. ) 

A-3290 8-94:639. 245. 1(*80) 

Neverov, Igor' 
LONG VOYAGE (A LYRIC DIARY). (Dal'nil re'!s 
(liricheski1 dnevnik). J Text in Russian. Odessa, 
Odesskoe knizhnoe izd-vo, 1963, 123p. 

DLC, G545. N47 

This book was written from a diary kept by the author 
during his three voyages to Antarctic whaling grounds 
with the Slava. The author describes his adventures 
and emotions and includes several original poems. 

237-720 0 · 67 · 3 
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A-3301 599. 511: 591. 52(*80) 

Doi, Takeyuki 
ESTIMATION OF COEFFICIENT OF NATURAL 
MORTALITY OF THE FIN WHALE POPULATION IN 
THE ANTARCTIC. Tokai Reg. Fish. Res. Lab., 
Bull. (Tokaiku Suisa.n Kenkyujo kenkyu hokoku ], No. 
38:31-44, incl. tables, graphs, Feb. 1964. 3 refs. 

DLC, Orientalia Div. 

A formula for estinrnting the coefficient of natural 
mortality is devised employing the following popula
tion parameters: indices of population size, mean 
net catcher's day's work, and mean tonnage of 
catcher boats for periods before and after World War 
II; also included is the period during the war when 
whaling in the Antarctic was suspended. Using this 
relationship, the mean coefficient of natural mortal
ity is estimated to be 0. 07. Explanations are offered 
for the difference between the author's estimate of 
0. 07 and a 1963 estimate of 0. 05 by a committee of 
the International Whaling Commission. Using the re
lationship described above, the author also estimates 
the catchability coefficient to be 0. 0907 x 10-6 per 
unit area. For these purposes the circum-Antarctic 
is divided into 6 such areas. [See A-3302) 

A-3302 599. 511:591. 52(*80) 

Doi, Takeyuki 
ESTIMATION OF THE SIZE OF FIN WHALE POPU
LATION IN THE ANTARCTIC. Tokai Reg. Fish. 
Res. Lab. , Bull. (Tokaiku Suisan Kenkyujo kenkyii 
hokoku], No. 39: 1-11, incl. tables, graph, July 
1964. 5 refs. 

DLC, Orientalia Div. 

Continuing his mathematical study of whaling popula
tion dynamics (See A-3301 ], the author devises a 
formula for estimating population size. The follow
ing parameters are used in obtaining the estimate, 
and each variable is defined: fishing intensity, coef
ficient of fishing mortality, rate of exploitation, 
catch, and catchability coefficient. The simple mean 
catchability coefficient is estimated to be 0. 0907 x 
10-6 per unit area (for these purposes the Antarctic 
is divided into 6 areas), or O. 0135 x 10-6 for the 
circum-Antarctic, where fishing intensity is ex
pressed by the net catcher's day's work or the 
catcher's day's work, respectively. Using 0. 0135 x 
10-6 as the catchability coefficient, the population 
size of fin whales in the Antarctic is estimated at 
75,000 in 1964, and 144,000 in 1961. When com
puted with a catchability coefficient of 0. 0907 x 10-6, 
the population siZe in 1961 is estimated at 148,000. 
The discrepancy between the two figures may be ex
plained by erroneous estimates of fishing mortality. 
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A-3309 {82)061. 1:06. 055(*7): 5. 001. 5 

Buenos Aires. Instituto Antartico Argentino 
REPORT TO S. C. A. R. ON ANTARCTIC SCIBNTIFIC 
ACTMTIES FOR THE YEAR 1961 AND PLANNED 
PROGRAM FOR 1963. Informe de Progr. No. 3 SG, 
June 1962, 21p., incl tables. 21 refs. 

DLC, Q180. A6BB 

This outline summarizes the scientilic program car
ried out in 1961 through 12 organiZations from per
manent bases, ships, and aircraft working in the 
field. Research was conducted in meteorology, 
nuclear radiation, aurora, glaciology, ionospbei·e, 
tides, oceanography, geomagnetism, geoelectricity, 
seismology, cosmic radiation, geology, surveying, 
biology, microbiology, geochemislry, and limnology. 
A brief outline of the planned program !or 1963 is 
provided. 

A-3310 (82)061. 1:06. 055(*7):5. 001. 5 

Buenos Aires. Instituto Antaitico Argentino 
REPORT TO S. C. A. R ON ANTARCTIC SCIENTIFIC 
ACTIVITIES FOR THE YEAR 1962 AND PLANNED 
PROGRAM FOR 1964. Infonne de Progr. No. 4 SG, 
June 1963, 22p. , incl tables. 18 refs. 

DLC, Ql80. A6B8 

This outline summarizes the scientific prog1·am car
ried out iii 1962 through 12 organizations from per
manent bases, ships, and aircraft woi•king in the 
field. Research was conducted in meteorology, 
nuclear radiation, auro1·a, glaciology, ionosphere, 
tides, oceanography, geomagnetism, geoelectricity, 
seismology, cosmic radiation, geology, surveying, 
biology, microbiology, geochemistry, and li.mnology. 
A brief outline of the planned program for 1964 is 
provided. 

A-3311 (94)061. 1:06. 055(*7):5. 001. 5 

Australian Academy of Science. National Committee 
for Antarctic Research 

SUMMARY OF ANTARCTIC RESEARCH PRO
GRAMMES, 1961, AND PROPOSED PROGRAMMES 
1963. [Melbourne?, 1962? J 30p. 48 refs. ' 

DLC 

This report has been prepared for the advice of mem
be_rs of SCAR. It presents a brief outline, by disci
pline, of Australian scientific work carried out in 
1961 at stations and on expedition ships during their 
1961-62 summer cruises. A tentative outline of pro
posed research for 1963 is also included. Reference 
is made to several projecls carried out i11 association 
with foreign expeditions and to the work of a number 
of organizations and individuals in Australia. The 
greater part of the report is concerned with the work 
of lbe Australian National Antarctic Research Expecti-
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tions (ANARE) which a.re conducted by the Antarctic 
Division of the Depl of External Affairs. The plan
ning and direction of ANARE are the responsibility 
of the Bureau of Meteorology and Ionospheric Predic
tion Service, Bureau of Mineral Resources, Geology 
and Geophysics, and the Division of National Mapping. 
The Ausfralian National Committee provides advice 
on the scientific programs. 

A-3312 (94)061. 1:06. 055(*7):5. 001. 5 

Australian Academy of Science. National Committee 
for Antarctic Research 

SUMMARY OF ANTARCTIC RESEARCH PRO
GRAMMES, 1962, AND PROPOSED PROGRAMMES, 
1964. (Melbourne?, 1963?] 43p. 88 refs. 

DLC 

This report has been prepared for the advice of mem
bers of SCAR. It presents a bdef outline, by disci
pline, of Australian scientific work carried out in 
1962 at stations and on expedition ships during their 
1962- 63 summer cruises. A tentative outline of pro
posed research for 1964 is also included. Reference 
is made to several projects carried out in association 
with foreign expeditions and to the work of a number 
of organizations and individuals in Australia. The 
greater part of the report is concerned with the work 
of the Australian National Antarctic Research Expedl· 
tions (ANARE) which are conducted by the Antarctic 
Division of the Dept. of External Affairs. The plan• 
ning and direction of ANARE are the responsibility 
of the Bureau of Meteorology and Ionospheric Predic· 
tion Service, Bureau of Mineral Resources, Geology 
and Geophysics, and the Division of National Mapp~ 
The Australian National Committee provides advice 
on the scientific programs. 

A-3313 (493)061. 2(*7):06. 055. 5:5. 001.5 

Belgium. Centre National de Recherches Polaires 
de Belgique 

1962-1963. BRIEF REPORT TO SCAR. [1962-1963, 
Rapport succinct au SCAR. ] Text in French. arus· 
sels, June 30, 1963, [3]p. 18 refs. 

DLC 

No Antarctic activity is 1·eported for this period. : 
Baudouin Station has been closed since Jan. 31, 1 
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A-3314 06. 055: 5. 001. 5(*7)(44) 

France. Academie des Sciences. Comite National 
Fran~ais des Recherches Antarctiques 

REPORT NO. 5 TO THE SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE 
FOR ANTARCTIC RESEARCH. SUMMARY OF 
SCIENTIFIC ACTIVITIES FOR THE YEAR 1962 AND 
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH PROGRAMS FOR THE YEAR 
1964. [Rapport No. 5 au Comite Scientifique pour la 
Recherche Antarctique. Sommaire des activites 
scientiliques de l'annee 1962 et des programmes de 
recherches scientifiques pour l' an nee 1964. ] Text in 
French. Paris, July 1963, 41p. 49 refs. 

DLC 

This report was prepared for the 7th meeting of 
SCAR held at Cape Town in Sept 1963. It summa
rizes the nature of the research conducted at French 
stations during 1962 by subject, and lists the pro
posed program for 1964. This program was realized 
within the framework of Terres Australes et Ant
arctiques Fran~aises and with the participation of 
Expeditions Polaires Fran~aises. 

A-3315 (52)061. 1(*7):06. 055. 5:5. 001. 5 

Japan. Science Council. National Antarctic 
Committee 

NATIONAL REPORT OF THE JAPANESE ANTARC
TIC RESEARCH EXPEDITION. Compiled by Kiyoo 
Wadati. [Tokyo] Natl. Sci. Mus. , Polar Sect. , 13p. , 
Aug. 1963. 58 refs. 

DLC 

Showa Station has been unmanned since Feb. 8, 1962. 
The facilities, however, have been kept in a ready 
state awaiting the resumption of expeditionary activ
ities. Considering it desirable to cooperate in the 
Antarctic research programs of other nations while 
Japanese activities are suspended, arrangements 
were made with the U. S. National Science Founda
tion to have Japanese scientists participate in U. S. 
projects. This report provides information on the 
recording and availability of Japanese research data 
to date. 

A-3316 (481)061. 2(*7):06. 055:5. 001. 5 

Norsk Polarinstitutt 
REPORT ON: L NORWAY'S ANTARCTIC RE
SEARCH ACTIVITIES 1962. IL NORWAY'S ANT
ARCTIC ACTIVITIES PROPOSED FOR 1964. Oslo, 
Sept. 1963, [3Jp. 9 refs. 

DLC 

No Norwegian base was in operation during 1962, 
and no Norwegian Antarctic activities are planned 
for 1964. This report consists of a bibliography 
and a list of maps of Queen Maud Land. 
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A-3317 (680)061. 1(*7):06. 055. 5:5.001.5 

South African Council for Scientific and Industrial 
Research. Scientific Committee for Antarctic 
Research 

FIFTH REPORT TO SCAR: SOUTH AFRICAN NA
TIONAL ANTARCTIC PROGRAMMES 1962 (INCOR
PORATING PROPOSALS FOR 1964). Pretoria, 
csm Spec. Repl Info. 14, 18p. , July 1963. 11 refs. 

DLC 

As a result of reorganization, the South African Na
tional Committee for Antarctic Rei::earch (SANCAR) 
and its scientific advisory Committee have been dis
solved. The Dept. of Transport, through its Antarc
tic Division, continues responsibility for mounting 
and maintaining the expeditions, and has established 
an Interdepartmental Antarctic Committee, consisting 
of the Secretaries for Transport and Foreign Affairs 
and the President of csm, to insure high-level coor
dination and execution of Antarctic activities. CSIR 
has set up a Scientific Committee for Antarctic Re
search which, in addition to acting as the South 
African National Committee for SCAR, advises the 
Interdepartmental Committee on the scientific 
aspects of the research program. This report gives 
brief details of the research prog1·ams carried out 
in 1962 from SANAE Station, Queen Maud Land, and 
on Marion and Gough Is. , with an indication of pro
grams proposed for 1964. It is hoped to reopen the 
meteorological station on Tristan da Cunha. 

A-3318 (47)061, 1(*7):06. 055. 5:5. 001. 5 

Soviet Committee on Antarctic Research [Akademi!a 
nauk SSSR. Mezhduvedomstvenna!a kommissi!a po 
izucheniiu Antarktiki] 

REPORT NO. 5 TO SCAR ON ACTIVITIES PLANNED 
FOR 1964 AND RESEARCH PROGRAM COMPLETED 
IN 1962 BY THE SOVIET ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION. 
Moscow, June 1963, 54p. 194 refs. 

DLC 

This report outlines Soviet activities planned for 1964 
at Mirnyy, Vostok, Novolazarevskaya, and 
Molodezhnaya stations in the fields of meteorology, 
aurora, cosmic rays, ionosphere, geomagnetism, 
earth currents, seismology, geology, hydrology, 
medicine, and oceanography. A traverse from 
Vostok to the Pole of Inaccessibility is also planned. 
Research during the 1962 season was conducted at 
Mirnyy and Novolazarevskaya Stations and included 
the following topics: aurora and other night sky phe
nomena, cartographic work in Enderby Land, cosmic 
rays, earth currents, geological reconnaissance in 
western Enderby Land, geomagnetism, glaciology, 
gravity, ionosphere, meteorology, seismology, and 
medical research. Oceanographic observations were 
carried out on board the Ob' along the route: Lenin
grad-Cape Town-Queen Maud Land-Enderby Land
Mirnyy-Mawson-Enderby Land-Queen Maud Land
Enderby Land-Queen Maud Land-Cape Town-Lenin
grad, from Nov. 1961 to May 1962. 
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A-3319 {410)061. 2(*7):06. 055. 5:5. 001. 5 

Royal Society of London. British National Committee 
on Antarctic Research 

UNITED KINGDOM PROGRESS REPORT NO. 5 TO 
THE L C. S. U. SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE ON ANT
ARCTIC RESEARCH. SCIENTIFIC WORK COM
PLETED BY THE BRITISH ANTARCTIC SURVEY IN 
ANTARCTICA DURING 1962 AND PROVISIONAL 
PLANS FOR 1964. London, July 1963, 38p,, incL 
map, 92 refs. 

DLC 

This report, prepared for the 7th Meeting of SCAR, 
Cape Town, covers the research program completed 
in 1962 by the British Antarctic survey and includes 
the period up to the departure of the last relief ship 
in 1962-63, Stations were occupied at Deception L, 
Hopo Bay, stonington L , Argentine Is. , Signy L , 
Fossil Bluff, Adelaide L, Halley Bay, and South 
Georgia. Research subjects investigated include: 
aurora and airglow, geomagnetism, geology, gla
ciology, ionosphere and whistlers, medicine, sur
face and upper-air meteorological observations, 
oceanography, seismology, gravity, marine seis
mology, soil science, limnology, botany, terrestrial 
invertebrates, marine biology, mammalogy, and 
ornithology. Activities planned for 1964 are outlined. 

A-3320 (73)061. 2(*7);06. 055, 5:6. 001, 5 

National Academy of Sciences. Committee on 
Polar Research 

REPORT ON UNITED STATES ANTARCTIC RE
SEARCH ACTIVITIES, 1961, REPORT NO. 4 TO 
SCAR. Washington, July 1962, 53p. , incl. maps, 
111 refs. 

DLC 

This report provides information on the U. S. Ant
arctic Research Program for the year 1961 and sum
mer operations, 1961-62, Activities are listed under 
the following progrnms: aurora and other night sky 
phenomena, ~iological and medical research, cartog
r~phy, cosmic rays, geology, geomagnetism, gla
c10logy, gravity, ionospheric physics, meteorology, 
oce~nography, seismology, and traverse programs, 
Station or area of study, type of observations and 
principal investigator are given for each discipline. 

A- 3321 (73)061. 2(*7): 06. 055. 5: 5. 001. 5 

National Academy of Sciences. Committee on 
Polar Research 

REPORT ON UNITED STATES ANTARCTIC RE
SEARCH ACTIVITIES PLANNED FOR 1963. RE
PORT TO SCAR. Washington, July 1962, 9p. , incl. 
table, map, 

DLC 
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This report provides advance information concerning 
the provisional U. S. Antarctic Research Program 
for 1962-63. Research will be concerned with 
aurora, biological and medical sciences, cosmic 
rays, geodesy and cartography, geology, geomagne
tism, glaciology, gravity, ionosphere, limnology, 
meteorology, oceanography, and station seismology, 
The program for lhe Eltanin is also given. A map of 
Project Magnet, the U. S. Navy Hydrographic Office's 
airborne geomagnetic survey of Antarctica, shows 
the tracks flown in Sept. 1959 and Oct. 1960, and 
those planned for Oct. and Nov. 1962. 

A-3324 910. 4:92(*7) 

Debenham, Frank 
CAPTAIN SCOTT AT THE SOUTH POLE. [Kapitan 
Skott na iilzhnom poliuse. ] Text in Russian. 
Priroda, No. 1: 100-104, incl. illus, , Jan. 1962, 

DLC, Q4, P8 

A description is given of the circumstances surround• 
ing the death of Scott and his four companions from 
the British Antarctic Expedition of 1910-1913, The 
author, a member of the expedition, describes the 
two Russian members. 

A-3325 910, 4:912"15" 

Belov , M. I. 
AGAINST A FALSE INTERPRETATION OF THE 
CHART OF Pm! REIS. [Protiv lozhnogo tolkovantrn 
kart Piri Re1sa. ] Text in Russian. Priroda, No. 2: 
84-88, incl. maps, Feb. 1962. 6 refs. 

DLC, Q4. PB 

Examples are given of ways in which the charts of 
the 16th c Turkish navigator-cartographer, Pirt 
Reis, have been falsely interpreted by American 
and French geographer s. The Soviet journal Tekh· 
nika Molodezhi (1961, No. 2) published an article 
which unsuccessfully attempted to explain and cor• 
rect these errors. The Americans had decided that 
the chart of Pirt Reis showed the eastern coasts of 
North and South America and Antarctica; in order lo 
make the southernmost parts fit into a map montage 
with a modern map, geographic names had to be 
falsified, and geographical coordinates shifted some 
23° (2500 km). In a contour map published in 1935 by 
the Turkish Historical Society along with the charts 
from 1513 and 1528, there are marginal notes written 
by Pir1 Reis explaining that much of his information 
for regions south of Rio de Janeiro came from 
pirates and is therefore unreliable. One note con· 
cerns a pirate's report that the southernmost land 
represented on the chart was very hot and had huge 
snakes. Belov proposes that the southernmost land 
on the chart is the first representation of the 
archipelago containing South Georgia or more north· 
erly coastal islands. More needs to be known about 
the sources of information represented on the charts, 
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A-3331 919. 9 

Gakkel', fA. fA. 
LOMONOSOV AND THE ANTARCTIC CONTINENT. 
(Lomonosov i Antarktida. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. 
Antarkticheskaia Eksped. , Inform. bnlll. , No. 25: 
5-7, 1961. 4 refs. Eng. transL in: Soviet Antarctic 
Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 3, Amster
dam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 167-169. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

Hypotheses about the existence of a southern continent 
prior to the discovery of Antarctica by Bellingshausen 
and Lazarev are reviewed. Lomonosov in 1763 postu
lated the existence of snow-covered islands and a 
mainland at high latitudes, and hinted that the pecu
liarities of its physical geography were conditioned 
by geographic factors. Subsequent geographic and 
historical literature, however, neglected his asser
tions; for the solution of current geographic and 
meteorological problems, these elementary factors 
should not be disregai·ded. The geographic conse
quences of Lomonosov's teachings are outlined to 
support this contention, and it is asked that an im
portant Antarctic geographical feature be named (or 
him. 

A-3346 8-94(*7) 

Peskov, V. 
W!IlTE DREAMS. [Belye sny. ] Text in Russian. 
Moskva, Moloclai"lt gvardiia, 1965, 332p. , incL illus. 

DLC, G870. P44 

This is a personal account of a Soviet journalist' s 
visit to Mirnyy Station in Dec. 1963. The flight to 
the Antarctic is related. The author visited 
McMurdo, Vostok, Mawson, and Moloclezlmaya; 
character sketches are drawn of some of the per
sonnel encountered at these stations. Tales of 
Antarctic exploration and heroism ai·e told. The 
dogs at Mirnyy and the emperor and Adelie penguins 
are described. 

A-3366 

Gould, Laurence M. 

5(*7}(047. 1} 
5: 327. 3(*7) 

ANTARCTICA--CONTINENT OF INTERNATIONAL 
SCIENCE. Science, 150(3705): 1775-1781, incl. 
map, Dec. 31, 1965.-

DLC, Ql. S35 

The background to the creation of SCAR and the de
velopment of international scientific cooperation in 
Antarctica is briefly summarized, followed by a re
view of the latest research findings. Meteorologi
cally, Antarctica was found to be the world's most 
tremendous heat sink, not a creator of storms as 
previously suspected. Whether the ice sheet is cur
rently advancing or waning is still a moot question. 
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It is clear only that no major changes have occurred 
in the recent past. Materials entrapped in the snow 
and ice provide the world's most important source 
for the investigation of man-made pollutants and 
cosmic dust. Lead precipitation in the ice which 
originated from burning leaded fuels is currently 
w1der study. DDT was found in trace amounts in 
penguins, seals, and some fishes but does not appear 
to be the result of atmospheric dispersal. Geologi
cal discoveries during the past 10 yr demonstrate 
that the present continental geographic isolation is 
undoubtedly of recent occurrence, and that no isola
tion occurred earlier in geologic time, which gives 
additional support to continental drift theory. Recent 
efforts in upper atmosphere physics and the biologi
cal sciences are mentioned. The spirit of the Ant
arctic Treaty is spreading; the number of signatory 
nations has increased from 12 lo 15 since its imple
mentation in 1961. 

A-3377 92(Amundsen, Roald E. G. ] 

Veel, Haakon Anker 
ROALD AMUNDSEN; HIS ANCESTRY AND MILIEU. 
(Roald Amundsen; slekt og milj¢. ] Text in Norwe
gian. Halden, Norway, E. Sem A/ s, 1962, 264p. , 
incl. illus. 37 refs. 

DLC, G585. A6V4 

The ancestry of this famous polar explorer is traced 
from 1644,and biographical sketches are given of 
each of his ancestors and their immediate relatives. 
Roald Amundsen's own life is dealt with only briefly. 

A-3386 061. 6(481):5. 001(047. 1)(*732) 

Gjelsvik, Tore 
THE ACTIVITIES OF NORSK POLARINSTITUTT IN 
1963. (Norsk Polarinstitutts virksomh~t i 1963.] 
Text in Norwegian. Norsk Polarinst. Arbok 1963, 
p. 223-244, incl. illus. , map, 1965. 6 refs. Eng
lish summary, Ibid:245-249. 

DLC, G575. on-
The 1963 expeditions and research activities dealt 
primarily with the Arctic. With reference to the Ant
arctic, there is information concerning the publica
tion of 2 maps on Queen Maud Land (scale 1: 250,000) 
and the initiation of 2 other maps in the same series. 
In addition, maps of Princess Martha Coast (scale 
1:100,000} and Maudheimvidda aust (scale 1:500,000) 
were prepared for publication. A study was com
pleted on tidal observations in Queen Maud Land and 
4 new papers were edited in the Norwegian-British
Swedish Antarctic Expedition series. Papers on 
radiation balance and micrometeorological observa
tions at Norway Station and on firn temperature and 
glacier flow in Queen Maud Land were also prepared 
for publication. 
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A-3400 014. 3(*7) 

Doumani, George A. ~. ) 
ANTARCTIC BIBLIOGRAPHY. Washington, u. s. 
Library of Congress, 1965, Vol. 1, 506p. 

DLC, Z6005, P7A55 

This volume is the first in a continuing series of 
compilations preparei:I at the Library of Congress for 
the NSF Office of Antarctic Programs (OAP). It con
sists of abstracts of 2000 items published primarily 
between 1962 and 1964 which pertain to the Antarctic 
continent, its atmosphere, its surrounding oceans (to 
60"8), and the sub-Antarctic islands. Material pub
lished in foreign languages is included. The ab
stracts (E-1 to B-2000) are grouped into 13 sub-
ject categories: General, Biological Sciences, Car
tography, Expeditions, Geological Sciences, Ice & 
Snow, Logistics, Equipment & Supplies, Medical 
Sciences, Meteorology, Oceanography, Atmospheric 
Physics, Terrestrial Physics, and Political Geogra
phy. In addition to the citation and abstract each 
entry is provided with a numerical expression of the 
subject according to the Universal Decimal Classifi
cation. To facilitate retrieval of the original docu
ment, information on the som·ce library and call 
number is supplied. Subject, author, geographic, 
and grantee indexes are included in the volume. 

A-3413 5. 001. 5:727. 5(*736) 

JAPAN'S ANTARCTIC TEAM AR.IUVES AT SHOWA 
BASE. Japan Rept. (New York, Consulate General 
of Japan), 12(1):2-6, incl. illus. , diagr. , Jan. 15, 
1966. -

DLC, DS889. J34 

Japan's 7th Antarctic Observation Team arrived at 
Showa Station on Jan. 1, (1966) on board the ice
breaker~ The previous six teams had operated 
from Showa Station up Lo 1962, after which time the 
activities were temporarily suspended. The Fuji is 
described: 7760 tons, 100 m long, 22 m wide-:-maxi
mum speed 17 kn, and capable of breaking ice 6 m 
thick. The expansion and modifications of the station 
are described. Eleven new buildings are planned 
which _include new living quarters, a generating plant, 
a refngeration room, transmitting and communica
ti~n buildings, structures for ionospheric, terres
trial magnetism, and seismology studies, and mobile 
observation rooms. The two main objectives of this 
expedition are further 1·esearch in upper atmospheric 
physics (aurora, noctilucence, and terrestrial mag
netism) and biology (lichens, plankton, and penguin 
studies). All meteorological observations at the sta
tion will be automatic (temperature, humidity, 
atmospheric pressure, and wind velocity and direc
tion). The wind velocity and direction will be mea
sured and recorded by an electronic computer. 
Plans for the activities of the future 8th 9th and 
10th Antarctic expeditions are ouUined. ' ' 
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A-3415 017. 2(05)(*2) 

Arctic Institute of North America. Library 
SERIAL HOLDINGS, 1963. Res. Paper No. 26, 
47p, , 1964. 

DLC, GB601. A75 

Of the 789 titles in this list, 36 are concerned ex
clusively with the Antarctic continent, and 40 deal 
with the polar regions in general. Forty-four or 
the serials listed deal with aspects of snow, ice, 
permafrost, glaciology, and related problems. 
Complete holdings for each serial are indicated. 
All titles may be borrowed from the Institute on 
interlibrary loan by any library in North America. 

A-3425 92(Scott, R. F. ](*764) 

Rastorguev, V. 
TRACES OF AN OLD EPOPEE. (Sledy davneI 
epopei.] Text in Russian. Vokrug sveta, No. 12:48, 
incl illus. , Dec. 1962. 

DLC, Gl, V6 

The memorials to Robert Falcon Scott, located on 
Ross L , are briefly described. These include: a 
cross on the summit of Observation Hill with the in· 
scription "To strive, to seek, to find, and not to 
yield," and the hut at Cape Armitage where Scott 
wintered during the 1901-04 expedition. 

A-3433 05: 656. 835(*2) 

Polar Postal History Society of Great Britain 
POLAR POST. Cambridge, England. 

CaQMAI 

The Polar Post is published irregularly several 
times yearly as the journal of the Polar Postal 
History Society of Great Britain. It contains news 
items of interest to philatelists, members!Jip news, 
and occasional, brief, authored articles. Relevant 
news from the polar regions and sub-polar islands iii 
covered. The first issue of the Post appeared in 
1953. 

A-3434 92(*729. 5) 

Fuchs, v. E. and G. de Q. Robin 
ANTARCTIC CREVASSE ACCIDENT. J. T. BAILEY, 
D. P. WILD AND DR J, K. WILSON. Nature, ~ 
(5018):18-19, Jan. 1, 1966. 

DLC, Ql. N2 

On Oct. 12, 1965, a British Antarctic Survey tractor 
fell 150 ft into a crevasse about 250 mi inland from 
Halley Bay Station. Three men, J. T. Bailey, D. P, 
Wild, and J. K. Wilson, were killed. ThiS obituar)' 
presents the educational and experience backgroundS 
of each. 
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A-3445 910, 4(*73) 

Revnov, B. 
IN ANTARCTIC MOUNTAINS. [V gora.kh Antarktidy.] 
Text in Russian. Zvezda, No. 12:148-151, Dec. 1962. 

DLC, AP50, Z93 

An account is given by one of 5 geologists working in 
the mountains of Queen Maud Land. The men were 
transported from Lazarev Station to the mountains by 
airplane on clear days. On one of these trips, the 
plane landed on a hidden crevasse. The men were 
stranded for about 3 days until a rescue plane could 
land nearby. When the rescue party arrived, the men 
had just succeeded in clearing the plane off the 
crevasse. The plane was then flown back safely to 
Lazarev Station. 

A-3448 5. 001, 5(*7) 

Jones, T. O. 
LIFE AT ANTARCTIC U. Amer. Educ., _!(10):29-33, 
incl illus. , Nov. 1965. 

DLC, Lll. A625 

A report is given of current research programs being 
conducted in Antarctica. The research and explora
tory expeditions carried out in Antarctica since the 
IGY demonstrate numerous instances of international 
cooperation. The exchange scientist program is de
scribed, along with the cooperative research efforts 
of various nations. The administrative and support 
functions of USARP are described. Several universi
ties participating in scientific research are listed, 
and the maintenance and supply functions of the U. S. 
Navy are noted. The scientific progr..ms are out
lined: (1) biology, (2) geology, (3) geodesy, ( 4) sub
glacial topography, (5) meteorology, (6) atmospheric 
physics, and (7) oceanography. The oceanographic 
research conducted by the Eltanin is noted. 

A-3449 910(*7) 

Gavrilov, ID. ,._ 
NO BOUNDARIES IN ANTARCTICA. [Net granits v 
Antarktide,] Text in Russian. Kul't. zhizn', No. 8: 
34-37, incl illus. , 1962. 

DLC, AP50. K8 

The sixth continent has the coldest weather and the 
warmest political climate in the world. The sad 
paradox of our time is described as the safety of the 
seals and penguins who live in the Antarctic, where 
they are safe from American atomic explosions. Ex
amples of the friendship and cooperation between the 
Soviet stations and other stations are given. Some 
exchange of scientists is practiced at the American 
and Soviet bases. Two examples are given of Soviet 
help to other stations; one winter a sick man was air
lifted from Mawson by the Soviets, another time the 
Soviets dropped spare tractor parts to save a traverse 
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party at Showa Station. In the future, Antarctica may 
be a stopover for transcontinental flights, a site for 
health sanitariums, and a tourist resort. 

A-3468 026(*2)061. 6 

King, H. G. R. 
THE LIBRARY OF THE SCOTT POLAR RESEARCH 
INSTITUTE. Spec. Libr. Assoc. Geogr. & Map 
Div. Bull No. 61:7-12, Sept. 1965. 8 refs. 

DLC, Z673, S8224 

The Library's collections include 8000 books, 600 
current periodicals, and 14,000 pamphlets on the 
Polar regions. Extensive auxiliary collections con
tain maps, movies, photographs, slides, drawings, 
paintings, and some preprints. These published 
holdings are supplemented by a unique manuscript 
collection of explorers' diaries, ship's logs, plans, 
and maps. The 'Terra Nova' reports of Scott's last 
expedition formed the nucleus of the Library's col
lections. To these were added the personal libraries 
of seve1·al veteran explorers. Material is currently 
obtained through purchase and an extensive program 
of exchange. It is arrru1ged according to the Univer
sal Decimal Classification; the Institute has played a 
major role in developing those parts of the UDC 
which deal with snow, ice, and permafrost. The 
Library also serves as an information center; it per
forms searches and provides select bibliographies. 
The classified catalogue is supplemented by an ex
tensive catalogue of w1cheeked references. 

A-3469 061. 6(*2) 

Mirsky, Arthur 
THE OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY INSTITUTE OF 
POLAR STUDIES. Spec. Libr. Assoc. Geogr. & 
Map Div. Bull. No. 61:13-17, Sept. 1965. 

DLC, Z673. S8224 

The Institute's structure, purposes, and areas of re
search are outlined. Material in the Institute' s 
library deal exclusively with cold regions research. 
The library contains 1000 volumes, 1500 reports, 14 
journals and periodicals, and an extensive map col
lection. A file of original field notes and data reduc
tions is maintained; these are available on request to 
qualified researchers. The Institute also has avail
able to it the facilities of the Ohio State University 
Libraries System. Reprints of articles published in 
scientific journals comprise the Institute's Contribu
tion Series. Other research is published as Reports. 
These Reports, issued in three series as Projects 
825 and 968, and IPS Reports, are listed. [See A-1134) 
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A-3470 061. 6(*7) 

Sandved, K. G. 
OFFICE OF ANTARCTIC PROGRAMS, NATIONAL 
SCIENCE FOUNDATION, Spec. Libr. Assoc. 
Geogr. & Map Div. BulL No. 62:8-13, Dec. 1965. 

DLC, Z673. S8224 

The information activities of the Office of Antarctic 
Programs are enumerated. The OAP serves as the 
clearinghouse and source of information concerning 
the existence and location of Antarctic records, files, 
documents, and maps within federal agencies and 
private institutions, A small library of Antarctic 
reference materials is maintained which contains 
4000 items, mostly reports and reprints, as well as 
a photographic file of slides, fihns, and newsclips. 
The OAP furnishes the libraries at Antarctic re
search stations with a continuous supply of polar
oriented books and journals. Current scientific 
activities in the Antarctic a1·e described in its month
ly Antarctic Repo1-t; included in each issue is a cur
rent bibliography of papers received by OAP during 
the previous month. The Office sponsors the publica
tion of the Antarctic Bibliography, the Antarctic Re
search Series, the Antarctic~ Folio Series, and 
the translation into English ofthe :ii'ifcirmaffiinsulletin 
of the Soviet Antarctic Expedition. Antarctic carto
graphic material is held in the Antarctic aerial 
photography and map library at lhe U. S. Geological 
Survey. File prints and negatives of aerial photog
raphy flown for mapping and special purposes, as 
well as special large-scale maps, maps produced as 
pa.ii: of the U. S. mapping program, and maps pub
lished outside the U. S. are located at this library. 

•A-3483 5. 001. 5: 910. 4(931: *76) 

Quartermain, L. B. 
SOUTH FROM NEW ZEALAND: AN INTRODUCTION 
TO ANTARCTICA. Wellington, N. Z, , R. E. Owen, 
Govt. Printer, 1964, 78p, , incL illus, , maps. 

DLC, G870. Q3 

Accounts are given of the discovery, explorations 
and studies of Antarctica. Published by the Anta;ctic 
Division of the New Zealand Department of Scientific 
and Industrial Research, the booklet concentrates on 
these activities in the Ross Sea sector of the Ant
arctic. The adventures and hardships of the first 
groups of men to explore this unknown region are re
counted. Emphasis is placed on New Zealand's roles 
in Antarctic history, the IGY, and in recent scientific 
investigations of the continent. A selected bibliogra
phy offers suggestions for further reading on early 
explorations and expeditions in the Ross Sea area· 
journals dealing exclusively with the Polar region'.s 
are listed, 
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A-3486 017. 2(931} 

Krebs, Betty N. 
EXPEDITION REPORTS AND RELATED PUBLICA
TIONS IN THE LIBRARY OF THE NEW ZEALAND 
OCEANOGRAPHIC INSTITUTE, D.S. LR. WEL
LINGTON. Wellington, N. Z. Oceanogr, Inst. Misc. 
Publ. No. 10, April 1961 (pubL 1962), 87p. 

DLC, GCl. W4 

Report holdings in the Institute's library as of March 
1961 are listed. Many series are cited according to 
the accepted or useful colloquial title of an expedition 
or its 'Reports.' Here, the main entry is followed by 
the full entry and the library's accessions. In addi
tion to this list of titles and holdings, selected re
port series are listed according to a brief title and 
full contents are cited. Examples of series cited in 
this way include expedition reports of A. N, A. R E.; 
B. A. N. Z. A. R. E. , 1929-31; Discovery; Falkland Is. 
Dependencies Survey; and Tel·ra Nova, 1910-13. 
Names of participating ships are listed against their 
respective expeditions; a list of expeditions under the 
country of origin is included. 

A-3489 413, 11(*721} 

Boumphrey, R. S. 
PLACE NAMES OF THE FALKLAND ISLANDS. 
Durham Univ. J., 24(2):60-64, March 1963, 14 refs. 

DLC -

The names given to the geographic features of the 
Falkland Is. are recorded. The bases on which the 
names were chosen are discussed. After discovery 
on Aug. 14, 1592, a series of battles for possession 
took place as England, Spain, and Argentina made 
claims to the area throughout the following centuries. 
Name changes occurred. The cunent names are 
presented, with references to historic accounts from 
which this record is derived. 

A-3492 599, 5: 591. 134. 5(*80) 

Sudakov, A. A. 
NEW TABLES FOR DETERMINING THE WEIGHT OF 
ANTARCTIC WHALES. [Novye tabli!sy dl:!a oprede
lenlia vesa antarkticheskikh kitov. J Text in Russian. 
Rybnoe khoz, , 41(8):65-66, incl. tables, 1965, 

DLC, SHl, RB-

Improvements were made of the 10-yr-old tables used 
for calculating the weight of whale carcasses for use 
during the 1964-65 Antarctic whaling season. The 
tables were set up on the basis of a series of weigh
ings of various types of whales by dynamometers on 
the factory ships. Tables for every month of the Ant
arctic whaling season were calculated for fin, sei, 
sperm, and little piked whales. The weight of a 
whale is assumed to be proportional to the cube of its 
length; an auxiliary table was ere ated for the propor
tionality factor for cases in which the whale length ls 
not shown in the table. 
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A-3498 92(Wilson, E. A. ](*7) 

Seaver, George 
EDWARD WILSON OF THE ANTARCTIC; NATURAL
IST AND FRIEND. London, John Murray, 1963, 
228p. , incl. illus. , maps. 

DLC 

This biography, first published in 1933, portrays the 
life of Edward Wilson, physician and naturalist. 
Wilson accompanied Captain R. F. Scott on his two 
Antarctic expeditions and became Scott's closest 
friend and counselor. With Scott, he was among the 
first Englishmen to reach the South Pole, and he died 
with Scott and Lt. Bowers during a blizzard on the 
journey homeward from the Pole in March 1912. His 
education, and his work as a physician, naturalist, 
and accomplished illustrator are described, but em
phasis is placed on his inspiring and valuable con
tributions to the 'Discovery' and 'Last' expeditions. 
Wilson is portrayed as a man of enormous faith and 
courage, who served his colleagues with utter self
lessness and humility. Apsiey Cherry-Garrard, 
who joined Wilson and Bowers on their winter jour
ney to Cape Crozier, provides the introduction for 
this book. The author appends a 'Memoir' of the ex
plorer's wife, Oriana F. Wilson. 

A-3500 639. 245. 1: 338. 98 

Budker, Paul 
THE GREAT CETACEANS MENACED WITH TOTAL 
DISAPPEARANCE. (Les grands Cetaces menaces 
de disparition totale. ] Text in French. Sci. Progres 
Nature (Paris), No. 3369: 11-13, incl. illus., Jan. 
1966. 

DLC, Q2.N2 

The history of whaling and its decimating effect on 
the whale populations is traced. Throughout the 
world, 822, 384 whales were killed between 1868 and 
1939. In 1946, the International Whaling Commission 
(l W. C. ) was established and, for the first time, the 
whaling industry was willing to collaborate with the 
biologists. The Commission adopted rules protecting 
immature whales, creating whole reserves, prohibit
ing hw1ting of species that have been notably menaced, 
and limiting the size of the catch. Without the Com
mission, it is clear that several species would have 
disappeared. Nevertheless, the situation has be
come graver over the years owing to the limited 
power of the Commission, which can only recommend 
and cannot override the sovereignty of the signatory 
nations. In 1961, the blue and humpback whales were 
threatened with extinction and were granted absolute 
protection, but this only shifted the problem to other 
species. Although tighter quotas have since been set, 
the reasonable limit has been surpassed and drastic 
measures are urgent. Biologists and statisticians 
have shown the way to survival, but now it is up to 
the governments to undertake it. 
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A-3501 91(03)(*7: 94) 

McKinnon, G. W. (comp.) 
GAZETTEER OF THE AUSTRALIAN ANTARCTIC 
TERRITORY. Austral.· Natl. Antarctic Res. Expects., 
ANARE Interim Repts., Ser. A (2), Geogr., Pub!, 
No. 75, 153p. , 1965. 

DLC, G845. AB 

The gazetteer provides an alphabetical list of ap
proved names for the Australian-claimed territory 
of Antarctica together with brief descriptions and 
notes on the origins of the names. The Antarctic 
Names Committee of Australia (ANCA) examined 
names of early explorers and recent suggestions by 
ANARE members and also considered names given 
by New Zealand, the U. S.S. R. , and the U. S. during 
and since the IG Y. Close liaison with the Antarctic 
Place Nan1es Committee of Britain and New Zealand 
and the U. S. Advisory Committee on Antarctic 
Names has resulted in a large measure of agreement 
on place names. This gazetteer incorporates all the 
names of earlier ANCA gazetteers and papers. 

A-3502 (83)061. 1:341. 223+341. 24(*7) 
(83)061. 1: 5. 001. 5(*7) 

Chile. Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores 
INSTITUTO ANTARTICO CHILENO. INTERNA
TIONAL TREATIES, LAWS, AND REGULATIONS BY 
WHICH IT IS DIRECTED. (Instituto Antartico 
Chileno. Tratados internacionales, !eyes y regla
mentos por los cuales se rige. ] Text in Spanish. 
(Santiago?] June 1964, 26p. 

DSF 

This pamphlet contains documents pertinent to the 
function and authority of the Instituto Antartico 
Chileno (IAC). The documents include (1) Decree No. 
1747 (Nov. 6, 1940) which established the limits of 
the Chilean-claimed sector of Antarctica, (2) the 
Antarctic Treaty (Dec. 1, 1959), (3) Law No. 15266 
(Sept. 10, 1963) which created the IAC under the 
Ministry of Foreign Relations and outlined the 
principal functions which include planning and coor
dinating the scientific and technical activities in the 
Antarctic territory, and (4) organizational informa
tion which, based on Law No. 15266, includes 35 
articles which define the scope of operations of each 
department in the IAC. 
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A-3503 (83)061. 1: 5. 001. 5(*7) 

Inslituto Antartico Chileno 
SPEECHES DELIVERED BY JULIO PHILIPPI 
IZQUIERDO, MINISTER OF FOREIGN RELATIONS, 
AND BY EUGENIO GONZALEZ ROJAS, RECTOR OF 
THE UNIVERSITY OF CHILE, UPON THE OCCASION 
OF THE INAUGURAL CEREMONY OF THE INSTI
TUTO ANTARTICO CHILENO, WlllCH TOOK PLACE 
MAY 29, 1964, IN THE HALL OF HONOR OF THE 
UNIVERSITY OF CHILE. (Discursos pronunciados 
por el senor don Julio Philippi Izquierdo, Ministro 
de Relaciones Exterlores, y don Eugenio Gonzalez 
Rojas, Rector de la Universidad de Chile, con 
ocasion de la ceremonia de inauguracion del Jnstituto 
Antartlco Chileno, llevada a efecto el 29 de mayo de 
1964 en el Salon de Honor de la Universidad de 
Chile. J Text in Spanish. [Santiago?) Ministerio de 
Relaciones Exteriores, 1964, llp. 

DSF 

The speech by the Minister of Foreign Relations 
traces the history of Chilean interest in Antarctica, 
the record of sovereignty of the Chilean-claimed 
sector of Antarctica, and the signing of the Antarctic 
Treaty. The responsibilities of the Instituto Ant
arlico Chileno (IAC) in planning and coordinating the 
national research program in Antarctica are outlined. 
The speech by the Rector lists the scientific disci
plines of the national research program, outlining 
the areas of interest in each, and justifies the con
tinued development of the program under the adminis
tration of the IAC. 

A-3504 5. 001:061. 6(083. 9}(*82) 

Buenos Aires. Jnstituto Antartico Argentino 
DIRECTIVES FOR THE SUMMER ANTARCTIC CAM
PAIGN OF THE INSTITUTO ANTARTICO ARGENTINO 
1965-66 (CAVIAA 1965-66). fDirectivas para la 
campana antartica de verano de) Instituto Antartico 
Argenlino 1965-66 (CAVIAA 1965-66).) Text in 
Spanish. Sept. 1965, 13p. , incl append. 

DSF 

The principal objectives of the campaign are: (1) to 
carry out repairs and logistic support at Brown sta
tion, (2) to install and equip a new aurora tower at 
Belgrano station, (3) to supply logistic support to 
Belgrano Station, and (4) to collect scientific data 
and pertinent operational information in the fields of 
glaciology, aurora, biology, and upper atmosphere 
physics. The specific duties of individual groups 
carryi~ out the research programs of the Institute 
are listed, including names of the officers and per
sonnel. General regulations are given concerning 
duU es and behavior. 
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A-3505 5. 001(083. 9)(*727) 

Buenos Aires. Instituto Antartico Argentina 
DIRECTIVES FOR THE WINTER ANTARCTIC CAM
PAIGN. CINIAA 1966. GENERAL BELGRANO STA
TION. (Directivas para la Campana antartica de 
invierno. CINIAA 1966. Base General Belgrano. ] 
Text in Spanish. Sept. 1965, 12p. , incl. tables. 

DSF 

The objective of this campaign at Belgrano and 
Sobral Stations is to continue to collect high altitude 
data in the auroral region. More specific objectives 
to be carried out include: (1) observations of the 
color types of aurora, (2) measurements of iono
spheric absorption at various frequencies, (3) photo
metric investigation of the auroral light, and (4) 
determinations to establish with greater accuracy 
the location of the southern auroral zone in the 
southern region of the Weddell Sea. The planned 
research in various disciplines is listed, including 
details of specific projects within each discipline: 
(1) ionospheric physics, (2) aurora, (3) radioactivity, 
(4) biology, and (5) geology. Administrative matters 
are discussed, including the procurement and control 
of equipment and supplies, the dissemination of col
lected data, and the authority of the Instituto Ant
artico Argentino in the management of the program. 

A-3506 5. 001(083. 9)(*726. 51) 

Buenos Aires. Instituto Antartico Argentina 
DIRECTIVES FOR THE ANTARCTIC CAMPAIGN OF 
WINTER 1966 AT THE SCIENTIFIC STATION ADMI
RAL BROWN. CINIAA 1966 (BROWN). (Directivas 
para la Campana antartica de invierno 1966 en la 
estacion cientfrica Almirante Brown. CINIAA 1966 
(Brown), ] Text in Spanish. Sept. 1965, 17p. 

DSF 

The principal objectives of the campaign are: (1) to 
continue the biological investigation in the region 
throughout the year, (2) to intensify the investigation 
of biochemistry and physiology of man in the Ant
arctic environment and of Antarctic fauna, and (3) to 
begin the investigation of biochemical and physiologi
cal reactions of non-Antarctic animals to the Ant
arctic environment. Secondary objectives include 
continued research in the fields of biology, chemis
try, physiology, aurora, upper atmosphere physics, 
meteorology, and oceanography. The international 
exchange of scientific material on Antarctica is to be 
expedited. Personnel and their respective duties are 
listed. An outline is given of specific studies to be 
carried out within the above listed scientific disci
plines. Specific biological specimen collections are 
listed. Meteorological, glaciological, and oceano
graphic observations to be carried out are listed. 
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A-3508 06. 055. 5. 001. 5:(73)91(08):(*7) 

National Academy of Sciences. Committee on 
Polar Research 

REPORT ON UNITED STATES ANTARCTIC RE
SEARCH ACTIVITIES, 1964, AND UNITED STATES 
ANTARCTIC RESEARCH ACTIVITIES PLANNED FOR 
1965-66. Natl. Aca.d. Sci. -Natl. Res. Council, Rept. 
No. 7 to SCAR, 49p., incl. maps, Sept. 1965. 304 
refs. 

DLC 

The operating stations and scientific personnel em
ployed during the 1964-65 season are listed followed 
by a brief sum~ary of the type of investigation, in
strumentation, and area of investigation for the fol
lowing activities: aurora and airglow, cosmic rays, 
geomagnetism, ionospheric physics, meteorology, 
cartography, geology, glaciology, oceanography, 
seismology, traverse program, biology, the Western 
Ross Sea-Balleny Is. -Macquarie Ridge Expedition, 
the Eltanin programs, and information activities. 
An extensive bibliography of selected publications on 
U. S. Antarctic research plus an outline of planned 
activities for the summer 1965-66 and winter 1966 
are provided. 

A-3511 061. 1(73:*7)(047. 1) 

U. S. Antarctic Projects Officer 
BULLETIN OF THE U. S. ANTARCTIC PROJECTS 
OFFICER 6(7), 159p., incl. illus., tables, diagrs. , 
maps, Summer 1965. Refs. 

DLC 

With this issue, the Bulletin ceases publication. It 
will be superseded by the Antarctic Journal of the 
United States, a new publication jointly preparedby 
the National Science Foundation and the U. S. Naval 
Support Force, Antarctica, and which is expected to 
appear in Jan. 1966. In this final issue, summaries 
of Deep Freeze 65 and the USARP 65 programs are 
provided. Logistics information was compiled from 
the various reports of the stations and units involved, 
and short summaries of the scientific programs were 
written by the principal investigators and grouped in
to major discipline headings. 

A-3524 910. 4(*7) 

Gavrilov, tu. 
WE ARE FL YING TO ANTARCTICA. [My letim v 
Antarktidu. ] Text in Russian. Moskva, Molodaia 
gvardi.ia, 1964, 144p. , incl. illus. 

DLC, G860. G38 

This book, written in response to letters from 
Young Pioneers sent to Mirnyy inquiring about the 
Antarctic, describes the flight of 2 Soviet airplanes 
from Moscow to the Antarctic and the experiences 
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encountered during the summer visit. Excitement 
was caused during the 8-hr flight from Christchurch 
to McMurdo by the failure of the Americans at 
McMurdo to answer the radio calls from the Soviet 
airplane for weather and landing information. The 
expedition spent a few days at McMurdo and then 
flew to Mirnyy. Later in the season a flight was 
ma.de to Novolazarevskaya and stops on the way we1·e 
ma.de at Mawson and Showa Stations. A history of 
Antarctic exploration is given. The atmosphere of 
international cooperation is described; examples of 
Soviet help to stations of other countries are pre
sented. 

A-3564 919. 9(026)(*76) 

Quartermain, L. B. 
THE ROSS DEPENDENCY IN PICTURES. Wellington, 
N. Z. , R E. Owen, Govt. Printer (N. Z. Dept. 
Scient. Industr. Res. W. Ser. No. 47), 1965, incl. 
illus. , maps. 

DLC, GPRR 

Life in the Antarctic is described in this popular 
booklet of New Zealand's Antarctic Division. The 
hardships and achievements of early explorers, re
cent scientific investigations, and the continent's 
physical environment are surveyed. Numerous 
black-and-white photographs illustrate various 
attractions of the Antarctic, including the Ross Ice 
Shelf, glaciers, and the habitats of native birds. 
Particular attention is paid to the Ross Sea sector of 
the continent, and to New Zealand's Scott Base. Lile 
for the investigator in the field is described and con
trasted with life in earlier times. 

A-3567 5. 001. 5(73)(*7) 

Light, Richard u. 
ANTARCTICA SEVEN YEARS AFTER THE IGY: 
UNITED STATES SCIENTIFIC AND SUPPORT 
ACTIVITIES 1964-1965. Geogr. Rev., 56(1):98-111, 
incl. table, map, Jan. 1966. Ref. -

DLC, Gl. G35 

A report is given of the scope of the present U. S. 
research program in Antarctica, seven years after 
the IG Y. Historical material on the discovery and 
exploration of Antarctica is given. The administra
tion of the current research program is described, 
outlining the operations of the NSF Office of Ant
arctic Programs. Logistic support is supplied by 
the u. S. Navy. The U. S. stations are listed and 
described individually (McMurdo, Byrd, Amundsen
Scott, Hallett, Eights, and Palmer). The research 
activities aboard the Eltanin are described. The re
search programs for each of the following scientific 
disciplines are outlined: upper and lower atmospheric 
physics, terrestrial physics, meteorology, geology, 
glaciology, oceanography, cartography, and biology. 
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The improved transportation methods and medical 
facilities are described. The international coopera
tion which has been an integral part of the IGY pro
gram and subsequent research in Antarctica is dis
cussed. The steps in the development of the Ant
arctic Treaty are ouLlined, 

A-3569 016: 5. 001. 5(94}(*7) 

Millett, M. R. 0. (comp. ) 
LIST OF PUBLICATIONS RESULTING FROM THE 
WORK OF AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL ANTARCTIC 
RESEARCH EXPEDITIONS (TO DECEMBER 1964). 
Austral. Natl. Antarctic Res. Expeds. , ANARE In
terim Repts. , ser. A, PubL No. 76, 48p. , 1965. 

DLC, G845. A8 

The list of publications resulting from the work of 
ANARE covers the approximate time period 1947 to 
Dec. 1964. The bibliographic items are arranged by 
scientific discipline, and within each discipline, the 
items are arranged in the following groups: (1) 
ANARE Reports, (2) ANARE Interim Reports, (3) 
papers, (4) maps, and (5) books. The following 
disciplines and subdisciplines are listed: (1) upper 
atmosphere physics (cosmic rays, aurora, iono
sphere, upper atmosphere winds, VLF emissions); 
(2) meteorology; (3) earth physics (geomagnetism, 
seismology, gravity studies); (4) geology; (5) geodesy, 
cartography; (6) glaciology; (7) oceanography (physi
cal oceanography, biological oceanography); (8) 
biology (microbiology, botany, zoology); (9) medical 
science (medicine and physiology, bacteriology, 
psychology); (10) logistics; and (11) geography, nar
rative, and general. 

A-3573 913(*723) 

Kudr!avfsev, N. F. 
IN THE BAY OF GRYrVlKEN. [V bukhte Gritviken. J 
Text in Russian. Priroda, No, 12:79-80, incl. 
illus. , Dec. 1964. 2 refs. 

DLC, Q4. PB 

Grytvikeu, a settlement on South Georgia, is a port of 
entry for shipping located on the west side of Cum
berland East Bay. South Geo1-gia is a part of the sub
merged mountain chain stretching from South Ameri
ca to Antarctica. It was discovered in 1775 by Cap
tain Cook and was then uninhabited. The surrounding 
waters are prime whaling grounds; in 1819 Bellings
hausen and Lazarev met 2 English whaling vessels off 
the South Georgia coast. At present the island be
longs to Great Bi·itain. Its population varies sea
sonally; the pr~cipal industries ai:e whaling and 
trapping of marme animals. The average Jan. tem
perature Is 4°C, seagulls, penguins, and sea ele
phants are found here, and a colony of 4000 northern 
seals occupies the southeast side of the island. 
Houses, brightly colored and decoratively land-
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scaped, provide a pleasant contrast to the harsh en
vironment. The memorial and grave of Ernest 
Shackleton is located in Grytviken. The author took 
pa.rt in 2 voyages of the Eltanin .in 1963, during which 
oceanological, biological, geological, and geophysi
cal studies were conducted in the area of the South 
Orkney and South Sandwich Is. , and at the ice edge in 
the Weddell Sea. 

A-3585 919. 9:5. 001, 5(*7) 

Mrkos, Antonin 
ANTARCTICA -- THE SEVENTH CONTINENT. 
[Sedmi!at kontinent Antarktida. ] Text in Bulgarian. 
Istor:i.!a i Geogr., 5(4): 12-22, July-Aug., 1962. 

DLC, D16. 4. B818 

A general review of the geography and geology of the 
Antarctic is presented. Geologically, Antarctica is 
divided into 3 zones: East Antarctica, West Ant
arctica, and the depression between the Ross and 
Weddell Seas, Mineral deposits include iron, cop
per, nickel, cobalt, tungsten, silver, and uranium; 
quartz, orthoclase, mica, and graphite have also 
been found. Scientific activities of vru:ious nations 
during the IGY are discussed, including the work of 
the first 3 Soviet Antarctic expeditions, Mirnyy Sta• 
tion is described in detail, and an account is given of 
the difficulties encountered during construction of 
Pionerskaya and Vostok Stations, and the station at 
the Pole of Relative Inaccessibility. The 3rd Soviet 
Antarctic expedition conducted meteorological, gla
ciological, seismic, auroral, geomagnetic, earth 
current, and cosmic ray studies. Observations were 
made in the Mirnyy region of the breeding habits of 
emperor and Adelie penguins, 

A-3592 5. 001. 5(*7) 

Antoine, Charles 
ANTARCTICA, CONTINENT OF SCIENCE. [L'Anl
arctique, continent de la science, ] Text in French. 
Sci Avenir, No. 192: 80-85, 134, .incl. illus., maps, 
Feb. 1963. 

DLC, Q2, S475 

A general account is given of the physical character· 
istics of Antarctica and the scientific investigations 
being pursued in different disciplines, The geologi
cal discoveries of fossil plant life aid in reconstruct· 
ing the history of the continent. The coal deposits, 
Glossopteris flora, and fossil tree trunkS of Permian 
age are also known from other Southern-Hemisphere 
continents. About 300 m. y, ago a glacial epiSode 
pre ceded the deposition of those tropical deposits! 
and the sedimentary succession indicates parallelism 
among the southern continental masses which werehe 
reassembled under the name of Gondwanaland. T 
parallelism continues to Tertiary times when diver
gences begin to appear in the record, and the An!• 
arctic continent becomes isolated from the other 
continents. 
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A-3606 ( 047)061( 680) 

South African Antarctic Association 
ANTARKTIESE BULLETIN. Pretoria, No. 1, 6 p., 
Jan. 1964. 

DLC 

This bimonthly publication is intended to serve as a 
medium for the dissemination of news about the South 
African stations in the Antarctic and sub-Antarctic, 
the activities, achievements, and decisions of the 
Association, and other South African activities con
cerning Antarctica. It will also provide interesting 
material from the lectures and addresses delivered 
before the Association, as well as popular and semi
popular articles on any aspect of the activities or 
research carried out at South African or other 
Antarctic stations. Both English and Afrikaans con
tributions will be used, with the former predominat
ing. 

A-3607 (*726. 3)5. 001. 5(410) 

[Adie, R. J.] 
GRAHAM LAND AND THE ACTIVITIES OF THE 
BRIT1SH ANTARCTIC SURVEY. Antarktiese Bull. 
(Pretoria), No. 1:2-5, Jan. 1964. 

DLC 

In this lecture delivered before the South African 
Antarctic Association, the physical geography, ice, 
fauna, and flora of the Antarctic Peninsula and 
adjacent islands are described. In addition, the 
British stations, the research being conducted at 
them, the training of the men, and the worldng up 
and publication of research results is discussed. A 
transcript of a question and answer session following 
the lecture is provided. 

A-3613 

Georgi, J. 

92[Ritscher, Alfred] 
910. 4(*7) 

POLAR-EXPLORER CAPTAIN ALFRED RITSCHER 
(1879-1963). JPolarforscher Kapitl\n Alfred Ritscher 
(*1879 t1963). Text in German. Polarforschung, 
Ser. 5, 32(1/2 :125-127, 1962, pub!. Oct. 1963. 6 
refs. 

DLC, G600. P6 

A biographical account is given of Alfred Ritscher 
(1879-1963), listing the voyages, expeditions, and 
the research accomplished during his lifetime. In 
1938 he led an Antarctic expedition to the area of the 
Princess Martha and Princess Astrid Coasts on 
board the Schwabenland, a ship equipped with air
craft. Techniques of aerial topographic survey were 
utilized in mapping and surveying the area, which was 
named New Schwabenland. His later work at the 
German Hydrographic Institute in Hamburg is noted. 
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A-3614 

Stocks, Theodor 

92[Ritscher, Alfred] 
910. 4(*7) 

ALFRED RITSCHER, 1879-1963. Text in German. 
Deut. Hydrogr. Zeit,, 16(2):87-92, incL table, April 
1963, -

DLC, VK588. D4 

A biographical account is given of Alfred Ritscher. 
The major accomplishments of his life are recorded: 
(1) his early days as an officer of the Hamburg
America Line in Hamburg (1911), (2) his role in the 
Schroeder-Stranz expedition of 1912-13 as captain 
of the expedition ship yerzog Ernst and his role in 
the rescue of the expe ition members, (3) his war
time service as a reserve officer in the Imperial 
Navy, (4) his leadership of the Third German 
Antarctic Expedition, the Schwabenland Expedition of 
1938-1939, including a description of aerial 
reconnaissance work completed of the area between 
12"W and 20"E, part of which is now known as 
New Schwabenland, (5) his subsequent work of com
piling data resulting from the expedition, (6) his work 
in the hydrographic service, and (7) his contributions 
in the compiling of maps of the area. A short table 
of biographic facts is presented, followed by a list 
of geographic items bearing his name, a list of his 
publications, and a list of reference literature. 

A-3615 92[Ritscher, Alfred] 
910, 4(*7) 

Brunn, V, von 
CAPTAIN ALFRED RITSCHER, 1879-1963. 
Antarktiese Bull. (Pretoria), No. 6:1-2, Sept. 1964, 
5 refs. 

DLC 

The life history of Ritscher, leader of the Third 
German Antarctic Expedition, reveals him not only 
as a seaman, but also an airman, polar explorer, and 
writer. The remarkable role he played early in his 
career in the rescue of the ill-fated Schroeder-Stranz 
expedition (1912-13) is related, The Third German 
Antarctic Expedition, 1938-39, was conducted from 
the Schwabenland, and included research programs 
in biology, geophysics, geography, meteorology, and 
oceanography. Aerial reconnaissance and photog
raphy were conducted in the unknown regions inland 
from Princess Astrid and Princess Martha Coasts 
which was named New Schwabenland. Despite the 
destruction of valuable data and the loss of several 
expedition scientists during the war years, Ritscher 
managed to publish 2 volumes of expedition results 
as well as maps of New Schwabenland. 

A-3616 061(100):(*7) 
061. 1(680):(*7) 

Taljaard, J, J. 
THE SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE FOR ANTARCTIC 
RESEARCH (SCAR). Antarktiese Bull. (Pretoria), 
No. 5:2-3, Sept. 1964. 

DLC 
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The history of SCAR is traced back to its role as a 
subcommittee of CSAGI (Special Committee for the 
IGY). In 1958, SCAR was established as a speci~ 
committee of the !CSU, and shortly thereafter national 
committees for Antarctic research were formed by 
member nations. Though a non-governmental body 
with limited funds which can act only in an 
advisory capacity, its recommendations have carried 
great weight in the formulation of the programs of 
participating nations. To facilitate coordination and 
formulation of research pi·ograms, 11 working 
groups for the various scientific disciplines and 
other essential activities were created which consti
tute the scientific core of SCAR. The administrative 
structure of the South African Antarctic research 
program is outlined. 

A-3627 338, 7:639. 245. l(*B0) 

Hyde, H. Montgomery 
UNll,EVER AND THE LAW. 2. THE ANTARCTIC 
WHALING DlBPUTE. Progress; Unilever Quarterly 
(London), 50(281):111-118, incl. illus., 1964. 

DLC, HCW, P76 

The historical development of the whalillg industry is 
traced. Developments during the 19th and 20th 
centuries include: (1) the explosive harpoon (1866), 
(2) the factory ship, and (3) development of a method 
to transfer oil produced by the factory ship to a 
tanker for transport (1927-28), The commercial 
uses of whale products are described. During the 
pel'iod between the World Wars, Norway was the 
primary whaling nation, operating In both northern 
and southern waters, the latter including Antarctic 
waters off South Georgia, and the South Shetland and 
Falkland Is. The legal dispute arose concerning a 
contract between Unilever and two Norwegian wlialing 
companies, in which Unilever was to buy the 1930-31 
oil production of two Norwegian factory ships. The 
wording of the contract was ambiguous with regard 
to whether the oil production under contract meant 
simply the oil contained in the factory ship tanks, or 
the total season's production of each ship (both the 
factory ship tank capacity as well as the oil trans
ferred to tankers during the season by the newly 
perfected method of transfer), The two companies 
held Unilever bowid to buy the total season's produc
tion. The litigation ls described and the outcome 
favored the whaling companies with financial loss to 
Unilever. 

A-3632 413. 11:91(03)(*722) 

Gt. Brit, Foreign Office. Antarctic Place-nsmes 
Committee 

GAZETTEER OF THE BRITISH ANTARCTIC TERRI
TORY, SOUTH GEORGIA AND THE SOUTH SAND
WICH ISLANDS. London, H. M, Stationery Off., 
1962, 34p. 

DLC, F3031. G74 1962 
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The British Antarctic Territory is defined according 
to the Statutory Instrument, 1962, No. 400, as the 
area including all islands and territories between 
20°W and 80°W south of 60°S. This territory 
comprises those parts of the Falkland Islands 
Dependencies subject to the Antarctic Treaty. South 
Georgia and the South Sandwich Is. remain Depen
dencies of the Falkland Is . This gazetteer contains 
a list of 3528 names with coordinates. The names 
are accepted for use in British official publications. 

A-3637 (73)05(*7) 
(73)061. 1(05)(*7) 

ANTARCTIC JOURNAL OF THE UNITED STATES. 
Washington, U. S. National Science Foundation, 1(1), 
Jan. -Feb. 1966. -

DLC 

This new publication supersedes the Bulletin of the 
!!• ~ .. Antarctic Projects Officer (which contaTned 
articles pe1·tinent to the logistic support community) 
and the Antarctic Repo,{ of the National Science 
Foundation (which was esigned to keep interested 
organizations abreast of scientific developments). 
The bimonthly Antarctic Journal will retain major 
features of the predecessor publications, including 
scientific and logistic reports on the U. S. program, 
accounts of collaborative activities, authorUative 
discussions of Antarctic matters, a chronology of 
program events, and other matters of current or 
historical interest. The journal ls prepared jointly 
by the Office of Antarctic Programs of the National 
Science Foundation and the U. S. Naval Support 
Force, Antarctica, of the Dept, of Defense. 

A-3638 (73) 5. 001. 5(•7) 

Sisco, Joseph J. 
THE UNITED STATES PROGRAM FOR ANTARCTICA, 
Antarctic J, U,S,, !(1):2-4, Jan. -Feb. 1966. 

DLC 

The history of U.S. activity In Antarctica is briefly 
discussed, and some reasons for interest in the 
continent are listed. Responsibility for organization 
of the current national program in Antarctica is 
divided among several groups. The Antarctic Polley 
Group defines U. s. policies for Antarctica and 
insures that the activities are in accord with the 
nation's objectives. Coordination of the sclentl-!1c 
program is the responsibility of the National science 
Foundation, which is advised by the Committee on 
Polar Research of the National Academy of Sciences. 
Planning and execution of logistic operations is done 
by the Dept. of Defense. Thus the Navy haS played 
a major role in the establishment and mainte~ce 
of many stations on the continent. Foreign p01icy 
objectives are determined by the Dept. of state. Th~ 
IGY and the Antarctic Treaty are cited as examples 
international cooperation. 
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A-3639 (73)35. 074(*7) 

Dater, Henry M. 
ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS IN THE 
UNITED STATES ANTARCTIC PROORAM, 1954-1965. 
Antarctic J. U.S., 1(1):21-32, Jan. - Feb. 1966. 

DLC -

Preparations for U.S. participation in the IGY are 
reviewed, including selection of personnel and 
solutions of problems in logistics. The difficulties 
in administrative coordination of the operations staff 
and the scientists are described. Continuation of the 
Antarctic program after the close of the IGY is 
seen as one of the factors which led to the negoti -
ation of the Antarctic Treaty. New equipment and 
techniques which were developed to maintain exist
ing installations and to support an expanded research 
program are described, ru1d recent changes in 
organizational structure of the Antarctic program are 
explained. 

A-3640 5. 001. 5(*7) 

Edmonds, R. B. 
ANTARCTICA. North, 10(6):2-10, incl. illus., Nov. 
Dec. 1963. Also: External Aff., 14(5):167-173, incl. 
map, May 1962. 

DLC,GPRR; JX351. A3 

A short summary of research in Antarctica is given 
in this popular presentation. The background and 
achievements of the IGY are reported. Geographical 
and meteorological investigations are discussed, 
especially those aspects which would be of inte1·est 
to Canadians. Construction of the new Byrd Station 
and installation of the nuclear reactor at McMurdo 
are noted as activities supporting the U.S. scientific 
program. The restoration of historic huts by 
New Zealru1ders receives brief treatment, as does the 
application of principles embodied in the Antarctic 
Treaty. 

A-3662 5. 001(*7) 

Springfield, Andrews 
THE SIXTH CONTINENT. [El sexto continente.] 
Text in Spanish. Iberica (Barcelona), 35(475):442-
448, incl. illus., map, June 15, 1962.-

DLC, T4. 122 

A description is given of the Antarctic continent 
including its size, the dimensions of the ice sheet, 
major mountain ranges, etc. A brief history of 
Antarctic exploration is given and the development 
of the IGY is discussed. Seismic studies are 
described by which data on the subglacial topography 
of the continent have been collected. The Continental 
Drift Theory is discussed. The establishment of 
stations and research conducted in meteorology 
during the IGY is described. The evolution of the 
Antarctic Treaty is described and the value of future 
research is discussed . 
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A-3683 5. 001. 5(*7) 

Nichols, Herbert B. 
SUCCESSFUL SOUTH POLE SUMMER 1961 62. 
[Erfolgreicher Si.idpolsommer 1961/ 62.] Text in 
German. Universum, 17(13 14):303-306, incl. illus . . 
July 1962. -

DLC, AP30. U57 

A review of the major accomplishments of the 
austral summer 1961 162 is given. A topographic 
program was carried out in Victoria Land by 
members of the U.S. Geological S·Jrvey, under the 
research program of NSF. The area was a 2500-km 
strip of mountainous territory between 70-85°S. 
Aerial coverage had already been gathered during 
the previous summer 1960 ·51. The technical work 
of the project was divided into 2 stages: ""Topo-So,1th"", 
encompassing the area between McMurdo Sound and 
Plunket Point, and "'Topo-Norlh"' Including the 
rugged mountains along t)le Ross Ice Shelf between 
McMurdo and Cape Rogel. As the weather was 
favorable, "Topo-South"' was completed by Nov. 1961 
and "'Topo-North·· was begun. The surveying 
techniques are described, including the ·.1se of 
theodolite and tellurometer, and the use o[ 
helicopters for travel from point to point. Operation 
Deep Freeze 62 or the U.S. Navy is described. 
During the period between Oct. and April, McMurdo 
Station received the nuclear power plant, a new 
Byrd Station was built, and m•Jch scientific 
research was conducted at stations throughout 
Antarctica. The buildings al the new Byrd Station 
are described. The power plant at McMurdo is 
described along with specifications. 

A-3690 910. 3/. 4(*7) 

Prestinenza, Luigi 
ANTARCTICA: LAST UNKNOWN LAND. [Antartide: 
Ultima Terra Sconosciuta. ] Text in Italian. Sci. 
Vila, 14(162):52-66, incl. illus., maps, July 1962. 

DLC, Q4.S46 

A history of Antarctic exploration is presented, 
beginning with the 16th century. Background material 
on the dimensions and shape of the continent is given 
along with a review of the research programs 
conducted during the IGY. The primary geographic 
features are described and listed with their dales 
of discovery. Information on Antarctic weather 
conditions (temperature, wind velocity, precipitation, 
etc.) and surface topography is incorporated in the 
descriptions of the expeditions. The history includes 
the work of the following explorers: Cook, 
Belllngshausen, Weddell, Hughes, Biscoe. D'~rville, 
Ross, de Gerlache, von Drygalski, Nordenskjold, 
Scott, Charcol, Shackleton, Amundsen, Byrd, 
rutscher, Fuchs, and Hillary. The theory of 
Continental Drift and the discovery or Glossoplerls 
fossils are evaluated In a discussion o( lhe probable 
for mation of the continent. The ef[ect of aviation 
in facilitating Antarctic exploration and research 
is described. 
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A-3730 5: 327. 3. 009. 01(*7) 

Somov, M. M. 
COOPERATION OF SCIENTISTS IN THE ANTARCTIC. 
[Sotrudnicheslvo uchenykh v Antarkt.lke. ] Text in 
Russian. Akad. nauk SSSR, Vest., 36(1):73-81, incl. 
ilh1s. , Jan. 1966. -

DLC, AS262. A627 

The IGY provided the impetus for Antarctic 
scientific research as a coordinated international 
enterprise, and the Antarctic Treaty of 1959 ensured 
a solid foundation for this research by preventing 
military or political exploitation. The Scientific 
Committee on Antarctic Research (SCAR), created 
by the International Cow1cil of Scientific Unions in 
1958, organizes permanent international study groups. 
Within the last ten years the unexplored area or the 
continent has shrunk to 10%, half the ice-free land 
has been mapped, and a general pictu1·e of the 
Antarctic's geological structure has been obtained. 
Exchange of scientists between national research 
parties has facilitated mutual profit from experience 
galned under Antarctic conditions. Further, close 
cooperation among stations in providing medical, 
weather-forecasting, and logistics assistance ls 
necessitated by the climatic rigors and isolation. 
The Soviet expeditions ha,•e both encountered and 
tendered full rnadiness for emergency aid in their 
dealings with American, Australian, Belgian, and 
Japanese stations. The eleventh Soviet expedition, 
which began in Oct. 1965, includes specialists from 
other countries and will conduct actinometric and 
ozonometric high atmospheric sounding, aqualung 
investigation of life off the Antarctic coast, radar 
measurement of ice thickness, and experimental 
ice-core drilling. 

A-3733 (*50)5, 001. 5(*741) 

Korolkevich, E. S. and V. G. Ledenev 
INVESTIGATIONS IN ENDERBY LAND. 
(Issledovanila na Zemle Enderbi.] Text in Russian. 
Sovet. Antarktich~skaia Eksped. , Inform. biilll. , 
. o. 33:5-9, incl. illus., map, 1962. 3 refs. 
Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition 
Information Bulletin. VoL 4 Issue No 2·65-68 
(1964]. ' . . ' 

DLC, Qll5. S686; Q115. S6862 

Members of the fifth and sixth Soviel expeditions 
explo~·ed the coast of the western part of Enderby 
Land m Feb. 1961 !or a new station. A dissected 
mountain range rises from 100 m on the shore of 
Ala~heyev Bight to 1000 m in the Amundsen Bay 
region. ~he rock~ consist of Precambrian pyroxene 
and amph1bole gneisses and crystalline shales inter
spersed with small granite intrusions, dolerit~ dikes 
~ct numerous granite-pegmatite veins, Drifting ' 
ice extends to about 60"8 and although the shore is 
cl~sed most of the year by sea. ice, a. polynya 
e~tends to the coast in the Cape Ann Region even in 
wmter. Plant and animal life are relatively abundant 
because or favorable weather conditions, the large 
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number of rock outcrops, and open water offshore in 
summer. The ice-free hilly region in the southern 
part of Ala.sheyev Bight is regarded as a promising 
site for a station. It has a fresh water supply from 
lakes, a good approach for ships at the end of the 
swnmer, a good route to the interior, areas for 
landing planes, and diversity of natural conditions. 

A-3756 639. 245, 1(*80) 

Hylen, Arvid and John L. Holm 
THE LENGTH OF A CATCHER DAY IN ANTARCTIC 
WHALING. [Fangstdagens lengde i Antarktis. j 
Text in Norwegian and English. Norsk Hvaliangst
Tid., 54(12):265-280, incl tables, graphs, Dec. 
1965. 

DLC, SH381. NS 

Of 2146 whales laken by one Norwegian expedition to 
Antarctica during the season 1946/47, and 5372 
take1t by 4 expeditions during 1963/64, 98% were 
reported as taken between sunrise and the hour the 
sun passed 6° below the horizon in the evening (end 
of civil twilight). Of the remaining 150 whales only 2 
were reported taken earlier than sunrise, and 148 
were reported to the factory later than the end of 
civil twilight, The theoretical length of the catcher 
day is thus assumed to last from sunrise until the 
end of civil twilight, or to midnight if the sun does not 
descend more lhan 6° below the horizon during the 
night. The lengths or the catcher days can be read 
from a nomogram when date and latitude are known. 
The sum of the theoretical lengths of the catcher 
days for the expeditions considered during lhe 
seasons 1946/ 47 and 1963/64,respectivel~ came to 
73 and 65% of the time spent in the whaling field. 
Time in the fie Id lost on account of unfavorable 
weather and darkness amounted to between 44 and 
63% of the total time which these Norwegian 
expeditions spent in lhe field during the season 
1963/64. (Auth. , mod. ) 

A-3776 910. 4:912"15" 

Hapgood, Chal'les H. 
'l'HE PIIU RE'IS MAP OF 1513. Fate, 19(1):67-84, 
incl. table, diagr., maps, Jan. 1966. -

DLC, BF1995. F2 

The hypothesis of a pre-Alexandrian origin of the 
map of Pir! Reis, a 16th century Turkish admiral, 
is discussed. The process of converting the lines 
on the Piri Reis map, a portolan chart, to a modern 
grid of lines of latitude and longitude is described. 
Legends on the map indicate that it is based on 
source maps from the time of Alexander the Great; 
the projection is centered on the Tropic of cancer 
aud the Meridian of Alexandria, like other Greek 
maps; and the scale is based on Eratosthenes' error 
of the size of the earth. The accuracy of longitude 
determination would have been impossible in the wne 
of Pi.rt Reis, and the Ptolemy method of indicating 
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meridians as straight lines also indicates an ancient 
source. When the constructed grid was corrected 
for the Eratosthenes error, the map's accuracy was 
increased, indicating that the map pre-dated the 
error. The possibility that the original map make rs 
were Phoenicians is questioned on the basis that the 
southern part of the map represents Antarctica 
before the growth of the present ice cap. Deep sea 
cores taken in the Ross Sea show sediments of 
temperate latitude types, dated by the ionium method 
at 6000 yr. The theory of the earth's shifting crust 
is advanced to explain the growth of Antarctic 
glaciation during the last 10,000 yr of the most 
recent ice age in North America. It is possible that 
the map is the result of commercial contact between 
the Phoenicians and a people preceding them on the 
seas, possibly the seamen of Atlantis. 

A-3777 910. 4: 912" 15" 

Hapgood, Charles H. 
THE ANTARCTIC MAP OF ORONTEUS FINAEUS. 
Fate, !J!(5):67-78, incl. table, maps, May 1966. 

DLC, BF1995. F2 

The interpretation of the 1531 Oronce Fine map of the 
Antarctic continent as an authentic representation 
of preglacial Antarctica is explained. A new grid 
was constructed to fit the Fine projection. The 
continent of the Fine map is 4 times too large; this 
error appears on all Renaissance maps of the 
Antarctic, including the Pir1 Reis map of 1513. 
This was corrected when it was found that the 
parallel labelled "Circulus Antarcticus" on the Fine 
map corresponded to the 80th parallel on the new 
grid. Analysis of errors in longitude showed that the 
errors differed in direction on different parts of the 
map! possibly due to errors in compilation of the 
ongmal map. Errors in positions of identified places 
were reduced when the new grid was constructed 
with curved meridians; it would seem then that 
the source maps had had curved meridians. This 
casts doubt on the 16th century origin of the cordiform 
projection and indicates that Fine rediscovered the 
projection technique itself in the ancient source maps. 
It is hypothesized that the Fine map proves that in 
the remote past men with good ships and navigation 
skill, instruments for accurately determining 
longitude and latitude, and knowledge of mathematics 
in order to process the data produced by their 
instruments, visited the Antarctic. Such exploration 
is usually undertaken for commerce and is unlikely 
in an area with an unfavorable climate. According 
to the theory of the Earth's shifting crust [A-3776] 
the Antarctic had a temperate climate during 
the last ice age in North America, and may at that 
lime have supported a civilization until the end of the 
warm period, about 6000 yr ago. 

237-720 0 - 67 - 4 
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A-3778 (*50)910. 4(*7) 
5, 007:5. 009. 01(*7)910. 4 

Swithinbank, Charles 
RUSSIANS IN ANTARCTICA. Geogr. Mag. , 38(10): 
748-761, incl illus., map, Feb. 1966, -

DLC, Gl. G343 

As a British exchange scientist on the ninth Soviet 
Antarctic expedition, the author visited all 4 Soviet 
wintering stations. The Soviet expedition was 
staffed by generally mature men who a1·e permanently 
employed by the Arctic and Antarctic Research 
Institute in Leningrad. Brief visits were made to 
Mirnyy, Vostok, and Molodezhnaya, and a short 
description is given of the work being done at each 
station. An 11-mo. stay at Novolazarevskaya 
enabled the making of precise measurements of ice 
movements at the junction between a grounded and a 
floating ice sheet. Living conditions at the station 
were found to be more comfortable than those of 
British expeditions, but the food was less varied. 
Nationality did not appear to play a part in personal 
relationships. In contrast to tlle members of 
expeditions from other countries, most members of 
the Soviet expedition did not expect to publish the 
results of their research. The data would be sent to 
Leningrad for use by someone else. Soviet stations 
were found to lack the equipment used by other 
countries for short-range travel and detailed field 
study by small groups. 

A-3816 016"1945":910. 4:5. 001(*784) 

Aubert de La Rue, E. 
THE NATURAL SCIENCES IN THE FRENCH 
AUSTRAL ISLANDS FROM THEffi DISCOVERY TO 
1945. BIBLIOGRAPHY. [Les sciences nat'-!relles 
dans les hes australes frangaises de leur decouverte 
a 1945. Bibliographie. ] Text in French. CNFRA 
(Paris), No. 16(1): 1-28, 1966. 

DLC, GPRR 

The titles in this bibliography are not strictly 
scientific· they include references of historical, 
geographical, and economical articles and old 
accounts of whalers, sealers, and navigators. The 
references are divided into four groups: Saint Paul 
and Amsterdam, Crozet, and Kerguelen Is. , and 
the geological work on Kerguelen up to 1945. A brief 
account is given for each of lhe principal expeditions 
and scientific missions. 
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A-3822 63(*784. 2) 

Breheret, J. 
POSSIBILITIES OF CULTIVATION IN THE 
KERGUELEN ISLANDS. [Les possibilites de 
cult1.1re aux hes Kerguelen.] Text in French with 
English swnmary. In: Pan Indian Ocean Science 
Congress, Fourth, 16-24 Nov. 1960, Karachi, 
Proc. , Sect. D: Agric. ScL Karachi, Pan Indian 
Ocean Sci. Assoc., July 1964, p. 15-17. 

DLC, QlOl, P35 

Though peaty, the Kerguelen soil is similar in 
places to French arable soil. There is adequate 
sun during several months for many differe11t 
cultivations. The wind, which continually dries the 
soil, stops normal growth and stunts almost all 
vegetation. However, the use of cold frames from 
Oct. Lo March enables the growing of 1uost leaf 
vegetables cultivated in the warmest season in 
France. Open ground cultivation is possible du ring 
cerla,in periods and under specific conditions. 
Kerguelen climate du1ing the austral summer and 
behind wind shelters is comparable to the French 
April. Cultivation results obtained up to now are 
encouraging and provide enough fresh vegetables 
for lhe expedition members. (Auth. , mod. ) 

A-3823 636:591. 152(*784. 2) 

Baja.rd, P. 
BREEDING EXPERIMENTS AT KERGUELEN 
ISLANDS. [Essat d'elevage aux ti.es Kerguelen.] 
Texl in French with English summary. In: Pan 
Indian O~ean Science Congress, Fourth, 16-24 Nov, 
1960, Karachi, Proc. , Sect. D: Agric. Sci. 
Karachi, Pan Indian Ocean Sci. Assoc. , July 1964, 
p. 53-56. 

DLC, QlOl. P35 

In 1952, a ram and 4 ewes were released on Mllssel 
L and !01·gotten. They were rediscovered in 1954 
and had grown to 16 head. A flock of sheep on 
Longue I. rose from 137 to 370 head between March 
1957 and Jan. 1959. The shoepbreeding method 
has been success{ul, but too great an increase in the 
!lock could become a menace to the native v getation. 
There are 8 cattle, 5 of which were born there. 
They graze on Acaena in summer and conswne 
Acaena fodder in winter. The 100 head of pigs, of 
which 50 were slaughtered, have adapted to the 
climate perfectly although their food is imported. 
The 290 chickens and 630 ducks, of which 279 birds 
were slaughtered, provided 20,000 eggs. Several 
animal species we re set free to live in a wild state 
including 10 reindeer, 2 pairs of wild sheep and 4' 
!>airs of wild mallard ducks. These have de1mon
str~ted that many species can adapt perfectly to the 
environment and that seve1·al are able to live entirely 
on the natural resources available. (Auth. , mod. ) 
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A-3824 5. 001. 5(44): (*784. 2) 

Pillet, G. 
SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH PROGRAMS CARRIED OUT 
AT KERGUELEN ISLANDS. [Programme des 
i·echerches scientifiques effectuees aux ties 
Kerguelen.] Text in French with English summary, 
In: Pan Indian Ocean Science Congress, Fourth, 
16-24 Nov. 1960, Karachi, Proc. , Sect. F: Oceanogr., 
Geogr., and Geophys. Karachi, Pan Indian Ocean 
ScL Assoc. , OcL 1964, p. 29-33. 

DLC, QlOl. P35 

Situated in the middle of the Indian Ocean, the 
Kerguelen Is. provide the only land area where 
ground observalions can be made in U1is vast area. 
Their position in the vicinity of the auroral zone 
(49°21 'S, 70°12' E) allows experiments of great 
interest in several geophysical fields, Research 
studies at Port-aux-Fran~ais,which are briefly 
summarized, include: atmospheric electricity, 
ionosphere, seismology, geomagnetism, atmospheric 
optics, auroral detection, cosmic rays, and 
biological studies. (Auth. , mod.) 

A-3835 639.245.1 :338.98(*7) 

Gambell, Ray 
SEVENTEENTH MEETING OF THE INTERNATIONAL 
WHALING COMMISSION, 1965. Polar Rec., g(821: 
73-77, incl. tables, Jan. 1966. 

DLC, G575.P6 

A report is given of the 17th meeting of the Interna
tional Whaling Commission, held in London (June 28· 
July 2, 1965). Representatives were in attendance 
from 14 contracting governments, other governments, 
the Food and Agriculture Organization of the U. N., 
and various other organizations. At this meeting 
comprehensive steps toward conservation of over· 
exploited. whale populations were taken which will 
allow the eventual rebuilding of the stocks. The 
phased reduction of catches during the next 3 seasons 
was recommended by the Special Meeting of the Olm· 
mission [see A-2749]. A report is given of the 
1964-65 Antarctic catch, with figures for the total 
numbers of whales caught per species. Data are 
also presented on numbers caught outside of the 
Antarctic whaling territory as well as from lll:°d 
stations and other regions unprotected by the_rnter· 
national conservation agreements. The whaling . 
nations have not as yet put into effect the Internatio~ 
Observer Scheme drawn up in 1963. A table of, inte 
national whaling statistics is presented, lnclu_dlng 
total catch data for sperm and baleen whales in 38 
Antarctic and other grounds for the seasons 1937~ 
to 1962-63. Gross tonnage data are also tabulatea. 
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A-3904 910. 4:919. 8/ . 9 
5. 001. 5(047. 1}(*2) 

Zavatti, Silvio 
THE POLES. (I PolL) Text in Italian. Milano, 
Feltrinelli Editore, 1963, 265 p. , incl. illus., tables, 
graphs, maps, append. 101 refs. 

DLC, G590. Z29 

General information is given on the polar regions 
including a history of the major expeditions made 
before 1958. The book is divided into two sections: 
Arctic and Antarctic. Arctic topics discussed include: 
geography, meteorology, glaciology, oceanography, 
the magnetic pole, aurora borealis, geography and 
history of exploration of sub-Arctic lands, polar 
peoples, Arctic fauna and flora, cartography, and the 
strategic importance of the Arctic. Antarctic topics 
discussed include: geography, meteorology, 
Antarctic waters and sea ice, Antarctic and sub
Antarctic islands, marine biology, terrestrial fauna 
and flora, political significance of Antarctica, 
cartography, the IGY, and scientific stations and 
exploration of the Antarctic. An appendix is included 
listing the polar institutions of the war ld. 

A-3912 

Vetter, O. 

92(Ritscher, Alfred): 910. 4(*7) 
528. 3/ . 4: 528. 71(*7) 

THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF ALFRED RITSCHER TO 
THE IMPROVEMENT OF MAPS OF THE ANTARC-
TIC AND OF THE SOUTH ATLANTIC OCEAN. (Alfred 
Ritschers Beitrage zur Verbesserung der Karten der 
Antarktis und des Sudatlantischen Ozeans. ) Text in 
German. Kartogr. Nachr. , 13(4): 114-116, Aug. 
1963. 26 refs. -

DLC, GA101. K35 

A biographical account is given of Alfred Ritscher 
(1879-1963). The major accomplishments of his 
life are recorded: (1) his 210-km trek in Antarctica 
during the Schroeder-Stranz Expedition of 1912-13 
in the rescue of the expedition members, (2) his 
leadership of the Third German Antarctic Expedition, 
the Schwabenland Expedition of 1938-39, including a 
description of aerial reconnaissance work completed 
of the area between 12•w and 20°E, part of which 
is now known as New Schwabenland, and (3) his 
subsequent work of compiling data resulting from the 
expedition and contributions in the compiling of 
maps of the area. Aerial photographic techniques 
and equipment used are described, along with the 
subsequent use of the coverage in producing topo
graphic maps. The ground control and aerial survey 
methods are described, 

A-3915 599. 5: 502. 7 

Lucas, J. 
CONSERVING WHALES. Sci. J. , 2(4):62-67, incl. 
illus., table, graphs, map, April Til66. 3 refs. 

DLC, Ql. S57 
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Whales arose from land mammals about 130 m. y. ago; 
2 of the 3 suborders remain: the Qdontoceti or toothed 
whales, and the Mysticeti or baleen whales. Of the 
Odontoceti, the sperm whale is presently the most 
commercially valuable, and may become more so as 
the stock of baleen whales declines. Six species of 
baleen whales have been the main target of Antarctic 
whalers for more than 40 yr: the blue, fin, sei, 
humpback, gray, and white. A total ban on hunting 
humpbackS was imposed in 1963. Right and gray 
whales also have total protection. Catches of other 
baleen whales have generally decreased sharply, as 
the stockS declined from over-fishing. For example, 
the number of blue whales has dropped from an 
estimated 21,000 - 51,000 in the 1930's to 650 - 1950 
by 1963. Only the sei whale catch has increased in 
recent years as whalers turned to these smaller 
whales after the catches of larger whales diminished. 
Organized attempts to control whaling began in 1931, 
but have met with little or only intermittent 
success. Limits have most recently been set at 
4500 blue whale units for the 1965-66 season. Recent 
work has established that one blue whale unit be 
equivalent to 2 fin, 2-1/ 2 humpbacks, or 4 sei 
whales. A recent proposal would place responsibility 
for the protection of whales under the United Nations. 
A total limit of 2000 units for the foreseeable future 
would insure stock increases to a level from which 
maximum yields could again be taken. 

A-3916 (047)061(520: *2) 

Japan Polar Research Association 
POLAR NEWS. (Kyokuchi.) Tokyo, ..!_(l), 52p. , 
Aug. 1965. 

DLC 

This irregularly-published serial contains news and 
articles, all in Japanese, about Japan's activities 
in the polar regions. Only the table of contents 
is in English. Volume 1, number 2, appeared in 
Feb. 1966. 

A-3924 016(*7) 

Spence, S. A. 
ANTARCTICA: ITS BOOKS & PAPERS FROM THE 
EARLIEST TO THE PRESENT TIME, Mitcham 
(Sy.), England, S. A. Spence, 1966, 82p. 

DLC, Z6005. P7S6 

This bibliography contains references concerning 
Antarctic discovery and exploration with the 
entries grouped into two sections: books, and 
magazines and periodicals. 
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A-3932 061. 1(047):(*76) 

New Zealand. Dept. of Scientific and Industrial 
Reseai-ch 

REPORT .. . FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 MARCH 1963. 
Wellington, R. E. Owen, Govt. Printer, 1963, 87p., 
incl append. (Rept. H. 34) 

DLC, Q181. N75 

Reports are included of t:be Dept. of Scientific and 
Industrial Research and of the Council of Scientific 
and Industrial Research. Study of the Antarctic iono
sphere continues, with sounding stalions maintained 
for data collection at Campbell L , and Hallett and 
Scott Stations. Activities of the Antarctic Division 
of t:be D. S. L R. are described. These include 
facility improvements at Scott Station, geological 
and survey mapping of the Ross Dependency, seismic 
records of iceberg calving at Cape Crozier, glacio
logical and oceanographic studies, and non-govern
ment projects. The fifth annual report of the Ross 
Dependency Research Committee, submitted by 
W. B. Tennent, appears as an appendix. Scientific 
progran1s at Scott and Hallett Stations are discussed, 
and summaries are given of government geological 
and survey expeditions, the Victoria University of 
Wellington expedition, the University of Canterbury 
biological party, oceanographic and magnetic 
surveys, logistic support, and SCAR. Publications 
pertaining to New Zealand's woi·k in the Antarctic 
are listed. 

A-3947 910. 4(02)(*7) 

Baum, Allyn 
ANTARCTICA: THE WORST PLACE IN THE 
WORLD. New York, Macmillan, 1966, l5lp. , incl. 
Illus. , map. 

DLC, G860, B35 

The pleasures and hardships of life in the Antarctic 
are portrayed in this account by a New York Times 
conespondent. The history, geology, meteorology 
and biology of the sevent:b continent are surveyed. ' 
Glimpses are given of living conditions at McMurdo, 
Amundsen-Scott, and Eights Stations, with emphasis 
on the pc rsonal reactions and interactions of men 
wintering over and on a traverse. Many of the 
author's own photographs illustrate the book. 

A-3955 92[Maury, M. F.] 

Du Val, Miles P. , Jr. 
MATTHEW FONTAINE MAURY: BENEFACTOR OF 
MANKIND. Explorers J., 43(4):203-217 incl. illus. 
Dec. 1965. - ' ' 

DLC, Gl. E93 

This biography of Matthew Maury reviews his life 
many achievements, and varied contributions to ' 
American science. His was the first work by an 
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American naval officer on nautical science. He was 
the first Superintendent of the U. S. Naval Observa
tory, first Hydrographer of the U.S. Navy, and 
precursor of the U. S. Weather Bureau. Maury 
founded the sciences of oceanography and world 
meteorology, and identified the proper location for 
the first trans-Atlantic cable. He charted the winds 
and currents of the seas, advocated naval reforms 
and championed the establishment of the u. S. Nav:ti 
Academy. Maury made plans a century ago for 
exploring the Amazon and Mississippi Rivers. In 
1860, he urged and later planned an expedition to 
the South Pole. He was instrumental in international 
cooperation in Antarctic research. Maury is 
remembered as lhe founder of the Virginia Poly
technic Institute, author of public school geography 
texts, and inventor of the first electrically controlled 
submarine mine successfully used in warfare. He 
supported construction of the Panama Railroad and 
introduced cinchona-quinine cultivation into Mexico. 

A-3956 92[Scott, RF.] 

Nichols, Robert L. 
CAPTAIN ROBERT FALCON SCOTT. ExplorersJ., 
41 ( 3): 22- 23, incl illus. , Sept. 196 3. 
DLC, Gl.E93 

The courageous journey to the South Pole from which 
Scott and his companions never returned is commemo• 
rated at sites throughout the war ld. In Christchurch, 
N. Z. , a marble statue of Scott stands, sculptured by 
his wife. An identical monument of bronze stands in 
tondon. In Queenstown, N. Z. , a Scott memorial 
i·ecalls by name each member of Scott's party. The 
southernmost cross in the wol'ld was placed by 
members of Scott's last expedition at the summit of 
Observation Hill above McMurdo Sound. The cross 
faces south toward the Ross Ice Shelf and the 
Beardmore Glacier where Scott and his men died. 

A-3958 92[Mawson, Douglas]{*7) 

Taylor, Griffith 
DOUGLAS MAWSON. Melbourne, Oxford Univ. 
Press, 1962, 30p. , incl illus. , maps. 3 refs. 

CLU, G875. M44T2 

Douglas Mawson first explored the Antarctic as 
physicist and surveyor with Shackleton during the 
latter's attempt in 1907 to reach the South Pole. 
During this expedition, Mawson, David, and Mackar 
were the first to climb Mt. Erebus; they also made 
the difficult 1260-mi journey along the Victoria Land 
coast to the South Magnetic Pole without crogs or a 
supporting party. Mawson made all magnetic and 
cartographic determinations during extensive explor
ation of the coast and plateau. In 1911, he returned 
to lead an Australian expedition to explore the 
British-claimed sector of the continent. From the 
northern whaler Aurora, bases were established on 
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Cape Denison and on the Shackleton Ice Shelf. In
tending to return to the South Magnetic Pole, Mawson, 
Mertz, and Ninnis crossed two glaciers, and entered 
the area Mawson later named for King George V; 
Mawson lost his two comrades and returned alone to 
Cape Denison after a journey of incredible hardships. 
Too late to board the relief ship, Mawson and his 
remaining men spent another year in the Antarctic 
before returning to Australia in 1913. During the 
BANZARE of 1929-31, Mawson led studies of the 
litlle-lmown Crozet, Kerguelen, and Heard Is. , 
made significant oceanographic discoveries, took the 
expedition's airplane to discover the region he named 
MacRobertson Land, later discovered Princess 
Elizabeth Land and the area where Australia's chief 
base, Mawson Station, now stands, and re-established 
the South Magnetic Pole. The Australians have 
commemorated their famous explorer with the Mawson 
Institute, created in 1961 to further Antarctic re
search and to preserve his extensive polar library. 

A-3962 92(Frolov, v. v.] 

v.iACHESLAV VASIL'EVICH FROLOV. LIFE AND 
WORKS. [Viacheslav vasil'evich Frolov. Zhizn' i 
de:!filel'nost'.] Text in Russian. Leningrad. 
Arkticheskil Antarkticheskil nauch. -issled. inst. , 
Trudy, 253:5-20, incl. illus., 1963. 

DLC, G600. L4 

A swnmary is given of the life of V. V. Frolov, a 
synoptic meteorologist who did much to improve the 
long-term weather and ice forecasting services for 
Arctic and Antarctic expeditions. He served as 
director of the Arctic and Antarctic Scientific 
Research Institute for 10 yr; he died on Aug. 22, 1960. 

A-3966 413. 11(*7) 

SURVEYORS IN ANTARCTICA. N. Z. Surveyor, 
24(2): 167-168, Sept. 1963. 

DLC, TA501. N543 

The names of New Zealand surveyors who have worked 
in the Antarctic have been applied to many features 
and areas in the continent. Surveyors' Range, at 
81 °45' s, 160°20' E, is comprised of peaks which 
are named for early New Zealand and recent British 
surveyors. A list of some 20 men so commemorated, 
their roles in Antarctic exploration, and the features 
named after each are included. 

A-3976 (73)5. 001. 5"1965-66"(*7) 

U.S. ANTARCTIC RESEARCH PROGRAM, 1966. 
Antarctic Rept., p. 2-32, incl. map, June 1965. 
~-, p. 2-5, Sept. 1965. 

DLC, GPRR 
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The U.S. Antarctic Research Program for the 
austral summer 1965-66 and the 1966 winter is de
scribed, listing by discipline the specific projects 
to be carried out on the continent, the nearby areas, 
and aboard the Eltanin. Programs of data analysis 
which will be carried out in the U. S. are also given. 
The planned establishment of Plateau Station 
(79°30' S, 40°E) at the terminus of the planned 
South Pole-Queen Maud Land Traverse is described. 
The research projects within the following disci
plines are listed: biology, cartography, geology, 
glaciology, meteorology, oceanography, terrestrial 
physics, and upper atmosphere physics. A supple
ment is included in the Sept. 1965 issue which lists 
additional research projects in biology, cartography, 
glaciology, meteorology, and upper atmosphere 
physics. 

A-3992 5. 001. 5(*764): (931) 

New Zealand. Dept. of Scientific & Industrial 
Research. Antarctic Division 

THE NEW ZEALAND ANTARCTIC RESEARCH 
PROGRAMME FOR 1964-65. SCOTT BASE. 
Wellington, Sept. 1964, 16p. , incl. illus. , maps. 

DLC 

This visitor's guide to Scott Station updates an 
earlier publication [A-2535]. The station's 
history and description are given. Several new 
field projects for the 1964-65 season are listed, 
including the resolution of discrepancies in the 
previous mapping program with the objective of 
producing comprehensive geological maps of the Ross 
Dependency. Continuing projects were to include an 
intensive study of the ice shelf between Ross I. and 
the mainland, and a ship-based biological and oceano
graphic expedition to Balleny Is. Oceanographic 
surveys, biological studies, soil surveys, and 
nuclear sampling were also to be continued. 

A-3993 5. 001. 5(*764):(931) 

New Zealand. Dept. of Scientific & Industrial Re-
search. Antarctic Division 

THE NEW ZEALAND ANTARCTIC RESEARCH 
PROGRAMME FOR 1965-66. SCOTT BASE. 
Wellington, Sept. 1965, 16p. , incl illus. , maps. 

DLC 

This revision of an earlier booklet [A-3992] 
summarizes the history, construction, and operation 
of Scott Station. Scientific investigations at Scott 
and Hallett Stations are again reviewed. New 
programs include participation in the IQSY with_ a 
study of the earth's electric currents, and part1c1-
pation in the Polar Ionospheric Beac?n Satellite 
Program. Signals transmitted by this sa_telhte are 
received at the 'Quiet' Experimental Stat10n near 
Scott. The data indicate ionospheric densities and 
irregularities. Emphasis has been placed on upper 
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atmosphere studies during the period of the IQSY. 
Field projects for the 1966-66 season also include 
geologic and topographic surveys in the Mt. Buckley
Mt. Darwin, Campbell Glaciel', and Inexpressible 
L areas. The snow budget of McMurdo [Ross] Ice 
Shell is being plotted through continuing ice breakout 
studies. Biological investigations of endemic birds 
will continue al Cape Royds, Cape Hallett, and al 
Scott Station. Nuclear sampling and oceanographic 
surveys also remain in progress. 

A-3995 016:002. 6{*3, *7) 

IGY World Data Center B (Moscow) [Mirovo'1 
tsentr dannykh MGG B ] 

CATALOG OF DATA AND PUBLICATIONS ON THE 
ARC1'1C AND ANT ARCTIC. [Katalog dannykh i 
publikatsi! po Arktike i Antarktike. ] v. 2, Moskva, 
1964, 267p. 

DLC, Z6005. P7M5 

This catalog contains information on the availability 
at World Data Center B (Moscow) of data and pub
lications in all disciplines of the observation pro
grams conducted in the Arctic and Antarctic. This 
iSsue contains material not entered in the first 
[A-121), and received after July 1, 1962. The 
material covers the period lhrough Dec. 1, 1964. 
Part 2, p. 157-267, is devoted to the Antarctic. 
All entl'ies are given in their original languages; 
prefatory material ls presented in Russian and 
English. 
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B-2002 599. 745. 3:591.1:591. 5(*881) 

Ray, Carleton 
STUDYING THE WEDDELL SEAL IN ANTARCTICA. 
Anim . Kingdom, 67(2):34-43, incl. illus., map, 
March-April 1964, 

DLC, QL1.N5 

The physiological ecology of the Weddell seal, 
Leptonychotes weddelli, was investigated in the wa
ters of Mc Murdo Sound near Ross L Some seals were 
brought back to the • Y. Aquarium for concurrent 
exhibition and controlled study. The seals frequent 
pressure ridges and ice fissures of the shore and 
glacier tongues, keeping access to open water. Ice 
fissures are kept open by constant use and the side
to-side sawing motion of the upper teeth (incisors and 
caitines) against the ice edge. Jaws can open up to 
150• , The seal coal is dark gray with light gray 
flecks dorsally and larger irregular patches of light 
gray ventrally. The seals ha,·e no enemies on ice, 
and escape behavior Is rarely energetic. Telether
mometer readings were taken to determine insulating 
properties of baby lanugo fur and adult blubbe1·. The 
pup's skin temperature never falls below 87-92° F but 
adult skin temperature can fall near the freezing 
point. The pup does not swim until it develops blub
ber since no insulation is present if the fur becomes 
soaked. Rectal swabs showed a nourishing intestinal 
bacteria, the ca.uses of which have not yet been de
termined, Metabolism rate was high, due to the cold 
environment. An underwater trill was recorded, 
possibly serving as an echo-location device. How 
seals navigate under the ice shelf and regularly locate 
breathing holes remains to be determined. 

B-2003 595. 3: 577. l 

Nonaka, Junsaku and Chiaki Koizumi 
COMPO ENT FATTY ACIDS AND ALCOHOLS OF 
EUPHAUSIA SUPERBA Lil'ID BY GAS - LIQUID 
CHROMATOGRAPHY. [Nanpyoyosan ogata puranku
ton Eu~hausia ~u~erba no shishitsu . ] Text in Japa
nese With Englis summary. Jap. soc. Scient. 
Fisheries, Bull. (, ihon Suisangakkai shi) 30(8): 
630-634, incl. tables, graphs, diagr., A~g:-1964. 
9 refs. 

DLC, SH1.J3 

E!!J>hausia superba, obtained from the stomach or the 
Antarctic finba.ck whale was submitted to freeze
drying and thoroughly ~tracted with ether and with 
boiling 95% alcohol. Each fraction thus obtained was 
further fractionated with acetone soluble and insolu
ble fractions, The yield and prOperties of the lipid 
are listed. The fatty acid constituents were assayed 
as methyl ester and unsaponifiable as acetyl-deriva
tive. Experimental conditions and results obtained 
are shown. Euphausla supe5~ contains on a dry 
basis 19.4% lipid of which 5. is unsaponlfiable 
matter. This lipid contains, besides c14 and C1e 
saturated alcohols and c18 and c20 unsaturated 
alcohols, relatively high amounts of 

cfJ, cfJ or 6, C~!, c~~• and c!~ fatty acids 
not previously reported. (Auth., mod.) 
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B-2012 599 . 511:577.833(*723) 

Bannister, J. L, 
AN INTERSEXUAL FIN WHALE BALAE OPTERA 
PHYSALUS (L . ) FROM SOUTH GEORGIA. Zoo!. soc. 
London, Proc., 141(4):811-822, incl. illus,, diagrs., 
Dec. 1963. 18 refs. 

DLC, QL1 . Z7 

Features present in a fin whale seen al the Grytv!kcn 
whaling station wei·e: a clitoris (considerably ad· 
vanced in the male direction); a urogenital aperture; 
accessory genital grooves, each with a well-developed 
nipple, rudimentru-y milk duet, but no mrunmru·y 
gland; vagina and bicornuate uterus with modified 
Fallopian tubes; and a pair of well-de,·eloped testes, 
each wilh epididymls and vas deferens. o trace of 
ovary could be found but this absence has not been 
proven, The pi-esence of what appeared to be evi
dence for former O\•arian Ussue in the form of an 
atretlc follicle could imply a situation suggested bv 
the condition of the eidernal genitalia, namely that 
the animal may have been undergoing a process of sex 
reversal, from female to male. The true direction 
of the change can only be determined by el(amination 
of the sex chromatin. Whether the whale is a her
maphrodite or pseudo-hermaphrodite, and the rarity 
of simlla1· records In the Cetacea, are briefly dis
cussed. 

B-2013 599 . 745.3:591. 172('7) 

O'Gorman, Fergus 
OBSERVATIONS O TERRESTRIAL LOCOMOTION 
IN ANT ARCTIC SEALS. Zool. Soc . London, Proc., 
141(4):837-850, incl. illus,, table, diagrs., Dec. 
1963. 16 refs. 

DLC, QL1.Z7 

Observations are i-eported on the modes of terrestrial 
locomotion among Antarctic members of the Phocidae. 
An account is given of the sinuous (or " wlmm!ng") 
type o[ progression found most developed in th crab
eater seal Lobodon carcinophagus, and o[ its occur
rence in the leopard seal Hydrurga lep~. This 
type of movement has not been seenlntheWedde!l 
seal Leptonychotcs weddelli, where the undulatory 
(caterpillar-like) method is the normal pattern. T~e 
for e-flippers are not used by the adult Weddell sea. 
in terrestrial locomotion, but the pup does make some 
use of them during the first 10 to 15 days of postnatal 
life. The locomotory pattern used by the elephant 
seal Mirounga Jeonina is undulatory and the fore
flippers are used on every possible occasion for 
balance traction, and pr0pulslon. The Ross seal 
Ommatophoca 1·ossi is sluggish on land, presumably 
due to excessive fatness, and does not_ use the sinuous 
method of progression. The observation that the 
harp seal Pagophilus groenlandicus shows the sinuous 
type of movement under stress is recorded. (Auth,, 
mod. ) 
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B-2017 593. 911. 77:591. 9(*80) 

Marr, J. W. S. 
UNST ALKED CRmOIDS OF THE ANT ARCTIC CON
TINENTAL SHELF. NOTES ON THEIR NATURAL 
HISTORY AND DISTRIBUTION. Roy. Soc. London, 
Philos. Trans. , Ser. B, 246(734):327-379, incl. 
illus. , tables, maps, appendixes, Aug. 15, 1963. 
140 refs. 

DLC, Q41. LB 

An account is given of the natural history, distribution 
and relative abundance of the comatulids of the Ant
arctic continental shell. On the whole they form a 
distinctive geographical assemblage that, cut off from 
northern influence, has evidently evolved in isolation 
since at least the beginning of the Quaternary Period. 
Where large enough numbers have been encountered 
the distribution of 6 of the 17 known shelf species has 
been shown to be circumpolar, and at least one of the 
6, the largest and most mobile, appears to have 
spread, or perhaps even now is spreading, northward 
via the submarine ridges that radiate outward from 
Antarctica. A list of other shelf-living animals is 
included, along with a discussion of their clrcum
polarity and northward dispersal. The appendixes 
contain collecting data for comatulids of the high con
tinental shell and the outlying shelves, and crinolds 
of the abyssal sea south of 35-S. (Auth. , mod. ) 

B-2041 598.421,2 

Murray, M, D. 
THE WANDERING ALBATROSS. A BRIEF REVIEW 
OF STUDIES IN PROGRESS. Austral. Nat. Hist., 
14(3):75-78, incl. illus., dlagr. map Sept, 1962. 

DLC, QHl. A986 ' ' 

Nine species of albatross are found in the southern 
Atlantic, Indian and Pacific Oceans. These are 
divided into 3 groups: sooty albatross (body uniform
ly dark), great albatross (pink bill, white back and 
tail), and mollymawk (dark or yellow bill black 
marking on upper surface of wings and c~ntinuous 
across back). The wandering albatross is the com
mo1~est great albatross as well as the largest (11-12-
~t wmg span, body weight 16-25 lb). It breeds on 
isolated islands in the sub-Antarctic and between Nov. 
:ind ~eb. lays one white egg in a nest which stands 12 
m. high and ls made of vegetation. Incubation lasts 
60-70 days with male and female taldng turns on the 
nest. Aft1:r hatching, the white downy chick is fed by 
regurgitation. The chick is fully grown in 9 months 
and is fed throughout the winter by the parents. As 
the young alb~tross first flies, its plumage ls brown 
except for white face and underwing. But from this 
point forward, the whereabouts, activities and plum_ 
age ~f the young albatross are largely wlknown. 
Banding of wandering albatrosses began in 1956 in 
Australia (a feeding area where the winter gatherings 
take pl~e), and was begun in South Georgia in 1958 
(a breedmg area). It has been shown that migrations 
between these two areas are made each year. Breed-
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ing probably begins at the age of 7 years. Some pairs 
of bird_s are found to remain con~tant for many years, 
returrung to the same area to build their nest. Breed
ing occurs every second year. A plumage study was 
started in order to trace the changes in the plumage 
pattern with the age of the banded bird. 

B-2042 

Brown, S. G. 

599. 5:636. 081. 2(*80) 
599. 5: 591. 9(*80) 

WHALE MARKS RECOVERED IN THE ANTARCTIC 
WHALING SEASON 1962-63 AND IN SOUTH AFRICA 
1963. Norsk Hvalfangst-Tid., 53(10):277-280, incl. 
tables, Oct. 1964. -

DLC, SH381, NB 

The National Institute of Oceanography has received 
information about 43 whale marks recovered during 
the 1962/63 Antarctic whaling season, together with 
details of two marks recovered at The Union Whaling 
Company's station at Durban during the 1963 winter 
season. The marks are listed by species and divided 
into pre- and postwar marking periods. Data on the 
sex and length of each whale, the position where 
marked and recovered, and the age of the mark are 
provided. A brief analysis of the findings is included. 
[See B-1258) 

B-2043 

Brown, S. G. 

599. 5:636. 081. 2(*80) 
599. 5:591. 9(*80) 

WHALE MARKS RECOVERED IN THE ANTARCTIC 
WHALING SEASON 1963/64. Norsk Hvalfangst-Tid,, 
53(10):280-281, incl. tables, Oct. 1964. 

DLC, SH381. NB 

The National Institute of Oceanography has received 
information about 29 whale marks recovered during 
the 1963/64 Antarctic whaling season. Information 
has not yet been received concerning marks which 
may have been recovered by u.s.S.R. expeditions 
during this season. The marks are listed by species 
and divided into pre- and postwar marking periods. 
Data on the sex and length of each whale, the position 
where marked and recovered, and the age of the mark 
are provided, A brief analysis of the findings ls In
cluded. 

B-2050 598. 45: 591. 5: 591. 16(•73o) 

Matsuda, Tatsuro 
ECOLOGICAL OBSERVATION ON THE BREEDING 
BEHAVIOUR OF ADELIE PENGUIN (PYGOSCEid§ 
ADELIE [SIC]) AT ONGULKALVEN ISLAND NEAR. 
SYOWA BASE, ANTARCTIC CONTINENT. Antarcuc, 
Rec. (TokYo), No. 20: 1-7, incl. illus., table, graph
diagr. , map, Feb. 1964. 9 refs. 

DLC, Orientalia Div. 
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The first half of the breeding season was observed 
during Oct. 1961-Jan. 1962. Thirty visits were 
made to a penguin rookery at Ongulkalven I. On Oct. 
22, small flocks of penguins began to arrive at the 
rookery, having made the southward migration at the 
rate of approximately 10 km/ hr. Nest building be
gan, each pair of penguins finding and collecting small 
stones, followed by copulation. First egg-laying was 
observed on Nov. 12, the female laying 2 eggs 3 or 4 
days apart. The male then sat on the eggs as the 
female went to feed in the open water, which in this 
case was more than 100 km distant. Some males left 
the nest to feed before the female returned, thereby 
exposing the eggs to the weather and to the predation 
of giant petrels or wandering penguins. The hatching 
ratio was only 33%. The first females returned Dec. 
7, and with time the open water of the tide crack 
approached the rookery, making feeding easier. The 
first chick was seen Dec. 17 (after 35 days of incuba
tion). The parents fed the chick by regurgitation of 
food. Of 110 eggs laid, only 18 chicks were counted 
on Jan. 14. Twelve pages of photographs of the 
rookery and penguins are included. 

B-2058 582.34:551.584.42{*736) 

Matsuda, Tatsuro 
MICROCLIMATE IN THE COMMUNITY OF MOSSES 
NEARSYOWA BASE AT EAST ONGUL ISLAND, ANT
ARCTICA. [Nankyoku Higashi Onguruto ni okeru 
senrui gunraku no bikisho ni tsuite.] Text in Japa
nese with English summary. Antarctic Rec. (Tokyo), 
No. 21: 12-24, incl, illus., graphs, diagr., maps, 
March 1964, 6 refs . 

DLC, Orientalia Div. 

The microclimate of a community of mosses was re
corded by a self-recording thermistor from Feb. 
1961 to Jan. 1962. The community was growing on 
a southwest slope in a sandy area 500 m from Showa 
Station. The mosses appear on the surface of the 
ground in summer (primarily during Jan. and Feb. ) 
and then are covered by snow during autumn, winter 
and spring, The temperature in the community rises 
as high as 19° C in summer, and in winter, under 
snow, does not fall below - 20°C, although the air 
temperature sometimes falls to -40° C. Thus the 
mean temperature in the community is higher than 
the air temperature. There is a marked diurnal 
change of temperature in the community during the 
summer but not during the winter. The cooling rate 
in summer, calculated from the diurnal temperature 
change, is only 1°C or 2° c per hour, thus scarcely 
affect111g the survival rate of microorganisms in the 
mosses. 
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B-2059 582. 34:581. 5:(*736) 

Matsuda, Tatsuro 
ECOLOGICAL STUDIES ON THE COMMUNITY OF 
MOSSES AT LANGHOVDE REGION, ANTARCTICA. 
[Nankyoku ranguhibude chiiki ni okeru seru·ui 
gunraku no seitaigakuteki kenkyu,] Text in Japanese 
with English summary. Antarctic Rec . (Tokyo), No. 
21:25-38, incl. illus., graphs, diagrs, , map, March 
1964. 14 refs. 

DLC, Orientalia Div, 

An ecological observation was made on the vegetative 
growth of shoots of Ceratodon purpureus and Bryllln 
inconnexum. The number of green leaves and the 
rhizoid production were investigated, The seasonal 
growth rate of these mosses could be traced by the 
growth lines found in the cushions of plant remains 
supporting the current growth. In Br yum inconnexum, 
the rhizoid and leaves appear alternately on the stem 
and thus the rhizoidal parts of the stem of each indi
vidual are seen as the rhizoidal belts in the cross 
section of the cushion. These belts show the per i
odicity of the growth of the community. A community 
of mosses stunted by blue green algae was observed. 
(Auth., mod. ) 

B-2060 582. 261{*764) 

Fukushima, Hiroshi 
DIATOMS VEGETATION ON ICE-FREE AREA OF 
CAPE ROYDS ANTARCTICA. [Rosuto Roidomisaki 
{Nankyoku) rogantai no keiso shokusei. ] 1:ext in 
Japanese with English summary. Antarctic Rec . 
(Tokyo), No. 22: 1-13, incl. tables, map, March 
1964. 

DLC, Orienta.lia Div. 

Fresh-water algae in 9 lakes at Cape Royds were i~
vestigated in Dec. 1962. The results of m1c roscop1c 
examination of material collected from the lakes a.re 
tabulated, listing the conditions of salinity and w_ater 
temperature of the lakes with the _prevalent species. 
Navicula muticopsis was present rn a fresh-water_ lake 
(chloride salt concentration 123 mg/ _l) , Trop1done1s 
laevissima in a brackish lake {chlonde salt concen
tration ca. 1 g/ 1), and Nitzschia sp. in a saltwater 
lake (chloride salt concentration 3 g/ 1). Among the 
19 kinds of algae found at Cape Royds, 12 were . 
endemic and 7 were cosmopolitan. All preferential 
species were endemic. Algae species found near 
Showa Station [B-231,-910,-944] included more 
cosmopolitan species, probably due to the fact that 
Showa Station is 9° of latitude farther north than 
McMurdo, (Auth,, mod. ) 
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B-2061 582. 261:581.19(*84) 
582. 261: 551. 326. 7(*84) 

Harashlma, Keiji, Mitsuko Ishida and Hiroshi Meguro 
THE CAROTENOIDS PIGMENTS OF DIATOMS rn 
PLANKTON ICE rn ANTARCTICA. Antarctic Rec. 
(Tokyo), No. 22: 14-20, incl. table, graphs, diagrs., 
March 1964. 2 refs. 

DLC, Orienlalia Div. 

Diatoms were collected in pack ice on Jan. 25, 1961, 
in Lutzow-Holm Bay for the study of photosynthetic 
carotenoid pigments. The sample was stored at 
-20°C in the dark for 8 months until Sept. 1961 (the 
first opportunily for laborato1·y experimentation). 
Nine carotenoid fractions were separated by column 
chromatography and the absorption spectra were re
co1·ded. Comparisons with carotenoids of familiar 
diatoms and standard pigments were carried out, 
The main component was identical with the flavoxan
thin absorption spectrum, chromatographic behavior, 
and color reaction with HCl. One fraction was identi
cal with the lutein absorption spectrum and chromato
graphic behavior. Structu1·al diagrams of the 
flavox:anthin and lutein molecules are included, All 
but one fraction were considered to have more than 
2 hydroxyl groups, on the basis of their chromato
graphic behavior. Neither carotenes nor fucoxanthin 
were found. In summary, the carotenoid composition 
of diatoms in plankton ice is dil'ferent from that of 
common diatoms. Whether this difference is due to 
physiological conditions or is inhertmt in the species 
(Fragilariopis cylindrica) has not yet been deter
mined. [See B-79] 

597. 58(*80) 

DeWitt, Hugh H. 
A REVISION OF THE ANTARCTIC GENUS 
RACOVITZIA (PISCES, BATHYDRACONIDAE). 
Copeia, No. 3:496-606, incl. illus . , table, map, 
Sept. 10, 1964. 9 refs. 

DLC, QL1,C65 

Racovitzia harrissonl is considered a synonym of R. 
~!;;, and~- infuscipinnis sp. nov. is described 
lroinasingle specimen collected in the southern 
Weddell Sea. Distinguishing characters of the latter 
s?ecies are: 6 branchiostegal rays; 31 or 32 pectoral 
ftn rays; 4'7-50 tubular scales in upper lateral line, 
Both specles probably live in offshore areas R. 
ln!usci~innis somewhat deeper, 796 m comp~1~d with 
219-59 m for _!!. glacialis. The latter appears to 
inhabit only areas open to the southern ocean, and has 
been collected at isolated points nearly three-fourths 
of the way around Antarctica. (Auth. ) 
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B-2068 582. 261:581. 9( 84) 

Kozlova, 0. G. 
SPECIFIC COMPOSITION OF DIATOMIC ALGAE IN 
THE WATERS OF THE INDIAN SECTOR OF THE 
ANTARCTIC. [Vidovol sostav diatomovykh 
vodoroslel v vodakh indilskogo sektora Anta~•ktiki. j 
Text in Russian with English summary. Alcad. nauk 
SSSR Inst. Okeanol., Trudy, 61:3-18, incl. illus., 
tables, diagrs. , maps, 1962. 32 refs. 

DLC, GCl. A4 

Diatoms of the southern Indian Ocean were studied in 
samples of suspended matter obtained from surface 
layers of the ocean (0-'7 m) by means of industrial 
separators. It was found that the Antarctic diatomic 
flora consists or 89 species, 10 of which are de
scribed for the first time. Three groups of diatoms 
were distinguished by species distribution and 
ecological characteristics: Antarctic [near-shore], 
widely-Antarctic [open ocean], and sub-Antarctic. 
(Auth. , mod. ) 

B-2069 582. 261:581. 9(*84) 

Zhuze, A. P., G. S. Koroleva and G. A Nagae,,a 
DIATOMS IN THE SURFACE LA YER OF SEDIMENT 
IN THE INDIAN (OCEAN} SECTOR OF THE ANTARC
TIC. [Diatomovye vodorosli v poverkhnostnom sloe 
donnykh osadkov indi'l.skogo sektora Antarktikl. ] Texl 
in Russian with English summary. Akad. nauk SSSR. 
Inst. Okeanol., Trudy, 61:19-92, incl. tables, maps, 
1962. 92 refs. -

DLC, GCl. A4 

Diatoms were studied from 162 samples from the 
surface layer of sediments in the southern Indian 
Ocean. Problems a1·e discussed relating to the his
tory of study of Antarctic diatoms, their systematic 
composition in the sediments, and their distribuhon 
on the ocean floor. Special attention is paid lo the 
regularities exisling in the distribution of indicator 
species and characteristic complexes depending upon 
the geographic zonation of the southern oceans. Dia· 
toms in the sediments reflect the characteristics of 
organisms in the active sea layer. The1·e are numeri• 
cal differences between diatoms in surface waters aI¥I 
in the sediments. In this connection, questions of . 
preservation are discussed, which determine speclllc 
features of dialom complexes in the sediments. The 
percentage of species with a thick siliceous frustule 
increases at the expense of those diatoms which are 
preserved only partly or not preserved at all in a fos
sil state. The two main groups of species among the 
diatoms on the ocean floor are Antarctic and sub-Ant· 
arctic. The first group characterizes the sediment 
flora on the shelf and on the continental slope; the 
second, sediments in open sea areas. This second 
group is also the source of rock formation for the 
zone of diatomaceous ooze in the Antarctic. The 
divergence zone is an approximate boundary betw_een 
the sediments with Antarctic and Sub-Antarctic dia• 

toms. [See E-'766] (Auth., mod,) 
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B-2076 599. 745: 338. 98 
639. 247. 4:338. 98 

Pentelow, F. T. K. 
SEALS. Nature, 204(4958):522-523, Nov. 7, 1964. 
2 refs. -

DLC, Ql. N2 

A one-day symposium of the Zoology Department of 
the University of Cambridge was held Sept. 9, 1964, 
under the auspices of the Grey Seals Consultative 
Committee, dealing with the species of seals which 
are commercially exploited as well as the population 
structure, reproduction and behavior of the grey seal, 
Halichoerus grypus. It was noted that in many spe
cies, notably the Antarctic fu1• seals, exploitation 
has been controlled merely by economics; it was un
regulated until seals became so scarce that there was 
no longer any profit in hunting them. Dr. L. Harri
son Matthews felt that there is no hope for a single 
policy of protection but, in contrast, a managem~nt 
policy of rational exploitation based on reliable infor
mation about seal populations should be implemented. 
M. R Smith gave an account of work on the popula
tion of Weddell seals in McMurdo Sound. W. N. Bon
ner discussed the utilization of elephant seals in 
South Georgia. A crop of 6000 adult bulls is taken 
annuallY, and it seems that the stock can withstand 
this rate; only the skin and blubber are utilized. It 
was felt that further research into the biology and 
ecology of seals will enable more efficient exploita
tion and conservation to be effected. 

B-2079 626. 02:57(26)(*80) 

Peckham, Verne 
YEAR-ROUND SCUBA DIVING IN THE ANTARCTIC. 
Polar Rec., 12(77):143-146, incl. illus., May 1964. 
3 refs. -

DLC, <1575. P6 

Underwater photography and systematic sampling 
techniques were employed in order to study plant and 
animal life in McMurdo Sound. Dives under the sea 
ice and in open water were made. The equipment and 
apparel used are briefly described. In the shallow 
water of McMurdo Sound sponges, along with sea 
anemones, soft corals, many alcyonarians, and a few 
stalked tunicates, are attached to a volcanic gravel 
or rock substratum. As the depth increases the 
biotope changes, with a thick encrusting sponge mat 
forming the base for other animal attachments. 
Larger anemones replace the ubiquitous alcyonarians; 
pterobranchs are found; and other sponges growing on 
this mat are nearly 3 ft high and as large in diameter. 
On the horizontal surface of these large sponges, 
communities of hydrolds and serpulid worms form 
separate biocoenoses. Living in association with this 
base of sessile fauna are the grazers and scavengers. 
Sea spiders, some larger than 8 in. in diameter, are 
found on the sponge mat or feeding on coelenterates. 
The foot-long nemertean worm Lineus corrugatus and 
the asteroids Odontaster spp. are major predators in 
this area and were seen in thick mats feeding on the 
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large isopod Glyptonotus antarcticus. The large, 
disk-shaped ice crystals on the undersurface of the 
sea ice also provide refuge for one small group of 
schooling fish. The absence of phytoplankton during 
the winter results in exceptionally clear water. 

B-2092 

Mackintosh, N. A. 

577. 475: 551. 465(*80) 
591. 524. 1: 551. 465(*80) 

DISTRIBUTION OF THE PLANKTON IN RELATION 
TO THE ANT ARCTIC CONVERGENCE. Roy. Soc. 
London, Proc., Ser. A, 281(1384):21-37, incl. 
graphs, map, Aug. 25, 1964. 26 refs. 

DLC, Q41. L7 

The Antarctic Convergence is the boundary between 
the warm and cold water epipelagic faunas. and it 
probably constitutes a barrier to the dispersal of 
many species. It is the interface between surface 
waters of separate origin and distinct properties, and 
is the point at which the layers or currents are 
changing their depth. It also marks certain distribu
tion limits. Nearly all zooplankton species in Ant
arctic waters are distributed basically in a system of 
continuous circumpolar belts of varying width, anc;t 
the related species tend to form an overlapping suc
cession from south to north (as seen in the distribu
tion of 12 species of Euphausia). Phytoplankton can 
tolerate appreciable variations of temperature and 
other conditions. The Convergence does not normally 
act as a barrier to the dispersal of diatom species. 
The copepod Calanoides acutus seems to be affected 
by the sinking of Antarctic surface water at the Con
vergence. It is found everywhere between the Con
vergence and the coast of Antarctica and has a large 
vertical range. Although there Ls apparently no_ 
extensive diurnal vertical migration the popul_allons 
are concentrated mostly in the surface layer m sum
mer and in deep water in winter, between about 250 
m and more than 1000 m. The horizontal and verti
cal distribution of pelagic Polychaeta and Chaetog
natha are described. The instability of the Conver
gence itself and mixing of water on each side, as 
well as the interaction of vertical migrations and cur
rents at different depths cause obvious difficulties in 
distribution studies. (See J-2089] 

B-2097 595. 34:591. 9:551. 465(*7) 

Voronina, N. M. 
DEPENDENCE OF THE POSITION AND CHARAC
TERISTICS OF THE BIOGEOGRAPHICAL BOUND
ARIES IN THE PELAGIC SOUTHERN OCEAN 
WATERS ON HYDROMETEOROLOGICAL CONDI
TIONS. COMMUNICATION 1. BOUNDARY BE
TWEEN ANTARCTIC AND SUB-ANTARCTIC RE
GIONS. (Zavisimost' polozheni!a i kharaktera bio
geograficheskikh granits v pelagiali lilzhnogo okeana 
ot gidrometeorologicheskikh uslovil. Soobshchenie 1. 
Granitsa mezhdu antarktichesko1 i subanta_rktiches_ko1 
oblastlami. ] Text in Russian. Okeanolog1!a, 1(2). 
285-296, incl. table, graphs, 1963. 28 refs. 

DLC, GCl. A47A23 
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Considerations of the zoogeographic nature of various 
species of Copepoda and the dependence of their geo
graphic ranges on basic hydrological fronts are con
tradictory. The confusion is t>robably due to the neg
lect of certain factors which cause movement of spe
cies from one region to another, Some of these fac
tors are: (1) a pronounced mixing of various water 
masses in the Atlantic sector, (2) the position of the 
Antarctic Convergence can change up to 8° lat. / year, 
and (3) lhe Antarctic Convergence is more penetrable 
than was previously thought, and fauna of various re
gions can be mixed. Five profiles were studied al 
depths from Oto 500 m: 98°E, 58°E, 20°E, 78°E, 
and 40°E, Four examples of Calanoida are discussed: 
Calanus propinquus, ~- simillimus, Calanoides 
acutus, and Rhincalanus gigas, Distribution of vari
ous species Is related to the position of the South 
Polar Front and lo the cha1·acter of vertical circula
tion within it. Sub-Antarctic and Antarctic faunas 
become mixed when wind variations change water cir
culation. sub-Antarctic species can penetrate into 
the Antarctic intermediate layet· and move toward the 
continent, specifically to upper levels in the region of 
divergence. 

B-2106 598. 421. 2:591. 5:591, 9(*787. 8) 

Westerskov, Kaj 
ECOLOGICAL FACTORS AFFECTING DISTRlBUTION 
OF A NESTING ROYAL ALBATROSS POPULATION. 
InteruatL Ornithol. Congr,, 13th, Ithaca, 17-24 
June, 1962, Proc. , Vol. 2:795-811, Incl. illus., 
tables, graphs, maps, 1963. 8 refs. 

DLC, QL671.17 

In 1957-58, about 2300 pairs of Diomedea e. 
Q20mophora nested on Campbell L Strong-wh1ds, 
which are essential for the birds to lake off, aver
aged 30, 9 mph for the yeai·. Young birds are well 
adapted to the persistent rains that occur on about 
325 days of the year, and nesting success was 75%. 
Tussock (Danthonia, Poa) has been greatly modified 
on lhe 42-sq-mi island since sheep were hilroduced 
111 1896. and 11esting places for albatrosses have been 
restricted by Chryso,bactron rossii, a plant which has 
spread among the dymg tussock as a result of over
grazing. On the assumption that the 75% nesting suc
cess found m 1957-58 Is typical and that the young 
allam an adult mortality rate once they leave the nest 
ii Is estimated that the annual adult mortality rate is ' 
9% and that the_ total population of this subspecies is 
about 19,000 birds, almost half of which are non
breeders less than 8 years of age. 
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B-2107 598. 4(047. 1) 

Bourne, W. R P . 
A REVIEW OF OCEANIC STUDIES OF THE BIOLOGY 
OF SEABIBDS. Internatl. Ornithol. Congr. , 13th, 
Ithaca, 17-24 June, 1962, Proc. , Vol. 2:831-854, 
incl. table, diagr. , map, app. , 1963. 120 refs. 

DLC, QL671. 17 

The dish'ibution of seabirds appears to be controlled 
by the manner of circulation of the water in the 
oceans, and especially the amount and character o! 
the food available in the surface water in different 
areas. While the general pattern of distribution of 
most seabirds at sea is now well known, the detailed 
distribution and ecology is often still far from clear. 
A description of the polar communities is included. 
The polal' and subpolar communities include associa
tions of species exploiting the highly productive con
vection currents around floating ice in high latitudes 
and the area of upwelling along the polar conver
gences, The main species in the south are penguins, 
southern skuas, terns, and petrels. The greatest 
marine productivity appears to occur in the immediate 
vicinity of the convergences and where there is up
welling on the lee coasts of the continents and around 
islands, but there is still a high marine productivity 
due to the development of strong winds and turbulent 
currents at sea Therefore large concentrations al 
strong flying birds are found, including albatrosses, 
fulmars , shearwaters, gad.fly petrels, storm-petrels. 
and great skuas in both hemispheres. Cormorants, 
gannets, gulls, and terns are found along the coasts, 
with penguins, diving petrels, and prions in the south. 

B-2108 598. 45: 591. 132, 2: 591. 8 

Prevost, J, and V, Vilter 
HISTOLOGY OF THE ESOPHAGEAL SECRETION OF 
THE EMPEROR PENGUIN. [Histologie de la Secre
tion oesophagienne du manchot empereur. ) Text 1n 

French. lnternatL Ornithol. Congr, , 13th, Ithaca, 
17-24 June, 1962, Proc., Vol. 2:1085-1094, incl. 
illus, , tables, 1963. 6 refs. (Expeditions Polaires 
Frani;aises, Missions Paul-Emile Victor, Pub!. No. 
256). 

DLC, QL671. 17; QL696. S5P7 

Male emperor penguins are capable, during a 3-
month period of physiological fasting, of secret~ a 
glyco-lipo-proteinaceous substance which perm'.!~ the 
chick to maintain and even gain weight while wait~. 
for the food brought by the female. This "spare f 
is prepared by the esophageal mucous membrane 
which attains considerable development in these male 
feeders. The proteinaceous substances, Uke the 
lipids, originate from the desquamation of the non
keratinized epithelial cells of the esophageal muc~s 
membrane. The mucopolysaccharides and the g_l)· 
coproteins are derived from the complex sec_r~t1ons 
of the esophageal glands at a time when the ltpuls 
we re formed in the epithelial material of the esopha· 
geal mucous membrane. (See B-724] (Auth. ) 
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B-2109 598. 2:636. 081. 2 

Hitchcock, W. B. 
NINTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE AUSTRALIAN 
BIRD-BANDING SCHEME, JULY 1962 TO JUNE 
1963. Australia. Commonwealth Scient. lndustr. 
Res. Organ., Div. Wildlife Res. Tech. Paper No. 7, 
40p. , incl. tables, app. , 1964. 15 refs. 

DLC, GPRR 

During 1962-63, 83,218 birds of 355 species were 
banded and there were 9444 recoveries of 195 spe
cies, including 6015 individuals not previously _re
covered. The record total of numbers banded 1s 
attributable mainly to a phenomenal increase in mist 
netting, and 30, 848 birds were taken by this method 
alone. Since 1953, 311,958 birds of 483 species have 
been banded, and 28,277 (9. 1%) have been recovered 
48,911 times (15. 6%). The eastern silvereye 
accounted for 11, 648 of the birds banded, and had 
the largest total for the second consecutive year. 
Full data for 88 selected recoveries are given. The 
following single birds were banded and subsequently 
recovered on Macquarie I. : white-headed petrel 
Pterodroma lessonii), giant petrel (Macronectes 

giganteus , black-browed albatross (Diomedea 
melanophris), and southern skua (Catharacta skua 
lonnbergi). Two wandering albatrosses (Diomedea 
exulans) were recovered on the Kerguelen Is. after 
banding in New South Wales, and 4 were banded and 
subsequently recovered on Macquarie 1 

B-2112 

Reid, Brian 

598. 45:591. 52(*762) 
598. 42: 591. 52(*762) 

AN ASSESSMENT OF THE SIZE OF THE CAPE 
ADARE ADELIE PENGUIN ROOKERY AND 
SKUARY -- WITH NOTES ON PETRELS. Notornis, 
10(3):98-111, 120, incl. illus., tables, maps, Dec. 
1962. 11 refs. 

DLC 

A 2-man biological party stayed from Jan. 13 to Feb. 
3, 1961. at llidley Beach, Cape Adare. The objec
tives of the visit were to assess the size of the Adelie 
penguin (Pygoscelis adeliae) and McCormick skua 
(Catharacta skua maccormicki) populations. A 
physical description of the penguin breeding and nest
ing areas of the beach is given. On Jan. 13 the 
chicks were at the "creche" stage and the ratio of 
adults to chicks was roughly 1: 10. During the next 3 
weeks the ratio (through the movement of adults to. 
and from the sea) continually changed; from an esti
mated 1:24 (Jan. 21); to 3:8 (Jan. 27); to 1:20 (Feb. 
1). In this same period, as more of the chicks 
fledged, the creches began to disintegrate because 
the older molted chicks commenced to accumulate 
along the foreshore prior to their departure for the 
winter grounds (Jan. 21). By Jan. 26 it was esti
mated that nearly 15% of the juvenile population was 
on the foreshore. The estimated total adult popula
tion is 695,000 (± 3%) birds, and comprises roughly 
579,000 breeders and 116,000 non-breeders. Data 
on Chick density are tabulated. A physical descrip-
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tion of the Cape Adare skuary is given. There were 
306 breeding pairs, 612 breeders, 120-150 non
breeders, and 222 chicks (representing a 40% survi
val rate) present on Jan. 25. Four species of 
petrels were seen (giant, Antarctic, snow, and 
Wilson). Sightings and numbers present are listed. 

B-2113 598. 45:591. 17(*7) 

Taylor, R H. 
SPEED OF ADELIE PENGUINS ON ICE AND SNOW. 
Notornis, 10(3):111-113, 121, incl. illus. , table. 
Dec. 1962.-11 refs. 

DLC 

When ashore, Adelies have two main methods of 
progression, walking and tobogganing. When tobog
ganing they slide on their breasts, pushmg them
selves forward with their feet. On a journey, they 
alternate between the 2 methods, both to "relieve 
the monotony" and to suit the nature of the snow sur
face, usually walking on firm or rough surfaces and 
tobogganing on softer snow. Their normal rate of 
travel is the same for both methods, and m a group 
moving together both methods are often simulta
neously in use by different birds. The penguins are 
known to travel distances up to 60 mi and more to 
reach a rookery or open water. Pengums crossing 
sea ice at Cape Royds were limed as they walked 
along measured routes. Their rate of travel :s 
tabulated and varies from 1. 62 to 2. 43 mph. The 
faster rate measured may be partially accounted for 
by a 15-knot wind blowing in a direction favorable _to 
the walking penguins. When fnghtened, the pen~ms 
can toboggan at much greater speeds for short dis
tances. 

B- 2114 599. 735. 5:591. 52:577. 4(*787. 8) 

Wilson, P. R and D. F. G. Orwin 
THE SHEEP POPULATION OF CAMPBELL ISLAND. 
N. z. J. Sci., 7(3):460-490, incl. illus. , tables, 
graphs, map, Sept. 1964. 26 refs. 

DLC, Ql. N525 

Sheep were introduced to Campbell 1 in 1895, _and by 
the late 1950's were considered a threat to native 
flora and fauna. A study was made in 1961 _of the re
maining population (feral for 30 years) and its eff~ct 
on the vegetation. The sheep are quarter- to half 
bred Merino longwool cross. Although they have few 
parasites no footrot, and no apparent symptoms of 
any dise~e' the numbers have declined from 8500 
in 1910-16 to about 1000 in 1961. Hardship dunng 
the winter is reflected by break and hungerhneness In 
the wool and the low lan1b survival rate (23%). A 
change df dominance in the vegetation from palatable 
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to unpalatable species has occurred through previous 
burning and heavy stocking. The diet currently con
sists of grasses and the fern Polystichum vestitum, 
with only traces of herbs. For the regeneration of 
the indigenous vegetation, the policy of eradication 
of the sheep is fully justified. On the other hand, as 
the flock now provides a unique opportunity for the 
study of genetics and high-country sheep manage
ment, the sheep should not be exterminated before a 
nucleus !lock Is brought to the mainland for further 
investigation. An alternative would be the erection 
of a dividing fence across the island and the removal 
of sheep from half of the island, thus providing an 
opportunity for study of regeneration of the flora and 
the interactions of the sheep, vegetation, and nesting 
birds. (Auth. , mod. ) 

B-2115 593. 93(*881) 

Clark, Helen E. Shearburn 
THE FAUNA OF THE ROSS SEA. PART 3. 
ASTEROIDEA N. Z. Dept. Sci. & Industr. Res. 
Bull. 151 (N. Z. Oceanogr. Inst. Mem. No. 21), 
84p. , incl. illus. , maps, 1963. 22 refs. 

OLC, GPRR 

Nearly 800 specimens of asteroids were collected 
from 82 Ross Sea stations between the shore and 
1375 m. Altogether 25 genera are recorded, includ
ing one new genus; 9 are new records for the Ross 
Sea. Of the 31 species, 19 are new records and 4 
new ta.xa. Thirteen species enter the Magellanic re
gion, and their distribuHon suggests they have 
migrated by way of the Palmer Archipelago. None 
of these species is known to be present in New 
Zealand or Australia, a fact which suggests there 
has been no effective benthal migration route between 
Australasia and Antarctica since the Eocene Epoch. 
Only one genus of asteroid is shared by New 
Zealand, Antarctica, and the Magellanic region. 
There are at least 4 genera common to Antarctica 
and the Magellanic region. Many of the Antarctic 
genera are characterized by the direct development 
of the young which at·e often "brooded" by the adult. 
The underwater photographs (some in color) of the 
Ross Sea shelf reveal some ecological details, which 
are discussed. Photographs which are included rep
resent an almost complete atlas of known Ross Sea 
asteroids, showing both actinal and abactinal sur
faces. An accompanying map shows stations from 
which asteroids we re collected. (Auth. , mod. ) 
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B-2116 597. 58:591. 4(*75) 

Hureau, J. -C. 
PRELIMINARY MORPHOLOOICAL AND ANATOMI
CAL STUDY OF THE THYROID GLAND OF 
TREMATOMUS BERNACCHil, BLGR BENTlllC 
TELEOSTEAN OF THE COASTS OF THE ANTARC
TIC CONTINENT. (l!:tude preliminaire morpholo
gique et anatomique de la glande thyroide de 
Trematomus bernacchii, Blgr. Teleosteen benthique 
des cOtes du Continent Antarctique.] Text in French. 
Soc. zool. France, Bull. , 88(5/6): 547-556, incl. 
diagrs. , 1963. 11 refs. (Expeditions Polaires 
Fran9aises, Missions Paul-Emile Victor, Pub!. No. 
249) 

DLC, QLl. S8; QL638. N6H8 

Specimens of T. bernacchti were fished regularlv off 
the Adelie Coast throughout 1961, and samples were 
taken every month from the thyroid regions of males 
and females. This anatomical study is based on a 
5-yr-old mature female, 178 mm long, caught in 
Nov. 1961. The methods used for preservation and 
laboratory studies are described. The thyroid folli
cles were situated around and in the anterior exten
sion of the ventral aorta between the geniohyoid 
muscles and the buccal floor. The gland was situated 
ventrally between the fourth branchial arc in the rear 
and the second in front; it measured 3 mm long and 
2. 5 mm wide. Dense connective tissue, clearly 
localized at all levels, enclosed the thyroid gland 
whose expansion is limited by the presence of differ• 
ent ventral muscles; furthermore, the gland did not 
penetrate the connective tissue and the follicles 
were joined. The gland was not dissected or totally 
removed, but it showed a concentrated aspect sulla• 
ble to an important activity. [See B-717] 

B-2117 597. 58: 591. 9: 591. 4(•75) 

Hureau, J. -C. 
GYMNODRACO VICTORI N. SP. , NEW SPECIES OF 
THE BATHYDRACONIDAE (TELEOSTEANS PERCl· 
FORMS TRACHINOIDS). BIOLOOICAL AND BIO
GEOORAPlilCAL CONSIDERATIONS OF THE GENUS 
GYMNODRACO. (Gymnodraco ~ n. sp. , 
espece nouvelle de la famille des Bathydraconl~ 
(Teleosteens Perciformes Trachinoidei). Considera· 
tions biologiques et biogeographiques sur le genre 
Gymnodraco. ] Text In French. Paris. Mus. Natl. 
Hist. Nat., Bull., 35(4):334-342, int;l. illus., t~les, 
diagrs. , map, 1963. 10 refs. (Expeditions Polaire5 

Franc,aises, Missions Paul-Emile Victor, Publ No. 
255) 

DLC, QH3. P22; QL638. B2H8 

The specific characteristics of g, victQri are: the 
disposition of teeth in the lower Jaw; the shape of !he 
otolith; the number of vertebrae; the position of the 
eye and nostril; and the length and position of the . 
dorsal fin. The family Bathydraconidae had been 111• 
eluded in Nototheniidae, but some important charac· 
te ristics (particularly the presence of one dorsal 1111· 
not two) justify making it a distincl family. Batby• 
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draconidae contains 8 genera and 15 species; Q. 
victori is the second species of the genus Gymnodraco 
and the sixteenth in the family. Four syntypes of G. 
victori were caught at Geologie Archipelago, from-10-
to 30-m depths, in Oct. and Nov. , and their gonads 
were in a state of sexual tranquility. (See B-477) 

B-2122 591. 524. 1(*84) 

Kllashtorin, L. B. 
BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH. (Biologicheskie 
issledovaniia. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkti
cheskaia Eksped., Trudy, 20:105-113, incl. graphs, 
table, 1962. 

DLC, G860. S63 

The main objective of biological research during the 
fourth Antarctic Expedition of the Ob' [see D-2118] 
was to study the primary production of organic 
matter of the sea. Experiments were made daily 
and in duplicate during the voyages to and from the 
Antarctic at points along 20°E between Africa and 
Antarctica. Two or 3 samples of water were taken 
at depths from O to 150 m at 143 stations. C- 14 
measurements were used to observe the process and 
effects of photosynthesis. Vertical distribution of 
phytoplankton is uniform in water with weakly-de
fined stratification. Conversely, where the layers 
show sharp temperature and density variations, re
serves of phytoplankton and higher oxygen content 
are found in and above layers of rising temperature. 
Studies of the relation between speed of photosyn
thesis and underwater illumination at Mirnyy and 
Lazarev Stations showed that: (1) illumination de
creases sharply under ice; (2) underwater illumina
tion and thickness of the photosynthesized layer do 
not coincide; and (3) while light was decreasing at 
the end of the day, the speed of photosynthesis did 
not decrease until total darkness. 

B-2135 591. 524. 1(*80) 

Kllashtorin, L. B. 
HYDROBIOLOGICAL WORK. (Gidrobiologicheskie 
raboty. ] Text in Russian. Sovel:. Antarkticheskaia 
Eksped., Trudy, 20:302-312, incl. tables, graphs, 
1962. 8 refs. -

DLC, G860, S63 

Samples were taken daily to a depth of 200 m to study 
the primary productivity of the sea on the fifth voyage 
of the Ob' (See D-2128]. Characteristics of the 
phytoplankton collected are given and the sample 
locations are tabulated. Seasonal fluctuations of 
phytoplankton production are graphed for the voyage 
around the Antarctic. 
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B-2147 502. 7: 577. 4 

Buchinger, Maria 
UNDISTURBED CONDITIONS FOR RESEARCH. In: 
U. S. Dept. Interior, Natl. Park Serv., World Conf. 
on Natl. Parks, 1st, Seattle, Wash., June 30-July 7, 
1962. Edited by Alexander B. Adams, Wash. , D. C. , 
1964, p. 69-76. 

DLC, GPRR 

Examples are given to show the importance of scien
tific research under undisturbed environmental con
ditions. Such undisturbed areas should exist in all 
the different phytogeographic regions and their sur
vey made obligatory. The creation of national parks 
does not adequately protect the original plant associa
tions nor does it prohibit the extermination of rare 
animals. There should be an area in every park 
where plants and animals are safe from collectors 
and every kind of intruder. It has been shown that 
even a few humans can upset the biotic balance. For 
example, near a small base in the Antarctic all . 
lichens disappeared within a year or two due to air 
pollution. These lichens are valuable phytogeo
graphic indicators, especially in polar , eg!ons where 
no higher plants can be found. It is lamentable that 
such hardy species could not survive a few months of 
civilization with its concomitant air pollution. Mod
ern man takes direct action by killing and upsetting 
the biological equilibrium of the area. Not only must 
the killing of individual life forms be prevented but 
also it is imperative that the habitats of these forms 
be preserved. The recommendation is made for total 
protection in areas within national parks. 

B-2148 502. 7(*7) 

Carrick, Robert 
CONSERVATION IN THE ANTARCTIC. In: U. S. 
Dept. Interior, Natl. Park Serv., World Conf. on 
Natl. Parks, 1st, Seattle, Wash. , June 30-July 7, 
1962. Edited by Alexander B. Adams, Wash. , D. C. , 
1964, p. 281-286. 6 refs. 

DLC, GPRR 

Several unique factors affect conservation efforts in 
Antarctica: (1) there is no indigenous human PO_l>Ula
tion (2) national sovereignty is not recognized LD 

Ant~rctica and (3) the extreme climate has pro
duced a region of unusual scenic grandeur and the 
virtual absence of terrestrial vegetation means th~t 
the sea is the pasture on which almost all Antarctic 
animal life depends. It has also produced a flora and 
fauna of great scientific interest because of the 
unique adaptations to extreme cold, and of great 
aesthetic attraction because of the tam~ness ?{ much 
of the fauna. Some Antarctic wildlife is particularly 
vulnerable through its inability and lack of oppor
tunity to adjust to human inter!ere~ce.. There is a 
fundamental dependence o{ Antarctic ~ife on lhe prod 
ductivity of the seas which are specifically exclude 
from the Antarctic Treaty. If plankton stocks are 
depleted as the whale stocks have been, the effect on 
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higher forms of life will be devastating. A list of the 
meetings which have been held in the interest of 
achieving conse1·vation in Antarctica is given, along 
with a brief description of the prOtJOSals and deci
sions of each. The real test of the future of Ant
arctic conservation lies in the catiacity of govern
ments to accept and agree on the limiting of the 
harvest of sea products. 

B-2161 598. 45(*7) 

Jong, M. de 
PENGUINS, THE CLOWNS OF THE SOUTHERN 
KEMISPHERE. [Pingums, harlekijnen van bet 
Zuidelijk Hal!rond. J Text in Dutch. Nat. en Tech. , 
32(8): 278-285, incl. illus. , Aug. 1964. Ref. 
DLC 

Penguins have human characteristics readily ascribed 
to them due to their particular appearance and behav
ior. Their particular form, however, is ideally 
suited for lheir aquatic life (viz. , their protective 
coloration, their swimming speed and agility in 
water made possible by the paddle-like wings and 
body streamlining). Their breeding habits are de
scribed. Of the 17 species of penguins it is found 
that, in general. the largest forms live in the 
coldest regions, and the smallest near the equator, 
thereby following Bergmann's Rule (of related ani
mals, the larger species occupy the colder environ
ments). The following penguins are described: em
per01·, king, Ad~lie, rockhopper Victoria, maca
roni, jackass, Humboldt, Galapagos, white-flip
pered, chinstrap, Magellan, gentoo, and little. 

B-216B 574. 9:577, 46(21}(*7) 

Janelschek, Heinz 
ON THE BIOLOGY OF ANTARCTICA [Zur Biologie 
von Antarklika. J Text in German. Naturw. -Med. 
Ver. in Innsbruck, Ber., 53(1959-63):235-246, incl. 
map, 1963. 19 refs. -

DSI, 506. 43 N2B8 

The following topics are discussed: (1) the classifi
cation of the established terrestrial floral and faunal 
species, (2) investigation of the ecological physiology 
of tho components, (3) organization of the living com
mumty, and (4) historical and biogeographical studies. 
The continent and off-shore islands support only 
lower plant forms, such as lower fungi (as far as 
78°S), bacteria, algae (in the coastal areas), lichens 
and mosses. The northern parts of the Antarctic 
Peninsula support higher fungi, liverworts, and 3 
flowering plants. Actinomycetcs and yeasts are not 
found in significant numbers. Animal life consists 
of p1·otozoans, nematodes. t·otifers, terrestrial and 
aquatic tardigractes, turbellarians (as yet only in 
pools to 78°S), an anostracan (fairy shrimp) and a 
copepod as the sole water crustaceans, 15 species of 
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Acarina and Collembola (mites, springtails), midges 
2 species of ticks, 6 species of lice, and 1 species of 
ilea. The Antarctic climate is discussed, elucidating 
the effects, on the biome, of the ice cap, the low 
temperature, the low level of available moisture, the 
short growing season, the wind, and the strong solar 
rays in the austral summer. The possible lines ol 
development of specifically adapted life forms are 
presented in the ljght of recent fossil studies. 

B-2174 593. 96(83-13) 

Pawson, D. L. 
THE HOLOTHUROIDEA COLLECTED BY THE 
ROYAL SOCIETY EXPEDITION TO SOUTHERN 
CHILE, 1958-1959. Pacific Sci., 18(4):453-470, 
incl. illus. , Oct. 1964. 52 refs. -

DLC, QHl. P2 

Ten genera (1 new) and 10 species are represented in 
the 180 specimens collected from stations in 3 areas: 
Isla Chiloe {about 42°S), Puerto Eden to Punta Arenas 
(about 49°S to 52°S), and Isla Navarino and southern 
regions (about 55°S). Neo solidium n. g. , type spe
cies Psolidium convergens Herouard), is erected to 
accommodate those species in lhe genus Psolidium 
(sensu Lato) in which the dOl'Sal plates are reduced to 
about 0. 4 mm in diameter. The holothurian fauna of 
southern Chile is genel·alized, containing few l'e
strictcd species, and sharing many elements wllh 
distant sub-Antarctic islands and with Antarctica. 
Cladodactyla crocea, Stereoderma laevigata, 
Trachythyone parva, and Psolus antarcticus are 
probably eurythermal and can readily survive the 
difference in temperature between Antarctica and 
southern Chlle. other Chilean species a1·e related 
to the fauna of the Falkland Is. , Ke rguelen Is, , South 
Georgia, Marion l , and Crozet Is. (Auth. , mod.) 

B-2180 910. 4(08):58:59(*7) 

AkademiJa nauk SSSR, Zoologicheski1 Institut 
BlOLOOICAL RESULTS OF THE SOVIET ANTARC· 
TIC EXPEDITION (1955-1958), 1. [Rezul'taty 
biologicheskikh issledovani'I Sovetsko1 antarkti
chesko1 ekspeditsii (1955-1958 gg. ). J Text in Rus
sian. Issled. Fauny More1, 1(9), 309p., incl. illus.• 
tables, graphs, diagrs. , maps, 1962. Refs. 

DLC, QL121. AlA5 

The 10 papers (abstracted separately) in this volume 
include studies on hyperiids, ga.mmarids, mysids, 
hydroids, pennatulids, polychaetous annelids, 
halacarids, a.scidians, myctophid fishes, and an 
endemic moss. The data were collected by S<mel 
Antarctic expeditions from 1955 to 1958. 
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B-2181 595. 371. 21(*80) 

Vinogradov, M. E. 
HYPERIIDS (AMPHIPODA, HYPERlIDEA) COL
LECTED BY THE SOVIET ANTARCTIC EXPEDI
TION ON THE DIESEL-ELECTRIC "OB'" SOUTH OF 
40°S. LAT. (Giperiidy (Amphipoda, Hyperiidea), 
sobrannye Sovetsko'1 antarktichesko'1 ekspeditsie'1 na 
dizel'-elektrokhode "Ob'" iu. sh.] Text in Russian. 
In: Rezul'taty Biol. Issled. Sovel. Antarkticheskol 
Eksped. (1955-1958 gg. ), 1, Moskva, Akad. nauk 
SSSR, Zoo!. Inst., Issled. Fauny Morel, _!(9):5-35, 
incl. table, graph, diagrs. , 1962. 70 refs. 

DLC, QL121. A1A5 

During the first 3 expeditions of the Ob' in notalian 
and Antarctic waters, 49 species and subspecies of 
Hyperiidea were found. Of these, 18 species were 
found south of 40°S for the first time. Observations 
are given on the morphology, distribution, and zoo
geographic adaptations of most of the species. A 
zoogeographic analysis of the Hyperiidea fauna south 
o! 40°S and a list of the collection localities is given. 

B-2182 595. 371. 13: 591. 9(*80) 

Birshte'1n, IA. A. and M. E. Vinogradov 
PELAGIC GAMMARIDS (AMPHIPODA, GAMMARIDEA) 
COLLECTED BY THE SOVIET ANTARCTIC EXPEDI
TION ON THE DIESEL-ELECTRIC "OB"' SOUTH OF 
40°S. LAT. [Pelagicheskie gammaridy (Amphipoda, 
Gammaridea), sobrannye Sovetskol antarkticheskol 
ekspedi!sie'1 na dizel'-elektrokhode "Ob"' k iugu ot 
40° iu. sh. ] Text in Russian. In: R.ezul 'taty Biol. 
Issled. Sovet. Antarktichesko'1 Eksped. (1955-1958 
gg. ), 1, Moskva, Akad. nauk SSSR, Zool. Inst. , 
Issled. Fauny More'1, 1(9):36-57, incl. tables, 
diagrs. , map, 1962. 21 refs. 

DLC, QL121. A1A5 

Twenty-four species are described, of which 
Allogaussia macrophthalma, Chevreuxiella obensis, 
and~ tenella, are new. Cleonardo longirostris 
and.£. microd~ctyla are combined in synonymy with 
.£. long1pes. Taxonomic notes on three species and 
descriptions of their distribution are given. Three 
species have bipolar distribution. 

B-2183 595. 383. 3:591. 9(*80) 

Birshte'ln, IA. A. and IU. G. Chindonova 
MYSIDS (MYSIDACEA) COLLECTED BY THE SOVIET 
ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION ON THE DIESEL-ELEC
TRIC "OB'. " (Mizidy (Mysidacea), sobrannye 
sovetsko'1 antarktichesko'1 ekspeditsie'1 na dizel' -
elektr?khode "Ob'."] Text in Russian. In: R.ezul'
t(aty Biol. Issled. Sovet. Antarktichesko'1 Eksped. 
l955-1958 gg. ), 1, Moskva, Akad. nauk SSSR, Zool. 

Inst., lssled. Fauny Morel, 1(9):58-68, incl. table, 
graphs, diagrs. , 1962. 20 refs. 

DLC, QL121. AlA5 

237-720 O • 67 • 5 
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Eighteen species belonging to 3 families and 2 sub
families are described. The collections do not in
clude new information on Antarctic fauna, but instead 
refine systematic locations and geographical distribu
tions of some of the earlier known species. A list of 
the collecting stations and their coordinates is given. 

B-2184 593. 71(*80) 

Nawnov, D. V. and S. D. Stepan'!an!s 
HYDROIDS OF THE SUBORDER THECAPHORA 
COLLECTED IN ANTARCTIC AND SUB-ANTARCTIC 
WATERS BY THE SOVIET ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION 
ON THE DIESEL-ELECTRIC "OB'." (Gidroidy 
podotriada Thecaphora, sobrannye v antarkticheskikh 
i subantarkticheskikh vodakh Sovetsko'1 antarKti
chesko'1 ekspedifsiel na dizel' -elektrokhode "Ob'. "] 
Text in Russian. In: R.ezul 'taty Biol. Is sled. Sovel. 
Antarktichesko'1 Eksped. (1955-1958 gg. ), 1, Moskva, 
Akad. nauk SSSR, Zool. Inst. , Issled. Fauny More'1, 
1(9):69-104, incl. tables, diagrs. , map, 1962. 70 
refs. 

DLC, QL121. A1A5 

A list is given of 43 species of hydroids belonging to 
22 genera and 6 families. Several endemic genera 
and a large number of endemic species wer_e found. 
One family and several genera which are widely 
distributed in the temperate and polar zones of the 
Northern Hemisphere were not noted in Antarctic 
waters. Four species are new, and detailed descrip
tions are given for a number of species which had 
previously not been adequately described. 

B-2185 593. 623(*80) 

Pasternak, F. A. 
PENNATULIDS OF THE GENUS UMBELLULA 
CUVIER(COELENTERATA, OCTOCORALLIA) 
FROM ANTARCTIC AND SUB-ANTARCTIC WATERS. 
(Pennatulfarii roda Umbellula Cuvier (Coelenterata, 
Octocorallia) iz antarkticheskikh i subantarkt1-
cheskikh vod. ] Text in Russian. In: Rezul'taty 
Biol. rssled. Sovet. Antarktichesko'1 Eksped. (1955-
1958 gg. ), 1, Moskva, Akad. nauk SSSR, Zool. Inst., 
Issled. Fauny More'1, 1(9):105-128, incl. illus., 
tables, diagrs. , map, -1962. 14 refs. 

DLC, QL121. A1A5 

The genus Umbellula of the order Pennatulacea 
appears to be the only genus of sea pe?s found in the 
Antarctic. A history is given of the discovery and 
classification of groups of sea pens. The contradic
tions which arose in classifying the species. are ou~
lined; the reasons for confusion a7e due ma~y to in
adequate descriptions, poor drawings, an? msuffl-. 
cient specimens. The work of Broch is d1scu_ssed m 
an attempt to verify the systematic interrelation be
tween the species Umbellula magniflora and_!!. 
~ (of which there are 233 specimens) and to 
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evaluate results of analogous work done by the Soviet 
Antarctic Expedition. The three species of Umbellula 
described from the Soviet Antarctic Expedition in
clude U. thomsoni, U. lindahli, and U. magniflora 
Tables and a map sliow the locations and distribution 
of these species in the Antarctic. 

B-2186 595. 142. 225+595. 142. 228{*80) 

Ushakov, P. V. 
POLYCHAETOUS ANNELIDS OF THE FAMILY 
PHYLLODOCIDAE AND APHRODITIDAE FROM 
ANTARCTIC AND SUB-ANTARCTIC WATERS. 
[Mnogoshchetinkovye chervi sem. Phyllodocidae 
i Aphroditidae iz antarkticheskikh i subantarkti
cheskikh. vod. ] Text in Russian. In: Rezul'taty 
Biol. Issled. Sovet. Antarktichesko'1 Eksped. (1955-
1958 gg. ), 1, Moskva, Akad. nauk SSSR, Zool. Inst. , 
Issled. Fauny Morel, 1(9):129-189, incl. table , 
graph, diagrs. , maps;- appendiX, 1962. 67 refs. 

DLC, QL121. A1A5 

An outline is given of 2 families of polychaetous 
annelids , Phyllodocidae and Aphroditidae, based on 
data collected by Soviet Antarctic Expeditions , 1955-
1958. A brief history is presented of other expedi
tions and the species collected are listed and com
pared to those gathered by the Soviets. Thirty-three 
species belonging to the 2 families are described and 
their locations are given. Aphroditidae has a 
greater range of species than Phyllodocidae. Fifty 
species of Aphroditidae are found in the Antarctic, 
compared to 20 in the Arctic; no species are common 
to both areas. The vertical distribution of species 
shows that the majority of the species is distributed 
from upper levels to depths of 400- 700 m. Zoogeo
graphic notes are included. Species endemic to the 
Antarctic are found between 45° and 50°S. 

B-2187 595. 426 (* 80) 

Sokolov, I. L 
NEW SPECIES OF SEA MITES (HALACARIDAE) 
FROM ANTARCTICA. [Novye vidy morskikh 
kleshche'1 (Halacaridae) iz Antarktiki. ] Text in Rus
sian. In: Rezul'taty Biol. lssled. Sovet. Antarkti
chesko'1 Eksped. (1955-1958 gg. ), 1, Moskva, Akad. 
nauk SSSR, Zool. Inst. , Issled. Fauny Morel, 1(9): 
190-195, incl. diagrs. , 1962. 4 refs. -

DLC , QL121. AlA5 

Descriptions and drawings are given for 3 new spe
cies of mites (Acarina: Halacaridae) collected in 
1956 by the Soviet Antarctic Expedition. They are: 
~ longissima, from the Davis Sea· A. affinis 
collected off the Budd Coast; and Hala~arus= 
(Halacarellus) uschakovi, from Kerguelen Is. 
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B-2188 594. 9{*84) 

Vinogradova, N. G. 
SOLITARY ASCIDLAE FROM THE INDIAN SECTOR 
OF THE ANTARCTIC. [Odinochnye Asf'sidii 
indi'1skogo sektora A.ntarktiki. ] Text in Russian. 
In: Rezul 'taty Biol. Issled. Sovet. Antarkticheskol 
Eksped. {1955-1958 gg. ), 1, Moskva, Akad. nauk 
SSSR, Zool. Inst. , Issled. Fauny Morel, 1(9):196-
215, incl. diagrs. , map, 1962. 43 refs. -

DLC, QL121. AlA5 

Seventeen species (5 new) of Ascidiae are described 
from 110 samples collected in 1956- 57 by the Ob' at 
14 stations between 20° and 163°E. The species 
belong to 5 families: Ascidiidae, Rhodosomatidae, 
Styelidae , Pyuridae, and Molgulidae. Seventy-five 
species are known from Antarctic waters. The 
majority of the species inhabit depths from the sur
face to 600-700 m in the shelf zone. Two species 
are eurybathic {from 120 to 4636 m). The geo
graphic locations of 7 species are indicated on a 
map. 

B-2189 597. 556. 4(*80) 

Andrifashev, A. P. 
BATHYPELAGIC FISH OF THE ANTARCTIC. I. 
FAMILY MYCTOPHIDAE. [Batipelagicheskie ryby 
Antarktiki. 1. Seme'1stvo Myctophidae. ] Text in 
Russian. In: Rezul 'taty Biol. Issled. Sovel. 
Antarktichesko'1 Eksped. {1955-1958 gg.), 1, Moskva, 
Akad. nauk SSSR, Zool. Inst. , rssled. Fauny Morel, 
1{9):216-294, incl. illus. , tables, diagrs., maps , 
1962. 116 refs. 

DLC, QL121. AlA5 

About 1500 specimens of Myctophidae belonging to 
23 species were examined. Two species are new and 
6 were recorded from the Antarctic region for the 
first time. The structure and the number of precau
dal luminescent glands are used as criteria for d!S· 
tinguishing the species. A key for determining 
genera and species is given, with descriptio_ns and 
diagrams of each species; limits of variab1l1ty ~re 
indicated for abundant species. A zoogeographic 
zonation is proposed for the South Pacific Ocean. 
Data are given on the bipolar distribution of 
Myctophidae. Collecting data are tabulated for the 
Ob' (1955-58) and ships of the whaling fleet~ 
{1958-60). 
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B-2190 582. 32(*7) 

Savich-Liilbi!skaia, L. L and Z. N. Smirnova 
THE ENDEMIC MOSS OF THE ANT ARCTIC -
SARCONEURUM GLACIALE (HOOK. FIL. ET 
WILS. ) CARD. ET BRYHN. [Endem Antarktidy -
mokh Sarconeurum glaciale (Hook. fiL et Wils. ) 
Card. et Bryhn. ] Text in Russian. In: Rezul 'taty 
Biol. Issled. Sovet. Antarktichesko'1 Eksped. (1955-
1958 gg. ), 1, Moskva, Akad. nauk SSSR, Zool. Inst. , 
Issled. Fauny More'1, 1(9):295-309, incl. diagrs. , 
map, 1962. 26 refs. -

DLC, QL121. A1A5 

A detailed description with illustrations is given for 
the moss Sarconeurum glaciale, with a map showing 
all known locations of the species in the Antarctic. 
S. glaciale reproduces in an exclusively vegetative 
manner, having apparently lost the ability to repro
duce by means of spores due to the extremely 
rigorous conditions of existence. Reproduction by 
means of brittle leaf tips, formed from the enlarged 
swollen apex of the costa of the leaf, is also charac
teristic of the Canadian Arctic species Barbula 
johansenii. ---

B-2191 910. 4(08): 58: 59(*7) 

Akademila nauk SSSR, Zoologicheski'1 Institut 
BIOLOGICAL RESULTS OF THE SOVIET ANT
ARCTIC EXPEDITION (1955-1958), 2. [Rezul'taty 
biologicheskikh issledovani'1 Sovetsko'1 antarkti
chesko'1 ekspedi!sii (1955-1958 gg. ). ] Text in Rus
sian. Is sled. Fauny More'1, 2(10), 433p. , incl. 
illus. , tables, diagrs. , maps, appendixes, 1964. 
Refs. 

DLC, QL121. A1A5 

The 9 papers (abstracted separately) in this volume 
mclude studies on sponges, nemerteans, poly
chaetous annelids, cladocerans, Calanus copepods, 
barnacles, euphausiids, fish fauna, and the skull 
development of the emperor penguin. The data were 
collected by Soviet Antarctic expeditions from 
1955 to 1958. 

B-2192 593. 4(*80) 

Koltun, V. M. 
SPONGES OF THE ANT ARCTIC. 1. TETRAXONIDA 
AND CORNACUSPONGIDA. [Gubki Antarktiki. 1. 
Chet~rekhluchevye i kremnerogovye gubki. ] Text in 
Rus~1an. In: Rezul 'taty Biol. Issled. Sovet. Ant
arkt1chesko'1 Eksped. (1955-1958 gg. ), 2, Moskva, 
Akad. nauk SSSR , Zool. Inst. , Issled. Fauny 
More1,}(10):6-131, 428-433, incl. diagrs., map, 
append1X, 1964. 60 refs. 

DLC, QL121. A1A5 
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A brief history is given of the discovery and classi
fication of Antarctic sponges. Of the 250 known spe
cies in the Antarctic, 180 belong to the classes 
Tetraxonida and Cornacuspongida. A list of 230 
species is given and each is described. They belong 
to 98 genera; 2 genera and 23 species are new. A 
map shows the locations at which sponges have been 
collected by Soviet Antarctic Expeditions: Ob', 1955-
1958; whaling fleet Slava, 1957-1959; near Mirnyy 
Station, 1958-1960; and near Lazarev Station, 1959-
1960. An alphabetical index to the Latin names of the 
species is included at the end of the volume. 

B-2193 595. 124(*80) 

Korotkevich, V. S. 
PELAGIC NEMERTEANS OF ANTARCTIC AND 
TEMPERATE WATERS OF THE SOUTHERN HEMI
SPHERE. [Pelagicheskie nemertiny antarkticheskikh 
i umerennykh vod iil.zhnogo polusharila. ] Text in 
Russian. In: Rezul 'taty Biol. Issled. Sovet. Ant
arktichesko'1 Eksped. (1955-1958 gg. ), 2, Moskva, 
Akad. nauk SSSR, Zoo!. Inst. , Issled. Fauny Morel, 
2(10):132-167, incl. tables, diagrs., map, 1964. 
17 refs. 

DLC, QL121. A1A5 

Eleven species (7 new) of pelagic nemerteans belong
ing to 3 families and 5 genera (1 new) are described 
and illustrated. A list is given of all 15 species 
found south of the subtropical convergence. One of 
the more widely distributed species is Pelagone
mertes rollestoni, which inhabits all oceans of the 
Southern Hemisphere. The rest are found in various 
parts of notalian and Antarctic waters. The spe
cificity of the genus Obnemertes is noted; of the 5 
species of this genus, only one is found north of the 
Antarctic Convergence. All of the known pelagic 
nemerteans belong to the order Hoplonemertini 
Hubrecht. 

B-2194 595. 142. 2(*80) 

Levenshtefo, R :!A. 
POLYCHAETOUS ANNELIDS OF THE FAMILIES 
TEREBELLIDAE AND TIDCHOBRANCHIDAE FROM 
ANTARCTIC AND SUB-ANTARCTIC WATERS. 
[Mnogoshchetinkovye chervi. sem. :r-er_ebellidae i 
Trichobranchidae iz antarkt1cheskikh 1 subantarktl
cheskikh vod. ] Text in Russian. In: Rezul 'taty 
Biol. Issled. Sovet. Antarktichesko1 Eksped. (1955-
1958 gg. ), 2, Moskva, Akad. nauk SSSR, Zoo!. Inst. , 
Issled. Fauny More1, 2(10):168-184, incl. tables, 
diagrs. , 1964. 32 refs. 

DLC, QL121. A1A5 

The descriptions given of 18 species of Poly_chaetous 
annelids belonging to the families Terrebelhdae and 
Trichobranchidae are based on collections made. sooth 
of 40°s at depths from 100 to 1000 m. Two species, 
Leaena pseudobranchia and Thelepides ~• 
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are new, and Eupista grubei McIntosh was found for 
the first lime in the Antarctic l'egion. Two groups 
are found: the first with species having a wide range 
of vertical distribution, which inhabit the upper 
levels of the continental slope; and the second with 
species having a narrow vertical distribution, be
longing to specific depths. A signiiicant majority of 
the species described belong to the iirst group. 
Thelepas cincinnatus, a eurybathic species, is dis
tributed in both hemispheres. Zoogeographically, 
there are 3 groups: (1) endemic Antarctic and sub
Antarctic; (2) subtropical; and (3) widely distributed. 

B-2195 595. 324. 2(*7 44) 

Akatova, N. A 
THE OCCURRENCE OF DAPHNIOPSIS STUDER! 
RUHE (CLADOCERA) IN A VESTFOLD "OASIS" 
LAKE (EAST ANTARC::rICA). (Nakhozhdenie 
Daphniopsis studeri Ruhe (Cla.docera) v ozere 
"oazisa" Vestfol' (Vostochna!a Antarktida). J Text 
in Russian. In: Rezul'taty Biol. lssled. Sovet. 
Antarkticheskol Eksped. (1955-1958 gg. ), 2, Moskva, 
Akad. nauk SSSR, Zool. Inst. , Issled. Fauny Morel, 
2(10): 185-188, incl. diagrs., 1964. 13 l'efs. 
- DLC, QL121, AlA5 

Five plankton samples were taken from a lake in the 
Veslfold Hills region. The samples eontained mostly 
Cladocera of the Daphniopsis studeri Riihe species. 
Classification and zoogeographic problems of the 
genus Q_aphniopsis are discussed. 

B-2196 595. 341. l :591. 9: 591 . 4{*80) 

Brodskil. K. A 
DISTRIBUTION AND SOME MORPHOLOGICAL FEA
TURES OF ANTARCTIC SPECIES OF THE GENUS 
CALANUS (COPEPODA). [Rasproslranenie i 
nekotorye morlologicheskie osobennosti antarkli
cheskikh vidO\' roda ~ (Copepoda). J Text in 
Russian. In: Rezul'laty Biol. Issled. Sovet. Ant
arkticheskol Eksped. (1955-1958 gg. ), 2, Moskva, 
Akad. nauk SSSR, Zoo!. Inst. , lssled. Fauny Morel, 
~(10):189-251, mcl. tables . graphs, diag1·s., maps, 
appendix, 1964. 39 refs. 

DLC, QL12l. A1A5 

Four species of lhe plankton genus Calanus are dis
cussed: £ simillimus, £ .. propinq"'iiiiTT- acutus, 
~nd £. tonsus. Morphological features are discussed 
m relation to zoogeography and water temperature, 
especially regarding puberty stages. Zoogeographic 
maps s_how distribution of each species, based on 
collect1011s from various expeditions. [See B-697] 
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B-2197 595. 351. 6(*80) 

Zevina, G. B. 
CIRRIPEDIA OF THE GENUS SCALPELLUM LEACH, 
COLLECTED BY THE SOVIET ANTARCTIC EXPEDI
TION OF THE D/ E (DIESEL ELECTRIC] "OB"' IN 
ANTARCTIC AND SUB-ANTARCTIC WATERS. 
[Usonogie raki roda Sc,ellum Leach, sobrannye 
Sovetskol antarktichesko ekspedifsie1 na d/ e "Ob"' v 
antarktichesltikh i subantarkticheskikh vodakh. ] Text 
in Russian. In: Rezul 'taty Biol. Issled. Sovet. 
Antarkticheskol Eksped. (1955-1958 gg. ), 2, Moskva, 
Akad. nauk SSSR, Zool. Inst. , Issled. Fauny Morel, 
2(10):252- 253, 1964. 17 refs. 
-DLC, QL121. AlA5 

Collecting data are given for five species of the 
barnacle genus Scalpellum: S. gibberum, S. bouvieri, 
S. brevicarinatum, $. annandelei, and S. tr1aiigiiiare, 
The genus is uncommon in Antarctic and sub-Ant
arctic waters. 

B-2198 595. 383. 1(*80) 

Lomakina, N. B. 
EUPHAUSJID FAUNA (EUPHAUSIACEA) OF THE 
ANT ARCTIC AND NOT ALIAN REGIONS. (Fauna 
evfauziid (Euphausiacea) antarkticheskol i notal'nol 
oblastel ] Text in Russian. In: Rezul'laty Biol. 
Issled. Sovet. Alltarktiche skol Eksped. (1955-1958 
gg. ), 2, Moskva, Akad. nauk SSSR, Zool. Inst. , 
Issled. Fauny Morei, 2{10):254-334, incl. table, 
diagrs. , maps, 1964. -91 refs. 

DLC, QL121. AlA5 

The 85 species of the order Euphausiacea are widely 
distributed .in the world's oceans. Euphausia superb3 

is especially important in Antarctic waters as food 
for whales; the species also serve s in the Antarctic 
as an indicator of currents and water masses o! 
varied origins and for determining zoogeographic 
zones. A bl'ief history is given of Russian and other 
expeditions on which euphausiids were collected, as 
well as the resulting literature. A lack of informa
tion was noted for the nolalian region of the Indian 
Ocean and the southeast Pacific. Morphological de· 
scriptions of the species are not included. 

B-2199 597(047. l(*80) 

Andriiashev, A. P. 
REVIEW OF ANTARCTIC FISH FAUNA [Obzor 
fauny ryb Antarktiki.] Text in Russian. In: Rezul'· 
taty Biol. Issled. Sovet. Antarktichesko1 Eksped. L 
{1955-1958 gg. ), 2, Moskva, Akad. nauk SSSR, Zoo 
Inst. , lssled. Fauny More1, 2(10): 335-386, incl_ 
illus. , tables, graphs, diagrs. , maps, 1964. 134 
refs. 

DLC, QL121. A1A5 

Lal'ge icthyological collections taken during the JGY 
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were the basis of intensive study of Antarctic fish 
fauna by the Russians. An outline is given of 
several aspects of Antarctic fish fauna, including 
detailed descriptions of species, features of the Ant
arctic shelf, vertical distribution of fish, freezing 
temperatures and cold adaptation, reproduction, 
size, growth, age, origin, phylogeny, white-blooded
ness of fish of the family Chaenichthyidae, and possi
ble reasons for similarities among fishes of the sub
Antarctic regions. Zoogeographic divisions of 
Antarctic fish fauna are: circum-Antarctic (which 
includes nearly 20% of the species); eastern Antarctic 
(27 endemic species); western Antarctic (8 species 
found mainly around the Antarctic Peninsula); South 
Georgia and western Antarctica; types which are 
endemic to South Georgia (9-10 species belonging 
to Psilodraco and Pseudochaenichthus genera); 
Kerguelen (11 species in the Indian Ocean from 
Prince Edward to Macquarie Is. ) ; and Antarctic
notalian (predominantly notalian, including Patago
nian and south New Zealand species). 

B-2200 598. 45:591. 471. 38 

Krasovski'1, S. K. 
POSTEMBRYONIC SKULL DEVELOPMENT IN THE 
EMPEROR PENGUIN. (Postembrional'noe razvitie 
cherepa imperatorskogo pingvina. ] Text in Russian. 
In: Rezul'taty Biol. Issled. Sovet. Antarktichesko'1 
Eksped. (1955-1958 gg. ), 2, Moskva, Akad. nauk 
SSSR, Zool. Inst., Issled. Fauny More'1, 2(10):387-
427, incl. illus. , 1964. 54 refs. -

DLC, QL121. A1A5 

The major stages in skull development in the em
peror penguin are discussed and illustrated. The 
adult penguin skull retains the supraoccipital fonta
nelle as a passage for brain blood vessels. The 
paraoccipital fontanelles are retained in part. The 
pterygoid bones are an integral part of the base of 
the skull and the lateral extension of each partly 
surrounds the auricular passage. The skull arch is 
strengthened by the zygomatic arch and the jugal 
bone. Well-developed tear glands are located in 
channels in the frontal bones medial to the eye 
socket. Connective tissue, which separates the 
glands from the eye socket, contains perforations 
for the passage of ducts and blood vessels. The ducts 
lead from the frontal to the lachrymal bones and then 
to the nasal cavity. The formation of the anterior 
section of the eye socket is exclusively ethmoid, 
ansmg near the sphenethmoid region of ossification. 
Th~ lachrymal bone is not a part of the orbit but re
mams pre-orbital. A cornified ridge, character-
istic of penguins, stretches under the nasal septum 
along the palatal surface and facilitates food holding. 
The quadrate bone of penguins is monocephalic. 
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B-2214 574. 001. 5(*7) 

Carrick, R. and S. E. Ingham 
CURRENT BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH IN THE ANT
ARCTIC. !CSU Rev. World Sci. , 6(3):146-158, incl. 
illus. , July 1964. 24 refs. -

DLC, QlO. 169 

A review of current Antarctic biological research is 
given. Sources of detailed information are listed. 
The special features of the Antarctic waters that 
lead to their high productivity and biomass, and lo 
the seasonal and annual constancy and simplicity of 
the living communities, offer an unusual opportunity 
for quantitative synecology. Research in system
atics, taxonomy, and biogeography is described, 
with reference to new findings and areas needing in
vestigation. Productivity studies are discussed. 
Total primary productivity has not as yet been 
assessed. Quantitative measurements show that 
concentration of phytoplankton is variable regionally, 
and is affected by water mixing and temperature as 
well as by illumination. The total biomass of zoo
plankton remains constant throughout the year, but 
it concentrates phototropically at the surface in sum
mer and disperses throughout deeper levels in 
winter. Summer microflora in the freshwater en
vironment of the Antarctic and sub-Antarctic should 
be investigated. The status of research in breeding 
and population ecology, physiology, and ethology is 
discussed. 

B-2225 599. 51: 591. 139 

fAblokov, A. V. and T. V. Andreeva 
AGE DETERMINATION IN BALEEN WHALES 
(MYSTACOCETI). Nature, 205(4969):412-413, 
illus. , Jan. 23, 1965. 3 refs. 

incl. 

DLC, Ql. N2 

Age determination of baleen whales by the layers of 
ear plugs does not always give accurate results! and 
raises several technical difficulties. An investiga
tion of the structure of baleen plates of two finback 
whales (Balaenoptera physalus), showed a c?rrela
tion between the maximal number of layers m s_mall 
tubules and the age of the animal. The respective 
ages were determined with an accuracy of ± 0. 5 yr. 

B-2238 598. 45:591. 9(931) 

Kennington, S. R. 
ADELIE PENGUIN FROM MARLBOROUGH COAST. 
Notornis, 10(5):234, June 1963. 

DLC -

The dried corpse of an Adelie penguin was found on 
Dec. 22, 1962, on the Marlboroug? coast of New 
Zealand. Upon examination, no signs were found to_ 
indicate that the bird had been held in captivity. Th~s 
may be the first New Zealand mainland record _or this 
species and may be the most northerly record m the 

world. 
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B-2241 582. 26; 536. 48(*7, 775) 

Holm-Hansen, Osmund 
VIABILITY OF BLUE-GREEN AND GREEN ALGAE 
AFTER FREEZING. Physiol. Plant., 16(3):530-540, 
incl. tables, graph, 1963. 20 l'efs. -

DLC, QKl. P575 

A variety of blue-green and green algae, isolated 
from Wisconsin and from Antarctica, were tested for 
ability to survive freezing at different lemperalures 
and also to survive repeated freezing and thawing. 
The rate of freezing which allowed the greatest sur
vival varied from species lo species, but in general a 
slow rate of freezing resulted in a higher rate of 
v iabil ily lhan did a rapid rate o! freezing. The blue
green algae which showed the greatest survival were 
filamentous species which normally grow in soil or 
attached to a substratum in freshwater habitats; the 
unicellular and planktonlc species were killed easily 
by freezing. All unicellular green algae from the 
Antarctic had a high rale of viability after freezing. 
With the exception of Chlorella py renoidosa, the 
green algae from Wisconsin showed little or no sur
vival after freezing. The progressive loss in 
viability of Chlorella was also determined during 
continuous storage at -25°C. No viable cells could 
be detected after one year of storage. (Auth. ) 

B-2256 551. 481. 1. 001. 5{*764) 

Mason, David T. 
AN EXERCISE rn LAKE MORPHOMETRY. Turtox 
News, 41(9):226-229, incl. graph, map, Sept. 1963. 
3 refs. 

DLC, QH324. 6. TB 

A morphometric analysis Is given of Skua Lake , Cape 
Evans, Ross L The lake freezes solidly to the bot
tom each winte1· and melts completely or partially in 
summer. A contour map of the lake basin is pre
sented with the outlines of the melted area at several 
times in the summer. Various volume-depth prob
lems are presented in the form of student exercises 
which can be solved through the use of the map and a 
hypsographic curve. 

B-2287 581. 9(*722. 5) 

Longton, R E. 
ADDITIONS TO THE ALIEN FLORA OF SOUTH 
GEORGIA. Brit. Antarctic &lrvey Bull. No. 5:47-
49, Jan. 1965. 4 refs. 

DLC 

Thirty-two species of alien vascular plants have so 
far been recorded on South Georgia and unidentifiable 
material of at least 13 other species has been col 
lected. The aliens form a substantial numerical 
group compared to the 24 native species. Eight 
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species are now classed as naturalized but only 4 
have yet been recorded more than l km from human 
settlement. Cerastium holosteoides, Poa annua, and 
P. pralensis are widely distributed on othersiiii
Antarctic islands. These species are clearly among 
the most successful alien plants in the Antarctic. 
The aliens were probably introduced by British and 
Norwegian whalers. Japanese whalers tried to grow 
vegetables under cover. Five seed species germi
nated and survived in an open bed until March 1964 
when two species of Brassica were in flower. 

B-2282 598. 421: 591. 486 

Bang, Beryl G. 
ANATOMICAL ADAPTATIONS FOR OLFACTION IN 
THE SNOW PETREL. Nature, 205(4970):513-515, 
incl. illus. , diagrs. , Jan. 30, 1965. 9 refs. 

DLC, Ql.N2 

Olfaction is well developed in the snow petrel, 
Pagoclroma nivea. The olfactory bulb is larger In 
relation to the size of the cerebral hemisphere than 
is usual in Procellariiformes, The receptor sur
face area in the tubinares is increased by a septal 
·concha which arises from the septum and interdlgi
tates with the main olfactory concha. Two struc
tures in the entry area of the tubinarial fossa, the 
anterior concha and anterior valve, are believed to 
be olfactory. The anterior concha distributes in• 
spired air and segregates the airstreams from the 
out-flowing lateral nasal gland fluids. A medio
dorsal airstream is dil'ected onto the olfactory sur
faces and a ventral stream over the respiratory area 
into the pharynx. The anterior valve is concerned 
with keeping water off the olfactory organ of pelagic 
diving birds. The structure and action are de
scribed. It is thought that, during a dive, the force al 
in-rushing water opens the crescent-shaped valves, 
thus closing the air passages and protecting the 
olfactory mucosae from sea water. Out of water, 
the valves lie close against the septum, leaving the 
air passages open. The respiratory epithelium 
carrying the trigeminal free nerve endings remainS 
open to water. 

B-2283 599. 745. 3:691. 471 

King, Judith E. 
GIANT EPIPHYSES IN A ROSS SEAL. Nature, ~ 
(4970):515- 516, incl. illus. , Jan. 30, 1965. 

DLC, Ql. N2 

The Ross seal (Ommatophoca rossl) possesses an 
elongated, delphinoid shape of the fore flippers, 
which is achieved by an increase in length of the 
first digit and a decrease in the fifth. This iS com
monly achieved by elongations of the metacarpal and 
first phalanx of the first digit and reduction of the 
second phalanx of the fifth digit. But Ommatoph~ 
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has carried this further by means of unusually large 
epiphyses on the terminal phalanges. ~l ~ther 
epiphyses in the manus appear normal m size, the 
proportion of epiphyses to shaft ranging from 10 to 
16%. But in this case the terminal phalanx epiphyses 
are larger especially those of the first digit, which 
are 40-82% of the shaft. X-ray photographs reveal 
a rectangular shape of epiphysis, which is unusµal. 
The leopard seal (Hydrurga leptonyx) possesses 
epiphyses which are comparable to those of the Ross 
seal, although not as large. The terminal phalanges 
of the hind flipper of Ommatophoca also possess 
large and rectangular epiphyses. There is a ten
dency toward the same characteristic in Hydrurga 
and northern phocids such as Pagophilus and 
Cystophora. 

B-2284 598. 45:591. 55:527(*7) 

Emlen, J. T. and R L. Penney 
DISTANCE NAVIGATION IN THE ADELIE PENGUIN. 
Ibis, 106(4):417-431, incl. tables, diagrs., map, 
Oct. 1964. 17 refs. 

DLC, QL671. 112 

Male Adelie penguins , P oscelis adeliae, were trans
ported from coastal rookeries Cape Crozier and 
Cape Hallett) to 3 release points on feature less ice 
plateaus in the interior (Byrd Station, Ross Ice Shelf, 
and Victoria Land). The birds were released indivi
dually and their departure routes mapped for dis
tances of 2-4 km , the position of the bird being deter
mined by triangulation every 5 min. Precise data 
were thus obtained on the straightness of course and 
direction selected by each of 103 birds. Birds from a 
coastal rookery, released inland under favorable 
conditions, consistently moved in straight courses 
NNE toward the coast. Birds from the same rookery 
released at points to the east and west took courses 
essentially parallel to this departure direction, i. e. , 
NW and NE, respectively, on a meridian scale rather 
than true north or in the homeward direction. These 
and other experiments under varying degrees of cloud 
cover and with birds prepared under artificial day
night light regimes indicate that the birds possessed 
a navigation mechanism which used the sun as the 
primary orientation cue plus a biological clock to 
compensate for changing sun azimuth positions. The 
~echanism effected a consistent escape direction for 
birds of a given population (source) regardless of the 
loc~tion of the release site. The "grid NNE" orien
tahon of these birds is compared with "nonsense 
orientation" as described for ducks and other birds. 
)t is conside red to have survival value in the present 
mstance in steering lost penguins to the appropriate 
off-coast feeding areas and in segregating and con
centrating the birds from the various circum-conti
nental populations. (Auth. , mod. ) 
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B-2285 598. 423:591. 9(*768) 

Spellerberg, I. F. 
BROWN SKUA CATHARACTA SKUA LONNBERGI IN 
THE ANTARCTIC. Ibis, 107(1):106, Jan. 1965. 

DLC, QL671. 112 -

Two brown skuas were observed on March 9, 1964, 
on Sabrina Islet, one of the Balleny Is. Little is 
known of the distribution and movements of the brown 
skua away from their breeding grounds. They have 
previously been observed at most of the islands of 
the Scotia Sea, in the Antarctic Peninsula to about 
65°8, and at most of the sub-Antarctic islands. The 
Balleny Is. occurrence may be the southern limit of 
this species. 

B-2286 591. 9(*784. 2) 

Nougier, J. and H. Ponchelet 
ASPECTS OF ANIMAL LIFE ON KERGUELEN 
ISLANDS. (Aspects de la vie animale aux,tles 
Kerguelen. ] Text in French. Sci. Progres Nature 
(Paris), No. 3351:268-274, incl. illus. , July 1964. 

DLC, Q2. N2 

The fauna, essentially marine, is rich in numbers 
but poor in species. All the animals live around nar
row coastal strips, the farthest inland being the pen
guin rookeries. General accounts are given of the 
elephant seal Mirounga leonina, the giant petrel 
Macronectes giganteus, several penguin species, 
particularly the royal penguin Aptenodytes patagonica, 
and several other marine birds. It is hoped that 
man, the great destroyer of nature, would _not _upset 
the balance of this fauna, either by extermmat10n or 
by the introduction of alien species capable of de
stroying the indigenous population. 

B-2287 598. 423(*7) 

Grive, Jean 
THE SKUA THE NEAREST ANIMAL TO THE POLE. 
[Le skua, ~imal le ~!us proche du ?6le.) Text i~ 
French. Sci. Progres Nature (Paris), No. 3351. 
274-276, incl. illus. , July 1964. 

DLC, Q2. N2 

The Antarctic skua, Catharacta skua antarctica, is 
the living being found nearest the south pole .. It has 
a very regular life cycle: during the ~tarctic wmter 
the birds live near open water and on ice floes, feed
ing on surface plankton. In Oct. they accomp_any the 
penguins during their migration to the rookeries. 
The female skua lays one or two eggs and ~atches 
them while the male protects the roost ag~st other 

ku Skuas have a high metabolism; their mternal 
:em:-rature is 41•c while the average temperature 
of the eggs is around 36°C, reaching as high as 40°C. 
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Skuas cover long distances in pursuit of food; one 
skua released from a container, about 1200 km from 
the edge of the continent, at 3000 m elevation, found 
the way back to its nest in 10 days. Most remarkable 
is the conjugal and territorial fidelity of the skua; 
they leave their nesting grounds for long distances 
during winter, but they return to the same nests year 
after year. 

B-2288 599. 745. 3:591. 5(*7) 

Warham, John 
THE SEA ELEPHANT OF THE SOUTHERN ISLANDS 
AS OBSERVED ON LAND. [L'elephant de mer des 
ties australes tel qu'on peut !'observer a terre.) 
Text in French. Sci. Progres Nature (Paris), No. 
3356: 474-482, incl. illus. , graph, diagr. , Dec. 1964. 

DLC, Q2. N2 

The sea elephant, Mirounga leonina, is a seal found 
in the sub-Antarctic zone around the world, with re
production sites in the more temperate regions, e.g .. 
Juan Fernandez Is. of Chile, and King I. of Australia. 
Its close relative M. augustlrostris is the boreal 
species of Mexicoand California. Unlike other seals 
the austral sea elephant is huge (male length 3-5 m, 
weight average 1500 kg), approachable, easily 
counted, and reproduces on shore. But it is difficult 
to handle for marking, and it frequents dangerous 
beaches which do not permit observation of its life at 
sea. Branding of elephant calves (6850 in 1961) re
sulted in populations of known age, particularly al 
Macquarie I. The seal's canine teeth are the only 
defensive weapon, and the dentine layers vary in 
form and density, renecting the annual cycle and its 
successive phases. Cross sections of male and 
female canines are diagrammed, showing the suc
cessive episodes of their lives. At Heard and 
~acquarle Is. four categories of males are recog
ruzed, depending on their age, length, and behavior. 
The females attain maturity rapidly, and their maxi
mum length reaches 3 m. Accounts are given of the 
reproduction process, the social life in the harem 
and rates and reasons of mortality. ' 

B-2293 

Wise, K. A. J. 

595. 713:591. 5(*7) 
595. 42: 591. 5(*7) 

NEW RECORDS OF COLLEMBOLA AND ACARINA 
IN ANTARCTICA. Pacific Insects, 6(3):522-523, 
Nov. 10, 1964. 2 refs. -

DA 421. Pll 

Collembola and mites were extracted from moss 
lichens, and algae which had been collected near' 
Shackleton Glacier, approximately 400 mi from the 
South Pole. This represents the southernmost 
habitat for fauna known at present. The Collembola 
sp.ecies Is Anurophorus subpolaris Salmon, and the 
miles are Nanorchestes antarcticus Strandtmann 
T~ese species and the geographic distribution of ·the 
mites. Stereotydeus mollis and Coccorhagidia sp. 
are discussed. 
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B-2294 595. 7: 577. 471(*7} 

Yoshimoto, C. M. and J. L. Gressitt 
DISPERSAL STUDIES ON APHIDIDAE, AGROMYZI· 
DAE AND CYNIPOIDEA. Pacific Insects, 6(3):525-
531, incl. table, graphs, Nov. 10, 1964. 27 refs. 

DA 421. PU 

A partial summarization of results of the airborne 
insect trapping activities conducted aboard ships in 
the Pacific and Antarctic-sub-Antarctic areas is 
presented. The object of this dispersal study is to 
document the theory of natural air dispersal of in• 
sects, particularly to isolated islands. Many speci
mens of Aphididae were trapped at sea, and lesser 
numbers of Agromyzidae and Cynipoidea. These 
families were selected for comparative dispersal 
studies because of differing flight ability, different 
ratios trapped at sea, and because they could be 
identified: An attempt is made to correlate trapping 
results with normal abundance of individuals. Trap
ping equipment is described. In order to explajn the 
differential trapping results for these 3 families. 
consideration is given not only to different abilities 
to fly, but the attempt is made to explain the relatil'e 
ease of becoming airborne, and relative population 
ratios in nature in areas likely to have been lhe 
sources of wind-dispersed individuals taken in trap• 
ping programs. For this purpose, special attention 
has been paid to New Zealand and the Ryuk--yu Is. as 
potential source areas. More information is needed 
before precise conclusions can be drawn. 

B-2295 595. 713:591. 5(•762, *764) 
595. 42:591. 5(•762, •764) 

Wise, K. A. J., C. E. Fearon and 0. R Wilkes 
ENTOMOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS IN ANTARC· 
TICA, 1962-63 SEASON. Pacific Insects, 6(3):541· 
570, incl. illus. , tables, graphs, maps, Nov. 10, 
1964. 5 refs. 

DA 421. Pll 

New distribution records for 2 collembolan species 
and 2 mite species were compiled for areas of 
Victoria Land and Ross I. The mites studied were 
Stereotydeus mollis and Nanorchestes antarcticus. 
Ecological observations in south Victoria Land re· 
lating to the collembolan Gomphiocephalus hodgsoni 
include: air and soil temperatures (including stone· 
surface and under-stone temperatures), relative 
humidity, wind, and soil water-content, salinity, 
and pH. Data on the diet of collembolans and rnites 
are tabulated, listing nourishment sources based on 
analysis of organisms present in the soil, as well as 
food experiments. Collembolan food experiments lll· 
dicated a preference for moss and Penicillium sp. 
Collembolans were found to be active under stones 
only when under-stone temperatures were above O"C. 
Soil temperatures differed from under-stone tem· 
peratures in reaching higher diurnal maximums and 
lower diurnal minimums. This difference can be 
correlated with the extremely infrequent occurrence 
of collembolans in bare soil and their great abu nd• 
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ance under stones. Collembolans were found hiber
nating at localities where soil water-content values 
were less than 3%, and were absent when values 
below 2% or over 12% were recorded. 

B-2296 595. 42:591. 52(*7) 

Gressitt, J. L. , C. E. Fearon and K. Rennell 
ANTARCTIC MITE POPULATIONS AND NEGATIVE 
ARTHROPOD SURVEYS. Pacific Insects, 6(3): 531-
540, incl. tables, Nov. 10, 1964. 10 refs.-

DA 421. Pll 

The relative populations of the prostigmatic mites 
Stereotydeus mollis and Nanorchestes antarcticus 
are tabulated. The latter mite, only 0. 25 mm long 
when mature, is much more numerous than the 
former, and has a wide distribution. The significant 
feature of the detailed mite population samplings is 
that previously inadequate population data had been 
obtained because the sampling had been done mainly 
with the naked eye. In the current study, Berlese 
funnels, flotation sampling, and microscopic exami
nation were utilized. Mite population counts were 
made in the McMurdo Sound area in Dec. 1963. Air 
and soil temperatures were recorded. Samples of 
sand or soil were taken from beneath stones. 
Neighboring vegetation was noted. The presence 
(and numbers) or absence of Collembola 
Gomphiocephalus hodgsoni in the same area was 
also noted. Preliminary studies were made of 
hatching of eggs of Stereotydeus mollis. The mite 
Nanorchestes antarcticus is ovoviviparous. Inves
tigations for spiders and aquatic mites in the 
McMurdo Sound and Cape Hallett areas were made 
and there is no conclusive evidence that they exist 
in Antarctica. Other areas investigated were the 
Queen Maud, Ellsworth, and Jones Mountains. 

B-2299 598. 2: 591. 492(*726. 53) 

Gutmann, Walter and Enrique Caviedes 
THE ALLOMETRIC RELATIONSHIPS OF SEVERAL 
ANTARCTIC BffiDS. [Relaciones alometricas de 
algu_nas aves Antarticas.] Text in Spanish. Inst. 
Antartico Chile.no, Publ. No. 2, Sp. , incl tables, 
1964. 

DLC, GPRR 

Allometric equations express the weight of certain 
organs as a function of the body weight. Sixty-two 
bll'ds (including the gentoo, chinstrap and Adelie 
penguins, giant petrel, cape pigeon, blue-eyed cor
morant, sheathbill, and McCormick's skua) were 
captured during Jan. and Feb. 1964 in the area 
arnund Videla Station. Huxley's a!lometric expres
sion, Y = a Wb (where Y is the weight of the organ in 
grams, W is the body weight in grams and a and b 
are 2 parameters which can vary in e~ch particular 
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case), expresses the relationship. The organs 
weighed include: heart, brain, spleen, pancreas, 
liver, kidneys, and eyes. The calculated equations 
have a high coefficient of correlation, except for 
that of the pancreas. (The lobes of this gland are 
usually dispersed and thus difficult to remove. ) 
Length measurements are expressed as a function 
of the body weight. Again using Y = a wb (where Y 
is the length in centimeters, W is body weight in 
grams, and a and b are parameters), the same birds 
were measured for the following lengths: total 
length, length of bill, wing, tail, torso, and length 
of the trachea from the larynx to the tracheal bifur
cation, and the diameter of the aorta at its exit from 
the left ventricle. The coefficients of correlation 
were found to be around 1. 0, with the exception of 
the torso of penguins (r = 0. 232) due to the modifica
tion of the torso for swimming. 

B-2309 582. 273(*784. 2, *786) 

Zinova, A. D. 
MEMBERS OF THE FAMILY DELESSERIACEAE 
(RHODOPHYTA) ON KERGUELEN AND MACQUARIE 
ISLANDS. [Prestaviteli sem. Delesseriaceae (Rho
dophyta) u ostrovov Kergelen i Makkuori. J Text in 
Russian. Akad. nauk SSSR, Bot. Inst., Obi. Sporo
vykh Rast., Bot. Mater., 16:52-67, incl. illus., 1963 
12 refs. 

DLC, QK73. A55A66 

Descriptions and illustrations are given of members 
of the family Delesseriaceae from Kerguelen and 
Macquarie Is. (15 species) which are at the Sporo
phyte Herbarium of the Botanical Instit~te of the Ac_aJJ.. 
emy of Sciences, u.s.s.R. The followm~ are new. 
Delesseria belayevii, Myriogramme mu!tilobata, 
Schizoseris kerguelensis, Polycoryne compacta 
(Kerguelen Is. ); Delesseria ~akovii, ~yriogramme 
macquariensis, and Schizoseris pseudodichotoma 
(Macquarie I.). [See B-1729] 

B-2310 582. 344. 34(*7) 

Savich-Liilbifskafa, L. I. and z. N. Smirnova 
REPRESENTATIVES OF THE GENUS ParTIA 
FUERNR. IN ANTARCTICA. [O pr~stavit~Irakh roda 
Pottia Fuernr. v Antarktide.] Text m Russian. 
Akad. nauk SSSR, Bot. Inst,, C>t:ct• Sporovykh Rast., 
Bot. Mater.' 16: 188-195, incl. illus., 1963. 6 refs. 

DLC, QK73. A55A66 

Data are given on the ecology and distr_ibutio~ of . 
Pottia heimii (Hedw.) Fue~nr •, a_ species :hich: 
similar to another Antarctic sp_ec~es,. E. c arco . 
(Card ) The features which distinguish one species 
from th~ other are not sufficient to warrant E.... char
cotii to be an independent species, ?ut __ instead to ~ 
a variant of P. ~' viz., P. heimu var. ~ 
cotii (C:u·d. )Lyd. Savicz et. Z. Smirn. 
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B-2315 636, 7, 084(*726, 56/. 57) 

Wyatt, H. T, 
FURTHER EXPERIMENTS ON THE NUTRlTION OF 
SLEDGE DOGS. Brit, J, Nutr,, 17(3): 273-279, incl. 
tables, graph, 1963, 22 refs. -

DLC, TX501. B75 

Thirty-two husky dogs were fed on 3 different concen
trated diets at Base W (Detallle I.) and Base E (ston
ington I,). Groups of dogs were selected and matched 
by weight and, tI possible, by age. Each group was 
given daily 1 lb/dog of a different diet for periods of 
up to 31 days, both during sledging journeys and while 
the dogs were kept tethered and wiworked, and body
weight changes and fecal excretions of N and fat were 
measured, In the experiments on tethered dogs the 
diet given to each group was changed at the mid-point, 
so that a cross-over experiment was performed; in 
the trials using working dogs there was no cross-ovei;, 
When fed on a diet containing 30% protein, 40% fat and 
10-20% carbohydrate the dogs excreted much less N 
and tended to lose less weight than on a diet containing 
approximately 66% protein and 33% fat, The large 
amounts of N excreted by dogs fed on the diet contain
ing 66% protein may be related to the source of pro
tein ingredients rather than to the absolute amounts of 
proteln, Fat availability on both diets was within the 
normal range. The evidence suggests that the energy 
expenditure of working sled dogs, weighing 35-45 kg, 
is of the order of 4000 kcal/day, and may be greater. 
(Auth,, mod, ) 

B-2325 599, 511(*7) 

Zemskll, V. A. and D. D, Tormosov 
SMALL RORQUAL (BALAENOPTERAACUTOROO
TRATA) FROM THE ANTARCTIC, Norsk Hvallangst
Tid,, 53(11): 302-305, incl. table, Nov. 1964, 3 refs. 

DLC,SH381. NB 

Comparisons of the body measurements of small ror
quals from tbe Antarctic with measurements of North 
Atlantic and Pacific small rorquals indicate the need 
for further measurement of greater numbers of in
dividuals before final conclusions can be made. The 
body prQportions of the two Antarctic individuals 
measured differ from the northern forms in that the 
body is more slender, has a longer rostrum and the 
dorsal fins are inserted mo1·e posteriorly. The vari
ations of body proportion with age and sex are not yet 
known, as well as the individual variability. One 
character distinguishes the small northern rorquals 
from the southern, viz., the former possess a white 
stripe on the pectoral fin. 
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B-2326 599. 511 

ZemskiI, V. A. and V. A. Boronin 
ON THE QUESTION OF THE PYGMY BLUE WHALE 
TAXONOMIC POSITION. Norsk Hvalfangst-Tid, 53 
(11):306-311, incl, tables, Nov. 1964. 6 refs. ' -

DLC, SH381. NB 

The body p1·oportions are compared of the true Ant
arctic blue whale, the blue whale from the Northern 
Hemisphere, and the pygmy blue whale. The pygmy 
blue whale forms the strictly local population aroum 
the islands of Crozet, Heard, and Kerguelen, They 
are more closely related to the northern blue whales 
in possessing caudal region length (from the caudal 
lobe groove to the anus) which is shorter than that of 
the Antarctic blue whale. The pygmy blue whale's 
dorsal fin is situated more aft than that of the true 
Antarctic blue whale. The dorsal fin depth index 
of the pygmy blue whale is lower and closer to the 
analogous index of the northern blue whales. The 
data indicate that at first maturity the pygmy blue 
whales are distinctly different in size from other 
forms, which provides reproductive isolation, Their 
local distribution also encourages a distinction of the 
pygmy blue into a subspecies, Balaenoptera musculus 
brevicauda. It is conjectured that this subspecies 
01·iginated as an of(shoot of the migration of Northern 
Hemisphere whales into the Southern Hemisphere. 

B-2330 598. 2: 591, 5:087. 6(*785) 

Bechervaise, John 
ANTARCTIC WILDLIFE-10. "ABSOLUTE STINKERS, 
THOSE NELLIES!" Victorian Naturalist, 81(10):264· 
270, incl. illus., Feb. 1965. Ref. -

DLC1 QHl. V55 

On Sept. 12-24, 1953, observations were made of 
giant petrels (Macronectes giganteus), along ll'.1th 
Dominican gulls (Larus dominicanus), sbeathbills 
(Chionis minor nasTcornls), southern skuas (Catha: 
racta lonnber~, and cape pigeons (Daption capellSlS) 
and recorded diary form, The observations were 
made from a position on Heard L overlooking a cove 
in which the various birds were feeding on a carcass 
of an elephant seal, The external morphology of 
these birds is described in general terms, with notes 
on flying techniques and feeding behavior, 

B-2334 595. 7(*7) 

Konovalov, G. V. [N 
INSECTS ON THE ANTARCTIC CONTINENT, a• 
sekomye na Antarkticheskom kontinente.] Text in 
Russian. Priroda, No, 12: 102, Dec 1962, 

DLC, Q4.P8 
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Insects have been found in lichens, mosses, and soil 
algae in western Queen Maud Land and in Victoria 
Land, They include collembolans and non-parasitic 
mltes,and are active only during the short summer 
when the sun heats the rocks on which they live to 
15.20°c. 

B-2336 593. 712, 3(*736) 

Eguchi, Motoki 
A STUDY OF STYLASTERINA FROM THE ANTARC
TIC SEA Jap, Antarctic Res. Exped., JARE 
SCienl Repts, , Ser. E: Biol , No, 20, l0p, , incl 
illus., map, Sept. 1964. 11 refs. 

DLC, Orientalia Div. 

Several specimens of Stylasterina (colonial polypoid 
hydrozoans), some corals, and fragments of spicules 
of gorgonids were collected by bottom trawling in the 
sea north of Showa Station in 1957 and 1958. The 
following 6 species were differentiated: Errina cfr. 
antarctica, ~- laterorifa, Sporadopora m""'ortenseni, 
Allopora bithalamus, an anthozoan octocorarian 
Primiio[sis antarctica, and one unidentified species 
of Errina. Stylasterina was the most dominant 
group in the collected material The genera Errina, 
Sporadopora, and a species of Allopora were well 
represented. A few specimens were damaged, but 
most were living when dredged up, The morphology 
of each species is described and the following infor
mation listed: taxonomic position, synonyms, loca
tion of each specimen, and general distribution of 
the species. Photomicrographs of the specimens 
are included. 

B-2337 594. 92(*84) 

Tokioka, Takasi 
TAXONOMIC STUDIES OF APPENDICULARIANS 
COLLECTED BY THE JAPANESE ANTARCTIC RE
SEARCH EXPEDITION 1957. Jap. Antarctic Res. 
Expect., JARE Scient, Repts., Ser. E: Biol , No. 
21, 16p., incL tables, diagrs,, Sept, 1964. 19 refs. 

DLC, Orientalia Div. 

A small number of appendicularians were collected 
In the Indian Ocean south of Cape Town and in waters 
near Showa Station on board the Soya. A discussion 
of morphology and taxonomic positlon is given with 
emphasis on the Antarctic and sub-Antarctic species. 
The samples were collected by vertical hauling with 
(iel~on net. Described in detail are Oikopleura 
SinisXillar1a) gaus_sica, Pela~opleura magna, 
h 1 teraffia scriws1, Fritillaria (Acrocercus) 

ap ostoma f, glandularis nov, F. (Acrocercus) 
formica F (A ) ' "7 bore . '_ · crocercus antarctica, F. (Eurycercus) 
K alis f. typica, F. {Eurycercus) tenella and 
ro%ialevskaia tenuis, of which!'· ha~a, !'· 
~. !'· tenella, and Kowalevskaia tenuis are 
warm-water species, and Oikopleura gaussica, 
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Pelago~leura magna., .f. borealis f. typica, and F. 
anta.rctica are cold-water forms. F. borealis f. 
typica. shows a bipolar distribution;- while the other 
3 cold-water forms are endemic to Antarctic waters. 
The occurrence of Sinisteroffia scrippsi is the 
second recorded since its discovery in the Hwnboldt 
Current off Peru. F. haplostoma f. glandularis is 
characterized by prominent gland cells on the tail 
fin, and its distribution-is considered to be limited 
to Antarctic waters. Antarctic endemic species 
were found together with some warm-wate1· species 
in the same sample, Diagrams of anatomy are in
cluded. 

B-2338 595. 34(*84) 

Tanaka, Otohiko 
TWO SMALL COLLECTIONS OF COPEPODS FROM 
THE ANT ARCTIC. Jap. Antarctic Res. Exped.. , 
JARE Scient. Repts,, ser. E: Biol. , No. 22, 20p., 
incl. tables, diagrs., Dec, 1964. 48 refs. 

DLC, Orientalia Div. 

Two collections of copepcxis were taken during the 
third and fourth cruises of the Soya, to and from the 
Antarctic in 1959. Forty-two species were found in 
the samples taken at the stations between Cape Town 
and the Antarctic. The species are divided into 3 
groups according to their geographic distribution: 
Cape Town to 40°S, sub- Antarctic, and Antarctic. 
Twenty-five stations are listed along with dates, 
positions, temperatures, and chlorinity data. Of 
the 42 species, 25 are Calanoida., 15 are Cyclopoida, 
and 2 are Harpacticoida. Brief remarks on distribu
tion and morphology are included for each species. 
The sub-Antarctic region is represented chiefly by 
Calanus simillimus and C. tonsus, the Antarctic re
gion by Calanus propinquus,Calanoides carinatus, 
Ctenocalaiiiisvanus, Drepanopsis pectinatus, 1stephus 
longipes, Pareuchaeta sp, , Scolecithricella g acialis, 
Ceiltropa.ges brachiatus, Metridia gerlachei, Para
labidocera antarctica, Oithona similis, and Tisbe 
racovitzai. A table shows the numbers of individuals 
of each species collected at each station, differen
tiated into numbers of males, females, and juveniles. 
Line drawings of external morphology are included. 

B-2339 593. 62(*736) 

Utinomi, Huzio 
SOME OCTOCORALS FROM THE ANTARCTIC WA• 
TERS OFF PRINCE HARALD COAST. Jap. Antarctic 
Res. Exped., JARE Scient. Repts., Ser. E: Biol, 
No, 23, 14p. , incl illus. , dia.grs. , Dec. 1964. 28 
refs. 

DLC, Orientalia Div. 

A small collection of octocorals (alcyonarians) was 
made on board the Soya and the ~ ~ in the 
waters off Prince Harald Coast near Showa Station 
during the 1957-58 cruises. Four species were iden-
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tified: Alcyonium clavatum, Acanthogorgia 
incrustata, Malacogorgia capensis, Thouarella 
(Thouarella) longispinosa. Malacogorgia capensis, 
a non-spiculiferous gorgonid, was known previously 
only from South Africa. The 4 species are de
scribed Individually with regard to morphology and 
taxonomic position. The species distributions are 
listed and discussed. Diagrams of morphology and 
photomicrographs are included. 

B-2345 597. 584. 3 

DeWitt, Hugh H. 
A REDESCRIPTION OF PAGOTHENIA ANTARCTICA, 
WITH REMARKS ON THE GENUS TREMATOMUS 
(PISCES, NOTOTHENIIOAE). Copeia, No. 4:683-686, 
Dec. 31, 1964. 6 refs, 

DLC, QL1.C65 

Pagothenia antarctica is determined to be a valid ge
nus and species. The genus is characterized by the 
absence of an upper lateral line and the pee uliar con
dition of the cephalic lateral line canals. The fenes
tra or the pectoral girdle is enclosed by the scapula. 
The genus is most similar to Ple111·agramma Boulen
ger, but Trematomus borchgrevinki also shows sev
eral striking similarities to Pagothenia and perhaps 
should be remo,,ed from Trematomus. Trematomus 
bernacchii and T. hansoni show certain similiu:ities 
with Pagothenia-;- but these vary within the species, 
(Auth,) 

B-2346 593, 12:561, 3. 051(8-15:26, 03) 

Bandy, Orville L, and Kelvin S, Rodolfo 
DISTRIBUTION OF FORAMINIFERA AND SEDI
MENTS, PERU-CmLE TRENCH AREA. Deep-Sea 
Res., 11(5):817-837, incl. tables, graphs, diagrs,, 
map, 6ct. 1964. 44 refs, 

DLC, GCl,D25 

Eighteen trawl samples, one Petersen grab, and 13 
Phleger cores were collected from the Eltanin in 1962 
between depths of 179 and 6250 min the Peru-Chile 
Trench area off the west coast of South America, 
Sediments are mainly olive-green silt, clay, and col
loidal material; however, 4 cores contain signiCicant 
amounts of either sand-sized fora.minifera or shale 
fragments, and one of these cores is mainly white 
volcanic ash. Values for organic carbon and nitrogen 
are much higher in the bathyal than in the abyssal 
zone. Sediment graln sizes do not exhibit definitive 
trends with either water depth or distance from shore. 
Calcium carbonate contents decrease sharply below 
3500 m, reflecting reduced quantities of calcareous 
foraminifcra deeper than 1500 m. Foraminifera 
larger than 0, 5 mm were concentrated in the trawl 
samples and ai:e mainly arenaceous types below 1000 
m. Among the smaller fora.minife1·a, calcareous 
forms p1·edominate down to 2000 m; at greater depths 
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calcareous-arenaceous ratios fluctuate extremely, 
Tests of planktonic foraminifera a.re most abundant 
in the bathyal zone, Bathymetric foraminiferal 
zonation is based upon upper limits of occurrence for 
both the larger live fora.minifera from the trawls and 
the smaller fora.minifera. from the cores. Maximum 
size of the larger foraminifera is usually between 1 
and 10 mm, Species restricted to deep water appear 
to have evolved from depth-tolerant ancestors. 
(Auth., mod, ) 

B-2358 599. 745(•7) 
639. 247. 4(*7) 

Bonner, W. Nigel and Richard M. Laws 
SEALS AND SEALING. In: Raymond Priestley and 
others (eds. ), Antarctic Research. London, Butter
worths, 1964, p. 163-190, incl. illus., graphs, 
maps. 61 refs. 

DLC, G880. P7, 1964 

A detailed history of commercial sealing, beginning 
in the 1760's, is given, along with yield data and de
scriptions of methods of harvesting. The Antarctic 
forms of the order Pinnipedia include Phocidae (true 
seals) and Otariidae (fur seals and sea lions). Topics 
which are discussed for each of these forms include: 
(1) morphological differentiation of species and sub
species, (2) summer and winter geographic distri~
tions, (3) breeding cycles and behavior (age at matu
rity, gestation periods, adult female/male ratio), (4) 
pupping and pup development (lactation periods, milk 
composition, pup coat description), and (5) feeding 
habits. Forms discussed include: (1) fur seals -
Arctocephalus australis australis, !!: ~ gracllij, 
!!: pusillus, !!: tropicalis tropicalis, .!!: !: gaze la, 
A. philippii philippii, A. p. townsend1, !!: ~• 
A. ~s, A. Lasmanicus, (2) sea lions -~ 
byronia, Phocarctos hooker!, and Neophoca ciner_ea, 
Wsea[s - Leptonychotes weddelli, Lobodon carcmo• 
phagus, Hydrurga leptonyx, Ommatophoca rdssr, and 
Mircii.iii.ga ieonina. A discussion is presenle o pop
ulation dynamics and the sealing industry, from the 
point of view of conservation. 

B-2359 599. 5(*7) 
639. 245. 1(*7) 

Fraser, F. C. and 
WHALES AND WHALING. fil Raymond Priestley 
others (eds. ), Antarctic Research. Lond~n, Butter
worths, 1964, p. 191-205, incl. illus., d1agr. 62 
refs. 

DLC, G880. P7, 1964 

The suborders Mysticeti (whalebo?e whales) and) are 
Odontoceti (toothed whales, porpoises, dolphins . 
described, together with brief morph?lo~cal_ des~P· 
tions and records of the geographic d1stributions 
the following forms: (1) Antarctic Odonto~etes • 
Phocoena dioptrica, Lagenorhynchus cruc1~, 
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L. australis, L. obscurus, Globicephala melaena, 
Llssodelpiiis peroni, Orcinus orca, Hyperoodon 
(:l)rons, Beriirctius arnuxi, I>Jrys~ter catadon, 

whales - Balaena austral1s, Megaptera 
novaeangliae, Balaenoptera musculus, ~- physalus, 
B. borealis, B. acutorostrata. The past and 
present econoii1ically valuable species are listed 
and a discussion of current whaling and research is 
Included. References are made to sources of more 
detailed whaling industry information. 

B-2360 597. 583. 1 (*7) 

Marshall, N. B. 
FISH. In: Raymond Priestley and others (eds. ), 
Antarctic Research. London, Butterworths, 1964, 
p, 206-218, incl. illus. , map. 12 refs. 

DLC, G880. P7, 1964 

Nearly 75% of the 90-odd species of Antarctic benthic 
fishes a.re Nototheniiformes, a division of percoid 
fishes of the order Percomorphi (Acanthopterygii), 
but, unlike most percoids, they have flexible fin 
spines, jugular pelvic [pectoral] fins, and a single 
nostril on ea.ch side of the snout (instead of 2). 
There are 5 families, only one of which, Bovichthy
idae, is found outside the Antarctic zone. The 
others a.re Chaenichthyidae, Nototheniidae, 
Harpaglferidae, and Zoarcidae. Of the bathypelagic 
lish (living between 200 and 1000 m depth), 20 spe
cies have been taken south of the Convergence. The 
physiology of Antarctic fish is discussed. Of specific 
interest is the ability of those fish which have body 
fluids hypotonic to sea water to live in a super-
cooled condition in sea. water the temperature of 
which is below the freezing point of the body fluids, 
on the condition that ice is not in proximity. Re
search on the oxygen-carrying capacity of blood of 
chaenichthyid fish, 'bloodless fish, ' is described. 
Hemoglobin is absent but adequate oxygen intake 
appears to occur by physical solution through the 
gills and body surface from the oxygen-rich cold 
Antarctic water. Geographic distributions, methods 
of reproduction, and food sources of these groups are 
listed. 

B-2361 598. 2(*7) 

stonehouse, Berna.rd 
BIRD LIFE. In: Raymond Priestley and others 
~- ), Antarctic Research. London, Butterworths 
,9o4, p. 219-239, incl. illus. , tables, graphs, 
maps. 69 refs. 

DLC, G880. P7, 1964 

~~re are 44 species of birds breeding within the 
b. a.retie Convergence, 5 of which are true land 
J.nrds. Almost 3/ 4 of these breed also in the sub
of tarctic; only 12 species breed exclusively south 
(ththe Antarctic Convergence, and of these only 3 

e emperor penguin, Antarctic petrel, and 
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McCormick's skua) are restricted lo breeding on 
the shores of the continent. There is a. summer 
abundance of food on the ocean surface (Crustacea., 
squid, fish, zoo- and phytoplankton). The plankton 
population peaks during Feb. and March. As cold 
weather returns, the zoopla.nkton descends to 
deeper level and with it, lhe squid and fish, thus 
forcing the birds to migrate (except the king and 
emperor penguins). Long summer days increase 
the food-getting capacity and thus chick-feeding 
capacity. Nests a.re located on north-facing slopes, 
in deep cavities, or in the shelter of cliffs and 
boulders away from the strongest winds. The cli
mate limits plant and insect life progressively as 
the latitude increases, and concomitantly limits the 
avifauna. A detailed description of sub-Antarctic 
and Antarctic regions is given with reference to 
climate, vegetation, and suitability of breeding 
grounds for various species. A table of geographic 
distribution is given for the breeding birds of the 
Antarctic. 

B-2362 581. 9(*7) 

Greene, s. W. 
PLANTS OF THE LAND. In: Raymond Priestley and 
others (eds.), Antarctic Research. London, Butter
worths, 19641 p. 240-253, incl. illus., maps. 43refs. 

DLC, GBBO. P7, 1964 

A delineation of botanical zones within the Antarctic 
and sub-Antarc~c regions 1s given. References are 
given to studies which estimate the total numbe_r of 
species found within these zones. South Georgia is 
divided into 3 main units: a coastal Poa. fla.bellata tus
sock association· an inland grass tundra. or "tundra 
meadow"· and a ~wamp association characterized by 
Rostkovi~ magellanica.. The climax vegetation over 
much of South Georgia is a Festuca. erecta grass 
heath but a Poa fla.bellata climax formation occurs 
aroun'd the coast. The South Georgian vegetation is 
compared with that of the islands of Kerguelen, Mac
quarie Falkland Auckland, Campbell, Heard, Mar
ion, ~d Crozet. 1 In the vegetation of the Antarctic 
zone, only cryptogamic communities, dominated by 
either mosses or lichens, have been reported. The 
vegetation patterns of the Scotia Ridge, Graham Land, 
Trinity Peninsula, South Sandwich Is., South _Shetland 
Is., and East Antarctica. are compared. Env1~on
mental factors are described: temperature, wi?d, 
short growing period, and snow-cover. Edapluc fac
tors described are soil type, water cont~nt, rock . 
weathering, and substrate acidity. B1?~c effects in

clude the competition of plant commuruties, . and the 
influence of native and alien fauna. Antarctic and 
Arctic vegetations are compared. Possible methods 
of transoceanic migration a.re discussed. 
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B-2371 594. 32(591. 16): 595. 315. 6(*821) 

Hedgpeth, Joel w. 
NOTES ON THE PECULIAR EGG LAYING HABIT 
OF AN ANTARCTIC PROSOBRANCH (MOLLUSCA: 
GASTROPODA). Veliger, 7(1):45-46, incl. diagr., 
July 1, 1964. -

DLC 

Eggs (about 1 mm in diameter) of an unidentified 
prosobranch were observed on the legs of the Ant
arctic pycnogonid Colossendeis megalonyx. These 
eggs are usually found on the ventral surface of the 
long joints (femur and tibia) of the legs in a single 
or double row, but in one specimen they were on the 
ventral surface of the body. These positions are 
apparently out of reach of the terminal segments of 
the accessol'Y egg-carrying legs (ov!gers), which 
are used by the pycnogonid for grooming. The 3 
specimens, each about 6 in. in diameter, were ob
tained from the Eltanin station near 61°19'S, 56°09'W 
at 120-131 fathoms and near 62°50'S, 60°37'W at 146-
170 fathoms. It would appear that the dispersal of 
pycnogonids is probably easier than that of shelled 
gastropods, and thus the pycnogonid serves as a 
means of egg dispersal for this gastropod. 

B-2372 698. 4: 591. 9(261/• 82/• 84) 

Loy, W. 
ORNITHOLOGICAL PROFILE FROM ICELAND TO 
ANTARCTICA. Gerfaut; Giervalk (Brussels), 62: 
626-640, incl. illus. , tables, maps, 1962. 6 refs. 

DLC, QL6'/l. G4 

Bird observations were recorded on a voyage from 
southeast Icelandic waters (65°N), across the North 
Atlantic Ocean to North Scotland, the North Sea, the 
Engl!sh Channel, the Bay of Biscay, the Atlantic 
Ocean to Cape Town, and then to Roi Baudouin sta
tion, d11ring Nov. 1959 to March 1960, The locations 
lllld dates or sightings are listed for each maJ or spe
cies, along with the numbers of individuals sighted. 
Large-scale maps show the locations of sightings, 
Photographs of the major species are included. The 
following birds were sighted in the Antarctic region: 
great skua (Stercorarius skua), McCormick's skua 
Stercorarius maccormicki), Wilson's petrel 
Oceanites oceanicus), snow petrel p odroma 
nivea , cape pigeon (Daption capensis , Antarctic 
petrel (Thallassoica aiitarcftca), giant fulrnar 

acronectes I teus), blue petrel (Halobaena 
caeru ea , wh e r Pach tila vittata) wander
~ross (Diomedea exu ans sooty ;tlbatross 
(Phoebetria fusca), silver-gray petrel (Priocella 
antarctica). 
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B-2386 582. 261:581. 9(*84, •88) 

Kozlova, 0. G. 
DIATOMS IN THE INDIAN AND PACIFIC SECTORS 
OF THE ANTARCTIC. [Diatomovye vodorosli !ndil
skogo i Tikhookeanskogo sektorov Antarktiki. ] Text 
in Russian. Moskva, Nauka, 1964, 16Bp, , incl 
illus. , tables, graphs, diagrs. , maps, append. 
126 refs. 

DLC, QK569. D54K6 

Diatoms are abundant in the Antarctic sectors of the 
Indian and Pacific oceans. Their remains form 40 
to 60% of bottom sediments; in the spring-summer 
period, there may be as many as 1 billion cells in 1 
m3 of water. Large collections were made of Ant
arctic diatoms from surface suspensions, from deep
er waters, and bottom sediments during the fourth 
voyage of the Ob'. A study was made of the distribu
tion of diatoms in the surface layer of water and in 
bottom sediments in l'elation to species composition, 
preservation, and quantity. Distributions in the seas 
and in bottom sediments around Antarctica are shown 
for various species. Tables are given for species 
and depths at which they may be found for 3 zones: 
Antarctic, sub-Antarctic, and temperate. [See B· 
2068) 

B-2397 593. 1 '/1(*747) 

Thompson, Jesse c., Jr, 
PSEUDOCOHNILEMBUS LONGISETUS; A HYMEN
OSTOME CILIATE FROM ANTARCTICA. VirginlaJ. 
Sci,, 16(2): 185-169, incl, illus,, .April 1965, 3 refs. 

DLC, Ql. V5 

A detailed morphological description of this organism 
is given with special emphasis on the lnfraclllature. 
The specimens, collected on Nelly I, (12 ml WNW of 
Wilkes station) at an elevation of 100 ft, were treated 
with the Chatton-Lwoff silver impregnation technique, 
and living material was examined with phase micros• 
copy. A comparison is made with the Florida form 
of ~. lon~setus, Photomicrographs of the organism 
are inclu ed, 

B-2398 598. 45:691. 52(*162) 

Taylor, Rowland H. 
ADELIE PENGUIN ROOKERIES IN THE ROSS 
DEPENDENCY. Antarctic (Wellington), 3(12):566-
570, incl. table, map, Dec. 1964. 23 refs. 

DLC, G845. A55 

Twenty-two Adelle penguin rookeries are listed with 
a compilation of their respective population es~ates 
as recorded on expeditions since the early 1900 8• 

The validity of these early estimates ts discussed. 
Of value are the more recent estimates made by 
more exact methods of population survey. A lar_ge· 
scale map shows the rookery locations in Vlctona 
Land, the Balleny Is. , and in the islands off the 
coast of Victoria Land {Ross, etc. ). 
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B-2399 581. 522. 63(*786) 

Costin, A. B. 
LONG-DISTANCE SEED DISPERSALTOMACQUARIE 
ISLAND, Nature, 206(4981):317, April 17, 1965. 
2 refs. 

DLC, Ql. N2 

Jn April 1959, a large seed was found washed up on 
Handspike Point, Macquarie L , the seed being later 
identified as a Dicke rnut, Cae salpinia bonduc (L. ) 
Roxb. This species is well known for its long sea 
voyages and it is presumed that it entered_the cir
curn-Antarctic current from a coastal region of 
South America. It was, however, found with drift
wood of possible Central American origin, which in
dicates the seed might have traveled some 12, 000 mi 
at sea. In March 1960, the seed coat was scarified 
in Canberra, and the seed germinated and grew to 6 
ft until killed by frost in 1962. 

B-2404 595. 2: 574-001. 4 

Fry, William G. 
THE PYCNOGONIDA AND THE CODING OF BIOLOG
ICAL INFORMATION FOR NUMERICAL TAXONOMY. 
System, Zool., 13(1): 32-41, incl. tables, graphs, 
March 1964. 5 refs. 

DLC, QH83. S9 

A numerical taxonomic method was employed in 
classification of Antarctic pycnogonids (130 speci
mens of the genus Ammothea) in an attempt to solve 
the classification problem not yet solved by subjective 
methods. This attempt failed to produce a biologi
cally satisfactory solution. It did, however, reveal 
the limitations of the use of relative growth data in 
any numerical taxonomic procedure. Inherent in the 
problem was the difficulty in separating pycnogonid 
juveniles and larvae into species, reflecting the 
limitations of knowledge of pycnogonid life histories. 
The various comparisons performed on the meristic, 
mensural,and qualitative characters are described. 

B-2406 582. 25:582. 26: 593. 14(*821) 

Argentine Republic. Servicio de Hidrograffa Naval 
PLANKTON OF THE OCEANOGRAPHIC EXPEDI
TIONS DRAKE I AND II. [Plancton de las campanas 
oceanograficas Drake I y II. ] Text in Spanish. Publ. 
No. R. 627, 57p., incl. tables, diagrs., 1962. 35 
refs, 
DLC, GPRR 

The _D,rake. expeditions (in Drake Passage) of the 
C:\!)1tan Canepa were aimed at studies of the Ant
arctic Convergence, Drake I in 1958 and Drake II in 
1959- Detailed systematic descriptions are given of 
au th~ organisms obtained. Four new species are 
described: Peridinium unipes, ~ - acanthophorum, 
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P. nanwn, and Epiplocyloides antarctica. The 
Drake I expedition obtained many samples without 
representative organisms; the majority correspond 
to the sub-Antarctic region which has few typical 
dinoflagellates and tintinnids. The diatoms have had 
a wide dispersion, and many of them are also found 
in the Antarctic. Samples of the second expedition, 
taken generally in the Antarctic region, were very 
poor in diatoms. Probably the lack of light is the 
limiting factor. The richest sample was taken at a 
station very close to the convergence. 

B-2410 597. 583(*725) 

Bellisio, Norberto Bernardo 
ANTARCTIC FISH OF THE ARGENTINE SECTOR 
(PART I). TAXONOMY AND BIOLOGY OF 
CHAENOCEPHALUS ACERATUS AND NOTOTHENIA 
NEGLECTA OF THE SOUTH ORKNEYS. (Peces 
Antarticos del Sector Argentina (Parte I). Taxinom{a 
y biolog{a de Chaenocephalus aceratus y Notothenia 
neglecta de Orcadas del Sur. ] Text in Spanish. 
Argentine Repub. , Serv. Hidrogr. Nav. , Publ. No. 
H. 900, 90p. , incl. illus. , tables, graphs, diagrs. , 
maps, 1964. 19 refs. 

DLC, GPRR 

The fishes investigated in thiS study were caught at 
Laurie L in the South Orkneys in Dec. 1962 and Jan. 
1963. Detailed anatomical descriptions are given of 
the two species, and the tabulated data include 
absolute measurements and principal morphologic 
relationships among specimens of Notothenia neglecta. 
Endo- and ectoparasites of _!:!. neglecta are listed, as 
well as the results of stomach- content analyses. 

B-2411 598. 45(*725) 

Bellisio, Norberto Bernardo 
OBSERVATIONS ON THE DISCOVERY OF AN 
"ALBINO PENGUIN" IN THE SOUTH ORKNEY 
ISLANDS. (Observaciones sabre el hallazgo de 
un "pinguino albino" en las Islas Orcadas del_Sur.] 
Text in Spanish. Argentine Repub. , Serv. H1drogr. 
Nav. , Publ. No. H. 902, 16p. , incl. illus. , 1964. 

DLC, QL696.S5B4 

The albino penguin was caught at Scotia Bay of 
Laurie L , on Jan. 4, 1963. The shape of the head, 
the position of the eyes, and the configur~t1on of the 
beak, were enough evidence to show that it was a 
Pygoscelis antarcticus. The specimen was 650 mm 
high, and weighed 2. 89 kg. 
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B-2413 595. 2(*88) 

Hedgpeth, Joel W. and William G. Fry 
ANOTHER DODECOPODOUS PYCNOGONID. Ann. 
& Mag. Nat. Hist., 7(75):161-169, incl. tables, 
diagrs. , March 1964. 9 refs. 

DLC, QH1.A6 

Eight aclull specimens of Sexanymphon 111irabil1s sp. n. 
of the family Nymphonidae were collected at Eltanin 
Station No. 268,20. VIIL 1962 (64°01'-0S'S, 6~ 
at a depth of 2800 m. A detailed description of 
morphology is given, accompanied by line drawings. 
In a discussion of the relationship of this polyme rous 
form to the known octopodous forms, the possibility 
Is not excluded that polymery may be a "sport" con
dition, produced by accidental metameric instability. 
lt is yet to be determined whether interbreeding of 
the two forms is possible. 

B-2419 599. 745, 3{*75} 

Prevost, Jean 
COMPLEMENTARY OBSERVATIONS ON THE PINNI
PEDS OF POINTE GEOLOGIE ARCHIPELAGO. [Ob
servations complementaires sur les Pinnipedes de 
l' Archipel cle Pointe Geologie. ] Text in French. 
Mammalia, 28(2):351-358, incl. illus. , table, 
graphs, June1964. 8 refs. (Expeditions Polaires 
Fran~aises, Missions Paul-Emile Victor, Publ. No. 
252) 

DLC, QL700. M25; QL737. P6P7 

The Weddell seal Leptonychotes weddelli constitutes 
lhe majority of the local population at Gcologie 
Archipelago, with a few crabealer (Lobodon carcino
ph s), leopard (Hydrurga leptonyx), and elephant 
Mirounga leonina) seals which are regular summer 

visi ors. The low population in winter is caused by 
climatic faclors which drive the seals lo lhe limit of 
lhe pack ice. Most of the young seals are born in the 
fil'st forlnighl of Ocl. ; fetus and new-born dimensions 
a.re listed. Discussious are given of anatomical and 
p~thological observations, breeding, parasites, and 
d1sea~es of the Weddell seal, with notes on the preda
tion of the leopard seal and population estimates of 
lhe crabeater seal. 

B-2441 577. 475(*80) 

Brodski1, K. A. and K. A. Smirnova 
BIOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS. (Biologicheskie 
nablludenila. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkti
cheskaflt Eksped. , Trudy, 39: 186-200 incl. table 
1963, - ' ' 

DLC, G860, S63 

A list is given of 68 plankton stations with genera 
found at each; for samples from Antarctic waters 
t~e level_of development of each of the Calanus spe
cies ls given. Specimens were collected during the 
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entire voyage. Most of the catches were from lhe 
0- to 200-m layer, but some went as deep as 350 m. 
Species dominating the catches were Ca.lanus acutus 
~ - prof)in uus, and Metridia gerlachei There1sa' 
sharp d · erence in species variation between Ant
arctic wale 1·s and tropical and subtropical waters. 

B-2443 595. 341:591. 4:591, 9(*80) 

Brodski'!., K. A. 
DISTRIBUTION OF MASS SPECIES OF THE GENUS 
CALANUS IN THE SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE. 
[Arealy massovykh vidov roda Calanus rt)zhnogo 
polushari!a. ] Text in Russian. Aka.d. nauk SSSR, 
Dokl. , 143(3):709-712, incl. tables, diagr., map. 
March 1962. 13 refs. Eng. transl. in: Soviet 
Oceanogr., Acad. Sci. USSR, Dokl., Oceanol. 
Sect. , Issue No. 3, 1962 Ser. , p. 6-9, July 1964. 

DLC, AS262. S3663 

Cal anus species were collected from the Antarctic 
and notalian zones by the Ob' in 1955-58. Distribu
tions of C. simillimus, C~ropinquus, and C. acutus 
are shown on a map. The latter two species-ar-e -
characteristic Antarctic species; the first species is 
neither Antarctic nornotalian, but may be considered 
sub-Anta1·ctic. These species, plus C. tonsus and 
C. australis, are endemic to the Southern Hemi
sphere. Plankton samples from depths below 500 m 
did not yield any of the species north of the Antarctic 
or notalian :,;ones. The length of the females of~
propinquus and C. acutus decreases from south to 
north. In contrast, the largest females of.£· ~
limus are found mainly in the Mrthern parts of their 
area of distribution. [See B-697, B-2196] 

B-2448 599. 51: 502.. 7(*7) 

Hillaby, John 
DEATH OF THE BIG WHALES? New Scientist, ~ 
(442):358-360, incl. illus. , May 6, 1965. 

DLC, Ql. N52 

The fact that a private meeting of companies en
gaged in whaling was being held (London, May 1965) 
is interpreted as signifying the growing concern of 
the industry over the steadily decreasing stockS of 
commercial whales. The 1964 meeting of the Inter
national Whaling Commission (A-1633] at 
Sandefjord, Norway, is described from the conser
vationist point of view as having been an effort prac· 
tically ignored by the industry in that the proposed it 
catch limits were not observed. The proposed lint 
of 4000 blue whale units [BWU] in 1964-65, 3000 in 
1965-66 and 2000 in 1966-67 was to allow recovery 
to begin.'. The whaling companies of Norway, .the el 
Netherlands Russia and Japan conferred privat Y 
and proposed an 8000 BWU limit for the 1964-65 sea
son. A total catch of only 7000 units was rowid pos· 
sible, according to the 1964~65 _catch figure~ ~ the 
Food and Agriculture OrganizatJOn of the Umte 
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Nations. Thus, the industry is being forced to 
acknowledge that conservation is a prime requisite 
for future financial return and that continued com
mercial exploitation will soon lead to total stock 
depletion. It was seen that the sei whale is rapidly 
becoming the major species caught as the fin whale 
stocks continue to decrease. Russia is reportedly 
not observing the protection of the remaining blue 
whales. 

B-2520 551. 46:551. 5:639. 245. 1(*80) 

Rybnikov, A. A. 
INFLUENCE OF WEATHER AND HYDROLOGICAL 
CONDITIONS ON THE MOVEMENT AND DISTRIBU
TION OF WHALES IN ANTARCTICA. (0 vli!anii 
pogody i gidrologicheskikh uslovil na dvizhenie i 
raspredelenie kitov v Antarktike. ] Text in Russian. 
Antarktika: Dold. Komis. , 1962. Moskva, Izd-vo 
Akad. nauk SSSR, 1963, p. 143-152, incl. tables, 
graphs, map. 3 refs. 

DLC, G576. A65 

The area of the Antarctic waters, which concerns the 
relation of whales' behavior and migration to hydro
logical and meteorological conditions, is the area 
south of the Antarctic Convergence to a depth of 200 
m. Whales are concentrated in this area due to the 
favorable plankton-producing conditions. Such 
favorable conditions exist in 25% of the Atlantic and 
Indian sectors, at 52-56° and 62-66°S. The upper 
layers in this area have temperatures of 0. 5° to 0°C 
(sometimes -0. 5°); salinity fluctuates from 34. 00 to 
34. 25%0, and absolute dissolved oxygen content (up 
to 7. 00 ml) is less than in surrounding regions 
where whales are not concentrated. Location and 
paths of centers of cyclones and pressure gradients 
affect movement of whales; in the western part of 
cyclones they move against the wind with a turn to the 
left, approaching the region of cyclone centers; if 
they are located in the front part of the cyclone, they 
move against the wind with a turn to the right; in the 
center of the cyclone, they feed peacefully and move 
m various directions. 

B-2527 599. 745. 3:591. 13(*764) 

Dearborn, John H. 
FOOD OF WEDDELL SEALS AT McMURDO SOUND, 
ANTARCTICA. J. Mammal. , 46(1):37-43, incl. 
table, Feb. 20, 1965. 22 refs.-

DLC, QL700. J6 

stomach contents of 44 Weddell seals taken at 
McMurdo Sound were examined. Fishes occurred in 
97% of the stomachs that contained any food. Stom
achs were examined immediately in the field or were 
tied off at both ends and frozen for later study. Con
tents were sorted in trays and individual items of 
food preserved for specific determination. Occur-

237-720 O - 67 _ 6 
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rence of parasites in the digestive tract was noted. 
Mysids, decapod crustaceans, a.mphipods, and 
cephalopods were the invertebrate prey taken most 
frequently. All specimens examined were heavily in
fested with nematodes and cestodes, a condition re
lated to the predominantly fish diet of this seal. 
(Auth., mod. ) 

-B-2528 5. 001. 5(047. 1):087. 6(*7) 

McDonald, Edwin 
ANTARCTIC SECRETS. Frontiers, 29(4):110-112, 
incl illus. , April 1965. 

DLC, QJ:11. F76 

A review of scientific findings in Antarctica is 
presented, including items of interest to the general 
reader. Emphasis is given to the biological forms 
of Antarctica, such as mollusks, crustaceans, sea
worms, sea urchins, starfishes, plankton, penguins, 
leopard seal, skuas, insects, lichens, moss, and 
algae. Fossil discoveries are mentioned in con
junction with the theory of Continental Drift. 

B-2542 57(083. 9)(*7): (410) 

Holdgate, M. W. 
BRITISH ANTARCTIC SURVEY BIOLOGICAL RE
SEARCH. London, Roy. Soc. , Brit. Natl. Commt. 
Antarctic Res. , 1963, 18p. 68 refs. 

DLC 

Since 19~1, the British Antarctic Survey has ex
panded its biological program to include a broader 
area of coverage, more staff, a permanent biologi
cal unit in the Dept. of Zoology, Queen Mary College, 
University of London, and construction of a labora
tory on Signy L A review of the biological r_esearch 
accomplished between 1945 and 1963 ls provided to 
set the context for current and future research. Re
search during this period involved microbiology, 
botany, terrestrial invertebr_ate z_oology, hmnology 
and freshwater biology, marine biology, ornithology, 
and mammalogy. The programs currentlf in opera
tion, or planned for the future, are described. They 
include the same disciplines, broadened m scope, 
and, in addition, soil science, Quaternary _research, 
and veterinary medicine. Special explor:111ons are 
planned for 1963-64 in the Tottan Mountains,. Gra_ham 
L d and the South Sandwich Is. An extensive b1b-

an , d · 1945 Jiography covering the research conducte since 
is included. 
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B-2561 574(26):579, 62(084. 4){*80) 

Southern California, University. Dept. of 
Biological Sciences 

STUDIES IN ANTARCTIC OCEANOLOGY. BIOLOGI
CAL STATIONS OCCUPIED BY THE USNS ELTANIN: 
A SYNOPTIC ATLAS. Los Angeles, June 1965, 3p., 
81 plates. 

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection 

The purpose of this atlas is to indicate the locations 
of the biological stations occupied by the Eltanin on 
cruises 4-13 and provide a distributional reference 
of samples taken of groups of Antarctic organisms. 
On cruises 4-12 sampling programs were carried out 
in the area 32-70°S and 20-130-W, and on cruise 13 in 
the Antarctic waters between South America and New 
Zealand. The synoptic charts are differentiated by 
the sampling equipment used; the stations sampled 
with a particular type of gear are plotted by months 
for 1962-64, and are nwnbered consecutively. A 
summary map indicating all stations sampled with a 
particular type of gear is provided for each of the 
following pieces of equipment: (1) Isaacs-Kidd mid
water trawl, (2) Blake trawl, (3) small biological 
(Menzies) trawl, (4) gravity co1·er1 (5) 1/2-meter 
plankton net, and (6) benthic camera. Single maps 
record the use of the bottom grab, 40-ft otter trawl, 
rock dredge, and Clarke-Bumpus plankton net. 

B-2583 598, 42(*781. 5) 

Swales, M. K. 
THE SEA-BIRDS OF GOUGH ISLAND. Ibis, 107(1): 
17-42, incl. tables, maps, Jan. 1965. Ibid. ;-TI>7{2): 
215-229, incl. tables, diagr., April 19~ 115"refs. 

DLC, QL671. !12 

Between Nov. 1955 and May 1956 continuous observa
tions were made on the seabirds of Gough l These, 
and further occasional observations during 7 subse
quent years, are compared with all previous pub
lished records for the island. A checklist of 30 spe
cies of seabirds has been compiled and substantiated, 
as far as possible, by a series of skins of 20 species. 
Nearly 900 seabirds of 20 species were caught and 
measured, considerably more than at any previous 
time. Eight species are analyzed in detail, and 
some are compared with those from other populations 
(e.g., Tristan da Cunha, Nightingale, and Inaccessi
ble Is. ). The relative status of each species was 
estimated, together with total breeding populations 
where possible. In some cases the distribution of 
nests was mapped. Detailed sound and photographic 
records were made of 14 and 16 species, respective
ly. Numbers of wandering albatrosses Diomedea 
exula:ns and skuas Catharacta skua were ringed and 
color-marked, respectively. Observations were 
made on the nesting seasons, breeding behavior, and 
molt of various species which are treated systemati
cally. A list is included of all ectoparasites found on 
seabirds on Gough l I all of which belong to the 
species of Ixodes (ticks). (Auth. , mod. ) 
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B-2584 582. 331. 2(*726. 53) 

Corte, Alfredo 
THE FIRSI' RECORD OFTHE FAMILYOF HEPATICS 
"MARCHANTIACEAE" FOR ANTARCTICA (Primera 
cita de la familia de hepaticas "Marchantiaceae" para 
la Antartida. ] Text in Spanish with English, French, 
German, and Italian summaries. Inst. Antartico 
Argentino, Contrib. , No. 68, 12p. 1 incl. illus., 
map, 1962. 7 refs. 

DLC, GPRR 

The family of hepatics Marchantiaceae has been re
corded for the first time in Antarctica, represented 
by the one genus and species Marchantia berleroana 
Lehm. & Lindenb. 1 found at Cape Spring (64610'S, 
60°57'W) on the Danco Coast. The research was con
ducted during the summer of 1957-58 and 1960-61 by 
the Instituto Antartico Argentino. The species is 
figured and described, and the ecology (growth period 
and habitat) is discussed. All Antarctic hepatics thus 
far recorded are listed. (Auth. , mod. ) 

B-2585 576. 851. 25: 598. 4(*726. 50) 

Margni, Ricardo A. and Osvaldo D. Castrelos 
BACTERIA ISOLATED FROM THE UPPER RESPIRA· 
TORY TRACT OF ANT ARCTIC BIRDS CAPTURED lN 
HOPE BAY. (Bacterias aisladas del arbol respira• 
torio superior de aves antarticas capturadas en Balla 
Esperanza. ] Text in Spanish with English, French, 
German, and Italian summaries. Inst. Antartico 
Argentino, Contrib. , No. 75, 13p. , incl illus. 1 

tables, 1963. 4 refs. 
DLC, GPRR 

A bacteriological study was conducted of the upper 
respiratory tract of Antarctic birds (mostly penguinS 
and skuas), in which a predominance of Micrococcus, 
nonpathogenic Staphylococcus, and Sarcina was ob· 
served, with a smaller proportion iifeorynebac
terium and Brevibacterium. All 5 bacteria were 
similar to those found in birds of warme_r ~reas .. 
Methods of sample collection and bacteria 1solahon 
are described. The properties of the various types 
of bacteria found a.re tabulated, as well as pertJ.Jlent 
data on the specimens (avian species, location_, baC· 
teria isolated, etc. ). Photomicrographs of Micro
coccus and Sarcina are included. (See B-1473] 

B-2586 576. 851. 1{*726. 53, *727) 

Margni, Ricardo A. and Osvaldo D. Castrelos AND 
BACTERIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF AIR, SNOW, 
SOIL OF CAPE SPRrnG AND ELLSWORTH SCIEN: e 
TIFIC STATION. [Examenes bacleriolo~,cos d~:; 
nieve y sue lo de Cabo Primavera y Estacion Cie b 
Ellsworth. ] Text in Spanish with English, ~re~c • 
German, and Italian summaries. Inst. An_tartico 
Argentino, Contrib., No. 76, 15p., incl. illus., 
tables, 1963. 16 refs. 

DLC, GPRR 
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A complete bacteriological study was ma.de of a 
series of microorganisms isolated from air, snow, 
and soil in Antarctica. Research was conducted at 
Cape Spring during summer, 1960-61, and at 
Ellsworth Station from March to Nov. 1961, A clear 
predominance oI gram-negative bacilli of the genera 
pseudomonas, Achromobacter, and Alkaligenes was 
determined, in general agreement with the results of 
IiZul<a (1961) and in partial disagreement with those 
published by other investigators. It is probable that 
many of these analyses were simple bacterioscopies 
and cultures in differential media, while the present 
classification was based on a complete morphological, 
cultural, physiological, and biochemical study of each 
of the bacteria examined. Properties of ihe various 
bacteria are tabulated and photomicrographs of 5 
species are included. (See B-1473} (Auth. , mod.) 

B-2589 598, 421(*7) 

Phillips, J. H. 
THE PELAGIC DISTRIBUTION OF THE SOOTY 
SHEARWATER PROCELLARIA GRlSEA. Ibis, 105 
(3):340-353, incl. table, maps, Julyl963, 57 refs. 

DLC, QL671, 112 

The breeding distribution of the sooty shearwater and 
the dates of Its breeding season are reviewed. Rec
ords from the South Atlantic, South Pacific, and 
Indian Oceans are summarized. The records of the 
clrcum-Antarctlc waters comprise nonbreeding birds 
feeding off the ice edge in the Australian sector of the 
Antarctic during the latter part of the breeding sea
son. The majority of birds spend the austral winter 
in the Pacific Ocean. Birds from the New Zealand 
colonies are found mostly on the feeding grounds off 
Japan, Birds from the Cape Horn colonies spend the 
austral winter in the rich areas off the western coast 
o! North America. Some spend the austral winter 
ct! the South African coasts and a number of non
breeding birds remain there throughout the summer, 
The migrations of the birds in the North Atlantic are 
discussed in relation to prevailing meteorological 
and oceanographic conditions and food supply. It is 
concluded that most sooty shearwaters in the North 
Atlantic make a circular migration, crossing the 
North Atlantic from west to east in June and July, 
and recrossing about Sept. further south in the north
east trades. (Auth. , mod, ) 

B-2591 
599. 745. 3(*786) 

Ling, John K. and David G. Nicholls 
11\ IOBllJZATION OF ELEPHANT SEALS USING 
SUCCINYLCHOLINE CHLORIDE. Nature, 200 
(49lO):I021-1022 Dec 7 1963 6 refs -

DLC, Ql, N2 ' ' ' ' . 

Biologists of the Australian National Antarctic Re-
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search Expeditions have been investigating the ecol
ogy and physiology of the southern elephant seal 
Mirounga leonina Linn. , at Macquarie L Prese'nt 
work r~qu1res the animals to be handled for a variety 
of studies, but their large size (mature cows 2. 5 m 
long and 500 kg in weight; mature bulls 5 m long and 
3000 kg in weight) makes physical restraint of any but 
small pups impossible. Intramuscular injections of a 
concentrated (200 mg/ml) solution of succinylcholine 
chloride we re administered by means of an extension 
syringe. A reliable dose is 2 mg/ kg. Paralysis often 
occurred in less than 0. 5 min and usually within 1 
min of injection. Its duration varied from a few 
seconds to 45 min and no ill effects were observed 
after the animals recovered. 

B-2602 595. 142. 253(*7) 

Wells, G. P. 
THE LUGWORMS OF THE SOUTHERN COLD TEM
PERATE ZONE (ARENICOLIDAE, POLYCHAETA). 
Zool. Soc. London, Proc., 140(1):121-159, incl. 
illus. , table, graph, diagrs.-;-maps, Feb, 1963. 44 
refs. 

DLC, QLl. Z7 

The lugworms of the cold temperate waters of the 
Southern Hemisphere belong to the genus Abarenicola. 
This genus is divided into two groups, one possessing 
and one lacking statocysts. The cysted group is con
fined to the Southern Hemisphere. Its component 
forms have hitherto been described either as ass!mi
Us or as assimills var. affinis, which represeiitsin 
oversimplification. The characters which are useful 
in separating the forms are described. Emphasis Is 
given to the nature of the statoliths in the cysted 
forms. According to the revised classification pre
sented, there are three species of cysted Abarentcola: 
A. assimilis, A. affinis, and A. gilchrlsti. The 
first and second species contaiii 5 and 4 subspecies, 
respectively, which are described, and the distribu
tion of each is listed. A. lchristi Is a new species 
from South Africa. Three su species of A. assimills 
occur in sub-Antarctic Cold Temperate water 
(asslmilis, brevior, and insularum). The other 
forms occur7ii1lie warmer and more saline Cold 
Temperate Mixed Water. (Auth. , mod. ) 

B-2612 598, 422. 2:591. 543. 4(*747) 

Sollanik, G. A. 
DISCOVERY OF A BANDED POLAR STERNA 
PARADISAE BRONN IN THE ANTARCTIC. (Nakhozh
denie okoN~ovannol polffirnol krachki Sterna para
disae Brunn v Antarktike. ] Text in Russian. Sovel 
Antarkticheskaia Eksped. , Inform. biulL , No. 11: 
51-52, 1959. Eng. transL in: Soviet Antarctic 
E:xpedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 2, Amster
dam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 28. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115, S6862 
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On Feb. 4, 1959, a ship of the whaling fleet Slava 
found several terns at the edge of broken drift ice 
(65°08'S, 111°15'E [near Wilkes Station]), one of 
which a molting female, had been banded near 
Cope;hagen, Denmark, on May 28, 1958. This is 
the first record of a tern being banded in the North
ern Hemisphere and found in the Antarctic. Previous 
finds of this sort were in Natal, South Africa, and in 
Australia. The terns molt in the Antarctic and are 
found most of the time on fields of broken ice. In 
early March they collect into flocks and fly north. 
The tern discovered in the Antarctic had flown over 
10, 000 nautical miles in a direct line from its place 
of banding, and if it can be assumed that it starte<i its 
flight immediately after it was banded, then it flew 
over 80 km/ day. 

B-2630 598. 2 (* 7 82) 

Sol!anik, G. A. 
SOME BIRD OBSERVATIONS ON BOUVET ISLAND. 
[Nekotorye nablftidenil"'ii nad pti~ami na o. Buve. ] 
Text in RussiaIL Sovet. Antarkticheskai'a Eksped. , 
Inform. bftill., No. 13:34-37, incl. illus., map, 
1959. 2 refs. Eng. transl in: Soviet Antarctic 
Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 2, Amster
dam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 97-100. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

An outline is given of bird species seen by members 
of the whaling fleet Slava on Bouvet L in Nov. 1958. 
The locations of nesting birds at Cape C!rconcision 
are shown on a map. A penguin colony consisted of 
680 to 800 individuals of Pygoscelis antarctica, 
Eudyptes chrysolophus, and Pygoscelis adeliae. 
Nesting places andfeeding habits are discussed. The 
presence of Adelie penguins at such low latitudes is 
unusual. The largest penguin colony (1000 birds) with 
a ratio similar to the first colony, was found on a 
mountain slope in the eastern part of the island. 
Othe1· bird species observed include Daption capensis, 
Fulmarus glacialoides, Pagodroma nivea, Stercora
rius skua maccormicki, Sterna vittata, Larus 
aominicanus, Macronectesglgan~ DTcimeciea 
exulans, and Diomedea melanophrys. 

B-2647 598. 45(*784. 2) 

Bauer, Albert 
THE PENGUIN ROOKERY OF RALLIER DU BATY 
PENINSULA. [La manchotiere de la Presqu'ile 
Rallier du Baty.] Text In French. CNFRA (Paris), 
No. 2:107-117, i11cl. illus., map, 1963. 2 refs. 

DLC, GPRR 

Durin~ the helicopter flights of JaJL 11, 1962, a new 
pengum rookery was discovered and photographed, at 
about 1 km from Cape BourboJL It is situated on a 
plateau about 100 m in elevation, and has two access 
routes. The penguins could not be identified but 
are believed to be Macaroni penguins. Thei; num
ber is eslin1ated at 500,000 individuals. 
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B-2666 595. 383. 1{*7) 

Hardy, Alister 
THE KRILL--AN OCEAN HARVEST OF THE 
FUTURE? New Scientist, 27(450):41-43, incl illus., 
graph, maps, July 1, 1965.-

DLC, Ql. N52 

Past investigations of krill (Euphausia superba) are 
discussed, including references to pertinent expedi
tion reports. The organism is described. A graph 
shows the large variations in the numbers of E. 
superba taken during consecutive surface hauls, re
flecting the habit of this organism to swar1n, which in 
turn makes it possible for whales to graze in areas of 
high krill concentration and consume great numbers 
in short periods of time. Maps show the distribution 
of E. superba and the concomitant number of whales 
in South Georgia waters. Harvesting this organism 
on a commercial basis could possibly serve as a 
source of protein in poultry and livestock feeds. 

B-2669 595. 2:582(*7) 

Wise, K. A. J. and J. L. Gressitt 
FAR SOUTHERN ANIMALS AND PLANTS. Nature, 
207(4992): 101-102, incl. map, July 3, 1965. 4 refs. 
DLC, Ql.N2 

During the 1964-65 Antarctic season several new 
southernmost records were established for known 
natural occurrences of animals. Lichens were col
lected from the Wisconsin Range at 86°09'S, 131°14'W, 
and the mite Nanorchestes antarcticus from the 
Robert Scott Glacier area at 85632'S, 153"W. Other 
species (rotifers, algae, springtails, moss) are 
listed from localities progressively farther north. 
Biotic environments occur ma.inly on northward
facing slopes with snow patches, on flats below per• 
manent snow-ice slopes, on cliffs with snow patches, 
on ice-cored moraines, or on flats above glacier 
levels where moisture is available. There is no ln· 
dication of species in the central (southern) areas of 
Antarctica linking species in the peripheral (northern) 
areas of the Ross Sea sector with those of the Ant· 
arctic Peninsula. 

B-2674 577. 1(577. 46: 577. 47](*80) 

Volkovinskil, V. V. and M. v. Fedosov 
FORMATION OF PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY IN 
ANTARCTIC WATERS. (0 formirovanii pervich~o1 
procluktivnosti v antarkticheskikh vodakh. ] Text m 
Russian with English summary. Akad. nauk SSSR.1 
Mezhduved. geofiz. komt. proved. MGG. X razd;. 
progr. MGG: Okeanol. issled. Sb. state!, No. 1 · 
115-122, incl table, graphs, maps, 1965. 14 refs. 

DLC, GC6. A45 

. • the Atlantic 
The earliest vegetational period be~i_ns 111 • June· 
sector in Sept. and ends in the Pacific sector lll 
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July. Intensive photosynthesis occur_s ~ the edge_ of 
melting ice. Maximum photosynthesis m Anta7chc 
waters occurs in the surface layers, whereas lil 
northern waters it occurs at the 25-m depth. Effec
live photosynthesis was high in the periods from 1925 
to 1929 and 1949 to 1959, but lower in 1930 to 1939. 

B-2677 582. 293. 382(*722) 

Lamb, L Mackenzie 
ANTARCTIC LICHENS. L THE GENERA USNEA, 
RAMALINA, HIMANTORMIA, ALECTORlA-, -
CORNICULARIA. Brit. Antarctic Survey Scient. 
Repts. No. 38, 34p. , incl. illus. , tables, maps, 
appends., 1964. 138 refs. 

DLC, QH199. B73 

This is the first of a series of reports on the taxono
my of lichens of the southern part of the British Ant
arctic Territory. In addition to the British collec
tions, those of Argentinian, Belgian, French, Swedish, 
and U. S. expeditions prior to 1958 have been used. 
Five genera, Usnea, Ramalina, Himantormia, Alec
toria, and Cornicularia, are represented, traditionally 
included in the family Usneaceae. The 4 Usnea spe
cies belong to the subgenus Neuropogon and are simi
lar in having a wide ecological range. Ramalina is 
considered to be represented by 1 species only, and 
a new genus, Himantormia, is established for 
Ramalina lugubris Hue (1915). Four species of 
Alectoria and 2 of Cornicularia are also present. 
The species of these genera are described, details 
being given of their structure, chemical constituents, 
and geographical distribution. Three species, 
Alectoria nigricans, A. chalybeiformis, and 
Cornicularia aculeat~ are recorded for the first 
time from the Antarctic. (Auth. , mod. ) 

B-2697 574. 001. 5(047. 1)(*7) 

Holdgate, M. W. 
BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH BY THE BRITISH ANT
ARCTIC SURVEY. Polar Rec., 12(80):553-573, 
mcl. diagr, , May 1965. 112 refs."° 

DLC, G575. P6 

A_ review of biological research is given, including a 
history of discovery and early research in the area 
of the _Antarctic Peninsula, followed by a report of 
biol_og1cal research at British stations during the 
period 1943-1960, with emphasis on microbiology, 
ormthology, and mammalogy. A discussion of the 
development of biological research since 1960 con
cerns the work at Signy L , the main biological re
search center for the British Antarctic Survey. Re-

b
search programs include: (1) soil science and micro
iology (including the study of patterned ground and 

solifluction), (2) terrestrial botany (study of recent 
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frozen peat moss for included drift pollen, plant 
ecology), (3) terrestrial, freshwater, and marine 
biology, (4) ornithology (embryology of penguins, 
birdbanding studies, study of Daption capensis, 
Chionis alba, Catharacta skuaioniliiergi), and (5) 
mammalogy. A description of the laboratory facili
ties at Signy L is given. Research at other British 
Antarctic Survey Stations is outlined, [See B-2542) 

B-2702 599,745, 3:591. 58(*881) 

Schevill, William E. and William A. Watkins 
UNDERWATER CALLS OF LEPTONYCHOTES 
(WEDDELL SEAL), Zoologica, @(1):45-46, incl, 
illus., Spring 1965. 4 refs. 

DLC, QL 1,N6 

During Oct. and Nov, 1963, recordings of the under
water calls of Leptonychotes weddelli were made at 
McMurdo Sound usingahydrophoneandtape recorder. 
Since a seal calling with its head out of wate1· is 
audible to an immersed hydrophone, in-air calls are 
also on the tapes. Some of these barks or howls 
have fundamental frequencies between 50 and 400 cps 
with strong harmonic structure, and durations of 1/4 
to 1 sec. The duration, repetition rate, and tone 
characteristics (frequency and loudness) of the under
water calls are discussed. 

B-2710 5. 001. 5(*7) 

Crary, A. P. 
ANTARCTIC BIOLOGY; INTRODUCTION. Bio
Science, 15(4):251-252, incl. illus., April 1965. 

DLC, QID. A277 

The broad framework of the U. S. national program 
in Antarctica maintains an increasingly active in
terest in biology. Allocation of research grant funds 
of the National Science Foundation's Office of Ant
arctic Programs, which funds all research, is _out
lined. Slightly less than 25% is spent annually Ill the 
100 separate research programs in various fields of 
biology. The Antarctic Treaty is dis_cussed as_ an 
example of one of the major accompllshments Ill _ex
ploration and scientific research. The c~ntnbut1on 
of the u. s. Navy in logistics ope rations 1s also cited 
in the necessity of planning and executing programs. 

B-2711 5. 001. 5(73)(*7) 

Llano, George A. 
UNITED STATES ANTARCTIC RESEARCH_PROGRAM 
IN BIOLOGY. BioScience, ~(4):254-258, incl. illus., 
April 1965, 

DLC, QH1,A277 
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The historical development of Antarctic biologic~ 
research is traced, The rigorous and isolated climat
ic and environmental conditions are described as 
they affect both biotic adaptation and research. Atten
tion is given to research opportunities and facilities 
such as the Eltanin. Opportunities unique to Antarc -
tic research are noted, The composition and scope 
of the growing biological program since the IGY are 
reviewed illustrated by the programs of the Bernice 
P. Blshoi, Museum and Stanford University. 

B-2713 57. 001. 5: 727. 5(*764) 

Wohlschlag, D. E. 
U. S, BIOLOGICAL FACILITIES IN ANTARCTICA. 
BioScience, ~( 4): 261-2631 incl. illus., diagrs., 
April 1965, 

DLC, QH1, A277 

The biological laboratory at McMurdo station is de
scribed in detail, Erected in 19591 it now consists of 
3 prefabricated T-5 buildings housing facilities vary
ing from aquaria and a library to a microbiological 
laboratory. The laboratory, operated by Stanford 
University under a contract with NSF, is for the use 
of all USARP biologists, Construction, equipment, 
and laboratory supplies are discussed, McMurdo 
station is described as favorably located for marine 
research and for its accessibility to nearby field 
shelters at Capes Evans, Crozier, and Hallett. 
Methods of transportation are included, 

B-2714 598. 2,001. 5(*7) 

$laden, W, J, L, 
ORNITHOLOGICAL RESEARCH IN ANTARCTICA. 
BioScience, 15(4): 264-268, incl, illus., map, 
April 1965, To refs. 

DLC, QHl, A277 

Antarctic birds are ideal subjects for long-te1·m pop
ulation studies, The great advance in ornithology is 
due to banding, an indispensable tool for ecological 
and behavioral studies. Narratives are related of 
the demonstration of mate and chick recognition in 
the Ad~lie penguin, P oscelis adeliae1 and the 
emperor penguin, en es for.Apiri; the breeding 
peculiarities of the ng pe n, enodytes 
p~onicus; and the long-<iistance migrations of the 
sou polar skua, Catharacta skua maccormicki, the 
giant petrel, Macronectes giganteus1 and the wander
ing albatross, Diomedea exulans. Major ornitholog
ical efforts are carried o\i£1iytne British Antarctic 
Survey, the USARP Bird Banding Program, and an 
international cooperation coordinated by a subcom
mittee on Antarctic Bird Banding of the SCAR Bio
logical Working Group, More work is needed in 
experimental ethology, physiology, and biochemistry, 
Disease processes have barely been studied, yet the 
travels of some species show that they are important 
links between the so-called isolated Antarctic contin
ent and the rest of the world, 
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B-2715 598. 45; 591. 55(•7) 

Penney, R. L. 
SOME PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF PENQUIN(SIC] 
NAVIGATION-ORIENTATION STUDIES. BioScience, 
15(4):268-270, incl illus., map, April 1965. 7 refs, 
DLC, QHl. A277 

Adelie penguins from Cape Crozier were used in a 
series of experiments designed to determine bird 
performance in relation to available cues for direc
tion when displacecL Three release sites were cho
sen: Ross Ice Shelf, and Marie Byrd Land and 
Victoria Land plateaus. The selection of birds was 
limited to birds in the pre-egg stage of the breeding 
cycle and to well-fed birds unsuccessful at reproduc
tion. It was found that homing instincts are depen
dent upon the life history of the individual. Addi
tional features, control efforts, and techniques are 
de scribecL It was found that Adelle penguins possess 
a highly developed sun azimuth orientation coupled 
with a biological clock, manifested in an "escape 
direction" which is basically NNE. Techniques must 
yet be discovered to determine at what point the 
"escape direction" is replaced by homing. (See B-
2284] 

B-2716 595. 2. 001. 5(*7) 

Gressitt, J. Linsley 
ENTOMOLOOICAL FIELD RESEARCH IN ANTARC
TICA. BioScience, 15(4):271-274, incl, illus., 
April 1965. 

DLC, QHl, A277 

A description is given of Antarctic insect life w1:1ch 
consists of approximately 60 species of terrestrial 
arthropods (not including tarcligrades). The Bishqi 
Museum has been investigating faunal representation, 
distribution, dispersal, microcllmatology, zo1eog
raphy, ecology, and physiology over the pasl \r 
seasons with 23 participants. One of their maJ ad f 
research goals comprises the study of the spre 0 

insects across ocean or ice to islands or nunataks, 
and the evolution of fauna. A history of the eicp~or~~ 
tory work and the resulting publications are re e~ ~ 
Methods of collection such as flotatio!} andt uiieser es 
funnel method are discussed. The m1nu em , 
Nanorchestes antarcticus strandtmann (1963), ~ in 
been determined to be the most ab~ant_ arth ol 
the McMurdo Sound area. A discus~10n 15 giv~~ en· 
Janetschek's division of the Antarctic terre5tr b _ 
virorunent into 2 systems: chalikosystem and ryo 
system. The theory of air dispersal is also 
discussed. 
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B-2717 599,745, 3:591.1:591, 5(*764) 

Ray, Carleton 
PHYSIOLOOICAL ECOLOOY OF MARINE MAMMALS 
AT McMURDO SOUND, ANTARCTICA. BioScience, 
15(4):274-277, incl. illus , , April 1965 
-DLC, QH1,A277 

A critique of physiological ecology of marine marn -
mals particularly the Weddell seal, is given as ap
piied1 to marine mammalogy in general and the loca
tion of McMurdo Sound and station in particular. This 
unique marine mammal, surely the only polar one, is 
tractable enough to be easily worked with in nature in 
proximity to a laboratory. Present and future re
searches utilizing the Weddell seal include the concept 
of urrlerwater navigation of marine mammals by echo
location or sonar, Investigations in microbiology, 
thermoregulation, nutrition, fat metabolism, and 
parasitology are discussed. 

B-2718 57. 001. 5(*746) 

Pryor, Madison E, 
BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH AT MffiNYY OBSERVA
TORY, ANTARCTICA. BioScience, 15(4):280-282, 
Incl. Illus., April 1965. 8 refs. -

DLC, QHl. A277 

Current information of the area, its physical geogra
phy, and faunal .resources are summarized. Mirnyy 
station itself is devoid of most animal life, but near
by Haswell Islets provide abundant fauna for research. 
Specialized studies are carried out on the emperor 
penguin (Aptenodytes forsteri Gray). Results of 
previous biological research are reviewed. The 
abundant avifauna encourages specialized ornitho
logical research. It has been found that most speci -
mens support parasitic populations to varying degrees 
of infestation, Prospects for future biological pro
grams are discussed. Although ornithological work 
presents the best opportunities, programs in marine 
biology concerned with the vertical distribution of 
organisms from bottom to top surface zones could be 
maintained during all seasons. 

B-2719 582. 32(*7) 

steere, William camp bell 
ANTARCTIC BRYOPHYTA. BioScience, ~(4):283-
285, April 1965. 

DLC, QHl, A277 

Bryophytes and lichens are the largest groups of 
plants tn Antarctica. Ecological contributions of 
Skottsberg and Holdgate, and important publications 
resulting from recent expeditions, are reviewed. 
Under the rigorous environmental conditions it is 
found that sporophytes rarely occur, but that most 
species have evolved some alternative method of 
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vegetative reproduction by specialized structures. A 
major discussion includes the discovery of mosses 
and the complicated problem of arriving at ace urate 
taxonomical classification. An urgently-needed com
prehensive and definitive review of past efforts along 
with reinvestigation of previously described taxa in 
accordance with current methods is under way. 
Collections of Antarctic bryophyta have been made 
possible by several recent grants, 

B-2720 582. 29(*7) 

Rudolph, E. D. 
ANT ARCTIC LICHENS AND VASCULAR PLANTS: 
THEm SIGNIFICANCE. BioScience, 15(4):285-287, 
incL illus. , April 1965. -

DLC, QHl. A277 

A review is given of the history of collecting, taxo
nomic studies, and ecological contributions of 
lichens. A summary is presented of the author's 
studies made at Hallett Station. Contributions to the 
autecology of Antarctic lichens are included. Infor
mation about lichen microhabitats was obtained by 
combining microclimatic data and measurements of 
moisture content, It was found that lichens survive 
very dry conditions with only short discontinuous 
periods of moisture as well as daily temperature ex
tremes. Such information contributes to the under
standing of metabolic adaptations. The presence of 
gymnosperm woods from the Paleozoic and Mesozoic 
Eras suggests that the two vascular plants now pres
ent are Post-Pleistocene invaders from South 
America or the sub-Antarctic islands. Some impor
tant yet unanswered problems of Antarctic botany 
such as the relation of findings to the continental 
drift theory are mentioned. 

B-2721 57. 001. 5:551, 46, 073(*7) 

Llano, George A. 
BIOLOGICAL OCEANOLOGY ON THE USNS ELTANIN. 
BioScience, 15(4):287-289, incl. illus., April 1965, 

DLC, QHl. A277 

The program, equipment, facilities, and limitatio~s of 
the Eltanin's biological and microbiological capabil
ities are described. The vessel, specific_ally con
verted for research in Antarctic waters, 1s. operated 
for NSF by the Military Sea Transport Service. The 
scope of activities extends fr om upper_ atm?sphere 
research to bOttom coring, although b10~01p-cal re
search represents its most apparent acti V1ty. 
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B-2722 597(*7) 

DeWitt, Hugh H. 
ANTARCTIC ICHTHYOLOGY. BioScience, ~(4):290-
293, incl. illus., April 1965. 

DLC, QHl. A277 

A historical review is presented of the present lmowl
edge about Antarctic fishes, together with a summary 
of some current research. Subjects discussed include 
first Antarctic records, important expeditions, major 
workers, and a review of the major papers resulting 
from the expeditions. The Antarctic Convergence 
appears to be an effective barrier between many spe
cies, resulting in a high degree of endemism. This 
and other findings support the contention that the 
Antarctic continent has been isolated throughout most 
of the Tertiary Period. 

B-2723 57:016(*7) 

Sandved, K. G. 
BIBLIOGRAPHY: USARP BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH 
1959-1964. BioScience, 15(4):318-321, April 1965. 

DLC, QHl. A277 -

A bibliography of 153 items is grouped under the fol
lowing headings: General References, Bird Banding, 
Circadian Rhythm, Entomology, Foraminifera, Ich
thyology, Lichenology, Limnology, Mammalogy, 
Marine Algae, Marine Biology (Benthos), Marine 
Ecology (Littoral), Marine Invertebrates (System
atics), Medicine, Microbiology, Organization and 
Field Facilities, Ornithology, Paleontology, Palynol
ogy, Parasitology, Physiology, Primary Productiv
ity, Psychology, and Terrestrial Algae. The publi
cations are the result of NSF-sponsored programs of 
USARP scientists. 

B-2732 582. 26:581. 132(*726. 5) 

Burkholder, Paul R, and Enrique F. Mandelli 
PRODUCTMTY OF MICROALGAE IN ANT ARCTIC 
SEA ICE, Science, 149(3686):872-874, incl, table, 
graphs, Aug, 20, 1965. 9 refs. 

DLC, Ql,S35 

Midsummer productivity of Antarctic microalgae 
commonly occurring in brown sea ice along the ,.,;est 
coast of the Antarctic Peninsula (Matha strait and 
Marguerite Bay), averaged more than 900 mg C/m 3 /hr 
with an assimilation number of about 2, 6. This is ' 
a little higher than the calculated assimilation 
numbers for plankton in water samples collected at 
about the same time in Matha Strait (2. 22) and the 
Bellingshausen Sea (2. 58), and much higher for water 
f~om Gel'lache Strait (0. 63). The rate of photosynthe
Sl_s of the ~ce organisms and the plankton increased 
with light 1ntensity to a maximum of about 18, 000 lux, 
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above which some inhibition was observed. The 
floral composition, genesis, and physiological prop
erties of these ice communities are different from 
the epontic under-ice diatoms previously studied by 
other investigators in McMurdo Sound. (Autb,, mod,1 

B-2747 502. 74(*7) 

Stonehouse, Bernard 
ANIMAL CONSERVATION IN ANTARCTICA. N. Z. 
Sci. Rev., 23(1):3-7, incl. illus., map, 1965, 

DLC, Q93.N66 

The dangers to which Antarctic animals and habitats 
are subject at present create a need for sow1d con
servation studies and protection measures. Com
mercial hunting, well-intentioned visitors, and indis
criminate exploitation of the animals are responsible 
for the decrease in, or disappearance of, previously 
stable populations. Between Cape Royds and Cape 
Armitage, the southern end of McMurdo Sound has a 
summer population of 2000-3000 Weddell seals, over 
3000 Adelie penguins, and some 500-1000 vagrant 
emperor penguins. About 2000-3000 men invade 
regularly about the same time each year when most 
seals and sea birds are breeding. One careless heli
copter pilot, by causing panic, can bring about the 
death of many penguin chicks or seal pups. The 
Adelie penguin colony at Cape Royds, which numbered 
2000 breeding pairs in 1955, was reduced to 1000 
pairs in 1962. Under the Antarctic Treaty, there is 
no legal authority to enforce conservation provisions, 
but through goodwill, protection measures have been 
recommended. 

B-2748 591. 52(*7) 

Stonehouse, Bernard 
COUNTING ANT ARCTIC ANIMALS. New Scientist, 
27(454): 273-276, incl. illus., map, July 29, 1965, 
DLC, Ql.N52 

Antarctic animals raise special counting problems, 
primarily because of their inaccessibility, distribu· 
tion, and density. Counting from aerial photography 
is one obvious approach. Particular populations of 
Weddell seals, Adelie and emperor penguins, and 
McCormick skuas are being studied as part of a 5-
yr conservation program; help is provided by theU,S, 
Navy, USARP., and the New Zealand government. 
The work is centered at McMurdo Sound where some 
2700 seals are resident each summer and 500 pups 
are born annually. At Cape Royds, a steep declineoc» 
of the Adelie penguin colony has been noted since 1 

(1700 breedin~ pairs in 1958 to fewer than 1100 111 

1962 and 1963). Measures to suppress contmu_ous 
human interference have been instituted and this year 
a slight increase in the number of breeding_bil'dS :f 
been recorded for the first time. Counts smce 1 ed 

t bre • of the Cape Crozier emperor colony sugges a t 
ing strength of about 1500 pairs. Attempts to coun 
untouched populations make it possible to assess . 
natural fluctuations and trace the history of colonies. 
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B-2758 581. 524. 441:591. 53(*7) 

Janetschek, Heinz 
THE LEVEL OF MICROPHYTES (A NEW CONCEPT 
AND PROORAM). (Die Mikrophytenstufe. (Ein neuer 
Begriff und ein Programm. )] Text in German. Akad. 
Wiss., Vienna. Math, -naturwiss. Kl. Anz., No. 9: 
185-191, incl. diagr., 1964, 14 refs. 

DLC, AS142, V315 

The Antarctic terrestrial vegetation consists primar
ily of the level of cryptogams although small flower
ing plants can be found in the northern half of the Ant
arctic Peninsula. In the area of McMurdo Station, 
terrestrial pioneer fauna (collembola and mites) have 
spread farther than the zone settled by lichens and 
persist in areas which appear devoid of vegetation and 
nutrition. Thus two ecosystems are distinguishable 
[B-1901]: (1) the "Chalikosystem" of bare ex-
posed rock, appearing vegetationless macroscopically 
but supporting not only microfauna (Rhizopoda, Rota
toria, etc.) but also the mesofauna (collembola and 
mites), and (2) the freely visible "Bryosystem" of 
mosses, lichens, and algae, which colonize the flat 
expanses. Fungi, bacteria, and blue algae have been 
found at the 3600-m height on Mt. Erebus which 
conceivably could support the microfauna. The 
microfauna, in turn, could serve as a nutrition source 
for the mesofauna of the Chalikosystem. Thus, the 
elemental stage is the microphyte level, i.e., the 
fungi, bacteria, and blue and green algae, which in 
turn supports the higher life forms. Comparisons of 
the ecosystems are made, and a discussion is given of 
the process of transition from the simple to the more 
advanced systems in the settlement of lifeless areas. 

B-2759 582. 26: 59:577. 472(26. 03)(*75) 

Arnaud, Patrick 
NATURE OF LAYERING OF ALGAL AND ANIMAL 
MAR!tffl BENTHOS IN THE ANTARCTIC. (Nature 
de l'etagement du benthos marin algal et animal dans 
l'Antarctique.] Text in French. Acad. sci., Com pt. 
rend. (Paris), 261(1):265-266, July 5, 1965. 4 refs. 

DLC, Q46.Al4 

The benthic algae off Adelie coast show a layering of 
the classic climatic type as a function of light pene
tration_. The mediolittoral stage is characterized by 
Ulothrix australis. The infralittoral stage is divided 
into 2 substages; the upper substage corresponds to 
the surface layers ex11osed to abrasion by ice, and 
the lower substage begins between 5 and 10 m and is 
~ha_racterized by Phyllogigas grandifolius. The cir-
ahttoraI stage begins around 25-30 m where only 2 

rcies of Rhodophyceae occur; they disappear near 
e 55-m depth. These stages correspond to those of setra1 animal species. Between 60 and 80 m a tran-

51 ion zone occurs between t he circalittoral and 
~:hyal s_tages; at 80 m appears the sestonophagous 

una which remains unchanged to a depth of 500 m. 
!r~nd 400_-500 m occurs the !owe r repartition limit 

1 e quas1-total1ty of animal species observed in the 
P ant system. 
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B-2762 595. 7(*785) 

Brown, K. G, 
THE INSECTS OF HEARD ISLAND. Austral, Nati. 
Antarctic Res. Expeds., ANARE Repts., Ser. B, 
vol. 1, Publ, No. 73, 39 p. , incl. illus., tables 
diagrs., map, May 1964. 15 refs. ' 

DLC, G845. AB 

A collection of insects was made at Heard I. in 1951-
52 and includes 20 species or subspecies, of which 5 
are new. Seven out of 19 nonparasitic insects ai·e 
endemic, 8 ai·e restricted to the Kerguelen region, 
and only 3 species, all collembolans, are circum
polar. The taxonomy, life history, and known dis
tribution of the species in the sub-Antarctic region 
are discussed. Characteristics of morphology for 
most of the species are listed with accompanying line 
drawings. The environment and host plants are de
scribed. In contrast to Kerguelen, the fauna and 
flora of Heard I. appear to be unaffected by man, re
garding the introduction of cosmopolitan species, 
destruction of plant life, etc. The morphology of a 
new lepidopterous species discovered at Heard I. is 
compared with similar species in two other groups 
of islands, showing differences and apparent diver
gence from a common stock due to long geographical 
isolation. (Auth., mod. ) 

B-2764 582. 28(*786) 

Bunt, J. S, 
OBSERVATIONS ON THE FUNGI OF MACQUARIE 
ISLAND. Austral. Natl. Antarctic Res. Expeds., 
ANARE Repts., Ser. B, vol. 2, Publ. No. 78, 22p., 
incl. tables, maps, 1965. 31 refs. 

DLC, G845. AB 

Twenty-seven genera of fungi from Macquarie I. are 
listed, including plant parasites, saprophytes, and 
soil-inhabiting fungi, both those with macroscopic 
fruiting bodies and those which must be isolated from 
the soil by appropriate laboratory techniques. The 
numbers of microfungi in a range of soils were com
parable with figures obtained fo1· more temperate 
regions. The genus Penicillium was found to be the 
dominant form. Antibiotic activity was recorded rn 
36% of soil isolates. The effects of various ecological 
factors on the fwigi of Macquarie I. are cons1de_re<!, 
and the age and stability of the fungal flora_ are 1~d1-
cated. The distribution of fungi in Antarctic_ retp-0?5 
is discussed. The need for further exploration 1s in

dicated. (Auth., mod.) 

B-2767 595. 7(*784. 1) 

Dreux, Philippe 
ENTOMOLOOIC FAUNA OF POSSESSION ISLAND 
(CROZET ARCHIPELAGO). (Faune entomolog1que. 
de 1 •ne de la Possession (Archipel Crozet).] Text rn 
French, TAAF (Paris), No. 30:58-73, Jan. -March 
1965, 18 refs. 

DLC, G845, F7 
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Most Insect species found during 1961-62 had been 
reported by earlier naturalists. Five species new to 
Possession I, are known from Kerguelen or Marion, 
These are: Antarctonesiotes gracilipes, Mesem -
briorrhinus eatoni1 M, brevis, Halirytus aiiiplubius, 
and Apetenus litoralis. The presence of Meropathus 
was confirmed by the discovery of M. chuni, Seven 
species are new to science: Neocanon SlS dreuxi 
and Xanium affinis ssp. possessionensis Coleoptera), 
Aphiloptera icarus (Hymenoptera), Microzetia 
mirabilis and Protobelgica albipes (Diptera), and 
SOrensia dreuxi and Spinocerura. dreuxi (Collembola). 

B-2768 

Grua, P, 

577, 4(210, 5):626, 025(084. 1) 
(*784, 2) 

INFRALITTORAL ECOLOGY AT KERGUELEN FROM 
A SELF CONTAINED DMNG SUIT. [Ecologie infra
littorale a Kerguelen en scaphandre autonome. ] Text 
In French, TAAF (Paris), No. 30:74-79, Jan. -
March 1965. 7 refs, 

DLC, G845. F7 

A commentary is given of a motion picture (16 mm, 
color, sound, 11 min) produced in Jan. 1965 by 
Terres Australes et Antarctiques FraJll;aises and the 
Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique. The 
film is edited by Service du Film de Recherche Scien
tlfique, 96, Boulev. Raspail, Paris, English com
mentary may be sup;>lied with French subtitles. The 
subjects Include: passive protection and stimulation 
of body heat generation inside Uie diving suit, study 
techniques, description of submarine plant .zonation 
and the effect of ecologic factors (particularly light 
and turbulence) on the distribution and composition of 
characteristic populations, and the biomasses. [See 
B-1436] 

B-2778 597. 55 (*88) 

Lavenberg, Robert J. 
NORMICHTHYS Y AHGANORUM, A NEW SEARSIID 
FISH FROM ANTARCTIC WATERS. Los Angeles 
County Mus,, Contr, In Sci., No, 90, 7p., incl. 
illus., table, June 28, 1965, 3 refs, 

DLC 

A new species of searsiid fish, Normichthys yahgano
~ is described from two specimens obtained on 
tne ~ in the southeastern Pacific Ocean, The 
new species is the third known member or the genus. 
:!:!: yahganorum differs from both previously known 
species, N, operosa and N. campbelli in having 
(used gill maments. other features utilized to dis
tinguish the 3 species Include longitudinal scale rows 
ventral rays, and gill rakers. (Auth,7 mod. ) ' 
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B-2782 593, 11(*725) 

Heal, 0, W, 
OBSERVATIONS ON TEST ATE AMOEBAE (PRO
TOZOA: RHlZOPODA) FROM SIG NY ISLAND, 
SOUTH ORKNEY ISLANDS. Brit, Antarctic Survey 
Bull, No, 6:43-47, incl. tables, April 1965, 10 refs, 

DLC 

Eighteen species and varieties of Testacea were re
corded by 2 methods from 170 soil samples collected 
on Signy I. in Feb. 1962, The results indicate that 
the soils of Signy I, contain slightly fewer species oI 
Testacea than temperate woodland and moorland 
soils. Although this difference is not very marked, 
the dominance (80% of the population) of a single 
species, ·Corythion dubium, is outstanding, In 
Deschampsia grassland, the numbfrs of live Testacea 
were estimated at 890±150xl06/m with an approx
imate biomass of 2. Og/m 2. The fact that all the 
species of Testacea recorded in the present survey 
are known from north temperate regions suggests 
a lack of geographical zonation, but the results also 
indicate that certain species are missing from the 
fauna. 

B-2787 598. 2: 591. 9(*821, 725) 

Holdgate, M. W. 
OCCURRENCE OF STRAY LAND BIRDS IN DRAKE 
PASSAGE AND THE SOUTH ORKNEY ISLANDS. 
Brit. Antarctic Survey Bull. No. 6:77, April 1965. 

DLC 

A juvenile American barn swallow (Hirundo rustica 
erythrofaster) was captured on the siiacitleion on Nov. 
29,196~at 60°10'S, 61° 15'W. The species breeds 
throughout North America, and migrates south as . 
far as central Chile, northern Argentina, and Brazil. 
This specimen is the southernmost so far obtained. 
Birds of an unidentified species, probably sandpipers, 
were observed on Dec. 6 and 30, 1962,and on Jan. 26, 
1963, at Signy I., South Or!mey Is. 

B-2788 598. 345:591. 9(*723) 

Jefferies, C. J. S. 
A VAGRANT AMERICAN EGRET AT SOUTH 
GEORGIA. Brit. Antarctic Survey Bull. No. 6:77-
78, April 1965. 

DLC 

A large white heronllke bird, later identified from 
colo1· photographs as an American egret (Casm~
dius albus egretta), landed in the middle of a ~ent~ 
penguin rookery near Royal Bay, South Georgia, 0 ed 
March 297 1964. This individual, the first reco~ 
at South Georgia, had presumably come from sou 
America, driven eastward by the high winds ':'hich 
had been blowing over a wide area for some time. 
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B-2793 578(26)(*764) 

Wohlschlag, Donald E. 
BIOLOGICAL TECHNIQUES FOR CONTINUOUS 
STUDIES UNDER ANT ARCTIC SEA ICE. Polar Rec., 
12(79):385-389, Jan. 1965. 7 refs. 
DLC, G575. P6 

Facilities and techniques are described which evolved 
since 1958 at McMurdo Sound for research on phyto
plankton, zooplankton, benthic invertebrates, fishes, 
and seals, and which can be carried out continuously 
through a permanent ice cover of less than 1 m to 
over 4 m, The use of small chain saws, powered 
with gasoline engines and equipped with special ice 
chains, has proved to be the best penetration tech -
nique. Several kinds of casing have been used to 
prevent rapid surface refreezing or the slower for
mation of crystals around the walls of the hole. 
Through 1964, several types of field huts (mobile vs. 
immobile and insulated vs. heated) have been devel
oped to meet various needs. The smaller huts are 
most effective for single projects, while larger huts 
with floor areas of about 4x8 m are better suited for 
several simultaneous operations. 

B-2794 599. 745. 3:578:591. 173(*764) 

Kooyman, Gerald L. 
TECHNIQUES USED IN MEASURING DIVING CAPAC
ITIES OF WEDDELL SEALS. Polar Rec., 12(79):391-
394, incl, illus., diagrs., Jan. 1965, Ref.-

DLC, G575, P6 

During the austral summer of 1963-64, an investiga
tion was started near McMurdo Sound to obtain infor
mation on the maximum diving depths and submer
gence times, rates of descent and ascent, cruising 
depths, and submarine orientation patterns of the 
Weddell seal (Leptonychotes weddelli). To determine 
these various parameters, 2 types of instrument were 
used: a specifically designed depth-time recorder and 
a more easily attached capillary tube to measure 
maximum depth of dives, As long as the diving 
station was about 1 mi from the nearest hole, the 
distance was adequate to contain subadult seals for 
periods of up to 2 days. No depth-time recorders 
were lost and more than BO% of the capillary tubes 
were recovered. Diving depths measured exceed 
those determined for other pinnipeds. The deepest 
dive recorded was about 460 m. 

B-2800 595. 371.1(*82) 

Barnard, J. Laurens 
SOUTH ATLANTIC ABYSSAL AMPHIPODS COL
LECTED BY R V. VEMA. In: .I Laurens Barnard 
~ others, Abyssal Crustacea. New York, Colum-
ia Univ. Press, 1962 (Verna research series, no. 1), 

P, 
0
1L-78, incl illus. , tables, diagrs. , map. 57 refs. 

C, QL435.Bl8 
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A report is given of the amphipod crustaceans col
lected by abyssal benthic trawling from 15 stations 
made by the Verna in the South Atlantic Ocean. The 
southernmost stations were located in the area 55°S 
37'W and 56°S, 27•W. Only Amphipoda of the sub- ' 
order Gammaridea are considered. The objectives 
of this study were: the discovery and documentation 
of deep sea amphipods; the determination of their 
habitats, whether benthic, demersal, or pelagic, by 
a study of morphology and food habits; a search for 
pandemism or endemism in the abyssal basins; and 
the collection of data on the relationship of animal 
size and systematic diversity to depth. The results 
are summarized: 38 new species and 9 new genera 
are described and 14 other species are recorded. 
The large number of new entities not recorded from 
other abyssal areas by previous expeditions indicates 
high endemism. The conclusion that abyssal animals 
are larger than their shallow water relatives cannot 
be substantiated for benthic amphipods, whereas an 
inverse relationship is indicated. A compilation of 
factual information on previously known abyssal am
phipods is provided. Variations in morphology are 
illustrated by line drawings. 

B-2804 595, 384: 591. 16(*784, 7) 

Grua, Paul 
MATURITY, SEXUAL CYCLE, OVIGEROUS SETAE 
OF THE FEMALE AUSTRAL SPINY LOBSTERS 
JASUS PAULENSIS HELLER 1862--STATISTICAL 
STUDY. [Maturite, cycle sexuel, soies ovigeres des 
langoustes australes femelles, Jasus paulensis 
Heller 1862--etude statistique. ] Text in French with 
English summary. CNFRA (Paris), No. 4:1-35, 
incl illus. , tables, graphs, 1963. 25 refs. Also in: 
Biologie Antarctique. Actualites Scient. Industr. No. 
1312:471-480, 1964. 10 refs. 

DLC, GPRR; Qlll. A3 

The abstract for this paper appeared in Polar Record, 
11(72):343, Sept. 1962 (SCAR Bulletin No.12:~ 
Sept. 1962) [B-725]. 

B-2805 626. 02: 57(26}(*784. 7) 

Grua, Paul 
SUBMARINE BIOLOGICAL DIVING AT SAINT-PAUL 
AND NEW AMSTERDAM ISLANDS; PRECAUTIONS 
AND RESEARCH POSSIBILITIES. (Plongees biologi
ques sous-mari~es aux iles Saint-Pau} & Nouvelle
Amsterdam; precautions et possib1htes de recherche.] 
Text in French with English summary. CNFRA 
(Paris), No. 4:37-49, incl illus., maps, 1963. 5 
refs. Also: Plongees aux iles Saint-Paul et N_ouvelle 
Amsterdam· plongees en eaux froides. In: B1ologie 
Antarctique'. Actualites Scient. Industr. No. 1312: 
279-282, 1964. 4 refs. 

DLC, GPRR; Qlll. A3 

The abstract for this paper appeared in Polar Record, 
11(73):505, Jan. 1963 (SCAR~ No-:-n:"2~ 
Jan. 1963) (J-733]. 
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B-2814 599. 51:591. 431(*80) 

Brown, S. G. 
THE COLOUR OF THE BALEEN PLATES IN 
SOUTHERN HEMlSPHERE SEI WHALES. Norsk 
Hvalfangst-Tid. , 54(6): 131-135, incl. illus. , tables, 
June 1965. 5 refS:-

DLC, SH381, NB 

The color of baleen plates was recorded from sei 
whales landed at South Georgia during the 1963-64 
whaling season. White plates do not occur more 
commonly or in greater numbers in one sex than in 
the other. The records of black and yellow, and 
other non-black baleen plates, suggest that this 
coloration occurs commonly in the sei whale popula
tion of the South Atlantic Ocean. The same colora
tion is found in some sei whales from the Indian 
Ocean, but there are not sufficient specin1ens to de
termine whether the character is as widespread. 
The fact that no such plates were recorded at South 
Georgia in the prewar years cannot be taken as posi
tive evidence of their absence; therefore, it is 
assumed that there has been no change in the fre
quency of their occurrence over the years. A simi
lar type of coloration is reported in sei whales of the 
Northern Hemisphere, but there is not enough mate
rial for exact comparison between whales from dif
ferent regions. 

B-2823 582, 26 (*762) 

Wilson, A. T. 
ESCAPE OF ALGAE FROM FROZEN LAKES AND 
PONDS. Ecology, 46(3): 376 , incl. illus. , diagr. , 
Spring 1965. Ref. -

DLC, QH540. E3 

Pieces of algal mats are pulled from bottoms of 
shallow ponds in Antarctica by melting ice in spring. 
Heat absorbed from the sun by the mats causes the 
mats to melt the overlying ice and move to the sur
face where they dry and are blown away. Pieces of 
mat consisting of Oscillatoria with some Nostoc we1·e 
observed in the lakes in Wright and Taylor Valleys. 
These mats were 1-5 cm2 in area and each was asso
ciated with a gas bubble. The upward movement of 
the mats was only observed in small ponds and the 
shallow parts of large lakes. (Auth. , mod. ) 

B-2824 626. 02: 599. 745. 3(*764) 

Ray, Carleton and David Lavallee 
SELF-CONTAINED DIVING OPERATIONS IN 
McMURDO SOUND, ANTARCTICA: OBSERVA
TIONS OF THE SUB-ICE ENVIRONMENT OF THE 
WEDDELL SEAL, LEPTONYCHOTES WEDDELL! 
(LESSON). Zoologica, 49(3):121-136, incl. illus. , 
tables , graphs, map, Fall 1964. 18 refs. 

DLC, QLl. N6 
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The physiology and ecology of the Weddell seal were 
studied in McMurdo Sound in Oct and Nov. 1963. 
The investigation involved a scuba diving program 
which was divided into two phases. The first was to 
test the material and establish human endurance 
limits. The second phase was to observe and photo
graph the sub-ice environment. Operations were 
carried out 1/ 4 mi offshore through a 2. 3 m hole in 
a 2. 4 x 3. 6 m prefabricated heated huL The e(!uip
ment is listed, and comments are made on the 
equipment and operations. A careful balance must 
be achieved between temperature gradient, activity, 
and suit thickness. Man is limited in exposure time 
to about 30 min of motionless activity and twice that 
with moderate activity. E:i.-1:remely good visibility 
is found in Sept. and Oct. when the waters are free of 
plankton. Variation in light penetration and water 
clarity throughout the year make it rare that both are 
favorable simultaneously. 

B-2831 581. 9(*784. 2) 

Aubert de la Rue, E. 
OBSERVATIONS ON THE CHARACTERISTICS AND 
DISTRIBUTION OF THE VEGETATION OF 
KERGUELEN ISLANDS. (Observations sur les 
caracteres et la repartition de la vegetation des fies 
Kerguelen. ] Text in French. CNFRA (Paris), No. 
10 (Biol., Vol. 1, No. 1):1-60, incl. illus., Nov. 
1964. 21 refs. 

DLC, GPRR 

The vegetation of the islands includes phanerogamic 
flora, five ferns, two lycopods, a few hepatic plants. 
and a relatively high number of mosses and lichens. 
Generally, the vegetation is dense in the lower eleva
tions, thinning around 200 m. Between 350 and 400 
m some species disappear and others become domi· 
nant; between 450 and 600 m an extensive vegetation 
covers the plateau areas. Only rare and resistant 
species persist to the 800-m level, leaving the rocky 
peaks to mosses and lichens. The herbaceous vege
tation, dense as well as sparse, covers less than I '5 
of the archipelago. Discussions are given of the_ . 
diverse elements of the flora and its probable origin 
and evolution, with particular reference to fossil 
plants discovered on the islands. 

B-2833 582. 273(*75) 

Arnaud, P. and R Delepine , 
A NEW MARINE RHODOPHYCEAE FROM ADELIE 
LAND (ANTARCTICA): RHODOGLOSSUM~
TERI DELEPINE (GIGARTINALE). [Une nouvelle 
Rhodophycee marine de Terre Adelle (Antarctique): 
Rhodoglossum schotteri Delepine (Gigartinal_e). ] 
Text in French. CNFRA (Paris), No. 10 (Biol.· , 
Vol. 1, No. 3):77-91, incl. illus. , table, map, NOi, 
1964. 12 refs. 

DLC, GPRR 
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Specimens of a new marine alga, Rhodoglossum 
schotteri Delepine, were collected near Dumont 
d'Urville Station. They were attached to the lateral 
surface of the rock under 80 cm to 1 m of water, 
Morphologic, anatomic, and reproduction charac
teristics of the species are discussed, and several 
forms are figured. 

B-2835 599. 745. 3:639. 247. 4(*784. 2) 

Bajard, P. 
DATA ON THE BIOLOGY AND INDUSTRIAL EX
PLOITATION OF SEA ELEPHANTS AT KERGUELEN. 
[Donnees sur la biologie et !'exploitation industrielle 
des elephants de mer aux Kerguelen.] Text in French. 
CNFRA (Paris), No. 10 (Biol., Vol. 1, No. 5): 109-
131, incl. illus., tables, map, Nov. 1964. 20 refs. 

DLC, GPRR 

Descriptions are given of the general characteristics 
of the elephant seal Mirounga leonina with a classifi
cation breakdown. Discussions of the biology and 
evolution of the herd include distribution of tli.e spe
cies and the annual cycle from arrival at their 
breeding grounds, through harem formation, de
velopment of the young, molting, and the importance 
of the herd at Kerguelen. Hunting takes place be
tween Sept. and the end of Nov. outside the limits of 
a national park established in 1938; this reserve is 
inaccessible to the hunters. The average production 
per head is 258 l of oil and 196 kg of meat meal and 
bone. Exploitation recommendations are made as a 
result of experience acquired since 1958. 

B-2836 599. 745. 3: 591. 2(*784. 9) 

Chemarin, G. 
ABNORMAL MORTALITY OF SEA ELEPHANTS IN 
NEW A~STERDAM. (Mortalite anormale d'elephants 
de mer a la Nouvelle-Amsterdam.] Text in French. 
CNFRA (Paris), No. 10 (Biol. , Vol. 1, No, 6): 133-
139, incl. illus. , graphs, Nov. 1964. 3 refs. 
DLC, GPRR 

During Feb. 2 and 7, 1963, seven elephant seals died 
on Amsterdam L , which represented 50% of the pop
ulation at that time. No skeletons had ever been 
seen or reported from the island, and this sudden 
death was purely natural. The animals were found 
m fresh-water ponds and a relationship may exist 
between their death and their reaction to fresh water. 
A compl~te physiologic study is proposed, under 
normal life conditions and during molting to obtain 
data on this particular case and the gene;al problem 
of the role of fresh water in the physiology of marine 
mammals, 
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B-2837 582. 272. 72(*78) 

Delepine, R 
THE GENUS DURVILLEA IN THE FRENCH AUSTRAL 
ISLANDS. PRELIMINARY DATA. (Le genre 
Durvillea d~s les fies Australes Fram;aises. 
Donnees preliminaires. ] Text in French. CNFRA 
(Paris), No. 10 (Biol., Vol. 1, No. 7):141-147, incl. 
illus. , Nov. 1964. 8 refs. 

DLC, GPRR 

Ecologic and systematic observations of the algal 
genus Durvillea were conducted during the austral 
summers of 1961-62 and 1962-63. A distinct belt of 
Durvillea appears in the lower part of the medio
littoral stage at Kerguelen and Crozet Is. , but is 
absent at Amsterdam and St. Paul Is. This corre
sponds to the difference in the mean temperature be
tween the two regions separated by the Antarctic 
Convergence. D. antarctica is abundant; D. 
caepaestipes is equally abundant, but its composite 
characteristics pose a taxonomic problem which 
should be treated sepai·ately. The oogamy and young 
stages of development of the zygotes could be ob
served for D. antarctica. These observations con
firm those made in New Zealand, except where it 
concerns the exfoliation of the fecundation membrane. 

B-2838 593. 4(*784. 2) 

Levi, C. 
SPONGES OF MORBIHAN BAY (KERGUELEN 
ISLANDS). (Eponges de la Baie du Morbihan (fies 
de Kerguelen). ] Text in French. CNFRA (Paris), 
No. 10 (Biol. , Vol. 1, No. 8): 149-155, incl. illus., 
Nov. 1964. 14 refs. 

DLC, GPRR 

Five species of sponge were collected in 1961-62 at 
Port Bizet in front of Long I. , at a depth of 30-40 
m on a muddy bottom with no algal vegetation. The 
species are described and figured; they include: 
Tedania charcoti Topsent, Crellomyxilla kerguelen
sis (Hentschel), Myca.le acerata KirkPatdck - _f. 
minor Hentschel, Homaxinella balfourensis (Ridley 
and Dendy), and Haliclona sacciformis (Burton). 

B-2840 582. 951. 6(*784. 2) 

Lourteig, A. ] 
STUDY ON LIMOSELLA L. (Etude sur Lim?sella L. 
Text in French. CNFRA (Paris), No. 10 (Biol. , 
Vol. 1, No. 10):165-173, incl illus., Nov. 1964. 
32 refs. 

DLC, GPRR 

A systematic and comparative study was m~e of 
several species of the herb Limosella, parhcu!arly. 
L. aquatica and~- australis,_ in the course of identi
fying the species which inhabit Kerguelen Is. The 
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geographic distribution and the localities of the spec
imens studied are listed. It was observed that in 
Argentina a form of broad leaves does not seem to 
be rare; however, the floral organs and particularly 
the pislils show no difference. Some intermediate 
forms and specimens with linear leaves are found in 
other regions of South America. In Europe, lhe_form 
L. agtalica forma lenuifolia possesses aspects 1den
ITcal o those of the austral and American species. 
Nol a single specimen of.!:· aquatica came from the 
Antarctic islands, but the species is represented fre
quently in the U. S. and rarely in South America. 

B-2841 574:016(*78) 

Delepine, R 
BIOLOGY SINCE 1945 IN THE FRENCH AUSTRAL 
ISLANDS. BIBLIOGRAPHY. [La biologle depuis 
1945 dans Les Iles Australes Franc,alses. Biblio
graphie.] Text in French. CNFRA (Paris), No. 10 
(Biol., Vol. 1, No. 11):173-203, Nov. 1964. 

DLC, GPRR 

An annotated bibliography ls compiled containing 150 
citations of biological (French-language) publications 
on research done at Kerguelen, Crozet, and 
Amsterdam Is. , since the end of World War n. 
The biologists and collections are listed for each 
district during the successive austral seasons, and 
an analysis Is made of the works accomplished in 
each branch of the biological investigations. It is 
planned to publish an annual supplement to this 
bibliography. 

B-2846 582. 26: 581. 54. 032 

Holm-Hansen, Osmund 
EFFECT OF VARYING RESIDUAL MOISTURE CON
TENT ON THE VIABILITY OF L YOPHILIZED 
ALGAE. Nature, 198(4884): 1014-1015, incl. table, 
June 8, 1963. 7 refs. 

DLC, Ql. N2 

Since the ability of cells to resist heat, cold, and 
desiccation is related to the degree of hydration of 
the protoplasm, it is important to consider the water 
activity of both free and bound water. Lyoph!lization 
of microorganisms removes only free water. The 
removal of bound water can be hastened by warming 
the tissue to room temperature or higher. A series 
of experiments were performed to determine the 
effects of progressive removal of greater amounts of 
bound water on the viability Md heat resistance of 2 
species of algae, Nostoc muscorum and an unidenti
fied Chlorella spec1es:-The drying conditions used in 
the experiments did not cause the bound water of 
either lo be removed to such an extent that the via
bility of the cells was reduced. The effects of re
mo\•ing progressively g1·eater amounts of water are 
evident in the results of heating the dried cells of 
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Chlorella at 100°C for 10 min. The best viability of 
the heated samples was obtained in the samples dried 
for 101 hr. The heated samples of Nostoc did not 
show an increase in viability with the length of the 
drying period. Nosloc is very resistant lo desicca
tion and to freeze-drying when compared with many 
green algae. Further work is required to determine 
the physical and chemical effects of freezing and de
hydration on cyanophycean cells and how such effects 
differ from those which prevail in the green algae. 
[See B-318, B-2241) 

B-2852 582. 272. 462: 581. 5(*784. 2) 

Grua, Paul 
RAW DATA ON THE BIOMASSES OF THE HERB 
MACROCYSTIS PYRIFERA OF MORBIHAN BAY 
(KERGUELEN ARCHIPELAGO). (Premieres donnees 
sur les biomasses de l'herbier a Macrocystis ~
fera de la Baie du Morbihan (Archipel Kerguelen). ] 
Text in French. Terre et Vie, 18(2):215-220, incl. 
illus. , tables, map, 1964. 3 refs. 

DLC, QLl.S7 

Studies were made between Dec. 23, 1962, and Feb. 
5, 1963, of the biomass of the marine infralittoral 
zone, by diving into Morbihan Bay. The upper (1 m) 
and lower (12 m) limits of fixation of Macrocyslls 
vary with location. The essential factor governing 
vertical distribution ls the light penetration, a func
tion of water transparency. In estimating the blo• 
mass of these algae a practical procedure was used 
considering the mean weight per linear meter al the 
stipe, derived from the number of stipes per square 
meter multiplied by the average length of these 
stipes. The average weight per linear meter was 
determined by weighing a complete stlpe. These 
measurements are tabulated for three localities. 
The mass of Macrocyst!s is established at 6. 3 mil· 
lion tons for the bay. The substrate receives less 
light and the biomass ls estimated at 2. 8 million 
tons in the vegetation-covered area. 

B-2853 598. 45: 551. 586:591. 52(•75> 

Prevost, J. 
INFLUENCE OF BIO-CLIMATIC FACTORS ON THE 
NOMADISM OF EMPEROR PENGUINS AT THE 
POINTE GtOLOGIE COLONY. [Influence des fac· 5 
teurs bio-climatiques sur le nomadisme des m~chol 
empereurs a la colonie Pointe Geolo_gie. ] ~e;,~rsg. 
French. Olseau Rev. Fran,;;. d'Orruthol., _ · 
102, incl. illus. , maps, 1963. 9 ref_s. (~xpedspubl 
Polaires Fran,;;. , Missions Paul-Emile Victor, 
No. 247) 

DLC, QL671. 035 
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The emperor penguins of Pointe Geologie occupy five 
successive sites on their reproduction zone during 
the annual cycle. The choice of each site depends on 
closely associated biologic and climatic factors. The 
ice breakup depends on winds, tides, and currents, 
and plays a determining role. The birds a.re sensi
tive to these effects depending on the phase; of the 
reproduction cycle. They can seek refuge on foot 01· 

by swimming toward each zone left by an autumn 
breakup of the zone of reproduction; they become 
totally incapacitated if the same phenomenon occurs 
while they are carrying an egg or a chick on their 
feet. Wind also influences the birds directly; if they 
seek a place subject to wind action they would evac
uate it to another. The solar radiation acting on the 
birds or the ice may determine the site selection at 
the end of the reproductive cycle. 

B-2855 574. 9(*2) 

Korolkevich, E. S. 
SEVERAL SIMILAR AND DISSTh1ILAR FEATURES OF 
NATURE IN THE ARCTIC AND THE ANT ARCTIC. 
(Nekotorye cherty skhodstva i ra.zlichiia prirody 
Arktiki i Antarktiki. ] Text in Russian. Probl. 
Severa, No. 7:199-210, incl. maps, 1963. Eng. 
transl. in: Problems of the North, No. 7:217-232, 
Dec. 1964. 

DLC, GB395. P7; G600. P7313 

A comparison is given of individual elements of the 
geographical environment (solar radiation, land 
mass distribution, and atmospheric and meteorologi
cal consequences) to explain the biotic differences 
between the Arctic and the Antarctic. The more 
severe conditions in Antarctica explain the paucity of 
plant life, while the more constant conditions in the 
sea allow for richer aquatic vegetation. Land ani
mals are also more abundant in the Arctic, while the 
numbers present in the sea are similar. An absolute 
bipolarity is rare on the species level, but becomes 
more pronounced on the generic level. The discus~ 
sion of these subjects is illustrated with descriptive 
examples. 

B-2872 595. 383. 1:639. 2. 081. 1(*80) 

Solirutik, G. A. 
MASS CATCH OF EUPHAUSIA SUPERBA WITH A 
VARIABLE-DEPTH TRAWL FROM A WHALING 
SHIP, [Massovy! lov chernoglazki (Euphausia 
~r~) raznoglubinnym tralom c kitobolnogo 

Text m Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheska.l"ii 
Eksped,, Inform. biull., No. 14:29-30, 1960. Ref. 
Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition Inf or
mation Bulletin. Vol 2 Amsterdam Elsev'ier 
!964, p, 124-125. ' ' ' 
DLC, Ql15. S686; Q115, S6862 

An account is presented of commercial krill fishing 
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with a modified Isaacs-Kidd type of variable-depth 
depressor trawl (VDT) used for the first time in 
1958. The area of its entrance was 18 m2, It 
operated only in the upper 4 m of water and was 
successful at 4-7 knots. Five to ten tons of large 
krill can be caught in 30-60 min of sweeping in krill 
"spots" by diesel-electric whaling ships using indus
trial pelagic trawls. The krill is used as feed for 
farm animals and can possibly be used as a high
vitamin fat. 

B-2880 591. 523:59:551. 8(*7-11) 

Syroechkovski!, E. E. and S. A. Evteev 
PALEOGEOGRAPHIC SIGNIFICANCE OF FINDS OF 
SEA ANIMAL REMAINS ON THE COAST OF ANT
ARCTICA. (Paleogeograficheskoe znachenie 
nakhodok ostatkov morskikh zhivotnykh na poberezh'e 
Antarktidy. ] Text in Russian. Sovel. Antarkti
cheskaia Eksped., Inform. biull., No. 16:23-25, 
incl illus. , 1960. 4 refs. Eng. transl. in: Soviet 
Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 2, 
Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 183-185. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

The remains of various sea animals (mollusk shells, 
spines of sea urchins, seal carcasses, etc. ) were 
found in 1955-56 in several places on the east coast 
of Antarctica, especially in the regions of the 
Grearson [ near Wilkes Station] and Vestfold Hills. 
Seal remains were found in 1957 at 4 places in the 
Bunger Hills region. A former sea level is indi
cated by the smaller sea animals found 15-20 m above 
sea level. The upper limit of the postglacial advance 
of the sea is indicated by the seal remains found 30-
40 m above sea level, with the exception of one found 
200 m above sea level on Scott Glacier. 

B-2888 582. 34(*7 46) 

Savich-Llubifskaia, L. l and Z. N. Smirnova 
NEW VARIETY OF BRYUM KOROTKEVICZIAE SAV. 
LJUB. ET Z. SMIRN. [Nova.iii raznovidnost' Bryum 
Korotkevicziae Sav. -Ljub. et Z. Smirn. ] Text in 
Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskaia Eksped. , Worm. 
biull., No. 17:25-27, incl illus. , 1960. Ref. E_ng. 
transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information 
Bulletin. Vol 2, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 
206-208. 

DLC, Ql15. S686; Qll5. S6862 

A new variety of Bryum korotkevicziae, var. holler
bachii, was found in a lake 15 km northwest o~ 
Bunger Hills, and is compared to a variety found 
previously in Lake Figurnoye (B-1826]. The . 
new variety differs from the other in that the stem 1s 
considerably shorter, more densely foliated, and 
has better developed rhizoids. The leaves are closer 
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together , less decurrent, more lengthily acuminale, 
and have an elongated terminal cell. The vein is 
more strongly developed and iS more frequently 
forked al the lop. In cross section it is flattened in 
the upper parl with almost homogeneous cells, with 
more developed substereidal cells at the base. The 
cells of the blade are wider, have denser mem
branes, and are elongated toward the top. 

B-2902 595. 383. 1(*7) 

Marr, James 
THE NATURAL HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY OF 
THE ANTARCTIC KRil.,L (EUPHAUSIA SUPERBA 
DANA). Discovery Repts., 32:33-464, incl. illus., 
tables, graphs, maps, append., 1962. approx. 700 
refs. 

DLC, Ql15. D7 

Introductory material to this comprehensive report 
discusses previous research, the present scope of 
observations, and methods of research. The follow
ing topics are considered: physical environment; the 
larval stages (distribution, development, migration); 
the older stages (economic and ecological impor
tance, distribution, behavior, food, spawning, hatch
ing); speed of the cold bottom water; causes of patchi
ness; impact of whales on swarms; swarm structure 
(sex ratio, relative size and developmental condition 
of the sexes); growth as Individuals and swarms· 
molli_ng; reaction of larvae, adolescents, and adults 
to ship and nets; catch figure corrections; hori-
zontal distribution, growth, and dynamics of disper
sal; distribution of surface discoloration and its re
lationship to dislr_ibution of the surface population; 
the larval populating of the East Wind-Weddell Sur
face Stream as an annual event; local distribution 
(the South Georgia whaling grounds); the effects on 
population of the coastal topography of Antarctica; 
E~phau_sla superba and~- triacantha; the feeding 
migrations of the baleen whales (their possible ori
gin and history); and review of dynamics of distribu
tional control. 

B-2903 594. 1/ . 2: 594. 31(*7) 

Dell, R. K. 
ANTARCTIC AND SUBANTARCTIC MOLLUSCA: 
AMPHINEURA, SCAPHOPODA AND BIVALVIA. 
Discovery Repts. , 33: 93-250 incl. illus tables 
1964. 333 refs. - ' · ' ' 

DLC, Ql15. D7 

This report is based upon collections of Amphineura 
Scaphopoda, and Bivalvia made by the ships of the ' 
Discovery Investigations between 1926 and 1951. 
Work on th~ collections has continued up to 1961. 
The collections were made primarily in the Antarctic 
andsub-Anta1·ctic, but also off West Africa south 
Afnca, Gough l, Chile, Tierra de! Fuego,' Argen-
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tina, New Zealand, and soul he rn Australia. Fourteen 
new species are described. Wherever possible the 
systematics of the Antarctic and sub-Antarctic ~pe
cies h~ve been _critically r~viewed. As background 
material, previous collections are discussed. In this 
report, the th ~ee _collections are analyzed individually 
with systematic lists of species and diagnoses. In 
the case of Bivalvia, the species are arranged 
according to four geographic locations: (1) Antarctic 
and sub-Antarctic, (2) South Africa, Tristan da 
Cunha, and Gough l , (3) New Zealand and Australia 
and (4) West Africa. The diagnoses include occur- ' 
rence, distribution, and morphological descriptions 
(with occasional line drawings). Six plates contain 
75 photographs of specimens. The stations are listed 
with locations, a list of species collected at each the 
type of collection equipment used, and the general 
characteristics of the ocean bottom. 

B-2908 598. 45: 591. 552(*785) 

Budd, G. M. and M. C. Downes 
RECOLONIZATION OF HEARD ISLAND BY THE 
KING PENGUIN, APTENODYTES PATAGONICA. 
Emu, 64(4): 302-316, incl. illus. , table, maps, 
append. , July 1965. 22 refs. 

DLC, QL671. E5 

A census conducted at Heard L in Feb. and March 
1963 showed that the island had been recolonized by 
the king penguin within the previous 8 years. More 
than 100 king penguins, of which 23 pairs were breed
ing, were seen. The two largest colonies were at 
Spit Bay, but breeding was also observed at 3 other 
beaches. Laying was estimated to begin in late Nov. 
and continue at least until early March. Possible 
causes of the present increase in numbers of the king 
penguin at Heard and other islands are discussed. 
The appendix contains a summary of the 1963 sight
ings, listing location, date, number of individuals, 
and remarks. (Auth. , mod. ) 

B-2910 593. 99(26. 03: *88) 

Boume, Donald W. and Bruce C. Heezen 
A WANDERING ENTEROPNEUST FROM THE 
ABYSSAL PACIFIC, AND THE DISTRIBUTION OF 
"SPIRAL" TRACKS ON THE SEA FLOOR Science, 
150(3692):60-63, incl. illus. , map, Oct. 1, 1965. 
llrefs. 

DLC, Ql. S35 

Certain coiled tracks appear in photographs from the 
bottom of most oceans and are abundant in some re·. 
gions. Enteropneusts are among the forms res!'°n51• 

ble for such tracks although, despite earl!er evi- . ·e 
dence, they are rarely considered to be either achi 
or abyssal. On a cruise between Wellington, New 
Zealand, and Tahiti, tracks were photographed at 
nearly every station made in depths greater than of 
4000 m (Verna, Cruise 18). They appeared al 1~ r 
these deep stations but were absent at 69 shallowe 
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ones. The Eltanin photographed them at 60 of more 
than 200 stations made in the southeast Pacific and 
the Scotia Sea. At the first of the Pacific stations 
whel'e the patterns were found (30"8, 177"W, 4735 
m), a photograph was taken of the track and the ani
mal responsible for it: a giant enteropneust, or 
acorn wol'm (Hemichordata), about 1 m long, and 
5 cm thick just behind the collar, Another photograph 
from the Pacific (55"8, 115"W, 3480 m), however, 
shows the same sort of track, but it was made by a 
distinctly different animal, perhaps an echiuroid 
worm. Based on available data, enteropneusts occur 
at abyssal depths in three oceans: the Atlantic, 
Indian, and southwest Pacific. 

B-2911 581. 527. 4(931-17) 

Cranwell, Lucy M. 
ENDEMISM AND ISOLATION IN THE THREE KINGS 
ISLANDS, NEW ZEALAND--WITH NOTES ON POL
LEN AND SPORE TYPES OF THE ENDEMICS. 
Auckland Inst. Mus. , Rec. , 5(5/6): 215-232, incl. 
illus., table, map, Nov. 6, 1962. 49 refs. 

DLC, Q93. A82 

The nature and varying degree of endemism in the 
terrestrial flora of Three Kings Is. is investigated. 
Thirteen locally endemic species and varieties in the 
vascular flora are listed. In describing these spe
cie_s,_ information is given on distribution, flowering, 
alf1ruty, pollen or spore preparations, fossil range 
of genus, and additional notes on the results of 
chemical analyses. The role of pollen and spore 
studies at the generic level is discussed in which 
the view is presented that the biota of th~ Three 
Kings Is. may be largely relict and that the northern 
and southern forms that have died out on the main
land have somehow been preserved. An immediate 
tropkal source is indicated, but research is needed 
to d_efme the range of pollen of bignoniaceous types 
m time and space. Photomicrographs of spores and 
pollen are included. 

B-2914 582,632, 2:561. 5:551. 241(*7) 

Cranwell, Lucy M. 
ANTARCTICA: CRADLE OR GRAVE FOR ITS 
NOTHOFAGUS? In: Pacific Science Congress 10th 
Honolulu, 1961, Ancient Pacific Floras· the pohen ' 
story L ' 
1 

H · __ ucy M. Cranwell, editor. Honolulu, Univ. 
~- awan Press, 1964, p. 87-93, incl. illus., 
iagr. , map, 42 refs. 
DLC, QE949. P3, 1961c 

H
1 

aving identified Nothofagus pollen in a wide range of 
orms and in fre · at quenc1es above those for any known 

peth deposit where chance dispersal can be traced 
e argume t . ' 

01 th· n is presented for Antarctic developments 
tod 15 genus. Nothofagus (southern beeches) exists 
cie:Y ~ an interlocking assemblage of about 40 spe
Tas' angmg from South America to New Zealand 
Cal ~ania, eastern Australia, and montane New ' 

e oma and New Guinea. The significance of 
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Nothofagus in high latitudes is discussed. If land 
mas~es have moved relative to each other, an Ant
arctic home for Nothofagus (which must have been in 
midlatitudes) can be postulated, a home which be
came a ~udden grave during the worsening conditions 
of the M10cene, as Antarctica moved to the high 
latitudes. 

B-2919 582. 293, 3(*7) 

Lange, 0. L. 
THE COz-GAS EXCHANGE OF LICHENS AT LOW 
TEMPERATURES. [Der COz-Gaswechsel von 
Flechten bei tiefen Temperaturen. ] Text in Ge I'm an. 
Planta, 64(1): 1-19, incl. illus., table, graphs, 1965. 
39 refs. 

DLC, QKl. P73 

The extent to which lichens can adapt to low tem
peratures is investigated by means of studying the 
effect of temperature on the CO2-exchange, thereby 
helping to explain the existence of lichens in cold re
gions. Representative material from different cli
matic zones was collected (material native to low
lying, sub-alpine, and alpine regions of Germany, 
tropical forms from Africa, Argentina, and Brazil, 
and forms from the Negev area of Israel, and from 
Antarctica). The procedure by which the research 
was accomplished is described, including the instru
ments used. Background mate rial is given on the 
optimum temperature of photosynthesis and the 
minimum temperature for CO2 absorption. Accord
ing to the method described, these temperatures 
were determined by means of the URAS (ultra-red 
absorption counter) at 10,000 lux. Among lichens of 
mountainous areas (including Parmelia coreyi of 
Antarctica) the optimum thallus temperature was in 
the area of +10°C. The temperature minimum of 
CO2 absorption, in a continuous cycle system, for 
most forms was a thallus temperature between -7° 
and -13°C. These results are analyzed and dis
cussed in detail. 

B-2931 581. 9(*80) 

Beklemishev, K. V. 
CONCERNING THE PHYTOGEOGRAPHIC DIVISION 
OF THE ANTARCTIC PELAGIC REGION. (0 
printsipakh fitogeograficheskogo razdeleniJa. antark
tichesko1 pelagichesko! oblastL ] Text in Russian. 
Sovet. Antarkticheskaia. Eksped. , Inform. biilll. , 
No. 19:43-46, 1960. 15 refs. Eng. transl. in: 
Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
Vol. 2, Amsterdan1, Elsevier, 1964, p. 272-276. 

DLC, Ql15, S686; Ql15, S6862 

Three methods of phytogeographic division are 
evaluated and criticized according to data on 
Biddulphia weissflogii and Eucampia balaustinum 
of the Antarctic pelagic region. Hart divides Ant
arctic biogeography into 3 zones according to water 
and ice distribution. Ekman distinguishes zones 
according to "propagation" and "transplantation" 
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areas. Ivanov modifies Hart's zones on the basis of 
species distribution, but without allowance !or sea
sonal variation and geographical ranges. The Ant
arctic region is divided along the Antarctic Diver
gence into a high- and low-latitude subregion, since 
the high-latitude species die out after the ice disap
pears. The zone between the maximum occurrence 
of these species and the Antarctic Divergence is a 
transplantation area and is of ecologic interest, not 
biogeographic, 

B-2946 502, 7{*7) 

Miller, Richard Gordon 
RECENT MEASURES FOR PRESERVATION AND 
CONSERVATION OF LIVING RESOURCES IN ANT
ARCTICA. In: Pacific Science Congress , Proceed
ings, 10th, Honolulu, Hawaii , 1961. Edited by 
Leonard D. Tuthill, [Honolulu] Bishop Museum 
Press, 1963, p. 211-212. 

DLC 

Twelve nations active in exploration and scientific 
observations in Antarctica are indicating their con
cern for protection of living resources on and about 
the Antarctic continent. Expressly included in the 
Antarctic Treaty are provisions for promulgating and 
enforcing conservation measures for wildlife and 
other organic resources. The Division of Biology 
and Medicine of the Symposio Antartico Argentine 
submitted a resolution in 1969 on the conservation of 
animal and plant resources, which is reported by 
SCAR as a recommendation to !CSU. It is hoped 
that serious consideration and acceptance of the 
recommendations will be taken by the Antarctic 
Treaty members. 

B-2947 576, 8. 095. 15{*2) 

Sinclair, N. A. and J. L. stokes 
OBLIGATELY PSYCHROPHILIC YEASTS FROM 
THE POLAR REGIONS. Can. J. Microbiol. , 11(2): 
259-269, incl. tables, graphs, April 1965. 22refs. 

DLC, QRl. C25 

Sixty-seven pure cultures of psychrophilic bacteria 
and yeasts were isolated from polar ice, snow, soil, 
and other materials. The polar materials included 
30 samples of snow, 6 of ice, and 1 of soil from Ant
arctica, and also 2 samples each of seawater and 
marine secwnent from the Arctic. Low temperatures 
were maintained during all phases of the isolation 
procedure to avoid possible destruction of obligate 
psychrophiles. _Four of the cultures, all yeasts, 
proved to be obhgate psychrophiles. Three are 
species of Candida and one of Torulopsis. They 
grew in the range of 0° to 20°C and the optimum 
growth temperalure was 15°C. They died rapidly 
when exposed to temperatures of 30° or 40°C. The 
rate of fermentation of glucose by psychrophilic 
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Candida sp. P16 was higher than that of mesophilic 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae at temperatures below 
25°C. At or above 25°C, this rate relationship was 
reversed and at 35°C all fermentative activity of the 
psychrophilic yeast was destroyed while that of the 
mesophile was maximal. Oxidative activity of 
Candida sp. P16 was much less sensitive to 35°C 
which suggests that fermentation and oxidation p;0• 

ceed by different pathways. The extent of occur
rence of obligately psychrophilic microorganisms 
in nature is discussed. (Auth. , mod. ) 

B-2949 574. 9{*721) 

Strange, L J. 
BEAUCiil!NE ISLAND. Polar Rec., 12(81):725-730, 
incl. illus., table, map, Sept. 1965, 3 refs. 

DLC, G575. PS 

BeaucMne L was visited by a party from the Protec
tor on Dec, 22, 1962, Dec. 2, 1963, and Dec,---r,
ffl4, and helicopter flights were made in order to 
produce a biological and geographic description of the 
island. In particular, a search was made for colo
nies of fur seals (Arctocephalus australis) and a cen
sus of breeding birds was carried out. A physical 
description of the island is given. The vegetation is 
described, consisting primarily of Verrucaria, 
Durvillea antarctica, Macrocystis pyrifera, and 
Poa Ilabellata. Birds observed on the island are 
listed, grouped as breeders, possible breeders, and 
others seen on or over land, and approximate popu
lations are given. Other animals observed include 
sea lions (Otaria byronia); a few insects were col
lected. No fur seals were observed, presumably 
absent due to the sealing industry. 

B-2952 595. 713. 3(*786, *784. 2) 

Salmon, J. T. 
THREE NEW SPECIES OF COLLEMBOLA 
SYMPHYPLEONA FROM THE SUBANTARCTJC. 
Pacific Insects, 6(2): 313-318, incl. diagrs. , Aug. 
31, 1964. -

DLC, QL461. P2 

Three new species of Collembola Symphypleona are 
described from Macquarie and Kerguelen Is. The 
material comes partly from the 1929-30 BANZARE 
and partly from the collections of the Bish~P Museum 
Expedition, 1960. The species include Snnnthur~ 
kerguelensis, Katianna banzarei, and Mefiikatian~ 
gressitti. The morphology of the species ~re de 
scribed and contrasted, including information °~= 
measurements color types and localities. Lu~ , ' , . a :e 
drawings of specific morphologic structures 1 

provided. (Auth. , mod.) 
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B-2954 598. 45: 591. 2{*746) 

Pryor, M. 
BROOD MORTALITY OF THE EMPEROR PENGUINS 
(APTENODYTES FORSTER! GREY). [Smertnost' 
potomstva imperatorskikh pingvinov (Aptenodytes 
forsteri Grey). ] Text in Russian. Prob. Arktiki 
Antarktiki, 19:54-61, 1965. 7 refs. 

DLC, G575:""L422 

statistical data concerning loss of eggs and fledglings 
at various colonies are compared with data from 
Haswell Islets in 1962 by periodic calculations of 
eggs and dead nestlings from May to Dec. The 
death rate is stable in the Haswell colony (20-30% in 
1958, 20. 1% in 1962), as fledglings are destroyed by 
predators very rarely. About 85% of the deaths in 
1962 were caused by bad weather and malnutrition, 
10% died from accidents such as falling into crevas
ses or being crushed by adults, and 5% died of un
known causes. About 44. 7% of the total brood 
mortality was due to egg loss; 43% of the eggs lost 
were in the first month of incubation. The total brood 
mortality rate for all regions observed varied from 
15 to 100%. The higher mortality rate in certain 
other colonies is explained by local changes in 
atmospheric and weather conditions or by sudden 
catastrophies. The mortality criteria fixed for one 
colony cannot be unconditionally applied to other 
colonies or to the same colony in different years. 

B-2958 577. 486: 581. 527. 4(*781. 1) 

Wace, N. M. 
FUTURE OF THE TRISTAN DA CUNHA ISLANDS. 
Nature, 207(5003): 1232-1234, Sept. 18, 1965. 38 
refs. 

DLC, Ql. N2 

In their present state, the Tristan da Cunha islands 
are of scientific interest as a group of remote but 
ecologically diverse oceanic islands with a substan
tial native flora and fauna in which the pre-human 
ecological condition is still largely preserved. The 
native biota appears to be recently immigrant, de
rived mostly from South America, and lacking the 
endemism characteristic of other comparable islands. 
The isolation which has preserved the biota of these 
lsl~s from disturbance and alteration by man is 
not l~ly to continue indefinitely. A study of the 
:ological conditions prior to the arrival of intro-

ced .P!ant_s and animals could clarify the causes of 
instability m ecosystems and its possible relation
ship to the degree of integration within the biotic 
communities. If the native biota is to be preserved 
f~r in~estigation, it would be essential to have biolo
gtSts m the islands who understand the importance 
~ the need for conservation, especially since the 
!Sl~ers have returned to the main island following 
the1r evacuation. The establishment of a small 
biological research station on Tristan main island 
15 recommended. 
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B-2960 581. 526. 325: 581. 132(*88) 

Burkholder, Paul R and Enrique F. Mandelli 
CARBON ASSIMILATION OF MARINE PHYTO
PLANKTON IN ANTARCTICA. Natl. Acad. Sci. , 
Proc., 54(2):437-444, incl. table, graphs, Aug. 
1965. f4refs. 

DLC, Qll. N26 

Investigations of the carbon assimilation coefficient 
and the relation of carbon fixation in phytoplankton 
to light intensity were carried out on the Argentine 
icebreaker General San Martfo during Feb. -March 
1965, along the west coast of the Antarctic Penin
sula, including the Bransfield Strait, the Gerlache 
Strait, and the Bellingshausen Sea. Results indicate 
that standing crops of phytoplankton in isothermal 
waters are quantitatively smaller than in stratified 
waters. The euphotic zone varies from 8 m in strat
ified water masses to approximately 35 m in iso
thermal water columns. Carbon assimilation num
bers are lowest in areas having a high chlorophyll a 
content and larger standing crops of the diatom -
Biddulphia striata. Highest assimilation numbers 
occur at Deception L associated with the abundant 
Thalassiosira hyalina. More than half of the 
chlorophyll a in the abundant crops occur below the 
euphotic zone, in both isothermal and stratified 
waters. Relatively low photosynthetic efficiency in 
the older blooms during late Feb. in the Gerlache 
Strait may be related to metabolic deterioration of 
senescent populations. 

B-2961 599. 745. 1(*784. 9) 

Paulian, Patrice 
CONTRIBUTION TO THE STUDY OF THE OTARY 
[EARED SEAL) OF AMSTERDAM ISLAND. [Contri
bution a l'etude de l'Otarie de l'tJ.e Amsterdam.] 
Text in French. Mammalia, 28, Suppl. no. 1, 
146p. , incl. illus. , tables, graphs, maps, 1964. 
127 refs. 

DLC, QL700. M25 

This work resulted from six months of investigation 
between Nov. 1955 and May 1956, along the coast and 
in rookeries adjacent to base camp. The objectives 
included studies of distribution and census; the 
rookery during all periods from the formation of 
harems to their dispersal, reproduction, and growth; 
and the rearing of the young, their thermal regula
tion nutrition and mortality. Further study was 
maJe of the m~er of growth of individuals after 
weaning, their relationship to each ~ther and to 
other species, and their feedi.ng_hab1t~, e?em1es, 
and parasites. The subjects of investigation are 
discussed in twelve chapters. 
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B-2962 593. 4: 591. 5(*784. 2) 

Borojevic, R. and P. Grua 
CALCAREOUS SPONGES OF KERGUELEN: SYSTE
MATICS AND ECOLOGY. (Eponges calcaires de 
Kerguelen: systematique et ecologie. ] Text in 
French. Arch. Zool Exp. Gen. , 105(1): 1-29, incl 
illus. , March 1965. 29 refs. -

DLC, QL1.A6 

The present collection, assembled during a series 
of dives between Dec. 1962 and Feb. 1963, adds 
three new species of calcareous sponges to the list 
of 14 species known from previous expeditions. The 
new species are Clathrina coriacea Montagu, 
Clathrina challengeri Polejaeff, and Leuconia 
astricta Tanita. Of the 17 species known in Kergue
len,Tare cosmopolitan, 9 were described only from 
Kerguelen, and the rest are typical of Antarctic and 
sub-Antarctic regions. Twelve species are described 
and figured, and a list is given of the 17 species with 
the necessary references. 

B-2963 582. 35: 581. 9(*7) 

Brownlie, G. 
THE GEOGRAPHICAL AFFINITIES OF THE SOUTH 
PACIFIC ISLAND FERN FLORAS. Pacific ScL, 19 
(2):219-223, April 1965. 13 refs, -

DLC, QHl. P2 

The theory is proposed that the fem floras of the 
South Pacific, while being predominantly recently 
Malaysian In origin, consist also of two, older ele
ments, one being relics only of an ancient worldwide 
flora, the other an earlier Malaysian invasion con
fined now to the older and larger islands only. A 
fourth minor element is a recently evolved southern 
or sub-Antarctic group. The Antarctic element in
cludes the genus Polystichum, one species of which 
is completely circumpolar with related or similar 
species occurring in temperate South America. 
Asplenium obtusatum also occurs widely around the 
sub-Antarctic extending north into eastern Polynesia. 
The present range in the colder parts of the Southern 
Hemisphere and the extreme polymorphism of this 
group suggest a recent origin. To this group prob
ably also belong several New Zealand species of 
Blechnum, including those of the B. procerum com
plex, and some species of Grammitis. 

B-2982 582. 35: 582. 4(*723) 

Greene, S. W. 
THE VASCULAR FLORA OF SOUTH GEORGIA. 
Brit. Anta.1·ctic Survey Scient. Repts. No. 45, 58p. , 
incl. illus. , tables, maps, 1964. 66 refs. 

DLC, QH199, B73 

This systematic account of the vascular flora of 
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South Georgia reviews the history of botanical ex
ploration, presenting some of the results obtained in 
1960-61 and accounting for vascular plant collections 
and other reports. The wholly herbaceous communi
ties are arranged in 3 formations and 6 major asso
ciations. The widespread tussock formation consti
tutes a topographical climax behind the shore, while 
further inland a grass heath formation is the climax 
vegetation developed on well-drained ground. Where 
the water table reaches the surface, the marsh and 
bog formation is developed; deep peat deposits accu
mulate under conditions of waterlogging. Crypto
gamic communities of rock and scree are mentioned 
briefly. A revised checklist of vascular flora com
prises 51 species: 24 native to South Georgia, 5 
naturalized aliens, and 22 transient aliens. The 
status of all species is discussed, including behavior 
and distributioIL Habitats a.re described with notes 
on identification. (Auth. , mod. ) 

B-3000 577. 475: 574. 9(*88) 

Naumov, A. G. and others 
FRONTAL ZONES AND PLANKTON BIOGEOGRAPHI· 
CAL DIVISION OF THE SURFACE WATER LAYER(0-
500 M) IN THE SOUTH PACIFIC OCEAN. (Frontal'
nye zony i biogeograficheskoe delenie po planktonu 
pove rkhnostnykh vod (0- 500 m) iilzhno! chasti Tikhogo 
okeana. ) Text in Russian with English summary. 
Akad. nauk SSSR. Inst. Okeanol. , Trudy, 58:54-66, 
incl. graph, diagr. , maps, 1962. 6 refs, -

DLC, GCl. A4 

Hydrological data we re obtained and plankton studies 
were made during a cruise of the Ob' in the South 
Pacific Ocean. The area was subdivided into the 
Antarctic region from the continent to the Antarctic 
Convergence, and the sub-Antarctic (notalian) region 
from the Antarctic Convergence to the subtropical 
convergence. Plankton penetration between regions 
is discussed. Most plankton did not cross the con
vergence, but the divergence was not a substantial 
obstacle to prevent their crossing. Antarctic and 
sub-Antarctic plankton we re mixed in the zone of the 
Antarctic Convergence. (Auth. , mod.) 

B-3016 599, 511:591. 52:591. 9(*7) 

Fujino, Kazuo 
FIN WHALE SUBPOPULATIONS IN THE ANTARCTIC 
WHALING AREAS II, m AND IV. Whales Res. !nSt• I 

·Scient. Repts. (Tokyo), No. 18:1-27, incl tables, 
graphs, maps, March 1964. 18 refs. 

DLC, QL737. C4T5 

A discussion is given of the problems of identificat~on 
of breeding populations of fin whales in the Antarctic 
whaling areas II m and IV. Information on tbeased ' , . b 
migratory ranges of these populations is given, . 
on blood typing and marking investigations. Approio· 
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mately 6000 blood specimens were collected by Japa
nese expeditions during 3 successive seasons from 
1960-61 to 1962-63. Pre-war and post-war records 
of marks are incorporated in the study. By aggluti
nation reactions with other vertebrate serums, the 
erythrocytes of Antarctic fin whales were classified 
into 3 major Ju groups. The relative incidences of 
the 3 major blood groups were investigated and find
ings indicate that a double-factor allelic system is 
involved [see B-147). Boundaries of migratory 
ranges for some populations in the feeding grounds 
were estimated, with the rate of intermingling taken 
into consideration. 

B-3017 599. 51:591. 485: 591. 33 

Ichihara, Tadayoshi 
PRENATAL DEVELOPMENT OF EAR PLUG IN 
BALEEN WHALES. Whales Res. Inst. , Scient. 
Repts. (Tokyo), No. 18:29-48, incl. illus., tables, 
graphs, diagrs. , append. , March 1964. 17 refs. 

DLC, QL737. C4T5 

Prenatal ear plug development was investigated in 
fetal specimens of 48 fin, 17 sei, and 2 humpback 
whales, collected in the Antarctic in 1959-60. Dis
section of the external auditory meatus and the 
histological examination of the celloidin section of 
the glove-finger indicated the following: (1) the 
shape of the prenatal ear plug is determined by the 
difference in growth between the external auditory 
meatus and the glove-finger; (2) the prenatal ear plug 
is present throughout the adult life; (3) in the fin 
whale, keratinization of the epidermal cells of the 
glove-finger begins at the 6. 5 fetal month, and in the 
sei, at the 8. 5 fetal month; and ( 4) the fatty degenera
tion in the epidermal cells of the glove-finger begins 
at the 8th.fetal month in fin whales, apparently in re
sponse to an endocrine stimulant present in the ma
ternal blood. 

B-3018 599. 511:591. 134. 2 

Ohsumi, Seiji 
EXAMINATION ON AGE DETERMINATION OF THE 
FIN WHALE. Whales Res. Inst. , Scient. Repts. 
(Tokyo), No. 18:49-88, incl. tables graphs March 
1964. 54 refs. ' ' 
DLC, QL737, C4T5 

The_ annual accumulation rate of ear-plug lamination 
~ hn whales (Balaenoptera physalus L. ) is con
idered to be less than two probably near one· the 

aver ' ' and age annual ovulation rate is approximately O. 5; 
the average age at sexual maturity is 5+ yr, 

:obably 9-11 yr. Before the tip of the baleen plates 
~s to wear, the number of ear-plug laminations 

comc·ct · lat I es with the number of ridges on the baleen 
~atees. f The change of age composition and maturity 

s O populations as a result of whaling is dis
cussed including information on the natural mortality 
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rate, the fishing mortality rate, and the total mor
tality rate. On the basis of data on fin whales caught 
?ear the Aleutian Is. (1954-1961), the survival rate 
1s calculated to be 79-86% and the fishing mortality 
rate to be 10-12%. 

B-3019 599. 51:591. 552 

Nemoto, Takahisa 
SCHOOL OF BALEEN WHALES IN THE FEEDING 
AREAS. Whales Res. Inst., Scient. Repts. (Tokyo), 
No. 18:89-110, incl. tables, graphs, maps, March 
1964. 26 refs. 

DLC, QL737. C4T5 

A study of schools of baleen whales is presented, 
based on marking data from baleen whales caught in 
the Antarctic and North Pacific waters, including fin, 
blue, sei, humpback, right, and gray whales. The 
number per school, the seasonal change in this num
ber, the sex ratio, and the dispersal of the school in 
feeding grounds is recorded and analyzed, with the 
data based predominantly on fin whales. Schools 
composed of a combination of whale species are dis
cussed (fin and blue, fin and sei, sei and Bryde's). 
The tendency of cow and calf pairs to remain inde
pendent of schools is discussed. 

B-3020 599. 5:591. 465. 31 

Ohsumi, Seiji 
COMPARISON OF MATURITY AND ACCUMULATION 
RATE OF CORPORA ALBICANTIA BETWEEN THE 
LEFT AND RIGHT ov ARIES IN CETACEA. Whales 
Res. Inst., Scient. Repts. (Tokyo), No. 18:123-148, 
incl. illus. , tables, graphs, append., March 1964. 
26 refs. 

DLC, QL737. C4T5 

A study was made of the relative rate of maturity 
and the rate of accumulation of corpora albicantia in 
the left and right ovaries of 23 species of cetaceans. 
Antarctic species studied are Balaenoptera borealis, 
Megaptera novaeangliae, and Eubalaena glacialis . . 
The species are classified into 3 types: (Tfinatunty 
and ovulation takes place in both ovaries to the same 
extent; (2) maturity of the right ovary _ls slower than 
the left but, at older stages, the relative accumula
tion rate of corpora in the right ovary exceeds the 
left; and (3) maturity of the right ovary is ~arkedl~ 
slower than the left with ovulation occurring only m 
the left ovary for a 'relatively long period of time but, 
at older stages, the activity of the right exceeds the 
left. Data on distribution of corpora m the left and 
right ovaries of these species are tab~lated and 
analyzed. Tables of data on the relation of th_e num
ber of corpora of both ovaries to the number m the 
left ovary of 8 species are appended. 
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B-3021 599. 51: 591. 471. 38 

Omura, Hideo 
A SYSTEMATIC STUDY OF THE HYOID BONES IN 
THE BALEEN WHALES. Whales Res. Inst. , Scient. 
Repts. (Tokyo), No. 18: 149-170, incl illus. , tables, 
graphs, diagrs., appends., March 1964. 11 refs. 

DLC, QL737. C4T5 

The hyoid bones of 7 species of baleen whales (blue, 
fin, sei, Bryde's, minke, humpback, and black 
right) we re collected and analyzed for distinctions 
among species. As a result, a key to genera and 
species of baleen whales was prepared, based on the 
variation in dimensions and the morphology of the 
bones, Fin and sei whales were collected from two 
different localities (fin from the Be ring Sea and Ant
arctica, and sei from Japan and Antarctica) in order 
to ascertain whether a morphological distinction could 
be made between the populations. Statistical analy
ses indicate that such a distinction might be proved if 
larger numbers of samples were analyzed. A simi
lar study of blue whales from Antarctica and the 
pigmy blue whale is anticipated. 

B-3022 551. 46:551. 5:639. 245. 1(*80) 

Rybnikov, A. A. 
HYDROMETEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS IN ANT
ARCTIC WHALING GROUNDS AND THEffi EFFECT 
ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF WHALES. (Gidro
meteorologicheskie uslovifa ralonov kitobolnogo 
promysla v A.ntarktike i ikh vliffinie na raspredelenie 
kitov.] Text In Russian. Moscow. Gosud. Okeanogr. 
Inst., Trudy, 73: 3-65, incl. tables, graphs, diagrs. , 
maps, append:-;-1963. 23 refs. 

DLC, GCl. M58 

Standard meteorological observations on board ships 
of the whaling fleet Slava during 4 whaling seasons 
from 1951 to 1959 were taken every 4 hours, and 
hydrological work was done to a depth of about 500 m. 
Bathythermograph observations were made at 200 m 
in areas of whale schools, plankton "patches " and 
ice_barriers. Studies ~ere made concerning aggre
gation, distribution, migration, and behavior of 
whales~ connection with changes in weather, and 
hydrological and ice conditions. On the basis of data 
on temperature, salinity, and oxygen in the upper 
water layers of the Atlantic and Indian Ocean sectors 
of the Antarctic, 4 basic latitudinal zones are de
fined: north (50-56°), middle (56-58°), south (62-66°), 
and ice (south of 66°). Whales are found in various 
regions of these zones, depending on the alternation 
of favorable and unfavorable hydrological conditions 
and the location of cyclone paths. [See B- 25 20) 
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B-3025 582, 33(*787) 

Hodgson, E. A. 
HEPATICS FROM THE SUBANT ARCTIC ISLANDS OF 
NEW ZEALAND INCLUDING "CAPE EXPEDITION" 
COLLECTIONS FROM THE AUCKLAND AND 
CAMPBELL ISLANDS. Wellington, N. Z .. Rec. 
Domin. Mus., ~(11): 101-132, Oct. 26, 1962. 47 refs. 

DLC, AMl0l. W464 

An annotated list of all known species of the sub-Ant
arctic islands of New Zealand is given, based on 
specimens from the Cape Expedition and supplemen
tary collections. Recent gatherings from the Snares 
are also included, and some specimens from 
Macquarie and Kerguelen Is. The 152 species, be
longing to 52 genera,are listed with information on 
the location of each specimen, and descriptions of 
the new species. 

B-3026 582. 34 (*787. 7, *787. 8) 

Sainsbury, G. O. K. and K. W. Allison 
MOSSES FROM THE AUCKLAND ISLANDS AND 
CAMPBELL ISLAND. Wellington, N. Z. Rec. 
Domin. Mus., 4(12):133-142, Oct. 12, 1962. Refs. 

DLC, AM101.W464 

The mosses collected by members of the Cape Expe
dition of New Zealand are listed, with supplementary 
material from later collections. The present list of 
67 species is compared with earlier lists. Twenty 
species appear to be a new addition to previous lists; 
8 other species, previously recorded from either 
Campbell L or Auckland Is. , are now reported for 
the other, and 43 have not been confirmed in the 
present collection. The records of the moss flora 
of these islands are considered to be as yet incom
plete. 

B-3027 595. 735(*787. 7, *787. 8) 

IDies, Joachim 
THE PLECOPTERA OF THE AUCKLAND AND 
CAMPBELL ISLANDS. Wellington, N. Z. Rec, 
Domin. Mus., 4(19):255-265, incl illus., Nov. 29, 
1963. 7 refs. -

DLC, AMl0l. W464 

The collection of Plecoptera (102 specimens) was 4• 
made by the Cape Expedition of New Zealand, 194l- ➔ 
and is g1·ouped into 4 species belonging to 2 gene_ra. 
Three new species are described, with information on 
morphological characteristics, larvae, dis_tr!bution, 
and ecology: Aucklandobius complementanus, 
Apteryoperla turbotti, A. campbelli, and!:: 
longicauda. The use of1he genus Apteryoperla fas 
a tracer organism for the study of the history 0 

these islands is indicated. 
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B-3028 594(26) (*786, *785) 

Dell, R. K. 
MARlNE MOLLUSCA FROM MACQUARlE AND 
HEARD ISLANDS. Wellington, N. Z. Rec. Domin. 
Mus., 4(20):267-301, incL illus., tables, Feb. 4, 
1964. l5 refs. 
DLC, AM101. W464 

A report is given on the marine mollusca collected by 
ANARE from Macquarie and Heard Is. Two new 
species are described, Macquariella macphersonae 
and Laevilitorina (Corneolitorina) heardensis. The 
systematics include several changes in nomenclature. 
A checklist of the marine mollusca of Heard L is 
given, including a record of which of these species 
are known from Kerguelen, Macquarie, or are en
demic to Heard L Some 42 species are definitely re
corded from Macquarie, 27 being endemic. Thirteen 
of the endemic species seem closely allied to the New 
Zealand fauna generically while 8 are probably of 
circum-Antarctic origin and 2 have Antarctic rela
tionships. 

B-3038 574(26): 579. 6(*80) 

Southern California, University. Dept. of 
Biological Sciences 

STUDIES IN ANTARCTIC OCEANOLOGY. BIO
LOGICAL STATIONS OCCUPIED BY THE USNS 
~: DATA SUMMARY, CRUISES 1:U:-Los 
Angeles, Oct. 1965, 87p. , incL tables. 7 refs. 

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection 

The Eltanin occupied 1171 biological stations during 
Its fi:rs[Tg"° cruises from March 1962 to July 1964. 
The following information is tabulated: station num
ber; position; date; sampling depth range; bottom 
de_pth at position; local time of complete tow; 
mmutes at fishing depth; gear; nearest hydrographic 
station; and remarks. The 3-m Isaacs-Kidd Mid
water Trawl and the 10-ft Blake Trawl were evaluated 
as the most effective sampling equipment. (Earlier 
publications in conjunction with this study include: 
cruise tracks, J-2964· and an atlas of station 
locations, B-2561.] ' 

B-3076 581. 133. 5: 577. 475(*88) 

Correll, David L. 
PELAGIC PHOSPHORUS METABOLISM IN ANT
~CTIC WATERS. LimnoL Oceanogr. 10(3): 364-

, mcl. tables, map, July 1965. 28 refs. 
·DLC, GCl. L5 

!'e:n large quantitative samples of particulate ma-7; in the surface waters were obtained (between 
fl and 115"W, from 40° to 70"8] with a continuous 
~i5r5tem._ Each sample was divided into those 

c es which were retained by a No. 20 plankton 
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net_ with a pore size of about 30 µ (class I) and those 
which passed through the net but were retained by a 
Sharples ~pe_rcentrifuge (class II). Total phosphorus 
and organic nitrogen were determined on aliquots of 
class I and II samples, and the remaining material 
was chemically fractionated into acid-soluble organic 
phosphorus, phospholipids, orthophosphate oligo
polyanions, and ribonucleic acid-polyphosphates. 
About 2/3 of the nonparticulate phosphorus was 
orthophosphate. From 3 to 7. 5% of total phosphorus 
was particulate. Over half of the particulate phos
phorus was in class II; 32P-phosphate experiments 
indicated that these particles incorporated phosphate 
at least six times as rapidly as class I particles. In 
class II particles orthophosphate and RNA-polyphos
phate constitute 80-85% of the total phosphorus; in 
class I the phospholipids are also a large fraction. 
RNA-polyphosphate was the most rapidly labeled 
fraction from the class II particles. (Auth. ) 

B-3077 595. 33: 551. 465. 58(*88) 

Tibbs, John F. 
OBSERVATIONS ON GIGANTOCYPRIS (CRUSTACEA: 
OSTRACODA) IN THE ANT ARCTIC OCEAN. Limnol. 
Oceanogr. , 10(3):480-482, July 196~. 8 refs. 

DLC, ac1:r:s 

The ostracod Gigantocypris appears useful as a bio
logical indicator of the Antarctic Convergence, and 
does so independently of other surface layer indica
tions. During two Eltanin cruises in the Pacific Ant
arctic Basin area between 75°-115"W and 55°-71"8, 
the convergence was crossed 9 times. It was encoun
tered as far north as 58°40'S and as far south as 
63°36'S. Sampling was done with an Isaacs-Kidd mid
water trawl; GigantocrJ?{is was found in the ratio 1 
specimen per 3000-80 m3 of seawater below 1100-
1200 m. In the immediate vicinitv of the convergence, 
the ostracod was found at shallower depths (500 m). 
This is explained by hydrological conditions in which 
the cold Antarctic surface water drops at the con
vergence by sliding down the back of the upwelling 
water. Gigantocypris may be carried to shallower 
depths by this upwelling. 

B-3097 598. 45(*733) 

Ledenev, V. G. 
NEW EMPEROR PENGUIN COLONY. [Novarn 
kolonila imperatorskikh pingvinov. ] Text in Russian. 
Sovet. Antarkticheskai'a Eksped., Inform. briill., 
No. 23:37-38, incl. map, 1960. Eng. transl. i_n: 
Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
Vol. 3, Amstex:dam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 107-109. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Ql 15. S6862 

A new emperor penguin colony was discovered on_ the 
northeastern side of the ice shelf at Lazarev Station 
in 1959. Mature birds numbered 1000-2000. The 
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approximate age of the chicks indicates the colony 
was formed and the eggs layed a month later than is 
usual for the emperor penguin colonies near Mirnyy. 
This colony probably numbered 8000-10, 000 when 
formed, making it the eighth largest colony known 
along the Antarctic coast. 

B-3101 574. 9: 56(082. 2)(*88) 

Pacific Science Congress, 10th, Honolulu, 1961 
PACIFIC BASIN BIOGEOGRAPHY; A SYMPOSIUM. 
Edited by J. Linsley Gressitt. Honolulu, Bishop 
Museum Press, 1963, 563p. , incl. illus. , tables, 
graphs, maps. Refs. 

OSI, 574. 99 Pl17 

This volume includes two symposia organized by the 
Division of Zoology and Entomology of the Tenth 
Pacific Science Congress held in Honolulu, Aug. -
Sept. 1961. The first and major symposium, "Bio
geography of the Pacific Basin," comprised three 
subsymposia, representing three geographical divi
sions of the Pacific Basin: northern (Bering Arc), 
central (Tropical Pacific), and southern (Antarctic). 
The second symposium (Modification of Biotic 
Balance of Island Faunas and Floras) constituted a 
single session devoted to various aspects of biotic 
and ecological change under changing insular condi
tions. The Antarctic papers are abstracted sepa
rately and include: Paleontology and southern bio
geography; Nothofagus: living and fossil; Cytogeo
graphical relationships of the southern podocarps; 
A note on the dispersal characteristics of the seed of 
the New Zealand podocarps and beeches and their 
biogeographical significance; Limnic Oiptera in their 
bearings on the problem of Transantarctic fauna! 
connections; Insects of Antarctica and sub-Antarctic 
islands; Problems concerning an austral region; On 
the evidence of austral Tertiary and Recent brachio
pods on Antarctic biogeography; Geological evidence 
011 possible Antarctic land connections; Antarctic re
lationships in Pacific biogeography. 

B-3102 574. 9:56(*7) 

Fleming, C. A. 
PALEONTOLOOY AND SOUTHERN BIOGEOGRAPHY. 
In: Pacific Science Congress, 10th, Honolulu, 1961, 
Pacific Basin Biogeography; a symposium. Edited 
by J. Linsley Gressitt. Honolulu, Bishop Museum 
Press, 1963, p. 369-385, incl. graphs, maps. 44 
refs. 

OSI, 574. 99 Pll 7 

No land connections between New Zealand and other 
regions are necessary to explain the Tertiary his
torr of the marine Mollusca; its development is com
patible with present conditions of isolation. In the 
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Upper Cretaceous, however, there are links between 
the shallow-water marine faunas of southern lands 
which might be best explained by coastwise migra
tion along connected shores. Genera of south tem
perate flora, considered as Antarctic elements 
appear so late in the record that they would req~ire 
Tertiary land bridges for land migration. If future 
studies confirm their late appearance in New Zealand, 
it can be supposed that they came northward from a 
temperate and vegetated Tertiary Antarctica as the 
climatic zones moved northward. 

B-3103 582. 632. 2: 561. 5(*7) 

Cranwell, Lucy M. 
NOTHOFAGUS: LIVING AND FOSSIL. In: Pacific 
Science Congress, 10th, Honolulu, 1961, Pacific 
Basin Biogeography; a symposium. Edited by J. 
Linsley Gressitt. Honolulu, Bishop Museum Press, 
1963, p. 387-400, incl. map. 52 refs. 

OSI, 574. 99 Pll 7 

Traces of ancient pollen are evaluated as indicators 
of the distribution of former Nothofagus (southern 
beech) forests. The use of pollen for stratigraphic 
and climatological studies depends on the almost 
complete invulnerability of the waxy exine or outer 
part of the grain to attack by pressure and changing 
chemical environments with time. The basic form 
of the Nothofagus pollen grains is described, includ• 
Ing a key to three variant types: menziesii, ~. 
and brassi. Northern Hemisphere repoi-ts are 
listed and discussed for the following areas: Greece, 
Burma-India-Assam, Siberia-Kazakhstan-Eurasia, 
Hungary and Poland, England, and North America. 
Southern Hemisphere records include the following 
areas: New Guinea, New Caledonia, Australia and 
Tasmania, New Zealand, South America, the sub
Antarctic islands and Antarctica. The question ol a 
mid-latitude origin for the genus is discussed. On 
present evidence these beeches appear to be wholly 
southern. 

B-3104 561,47;582.472(*7) 581.9 

Hair, J. B. 
CYTOGEOGRAPHICAL RELATIONSHIPS OF THE 
SOUTHERN POOOCARPS. In: Pacific Science Con· 
gress, 10th, Honolulu, 1961, Pacific Basin Bio
geography; a symposium. Edited by J. Linsley 
Gressitt. Honolulu, Bishop Museum Press, 1963, 
p. 401-414, incl. tables, maps. 19 refs. 

OSI, 574. 99 Pll 7 

The seven genera of podocarps are true southern 
conifers. Associated changes in chromosome mor· 
phology and number reveal an evo~utionary patter~ 
The main Implication of a cytological regroupmg 
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genera and subgenera is that Podocarpu~ and 
nacrydium are unnatural ge~1e ra. Fossi_l podocarps 
of early Tertiary to Mesozoic age are widely scat
tered in southern lands, including Antarctica, but 
are unknown in the tropics and the Northern Hemi
sphere, except peninsular India, ':"here closely allied 
Jurassic conifers have also a decidedly southern 
aspect. The present northerly extensions of podo
carps are regarded as Recent. In terms of origin 
(Permian?), and restricted abilities for dissemina
tion, the podocarps are Paleoaustral (continental) 
elements, requiring land for dispersal. The hypoth
esis of continental drift has received strong sup-
port from paleomagnetic and other studies and seems 
the most feasible explanation of disjunct distribution 
in the Podocarpaceae. The history of the podocarps 
(origin, development, and dispersal) is a part of the 
history of Antarctica. 

B-3105 581. 9:582. 472:582. 632. 2(*7) 

Preest, D. S. 
A NOTE ON THE DISPERSAL CHARACTERISTICS 
OF THE SEED OF THE NEW ZEALAND PODOCARPS 
AND BEECHES AND THEIR BIOGEOGRAPHICAL 
SIGNlFICANCE. In: Pacific Science Congress, 10th, 
Honolulu, 1961, Pacific Basin Biogeography; a sym
posium. Edited by J. Linsley Gressitt. Honolulu, 
Bishop Museum Press, 1963, p. 415-424, incl. illus. 
14 refs. 

DSI, 574. 99 Pll 7 

The widespread occurrence of members of the Podo
carpaceae and of the genus Nothofagus in the land 
masses closest to Antarctica, and the discovery of 
allied fossil remains in Antarctica itself, have been 
considered as indicating common Southern Hemi
sphere or East Indies (Western Pacific) origins. 
The dispersal of the Podocarpaceae has been achieved 
by fruit-eating birds and streams and rivers in flood, 
but not by wind. The dispersal of Nothofagus has 
been by water-borne seed in streams and rivers 
(wind distribution across sea gaps of more than a 
few hundred meters is nearly impossible). The 
chances of the effective dispersal of viable seed of 
either group on or over the sea and its survival in a 
new distant land is considered improbable. The large 
number of genera and families common among 
southern lands can be explained by former land con
nections. 

B-3106 591. 9: 595. 771 (*7) 

Brundin, Lars 
LIMNIC DIPTERA IN THEIR BEARINGS ON THE 
PROBLEM OF TRANSANTARCTIC FAUNAL CON
NECTIONS. In: Pacific Science Congress, 10th, 
Honolulu, 1961, Pacific Basin Biogeography; a sym
posium. Edited by J. Linsley Gressitt. Honolulu, 
Bishop Museum Press, 1963, p. 425-434, incl. 
illus., diagrs. , maps. 12 refs. 

DS!, 574. 99 Pll 7 
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Three species of the Podonomus kiefferi group (sub
family Podonominae, of the midge family Chironomi
dae) live in mountain streams of the South L New 
Zealand. P. maorii is related to P. arauca,;us in 
the South Andes. Both have a close Holarclic rela
tive, P. kiefferi, which is widespread in the moun
tains of northand central Europe, Greenland, and 
northern parts of North An1erica. The study of this 
family shows that very different connections between 
the temperate zones of the Northern and Southern 
Hemispheres have played a role in the history of 
bicentric austral groups. Geologic and phylogenetic 
data suggest that the separation between the boreal 
and austral podonomic groups occurred at the latest 
during the Jurassic, and that kiefferi (or its ancestor) 
could reach the northern continents during the Upper 
Cretaceous-Paleocene. Complex trans-Antarctic 
connections of the kieffe ri group indicate Antarctica 
as an old center of evolution connected with southern 
South America, a connection whose approxinlate posi
tion is marked by the present Scotia Arc. 

B-3107 595. 7: 591. 9(*7, *78) 

Gressitt, J. Linsley 
INSECTS OF ANTARCTICA AND SUBANTARCTIC 
ISLANDS. In: Pacific Science Congress, 10th; 
Honolulu, 1961, Pacific Basin Biogeography; a sym
posium. Edited by J . Linsley Gressilt. Honolulu, 
Bishop Museum Press, 1963, p. 435-442, incl. 
tables, map. 18 refs. 

DSI, 574. 99 Pll 7 

Insects recorded to date from Antarctica are tabu
lated the most numerous being Acarina, Collembola, 
and Mallophaga. A description is given of the envi
ronmental conditions of Antarctica, with information 
on means by which insects survive. The number of 
species recorded from certain sub-Antarctic islands 
is tabulated (South Georgia, Marion, Crozet, 
Kerguelen, Heard, Macquarie, C:ampbell, and Auck
land). The environmental 9onditions of insular sub
Antarctic areas (generally 46-60"8) are described, 
including information on temperature, winds, the 
effect of the Antarctic Convergence, and the flora _of 
various islands. The dominant groups of terre_stnal 
arthropods on sub-Antarctic islands are free-hvmg 
mites Collembola, and flies, in addition to the. 
biting' and sucking lice and parasitic mUes and. ticks. 
Certain beetles (staphylinids and weevils), lep1dop
terans, and spiders are present, in this order of de
creasing representation. 

B-3108 574. 9(*7) 

Kuschel, G. 
PROBLEMS CONCERNING AN AUSTRAL REGION. 
In· Pacific Science Congress, 10th, Honolulu, _1961, 
P~cific Basin Biogeography; a symposium. Edited 
by J . Linsley Gressitt. Honolulu, Bishop Museum 
Press, 1963, p. 443-449, incl. map. 14 refs. 

DSI, 574. 99 Pll 7 
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A discussion is given of the probability of the Ant
arctic continent serving as a land bridge for the 
dispersal of biological forms. Biogeographical 
records indicate striking relationships among the 
faunas and floras of Antarctica, Australia, New 
Zealand, South America, and South Africa. Fossil 
evidence indicates that Antarctic forests existed at 
least in the early Tertiary and can be recognized as 
belonging to genera presently in southern Chile or in 
parts of Australasia. The northern migration of 
Podocarpaceae and southern Fagaceae, evidenced by 
palynological studies, is cited as further indication 
of the role of Antarctica as a land bridge. It is ten
tatively suggested that southern areas, including 
Antarctica, the sub-Antarctic islands, Australasia, 
Patagonia, a great part of Chile, the Cape zone of 
South Africa, and all the adjacent islands be grouped 
as an Austral Biogeographic Region. Further studies 
of the biota are necessary to determine relationships, 
origins, and migration routes. 

B-3109 594. 8: 591. 9(*7) 

Allan, Robin S. 
ON THE EVIDENCE OF AUSTRAL TERTIARY AND 
RECENT BRACHIOPODS ON ANTARCTIC BIO
GEOGRAPHY. In: Pacific Science Congress, 10th, 
Honolulu, 1961, Pacific Basin Biogeography; a sym
posium. Edited by J. Linsley Gressitt. Honolulu, 
Bishop Museum Press, 1963, p. 451-454. 11 refs. 

DSI, 574. 99 P 117 

Current knowledge of the Tertiary brachiopod faunas 
of South America, Australia, and New Zealand, and 
of the distribution of Recent circum-Antarctic and 
austral faunas is contrary to hypotheses involving 
Tertiary or Recent land bridges among southern 
lands, except possibly one between South America 
and Antarctica. With unimportant exceptions, the 
Recent brachiopod faunas of the southern geographic 
districts (e. g. , southern Australia and Tasmania 
Macquarie L , South America and the Falkland 1.s.', 
New Zealand and Its sub-Antarctic islands and 
Kerguelen L ) are restricted to their parli~ular 
districts. There are no significant cases of discon
tinuous distribution. In the southern geographic re
gions from which Tertiary brachiopods are known 
the Recent faunas are descendants of the fossil fa~as 
in the same region. 

B-3111 574. 9: 551. 7: 551. 241(*7) 

Knox, G, A. 
ANTARCTIC RELATIONSHIPS IN PACIFIC BIO
GEOGRAPHY. In: Pacific Science Congress 10th 
Honolulu, 19_61, Pacific Basin Biogeography; 'a sym'
poslum. Edited by J. Linsley Gressitt. Honolulu, 
Bishop Museum Press, 1963, p. 465-474, incl 
table. 12 refs. 

DSI, 574. 99 Pll 7 
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This article is a summary and interpretation of find
ings presented in the nine articles which precede it 
[See B-3101, E-3110]. A discussion of vertebrate 
distribution in the Antarctic points out the need for 
further study. The geological and biogeographlc 
evidence for and against previous southern land 
bridges are evaluated. 

B-3122 599. 5 

Slijper, E. J. 
WHALES. Translated by A J. Pomerans. New 
York, Basic Books, 1962, 475p. , incl illus., tables, 
graphs, diagrs., maps, appends. Approx. 925 refs. 

DLC, QL737. C4S53 

Current knowledge of whale biology is presented, in
cluding the physiology, anatomy, and behavior of 
Mystacoceti and Odontoceti. Background material 
includes a history of whale research and information 
on the evolution of present whales from Archaeocetl 
of the Lower Eocene to Upper Oligocene. Individual 
chapters cover separate aspects of anatomy and 
physiology: evolution• and external appearances; 
locomotion and locomotory organs; respiration; 
heart, circulation, and blood; behavior; hearing; the 
production of sounds; senses and the central nervous 
system; feeding; metabolism; and reproduction. A 
chapter on distribution and migration includes the 
biological factors of the Antarctic environment which 
influence the distribution of whales, namely, the rich 
supply of krill in Antarctic waters, the ocean cur
rents, and temperature. Migratory habits of varioos 
species and the results of marking studies are dis
cussed in relation to the whaling industry and Its 
effect on the populations. DiStribution data on 
dolphins are included. The final chapter, the future 
of whales and whaling, presents whaling statistics 
which indicate the need for conservation measures. 
Mortality due to natural causes is also discussed. 

B-3144 598. 2:591. 9(*723) 

Tieken, w. L. N. 
NEW RECORDS FOR SOUTH GEORGIA. Ibis, .!Q'.! 
(3):388-389, incl. maps, July 1965. 

DLC, QL671, 112 

Spheniscus magellanicus (the Magellanic penguin) was 
observed, though probably not for the first time,. 
swimming just offshore Elsehul in South Georgia ID 

Feb. 1961. Another was observed on Bird L a few 
weeks later. Casmerodius albus (the great white 
egret) was sighted flying over Royal Bay, South 
Georgia, during March 1964, and shortly afterward, 
among gentoo penguins in a nearby rookery [see B-
2788]. Weather conditions prior to the sighting 
suggest that the egret may have been blown from the 
east coast of South America and swept along the 
cyclonic winds to reach South Georgia about 72 hr 
later. This bird is probably not the first to be seen 
in recent years, 
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B-3145 598. 422(*781. 1) 

Swales, M. K. and R. C. Murphy 
A SPECIMEN OF LARUS PIPIXCAN FROM TRISTAN 
DACUNHA. Ibis~:394, July 1965. 

DLC, QL671. I12 -

All adult male Larus pipixcan, in newly molted plum
age, was obtained on Tristan da Cunh'.'- in Fe?. 1956. 
This constitutes the first record of this species on 
the island. The skin is in the British Museum of 
Natural History. 

B-3146 598. 42:574-001. 4 

Alexander, W. B. and others 
THE FAMILIES AND GENERA OF THE PETRELS 
AND THEIR NAMES. Ibis, 107(3):401-405, July 
1965. 28 refs. -

DLC, QL671. I12 

In order to clarify and re-order an increasingly in
consistent nomenclature, this letter proposes the 
following classifications and names for families and 
genera of petrels: The order Procellariiformes is 
divided into four main families: the albatrosses, 
Diomedeidae; typical petrels, Procellariidae; 
storm petrels, Hydrobatidae; and diving petrels, 
Pelecanoididae. The first family, Diomedeidae, con
tains the great albatrosses, Diomede a, and the sooty 
albatrosses, Phoebetria. The family Procellariidae 
Is now to include Macronectes, Fulmarus, Thalas
soica, Daption, Pagodroma, Pterodroma, Halobaena, 
Pachyptila, Bulweria, Procellaria

1 
Calonectris, and 

Puffinus. The family Hydrobatidae is comprised of 
Oceanites, Garrodia, Pelagodroma, Fregetta, 
Nesofregetta, Hi1fobates, Haloc>]tena, and 
Oceanoclroma. species of the ast family, 
Pelecanoididae, are combined in the single genus 
Pelecanoides. 

B-3152 574. 9: 551. 241(*7) 

Darlington, Philip J. , Jr. 
BIOGEOGRAPHY OF THE SOUTHERN END OF THE 
WORLD; DISTRIBUTION AND HISTORY OF FAR
SOUTHERN LIFE AND LAND, WITH AN ASSESS
MENT OF CONTINENTAL DRIFT. Cambridge, 
Mass., Harvard Univ. Press, 1965, 236p. , incl. 
tables, graphs, diagrs. , maps. 211 refs. 

DLC, QH84. D3 

This_ book discusses the distribution, history, and 
Significance of terrestrial flora and fauna in the 
south~rn cold-temperate zone (mainly Africa, South 
America, and Australia) and the Antarctic region. 
The four parts of the book concern: existing distri
bution patterns of selected regional plants and ani
mals; worldwide patterns of evolution and dispersal 
and the relation of these to southern distribution pat
terns; geologic, climatic, and biotic data yielding 
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histories of these lands, and their inferred history 
since the late Paleozoic. A chapter on the history of 
Antarctica outlines its geology, climate, and fossil 
and living biota. It is inferred that the continent had 
a warmer, though not subtropical, seasonal clinlate. 
Climatic zonation and evolution are stressed as fun
damental factors in determining biotic distribution. 
Such climatic indicatoi·s as distribution of glaciation 
and floras, as well as available paleomagnetic data, 
point to the occurrence of a limited continental drift 
to the north, with the exception of the probable south 
polar drift of Antarctica. Land bridges are not indi
cated from available evidence. The biota is seen as 
continuously existing but continually changing, cli
matically specialized, and at least partially shared 
by all lands in the region, including habitable areas 
of Antarctica. Biotic dispersal occurred probably 
along Antarctica's edges. 

B-3164 594. 3:591. 9(*785, *786) 

Dell, R. K. 
LAND SNAILS FROM SUBANTARCTIC ISLANDS. 
Roy. Soc. N. Z., Trans. (Zool. ), 4(11):167-173, 
incl. illus. , tables, March 20, 1964, 11 refs. 

DLC, Q93.N6 

Land mollusca collected from Macquarie and Heard 
Is. by ANARE are described. The distribution of the 
polytypic species Notodiscus hookeri (Reeve) on 
Kerguelen, Crozet, and Amsterdam Is. is discussed. 
A new subspecies, Notodiscus hookeri heardensis, 
from Heard L is described. Morphological dimen
sions of N. h. hookeri and N. h. heardensis are 
tabulated-:- Phrixgnathus hamiltoni (Suter) and 
Agriolimax reticularis (Mueller) from Macquarie L 
are described. The relationships of Phrixgnathus 
hamiltoni are shown to be with New Zealand, (Auth, , 
mod.) 

B-3165 594. 1:591, 9(*881) 

Nicol, David 
A NEW SPECIES OF CYAMIOMACTRA (PELECY
PODA) FROM THE ROSS SEA, ANTARCTICA. 
Nautilus, 78(2):60-62, incl. illus., Oct. 1964. Ref. 

DLC, QIAOl, N25 

The new species Cyamiomactra robusta is classified 
with a description of morphological characteristics 
and habitat. The holotype and one paratype were 
collected from Kainan Bay and a right valve from_ 
McMurdo Sound. The species is probably endemic 
and appears restricted in its depth and substrate; 
the specimens were collected from 321-m and 640-m 
depths. The largest specimen is 9. 7 mm long, 8. 7 
mm high, and 6. 9 mm in conv_exit_Y of both valves. _ 
The large size of the species 1s discussed _with rela 
tion to the ecological tendency of a cold-climate 
pelecypod to be the larger member of its family or 
genus. 
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B-3166 594. 1: 591. 9(*881) 

Nicol, David 
A NEW THYASIRA (PELECYPODA) FROM THE 
ROSS SEA, ANTARCTICA. Nautilus, 78(3):79-80, 
incl. illus. , Jan. 1965. 

DLC, QL401, N25 

The new species Thyasira dearborni is classified 
with a description of morphological characteristics 
and habitat. The holotype and two paratypes were 
collected at depths of 640, 695, and 836 m in the 
Ross Sea; the species is possibly endemic to this 
region and appears to live only at a depth greater 
than 600 m. 

B-316'7 598. 45: 591. 5(*75) 

Arnaud, Patrick 
ECOLOGIC OBSERVATIONS ON THE EMPEROR 
PENGUIN COLONY OF POINTE GEOLOGIE (ADELIE 
LAND) IN 1962, (Observations ecologiques a la 
colonie de manchots empereurs de Pointe Geologie 
(Terre Adelie) en 1962.] Text in French with English 
summary, Oiseau Rev, Franc,. d'Ornithol, , 34, 
suppl. :2-321 incl. tables, graph, maps, 1964:-11 
refs. (Expects. polaires franc,, , Missions Paul
Emile Victor, Publ No. 257) 

DLC, QL671. 035; QL695.E9 

Observations were made during the breeding cycle 
(March-Dec.) from the arrival of the penguins at the 
coast to their departure. Particular attention is de
voted to the dynamics of the population and the fre
quency and causes of mortality in the different age 
groups. During the 1962 breeding cycle, 678 eggs 
and 674 chicks were lost, I. e,, 24% of the counted 
population. Mortality causes are similar to those of 
1956 and indicate that blizzards and severe climatic 
conditions are responsible for most of the mortality 
rate; predation of giant petrels is secondary. The 
movements of the colony comprise 5 diStinct phases 
which indicate that these movements are controlled 
by climatic and sea-ice conditions. Remarks are 
added concerning the feeding, molting, and disease 
among captive birds, 

B-3168 598. 45: 591, 5(*75) 

Guillard, Robert and Jean Prevost 
ECOLOGIC OBSERVATIONS ON THE EMPEROR 
PENGUIN COLONY OF POINTE GEOLOGIE (ADELIE 
LAND) IN 1963, [Observations ecologiques a la 
colonie de _manchots empereurs de Pointe Geologie 
(Terre Adelie) en 1963.] Text in French with English 
summary. Oiseau Rev. Fran<;. d'Ornithol. , 34, 
suppl. : 33-51, incl. i}lus, , tables, graphs, maps, 
1964. ~4 refs. (Expects. polaires franc,. Missions 
Paul-Emile Victor, Publ No. 257) ' 

DLC, QL671. 035; QL695.E9 
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These observations were similar to those of the year 
before [B-3167) and included mortality of eggs, 
chicks, and adults; a chronology of the different 
phases of the b1·eeding cycle; and the movement of 
the birds in the breeding zone. The results are com
pared with those of 1952, 1956, and 1962. This 
year's mortality rate of eggs and chicks was less than 
that of 1962. The study of bird movements in the 
breeding area showed that the predominant factors 
involved are similar to those of the year before. 
The sojourn on the continental ice at the end of the 
cycle is induced by the need for fresh snow; it also 
prevents the chicks from being carried out to sea by 
an early breakup of sea ice. 

B-3169 598. 45: 536. 58(*75) 

Prevost, Jean and Jean Sapin-Jaloustre 
CONCERNING THE FIRST MEASUREMENTS OF 
THERMAL TOPOGRAPHY AMONG THE SPHENIS
CIDS OF ADELIE LAND. [ A propos des premieres 
mesures de topographie thermique chez !es sphenis
cides de la Terre Adelie. ) Text in French with 
English summary. Oiseau Rev, Fran~. d'Ornithol, 
34, suppl, :52-90, incl, illus., tables, graphs, 
diagrs. , map, 1964. 16 refs. (Expeds. polalres 
fran<;. , Missions Paul-Emile Victor, PubL No. 257) 

DLC, QL671, O35i QL695,E9 

Thermoregulation among emperor and Adelle pen
guins was studied from data on the central and local 
temperatures of birds. The microclimate in which 
the penguins live shows their need to have special 
mechanisms to reduce heat loss, such as the work of 
the featherless "radiators" and the social behavior 
and "huddle" formation, The temperature of the 
"radiators" can drop to o•c, at which the tissues of 
homeotherms can function normally, The mecha
nism is primarily circulatory; central temperature 
of polar homcotherms is variable; and the huddles 
are very important, as proved by the quick Joss of 
weight in isolated birds. Different levels of metabo
lism with different central and local temperatures 
are possible. 

B-3170 598. 421: 591. 5(*75) 

Prevost, Jean 
ECOLOGIC REMARKS ON SOME ANTARCTIC 
PROCELLARIANS, [Remarques ecologique~ sur 
quelques Procellariens antarctiques.] Text m Fren~h 
with English summary. Oiseau Rev. Fran<;, d'OJ'lll
thol. , 34, suppl. :91-112, incl illus,, tables, 
graphs-;-1964. 23 refs, (Expeds. polaires fran9., 
Missions Paul-Emile Victor, Pub!. No. 257) 

DLC, QL671. 035; QL695.E9 

Studies were made of three species nesting at 
Geologie Archipelago: the snow petrel Pagodron~ 
nivea, the Cape pigeon Daption capensis, and tbe 
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Antarctic fulmar Fulmarus glacialoides. Only snow 
petrels journey to the coast during winter; the Cape 
pigeon and the fulmar do not return until the last 
month of the breeding cycle. The chronology of the 
breeding cycle for the three speci~~ corresponds . 
with the climatic and feeding conditions. Egg-laymg, 
hatching, length of incubation, and chick growth are 
investigated for each species, as well as temperature 
control adult and chick cloacal temperature, and 
mortality rates of eggs and chicks. Comparison with 
the snow petrel at Cape Hallett emphasizes the dif
ference in length of breeding cycles between the two 
localities. The nesting habits of the three species 
are discussed. 

B-3172 598. 2:591. 9(*723) 

Morris, R. 0. 
BIRD LIFE IN N. W. SOUTH GEORGIA. Sea 
Swallow, 15:43-49, incl. illus., Dec. 1962. 

DSI, QL'G"il. S43 

During Dec. 10, 1960-April 7, 1961, the distribution 
of bird life in the northwest of South Georgia was 
studied. The following birds were observed breeding 
in the area of Elsehul, Bird L , and Main L (one of 
the Willis Is.): wandering, black-browed, gray
headed, and light-mantled sooty albatrosses, white
chinned, giant, pintado, and snow petrels, king, 
gentoo, chinstrap, and macaroni penguins, dove 
prion, Georgian diving petrel, Wilson's storm petrel, 
dominican gull, wreathed tern, great skua, sheath
bill, South Georgian teal, and Antarctic pipit. De
scriptions of breeding sites and nest construction 
are given for each. The black-bellied storm petrel 
and Magellan penguin were seen in the area, but no 
proof of breeding was found. 

B-3173 598. 2(*785) 

Bechervaise, John 
ANTARCTIC WILDLIFE-4. PENGUINS AND PRIONS. 
Victorian Naturalist, 78(11): 320-324, incl. illus. , 
March 1962, -

DLC, QHl. V55 

The entries for two days (April 16 and 17, 1953) of a 
log kept by the author during a stay at Heard L are 
presented. The weather, plant life, and geomor
phology of the island are described. Rain, sleet, 
snow, and strong winds are characteristic for most 
of the year. The predominant plant forms are 
azorella and tussock grasses which cover much of 
~ lava fields. Azorella cushions are interspersed 
with shallow pools and low, wind-protected areas 
su~table_ for nesting dove prions (Pachyptila desolata). 
Cliff prions (P. crassirostris) are also common. A 
rookery of macaroni penguins (Eudyptes chrysolophus 
chrysolophus) near Rogers Head cliff is described. 
The appearance and general behavior of the penguins 
are( described, including the rockhopper penguins 
~- ~hrysocome). 
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B-3174 598. 2: 599. 745. 3(*785) 

Bechervaise, John 
ANTARCTIC WILDLIFE-5. THE MACARONIS DE
PART. Victorian Naturalist, 78(12): 352- 356, incl. 
illus. , April 1962. -

DLC, QHl. V55 

The entries for two days (April 23 and 24, 1953) of a 
log kept by the author during a stay at Heard L are 
presented, Observations of giant petrels (Macro
nectes giganteus), leopard seals (Hydrurga leptonyx), 
sheathbills Chionis minor nasicornis), and Heard L 
cormorants Phalacrocora'.x atriceps nivalis) are 
presented. The rookeries of the macaroni penguins 
contained only a few remaining macaroni and rock
hopper penguins in the advanced stages of molt; all 
other penguins had completed their molt and de
parted on their winter migration north. Leopard 
seals were prevalent on the beaches. 

B-3179 597(*75) 

Hureau, Jean-Claude and Patrick Arnaud , 
COMPLEMENT TO THE FISH FAUNA OF ADELIE 
LAND (ANTARCTICA); (Complen:ent a la faun~ de 
poissons de Terre Adelie (Ant_arctique). ] _Text m 
French with English and Russian summarie~. Inst. 
Oceanogr. Monaco, Bull. , 62(1295), 14p. , !;llCI. 
diagrs. , map, March 1964. 11 refs. (Expects. 
polaires fram;. , Missions Paul-Emile Victor, Pub!. 
No. 254) 

DLC, GCl. 145; QL637.H85 

A new collection of teleostean fishes is added to the 
list of austral fauna. The collection compris_es 6 
species, the first four belonging to No~othenndae and 
the rest to Bathydraconidae: Nototh~ma neglecta, 
Trematomus hansoni, T. borchgrevinki, Pleura- G 
o-ramma antarcticum, Gymnodraco acuticeps, and_. 
~ N. neglecta had been identified with ~ 
coriiceps-Richardson, but the last five species are 
new to this region. Gymnodraco victori Hureau is a 
new species. The species are _ill~strated and de
scribed non-systematically, with info~mat1on on 
their coloration in vivo, and geographic and b~~y
metric distributfonS:--A key is provi~ed contammg 
criteria for distinguishing the 12 species so far known 
from Adelie Coast. 
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B-3180 593. 9/ . 95:594, 1{*75) 

Arnaud, Patrick , 
LITTORAL ECHINODERMS OF ADELIE LAND 
(HOLOTHURIANS EXCEPTED) AND PELECYPODS 
COMMENSAL WITH ANTARCTIC ECIIlNOIDS. 
[Echinodermes littoraux de Terre Adelle (Holothuries 
exceptees) et pelecypodes commensaux d'echinides 
antarctiques. ] Text in French with English and Rus
sian summaries. Expeds. polaires fran1,. , Missions 
Paul-Emile Victor, Publ. No. 258, 72p,, incl. 
illus. , tables, maps (1964]. 76 refs. 

DLC, QL383. 9. A7 

The coastal environment is discussed in lerms of 
climate, substrate, and physiographic conditions. 
The echinoderms are described systematically, and 
the species are inventoried in checklists. Three 
pelecypod species are commensal with the echino
derms: Notolepton parasiticum, Montacuta 
nimrodiana, and Scioberetia australis. The sub
strate is rocky at the upper levels and muddy at the 
lower, The water temperature varies little, from 0° 
to -12°C, throughout the year; salinity and pH values 
are low. Seventy-seven per cent of the 27 species 
studied are endemic and strongly eurybathic. steno
thermy (-2°C to 2°C) is added to this eurybathy; for 
the other species, eurythermy is the rule. Adapta
tion of echinoderms to this environment was accom
plished through viviparity which is also practiced by 
the pelecypods and favors their commensalism. The 
bathymetric distribution or phytobenthos is climati
cally controlled, whereas the eurybathic distribution 
of the zoobenthos is edaphic. 

B-3181 593, 11(*75) 

Decloitre, Lucien 
THECAMOEBANS OF THE XII FRENCH ANTARCTIC 
EXPEDITION. [Thecamoebiens de la ~ Expedition 
Antarctique Franc,aise. ] Text in French with English 
an~ ~ssilu1 summaries. Expeds. polaires fran<; , , 
M1ss1ons Paul-Emile Victor, PubL No. 259, 47p., 
incl. tables, diagrs. [1964]. 13 refs. 

DLC, QL368. R4D42 

The sites from which the thecamoebae were collected 
and the conditions required for sampling are de
scribed, All the species studied are described and 
only the ones different from the typical forms are 
illustrated. This fauna is compared with those of 
other regions, particularly Australia and New Zea
land. The Tasmanian fauna contains new species and 
variations within one species. One Nebela was found 
!or th~ first time in Antarctica. Eight new species, 
mcludmg the widespread Parmulina cyathus were 
found in Adelle Coast and are added to the 1i1st of 13 
species of Antarctic thecamoebae. (Auth. , mod. ) 
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B-3183 594. 1/. 31(*75) 

Arnaud, P. 
ANTARCTIC PELECYPODS, AMPHINEURANS, AND 
SCAPHOPODS FROM THE XI AND XII FRENCH EX
PEDITIONS TO ADELIE LAND, [Pelecypodes, 
amphineures et scaphopodes antarctiques des xre et 
XII9 Expeditions Franc;aises en Terre Adelie, ] Text 
in French. Aix-Marseille, Univ. Fae. Sci., Sta. 
Mar. d'Endoume, Rec. Trav., 52(36):207-214, incl 
diagrs. , 1965. 24 refs. (Expeds, polaires Iran~. , 
Missions Paul-Emile Victor, Publ. No. 274) 

DSI, 574. 0744 A31 

This is the first part of a study of the molluscan col
lections obtained in 1960-62 and 1961-63. The pele
cypods examined belong to 9 species, most of which 
are new to Adelie Coast. The species described are: 
Lissarca notorcadensis, Hochstetteria bagei, !!_. 
wandelensis, Adamussium colbecki, Limatula 
py:nsa, Laternula elliptica, and Thracia meri
dio · • The amphineuran Callochiton gaussi, and 
the scaphopod Dentalium magellanicum are also de
scribed. The data include location and geographic 
and bathymetric distributions. Only Thracia meri
dionalis, Lissarca notorcadensis, andHociistetteria 
bagei are illustrated. 

B-3185 593. 12: 591. 9(*75) 

Blanc-Vernet, Laure 
NOTE ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF FORAMINIFERS 
IN THE VICINITY OF THE COASTS OF ADELIE 
LAND (ANTARCTICA). (Note sur la repartition des 
Foraminiferes au voisinage des c6tes de Ter re 
Adelie (Antarctique). ] Text in French, Atx-Mar
seille, Univ. Fae. Sci. , Sta. Mar. d'Endoume, Rec. 
Trav. , 52(36): 191-205, incl. illus. , tables, diagrs. , 
maps, f965. 37 refs. (Expeds. polaires Iran~., 
Missions Paul-Emile Victor, PubL No. 276) 

DSI, 574. 0744 A 31 

Benthic species, particularly of Buliminidae and 
Cassidulinidae, form 30-40% of the total population 
at all depths from 15 to 270 m; numerous arenaceous 
forms are found also at these levels: Saccammina, 
Proteonina, Astrorhiza, Rhabdammina, Marslpeil~ 
and H~rammina. Here, these forms seem to have 
no batymetrlc significance; however, a littoral and a 
deeper zone are distinguished. The littoral contains 
mostly Trochamminidae with locally abundant 
Cibicides; the deeper zone (280 m) is characterized 
by numerous Lagenidae, Polymorphinidae, Pyrgo, 
and Buliminidae, with a number of Miliammina and 
Pseudobulimi.na. The pelagic foramini!ers are. 
abundantly represented by Globigerina cf. bulloides, 
_Q. pachyderma, and _Q. dutertrei. The first is con
fined to the littoral stations; the other two apJ>E:ar 
below 180-m depths. The benthic microfauna 15 

somewhat characteristic of the polar regions; the 
pelagic forms are found in lower latitudes: the moSI 
abundant, G. pacbyderma, is also found in t_Jte . 
Mediterranean at the same depth. A checklist 18 

given of all the species identified. 
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B-3186 598. 2:636, 081. 2: 574. 9(*75) 

Prevost, J, 
NOTE ON BANDING THE BIRDS OF POINTE 
GEOLOGIE ARCIIlPELAGO FROM 1950 TO 1963. 
[Note sur le baguage des oiseaux de l'Archipel de 
Pointe Geologie de 1950 a 1963, ] Text in French, 
Oiseau Rev. Frany, d'Ornithol, , 35(1): 17-21, 1965. 
7 refs. (Expects, polaires frany, ;-Missions Paul
Emile Victor, Publ. No. 277) 

OLC, QL671. 035 

Fifteen adult and 8 chick emperor penguins were 
first banded in 1950, and 86 adults and 67 chicks in 
1951. Of the 86 adults at least 22% survived another 
year, 7% were checked in 1956, and one was checked 
again in 1962--11 yr later, Further bandings and 
checkings are described. Ten adult and 29 chick 
Adelie penguins were banded in 1952; one adult male 
was checked 4 yr later in the same nest in the same 
colony. Altogether 20% were recovered after 4 yr. 
Of 17 couples banded on Petrel L, 8. 8% remained 
after 5 yr. The first two giant petrels were banded 
in 1951 and were never recovered. In 1952, 11 adults 
and 34 chicks were banded; one of the chicks was re
covered in 1964 on Petrel L , 12 yr older, One 
petrel, banded as a chick in 1956, was recovered 
dead 7 months later in South Africa; two others were 
recovered in 1962 and 1964, respectively. Instances 
of accidental visitors are documented. 

B-3206 57(26)(08)(*80) 

Llano, George A. (ed. ) 
BlOLOGY OF THE ANTARCTIC SEAS IL Washington, 
Am( er. Geophys. Union, Antarctic Res. Ser. , vol. 5 
_Natl _ Res. Council Puhl. No, 1297), 1965, 280p., 
incl illus. , tables, graphs, diagrs. , maps. Refs. 

DLC, QH199, L4 

This volume is the second dealing with the biology of 
the Antarctic seas [see B-1687]. It contains 8 
papers concerning oceanography in McMurdo Sound, 
reproductive periodicities of an Antarctic asteroid, 
Prl!llary production in the Weddell Sea and Drake Pas
sage, microplankton of the Weddell Sea historical 
geology as interpreted from Radiolaria 

1

in Antarctic 
~~~-sea sediments, midwater fishes of the Peru-
Sou e Tre?~h, and monogenetic trematodes of the 

1 .d
th Pacific Ocean (in two parts, monopisthocoty-

[eihs an) d polyopisthocotyleids from New Zealand 
1s es. 
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B-3208 593. 93(*764) 

Pearse, J. S. 
REPRODUCTIVE PERIODICITIES IN SEVERAL CON
TRASTING POPULATIONS OF ODONTASTER VALI
DUS KOEHLER, A COMMON ANTARCTIC ASTEROID. 
In: George A. Llano (ed. ) , Biology of the Antarctic 
Seas IL Washington, Amer. Geophys. Union, Ant
arctic Res. Ser. , vol. 5 (Natl. Res. Council Pub!. 
No. 1297), 1965, p. 39-85, incl. illus. , tables, 
graphs, maps, append. 67 refs. 

DLC, QH199. L4 

Reproductive changes were studied for one year in 
two populations of the omnivorous Antarctic asteroid 
Odontaster validus Koehler, near McMurdo Station 
and at Cape Evans. At Cape Evans the fast ice 
breaks out in midsummer, the sunlight penetrates 
the sea, and as a result summer phytoproduction is 
high and exceeds that of the McMurdo site where the 
fast ice breaks out late in summer, if at all. The 
pyloric caeca of the animals at Cape Evans thus 
accumulate large amounts of protein, lipid, carbohy
drate, and green chlorophyll derivatives in the sum
mer, and are larger, more numerous, and more 
darkly pigmented than those at McMurdo. A grada
tion is apparent in these characteristics from Cape 
Evans to McMurdo Station. O. validus seems to be 
absent under the Ross Ice Shelf. One sample from 
Hallett Station is similar to those from Cape Evans. 
The Cape Evans animals produce more gametes than 
those at McMurdo (reflecting the respective food 
supplies), yet gametogenesis is similar and syn
chronous. A discussion is given of the factors 
affecting the periodicity of gametogenesis, spawning, 
and embryonic and larval development rates. 
Appended is a comparative evaluation of a similar 
study made of an Arctic ophiuroid, Ophiocten seri
~- (Auth. , mod. ) 

B-3209 581. 132. 1:581. 526. 325:577. 475 
(*826, *821) 

El-Sayed, Sayed Z. and Enrique F. Mandelli 
PRIMARY PRODUCTION AND STANDING CROP OF 
PHYTOPLANKTON IN THE WEDDELL SEA AND 
DRAKE PASSAGE. In: George A. Llano~-), 
Biology of the Antarctic Seas IL Washington, Amer, 
Geophys. Union, Antarctic Res. Ser. , vol. 5 (Na~l. 
Res. Council Publ. No. 1297), 1965, p. 87-106, incl. 
tables, graphs, map. 24 refs. 

DLC, QH199. L4 

Primary production measurements were made in the 
Drake Passage and the Weddell Sea by the C-14 up
take method, and the standing crop of phytoplankton 
was determined by the chlorophyll~ method (Dec. 
1963-Jan. 1964, aboard the General San Mart0), 
The densest phytoplankton population and the highest 
amount of C-14 uptake were found northeast of the 
South Orkney Is. and south of the South Sandwich Is. 
(chlorophyll a, 4. 3 mg/ m3; C-14 uptake1 10 mg 
c / m3/ h). The eastern Weddell Sea stations averaged 
lower in daily production (0. 18 g C/ m2/ ctay) than the 
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northern and southern stations (0. 53 g C/ m2; day). 
Surface samples exhibited diurnal variations in C-14 
uptake with high values at 0900 and 2100, and a low 
value near 1300 (local time). Chlorophyll a content 
from the same samples suggests a similar -trend. 
The distribution of the physical data and the nutrient 
elements in the Drake Passage and Weddell Sea are 
described, with a discussion of the factors governing 
phytoplankton production in Antarctic waters. 
(Auth. , mod. ) 

B-3210 577. 475: 593. 16/. 17(*826) 

Balech, Enrique and Sayed Z. El-Sayed 
MICROPLANKTON OF THE WEDDELL SEA. In: 
George A. Llano ~- ) , Biology of Lhe Antarctic Seas 
Il. Washington, Amer. Geophys. Union, Antarctic 
Res. Ser. , voL 6 (Natl. Res. Council Publ. No. 
1297), 1965, p. 107-124, incL illus. 21 refs. 

DLC, QH199. L4 

A study was made of the microplankton collected by a 
plankton net (mesh size 35 µ) from 11 stations in the 
Weddell Sea during Dec. 1963-Jan. 1964. The 
various forms collected at each location are listed, 
with information on relative abundance. The diatoms 
domin~ted the catch, followed by the dinoflagellates, 
the silicoflagellates, and tintinnids, in that order. A 
description of 6 new species of dinoflagellates is 
given, including morphologic characteristics and 
dimensions, with line drawings. In terms of relative 
abundance, stations in the northern Weddell Sea 
were among the richest san1pled. The stations 
located to the east and south were comparatively 
poorer. Present data are in agreement with the re
sults of chlorophyll a and C-14 uptake determinations 
for the area [see B-3209]. (Auth. , mod.) 

B-3212 597. 5(*88) 

Bussing, William A. 
STUDIES OF THE MJDWATER FISHES OF THE 
PERU-C!IILE TRENCH. In: George A. Llano (ed.), 
Biology of the Antarctic Seas n. Washington, Amer. 
Geophys. Union, Antarctic Res. Ser. , vol. 5 (Natl 
Res. Council PubL No. 1297) 1965 p 185-227 · 
incl. Illus. , tables, graphs, ~ap. 74 ;.efs. ' 

DLC, QH199. L4 

SLxteen collections of midwater fishes were made dur
mg 1962-1963 along the western coast of South 
America in the Peru-Chile Trench. The collections 
exte_n? the known ranges of 79 of the 100 species (33 
families) represented. Four new species 
Binghamichthvs aphos, Leuroglossus urot'ranus 
Lampanyc_tus iselinoides, and Melanostigma bathium, 
a;e, described. Of the 91 forms identified to species, 
83% apparently do not cross the boundary centered at 
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about 20"8 that separates the Pacific equatorial water 
mass from the sub-Anta.1:ctic water mass. The other 
17% were _collected _wel_l on both sides of the boundary. 
Comparative matenal included in this report had 
been collected at Eltani.n stations south of the Peru
Chile Trench, rangi.ng from 53°24'S to 61°37'S. The 
identified species are described, including informa
tion on body dimensions and, in some cases, detailed 
morphological descriptions, diagnoses, and informa
tion on para.types and distributions. (Auth. , mod.) 

B-3213 595. 122. 1: 576. 895. 122: 597(931) 

Dillon, William Arthur and William J. Hargis, Jr. 
MONOGENETIC TREMATODES FROM THE SOUTH
ERN PACIFIC OCEAN. 1. MONOPISTHOCOTY
LEIDS FROM NEW ZEALAND FISHES. In: George 
A. Llano ~- ), Biology of the Antarctic Seas n. 
Washington, Amer. Geophys. Union, Antarctic Res. 
Ser. , vol. 5 (Natl. Res. Council Publ. No. 1297), 
1965, p. 229-249, incl. illus. , tables, map. 46 refs. 

DLC, QH199. L4 

Duri.ng March 1960, 668 specimens of 43 fishes were 
collected from New Zealand waters; 24 host species 
were parasitized by 29 species of monogenetic 
trematodes. Of these, 5 monogeneid species from 
4 host species are discussed. Three new species, 
Amphibdella cuticulovagi.na n. sp. , Merizocotyle 
amplidiscata n. sp. , and Leptomicrobothrium 
longiphallus n. gen. , n. sp. , are described, includ
i.ng information on host, location on host, geographic 
distribution, and morphological characteristics. Two 
species are redescribed: Amphibdelloides maccal
lwni Price, and Megalocotyle australis {Robinson, 
1961) n. comb. A new host and locality record is 
reported for Amphibdelloides maccallumi Price. Thr 
host specificity of monogenetic trematodes is dis
cussed and the following special situations noted: (1) 
the genera Amphibdella and Amphibdelloides are 
found only on the family Torpedinidae; and (2) mem
bers of the genus Merizocotyle are apparently all 
parasitic on the host genus Raja. The above host
specificity relationships involve both ecological and 
phylogenetic considerations. (Auth. , mod.) 

B-3214 595. 122. 1:576. 895. 122:597(931) 

Dillon, William Arthur and William J. Hargis, Jr. 
MONOGENETIC TREMATODES FROM THE SOUTH
ERN PACIFIC OCEAN. 2. POLYOPISTHOCOTY
LEIDS FROM NEW ZEALAi'ID FISHES: THE FAM1-
L1ES DISCOCOTYLIDAE, MICROCOTYLIDAE, 
AXINIDAE, AND GASTROCOTYLIDAE, In: George 
A. Llano (ed. ) , Biology of the Antarctic Seas Il. 
Washingt01'i";"° Amer. Geophys. Union, Antarctic Res. 
Ser. , vol. 5 (Natl, Res. Council PubL No. 1297). 
1965, p. 251-280, incl. illus. 38 refs. 

DLC, QH199. L4 
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Eleven new species are described, including infor
mation on host, location on host, geographic locali
ties, holotypes, paratypes, and diagnoses: 
AUocotylophora polyprionum, Tagia gempylli, 
Gonoplasius ~' Microcotyle nemadactylus, M. 
n.eozealanicus, M. brevis, Neobivagina pelotretis, 
Heteraxinoides regis, H. novaezealandiae, Cemocotyle 
trachuri, and Pseudaxme bivaginalis. Various sys
tematic innovations and alterations are listed in which 
a given family or genus is emended to accommodate 
additional forms. Bivagina pagrosomi n. comb. is 
redescribed and Microcotyle constricta Robinson is 
reported, including information on morphological 
features and new locality records. Locality records 
are given for Winkenthughesia thyrsites Price, 1943. 
Certain aspects of zoogeography and host specificity 
of members of the genus Cemocotyle Sproston, 1946, 
are discussed, (Auth. , m ocl. ) 

B-3229 595. 767. 29(*721, *723) 

Kulzer, H. 
THE HELOPINI OF THE ANTARCTIC REGION (COL. 
TENEBR. ), (26, CONTRIBUTION TO THE KNOWL
EDGE OF THE TENEBRIONIDAE). [Die Helopinen 
des antarktischen Gebiets (Col, Tenebr. ). (26. 
Beitrag zur Kenntnis der Tenebrioniden). ] Text in 
German. Munich. Entomol. Arb. Mus. G. Frey, 
_!!(2):600-629, incl. illus. , 1963. 

DNAL, 420 M923 

The following genera of Helopini (Coleoptera Tene
brlonidae) are found in the Antarctic area: Para
helops, Dolophus, Chanopterus, Chitoniscus, Peri
mylops, Hydromedion, Brachyhelops, and Darwi
nella. These genera vary significantly from other 
genera of Helopini in the formation of the anterior 
coxa and the free articulation of the antenna. The 
Antarctic genera are grouped according to morpho
logical characteristics. All forms are wingless. 
E~ch_genus and species is morphologically described 
with information on location of specimens collected. 
The _geographical range includes the area of the 
Strait of Magellan, Tierra del Fuego, the Falkland 
ls.'. and South Georgia. The following forms are de
scnbed and compared: Darwinella amaroides, Para
~ da1;'ini, f. angulicollis, f. pubescens, R: 
s. ottsbergi n. sp. , P. quadricollis, P, kuscheli n. 
:~,_.!'.· ~' R_.falklandicus n. sp., f. ant
.._!:ticus n. sp., Hydromedion variegatum, H. 
~iocerum, !!- elongatum, H. magellanicum, H. 
~sutum, H. oblongiusculun1 Periinylops ant--
arctic Cb- -.-"'----"'' --~-~ -~ anopterus paradoxus, Brachyhelops 
~' and Dolphus globipenn.is. 

23?-120 O - 67 _ 8 
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B-3236 574(*7) 

Bahamonde N. , Nibaldo 
BIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS rn THE ANTARCTIC. 
[Investigaciones biologicas en la Antarlica. l Text ill 
Spanish. Inst. Antartico Chileno, BoL p. 19 May 
196~ ' ' 

DLC 

Biological studies in Antarctica a.re being carried out 
ill the fields of marine biology, terrestrial biology, 
and medical research. The predominant examples 
of Antarctic marine fauna are listed (peuguins, seals, 
krill, etc.). The terrestrial vegetation is prirnarily 
cryptoga.mic (lichens, etc. ) , associated with various 
forms of invertebrates (amoebas, nematodes, etc.). 
Ecological studies have shown that close relation
ships of the organisms exist in order to combat the 
harsh climate. The low temperatures, the presence 
of ice, and the distribution of light are factors which 
are being investigated for their role in prirnary pro
duction. Control must be implemented in order to 
conserve the biological resources of the area. 

B-3242 595. 7(*784. 1) 

Drew,:, Philippe 
ENTOMOLOGIC FAUNA OF HOGS ISLAND (CROZET 
ARCHIPELAGO). (Faune entomologique de l'tie aux 
Cochons (Archipel Crozet).] Text in French. TAAF 
(Paris), No. 31:57-69, April-June 1965. 14 refs. 

DLC, GB45. F7 

The entomologic fauna of Hogs L is discussed with 
reference to the endemism of the different elements, 
and their comparison with those of Possession L 
[B-2767). Some of the species had been lmow_n 
from the other islands, and several new species are 
reported for the first time. The study reveals the 
existence of endemism at the species and subspecies 
levels. The differences between the faunas of the 
two islands do not outweigh the population unity of 
Crozet rs. Population exchange among the islands is 
rare, but not inexistent; endemism seems to be evi
dent particularly in the Coleopte ra. 

B-3243 597. 583. 1(*723) 

Ruud, Johan T. 
THE ICE FISH. Scient. Amer. , 213(5): 108-114, incl. 
illus., map, Nov. 1965. 5 refs. 

DLC, Tl. S5 

The species Chaenocephalus ~' found_off South 
Georgia lacks red blood cells and hemoglobm . 
Freshly1drawn blood from specimens was analyzed 
and found to contain only white corpuscles. After 
aeration of blood samples , the level of oxygen con
tent was o. 67-0. 72% by volume, indicating no more 
than solution of oxygen in the blood plasma with no 
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other mechanism for storage of oxygen. This large 
species (about 2 ft long) apparently is not physically 
active and remains in the cold depths. The oxygen 
deficiency can be partially replenished by the follow
ing factors: (1) a large volume of body fluid and 
blood, (2) a well-developed heart, (3) a large gill 
chamber, and (4) a skin surface covered by few 
scales, thus with some gaseous exchange possible. 
Analysis of the organs which normally form red 
corpuscles in other fish has shown that in this fish, 
these organs are not engaged in this function and thus 
the absence of red blood cells is total. It is sug
gested that the ability to tolerate a low oxygen level, 
combined with the high oxygen content of Antarctic 
waters, has made it possible for this fish to survive. 

B-3249 593. 94(*80) 

Cherbonnier, Gustave 
OPHIURJDS OF THE BELGIAN ANTARCTIC EXPEDI
TION (1960-1961). [Ophiures de !'Expedition Ant
arctique Belge (1960-1961),] Text in French. Brus
sels. Inst. Roy. Sci. Nat. Belg. , Bull. , 38(37), 
31p. , incl. illus, , Nov. 1962. 45 refs. -

DLC, QH3. B8 

The collection comprises 13 new species belonging to 
8 genera. The whole collection was obtained from 
one small bay [Breid Bay?] with a maximum depth of 
300 m, under conditions giving a relatively precise 
idea of the echinodermic fauna of a restricted littoral 
region. A list is given of all ophiurids living in Ant
arctic waters south of 55-65"8, including Bouvet L 
but excluding South Georgia. The list contains spe
cies that are abyssal (below 1000 m) and those that 
are abyssal and coastal at the same tin1e. The 13 
new species are systematically described and illus
trated. 

B-3250 576. 8: li82t*824, *88, 263) 

Pfister, Robert M. and Paul R. Burkholder 
NUMERICAL TAXONOMY AND SOME BACTERIA 
ISOLATED FROM ANTARCTIC AND TROPICAL SEA
WATERS, J. Bacteriol., 90(4):863-872, incl. tables, 
graphs, Oct. 196 5. 16 refs."' 

DLC, QR1,J6 

Microorganisms from Antarctic seas (near South 
Georgia, South Orkney Is. , and in the South Pacific) 
and from tropical waters near Puerto Rico were 
exan1ined with a series of morphological, physiologi
cal, and biochemical tests. The results of these 
analyses were coded on punch cards, and similarity 
matnces were computed with a program for an IBM 
1620 compute1·. When the matrix was reordered by 
use of the slng~e-linkage technique, and the results 
were pl?tted with four symbols for different per cent 
sunilanty ranges, nine groups of microorganisms 

t06 

were revealed, The data suggest that organisms 
occurring in different areas of the open ocean may be 
profitably studied with standardized computer tech
niques. (Auth. , mod. ) 

B-3252 597. 583. 1: 591. 16(*764) 

Dearborn, John H. 
REPRODUCTION IN THE NOTOTHENIID FISH 
TREMATOMUS BERNACCHI! BOULENGER AT 
McMURDO SOUND, ANTARCTICA. Copeia, No. 3: 
302-308, incl. table, Sept. 30, 1965. 24 refs, 

DLC, QLl. C65 

The reproductive cycle of Trematomus bernacchil 
was studied by observations of the gonads of 549 in
dividuals collected near McMurdo Station. The de
velopmental conditions of ovaries from 286 females 
were divided into 5 stages, and the numbers of fish 
in each stage (both male and female) were compared 
by month. The dala show that spawning may occur 
between Aug. and Jan., but occurs mostly between 
mid-Dec. and mid-Jan. Numbers of eggs represent
ing a single spawn range from 1154 to 3123. At 
spawning, eggs are 3. 7 to 3. 9 mm in diameter. It ts 
suggested that the variable breeding times of Ant
arctic fishes are due uot to the general environment 
but to the specific ecological requirements of the in
dividual species, or of populations of the same spe
cies. (Auth. , mod. ) 

B-3267 574(26)(•7) 

Dell, R K. 
MARINE BIOLOGY. In: Trevor Hatherton (ed.), 
Antarctica. New York, Frederick A. Praeger, 1965, 
Chap. 5, p. 129-152, incl. illus. 28 refs. 

DLC, G860. H27 

Antarctic invertebrates are still not well known, the 
recent explosion in biological activity being indiscer
nible in the published record to date due largely t_o 
the lack of adequate research and documentation 10 

systematics. The pelagic species are few, but each 
species occurs in countless numbers, the re1•erse 
being true in tropical waters. The phytoplankt?n Is 
predominantly diatoms, with a negligible quantity of 
dinoflagellates. Three geographic regions of phyto-e 
plankton are recognized which are dependent upon_ th 
interaction of light intensity and the distribution 01 

pack ice. The chief characteristics of the zooplank~ 
ton are discussed. A strictly fauna! approach, entail
ing latitudinal longitudinal and benthic distributions, 

I , • • b' logical 
is the only useful basis for determ1mng th_e 10 

subdivision and classification of the benth1c faun.a. if
The major components of this fauna, the Fora.mm 
era hydroids octocorals sponges, crustaceans, 
ophluroids ~d molluscs,' are described. The inver· 
tebrates i~clude a large number of ovoviviparous spe
cies. The nototheniids, 95% of all Antarctic fishes, 
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are characterized by high metabolic and growth rates 
and cold adaptation. The majority of Antarctic 
fishes are of mediwn size with comparatively large 
mouths and heads. A high percentage of each group 
comprising the benthos has a circum-Antarctic dis
tribution. The origin of the present fauna can be 
rraced to 3 elements: (1) an old Antarctic group 
comprised of forms which survived the latest onset 
of glacial conditions a:nd whose ultimate origins are 
unknown; (2) a grou[) derived from the faunas of con
tiguous dee[)-water ocean basins; and (3) a group de
rived from South An1erica via the Scotia Arc. 

B-3268 598. 2+599{*80) 

Stonehouse, B. 
BIRDS AND MAMMALS. In: Trevor Hatherton (ed.), 
Antarctica. New York, Frederick A. Praeger, f9ll5, 
Chap. 6, p. 153-186, incl. tables. 208 ref.s. 

DLC, G860. H27 

Marine birds and mammals make little use of the 
continent itself , generally spending most of the time 
feeding at sea. Sea birds roost and breed on the 
shore; seals produce their young on shore or on sea 
ice; and whales are entirely aquatic. Isolation has 
played a significant role throughout geologic history 
in restricting the number of species in the far soutn, 
and the birds and seals of today have flourished 
largely in the absence of large mammalian land 
predators. Warm-blooded vertebrates are more 
abundant in cold than in warm water because the cool 
seas are richer in food sources. To live in these 
environments, the animals need means of reducing 
heal losses between their bodies and the sea. This 
is accomplished through various devices--water-re
pelling plumage, thick, tough skins, subcutaneous 
fat or blubber, etc. Compactness and size a.re fac
tors in adaptation. Largeness is an asset as large 
animals have a low ratio of surface to volume and 
can conserve heat more efficiently. Recent biologi
cal activity has enabled the study of the continuing 
success of Antarctic birds and mammals, their mun
bers and distribution, and their environmental adap
tations. Research findings of the last 25 yr are 
summarized. 

B-3275 581. 9+581. 5(*7) 

Llano, George A. 
THE FLORA OF ANTARCTICA. In: Trevor 
Hatherton (ed.), Antarctica. New York Frederick 
A. Praeger-;-1965, Chap. 13, p. 331-350. 90 refs. 

DLC, 0860. H27 

T_hough few viable microflora exist in the Antarctic 
air, microorganisms do survive in snow glacier ice 
and ·1 · ' ' l>Ol, S011 bacteria common in temperate regions 
hal'e be f • · . en ound m Antarctica. Two steps of the 
nitrogen cycle have been demonstrated in the McMurdo 
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Sound area, and sulfate-reducing bacteria may be 
widespread. Fossil evidence indicates Lhat the con
tinent was once well vegetated, though now terrestrial 
vegetation is largely cryptogamous. The only known 
flowering and seed-bearing plants are found on the 
western side of the Antarctic Peninsula and its off
s~1~re ~slands; higher temperatures and fluid pre
c1p1tahon have favored these areas most highly. Plant 
distribution is circumpolar; it is heavily dependent 
upon a meltwater source. Guano from bird rookeries 
also aids vegetative growth, while lack of water and 
high winds have inhibited growth. Fungi, microfungi, 
diatoms, and terrestrial, fresh water, and marine 
algae have been identified. Though mosses are more 
extensive than algae, lichens are the most abundant 
and widely distributed flora; they comprise the bulk of 
the continent's vegetation on almost all ice-free land 
accessible from the sea. While the edge of the per
manent land ice marks vegetation limits, lichens and 
mosses are found in areas of [)ersistent snowdrifts. 
Cryoplankton have been observed in Jim ited numbers 
along the coast. The primitive ecological cycle be
gins with algae, proceeds to soil microorganisms, 
mosses and lichens, then to Collembola and mites. 

B-3276 591. 5+591. 9(*7) 

Gressitt, J. Linsley 
TERRESTRIAL ANIMALS. In: Trevor Hatherton 
{ed.), Antarctica. New York, Frederick A. Praeger, 
1965, Chap. 14, p. 351-371, incl. mus., graph. 29 
refs. 

DLC, G860. H27 

There are no true terrestrial vertebrates on the Ant
arctic continent and only a few of the major groups of 
nonmarine animals are present. The total land fauna 
may number little more than 150 species and no 
record of animal life has been reported from many 
parts of the continent. In addition, little is known of 
the animals' life cycles, habits, and ecological_ rela
tionships. The major animal groups are descr~bed: 
Protozoa, Platyhelminthes, Rotifera, Ga~trotncha, 
Nematoda, Tardigrada, Crustacea, Acanna, Col
lembola, Mallophaga, Anopula, Diptera, and 
Siphonapte ra. Little is known of the food_ cycles and 
feeding habits. Some species occur m widely spaced 
localities suggesting former extensive intervening 
land are~ or even continental drift. However, 
natural di;persal is regarded as the more likely _ex
planation. The present faw1a has resulted fro:n 1111 • 
migration in recent times rather _than a:' surv1vmg 
remnants of an earlier fauna. Air cun ents would 
have provided the major means of transport. The 
ecology of the mite Maudhei.mia wi1s01u, and the 
springtail Isotoma klovstadi Car[)ente1·, are d1_scussed 
separately. The biocenotic features of Victona Land 
may be analyzed as two terrestrial ecosystems, a 
bare gravel system and a bryosystem. 
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B-3296 577. 1: 547. 96: 598. 45:637. 4(*764) 

Feeney, Robert E. 
ZOO WORK RELATED TO ANTARCTICA STUDIES. 
Zoonooz (San Diego), 38(10):5-7, incl. illus., Oct. 
1965. 

DLC, QLl. ZS 

Fresh Adelie penguin eggs were collected for bio
chemical studies at the Cape Crozier rookery, Ross 
I. The proteins of the egg whites were examined as 
part of a continuing study on the evolution of mole
cules. Biochemical and immunological studies on a 
fresh kiwi egg from New Zealand indicate that the 
kiwi is closely related to such members of the ratites 
as the ostrich, rhea, emu, and cassowary; il is not 
related to the penguin as previously thought. Con
tinuing studies are planned of penguin egg proteins 
and the body and blood proteins of low temperature 
fish. 

B-3297 598. 331(*786) 

Simpson, K. G. 
FIRST RECORD OF A GREY PLOVER AT 
MACQUARlE ISLAND. Emu, 65(1):77-78, Aug. 
1965, 10 refs. -

DLC, QL671. E5 

A gray plover, Pluvialis squatarola, was found on a 
beach along the NE coast of Macquarie I. on Feb. 24, 
1964. Only 4 species of waders have previously been 
recorded on the island. This specin1e11 is now in the 
collections of the National Museum of Victoria. 

B-3299 598. 421: 636. 081. 2(*786 : 794) 

Warham, John 
MARKED SOOTY SHEARWATERS PUFFINUS 
GRISEUS IN THE NORTHERN HEMISPHERE. Ibis, 
l06(3):390-391, July 1964. 5 refs. 

DLC, QL67l. 112 

Four recoveries of marked adult sooty shearwaters 
outside their breeding areas are cited. One such 
bird, marked at Macquar ie I. in Feb. 1961, was re
covered dead off Avila Beach, California, in Sept. 
1963. The others were marked at New Zealand or 
New South Wales and were all recovered dead off 
Hokkaido, Japan. These recoveries appear to sup
port the suggestion of movement around the No1ih 
Pacific. 
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B-3300 598. 421(*7) 

Bourne, W. R P. and H. F. I. Elliott 
THE CORRECT SCIENTIFIC NAME FOR THE 
KERGUELEN PETREL. Ibis, 107(4):548-550, Oct. 
1965. 

DLC, QL671. 112 

The medium-sized dark gray gadfly petrel of sub
Antarctic regions known variously as Petrodroma 
lugens, P . brevirostris, or P. kidderi, shouldhence
forth be known as P. brevirostris. The chief alter
native name, P. lugens, was chosen by Kuhl in 1820 
to describe a bird now not determinable; the name 
lugens was only incidentally associated with this spec
imen. The name P. kidderi was used for the 
Kerguelen petre l when it was first described accu
rately, but this name is little used. P. brevirostris 
is the well-established name given to-an inadequately 
described but extant specimen of a Kerguelen petrel. 

B-3322 597: 579. 6(*'186) 

Slack-Smith, R. J. 
A SMALL COLLECTION OF FISH FROM MACQUARIE 
ISLAND. Victoria, Austral. Natl. Mus. Melbourne, 
Mem., No. 25:13-16, 1962. 17 refs. 

DLC, Q93. V7 

The following species, obtained in 1959, are re
corded and described; all have been recorded pre
viously from Macquarie I. : Myclophum subasperum; 
M. sp. juv.; Harpagifer bispinis , found to be cir
cumpolar in both Antarctic and sub-Antarctic regions; 
Nolothenia macrocephala, found adjacent to the co~
tinent; and Zanclorhynchus spinifer, the only species 
common to the Macquarie-Kerguelen Is. area. All 
specimens are housed in the National Museum of 
Victoria; registered numbers are given. 

B-3323 595. 123. 4(*786) 

Nurse, F. R. (F. R. Allison) 
MARINE TRICLADIDA FROM MACQUARIE ISLAND. 
Victoria, Austral. NatL Mus. Melbourne, Mem., 
No. 26:157-166, incl. illus., 1964. 14refs. 

DLC, Q93. V7 

One new species of marine triclad, fan1ily Bd~llouri
dae Palombiella macquari is described and illus-

'-,--,-,.,---~--,.---' . be· 
trated with seven text figures. ~oth~r sll':c1e,k 
longing to the same family Syns1phomum ~' 
is identified. This specie~ has been desc ribed from 
the Antarctic and from Tierra del Fuego. Fo_ur spe
cies of Procerodes are identified: R_. ~• R· 
hallezi, P. ohlini, and P. variabilis. All of these 
are widely distributed in the South American Antarc
tic region. (Auth. , mod. ) 
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B-3328 598. 2(03)(21) 

Thomson, A. Landsborough (ed. ) 
A NEW DICTIONARY OF BIRDS. New York, 
McGraw-Hill Book Co. , 1964, 928p. , incl. illus. , 
tables, graphs, diagrs., maps. Refs. 

DLC, QL673. T48 

This dictionary has been produced as a reference 
book of ornithology. Coverage, in a world context, 
includes terms related to all aspects of bird mor
phology and physiology, systematics, evolution, dis
tribution, ecology, ethology, and the interrelation
ships of bird and man. Subjects pertaining to Ant
arctica are included, two of which (Antarctic, pen
guin) are abstracted separately [B-3329, B-3330). 
An index of generic names is provided. 

B-3329 598. 2(*7) 

Roberts, Brian B. 
ANTARCTIC. In: A. Landsborough Thomson {ed. ) , 
A new dictionary of birds. New York, McGraw-Hill 
Book Co., 1964, p, 51-55, incl. map. Ref. 

DLC, QL673, T48 

The term Antarctic is defined as the area south of 
the Antarctic Convergence, the circumpolar line 
along which cold, northward-flowing Antarctic sur
face water sinks beneath warmer sub-Antarctic 
water. Based on the location of the Convergence, the 
island groups are classed as Antarctic and sub-Ant
arctic, and the environmental characteristics of the 
two regions are contrasted. The avlfauna of the Ant
arctic region includes about 80 recorded species, 
less than half of which are known to breed in this 
area. Only 14 species have been recorded as breed
Ing on the continent. The sub-Antarctic islands 
(north of the Convergence) support dense populations 
of nwnerous breeding species. Every available 
ecological niche seems to be filled. The seasonal 
migrations and geographic distribution of these birds 
are described, Various species of three predomi
nant groups of birds found in the Antarctic and sub
Antarctic regions are described: penguins, shags 
(cormorants), and terns. 

B-3330 598. 45 

Slacten, W. J. L. and others 
PENG?~· In: A. Landsborough Thomson (ed.), A 
new dictionary of birds. New York, McGraw-Hill 
Book Co,, 1964, p. 609-615, incl. illus. 19 refs. 

DLC, QL673, T48 

The t~~ penguin is defined as all species of 
'hen1sc1dae, The following topics are discussed: 
( l_ the general morphological characteristics of pen
~ms, _{2) means of.locom~tion in water and on l~d, 
l habitat, (4) feedmg habits, and (5) breeding dis-
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tribution and habits. The biology of breeding in the 
maior genera are discussed individually: Apteno
dytes, Py~oscelis, Me~adyptes, Eudyptes;-ifiiciyptula, 
and Sphemscus. This mcludes information on the 
breeding period, fertility, population, and the pair 
bond. 

B-3342 591. 523: 599, 745, 3(*7) 

Markov, K. K. 
MORE ABOUT SEAL MUMMIES IN ANTARCTICA. 
[Eshche o mumi:takh tiillenel v Antarktide. ] Text in 
Russian. ~ovet Antarkticheskai'a Eksped, , Inform. 
biulL, No, :48-49, 1961. 3 refs. Eng. transl 
in: _§p:v-ie Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
Vo'.[ 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 201-202. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Ql15, S6862 

The fact that mummified corpses of seals and pen
guins, found at elevations up to 1000 m in the coastal 
zone of Antarctica, are only 1000-2000 yr old, indi
cates they do not represent the old shoreline of the 
continent lifted by tectonic movements. There is no 
reason to believe they point to a warmer postglacial 
phase, ):)ut rather that the climate was relatively 
stable, and particularly, that it was cold and dry dur
ing the period of their formation. Seal mummies and 
skeletons are found in places to which the animals 
migrate, illustrating the periglacial formation of 
Antarctica. 

B-3347 574. 9+577. 4{*7) 

Mieghem, J, van, P. van Oye and J. Schell~-) 
BIOGEOGRAPHY AND ECOLOGY IN ANTARCTICA. 
Monographiae Biologicae, VoL 15, The Hague, W. 
Junk, 1965, 762p. + xxviii, incL illus,, tables, 
graphs, diagrs. , maps. Refs. 

DLC, QPl. P37 

This volume is part of a series devoted to biogeo
graphical and ecological research in the Southern 
Hemisphere, The 18 papers attempt to give a sum
mation of the present knowledge and provide a sound 
basis for future research planning by indicating the 
wide gaps still extant. The area within the Subant
arctic Convergence and the region northward to 
about 40"S are treated. The first part of the volume 
provides a detailed description of the different aspects 
of the environment, including the geology, morphol
ogy, climatology, and oceanography. _The second 
part treats some of the main plant, microorganism, 
and animal groups of these regions. Sin~e the 
present knowledge is incomplete and _vanes v.:idely 
from group to group, it was not possible t_o d~scu~s 
such problems as seasonal movements, disti:~but1on, 
cold adaptation, etc. , in general, but rather m ~on
nection with particular groups. In the I?troduction 
by J. Schell, a short history of _Antarctic res~arch 
expeditions is provided along with a brief review of 
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the chapters. For abstracts of the individual papers, 
see E-3348 to H-3364. Carroll W. Dodge's paper, 
Lichens, has been previously abstracted as B-690. 
The complete article appeared in "Biologie Ant
arctique" [B-1463). 

B-3351 582. 26: 581. 9(*7) 

Hirano, Minoru 
FRESHWATER ALGAE IN THE ANTARCTIC RE
GIONS. In: J . van Mieghem, P. van Oye and J. 
Schell~-), Biogeography and Ecology in Ant
arctica. Monographiae Biologicae, Vol 15, The 
Hague, W. Junk, 1965, p. 127-193, incl tables, 
append. 117 refs. 

DLC, QPl, P37 

Freshwater algae are the most abundant plants in the 
Antarctic, and they grow on most of the available 
habitats: on open ground, in ice and snow, as well 
as in water. After a historical review of earlier 
collections and studies of algae, the locations of 
freshwater algae on the continent, adjacent islands, 
and sub-Antarctic regions are described. Most 
mainland species are widely distributed; 1/3 to 1/2 
of all Antarctic forms are found on other continents. 
The distribution of the most important algae is dis
cussed in relation to the different habitats in which 
they occur. Serial changes in diStribution appear to 
be a promising field of research. A comparison be
tween the algal flora of the Antarctic and Arctic, as 
well as European regions, reveals that, although 
these flora are similar (which merely reflects the 
distribution of cosmopolitan genera in the algal king
dom), they are not closely related. Differences and 
similarities are discussed as a function of the differ
ent environmental conditions prevailing. An appendix 
lists all Antarctic and sub-Antarctic algae lmown 
from previous expeditions and their geographic dis
tribution. 

B-3352 

Wace, N, M. 

582. 34/ . 4: 581. 9(*7) 
561(*7) 

VASCULAR PLANTS, In: J. van Mieghem, P. van 
Oye and J. Schell (eds.), Biogeography and Ecology 
in Antarctica. Monographiae Biologicae, Vol 15. 
The Hague, W. Junk, 1965, p, 201-266, incl. tables, 
maps. 196 refs. 

DLC, QPl. P37 

The plant fossil record and distribution in the Ant
arctic and sub-Antarctic regions are discussed. 
Paleozoic, Mesozoic, and Tertiary floras are listed 
and geographical relationships considered, The mor
phology and leaf sizes point to a moist and temperate 
subtropical climate for the continental Tertiary flora. 
The problem of the past and present distribution of 
Nothofagus and Podocarpaceae is discussed; it seems 
probable that the continent has played an important 
part in the spread of these plants. A list of plants is 
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presented for which Antarctica might have been a 
distribution center. To describe the pl'esent zonal 
distribution of Antarctic and circum-Antarctic vege
tation, 4 zones are recognized according to criteria 
independent of climatic, geographic, or the supposed 
floristic origins of the plants involved. These are 
the temperate, sub-Antarctic, low-Antarctic, and 
high-Antarctic zones. The mam structural features 
of the plant communities are used as criteria. A de
scription of the present vegetation in these zones Is 
provided, and the probable factors for the extreme 
paucity of the present phanerogamic vegetation is 
discussed. 

B-3353 576. 8(*7) 

Sieburth, John McNeill 
MICROBIOLOGY OF ANTARCTICA. In: J. van 
Mieghem, P. van Oye and J . Schell (eds.), Bio
geography and Ecology in Antarctica. Monographiae 
Biologicae, Vol 15, The Hague, W. Junk, 1965, 
p. 267-295. 92 refs, 

DLC, QPl. P37 

All the different habitats show a very low bacterial 
content. Although most samples from air, snow, and 
ice are sterile, the possibility that airborne orga
nisms account for most of the bacterial activities, by 
forming autochthonous snow and ice floras under 
favorable conditions, is still attractive, especially 
since most of the identified organisms are very com
mon forms. Most soil samples contain relatively 
few organisms. An important continental habitat Is 
formed by the cryptogamic flora. Although no specif
ic forms are found, the bacterial flora of mosses Is 
similar to the epiphytes found in temperate climates. 
The marine habitat is a paradox since the very pro• 
ductive marine basins have a very poor bacterial con
tent. Since bacteria play an essential role in com• 
pleting food cycles, it must be that a functional bac
terial rnicroflora has not yet been discovered, unless 
it turns out that strong ocean currents transport the 
organic materials to more temperate zones for decay. 
Another aspect of this problem is the production of 
antibiotics by several representatives of the ~hyto
plankton. The avian, mammalian, fish, and mverte· 
brate habitats are discussed together with some 
pathological aspects. Promising prospects are the • 
study of biochemical activities in relation to_well-de 
fined physical, chemical, and biological envrron
ments. 

B-3354 595. 135(*80) 

David, P. M. RN OCEAN 
THE CHAETOGNATHA OF THE SOUTHE le<fS ) 
In: J. van Mieghem P. van Oye and J. Schell =· ' 
Biogeography and E~ology in Antarctica. M;nojunk 
graphiae Biologicae, Vol 15. The Hague, · ' 
1965, p. 296-323, incl illus., table, graphs, map. 
49 refs. 

DLC, QPl. P37 
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The chaetognath fauna of Antarctic waters comprises 
7 species, 3 of which are endemic forms. Each spe
cies is discussed in terms of its horizontal and ve rti
cal distribution and its life history if known. The 
baSic pattern of distribution is circwnpolar, and the 
Antarctic and Subtropical Convergences act to a 
greater or lesser extent as boundary regions for the 
fauna. The life histories of most of the species in
volve a considerable amount of vertical seasonal and 
breeding movements. It seems likely that coloniza
tion has been from the north and relatively recent. 
(Auth. , mod,) 

B-3355 595. 384: 591. 9(*80) 

Yaldwyn, J, C. 
ANTARCTIC AND SUBANTARCTIC DECAPOD 
CRUSTACEA. In: J. van Mieghem, P. van Oye and 
J, Schell (eds. ), Biogeography and Ecology in Ant
arctica. Monographiae Biologicae, Vol 15. The 
Hague , W, Junk, 1965, p. 324-332. 22 refs. 

DLC, QPl. P37 

Decapod Crustacea are almost completely absent 
lrom the Antarctic benthic fauna. The exceptions 
are shrimps and prawns (Natantia) of at le ast 2 cir
cumpolar species which form a distinct feature of 
the shallow-water benthos. Three benthic and 4 or 5 
pelagic, bathypelagic, and abyssal natants are recog
nized and discussed in terms of their distribution and 
relationships. The paucity of Antarctic benthic 
decapods compared with the Arctic constitutes an 
interesting biogeographical problem for which there 
is no satisfactory explanation. The species that 
have been found are restricted mostly to the Antarc
tic, The sub-Antarctic fauna is very different since 
it is relatively rich and varied and contains many 
temperate zone forms. 

B-3356 594(*80): 591. 5+591. 9 

Powell, A. w. B. 
MOLLUSCA OF ANTARCTIC AND SUBANTARCTIC 
SEAS. In: J . van Mieghem, P. van Oye and J. 
~hell~- ), Biogeography and Ecology in Antarc
tica. Monographiae Biologicae, Vol 15. The 
Hague, W. Junk, 1965, p. 333-380, incl table, 
maps, 110 refs. 

DLC, QPl. P37 

The Antarctic Convergence does not form a sharp 
boundary between Antarctic and sub-Antarctic faunas 
Since many species range over both zones, in contrast 
to the general case for invertebrates. No terrestrial 
molluscan forms are known. The West Wind Drift is 
the main distributing agent, especially for species 
:s.oc1ated with algae. The present fa,una appears to 
Sou m an act~ve, stage of colonization mostly by way of 

th Arne rica and the Scotia Arc which is also the 
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site of the richest numbers of species. Thus, an 
earlier fauna, which was largely exterminated by the 
relatively recent ice ages but still constitutes a 
small element of the present fauna, is being replaced 
by new colonists. Biogeographical provinces and 
quadrants are described but do not seem to have true 
biological significance. Several molluscan genera 
show a bipolar distribution but for the most part the 
resemblance appears to be more ecological than 
morphological Examples supporting several differ
ent hypotheses (e. g. , relics of former cosmopolitan 
fauna, deepwater migrations, and independent paral
lel development) can be found among molluscan 
genera. Characteristics of the Antarctic and sub
Antarctic fawial areas, land and freshwater mol
luscs, and the molluscan families represented in 
these regions are described. 

B-3357 595. 34(*80}: 591. 5 
593. 14 

'Vervoort, W. 
NOTES ON THE BIOGEOGRAPHY AND ECOLOGY OF 
FREE - LIVING, MARINE COPEPODA. In: J. van 
Mieghem, P. van Oye and J . Schell (eds.), B_iogeog
raphy and Ecology in Antarctica. Monograph1a.e 
Biologica.e, Vol. 15. The Hague , W. Junk, 1965, p. 
381-400, incl. illus., table, 19 refs. 

DLC, QPl. P37 

Copepods are among the most important forms of 
Antarctic and sub-Antarctic zooplankton and can 
serve as a model to study the influence of hydrologi
cal conditions on this zooplankton, The continual 
northward drift of bottom waters as well as the south
ern drift in the deep warm layer should ultimately 
result in the depletion of pelagic animal lif_e. Ho~
ever this is not the case, and the mechan1Sm which 
prev~nts depletion consists of seasonal vertical mi
grations coupled with reprcxluctory phenom~na. Data 
on the distribution and quantity of the standIDg crops 
of zooplankton show that the vertical distribution in 
the Antarctic and sub-Antarctic is similar ID any 
month, i e. , that the greatest quantity is at ~ more 
or less uniform depth in a given month. DurIDg sum
mer months, highest coocentrations oc~ur at the sur
face; during winter months, thro~gh migration, . r
largest concentrations are found m the warmer IDte 
mediate water. Circumpolar continuity of the more 
important constitutents of this zooplankton has be_en 
demonstrated. Some peculiarities of t_he Antarctic 
and sub- Antarctic surface, bathype lagic • and abys
sal copepods are discussed. 
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B-3358 594. 7: 591. 9(*80) 

Rogick, Mary D. 
BRYOZOA OF THE ANTARCTIC. In: J. van 
Mieghem, P. van Oye and J. Schell (eds.), Biogeog
raphy and Ecology in Antarctica. Monographiae 
Biologicae, Vol 15. The Hague, W. Junk, 1965, 
p. 401-413, incl. tables. 30 refs. 

DLC, QPl. P37 

Antarctic and sub-Antarctic bryozoan species total 
about 321; of these, 179 species are known exclusively 
from the Antarctic. How many of these 321 species 
are synonyms or valid species is uncertain. Although 
some cosmopolitan types are known, no evidence of 
bipolarity has been found. The 179 endemic species 
are classified as: 1 Entoproct, 2 Ctenostomes, 18 
Cyclostomes or Stenolaemates, 89 Anascan 
Cheilostomes, and 69 Ascophoran Cheilostomes. 
Tables list these species, the depth range where 
found, and their geographic distribution. Little is 
known of their embryology or ecology. The Antarctic 
zoo!ds are comparatively more robust and larger 
than the zooids of similar bryozoan species from 
warmer waters. 

B-3359 595. 42(*7): 591. 5+591. 9 

Dalenius, Per 
THE ACAROLOGY OF THE ANTARCTIC REGIONS. 
In_: J. van Mieghem, P. v~ Oye and J. Schell~-), 
B1ogeography and Ecology m Antarctica. Mono
graphiae Biologicae, Vol. 15. The Hague, W. Junk, 
1965, p. 414-430, incl. illus. , table, map. 29 refs. 

DLC, QPl. P37 

Insects and arachnids, the highest forms of ter
restrial Antarctic life, total about 50 species com
prised of springtails, a wingless fly, lice, and mites. 
By including sub-Antarctic terrestrial and marine 
?Jites the number increases to 111. Species belong
ing to ~he 3 acarid groups, Parasitiformes, 
Tromb1diformes, and Sarcoptiformes are listed. 
Tenestrial biotopes are chai·acterized by very short 
food chains: excreta and inorganic substances--bac
ter~--lichens and mosses--springtails and mites 
feeding on vegetables--carnivorous mites. Of the 3 
main factors influencing the soil faunas--nourish
ment, temperature, and humidity--the latter is the 
most limiting in Antarctica. Attention is drawn to 
the possible correlation between resistance to cold 
and to desiccation in these animals. In both cases it 
is necessary for the animals to transfer the free 
water in tissues to chemically bound water. There 
al~o. seems to be a correlation between this adapt
abili~ of _the _terrestrial organisms and their geo
graphic distribution. The formation of relatively 
warm microclimates (up to 27. 8°C) is a very impor
tant factor in the survival of this group. 
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B-3360 595. 4+595. 7(*7): 591. 5+591, 9 

Gressitt, J, L. 
BIOGEOGRAPHY AND ECOLOGY OF LAND 
ARTHROPODS OF ANTARCTICA. In: J. van 
Mieghem, P. van Oye and J. Schell (eds.), Biogeog
raphy and Ecology in Antarctica. Monographiae 
Biologicae, Vol 15, The Hague, W. Junk, 1965, p. 
431-490, incl. illus. , tables, graph, maps. 51 refs, 

DLC, QPl. P37 

Three ecologically different regions are considered: 
the fringe of the continent, and outer and middle Ant
arctica. Some species appear to be remnants of a 
once rich fauna although they seem to have a re
stricted distribution, whereas others are recent im
migrants but have a widespread distribution. Air 
dispersal, by air currents and birds, appears to be 
the most important distributing factor. Adaptations 
to the environment are exemplified by short food 
chains and resistance to cold and desiccation. Some 
interesting physiological experiments with Collembola 
are reported. Wing reduction appeai·s to be an adap
tation to resist strong winds. The general picture is 
one of an erratic distribution as a result of a dispers
al by the prevailing air and sea currents as well as 
by animal transport and depending on the availability 
of appropriate ecological niches. Endemism is 
moderate. 

B-3361 597(*80) 

Andril.ashev, A. P. 
A GENERAL REVIBW OF THE ANTARCTIC FISH 
FAUNA. In: J. van Mieghem, P. Van Oye and J. 
Schell (eds.), Biogeography and Ecology in Antarc
tica. Monographiae Biologicae, Vol. 15. The Hague, 
w. Junk, 1965, p. 491-550, incl. illus., tables, 
maps. 74 refs. 

DLC, QPl. P37 

The fauna is peculiar in that it includes families and 
genera which can be very similar and yet very differ
ent in their origin and degree of endemism, species 
composition, and vertical and geographic distribu
tion. The coastal fauna, comprised of 10 families of 
which the nototheniiform families contribute 75% of 
all species, is briefly described. Little is known 
about the abyssal fauna, the greater part of its spe
cies belonging to the family Macruridae. The com
paratively rich bathypelagic fauna is known '.o con
tain about 20 families and 50 species. Vertical zona
tion studies are complicated by the sunken ch~acter 
of the continental shelf and by the presence of_mner
shelf depressions and narrow trenches. Special 
physiological aspects of the fauna such as cold adap
tation, reproduction, feeding, growth ~ates, _and the 
occurrence of the white-blooded Chaen1chthy1d 
fishes, are discussed. Recent findings of well-p~
served benthic invertebrates and large fish remains 
on the Ross Ice Shelf indicate the possibility of . 
marine life under the permanent ice. Zoogeogra~hi
cally, 7 types of distribution are recognized and e
scribed. 
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B-3362 598. 45: 591. 5(*7) 

Prevost, J. and J. Sapin-Jaloustre 
THE ECOLOGY OF ANTARCTIC PENGUINS. 
[Ecologie des manchots antarctiques. ] Text in 
French with English summary. In: J. van Mieghem, 
p, van Oye and J. Schell~-), Biogeography and 
Ecology in Antarctica. Monographiae Biologicae, 
Vol. 15, The Hague, W. Junk, 1965, p. 551-648, 
Incl illus, , tables, graphs, map, 45 refs. 

DLC, QPl. P37 

Attention is focused on the 2 truly Antarctic penguins, 
the Adelie and the emperor, with discussions of spe
cific environmental conditions, chill values, and the 
formation of natural and artificial microclimates. 
The species characteristics, activities, ethology, 
life cycles, and main mortality factors a.re described. 
The emperor penguin is considered to be the bird 
best adapted to the continent. Physiological and be
havioral ll(!aptations to winter breeding and the possi
ble difficulties and advantages related to i.t are indi
cated. A comparison between emperor and king pen
guins is included. It appears that the 2 fundamental 
problems of aliroentation and cold resistance have 
been solved in quite different ways by the 2 native 
species that live under different ecological conditions 
and have very different ethological characteristics. 

B-3363 598. 2(*80): 591. 5+591. 9 

Voous, K. H. 
ANTARCTIC BIRDS. In: J. van Mieghem , P. van 
Oye and J. Schell (eds. ) , Biogeogra.phy and Ecology 
In Antarctica. Monographiae Biologicae, Vol. 15. 
The Hague, W. Junk, 1965, p. 649-689, incl. tables. 
70 refs. 

DLC, QPl, P37 

Antarctic birds generally spend the greater pa.rt of 
their lives on the sea on which they depend completely 
for their food, Apa.rt from the penguins, nests of 
only 8 species have been found on the mainland, be
longing mainly to petrels and skuas. Some species 
were originally colonists from the Northern Hemi
sphere and seemed to have suddenly recolonized the 
North Atlantic. The distribution is mainly circumpo
lar whenever identical conditions a.re available. In
filtration took place by way of the Antarctic Peninsula, 
Kerguelen and Macquarie Is. , and New Zealand. The 
distribution is zonal but not sectoral. Both summer 
and winter breeding sea.sons are known, and differ
ences in these seasons have played a role in species 
formation. The primary food source is the pelagic 
anunal life on the sea surface, although several birds 
are predators and scavengers feeding on eggs, young, 
and even small adult birds of other species. One 
Species is known to feed on inland freshwater crusta
ceans and insects (Kerguelen L ). Most birds mi
grate northward to escape the extreme conditions of 
~he winter. The Wilson storm petrel migrates to and 
rom t_he Northern Hemisphere every year. The 

fauna 1s augmented every summer by visitors and 
passage migrants. 
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B-3371 599. 745. 3: 591. 5(*7) 

Ray, Carleton 
STALKING SEALS UNDER ANTARCTIC ICE. Natl 
Geogr. Mag. , 129(1): 54-65, incl. illus. map Jan. 
1966. - ' ' 

DLC, Gl. N27 

A unique acoustical-behavioral study of the Weddell 
seal in its own environment was conducted in 
McMurdo Sound with the use of a sub-ice observation 
tower and submerged hydrophones, and the efforts of 
trained biological and underwater photographic dive1·s. 
Leptonychotes weddelli feeds widerwater, yet must 
breathe and whelp on the surface, Holes in the ice, 
kept open the year round, comprise their only link 
between these two worlds. During springtime, the 
seals gather in rookeries where the females bear 60-
to 70-lb, and 5-ft-long pups. During this study, the 
seals were never seen feeding or mating. However, 
they were observed for the first time to sleep direct
ly under the ice. The buoyancy of the lungs enables 
them to remain securely up against the ice. Fighting 
was occasionally witnessed, preswnably for domi
nance over one another or to protect a breathing ter
ritory. Seals appear to echo-locate food and the 
breathing holes in the ice. Some of the typical noises 
recorded are described. It seems certain that they 
are able to communicate with each other. The 
unusual metabolism of this animal enables it to burn 
up energy more than twice as fast as land animals. 
This, together with an inordinately thick layer of 
blubber and the ability to constrict its blood vessels, 
enables them to conserve heat. 

B-3391 5~5. 772. 4(*784. 1) 

Seguy, E. 
A NEW FLY FROM CROZET ISLANDS (DIPTEROUS 
HELCOMYZID INSECT). [Une mouche nouvelle des 
iles Crozet (Iusecte Diptere Helcoroyzide). ] Text in 
French. Paris. Mus. Natl Hist. Nat. , Bull. , 36 
(6):775-780, incl. diagrs., 1964. 

DLC, QH3. P22 

A dipterous Paractora. was found among numerous in
sects collected during an expedition to the French 
austral islands of the Indian Ocean. A new species, 
Paractora dreuxi, is described and illustrated. . The 
majority of known Pa.ractora are island insects m
ha.biting the southern regions between_ 45 and 60"S. 
The centers of dispersion of the species of this genus 
appear to be the littoral re_gions_ of the extreme so~th 
of South America, and its mvas1on zone extends to 
ward the ea.stern islands by way of the Falklands and 
South--Georgia. The Paractora found at Crozet ls. 
extends'the habitat of the species co_nsid~rably to the 
ea.st and fixes provisionally their lumt in these 
is~ds. None has been found in Kerguelen Is. 
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B-3392 576. 895. 143:597. 583. 1(*785) 

Dollfus, Robert P. 
TENTACULAR LEECH FROM THE SKlN OF A 
TELEOSTEAN OF THE GENUS CHAENICIITHYS J. 
RICHARDSON 1844 (MISSION OF THE POLAR VES
SEL COMMANDANT CHARCOT, COLLECTION OF 
PAUL TCHERNIA, 1950). [Sangsue tentaculifere de 
la peau d'un Teleosteen du genre Chaenichthys J. 
Richardson, 1844 (Mission du batiment polaire 
Commandant Charcot, recoltes de Paul Tchernia, 
1950). ] Text in French. Paris. Mus. NatL Hist. 
Nat., BulL, 36(6):831-843, incL diagrs., 1964. 
11 refs. -

DLC, QH3. P22 

Twenty-four individuals were collected from the 
head, lips, and back of a Chaenichthys rhinoceratus 
from Heard L , where water temperature was 2°c. 
Southern parasitic forms found on 6 families of 
Trachinoidei are discussed. The study justifies the 
assignment of the leech specimens to the new genus 
Antarctobdella, and the new species~ tcherniai. 
The species is described and illustrated. 

B-3393 576. 895. 122. 1: 597. 584{*784, 2) 

Dollfus, Robert P. and Louis Euzet 
COMPLEMENT TO THE DESCRIPTION OF 
PSEUDOBENEDENIA NOTOTHENIAE T. H. JOHN
STON, 1931 (TREMATODA MONOGENEA) PARASITE 
OF A TELEOSTEAN OF THE GENUS NOTOTHENIA 
RICHARDSON OF THE KERGUELENS (MISSION 
,zEAN-CLAUDE BUREAU, 1963-1964). (Complement 
a la description de Pseudobenedenia nototheniae T. H. 
J?h_nsto,n, 1931 (Trematoda Monogenea) parasite d'un 
teleosteen du genre Notothenia Richardson des 
Kerguelen (Mission Jean-Claude Hureau, 1963-
1964).] Text in French. Paris, Mus. NatL Hist. 
Nat. , BulL, 36(6):849-857, incl. diagrs,, 1964. 
9 refs. 

DLC, QH3. P22 

The study of several individuals of a Monogene col
lected at Kerguelen Is. on the skin of a Notothenia 
rossi permits the completion and accuracy of the de
scription of Pseudobenedenia nototheniae, Detailed 
anatomical studies show that the haptor of this spe
cies has 7 muscular septa divided into one central 
loculus and 7 marginal loculi The septa are ar
ranged radially around a central cell, roughly pentag
onal The haptor carries 3 pairs of median hooks 
and 14 marginals, Following these details, the genus 
Pseudobenedenia is redefined and its systematic 
position established among the Capsalidae and 
Trochopodinae, {Auth. , mod. ) 
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B-3410 599. 745(*7): 591. 141 

Ling, John K. 
FUNCTIONAL SIGNIFICANCE OF SWEAT GLANDS 
AND SEBACEOUS GLANDS IN SEALS. Nature, 208 
(5010):560-562, incL illus., Nov. 6, 1965. 11 refs, 

DLC, Ql. N2 

The skin and hair cycle of the elephant seal, Mirounga 
leonina {L. ), was studied at Macquarie L along with 
skin samples from 5 other pinnipeds also inhabiting 
southern latitudes but from different climatic regions, 
The morphology of sebaceous and sweat glands in 
seals may be related to adaptation to the aquatic en
vironment. There is an apparent distinction in rela
tive size and position of these glands between the 
more terrestrially inclined Otariidae and the aquati
cally adapted Phocidae, thus weakening the argument 
for a blphy le tic origin of the Pinnipedia. Sweat 
glands appear to be functionally important in associa
tion with an elaborate pelage where they probably play 
a role in local skin temperature regulation. With 
progressive loss of hair, as exemplified by phocid 
seals, waterproofing the skin is met by enlarged 
lipid-secreting sebaceous glands, and thermoregula
tion is achieved by the thicker layer of subcutaneous 
blubber. The suggestion that the northern fur seals 
depend on their naked flippers for body temperature 
maintenance may not be a general rule for Otarildae. 
Further detailed quantitative studies of the skin of 
pinnipeds and other aquatic mammals are needed in 
order to understand the structure and function of the 
integument and its associated glands. 

B-3420 599. 532: 639. 388{*82) 

Baynes-Cope, A. D, 
ANALYSES OF SAMPLES OF AMBERGRIS. Nature, 
193(4819): 978-979, incl. illus,, tables, diagr., 
March 10, 1962, 5 refs. 

DLC, Ql. N2 

A 926-lb boulder of ambergris was found [on Dec, 21, 
1953, at 58°23'S, 14°13'W] in the large intestine of a 
49-ft sperm whale which was being processed_on 
boa.rd the factory ship Southern Harvester.. SllC sam
ples at various points in the boulder were analyzed 
chemically in order to determine the structure of the 
boulder and to investigate possible modes of its for
mation. Ambreine and epicoprostanol are the two 
typifying substances of ambergris, and the figures 
for the amount of ambreine + epicoprostanol, as a 
percentage of the total ether-soluble matter, can be 
used to show variations in composition within ~ he 
boulder. Findings indicate that the boulder Is '. c r 
in these substances in the middle, along the ax!S, 
rather than the periphery, and at the n~rower 7s3:" 
end of the boulder, Theories of formation are d 
cussed but an acceptable explanation is not yet 
available, Striations in the boulder indicate forma
tion by successive depositions. 
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B-3438 598. 2:636, 081. 2(*764) 

$laden, W. J. L. and R. C. Wood 
USARP BIRD BANDING PROGRAM AT CAPE 
CROZIER, AUSTRAL SUMMER 1963-4. Ring 
(Warsaw), i(41):89-91, incl. tables, Nov, 1964. 
2 refs. 

DLC 

This program is basically an international coopera
tive activity and is designed to provide information on 
migration pattern, longevity, life cycles, and popula
tion dynamics of Antarctic pelagic birds. The pro
gram has completed its fifth year of operations in 
Antarctica and is conducted by Antarctic Treaty 
member nations with the U. S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service. Work has also been carried out at Wilkes 
and Hallett Stations, Antarctic Peninsula, Cape 
Royds, Beaufort L, Balleny and Falkland Is. , and 
South Georgia. As of the summer of 1963-64, bird 
species which have been banded are Adelie pengujns 
(Pygoscelis adeliae) and south polar skua (Catharacta 
sh11a macco:rmicki). Total numbers of adults and 
chicks banded are given for the years 1958-64. A 
study of known age population and behavior was car
ried out on Adelie penguin chicks, and the numbers of 
chicks thus marked are totalled for the years 1962-
64. Techniques of catching and banding the birds are 
evaluated from the standpoint of efficiency and future 
application. 

B-3439 59(26):016(*787) 

Freed, Dorothy 
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF NEW ZEALAND MARINE 
ZOOLOGY, 1769-1899, N. z. Dept, Sci. & Indus tr. 
Res. Bull. 148 (N. Z. Oceanogr. Inst. Mem. No. 
16), 46p,, incl. illus, , 1963. 

DLC, GPRR 

The purpose of this bibliography is to present mate
rial available on marine biology as a part of the field 
or oceanography in New Zealand. The bibliography 
contains 796 entries restricted to the years 1769-
!899, Papers on birds and freshwater fishes have 
been omitted. The geographic coverage includes the 
Snares, Auckland, Campbell, Bounty, Antipodes, and 
Ch~lham Is. The form of entry is described and the 
main sources are listed, including other bibliogra
phies, s_ystematic works, and serial publications. A 
IIUbJect llldex is included. 

B-3444 599, 745(02) 

King, Judith E. 
:ALS OF THE WORLD. London, British Museum 
rl,~ral History), 1964, 154p. , incl. illus., tables, 
D•S., maps, 116 refs. 

LC, QL737, P6K5 
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A summary is given of the classification of the 
Otariidae (sea lions and fur seals), Odobenidae 
(walruses), and Phocidae (true seals). Common and 
scientific names are listed for the 32 species living 
today, including sea lions, fur seals, walrus, north
ern true seals, Antarctic, monk, hooded, and ele
phant seals. The Antarctic seals include the Weddell 
the crabeater, the leopard, and the Ross seals. ' 
Eight chapters contain indiVidual descriptions of the 
species, presenting information on life history, dis
tribution (including maps of breeding areas and 
migration range), and commercial exploitation. 
Later chapters contain discussions of (1) distribution 
in relation to temperature and ocean currents, (2) 
external and internal morphology, and (3) physiology 
as related to diving, locomotion, molting, reproduc
tion, and use of sensory organs. The origin of pinni
peds is discussed on the basis of fossil history. 
Parasites are listed, including nematodes, cestodes, 
trematodes, acanthocephalans, arachnids, and in
sects. Name derivations are given for genus, spe
cies, and subspecies. 

B-3447 579. 62(203):629. 13. 05(*7) 

Holzapfel, E. P. and J. L, Gressitt 
AIRPLANE TRAPPING OF ORGANISMS AND PARTI
CLES. In: Atmospheric Biology Conference, 
Minneapolis, 1964, Proceedings. H. M. Tsuchiya, 
chairman. Allan H. Brown, co-chairman. Lucille 
H. Sukalo, editor. (Minneapolis, 1965], p. 151-163, 
incl. illus. , tables, diagrs,, disc. 12 refs. 

DLC, QR101, A78 1964 

An air plankton trap for operation on an a.i:'craft (U. S. 
Navy C-121J) was developed in 1960. Dunng 3 yr of 
operation 59 arthropods plus numerous fragments 
have ooed collected over the Antarctic, Pacific, and 
continental u. S. during flights between the follow
ing points: Quo~et Point, R. L; Hawail_i Christ
church, N. z.; McMurdo Sound, Antarctica; Oahu
Midway Atoll; and Australia. The flights are listed 
with statute miles traveled. Plant and mineral mate
rial we re also collected and analyzed. The trap has 
been operated about 668,500 km. ~o!lecting results 
and in-flight tests indicated low efficiency ~ ~he . 
trap, and wind tunnel tests showed that m_odihcat1ons 
were necessary to improve insect collectm~ and to_ 
add devices for collections of extraterrestrial parti
cles, pollen, etc. Data on !11sec'. spec1D1ens col
lected are tabulated, includmg wmd data, plane 
velocity, coordinates of location, altitude, and or~er 
and family of insect; vegetable and mineral material 
are also recorded. 
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B-3451 593. 712. 3 

Boschma, H. 
ON THE STYLASTERINE GENUS ERRINA, WITH 
THE DESCRIPTION OF A NEW SPECIES. Koninkl. 
Ned. Akad. Wetenschap., Proc., Ser. C, 66(4):331-
344, incl. illus. , 196 3. 34 refs. -

DLC, Q57, A561; DSI, 506, 492 A315 

The species of the genus Errina are arranged into 
subgenera, based on the peculiarities of the spines of 
the daclylopores, the opening of which may be turned 
to the tops of the branches or to the basal region of 
the colony. Twenty-five species are listed under 
three subgenera -- Errina, lnferiolabiata, and 
Lepidopora -- including for each species references 
to the source of the taxonomic classification. The 
subgenus E rrina contains the species E. antarctica. 
A description is given of the new specfes E rrma 
(Lepidopora) hicksoni, including morphological and 
taxonomic characteristics. 

B-3452 593. 712. 3(*7) 

Boschma, H. 
ON THE SUPPOSED SPECIFIC DIFFERENCES BE
TWEEN ERRINA ANTARCTICA (GRAY) AND ERRINA 
MOSELEY! (RIDLEY). Koninkl, Ned. Akad. Weten
schap., Proc., Ser. C, 68(1):8-18, incl illus., 
1965, 12 refs. -

DLC, Q57. A561; DSI, 506. 492 A315 

The history of the taxonomic classification of the 
species Errina antarctica and!· moseleyi is re
viewed, including the morphological bases on which 
the terms were assigned. The present analysis is 
based on investigation of specimens from the area of 
Cape Horn, Kerguelen Is. , and Falkland Is. , and mate
rial collected by the Discovery Investigations from 5 
stations in Antarctic and sub-Antarctic regions. The 
external appearance reveals the specific identity of 
the lwo forms, The grooved spines of the larger 
dactylopores are similar, but their arrangement on 
the branches in!· moseleyi is slightly more irregu
lar than in!· antarctica. The gastrostyles in the 
examined fragments of !'.· Antarctica show a general 
tendency to a slenderly conical shape, while those of 
the branch of!• moseleyi are usually thicker. Some 
of the gastrostyles of the two forms are of a corre
sponding shape, and the available data point to 
g~ne i-al variation but without indications for specific 
differences. The only remaining difference between 
the two forms is the dissimilarity in coloration 
which is not considered to form a specific diffe~ence. 
These characters lead to the conclusion that the names 
!'.· moseleyi 3Jld !:• antarctica are synonymous. 
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B-3453 593. 712. 3(*881) 

Boschma, H. 
ERRINA CARNEA, A NEW STYLASTERINE CORAL 
FROM THE ANT ARCTIC. Koninkl. Ned. Akad. 
Wetenschap. , Proc. , Ser. C, 68(1): 19-24, incl 
illus. , 1965, 10 refs. -

DLC, Q57. A561; DSI, 506. 492 A315 

The three Errina species known to occur in the Ant
arctic region are listed and contrasted: E. antarctica 
(Gray), E. gracilis von Marenzeller, anifE.""ciirnea 

·Sp. nov.-During a cruise of the Endeavour, in __ , 

connection with the Ross Sea surveys carried out in 
Jan. 1959, stylasterine corals were collected at 6 
stations in the Ross Sea. The new species (E. 
carnea) described here was obtained at three of the 
stations (geographic coordinates and depths are 
listed). In addition, a discussion is given of the 
taxonomic classification of 3 subgenera of Errina: 
Errina s. s. , Inferiolabiata, and Lepidopora. This 
classification is defined by the shape of the groo1•ed 
spines of the dactylopores, and by the position of 
these spines on the branches. 

B-3454 595. 768. 23(*781) 

Kuschel, G. 
THE CURCULIONIDAE OF GOUGH ISLAND AND THE 
RELATIONSHIPS OF THE WEEVIL FAUNA OF THE 
TRISTAN DA CUNHA GROUP. Linnean Soc, London, 
Proc., 173(Part 2):69-78, incL illus. , tables, maps, 
append. -;-April 27, 1962. 9 refs. 

DLC, QHl. L55 

Only two species of Curculi.onidae, Pentarthrum 
carmichaeli Waterhouse (Cossoninae) and 
Tristanodes scirpophilus Brinck (Cylydrorhininae) 
have been collected on Gough L The last larval In
star of the latter species is described. In the 
Tristan group, P. carmichaeli appeai·s character
istic of the coastal zone, and T. scirpophilus of 
Scirpus clumps on upland bogs and wet heaths. The 
curculionid fauna of these islands appears to be poor 
in numbers of individuals as well as in species. The 
presence of the brachypterous T. scirpophilus on 
both Gough L and Tristan da Cunha is anomalous, 
since this genus shows a high degree of insular en
demism. Possible dispersal agencies are d1sc~ssed, 
The systematic position of the Palaechtini, a tnbe 
reputedly confined to the Tristan group, is con
side red and il is concluded that it is not separable 
from th~ Listroderini. Both the genus Pentart~rr• 
as defined and the Listroderini have an essential l 
southern ~mperate distribution. The curculionid 
fauna of the Tristan group is most closely related to 
that of southern South America. (Auth., mod,) 
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B-3457 595. 373. 3(26. 03) 

Wolff, Torben 
THE SYSTEMATICS AND BIOLOGY OF BATHYAL 
AND ABYSSAL ISOPODA ASELLOTA. Danish Deep
Sea Exped, Round the World, 1950-52, Scient. Re
sults, Galathea Rept. Vol. 6. Copenhagen, Danish 
Science Press, 1962, 320p. , incl. illus. , tables, 
graphs, 378 refs. 

DLC, Qll5. D335 

A study of deep-sea Asellota was conducted during 
the Galathea Expedition (1950-52). Approximately 80 
species are discussed, including those reported from 
other sources, with 6 genera, 28 species, and sev
eral subspecies described as new, and some genera 
and species regarded as invalid. The taxonomy of 9 
families and genera is discussed, and 5 families are 
rejected. The Eurycopidae are divided into 4 sub
families, Keys are provided for all 19 families, with 
respective genera and species. The terminology, 
classification of the Asellota, and the significance of 
various taxonomic characters are discussed. Data 
are tabulated for 633 species of Asellota (excluding 
Aselloidea) on regional and bathymetric distribution, 
range or records of temperature, maximum size, 
and number of localities. Data on depth and tempera
ture range of the 97 known genera are tabulated. Of 
the 628 benthic species, 32% are known from depths 
exceeding 2000 m and another 26% from below 200 m. 
The depth-temperature correlation and vertical dis
tribution of species, genera, and families are re
corded, The geographic distribution among the 5 
oceans is discussed. The majority of the 77 species 
occurring in more than one ocean are circumsubpolar 
or Antarctic-circumsubpolar (22 sp. ) , Arctic-North 
Atlantic (21 sp. ), or from the Antarctic-South Atlantie; 
or the Antarctic-south Indian Oceans (14 sp. ). 

B-3459 597. 556. 4: 591. 9 

Bekker, V. E, 
THE MODERATE COLD-WATER MYCTOPHIDAE 
PlSCES COMPLEX. [Ob umerenno-kholodnovodnom 
komp_lekse miktofid (Myctophidae, Pisces).] Text in 
Russian. Okeanologi!a, 4(3): 469-476, incl. table, 
map, 1964. 20 refs. -

DLC, GCl, A47A23 

The:e are some 30-35 genera and 190 species of the 
family Myctophidae. It is widely distributed in the ;:an~; the maj~rity of the species (about 150) are 

n~ lll subtropical and tropical waters. Forty to 50 
Species are distributed throughout all three oceans 
~d 20 are circumpolar. A map shows the distribu'
ion o_f many Myctophidae according to geographic 

zonahty of the Pacific Ocean. The community of 
Myctophidae of the Bore al ( 45° to 60°N) Notalian (25° 
to 60'S) d Anta . . . . ' p , an retie zones (prmntive types of 
tirotomyctophum and Electrona) and its great varia-

on·in the re · · · lamu . mammg zones permits a division of the 
cold i:to 2 individual complexes: the temperate-

er types and the warm-tropical water types. 
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The temperate-cold water complex may be divided 
~to ~ differ_ent components: (1) primitive types 
distnbuted_m the Northern and Southern Hemispheres, 
?ut absent m w~rm and tropical waters; (2) special
ized genera, with more representation in northern 
waters; and (3) species of primarily warm-tropical 
water genera. 

B-3473 595. 351. 6: 565. 351. 6(*821) 

Weisbord, Norman E. 
TWO NEW LOCALITIES FOR THE BARNACLE 
HEXELASMA ANTARCTICUM BORRADAILE. J. 
Paleontol. , 39(5): 1015-1016, Sept. 1965. 11 refs. 

DLC, QE701. J6 

The sessile barnacle, Hexelasma antarcticum, first 
described and illustrated by L. A. Borradaile in 
1916, has been found previously in the Terra Nova 
Bay region, McMurdo Sound (on a glacier 30 ft above 
sea level), on the sea floor at a depth of 157 fathoms 
off Adelie Coast, and in Pleistocene-Recent fossili
ferous formation in the McMurdo Sound region. The 
two new localities are Sars Bank [Drake Passage] and 
Scotia Ridge. The age of the barnacles from these 
regions is not known with certainty, but the species 
is assumed to be alive in these areas since their epi
dermis is well preserved. If this assumption is cor
rect, H. antarcticum is circumpolar in its Recent 
Antarctic distribution, and it is anticipated that the 
species will be found living elsewhere around Ant
arctica. H. corolliforme, dredged near Kerguelen 
Is, , may represent young individuals of H. antarcti
cum; the difficulties in distinguishing the-species are 
discussed. A fossil species close to H. antarcticum 
Borradaile, the New Zealand Miocene-H. aucklandi
cum, may be the progenitor of the Antarctic form. 

B-3477 599. 745. 3(*764) 

Smith, M. S. R. 
SEASONAL MOVEMENTS OF THE WEDDELL SEAL 
IN McMURDO SOUND, ANTARCTICA. J, Wildlife 
Mangt., 29(3):464-470, incl. table, graphs, maps, 
July 1965;"'" 7 refs, 

DLC, SK351. J68 

A study was conducted of the seasonal changes in 
abundance of the Weddell seal (Leptonychotes 
weddelli) in McMurdo Sound. Aerial reconnaissance 
flights and visual methods were used to cou~t the . 
seals lying on the ice. The seals have ~ daily feeding 
cycle resulting in the largest number. lymg on the ice 
at 4 p. m. The overwintering population was es!1-
mated at 250 and the maximum summer population at 
2670. The arrival of the seals in McMurdo Sound can 
be divided into two parts: (1) first influx of preg
nant females in Oct. , and (2) second influx of the 
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main population during Nov. -Dec, There was _a 
secondary buildup of seals in early Feb. Details of 
the first and second influxes are shown by a study of 
the area from Knob Poinl to the northern end of Hut 
Poinl Peninsula. Statistical analysis sh~we_d. that the 
numbers of seals lying on the ice were s1gniflcanUy 
related to wind velocity. (Auth. , mod.) 

B-3481 593. 93(*80) 

Clark, Ailsa McGown 
ASTEROIDEA. Brit, Austral N. Z. (B. A. N. Z. ) 
Antarctic Res. Exped., 1929-31, Repts. -Ser. B, 
vol. 9. Adelaide, Univ. , 1962, 104p. , incl. illus. , 
tables, graph, map, append. 90 refs. 

DSI, 508. 99 B89 

The collection of Asteroidea taken by the BANZAR 
Expedition, 1929-31, includes 77 species, _subspecies, 
or formae. Ten of these are from Australian coastal 
waters but the remainder are from stations off Ant
arctic shores, particularly off the Enderby quadrant 
(0-90"E), or around Kerguelen and Macquarie Is. . 
The following are new: Cycethra verrucosa mawsom 
subsp. nov. , Henl'icia smilax Iorma tenuls forma 
nov. , Pteraster koehleri sp. nov. , Psalidaster 
mordax ~ subsp. nov. , Kenrickaster ~
larls gen. et sp. nov., Caimanaster acutus gen. et 
sp. nov. , and Lysasterias digitata sp. nov. In addi
tion, a few species from earlier collections are dealt 
with, including the new species Henricia fisher!, and 
a new subspecies, Rhopiella hirsuta kerg\lerenensis. 
A key to the Asteroidea of Antarctic waters is pre
sented, including data from previous literature. Fol
lowing the respective family keys, the systematic 
classification includes morphological descriptions 
and taxonomic characteristics of the member genera 
and species, including full descriptions of the new 
forms. Information on collection stations, type 
locality, and geographic range is included. 

B-3484 

Klumov, S. K. 

599. 51:591. 53(26) 
599. 51: 576. 895. 1(26) 

FOOD AND HELMINTH FAUNA OF WHALEBONE 
WHALES (MYSTACOCETI) IN THE MAIN WHALING 
GROUNDS OF THE WORLD OCEAN. (Pitanie 1 gel'
mintofauna usatykh kitov (Mystacoceti) v osnovnykh 
promyslovykh ralonakh mirovogo okeana. ) Text 1n 
Russian with English summary. Aka.cl. nauk SSSR. 
Inst. OkeanoL, Trudy, 71:94-194, incl tables, 
diagrs, , maps, 1963, ill refs, 

DLC, GCl. A4 

A comparative analysis is given of the qualitative and 
quantitative composition of food found 1n whale 
stomachs, the biology and distribution of this food In 
the oceans, and the distribution of various species of 
whalebone whales. The ocean is divided into three 
regions: the Antarctic and adjacent areas, the north 
Atlantic, and the north Pacific. For each of these 
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regions, the nutritive substances, stomach content, 
and helrninth fauna are tabulated, and food distribu
tion is mapped for the northern right whale (Eubalaena 
glacialis), the blue whale (Balaenoptera musculus), the 
fin whale (Balaenoptera physalus), the sei whale 
:Salaenoptera borealis), the little piked whale 
Ba.taenoptera acutorostrata), the humpback whale 
Megaptera novaeangliae}, and the gray whale 
Eschrichtius gibbosus). The distribution of Euphau

sia superba in Antarctic waters is mapped. ~ 
competition among whalebone whales and with other 
whales, fish, and animals is discussed. In addition, 
the hemispheric distribution of food of whalebone 
whales is diagrammed, and the migration paths of 
these whales are discussed. 

B-3485 599. 745:591. 134. 4;591. 139 

Laws, RM. 
AGE DETERMINATION OF PINNIPEDS WITH SPE
CIAL REFERENCE TO GROWTH LAYERS IN THE 
TEETH. Zeit. Saugetierkunde, 27(3): 129-146, incL 
illus., table, graph, July 1962. 47 refs. 

DLC, QL 700. Z4 

Methods of ageing seals are discussed, including 
color and appearance, body length, skull develop-. 
ment and ovarian scars. Claw markings and lanu
natio~s in certain bones are also discussed and may 
be valuable if teeth are not available. Among the 
plnnipeds investigated are species from the Antarctic. 
The structure of the teeth affords a means of ageing 
seals and some other mammals. Dentine layers are 
described and their validity as an indication of age is 
discussed. There appear to be 3 main cyclical pat
terns in the dentine of the seals In which the structure 
has been Investigated. In a number of species dentine 
deposition ceases at a relatively early age owing to 
closure of the pulp cavity, making it necessary to 
rely on the growth layers in the cementum which are 
deposited on the outside of the tooth and are _not 
affected by closure of the pulp cavity. Possible 
causative factors for the cyclical patterns found in 
dentine and cementum are discussed. The prepara
tion of thin sections of dentine layers is described. 
(Auth. , mod.) 

B-3487 598. 42:591. 432. 4:551. 217. 2(*786) 

Simpson, K. G. E 
THE DISPERSAL OF REGURGITATED PUMIC 
GIZZARD-STONES BY THE SOUTHERN SKU~ A[ 
MACQUARIE ISLAND. Emu, ~(2):119-124, nc 
table, Oct. 1965. 7 refs. 

DLC, QL671. E5 

!ti of pumice Since June, 1963, considerable quant e~ The 
flotsam have been washed up at Macquarit tas 
southern skua Catharacta skua lonnber~, d aiso 

' ---,-~ -.- d stone an largely adopted pumice as a gizzar - ' 
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swallows pumice pebbles to digest attached goose 
barnacles Lepas austi·alis. Pwnice subsequently 
regurgitated by skuas has been dispersed widely over 
the island. (Auth. ) 

B-3507 551. 322: 595. 713 

An der Lan, H. 
ANIMALS IN THE PERENNIAL SNOW REGION. 
[Tiere im Ewigschneegebiet.] Text in German. 
Umschau, 63(2):49-52, incl. illus., graphs , Jan. 
15, 196 3. T5 refs. 

DLC, AP30. U5 

The living conditions and the physiological character
istics of organisms which inhabit perennial snow and 
ice regions are described. Variations in tempera
ture unde r snow and ice at elevations of 2520 and 
2820 min the Alps are shown in graphs. The nutri
tion of the glacier flea (lsotoma saltans Nie. ) and its 
mode of survival in the surface layer of glaciers are 
described with reference to the cryoconitic holes in 
the glacier surface. It has been found that the opti
mum temperature range fo1• the glacier flea is from 
0° to -4"C. Nourishment is found in plant detritus and 
pollen grains in the cryoconitic holes. The manner 
In which animals found in these holes withstand low 
temperatures in the Alps, the Arctic, and Antarctica 
is discussed. Antarctic meltwater pools are known 
to contain tardigrada and rotife ra along with various 
types of algae. 

B-3512 582. 26:593. 1(*747) 

Thomas, Charles W. 
ON POPULATIONS IN ANTARCTIC MELTWATER 
POOLS. Pacific Sci. , 19(4): 515-521, incl. tables, 
Oct. 196 5. 19 refs. -

DLC, QHl. P2 

Water samples from meltwater pools on the Knox 
Coast [near Wilkes Station] collected during Jan. and 
Feb. 1957 contained animalcules. A discussion is 
given of the means of survival of the floral and faunal 
iorms. The floral forms include members of the 
following: Chlorophyceae, Chrysophyceae, and 
Cyanophyceae. The faunal genera include : Amoeba, 
Sty!onychia, Habrotrocha, Brachionus, Macrobiotus, 
and Cyclopid. In the absence of dynamic pressure 
(as ls_ttie case in pools), ice exerts no p1·essure on 
orgaiusms. Survival of organisms in ice appears to 
be a function of their ability to dehydrate or encyst. 
Three possible means by which the genus Brachionus 
Could have been introduced into Antarctica are dis
cussed: continental association, dispe~sal by wind, 
and distribution by birds. The most probable agent 
16 considered to be the skua. 
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B-3515 598. 421. 3: 591. 9(261, 264) 

Voous, K. H. and J. Wattel 
DISTRIBUTION AND MIGRATION OF THE GREATER 
SHEARWATER. Ard.ea, 51(2-4):143-157, incl. maps, 
1963. 18 refs. -

DLC, QL671. A67 

The greater shearwatei· (Puffinus gravis) nests on the 
islands of the Tristan da Cunha group, where the 
total breeding population has been estimated at 2 
million pairs, not counting an approximately equal 
number of non-breeding ornot-yet-breedingbirds. 
Breeding birds have recently been reported on Gough 
L These shearwaters pass the southern winter in 
the North Atlantic, as far north as 66'N on the west 
coast of Greenland. Records on the pelagic distribu
tion are presented, particularly in the central parts 
of the Atlantic Ocean. These records were compiled 
from observations made on board Dutch ships and 
from recently p11blished records. The main purpose 
was to find a correlation between the pelagic distribu
tion of the greater shearwater and the biological con
ditions of the Atlantic surface waters. Maps indicate 
areas of eutrophic surface waters and the pelagic 
bird distribution is indicated for 3-month periods. 
The distribution is seen lo fall within the limits of 
eutrophic waters. Information on monthly distribu
tion is discussed. 

B-3516 598. 45(*783) 

Voous, K. H. 
NOTES ON SEA-BIRDS. 2. ROYAL PENGUIN 
(EUDYPTES SCHLEGEL!) ON MARION ISLAND. 
Ardea, 51(2-4): 251, 1963. ReI. 

DLC, Ql,671. A67 

A flock of 20 royal penguins was observed on the west 
coast of Marion L in Dec. 1960. One bird was 
caught, photographed, and released .. Generally, 
penguins breeding on the island are kmg, gentoo, 
macaroni and rockhopper penguins, whereas the 
royal pen~ins are known as breeding birds of. 
Macquarie L The presence of the royal pengu1ns 
on Marion L iS considered to have been temporary. 
The external appearance of the royal pengulll 1s de
scribed. 

B- 3527 582. 4: 581. 5{*721) 

Moore D. M. and W. J. L. Sladen 
SOME 'RECENT RECORDS OF NATIVE AND ALIEN 
FLOWERING PLANTS FROM THE FALKLAND 
ISLANDS Brit. Antarctic Survey Bull.' No. 7:29-
35, incl •. map, append.' Nov. 1965. 16 refs. 

DLC 

The collections of vascular plants made by_~ad~n 
during 1949-51, together with some maten co -
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lected by Hamilton, contain 2 native species new to 
the archipelago, Sisyrinchium chilense Hook. and 
Suaeda fruticosa Forsk. s, lat. Carex acaulis 
D1Urv. and C. decidua Boottwere collected for the 
first time in-a century, while 6 species were not 
known previously from W. Falkland. These collec
tions also contain 28 introduced species new to the 
islands which, together with a further new record 
from the 1961 Holdgate collection, result in a total 
recorded alien flora of 89 species. The 66 alien 
species present in the Sladen and subsequent British 
Antarctic Survey collections are grouped according 
to the habitats they occupy and an indication is given 
of their frequency. It is shown that species of culti
vated ground are recorded mostly for the first time, 
while almost all alien species which have been 
established in the native vegetation have been re
ported by previous workers. The data allow some 
preliminary assessment to be made of the relative 
vigor and persistence of the introduced species 
occurring in the Falkland Is. (Auth, ) 

B-3531 636. 7. 084(*726. 50) 

Orr, N. W. M. 
FOOD REQUIREMENTS OF DOGS ON ANTARCTIC 
EXPEDITIONS. Brit. Antarctic Survey Bull , No. 7: 
53-67, incL illus., tables, Nov. 1965. 20 refs. 
Also: THE FOOD REQUIREMENTS OF ANTARCTIC 
SLEDGE DOGS. In: Oliver Graham-Jones ~- ), 
Canine and feline nutritional requirements. London, 
Pergamon Press, 1965, p. 101-112, incl. tables, 
graphs, disc. 27 refs. Also: THE FEEDING OF 
SLEDGE DOGS ON ANT ARCTIC EXPEDITIONS. 
Brit. J. Nutr,, ~(1):1-12, incl. tables, 1966. 
7 refs. 

DLC, SF95. G68 1965; TX501. B75 

The diets of sled dogs were studied at Hope Bay 
Station and during sled journeys over a period of 2 
yr. Body weights were compared with calorie in
takes and samples of the diets and the relevant feces 
we re analyzed. The natural diet of Antarctic sled 
dogs is seal meat. It is highly calorific and very 
well absorbed. The artificial diets have varied from 
year to year but they have never been entirely satis
f~tory in that the i-outine ration did not supply suffi
cient calories to maintain the body weight or effi
ciency of the dogs. The artificial diets were also 
found to be uneconomical in that large quantities were 
passed in the feces. The calorific requirements of 
sled dogs were found to vary considerably from dog 
to dog and depended on the activity in which the dogs 
were inv_ol_ved. Whl!-e 2500 kcal/ dog/ day was only 
Just sufficient to mamtain the body weight of a com
P)etely idle_dog, 5000 kcal/ dog/ day was barely suffi
cient to mamtain the body weight of a dog pulling a 
heavy sled over long distances. (Auth. , mod. ) 
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B-3536 598. 2(084. 1)(*72) 

Philip, Duke of Edinburgh 
BIRDS FROM BRITANNIA. London, Longman's, 
1962, 62p. , incl. illus. , maps. 

DLC, QL676. P54 1962a 

The Duke of Edinburgh describes the journey through 
southern waters during his 1956-57 world tour 
aboard H. M. Y. Britannia. Seventy-two photographs 
taken mostly by Philip, show many of the varieties oi 
birds encountered during the Britannia's voyages to 
Tristan da Cunha, Gough L , South Georgia, the 
Falkland Is. , Deception L , the South Shetland Is. , 
and finally, to British bases in the Antarctic Penin
sula. Philip relates his experiences on the islands, 
brief expeditions to various rookeries, a stay aboard 
a whale factory ship, and some difficulties in obtain
ing photographs of the birds. In addition to the 
black-and-white photographs, 25 of the birds encoun
tered are illustrated with highly detailed drawings. 
General notes on the appearance and habits of the 
birds a1·e appended; a list of 28 birds to be found on 
Gough L is also included. 

B-3538 595. 373(83) 

Menzies, Robert James 
THE ZOOGEOGRAPHY, ECOLOGY, AND SY8TE
MATICS OF THE ClllLEAN MARINE ISOPODS. 
Lunds Univ. Arsskr. , N. F. , Avd. 2, 57(11), 162p., 
incl. illus, 1. table [1962). 108 refs. (ifungl. 
Fysiogr. Sallsk. i Lund Handl., N. F. , 72(11). ) 

DLC, AS284. L82 

A description is given of all species of marine 
Isopoda, new or previously known, from Chile. Only 
15 of the known Chilean species were not found in the 
Lund University Chile Expedition collections. The 
Chilean fauna is divided into 3 geographic wrtts: spe
cies of the Magellan region, species of the cold tem
perate region, and species of the warm temperate 
region (Peruvian elements). The fauna shows its 
greatest affinities with the fauna of the circwnsub
polar islands and antitropical fauna. The relation
ships among the fauna of the Juan Fernandez Is. , the 
Antarctic polar fauna, and Peru are of a v~~y low 
order. Generic endemism is low but specific endem
ism is relatively high. Thirty-two species are de
scribed, all from Chile. Eleven species are new to 
the Chilean fauna. New subgenera of the genus 
Munna are described. Analytical keys are given to 
the major divisions of the Isopoda, the sub_tribes of 
the Asellota, the families of the Paraselloidea, th~ 
Chilean marine Asellota, the genera of the Munrud • 
the genera of the Antiasidae, the genera _of the _ 
Ianiridae, the species of Valvifera of Chile, the sub 
tribes of the Flabellifera, the Chilean species of ._ 
Flabellifera the families of the subtribe C1rolanoi 
dea and the' subfamilies of the Cirolanidae, (Auth· • 
mod.) 
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B-3540 593. 12: 591. 9(*84) 

Beuaeva, N. v. 
DISTRIBUTION OF PLANKTONIC ?ORAMINIFERA 
!NTHE WATERS AND ON THE BOTTOM OF THE 
JNDIAN OCEAN. [Raspredelenie planktonnykh 
foraminifer v vodakh i na dne Indi'1skogo okeana. ] 
Text in Russian with English summary. Akad. nauk 
SSSR. Inst. Okeanol. , Trudy, 68: 12-83, incl. illus. , 
tables , maps, 1964. 96 refs. -

DLC , GCl. A4 

The ecology and quantitative and species distribution 
of planktonic Foraminifera in the Indian Ocean were 
studied from 409 plankton and 286 bottom samples. 
The quantitative distribution of Foraminifera is 
closely related to phytoplankton distribution and de
pends on the character and temperature of the water 
mass. The Indian Ocean is divided into 3 main and 2 
transitional biocoenoses and thanatocoenoses: (1) 
cold water (0°C); main species Globigerina bulloides; 
northern boundary is the Antarctic Divergence; (2) 
moderate (-1° to +9, 7°); species Globigerina inflata, 
Globorotalia truncatulinoide s, .Q_. hirsuta; boundary 
is the zone of Antarctic and Subtropical Convergences; 
and (3) tropical (14°-28°); more than 20 species in
cluding Globorotalia menardii, Globigerinoides 
conglobatus, Globigerina conglomerata, Pulleniatina 
obliquiloculata, and Sphaeroidinella dehiscens. The 
ma.ximwn concentration of Foraminifera was found in 
moderate latitudes, the minimum in the Antarctic 
zone. Maps show the distribution of the above spe
cies and Globigerina pachyderma, G. eggeri, 
Globigerinoides sacculifer, G. ruber, cITobigerinella 
~qullateralis, Orbulina w1iversa, and Globorotalia 
lumida in bottom sedin1ents of the Indian Ocean. 

B-3541 595. 144(*84) 

zenkevich, L. A. 
NEW DEEP-SEA ECHIUROIDS FROM THE INDIAN 
OCEAN (CHOANOSTOMA BRUUN! GEN. N. , SP. N. , 
lKEDELLA (PARABONELLIA) BOGOROVI SP. N. ). 
1Novye glubokovodnye predstaviteli Echiuroidea iz 
lndi1skogo okeana (Choanostoma bruuni gen. n. , sp. 
~ , ~ (Parabonellia) bogorovI"sp. n. ). ] Text 
m Russian with English summary. Akad. nauk SSSR. 
Inst. OkeanoL , Trudy, 69: 178-182, incl. illus. , 
map, 1964. 8 refs, -

DLC, GCl, A4 

rwo new forms of echiuroids from the Indian Ocean 
are described: (1) a new genus and species, 
9i.._oanostoma bruuni, from the northern part of the 
AraMan Sea found at a depth of 3676 m, and (2) a new 
species, Ikedella bogorovi from the Java trench 
found at 6820-6850 m. On~ example of Prometor 
tl'atjaneUia) grandis was observed in Antarctic 
waie:s (~42'S, 117°21 'E), Vertical zonality of this 
S!Jecie_s 1s outlined, Tatjanellia grandis and T. 
~ are both regarded as belonging to the genus ~-

131-720 0 - 67 - 9 
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B-3542 595. 145. 1 

Murina, V. V. 
NEW AND RARE SPECIES OF SIPUNCULIDA OF 
GENUS GOLFINGIA. (Novye i redkie vidy gluboko
vodnykh sipunkulid roda Golfingia. ] Text in Russian 
with English summary. Akad. nauk SSSR Inst. 
Okea.nol., Trudy, 69:216-253, incl. illus,, tables, 
maps, 1964, 48 refs. 

DLC, GCl. A4 

Ninety-one specimens of Golfingia were collected at 
16 stations in the northwest Pacific, Antarctic, South 
Indian, and north Atlantic Oceans, and the Tasman 
Sea. They comprised 12 species: Golfingia 
(Phascoloides) abyssorum, Q. (Golfingia) anderssoni, 
G. {G) appendiculata, G. (Phascolmciesf depressa, 
G. (Mitosiphon} hespera, G, (Golfingia) mawsoni, 
G. (GJ muricaudata, G. ((}J norderisiqlitdn,
µ>hascoloides} schUttei., Q. (_g) verrilli, and two new 
species, Q. (_g) tasmaniensis and Q, (_g) vitjazi. 
Golfingia is found in all zones from the littoral to the 
ultra-abyssal (0-6860 m). Geographically, the 
largest number of species is found in the boreal and 
tropical zones. Sexual, ecological, trawnatic, and 
post mortem modifications are studied in relation to 
classification of Sipunculida. The main modifying 
factor is that of age. Of the 12 species studied, 8 
were observed for the first time in the northwest 
Pacific, and 9 were first seen at depths of more than 
1000 m. A chart shows the geographic and bathy
metric distribution of Golfingia. The basic factor in
fluencing its distribution is temperature; other factors 
are the current, bottom characteristics, salinity, 
and the presence of pelagic larva. 

B-3572 598. 42(*73) 

Konovalov, G. V. and 0. G. Shul:latin 
A UNIQUE BIRD COLONY IN ANTARCTICA. 
(Unikal'ny'1 ptichi'1 bazar v Antar~ide. ]_ Text in Rus
sian. Priroda, No. !Q: 100-101, mcl. illus. , Oct. 
1964. 

DLC, Q4. PB 

A party of geologists working in the _mountains _of 
Queen Maud Land during the 5th Soviet Antarctic ex
pedition discovered a colony of about ~' 000, 000 Ant
arctic petrels located in a large amphitheater on the 
eastern slope of a mountain, 250 km from_the coast. 
The length of the colony was 1 km. The birds nested 
along the walls to a height of 300 m. On the out
skirts of the colony nests of snow petrels_ and skuas 
were found. Most of the birds had fledglings, and _ 
only 10-15% were sitting on eggs. A 0. 5-m deposit 
of guano cove red the area. Repeated observations 
showed that both parents take part in hatchmg the 
egg· the parents take turns flying to the sea for food. 
Th~ low drainage winds are used for tr~sport to the 
coast, while on the return trip higher air currents 
are used. 
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B-3586 593. 12:591. 9(*88) 

Saidova, Kh. M. 
THE ZONAL QUANTITATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF 
BOTTOM FORAMINIFERA IN THE PACIFIC OCEAN. 
(0 zonal'nom kolicht:stvennom raspredelenii donnykh 
foraminifer v Tikhom okeane,] Text in Russian. Vop. 
Mikropaleontol,, No. 7:196-208, incL graphs, maps, 
1963, 22 refs. Also: Okeanologila, 5(1): 99-110, 1965. 
98 refs, -

DLC, Slavic Div.; GCl. A47A23 

Data are given on distribution of calcareous and 
agglutinating bottom Forami.rufera in the boreal, 
tropical, notal, and Antarctic zones of the Pacific 
Ocean. During the IGY, 549 bottom samples were 
collected by the Vitiaz' and the Ob' at depths from 25 
to 11,000 m. There are two types of zonality: lati
tudinal and hypsometric. Latitudinal zonality is 
caused by temperature and salinity; these determine 
water density at a constant pressure and in turn 
affect the gaseous regime and salt solubility. 
Hypsometric, or vertical, zonality is effected by 
pressure and temperature, determiningvertical den
sity and the gaseous regime. The combination of 
these basic zonal types creates the variety of ecologi
cal forms and distribution of bottom Foraminifera. 
Othe1· factors influencing distribution are bottom re
lief and currents, precipitation, and food and OJi.-ygen 
supply. The oxygen factor greatly affects the lati
tudinal distribution of Foraminifera at depths greater 
than 3000 m. 

B-3619 (680)57/59. 001. 5(*7) 

Nel, J. A. J. 
SOUTH AFRICA AND BIOLOGICAL RESEARCH IN 
THE ANTARCTIC. Antarktiese Bull. (Pretoria), No. 
8:2-3, March 1965. 

DLC 

Up until the present time, biological research con
ducted by South Africa has centered almost con.plete
ly on the seal and blrd life of Marion I, with a tean, 
of scientists currently studying botanic~ aspects of 
the island. Important zoological and botanical 
research studies that might be undertaken are dis
cussed briefly . In particular, it is noted that the 
region of the southern ocean and the pack ice south 
of South Africa is virtually unknown,zoologically 
speaking. Ideally, any program devised should be 
drawn up so that the research would be undertaken 
on a sustained basis. 
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B-3635 599, 511:591, 52(*80) 

Chittleborough, R. G. 
DYNAMICS OF TWO POPULATIONS OF THE 
HUMPBACK WHALE, MEGAPTERA 
NOVAEANGLIA (BOROWSKI). Austral. J. Mar. 
Freshwater Res., 16(1):33-128, incl. tables, graphs 
maps, April 1965, 57 refs. ' 

DLC, GCl. A85 

Results are given of studies of the structure and 
dynamics of 2 humpback whale stocks of the Southern 
Hemisphere (group IV, 70°E-130°E; group V, 130°E-
1700W). Estimates are made of recruitment and 
mortality rates, and an assessment is made of the 
yields to be taken from these stocks under various 
conditions. The stocks are shown to be mainly 
independent of one another. Reproduction, nutrition, 
and growth are described, and the history of exploi
tation is reported. Population structure is described 
from evidence drawn from examination of commercial 
catches; substantial changes in recent years (reduc
tion of the numbers in older groups) are described. 
Measurement of effort, and an analysis of variations 
in selectivity of the killings are reported in detail. 
The group IV stock probably consisted of 12, 000-
17, 000 individuals in its unfished state, and of no 
more than 800 in 1962. The group V stock probably 
contained about 10,000 individuals in 1949, but only 
500 or less in 1962. In its present state, group IV 
could give a sustainable yield of 18 (range 4-32) 
whales, and group V of 12 (range 3-21) whales. 
(Auth. , mod. ) 

B-3645 581, 9(*723) 

Philcox, D. 
RECENT RECORDS FOR THE FLORA OF SOUTH 
GEORGIA, Kew Bull., 16(2):243-245, 1962. 

DLC, QK1.K4 

The history of the botanical exploration of South 
Georgian flora is reviewed including U1e records ol 
Skottsberg (1912) Sladen (i949), Smith (1957), and 
Bonner (1957). The present article lists 18 ~peCJe5 

of the more recent collections which are additions 
to the flora listed by Skottsberg. The Skottsberg 
list included 212 species, among which were 15and 
phanerogams, 4 pteridophytes, 99 bry~phytes, e 
36 hepatics. The location of each specimen ll1 ~ 
present list is described. All the major collections 
have up to this time been made in the NE coastal 
area, particularly in the region of Cumber!and Bay. 
It is expected that more extensive exploration 1~ 

other parts of the island will yield further species, 
especially vascular plants. 
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B-3650 591. 9(*785) 

Bechervaise, John 
ANTARCTICWILDLIFE-7, IN THE BLEAKMID
WINTER. Victorian Naturalist, 79( 4) :96-102, incl. 
illus., Aug. 1962. 2 refs. 

DLC, QHl. V55 

The entries of several days of a log kept by the 
author dU1·ing a stay at Heard I. are presented (May 
18 June 25, July 17, 23, 25, and 26, and Aug. 5, 
1953). The pre-'winter exit of light-mantled sooty 
albat.rosi, chicks is recorded. Leopard seals are 
described. Observations of the following birds are 
recorded: Dominican, herring, and silver gulls, 
Kerguelen diving petrels, South Georgian diving 
petl'els, Antarctic terns, giant petre~s, _cape pigeons, 
and sheathbills. The sparse insect life ls descnbed. 

B-3651 599. 745. 1(*786) 

Csordas, S.E. 
THE KERGUELEN FUR SEAL ON MACQUARIE 
ISLAND. Victorian Naturalist, 79(8):226-229, incl. 
illus., map, Dec. 1962, 6 refs.-

DLC, QH1 . V55 

In the course of his stay on Macquarie I, during 1955, 
1957, and 1959, as ANARE medical officer, the 
author was able to observe the island s New Zealand 
fur seal population (Arctocephalus forsteri), The 
history of the commercial exploitation of fur seals is 
reviewed and the recent growth rate of the population 
on Macquarie I. is described. The arrival of a new 
seal, a Kerguelen fur seal, Arctocephalus gazella, 
is recorded (observed March 1, 1959) and the ex
ternal appearances of the two species are contrasted. 
The species A. gazella is classified as having two 
sub-groups, A. g_. gazella (found south of the 
Antarctic Convergence) and ~- [. elegans (found 
north of the Convergence). The taxonomy, distri
bution, and question of ancestry of the Arctocephalus 
species are discussed. 

B-3652 599, 745. 3(*785) 

Bechervaise, John 
ANTARCTIC WILDLIFE-8. THE LEOPARD IS NOT 
FOR BRANDING, Victorian Naturalist, 79(8):237-
243, incl, illus,, Dec, 1962. -
DLC, QHl, V55 

The entries of four days (Aug. 28-31, 1953) of a log 
kept by the author during a stay at Heard I. are 
presented. Blizzard conditions during the first 2 
~ays are described, On the third day a short 
raverse was made to a gentoo penguin rookery. 

Observations were made of gentoo penguins, elephant 
seals, leopard seals, giant petrels, Dominican gulls, 
and cape pigeons. On the fourth day, 108 leopard 
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seals were observed neru· Corinthian Bay and a 
branding operation was attempted. The technique 
of branding is described. The operation was 
mostl:y: ~successful due to.the inadequate means of 
restrammg the seals. A discussion of the morphol
ogy and behavior of leopard seals is included. 

B-3653 599. 745. 1(*786) 

Csordas, S. E. 
SEA LIONS ON MACQUARIE ISLAND. Victorian 
Naturalist, 80(2):32-36, incl. illus., June 1963, 2 
refs. -

DLC, QHl. V55 

At various times during the year, the seal popula
tions of MacquarJe I. include southern elephant, New 
Zealand fur, and leopard seals. A rare visitor is a 
Hooker's sea lion (Phocarctos hookeri). One speci
men was recorded each season from 1949 through 
1952, feeding on gentoo penguins, as opposed to 
its normal diet of fish, octopus, and crabs. Another 
specimen was recorded in 1955 and again in 1957 and 
19 59. The external appearance is described, along 
with the behavior, including feeding and sleeping. It 
is supposed that these visitors came from the breed
ing grounds on other sub-Antarctic islands (Campbell, 
Snares and Auckland Is . ). 

B-3654 581. 9:581. 6(*7) 

Follmann Gerhard and Pablo Weisser 
ANTARCTIC BOTANY. [Bot:fuica antartica.] Text 
in Spanish. Chile. Univ., Santiago. Bo!., No. 39: 
26-35, incl. illus., map, June 1963. 8 refs. 

DLC, AS81.S33 

General observations are made concerning i_\ntarctic 
botany. Background information on A:ntarctica is 
supplied including the size of the continent, the 
dimensions of the ice cap, temperature range, a~ 
the length of the polar night, In vi~w of t?e conditions 
inhibiting plant growth, the ve~etation which_~ 
developed is described, including characteristic 
species of each group: ( 1) the flowering plants (th: 
genera Deschampsia and Colobant~us), (2) lichen 
(Lecidea, Protoblastenia, A1ector1a), (3) algae 
(Chlamydomonas, ~), an~ (-0 mosses. The 
eo r hie and ecological areas m which the~e 

~1Jts~re found are described, including a d1~cussion 
of synecological associations found. The glaclO- f 
logical ages are described and a probable mode o 
development of the plants is discussed. 
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B-3655 582. 282(*726, *726. 52) 

Follmann, Gerhard 
A NITROPHILOUS ASSOCIATION OF THE EPIPE
TROUS LICHENS OF WEST ANTARCTICA WITH 
RAMALINA TEREBRATA TAYL. ET HOOK. AS A 
CHARACTEpzING SPECIES. (Una asociaci6n 
nitrofila de liquenes epipetricos de la Antartica 
Occidental con Ramalina terebrata Tayl. et Hook. 
como especie caracterizante.J :ext i~ Spanish with 
English summary. Inst. Antartico Chileno, Publ. 
No. 4, 18 p., incl. illus., tables, map, 1965. 50 
refs. 

DLC, GPRR 

An ecological analysis is given of the lichens 
constituting an association and Ramalina terebrata 
Tayl. et Hook. is described as characteristic. The 
region of observations was limited to the coastal 
regions of the Antarctic Peninsula, the South 
Shetland Is., and the Palmer Archipelago, encom
passing between 60-72"8 and 54-76"W. The geology 
characteristic of the area is outlined. The climate 
is described as subpolar with the mean annual 
temperature varying between -10° and 0° C. The 
precipi tat!on and humidity of the area are described, 
along with other vegetation of the area. The 
criteria are discussed by which the 21 lichens under 
study were classified and the association defined, 
including the establishment of characteristic species, 
and the morphological characters used in distingulsh
ing members. Results are discussed pertaining to 
the following topics: physiognomy, variability, 
synchrony, synecology, and the nutritional 
characteristics of the association in general. 
The association is established upon rocks which are, 
for the most part, near penguin rookeries of West 
Antarctica. The polyspecific association and its 
variation with the structural characteristics of the 
subst1·ate are described, 

B-3656 595. 771:575. 3/ . 7:576. 12(*7) 

Brundin, Lars 
ON THE REAL NATURE OF TRANSANTARCTIC 
RELATIONSHIPS. Evolution, 19(4):496-505, incl. 
d.iagrs., Dec. 1965. 13 refs. -

DLC, QH301.S753 

This paper is based on material of chironomid midges 
collected in the mountain streams of temperate South 
America, southern Africa, Tasmania, eastern 
Australia, and New Zealand. A study of decisive 
synapomorph characters demonstrates that the 
trans-Antarctic relationships are orderly throughout, 
thus forming fixed patterns giving insight into the 
history of the old Antarctic element of southern 
lands. The new data show that Antarctica during the 
Mesozoic formed a part of a temperate austral 
center of evolution and give strong evidence that the 
nucleus of that center was an orogenic belt corre. 
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sponding to present New Zealand - western 
Antarctica - western Patagonia. The trans-Antarctic 
relationships developed during a period when the 
southern lands were directly connected. The 
phyletic structure and the distribution of the midge 
groups show that the disruption of the connections 
started with the separation, relative to Antarctica, or 
southern Africa and, probably somewhat later, New 
Zealand. This separation occurred in the Upper 
Jurassic-Lower Cretaceous. The separation of 
Australia followed later. The connections between 
Patagonia and Antarctica were broken fairly late. 
New Zealand was never directly connected with 
Australia. 

B-3659 582. 261(*723, *80) 

Fukushima, Hiroshi 
PRELIMINARY REPORT ON DIATOMS FROM SOUTH 
GEORGIA. (Nan Jiyojia san kei sorui (yoho).) 
Text in Japanese with English summary. Antarctic 
Rec. (Tokyo), No. 24:18-30, incl. illus., table, 
March 1965. 7 refs. 

DLC, Orientalia Div. 

Materials collected at South Georgia during the 
Antarctic Research Expedition of the Tokyo University 
of Fisheries were investigated and were found to con• 
tain 46 types of diatoms. The endemism of some of 
the forms is discussed, with relation to Antarctic 
species. A review is given of literature on South 
Georgian diatoms. A compilation of the known forms 
from the literature with the present collected 
specimens totals 93 forms of diatoms. A list of 
these diatoms contains a record of the research works 
which have cited the forms previously. Forty-nine 
plates are included. (Auth., mod.) 

B-3660 582, 261(*736, *764, *80) 

Kobayashi, Tsuyako 
VARIATIONS OF NAVICULA GIBBULA VAR. _ 
PERAUSTRALIS (PENNATE DIATOMS). (Uj5 kei so 
Navicula gibbula var. peraustralis no hen-i] . 
Text in Japanese with English summary. Antarctic 
Rec. (Tokyo), No. 24:36-40, incl. illus., graph, 
March 1965. 3 refs. 

DLC, Orientalia Div. 

Navicula gibbula var. peraustralis has been fo~~es 
near Prince Olav Coast and Ross I. The techniq 
of preservation and mounting of specimens are . 
described On the basis of the shape and dimen5ions 
of the sheil this diatom resembles N. ~bbula c:ieve, 
but it also ~losely resembles peraustralis. Ont e 
basis of shell characteristics, it is felt that th: 
diatom should be classed as a variety of~ 
Cleve and the proposed name is gibbula Clel'e var, , 

t) K ba ashi comb noL peraustralis (W. & G. S. Wes o Y ()(i ) 
Plates of the diatom are included. (Auth., m · 
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B-3666 574. 9(*784. 9) 

Aubert de la Rue, E. 
BIOGEOORAPHY NOTES ON AMSTERDAM JSLANp 
(INDIAN OCEAN\. [Notes de biogeographie sur !'Ile 
Amsterdam (Ocean Indien). ] Text in French. Soc. 
Biogeogr., Compt. rend, (Paris), 39:5-9, 1962. 

NIC, QH301. S6715; DNAL, 505 P216 

The island is a remnant of a volcano rising directly 
from the oceru1 floor to a peak 911 m in elevation. 
The rocks are essentially basaltic lavas, tuff, and 
scoria. Wave action is evident by the belt of cliffs 
around the island, which is moderately elevated 
except in the west where they form escarpments 
several hundred meters high. The island is covered 
with green vegetation; the primitive insular flora is 
poor in species. The presence of the rhamnaceous 
tree Phylica nitida makes the island the southern 
limit of trees in the Indian Ocean. Most of these 
trees were destroyed by bovine animals introduced 
by man, The surviving trees attain a height of 6-7 m 
and 30 cm in diameter, but more frequently they 
are deformed ru1d lie almost on the ground because 
of constant wind action. Below 300 m the slopes 
are occupied by prairies with several grass species 
and 17 species of fern. Between 300 and 600 m the 
vegetation is dominated by thick growths of rush. 
Several other species observed at these slopes are 
listed, 

·B-3667 595. 1:591. 9(*80) 

Hardy, Alister 
PCX,ONOPHORA IN THE SUB-ANTARCTIC. Nature, 
206(4985):733-734, May 15, 1965. 
DLC, QI. N2 

A correction is made to a translator' s preface to a 
book on Pogonophora [D. B. Carlisle's English 
translation of A. V. Ivanov's " Pogonophora," 1963], 
The translator erroneously quoted Hardy as stating 
lliat in the dredge and trawl hauls taken by the 
Q!_scoverz. and Discovery II in sub-Antarctic waters, 
many odd bits of debris remained after sorting the 
hauls, some of the debris being possible remnants 
of marine worms, or pogonophores, "many tons ... 
[ol Wltich] must have been shovelled overboard." 
The Discovery expeditions were apparently confused 
Willi the ~ expedition and there apparently are 
fewer Pogonophora on the ocean floor than the 
translator indicated. 

B-3668 599.745.3(*764):591.173 + 591.12 

Kool'lllan, Gerald L. 
MAXIMUM DIVING CAPACITIES OF THE WEDDELL 
~EAL, LEPTONYCHOTES WEDDELL!. Science, 
2!(3717):1553-1554 incl graphs March 25 1966 
15 refs. ' • ' ' · 
DLC, Ql. S35 
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A two-year experimental investigation of the diving 
capacities and behavior of the Weddell seal was 
conducted at McMurdo Sound during the austral 
summers of 1963-64 and 1964-65. The probable 
maximum diving capacities were ascertained from 
observations of 959 dives and measurement of the 
depths of 381 dives. The deepest dive was 600 m; 
the longest submergence was 43 min 20 sec. (Auth., 
mod.) 

-B-3669 595, 423:575. 3/. 7(*7) 

Wallwork, John A. 
A REVISION OF THE FAMILY PODACARIDAE 
GRANDJ, (ACARl:ORIBATEI). Acarologia, ~2):387-
399, incl. illus., graphs, April 1964. 6 refs, 

DLC, QL458. A2A2 

Definitions are given of the family Poclacaridae and the 
three genera, Podacarus, Alaskozetes, and Halozetes, 
presently included within it. The analysis of 
morphological trends is based on the premise that the 
Ameronothridae of the temperate and sub-Arctic 
regions and the Podacaridae of the Antarctic and 
sub-Antarctic regions have diverged from a common 
ancestral group. The trends in speciation of 
Podacaridae are analyzed as an indication of the 
extent of divergence from the Ameronothridae. The 
characters discussed include porose hysterosomal 
sclerites labio-genal articulation, notogastral 
chaetotaicy prodorsal/ notogastral separation, the 
sensillus, \nterlamellar setae, sexual dimorphism, 
aggenital neotrichy, and coxisternal ne~t~ichy. A 
mixture of primitive and advanced conditions was 
observed which indicates a differential speed of 
evolution, not only between different characters in 
the same genus and species, but also between the 
same characters in different genera and species. 
Parallel trends in the development of ventral 
neotrichy regression of the sensillus and 
pseudostigmata and regression of interlamellar . 
setae are discussed. A key to the genera and species 
within the family is given. 

B-3670 595.423:575,3/ .7 

Wallwork, John A, 
EVOLUTION OF BODY SETAE WITH ESPECIAL 
REFERENCE TO THE FAMILY METRIOPPIIDAE 
(ACARI: ORIBATEI). In: International Congress of 
Acarology 1st Fort Collins, Colo., 1963, Procee1d
ings. Abbevill~, France, Impr · F. Paillart [l9G4 ' 
p. 80-84. 9 refs. 

DLC, QL458. A2!55 1963 

Notogastral chaetotaxy of three genera bel?nging 
to the family Metrioppiidae is interprete_d rn terms 
of stationary regressive, and progress1 ve ha! 
evolutionary 'trends. Evidence from the nymp . . 
stages of Metrioppia, Ceratoppia, and Macquanoppia 
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indicates that three distinct ontogenetic trends are 
present, namely a neotenous retention of nymphal
type setae in the adult (Ceratoppia and Macquarioppi~ 
a qualitative regression from the strongly developed 
nymphal type to the adult microsetae (Metrioppia) and 
a strongly developed quanti tali ve regression 
(Ceratoppia and Metrioppia). Comparisons between 
immature forms demonstrate that (1) Ceratoppia 
is more remote, phylogenetically, from the common 
ancestral pattern than are the other two genera, (2) 
Metrioppia and Macquarioppia are more closely 
related to each other than to Ceratoppia, and (3) 
Metrioppia shows a more extreme morphological 
specialization during ontogeny than do Macquarioppia 
and Ceratoppia, (Auth., mod,) 

B-3672 595. 384. 1: 591. 9(*7) 

Zarenkov, N. A. 
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION OF SHRIMPS OF 
THE FAMILY CRANGONIDAE AND THE PROBLEM 
OF THE ORlGIN OF THE ANTARCTIC GENUS 
NOTOCRANGON. (Geograficheskoe rasprostranenie 
krevetok seme'istva Crangonidae i vopros o 
p'roiskhozhdenii Antarkticheskogo roda Notocrangon. ] 
Text in Russian. Okeanologi.ia, 5(1): 147-155, incl 
tables, graphs, maps, 1965. 24 refs. 

DLC, GCl. A47A23 

Geographical, thermal, and depth distribution are 
mapped and tabulated for 7 genera of the family 
Crangonidae. Crangonidae are most widely distribut
ed in the northern part of the Pacific Ocean. The 
progenitor of Notocran~on, an Antarctic genus, may 
have been a less speci ized animal, for example, 
Crangon. Paleobiogeographical data indicate that in 
the past Antarctica was connected with Patagonia 
through the South Antilles rscotial Arc. Zoogeo
graphic gene rallzalions point to the significance of this 
bridge in the origin of Notocrangon: (1) the Pacific 
Ocean shelf of North and South America. acts as a 
pathway for fauna migrating in a meridional direction 
and in the Antarctic most bipolar species are found ' 
in the American sector; and (2) genetic similarity of 
South American and Antarctic fauna has been 
established. Paleoclimatological data indicate that 
the pre sent glacial regime in Antarctica began in the 
Paleogene, and that earlier the climate had been 
moderate-continental The progenilors of Notocrangon 
may have been at that lime in Antarctic waters and 
during the period of cooling, Notocra.ngon may 'have 
evolved from them. It is possible that the connection 
through the Scotia Arc existed until the end of the 
Tertiary or U1e Quaternary, enabling the progenitors 
of Notocra.ngon to migrate north. 

B-3685 598.422:591. 557:598.45(*762) 

Maher, William J. 
PREDATION'S IMPACT ON PENGUINS. Nat. fist., 
75(1):42-51, incl. illus., graphs, map, Jan. 1966. 
DLC, QHt. N13 
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The predator-prey relationship between the South 
Polar skua and the Adelie penguin was studied at 
Cape Hallett during the austral summer of 1960-61. 
The skua's breeding habits and schedule indicate a 
dependence on the penguin population. Skua eggs 
hatch later than penguin eggs; th•1s the skuas have a 
pl~ntiful food supply when they begiri feeding their 
chicks. The food supply appears to increase or 
remain relatively stable through the latter part of the 
season, as indicated by a low degree of synchrony in 
the skua's breeding. One peak of predation occurs 
early in the season, when the penguin chicks are 
small, and a second peak occurs in Jan. when the 
young penguins begin lo form creches. Laboratory 
~d indirect evidence indicates that a skua family 
with 2 young consumes 115-175 pengtJin chicks 
during the season. Predation impact on penguin eggs 
and chicks is estimated at 10-20%. It is concluded 
that skuas do not significantly affect the number or 
penguins by their predation on discarded eggs and 
weak chicks . The Adelle penguin· s success in 
avoiding skua predation Is sufficient to severely limit 
the Antarctic skua population. 

B-3691 599. 511:591, 3(611. 84] 

Pilleri, G. and A. Wandeler 
ONTOGENY AND FUNCTIONAL MORPHOLOGY OF 
THE EYE OF THE FIN WHALE, BALAENOPTERA 
PHYSALUS LINNAEUS (CETACEA, MYSTICETI, -
BALAENOPTERIDAE). [Onlogenese und 
funktionelle Morphologie des Auges des Finnwals, 
Bala.enoptera physalus Linnaeus ( Cetacea, Mysticeti, 
Bala.enopteridae).1 Text in German with English and 
French s11mmaries . Basel, New York, S. Karger. 
1964, 74 p., incl. illus., tables, graphs. 31 refs. 
(Acta Anat. Suppl. 50, 1 ad Vol. 57) 

DLC, QL801. A222 No. 50 

A study was made of 7 embryonal stages and the 
adult eye of fin whale specimens (Balaenoptera 
p1;Jjalus Linnaeus) collected during the Antarctic 
w ng seasons 1957, 1958. and 1962. The 
morphological development of the eye is traced. 
throughout the embryonic stages. The maturallon 
and specific development of the individual organs 
are described and are considered to take place at 
various stages or development, independent of each 
other. Compared with the development of the eye 
of Homo sapiens the ontogeny of the fin whale eye 
showsan earlier differentiation in many strJctural 
divisions (retina, vascular system), but a later 
differentiation in others (sclera, regression or 
embryonal vessels). The cornea of the adult 
Ba.laenoplera is flattened, and has a stratified .. 
keratinized epitheli•im. The adult eye Is described 
as lo lens iris musc•ilalure, choroid coat, and 
vascular ~ysle~1. The eye of Balaenoptera physalus 
is compared with the eyes of Phocaena phocaena 
(Odontoceti), several carnivores (incfudTog ~ 
vitulina), ungulates , and man. (Auth., mod. 1 
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B-3728 591. 523: 599. 745. 3(*733) 

Bardin, V. 
DISCOVERY OF SEAL MUMMIES IN THE SCHIR
MACHER PONDS. (Nakhodka mumii tiulenia v 
oazise Shirmakhera.] Text in Russian. Sovet. Ant
arkticheskaiii Eksped., Inform. biull., No. 31: 54-55, 
incL illus. , 1961. Eng, transl. in: Soviet Antarctic 
Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 4, Issue No. 
1:28, (1964]. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

The carc~s of a seal was fouud on Feb. 13, 1961, in 
sand on a boulder-covered slope at the foot of the 
rocky cliffs about 200 m from the northern edge of 
Shi.rmacher Ponds, 10-15 m above the surface of the 
adjoining ice. To evaluate the paleogeographic sig
nificance of this discovery, it must be determined 
whether seals can travel 80 km from the sea to 
where it was found. 

B-3742 576. 8. 01{*2) 

McBee, R H, 
PROBLEMS OF THERMOPHILIC LIFE IN POLAR 
REGIONS. In: Symposium on Marine Microbiology, 
Chicago, 1961, Edited by Cai·l H. Oppenheimer, 
Springfield, Ill. , Thomas [1963] Chap. 15, p. 153-
158. 9 refs, 
DLC, QR106, S93 1961 

A review is given of previous research on thermo
philic bacteria in polar regions. In addition to Point 
Barrow surveys, the Ross Sea area of Antarctica was 
investigated in Jan. and Feb. 1957 and a large 
number of random bacterial cultures were made in 
an effort to determine the distribution of these 
organisms in Antarctica. Mesophilic bacteria were 
found in Antarctica but no thermophilic. Reasons for 
the absence of the rmophilic forms are suggested. In 
comparing the two polar regions it is seen that tile 
~retie supports a large community of grasses, 
lichens, mosses, and flowering plants, an 
herbivorous and carnivorous fauua (ranging from the 
lemming to musk ox and caribou), and a human 
population. The effects of temperature and organic 
content in the soil are discussed. These factors 
indicate that a high content of organic material 
other than dead plants is necessary for survival of 
thermophilic bacteria in polar regions. 

B-3743 576. 8. 01: 598. 45(*7) 

Sieburth, John McNeill 
BACTERlAL HABITATS IN THE ANTARCTIC 
~~ONMENT. In: Symposium on Marine Micro-

10 ogy, Chicago, 1961, Edited by Carl H. 
~PJ)enheimer. Springfield, Ill. , Thom·as (1963] 

~a1p, 49, p. 533-548, incl, tables, graphs, 28 refs. 
C, QR106, S93 1961 
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Studies of the gastrointestinal microflora of 
Antarctic birds indicated a modification and suppres
sion of the microflora of pygoscelid penguins when 
their euphausid diet was grazu1g on Phaeocystis 
pouchetii blooms. The "antibiotic" principle of this 
alga was isolated, identified as acrylic acid, and its 
anti-coliform activity in the acidic avian gut was 
verified. Acrylic acid, which both en.hanced and 
inhibited the growth of marine bacteria in natural 
sea water, depending upon concentration, may serve 
as both a nutrient for planktonic bacteria and as a 
protective mechanism against bacterial decay of the 
metabolizing algal cells, The apparent sparsity of 
marine bacteria in the euphotic zone may reflect a 
lack of knowledge of the nutrient-temperature 
requirements of bacteria associated with the 
phytoplankton. Penguin feces apparently underwent 
bacterial decompositiorr at runbient temperatures as 
shown by changes in pH, antibacterial activity, 
and a transition from a fecal to a soil microflora in 
material at various stages of decomposition. (Auth. ) 

·B-3745 597. 355(*80) 

Bigelow, Henry B. and William C. Schroeder 
NOTES ON A SMALL COLLECTION OF RAJIDS FROM 
THE SUB -ANTARCTIC REGION. !..imnol. Oceanogr., 
Vol. 10 Suppl. (Alfred C. Redfield 75th Anniversary 
Vol ):R38-R49, incl illus., Nov. 1965, 12 refs. 

DLC, GCl. L5 

Five species of rajids [skates] from the Patagonian
Falkland Is. -South Georgia regions and off 
Valparai'so, Chile, are described. All the species 
have been previously described, They il1clude 
Raja georgiana, B- doello-juradoi, Brevii-aja . 
brachyurops, ~- griseocauda, and Psammobatis 

~ 

B-3747 576. 895. 75: 599. 745. 3(*786) 

Murray, M. D. and D. G. Nicholls 
STUDIES ON THE ECTOPARASITES OF SEALS AND 
PENGUil'l"S. L THE ECOLOGY OF THE LOUSE 
LEPIDOPHTHIRUS MACROR.HlNl ENDERLEIN ON 
THE SOUTHERN ELEPHANT SEAL, MIROUNGA 
LEONINA (L. ). Austral. J. Zoo!. , 13(3): 437-454, 
incl. illus. , tables, graphs, Aug. 1965. 12 refs. 

DLC, QLl. A865 

Although the southern elephant seals that breed on 
Macquarie L come ashore for only 3-5 weeks_ twice 
a year, the hind flippers of most of them are 111-
fested with Lepidophthirus macrorh1111. This_ louse 
does not oviposit, and its eggs do not hatch, 111 water. 
The life cycle can be completed 111 about~ weeks. 
Temperatures greater than 25•c are required for 
rapid multiplication, and these temperatures occur 
more frequently on the bind flippers than elsewhere 
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on the body. The principal causes of mortality of the 
lice are failure to survive the seal's prolonged stay 
at sea, the molt of the seal, and transmission to 
unfavorable sites on the seal Pups are infested 
within a few days of birth, and the gregarious habits 
of the elephant seal spread infestations through the 
seal population. Lice transfer to all parts of the 
bodies of seals, but it is the multiplication of those 
on the flippers that maintains the louse population. 
The abundance of L. macrorhini is determined 
largely by the frequency and duration of opportunities 
to reproduce when the elephant seal is ashore, and to 
feed when lhe seal is at sea. [See B-713] 
(Auth. , mod. ) 

B-3751 598. 45: 591. 14 

Douglas, Donald S. 
SECRETION OF THE TIDOCYANATE ION BY THE 
NASAL GLAND OF THE ADELIE PENGUIN. Nature, 
209(5028):1150-1151, incl table, March 12, 1966. 
10 refs. 

DLC, Ql. N2 

Previous investigations indicated that the secretory 
mechanism of the nasal gland of marine birds is 
highly specific for sodium and/or chloride. The 
behavior of the gland in the presence of the thiocyan
ate ion, which has physical-chemical properties 
similar to chloride, was therefore of interest. An 
analysis for thiocyanate and chloride was made of the 
secretion from the nasal glands of Adelie penguins 
which had been given a thiocyanate injection and were 
then "salt loaded. " The concentration of thiocyanate 
in the secretion was found to be 6-7 times as great as 
the concentration of the ion in the plasma. A com
parison with data from other experiments on "salt
loaded" penguins shows that the ratio of secretion 
concentration lo plasma concentration {S/P ratio) 
for thiocyanate is similar in magnitude to that for 
chloride. Investigations on salt secretion are 
reviewed, indicating that the active transport of salt 
may involve a sodiwn pumping mechanism and a 
passive diffusion of chloride. Sec1·etion of thiocyan
ate by lhe nasal gland at S/P ratios comparable with 
~ose _of chloride co~ld thus be explained as a passive 
diffusion of the SCN ion. The results of this 
e:'perim_enl _lead to the conclusion that the gland's 
d1scnm111ahon as to the anionic composition of its 
secretion probably is not determined by the hydrated 
ionic radius. 

B-3754 599. 745. 3: 591. 134. 5(*723) 

Brown, S. G. and R. W. Vaughan 
WEIGHTS OF THE SOUTHERN ELEPHANT SEAL. 
Norsk Hvalfangst-Tid., 54(2):32-33, incl table, 
Feb. 1965. 4 refs. -
DLC, SH381. NB 
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An analysis is given of the weights of 2 male 
southern elephant seals caught at South GeOrgi.a in 
Feb. 1964. The age of the seals was estimated at 
6 years. Since the seals were weighed in pieces 
data are given for individual parts of the body. The 
weight of each part in kilograms and as a percentage 
of the total weight is tabulated. 

B-3755 599. 51: 591. 52(*7, 680) 

Bannister, J . L. and Ray Gambell 
THE SUCCESSION AND ABUNDANCE OF FIN, SEI 
AND OTHER WHALES OFF DURBAN. Norsk 
Hvalfangst-Tid., 54(3):45-60, incl tables, graphs, 
March 1965. 15 refs. 

DLC, SH381. NB 

The aircraft sighting data and catch records of the 
whales taken off Durban from 1954 to 1963 have been 
analyzed on a unit of effort basis to determine the 
seasonal and annual variations in the densities of the 
various commercial whale species. This has shown 
the succession of baleen whales in these sub-tropical 
waters and the time of their greatest concentrations 
to be: blue whales, most numerous in June; fin and 
humpbacks, in July; and sei, with a low peak in June 
but reaching their highest density iri Sept. The 
catch and sightings estimates also indicate that the 
density of fin whales off Durban has declined in 
recent yea.rs, while there has been an increase in 
the numbers of sei whales in the area. These 
records are correlated with the Antarctic records 
of comparable time periods and the observations 
are found to be consistent. Migratory patterns of 
humpback, fin, and sei whales are discussed, 
including the factors creating these patterns such as 
maturation rates of the sexes and the ovulation 
pattern in the female of the species. Data on seasonal 
cycles of abundance are supplied. 

B-3773 599. 532: 591. 271. 6-007(*84) 

Spaul, E. A. 
DEFORMITY IN THE LOWER JAW OF THE SPERM 
WHALE (PHYSETER CATODON). Zool. Soc. LondOJ\ 
Proc. , 142(3): 391-395, incl illus. , May 1964. 11 
refs. -

DLC, QLl. Z7 

A description is given of extreme deformity in the 
lower jaw of a mature adult sperm whale harpooned 
in Antarctic waters in Jan. 1959 at about 65"S, 60'E. 
The effect of asymmetrical growth and coiling of the 
jaw upon the development and size of the teeth 1s 
discussed. Although only the rear teeth were worn 
down and usable, the whale was in !afrly good . lied 
condition. This conforms with the V1ew of the _liln 
and possible nonessential function of the teeth Ill the 
sperm whale. (Auth. , mod.) 
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B-3779 599. 745. 3: 502. 7(*7) 

warham, John 
NEW LIGHT ON ELEPHANT SEALS. Geogr. 
Mag,, 38(10):789-792, incL illus., Feb. 1966, 
DLC;-cil. G343 

The recovery of the elephant seal population within 
recent years caused provisional permission to be 
given for Lhe reestablishment of elephant sealing at 
Macquarie L in 1959. However, public reaction was 
such that lhe license had to be rescinded. At South 
Georgia, elephant sealing is carried out under a 
measure of scientific control. Research on the 
biology of the elephant seal is conducted at South 
Georgia and at Heard and Macquarie Is. Hot 
cattle brands are used to mark 2-mo. -old seals for 
the purpose of tracing population changes. About 
7000 pups have been branded at Macquarie L 
Recoveries of branded pups show that 50% of the 
young die during their first year. Under such 
conditions, it may be most sensible to harvest the 
(at pups. At South Georgia, only adult bulls above 
a statutory length are killed. Thus the bulls that 
are most efficient at harem management and at mat
ing are removed from the population. It is 
suggested that the harvesting of a certain percentage 
of weaned pups could yield an annual dividend of oil 
without seriously reducing the breeding population. 

B-3781 595. 7(083. 8)(931:*787) 

Wise, K. A. J. 
AN ANNOTATED LIST OF THE AQUATIC AND SEMI
AQUATIC INSECTS OF NEW ZEALAND. Pacific 
Insects, 1(2):191-216, June 20, 1965, 41 refs. 

DLC, QL461. P2 

The 334 known aquatic and semi-aqua.lie freshwater 
and marine insect species of New Zealand and out
lying island groups (Kermadec, Chatham, Auckland, 
Campbell, and Macquarie) are listed. The subfamily 
Chathamiinae (Trichoptera) is transferred from the 
Rhyacophilidae to the Philanisidae. (Auth. , mod. ) 

8-3783 582. 26(*762, *764) 

Holm-Hansen, Osmund 
ISOLATION AND CULTURE OF TERRESTRIAL AND 
FRESH-WATER ALGAE OF ANTARCTICA. 
Phycologia, 4(1):43-51, incl tables, Aug. 1964. 17 
refs, -

DLC 

The microflora from diverse terrestrial and fresh
water habitats in the Antarctic was sampled asepti
cally, The habitats from which the algal samples 
were obtained (Ross L and Victoria Land) included a 
large fresh-water lake (Lake Vanda), shallow fresh
water ponds, moist sand and rocks, dry sand, and 
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dry rocks. From these samples, 19 algal species 
were obtained in unialgal culture in synthetic 
nutrient medium. The melhods o( sampling and 
culture preparation are described. The isolated 
species were identified and found to include 
representatives of the Chlorophyta, Cya.nophyta, and 
Xanthophyta. The in situ algal flora from the same 
collection sites is described from preserved 
materials, The algae obtained in laboratory 
culture do not necessarily reflect the dominant 
algal flora of the Antarctic. A list of the collection 
sites is presented which indicates the algal species 
found in culture from each site and the genera seen 
in preserved samples. Morphological observations 
of algae maintained in the laboratory culture are 
listed. (Auth, , mod, ) 

B-3784 016:599. 5 

Squire, Ina L. 
A BIBLIOGRAPHY OF CETACEA; LITERATURE 
PUBLISHED BETWEEN 1949 AND 1963. China 
Lake, Calif, , U.S. Naval Ordnance Test Station, 
Dec. 1964, 114 p, 

DDC, AD 613005 

The literature recorded in this bibliography has been 
assembled for use in cetacean research. Books, 
reports published by organizations, journals, and 
phonograph re cords are listed in individual sections. 
The section on journals is arranged by subject 
category, each category containing citations to 
articles arranged alphabetically by author. The 
categories include: anatomy and physiology, animal 
ecology, behavior, bio-acoustics and communica
tions, biochemistry, locomotion, morphology, 
occurrence and migration, pathology and 
parasitology, reproduction, strandings, taxonomy 
and evolution, and whaling and its products. An 
author index covering all sections is provided. 

B-3792 502. 7:574. 9(*781) 

Wace, N. M. 
LAST OF THE VIRGIN ISLANDS. Discovery, 27(2}: 
36-42, incl. illus, , tables, map, Feb. 1966. Trefs. 

DLC, AP4.D6 

A record is given of the instances in "'.hich m~ has 
brought about lhe unwise release of alien species ?n 
the oceanic islands of the world leadmg to extermma
tion of much of the native life or to the inevitable 
radical changes in the native ecosystems. The 
islands listed include: Mauritius, Mascarene, . 
Hawaii Rhum in the Scottish Hebrides, Masatierra 
in the juan Fernandez group, Macquarie, Amsterdam, 
and Kerguelen. In contrast to this record, _the 
Tristan da Cunha group is described as hav_rng 
escaped the total destruction of its native biota. . The 
floral and fauna! forms are listed and are described 
as displaying to some degree the classical features 
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of island life: species poverty, ecological imbalance, 
endemism, and evolutionary radiation in a few groups 
of animals, The native biota of Tristan main 
island has been considerably changed by human 
activity and the importation of alien animals, but the 
vegetation has so far escaped the devastation by goats 
or rabbits typical of so many other oceanic islands. 
This preservation largely stems from the increasing 
isolation of the islands since the middle of the last 
century and until very recent times. The preserva
tion of this island group would be of value for 
future studies in ecology and speciation. 

B-3793 595. 768. 23{•784. 1) 

Hoffmann, A. 
A NEW CURCULIONID FROM POSSESSION ISLAND 
{CROZET ARCHIPELAGO), (Un nouveau 
Curculionide de l'fie de la Possession (archipel des 
Crozet). J Text in French. Rev. franc. Entomol., 
31(1):36-39, incl. illus., 1964. 
DLC; DNAL, 421 R323 

A new genus, Neocanonopsis, is described, and a new 
species, N. drewd, is described and illustrated. 
The 4 specin1ens1 2 male and 2 female, were col
lected from under the moss on Possession L The 
differences among the individual specimens of this 
species are presented. The morphologic variations 
among insects from the austral islands are due to a 
long isolation and intimate inbreeding of the insular 
fauna. 

B-3794 582. 394. 742(*784. 2) 

Tardieu-Blot, M. L. 
ON THE GRAMMITIS OF THE AUSTRAL ISLANDS. 
[Sur lea Grammitis des '.hes Australes.) Text in 
French. Adansonia, 2(1):111-116, incL table, 
diagrs. , 1962. 13 refs. 

DNAL, 450 Adl4 

Following the collections from Kerguelen, a revision 
is made of the different fern collections at the 
[French] Museum. Six species are discussed and 
their characteristics are tabulated, showing the 
geographical distribution, dimensions, fronds, 
median venation, lateral venation, and sori. The 
species discussed are: Gran1mitis billardieri, G. 
magellanica, G. crassa, G. diminuta, G. -
armstrongii, and ..9.. kerguelenensis [kerguelensis?) 
n. sp. , 

B-3798 574. 001. 5(*783) 

Zinderen Bakker, E. M. van 
THE BIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION OF MARION 
AND PRINCE EDWARD ISLANDS. Antarktiese 
BulL (Pretoria), No, 12: 1-2, incl. illus. , Nov. 1965. 

DLC 
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The program of scientific research is described for 
the South African Biological-Geological Expedition 
of 1965-66, Participating in the expedition to 
Marion and Prince Edward Is. were a marine 
biologist, an ornithologist, 2 botanists, and 2 
geologists. An important aspect of the program was 
the collecting of representative samples of all the 
plant and animal species of the islands. Other 
aspects of the program on Marion L included studies 
of plant communities and their microclimatic and 
chemical environments, movement of birds, and the 
history of the vegetation and climate. 

B-3800 599. 745. 3(*786) 

Csordas, S. E. 
A FEW FACTS ABOUT THE SOUTHERN ELEPHANT 
SEAL. Victorian Naturalist, 82(3):70-74, incL 
illus. , July 1965. -

DLC, QHl. V55 

The physical features and the geographical range of 
the southern elephant seal (Mirounga leonina) are 
indicated. A description is given of the branding 
program for studying the elephant seals on 
Macquarie L The annual cycle of the seals is 
described, including the processes of gathering and 
maintaining harems. Reasons are given for the high 
mortality rate among pups. It is recommended that 
sealers be kept away from Macquarie L , which is 
now a natural sanctuary for southern elephant seals 
and also for other wildlife. 

B-3801 595. 2(574. 9(828)]: 591. 3 

Delamare-Deboutteville, Claude and Raymond Rouch 
ON THE PRESENCE OF PALEANTARCTIC 
LINEAGES IN ANDEAN PATAGONIA, [Sur la 
presence de quelques lignees paleantarctiques _en 
Patagonie andine, ) Text in French. Acad_. sc1. '. 
Compt. rend. {Paris), 254(7): 1336-1338, incl. d1agr., 
Feb. 12, 1962. 6 refs. 

DLC, Q46, A14 

Environmental studies were conducted in Patagonia 
to determine the phyletic 1·elationship an1ong faunas 
endogenous in the soil and the interstitial fresh
water fauna. It was found that the previously 
described acarids Neotrichozetes spinulosa 
(of New Zealand) and N. s. germaineae (from 
Patagonia) are systematically extremely close. The 
collembolan species Spinotheca magnasetacea (of 
N. Z.) and S. patagonica are also very close, 
indicating remai·kable homogeneity between the 
Nothofagus forests of New_ Z~aland and ~ose of P~; 
gonla. Similar excellent indicators of b1ogeograp 
affinities are represented by three new copepod 
species Antarctobiotus ringueleti,_ ~ lon~rc~,5 
and A. rapoporti; their presence m patagon~ 
suggests an old lineage, typically paleantarcgc~et 
known so far only through A. robustus from r. ' 
A. koenigi from South Georgia, and ~ nlchollsi 
Trom Tasmania. 
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B-3809 582. 293. 3(*784. 1,1.2, *785) 

Dodge, Carroll W. 
LICHENS FROM KERGUELEN COLLECTED BY 
E, AUBERT DE LA ROE. CNFRA (Paris), No, 15 
(1): 1-8, 1966. 
DLC, GPRR 

Forty-six species of lichens and some sterile tha.lli 
were collected in 19:i2. In contra.st to the vascular 
nora the lichen species are endemic to Kerguelen, 
Croz~L, and Heard Is. Of the 131 species so far 
known 55 are endemic to Kerguelen, 7 to Heard L , 
and 1 to Crozet. The genera Steinera, Urceoli.na, 
and Aspiciliopsis are endemic to Ke rgue len. 
Argopsis consists of the primitive ~ cymosa in 
Kerguelen and a more advanced species on Campbell 
L The lichens listed include specimens from Crozet. 
The six new species, described in English and Latin, 
include: Coenogonium kerguelense, Pannaria 
kerguelensis, Peltigera auberti, ~- kerguelensis, 
Caloplaca auberti, and Buellia kerguelensis, 

B-3810 582. 282. 163(*784. 2) 

Le Gal, Marcelle 
A SMALL RED PEZIZA COMMON AT KERGUELEN: 
THE SCUTELLINIA KERGUELENSIS {BERK. ) 
KUNTZE. (Une petite pezize rouge frequente a\Lx 
Kerguelen: le Scutellinia kerguelensi.s (Berk. ) 
Kuntze. ] Teid in French. CNFRA (Paris), No. 15 
(2):9-15, incl. illus., map, 1966. 

DLC, GPRR 

Specimens of a small, red peziza were collected 
during 1956-58 and 1963-64. This discomycete 
cr1'Ptogam belonging to Humariaceae possesses an 
operculum and has the shape of a small, living red 
disc, ciliated besides the short hairs. The species 
is especially hygrophilous; its presence appears to 
be lied to a constant degree of humidification under 
certain thermal conditions. However, it shows 
preference Lo cool or cold climates, al low or high 
latitudes, or a continental climate. It has a wide 
geographic diStribution and is found not only in 
Kerguelen but also in South America, Africa, and 
Europe. 

B-3811 595.142. 2(*784. 2) 

Rullier, F. 

SOME POL YCHAETE ANNELIDS FROM KERGUELEN 
ISLANDS. [Quelques annelides polychetes des Iles 
Kerguelen.] Text in French. CNFRA (Paris), 
No. 15(3):17-28, incl. table, 1966. 41 refs. 

DLC, GPRR 

The_ 41 specin1ens of polychaete annelids, collected 
durmg the austral summer of 1961-62 belong to 9 
Species well known on Kerguelen. Th~ee of these 
S])ecies are the lllOSt interesting: Trypanosyllis 
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giganlea, Herma.di.on kerguelensis, and Amphitrite 
kerguelensis. In order to facilitate the synonyllly, 
a general table 1s presented, listing the species found 
in Kerguelen and indicating the exact reference. Each 
of the 9 species of this collection is discussed. 

B-3813 595, 7(*784.1):591.9 

Dreux, Philippe 
THE ENTOMOLOGICAL FAUNA OF CROZET 
ARClilPELAGO AND ITS ENDEMISM. [La faune 
entomologique de l' Archipe l Crozet et son 
endemisme.] Text in French. CNFRA (Paris), 
No. 15(5): 35-55, incl illus. , map, 1966. 23 refs. 

DLC, GPRR 

The insects of Possession and Hogs Is. include 19 
coleopterids of which 13 are curculionids, 2 
lepidopterids, 1 hymenoplerid, 12 dipterids, 2 
psocopterids, 1 hemipterid, and 5 collembola.ns, 
Of these 42 species, 4 are probably introduced by 
man; the rest are purely austral, 21 being known 
from Crozet only, The species are discussed 
concerning theiJ: geographic distribution and their 
relationship to neighboring islands. 

B-3814 595. 768. 23(*784. 1) 

Hoffmann, A. 
NEW CURCULIONIDS FROM HOGS ISLAND 
(CROZET ARCHIPELAGO) (COLEOPTERA). 
[Curculionides nouveaux de l'lle aux Cochons 
(Archipel des Crozet) (Coleopteres).] Text in 
French. CNFRA (Paris), o. 15(6):57- 63, mcl. 
illus. , 1966. 

DLC, GPRR 

The species described belong to the sub-_fa.n'.ily 
Ectemnorhinita.e which has numerous affinities 
with Otiorrhynchinae of Lhe tribe PhyllobinL The 
new species are : Neocanonopsis suorun:, . 
Bothrometopus variabilis, Antarctones1ot~s. ~' 
Xanium affinis, and the subspecies~ ~ 
possessioriensis. 

B-3815 595. 713(*784. 1) 

Delarnare-Deboutleville, Claude and Zaher Massoud 
THE COLLEMBOLA OF POSSESSION ISLAND AND 
HOGS ISLAND COLLECTED BY PH. DREUX. 
[Les Collemboles de l'Ile de la Possession et de . 
l'ne aux Cochons recoltes par Ph. Dreux. ] :exl m 
French. CNFRA (Paris), No. 15(7):65-71, mcl. 
illus. , 1966. 5 refs. 

DLC, GPRR 

h . 5 belong to 5 species of 3 families: 
T e spec1men . llbe · a antarclica, 
Ceratophysella denliculaca, Tu rgi -~.--::::: 
sorensia d reuxi n. sp. , Sp:inocc rura drewu n. sp. ' 
and Proisotoma pallida. The lwo new specie~ belong 
to a group of genera known from South America, 
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Australia, and the Antarctic islands. Systematically, 
these genera pose problems the solutions of which 
will necessitate a general revision of the 1sotomidae, 

B-3818 016: 574(*784) 

Delepine, R. 
BIOLOGY IN THE FRENCH AUSTRAL ISLANDS. 
BIBLIOGRAPHIC SUPPLEMENT 1964-65. [La 
biolog_ie dans les tles australes franc;aises. 
Supplement bibliographique 1964-65. ] Text in 
French. CNFRA (Paris), No. 16(3):41-61, incl. 
tables, 1966. 

DLC, GPRR 

The object of this supplement is to complete and 
reclify lhe citations of work published during 1945-
1963 [B-2841 ], to bring this bibliography u1> to 
date for 1964 and 1965, and to include the foreign 
publications since 1945. The supplement contains 
the following lists: A. a list of errata for the first 
part; B. an up-to-dale list of biologists tabulated 
alphabetically; C. analysis of collections and two 
accessory tables; D. (1) a list of the work on the 
collection "Cruise of the Bougainville to the French 
Austral Islands", those of the "British, Australian, 
New Zealand Antarctic Research Expedition" 
(B. A. N. Z. A. R. E. ) , and those of the first 
Congress of Antarctic Biology (Paris, 1962), (2) a 
table of distribution of references according to their 
direction of research, (3) modifications to the 
previous bibliographic list of 1946-1963, (4) work 
published in 1964-65. 

B-3820 581. 9(*784. 2) 

Cour, P, 
THE FLORA OF KERGUELEN ARCHIPELAGO. 
(La flare de l'ai·chipel de Kerguelen. ) Text in 
French with English summary. In: Pan Indian 
Ocean ~cience Congress, Fourth, 16-24 Nov. 1960, 
Kuach1, Proc. , Sect. B: Biol. Sci. Karachi, 
Pan Indian Ocean Sci. Assoc., Aug. 1965 p. 51-54. 

DLC, Q101. P35 ' 

In lhe 11;1'ea_surrounding Po1-t-atLx-Fran<sais, the 
vegetation 1s comprised only of Acaena some 
cabbages on the rocks and clumps of ~orclla. 
Practically no plant higher than 20 cm can be seen 
over the entire area. A list of the floral families 
and speci s reveals a composition only of 
phanerogams and vascular cryptogams, although the 
cell~ cryptogams are largely represented. To 
this list_ are added 4 plants introduced in 1874 and 
1903 wlach are now naturalized: a composite, 
Taraxacum sp.; a caryophylleous, Sagina procumbens 
L.; a borragineous, Myosotis versicoior Pers.; 
and a graminaceous, Poa ~ L. (Auth. , mod. ) 
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B-3821 595. 384: 639(*784. 8/ . 9) 

Grua, P. 
SEVERAL ASPECTS OF THE BIOLOGY AND 
COMMERCIAL EXPLOITATION OF CRAYFISH IN 
THE FRENCH AUSTRAL ISLANDS. [Quelques 
aspects de la biologie et de ! 'exploitation commer
ciale ~es langoustes aux tles_ australes franyaises. J 
Text m French. In: Pan Indian Ocean Science 
Congress, Fourth, 16-24 Nov. 1960, Karachi 
Proc. , Sect. B: Biol. Sci. Karachi, Pan Indlan 
Ocean Sci. Assoc. , Aug. 1965, p. 283-292, incl 
tables, graphs. 16 refs. 

DLC, Ql0l. P35 

Recent biological studies concerning the population 
of the crayfish, Jasus lalandii, in the region of 
Saint Paul and Amsterdam Is. are briefly summa
l'ized. Information is provided on the fishing grounds 
natural environment and enemies, food resources ' 
average dimensions of males and females, molting, 
migration, sex ratio, and sex cycles. The effect 
of commercial exploitation on the population is 
discussed in terms of the average sizes of individuals 
in a catch, the reproductive capacity, and the 
conservation of the species, 

B-3833 574.9(269):551. 46.073 

Geiger, Stephen R. 
BIOLOOICAL OCEANOGRAPHY IN THE ANTARCTIC: 
ELTANIN CRUISES 4 TO 13. Polar Rec. 13(82):29-
36, incl. table, maps, Jan. 1966. 20 rers-:-

DLC, G575.P6 

As a supplement to reports 011 the research in biologi
cal oceanography conducted aboard the Eltanin during 
cruises 4-13 [see B-2721), a general descriii°-
tion is given of the primary areas of biological re
search, listing references for further specialized 
readlng. In this research, particular attention has 
been given to the ecological significance of the 
Antarctic Convergence and the effect of the compli
cated vertical zonation of water masses in Antarctic 
and sub-Antarctic regions as regulators of the dis
tribution of organisms. Work has centered on de
termining species composition of the dominant ele- . 
ments in the midwaters and benthos in order to eluci
date broad distributional patterns (horizontal and 
vertical) and to relate them to the ecological effects 
of the Convergence Zone and water masses .. The 
ranges of these cruises are listed and maps indicate 
the sampling stations and the sampling equipment 
used at each. [For cruise tracks, see _J-2964.] 
The taxonomic specialists aboard are listed along 
with their respective fields. Discussions of the fol
lowing collections are given: benthic invertebrates, 
planktonic invertebrates, and benthic and bathypelaglc 
fishes. 
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B-3850 595. 315. 6(*764): 591.13 

Fry, William G. 
THE FEEDING MECHANISMS AND PREFERRED 
FOODS OF THREE SPECIES OF PYCNOGONIDA. 
Brit. Mus. (Nat. Hist.), BulL , Zool. , _g(6): 195-
223 incl. illus. , tables, 1965. 24 refs. 

DLC, QLl. B75; DNAL, 410. 9 B772B 

Laboratory experiments demonstrate that 
Austrodecus glaciale and Rhynchothorax australis, 
inhabiting the same Antarctic benthic environment 
(McMurdo Sound), have highly specific and different 
food preferences. The methods of collection, 
maintenance, and feeding of the specimens are 
described. The 16 kinds of potential food mate rial 
presented are listed. Precautions were taken lo 
ensure that the chances of a pycnogonid encountering 
any one kind of food material during random 
locomotion would be equal for all kinds of food 
material. The resulting data on food preferences 
are tabulated. The structures of the proboscides and 
cephalic somites of the two species are adapted to 
these food preferences. A. glaciale is the first 
pycnogonid shown to feed on Polyzoa, while _!!: 
australis is adapted to feed on hydroid polyps. 
~um stearnsi, from_ the n~rtheastern Pacific 
littor , which feeds on acl1man tissue, 1s 
morphologically very similar to R australis. Details 
of muscle and nerve arrangement of the 3 species 
are Included and discussed. The disposition of 
proboscis nerves and muscles is quite different from 
anything hitherto described in the Pycnogonida. A 
proposal is made as to the function of the 3 forms of 
proboscis. (Auth. , mod. ) 

B-3851 598. 2(*781): 579. 6 

Vows, K. H. 
NOTES ON A COLLECTION OF BIRDS FROM 
TRISTAN DA CUNHA AND GOUGH ISLAND. 
Beaufortia (Amsterdan1), 9(99): 105-114, incl. tables, 
March 23, 1962. 4 refs. -

DNAL, 410 B38; PPAN, QLl. A52 

A report is given of a small collection of birds from 
the Tristan da Cunha group and Gough L Observa
tions were made during the period 1958-1960. The 
collection consists of 13 specimens from Tristan, 
23 Irom Nightingale L , 7 from Inaccessible L , and 
7 from Gough L A total of 22 species are listed. 
Recent literature is reviewed. The collection is 
discussed in terms of species coverage and is 
compared with previous records. The list of species 
mcludes scientific, common, and local names; 
number and sex of specimens; date and location of 
collection; description of coloring and external 
morphology; dimensions of wing, tail, bill, tarsus, 
toes, and claws; and remarks on nests feeding 
habits, etc. ' 
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B-3860 591. 3:598. 45(*729. 5) 

o·Gorman, F. 
OBSERVATIONS ON EMPEROR PENGUIN 
EMBRYOS. In: David Brunl (ed. ). The Royal 
Society International Geophysical Year Antarctic 
Expedition, Halley Bay, Coats Land, Falkland 
Islands Dependencies, 1955-1959. Vol. 4. 
Meteorology, Glaciology, Appendixes. London, 
Royal Society, p. 353-363, incl illus., tables, 
map, 1964. 15 refs, 

DLC, QC801. 3. R68 

Observations were made on the external morphology 
of two series of embryos of the emperor penguin 
(Aptenodytes forsteri Gray) collected during the 
Antarctic winters of 1957 and 1958 near Halley Bay 
Station. A total of 83 specimens were collected. The 
method of egg collection and techniques used in 
preserving the embryos are described. Details of 
external morphology of embryos at various stages of 
development are presented. Ages corresponding to 
chick embryo development are listed and comparable 
positions on the Norman series are calculated for 
each, The range ol specimen ages, e>q>ressed in 
terms of chick development, are 72 hr to 12 days, 
and data are presented for specimens at 1/2-day 
increments in age throughout this range. Dimensions 
are tabulated for specimens ranging in chick age from 
12 hr to 20-21 days, or hatching age. The actual 
embryo ages were determined and hatching is listed 
as occurring at age 58-61 days. A discussion is 
given of embryo development under the extreme 
Antarctic winter conditions. A table lists the dates of 
egg laying and hatching at all known emperor penguin 
rookeries. 

B-3867 595.135(*7):591. 3 

David, P. M. 
SO.ME ASPECTS OF SPECIATION IN THE 
CHAETOGNATHA. In: Symposium on Speciation in 
the Sea, Plymouth, Eng. , 1961, Speciation in the 
sea. Edited by J . P. Harding and Norman Tebble. 
London, Systematics Association [1963], p. 129-143, 
incl. tables, graphs. 16 refs. [System. Assoc. 
Publ. No. 5] 

DLC, QH83. AB 
A discussion is given of the factors affecting 
speciation among the oceanic members of 
Chaetognatha and proposals are presented on how the 
existing species have arisen. Physical and _chemical 
•factors which have an effect on animal distribution 
are discussed. The distribution of food forms of 
Chaetognatha are more directly affected by these 
factors and thereby control the distribution of 
Chaetognatha indirectly. A table presents data on 
distribution of species by region. Of the total 
number of species collected for a given r_egion, 
percentages are calculated for each species to ~how 
relative population. For the ~tarc_tic region, 
species are listed. Other regions listed are 
Philippines, East Indies, Japan, Marshall Is. ' 
Indian Ocean, Peru Current, Benguela Curr~nt, 
Florida Current West and East, and Subarctic. 
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B-3901 593. 9: 591(*7) 

Fell, H. Barraclough 
WEST-WIND-DRIFT DISPERSAL OF ECHINODERMS 
IN THE SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE. Nature, 193 
(4817):759-761, incl. diagr., map, Feb. 24, 1962. 
9 refs. 

DLC, Ql. N2 

The distribution and means of dispersal of those 
southern echinoderms that do not fall into the Indo
Pacific or Antarctic faunal areas had previously 
been explained by the theory of land bridges, but 
fauniStic and geological evidence did not support 
the theory. Recently, evidence of the role of west
wind-drift as an epiplanktonic dispersal agent of 
shallow-water echinoderms in the Southern 
Hemisphere bas been obtained from examination of the 
major circumpolar genera, by plotting speciation 
patterns in the form of histograms based on polar 
coordinates. Typical distribution patterns assumed 
the form of attenuated triangles, with maximum 
specialion occurring at the western end, and minimum 
speciation at the eastern end. It is inferred that the 
original source of these circumpolar genera lies at 
the western end of their ranges and that the more 
easterly representatives are derived from the 
western stock. This simple clockwise movement 
occurs around Antal·ctica, but not by way of the 
continent. West-wind-drift, which must have 
existed at least as far back as the Tertiary, is 
suggested as the only acceptable distributing 
mechanism. 

B-3902 597. 583. 1 

Bureau, J.C. 
ON THE PROBABLE IDENTITY OF THE TWO 
SPECIES OF THE GENUS CHAENICHTHYS, OF THE 
FAMILY CHAENICHTHYIDAE (FISH WITH ''WHITE 
BLq<)D"). [Sur la probable identite des deux 
especes du genre Chaenichthys, de la famille des 
Chaenichthyidae (poissons ~ "sang blanc").] Text in 
French. Paris. Mus. Natl. Hist. Nat. , Bull. , 
36(4):450·456, incl. illus. , table, 1964. 15 refs. 

DLC, QH3. P22 

The Chaenichthyidae are teleosteans related to the 
Nototheniidae, a family characteristic of Antarctic 
and sub-Antarctic regions. The genus Chaenichthys 
is endemic to Kerguelen Is. and has been assigned 
two species: f. rhinoceratus and C. rugosus. 
Previous collections we re re-examined in the light 
of specimens collected in 1963-64; their character
istics are tabulated. The study reveals that the 
genus Chaenichthys is monospecific, probably having 
only one species: C. rhinoceratus Richardson. The 
species is described and Illustrated. 
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B-3903 576. 895. 133: 597. 584(*784. 2) 

Dollfus, Robert P. 
ACANTHOCEPHALAN FROM A TELEOSTEAN OF 
THE GENUS NOTOTHENIA RICHARDSON FROM 
KERGUELEN (MISSION JEAN-CLAUDE BUREAU 
1963-1964). [Acanthocephale d'un Teleosteen du' 
genre Notothenia Richardson des Kerguelen (Mission 
Jean-Claude Hureau, 1963-1964).] Text in French. 
Paris. Mus. Natl. Hist. Nat. , Bull , 36(5):641-646, 
incl illus. , 1964. 8 refs. 

DLC, QH3. P22 

The mate rial examined constituted 30 individuals 
tightly fixed to the mucous membrane of the rectum 
of a Notothenia cyanobrancha and 55 from the rectum 
of another representative of N. cyanobrancha. The 
specimens belong to a new species, Heteracantho
cephalus hureaui, which is described and illustrated. 

B-3910 582. 29(*7) 

Llano, George A. 
A NEW SPECIES OF UMBILICARIA. Bryologist, 
69(1): 109-111, incl illus. , Spring 1966. Ref. 
DLC, QK534. B9 

A new lichen species , Umbilicaria saviczii, was 
collected in Antarctica at Novolazarevskaya Station. 
The range of the species appears to extend from 
Enderby Land to Princess Astrid Coast. It was also 
found at Mirnyy and Molodezhnaya Stations. A 
description is given of morphological features. 

B-3911 595. 384. 12: 591. 167(*80) 

Yaldwyn, J. C. 
PROT AND ROUS HERMAPHRODITISM IN DECAPOD 
PRAWNS OF THE FAMILIES HIPPOLYTIDAE AND 
CAMPYLONOTIDAE. Nature, 209(5030):1366, March 
26, 1966, 9 refs. -

DLC, Ql. N2 

Protandrous hermaphroditism, or the changing from 
the male sex to the female during the growth of the 
same individual, is well known in certain N_orthern 
Hemisphere commercial p1·awns of the family 
Pandalidae. The species are listed and a review o! 
geographic distribution is given. Southern forms 
are listed as : Campylonotus semistriatus and g. 
rathbunae of the family Campylonotidae, and 
Chorismus antarcticus of the family Hippolytidae. 
This characteristic in decapod Crustacea appears to 
be restricted to two genera of northern boreal. and 
temperate pandalids, two Mediterranean species 
of the hipplolytid Lysmata, the antiboreal South. 
American and circum-Antarctic hippolytid Chorismus, 
and at least two species of the antiboreal South id 
American and deep-water Australasian palaemon~ 
Campylonotus. The 3 families represented are~ 
closely related systemically, each presen~Y be g 
placed in a different superfamily, and besides th~ 
rather tenuous zoogeographic relationships, no 
can be seen, other than that of reproductive 
physiology. 
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B-3914 595. 384. 2(*787. 8) 

Griffin, D. J. G. 
THE STATUS OF THE MAJID BRACHYURAN GENUS 
CAMPBELLIA BALSS. Wellington, N. Z. Rec. 
Domin. Mus., 4(17):235-241, incl illus. , May 24, 
1963, 15 refs. -
DLC, AM101. W464 

The monotypic crab genus Campbellia Balss, 1930, 
!mown only from Campbell L , is reduced to synonymy 
with Jacqui.notia Rathbun, 1915, following examination 
of juvenile specimens of J. edwardsii (Jacquinot, 
1853), The description of Campbellia kohli proves 
to have been based on a juvenile specimen of J. 
edwardsii, a southern New Zealand littoral to deep
water species. (Auth. , mod.) 

B-3919 595, 383. 1:591. 9(267) 

Baker, A. de C. 
THE LATITUDINAL DISTRIBUTION OF EUPHAUSIA 
SPECIES IN THE SURFACE WATERS OF THE 
INDIAN OCEAN. Discovery Repts. , ;!;!: 309-334, 
incL graphs, maps, append,, 1965. 38 refs. 

DLC, Ql15, D7 

Sixteen species and one variety of Euphausia wer& 
collected by the Discovery II in oblique tows from 
100 m to the surface at a series of north-south 
stations which extended from the equator to the 
Antarctic continent along 90"E. The latitudinal 
ranges of the species are given and related to 
previous Indian Ocean observations where possible. 
Distribution of 8 of the 15 oceanic species appears 
restricted to some extent by hydrographical 
boundaries at either the northern or southern limits; 
E. longirostris is restricted at both limits, Seven 
species inhabit two water masses: the Indian and 
Pacific Oceans. Comparison of these shows that 
in the Pacific they tend to have less extensive north
south ranges. The tropical catches of the genus 
Euphausia are small in tropical waters but increase 
in size toward the Tropical Convergence. They are 
again small in the northern part of the Subtropical 
zone but very large in the southern part. In sub
Antarctic waters the catches are variable, but they 
never reach the size of those taken in the southern 
Subtropics. The Antarctic catches are difficult to 
assess, but it is estimated that swarming species 
may be about twice those taken in the southern 
Subtropics. Between 10° s and the Antarctic 
~ontinental shelf one species con:,titutes at least 
10% of the total catch in each 10° zone of latitude. 
The dominant species are: E. brevis, E. recurva, 
~- Vallentini, ~- frigida, and ~- superba. __ _ 

B-3925 599. 5(082, 2) 

Norris, Kenneth S. (ed. ) 
INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIDM ON CETACEAN 
RESEARCH, 1ST, WASHINGTON, D. C., 1963; 
WHALES, DOLPHINS, AND PORPOISES. Berkeley, 
Los Angeles, Univ. Calif. Press, 1966, 789p. , 
mcL illus,, tables, graphs, disc:,, Refs. 

OLC, QL737.C4I5 1963 
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The proceedings of this symposium provide a 
representative cross section of the science of 
cetology as of 1963, and include a wide variety of 
disciplines. The volume is comprised of 7 parts: 
(1) systematics, distribution, and natural history· 
(2) anatomy, physiology, and sea animal propulsion; 
(3) underwater observation and recording (instru
ments and techniques); (4) communication; (5) 
echolocation and recognition; (6) practical problems 
in the capture and ca.re of cetaceans; and (7) behavior. 
Papers by Ichihara [B-3926], Mackintosh [B-3927], 
Dawbin [B-3928], and Caldwell~~- [B-3929] deal 
with Antarctic cetacean species. 

B-3926 599. 511(*80) 

Ichihara, Tadayoshi 
THE PYGMY BLUE WHALE, BALAENOPTERA 
MUSCULUS BREVICAUDA, A NEW SUBSPECIES 
FROM THE ANTARCTIC. In: International Symposiwn 
on Cetacean Research, 1st, Washington, D. C. , 1963; 
Whales, Dolphins, and Porpoises. Edited by 
Kenneth S. Norris. Berkeley, Los Angeles, Univ. 
Calif. Press, 1966, Chap. 6, p. 79-113, incl 
tables, graphs, illus. , map, disc. , 35 refs. 

DLC, QL737.C4I5 1963 

On the basis of an examination of 2540 pygmy blue 
whales captured by Japanese expeditions during the 
1959-60 and 1962-63 seasons in the Antarctic, 
the following findings were noted: (1) this species 
generally inhabits the restricted zone north of 54°S 
and from 80°E to 0° during the summer and the 
Indian Ocean area during the winter breeding season; 
(2) the whales feed primarily on Euphausia 
vallentini in the sub-Antarctic area; and (3) the body 
color of the pygmy blue whale is silvery gray with 
many pale spots on the dorsal surface. Comparison 
of the pygmy blue and ordinary blue whales 
demonstrates that the former has a much shorter 
tail, a longer trunk, shorter baleen plates, a 
different caudal vertebra formula, a greater total 
body and individual internal organ weight,. and a 
different growth and maturation rate. Owing_to_ 
these differences it is concluded that a hybnd lS 
not produced by pygmy blue and ordina_ry blue whales, 
and hence, that an independent population of the . 
former has been maintained. Taxonomically, 1t 1s 
proposed that the pygmy blue whale shoul~ be 
classified as Balaenoptera musculus brev_1cauda, 
a subspecies of Balaenoptera musculus Linnaeus. 

B-3927 599. 511:591, 9(*80) 

Mackintosh, N. A. FIN 
THE DISTRIBUTION OF SOUTHERN BLUE AND 
WHALES. In: International Symposium on Cetacean 
Re1>earch, 1st, Washington, D. _c. ' 1963; Whales, 
Dolphins' and Porpoises. Edited br Kenneth S. 
Norris. Berkeley, Los Angeles, U~v. Calif. 
Press, 1966, Chap. 8, p. 125-144, incl. graphs, 
maps, disc. 29 refs. 

DLC, QL737.C4I5 1963 
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Present knowledge on southern-blue and fin whale 
distribution is presented, with a discussion of the 
significance of the migrations in the life cycle and 
of the segregation of stocks. The location of breeding 
grounds of fin and blue whales has not yet been defined 
and,as a result,knowledge of tendencies of whales to 
group into breeding units in separate localities is 
limited. The distributions of krill and other food 
sources are described. Data on blue and fin whale 
distribution through Antarctic waters are presented, 
based on whaling catch data and observation records. 
The data are evaluated and contrasted with compa
rable data on humpback whale distribution. Further 
study is necessary by means of whale marking and 
direct observation from ship and aircraft before 
the location of breeding grounds and the migration 
patterns of these whales can be known in better 
detail. 

B-3928 599. 51: 591. 54(*80) 

Dawbin, William H. 
THE SEASONAL MIGRATORY CYCLE OF HUMP
BACK WHALES. In: International Symposium on 
Cetacean Research, 1st, Washington, D. C. , 1963; 
Whales, Dolphins, and Porpoises. Edited by 
Kenneth S. Norris. Berkeley, Los Angeles, Univ. 
Calif. Press, 1966, Chap. 9, p. 145-170, incl. 
table, graphs, diagrs. , disc. 61 refs. 

DLC, QL737.C415 1963 

The following aspects of the seasonal migratory 
cycle of humpback whales are discussed: routes, 
factors determining routes, intermingling between 
populations, migration rate, and temporal segrega
tion within Southern Hemisphere migratory stocks, 
including northbound and southbound humpbacks and 
those in Antarctic waters. The effects of sea 
temperature and day length on the annual cycle ai·e 
discussed. The review of known humpback migra
tion routes and assembly regions in both hemispheres 
indicates that humpbacks require tropical coastal 
conditions, with water temperature at about 25°C 
for breeding, but do not require coastal conditions 
at other stages of the migratory cycle. Nor can the 
migration routes be related consistently to the 
direction of ocean currents, the nature of water 
masses, or bottom topography. The decline in day 
length during the feeding cycle is regarded as the 
likely stimulus initiating different migration times 
for lactating as compared with pregnant females. 
The timing of immature animals and mature males 
appears relatively constant from season to season. 

B-3929 599. 532:591, 5 

Caldwell, David K. , Melba C. Caldwell and Dale W. 
Rice 

BEHAVIOR OF THE SPERM WHALE, PHYSETER 
CATODON L. In: International Symposium on 
Cetacean Research, 1st, Washington, D.'C. , 1963; 
Whales, Dolphins, and Porpoises. Edited by 
Ke~eth S. Nonis. Berkeley, Los Angeles, Univ. 
Calif. Press, 1966, Chap. 30, p. 677-717, incl. 
illus, , disc. 17 4 refs. 

DLC, QL737. C4I5 1963 
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Results of current research are combined with 
records contained in past literature in an analysis 
of sperm whale behavior. The following aspects 
are discussed with references to literature sources 
for further coverage: habitat (location, water depth 
migration), social behavior (social organization, ' 
parental behavior, sexual behavior, and social 
facilitation), agonistic behavior, play behavior, 
swimming behavior, diving and respiration, food 
and feeding, excretion, sound production, and 
senses (hearing, gustatory senses, vision). 

B-3930 574(26): 579. 6(*80) 

Southern California, University. Dept. of Biological 
Sciences 

STUDIES IN ANT ARCTIC OCEANOLOGY. BIO
LOGICAL STATIONS OCCUPIED BY THE USNS 
ELTANIN: DATA SUMMARY, CRUISES 14- 16 AND 
18-19. Los Angeles, March 1966, [46)p., incl. 
tables, maps. 4 refs. 

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection 

This report forms a summary of data ta.ken at the 
226 biological stations occupied during~ cruises 
14-16 and 18-19. It is a continuation of previous 
summaries fo1· earlier cruises [see B-3038 and 
B-2561). All stations cited in this report were 
in the South Pacific sector of Antarctic and sub
Antarctic waters, and extended from off Valparaiso, 
Chile, to New Zealand. Individual track charts of 
these and earlier cruises are represented. [See also 
J-2964) The following data are tabulated for 
each station: station number, position, dale, sam
plingdepth range, bottom depth at position, local time 
of complete tow, minutes at fishing depth, gear, 
nearest hydrographic station, and remarks. The 
Menzies trawl was used, after early trials, on all 
cruises except 16. 

B-3935 547. 96:637. 4:598. 2 

Miller, Herman T. and Robert E. Feeney 
THE PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF 
AN IMMUNOLOGICALLY CROSS-REACTING 
PROTEIN FROM AVIAN EGG WHITES. Biochemistry, 
5(3):952-958, incl. illus., table, graphs, March 
1966. 29 refs. 

DLC, QP501. B525 

The physical and chemical properties of au immuno
logical cross-reacting macroglobulin in avian egg 
whites were studied. Explanations were sought _for 
the comparatively high antigenicity of this _protem in 

rabbits and cows, and why it shows extensive . 
in1munological cross-reactivity when the proteins 
prepared from the egg whites of different avi~ 
species are tested against antibodies to the chicken 
protein. Comparative studies were made of the 
purified protein component from 4 distantly related 
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avian species: the chicken, duck, penguin, and 
tinamou. The eggs of the penguin (Pygoscelis 
adeliae) were obtained directly from a natural rookery 
in Antarctica [see B-3296], and those of the 
kiwi (AI?Jiryx mantelli) from a game sanctuary in 
New Ze and. All four proteins from the avian 
species had very similar physical and chemical 
properties. Using anticbicken serum, the duck and 
penguin proteins show lines of complete identity. 
The extensive cross-reactivity may be explained by 
similarities in molecular weights, electrophoretic 
migrations in starch gel, and in the content of most 
of the amino acids. The protein is not believed to 
have an important role in embryological develop
ment, but biochemical and enzymic studies are urged 
to determine its function and the apparently 
evolutionary stability of its structure. (Auth. , mod. ) 

B-3941 061. 3:574. 001. 5(*2) 

Wallen, I.E. 
SYMPOSIUM ON POLAR BIOLOGY. Antarctic J. 
U.S. , 1(2):72-73, March-April 1966. 
DLC-

A symposium on polar biology, "Polar Lore Since 
1954," was held Dec. 29, 1965, under the auspices 
of the Western Society of Naturalists at the 132nd 
Annual Meeting of the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science. One session was concerned 
with the Antarctic and featured 5 speakers discussing 
recent 1·esults of USARP. The speakers and respec
tive topics were: Orville L. Bandy, Pliocene-to
Recent polar ice in the Antarctic'; EmanuelD. Rudolph, 
Ecological studies of vegetation at Hallett Station, 
Antarctica; Jay M. Savage, Fish fauna of the 
Antarctic; Takashi Hoshizaki, Investigations of 
circadian rhythms; and Thomas Hopkins, Zooplankt0n 
standing crop in the Atlantic sector of the Antarctic 
Ocean. The contents of the papers are outlined. 
Additional papers on Antarctic research, presented 
at other sessions, are listed: Gerald L. Kooyman, 
Some aspects of under-ice diving behavior in the 
Weddell seal; Frank J. Little, Jr., Two unique 
sponges Irom deep Antarctic waters; and John S. 
Garth and Janet Haig, A preliminary report on 
brachyuran and anomuran crabs from Eltanin 
Antarctic cruises. ---

B-3942 595. 42(*726) 

Wallwork, John A. 
THE CRYPTOSTIGMATA (ACARI) OF ANTARCTICA 
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE ANTARCTIC 
PENINSULA AND SOUTH SHETLAND ISLANDS. 
Pacific Insects, 7( 3):453-468, incl illus., table, 
Oct. 15, 1965. f4 refs. 
DLC, QL461. P2 

An account is given of the 5 species of Cryptostigmata 
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collected from the Antarctic Peninsula and South 
Shetland rs. , namely Oppia loxolineata n. sp. , 
Alaskozetes antarcticus (Mich. ), Halozetes belgicae 
(Mich.), Magellozetes antarcticus (Mich.) n. comb., 
and Maculobates nordenskjoeldi (Trgdh, ) n. comb. 
A key to the identification of these species is 
provided. 0. loxolineata, M. anla.rcticus, and M. 
nordenskjoe1di have a!finities with South Amedcan 
forms and may be postglacial immigrants with the 
southern limit of their distribution in the Antarctic 
Peninsula regions. The two members oi the 
Pod_ac~idae, !!:- antarcticus and!!· belgicae, are 
denvative forms of endemic groups which apparently 
originated in eastern Antarctica. It is suggested that 
their present distribution may be a relic of a more 
extensive preglacial pattern which became fragmented 
and reduced as a result of land movements during 
the Jurassic and Cretaceous and the development of 
increasingly cold and dry conditions during the 
Te1•tiary and Quaternary Periods. (Auth. , mod.) 

B-3943 595. 713(*7) 

Salmon, J. T. 
TWO NEW GENERA OF ANTARCTIC COLLEMBOLA. 
Pacific Insects, 7(3):468-472, Incl illus. , Oct. 15, 
1965. -

DLC, QL461. P2 

Two new monospecnic genera of Collembola are 
described from the Antarctic. 011e genus, Neocrypto
pygus, is clos.ely related to Crhptopygus but differs 
Iiitne fo1•m and number of ocel ·, the reduced form 
of the fu1·cula, and the peculiar, slit-like, partial 
anterodorsal separation of abdominal sections VI 
from v. The type species is listed as Neocrypto
pygus nivicolus n. sp. The second genus_ is 
Antarcticinella which is related to Isotommella but 
differs by having 1 ocellus to each side, non-clavate 
tenent hairs together with the partial fusion of 
abdominal sections IV, V, and VL The type species 
is Antarticinella monoculata n. sp. Locations of 
specimens collected are listed. 

B-3967 599. 7 45. 1 (*786) 

Csordas, S. E. and Susan E. Ingham 
THE NEW ZEALAND FUR SEAL, ARCTOCEPHALUS 
FORSTER1 (LESSON), AT MACQUARIE ISLAND, 
1949-64. c. s. L R. 0. Wildlife Res., _!Q(l):83-99, 
incl illus. , tables, graphs, maps, Nov. 1965. 17 
refs. 

DLC, QL1. Cll5 

The indigenous fur seal at Macquarie L was exter
minated between 1810 and 1820. Between 1919 and 
1948 the New Zealand fur seal, breeding o_n islands 
to the northeast, began to visit the island m s~mmer. 
ANARE observers have reported that the maximum 
number in the original area coloniZed has Increased 
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from 174 in 1950 to 474 in 1963, at least 3 other 
localities now have regular swnmer populations, 
and a few seals remain throughout the winter. 
Several pups have been born since 1955. The summer 
visitors include immature seals of both sexes, adult 
males, and a few nonbreeding adult females; the 
winter residents are older immature seals and 
adult males. Most of the seals arrive in Dec. -Jan. , 
which is the breeding season and also the period of 
most easily available food; they leave during April
May, when the Eudyptes penguins, an important 
food source, also depart. Thus, the later stages of 
weaning (up to Aug. by analogy with this species in 
New Zealand) may be a difficult period at Macquarie 
L, and availability of food for the pups during June
Aug. may determine the breeding success and 
future population size there. (Auth. , mod. ) 

B-3968 595. 772, 4(*784. 1) 

Seguy, E. 
MORPHOLOGY OF LISTRIOMASTAX LITOREAEND. 
(DIPTEROUS COELOPID INSECT). [Morphologie du 
Listriomastax litorea Enq. (Insecte Diptere 
Coelopide).] Text in French. Paris. Mus. NatL 
Hist. Nat., BulL, 37(1):139-144, incL illus., 
1965. 4 refs. -

DLC, QH3. P22 

This species is an oceanic midge discovered in 1903 
at Crozet Is. and is also common in Kerguelen. It 
is found at low tide on rocks or algae in the littoral 
regions. Some Listriomastax possessing shortened 
wings were discovered at Hogs L living with the 
normal-winged forms. The three morphologic types, 
macroptera, brachyptera, and microptera, are 
discussed in order to establish the proper status of 
this species. Comparison among the three genotypes 
shows consistency in their external characteristics. 
These genotypes correspond to intraspecific 
variations. The somatic variations observed do not 
justify separate nomenclature for the different forms 
of the species. 

B-3969 595. 771(*784. 1) 

Seguy, E. 
TWO NEW TENDIPEDIDS FROM CROZET ISLANDS 
(DIPTERA NEMATOCERA INSECTS). [Deux 
nouveaux Tendipedides des Iles Crozet {Insectes 
Dipteres Nematoceres). ] Text in French. Paris. 
Mus. NatL Hist. Nat., BulL, 37(2):285-289, incL 
illus. , 1965. 4 refs. -

DLC, QH3. P22 

The tendipedids or chironomids are restricted to 
culicid diptera of various forms and habits. The 
imagoes are erratic and their larvae are terrestrial 
or aquatic. They can develop in still fresh waters; 
some species inhabit running or torrential waters, 
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others seek brackish or saline waters. Two peculiar 
microchironomids were collected, which belong to 
the subfamilies Podonominarum and Orthocladiinarum. 
Descriptions are given of the new genus Microzetia 
and its new species M• mirabilis, and the new genus 
Protobelgica and its new species~- albipes. 

B-3972 910. 4(*781. 1) 

Elliott, H. F. L 
TRISTAN DA CUNHA 1962. THE ROYAL SOCIETY'S 
EXPEDITION AND WILDLIFE PRESERVATION. 
Oryx, 6(4):230-232, 1962. Ref. 

CoFS-

The volcanic eruption in 1961 on Tristan da Cunha 
threatened the stability of one of the richest reser
voirs of oceanic wildlife left in the world. The 
island's wildlife was threatened by uncontrolled pests 
and abandoned livestock, and by the loss of local 
conservation controls. Concerned at these dangers, 
the Royal Society's 1962 expedition to the island 
included biological investigations to (1) determine 
direct and indirect volcanic effects on the Hora and 
fauna, (2) determine immediate safeguards, (3) 
extend and update ecological data from the island, 
and (4) identify long-range conservation measures. 

B-3982 602. 7:591. 52(*7) 

Falla, R. A. 
EXPLOITATION OF SEALS, WHALES AND PEN
GUINS IN NEW ZEALAND. N. Z. EcoL Soc. , 
Proc. No. 9:34-38, 1962. 2 refs. 

DLC, QH540. N414 1962 

A summary of exploitation is given, along with an 
assessment of its long-range effects based on (a) 
historical factors, (b) present distribution and 
population levels, and (c) relevant features of the 
life history and ecology of these marine invertebrates. 
Exploitation of whales is considered in relation to the 
southern right whale, the sperm whale, and other 
whalebone whales, especially the hwnpback. The 
blue, fin, and sei whales, the main quarry of the 
pelagic whaling fleets, are not discussed. C_onsider
ation of seal exploitation involves factors which 
differ from the case of whales; the intensity with 
which seal exploitation can be carried out is greater 
due to the seal's regular contact with shore. The 
discussion includes eared (New Zealand fur seal and 
southern sea lion) and earless (elephant) seals. 
Penguin exploitation is discussed in relation to the of 
king and royal penguins on Macquarie L; a record_ 
the population changes during a period of exploitation 
for oil is given. 
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B-3998 598. 4(26): 591. 54 

Dorst, Jean 
THE GREAT MIGRATIONS OF SEA BIRDS UNTIL 
LATELY UNSUSPECTED. (Les immenses 
migrations des oisea.ux de mer naguere insoup-
9onnees.] Text in French. Sci. Progres Nature 
(Paris), No. 3322:56-62, incL illus. , maps, Feb. 
1962. 

uLC, Q2. N2 

The migrations are discussed as circumpolar as in 
the case of the giant petrel, albatross, and skua; 
from the extreme north to the extreme south as in 
the case of the Arctic tern; and the circum-Pacific 
tour as in the case of the Australian pet.rel Further 
discussions are given on the relation of migration to 
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the prevailing winds and the connection between 
migration and the reproduction cycle of the different 
species. 

See also: 
A-2081, A-2291, A-2379, A-2652, A-2745, A-2839, 

A-3086, A- 3285, A-3286, A-3289, A-3301, A-3302, 
A-3492, A-3500, A-3607, A-3823, A-3835, A-3915 

D-2105. D-2650, D-3003, D-3118, D- 3812 
E-2210, E-2659, E-2834, E-3110, E-3544, E-3950 
G-2353 
H-2479 
J-2049, J - 2089, J-2370, J-2409, J-2430, J-2433, 

J-2435, J-2549, J-2686, J-3463, J-3679, J-3931 
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CARTOGRAPHY 

C-2020 528. 9(*722. 5) 

McHugo, M. Barbara 
THE MAPPING OF BRITISH ANTARCTIC TERRI
TORY. Brit. Antarctic Survey Bull,, No, 4: 13-14, 
incl. map, Sept, 1964. 

DLC, GPRR 

In May 1964, the Directorate of Overseas Surveys 
Pllblished the new Index (D. O. S, (Misc.) 101) [in
cluded in this paper] to British map coverage of 
British Antarctic Territory, South Georgia, and the 
South Sandwich Is. A list of map sheets published in 
the past year is presented, fllCluding those compiled 
from the Commonwealth Trans-Antarctic Expedition 
(1:200, 000 scale) as well as coverage of Graham 
Land (1:200, 000) between 68° and 70° S, incorporating 
determinations made by surveyors working from 
stonington I, between 1957-61, Also available are a 
colored relief map of Graham Land, South Georgia, 
and South Sandwich Is, (1:3, 000, 000) (D. O,S, 813), 
an official British map of Antarctica (D. O, S, (Misc,) 
135) based on material available March 31, 1963, 
and contour maps (1:25, 000) of Deception I,, Hope 
Bay and Horseshoe I, A short history of British Ant
arctic mapping is included, 

C-2034 528(211)(*7) 

Dorrer, Egon 
PRECISE ANGLE MEASUREMENTS IN THE ANT
ARCTIC, [Priizisionswinkelmessung in der Ant
arktis,] Text 1n German, Polarforschung, Ser, 51 
33(1/2): 188-190, 1963, publ, Sept, 1964, 7 refs, 
DLC, G600, P6 

As a continuation of the Ross Ice Shelf Survey (RISS), 
a geodetic traverse was made on the Ross Ice Shelf in 
the austral summer of 1962-63 to construct a survey 
network diagonally across the shelf ice In such a 
manner that the markers would be visible, despite 
snow accumulation, for from 2 to 5 yr. Three 2-man 
groups followed each other at 8-km intervals. The 
theodolite was placed on the upper end of a 2-m-alu
minum pipe, which extended 50 cm above the snow 
by the middle group. The targets were visible only 
from a telescope position, Details of the measure
ment procedure are given, Important environmental 
factors which influence such measurements in the 
polar regions are scintillation, poor contrast, and 
atmospheric refraction, The main obstacle on a flat 
surface is the curvature of the earth. The RISS ex
pedition showed that it is possible to carry out 
geodetic traverses in polar regions with relative 
ease in a reasonable length of time, Suggested im
provements include a special height-adjustable in
strument stand, a light source as target, and the use 
of punch cards for recording observational data. 
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C-2354 528. 93(*726) 

Wiggins, W. D. C, 
SURVEY. In: Raymond Priestley and others (eds.), 
Antarctic Research. London, Butterworths, 1964: 
p, 71-84, incl. illus,, maps, 18 refs, ' 

DLC, G880. P7, 1964 

A history is given of the mapping efforts of early ex
ploratory surveys. Later expeditions include the 
three South Georgia expeditions, 1951-56, and the 
Trans-Antarctic Expedition, 1955-58. The latter in
cluded reconnaissance flights and exploratory surveys 
which resulted in 12 sheets at a scale of 1: 2001 000 
published in 1963, Systematic surveys include (1) the 
Falkland Islands and Dependencies Aerial Survey Ex
pedition, 1955-57, which yielded coverage by aerial 
photography of the South Shetland Is,, the Palmer 
Archipelago, and the west coast of Graham Land from 
Joinville I, in the north to Pourquoi Pas I. in latitude 
68° s., and (2) the more recent work of the Falkland 
Is. Dependencies Survey to March 1961, which pro
duced coverage of the Joinville, d'Urville, and Dun
dee Is,, along with the establishment of more accu
rate ground control for the aerial photography, Con
trol was improved by means of a framework of per
manently beaconed points established by triangulation, 
trilateration, or by tellurometer traverse, The tel
lurometer has greatly increased the accuracy of lin
ear measurements, Current coverage of the Depend
encies north of 75° S is available from the Director
ate of Overseas Survey at scale 1:2001 000, 

C-2394 528, 9(*7) 

Koblents, 1A. P. 
PRESENT ST ATE OF ANT ARCTIC CARTOGRAPHY, 
[Sovremennoe sosto!anie kartografirovaniia Alitarkti • 
ki, ] Text in Russian. Sovet, Antarkticheskaia 
Eksped,, Trudy, ~ 138p,, incl, tables, maps, 
1964, 30 refs. 

DLC, G860,S63 

An outline is given of Antarctic cartography done by 
the U. s. S, R,, Australia, Argentina, Belgium, Great 
Britain, New Zealand, Norway, the U.S., France, 
Chile South Africa, and Japan in terms of features 
and s~tors mapped and surveys made, s_ummaries 
are given of mapping precision, ge?graphic names~d 
and maps of subglacial and submarrne topography. 
circum-Antarctic waters. A catalogue of Antarctic 
maps, a colored expedition map, and two gaz_etteer_~ 
which include foreign (given in honor of Russiand ~ 1 

entists and ships) and Russian names are appen e · 
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C-2405 528. 7: 551. 324. 5(*772) 

Weissman, Simha 
THE USE OF PHOTOGRAMMETRIC METHODS TO 
INVESTIGATE SURFACE MOVEMENT OF THE 
ANTARCTIC ICE SHEET. Ohio State Univ., Res. 
Found. , RF Proj. 1444, Final Rept. , 57p. , incl. 
tables, graphs, diagrs. , map, Sept. 1964. 7 refs. 

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection 

Beginning in the austral summer 1962-63,approxi
mately 140 permanent markers were placed between 
Byrd Station and Mt. Chapman in the Whitmore Moun
tains covering a strip area of approXlll!ately 375 km 
x 8 km. The survey network consisted of 7 indepen
dent base lines, sun azimuths, vertical angle meas
urements for slope determination, barometric height 
measurements and horizontal angle measurements 
between adjacent traverse legs, as well as approxi
mate distance measurements between the targets. 
The southern end of the strip triangulation was tied to 
ground.control on rock at Mt. Chapman and the sur
vey network provides the necessary control between 
the mountain and Byrd Station. In periods of one to 
three years the position of the markers will be de
termined by aerial trian,,aulation and the difference 
between the coordinates as determined each time will 
provide the annual rate of displacement of the ice 
sheet. This report evaluates the work accomplished 
in the field, explains the performance of the aerial 
triangulation, analyzes the accuracy obtained, and 
suggests a proposal for future work in view of the 
experience gained. A large unbound map of the top 
of Mt. Chapman is included (Scale 1:5000). (See 
C-.1365] 

C-2486 (083. 8)912(*7) 

ANTARCTIC CARTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS ACQUI
SITIONS LIST NO. 4. Antarctic Rept. , p. 2-89, 
incl tables, Nov. 1964. 

DLC, GPRR 

The Acquisitions List of Antarctic Cartographic 
Materials, previously Tssued through the Office of 
Coordinator for Maps, Department of State, will 
continue as part oi the AntaJ.·ctic Report, retaining 
its consecutive numbering system begun in 1961 
[see C-154:l]. The Office ·of Coordinator for 
Maps will continue to prepare the list from con
tributions made to that office by participating 
organizations or agencies of the u. s. who forward 
information pertinent to Antarctic cartography which 
they have either received or produced. The list as 
included in this issue is separated into four cate
gories: {l) Gazetteers, (2) Geodetic Data, (3) Maps 
and Charts, and (4) Photography {including photog
raphy and control indexes). 
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C-2490 912(086. 4){*7) 

Treshnikov, A. F. 
RELIEF MAP OF ANTARCTICA. [Karta rel'efa 
Antarktiki. J Text in Russian. Prob. Arktiki 
Antarktiki, No. 10: 5-9, incl. map, 1962. 54 refs. 

DLC, G575. 1422 

A relief map (scale 1:12, 000, 000) and a discussion 
of Antarctica and its surrounding oceans are pre
sented. A 500-m contour interval is used for land 
topography; bottom relief is shown by contours and 
color shading. Spot elevations are shown from 
traverse data. Subglacial relief is shown on an in
sert map. Thirty-three of the references are maps 
from which the present map was constructed. 

C-2508 912(*7) 

Lebedev, V. L. and P. A. Movsesian 
BLANK SPOTS ON MAPS OF ANTARCTICA. [Belye 
piatna na kartakh Antarktild. J Text in Russian. 
Antarktika: Doltl. Komis., 1962. Moskva, lzd-vo 
Akad. nauk SSSR, 1963, p. 35-36, incl. map. 

DLC, G576. A65 

The early 19th century theory of G. K. Simms is 
discussed, which states that the earth is hollow and 
inhabited within, with a large aperture al the South 
Pole. The refuting of this theory and s11bsequent in
tensive study of the Anta.t·ctic are outli.lled. 

C-2510 919. 9: 528. 9(*7) 

Orlov, A. L 
PHYSIOGRAPHIC ZONATION MAP OF THE ANT
ARCTIC. (0 karte flziko-geograficheskogo r~loniro
vaniia Antarktiki. J Text in Russian. Antarktika: 
Dokl. Komis. , 1962. Moskva, Izd-vo Akad. nauk 
SSSR, 1963, p. 41-44, incl table. 11 re[s. 

DLC, G576. A65 

The problems involved in m~pping the physiogra?hic 
zones of the Antarctic are discussed. A ~o~pa.i 1son 
is made between the qualitai Ive and quantitative _ 
methods in determining the zones. The q~alltatlve 
method is based on biological, climatological, aud 
oceanogi-aphic data. The quantitative method of_ Budyko 
is based on radiation balance data (R) and th~ index of 
d . (Lr) which are tabulated for 10 latitudes. 

ryness , d "th the (our 
The dryness index generally coinci es w1 
geographic belts (subtropic, temper~e, sub-~tarc
tic and Antarctic). The results are inconclusive, but 
poblt the way for further study o( the problem. 
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C-2521 912:(*50)910. 4(*7) 

Kucherov, L P. 
NAVIGATIONAL MAPS OF ANTARCTICA, COM
PILED DURING THE BELLINGSHAUSEN-LAZAREV 
EXPEDITION OF 1819-1821. (Navigafsionnye k.arty 
Antarktiki, sostavlennye v ekspedi!sii Bellinsgauzena
Lazareva v 1819-1821 gg.] Text in Russian. Antark
tika: Dokl. Komis. , 1962. Moskva, Izd-vo Akad. 
nauk SSSR, 1963, p. 153-165, incl table, maps. 22 
refs. 

DLC, G576. A65 

Information on the maps of the first Antarctic expedi
tion appeared in 1831 in a book by Bellingshausen, 
and again in an atlas published in 1849-1852. They 
were subsequently mentioned at various times in 
atlas catalogs. There are indications that the main 
15-page map accounting for the journey around the 
Antarctic was probably compiled after the expedition, 
but before the return to Russia, and that foreign 
maps were used in this compilation. A comparison 
of the coordinates given on this map for some of the 
islands cited coincide with those Bellingshausen pub
lished in 1831, and also with recent Soviet maps. 
The details on ice and weather conditions as well as 
information on the Antarctic fauna show the high 
level of research carried on during the expedition. 
[See D-2066] 

C-2558 528. 516, 021. 6(*765) 

Nottarp, K. 
HIGH ANTENNAS FOR TELLUROMETER MEASURE
MENTS IN THE ANTARCTIC. [Hochantennen fur 
Tellurometermessungen in der Antarktis.] Text in 
German. Alig. Vermessungs-Nachr., 70(8):304-
307, incl. illus. , diagr., Aug. 1963. fiefs. 

DLC, TA501. A63 

Tellurometer measurements are discussed which 
were made during the International Glaciological 
Greenland Expedition 1959, and the Ross Ice Shelf 
Survey Expedition 1962-63. A portable antenna sys
tem is described which consisted of an aluminum 
mast, an anemometer, and a counterweight and fall 
brake for protection against storms. The prescribed 
measurements were made with a minimum of instru
mental difficulties. 

C-2574 912(*735/*736) 

Yoshida, Arao and Toshio Suzuki 
MAP COMPILATION FOR COASTAL REGION, 
BETWEEN 37° AND 45°E. [TOkei 37-do-45-dokan 
engan-iki no chizu sakusei ni tsuite. ] Text in Japa
nese with English summary. Antarctic Rec. (Tokyo), 
No. 23:32-44, incl. tables graph diagr. append. 
Sept, 1964, I I I J 

DLC, Orientalia Div. 
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The coastal region between 37° and 45°E has been 
mapped from aerial photographs. On the basis of 
vertical photographs, photogrammetrists in the 
Geographical Survey Institute constructed 330 
models, with 162 models by aerial triangulation. 
Two sheets are available at scale 1:250, 000, printed 
in 8 colors, and covering Prince Olav Coast (67°40' 
to 69°S, and 40°30' to 45°E) and Lutzow-Holm Bay 
(68°30' to 70°30'S, and 37° to 40°30'E). (Auth. , mod.) 

C-2595 (048. 1)912(*7) 

Koblen!s, fA.. P. 
NEW MAPS OF ANTARCTICA [Novye karty Ant
arktidy, ] Text in Russian. Geogr. obshch. SSSR, 
Izv., 96(1):74-76, incl. map, 1964. 3 refs. 

DLC:-G23. Gl6 

A review is given of a Soviet and an American map 
[C-4], published in 1961 and 1962, respectively. 
The Soviet map (1:3, 000, 000) consists of 9 sheets, 
each 66. 5 x 66. 5 cm. The map covers an area south 
of 63°S (60°S in the region of the Antarctic Peninsula). 
The map shows station locations and the dates they 
were opened, crevassed areas, glacier movement, 
rock outcroppings, penguin colonies, and changes in 
the Antarctic coastline. Information on the Antarctic 
Peninsula is included from recent observations and 
from the Bellingshausen-Lazarev Expedition (1821). 
The coast of Enderby Land and the Queen Mary Coast 
were studied in detail. Data are given on ice thick
ness and surface topography from U.S.S.R traverses 
in East Antarctica. The American map (1:5, 000, 000) 
cove rs the area south of 60°S and has the following 
inset maps: (1) Antarctica in relation to the surround
ing oceans; (2)Antarctica and adjacent seas, wllh sub
glacial and submarine relief; and (3) McMurdo Sound 
and Victoria Land. 

C-2611 (73)912(*7) 

Koblents, !A. P. 
AMERICAN MAPS OF THE ANTARCTIC. (Ameri
kanskie karty Antarktiki. ] Text in Russian. SOVet. 
Antarkticheskaia Eksped. , Inform. biiill. , No. 11: . 
37-40, 1959. Ref. Eng. transl in: Soviet Antarcuc 
Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 2, Amster
dam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 25-27. 

DLC, Qll5. S686; Ql15. S6862 

An evaluation is given of U. S. general and special 
hydrographic, aeronautical, and topographic maps 
and charts of the Antarctic done by the U. S. Navy, 
U. S. Air Force, U. S. Geological Survey, ~meri
can Geographical Society, and the U. S. Na!lonal 
Committee for the IGY. Data from foreign and U. S. 
cartographic material were used in compiling the 
maps. Some marine navigation charts show the Ant
arctic coast and surrounding waters; others show 
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approaches and locations of bases in various regions. 
The maps of West Antarctica are the most complete , 
although recent aerological surveys of the region 
have shown some to be inaccurate. The maps of 
other areas of the Antarctic are also discussed con
cerning their scale, accuracy, type of projection and 
grids, and methods of indicating geographical and 
topographical features. 

C-2671 528. 33: 551. 324. 28(*765) 

Hofmann, Walther 
TELLUROMETER MEASUREMENTS IN THE 
FRAMEWORK OF ANT ARCTIC GLACIOLOGICAL 
RESEARCH. [Tellurometermessungen im Rahm.en 
der glaziologischen Antarktisforschung. ] Text in 
German. Alig. VermessW1gs-Nachr. , 71(3) :82-86, 
incl table, maps, March 1964. 6 refs. 

DLC, TA501. A63 

The geodetic study of the Ross Ice Shelf Survey, 
1962-63, consisted of determining the speed of flow 
of the Ross Ice Shelf by means of the change of loca
tion of markers along two profile sections, one of 
which ran near the Ross Barrier in a W-E direction 
and the second along a meridian toward the inner part 
ol the ice shelf. The data were of additional signifi
cance in the determination of the volume of the Ross 
Ice Shelf, which forms a substantial part of the vol
ume of the entire ice sheet. The surveying technique 
and accuracy of results are discussed. From the 
geodetic standpoint there is a question about the de
pendability of the eastern groW1d control and refer
ence points. The western end of the barrier profile 
was fixed on Ross L , but the eastern ground control 
was on moving ice. The accuracy of polygonal meas
urement, using electronically measured distances 
with carefully controlled angle measurements, is 
discussed showing its pertinence to glaciological and 
geodetic studies. The expedition personnel are 
listed, along with the equipment used. 

C-2672 528. 516:621. 317. 76(*7) 

Nottarp, Klemens 
A FREQUENCY CONTROL AND MONITOR INSTRU
MENT FOR THE TELLUROMETER (Frequenz
kontroll- und Prufgerat fur Tellurometer. ] Text in 
German. Allg. Vermessungs-Nachr., 71(3):104-
106, Incl. illus. , diagr. , March 1964. 'Ref. 
DLC, TA501. A63 

For the evaluation of tellurometer measurements, the 
knowledge of the exact value of the frequency of the 
master station which is used as a standard is neces
~ary. For field trips, a portable frequency monitor
ing instrument is of value in synchronizing the field 
~ t frequency with the standard frequency. Such an 
instrument should not only indicate the various fre
quencies but also make possible the determination of 
the extent and direction of a deviation of nominal 
value from the standard frequency. A description of 
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the instrument is given, which includes a generalized 
schematic diagram. The illustration shows the in
strument, built by the University of Michigan, 
mounted with the tellurometer on a Nansen sled as 
it was used in the Ross Ice Shelf Survey of 1962-63. 

C-2795 528. 9(*722. 5) 

McHugo, M. Barbara 
MAPPING THE FALKLAND JSLANDS DEPENDEN
CIES AND BRITISH ANTARCTIC TERRITORY, 1956-
64. Polar Rec,, g(79):395-402, incl , maps, Jan. 
1965. 9 refs, 

DLC, G575. P6 

An account is given of the maps of the Dependencies 
and the British Antarctic Territory (that part of the 
Dependencies south of 60° S) that have been published 
by the Directorate of Overseas Surveys since 1956, 
and the methods that have been used in their produc
tion. Two major events have affected the mapping 
of the British sector within this period. First is the 
achi'!vement of 30, 000 sq mi of vertical air photog
raphy by the Falkland Islands and Dependencies Aeri
al Survey Expedition (FIDASE), 1955-57, and second
ly SCAR standardization recommendations (1959) 
fo~ the use of projections, sheet lines, symbols, and 
colors . FIDASE also secured oblique photographs, 
and prints were received from the Ronne AntaJ:~tic 
Research Expedition and the U. S, Navy Operation 
Highjump, both of 1947. The scale of the basic map 
coverage of the British Antarctic Territory ls 1:200,-
000, Special problems unique to Antarctic map com
pilation are listed, and SCAR specifications are elab
orated, A description is given of maps published 
since 1956, (See C-2020] 

C-2798 912(*7) 

Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research. Work-
ing Group on Geodesy and Cartography 

CATALOGUE OF TOPOGRAPffiC MAPS, AERO
NAUTICAL AND HYDROGRAPHIC CHARTS OF_ 1:~ 
ANTARCTIC. 2d ed. Canberra, Australia, D1v1s1on 
of National Mapping, Dept. of National Development, 
1964, 114 p. 

DLC, Z6027.A53S3 1964 

This catalog has been compiled from ii:f ormation 
furnished by member nations of SCAR in compllance 
with the recommendation of the 3rd Meeting of SCAR 
at Canberra, Australia, March 2-6, ~959. The cat
alog is arranged in two parts: (1) an index of carto
graphic material (maps, 'Yorld aeronautical charts~ 
hydrographic charts) published by_ each member na 
tion, listing date of publication, h~e ~d reference 
number, publishing authority, pr0Ject1on and.!f~:~ 
and additional remarks on coverage and spec1 
tails· and (2) a list ol cartographic material covering 
the ;hole continent (listing the source and descnp-
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tive data as above including country of origin) and 
sectors of Antarctica in sequence (Prinsesse Astrid 
Kyst [Princess Astrid Coast] to Terre Ade lie [ Ad!ilie 
Coasl], Terre Ad~lie to George Bryan Coast, George 
Bryan Coast to Prinsesse Astrid Kyst, with sub-Ant
arctic islands shown in the appropriate sectors). 
Pre-1945 material is not included, except a few hy
drographic charts. 

C-2900 912(*7) 

American Geographical Society 
ANTARCTICA. New York, 1965, scale 1:5, 000, 000, 
42 X 56 in. 

DLC, 09800 1965. A5 

This map, printed in color with 3 inset maps, was 
prepared for USARP and includes traverse routes, 
elevations of the snow surface, ice thickness, depths 
to rock surface or sea bottom, and latest names 
approved by the U, S. Board on Geog1·aphic Names. 
The Inset maps a.re: (1) McMurdo Sound area, scale 
1: 1, 000, 000, (2) Antarctica. and adjacent seas, with 
subglacial and submarine relief, scale 1: 40, 000, 000, 
and (3) Antarctica in relation to the World Ocean. 
[See C-4 for previous edition] 

C-2901 912(083. 86)(*74) 

Australia. Dept. of National Development 
ANTARCTICA; PICTORIAL INDEX OF ACTIVITIES; 
1st JANUARY 1961 TO 31st DECEMBER 1962. 
Canberra, Dir. Natl. Map. , Dept. Natl. Develop. , 
(1963] 7 sheets, incl. maps. 

DLC, Z6027. A89A527 

ANARE field surveys a1·e carried out in Australian 
Antarctic Territory (the area south of 60°8 between 
160° and 45°E, excluding the sector 136°-142°E) by 
the Division of Nalional Mapping and air photography 
is flown by an Antarctic Flight of the Royal Australian 
Air Force, while the Antarctic Mapping Branch of the 
Division of National Mapping undertakes compilation 
and publication of maps of thiS area. This index is a 
record of the air photography and mapping activities 
of ANARE, Jan. 1, 1961, to Dec. 31, 1962, and in
cludes the following types of coverage: (1) maps at 
scales of 1: l, 000, 000, 1: 500,000, and l: 100,000, (2) 
astronomical and trigonometrical stations established 
by ANARE, (3) aerial photography coverage including 
routes of airborne radar altimeter flights, and (4) 
ground traverses incorporating barometric heights. 
Two maps, the Tange Promontory and Simpson Peak, 
dated Aug. 1962, are available from the Division of 
National Mapping at scale 1:250, 000 on the Universal 
Transverse Mercator Projection, 
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C-3039 528. 422: 528. 37(*7) 

Avsiuk, ID. N. 
POSSIBLE SYSTEMATIC ERROR IN DETERMINING 
HEIGHTS IN ANTARCTICA BY MEANS OF AERO
LOGICAL LEVELING. [O vozmozhno! sistemati
chesko! oshibke opredelenila vysot v Antarktide 
aerologicheskim nivelirovaniem. ] Text in Russian. 
Geofiz. biilll., No. 11:36-39, incl. table, graph, 
diagr. , 1962. 6 refs. 

DLC, QC801. 3. M4 

The method of aerological leveling is described, 
which involves the determination of altitude by a 
combination of barometric leveling with radioalti
metric measurements of elevations from an aircraft 
along traverses. The possible errors in the use of 
this method a.re examined on the basis of measw·e
ments carried out a.long the route from Mirnyy to 
Komsomol'skaya. Elevations measured by the geo
detic and aerological method a.re tabulated and 
analyzed. The slope of the isobaric surface intro
duces a considerable error into the measurements of 
a single day, but when repeated measul'ements axe 
made over a number of days with different meteoro
logical conditions, this e rrol' is avoided. 

C-3062 528. 9:912(*7) 

Koblent's, IA. P. 
MAPPING OF THE ANTARCTIC BY FOREIGN 
COUNTRIES DURING THE 1G Y. [Kartografirovanie 
Antarktiki inostrannymi gosudarstvami v period 
MGG. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheska!a 
Eksped., Inform. bnlll., No. 22:53-56, incl. diagr., 
1960. 2 refs. Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic 
Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 3, Amster
dam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 74-77. 

DLC, Qll5. S686; Ql15. S6862 

A summary iS presented of Antarctic coastal surveys 
made during the IGY by Australia, Britain, Belgium, 
New Zealand, Norway, the U.S. , the U.S. S. R., and 
Japan. The maps published, regions covered, and 
methods employed a.re described for each country. 

C-3090 910. 4:528. 47/. 48(*779) 

Dubinin, A. L 
OB' NEAR PETER I ISLAND. ["Ob"' y ostrova Petra 
Pervogo. ] Text in Russian. Sovet Antarkticheskai1 
Eksped, , Inform. b:lull., , No. 23:5-9, incl. m~,. 
1960. Eng. transl. in: soviet Antarctic Exµed1t1~n~ 
Information Bulletin. Vol. 3, Amsterdam, ElseVle , 
1965, p. 81-84, 

DLC, Qll5. S686; Qll5, S6862 

The Ob' circumnavigated Peter I Island in March 
1960:--The general structure and topography oft:.: 
coast were observed, while radar and photograp 1 
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surveys resulted in the construction of a map. Pre
vious expeditions to the island are outlined. Three 
peaks in the western half of the island mark the 
highest part. There are 4 ice tongues in the eastern 
part, the largest bordering the Olstad Glacier. 
Norvegia and Sandefjord Bays and Ranvika are pos
sible-landing sites, but are under the continual threat 
of avalanches, [See D-2129] 

C-3094 528.37/ .38(*746) 

Bugaev, V. A, 
DETERMlNATION OF THE ELEVATION OF 
KOMSOMOL'SKAYA. [Opredelenie vysoty stantsii 
Komsomol'sko!. J Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkti
cheskaia Eksped., Inform. bmll., No. 23:24-27, 
incl. tables, diagr., 1960. 2 refs. Eng. transl. in: 
Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
Vol. 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 96-99. 
DLC, Q115, S686; Q115. S6862 

Differences in elevation between Komsomol'skaya 
and Pionerskaya were calculated at 704, 707, and 712 
geopotential meters from meteorological observa
tions in the first half of 1958. This difference w~s 
found to be 714 and 712 m according to radiosonde 
and meteorological data, respectively, for the entire 
third expedition. Komsomol' skaya is thus located at 
3414 or 3412 m, assuming Pionerskaya is located at 
2700 m. Previously, the elevations of Pionerskaya 
and Komsomol' skaya were assumed to be 2704 and 
3416 m, respectively. The elevation for Vostok I 
was calculated at 3182 m on the basis of temperature 
and pressure values recorded in April and Nov. 1957. 
An editorial note gives the exact elevations of 
Pionerskaya, Vostok I, and Komsomol'skaya at 2742, 
3253, and 3498 m, respectively, according to 
geodetic leveling by the fourth expedition in 1959. 

C-3112 551. 510. 53(084. 3)(048. 1)(*7) 

Ro . 551. 324. 24(084. 3)(048. 1)(*7) 
bm, G. de Q. 

ANTARCTIC AERONOMY AND ICE SHEETS. Nature, 
208(5009):439-440, Oct. 30 1965. 2 refs. 

DLC, Ql. N2 ' 

Reviews are given of Folios 1 and 2 of the Antarctic 
Map Folio Series being published by the American 
:ograph1cal Society. The series will consist of 

?Ut ~O folios, each devoted to one subject or 
scientific discipline. Folio 1 [K-2262).deals with 
aeronomy; Folio 2 [F-226~ deals with the physical 
characteristics of the ice sheet. 
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C-3113 528. 47/ . 48(*726. 5) 

Dixon, J . B. 
HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEYING lN THE ANTARCTIC. 
lnternatl. Hydrogr. Rev. , 42(2): 21-30 incl. illus 
July 1965. - ' . ' 

DLC, VK798. H8 

The leader of a naval hydrographic survey unit de
scribes his working experiences off the west coast of 
the Antarctic Peninsula. The hazards of ice and 
weather are discussed, appropriate clothing and 
camping equipment are listed, and modifications to 
equipment are described for low-temperature opera
tion. Triangulation is best accomplished with heli
copters. A new surveying technique, the airborne 
hydrodist, is described; a helicopter flies between a 
remote station and the target, communicating with 
the remote station while approaching the target in 
order to pinpoint the moment of arrival, and hence 
the distance. The runs should be repeated to assure 
accuracy within 5 m. Visual fixing is best done by 
staking markers on the piedmont; alternatively, 
markers can be placed on coastal islands. 

C-3132 528. 47 / . 48(*733) 

Koblents, fA.. P. and E. B. Leont'ev 
CHANGES IN THE MAPPED POSITION OF THE 
LAZAREV ICE SHELF. [Izmenenie polozheniia 
shel'fovogo lednika Lazareva na kartakh.) Text in 
Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskaia Eksped. , Inform. 
biilll., No. 24:46-49, incl. map, 1960, 6 refs. Eng. 
transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information 
Bulletin. Vol, 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 
153-156, 

DLC, Ql15, S686; Ql15. S6862 

The surveys of Queen Maud Land which have served 
as the basis for mapping the ice shelf at Lazarev Sta
tion were made in 1936-37 by a Norwegian expedi
tion, in 1938-39 by a German expedition, in 1946-47 
by Operation Highjump, and in 1949-52 by the Nor
wegian-British-Swedish expedition. Subsequent hori
zontal and vertical distortion resulted from interre
lation of these individual reconnaissance surveys. 
The ice shelf is plotted schematically between 5• and 
23°E. The region of the Wohlthat Mountains is 
mapped more accurately than other areas. 

C-3265 93: 528. 9(*7) 

Miller, J . Holmes 
THE MAPPING OF ANTARCTICA. In: Trevor . 
Hatherton (ed.), Antarctica. New York, Frederick 
A. Praeger,1965, Chap. 3, p. 81-98, incl. maps. 

DLC, G860. H27 

This hiStory of Antarctic mapping begins with the . 
rudimentary Renaissance notions of ~ Australis 
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incognita and proceeds to present day operations. 
James Cook ushered in the era of navigation (1772-
75) which lasted until the end of the 19th Century. 
The early navigators' greatest contribution was the 
knowledge amassed on the oceans and sub-Antarctic 
islands. At the turn of the century, land-based opera
tions began making footholds on the continent and 
greatly enhanced the mapping effort, and in the 1920's 
the continental coastline began to take shape. With 
Operation Highjump (1947) and Windmill (1948) , aerial 
photography utilizing the full-scale trimetrogon pat
tern was first carried out. The obvious problem 
with aerial photography is the task of providing 
ground controL Solar fixes which are inaccurate 
due to atmospheric refraction have been replaced by 
the practice of daylight star observations. Since 
1955, extensive maps and charts have been published 
by the inte rested nations. The possibility of rapid 
surveying control of the whole continent was realized 
with the success of the u. S. Geological Survey's 
projects Topo North and Topo South. Considerations 
of projection and spheroid choice have been systema
tized by the SCAR Working Group on Cartography 
which has adopted the International Spheroid as most 
suitable for Antarctic mapping. 

C-3292 528. 9:912(*7) 

Kosack, Hans-Peter 
CARTOGRAPIDC PROBLEMS IN THE METHOD OF 
REPRESENTATION OF POLAR AREAS ON THE IN
TERNATIONAL WORLD MAP 1:1,000,000 AND RE
LATED MAP PROJECTS. [Kartographische Probleme 
in der Methodik der Darstellung der Polargebiete auf 
der Internationalen Weltkarte 1: 1 000 000 und ver
wandter Kartenwerke. J Text in German. Frankfurt 
am Main. Inst.. Angew. Geod. Nachr. Karten- & 
Vermessungswesen. Reihe I: Deut. Beitr. Inform, , 
No. 23:5-55, incL tables, maps, appends., 1962. 
Refs. 

DLC, GPRR 

A discussion is given of the current progress in coor
dinating an international system of cartographic rep
resentation of polar areas on the International World 
Map 1:1,000,000 (IWK). The efforts of the SCAR 
Working Group on Geodesy and Cartography and of 
cartographic organizations of various countries on 
this project are listed. A history of polar mapping is 
given. An analysis of representational methods for 
the following cartographic features is given, listing 
individual recommendations: general land areas, ice
free areas, coasts, snow line and snow fields, inland 
ice, glaciers, shelf ice, pack ice, drift ice, ice
bergs, ocean, rivers, lakes, swamp, vegetation, 
settled areas and buildings, travel routes, borders, 
and other symboli:;. The problems of format, legend, 
projection, and margin arrangement are discussed. 
A list is given of cartographic symbols which have 
been used in previous international mapping programs. 
A list of polar maps at 1: 1, 000, 000 published by 
various nations is appended, including information 
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on coverage, projection, and topographic details rep
resented. A list of the polar sheets of the IWK is 
given. Overlays show the polar coverage of many of 
these maps. A list of reference maps is given. 

C-3293 528. 9: 912(084. 3)(*7) 

American Geographical Society 
ANTARCTIC MAPS AND SURVEYS 1900-1964. Plates 
compiled by the American Geographical Society with 
the cooperation of the United States Geological survey. 
Text by George D. Whitmore. Antarctic Map Folio 
Ser. , Folio 3, 4p. + 11 plates, incL appends. , 1965. 
25 refs. 

DLC, G3100. A4 

The material in the plates is divided into two periods, 
1900 to 1953, and 1954 to 1964. This separation is 
used to show the increased mapping activity which 
started in 1954 with the preparation for the IGY. 
Eight plates are devoted to mapping. The maps are 
indexed according to scale and nationality of pub
lishe r; tables give titles, scales, and publishers. 
Two plates are devoted to aerial photography and one 
to mapping control The text gives a summary of the 
history of mapping in Antarctica, present interna
tional cooperation, procedures for naming geographi
cal features, and current survey techniques, Appen
dixes give SCAR specifications for Antarctic mapping, 
addresses of Antarctic mapping centers, names of 
map publishers, and a list of published maps of the 
continent as a whole. 

C-3344 528. 28/ . 3(*7) 

Pavlov, A A 
DAYTIME STAR OBSERVATIONS lN ANTARCTICA. 
[Dnevnye nabliildeni:la zvezd v Antarktide. ] Text in 
Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheska:la Eksped., Inform. 
biulL , No. 25: 54-55, 1961, Eng. transL in: soviet 
Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. VoL 3, 
Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 205-206. 

DLC, Ql16. S686; Q115, S6862 

Preparation is described for a theodolite used at 
Mirnyy to conduct experimental daytime stellar ob
servations. A cardboard hood must be mounted ov~r t 
the lens and a circular canvas screen erected agaiDS 
the sun :i.nd wind. Meridional adjustment is achieved 
by magnetic compass and calculated latitude and 
longitude. If the inclination is unknown, the azlm: 
of the sun must be selected and the limb of the the -
olite adjusted accordingly. A brighter luminaryad 151 
then selected and more precise adjustments m e 0 

facilitate finding less bright stars. Daytime astro
nomical determinations by stars have an accuracy 
equivalent to that of a third-order astronomical sta
tion in about 2 hours. 
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C-3378 528. 3/ . 4: 551. 324. 28{*747) 

Orlov, A. L 
MOSCOW UNIVERSITY ICE SHELF IN THE ANT
ARCTIC, (Shel'fovyl leclnik Moskovskogo Univer
siteta v Antarktide, ] Text in Russian. Moscow, 
Univ., Vest., Ser, 5, Geogr. , No. 3: 53-56, incL 
illus., map, May-June 1962. 

DLC, Gl. M68 

Aeria,l photographs of the coast of East Antarctica, 
taken on the third Soviet Antarctic expedition, 1957-
58, revealed that Sabrina Coast from Cape 
Mikhaylov to Paulding Bay is an ice shelf. The height 
and astronomical coordinates of the ice shelf were 
determined, and its physical features are described. 
It was named "Moscow University Ice Shelf. " 

C-3399 912(084. 4){*726. 3) 

Chile. Departamento de Navegacion e Hidrograffa 
de la Armada 

ANTARCTIC TERRITORY. [Territorio Antartico.] 
Text in Spanish. Derrotero de la costa de Chile, 
Vol 6, 267p., incl. illus. , tables , graphs, maps, 
1962. (Publ. No. 3006. ) 

DLC, VK597. C57A3 No. 3006 

This gazetteer contains nautical charts and informa
tion on the Chilean-claimed sector of Antarctica be
tween 53° and 90°W, with emphasis on the Antarctic 
Peninsula, its coastal areas, and the surrounding 
islands. Chapter 1 presents background information 
on Antarctica, including a geographic description, a 
history of exploration, and a list of floral and fauna! 
species. Chapter 2 contains general information 
necessary for the evaluation of the nautical charts: 
(1) meteorology {climatology and general weather 
conditions); (2) oceanography (ocean currents and 
circulation, physical and chemical properties of sea 
water, submarine topography); (3) ice terminology 
(Spanish and English); and (4) glaciology. Chapter 3 
deals with navigation in Antarctic waters, including 
equipment required on a ship in order to operate in 
ice , the clothing and diet, and the techniques of 
maneuvering a ship under various conditions of sea 
ice density. The remaining 5 chapters contain a geo
graphic dictionary of the Antarctic Peninsula includ
mg name, description, location, and map reference 
cl geographic features. 

C-3432 528. 9: 912(091) (*7) 

Tooley, R. v. 
EARLY ANTARCTICA; A GLANCE AT THE BEGIN
NINGS OF CARTOGRAPHIC REPRESENTATION OF 
THE SOUTH POLAR REGIONS. Map Collectors' 
C[ 1rcle (London), (Map Collectors' Series, No. 2) 
cl963) 26p. + 17 plates. 
DLC, Z6003, M3 
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An annotated bibliography of early maps of the Ant
arctic includes 107 items listed chronologically. 
Each citation includes the name of the caiiographer, 
~ate _and place of publication, and the size of the orig
mal m centuneters. The earliest map cited appeared 
in 1531 by Oronce Fine and depicts a large Antarctic 
continent. The most recent map listed in the bibliog
raphy appeared in 1849; it includes the islands dis
covered by John Biscoe during his 1830-31 voyages. 
The work also contains 17 plates of significant maps 
cited in the bibliography. The first map devoted ex
clusively to the polar regions appeared in 1641 as 
"Polus Antarcticus" of H. Hondius. The author re
views the histo1·y of man's cartographical conceptions 
of the Antarctic. Ancient theories all favored the 
existence of such a continent; later, the early 
Christian church made this belief heretical, but 16th 
c exploration revived the theory; most maps of this 
period portray the continent in some form. Belief in 
the existence of a southern continent languished again 
until the latter 17th and early 18th centuries. Cap
tain Cook's explorations at the end of the 18th c 
formed the basis of most later maps of the Southern 
Hemisphere. The first half of the 19th c saw the 
greatest exploratory activity until recently, and 
maps grew far more accurate than previously. 

C-3534 551. 508. 43: 528. 54(*726. 84/ . 86) 

Kennett, P. 
USE OF ANEROID BAROMETERS FOR HEIGHT DE
TERMINATIONS ON THE LARSEN ICE SHELF. Brit. 
Antarctic Survey Bull. , No. 7: 77-80, incl. graphs, 
map, Nov. 1965. 2 refs. 

DLC 

A survey party took numerous aneroid barometer 
readings on the Larsen Ice Shelf and adjoining ai·eas 
during the Antarctic summer of 1963-64. Correc
tions for the external influence of atmospheric pres
sure changes are necessary. Since the party could 
not use conventional methods for determining cor
rections, it obtained the series of pressure charts 
from the Meteorological Office in Port stanley, 
Falkland Is., and made interpolations. However, 
severe local pressure changes common in the area 
can cause inaccurate interpolationofpre~sure curves. 
comparison of the interpolated curves with actual . 
pressure changes recorded during prolonged stays m 
one place was used as a check on the accuracy of the 
interpolated curves. The maximum divergence was 
found to be about ±65 ft in altitude. The method 
proved to be more accurate than expected. An 
attempt was made to calculate the height above sea 
level of the Larsen Ice Shelf itself by direct. corre!a• 
tion of the aneroid readings at ice shelf sta~1ons with 
the interpolated sea level pressure. The figure o_b- s 
tained as the average height was 26_1±56 ft. Prev1ou -
determinations of the height of the ice shelf are com 
pared with the present figures. 
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C-3553 528. 4(*7) 

Koblen~, IA. P. 
PLANS FOR CARTOGRAPlllC WORK IN THE ANT
ARCTIC FOR 1961, (Plany kartograficheskikh rabot 
v Antarktike na 1961 g,] Text in Russian. Sovet. 
Antarkticheskaia Eksped. , Inform. biull , No. 26: 
36-38, incl. map, 1961. Eng. transl. in: Soviet 
Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 3, 
Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 236-238. 

DLC, Ql15. S686; Q115. S6862 

The fourth session of the Special Committee on Ant
arctic Research announced the 1960-61 cartographic 
plans for Antarctica. The U. S. S. R. is to conduct a 
systematic aerial photographic survey in the moun
tainous region of Queen Maud Land between 3° and 
18"E; publish maps for the region between Davis, 
Mirnyy, and Oazis Stations (based on 1956-59 photo
graphic surveys) and a considerable portion of the 
coast between 42° and 168"E (based on 1958 survey 
data and foreign sources); and conduct geodetic ob
servations in the Komsomol'skaya-Vostok-Sovet
skaya triangle, The plans for Australia, England, 
Belgium, Norway, New Zealand, the u. s. , and 
Japan are also outlined. 

C-3565 528. 3/, 4(*762) 

Ford, M. R. J. 
MAPPING IN THE RQ3S DEPENDENCY. N. Z. 
Surveyor, 24(3):389-394, incl. map, Sept. 1964. 

DLC, TA~l. N543 

The previously unknown region of Victoria Land from 
Cape Hallett west to about 155° E was explored by the 
New Zealand 'Northern Party' of 1963-64. This sur
veying party undertook a 3-month reconnaissance 
Journey of a 30, 000-40, 000 mi2 region to carry out 
topographic mapping and to make geological observ -
ations. Mapping techniques consisted of obtaining 
detailed plottings from aerial oblique and ground 
photographs and rapid triangulation of peaks. 
Absolute positions were made from several fixes 
from the sun and daylight stars. The resulting maps 
are on a polar stereographic projection with a 
standard parallel at 71°S and a scale of 4 mi to 1 in 
Features indicated on the maps include peaks, rock· 
exposures, spot heights, glaciers, crevasse fields 
penguin colonies, and lichen localities. Difficultie~ 
experienced in the field are related. 

C-3661 912(084. 3)(*736) 

Yoshida, Arao and Yoshio Saito 
REPORT ON THE MAP OF WEST ONGUL JSLAND. 
[Sei Onguru-t1i no chiju sakusei ni tsuite. ] Text in 
Japanese with English summary, Antarctic Rec. 
(Tokyo), No. 24:41-42, incl, table, March 1965. 

DLC, Orientalia Div, 
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A one-sheet map of West Ongul I. has been compiled 
at a scale of 1:5000. Plotting was carried out on the 
basis of 4 ground control points and 2 models from 
aerial photographs taken by the sixth JARE (Auth 
mod.) · ·• 

C-3700 528. 37(*746) 

Shcheglov, S. N. 
DETERMINATION OF ELEVATIONS BY THE 
METHOD OF GEODETIC LEVELING ALONG THE 
MIRNYY-KOMSOMOLSKAYA TRAVERSE. 
(Opredelenie vysot metodom geodezicheskogo 
nivelirovanUa po marshrutu Mirnyt-Komsomol'skaia.] 
Text in Russian, Sovet. Antarkticheska!a Eksped., 
Inform, bfilll,, No. 28: 37-41, incl. illus., table, 
1961. 3 refs. Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic 
Expedition, Information Bulletin, Vol, 3, 
Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 306-310. 

DLC, Q115, S686; Q115. S6862 

Elevations along the Mirnyy-Pionerskaya-Vostok 
I~Komsomol'skaya profile were determined in 1959 
by geodetic leveling in conjunction with the method 
of parallactic polygon measuring. The geodetic 
equipment was installed on the roofs of 2 "Pingvln" 
cross-country vehicles raising the sight level to 
3. 5 m above the snow surface, The equipment and 
method of operation are described, and equations 
are given for calculating the distance between 
stations and deriving their elevations. The elevation 
at Pionerskaya was determined to be 2742 m, that 
of Vostok I 3253 m, and Komsomol'skaya 3498 m, 
These results are compared with the elevations 
determined by aerological methods on previous 
expeditions. 

C-3768 912(*84) 

Kanaev, V. F. 
THE INDIAN OCEAN. A NEW GEOGRAPHICAL 
CHART. (Indilskil okean. Novaia geograficheskala 
karta.] Text in Russian. Okeanologila, ~(4):760-
762, incl. map, 1965. 35 refs. 

DLC, GCl. A47A23 

A new chart of the Indian Ocean was published in 
1963. The chart is a Lambert projection at a 
scale of 1: 15,000,000. Relief of the ocean bottom 
and of surrounding land areas is shown in isolines 
shaded to indicate height and depth. A diagram of 
material used in constructing the chart shows 
continuous echo soundings and individual depth 
locations greater than 200 m, based on Soviet and 
other data from the IGY. 
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c-·3836 528.2:629.136.2(*7, 94,931) 

Laclavere, Georges R. 
GEODETIC LINKS IN THE SOUTHERN HEMlSPHERE. 
Polar Rec., 13(82):137-143, incl. illus., diagrs., 
Jan. 1966. Also: SCAR Bull. , No. 22:397-403, Jan. 
1966. 

DLC, G575.P6 

The technical possibility of geodetic connections be
tween continents is discussed, involving the use of 
both active and passive satellites. A region in which 
to attempt this project is the connection of Antarctica 
with Australia and New Zealand. However, in order 
to connect two continents as such, both must have 
been surveyed and already possess a geodetic station 
network. No geodetic network is in existence in 
Antarctica. The solution to the problem is in the 
application of one of several methods of measurement 
which include both optical and electromagnetic meth
ods. The optical methods are based on the simul
taneous photography of a visible satellite using fixed 
cameras. The use of various types of satellites in 
this method is discussed (ANNA, ECHO, ECHO II, 
PAGEOS). The electromagnetic methods would de
pend on TRANSIT and SECOR satellites. It is felt 
that employment of optical methods requires the 
launching of a PAGEOO satellite in a polar orbit at 
about 4000 km altitude, along with the improvement 
of existing observation devices. The electromagnetic 
methods appear more practical, given the appropriate 
satellites in suitable orbits (not necessarily the 
TRANSIT nor SECOR satellites). 

C-3936 912: 528. 7: 528. 93(*7) 

Whitmore, G.D. and Rupert B. Southard, Jr. 
TOPOGRAPHIC MAPPING IN ANTARCTICA BY THE 
U.S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. Antarctic J. U.S. , 
_!.(2):40-50, incl illus. , maps, March-April 1966. 

DLC 

A review of U. S. topographic mapping activities in 
Antarctica is given, dating from Operations High
jump and Windmill, 1946-48, through the IGY, to the 
present. Elements of the U. S. mapping and charting 
program are listed: (1) a general map (1: 3 million 
and 1:5 million) from the American Geographical 
Society, (2) aeronautical charts at 1: l million (W Ae 
series) from Aeronautical Chart and Information 
Center, USAF, (3) aeronautical charts at 1:2, 188,800 
(V30-SP series) and hydrographic charts at various 
scales from the U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office, 
and (4) topographic maps at different scales based on 
specially flown aerial photography and fourth-order 
field surveys for horizontal and vertical control from 
the U.S. Geological Survey in support of USARP. 
The NSF-USGS plan for topographic mapping in 
Antarctica is described. A summary is presented 
of current topographic mapping procedures in 
producing 1:250, 000-scale topographic maps, dis
cussing aerial photography, ground control surveys, 
P_hotogrammetric compilation procedures, and map 
hmshmg and reproduction. Procedures for the 
future are outlined: 
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C-3937 912:551.46(084. 3)(*7) 

Fowler, Charles E. and Harry H. Moore 
U.S. NAVAL OCEANOGRAPHIC OFFICE CHARTING 
OF THE ANTARCTIC. Antarctic J. U.S., 1(2):50-
57, incl. maps, March-April 1966. Also: -Internatl. 
Hydrogr. Rev., 43(2):159-172, July 1966. 

DLCi VK798.H8-

A review is given of the activities of the U.S. Naval 
Oceanographic Office in producing and maintaining 
nautical charts and publications. The production of 
charts requires the conduct of hydrographic, photo
grammetric, and magnetic surveys, the exchange of 
data with other governmental and foreign agencies, 
and the evaluation of a variety of documents and 
other source materials. A history is given of the 
charting of Antarctic waters with descriptions of the 
work of the following programs: (1) U.S. Exploring 
Expedition, 1838, (2) U.S. Antarctic Service, 1939-
41, (3) Operation Highjump, 1947, (4) Operation 
Windmill, 1947-48, (5) the IGY, and (6) Deep Freeze 
I, II, and other operations. Assistance by other 
agencies is outlined. Present chart cove rage of 
Antarctica consists of 56 nautical charts, 5 special 
plotting charts, 6 miscellaneous charts, and 12 
aeronautical charts. 

,C-3938 912: 528. 9(*7) 

Hitchcock, Charles B. 
THE AMERICAN GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY'S 
ANTARCTIC CARTOGRAPHIC ACTIVITIES. 
Antarctic J . U. S. , 1(2):58-61, incl map, March-
April 1966. -

DLC 

A record is given of the past activities of the 
American Geographical Society, including the com
pilation of material from Wilkins' flights of 1928-29 
and the Byrd Antarctic Expedition of 1929. A grant 
was received in 1955 for the construction of a base 
map of the Antarctic to be used in the U. S. program 
for the IGY. The map is described along with sub
sequent expanded editions. The growth of carto
graphic detail in the maps is traced. The current 
edition was published in June 1965 and was prmted 
on a single sheet at a scale of 1: 5 millio_n, showing 
coastline, glacial, water, and geogra_phic ~eatures. 
Another mapping program, with the fm~c1al and . 
advisory support of NSF, is the Antarctic Map Folio 
Series. The contents are described and the 17 
subjects are listed: aeronomy, physical character
istics of the Antarctic ice sheet, maps and surveys, 
history of exploration and scientific investigat10ns, 
morphology of the solid earth so~th_of 35•s, bedrock 
geology, glaciers of sub-Antarctic ISiands _and 
Antarctica, magnetic components and gravity 
anomalies climatology of the surface envuonment 
and of the 'troposphere and lower stratosphere' s?lar 
radiation terrestrial life' marine geology' physical 
oceanogr;phy, primary productivity of the_ oceans 
south of 35• s, marine invertebrates, marine 
vertebrates, and birds. 

C 
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C-3939 912: 528. 9{*7) 

Davis, Roger, Orville Blair and Kenneth Deardorf 
USAF CHARTING FOR ANTARCTICA. Antarctic J. 
U.S., 1(2):62-65, incl map, March-April 1966. 

DLC-

USAF charts of the Antarctic continent consist 
primarily of 44 sheets in the World Aeronautical 
Chart {WAC) 1:1 million-scale series, one Global 
Navigation Chart (GNC), No. 26, at 1:5 million, and 
one Aerospace Planning Chart (ASC), No. 6, at 1:9 
million. A Flight Information Publication {FLIP) 
package covering Australia, New Zealand, and 
Antarctica, is maintained. The FLIP includes a 
number of specialized en route charts, one of which 
{Sheet No. 9) is devoted to the Antarctic continent 
and its air approaches. The specific uses of the 
WAC series, the GNC-26, and the ASC-6 are de
scribed. The functions of the Aeronautical Chart and 
Information Center (ACIC) are listed as producing 
aeronautical charts, flight information publications, 
geodetic and astronautical data, and other special 
products and reference materials. The procedures 
which have been used in compiling Antarctic air 
cha.rls a.re discussed with specific reference to the 
GNC-26. The contributions of ACIC to the exchange 
programs of SCAR a.re listed, the ACIC library 
holdings a.re discussed, and the production of the 
first FLIP for Antarctica is described. 

C-3940 528. 71(*7) 

van Reeth, Eugene w. 
AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY IN ANTARCTICA. Antarctic 
J. U.S., _!(2):66-67, incl. illus., March-April 1966. 

DLC 

The special problems encountered in Antarctic aerial 
photographic operations a.re described. In order to 
obtain photographs of suitable quality for use in 
cartographic work, problems must be surmounted in 
establishing ground control, operating equipment in 
cold temperatures, scheduling flights With precision 
during brief periods of good weather and in main
taining adequate equipment and supply channels to 
support the operations. The equipment involved in 
an aerial photographic mission is described: air
craft, cameras, camera mounts, lenses, film, etc. 
The techniques are described: navigation relative 
to sun azimuth and accurate flight line, camera 
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positions, exposure intervals as a function of ground 
speed, angle of aircraft in relation to ground, etc. In 
addition to topographic mapping, photographic proj
ects include ice reconnaissance and surveys. The 
function of the U. S. Navy Air Development Squadron 
Six in carrying out aerial photographic missions is 
described. 

C-3965 528. 3/. 4(*76) 

Otway, P. M. 
SUMMARY OF A SURVEY REPORT. N. Z. Surveyor, 
24(2): 160-166, Sept 1963. 
DLC, TA501. N543 

The author was surveyor with the southern party of 
the New Zealand Geological and Survey Expedition 
for the 1961-62 sea.son. During this sea.son, 
28,000 mi2 were surveyed, thus completing the 
mapping of the southwest section of the Ross Depend
ency. The southern party's objective was to survey 
a.round the Polar Plateau, starting from the head of 
the Beardmore Glacier, and continuing eastward to 
the Shackleton Glacier. Emphasis was placed on 
obtaining reliable fixes in the Beardmore area to 
correlate with those of the northern party and 
previous expeditions. Surveying was accomplished 
by rapid triangulation expanding from 2 measured 
bases, coupled with the observation of strategically 
placed high pea.ks. Twenty major and 14 satellite 
stations were established; many additional points 
were used. Astronomical observations were 
taken at 8 stations. Procedures for plotting and 
computing the data a.re outlined. The results have 
been confirmed by the u. S. Geological Survey's 
tellurometer traverse over the area. Both surveys 
established the official height of Mt. Kirkpatrick at 
14, 855 ft, making it the highest Antarctic mountain 
yet surveyed. 

Se.e..l!J.sQ: 
A-2348, A-2483, A-3262, A-3325, A-3683, A-3776, 

A-3777, A-3912 
D-2344, D-2567, D-2763, D-2799, D-3326, D-3566, 

D-3719 
F-2026, F-2032, F-2080, F-2941, F-2942, F-3597 
G-3175, G-3834, G-3857 
I-3194 
J-2126, J-2159, J-3495, J-3496, J-3727 
L-2887 
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D-2010 910. 4(02)(*7) 

Khvat, L, 
THOSE WHO CAME FROM AFAR, (Prishedshie 
izdaleka,) Text in Russian. Moskva, Gos, Izd-vo 
Geogr, lit-ry, 1963, 189p., incl, map. 

DLC, G875, A1K45 

The successive expeditions in Antarctica of R. F. 
Scott, E, Shackleton, and R, Amundsen at the 
beginning of the century, the discovery of the South 
Pole, and the death of R, F, Scott are dramatically 
narrated in the form of a novel. 

D-2028 551. 46. 07(*80) 

CRUISES 9 AND 10 OF THE US RESEARCH SHIP 
ELTANIN IN ANTARCTIC WATERS, IG Bull. No, 
86:iJ:2o, incl, map, Aug. 1964, Also: Amer. Geo
phys. Union, Trans. , 45(3): 547-556, Sept. 1964. 

DLC, QE500, A6 

Eltanin completed two cruises, Aug. 1-Dec, 6, 1963, 
ranging from 33° to 83° W and as far as 66° s. Cruise 
routes are indicated on a map. On Cruise No. 9, the 
following studies were carried out: biology (collec
tion of quantitative zoo- and phytoplankton san1ples, 
collection of marine fauna), meteorology (balloon 
launchings for upper-air temperature and wind stud
ies), oceanography (surface and depth temperature 
and salinity studies, chemical analyses, geological 
bottom sampling by means of cores, bottom photo
graphs, nuclear-resonance magnetometer readings, 
sub-bottom depth recordings), upper-atmosphere 
physics (airglow, cosmic rays, ionospheric absorp
tion, radio noise, VLF emissions). Similar studies 
were conducted on Cruise No. 10; the marine fauna 
collection and the marine geology program are dis
cussed in detail, Institutions conducting the above 
studies a.re listed, as well as participating foreign 
scientists, 

D-2029 551. 46. 07(*88) 

CRUISE NO. 11 OF THE RESEARCH SHIP ELTANIN. 
IG Bull. No, 87:9-14, incl . map, Sept. 1964. Also: 
Amer, Geophys. Union, Trans. , 45(3):569-574, Sept. 
1964, -

DLC, QE500,A6 

Eltanin completed a cruise Dec. 17, 1963-Feb. 21, 
i964,ranging from about 65° to 115° Wand as far as 
70' 26'S. A map of the route is included, The follow
ing studies were carried out: biology (collection of 
z_oo- and phytoplankton, pelagic phosphorus metabo
lism, collection of marine fauna), meteorology 
(rawinsonde and surface meteorological observations, 
ozone and carbon dioxide studies), oceanography 
(surface and depth temperature and salinity studies, 
geological bottom sampling by means of cores, bot
tom t~ography determinations trace element dis
tribution studies), and upper-atmosphere physics 
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(cosmic rays, ionospheric absorption, radio noise, 
VLF emissions). Institutions conducting the above 
studies are listed, as well as participating foreign 
scientists. 

D-2062 910. 4(*7) 
92(Dobrowolski, A. B,] 

Dobrowolski, Antoni BolesYaw 
JOURNAL OF EXPEDITION TO ANTARCTICA (1897-
1899). (Dziennik wypr awy na Antarktydc: (1897-1899).] 
Text in Polish. Wroc)(aw, Poland, Zakrad Na.rodowy 
im. Ossolinskich, 1962, 322p., incl, illus,, diagrs., 
map. Refs. 

DLC, G850 1898 • B29 

This posthumous publication includes mainly notes 
made by Dobrowolski (1872-1954) on the ship Belgi1a 
during the Belgian Antarctic Expedition, 1897-99, ed 
by Adrien de Gerlache, The notes include descrip
tions occasionally in detail, of natural phenomena 
along the expedition route, frequently referring to 
flora, fauna, weather, and ice conditions in Antarctic 
waters. The appendixes include: a list of the 19 
expedition members, ship positions where special 
hydrographic studies were made, and three articles 
concerning botanical pr oblems. An mdex of geo
graphical and personal names is included. 

D-2065 910, 4(*50:*7)"1819/21"(048. 1) 

Belov, M. I. 
THE SIXTH PART OF THE WORLD WAS DISCOV
ERED BY RUSSIAN SAILORS. (Shestala chast' sveta 
otkryta russkimi mor!akami. ) Text in Russian. 
Geogr, obshch, SSSR, Izv. , 94(2):105-114, incl. 
maps, March-April 1962. lorefs. 

DLC, G23,G16 

A review and evaluation are given of the recent dis
covery of a series of unpublished maps f:om ~he 
Bellingshausen-Laza.rev Antarctic exped1ti~n rn 
1819-1821. A background is given on_ the disputes 
between Russia and the West on the discovery of the 
continent The similar ity between the statements of 
the Engli~h explorer ~ook and those of Belling~ha~sen 
on the Antarctic is pornted out, along '."1th the le~ 
sons for the greater reliability of Bell'.ngshaus~n s 
statements over Cook's. Background is al_so g1Ven 
on the publishing of a book which greatlr distorted 
Bellingshausen' s original report, Details o_f the 

a.re •ven one of which shows the entire 
:~ngsha~sen~Laza.rev Antarctic route from South 
Georgia to the South Shetland Is. One outstandmg 
feature of the maps is the inclusion of many_ notes. 
based on hydrological, meteorological, orruthologi
cal and magnetic observations, In V1ew of these 
coi:iplex observations, made using the best .f P:t ;o 
tus available at that time, this may be cons1 e: -

be the first scientific expe~~ion ~~!~~e t~~~!1~a~~n 
tinent, The map 1s espec1 Y v 
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(particularly the description and classification of ice 
by Bellingshausen) which were not included in 
Bellingshausen's book. Handwriting analyses by 
graphology experts validate Bellingshausen's author
ship of the map, although notations probably written 
by others are also present. The maps are irrefuta
ble proof of the priority of the discovery of Antarctica 
by the Bellingshausen-Lazarev expedition, [See D-
2066. ] 

D-2066 910. 4(*50:*7)"1819/ 21"(048. 1) 

Kremer, B. A. 
"FIRST RUSSIAN ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION (1819-
1821) AND ITS NAVIGATION REPORT CHART. " 
UNDER THE EDITORSiilP OF M, L BELOV, DOC
TOR OF HISTORICAL SCIENCES. PUBLISHED BY 
"MORSKOI TRANSPORT," LENINGRAD, 1963, 
["Pervaia russka!a antarkticheskaia ekspedit'siia 
1819-1821 gg. i ee olchelnaia navigafsionna!a karta". 
Pod redaktsiel doktora istoricheskikh nauk M. l 
Belova. Izd. "Morskol transport", L. , 1963. ] Text 
in Russian. Meteorol. gidrol. (Moscow), No. 7: 52-53, 
July 1964. Eng. transl, in: Progress in meteorology 
and hydrology. u. S. Dept. Commerce, Off. Tech. 
Services, JPRS 26, 139:32-35, Aug. 26, 1964. 

DLC, QC851. M27 

A review is presented of the contents of Belov' s 
annotated edition of the navigation charts which pre
sumably accompanied the report of the first Russian 
Antarctic Expedition. Background on the voyage 
around the world and discovery of the Antarctic con
tinent by Bellingshausen and Laza1·ev is given; their 
report remained w1published for 140 years. A brief 
summary is given of the publication of a distorted 
version of lhe report, the loss of the original, and 
subsequent disputes as to the priority of the Russian 
expedition in the discovery of Antai:ctica. The dis
covery of the manuscript report charts of the voyage, 
which are believed lo have been intended as an appen
dix lo the lost report, irrefutably proves in the 
author's opinion that the continent was actually dis
covered on the 1819 Russian voyage, and its physio
geographical characteristics clearly understood by 
the participants. The validity of the charts is proved 
by the fact that they were mentioned in a July 1821 
Russian journal. The Belov book includes detailed 
scientific analyses of the charts by various writers 
along with a reproduction of the original charts. [See 
0-2065.] 

D-2087 910. 4(*7) 

Hoinkes, H. 
5. 001. 5(493:*7) 

THE SCIENTIFIC ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF THE 
BELGIAN SOUTH-POLAR EXPEDITION. (Die wis
senschaftlichen Leistungen de r belgischen Sudpolar
Ei-1)edition.] Text in German. Umschau, 64(9):284-
285, incl. map, May 1. 1964. -

DLC, AP30. U5 
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In 1900 Henryk Arctowski published a report in 
U.mschau under the above title about the "Belgica" 
Expedition in which he participated as a scientist. 
On Aug. 16, 1897, the expedition left Antwerp under 
the command of Adrien de Gerlache on the Belgica, 
a 250- ton Norwegian whaler. The international crew 
which consisted of 19 men, included Frederick A. ' 
Cook, an American physician , and Roald Amundsen 
(Norwegian), the first man to reach the South Pole. 
In 1898, the first sounding profile was made across 
the Drake Passage. The greatest depth (4040 m) 
was found near Cape Horn. From that point the 
ocean floor rises gently southward and then rises 
steeply at the Shetland ls. The first detailed map of 
an Antarctic coast was drawn in the Palmer Archi• 
pelago area. Arctowski was the first to observe that 
an analogy e}:ists between the southern tip of South 
America and the Antarctic land mass in that area. 
The greatest accomplishment of the expedition, al
though not by choice, was wintering over in pack ice 
for more than a year at 71°31'S, 85°16'W, during 
which time meteorological and ice-drift data were 
obtained. The return of the Belgians to Antarctica 
during the IGY is also discussed. 

D-2088 910(091)(*784. 2) 

Nougier, Jacques 
ONE OF THE LAST LANDS IN THE PROCESS OF 
EXPLORATION: THE KERGUELEN ARCHIPELAGO. 
(Une des dernieres terres en voie d'exploration: 
l'archipel de Kerguelen. ] Text in French. Sci. 
Progres Nature (Paris), No. 3340:313-321. incl. 
illus. , maps, Aug. 1963. 

DLC, Q2. N2 

The historical events of Kerguelen Is. are reviewed, 
from their discovery in 1772 by Yves de Kerguelen to 
the geologic reconnaissance missions of E. Aubert de 
la Rue in 1929-1931. During World War Il the 
islands were exploited by the German co1·sair Pin
guin. Following 1948 Port-aux-Frani,ais and Port 
Arthur were established; scientific programs were 
conducted during the IGY, and sin1ilar research 
planned for the IQSY. The presence of two Alouette 
II helicopters permitted the establishment of a ~eo
detic network an inventory of glaciers. a gravl~ 
metric surve;, and geologic studies of inaccessible 
areas. The alpine topography is dominantly trap 
basalts and syenite, and several glaciers an~ ice~ 
fields. The glacial lakes and terminal morawes t · 
dicate an advanced stage of retreat. Description 
are given of Mt. Ross and its volcanic _crate:, the and 
craters of Mt. Thomson and its phonoht1c group, 
the phonolitic ring dikes at Jeanne d'Arc Peninsula 
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D-2102 910. 4(*50:*7) 

Bu'lni(skil, V. Kh. 
EXPEDITION TO THE ANT ARCTIC. (Ekspeditsiia 
v Antarktiku. ] Text in Russian. In: Sovetskie 
ekspedi(sii 1959 goda Moskva, Gosud. izd-vo 
geogr. lit-ry, 1962, p. 256-268, incl. illus. 

DLC, Q115. S687 

A general survey is given of the 4th Soviet Antarctic 
Expedition (1958-1959). The various types of re
searcH done in the Antarctic and/ or during the voyage 
included geological, aerometeorological, hydro
graphic, hydrochemical, hydrobiological , oceano
graphic, geophysical, and glaciological. Descrip
tions a.re given of various areas of the eastern coastal 
region, and of the ice around it. The problems in
volved in obtaining, loading, and unloading various 
materials such as fuel and fresh water are discussed 
as well as those concerning the establishment of 
Lazal'ev Station. The relative instability of sea ice in 
the Antarctic region is commented on in relation to 
the biogenous factor. 

D-2103 910. 4(*733) 

Kruchinin, tu. A. 
5. 001. 5(*733} 

THE FIRST WINTERrnG AT THE SOUTH POLAR 
STATION LAZAREV. (Pervaia zimovka na iuzhno
pol!arno1 stantsii Lazarev. ] Text in Russian. In: 
Sovetskie ekspeditsii 1959 goda Moskva, Gosud. 
izd-vo geogr. lit-ry, 1962, p. 269-278, incl. illus. 

DLC, Q115. S687 

The two main objectives of work at the newly-built 
Lazarev Station were year-round study of the nature 
ol the region and summer geological-geographical 
work within the continent, particularly in the moun
tain belt in Queen Maud Land. Seven men overwin
tered in 1959 at Laza.rev Station, located at 69°58. 2'S, 
12'55. 4'E. The erection of the station is described 
and the various facilities and equipment are discussed 
and located. Scientific work included meteorological 
and actinometric observations 4 times daily, as well 
as magnetic studies, temperature soundings of the 
atmosphere, and glaciological work. Work was in
terrupted and equipment was damaged by the fre-
quent 3- to 4-day hurricanes; there were 141 days of 
storms, 52 of which were of hurricane force. The 
danger to equipment and living quarters due to the 
sei•~re weather, and lack of companionship were the 
main problems encountered by the winterers. 

237-720 O - 67 _ ll 
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D-2105 910. 4(*50:*7) 

Kirillov, L F. and A. A. Rybnikov 
FIRST ROUND-THE-WORLD VOYAGE OF THE 
SOVIET WHALING FLEET "SLAVA." [Pervoe 
krugosvetnoe plavanie sovetskot kitobo'1no1 flotilii 
"$lava."] Text in Russian, In: Sovetskje ekspedi(sii 
1959 goda. Moskva, Gosud. izd-vo geogr. lit-ry, 
1962, p. 287-302, incl. illus., map. 

DLC, Q115. S687 

The 13th voyage of the Soviet Whaling Fleet "Slava," 
consisting of 20 ships, began in Oct. 1958; this voy
age was the first round-the-world trip of the "Slava" 
and was made at high southern latitudes. One of the 
ships was designated specifically for scientific work 
The adventures, work, and visits to various ports in 
South America and to various islands a.re described. 
Scientific work included observations of currents, 
ice, and weather, hydrochemical analyses, hydro
biological work, and bathymetric measurements. 
Whales, birds, and seals were observed and marked 
or banded. A detailed outline is given of biologists' 
work on whales and whale embryos as well as of the 
relation of hydrological conditions and distribution of 
plankton to the location of whales. A rare hermaph
rodite fin whale was found in Antarctic waters as 
well as some an1be rgris. 

D-2118 910. 4(*7) 

Dubinin, A. L 
VOYAGE OF THE D/ E [DIESEL ELECTRIC] "OB'." 
(Plavanie d/ e "Ob'."] Text in Russian. Sovel. 
Antarkticheskaia Eksped. , Trudy, 20:6-19, incl. 
illus. , map, 1962. Ref. -

DLC, G860. S63 

An account is given of the five-month voyage (Nov. 
1958-March 1959) of the Ob' on the Fourth Continental 
Expedition to the Antarctic. The main purpose of the 
expedition was the establishment of Laza.rev Statton, 
which was built 1. 5 km from the shore at 69°58. 2'S, 
12°55. 4'E. During the expedition a more exact map of 
the contours of the Helen Bank and the location of the 
Banza.re Bank was ma.de. A snow- and ice-free 
mountain top and a cha.in of mountains and nunataks, 
not designated on previous maps, were discovere_d 
during the exploration of the area a.round the station; 
they are located approximately at 71-72°S, LB0 E. 

D-2128 
910. 4(*80} 

Maksimov, I. V. YAGE AND 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE OB' V? . 
OCEANOGRAPHIC WORK. [Obshchee op1san1e 

lavani:ia "Obi" i okeanograficheskie raboty. ] Text k Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheska:la Eksped. ' Truti' 
20: 196-244, incl. illus. ' tables, graphs , maps, 19 . 
DLC, G860. S63 
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A list is given of the personnel in the hydrological 
and geological detachments on the fifth voyage of the 
Ob', 1959-60. The main objective of the expedition 
was lhe study of the perennial variation of water 
transfer by the west wind current in the southern 
ocean. Depths and currents were measured mainly 
to determine the character and intensity of circula
tion, characteristics of water masses, and exchange 
between them. The relation of currents to the ori
gin, forms of development, and destruction of Ant
arctic shelf ice is discussed. Generally, ice shelves 
are formed only in regions where water currents are 
weak. (See B-2135; D-2129; F-2130; J-2131-2134 for 
scientific results. ] 

D-2129 910. 4(*779) 

Dubinin, A. L 
PETER I ISLAND. [Ostrov Petra L ] Text in Rus
sian. Sovet. Antarkticheska!a Eksped. , Trudy, 20: 
245-251, incl. illus. , map, 1962. 

DLC, G860. S63 

A description is given of Peter I Island based on a 
survey [see D-2128] which provided a radar 
sketch, photographs, and astronomical determina
tions. A history is given of previous expeditions 
around the island, beginning in 1821. The shape, 
location, size, origin, topography, and the problems 
which would be involved in setting up a station are 
discussed. The topography of the west side of the 
island is in sharp contrast to that of the east. 

D-2151 910. 4(091)(*2) 

Victor, Paul-~mile 
MAN AND THE CONQUEST OF THE POLES. Eng. 
transl. by Scott Sullivan. New York, Simon and 
Schuster, 1963, 320p. , incl. illus. Refs. 

DLC, G580. V513 

The first half of this history of polar exploration is 
devoted to early discoveries, ranging in time from 
the 4th century B. C. , to the 12th century Viking ex
plorations, and the 16th and 17th century Renaissance 
explorations. Thereafter, a detailed account is 
given of the progress in technology which when com
bined with human bravery and initiative has resulted 
in ultimately successful exploration and investigation 
of the Poles. Methods of travel advanced from bal
loon and sailing vessel to steamship, icebreaker, 
submarine, and from dog- and man-sled to airplane. 
Several chapters are devoted lo the conquest of the 
South Pole by both land and air travel. The IGY is 
also discussed. 
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D-2155 

Dralkin, A. G. (ed. ) 

910. 4(08)(*50:*7) 
5. 001. 5(*50:*7) 

FOURTH CONTINENTAL EXPEDITION 1958-1960· 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION AND SCIENTIFIC RE- ' 
SULTS. (Chetverta!a kontinental'na!a ekspedi~i!a 
1958-1960 gg.; obshchee opisanie i nauchnye rezul'
taty. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskaia 
Eksped., Trudy, 26, 259p., incl. illus., tables, 
graphs, diagrs. , maps, 1963. 

DLC, G860. S63 

A general outline is given of the organization and 
preparation by the various divisions of the fourth 
continental expedition. Daily life and medical 
service and aerometeorological, geophysical, and 
glaciological research at Mirnyy are described. 
Accounts are given of the traverse to the South Pole 
and the types of scientific work done at Vostok, 
Komsomol'skaya, and Lazarev Stations. The expedi
tion chronicle and personnel roster are appended. 

D-2167 

Ronne, Finn 

910. 4(*726. 8/*729) 
910. 4(*826) 

EXPLORATION OF THE WEDDELL SEA AREA. 
Explorers J ., 42(3):137-144, incl. illus., Sept. 1964. 

DLC, Gl. E93 

A physical description of the Weddell Sea with its 
fierce weather activity is given and exploration ex
peditions of the area are listed. The U. S. Antarctic 
Service Expedition of 1939-41 determined Alexander 
Land (first sighted by Bellingshausen in 1822) to be 
an island, thus eliminating the claim that the Rus
sians were first to sight the mainland. The Ronne 
Antarctic Research Expedition of 1946-48 is de
scribed in detail. The objectives were to determine 
the extension of the Palmer Peninsula, to locate the 
coastline between Palmer Peninsula and Coats Land, 
and to determine if land connected the Weddell and 
Ross Seas. Later explorations in the present Edith 
Ronne Land are discussed. 

D-2179 910. 4(091)(*7) 

Davis, J. K. 
HIGH LATITUDE. Parkville, Victoria, Melbourne 
Univ. Press, 1962, 292p. , incl. illus. , maps. 

DLC, G870. D29 

The youth and early manhood of Davis are recorded. 
His experiences at sea are described in det.ail, con
cluding with an account of the Ross Sea Relief Ex
pedition of 1916-17 as commander of the Aurora.. 
Much material is included on the expeditions of Sir 
Ernest Shackleton. Photographs of expedition mem
bers and ships are included. 
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D-2201 910. 4(091)(*7) 

Chapman, Walker (Silverberg, Robert) 
THE LONELIEST CONTINENT; THE STORY OF 
ANTARCTIC DISCOVERY. Greenwich , Conn., N. Y. 
Graphic Society, 1964, 279p. , incl. illus. , maps. 
6 refs. 

DLC , G870. S5 

Selected expeditions are described in detail; the 
coverage ranges in time from the early voyages of 
James Cook (1772) and James Weddell (1820) to the 
later South Pole expeditions of Roald Amundsen and 
Robert F. Scott by land, and of Richard E. Byrd by 
air. A chapter is devoted to the improved tech
nology and logistic support, making the scientific re
search of the IGY and of future programs possible. 
A bibliography is included. 

D-2202 910. 4(091)(*7) 

Shackleton, Ernest 
SOUTH; THE STORY OF SHACKLETON'S LAST EX
PEDITION, 1914-1917. New York, Macmillan, 1962 
[cl947), 380p. , incl. diagr. , maps, app. 

DLC, G850 1914. S53 

The British expedition of 1914, led by Shackleton, 
had as an objective the first crossing of the continent 
from the Weddell Sea to the South Pole and then to 
the Ross Sea. Departing Buenos Aires in Oct. 1914, 
"the Endurance was originally to have carried the 6-
man Transcontinental Party to the Weddell Sea base, 
along with dog sledges, 2 motor sledges , and 100 
dogs. The Shackleton party was to make the 1800-mi 
journey to the top of Beardmore Glacier, where it 
Would be met by a support party which had been 
placed at a Ross Sea base by the Aurora. Studies in 
g_laciology, geology, meteorology, as well as con
tmuous magnetic observations, were to be made. A 
party of 3 was to travel west from the Weddell Sea 
base to the Antarctic Peninsula and another 3-man 
party was to travel east to Enderby Land, both par
ties to carry out geological and geographic investiga
tions. A 2-man party was to remain at the Weddell 
Sea base to investigate sea and land fauna as well as 
to make meteorological observations. The Endur
~ was to map the Antarctic Peninsula coastline 
and the Aurora was to conduct hydrographic studies. 
The attempt to carry out these plans was technically 
a failure but the events toward their fulfillment are 
recorded in this chronicle of a rescue, showing the 
bravery, determination, loyalty, and self-sacrifice 
of the men involved. Appendixes contain a descrip
tion of the scientific work completed. 
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D-2269 910. 4(*724) 

Wynne-Edwards, C. J. C. 
ISLANDS OF ICE AND FIRE; AN EXPEDITION TO 
THE SOUTH SANDWICH ISLANDS. Geogr. Mag. , 
37(10):766-777, incl. illus., map, Feb. 1965. 

DLC, Gl. 0343 

The 11 volcanic islands of the South Sandwich group 
were visited by H. M. S. Protector during March 1964 
for a general survey [D--1656]. Six scientists 
carried out scientific work in geology, volcanology, 
botany, and zoology. A main camp was established 
on Candlemas L , and most of the other islands were 
visited by helicopter. The islands, still active vol
canically , maintain a sparse vegetation and a few 
glaciers. 

D-2316 (*50)910, 4(*7) 
( 437)5. 007(*7) 

Mrkos, Antorun 
OUR FLAG OVER THE ANTARCTIC. (Na§e vlajka 
nad Antarktidou.] Text in Czech, Praha Moskva 
(Prague), 14(1):14-16, incl, illus., 1964. 

DLC, AP52. P7 

An account is given of Czechoslovak p3.1;tici?ation in 
Soviet Antarctic expeditions. Czech scientists began 
to accompany the Soviets in 1957, the third Soviet 
Antarctic Expedition, when an auroral observer was 
sent for the upper-atmospheric research pro~~· 
In 1959, meteorologist 0. Kostka and g~?phys1c1st_ 
o. Praus accompanied the Soviet exp~tion, _working 
at Mirnyy Station. Kostka died in a fire at M1rnyy o~ 
A 3 1960 A Kocf P. Chaloupka, J. Petrovsky, 

ug. , • • ' th thi d C echo d A. Mrkos were the members of e r z_ -
:fovak expedition in 1961. They carried out then· 
observations aboard the Kooperatsira,. and at Mo- . 
lodezhnaya and Novolazarevskaya Statio_ns, returrung 
home in June 1962. s. Fischer, phys1c1st, and B. 
Slavik, technician, accompanied the next expedition 
and started the cosmic radiation meas~rement pr?
gram at Vostok Station. The ninth Sovie~ Antarctic 
Expedition left Leningrad Dec. 1963 and included P. 
Chal k and M Konecny' These Czech personnel 

oup a • • · adi 
lan to (l) continue measurements of cosmic r . a-

ton intensity at Vostok St~on,_ (2) re~s(~e): rar;:e the 
variations in the geomagnetic field, an xp 
exospheric emissions of radio waves at Novolazarev-
skaya Station. 
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D-2317 

Vavra, Josef ~- ) 

(*50)910. 4(*7) 
(437)5. 007(*7) 

OUR MEN IN THE ANTARCTIC; THE ACCOUNT AND 
PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE CZECHOSLOVAK MEM
BERS OF THE THIRD, FOURTH AND FIFTH SOVIET 
ANTARCTIC EXPEDITIONS. [Na~i v Antarktidl!; 
vypraven{ a snunky l!eskoslovenskych ufastn:i:ku tl"et{, 
c!tvrte a pate sov~tske vypravy do Antarktidy. ] Text 
in Czech. Praha, Prace, 1963, 152p., incl. illus,, 
maps. 

DLC, G870. V3 

Some of the experiences are recounted of the 
Czechoslovak members of Soviet Antarctic Expedi
tions. A. Mrkos, meteorologist and astronomer, 
discusses oversnow traverses from Mirnyy to 
Pionerskaya, Vostok I, Komsomol'skaya, and Vostok 
(Sept. -Dec. 1958). Caterpillar-tread ATT's (heavy 
utillery tractors) were used on these trips for 
transportation, crew quarters, and for hauling large 
sleds loaded with supplies. Smaller, tank-like vehi
cles (Pingvins) which were specially equipped for 
travel on snow were also used, One of the experi
ments carried out at Vostok was the study of the fil
trates from samples of one year's snowfall (plant 
seeds from South America and Australia ru1d 0. 079 g 
meteorite dust were found in 1 m2 of snow). Obser
vations made at the Soviet stations ue briefly de
scribed. High-altitude sickness was noted among 
several expedition members. The fourth expedition 
used three 35-ton Kharkovchanka tractors on a 
traverse to the South Pole in Dec. 1959. Newspaper 
editor S. Bartl discusses and illustrates his observa
tions as a passenger on the Ob' (Nov. 1958-March 
1959), including the establishment of Lazarev Sta
tion. Excerpts from the diary of O. Kostka, me
teorologist and aerologist who died in the Mirnyy 
fire, Aug. 3, 1960, are also included. The book 
concludes with the account of 0. Praus, geophysi
cist, which covers the period Nov. 1959 to Feb. 1961. 

D-2344 910. 4(091)(*749) 

Law, Phillip 
NARRATIVE. THE EXPLORATION OF OATES LAND, 
ANTARCTICA. Austral. Natl, Antarctic Res. Ex
pects. 1 . AN ARE Repts., Ser. A, vol. 1, Pub!. No. 711 
67p,, mcl. illus., maps, April 1964. 7 refs. Also: 
Roy. Geogr. Soc, Australas., s. Austral. Br., Proc., 
63:23-31, 1962. 

DLC, G845. AB 

A historical narrative of the exploration of Oates 
Coast includes the accounts of early sightings, and 
traces the development of more accurate and detailed 
cartographic coverage of the area. The exploratory 
voyage of the Magga Dan in the area 157-159° E com
me~ing in_ 1959, is described in detail by the a~thor 
~~ng details of the ice conditions which greatly in- ' 
hiblted approach to the coast, as well as difficulties 
encountered in making aircraft flights for photography 
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and in establishing the necessary ground control 
Again in 1961, the Magga ~ carrying helicopt~rs 
and a Beaver aircraft, returned to the area 158-159° E 
for further exploration and mapping. In 1962, the 
Thala Dan, carrying helicopters and a Beaver air
craft, made approaches to the coast between the area 
of Cape Williams and Cape Hooker (164-167° E). 
Photographic and reconnaissance flights were com
pleted over the area 155-169° E. Maps showing the 
tracks of the ships and aircraft are included as well 
as a detailed fold-out sketch map of the coadta1 re
gions between 156° and 168° E, compiled from all 
data available in 1963, Panoramic photographs of the 
coast are also included, 

D-2391 061. 4:910. 4 

Winsnes, Thore S. 
EXHIBIT COMMEMORATING THE 50TH ANNIVER
SARY OF ROALD AMUNDSEN'S SOUTH POLE EX
PEDITION 1910-12, HELD DECEMBER 8-17, 1961. 
[Minneutstilling ved 50-arsjubileet for Roald Amund
sens Sydpols-ekspedisjon 1910-12, 8. -17. desember 
1961.] Text in Norwegian. Norsk Polarinst., Arbok 
1961, p. 167-169, incl. illus., 1962. 

DLC, G575, 078 

With the aid of the u. s. Information Agency, which 
provided materials on current U.S. activities in Ant
arctica, a cooperative exhibit was arranged under 
the auspices of the newspaper Aftenposten and the 
Norsk Polarinstitutt. A large n1101ber of original doc
wnents as well as pieces of equipment used on the ex
pedition were made available by institutions and in
dividuals, The exhibit, held at the Museum of Indus
trial Arts, was visited by some 12, 000 persons. 

D-2415 (*50)910. 4:5. 001. 5(•7) 

Ostrekin, M. E. and E. L Tolstikov (eds. ) 
THIRD CONTINENTAL EXPEDITION 00-1959. 
[Tret'ia kontinental'naia ekspeditsi.ia 1957-1959 gg.) 
Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarktiches~ Eksped. , 
Trudy, !§., 328p. , incl. illus., tables, graphs, 
diagrs. , maps, 1962. 

DLC, G860. S63 

A general outline is given of organization aJld prepa
ration for the third continental expedition. Techmcal. 
mechanical and medical work, living conditions, avia
tion, and continental traverses are discussed. 
Studies were made of human psychological and 
physiological reactions to living and working under 
the severe continental conditions. Preliminary re
sults of observations taken at Sovetskaya, Pole of 
Inaccessibility, Vostok, Komsomol'skaya, . 
Pionerskaya, Oazis, and Mirnyy Statio~s are given 
of meteorological, aerological, magnetlc, auroral,_ 
glaciological, seismic, telluric current, ionosphenc, 
cosmic ray, biological, and hydrological phenomena 
The expedition chronicle ru1d personnel roster are 
appended. 
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D-2500 910. 4: 5. 001. 5(*7) 

Drallcin, A. G. 
SOME RESULTS OF WORK OF THE SEVENTH 
SOVIET ANT ARCTIC EXPEDITION. (Nekotorye 
itogi rabot sed'mol Sovetskol antarkticheskol 
ekspedit'sii. ] Text in Russian. Prob. Arktiki 
Antarktiki, No. 16:35-40, 1964. 

DLC, G575. L422 

The results are given of studies made at Mirnyy, 
Novolazarevskaya, and Molodezhnaya Stations on 
gravimetry, ice conditions, oceanography, cartog
raphy, and glaciology. Aerial photographic surveys 
of the coast of Enderby Land were done on various 
scales. The shore ice at Enderby Land extends 55 
Ian from the continent, with a thickness exceeding 
150 to 185 cm; ice conditions in 1962 were generally 
severe. The tides near Molodezhnaya Station have 
an irregular diurnal character. Ice velocity 45 km 
inland from Mirnyy is 100 m/yr, and 6 m/yr 100 km 
inland. Magnetic activity near Mirnyy and 
Novolazarevskaya Stations in 1962 was low, with 
May as the quietest month, and Oct. as the most 
turbulent. The mean amplitude of the vertical com
ponent of 15 magnetic storms in these two regions 
was 1200 y, with the maximum at 2240 y. Glacial 
studies in the area of Novolazarevskaya Station 
showed that Schirmacher Ponds were formed from 
glacial erosion and are fed by meltwater, 

D-2522 (73)910. 4(091)(*7) 

Evteev, S. A. 
ANTARCTIC EXPEDITIONS OF THE U.S. A. (1838-
1962). (Antarkticheskie ekspedit'sii SShA (1838-1962 
gg. ). ] Text in Russian. Antarktika: Dold, Komis. , 
1962. Moskva, Izd- vo Akad. nauk SSSR, 1963, p. 
166-175. Ref. 

DLC, G576. A65 

An outline is given of the history of American early 
interest in the Antarctic and subsequent expeditions. 
General descriptions are given of the work of the 
li~st American Antarctic explorers beginning with 
Wilkes. More detailed descriptions are given of the 
Deep Freeze operations, which began in 1955. In 
discussing the organization method of American Ant
arctic expeditions, emphasis is placed on the exten
sive use of military personnel and the amount of 
money spent. The heads of the expeditions are named 
as well as participating government agencies, founda
tions, departments, and universities. It is noted that 
the Americans appear to be increasing their Antarctic 
operations, as indicated by an atomic reactor and 
other installations being set up at American stations. 
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D-2532 910. 4(26)(*7) 

Dater, Henry M. 
VOYAGE OF USS ATKA (1954-1955). U. S. Antarctic 
Proj. Off., Bull., ~(4): 14-25, incl. illus. , map, 
Feb. 1965. 6 refs. 

DLC, GPRR 

On Dec. 1, 1954, the icebreaker Atka departed Boston 
for Antarctica. Its primary mission was to locate a 
station site on the southern margin of the Ross Sea. 
The number of expedition personnel totaled 270 which 
included many scientists, engineers, and news~aper
men. In addition to various tests of naval equipment 
that were to be carried out under cold conditions the 
following investigations were attempted: (1) cos~ic 
ray variations with latitude, (2) oceanographic studies 
including use of echo sounder and bathythermograph, 
(3) radio wave propagation, (4) VLF emissions, spe
cifically whistlers, (5) CO2 sampling, (6) dust sam
pling, and (7) seismic and magnetic investigations. 
In terms of actual scientific data collected, the 
cosmic ray and oceanographic studies were the most 
successful. The primary mission was achieved in 
that much was learned about the coast where even
tually Little America V was to be located. Kainan 
Bay was found to be usable as a station site, whereas 
Okuma Bay was not. After investigation of the coast 
conditions as far east as Thurston L , the Atka pro
ceeded around the Antarctic Peninsula to Princess 
Martha Coast, and returned to Boston on April 12, 
1956. A map of the ship's course ls included. 

D-2567 910. 4(*50:*7)"1819/ 21"(048. 1) 

Shvede, E. E. 
AN OUTSTANDING CARTOGRAPHIC WORK OF THE 
FIRST RUSSIAN ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION 1819-
1821. (Vydaiilshchees!a kartograficheskoe prolzvede
nie pervo! russkol Antarktichesko! ekspedlt'sll 1819-
1821 gg. ] Text in Russian. Geogr. obshch, SSSR, 
Izv., 96(4):362-364, July-Aug. 1964. Ref. 

DLc:-a23. Gl6 

A discussion is given of the publication (edited by 
M. L Belov) of copies of the original maps of the 
first Russian Antarctic expedition, which establish 
the priority of the discovery of Antarctica by Rus
sians. Although information on the maps was pub
lished in hydrographic catalogs in 1849, 1_917, and 
1958 little attention was paid to them until recently. 
The :nap consists of 15 sheets which indicate the 
circum-Antarctic route of the sloops~ and 
Mirnyy, and contains notes on meteo_rological,. ice, 
and hydrological conditions, Antarctic fauna! life, and 
ship life. The authenticity of the maps was estab
lished even though they bear no signatures or dat_es, 
by codiparison of handwriting on the maps to that Ill a 
letter written by Bellingshausen, and by the fact that 
the watermarks on the paper were traced to dates of 
1816 and 1818. The maps, evidently compiled after 
the expedition left Antarctica, were based on the 
ships' log books and on diaries of the personnel on 
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board. Articles containing discussions of the maps 
by several experts, and tables of daily observational 
data {taken from a book written by Bellingshausen in 
1831) are appended to the maps. [See D-2065, D-2066] 

D-2635 910. 4{*726. 7) 

Rouch, J. 
THE DISCOVERY OF CHARCOT LAND (ANTARC
TICA). InternatL Hydrogr. Rev., 42(1):173-180, 
incl maps, Jan. 1965. 10 refs. -

DLC, VK798. HS 

After having spent the winter of 1909 at Port Cir
concision, Petermann L {west coast of the Antarctic 
Peninsula), the Pouafuoi-Pas?, commanded by J. B. 
Charcot, took on co at Deception L She later un
dertook a second summer campaign in the South 
Pacific Ocean. She left Deception L on Jan. 6, 1910, 
steamed along the west coast of the Antarctic Penin
sula, and by Jan. 10 had reached 69°S near Alexander 
L A few passages are quoted from Charcot's book 
about the discovery of Charcot L on Jan. 11. He 
named it Charcol Land after his father, but it was 
found to be an island by Wilkins who flew over it in 
1929. The island was seen again in Feb. 1947 during 
Operation Highjump, and again during the Ronne Ex
pedition in 1947-48. Flights made by Ronne confirm 
that no peak on Charcot L exceeds 3000 ft, reducing 
the estimates made at sea from the Pourquoi-Pas? 
by about 3500 ft. 

D-2650 551. 46. 07(*86, *88, *881) 

Seelig, Waller R. 
WESTERN ROSS SEA-BALLENY ISLANDS
MACQUARJE RIDGE EXPEDITION. Antarctic Rept. 
P• 2-9, incl. maps, March 1965. ' 

DLC, GPRR 

The Glacier departed from McMurdo station on Jan. 
19, ~n an 8100-mi expedition extending from 
the western Ross Sea lo Cape Adare the Balleny Is 
Macquarie L , and Port Lyttleton, a~riving March 4.' 
New estl.lllates of penguin population and data on the 
location of rookeries were obtained. Airborne, ter
restrial, and marine specimens were collected from 
lat. 77°S to _66°S. An investigation was made of the 
m1croflora m the gastrointestinal tracts of animals 
and b1r?s. Samples of fish blood were analyzed to 
determine the concentration of substances which 
could serve to lower the freezing point of the body 
fluids. A study was made of the depths to which algae 
grow; one specimen attached to a rock was brought up 
from a depth of over 1000 ft. Information was 
gathered on the distribution of birds, seals, and 
whales. A comprehensive collection of benthos was 
o~tained. The location and depth of the Macquarie 
Ridge was charted. In order to interpret submarine 
features, magnetic records were made over 3500 mi 
Islands were recharted and bathymetric information· 
was obtained. 
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D-2653 910. 4(091)(*784. 2) 

Bauer, Albert 
KERGUELEN ISLAND. In: Mountain World 1962/ 63 
London, Allen & Unwin; Chicago, Rand McNally · 
1964, p. 215-220, incl. illus. ' 

DLC, G505, M63 

The isl~? group "'.as discovered in 1722 by Kerguelen, 
and rev1s1ted by him the following year. Cook landed 
there in 1776; Ross's ships, Erebus and Terror 
stopped there in 1840; and Nares'Challeiiger'ex~ 
p~o.red part of the main island in 1874. Other expe
d1t1ons landed there in 1898 {German Deep Sea Ex
pedition), 190~ {German Antarctic Expedition), and 
190_8-09 (Henn and Raymond Rallier du Baty). The 
mam exploratory work dates from 1923-24 (Etienne 
Peau expeditions) and from 1928-31 (Aubert de la Rile 
expeditions). In addition to the scientific interest 
Kerguelen has been of economic importance; from' 
1800 to 1930, this consisted of whaling and the bunt
ing of sea elephants. Attempts at sheep-breeding and 
colonization were unsuccessful. About 25% of the 
world's whaling is presently conducted in the vicinity 
of Kerguelen. The numbers of sea elephants were 
reduced greatly by hunters; about 250, 000 animals 
appear on the coasts between Sept. and Nov. of each 
year. Sea lions, exploited for their fur, have en
tirely disappeared. Scientific studies have continued 
since 1949, when the first French Overseas Mission 
established Port-aux-Franc;ais. Presently, about 80 
research workers and technicians, in a year's stay 
on the island, conduct observations in meteorology, 
cosmic rays, atmospherics, ozone, auroras, 
ionosphere, magnetism, and seismology. Biological, 
geological, and glaciological studies are made during 
the summer. Through the use of Alouette helicop
ters, used first in 1962, the entire island bas been 
reconnoitered. 

D-2707 910, 4(059)(*701) 

Scott, Robert Falcon 
SCOTT'S LAST EXPEDITION; FROM THE PERSO AL 
JOURNALS OF CAPTAIN R. F. SCOTT, C. V. O,, 
R. N, 2nd enl. ed,, New York, Dodd, Mead, 1964, 
169p,, incl. illus., diagr., map . 

DLC, G850 1910,S4272 

The diaries of Scott are presented from Nov. 26, 
1911, to March 29, 1912, A foreword by the author's 
son describes the objectives and relates the Scott aIXI 
Amundsen expeditions in time. Additions to the 
original Scott journal a.re included from his private 
letters as well as from the journal of E. A. Wilson. 
Explanatory footnotes and illustrations are incl~ded. 
A final chapter, written by Lt. Atkinson, descr~bes_ 
the finding of the dead and the building of the cairn 111 

memory of Scott, Wilson, and Bowers. 
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D-2760 910. 4(*726. 3) 

McDonald, Edwin 
ICE AGE CONTINENT. Explorers J., 43(2):98-104, 
incl. illus. , June 196 5. 

DLC, Gl.E93 

An account is given of a recent 3000-mi journey [in 
1962-63] on the staten Island along the Antarctic 
Peninsula coastline and to offshore islands. The ob
ject of the trip was to locate possible sites for a pro
posed U.S. biological station. Experiences include 
getting caught in an ice and wind storm at sea, heli
co?ter trouble, encounters with insects, Adelie pen
gums, crabeater seals, and skuas, and a visit to the 
wrecked Norwegian whaling factory at Deception L 
There are discussions of how the Adelie penguins tell 
the_ir _sexes apart, the disagreement among Argentina, 
Britam, and Chile because of overlapping and con
flicting claims to the Antarctic Peninsula area, and 
Lincoln Ellsworth's 3000-mi flight across the Antarc
tic in his single engine plane, the Pole [~) Star. 
Also mentioned are the 5- and 6-ft penguins of the 
Middle Tertiary, and the once mild and favorable 
climate of the continent. 

D-2763 910. 4(091)(*785) 

Budd, G. M. 
THE ANARE 1963 EXPEDITION TO HEARD ISLAND. 
Austral. Natl. Antarctic Res. Expects. , ANARE 
Repts., Ser. A, vol. 1, Pub!. No. 74, 53 p., incl. 
illus., maps, append., Dec. 1964. 8 refs. 

DLC, G845.A8 

Background information is given on the discovery and 
exploration of Heard 1 The 1963 expedition plans are 
described. The 6-man expedition was divided into 
two parties--the mountain party and the Atlas Cove 
party. The basic plan was for the mountain party to 
be landed on Long Beach, from which point its mem
bers would attempt to climb Big Ben, and afterward 
try to travel around the island to Atlas Cove via 
South Barrier and Spit Bay. The Atlas Cove' party 
was to reoccupy the ANARE station at Atlas Cove, 
and carry out scientific work at the northwestern end 
of the island. The Nella Dan arrived at Heard I on 
Jan. 26 and the landing is described. The autho0r, a 
rn_ember of the mountain party, relates the attempt on 
~ig Ben and subsequent coastal journeys. The narra
tive of the Atlas Cove party, by Nils Lied, is included 
as an appendix. Numerous illustrations and a colored 
map of Heard I. (scale 1: 50, 000) are included. 

D-2774 5. 001. 5:551, 46. 073(*821, *826) 

RESEARCH ABOARD THE ELTANIN IN THE WED
DELL SEA AND SCOTIA ARC: ACTIVITIES AND 
PRELIMINARY RESULTS--CRUISE 12, Amer. 
~eophys, Union, Trans,, 1§(4):763-766, incl, map, 
~1964, Also: IG Bull. 1 No, 90:19-22, Dec, 1964, 

, QE500,A6 
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Cruise 12 of the Eltanin (March 3 to April 30 1964) 
r~~ n,om about 60° W in the Drake Passag~ to 
30 ~ m the northern Weddell Sea, The following 
studies were carried out: biology (microbiology 
plankton, mesozoa, and epipelagic and bathypelagic 
fauna), meteorology (launching of 55 radiosondes 
preparation of daily 1800 GMT surface-weather r:iaps 
and CO2 sampling), oceanography (bottom photogra- ' 
phy, hydrography, and marine geology) and upper
atmos_phere physics (airglow, cosmic r:Wan.on, iono
sphenc absorption, radio noise, and VLF), 

D-2797 910, 4(*80) 

THE DRIFT OF THE JENNY 1823-40, Polar Rec ., 
~(79):411-412, Jan. mr,' 

DLC, G575. P6 

An account _is giv~n of the discovery of a sailing ship 
by tbe whaling ship Hope, under Captain Brighton, in 
Sept. 1840. The ship was found near Cape Horn after 
drifting in Antai·ctic waters for 17 yr. As related 
in the Jenny'hilogbook, the crew had died from cold 
and hunger w ·1e beset by ice for 71 days, 

D-2799 910. 4(*732) 

Giaever, J. and V. Schytt 
GENERAL REPORI' OF THE EXPEDITION. 
Norwegian-British-Swedish Antarctic Exped., 1949-
52, Scient. Results, Vol. 6, Part 3. Oslo, Norsk 
Polarinst. , 1963, 41 p. , incl. illus. , graph, diagr. , 
maps. 98 refs. 

DLC, Q115. N84 

A general report is given of the logistics and scien
tific activities of the expedition. The first half, 
written by Giaeve r, describes the first year at 
Maudheim Station, establishment of the station, 
living conditions, and research results. The second 
half, by Schytt, deals with the second year at 
Maudheim Station and the field activities which in
clude surveys in topography, geology, glaciology, 
and seismology. A discussion is given of the prob
lems involved in an international expedition, such 
as language barriers, etc, , and the prospects of 
the success of similar future expeditions are 
evaluated. Maps showing land and air traverses are 
included (scales 1:500, 000 and 1:1, 000, 000,respec
tively), along with an ice thickness profile from 
Maudheim Station to 615 km inland. 

D-2801 910. 4(091)(*7) 

Helm, A S. and J. H. Miller 
ANTARCTICA; THE STORY OF THE NEW ZEALAND 
PARTY OF THE TRANS-ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION. 
Wellington, N. Z. , R. E. OWen, Govt. Printer, 1964, 
435p. , incl. illus. , tables, maps, appends. 116 refs. 

DLC, G870. H4 
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This is a record of the preparation for and execution 
of the Trans-Antarctic Expedition with emphasis on 
the participation of New Zealand. The historical 
background is presented, covering early sea voyages 
in the area of the Antarctic continent, early sightings, 
the first landings, and the subsequent exploratory 
traverses including the polar expeditions. The 
establishment of the Ross Dependency is traced along 
with a history of New Zealand interest in Antarctica. 
The various aspects of preparation for the Trans
Antarctic Expedition are discussed: finance, selec
tion of personnel, training, procurement of supplies 
and equipment, and the sending of advance parties. 
On Dec. 15, 1956, the Endeavour started south from 
Wellington with the expedition party. The establish
ment of bases and supply depots, etc. , are described. 
The various legs of the journey are described sepa
rately, covering the travels of the parties involved. 
Appendixes list the members of the Ross Sea Com
mittee, the expedition members, the company aboard 
the Endeavour on the 1956-57 and 1957-58 Antarctic 
voyages, the Agreement of Members of the Trans
Antarctic Expedition New Zealand (Inc.) 1955-58, a 
table of dates, sledging rations, and a bibliography. 

D-2812 910. 4(*7) 

Black, Richard Blackburn 
ANTARCTICA TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO. U. S. 
Antarctic Proj, Off. , Bull. , 6(6):33-34, incl illus., 
April 1965. -

DLC, GPRR 

Twenty-five years ago, the U. S. Antarctic Service 
Expedition was the first to carry officially the 
American flag to the Antarctic for 100 yr. Admiral 
Byrd was named by the President as Commanding 
Officer, Siple as leader of West Base in the Bay of 
Whales, and Black as leader of East Base in 
Marguerite Bay. Each base was supplied with the 
following equipment and facilities: a Curtiss-Wright 
~ondor biplane, a small Army artillery tractor, a 
light tank, 80 huskies, a main quarters unit, and a 
science building. West Base operations were 
follow-up mapping and scientific observations 
in a number of disciplines, while East Base's princi
pal mission was geographic exploration. The party 
at East Base discovered and mapped about 1600 mi of 
new coastlines in the Weddell Sea area and in the 
Pacific Quadrant, and viewed for the first ti.me about 
1/4 million sq mi of land and sea areas. They also 
prove_d the insularity of Alexander L and the penin
sularity of the Antarctic Peninsula. The 26 men of 
East Base completed emergency air evacuation to a 
nearby rendezvous With the Bear, in the face of a 
threat or war at home, in 2 flights on March 22, 1941. 
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D-2820 910. 2(*2) 

Borthwick, Doris Esch 
OUTFITTING THE UNITED STATES EXPLORING 
EXPEDITION: LIEUTENANT CHARLES WILKES' 
EUROPEAN ASSIGNMENT, AUGUST-NOVEMBER, 
1836. Amer. Philos. Soc., Proc., 109(3):159-172 
incl. illus. , diagrs. , June 1965. Re1s.' ' 

DLC, Qll. P5 

On May 14, 1836, President Jackson signed an act 
authorizing a survey and exploratory expedition to 
the Pacific Ocean and the South seas. Wilkes was 
delegated to outfit this expedition, the United States 
Exploring Expedition, 1838-1842. He specified that 
a trip to Europe and an allotment of $20, 000 would be 
necessary to secure the necessary items. A bio
graphical sketch is presented of the incidents related 
to his assignment and of his meticulous care in pur
chasing the instruments. The present location of 
these instruments are traced and their appearances 
are described. His association abroad with Barlow, 
Simms, and Baily is elaborated. 

D-2821 910. 4(*76) 

Ashton, A. H. 
WOODEN MONUMENTS TO A HEROIC AGE. Ex
plorer's J., 42(4): 194-202, incl illus., map, Dec. 
1964. -

DLC, Gl. E93 

The Edisto's discovery of a portion of Byrd's Little 
America ill or IV in an iceberg floating 300 mi west 
of its original site, is used to introduce an article 
concerning the ''heroic age" of Antarctic exploration. 
This period extends from about 1890 to 1915 and in
cludes such men as Hanson, Shackleton, Ross, 
Borchgrevink, Scott, and Amundsen. The New 
Zealand government has renovated and preserved 
many of the original huts of these men as national 
memorials. The expeditions of these explorers are 
related, including the Amundsen-Scott race to the 
South Pole. 

D-2825 910. 4(*782) 

JOURNEY TO BOUVET. Scientiae, ~(6):6-8, incl 
illus. , June 1964. 

DLC, GPRR 

The interests of 2 countries were met in a joint 
British-South African expedition to Bouvet I. in 1964. 
A South African plan to investigate the possible 
establishment of a weather station there had long 
been frustrated because of the lack of helicopters 
needed for a proper survey. A group of British 
scientists on their way home from U. K. bases w~ 
interested in continuing their investigations of mid
Atlantic volcanic ridges and was to be landed by 2 
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helicopters from the Protector to make a survey of 
Bouvet. The South African group aboard the RSA 
arrived at Bouvet on March 29, and was joined the 
next day by the Protector. A party of British 
scientists was landed at Cape Westward at the north
western tip and geologists determined that the area 
had been formed by a new lava outflow between Feb. 
1, 1955, and Dec. 31, 1957. The South Africans 
established that the area is about 1/2 mi long and 200 
yd wide and consists of sharp lava rubble. The shear 
cliffs behind are 800 ft high. Bad weather and dan
gerous flying conditions made the visit to Cape West
wind short, and the RSA and Protector left for their 
respective destinations. 

D-2847 910. 4: 5, 001. 5(*734) 

Picciotto, E. and W. de Breuck 
BELGIAN-NETHERLAND ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION 
1963-1964 SUMMER SEASON; OPERATION REPORT 
OF THE SUMMER SEASON DECEMBER 1963-
FEBRUARY 1964. [Expedition Antarctique Belgo
Neerlandaise 1963-1964 campagne d'ete; rapport 
d'operation de la campagne d'ete Decembre 1963-
Fevrier 1964. J Text in French. Brussels, Univ. 
Libre de Bruxelles, Serv. de Geol. Geochim. Nucl., 
April 1964, 36p., incl. illus. , tables, graphs, map. 
13 refs. 
DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection 

This report contains descriptions of the mission, 
methods, and equipment used in execution of the 
scientific program; detailed descriptions of the sam
ples collected; and certain observations on the pack 
ice. Observations of radioactivity in the atmosphere 
show that the aerosols tied to the fission products are 
not retained appreciably in polyethylene tubes, while 
a variable fraction of the radium B, up to 40%, is 
lost after passing through 20 m of tube. The gla
ciology program was limited to a minimum of direct 
snow accumulation measurements (40 cm/yr of water 
at Roi Baudouin Station for the past 100 yr), and the 
snow stratigraphy. Samples were collected for the 
determination of variations of stable oxygen isotopes, 
natural and artificial radioactive nuclides, and chem
ical composition of snow. 

D-2874 910. 4:5. 001. 5(*7-11) 

REPORT ON OBSERVATIONS CONDUCTED BY THE 
SOVIET ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION IN 1957 AND 
1958. (Otchet o nabliudeniiakh, vypolnennykh sovet
skol antarkticheskol ekspedit'siel v 1957 i 1958 gg. ) 
Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskafa Eksped. , 
lnform. bftll!. , No. 15, 41p. , incl. tables, maps, 
1960. Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, 
lnformation Bulletin. Vol. 2, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 
l964, p, 129-167. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

Thls bulletin summarizes IGY studies, giving brief 
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outlines of the first, second, and third Soviet Antarc
tic Expeditions. Scientific disciplines are discussed 
under the following headings: geophysics, geomag
netic observations, ionospheric observations earth 
current observations, cosmic ray observatio~s 
auroral observations, seismology aerometeor~logy 
glaciology'. oceanography, geography, cartography, ' 
geology, biology, and medicine. 

D-2875 910. 4(*7) 

Treshnikov, A. F. 
FIFTH ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION. (Pfata!a 
antarkticheska!a ekspeditsifa. ] Text in Russian. 
Sovet. Antarkticheska!a Eksped. , Inform. biull. , 
No. 16: 5-6, 1960. Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic 
Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 2, Amster
dam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 169-170. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Ql15. S6862 

The Fifth Continental Expedition, 1959-61, was 
headed by Korotkevich and supported by two ships, 
the Ob' and the Kooperatsi!a. The program was in
tended primarily to continue the work at Mirnyy, 
Vostok, and Lazarev Stations. Vostok will be the 
site of geophysical studies and aerometeorological 
observations; traverse parties from Lazarev Station 
will conduct geological and glaciological investiga
tions in Queen Maud Land; and meteorological, hydro
logical, and hydrographic observations will be made 
during the Ob' cruises. 

D-2967 910. 4(*701) 

Niland D' Arey and Griffith Taylor 
THE SOUTH POLE STORY. Walkabout, 28(9):11-16, 
incl. illus. , map, Sept. 1962, Ibid. , 28(TI>):25-30, 
incl illus. , map, Oct. 1962. 

DLC, DUSO. W3 

A history is given of the Scott British Antarctic Ex
pedition, as recorded by the senior geologist. Th_e 
time period described is from Nov. 26, 1910, until 
March 29, 1912 (date of Scott's last diary entry), . 
and Nov. 1912, when a search party found the bodies. 
Major subjects discussed in'clude:_ the voyag~ o_f the 
Terra Nova, equipment and supplies, the building of 
the hut at Cape Evans, various exploratory_ t_nps, the 
final preparation for and start of the expedition to the 
pole' and the achievements and tragedy of the expedi-

tion. 
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D-2969 910. 4(*50:*7) 
5. 001. 5(*50:*7) 

Ostrekin, M. E. 
SCIENTIFIC RESULTS OF THE FOURTH CONTI
NENTAL EXPEDITION. [O nauchnykh itogakh 
Chetverto1 kontinental'no1 ekspedit'.sii] Text in Rus
sian. Sovet. Antarkticheska!a Eksped. , Inform. 
biull. , No. 21: 5-7, 1960. Eng. transl. in: Soviet 
Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 3, 
Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 1-3. 

DLC, Qll5. S686; Qll5. S6862 

A preliminary summary is presented of the fourth 
continental expedition (1958-60) which included 
meteorological, actinometric, aerological, geomag
netic, ionospheric, auroral, earth current, gravi
metric, glaciological, and seismological observa
tions conducted at Mirnyy, Vostok, and Lazarev Sta
tions. Drifting snow measurements at Mirnyy show 
that 2. 7 million tons of snow per kilometer of coast
line per year are transported from the continent to 
the sea. Mirnyy, Pionerskaya, and Komsomol'skaya 
Stations are accurately located at elevations of 2730 
m, 3250 m, and 3520 m, respectively. Average ice 
thickness along the Komsomol'skaya-Vostok-Amund
sen-Scott profile is 3300 m. Collaboration with 
foreign stations and preliminary examination of 
scientific work are mentioned. [See D-2155] 

D-3003 910. 4: 5. 001. 5{*768) 

Hatherton, T. , E. W. Dawson and F. C. Kinsky 
BALLENY ISLANDS RECONNAISSANCE EXPEDI
TION, 1964. N. Z. J. Geol Geophys., 8(2):164-
179, incl. illus. , tables, map, May 1965. 10 refs. 

DLC, QEl. N55 

Data collected during the Balleny Is. reconnaissance 
in 1964-65 is presented on the following subjects: 
mammal and bird observations [by Kinsky], ocean
ography and marine biology [by Dawson], and gravity 
and magnetic observations [by Hatherton ]. Previous 
landings on the Balleny Is. are reviewed. The upper 
slopes of Sabrina Islet are the only possible sites for 
camps or huts. Seals, penguins, skuas, and petrels 
inhabit the islands. The islands lie at the southern 
end of a submarine ridge linking the Antarctic conti
n~nt with the New Zealand Plateau by way of Macqua
rie L Echinodermata was the principal group of ani
mals collected at benthic stations close to the islands. 
!he _biogeographic significance of the following forms 
1s discussed: Asteroidea, Ophiuroidea Echinoidea 
Crinoidea, and Holothuroidea. ' ----' 
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D-3048 910. 4{*80) 

Dubinin, A. L 
FIFTH ANTARCTIC VOYAGE OF THE OB'. (P!atoe 
antarkticheskoe plavanie d/e "Ob'."] Text in Rus
sian. Sovet. Antarkticheska!a Eksped. , Inform. 
bnlll., No. 22:7-10, incl. map, 1960. Eng. transl. 
in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
Vol. 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 39-41. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Qll5. S6862 

On its fifth voyage (1959-60), the Ob' circumnavi
gated the world, covering 29,254 mi, 19, 591 of which 
were in ice and 8300 at high latitudes along the Ant
arctic coast. A general description is given of shore 
ice conditions, and unloading and resupply at Lazarev, 
Showa, Mawson, and Mirnyy stations. Depth sound
ings were made for 11,600 mi, and currents were 
measured for 500 mL Glaciological and geophysical 
investigations were also carried out. Balleny, Scott, 
and Peter I Is. were surveyed on the return trip. 

D-3118 910. 4: 57(*787. 7) 

Yaldwyn, John C. 
THE AUCKLAND ISLANDS EXPEDITION 1962-63. 
Austral. Nat. Hist. , 14(9):273-279, incl illus., 
March 15, 1964. -

DLC, QHl. A986 

Botanical, entomological, ichthyological, biological, 
and marine biological observations were made during 
the Auckland Islands Expedition sponsored by the New 
Zealand Dept. of Scientific and Industrial Research 
and the Dominion Museum, Wellington. A coastal 
forest, unique to the Aucklands, contains primarily 
Metrosideros umbellata; trees are totally absent on 
all other sub-Antarctic islands. Extensive vegeta
tion covers the main island. A new wingless cricket, 
the first orthopteran, was identified, in addition to 
151 previously recorded insect species germane to 
the islands. Studies of intertidal zonation on rocky 
shores revealed that the supralittoral is a clear~y de
fined white lichen zone abruptly changing to a nud
tidal zone of mostly bare rock. This zone abru~tly 
becomes a lower-tidal zone of encrusting coralline 
algae and the giant kelp Durvillea antarctica. ~xten
sive red and brown algae were found in the subhttoral 
and other shallow water areas. Large numbers of 
the only intertidal crab on any sub-Antarct~c island, 
Halicarcinus planatus, were fow1d. Trawling m 
deeper waters revealed sandy or sponge _bottoms and 
yielded crabs, sand shrinlp, and small fish. 
Hooker's sea lion, Neophoca ~• and ye_llow
eyed penguins, Megadyptes antipodes, are wide-

1
d 

spread. Shags, gulls, terns, skuas, petrels, ai 

sooty and royal albatrosses were observed. Th_e 
Auckland Islands flightless duck (Anas aucklandica) 
was seen in large numbers on two of the islands. 
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D-3137 656. 19-872. 88:910(*726. 5) 

Nichols, Robert L. 
DOG-SLEDGING IN ANTARCTICA. Appalachia, 30 
(12):250-277, incl. illus., diagrs., maps, Dec. !964. 
DLC, G505. A55 

During the Ronne Antarctic Research Expedition of 
1947-48, two geologists completed a 90-day geologic 
round trip by dog sled from Stonington L to the coast 
of Alexander L Descriptions are given of the equip
ment used and the techniques of managing a team of 
Siberian huskies. The routine daily activities of the 
trip are described. The trip was made almost en
tirely on sea ice, with the exception of neve fields 
and glacial ice. An excerpt of the author's diary is 
included (Sept. 28-Dec. 26, 1947) which describes 
trail conditions. 

D-3199 910. 4(*50:*7) 

Lebedev, V. L. 
ON THE VARIOUS INTERPRETATIONS OF SOME 
PLACES IN THE DOCUMENTS OF THE BELLINGS
HAUSEN-LAZAREV EXPEDITION. (0 raznom 
tolkovanii nekotorykh mest iz dokumentov ekspeditsii 
Bellingsgauzena i Lazareva. ] Text in Russian. Ant
arktika: Dokl. Komis., 1963. Moskva, Izd-vo Akad. 
nauk SSSR, 1964, p. 170-174, incl. tables. 11 refs. 

DLC, G576, A65 

Evidence is given to show that the dates of Bellings
hausen's discovery of the Antarctic continent pub
lished originally in 1831 from the expedition notes 
and chart are correct. Confusion has arisen from 
the fact that Bellingshausen kept the ship's log 
according to the nautical day, which begins at noon 
of the mean solar day. M. L Belov, in his works of 
1961 and 1962 (D-2065), incorrectly assigned 
the date of Jan. 15, 1820, for the first sighting of the 
continent, while in reality the date was Jan. 16, 1820, 
In agreement with the originally published date. 
Other discrepancies between the original records of 
the expedition and Belov' s works are noted. Belov 
reports that from the record it can be seen that 
neither Bellingshausen nor Captain Cook believed 
that a southern continent existed. Belov also states 
that Bellingshausen climbed the ship's mast to see the 
continent for the first time. Neither of these re-
ports are verified in any of the writings of the expe
dition, 

D-3244 910. 4(091)(*80) 

Coleman-Cooke, John 
DISCOVERY II IN THE ANTARCTIC; THE STORY OF 
BRITISH RESEARCH IN THE SOUTHERN SEAS. 
London, Odhams Press, 1963, 255p. , incl. illus. , 
map, appends. 
DLC, G870. C64 
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The initial goal of the British Discovery Investiga
tions, first organized in 1917, was the study of Ant
arctic marine biology in order to establish a scien
tific basis for commercial whaling. The Antarctic 
adventures of the research vessel Discovert n, as 
well as of her whale marking associate, wniam 
Scoresby, are narrated, During the perkidiffl-
1951, Discovery II made six voyages to Antarctic 
waters; its scientists worked the waters surrounding 
the sub-Antarctic islands, circumnavigated the con
tinent, made brief forays into Antarctica and ex
plored its seas. In eight voyages, the sdoalsby made 
trawling surveys and marked over 3000 wh es. The 
two ships investigated whale migration patterns, 
whale feeding and reproductive cycles, and the life 
cycle and reproductive habits of krill, as well as the 
effects (on these shrimp) of ice fields, temperature, 
water currents, general productivity, and whale pre
dations. In addition to studying the whale's anatomy 
and identifying its total marine environment, the 
Discovery scientists made hydrological studies, 
island surveys, echo soundings of the ocean floor, 
and seal and bird studies. Precise quantitative re
sults of these investigations were published in the 32 
volumes of the Discovery Reports. 

D-3257 910. 4(*782) 

Taljaard, J. J. 
RECONNAISSANCE EXPEDITION TO BOUVETQYA. 
Nuusbrief (News Letter), No. 181:73-75, April 1964. 

DLC, GPRR 

Limited inspection of Bouvet L was made in April 
1964 with the hope of identifying a suitable site for a 
meteorological station. The island's western coast 
includes a volcanic beach bordering a large raised 
plateau covered with rough lava rubble through which 
jut blocks of older lava. On the east, an extensive 
ice slope appears to consist of a thin, heavily 
crevassed ice shield which rests on an uneven rock 
foundation. Parts of the eastern ice slope are 
covered with snow while the surface elsewhere is hard 
ice. Many streams issue at the interface between 
the ice rock cliffs which form the northern and south
ern coasts. The island, a 3 x 5 mi oval, is sur- . 
rounded by unsealable sheer rock cliffs or crumbling 
ice walls and there are no sheltered areas for 
anchoring ships close to the island. These condi
tions appear to prohibit the establishment. of a sta
tion but the autho1· urges another expedition to connrn: this preliminary appraisal. (See D-2825] 

D-3307 (73)359. 5/ . 8(*7):06. 055. 5 
910. 2/. 4(*7) 

u. s. Navy, Task Force 43 
REPORT OF OPERATION DEEP FREEZE 64, 1963-
64. Washington, 1964, 145p. , incl. illus. , tables, 
maps. 

DLC 
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This annual report is prepared by the Commander, 
u. S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica, for the Chief 
of Naval Operations. Significant achievements dur
ing the operation include: (1) support of the U. S. 
program to exercise right of inspection of foreign 
stations under the Antarctic Treaty, (2) a 4090-mi 
flight from Capetown to McMurdo Station via the 
South Pole, (3) an informal visit to Mirnyy station, 
( 4) improved availability of equipment, particularly 
ground vehicles, (5) establishment of a procedure 
for bulk fuel delivery to inland stations, and (6) the 
discovery of previously unseen mountains. Owing to 
budget and personnel limitations, support funds were 
effectively reduced 25% as compared to Deep Freeze 
63. This resulted in the withdrawal of two LP-2J 
aircraft and the inability to establish a biological sta
tion on the Antarctic Peninsula as programmed by 
NSF. The season was marred by a fire at Hallett 
Station on March 6, 1964, The 7 chapters in this re
port cover: operations (ship, air, meteorology, 
navigation, hydrography, oceanography, and photog
raphy), constrnction, logistics, communications
electronics, medicine and dentistry, public informa
tion, and administration (personnel, legal, and 
postal). 

D-3308 (73)359. 5/ . 8(*7):06, 055, 5 
910. 2/ . 4(*7) 

U. S. Navy, Task Force 43 
REPORT OF OPERATION DEEP FREEZE 65, 1964-
65. Washington, 1965, 121p. , incL illus, , tables, 
maps. 

DLC 

This annual report is pl'epared by the Commander, 
U. S. Naval Support Force, Antarctica, for the Chief 
of Naval Operations. The season was opened with the 
first direct flight from Australia to the continent, 
With four berths, prepared docking facilities and 
improved access roads, all cargo ships and tankers 
were able to off-load directly onto the quay for the 
first time (as opposed to off-loading over sea ice). 
"Light ice," warmer than usual summer tempera
tures, and cracks in the runway ice at Williams Field 
necessitated relocating equipment, building, and air
craft. The new Palmer Station was completed and 
formally opened on Feb. 25, 1965, The 8 chapters of 
this report cover: (1) forces employed, (2) science 
programs, (3) operations (ship, ail', meteorology, 
hydrogr~hy, oceanography, and photography), ( 4) 
construc~ion, (5) logistics, (6) administration (legal 
and medical), (7) communications and electronics 
and (8) public information. ' 
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D-3326 910. 4: 912(*7) 

Kucherov, L P. and K. A. Bogdanov 
A WITNESS OF A BOLD SCIENTIFIC UNDERTAKING 
AND HEROISM (MAP OF THE ANTARCTIC VOYAGE 
OF THE FIRST RUSSIAN SOUTH POLAR EXPEDI
TION). [Svidetel' nauchnogo podviga i geroizma 
(karta antarkticheskogo plavaniia pervo'1 russko'1 
iuzhnopo1Iarno'1 ekspeditsii). ] Text in Russian. 
Priroda, No. 5:89-91, incL map, May 1962. 4 refs. 

DLC, Q4. P8 

Bellingshausen did not publish the navigational charts 
of the Russian Antarctic expedition of 1819-1821. As 
he was not certain that he had seen the southern con
tinent, he let the success of his voyage rest on the 
discovery and exploration of some of the southern 
islands. The original navigational chart is a Mer
cator projection with 15 100 x 66 cm pages, at a 
scale of 1:2, 200,000 encircling the Antarctic conti
nent from 53°15' to 70°S, Information concerning 
types of ice, prevailing winds, and bird species en
countered is noted on the chart. Evidence is given 
showing that the chart is authentic. A smaller re
production is presented of the second page of the 
chart, showing the approach of Bellingshausen's 
ship to the continent on Jan. 16, 1820. 

D-3332 910. 4(*50:*7) 

Ostrekin, M. E. 
SIXTH ANT ARCTIC EXPEDITION. [Shestaia 
antarkticheskaia ekspeditsiia. ] Text in RussiaIL 
Sovet. Antarkticheskaia Eksped. , Inform. biull. , 
No. 25: 8-10, 1961. Eng, transl. in: Soviet Ant
arctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. VoL 3, 
Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 170-171. 

DLC, Ql15. S686; Ql15. S6862 

The work, command, and personnel anticipated for 
the sixth Soviet Antarctic expedition (Nov. 1960 to 
April 1961) are reviewed. The work of the preceding 
5 expeditions will be continued; this includes a broad 
complex of aerometeorological and geophysical ob
servations at Mirnyy, Vostok, and Lazarev Stations; 
traverses and flights into the interior; seasonal geo
logical investigations in Queen Maud Land; and 
oceanological investigations between 10° and 100"E. 
The sixth expedition was also assigned the task of 
constructing a new Lazarev Station to replace the 
temporary station established in 1959. 

D-3376 910. 4(*784. 1) 

Daveluy, [Rene] 
NAVY AND SEAMEN OF YESTERDAY. IX. ADVEN
TURES AT CROZET. [Marine et marins d'hier. ~ 
Aventures aux Crozet.] Text in French. Rev. Marit., 
No, 197: 356-369, incl. illus. , March 1963. 

DLC, V2.R4 
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At the end of 1887, the French naval vessel Meurthe 
was sent to Crozet Is. to search for survivors of the 
wrecked Tamaris, sunk a few months before. The 
first landing was at Hogs L , part of the archipelago. 
Crozet Is. are described as a depressing area where 
fog alternates with bad weather, the temperature is 
low {0° to 6°C during the summer), and the soil is 
poor with no vegetation or trees. The islands are 
breeding grounds for numerous sea birds; eggs are 
found over most of Hogs L Rabbits and wild ducks 
abound. There are many penguins, seals, sea ele
phants, and pigeons. The great number of seals and 
sea elephants creates the possibility of industrial 
utilization of oil, but because of the lack of estab
lished permanent stations, does not seem worth the 
effort, 

D-3385 910. 4(*782) 

Lunde, Torbjprn 
FROM A VISIT TO BOUVET{IIYA. (Fra et bespk pi 
Bouvetpya.] Text in Norwegian with English sum
mary. Norsk Polarinst • .Arbok 1963, p. 197-203, 
incL illus, , map, 1965, 3 refs. 

DLC, G575. 078 

The author describes his visit to Bouvet L in 1964 
when he accompanied a South African Expedition there 
whose aim was to investigate the possibility of estab
lishing a meteorological station. Bouvet is the 
southernmost island on the mid-Atlantic Ridge, 
covering an area of 50 km2,of which 95% is covered 
by an ice cap. On the west side of the island, a new 
area nearly 100,000 m2 was created by a volcanic 
eruption between Jan. 1955 and Jan. 1958. OWing to 
an earthquake during the eruption, a landslide has 
filled up the area between the volcano and the main 
Island. Snow accumulation on the eastern ice slope 
Is probably not very heavy. Subglacial streams in
dicate considerable ablation. The firn line is esti
mated at 200-300 m. The glacial budget appears to 
vary from year to year, Possible sites for a manned 
meteorological station are noted, The only plant 
specimen seen was a moss; mammals included sea 
elephants and fur seals, and birds included rockhop
per and chinstrap penguins as well as skuas and 
petrels, (Auth. , mod. ) 

D-3407 910. 4(*768) 

Waterhouse, B. c. 
NOTABLE LANDINGS ON THE BALLENY ISLANDS, 
Antarctic (Wellington), 4(3): 121-123, incl. illus., 
Sept. 1965. -

DLC, G845, A55 

Helicopter landings upon the previously unvisited 
Sturge L and a landing on the ice cap of Sabrina Islet, 
two "firsts" achieved during a Balleny Is. cruise in 
1965, are related. Frequent avalanches and ere-
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vassed ice make prolonged landings on Sturge L 
highly dangerous. On Jan. 31 the Glacier made a 
10-sec touch landing near the base ofanice-free 
rock wall, and 2 landings by harness and winch on 
rock outcrops near the end of a prominent ice tongue 
east of Cape Smyth. A wind-swept saddle about 320 
ft above sea level near the southern end of Sabrina 
Islet was used as a base for traverses on Feb. 3 
since high seas made the beach uninhabitable. 

D-3424 910. 4(*7) 

Bolotnikov, N. 
TO STRIVE, TO SEEK, TO FIND, AND NOT TO 
YIELD. [Borot's!a I iskat', nalti i ne sdavat's!a.] 
Text in Russian. Vokrug sveta, No, 12: 46-47, incL 
illus. , Dec. 1962, 

DLC, Gl, V6 

This article concerns Robert F. Scott and his un
successful attempt during the British National Ant
arctic Expedition of 1901-04 to reach the South Pole. 
The title derives from the memorial erected to Scott 
on Ross L , commemorating the death of Scott and his 
companions returning from the pole in 1912, 

D-3426 910. 4 

Beriot, Agnes 
GREAT SAILINGS AROUND THE WORLD; THE 
SCIENTIFIC VOYAGES, 1760-1850, (Grands voiliers 
autour du monde; les voyages sclentifiques, 1760-
1850, ] Text in French, (Paris] Editions du Pont 
Royal, 1962, 295p, , incL illus, , maps, Refs, 

DLC, G625, B45 

This book contains illustrated outlines of famous 
maritime voyages organized toward essentially 
scientific goals, which succeeded each other during 
the second half of the 18th century and the early de
cades of the 19th. The last chapter concerns Ant
arctica and the voy~s of Dumont d'Urville on the 
Astrolabe and the Zelee {1837-1840), Charles Wilkes 
(1838- 1842), and James Clark Ross on the Erebus 
and the Terror (1839-1843). The ports visited and 
the dates of arrival and departure are listed, 

D-3442 910. 4: 92(*7) 

McKenzie, Douglas 
OPPOSITE POLES. London, Robert Hale, 1963, 
189p, , incL illus, , map, 

DLC, G850 1955. M25 

The author a journalist, relates his experiences with 
the New ze'aland party of the British Commonwealth 
Trans-Antarctic Expedition during the 1957-1958 
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summer. In a humorous style he describes the hard
ships and pleasures of Antarctic living, both at Scott 
station and on the expedition which ultimately brought 
him to the South Pole. The expedition was comprised 
of two sections: the Weddell Sea party, which began 
its transcontinental journey at Shackleton Station, and 
the Ross Sea party, commencing from Scott Station. 
The latter, led by Sir Edmund Hillary, was intended 
to provide support for the Weddell Sea party, led by 
Sir Vivian Fuchs, over the last 700 mi of the expedi
tion's transcontinental trip. The story is told of Sir 
Edmund's trek to the South Pole, instead of to "Depot 
700" only, of his relationship with Dr, Fuchs, and of 
the ultimate success of the first transcontinental 
journey across the Antarctic, 

D-3455 796. 52(*723, *726, 56) 

Burley, Malcolm 
CLIMBING IN THE ANTARCTIC. Alpine J . , 67(305): 
226-229, incl illus., Nov. 1962. -

DGS, S(520) Al 75 

Accounts are given of two mountain climbing excur
sions, one on South Georgia, the other on Adelaide L 
near Marguerite Bay. The climb on South Georgia 
was of Mt. Paget (9625 ft}, the highest peak on the 
island. A team of Royal Marines from the Protector 
attempted to scale the previously unclimbed peak in 
Dec. 1960. They failed to reach the summit but 
came within 200 ft of it. In Feb, 1962, another 
group from the Protector successfully climbed Mt. 
Liotard on Adelaide L 

D-3482 910. 4(*2=945. 5) 

Nissen,. Kristian 
LAPPS. IN POLAR RESEARCH. (Samer i polar
forskningen.] Text in Norwegian. Sameliv, 5, 1961-
63, p. 48-80, incl. illus. (1963?] -

NIC 

Tri~ute is paid to Lapps participating in Norden
skjold's and Nansen's expeditions to Greenland and in 
the Brllish Antarctic Expedition of 1898-1900, led by 
Borchgrevink. Those participating in the latter expe
~ition were Per Savio and Ole Must, both born in 1877 
m Norway. AccordingtoBot·chgrevink and Bernacchi, 
whose books are quoted ID extenso. the Lapps showed 
exceptional courage and abilities as jacks-of-all
trades on the expedition. 

D-3488 910. 4(*701) 

Sullivan, Walter 
THE SOUTH POLE FIFTY YEARS AFTER Arctic, 
~(3):175-178, incl. illus., Sept. 1962. 

DLC, G600, A695 
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A comparison is made of the conquest of the South 
Pole by Amundsen and by Scott in 1911-12 with the 
current preparations to land men on the moon, fifty 
years later. The criteria for the success of the cur
rent mission are similar to the quest of the South 
Pole; bravery, stamina, and reliability of technical 
developments. With regard to the latter, the Scott 
and Amundsen expeditions are compared, discussing 
the reliability of Amundsen's dogs vs. the ponies, 
motor-sledges, and manhauling of the Scott expedi
tion. 

D-3521 910. 4: 5, 001. 5(*50: *7) 

Driatskil, V. M. (ed. ) 
THE SIXTH CONTINENTAL EXPEDITION 1960-1962; 
GENERAL DESCRlPTION AND PRELIMINARY 
SCIENTIFIC RESULTS. [Shesta!a kontinental'na!il 
ekspeditsi!a 1960-62 gg. ; obshchee opisanie i 
predvaritel'nye nauchnye rezul'taty.] Text in Rus
sian. Sovet. Antarkticheska!a Eksped. , Trudy, 43, 
172p, , incl. illus. , tables, graphs, diagrs. , maps, 
append, , 1965. 

DLC, G860. S63 

The organization and logistics of the 6th Soviet Ant
arctic expedition are outlined. Work of auxiliary 
divisions as well as the living and working conditions 
at Mirnyy, Vostok, and Novolazarevskaya stations is 
described. The medical and scientific investigations 
conducted at these stations, and on an inland traverse 
along the Komsomol'skaya-Sovetskaya-Vostok
Komsomol'skaya route, are discussed. Preliminary 
results are given of the meteorological, aerological, 
radio-wave propagation, atmospheric circulation, 
actinometric, hydrological, glaciological, geodetic, 
auroral, seismic, telluric , cosmic ray, magnetic, 
gravimetric, and medical investigations. 

D-3543 551. 46. 07(*80) 

Kumagori, Takeharu 
ANTARCTIC OCEAN: VOYAGE OF THE UMITAKA 
MARU. _ LNankyoku no umi; Umitakamaru N~oku 
kaiy5 kokoki ] Text in Japanese. Tokyo, Toyo 
keizai shinho-sha, 1963, 182p. , incl illus. , tables, 
graphs, maps. 

DLC, Orientalia Division 

A report is given of the voyage of the Umitaka Maru 
in the South Atlantic and Indian Oceans between()c[ 
28, 1961, and March 16, 1962 [see ~-2044]: Re
sults of geographic and oceanographic studies of the 
area are presented. Fishing, whaling, and various 
aspects of marine biology are discussed. A chrono
logical table of oceanographic data is given. 
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D-3563 796. 52(*785) 

Deacock, Warwick 
BIG BEN CONQUERED. Ski Austral., 6(2):40-43, 
73-76, incl. illus. , June 1965. 

NhD 

An account is given of the successful climb of Big 
Ben (elev. 9000 ft), an active volcano on Heard L 
The author led a group of explorers on a privately 
financed expedition to reach the peak of this previous
ly unconquered mountain in Jan. 1965. Life en route 
aboard the schooner Patanela, the turbulent seas 
surrounding the island, and the blizzard conditions 
experienced during the climb are portrayed. 

D-3566 910. 4(*74: *86) 

Gale, D'A. T. 
TWO VOYAGES TO ANTARCTICA WITH THE 
AUSTRALIAN NATIONAL ANTARCTIC RESEARCH 
EXPEDITIONS, 1961 AND 1962. Survey Rev., 17 
(131):221-227, incl. map, Jan. 1964; Ibid,, 17(132): 
260-267, incl. map, April 1964. 
DLC, TA501, E6 

The author, a surveyor in charge of Antarctic map
pu:ig foi, the Australian government, joined the Thala 
~ on its voyage early in 1961 from Melbourne to 
Mirnyy, Davis, and Mawson Stations, and along the 
coast of Enderby Land. Hydrographic surveys were 
made at Davis and Mawson; geological, gravity, 
magnetic, and astronomical observations were made 
along the western coast of Enderby Land. Members 
of the Australian expedition aboard visited Mirnyy, 
and stopped at Heard and Kerguelen Is. The track 
charts of this and the second voyage are included. The 
Thala Dan's second Antarctic voyage, during Dec, 
mI:March 1962 took expedition members to Lewis 
L (Clarie Coast],' Dumont d'Urville, Mertz Glacier 
Tongue, Oates Coast, Macquarie L, and returned to 
Melbourne. Photographic and radar altimetry 
flights totaling 1750 and 850 mi, respectively, were 
made in the Lewis L, Wilkes Station, and Oates 
Coast regions. Astrofixes to control the mapping 
photography were obtained In 6 places. In addition, 
magnetic and geological observations were made ~ 
Oates Coast; the Mertz Glacier Tongue and the Chick 
L coast were plotted by radar; soundings were taken 
off the latter. A newly-discovered iceberg tongue 
north of Cape Goodenough was delineated. Auto-
mitic weather stations at Lewis and Chick Is. were 
reactivated. Three thousand miles of oceanic sound
ings we re obtained. 
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D-3608 (680)910. 4(*732) 

Nieman, W. A. 
WITH THE R. S. A. TO THE ANTARCTIC. 
Antarktiese Bull. (Pretoria), No. 2:3, March 1964. 

DLC 

A brief account is given of the voyage of the R. S. A. 
from Cape Town to the vicinity of SANAE Stattciii"iii 
Dec. -Jan. 1963-64. 

D-3609 (680)910. 4(*732) 

Venter, A. M. 
EXPERIENCES AND WORK OF SANAE III, 1963. 
Antarktiese Bull. (Pretoria), No. 2:3-4, March 1964. 

DLC 

Expeditionary activities of the South African National 
Antarctic Expedition m are briefly summarized. 

D-3610 910, 4(*7)(1914-16 Shackleton] 

James, R. W. 
WINTER ON ELEPHANT ISLAND, Antarktiese Bull. 
(Pretoria), No. 4:1-2, July 1964, 

DLC 

In Oct. 1915, Shackletorls ship, the Endurance, was 
crushed in the pack ice of the Weddell Sea and sank. 
The party camped in tents adrift on the ice for nearly 
6 months until the ice broke up 70 mi south of 
Elephant I. On April 15, 1916, after a 6-day boat 
journey the party reached the island. Shortly there
after Shackleton set out for South Georgia to get 
relief for the remaining group. How the remaining 
party provided adequate f~ and shelter until they 
were rescued in Aug. 1916 1s described by a member 
of the party. 

D-3611 910. 4(*7)(1902-04 Bruce] 

Pirie J. H. Harvey . 
WHY,IWENT TO THE ANTARCTIC. Antarkl:iese 
Bull. (Pretoria), No. 4:2, July 1964· 

DLC 

The author medical officer and geolo~st duri;g2 04 
the Scottish National Antarctic Expedition in ~ - ' 
describes briefly the expedittand· on and / 0

~~ °!,~~~ :!;e 
standing events. Surveying geo ogic 
carried out on Laurie I. , South Orkneys, while the 
ship was frozen in at the head of Scotia Bay for 8 
months. 
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D-3612 910. 4(*782) 

Taljaard, J. J. 
RECONNAISSANCE EXPEDITION TO BOUVETjDYA 
(54°25'S, 3°24'E). Antarktiese BulL {Pretoria), 
No. 4: 3-4, incl. illus, , July 1964. 

DLC 

During a 1964 expedition of the R. S. A., the . 
possibility of establishing a station on the eastern ice 
slope of Bouvet L was investigated. Poor weather 
prevented landing a helicopter on the ice slope, but 
an overflight revealed a thin and highly-crevassed 
ice shield resting on an uneven rock surface. No 
good anchorage or shelter for ships exists and the 
island is surrounded by sheer rock cliffs or crum
bling ice walls. It is concluded that the site is not very 
suitable for a station. [See D-2825, D-3257] 

D-3644 910. 4{*7) 

Aldaz, Luis 
ANTARCTICA: SHORT HISTORYOFTHE ANTARCTIC 
EXPLORATIONS. [Antartida: breve historia de las 
exploraci6nes antarticas,] Text in Spanish. Rev. 
Nae. Aeronaut. Espacial, 25(214):40-41,. incl, illus,, 
March 1965, 6 refs. {Bol. Antartico No. 9) 

DLC, TL504. R547 

The major Antarctic explorers are listed and grouped 
together in time. Several major scientific research 
expeditions are listed. The development of the IGY 
is traced, along with subsequent research programs 
during the IQSY. The gross geographic features of 
the Antarctic continent are described and the 
scientific research programs are outlined, 

D-3692 910. 3/ . 4{*7) 

Fitte, Ernesto J. 
THE DISCOVERY OF THE ANTARCTIC; CHRONICLE 
OF THE MEN AND SHIPS THAT EXPLORED THE 
WATERS OF THE SOUTH SHETLANDS. [El 
descubrimiento de la Antartida, cr6nica de los 
hombres y barcos que exploraron las aguas de las 
Shetland del Sur.] Text in Spanish. Buenos Aires, 
Emece, [1962) 305 p., Incl. illus., maps. 

DLC, G870. F5 

The history of lhe discovery of Antarctica is 
presented, with attention given primarily to the 
discovery and exploration of the South Shetland Is. 
and neighboring waters. The discovery of the 
islands in 1819 by William Smith aboard the Williams 
is described. The events leading up to the discovery 
of the Antarctic continent are traced, including 
information on early legends and hypotheses 
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concerning the existence of a sixth continent. Maps 
and excerpts are presented from historical records 
of 19th-century exploratory voyages conducted by 
the major nations of the world. A chapter is devoted 
to the contributions of Argentine explorers. The 
work of Russian explorers, specifically Bellings
hausen and the voyages of the Vostok and Mirnyy, 
is treated in a separate chapter. The exploratory 
work conducted during the 20th century is not 
included. 

D-3701 910. 4{*50:*7) 

Korotkevich, E. S. 
FIFTH CONTINENTAL EXPEDITION. (Piataia 
kontinental'naia ekspeditsira.] Text in Russian. 
Sovet. Antarkticheskaia Eksped., Inform. blull., 
No. 29:16-21, incl. illus., map, 1961. Eng. transl. 
in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
Vol. 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 315-319. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115, S6862 

The work of the fifth Soviet Antarctic expedition 
consisted of station and field investigations carried 
out by 138 men : 9 comprised the marine group 
aboard the Ob', and 129 the wintering party. 
Station geophysical, aerometeorological, and 
glaciological investigations were conducted at 
Mirnyy, Lazarev, and Vostok Stations. Sea ice, 
biological, and medical investigations were made at 
Mirnyy. Three temporary outlying stations ":'ere 
established in the Davis Sea region to determine 
aerometeorological characteristics. Ground, sea, 
and air traverses covered more than 5000 Jon along 
the coast from 108°E to 4°W. Glaciological and 
geological-geographical groups conducted field 
investigations in the Mirnyy and Lazarev regions. 
With the arrival of the sixth expedition, a joint 
investigation was made in Queen Maud Land. 

D-3719 910. 4(*50:*7) 

:~1iciR~1l.AP OF THE FIRST RUSSIAN ANTARCTIC 
EXPEDITION. [Otchetnaia karta pervoT russkof 
antarkticheskoT ekspeditsii. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. 
Antarkticheskaia Eksped., Inform. biilll., No_. 31:5-
14, incl. maps, 1961. 5 refs. Eng. _transl. m_: 
Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
Vol. 4, Issue No. 1: 1-6, (1964). 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

The first Russian Antarctic expedition by . 
T. Bellingshausen and M. Lazarev in 1819-21 is a e 
documented by Bellingshausen's little-known 15 -P g 
report map which is kept in the Archives ~f the 
Central Cartographic Division of the Russi_an N~d 
Department. The first 3 sheets are described 
4 diagrammatic maps are included. Many . or 
longitudinal and latitudinal corrections are given f 
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the positions of the 2 expedition vessels, Vostok 
and Mirnyy. Their zig-zag course is marked on the 
maps with notation of dates of various positions, wind 
and current directions, and character of ice and 
icebergs. 

D-3764 999(093) 

Laktionov, A. F. 
REVIEW OF THE HISTORICAL DOCUMENTS ON THE 
PRIORITY OF THE DISCOVERY OF ANTARCTICA. 
[Po stranitsam istoricheskikh dokurnentov o 
prioritete otkrytila Antarktidy. ] Text in Russian. 
Prob. Arktiki Antarktiki, No. 20:75-83, incl table, 
1965, 14 refs. 

DLC, G575. L422 

A review is presented of some literature regarding 
the first discoverer of the Antarctic continent, A 
collection oi articles under the editorship of M. L 
Belov concerning the first Russian Antarctic 
expedition of 1819-21 is discussed, and some op
posing views are presented on the question of the 
authenticity of the chart, the date of the ship's 
approach to the continent, and the ship's position in 
relation to the position of the edge of the continental 
ice at that time. Data from the report chai·t for the 
days from Jan. 12 to 16, 1820, are compared with 
corresponding data published in Bellingshausen's 
book shortly after the expedition, under the editor
ship of L . I. Golenishchev-Kutuzov. 

D-3774 910. 4:656, 7(>1e3/ *7) 

Sweeney, Edward C. and Serge Korff 
THE ROCKWELL POLAR FLIGHT, NOVEMBER 14-
17, 1965, Explo1·ers J . , 44(1): 3-6, incl illus., 
March 1966. -

DLC, Gl , E93 

The first round-the-world flight to pass over both the 
North and South Poles was made by a Boeing 707-
320G in Nov. 1965. Circling the earth at 2 nearly 
opposite longitudes, the plane landed 4 times for 
refueling. This was the first jet to fly into the 
Antarctic, and it cruised higher than any previous 
plane over both poles (3 7, 000 ft) . Time of flight 
between the North Pole and the South Pole was 34 hr, 
46 min. Between Buenos Aires and Antarctica, the 
plane flew a t rack never before flown, and Antarctic 
mountains which had not yet ·been studied were 
sighted. Taking part in the flight were 13 airmen, 
6 film and news men, 10 scientists, and 11 official 
Participants. Several scientific measurements were 
made, including quantities of cosmic radiation, 
carbon dioxide, and ozone in the atmosphere and of 
radiation scattered upward from the earth. A 
program of cloud photography was also conducted. 
'.1'1alysis and interpretation of the data were not 
immediately available. [See G-3374] 

U!-no o - 6? _ 12 
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D-3795 (*50)910. 4(*7) 

Nudel'man, A. V. 
SOVIET ANTARCTIC EXPEDITIONS 1961-1963. 
[Sove~skie ekspeditsii v Antarktiku 1961-1963 gg.] 
Text m Russian with English summary. Edited by 
B. L Sil.kin. Moskva, Izd-vo "Nauka," 1965, 272 p., 
incL illus. , tables, appends. , 48 refs. 

DLC, G850 1961 . N8 

The activ ities of thP- 6th, 7th, and the summer 
period of the 8th Soviet Antarctic expeditions ue 
reviewed, with a chronological discussion of the 
voyages of the expedition ships in southern waters, 
the work conducted at the stations, and air and land 
traverses into the continental inte rtor conducted from 
1961 to 1963. Scientific research conducted by the 
expeditions and some conclusions based on this work 
are described. The first flight from Moscow lo the 
Antarctic and back, during the 7th Soviet Antarctic 
expedition, is discussed. Construction of the new 
Soviet station Molodezhnaya in Enderby Land is 
described. An intercontinental ove rsnow lrave rse 
along the triangle route between Komsomol'skaya, 
Sovetskaya, and V oslok Stations was conducted in 
1961- 62, during which geodetic and barometric 
leveliug was conducted, and meteorological, 
glaciological, magnetic, gravimetric, and medical 
observations were made. A chapter is devoted to 
reviewing the first "Atlas of the Antarctic," soon to 
be published. Basic data concerning all Soviet 
Antarctic stations (coordinates, altitude, thickness 
of ice, and dates of station opening and closi.Jlg), 
schedules of ship's voyages, number of personnel and 
duration of work of each expedition, list of personnel 
of the expeditions, and recommendations of the 
First and Second Consultative Meetings on the 
Antarctic Treaty are appended. 

D-3812 910, 3/, 4: 5. 001(*784. l) 

Dreux, Philippe 
CROZET ARCHIPELAGO AND ITS SCIE TIFIC EX
P LORATION. [L 'A1·chipel Crozet et son exp~orahon 
scientifique.] Text in French. CNFRA (Pans), 
No, 15(4):29-34, incl. illus. , maps, 1966, 14 refs. 

DLC, GPRR 

1n Jan. 1772 the French captain Marion-Dufresne dis
cove red this group of islands and name~ them after 
his first mate Crozet. The firsl scientific work was 
done in Dec. 1901 by the German scientists of the . 
Gauss. No significant scientific work was done ~ntil 
tiieestablishment of the first station on Possession L 
in 1961. Since then considerable work has been ac
complished on birds, mosses, lichens_, and a com
plete inventory of terrestrial and ~arme f~nas. On 
each excursion geological observat10ns we1e made 
which resulted in new discoveries. 1n 196~ the work 
was extended to Hogs L with the use of helicopters. 
The geography, climate, flora, and fauna of the 
islands are outlined. 
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D-3829 910. 4(091){*7) 

Chapman, Walker [Silverberg, Robert] 
ANTARCTIC CONQUEST; THE GREAT EXPLORERS 
IN THEIR OWN WORDS. Indianapolis, Bobbs
Merrill [1966, c 1965] 368p. , incl. illus. 

DLC, G860. S52 

Explorer's narratives are presented from each of the 
major Antarctic expeditions through 1958. Docwnenta
ry materials which formed the basis for The 
Loneliest Continent [See D-2201] are included, 
and commentary is added to bind the narratives 
together. The book is divided according to historical 
periods as follows: Terra Australis Incognita 
(1506-1777), The Whaling and Sealing Era (1821-1839), 
Toward the Magnetic Pole (1841-1874), The Heroic 
Age (1896-1920), and The Age of MechaniZed 
Exploration (1930-Present). 

D-3839 910.4(*741/*742) 

Styles, D. F. 
COASTAL EXPLORATION OF KEMP AND ENDERBY 
LANDS, ANTARCTICA. Austral. Natl. Antarctic 
Res. Expeds., ANARE Repts., Ser. A, vol. 1, 
Narrative, Publ. No. 72, 31p., incl. illus., maps, 
May 1964. 

DLC, G845.A8 

A chronicle of the 1960 and 1961 voyages of the Thala 
Dan is narrated. In 1960, a DC-3 aircraft was ~ 
ITvered to Mawson Station and 3 of the 33-man 1960 
party were transported to survey Kemp Land. The 
northern coast of White I. was calculated at approxi
mately 66°41'S, 48°40'E; the crest was measured at 
600 ft above sea level. The Thala Dan continued on 
to Heai·d I., visited the French at Kerguelen Is., and 
returned to Melbourne. In 1961, the Thala Dan 
stopped at Mirnyy while enroute to relieve Davis and 
Mawson stations. stopped by fast ice 15. 7 ml from 
the coast of Enderby Land, an astrofix was attempted 
on the ice near the ship and tied to a rock outcrop on 
the coast by triangulation. The position was found to 
be 67°58. 5'S, 44°03'E, altering the position of the 
entire coast 13 mi SSE from the previously estimated 
position. Another astrofix was obtained on the shore 
at 67°38.S'S, 45°58.S'E, before returning to Mawson 
and Kerguelen. 

0-3852 910. 4(08)(*729. 5) 

Brunt, David ~- ) 
THE ROYAL SOCIETY INTER.lll'ATIONAL GEO
PHYSICAL YEAR ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION, 
HALLEY BAY, COATS LAND, FALKLAND ISLANDS 
DEPENDENCIES, 1955-1959. VOL. 4. METEOR
OLOGY, GLACIOLOGY, APPENDIXES. London, 
Royal Society, 414 p., incl. illus., tables, graphs, 
diagrs., maps, 1964. Refs. 

DLC, QC801. 3. R68 
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This volume completes the record of activities of the 
Royal Society IGY Antarctic Expedition to Halley 
Bay Station. Introductory material traces the 
development of the IGY and the role of the British 
National Committee for the IGY. The activities 
during the IGY at Halley Bay Station are outlined and 
personnel are listed. The reports included in this 
volume are: Surface meteorological observations 
[l-3853]; Glaciological observations, Part I, Glacio
logical observations at the base [F-3854]; Glacio
logical observations, Part II, Glaciological obser
vations during sledging journeys [F-3855]; Snow 
surface studies [F-3856]; Sledging and surveying 
[G-3857]; Sea ice conditions [F-3858]; Sea current 
measurements [J-3859]; Observations on emperor 
penguin embryos [B-3860]; Radiocommunications 
[G-3861]; Electrical interference [G-3862]; Plant 
and machinery operation [G-3863]; Design and 
erection of the buildings [G-3864]; Report on 
health [H-3865]; and Aspects of hwnan physiology 
[H-3866]. 

D-3933 910. 4(*7) 

Price, Grenfell 
FURTHER NOTES ON CAPTAIN COOK'S POSSIBLE 
SIGHTING OF THE ANTARCTIC CONTINENT. 
Geogr. Rev., 56(2):283-285, April 1966. 

DLC, Gl. G3!> 

Evidence is given to support the hypothesis that 
James Cook might have been the first to sight the 
Antarctic continent during his voyage of 1772-1775. 
Sightings were made on Jan. 17 - 18, 1773, al 
67° 15'S, 39°35'E, off the Queen Maud Land coast, and 
on Jan. 30, 1774, at 71°10'S, 106°541W, off the 
Walgreen Coast. Accordmg to the journals of several 
expedition members, a large ice field, rising in 
height toward the south, was sighted on Jan. 30, and 
the possibility was raised that land could lie ~neath 
the ice which extended to the south. Greatly in

creased visibility in polar regions is possible due to 
refraction when the sun is at a very low angle. 
Under such special circwnstances, several polar 
explorers agree that Cook could have seen the con
tinent from bis position off the Walgreen Coast on 
Jan. 30, 1774. [See D-3934] 

D-3934 535. 314:910. 4( 7) 

;i:,R~~1 tF REFRACTION IN EARLY ANTARC'.l'lC 
DISCOVERIES. Geogr. Rev., 56(2):285-288, April 
1966. 

DLC, Gl. G35 

The author comments on the possibility that Jame~ 
Cook was first to sight the Antarctic co~tinent, 3i;ght
deals with the role of refraction in making such s 
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ings possible [see D-3933]. In the far south 
daily latitude observations were probably taken toward 
the north. Refraction to the north affects the noon
day swi and, if greater than suspected, would in
crease the sun's apparent height, thereby indicating 
positions far to the north of the conect ones. Such 
an error might have placed Cook closer to Thurston 
L than he claimed. U latitudes were determined 
facing south, refraction errors would be even greater, 
but they would indicate positions farther south than 
would be correct. Thus, for low observation angles, 
and wider temperature inversion conditions, distances 
toward high land may be increased, while distances 
towai·d the sea may be foreshortened. Even allowing 
for such enors, Cook's sightings cannot be regarded 
as conclusive, since the Thurston L peaks he may 
have observed are not in the direction from which he 
could have observed them. The author concludes 
that reconstruction of probable positions cannot 
yield definitive judgments about the past. Cook's 
near approach to Thurston L should, however, be 
commemorated by naming some prominent feature in 
the area after him. 

D-3957 629. 124. 754(091)[Bear] 

Black, Richard Blackburn 
THE BARKENTINE BEAR 1874-1963, E:Kplorers J., 
41(4): 20-27 , incl. illus. , Dec. 1963. 
DLC, Gl. E93 

The author participated in the Byrd Antarctic 
Expedition of 1933-35, and in the U.S. Antarctic 
Service Expedition, 1939-41; both expeditions were 
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carried to the Antarctic by the barkentine Bear. 
The long and remarkable career of the Bear 1s 
lraced from her launching in 1873 for duty in Lhe 
sealing trade, through 41 yr of service i.n Arctic and 
Alaskan waters, two Antarctic expeditions, and 
World War II Greenland patrol duty, to her eventual 
retirement and loss in a storm off Nova Scotia in 
1963. The author established East Base in Margue
rite Bay for lhe U. S. Antai·ctic Se 1·vice Expedition. 
Heavy ice prevented the Bear from entering the 
Bay to 1·elieve East Base7n1941; eventually, all 
personnel were safely evacuated by plane and 
transferred to the ship. The rescue was one of many 
accomplished by the Bear during her adventurous 
life. --

See also: 
K-=2!45';" A-2146, A-2166, A-2349, A-2389, A-2417, 

A-2427, A-2481, A-2537, A-2603, A-2705, A-2745. 
A-2754, A-2828, A-2829, A-2854, A-2968, A-3178, 
A-3311 , A-3312, A-3324, A-3486, A-3511 A-3569, 
A-3613, A-3614, A-3615, A-3690, A-3778, A-3816 
A-3912 

B-2561, B-3038, B-366'7, B-3930, B-3972 
C-2521 
E-2156, E-2819, E-3403 
F-2395 
G-3374 
I-3680 
J-2044, J-2252, J-2342, J-2435, J-2862, J-2964, 

J-3381, J-3522 

D 
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E-2018 551. 24(*721/*726. 1) 

Hawkes, Donald D. 
THE STRUCTURE OF THE SCOTIA ARC. Geol. 
Mag. , 99(1):85-91, incl. map, Jan. -Feb. 1962. 14 
refs. -

DLC, QEl. G15 

It is suggested that the Scotia Arc was formed after 
the disruption of a Paleozoic continental strip between 
South America and Antarctica by an eastward advance 
of the Pacific crust in post-Carboniferous to pre
Jurassic times. Along the discontinuity between the 
Pacific and Atlantic crustal types volcanic island arcs 
and associated trenches were developed. Sediments 
derived from the island arcs were subsequently 
metamorphosed, intruded by granitic rocks, and up
lifted in Cretaceous and early Tertiary times. As a 
result of the igneous activity and orogeny the Pacific 
crust underlying the Scotia Sea has become more 
sialic, A further eastward advance of the already 
modified Pacific crust by the development of volcanic 
island arcs in the South Shetland and South Sandwich 
Islands probably took place in the late Tertiary, 
(Auth,) 

E-2022 552, 3(*726. 54) 

Fraser, A, G, 
BANDED GABBROS OF THE ANAGRAM ISLANDS, 
GRAHAM LAND, Brit, Antarctic Survey Bull,, No, 
4:23-38, incl, illus,, tables, maps, Sept. 1964. 9 
refs, 

DLC, GPRR 

The Anagram Is, are composed of a suite of intrusive 
rocks which range in composition from olivine-gab
bro to tonalite, and which are clearly derived from a 
common parental magma, Vertical banding, consist
ing of a rhythmic repetition of gabbroic and anortho
sitic layers, occurs within a narrow zone in the 
northwestern part of the island group, The complex 
pseudosedimentary structures exhibited by this band
ing are described and illustrated In detail, and their 
origin is briefly discussed, The injection of volatile
rich residual liquids into the banded gabbros together 
with late-stage magmatic alteration have caused the 
widespread development of amphibole at the expense 
of pyroxene and, to a lesser extent, plagioclase; the 
former process has also produced rocks which are 
relatively rich in iron ore, (Auth,) 

E-2025 551. 331, 5 

Linton, D. L. 
THE FORMS OF GLACIAL EROSION. Inst. Brit. 
Geographers, Trans. & Papers, Publ, No. 33:1-28 
incl. illus., diagrs., Dec. 1963, 47 refs. ' 

DLC, G7.I6 
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This pap~r discusses ice-molded forms (e. g, , roe hes 
moutonnees and rock drumlins), troughs (alpine, 
Icelandic, composite, and intrusive types), and cor
ries [cirques]. The elimination of preglacial valley 
divides and interfluves by glacial erosion is also dis
cussed, World-wide examples are given, with 
several illustrations, particularly from the Antarc
tic Peninsula. 

E-2054 551. 33(*735) 

Koaze, Takashi 
THE LANDFORM OF THE NORTHERN PART OF 
PRINCE HARALD COAST, EAST ANTARCTICA, 
[Showakichi fukin, rogan chiiki no chikei,] Text in 
Japanese with English summary. Antarctic Rec , 
(Tokyo), No, 20:61-74, incl. illus., graph, map, 
Feb, 1964. 19 refs. 

DLC, Orientalia Div, 

The bare rock areas along the eastern coast of 
Lutzow-Holm Bay are topographically classified into 
(1) strandflat, (2) hilly lands, (3) mountains, and (4) 
recessional moraines. (1) The marginal belt of 
Langhovde and Skarvsnes areas, the Ongul Is., and 
many other coastal islets are regarded as strandflat, 
It rarely attains a height of 50 m and in most cases is 
less than 30 m above sea level. It is considered to be 
a glaciated piedmont plain. (2) The hilly lands vary 
in height from 50 to 300 m, exhibiting large-scale 
roches moutonnees, among which are many cirque
like hollows, small U-shaped valleys and steep-sided 
Inlets formed by the differential erosion of ice, (3) 
The mountains, 300-500 m, resemble large roches 
moutonnees or glaciated monadnocks. (4) A series 
of recessional moraines, 5-30 m wide and 100-1000 
m long, occur 10-100 m landward from the inner 
margins of bare rock areas. At present, these 
moraines indicate the boundary between "dead" and 
"active" glacier ice, The front of the former Ice 
sheet apparently retreated on the present bare rock 
areas without letup to its present position, The 
ablation of the ice sheet was caused mainly by 
evaporation and not by melting. (Auth., mod, ) 

E-2072 550. 93: 552(*73) 

Deutsch, S. and others 
COMPARATIVE DATA ON THE ABSOLUTE AGE OF 
ROCKS OF QUEEN MAUD LAND (ANTARCTICA). 
[Sravnitel 'nye dannye ob absoliutnom vozraste p~rod 
Zemli Korolevy Mod (Antarktika). ] Text m Russian. 
Akad. nauk SSSR, Dokl., 156(3):554-556, incl. 
tables, 1964. 22 refs. -

DLC, AS262. S3663 

Ages obtained by the K-Ar, Rb-Sr, and Pb-U methods 
on rocks from Queen Maud Land are compared. 
Where values have been obtained by two or more 
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methods on the same rock, the Pb-U ages are always 
higher and are considered to be more reliable. The 
early Mesozoic age of the nepheline syenite-145-165 
m. y. -is one that seems to have real significance, as 
it was obtained by two different methods on dolerite 
dikes of sin1ilar age from different areas. 

E-2078 552. 313: 551. 3. 051(26. 03}(*82) 

Ninkovich, Dragoslav and others 
SOUTH SANDWICH TEPHRA IN DEEP-SEA SEDI
MENTS. Deep-Sea Res. , 11(4):605-619, incl. illus. , 
tables, graphs, Aug. 1964:-18 refs. 

DLC, GCl. D25 

Eleven co1·es containing volcanic detritus, taken from 
the bottom of the South Atlantic between the South 
Sandwich Is. and the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, have been 
examined. The mineralogical composition, texture, 
type of transportation, and the source of the volcanic 
detritus are discussed. Black volcanic sand layers 
and olivine-rich basaltic sand occur interbedded and 
mixed with diatomaceous ooze which is the predomi
nant sedinlent in the cores. Thick black sand layers 
composed of basaltic ash and deposited by turbidity 
currents occur in the cores in the South Sandwich Is. 
area. Several volcanic ash layers occur in the cores 
east of the South Sandwich Is. and can be traced a 
distance of 400 mi toward the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. 
Three ash layers can be correlated on the basis of 
refractive index. The thiclmess and the grain size 
of the tephra decrease eastward from the South 
Sandwich Trench for 400 mi. Beyond this area 
tephra is dispersed in other sediment and does not 
form discrete layers. The tephra which consists of 
a mixture of brown volcanic glass, minerals, and 
rock fragments is most probably derived from ande
site-basaltic and basaltic eruptions in the South 
Sandwich Is. A study of the diatom floras indicates 
that the last tephra fall occurred subsequent to the 
last cold period, that the middle fall occurred during 
the penultimate warm period, and that the lower 
tephra fell during the penultinlate cold period. (Auth.) 

E-2127 551. 1/. 4(*733) 

Ravich, M. G. and others 
GEOLOGICAL RESEARCH IN THE PRINCESS 
ASTRID COAST REGION. (Geologicheskie issledo
vaniia v rafone Berega Prin!sessy Astrid. ] Text in 
Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskaia Eksped. , Trudy, 
20:179-195, incl. illus., map, 1962. 

DLC, G860. S63 

Rock samples were obtained from 10 locations in the 
Wohlthat Mountains area by members of the fourth 
expedition of the Ob' [see D-2118). The geo
morphology and unconsolidated formations of the re
gion are discussed in relation to surface and subgla-
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cial topography. The region is characterized by 
nearshore hummocky topography, numerous nunataks, 
and a wide belt of deeply eroded blocky hills. Alpine
like features of the mountain summits and ridges 
are common. Physical weathering is the basic rea
son for the geomorphogeny of East Antarctica. A 
summary is given of the structural features which 
make the area different from other parts of the 
crystalline basement of East Antarctica. Precam
brian metan1orphic rocks of the granulite racies 
make up the ruajn structure of the area. 

E-2144 551. 3. 053(*762) 

Cailleux, A. and P. Calkin 
ORIENTATION OF HOLLOWS 1N CAVERNOUSLY 
WEATHERED BOULDERS 1N ANTARCTICA. Biul. 
Peryglacjalny, No. 12:147-150, incl. illus .. table, 
diagr. , 1963. 3 refs. 

DLC, QEl. B55 

Large, cavernously weathered, erratic boulders of 
coarse-grained granite and granitic gneiss occur in 
great numbers in the lower part of Victoria Valley, 
south Victoria Land. In the course of a weathering 
study of these boulders, it was noted that an apparent 
w1iform distribution (as opposed to a preferred dis
tribution) and orientation of the wealhe ring hollows 
existed in the boulders. If U1is uniform distribution 
and orientation is real, the plentiful hollows in the 
boulders cannot easily be correlated with the high 
winds characteristic of the valley today, which clear
ly show a nearly bilateral, preferred orientation. In 
order to lend statistical support lo the hypothesis of 
uniform orientation, the directions (azimuth along the 
axis of the hollow) in which the hollows face. and the 
depths of the hollows were measured. The data were 
plotted on polar coordinate paper and the results 
show a uniform orientation of the hollows. Thus, lhe 
present day wind does not seem lo be the most sig
nificant factor in the formation of the hollows, and 
other processes, such as frost action, insolalion, 
dehydration or chemical action, must be considered. 

E-2156 55. 001. 3(*7) 
919. 9 

Aver'ianov, V. G. 
CENTRAL ANTARCTICA (PHYSICO-GEOGRAPHIC 
CHARACTERISTICS). [T&ntral'nailt Antarktida 
(fiziko-geograficheskaia kharakteristika). ) Text in 
Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheska.la Eksped .. Trudy, 
30, 147p. , incl. illus. , tables, graphs, maps, 1963. 
n9 refs. 

DLC, G860. S63 

The physical and geographic charactedstics or the 
central Antarctic regions are summanzed from the 
results of Soviet expeditions in 1956-59 and from re-
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sults of various foreign expeditions. The text has 5 
chapters as follows: a brief history of exploration, 
geology and subglacial topography, physico-geo
graphical boundaries, climate, and glaciation. 

E-2164 551. 3. 051(26. 03) : 550. 93 

Kharkar, D. P., D. Lal and B. L. K. Somayajulu 
INVESTIGATIONS IN MARINE ENVIRONMENTS 
USING RADIOISOTOPES PRODUCED BY COSMIC 
RAYS. In: Symposium on Radioactive Dating, 
Athens, 1962, Proc. Vienna, Internatl. Atomic 
Energy Agency, 1963, p. 175-187, incl. tables, 
map, disc. 10 refs. 

DLC, QE508. S93, 1962 

The usefulness of Be-10 and Si-32 for studying the 
chronology of ocean sediments, and of Si-32 for 
studying the large-scale oceanic circulation has been 
established by others. Several measurements of Si-
32 activity in siliceous sponges, collected from the 
Indian, Atlantic, and Pacific Oceans, have been made. 
The fact that the soluble silicon present in the oceans 
is incorporated in the opaline skeletons of sponges 
was utilized as an index of Si-32 activity in the upper 
layers of the oceans. The results of the analysis of 
Si-32 activity in silicon extracted from a large col
lection of plankton are also reported. In addition, 
attempts were made to estimate the production rate 
of Si-32 by measuring its fallout in wet precipita
tions, and to determine the sedimentation rate of a 
biogenous silica-rich sediment core from the South 
Pacific (60°44. 5'S, 107°29'W; water depth, 4892 m). 
The measurements of the radioactivity of Be-10 
have been made in two large-diameter Pacific sedi
ment cores for establishing the chronology of 
oceanic sediments (one station located at 57°35'S, 
174°15'W; water depth, 4760 m). 

E-2169 551. 24:525. 35(*2) 

Voronov, P. S. 
DEPENDENCE OF THE MORPHOSTRUCTURAL 
PLAN OF THE ARCTIC AND ANT ARCTIC ON THE 
ROTATIONAL FORCES OF THE EARTH. (0 zavisi
mosli moriostrukturnogo plana Arktiki i Antarktiki 
ot rotatsionnykh sit Zemli. ] Text in Russian. Geogr. 
Obshch. Geogr. Sb., 15:138-150, incl. maps, 1962. 
22 refs. -

DLC, G58. G34 

A worldwide tectonic pattern, revealed by continental 
configurations, mountain chains, major river sys
tems, etc. , is linked with crustal disruptions result
ing from rotational forces of the earth. Examples of 
these fractures include the East African Rift and the 
mid-oceanic ridges. Fracture systems in Antarctica 
mclude the Great Antarctic Horst and the boundaries 
of the Ross, Weddell, and Amundsen Seas. Stresses 
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are concentrated mainly along definite parallels and 
meridians, especially in the polar regions. The re
sulting fractures developed probably during Mesozoic
Cenozoic time. An unusual similarity in the polar 
areas above lat. 70° is the symmetrical zoning of 
land and sea, bounded by lines through 20°W-160°E 
and 50°E-130°W. A striking dissimilarity is seen in 
the area between lat. 50° and 70°. In the Arctic, this 
area is mostly land, and in the Antarctic (mainly be
tween 50° and 66°), it is oceanic. Crystalline shield 
areas in the Northern Hemisphere are near-antipodal 
to ocean basins in the Southern. Such relationships 
can not be accidental, but are determined by laws of 
mechanics for rotating bodies. Crustal changes are 
facilitated by changes in the rotational speed of the 
earth. 

E-2173 549: 552, 4(*736) 

Banno, Shohei and others 
MINERALOGY OF GRANULITE FACIES ROCKS IN 
THE AREA AROUND LUTZOW-HOLM BAY, ANT
ARCTICA. Jap. Antarctic Res. Expect. , JARE 
Scient. Repts. , Ser. C: Geol., No. 1, 12p., incl. 
tables, Sept. 1964. 7 refs. 

DLC, Orientalia Div. 

The chemical compositions of constituent minerals of 
metamorphic rocks of the area around Liitzow-Holm 
Bay [Prince Olav Coast, Ongul I.] are described 
along with their optical properties. The mineralogy 
and paragenesis of the rocks show them to be of the 
granulite facies. The rocks are of 5 main types: 
ultrabasic and basic granulites, pyroxene gneiss, 
garnet gneiss, marble, and quartzite. Metamorphism 
occurred 470 m. y. ago, as determined by the U-Pb 
age of euxenite from a granite pegmatite. [See E-634] 

E-2208 561(*7) 

Plumstead, Edna P. 
GEOLOGY. 2. FOSSIL FLORAS OF ANTARCTICA. 
WITH AN APPENDIX ON ANTARCTIC FOSSIL WOOD, 
by Richard Krause!. Trans-Antarctic Exped., 1955-
1958, Scient. Repts. No. 9, 154p. , incl. illus. , 
tables, diagr. , maps, app. , 1962. 407 refs. 

DLC, Q115. T7 

Excluding the woods, 25 genera and 46 species of 
fossil plants are described from the Devonian, 
Fermo-Carboniferous, Triassic, and Jurassic of 
Antarctica, predominantly Glossopteris flora. All 
specific determinations were based on outward form 
only, for no cuticular evidence is available. Twe_nty 
more forms were not classified. The floras furnish 
irrefutable evidence of differences between past and 

present Antarctic clin1ates, evidence of close rela
tionship in identical climatic conditions with those of 
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other southern continents over a long time span, and 
evidence that some land link still existed during the 
vital period of early angiosperm distribution and 
that this land link was not icebound. Geologically, 
the floras provide the first reliable dating of certain 
horizons of the Beacon rocks, evidence in support of 
faulting described previously, and evidence of the 
beginning of volcanism which terminated the Beacon 
sedimentation, and of the beginning of the present 
glaciation. The results lend strong support to the 
theory of continental drift. 

E-2209 550. 93:594. 1/. 5(*736) 
551. 461. 8(*736) 

Kigoshi, Kunihiko, Yoshio Tomikura and 
Kunihiko Endo 

GAKUSHUIN NATURAL RADIOCARBON MEASURE
MENTS I. Radiocarbon, 4:84-94, 1962. 13 refs. 

DLC, QC798. D3A48 -

C-14 dates are reported for geologic specimens from 
Japan and East Ongul I. , and for archaeologic speci
mens from the Andes, Pacific islands, and Japan. 
Shell samples from East Ongul I. are specimens 
GaK-200 and GaK-201. The former comprises small 
fragments of shells from a 28-cm-thick mud layer 
about 4 m above sea level and about 2 m from a 
small pond. The rock surface is depressed at the 
pond and the mud and shells in and near the pond are 
supposed to be remains of sediments of the shallow 
sea bottom. The age is greater than 30,000 yr B. P. 
GaK-201 comprises shells from the surface of the 
sandy shore (about 3. 5 m above sea level) of the 
island, about 200 m away from GaK-200. The shells 
include the species Adamussium sp. which is now 
living near the site. The measured date (3840 ± 110 
yr B. P. ) indicates historical change of sea level, if 
the shells lived at the sampling point. The labora
tory apparatus is described and the dating procedure 
is discussed. 

E-2210 550. 93: 599. 745. 3(*762) 

Noakes, John E. , J . J. Stipp and Donald W. Hood 
TEXAS A & M UNIVERSITY RADIOCARBON DATES 
I. Radiocarbon, 6: 189-193, 1964. 7 refs. 

DLC, QC798. D3A48 

C-14 dates are reported for geologic san1ples from 
Yucatan and Antarctica. The Antarctic samples, 
TAM-14 and TAM- 15, were seal specimens, the 
former (Victoria Land, Sample McMRS-1) being the 
flesh of a freshly-killed Weddell seal taken from the 
ice near McMurdo Station in Nov. 1961. The sample 
was stored in CCl4 which was later eliminated by 
vacuum drying. The seal (dated at 1385 ± 200 yr 
B. P.) was used as a modern reference standard to 
calculate the date of a mummified seal (MTN-1) 
relative to the modern seal. T AM-15, Victoria 
Land, Sample MTN-1 , comprised bones, skin, and 
flesh from a mummified crabeater seal from the sur-
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face of a dry moraine at 793 ± 25 m above sea level 
in Taylor Valley. It was collected and stored in 
CCl4 in Dec. 1959 and submitted for dating in Oct. 
1961. The sample was dried in a vacuum oven to 
eliminate the CCl4. The calculated date (1855 ± 160 
yr B. P.) relative to the modern seal (TAM-14) was 
500 yr. These values are compared with other dating 
work on mummified seals. The laboratory apparatus 
is described and the dating procedure is discussed. 

E-2211 550. 93:594. 1/. 5+593. 12(*736) 

Kigoshi, Kunihiko, Der-Hwang Lin and Kunihiko Endo 
GAKUSHUIN NATURAL RADIOCARBON MEASURE
MENTS m Radiocarbon, 6:197-207, 1964. 14 refs. 

DLC, QC798. D3A48 -

C-14 dates are reported for tree ring, geologic, and 
archaeologic samples, including molluscan shells 
and Foraminifera from East Ongul 1 Topographic 
evidence indicates that part of Ongul 1 was sub
merged beneath the sea ar.ct then uplifted about 20 m 
after the shrinkage of the ice sheet. Data show that 
the retreat of ice from Ongul I. took place at least 
23,000 yr B. P. , although dates are not well arranged 
in relation to altitude of samples. The reduction of 
age by admixture of recent shells is possible. The 5 
samples, GaK-285 through GaK-289, gave dates from 
22,800 ± 1000 to 34,000 (+3000 or -2000) yr B. P. 
Other measurements in this series are GaK-200 and 
GaK-201 ~-2209]. Sampling, topography, ~d 
species of associated Foraminifera are described by 
Meguro and others (E- 603]. 

E-2212 552. 64(*747) 

Lieske, Jay H. and Donald L. Shirer 
THE AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT OF TEKTITES. Roy. 
Astron. Soc. Canada, J., 58(3):125-127, incl. 
table, June 1964. 4 refs. 

DLC, QBl. R485 

One theory concerning the origin of tekUte str~wn
fields postulates that a cosmic body colhded with the 
earth and in the subsequent explosion small molten 
blobs' of tektite material were distributed over the 
strewnfields. Australites distributed on the arc of a 
circle of radius 3000 mi centering on th7 W_ilkes 
Land area have suggested that a meteonte 1m_pact 
in this area could be the origin of the Austrahan 
strewnfields. A negative gravitational anomaly of 
150 mgal in that area could also indicat_e a ~uge 
meteorite crater. Trajectories of tektite-like 
bodies, computed by an IBM 1620 digital computer, 
show that it is improbable that the small tektites 
forming the australite strewnfield could have __ been 
distributed in their present form by a meteo11t1c 
impact in Antarctica. 
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E-2215 551. 241 

Darlington, P. J. , Jr. 
DRlFTING CONTINENTS AND LATE PALEOZOIC 
GEOGRAPHY. Natl. Acad. Sci., Proc., 52(4):1084-
1091, incl. map, Oct. 1964. 15 refs. -

DLC, Qll. N26 

Geodetic, geologic, glacial, biogeographic, and 
paleomagnetic evidences are presented suggesting 
that Africa and South America were united, but that 
they separated not later than the Triassic or earlier, 
and no traces of the union are visible in the distribu
tion of existing life. All southern continents (except 
Antarctica) lay farther south late in the Paleozoic 
than they do now, and no changes of position are re
quired to account for the distribution of southern 
floras and of coal, or for the onset and ending of 
glaciation during the Permo-Carboniferous. Since 
then, a general northward movement of continents 
(except Antarctica) occurred, which might be corre
lated with the existing ridge-rift system of the earth. 
Apparent ridge-rift lines on the ocean bottom almost 
surround Antarctica and may mark a line of rising 
and spreading convection currents in the earth's 
mantle that may have moved the other continents 
northward. 

E-2221 565. 77:551. 241(*7) 

Colless, Donald H. 
FOSSIL DIPTERA AND CONTINENTAL DRlFT. 
Nature, 204(4956):402-403, Oct. 24, 1964. 5 refs. 

DLC, Ql. N2 

Many plant and animal taxa, termed • Antarctic • are 
mainly or entirely restricted to southern Aust;alia 
and/or New Zealand, southern South America and 
in some cases, South Africa. This has been ;ccepted 
by many biogeographers as evidence of an ancient 
connection ~tween these landmasses, probably via 
the Antarctic contment, in accordance with Wegener's 
hypothesis of continental drift. In a survey of the 
known Tertiary fauna, the Antarctic genera are ab
sent. For example, the family Mycetophilidae 
(fungus-gnats) is well represented by abundant fos
sils, principally Oligocene, and currently 120 genera 
are recognized in the Recent fauna 35 of which are 
known from the Tertiary. Eleven genera have 'Ant
arctic' distribution, none of which is known from the 
Tertiary. It seems likely that other such examples 
will be found, and that further investigation will indi
cate that the absence of Antarctic genera from the 
Tertiary fauna is not due to chance alone. It is sug
gested that they evolved in isolation during the 
Mesozoic on a sonthern supercontinent. 
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E-2227 552, 333. 6(*732) 

Gjelsvik, Tore 
NOTE ON OCCURRENCE OF LIMBURGITE IN 
DRONNING MAUD LAND, ANTARCTICA Norsk 
Polarinst. , Arbok 1960, p. 60-63, incl. illus. , 
tables, 1962. 2 refs. 

DLC, G575. 078 

Rocks from Queen Maud Land were collected along 
72°S between 3°W and 7°E [Muhlig-Hofmann Moun
tains]. Most are ordinary gneisses, partly granitic, 
and partly granodioritic. Black basaltic rocks we re 
found at about 72°S, 3°W, and appear to be from a 
dike or sill. The basaltic rock lacks feldspar and 
consists only of augite, olivine, devitrified glass, 
and accessories. The chemical composition, mode, 
and norm are tabulated. The rock, a limburgite, 
seems to be related to the normal olivine basalts and 
not to the derivates of the basanite series. (Auth. , 
mod.) 

E-2229 551. 1/. 4:552(*732/*733) 

Gjelsvik, Tore 
NOTES ON THE GEOLOGY AND PETROLOGY OF 
THE MOUNTAINS IN FIMBULHEIMEN, DRONNING 
MAUD LAND, ANTARCTICA Norsk Polarinst. , 
.Arbok 1961, p. 96-101, incl. illus. , map, 1962. 3 
refs. 

DLC, G575. 078 

The mountains of Fimbulheimen [Muhlig-Hofmann and 
Wohlthat Mountains] consist mostly of migmatitic 
gneisses in amphibolite facies, intruded and in
tersected by quartz-poor hornblende-biotite granite, 
apparently forming a large massif in the central 
part of the are a. Both the gneiss and granite are 
intruded by fine-grained granitic veins and pegma
tite. The gneiss contains red garnet crystals and 
with one possible exception is not a charnockite. 
The mineralogical similarities of the gneiss and 
granite suggest a common synorogenic formation. 
The granite seems to be similar to the Dais granite 
[E-98] in Victoria Land, but for the lack of 
alignment of the porphyritic feldspar crystals. 

E-2242 551. 1/. 4:552. 313(*783) 

Truswell, J. F. 
MARJON ISLAND, SOUTH INDIAN OCEAN. Nature. 
205(4966):64-65, Jan. 2, 1965. 2 refs. 
DLC, Ql. N2 

Marion I. , one of the Prince Edward Is. , is com
posed of volcanic rocks. Two volcanic series are 
present, with intercalated agglomerate, and n_umer
ous large scoria mounds. Most of the island 1s 
made up of the older lavas, chiefly dark-colored 
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olivine basalts varying in their degree of compac
tion, and often with olivine phenocrysts. There are 
also several light-colored flows with a distinctive 
platy habit. An agglomerate, with rounded frag
ments of olivine basalt up to 6 in. in diameter, is 
inte rbedded with the norm al olivine basalt. The 
normal basalt contains phenocrysts of magnesian 
olivine, plagioclase, and clinopyroxene, set in a 
dark matrix comparatively rich in iron mineraliza
tion. The platy lavas (trachytes) have a relatively 
even grain and contain less-basic plagioclase. 
Several of the established valley floors have been 
inundated by later flows of olivine basalt. The 
numerous reddish scoria mounds found all over the 
island are the most distinctive feature from off
shore. They rise up to 700 ft above their surround
ings, with their conical shapes often perfectly pre
served; some retain crater-shaped depressions at 
their summits. The older lavas may date back to 
the Tertiary, but the later lavas and scoria mounds 
are of very recent age. 

E-2279 551. 345: 536. 5(*762) 

Nichols, Robert L. and Donald G. Ball 
SOIL TEMPERATURES, MARBLE POINT, McMUR.00 
SOUND, ANTARCTICA. J. Glaciol., 5(39):357-359, 
incl. graphs, Oct. 1964. -

DLC, GB2401. J68 

Graphs are presented for soil and air temperatures, 
temperatures in a drill hole in bedrock, and depth of 
thaw in till at Marble Point. In the interval from 
Nov. 14, 1958, to Jan. 25, 1959, the maximum air 
temperature was +5. 17°C and the minimum was 
-16. 67°C. The maximum soil temperature 2. 5 cm 
below the surface was +20. 56°C and the minimum 
was -7. 78°C. Extrapolating the data, it seems 
likely that between Nov. 1, 1958, and Nov. 1, 1959, 
the daily minimum air temperature was above 0°C 
for perhaps 39 days. The air temperature, there
fore, crossed 0°C a minimum of 78 times during the 
year. The soil temperature, likewise, crossed 0°C 
at least 104 times during the same interval. Thermo
couple readings were made in a drill hole in bedrock 
at various depth intervals from 2 to 10 m on Dec. 18, 
1958, Jan. 7 and 27, 1959, and Feb. 5, 1959. Due 
to the seasonal wave of heat moving downward, the 
temperature at 3 m increased 5. 7°C between Dec. 
18 and Feb. 5, and only 2. 15°C at 6 m. Due to the 
preceding winter's seasonal wave of cold moving 
downward, the temperature at 9 m decreased 
0. 85°C between Dec. 18 and Jan. 27. Based on 
thermocouple data, the maximum depth of thaw in 
till for the 1958-59 season was 40. 6 cm, and 67. 1 
cm for 1957-58. The depth of thaw as determined 
from 6 test pits ranged from 42. 7 cm to 67. 1 cm 
with an average of 54. 9 cm. A comparison of 
weather data shows that the 1957-58 season was 
considerably warmer than the 1958-59 season. 
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E-2289 550. 93: 549. 6: 552. 321. 3(*775) 

Drake, Avery Ala, Jr., T. W. Stern and H. H. 
Thomas 

RADIOMETRIC AGES OF ZIRCON AND BIOTITE IN 
QUARTZ DIORITE, EIGHTS COAST, ANTARCTICA. 
U. S. Geo!. Survey Prof. Paper 501-D:50-53, incl. 
tables, diagr. , map, 1964. 13 refs. 

DLC, QE75. P9 

Zircon and biotite separated from quartz diorile of 
the Eights Coast area were found to have lead-alpha 
and K-Ar ages of 150 ± 20 m. y. and 97 ± 5 m. y. , 
respectively. This quartz diorite is both pelro
graphically and chemically distinct from Andean plu
tonic rocks. The zircon age suggests that the 
Eights Coast-Thurston I. composite batholilh is at 
least middle Mesozoic in age. If so, the younger 
biotite age possibly reflects later heating of the 
area during the Late Cretaceous Andean orogeny. 
(Auth. , mod. ) 

E-2304 563, 4: 552, 541:551. 732. 2(*76) 

Hill, D. 
ARCHAEOCYATHA FROM THE SHACKLETON LIME
STONE OF THE ROSS SYSTEM, NIMROD GLACIER 
AREA, ANTARCTICA. Roy. Soc. N,Z., Trans., 
Geol,, ~(9):137-146, incl. illus . , map, May 15, 1964, 
30 refs. 

DLC, Q93.N6 

A small collection of Archaeocyatl1a, the first identi
fiable specimens found in situ in Antarctica, are de
scribed and figured from the Shackleton Limestone of 
the Ross System at 82° 11' 35"S, 160° 18' E in the_ Tranir 
antarctic Mountains. They are Porocyathus rumrod1 
sp. nov., Thalamocyathus trachealis {Taylor), C?s
cinocyathus sp., Fli.ndersicyathus latilocul_atu_s Hill, 
Protopharetra sp., and Bedfordcyathus l:u:di sp. 
nov. They indicate an upper Lower Cambrian ~e. 
The second collection contains both regular and irreg
ular Archaeocyatha not securely identifiable generic
ally owing to the degree of alteration of the gray 
li.m;stone, The third collection contains Archaeo
cyatha Regularia, um·ecognizable generically, from 
alternating bands of pink limestone and gray calcar
eous shale. ( Auth., mod.) 

E-2305 551. 793/ . 794:552. 323(*764) 

Wellman, H. W. 
LATER GEOLOGICAL HISTORY OF HUT POINT 
PENINSULA ANTARCTICA Roy. Soc. N. Z. , 
Trans. , Gedt., ~(10):147-154, incl. illus., maps, 
May 15, 1964. 8 refs. 

DLC, Q93. N6 

From the relation among volcanism, m~rine _clilling, 
loess deposition, and glaciation a tentative history 
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covering the geologically recent past is inferred for 
the southern tip of Hut Point Peninsula and the ad
joining region of Antarctica. Loess deposition is 
considered to have taken place during the last glacia
tion and marine cliffing at some earlier time when 
sea level was about the same as at present, possibly 
during the last interglacial. The most recent events 
have been the extrusion of a small basalt mound and 
the advance, retreat, and minor re-advance of the 
margins of glaciers and ice patches. (Auth. ) 

E-2319 552, 3: 551. 3, 053(541, 48](*762) 

Wellman, H. W,, and A, T, Wilson 
SALT WEATHERING, A NEGLECTED GEOLOOICAL 
EROSIVE AGENT IN COASTAL AND ARIO ENVIRON
MENTS, Nature, 205(4976):1097-1098, March 13, 
1965. 15 refs. -

DLC, Q1,N2 

The fragmentation of rocks by the crystallization of 
salts (salt weathering, as distinct from chemical 
weathering) is discussed. Relatively hard rocks can 
be completely broken down by allowing a salt to crys
tallize in the rock interstices. It is not clear why 
larger crystals, in filling a pore space, continue to 
grow against the constraint imposed by the walls of 
the pore, expanding the pore and ultimately fragment
ing the rock. An expression is derived for the work 
done on one face of a crystal during crystal growth, 
and it is found that, for rocks of equal mechanical 
strength, those with large pores separated from each 
other by micro-porous regions will be most liable to 
salt weathering, The necessary conditions for salt 
weathering are a supply of salts, sites protected from 
wind and rain in which salts can accumulate, and cy
clic changes in humidity and/or temperature that in
clude the crystallization point of at least one of the 
salts present, Cavernous weathering is widespread in 
the dry valley region of south Victoria Land, Salt 
weathering, and not temperature change, is regarded 
as the cause of the fragmentation of the inner pro
tected surfaces of these holes, This process differs 
from most other erosive processes by acting most 
rapidly on the lower, not upper, side of rock surfaces. 

E-2327 

Angino, Ernest E. 

551, 3. 051:551. 332(26)(*881, *884, 
*888) 

TRACE ELEMENTS IN ANTARCTIC GLACIAL MA
RINE SEDIMENTS. Texas A & M Univ., Dept. 
Oceanogr. & Meteorol., A & M Proj. 363, 
Ref. 64-29A, Annu. Rept., 24p,, incl. tables, map, 
Dec. 1964. 3 refs. 

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection 

A progress report is given of all trace element data 
obtained from Sept. 1, 1963, to Nov. 1, 1964, as part 
?f the study to determine existing differences, if any, 
rn trace element content of Antarctic glacial marine 
sediments from the Ross, Amundsen.and Bellings-
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hausen Seas as compared to other types of marine 
sediments. In addition, an attempt is made to ascer
tain if it is possible to use variations in trace element 
content as a function of depth in the core and sediment 
type as an indicator of past climatic changes in 
Antarctic waters, and to test whether these data might 
be suggestive of changes in the climatic regimen of 
adjacent continental areas. Raw experimental data 
for each sample are presented. Presently the data 
are undergoing analyses to determine whether the 
uniqueness of Antarctic glacial marine sediments is 
such as to allow them to be chemically differentiated 
from other marine sediment types. Detailed discus-, 
sion is deferred to a final report. 

E-2331 55(*7) 

Ravich, M. G. 
GEOLOOY OF ANTARCTICA. (Geologiia Antarktidy.] 
Text in Russian. Priroda, No. 9: 58-65, incl. illus., 
map, Sept. 1962. 

DLC, Q4.P8 

The physical features of the mountains of Antarctica 
are described, including the morphology of some near
shore islands. The Antarctic landscape is compared 
to that of the moon. Ancient origins of present-day 
geological forms are discussed; similarities in geol~ 
ogy and climatic conditions can be found among Ant
arctica, Africa, India, Brazil, and Australia. The 
mountains in West Antarctica are probably part of the 
South American Andes, but the ice-filled depression 
between the Ross and Weddell Seas remains a geo
logical mystery. Useful minerals such as coal, iron, 
and silver have been found in Antarctica. 

E-2355 551. 4: 551. 33(*7) 

Linton, David L, 
LANDSCAPE EVOLUTION. In: Raymond Priestley 
and others (eds.), Antarctic Research. London, But
terworths, I98"4, p. 85-99, incl. illus., map. 11 refs. 

DLC, G880. P7, 1964 

Two major landscape areas dominated by rock rather 
than ice are compared with respect to geology and 
climate: Victoria. Land and the Antarctic Peninsula. 
Two major wind systems prevail in the Victoria Land 
area: (1) southeasterly winds blow across the Ros~ 
Ice Shelf transporting much snow; and (2) katabatic 
winds de~cend from west to east from the plateau; at 
low levels they give rise to desiccated ice-fre~ areas 
comparable to ablation windows. The Antarctic Pen
insula. is divided along its length by the boundary be
tween two physiographic provinces [E-778], the 
'Cordilleran province' to the northwest and the 'Pla-
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teau province' to the southeast. There Is a precipi
tation gradient from northwest to southeast, from the 
Bellingshausen Sea (heavy precipitation), to the Wed
dell Sea, where precipitation may be as little as 100 
mm a year. The precipitation gradient implies a rise 
of the snow line from northwest to southeast, super
imposed upon,and largely opposed to,the normal grad
ual rise of the snow line with diminishing latitude. 
This gradient is accompanied by contrasts in the de
gree of glacierization and, hence, contrasts in gla
cial sculpture. These contrasts, and glacial and pre
glacial relief of the Antarctic Peninsul;i, are dis
cussed; four stages in the physiographic evolution of 
the northern part are shown in cross sections, 

E-2357 551, 1/. 4:551. 7(*7) 

Adie, Raymond J. 
GEOLOGICAL HISTORY. In: Raymond Priestley and 
others (eds.), Antarctic Research. London, Butter
worths, ~4, p. 118-162, incl, illus,, tables, maps, 
74 refs. 

DLC, 0880, P71 1964 

A history is given of geologic al investigations in 
British Antarctic Territory, followed by summaries 
of the geology of the Scotia Arc and its component 
islands: South Georgia, south Sandwich Is., South 
Orkney Is,, and South Shetland Is, It is believed that 
the history of the Scotia Arc began as early as the 
Carboniferous, with sedimentation in a primitive 
Andean geosynclinal trough which linked south Amer
ica directly with the Antarctic Peninsula, Subsequent 
mountain-building and eastward migration resulted in 
the present Scotia Arc. The geology of the Antarctic 
Peninsula is discussed in detail. Alexander I,, the 
largest offshore island near the peninsula, is geo
logically dissimilar from the peninsula. Magnetic, 
gravity, seaborne seismic, and paleomagnetic geo
physical work in the Antarctic Peninsula is discussed, 
It is thought that the formation of the present Antarc
tic ice sheet began in the mid-Pliocene, The glacial 
maximum occurred in the mid-Pleistocene and the ice 
sheet is now in a state of slow decay, studies of an
cient sea levels in the Scotia Arc and the Antarctic 
Peninsula reveal a late Pleistocene or Recent age. 
Geological 1·elationships between East and west Ant
arctica, and between Antarctica and the other southern 
continents, are summarized. 

E-2381 551,332, 2(*75) 
551. 326, 5("75) 

Bellair, Pierre, Josette Tourenq and Solange Vernhet 
A SAMPLE OF INTERNAL MORAINE FROM ASTRO
LABE GLACIER (ADELIE LAND). [Un €chantillon de 
moraine interne du Glacier de l' Astrolabe (Terre 
Ad~lie).] Text in French with English summary, 
~v. g€ogr, phys. geol, dynam,, ~(2): 115-121, incl. 
illus,, graphs, diagr., 1964. 6 refs. (ExpMitions 
Polaires Franyaises, Missions Paul-Emile Victor, 
Pub!, No, 269) 

DGS, G(540)R323 
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Morainic material was obtained from a bergy-bit de
tached from a large iceberg which had separated from 
Astrolabe Glacier and tilted 900 to reveal the rock 
debris at its bottom, Granulometric studies were 
made of the sedimentary fines smaller and larger 
than 35 µ. Mineralogical analyses of the smaller 
fraction reveal the presence or quartz illite a small 
quantity of chlorite, and a marked absence of kaoli
nite. The larger fraction contains abundant zircon, 
metamorphic silicates, amphibole, sphene, apatite, 
and the opaque magnetite, pyrrhotite, and pyrite. 
Examination of laminae in the rock fragments reveals 
sedimentai·y and eruptive origins. One fragment was 
doleritic, with plagioclase laths, biotite, green horn
blende, and some ~agues, The fine fractions show 
that the material has been transported by water, so 
the moraine is an ablation one, later covered by 
snow, It represents a warmer period which can be 
the climatic optimum (6000 B, P.) or later. At that 
time many nunataks were probably piercing the gla
cier. 

E-2403 551. 481. 16:551. 526. 8(*762) 

Hoare, R A and others 
SOLAR HEATING OF LAKE FRYXELL, A PER
MANENTLY ICE-COVERED ANTARCTIC LAKE. 
J. Geophys. Res. , 70(6): 1555-1558, Incl. table, 
graph, map, March 15, 1965. 5 refs. 

DLC, QCBll. J6 

Lake Fryxell occupies the lowest part or an enclosed 
drainage basin near the eastern end of Taylor Valley, 
Victoria Land. The lake, 5 km by 1. 5 km, Is per
manently covered by about 4. 5 rn oJ ice and contains 
chemically and thermally stratified water. At 10 m 
depth the water is at 2. 2°C, despite a mean annual 
temperature of -l8°C. This relatively high tempera
ture implies some means of heating. Determinations 
were made oJ water temperature, chloride concen
tration, and light absorption and light transmission of 
ice and water. It was concluded that radiated energy 
from the sun ls the only source of heat vailable in 
sufficient quantity and capable of giving the observed 
tempe1·ature distribution. Simple theory shows that 
the observed temperature profile is consistent with 
the measured optical density of the water, and with a 
possible value for the amount of energy radiated 
through the Ice cover. (See E-16 30, ] 

E-2412 551. 1(•7) 

Imramovsky, Ivan 
SURVEY OF ANTARCTIC GEOLOOY. (Prehled , 
geologie A.ntarktidy. J Text in Czech. Prague. Nar. 
muz. tas. : Oddil prfrodovedny, ~(2):70-78, incl. 
illus. , map, 1963. 20 refs. 

DLC, QH7. P63 

The 3 major parts of the geologic structure of Ant-
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arctica are summarized. The Antarctandes which 
form West Antarctica are related by the Scotia arc 
to the South American Andes. Their geologic struc
ture is similar to that of the Andes complex. The 
Antarctic shield is made up of Precambrian crystal
line rocks. The S~r Rondane Mountains are part of 
the shield and the rocks are mainly red granite
gneisses and dark diorites. The Antarctic platform 
and the shield forming East Antarctica are charac
terized by the 1300-m-thick Fermo-Carboniferous 
Beacon rocks. The platform comprises calcareous 
sediments, sandstone, shale, and some coal. (Auth., 
mod.) 

E-2429 551. 481. 1:546. 11. 02. 2(*762) 

Ragotzkie, Robert A. and Irving Friedman 
LOW DEUTEBIUM CONTENT OF LAKE VANDA, 
ANTARCTICA. Science, 148(3674): 1226-1227, incl. 
tables, graph, map, May °28,' 1965. 7 refs. 

DLC, Ql. S35 

Lake Vanda in Victoria Land is permanently ice
covered and permanently stratified, with warm, 
salty water near the bottom. Deuterium analyses of 
lake water from several levels indicate that the lake 
has a low deuterium content, and that it is stratified 
with respect to this isotope. This low deuterium 
content supports the evidence from the lake's ionic 
content that the saline layer is not of marine origin, 
and it indicates that evaporation from the ice sur
face has taken place. The stratification of the lake 
with respect to deuterium suggests that the upper and 
lower layers of water were formed at different times 
from different sources of glacial meltwater. (Auth. , 
mod.) 

E-2458 551. 3, 053(*762) 

Smith, H. T. U. 
ANOMALOUS EROSIONAL TOPOGRAPHY IN 
VICTORIA LAND, ANTARCTICA. Science, 148 
(3672):941-942, incl. illus. , May 14, 1965. Brefs. 

DLC, Ql. S35 

An area of some 18 sq km at the head of Wright Val
ley displays an erosional terrain of unique charac
teristics-a labyrinthine complex of erratic inter
connecting channels cut to depths of more than 100 m 
in bedrock. It is interpreted as a result of cata
strophic fluvial erosion, probably analogous to that 
which produced the Channeled Scabland of eastern 
Washington, though on a greatly reduced areal scale. 
(Auth., mod.) 
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E-2460 552. 323(*784, 2) 

Bauer, Albert and Leopold Berthois 
ULTIMATE MANIFESTATIONS LINKED WITH VOL
CANIC ACTIVITY ON KERGUELEN ISLANDS. 
[Manifestations ultimes liees a l'activite volcanique 
dans l'tle de Kerguelen.] Text in French. Acad. 
sci., Compt. rend. (Paris), 255(4):742-743, July 
23, 1962. 5 refs. -

DLC, Q46. A14 

Twenty-two fumaroles were discovered on the west 
side of Rallier du Baty Peninsula during the 1961-62 
summer season at Kerguelen Is. Water vapor, 
nearly odorless, escapes from the vents with a 
strong blowing sound, at about 120°C. Some vents 
without vapor are filled with boiling water in which 
mud has settled. A microscopic study of the mud 
showed hydrated ferruginous minerals and albite. 
The chemical composition is: SiOz, 62. 84%; 
Al2O3, 27. 43%; and the remainder is Fe2O3, Cao, 
MgO, Na2O, and K20. These values are similar to 
a pitchstone from the Cumberland Bay region of 
Kerguelen, described by Lacroix in 1923. The pitch
stone forms a dike cutting the basaltic extrusions. 
It seems that the volcanoes of the archipelago (Ter
tiary basalts, mostly low in silica) have progres
sively evolved toward acidic manifestations during 
their most recent activity. 

E-2475 551. 481. 1: 551. 521. 31(*762) 

Shirtcliffe' T. G. L. 
LAKE BONNEY, ANTARCTICA: CAUSE OF THE 
ELEVATED TEMPERATURES. J. Geophys. Res. , 
69(24):5257-5268, incl. graphs, Dec. 15, 1964. 13 
refs. 

DLC, QC811. J6 

The temperature of the water in ice-covered Lake 
Bonney at the foot of Taylor Glacier is a maximum 
of 7. 5°C at 13-m depth and a minimum of -2. 5°C at 
the bottom, a depth of 32 m. The concentration of 
dissolved salt increases with depth, the maximum 
rate of increase occurring at 14-m depth. These 
data are consistent with the hypothesis that 60 years 
ago a layer of fresh water, 10 m deep, flowed onto 
the surface of a salty, convecting lake at ~2o•c; that 
the annual solar radiation penetrating the ice cover 
is 1400 cal/cm2• and that the geothermal flux is 4 
times normal. Records of explorations in the area 
show that such an increase in depth did occur be
tween 1903 and 1911. [See E-1540 and E-1630] 
(Auth. , mod. ) 
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E-2480 535. 37(552. 541 ]551, 58: 536, 5 

Ronca, L. B. and E. J. Zeller 
THERMOLUMINESCENCE AS A FUNCTION OF 
CLIMATE AND TEMPERATURE. Amer. J. ScL , 
263(5):416-428, incl. tables, graphs, May 1965, 
Iarefs. 

DLC, Ql. A5 

The theory of thermoluminescence as a function of 
temperature was tested by measuring the natural 
thermoluminescence of limestone samples collected 
from several climatic areas. The agl-eement be
tween the theory and the experimental results is 
satisfactory. It is concluded that in nonpolar re
gions of the world, with average erosion rates and 
average geothermal gradient, the number of elec
trons responsible for the 230° C glow-curve peak for 
calcite is in equilibrium with the average tempera
ture of the hottest month. In polar are as the equilib
rium is not reached, as frigid conditions have not 
existed in the area for the necessary length of time. 
Samples from Victoria Land, Antarctica, indicate 
that a climate which did not exceed 0° C in its 
warmest month existed in the area for more than one 
million years. It should be noted, however, that 
certain samples collected very near present sea 
level at Marble Point show a much shorter duration 
for frigid conditions. In these cases it is probable 
that the collecting sites were inundated during the 
interglacial periods and the contact with the rela
tively warmer sea water produced the observed 
effect. (Auth. , mod. ) 

E-2487 661. 2: 551. 736(*775) 

Craddock, Campbell and others 
GLOSSOPTERlS DISCOVERED IN WEST ANTARC· 
TICA. Science, 148(3670):634-637, incl. illus., 
maps, April 80, Tfl6. 12 refs. 

DLC, Ql. S35 

Leaf impressions from the Polarstar Formation 
[Permian] in the northern Ellsworth Mountains are 
the first Glossopteris and the oldest identifiable 
plant fossils reported from West Antarctica. Their 
occurrence in a thick, probably marine, geosyn
clinal sequence in close association with coals and 
probable glacial deposits increases the similarity 
between the late Paleozoic history of Antarctica and 
the other southern continents. (Auth.) 

E-2488 

Ushakov, S. A. and V. E. Khain 
THE STRUCTURE OF ANTARCTICA ACCORDING 
TO GEOLOGICAL AND GEOPHYSICAL DAT A. 
[Stroenie Antarktidy po geologo-geofizicheskim 
dannym. J Text in Russian. Moscow, Univ. , Vest. , 
Ser. 4, Geol, No. 1:3-27, incl. maps, Jan. -Feb. 
1965. 60 refs. 

DLC, Slavic Div. 
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A summary is given or recent data concerning the 
deep structure of the crust in the Antarctic region. 
which may help solve theoretical geology problems 
on a global scale. The following maps of this region 
are included: (1) a contour map of exposed rocks; 
(2) a regional relief map after deglacialion; (3) a 
schematic representation of the Moho surface; and 
(4) a structural map. New information led to the 
following summary: (1) Starting with the late Pre
cambrian, Antarctica has neve1· been a part of 
Gondwanaland, even if such a continent did exist in 
the Southern Hemisphere. {2) It is possible that the 
position of the East Antarctic block and of the other 
continental blocks in this hemisphere varied in time, 
and the separation of Antarctica from Africa, 
Australia, and South America progressed gradually 
with the accompanying deepening of the oceanic 
troughs. (3) While East Antarctica belonged to the 
group of the ancient Gondwana platforms, the folded 
belt of West Antarctica belonged to the Pacific ring. 

E-2491 

Voronov, P. s., V.. V.. Gakkel' and A. D. Sytinaki1 
THE POSSIBLE INFLUENCE OF THE EARTH'S 
ROTATIONAL FORCES ON THE MORPHOSTRUC
TURES OF THE ARCTIC AND ANTARCTIC. [O 
vozmozhnom vliranii rotanionnykh sil Zemli na 
morlostruktury Arktlki i Antarkt!ki. J Text in Rus
sian. Prob. Arktiki Antarktild, No. 10: 17-26, Incl. 
maps, 1962. 22 refs. 

DLC, 0675, L422 

The vertical movements of the earth's crust in the 
polar regions are examined; these tectonic processes 
are caused by the energy released when the earth 
changes its speed of rotation. As the elevated polar 
areas are destroyed, two systems of fractures are 
formed around them: radial (meridional) and con
centric (latitudinal), Meridional morphostructures 
in the Antarctic are the depressions north and south 
of Prydz Bay, Prince Charles Mountains, Edward 
vn Peninsula, Queen Maud Land mountains, and the 
Great Antarctic Horst. Differential vertical move
ments of individual blocks cause elevations (geocratic 
forms) and depressions (thalassocratic forms). 
These sectors have a symmetry at latitudes greater 
than 70° and are bounded by lines through 20°W-
1600E and 50"E-130"W at each pole. Although some 
of the areas in the Antarctic are in doubt concerning 
this symmetry, there are strong probabilities that it 
does eXist. [see E-2169J 
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E-2498 552. 5:551. 79:550. 42(*7-11) 

Voronov, P. S. and N. S. Spiro 
COMPOSITION OF ABSORBED CATIONS OF UNCON
SOLIDATED QUATERNARY TERRIGENOUS DEPOS
ITS OF THE CENTRAL AND WESTERN SECTORS 
OF EAST ANTARCTICA. (Sostav pogloshchennykh 
kationov rykhlykh chetvertichnykh terrigennykh 
otlozheni'l tsentral'nogo i zapadnogo sektorov 
Vostochnol Antarktidy.] Text in Russian. Prob, 
Arktiki Antarktiki, No. 15: 5-10, incL table, diagrs. , 
1964. 3 refs. 

DLC, G575, L422 

Data are given on the geochemistry of Quaternary 
deposits of East Antarctica {between 5° and 110°E). 
The results of 46 samples are tabulated. These de
posits were formed under the influence of saline 
water which caused potassium and magnesium en
riclunent, particularly in the interior of the conti
nent. Coastal deposits exhibit low contents of these 
two elements. Two samples taken from the beach of 
a brackish lake in the Vestfold Hills are evidence of 
the effect of a warm water inflow, which caused a de
crease in the sodium content, but an increase in 
potassium. Moraines have the lowest potassium 
content, but contain alkaline earth elements. 

E-2502 551. 1: 551. 331(*7) 

Voronov, P. S. 
THE SIZE OF ANTARCTICA AND THE CHARACTER 
OF ITS DENUDATION. (0 razmerakh Antarktidy i 
kharaktere ee denuda!sii.] Texl in Russian. Prob. 
Arktiki Antarktiki, No. 17: 14-22, incL graphs 
diagr. , map, 1964. 16 refs. ' 

DLC, G575. L422 

Mean and specific values are given of the dimensions 
?f Antarctica before and after glaciation, including 
its area, volume, length of coastline, and ice thick
ness. Antarctica does not undergo erosion as fast as 
other continents. The surface of the continent is 
lowered 0. 05 km during one million years, according 
to data on the amount of debris carried away annually 
by continental ice. Denudation by ice at the coast is 
many times faster than in the central regions. 
Ancient metamorphic rocks showing facies of intense 
regional metamorphism from the Caledonian orogeny 
are exposed in the coastal zone of East Antarctica. 
The structural traces of this orogeny are now com
plet_ely destroyed by glacial erosion, and only the 
ancient structural roots of the folding are observed. 
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E-2506 551. 1/. 4{*73) 

Ravich, M. G. and D. S. Solov'ev 
GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE OF THE CENTRAL PART 
OF THE MOUNTAINS OF QUEEN MAUD LAND IN 
EAST ANTARCTICA (PRELIMINARY DATA). (Geolo
gicheskoe stroenie tsentral'nol chasti gor Zemli 
Korolevy Mod v Vostochnol Antarktide (predvaritel'
nye dannye). ] Text in Russian. Antarktika: Dokl. 
Komis. , 1962. Moskva, Izd-vo Akad. nauk SSSR, 
1963, p. 5-27, incl. illus., table, map. 12 refs. 

DLC, G576. A65 

Precambrian gneisses are the main constituents of 
the crystalline basement in the central mountains of 
Queen Maud Land. The majority are migmatized, but 
in places are altered to diaphthoretic schist. Ancient 
basic and ultrabasic intrusions, which were meta
morphosed simultaneously with the gneisses, are 
widely distributed. The granite, aplite, and pegma
tite veins are related to several stages of migmatiza
tion. Porphyroblastic granosyenite massifs of varied 
magnitude (sometimes gigantic) were observed. The 
granosyenites, microcline granites, syenites, 
diorite syenites, and other rocks, have complex ori
gins, among which granitization is possible. This 
group of rocks is conventionally classed in the com
plex of subalkaline granitoids. A sedimentary-vol
canic series occurs in the western part of the area. 
The small intrusions of nepheline syenites are evi
dently the youngest. The structure of the region is 
very complex: pervasively developed faulted folds of 
several orders are responsible for the appearance of 
blocky structures. Absolute age dete1•minations of 
rocks were made, and the results are tabulated. 

E-2507 551. 41(*7) 

Suetova, L A. 
MORPHOMETmc CHARACTERISTICS OF ANTARC
TICA {AREAS, HYPSOGRAPHIC CURVE OF THE 
SURFACE, MEAN HEIGHT AND VOLUME). (Morfo
metricheskie kharakteristiki Antarktidy {ploshchadi, 
gipsograficheska!a krivara poverkhnosti, srednlMa 
vysota i ob"em). ] Text in Russian. Antarktika: 
Dokl. Komis., 1962. Moskva, Izd-vo Akad. nauk 
SSSR, 1963, p. 28-34, incl. tables, graphs. 9 refs. 

DLC, G576. A65 

The hypsographic curve of the surface of the Ant
arctic continent shows that the area of the continent 
including shelf ice and islands joined to the continent 
is 13,991,000 km 2. The area of the shelf ice is 
1,412,000 km2 (or 10. 09%). The parabolic shape of 
this curve is comparable to that of Greenland, with 
departures in its upper and lower parts due to eleva
tions exceeding 3000 m and to shelf ice with its mean 
elevation of only 50 m. The greatest area (3,691,000 
k:m2 or 17. 78%) is occupied by elevations of 2500-
3000 m. The volume of Antarctica is 29,462,000 
km 3, the largest of all continents except Eurasia. 
The methods and accuracy of these determinations 
are discussed. 
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E-2509 528. 93(*7) 

Bardin, V. L 
A GEOMORPHOLOGICAL MAP OF ANTARCTICA. 
(0 geomorfologicheskol karle Antarktidy. J Text in 
Rllssian. Antarktika: Dokl. Komis. , 1962. Moskva, 
J.zd-vo Akad. nauk SSSR, 1963, p. 37-40, incl. illus. 
5 refs. 

DLC, G576. A65 

The problems involved in making a geomorphological 
map of Antarctica and the types of topographical fea
tures to be shown are discussed. Since there 1s a 
lack of Information about subglacial topography only 
the visual relief can be accurately described o; a 
map. Of the ice-free areas of the continent, a dif
ferentiation is made between areas smoothed recently 
by moving continental ice and "mature" rugged forms. 

E-2511 551. 8(*7) 

Markov, K. K. 
PAL_EOGEOG~HY OF ANTARCTICA. [Paleogeo
grafilli Antarktidy. J Text in Russian. Antarktika: 
Dokl. Komis. , 1962. Moskva, lzd-vo Akad. nauk 
SSSR, 1963, p. 45-48. 9 refs. 

DLC, G576. A65 

The paleogeographic aspects considered include the 
time when the South Pole protuberance was formed 
the theory of migration of the geographic poles th~ 
hypothesis of continental drift and glaciation ~ the 
Antarctic compared to that of Europe and North 
America. It is believed that, while horizontal di
mensions and elevations of Antarctica may have 
changed, the Antarctic has otherwise been a stable 
land mass with indigenous flora and fauna since the 
Mesozoic era. 

E-2512 551. 481. 1(•7) 

Bardin, V. L and K. K. Markov 
LAKES IN THE MOUNT AJNS OF ANTARCTICA (A 
NEW TYPE OF LAKE). [Ozera v gorakh Antarktidy 
(o novom tipe ozer). ] Text in Russian. Antarktika: 
Dokl. Komis., 1962. Moskva, Izd-vo Akad. nauk 
SSSR, 1963, p. 49-59, incl illus. , table, map. 20 
refs. 

DLC, G576. A65 

Soviet observations made in 1960-61 proved the 
existence of a new type o[ lake. This type differs 
from previously known types in that the lakes are 
frozen the year round and are found in mountains at 
elevations up to 1700 m, far from the coast where 
air temperatures are negative. Due to their constant 
frozen state, these lakes were previously thought to 
be merely blue ice fields or relicts of an earlier 
warmer era. Summaries of various attempts to ex-
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plain this phenomenon are given. Ice fields unlike 
the lakes, can be found in mountain-free ar~as and 
in. plac~s where there is no holding basin. Lakes at 
this altitude, however, depend on a holding basJ.11 and 
011 nearby rock which, when heated by the sun, feeds 
the lakes with meltwater from adjacent snow and ice· 
the inte11sily of melting determines the dimensions of 
the lake. The frozen lake surface is often surrOUllded 
by a ring of water. The ice cover prevents the lakes 
from freezing to the bottom. Thus far, such lakes 
have been located only in the mountains of Queen 
Maud Land, but are thought to exist elsewhere. 

E-2515 551. 48: 54(*7) 

Matveev, A. A 
STUDY OF CHEMICAL RUNOFF OF ANTARCTICA. 
[K i.zuc~enilil khimicheskogo sloka Antarktidy. J Text 
in Russian. Antarkllka: Dokl Komis. , 1962. 
Moskva, lzd-vo Akad. nauk SSSR, 1963, p. 109-121, 
incl. table. 35 refs. 

DLC, G576. A65 

~hemical runoff in the Antarctic consists basically of 
10n runoff and runoff of part of the major ions of col
loidal solutions. Since chemical runoff is related to 
water balance, it is also related to aspects o! glacier 
ice including atmospheric precipitation, erosion o! 
snow, evaporation and melting, accumulation, and 
ablation. These are in turn related lo meteorologi
cal conditions. Annual accumulation of marine salts 
is less than O. 015% of the runoff to the oceans from 
otlier continents. Accumulation of ions J.n the central 
regions of Antarctica includes ca++, a+, HCO3, 
so4, and Mg++. 

E-2550 549. 623. 53(*7-11) 

Klimov, L. V. 
PHLOGOPITE OCCURRENCES IN EAST ANTARC
TICA [Flogopitovye pro!avlenlri v Vostochnol Ant
arktide. J Text in Russian. Zakonomemosti 
razmeshchenilli poleznykh iskopaemykh, 6;400-402, 
incl map, 1962. -

DLC, TN85. Z3 

Phlogopite occurrences in Antarctica are confined to 
metasomatic diopsitic rocks, of which there are two 
types: (1) those which developed in the outer parts of 
zones and lenses o! calciphyres; and (2) cross veins in 
gneisses. The first type is found in the Bunger Hills 
and in the eastern mountains of Queen Maud Land. 
These metasomatic rocks were subjected to regional 
rnigmatization and granitization. The second type 
was observed in gneisses and migmatites in the east
ern mountains of Queen Maud Land. The Antarctic 
phlogopite occurrences are similar lo those in the 
Aldan Shield (U. S. S. R. ). 
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E-2551 550. 93: 552(*73) 

Ravich, M. G. and others 
ABSOLUTE AGE OF ROCKS OF THE CENTRAL 
PART OF THE MOUNTAINS IN QUEEN MAUD LAND 
(EAST ANTARCTICA). (Absoliutny'1 vozrast porod 
CSentral'no'1 chasti gar na Zemle Korolevy Mod 
(Vostochnaia Antarktida).] Text in Russian. Alcad. 
nauk SSSR, Dold., 147(6):1433-1436, incl table, 
map, 1962. 11 refS:-

DLC, AS262. S3663 

Sixty-five age determinations using the K-Ar and Rb
Sr methods were made on rocks from within the area 
4°W-15°E, 70°30'-73°S. The absolute ages of sub-alka
line granites and the majority of migmatites formed 
from plagiogneisses and crystalline schists range 
from 400 to 500 m. y. Migmatized plagiogneisses 
from the Schirmacher Ponds, however, are 460 to 
845 m. y. old. The epidote-chlorite-biotite schists 
from the Penck Trough area are 590 m. y. old, Ter
rigenous sedimentary deposits on the eastern side of 
the Penck Trough show ages of 515 to 1050 m. y. or 
older, depending on the distance from the gneiss com
plex and subalkaline granites. The gneissic complex 
in Queen Maud Land underwent a significant change 
lasting at least 600 m. y. , although similar mig
matized plagiogneisses in other East Antarctic locali
ties are 1500 lo 1800 m. y. old. The absolute ages of 
similar rocks between 23° and 28°E are 450 to 500 
m. y. Younger nepheline syenite intrusions (315 to 
340 m. y. ) were also found. [See E-2072) 

E-2552 5. 001. 5(047. 1)(*7) 

Shcherbakov, D. L 
ANTARCTICA IN THE LIGHT OF NEW DATA 
[Antarktida v svete novykh dannykh. J Text in Rus
sian. Akad. nauk SSSR, Vest. , 32(8): 39-45, incl. 
illus., table, Aug. 1962. -

DLC, AS262. A627 

Facts and figures are given on the siZe, shape, and 
climate of Antarctica. East Antarctica is higher than 
previously thought; e.g. , the elevation of Voslok Sta
tion is 3488 m, not 3420 m, and Sovetskaya is at 3662 
m, nol 3570 111. The ice thickness and subglacial 
topography in this area we re studied on several 
traverses from 1957 to 1962. Extensive geological 
data from Queen Maud Land, particularly between 4° 
and 15°E, were used to compile a map covering 
50,000 km 2. A table is given comparing the lowest 
mean and absolute air temperatures of Greenland 
Siberia, and Antarctica; the earth's lowest tempe~a
tures are recorded near Vostok Station. The dryness 
of the Antarctic climate is due to its elevation and the 
predominance of cold air masses. The radiation 
balance of East Antarctica is negative but the radia
tion l_oss is ~om~n_sated by turbulent heat exchange. 
Fossil remams md1cate that the Antarctic climate 
was once much warmer; extreme temperature drops 
began at the end of the Tertiary and glaciation was 
complete in the Quaternary. Generally, the whole 
continent is warming, but too slowly to be noticeable. 
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E-2554 551. 33(*762) 

Nichols, Robert L. 
ANTARCTIC INTERGLACIAL FEATURES. J. Gla
ciol, ~(40):433-449, incl illus., graph, maps, Feb. 
1965. 39 refs. 

DLC, GB2401. J68 

The upper 180 ft of Lake Vanda in Wright Valley is 
essentially potable water, whereas below 200 ft it is 
more than 3 times as saline as seawater. The salinity 
below 200 ft resulted from the evaporation and freez
ing, mainly during interglacial (Loop-Trilogy) time, 
of a larger, less saline body of water. An alluvial 
fan in Wright Valley has been dated as interglacial on 
the basis of (1) ice-marginal channels, formed in 
Loop time, that cut across it, and (2) the fjord-like 
longitudinal cross section of the valley, formed by 
the ice of the oldest glaciation or glaciations. Fossils 
found in till and glaciofluvial deposits in the McMurdo 
Sound region date from early and late Pleistocene in
terglacial time. An ocean-bottom core sample ob
tained in the Ross Sea contained interglacial material 
The presence, in the sample, of glacial marine sedi
ments deposited in interglacial time suggests that the 
Antarctic ice sheet maintained itself throughout the 
Pleistocene. Subsurface efflorescences consisting of 
a layer of pure salts as much as 3 in. thick are found 
2-5 in. below the surface in Loop deposits in Wright 
Valley. The absence of similar thick occurrences in 
Trilogy deposits indicates that the efflorescences are, 
in part at least, interglacial. Interglacial cinder 
cones and lava flows are found in the McMurdo Sound 
area, and some of the widespread scoria present in 
moraines, glaciofluvial deposits, and beaches, date 
from interglacial time. (Auth. , mod. ) 

E-2590 549. 645: 552. 333. 5(*781. 1) 

Le Majira, R. W. and L G. Gass 
OCCURRENCE OF LEUCITE IN VOLCANIC ROCKS 
FROM TRISTAN DA CUNHA Nature, 198(4882): 
779-780, incl illus. , May 25, 1963. Wrefs. 

DLC, Ql. N2 

During recent petrological research on volcanlc rockS 
collected by the Royal Society Tristan da Cunha Ex
pedition, specimens of varying composition we~ 
found to contain leucite. Identification of the mmeral 
was confirmed by four X-ray powder photographs on 
material picked from three rock crushes. The leu
cite occurs in rocks ranging in composition from 
ankaramite through olivine basalt and trachybasalt to 
trachyandesite, but it is most abundant in trachyba
salt. Trachybasalts are the most common roe~ on 
Tristan da Cunha and most of the leucite-bearmg 
varieties are lav~ and conduit rocks of parasitic 
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centers. Microscopic examination reveals that the 
leucite is always interstitial, occurring mainly as 
the mesostasis of small, usually near-spherical 
globules, between 0. 5 and 4. 0 mm in diameter, 
which are most clearly seen between crossed polars. 
The field and microscopic evidences suggest that the 
leucite crystallized after the phenocrysts and the 
ferromagnesian minerals, but usually before the 
plagioclase laths of the groundmass were fully de
veloped and the rock mass had ceased moving. 

E-2601 551. 42: 551. 21(*781. 1) 

Baker, P. E. and P. G. Harris 
LAVA CHANNELS ON TRISTAN DA CUNHA Geol 
Mag., 100(4):345-351, incl. illus., diagr., July
Aug. 1963. 11 refs. 

DLC, QEl. G15 

Lava channels flanked by lava levees are described 
from Tristan da Cunha. These have been formed by 
the building up of the levees by overflow and solidifi
cation of fluid lava from the channels. A distinction 
is made between the terms "lava levee" and "lava 
moraine. " (Auth. ) 

E-2606 551. 331(*7-11) 

Evteev, S. A. 
DETERMINATION OF THE AMOUNT OF MORAINIC 
MATERIAL CARRIED BY GLACIERS OF THE EAST 
ANTARCTIC COAST. (Opredelenie kolichestva 
morennogo materiala, perenosimogo lednikami 
vostochnogo poberezh'!a Antarktidy. ] Text in Rus
sian. Sovet. Antarkticheska!lt Eksped. , Inform. 
biilll. , No. 11:14-16, incl. table, 1959. Eng. transl. 
in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
Vol. 2, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 7-9. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

The results are given of field investigations, bore
hole studies, and seismic soundings. The debris
carrying layer at the bottom of the ice was found to 
be 40 m thick in the Bunger Hills, not less than 100 
m thick at the confluence of Denman and Scott Gla
ciers, and about 10 m thick at Mirnyy. The content 
of morainic material in ice taken near the Bunger 
Hills varied from 0. 11 to 13. 8%, increasing with 
depth, and averaged 1. 87% of the total volume of ice. 
The thickness of the debris-carrying layer increased 
with increasing ice velocity, but its vertical distribu
tion remained the same. The least amount of debris 
is probably carried by ice adjoining shell ice. 
Assuming that the speed of the debris-carrying ice 
layers is 25% of the surface speed, then the total 
amount of debris transported by the ice in the area 
studied would be about 0. 07 cu km/yr. Assuming 
that the data obtained are characteristic of the en
tire continent, then the volume of debris transported 
would be 0. 69 cu km and the average annual rate of 
bedrock erosion would be 0. 05 mm. 

237-720 0 - 67 - l3 
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E-2613 551. 417(*733) 

Voronov, P . S. and to. A. Kruchinin 
BRIEF PHYSIOGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION OF THE 
LAZA!IBV STATION REGION. ['Kratkaiit fiziko
geograficheska!a kharakteristika ralona Iilzhnopo
l!arno! stantsii Lazarev. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. 
Antarkticheska!lt Eksped. , Inform. biilll. , No. 12: 
5- 9, incl. illus. , map, 1959. 3 refs. Eng. transl 
in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
Vol. 2, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 33-37. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

Lazarev Station is located at 69°581S and 12°55'E, 
approximately 25 m above sea level. The locations 
of the 3 main buildings are given and the types of 
equipment in each is described. The Lazarev ice 
shell is an ice tongue 75 Ion long and 90 Ion wide. 
The shell ice, shore ice, and ice barrier of the re
gion are described. The ice-shell surface is gener
ally even and snow-covered, but there a.re dome
shaped elevations and crevasse zones on it which in
dicate that it rests on underwater elevations. Ocean 
depths at the western edge range from 700 to 150 m 
and suggest the existence of a deep trench. Expedi
tions were made from the station to the ice cap to 
study the outcrops (which consist of Precambrian 
metamorphic and igneous rocks), the glacial surface, 
and subglacial topography; a large group of nunataks 
was discovered at 72°S and 18°E. Observations were 
made of the snow-firn layer, weather, flora, and 
fauna. 

E-2614 551. 1(*73) 

Ra.vich, M. G. 
GEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF THE FOURTH 
SOVIET CONTINENT AL ANT ARCTIC EXPEDITION 
IN QUEEN MAUD LAND IN 1959. (Geologiche~ki?. 
issledovani!a Chetvertol kontinental'no! eksped1ts11 
na Zemle korolevy Mod v 1959 g.] Text in Russian. 
Sovet. Antarkticheskaiit Eksped. , Inform. biilll. , 
No. 12: 10-13, incl. illus., 1959. Ref. ~ng. transl. 
in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
Vol. 2, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 37-41. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Ql15. S6862 

The mountain system in Queen Maud Land, located 
between 18°E and 70"W, is one of the largest in the 
Antarctic, having 15% of the total ice-free a.re~ of 
the continent. The subglacial topography consists 
of strongly-eroded fault-block mountains bordered 
by deep faults a.long which are grabens and horsts. 
There a.re sev'eral nunataks between the fault-block 
mountains and Schirmacher Ponds. There a.re at 
least 6 widespread groups of crystalline schists. and 
gneisses: pyroxene c_rysta.lline schists and plagio- _ 
gneisses; garnet-biotite and, Jess f~equently • garnet 
sillimanite-biotite gneisses; granubtes w_1th ?yroxene 
or garnet; amphibolites and biotite-amphi_b~llte . 
schists· marbles, ca.lciphyres, and diopsid1c rocks, 
and metamorphosed basic intrusive roe~ mcludmg 
anorthosites. The feature~ of _the _geological struc
ture of the area which distinguish it from other areas 
of the crystalline basement of East Antarctica a.re 
outlined. 
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E-2616 551. 331. 5(*7-11) 

Evteev, S. A. 
RELIEF-FORMING ACTIVITY OF THE ICE COVER 
ON THE EASTERN SHORE OF ANTARCTICA. (Rel'
efoobrazurushchaia deiatel'nost' lednikovogo pokrova 
vostochnogo poberezh'Ia Antarktidy. ] Text in Rus
sian. Sovet. Antarkticheskaia Eksped. , Inform. 
bull!., No. 12:17-19, 1959. Ref. Eng. transL in: 
Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
Vol. 2, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 44-45. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Ql15. S6862 

The exogenous relief-forming role of ice in Ant
arctica is discussed. Its effect is determined by the 
relief of the underlying surface. The plowing action 
of ice is most intense in valleys oriented in the 
direction of ice movement, while valleys perpendicu
lar, or at an angle, to the ice movement deflect the 
ice. Glaciers which form the valleys have a high 
content of morainic material with layers from 5 to 
100 m thick; the debris rises higher toward the sur
face as the velocity of the ice increases. Before the 
ice began to recede, the morainic material was re
moved into the sea, but it is now deposited as ridges 
near the edge of the continent. In areas where there 
are depressions, such as the central part of the 
Bunger Hills, traces of glacial action are less com
mon. 

E-2622 550. 93:552. 4:561. 2(*7-11) 

Korotkevich, E. S. and B. V. Timofeev 
THE AGE OF THE ROCKS OF EAST ANTARCTICA 
FROM SPORE ANALYSIS. (0 vozraste pored Vosto
chnol Antarktidy (po dannym sporovogo analiza). ] 
Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskara Eksped. , 
Inform. brull., No. 12:41-46, incl. illus. , table, 
map, 1959. 6 refs. Eng. transl. in: Soviet Ant
arctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. VoL 2 
Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 63-69. ' 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

Spore analyses of specimens from morainic deposits 
in the Vestfold Hills and near Farr Bay [near Mirnyy 
Station], and from Mt. Sandow showed that the com
position of plant remains in all specimens is general
ly uniform, although some differences exist among 
areas and groups of rocks. The complex of plant 
remains extracted from 4 specimens of the red 
series of Mt. Sandow consists of 19 species belonging 
to 11 genera. The age of the deposits is Lower Cam
brian. Nine specimens of morainic material of the 
greenschist series in the Vestfold Hills revealed 19 
types of spores belonging to 8 genera. The complex 
of spores indicates the extensive age interval of the 
material--from Proterozoic to Lower Cambrian. 
Morainic material from Farr Bay is composed al
most e_ntirely of crystalline, apparently Early Pre
c~bnan,. rocks, with some boulders of the green
schist series. Seven species of spores belonging to 
5 gen~ra were f~und in one specimen; the species 
are widespread m Late Precambrian and Lower Cam
brian deposits. (See E-1666.) 
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E-2646 551. 21(*784. 2) 

Bauer, Albert and Leopold Berthois 
VOLCANIC ACTIVITY IN KERGUELEN ISLAND. 
(Activite volcanique dans l'he de Kerguelen. ] Text 
in French. CNFRA (Paris), No. 2:77- 105, incl. 
illus. , tables, graph, diagr. , maps, 1963. 12 refs. 

DLC, GPRR 

During the 1961-62 season samples were taken from 
the rocks, the mud, the muddy water, and the gas of 
several fumaroles on the peninsula of Rallier du 
Baty. Emission centers occur in four zones: one 
vent on the beach, emitting water vapor; seven highly 
active, and several other, vents on a terrace 350 m 
above sea level; twelve highly active vents between 
350 and 400 m; and two highly active vents on the 400-
m terrace. It appeared previously that the volcanoes 
of Kerguelen evolved progressively toward an acidic 
phase in their later activities. However, this spec
trographic study revealed the presence of some 
minerals belonging to the basic (nickel and chrome) 
rather than acidic rocks. The lithologic specimens 
were a potassic trachyte and a plagioclase rhyolite. 
The fumarole gas contained hydrogen, argon, car
bonic anhydride, and methane. [See E-2460.) 

E-2648 551. 7: 552(*784. 2) 

Nougier, Jacques 
STUDY OF THE FORMATIONS OF PORT JEANNE 
D'ARC (KERGUELEN). (Etude des formations de 
Port Jeanne d'Arc (Kerguelen).] Text in French 
with English summary. CNFRA (Paris), No. 11: 
29- 55, incl. illus. , table, graphs, diagrs. , map, 
April 1965. 13 refs. 

DLC, GPRR 

One section each was studied at the ravines of Port 
Jeanne d'Arc and D0me Rouge. The rocks contain 
fossil plant and pollen horizons intercalated with a 
thick conglomeratic deposit and overlain by basaltic 
lava flows, tuff, and volcanic ash. The conglomerate 
contains pebbles of basaltic or phonolitic origin, 
cemented with microbreccia. Sedimentological 
analyses indicate that deposition was fluviatile, with 
paleocurrent speeds of 2-3 m/ s from a S-N direction 
in a basin less than 10 km long. Basaltic flows are 
intercalated with, and overlie, the conglomerate, and 
contain labradorite, olivine, magnetite, and augite. 
Tuffs, ash, and breccia overlie the flows; they rep
resent slow sedimentation, in a lacustrine environ
ment, of acid volcanic debris from a nearby source. 
The uppermost flows of augite andesite indicate a 
return to more basic eruptions. Despite the varia
tions in facies, correlation is possible between the 
150-m section at Port Jeanne d'Arc and the 90-m 
section at D6me Rouge. 
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E-2654 551. 1/. 4(*772) 

Long, William E. 
INVESTIGATIONS OF THE OHIO RANGE, ANTARC
TICA. In: Mountain World, 1962-63. London, Allen 
& Unw!n; Chicago, Rand McNally, 1964, p. 221-225, 
incl illus. 

DLC, G505. M63 

The Ohio Range (formerly Ho1·lick Mountains) was 
Visited by the "Byrd Traverse Party" in 1958. In a 
brief geological excursion to Mt. Glossopteris, 
several significant discoveries were made: the first 
marine Lower Devonian fossils and rocks known in 
Antarctica, a thick tillite sequence, and thick coal 
beds and profuse fossil leaves and wood. The range 
was explored in more detail in the 1960-61 and 1961-
62 seasons. These investigations have shown that the 
Ohio Range is a fault-block mountain which is com
posed of nearly flat sedimentary rocks overlying a 
granitic basement complex. The Horlick Formation, 
the lowermost, contains sandstones and shales with 
several fossil beds of Lower Devonian age. The 
overlying Buckeye TUlite is up to 300 m thick and 
rests on a smooth pavement which deeply cuts lhe 
Horlick Formation and indicates glacial erosion. 
Spores and pollen grains of Permian age have been 
found in shales associated with the t.illite. Over the 
tillite rests a 200-m-thick unit of black shales, the 
Discovery Ridge Formation. The highest and young
est unit is the Mt. Glossopteris Formation, com
posed of about 650 m of interbedded sandstones, 
shales, and coals. Fossil wood is commonly found 
in S8lldstones and the fossil leaf Glossopteris is 
abundant in shales. The age is middle lo late Per
mian. The youngest rocks in the range are diabase 
intrusions of Lower Jurassic age. Regional rela
tionships are discussed with reference to other areas 
in Antarctica w ilh similar geology, and to other 
southern continents. 

E-2655 552. 64(*726. 3) 

Schmidt, Richard A. 
MlCROSCOPIC EXTRATERRESTRIAL PARTICLES 
FROM THE ANT ARCTIC PENINSULA. N. Y. Acad. 
Sci. , Ann. , 119(1): 186-204, incl. illus. , tables, 
graphs, maps;-- ov. 11, 1964. 46 refs. 

DLC, Qll. 5 

This article is a condensed version of the report pub
lished by the Universi~y of Wisconsin (Geophysical 
and Polar Research Center, Dept. of Geology, Re
search Report Series 63-3 [E-788]). 

E-2656 551. 337:553. 623:552. 122 

Kr!nsley, David R. and Walter S. Newman 
PLEISTOCENE GLACIATION: A CRITERION FOR 
RECOGNITION OF ITS ONSET. Science, 149(3682): 
442-443, incl. illus. , map, July 23, 1965,18 refs. 

DLC, Ql.S35 
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The various biostratigraphic boundaries proposed for 
the base of the Pleistocene are not necessarily i;yn
chronous wtth the onset of continental glaciation. 
Electron-microscopic examination of surface tex
tures of sand grains suggests a widely applicable 
rock-stratigraphic and geologic-climate boundary that 
may mark the point at which glaciers of continental 
proportions began to Launch debris-cari-ylng icebergs 
into the world's oceans. A log and location map are 
shown for a core from the Indian ocean (42°39'S, 
45"40'E). This is one or 11 cores used by Ericson~ 
al to show the time of onset of the first continental 
giaclation (beginning or the Pleistocene). They 
further believe that a fauna! transition zone marks 
this boundary. This core indicates that the climate 
of Antarctica had become glacial some 250,000 yr 
before the drastic climatic change that marked the 
end of the Pliocene. (Auth. , mod. ) 

E-2659 551. 21(*781. 1) 

Baker, P. E. and others 
THE VOLCANOLOGICAL REPORT OF THE ROYAL 
SOCIETY EXPEDITION TO TRISTAN DA CUNHA, 
1962. Roy. Soc. London, Philos. Trans. , Ser. A, 
256(1075):439-575, incl. illus. , tables, graphs, 
diagrs., maps, append., Nov. 12, 1964. 59 re!s. 

DLC, Q41. L8 

On Oct. 9, 1961, a volcano erupted on the Settlement 
Plain of Tristan da Cunha. This report presents the 
results of a geological survey of Tristan, Inaccessi
ble, and Nightingale Is. , and the effects of the vol
canic activity on the vegetation, and Introduced and 
indigenous faunas. The introduction ls by L G. 
Gass; the geology of the group and the 1961 eruptive 
center are discussed by P. E. Baker, L G. Gass, 
P. G. Harris, and R. W. Le Maltre. Tristan Is the 
uppermost 6760 ft of a composite volcanic con rising 
from 12,000 ft below sea level The Island consists 
mainly of interbedded layers of basaltic lava and 
pyroclastic material of similar composition dc1·ived 
from lhe central conduit. A comparison is made with 
other Mid-Atlantic Ridge islands, Morphology of the 
1961 eruptive center, U1e petrography, and fumarolic 
minerals are discussed. Biological work is dlii
cussed in appendix I by M. W. Holdgate, J. H. 
Dickson (effects on vegetation), and O. E. Baird 
(effects on fauna). Toxic fumes caused the most 
damage to the vegetation; the eruption had only a 
slight influence on the alien and native faunas. Age 
determinations made on samples or basalt from the 
Tristan da Cunha group and other parts of the Mid
Atlantic Ridge are tabulated and discussed in appen
dix n by J. A. Miller. Paleomagnetic measurements 
on lavas from Tristan and Inaccessible L are dis
cussed in appendix m by K. M. Creer. A geological 
map and cross section are included. 
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E-2660 (*7)55(082. 2) 

International Symposium on Antarctic Geology, 1st, 
Cape Town, 1963 

ANTARCTIC GEOLOGY; PROCEEDINGS. Edited by 
Raymond J. Adie. Amsterdam, North-Holland; New 
York, Interscience, 1964, 758p., incl. illus., 
tables, graphs, diagrs. , maps, disc. Refs. 

DLC, Q,E350, I55, 1963 

This volume contains proceedings of the First Inter
national Symposium on Antarctic Geology, held in 
Cape Town, Sept. 16-21, 1963. The 76 papers are 
arranged into 14 sections: sub-Antarctic islands; 
geomorphology; glacial geology; general geology; 
stratigraphy; mineralogy; igneous and metamorphic 
petrology; geophysics; geochemistry; geochronology; 
paleontology; structural geology and tectonics; sub
marine geology; and the relationship of Antarctica to 
the southern continents. Abstracts of all but two of 
the papers appeared in SCAR Bulletin, No. 15, Sept. 
1963, In some cases tfie1TIIe of a paper in this 
volume differs slightly from that previously sub
mitted, and 4 abstracts do not have correspond-
ing articles in the volume. A combined author 
and subject index is included, Abstracts of two 
papers which were not abstracted previously 
follow [E-2661-2662]. 

E-2661 550. 93:016(*7) 

Picciotto, E. and A. Coppez 
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF ABSOLUTE AGE DETERMINA
TIONS IN ANTARCTICA (ADDENDUM). In: Interna
tional Symposium on Antarctic Geology, 1st, Cape 
Town, 1963, Antarctic Geology; Proceedings. 
Edited by Raymond J, Adie, Amsterdam, North
Holland; New York, Interscience, 1964, p. 563-569, 
incl. table. 17 refs. 

DLC, QE350, I55, 1963 

In an earlier paper [E-161] 15 articles were re
viewed which dealt with age determinations on Ant
arctic rocks, and the relevant data for 180 determi
nations were compiled in a table and plotted on a 
map, In this addendum, 94 age determinations given 
in 7 additional articles are reviewed and tabulated. 
The majority of the ages were obtained by the Ar/ K 
method on total rock. 

E-2662 551. 24(*7) 

Hamilton, Warren 
TECTONIC MAP OF ANTARCTICA--A PROGRESS 
REPORT. In: International Symposium on Antarctic 
Geology, 1st, Cape Town, 1963, Antarctic Geology· 
Proceedings. Edited by Raymond J. Adie. Amste;
dam, North-Holland; New York, Interscience 1964 
p. 676-680, incl. map, disc. 31 refs. ' ' 

DLC, QE350. I55, 1963 
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An interpretation of the major structural and vol
canic provinces of Antarctica is given in a map, with 
reference to papers published since the writing of a 
publication [E-145] which contains prior cita-
tions upon which much of this interpretation is based. 
Recent data indicate that interior West Antarctica, 
Marie Byrd Land, and northeastern Victoria Land 
represent a Paleozoic geosyncline in which sedimen
tation and orogeny were in general younger than 
those of the geosyncline of the Transantarctic Moun
tains. The Antarctic Peninsula represents a wholly 
different terrain, dominated by metavolcanic rocks 
and quartz-diorite. The pre- granitic rocks are of 
Jurassic and Cretaceous ages wherever they have 
been dated by fossils, although Adie infers crystal
line complexes of several older ages are also 
present. The crustal geometry of West Antarctica 
suggests that right-lateral oblique rifting of the con
tinent, as part of a circum-Pacific motion pattern, 
has pulled West Antarctica in several tensionally 
thinned pieces partly away from East Antarctica. 

E-2667 551. 241: 561. 5 

Hawkes, J. G. and P. Smith 
CONTINENTAL DRIFT AND THE AGE OF ANGIO
SPERM GENERA. Nature, 207(4992):48- 50, July 3, 
1965. 23 refs. -

DLC, Ql. N2 

Evidence from modern techniques points to the fact 
that continental drift has been, and probably still is, 
occurring. Polar wandering curves for the southern 
continents begin to diverge at the Permo-Triassic 
point, although Antarctica did not separate from 
South Africa until possibly Jurassic times. Distribu
tional evidence of living plants indicates that angio
sperms were almost certainly present on Gondwana
land in the Mesozoic, if not before. Representatives 
of some modern genera of flowering plants were in 
existence by at least early Cretaceous times. It is 
assumed that flowering plants were rare in those 
areas until mid-Cretaceous, or were exploiting drier 
and therefore non-fossilizing habitats. The sudden 
appearance of flowering plants in the Northern Hem!• 
sphere is possibly due to their ability to migrate from 
Gondwanaland where they evolved, only after its frag
ments had drifted northward and came in contact with 
the northern land masses. 

E-2668 550. 384: 551. 241(*7) 

Creer, K. M. 
PALEOMAGNETISM AND THE TIME OF THE ONSET 
OF CONTINENTAL DRIFT. Nature, 207(4992):51, 
July 3, 1965. 11 refs. -

DLC, Ql. N2 

Potassium-argon ages have now been determined for 
the Serra Geral Formation (S. America) and are 
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grouped round 140 and 120 m. y. (E-2670). 
Stormberg lavas (S. Africa) have been dated at 190 
and 154 m. y., Tasmanian dolei-ites at 170 m. y., and 
Ferrar dolerites (Antarctica) at 163 and 147 m. y. 
Hence the ages of the rocks sampled for paJeomag
netic studies from Gondwanic continents could pos
sibly differ by some tens of millions of years. If 
continental drill or polar wandering we1·e rapid in 
those times, the previous conclusions [L-2220] 
that Gondwanaland started to break up in the Permo
Triassic may have to be modified. 

E-2670 552. 3:550. 93(81:899) 

Creer, K. M. , J. A. Miller and A. Gilbert Smith 
RADIOMETRIC AGE OF THE SERRA GERAL FOR
MATION. Nature, 207(4994):282-283, incL tables, 
map, July 17, 1965.6 refs. 

DLC, Qi. N2 

The formation consists of lava flows and dolerite 
dikes covering about l million km2 ln Uruguay and 
BraziL Samples from these rocks were dated by the 
whole-rock K-Ar method. Petrographic descriptions 
of the samples are given. The ages obtained were 
140 (U. Jurassic) and 115 (L. Cretaceous) m. y. 
Similar ages of correlative lavas and dolerites are 
tabulated for African (Karroo 154 & 190 m. y. ), 
Australian (Tasmanian 170 m. y. ), and Antarctic 
(Ferrar 147-163 m. y. ). The Serra GeraJ volcanic 
episode is one of several represented in the Gond
wanic continents. When interpreting paJeomagnetic 
data these episodes have been assumed to be contem
poraneous, but radiometric ages now show this 
assumption to be invalid, 

E-2673 551. 3. 053:551. 324. 05:551. 21(*762) 

Warren, Charles R 
WRIGHT VALLEY: CONJECTURAL VOLCANOES. 
Science, 149(3684):658, Aug. 6, 1965. 2 refs. 

DLC, Q1.S35 

It has been Inferred that the scabland in the western 
head of the Wright Valley was carved by a catastroph
ic Uood from greater deglaciation of Antarctica than 
formerly postulated (E-2458}. This anomaly, 
and the anomalous deuterium and solute contents of 
the water in Lake Vanda, can be explained if vol
canic eruption occurred under the thick ice west of 
Wright Valley. Moving down the valley, the volcano
melted floodwater would fill the Lake Vanda basin. 
It would be low in deuterium and have a much higher 
content of solute than ordinary glacial meltwater. 
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E-2676 552: 539. 16(*73) 

Zatsepin, E. N. and A. M. Karasik 
RADIOACTIVITY OF ROCKS OF QUEEN MAUD 
LAND. [Radioa.ktivnost' gornykh pored Zemli 
Korolevy Mod. J Text in Russian. Geof lz. biulL , 
No. 15:44-48, incl table, graphs, 1965. Ref. 

DLC, QC80l. 3, M4 

The distribution of radioactivity for the rockll most 
typical of Queen Maud Land is graphed. Three radio
activity ma.'lima, which distinguish both granites and 
pegmatites, are due to variations of age and origin. 
Nearly 60% of the granites have a radioactivity of 20 
to 30 y and over 50% of the pegmatiles 13 to 18 y. 
The radioactivity of gneisses is determined mainly by 
the quantity o[ allnn.ite in the rock. Queen Maud 
Land, being a typical thorium made region, is analo
gous to the Precambrian shields of Fennoscandia, 
India, Australia, and Brazil 

E-2678 552. 3(•726. 54) 

Elliot, D. H. 
THE PETROLOGY OF THE ARGENTINE ISLANDS. 
Brit. Antarctic Survey Scient. Repts. No. 41, 31p. , 
incL illus. , tables, diagr. , maps, 1964. 5 refs. 

DLC, QH199. B73 

The oldest rocks are lavas and pyroclasllcs of the u. 
Jurassic Volcanic Group, which have been intruded 
by pre-Andean dikes and sills. The Andean Intrusive 
Suite has metamorphosed and metasomal!zed the vol
canic and hypabyssal rocks. There is a later dike 
phase which cuts both the volcanic and plulonic rocks, 
and a few late, comparatively unaltered, Tertiary 
dikes. The apparent succession in the U. Jurassic 
volcanics is trachytic andesltes (oldest), porphyritic 
andesite, dacite c1·ystal luffs, and dacite breccia 
(youngest). The pre-Andean hypabyssal rocks are 
mainly microdiorite dikes and sills, with m ta
morphosed dikes in the aureole. The Andean Intru
sive Suite includes quartz norlte, hornblende gabbro, 
and granodiorites with basic xenoliths. Two main 
groups of hypabyssal rocks arc of post-Andean ag 1 

consisting ai microgabbros and microdiorltes. The 
lava flows and dike rocks described as Tertiary ex
hibit remarkably little alteration and are chiefly 
porphyritic andesites and augite mlcrodiorites. The 
tabulated chemical analyses show that all the speci
mens have a relatively high alumina content which is 
typical of the Andean petrological province. 

E-2680 663. 4(•7) 

Hill, Dorothy 
GEOLOGY. 3. ARCHAEOCYATHA FROM ANTARC
TICA AND A REVIEW OF THE PHYLUM. Trans
Antarctic Exped. , 1955-1958, Scient. Repts. No. 10, 
15lp. , incL illus., map, 1965. 214 refs. 

DLC, Ql15. T7 
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The specimens described in this report were col
lected from moraines of the Recovery Glacier near 
the Whichaway Nunataks. It is likely that the mate
rial has originated from the east, somewhere along 
the path of the glacier. Part One of the report in
cludes morphology, ecology, and distribution; the 
systematics are in Part Two, together with the dates 
of publication of Russian systematic names. The 
plates include specimens from South Australia and 
North America, figured with the Antarctic specimens 
of the same age. If the Antarctic collection had 
come from a single faunal horizon it could best be 
correlated with the Sanashtykgol of the south Siberian 
fold belt, which is equated with the Olekma horizon of 
the Platform. The Olekma horizon at the top of the 
Boloma substage of the Lena stage is generally re
garded as Lower Cambrian. Ecological studies by 
Russian scientists suggest that Archaeocyatha 
flourished on bottoms 20-30 or down to 50 m deep, in 
warm tropical or near-tropical seas with surface 
temperature of not less than 25-30°C. Salinity 
studies of Lower Cambrian Archaeocyatha-bearing 
sediments show that this fauna flourished best when 
the content of primary MgO in the deposit did not 
exceed 0. 2-0. 5 per cent. 

E-2685 552. 3(*762) 

Hamilton, Warren and others 
DIABASE SHEETS OF THE TAYLOR GLACIER RE
GION, VICTORIA LAND, ANTARCTICA. u. s. Geol. 
survey Prof. Paper 456-B, 71p. , incl. illus. , 
tables, graphs, diagrs., maps, 1965. 127 refs. 

DLC, QE75. P9 

This report presents field and laboratory information 
on diabase sheets intrusive into nearly flat sandstone 
and into basement plutonic rocks on both sides of 
Taylor Glacier within the area 77°40'-77°55'S, 160°-
1630E. Thick sills and inclined sheets of quartz 
diabase were intruded during Jurassic time into the 
nearly undeformed Beacon Sandstone in the area now 
occupied by the mountains west of McMurdo Sound. 
Aggregate thickness of sills and sheets in single sec
tions is about 3000 ft. The entire Beacon Sandstone 
was metamorphosed slightly by the diabase sheets, 
but strong metamorphic effects are limited to contact 
zones a few feet thick. The petrology is described in 
detail, with sections on Petrography by Hamilton, 
Philip T. Hayes, and Ronald Calvert; and sections on 
Chemistry by Hamilton, Vertie C. Smith, Paul S. D. 
Elmore, Paul R. Barnett, and Nancy Conklin. Com
pa1·ative petrology is made with areas elsewhere in 
Antarctica and with other continents. The Antarctic 
diabase nearest Australia on the one hand and South 
Africa on the other is much like that of those conti
nents; this relationship is consistent with continental 
drift. The causes and mechanisms of differentiation 
are discussed. Numerous photographs and a colored 
geologic map (scale 1: 50, 000) are included. 
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E-2701 551. 481. 1: 54(*762) 

Angino, Ernest E. , Kenneth B. Armitage and 
Jerry C. Tash 

A CHEMICAL AND LIMNOLOGICAL STUDY OF 
LAKE VANDA, VICTORIA LAND, ANTARCTICA. 
Kans. , Univ. , Univ. Kans. Sci. Bull. , 45(10): 1097-
1118, incl illus. , tables, graphs, diagr.'", map, 
June 7, 1965. 24 refs. 

DLC, Ql. K17 

The saline waters of Lake Vanda have a complex 
origin. The Li/Na, K/Na, HCO3/Cl, and SO4/Cl 
support an origin from thermal springs. The 
Ca + Mg/Na+ K, HCO3/Cl, and SO4/Cl indicate 
brine formation by concentration. Thus the meas
ured salinities resulted from the introduction of 
mineralized waters and the concentration of these 
and other waters by a sublimation-freezing mecha
nism. The waters of the lake, especially those of 
the lower 10 m, may be regarded as a Ca/Mg chlo
ride brine. Relict sea water does not seem to be 
present. Wind-blown salts may make a minor con
tribution to the lake. A thermal dome appears to be 
present near the center of the lake, which is expli
cable on the basis of an influx of thermal waters. 
If solar heating is postulated, the isothermal pat
terns are not readily explained. Seasonal changes 
in temperature also support an upward movement of 
heat. 

E-2724 551.510.42:551,217 

Wright, Frances W. and Paul W. Hodge 
STUDIES OF PARTICLES FOR EXTRATERRESTRIAL 
ORIGIN. 4. MICROSCOPIC SPHERULES FROM 
RECENT VOLCANIC ERUPTIONS. J. Geophys. Res., 
1Q(l6):3889-3898, incl. illus., tables, Aug. 15, 1965. 
10 refs. 

DLC, QC811. J6 

Physical and chemical investigations of microscopic 
spherules from 3 recently or currently active volca -
noes show them to have the same general abundances 
and composition as previously found for deposits 
from extinct volcanoes [E-1413]. The results 
support the conclusion that a volcanic origin is un
likely for the majority of the spherules recovered in 
Arctic and Antarctic ice. [See E-1412, E-1417] 
(Auth., mod.) 

E-2728 561(*762) 

Cranwell, Lucy M. 
HYSTRICHOOPHERES AS AN AID TO ANT ARCTIC 
DATING WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE RE· 
COVERY OF CORDOOPHAERIDIUM IN ERRATICS AT 
McMURDO SOUND. Grana Palynologica, ~(3):397-
405, incl. illus., map, 1964. 12 refs. 

DA, 450 G76 
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Two Antarctic areas are known to contain Tertiary 
plant fossils, but the exact dating of deposits in both 
is still uncertain. Deposits in the McMurdo Sound 
region occur as small, rare patches of soft, calcar
eous mudstone In coastal moraines at Minna Bluff 
and on two small islets nearby. An age between 
Paleocene ruu:I Oligocene was given to the deposits 
because of the fil-m Identification of the most abun
dant member of U1e microplankton, a large and dis
tinctive species which had been attributed to Hystri
chosphaeridium ru1d which had been considered espe
cially significant at the time because of Its likeness to 
Lower Tertiary and even older forms of the H. com -
~-!!, pulcherrimum group. Further study~ 
comparison with German material has led to a rede
scription of the Antarctic material, now called 
Cordosphaeridium diktyoplokus. A typical McMurdo 
specimen reached about llOµin overall dimensions, 
the shell rru-1ging in size from 60 to BOµ, while the 
distinctive processes, consisting of a slender stalk, 
a spreading base, and a much wider fenestrate funnel
like top, are usually 16 to 24µ in total length. The 
shell Is spheroidal lo broadi.y ellipsoidal and, though 
thin-walled, is tough and extremely resistant to 
erosion by physical ruld chemical agents. g. ~ 
plo1£is is neritic, but the palynological data indicate a 

y land flora. 

E-2733 550. 4: 551. 3. 051(26. 03)(*80) 

Angino, Ernest E. 
GEOCHEMISTRY OF ANT ARCTIC PELAGIC SEDI
MENTS. Texas A & M Univ., Dept. Oceanogr. & 
Meteorol,, A & M P1·oj. 363, Ref. 65-21A, 89p., 
incl. tables, graphs, maps, disc., July 1965. 39 refs. 

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection 

The main objective of this study was to investigate the 
trace element chemistry of the glacial marine sedi
ments which constitute a 100- to 400-mi-wlde ring 
immediately encircling the Antarctic continent. A 
second objective was to ascertain lf it Is possible to 
use variations in trace elements as a function of depth 
in the core and sediment type as an indicator of past 
cllmatlc changes in the Antarctic. Part I of the re
port consists of a summary of the completed research 
in which a total of 14 cores (80 samples) were selected 
from the Ross, Belllngshausen, and Amundsen Seas 
and analyzed by emission spectrography. On the basis 
of trace element content (ln this case Cr, Ni, Co, Mn, 
Fe, Al, Ti, Cu, V), glacial marine sediments have 
a chemistry distinctly different from that of shelf, 
deep-sea carbonate, and deep-sea clay sediments. 
Distribution in the cores suggests that considerable 
climatic changes took place during late Quaternary 
times. Part n includes additional Information 
obtained but not yet summarized for publication con
cerning the determination of U and Th content in sed
iments and collection of preliminary data on the dis
tribution of the natural radioelements ln the Antarctic. 
Part m consists of 2 preprints of review studies to be 
published elsewhere. 
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E-2750 549. 464(·762) 

Torti, Tetsuya and Joyo Ossaka 
ANTARCTICITE: A NEW MrnERAL. CALCIUM 
CHLORIDE HEXAHYDRATE, DISCOVERED IN 
ANTARCTICA. Science, 149(3687): 975-977, incl. 
illus., tables, maps Aug.~, 1965. 3 re[s. 

DLC. Ql.S35 

A new mine1·al, calcium chloride hexahydrate, was 
discovered in Don Juan Pond, Wright Valley, Vic
toria Land. The optical properties, chemical analy
sis, and powder patterns obtained by X-ray diffrac
tion agree with Lilosc of artificial calcium chlo1·lde 
h xahydratc. The name antarcticit is proposed for 
the new mineral. The l'esults of chemical analysis 
and X-ray powder diffraction of the mineral, and 
chemical analysis and speclfic gravity of pond wate1· 
are tabulated. In addition lo the minor constituents 
Mg, Na, and K, the presence of Sr was confirmed by 
emission-arc spectnl analysis. The concentration 
of the solution and the crystalllzatlon of the salts in 
the pond may have been effected by low temperature 
and extremely dry climate. 

E-2751 551.481. 16: 551,583. 7( 762) 

Roberts, Charles DeWitt 
ESTIMATION OF ELAPSED TIME SINCE A CERTAIN 
CLIMATIC CHANGE FOR LAKE VANDA. Nature, 
207(4997):626, incl table, Aug. 7, 1965. 2 refs. 
'[i'iEPLY,] A. T. Wilson, Ibid. :626-627. 3 refs. 

DLC, Ql.N2 -

The chemical gradients found in Lake Vanda can be 
explained by chemical diffusion; such chemical com
position profiles ln Antarctic lakes can provide valu
able paleoclimalic information. Wilson estimated the 
elapsed time since a climatic change for Lake Vanda 
as 1200 yr {E-1007) on the basis of calculations 
o! diffusion with time of calcium chlor1d from the 
lower lo high levels of the Lake. Roberts modifies 
the estimate to 984 yr with a 95% confidence Interval, 
576~l :5'.3360 yr, on the basiS of a statistical estima
tion method. The mathematical procedures are dis
cussed and compared with the proc dures used by 
Wllson. In Wilson's reply, the model on which the 
Roberts calculations are based ls shown lo differ 
from the actual shape of Lake Vanda, i e. , the lake 
ls treated mathematically as having W!nite volume, 
a flat bottom, and vertical sides, with d!f!usion oc
curring from a planar source of negligible thickness. 
It is shown that data for the various depths should 
not be given equal loading ln the calculations since 
the lake sides are not verllcal. The corrected 
elapsed time estimation thus increases and ap
proaches the original estimation. 
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E-2769 551.338 

Tanner, William F. 
CAUSE AND DEVELOPMENT OF AN ICE AGE. 
J, Geol., 73(3):413-430, incl. table, May 1965. 14 
refs. -

DLC, QE1.J8 

It is proposed that the initiation of the glacial period 
and the oscillations within that period are caused in 
2 diffe1·ent ways. First, the present glacial sequence 
is due basically to the fact that a wide continent (i.e., 
North America) is close to a pole. Secondly, oscil
lations within this sequence arise because of an 
essentially meteorological mechanism: a growing 
glacier on a wide continent migrates outward and up
ward until it starves itself. An isostatic lag accounts 
for the rather slow development of the sequence. 
Numerical analysis of these ideas shows that they are 
probably adequate to account for the essentials of 
Pleistocene history. The meteorological model can 
operate effectively only on "wide" continents such as 
North America and Europe. The Greenland and Ant
arctic ice sheets are, therefore, safe from the 
dangers of migrating into warmer areas, and hence 
will not melt until overall glacial conditions have been 
terminated. Field evidence suggests that complete 
melting did not take place during any of the Pleisto
cence interglacials. An important corollary of this 
study has been the suggestion that the earth is now in 
a fully developed interglacial, Two time intervals are 
suggested: the Pleistocene is probably about 106 yr 
old now, and it can be expected to continue into the 
future (barring unforeseen interruptions) for about 
108yr. 

E-2770 551, 1/. 4(*726. 52) 

Scott, Kevin M, 
GEOLOGY OF THE SOUTHERN GERLACHE STRAIT 
REGION, ANTARCTICA. J, Geol., 73(3):518-527 
Incl. table, maps, May 1965. 12 refs.' ' 

DLC, QE1.J8 

~ominant rock of the southern Gerlache Strait region 
1s a composite batholith o! intermedi.ate to basic com
position. Andesitlc volcanic rocks and metasedimen
tary units, containing clasts evidencing an older met
amorphic episode, occur as roof pendants. Igneous 
phases yield radiometric ages of Cretaceous (94 m. y., 
K-Ar) and Eocene (52.5 m.y., K-Ar; 45 m.y., lead
alp~) and include granodiorite, quartz diorite, 
d1orite, and gabbro. All units are intruded by Terti
ary dikes of propylitized andesite and are locally 
covered by Pleistocene beach gravels and moraines. 
(Auth.) 
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E-2780 551. 343. 2(*726. 1) 

Chambers, M, J. G. 
UNUSUAL PATTERNED GROUND ON DECEPTION 
ISLAND, SOUTH SHETLAND ISLANDS. Brit, 
Antarctic Survey Bull. No. 6:15-19, incl. illus., 
graph, April 1965. 8 refs. 

DLC 

An unusual type of sorted stone circle, composed of 
concentric bands of alternately fine and coarse sorted 
ash, is described from Deception I. Individual bands 
dip steeply in toward the center, the angle of dip de
creasing with depth. The ash is frozen at a depth of 
40 cm. Successive accumulations of extruded ash, 
each subjected to further sorting by repeated freeze
thaw action on the sw-face before being covered by the 
next overflow, could account for the feature. As a 
result of the annual thaw, subsidence would occur 
where the greatest concentration of ice and extrusion 
of fines had taken place, i.e., in the center of the 
pattern, thus causing the basin-like feature. Differ
ential freezing rates within the fine and coarse parts 
of the bands probably altered the freezing plane to 
maintain the original segregation, even after the 
bands were tilted nearly vertical. 

E-2786 551. 35. 06:551. 461. 2(*726. 82) 

Bibby, J. S. 
SOME OBSERVATIONS ON SEA-LEVEL CHANGES IN 
THE JAMES ROSS ISLAND GROUP. Brit. Antarctic 
Survey Bull. No. 6: 67-75, incl. illus., map, April 
1965. 5 refs. 

DLC 

Remnants of old beach levels have been found at nu
merous localities in the James Ross Island group, 
usually along the unconformity between soft Creta
ceous sediments and overlying mid-Miocene volcanics, 
The levels can be divided into 2 groups, between 70 
and 80 ft and between 10 and 30 ft. The beach depos
its are generally sandy gravel or gravelly sand with 
frequent subangular blocks of olivine basalt. No 
structural features have been found at the 80-ft 
level, but the sands and gravels attributable to 
marine action often grade into scree at about this 
height. Here, due to modification by soliflucbon and 
their exceptional thinness, they may be difficult to 
distinguish from the usual drift cover. In some 
areas, material originally deposited as moraine has 
been reworked and leveled. During the gradual re
cession of the sea from the higher level to its present 
position, there was an obvious halt at about 30 ft, of 
sufficient duration to allow small rock terraces to be 
cut. No correlations were attempted with the beaches 
in the South Shetland Is. 
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E-2790 

Michel, Jean-Pierre 
CONTRIBUTION TO THE SEDIMENTOLOGICAL 
STUDY OF ANTARCTICA. [Contribution a l'etude 
sedimentologique de l' Antarclique.] Text in F1·ench 
with English summary. CNFRA (Paris), No. 5, 9l(l, 
incl. illus., tables, graphs, diag1·s., maps, 1964. 
74 refs. 

DLC, GPRR 

Semi-logarithmic, cumulative grain-size curves of 
Quaternary or recent deposits from Antarctica indi
cate that the sorting improves gradually from mo
raines to eolian deposits. Grains smaller than 35 µ 
are exceptional. Surface granitic blocks weather 
either by mechanical granular disintegration or by 
exfoliation; the taffonis are dug this way also rather 
than by wind. Beacon sandstone samples showed no 
feldspar; quartz grains were cemented with silica. 
Percentage of feldspars varied from zero to 53, in
creasing in size from O. 2 to 1 mm and large1·. Min
eralogic X-ray studies in samples smaller than 35µ 
revealed the presence of LJ1ree types of clay: com -
manly 1llite, less commonly chlorite, and traces or 
kaolinite and feldspar. The derivation or these clay 
minerals is discussed. The study shows tbal eolian 
action has been ven" strong, and that mechanical 
weathering (ice wedging) is stronger tha1t chemical 
weathering. (Auth., mod . ) 

E-2792 551. 336:551. 79(*784. 2) 

Bellair, P. 
AN EXAMPLE OF ABERRANT GLACIATION: KER
GUELEN ISLANDS, (Un exemple de glaciation aber
rante: les Iles Kerguelen. ] Text in French with 
English summary. CNFRA (Paris), No. 11:1-27, 
incl. illus., maps, 1965 . 19 refs . 

DLC, GPRR 

This is a review of the present knowledge of Quater
nary times in Kerguelen Is , with emphasis on the 
glacial deposits of Courbet Peninsula. The marine 
levels prese11tly known are certainly postglacial and 
correspond to tl1e transgression of the climatic opti
mum (5500 B. P. ). There is no evidence of beaches 
raised isostatically subsequent to the existence of a 
thick ice sheet. Glaciation was therefore local with 
Alpine glaciers or glaciers of the Alaskan. type . Evi
dence of glaciation is incontestable but it indicates 
ancient glaciation, and the total absence of terminal 
moraines indicates that in glacial times the marine 
level was 300 ft below the present one, that is, pres
ently under sea level. A discussion is presented to 
show that Kerguelen rs. are too limited in size to get 
an ice cover thick enough to be insensitive to small 
variations in mean temperature. Only a careful study 
of cores sampled in the vicinity of the Antarctic 
Convergence would reveal precise information on the 
Pleistocene climatic evolution in the Southern Hemi
sphere. (Auth. , mod.) 
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E-2819 910. 4(*781. 1) 

Gass. L G. 
THE ROYAL SOCIETY'S EXPEDITION TO TRISTA 
DA CUNHA. 1962. Geogr. J., 129(3):283-289, incl 
illus. , maps. disc., Sept. 19637 refs. 

DLC, G7. R91 

The entire community of 264 at Tristan da Cunha was 
evacuated on OcL 10, 1961, following n volcanic 
eruption 300 yd east oI the village. A 12-member 
expedition arrived on Jan. 29, 1962, and, for 7 
weeks, made a geological survey of the Tristan 
group, studied the new volcano, and im•estigated lhe 
effects of the volcanic activity on the vegetation and 
fauna of the island (}!:-2659). The relative ages 
of the rocks of the 3 main islands are 18 :1: 4 m. y. 
for Nightingale, 6 :1: l m. y. for Inaccessible, and 
less than l m. y. for the rocks from Tristan da 
Cunha. Tristan is formed of intei·bedded layers of 
basaltic lava and pyroclastlc material of the same 
composition, derived largely from a central conduit. 
Over 30 secondary, or parasitic, volcanic centers 
are superimposed on the Ilanks of the p1·imary vol
cano. When the expedition arrived the intensity of 
volcanic activity had greatly diminished. The lava 
from the volcano had reached its maximum extent of 
500 yd north of the former coastline along a 1300-yd
wide front. The eruption affected only lhe lowermost 
altitudinal zones of vegetation. Birds and mammals 
were affected only slightly, and soil invertebrates 
only in the immediate vicinity. The indirect effects 
of evacuation, particularly the decontrol of domestic 
animals, were the most noticeable. Dogs had killed 
most of tbe domestic stock left on the 1s1and. The 
greatest loss to Ute economy of the island was the 
engulfing by lhe lava of the only industry, the Craw
fish Canning Factory. 

E-2832 551. 3. 05W784. 2) 

Be rthois, L. and R Deleplne 
CONTRIBUTION TO THE STUDY OF THE 
MORBIHAN BAY SEDIMENTS (KERGUELE 
ISLANDS). [Contribution a l'etude des sediments 
de la Baie du Morbihan (hes de Kerguelen). J Text 
in French. CNFRA (Paris), No. 10 (Biol. , Vol. 1, 

o. 2):61-75, incl graphs, diagrs., maps, Nov. 
1964. 4 refs. 

DLC, GPRR 

Granulometric analysis of three representative 
samples indicates that the grains are dominantly 
quartz ranging between 0. 125 and 1. 01 mm in 
diameter. The percentage of fines is negligible; 
they contain only traces of argillaceous minerals. 
Microscopic analysis of the fine fraction re\·ealed an 
abundance of sponge spicules and a predominance or 
Monoacllnellldae. Diatoms were less abundant , 

E 
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primarily Coscinocliscus accompanied by Triceratium 
and Navicula. other analyses included chemical 
composition, thermal differentials, and X-ray dif
fraction. There is a relationship between these sedi
ments and those of the Greenland fjords. The scar
city of argillaceous elements in the littoral marine 
deposits of Morbihan Bay confirms the conclusion 
that Kerguelen Is. lacked any important argillaceous 
formations. 

E-2834 551. 482:639. 31(*784. 2) 

Cour, P. 
CONTRIBUTION TO THE HYDROGRAPHIC AND 
HYDROLOGIC STUDY OF SOME STREAMS OF 
COURBET PENINSULA (KERGUELEN ARCHI
PELAGO). [Contribution a l'etude hydrographique 
et hydrologique de quelques cours d'eau de la 
Peninsule Courbet (Archipel de Kerguelen). ] Text 
in French. CNFRA (Paris), No. 10 (Biol. , Vol. 1, 
No. 4):93-107, incl. illus., tables, maps, Nov. 1964. 

DLC, GPRR 

The object of this study was to assess the possi
bilities of stocking the rivers in the vicinity of Port
aux-Fran<;ais with two species of trout. The rivers 
visited were found to have a torrential flow and a 
very irregular budget. The data collected include 
the description and nature of the course; the width, 
depth, speed, and approximate flow; the fauna and 
flora; and the pH of the waters. The studies were 
made of the Americans River, the South River, the 
Chateau River and its principal tributaries, and the 
communications among the lakes of Studer Valley. 

E-2848 552. 517. 4(261) 

Fox, Paul Jeffrey and Bruce C. Heezen 
SANDS OF THE MID-ATLANTIC RIDGE. Science, 
149(3690): 1367-1370, incl. illus., table, diagrs., 
Sept. 17, 1965. 14 refs. 

DLC, Ql. S35 

Sands collected at 24 locations along the crest of the 
Mid-Atlantic Ridge between 57"S and 38"N consist 
predominantly of olivine, diopsidic augite, hyper
sthene, enstatite, amphibole, quartz, plagioclase, 
and volcamc glass, suggesting an olivine tholeiitic 
source. Eight cores contain relatively pure mineral 
sands; three of these cores reflect local volcanic 
activity. In 16 cores the Mn-coated mineral grains 
are mixed in a current-winnowed foraminiferal sand 
or ooze. The two southermnost cores, from 57"S 
and 54. 5"S, consist of disseminated mineral sand in 
diatomite. (Auth. , mod. ) 
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E-2850 551. 241(*7) 

Voronov, P . S. 
ON THE SPECIAL FEATURES OF SPATIAL CORRE
LATION OF THE CONTINENTAL SHIELDS. [Ob 
osobennostiakh prostranstvennogo sootnoshenHa 
kontinental'nykh plit. ] Text in Russian. Geogr. 
obshch. SSSR, Izv., 97(1):3-17, incl. tables, graphs, 
diagrs. , Jan. -Feb. !%5. 33 refs. 

DLC, G23. G16 

The continental drift theory is discussed, with em
phasis on the reconstruction of Gondwanaland. Its 
center of gravity was supposedly located at about 
17"S, 27°E, and presumably remained there after the 
disruption of Gondwanaland in Middle Jurassic time. 
Formulas are given for computing the coordinates of 
the initial locations of the centers of gravity of the 
main segments of Gondwanaland before its disruption. 
The distances separating these centers from the 
present centers are then computed, and, by dividing 
them by the number of years elapsed, the yearly rate 
of the drift of each is obtained. The mean direction 
of the vector of movement is also calculated. The 
results for each segment are given (vector of move
ment, distance in kilometers between the initial and 
the present location, mean rate of the drift in centi
meters per year, respectively): Africa-Arabia, 
340°, 700, 0. 04; South America, 275°, 5600, 3. 4; 
Antarctica, 170°, 3700, 8. 3; Australia, 90°, 7500, 
4. 5; India, 35°, 3200, 1. 9; Madagascar, 30°, 1200, 
0. 7. Carboniferous tillites in East Antarctica, 
Hercynian orogenic structures linking eastern 
Australia, Antarctica, and Patagonia, and other evi
dences reveal Antarctica's role in the reconstruction 
of Gondwanaland. 

E-2856 551. 481. 1: 539. 16 

Likens, Gene E. 
MEASUREMENT OF BACKGROUND RADIATION IN 
LAKES. Ecology, 46(4):544-548, incl. tables, 
diagrs. , Early Summer 1965. 13 refs. 

DLC, QH540. E3 

Measurements of background radiation were made in 
5 lakes--two Wisconsin, two New Hampshire, and one 
Antarctic. The lakes are characterized by a small 
amount of ionizing radiation in mid-water and in
creasing quantities near the air and sediment bounda
ries. The radioactivity of the sediments in the Wis
consin and New Hampshire lakes usually increased 
toward the shore line. Count-rate values for the 
sediments near the shore line were up to 10 times 
higher than the values recorded near the bottom in 
deep water. A similar pattern of radioactivity dis
tribution in the sediments was not apparent in Lake 
Vanda, a perennially ice-covered Antarctic lake. 
There is an unexplained increase in the background 
radiation on shore and upslope from the lake. The 
anomalous background radiation in the sediments 
might be due to fallout from atomic tests, which 
could enter the lake from the surrounding drainage 
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basin and be deposited most rapidly near the shore. 
The absence of any increase in radioactivity of the 
sediments near shore in Lake Vanda also supports 
this hypothesis, because the lake is not only peren
nially ice-covered, but also situated in a cold and 
arid region where drainage from lhe adjacent terrain 
is negligible. 

E-2867 551, 345(*7-ll) 

Grigor'ev, N. F . 
NALEDS IN EAST ANTARCTICA. (Naledi V vostoch
nol Antarktide.] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkti
cheskaJ."a Eksped. , Inform. biilll. , No. 14: 5-8, incl. 
illus. , 1960. Ref. Eng. transl in: Soviet Antarctic 
Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 2, Amster
dam, Elsevier, 19641 p. 105-108. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

Data on various frost phenomena in ice-free areas 
were collected during geocryological investigations 
from 1957 to 1958 in the Bunger Hills region. Naleds 
found in ice-free areas are classed as overflow ice 
and belong to the category of refrozen ice. The !or
mation of most naleds in Antarctica is associated with 
the melting of ice, snow, and firn and processes 
following the freezing of water in U1e ground and in 
snow, Iirn, and ice. Two types can be distinguished: 
ground and river naleds. The belt of ground naleds is 
found at the edge of the ice plateau, while the chain of 
river naleds is 1-3 km from the ice edge. In addi
tion to river and ground naleds, the over!low ice 
group includes ice stalactites, stalagmites, and 
columns which occur in the spring and summer at 
the edges of glaciers and in ice caves and crevasses; 
and also naleds forming in the summer at the bottom 
of temporary streams, scours, and wells at the sur
face of the lateral part of the ice plate au. 

E-2876 551. 7: 551. 1(*7-11) 

Klimov, L. V. and D. S. Solov'ev 
CORRELATION OF GEOLOGICAL FORMATIONS OF 
THE ROSS SEA REGION AND OATES COAST. 
[Korrel.ifili:i!a geologicheskikh formatsrl poberezh'la 
morfa Rossa i Berega Otsa. ) Text in Russian. Sovet. 
Antarkticheska!a Eksped. , Inform. biilll. 1 No. 16: 7-
10, 1960. 3 refs. Eng. transl in: Soviet Antarctic 
Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 2 Amster
dam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 171-174. 

DLC, Qll5. S686; Q115. S6862 

The stratigraphic sequence of the Ross Sea region, 
as determined by New Zealand geologists in 1958, in
cludes: Q.iaternary moraines, Upper Tertiary vol
canics, Ferrar dolerites, the Beacon system, Pre
cambrian Admiralty intrusives, and the Ross system. 
In addition to the Paleozoic Beacon system, Soviet 
investigations have shown that the Lower Paleozoic 
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complex of metased!mentary rocks and the Precam
brian gneiss complex are also part of the geological 
structure of Oates Coast and the eastern part of 
George V Coast. The geological similarity of these 
areas to Victoria Land makes it necessary to use a 
sln,gle nomenclature and a common stratigraphic 
sequence. Geological differences are noted among 
northern Victoria Land, Oates Coast, Marie Byrd 
Land, and central East Antarctica. The classifica
tion of West Antarctica as a single Alpine folded zone 
is no longer justified, since there apparently are 
folded zones of various ages (Caledonian, Alpine, 
etc. ) within thiS large region. 

E-2877 551. 43:551. 324. 24(*7-11) 

Bugaev, V. A. and E. L Tolstikov 
PRINCIPAL FEATURES OF THE RELIEF OF EAST 
ANTARCTICA [Osnovnye cherty rel'efa Voslochnot 
Antarldidy, ] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarktlches
kaia Eksped., Worm. bulll. , No. 16: 11-15, incl. 
maps, 1960. 4 rc!s. Eng. transl. in: Soviet Ant
arctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 2, 
Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 174-177. 

DLC, Ql15. S686; Ql15. S6862 

Members of the Third Soviet Continental Expedition, 
using meteorological and aerological data, redeter
mined the elevations of their inland stations and cor
rected lhe p1·oflle of Antarctica calculated on the 
First and Second Expeditions. Descriptions are given 
of 10 principal traverses and physiographic features 
discovered during these operations. About 815 ele
vations were determined. The highest part of the ice 
cap lies between 81 °-83"8 and 60°-S0"E where the 
maximum elevations are arowid 4000 m, The eleva
tion of the subglacial mountains reaches 3000 m 
above sea level, while the ice thickness is 800 to 
900 m. A spur delimited by the 3600-m contour line 
extends from the high plateau in the direction of 
Komsomol'skaya station, producing a katabatic wind 
which is westerly at Vostok Station and eastel'ly at 
Sovetskaya. A wide trough between 65° and BO"E con
nects with the Amery Ice Shelf and is the inland con
tinuation of Prydz Bay. A depression 300 km in 
diameter ln the area of the South Pole affects local 
climate, characterized by katabatic winds and frost 
and snow haze. 

E-2890 551. 311. 23:551. 556(*745) 

Evteev, S. A. 
AT WHAT SPEED DOES WIND "ERODE" STONES IN 
ANTARCTICA? [S kakol skorost'lu veter "raz"edaet" 
ka.mni v Antarktide?] Text in Russian. Sovel. 
Antarkticheskalit Eksped. , Inform. b.lulL , No. 17: 
38-39, 1960. Eng. transl in: Soviet Antarctic Ex
pedition, Information Bulletin. Vol 2, Amsterdam, 
Elsevier, 1964, p. 211. 

DLC, Ql15. S686; Q115. S6862 
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In 1957, pyramids were discovered that had been 
erected in the Gaussberg region by the Drygalski ex
pedition, 1901-1903. The outer side of the melitite
basalt boulders was strongly eroded by wind, although 
there were no cavities on the inner side. The depth 
of the largest cavities reached 5-7 cm. The speed 
with which the winds produced the cavities is esti
mated at 1-1. 5 mm/yr. 

E-2905 551. 1/, 4: 551. 241(*7) 

Adie, Raymond J. 
ANTARCTIC GEOLOGY AND CONTINENTAL DRIFT. 
Sci. J., 1(6):65-73, incl illus., diagrs., Aug. 
1966. 12 refs. 

DLC, Ql. S67 

West Antarctica is a relatively young mountain belt 
attached to the old continental shield of East Antarc
tica. Most of the geological history of the former 
area postdates the disruption of Gondwanaland, but 
East Antarctica has a geological record which, apart 
from localized volcanic eruptions and a major glacia
tion during the past million years, ceases abruptly in 
the Jurassic, In the older sedimentary rocks of 
East Antarctica, the precise stratigraphical order, 
based on plant and invertebrate fossils, is the same 
as that of similar systems in South Africa. These 
relations are true with the other southern continents 
also, with respect to Devonian marine beds, glacial 
deposits, coal seams, volcanic rocks, and dolerite 
sheets intruding the entire sequence. The ages of 
the Antarctic formations also seem to be closely re
lated to those of the other southern continents. An 
important stratigraphic marker, common to all 
southern continents, is the Permo-Carboniferous 
tlllite. Gondwanaland appears to have broken up 
beginning in the Middle Jurassic and terminating in 
the Lower Cretaceous. Convection currents in the 
mantle seem to be the most likely cause of lateral 
movements of continents. Paleobotanical and paleo
magnetic evidence also support a common land mass 
up to and including the Jurassic and a breakup there
after, Paleomagnetic evidence indicates that India 
drifted at least 60° of latitude northward in post
Jurassic times, where Africa migrated northward 
only 13° of latitude in the same time interval Ant
arctica appears to have steadily withdrawn southward 
to its present position. 

E-2906 551. 1(*7) 

U, S. Geological Survey 
THE ANTARCTIC AND ITS GEOLOGY. Washington 
U. S. Govt. Printing Off. , 1965, 14p. , incl illus. ,' 
maps. 

DLC 

This discussion of the geology of Antarctica reviews 
the exploration of the continent and compares the 
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area with the Arctic in terms of geography, climate, 
and fauna. The ice and the possible consequences of 
its melting are discussed. Paleocli.matology is out
lined through the paleobotany of the region. Subgla
cial topography and possible mineral wealth are dis
cussed. The general continental structures of East 
and West Antarctica are analyzed. A review is 
given of the field studies, including topographic 
mapping, of the continent. 

E-2922 552. 3: 650. 93(*743) 

Ravich, M. G. and A. fA.. Krylov 
ABSOLUTE AGE OF ROCKS IN THE MAWSON STA
TION REGION. [Absoliiltny'1 vozrast porod v ra!one 
stanalii Mouson. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarktl
cheska!a Eksped,, Inform. b1illl., Na. 19:8-9, incl. 
table, 1960. Ref. Eng. transl in: Soviet Antarctic 
Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 2, Amster
dam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 245-247. 

DLC, Ql15. S686; Q115, S6862 

Three K-Ar age determinations on charnockite and 
relicts of included crystalline slate from the Mawson 
Station region range between 490 and 555 m, y. The 
charnockite ages are similar to those from the 
Mirnyy region, but differ from those from the 
Bunger Hills and Wilkes regions which are 700-780 
m. y. old. Thus, two stages of charnockitization are 
indicated for the crystalline basement of the East 
Antarctica platform--one in the late Proterozoic and 
the other in the early Paleozoic. 

E-2934 551. 33(*746) 

Rozycki, s. Z. 
TIME OF FORMATION OF THE BUNGER HILLS. (0 
vremeni obrazova.nifit oazisa Banger-Khils.] Text in 
Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheska!l Eksped. , Inform. 
b1illl,, No. 20:10-14, incl illus,, 1960. 6 refs. 
Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Infor
mation Bulletin. Vol 2, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 
1964, p, 287-290, 

DLC, Ql15. S686; Ql15. S6862 

Raised beaches formed when the sea level was 1. 5, 
4. 5, and 7 m higher than at present are found on the 
shores of a fjord in the Bunger Hills region. The 
relief of the lower beaches suggests that when they 
were formed, the fjord was covered with ice most of 
the time and warm northeasterly winds were limited. 
The presence of an asymmetric beach barrier about 
1 m high on the upper beach indicates that when 
Bunger Hills was formed, the fjord was ice-free in 
summer and northeasterly winds prevailed, The 
presence of morainic cover behind the barrier indi
cates it was formed immediately after the ice reces
sion during the postglacial climatic optimum, Si.mi-
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1ar data from Grearson and Vestfold Hills also indi
cate an ice-free period. Morainic cover on rock 
benches 20-25 m high in the eastern part of Bunger 
Hills suggests the occurrence of an earlier ice-free 
period. 

E-2935 550. 9 3(*7 3) 

Ravich, M. G. and A. fA. Krylov 
ABSOLUTE AGE OF ROCKS OF THE EASTERN 
PART OF THE MOUNTAINS OF QUEEN MAUD 
LAND. [Ob absoliutnom vozraste porod vostochnol 
chasti gor na Zemle Korolevy Mod. ] Text i1> Rus
sian. Sovet. AntarkticheskaJ.a Eksped. , Inform. 
biill. , No. 20:15-17, incl table, 1960. 2 refs. 
Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Infor
mation Bulletin. Vol. 2, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 
1964, p. 29 1-293. 

DLC, Ql15. S686; Q115. S6862 

Eight K/ Ar age determinations are reported for two 
migmatized gneisses and associated pegmatites, and 
for granites and associated veins in the eastern 
mountain ranges of Queen Maud Land. The age range 
is 390 to 475 m. y. It is concluded that the crystal
line_ basement of the East Antarctic platform was 
subJected to the last regional granitization between 
400 and 500 million years ago. 

E-2944 552, 6:551. 324. 84(*729. 5) 

Brownlow, A. E . , W. Hunter and D. W. Parkin 
COSMIC DUST COLLECTIONS AT VARlOUS LATI
TUDES. Geophys. J . , 9(4): 337-388, incl. illus. , 
tables, graphs, April 1965. 21 refs. 

DLC, QC801. 0382 

Airborne dust collections la.sting several months at 
Bat·bados and the Isles of Scilly have yielded micro
scopic (100 µ) flakes of metallic iron and nickel. 
Metallic fragments have also been found in Antarc
tic mellwater from the ice cliff al Halley Bay. De
tails of the collecting methods used and the analysis 
of the fragments are given. Since the (lakes show no 
signs of melting 01· heavy oxidation and are more 
abundant than the Van der Hulst's (1947) zodiacal 
e stimate, it is possible that they may be spiraling in 
on g-razing orbits from a dust shell surrounding the 
Earth. Tabloidal or wafer-shaped fragments, to
gether with the occasional sandwiching of metal be
tween layers of a reddish material, imply that these 
types have been torn from a layered primary. Metal
lic flakes embedded within a pale yellow-green car
bonaceous substance have also been found. No sili
con has been detected in these other materials and, 
with the high purity of the nickel flakes, this suggests 
a non-meteoritic, possibly cometary origin. Hollow 
magnetic spherules arrive at the same time as the 
flakes and, in contrast with metallic centered deep
Se a spherules, could be bubbles of boiling oxide 
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swept off the surface of millimeter- sized iron frag
ments. One airborne metallic- centered spherule 
was found, allowing the rate of deep sea sedimenla
t~on to be estimated at l mm per 1000 yr. Using the 
airborne nickel collections, it is estimated that some 
10% of Lhe nickel in oceanic deposits could be extra
terrestrial. (Auth. , mod.) 

E-2945 550. 93: 56: 57(94/ 95) 

Oury, G. H. 
AUSTRALIAN GEOCHRONOLOGY: CHECK.LIST 1. 
Austral. J . Sci. , 27(4): 103-109, Oct. 1964. 41 refs. 

DLC, Ql. A77 -

This is the first of a proposed series of checklists of 
absolute dates, obtained by radiometric or other 
analyses of Australian samples. The chief purpose 
of the series is to collate dates, and to supply refer
ences to thelr publication and to published discus
sions of their significance; and In addition, to make 
dates available in advance of publication In the usual 
form. The areas covered include Westem Australia, 
South Australia, Victoria, Tasmania, New South 
Wales, Queensland, Papua-New Guin a, and 
Macquarie L For each location U1e determined age 
is given with a brief description o! the mate rial on 
which the dating determination is based (in most 
cases, using the C-14 technique). Wherever possi
ble, listings are accompanied by a reference to the 
laboratory which made the determination and a :read
ing refe i·ence to a discussion of the determination. 
Three locations are listed for Macquarie L with 
ages determined from peat samples as 7600 ± 160, 
2565 ± 130, and 1510 :1; 55 yr B. P. 

E-2948 550. 4(*73) 

Bardin, v. L and 0. N. Leflat 
ON SOME FEATURES OF THE GEOCHEMICAL 
PROCESSES rn THE ANT ARCTIC (QUEEN MAUD 
LAND). [O nekotorykb osobennostfakh geokhlmi
cheskikh protileasov v Antarktide (Zemlia Korolevy 
Mod). ] Text in Russian. Moskow Un1v. , Vest. , 
ser. 5, Geogr. , No. 3: 51-58, incl. illus. , tables, 
1965, 6 refs. 

DLC, Gl. M68 

A discussion is given of geochemical processes in a 
mountainous region of Queen Maud Land. The ex
posed rock is subjected to physical and chemical 
weathering in summer due to the warm rock tempera
ture. Certaia neogenic forms, connected with 
secondary processes are found: (1) reddish brown 
crusts of desert varnish, (2) bleached polished in
crustations, (3) reddish brown crusts on the inner 

E 
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side of exfoliated lamina, and ( 4) white effiorescence 
on rock sul"faces and on the inner side of exfoliated 
lan1ina. Incrustations showing varying degrees of 
weathering were sampled for analysis. A clear re
distribution of certain elements takes place in the 
weathering process. The most active in the Queen 
Maud Land conditions are Fe2O3, Cao, and MgO. 
The distribution of secondary gypsum and calcite 
was determined; gypsum is confined to continental 
conditions, while calcite is found in moist, marine 
conditions. 

E-2950 631. 48(*762) 

Ugolini, F. C. 
A STUDY OF PEDOLOGIC PROCESSES IN ANT
ARCTICA. Rutgers Univ. , New Brunswick, New 
Jersey. Rept. on NSF Grants G-17212, G-23787, 
and GA-74, 82p., incl, illus, , tables, graphs 
[1964?]. 121 refs. 

OTS, PB 166496 

Soil distribution and formation in the ice-free areas 
of southern Victoria Land and the Dominion Range 
have been investigated. The major Antarctic soils 
are classified as ahumic, evaporite, protoranker, 
ornithogenic soils, regosols, or lithosols. The 
lithosols and ahumic soils are the most widespread. 
Only in restricted areas where milder, wetter condi
tions exist are soils cove red by a layer of organic 
matter. Soils of the penguin rookeries showed an 
accumulation of guano. The impact of guano on the 
mine1·al substratum was studied. A study in the 
lower Wright Valley revealed that soils in the older 
moraines displayed a deeper profile, finer textures, 
a drier regimen, more salts and, to a certain de
gree, more reducible iron than the soils of younger 
moraines. The relation of soil development to the 
age of glacial deposits was considered applicable to 
the rest of Wright Valley. Chemical weathering is 
considered slight and thus sandy substrata poor in 
clay are common. Chemical alteration was de
tected, however, in a soil prof!le that had experi
enced a previous wetter cycle. On the upper part of 
Mt. Erebus at 3600 m, the soils displayed an acid 
pH and contained clay minerals such as allophane 
and gibbsite produced by hydrothermal alteration. 
(Auth. , mod. ) 

E-2955 552. 5;561. 79:550. 42(*7-11) 

Voronov, P. S, and N. S. Spiro 
COMPOSITION OF SOLUBLE SALTS IN LOOSE 
QUATERNARY TERRIGENOUS DEPOSITS OF 
CENTRAL AND WESTERN SECTORS OF EAST ANT
ARCTICA. [Sostav legkorastvorimykh sole! v 
rykhlykh chetvertichnykh terrigennykh otlozhenilakh 
~entral'nogo i zapadnogo sektorov Vostochno1 Ant
arktidy. ] Text in Russian. Prob. Arktiki Antarktiki, 
~: 10-14, incl. tables, diagrs, , 1965. 9 refs. 

DLC, G575. L422 
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The content of soluble salt in loose Quaternary terrig
enous deposits was determined by rinsing specimens 
in an alcohol water extract. Analysis of salts from 
the surface of various types of loose Quaternary de
posits and from a marine terrace is discussed. Spec
imens from coastal zones of Antarctica have in
creased contents of sodium chloride and potassium 
chloride. Magnesium chloride is also present. The 
proportion of Na and K varies but remains low rela
tive to its proportion in sea water. Specimens ob
tained inland have a reduced concentration of Cl, and 
increase~ content of sulfates, magnesium salt, K, 
and alkaline earth elements. [See E-2498] 

E-2959 552. 48; 552. 323. 5 

Forbes, Robert B. 
THE COMPARATIVE CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF 
ECLOGITE AND BASALT. J. Geophys, Res., 70 
(6): 1515-1521, incl. graphs, March 15, 1965. 22 
refs. 

DLC, QC811. J6 

Eclogites from four petrological settings have dis
tinctive compositional trends. Many eclogites are 
not chemically equivalent to basaltic rocks, but 
eclogite s from crystalline schist te rrane tend to be 
chemically similar to low-potassium oceanic 
tholeiite s. (Auth. ) 

E-2970 551. 468. 2(*733) 

Korotkevich, E. S. 
OCEAN BAYS IN THE SCHIRMACHER HILLS IN 
QUEEN MAUD LAND. [Morskie zalivy v oazise 
Shirmakhera na Zemle Korolevy Mod. ] Text in Rus
sian. Sovet. Antarkticheskaia Eksped. , Inform. 
b:lull. , No. 21:8-9, incl. illus. , 1960. 2 refs. Eng. 
transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information 
Bulletin. Vol. 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 
3-4. 

DLC, Q115, S686; Q115. S6862 

The original coast in the Lazarev area is located at 
Schirmacher Ponds, about 50 km south of the present 
coastline and separated from it by an ice shelf. The 
surface elevation of the ice shelf and Schirmacher 
Ponds is about 50 m above sea level. Tidal crackS 
discovered in 1959-60 between the ponds and the ice 
shelf appear as ocean bays. Depressions in the ice 
shelf are probably due to subglacial valleys which 
connect the bays to the ocean. 
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E-2992 551. 217. 2{*724, 942) 

Sutherland, F. L. 
DISPERSAL OF PUMICE, SUPPOSEDLY FROM THE 
1962 SOUTH SANDWICH ISLANDS ERUPTION, ON 
SOUTHERN AUSTRALIAN SHORES. Nature, 207 
(5004): 1332-1335, incl. tables, maps, Sept. 2r,-1965. 
27 refs. 

DLC, Ql. 2 

The results of further examination of the pumice 
stranded along southern Australian shores during 
1964-65 are presented, with data on dispersal. It 
has been suggested that the pumice was a remnant 
of the large raft ejected from a submarine eruption 
near the South Sandwich Is. in March 1962 [see E-
550). Macroscopically, the pumice from Austra
lian strandings is closely similar in appe a.ranee to a 
sample from the original raft and to samples stranded 
on Heard and Macquarie Is. in 1963. Petrologically, 
it is similar to the SouU1 Sandwich Is. mate rial in the 
size and relative abundances of the plagioclase and 
pyroxene phenocrysts and the twinning, zoning, and 
composition of the plagioclase. Comparative data 
are tabulated on lhe mineralogy of the crystals con
tained in pumice samples from Australia, Heard l , 
and the South Sandwich LS. The dispersal of the 
pumice is discussed, i.J1cluding the resulls of speed 
and direction analyses for wind and ocean cun·ents. 
The recovery of pumiceous balls from mutton bird 
(Puffinus tenuirostriS) fledglings is investigated for 
inform at ion on the feeding range of parent birds. 

E-3004 551. 21(*764) 

Beck, A. C. 
A NOTE ON MT EREBUS, ROSS ISLAND, ANT
ARCTICA N. z. J. Geo!. Geophys., 8(2): 180-185, 
Incl. illus. , diagrs., map, May 1965. -4 refs. 

DLC, QEl. N55 

The m:lin features of the summit craters of Mt. 
Erebus are: a flat lava floor in both crate1·s almost 
totally unmodified by later eruptions; a subsidlary 
cone and crater unmapped by lhe two earlier parties 
to visit the summit in 1908 and 1912. It ts probable 
that the subsidiary cone was formed prior to the 
earlier visits but not see1L (Auth.) 

E-3005 631. 41:549{•76) 

Claridge, G. G. C. 
THE CLAY MINERALOGY AND CHEMISTRY OF 
SOME SOILS FROM THE ROSS DEPENDENCY, ANT-
ARCTICA. . Z. J. Geo!. Geophys. , 8(2): 186-220, 
incl. illus. , tables, map, May 1965. 31 refs. 

DLC, QEl. 55 

The clay mineralogy, soluble salts, and calcium 
carbonate content of some soils from the Ross De-
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pendency are discussed in terms of a tentative classi
fication and in an attempt to elucidate the natur of 
the soil processes operating in the Antarctic. The 
soils ru·e classified on the basis of their parent 111ate
rial and the age of lhe sul'face on which lhey are 
formed. It was fow1d that boUi physical and chemical 
weathering a1·e important in the soil processes of the 
Anlarclic. Physical weathering Is responsible for 
the breakdown of the parent rock and includes break
down by freeze and thaw processes, wind abrasion, 
and glacial action. The presence of considerable 
chemical weathering is shown by the formation of 
iron stains on rocks, the formation of crusts of cal
cium carbonate and gypsum, and the p1·esence or clay 
minerals such as montmorillonlle, which have formed 
in environments rich in calcium and magnesium. Tbe 
degree of chemical weathering, and the nature of the 
clay mineral found are related to the age of the soil. 
The zonal soil of Antru·ctic regions is defined and de
scribed in terms of the ew Zealand soil classifica
tiOIL (AuUi. ' mod. ) 

E-3006 550, 93(*7) 

Webb, P. N. and Guyon warren 
ISOTOPE DATING OF ANTARCTIC ROCKS: A SUM
MARY-2. N. z. J. Geol. Geophys., 8{2):221-230, 
incl. tables, map, May 1965. 19 refs.-

DLC, QE1. N55 

Detail.'3 of 141 isotope dates obtained from Antarctic 
rocks and reported m recent lite1·ature are listed. 
Accompanying each date are details of lhe rock type 
analyzed, the laboratory method used, the locality 
al which the sample was collected, the counlry in 
which the sample was processed, and a reference lo 
the original publication. Revised ages are listed for 
90 determinations summarized tn an earlier paper 
[E- 351). (Auth. ) 

E-3007 551. 76:561(*762) 

Gair, H. S., G. Norris and John Ricker 
EARLY MESOZOIC MICROFLORAS FROM ANTARC
TICA. N. Z. J. Geol. Geophys. , 8(2): 231-235, Incl. 
illus., map, May 1965. Refs. -

DLC, QEl. N55 

Microfloras from the Beacon and Ferrar Groups at 
two localities in northern Victoria Land show affini
ties with Triassic and Jurassic microfioras from the 
Northern and Southern Hemispheres. Middle to Late 
Triassic and Late Triassic to Early Jurassic ages 
are indicated by comparison with Australian micro
floras. (Auth. ) 
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E-3008 551. 761/. 762:561(*762) 

Norris, G. 
TRIASSIC AND JURASSIC MIOSPORES AND 
ACRIT ARCHS FROM THE BEACON AND FERRAR 
GROUPS, VICTORIA LAND, ANTARCTICA N. Z. 
J. GeoL Geophys., 8(2):236-277, incL illus. , 
table, May 1965. Refs. 

DLC, QEl. N55 

One Beacon coal sample from the Priestley Glacier 
and two Ferrar mudstone samples from the Rennick 
Glacier region yielded a total of 33 species of spores 
{of which two are new) and two species of acritarchs. 
All species are described in detail and consideration 
is given lo their distribution in Antarctica and else
where. A Late Triassic age is suggested for the 
Beacon microflora and an Early Jurassic age for the 
Ferrar mici-ofloras. (Auth.) 

E-3009 551. 1/. 4(*76) 

McGregor, V. R. 
NOTES ON THE GEOLOGY OF THE AREA BETWEEN 
THE HEADS OF THE BEARDMORE AND SHACKLE
TON GLACIERS, ANTARCTICA. N. Z. J. GeoL 
Geophys. , _!!(2): 278-291, incl illus. , tables, 
diagr., map, May 1965. Refs. 

DLC, QEl. N55 

Four stratigraphic columns from the upper part of the 
Beacon Group near the Mill and Keltie Glaciers are 
presented. The oldest formation examined, the 
Buckley Coal Measures, contains a good Glossopteris 
flora. Well developed cyclothems in lhe overlying 
Falla Formation are considered to reflect deposition 
under arid conditions by rive 1·s whose courses shifted 
over a slowly subsiding flood plain. The Falla For
mation is overlain by the Dominion Coal Measures 
wh?se lype seclion is ?escribed. Middle or Upper' 
Triassic plants found in an erratic boulder at the 
head of the Mill Glacier may have come from the 
Dominion Coal Measures. These formations of the 
Beacon Group are overlain by tholeiitic flood basalts 
of the Kirkpatrick Basalt and are intruded by comag
matic Ferrar Dolerite. The occurrence of secondary 
~inerals, including zeolites, in the basalts is briefly 
discussed. A compact till conlaining dolerite 
boulders, which crops out on the edge of the Polar 
Plateau al the head of the Shackleton Glacier, is com
pared with lillile found recently by Oliver near 
Plunket Poinl, at the head of lhe Be:u:dmore Glacier. 
Both are considered to be Quaternary. (Auth.) 
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E-3010 552(*76) 

Skinner, D. N. B. 
PETROGRAPHIC CRITERIA OF THE ROCK UNITS 
BETWEEN THE BYRD AND STARSHOT GLACIERS, 
SOUTH VICTORIA LAND, ANTARCTICA N. Z. J . 
Geol. Geophys., _!!(2):292-303, incl. illus., table, 
maps, May 1965. Refs. 

DLC, QE 1. N55 

The petrographic characters of the Selborne Marble, 
the Byrd Group, quartz porphyry dikes, and the 
Beacon Group are described [from the Shackleton 
Coast]. The Selbor.ne Marble (amphibolite hornfels 
facies) is possibly part of an older granite - meta
morphic basement from which the Byrd Group sedi
mentary rocks (greenschist facies) were derived. 
The quartz-porphyry dikes are highly albitic and 
slightly sericitized. Regional alteration of the Bea
con Group was probably due to the widespread effects 
of dolerite sill injection. At the immediate contact 
with the dolerite, the rocks have been more strongly 
altered to an albite-epidote hornfels facies. (Auth. 1 

mod. ) 

E-3011 550. 93: 549. 623. 5(*76) 

McDougall, Ian and G. W. Grindley 
POTASSIUM-ARGON DATES ON MICAS FROM THE 
NIMROD-BEARDMORE-AXEL HEIBERG REGION, 
ROSS DEPENDENCY, ANTARCTICA. N. Z. J. 
Geol. Geophys. , 8(2): 304-31 3, incl. tables, maps, 
May 1965. Refs. -

DLC, QEl. N55 

Potassium-argon dates determined on micas from 
granitic rocks of the Nimrod-Beardmore-Axel Hei
berg region [Queen Maud Range] range from 445 to 
480 m. y. These results indicate that granite em 
placement occurred during the Ordovician. The 
measured ages are similar to those reported earlier 
by other workers for granite rocks of the McMurdo 
Sound area, 600 km to the north, and provide evi
dence for extending considerably the region in which 
emplacement of granite is known to have occurred in 
the Ordovician. Potassiwn-argon dates on micas 
from gneisses of the Nimrod area are also in the 
same time range, and show that almost complete 
loss of radiogenic argon from the micas in the coun
try rocks took place at the time of intrusion of the 
granites. However, one date of 630 m. y. , found for 
a biotite from a gneiss I indicates that in some 
places not all the pre-existing argon was expelled, 
and provides a minimum age for regional metamor
phism in Precambrian time prior to the intrusion of 
granite. (Auth. ) 
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E-3012 551. 1/ . 4(*76) 

McGregor, V. R. 
GEOLOGY OF THE AREA BETWEEN THE AXEL 
HEIBERG AND SHACKLETON GLACIERS, QUEEN 
MAUD RANGE, ANTARCTICA. PART 1-BASE
MENT COMPLEX, STRUCTURE, AND GLACIAL 
GEOLOGY. N. Z. J. Geo!. Geophys., 8(2): 314-343, 
incl illus., lable, 1nap, May 1965. Refs. 

DLC, QEl. N55 

Three new formations are proposed for metasecti
mentary and volcanic rocks of the Ross Supergroup 
which crop out within 20 km of the coasL The Dun
can Formation, composed of dark pelitic hornfels and 
schist, is overlain by the Fairweather Formation, 
which is composed of cataclastic rocks believed to 
have been derived from sandstone. The Henson Mar
ble, composed mainly of marble and intruded by 
small laccoliths of basic igneous rocks overlies the 
Fairweather Formation. A unit of sandstone and 
conglomerate is inferred to be younger than the 
Henson Marble. The Ross Supergroup was folded 
about axes trending NNW. Between the Middle 
Cambrian and Ordovician the Ross Supergroup was 
intruded by a varied calc-alkallne plutonic associa
tion correlated with the Granite Harbor Intrusives. 
Pretectonlc intrusives crop out near the coast. Post
tectonic intrusives, the Queen Maud Batholith and 
smaller plutons near the coast, have altered most of 
the Ross Supergroup to a hornblende-hornfels grade. 
The western part of the Queen Maud Range is deduced 
Lo be a tilted block that has been upthrown along a 
majo1· fault some distance off the coast and dips 
gently SSW. There is evidence that the Ross Ice 
Shelf bordering the western Queen Maud Range has 
been higher i.11 geologically recent times. (Auth, , 
mod.) 

E-3013 551. 1/ . 4(•76) 

Barrett, P. J . 
GEOLOGY OF THE AREA BETWEEN THE AXEL 
HEIBERG AND SHACKLETON GLACIERS, QUEEN 
MAUD RANGE, ANTARCTICA. PART 2-BEACON 
GROUP. N. Z. J. Geol Geophys. , 8(2):344-363, 
Incl. illus., table, diagrs., maps, May 1965. Refs. 

DLC, QEl. N55 

In this area continental sediments of the Beacon 
Group overlie a peneplaned Upper Precambrian and 
Lower Paleozoic basement complex. The beds al 
Mt. Fridtjof Nansen and Mt. Wade dip about 5° SW, 
but at Cape Surprise on the edge of the Ross Ice Shelf, 
they have been downfaulted some 17, 000 ft, and form 
two adjacent blocks, one dipping 35° NNW, and the 
other dipping SSW at a similar angle. At Mt. Fridtjof 
Nansen and Mt. Wade thin conglomerate beds, filling 
hollows in the peneplain, are overlain by 300 fl of 
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lacustrine fine sandstone and dark shale (Unit A), 
above which lies 600-800 ft of lacustrine fine to 
medium sandsone (Unit B). At Cape Surprise, Unit 
B rests on the granitic basement. The incoming of 
well-rounded quartz pebbles is taken to mark the 
change from a lacustrine environment (Units A & B) 
to a fluvialile environment which dominated deposi
tion of the succeeding coal measures. These overlie 
Unit B conformably at some localities and uncon
formably at others, and consist of beds of sandstone 
10-50 ft thick alternating with thinner dark shales 
and rare coaly strata. The coal measures are at 
least 800 fl thick, and at 400 ft and more above the 
base contain poorly preserved Glossopterid frag
ments. In the Cape Surprise coal measures, cyclic 
units, 6-80 ft thick, begin with coarse pebbly sand
stone resting on a scoured surface, and pass up into 
fine sandstone, shale, and coal. Medium grey, fine 
sandstone and shale 500 fl thick may be the youngest 
strata here. (Auth. , mod.) 

E-3015 549. 7(•762) 

Smith, Gilbert J. 
EVAPORITE SALTS FROM THE DRY VALLEYS OF 
VICTORIA LAND, ANTARCTICA. N. Z. J. Geol 
Geophys., 8(2):381-382, incl table, May 1965. Ref. 

DLC, QE[ N55 

Chemical and X-ray analyses of incrusted salt sam
ples from ice-free areas near Darwin Glacier and 
Taylor Valley shOwed the deposits to consist of 
gypsum, thenardite, halite, calcite, and epsomite. 
Sulphates of calcium and sodium conslltute the 
greatest percentages. Taylor Valley contains more 
halite and epsomite than Darwin Glacier. 

E-3043 550. 93:552. 321. 1(*701) 

Minshew, Velon H. 
POTASSIUM-ARGON AGE FROM A GRANITE AT 
MOUNT WILBUR, QUEEN MAUD RANGE, ANT
ARCTICA. Science 150(3697):741-743, incl map, 
Nov. 5, 1965, 5 refs-. -

DLC, QI. S35 

Brown biotite from a granite at Mt. Wilbur was dated 
by the K-Ar method at 470 ± 14 m. y. ; this age coin
cides closely with many other ages from granitic 
rocks in the Transantarclic Mountains: (1) 470 ± 36 
m. y. (K-Ar) from blotite and 516 ± 72 m. y. (Rb-Sr) 
from a whole-rock analysis of a quartz monzonite 
from the Ohio Range; (2) Rb-Sr ages from musc~ivite 
(460 ± 20 m. y. ), biotite (450 ± 20 m. y. ), and m1cro
cline (490 ± 20 m. y.) from O'Brien Peak near the 
convergence of the Robert Scott Glacier _with the 
Ross Ice Shelf; (3) biotite from a granod1orlte from 
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the Thorvald Nilsen Mountains gave dates of 472 ± 10 
m. y. by K-Ar (time of thermal metamorphism) and 
846 ± 35 m. y. by Rb-Sr (time of crystallization). 
Paleo11tologic dates agree with radiogenic dates and 
indicate an orogenic episode (the Ross Orogeny) 
between Early Cambrian and Early Devonian. 

E-3070 551. 337(*7) 

Evteev, S. A. 
BASIC STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT OF GLACIATION 
OF THE SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE IN THE QUATER
NARY EPOCH. (Osnovnye etapy razvitiili oledenenHa 
ruzhnogo polushariili v chetvertichnom periode. ] Text 
in Russian with English summary. Akad. nauk SSSR. 
Mezhduved. geofiz. koml proved. MGG. IX razdel 
progr. MGG: GliatsioL issled. Sb. state'1, No. 13: 
7-11, incl. table, 1964. 14 refs. 

DLC, QE575. A45 

Quaternary glaciation was not the first in the geologi
cal history of the Antarctic. There are also indica
tions of a Permian glaciation. The last glaciation 
began in the Antarctic and in other regions at the 
beginning of the Quaternary, though the first Antarc
tic glaciers probably began to form in the central re
gion during lhe Tertiary. During the Quaternary the 
Antarctic ice sheet endured several stages of rec~s
sions and advances, the traces of which can be ob
served in the McMurdo region. These stages are 
analogous lo the glacial episodes of other mainlands 
particularly New Zealand, Australia, and South ' 
America. At present the Antarctic glacial cover is 
decreasing more slowly than glaciers of other re
gions. (Auth. , mod. ) 

E-3096 551. 331. 5:551. 462(*733) 

Frolov, A, I. and E. D. Korfakin 
INVESTIGATION BY THE GRAVIMETRIC METHOD 
OF SUBGLACIAL RELIEF IN THE LAZAREV STA
TION REGIO . [Issledovanie podlednogo rel'efa 
v raione stanfsii Lazarev gravimetricheskim 
metodom.] Text In Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheska!ii 
Eksped., Inform. biilll., No. 23:33-36, incL table, 
map, 1960. 3 refs. Eng. transl. in: Soviet 
Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 3, 
Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p, 103-107. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Ql15. S6862 

The structure and morphology of the Antarctic con
tinental shelf are discussed and compared with the 
shelves of other continents. A total of 29 stations 
(18 gravimetric, 9 hydrographic, and 2 seismic} 
were set up near Lazarev Station lo determine the 
bedrock depth and the places where the ice shelf 
rests on solid ground. Formulas are presented for 
calculating bedrock depth and total Bouguer 
anomalies. A deep trench passes under the ice shelf 
almost parallel to the shoreline, reaching a maximum 
depth of 750 m at the edge of the ice shelf. The 
depth under Lazarev Station is 704 m. 
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E-3099 910. 4(*768) 

Eskin, L, I. 
AN INACCESSIBLE ARCHIPELAGO. (U nepristup
nogo arkhipelaga.] Text in Russian. Sovet AntaJ:kti
cheskaia Eksped., Inform. blUll.., No. 23: 46-47 
incl. illus., 1960. Eng, transl. in: Soviet Anta'rctic 
Expedition, Inform~tion Bulletin. Vol. 3, 
Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 111-113. 

DLC, Q115.S686; Ql15.S6862 

A historical review is given of the exploration of the 
Balleny Is,, first discovered in 1839. strong 
katabatic winds interfered with a Soviet attempt to 
land on Sturge I. by helicopter in Feb. 1960. Sturge 
I, consists of young volcanic formations covered with 
snow and ice. Large amounts of snow which accumu
late on shore cusps and hang over the sea are respon
sible for frequent avalanches. Almost the entire 
island is surrounded by a 20- to 30-m-high ice 
barrier, There is a drift glacier along the eastern 
shore, and in the western part, bedrock forms a 
500- to 800-m-high wall, Tidal currents may 
reach 1. 5 !mots in the region. 

E-3110 551. 7: 574. 9(*7) 

Adie, Raymond J. 
GEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE ON POSSIBLE ANTARC
TIC LAND CONNECTIONS. In: Pacific Science 
Congress, 10th, Honolulu, 1961, Pacific Basin Bio
geography; a symposium. Edited by J. Linsley 
Gressitt. Honolulu, Bishop Museum Press, 1963, 
p. 455-463, incl. maps. 13 refs. 

OSI, 574. 99 P117 

The stratigraphic evidence indicates that in Ant
arctica the re are two distinct geological provinces, 
each of which possesses its own characteristic 
stratigraphic and tectonic features: the Gondwana 
Province (East Antarctica) and the Andean Province 
(West Antarctica). The former exhibits all the fea
tures associated with the southern continents where 
the basement complex, the early Paleozoic systems, 
and the Gondwana System prevail The latter Is 
characterized by the more youthful stratigraphic and 
tectonic features of the South American Andes and 
their southerly continuation into the Antarctic Penin
sula via the Scotia Arc. A description is given of 
the probable evolution of the Scotia Arc and the com· 
parable submarine link between New Zealand and 
Antarctica. On the basis of geological evidence, 
problems concerning the distribution of faunas and 
floras of the Southern Hemisphere fall into 2 cate
gories: pre-Cretaceous and post-Cretaceous. The 
pre-Cretaceous faunal and floral distributions should 
be investigated in terms of southern continents re
constructed as a closely Jmit land mass, while the 
post-Cretaceous distributions should be studied in 
the framework of the present geography. 
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E-3124 551. 24(*7) 

Voronov, P. S. 
OUTLINE FOR AN UP-TO-DATE TECTONIC MAP 
OF ANTARCTICA. [Skhema novelshe'1 tektonilti Ant
arktidy. J Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskaia 
Eksped., Iniorm. biilll. , No. 24: 10-14, incl. map, 
1960. 21 refs. Eng. transl in: Soviet Antarctic 
Expedition, Iniormation Bulletin. Vol. 3, Amster
dam, Elseviei·, 1965, p. 125-129, 

DLC, Ql15. S686; Qll5. S6862 

The following features of recent tectonic morphologi
cal structure in Antarctica are described: the conti
nental slope; the continental shelf and peripheral de
pression; principal uplifts (block type predominating); 
and principal subsidence areas. A narrow subsi
dence between 100° and llO<w reaches 2. 5 km below 
sea level, illustrating the great mobility of the 
earth's crust at the center of West Antarctica, and 
confirming the Alpine age of its folding. The com
plete aseismicity of Antarctica, in spite of recent 
block uplifts, is related to the enormous ice mass. 

E-3147 551. 217. 2(*724, 946) 

Sutherland, F. L. 
PUl\HCE FROM TASMANIA. Austi·al. J. Sci., 26 
(12): 397, June 1964. 3 refs. 

DLC, Ql. A77 

Observations of pwnice on the southwest coast of 
Tasmania are reported, first observed by local resi
dents toward the end of 1963, The equidimensional 
fragments were up to 3 ft in diameter and rounded by 
abi-aslon. It is suggested that the pumice was car
ried to Tasmania by the West Wind Drift, subsequent 
to the submarine eruption near the South Sandwich Is. 
in March 1962 In which a large raft of pumice was 
ejected (E-550). The pumice is described 
macroscopically. Pumiceous balls wel·e recovered 
from the stomachs of nestlings of the mutton bird 
(Puffinus tenuirostris) on the Furneaux Is. Pre
sumably, the pumice was picked up by the parent 
birds during feeding and passed on to the young in the 
regurgitated food. [See E-2992. J 

E-3149 550, 93: 553. 97(*787) 

Grant-Taylor, T. L. and T. A. Rafter 
NEW ZEALAND RADIOCARBON AGE MEASURE
MENTS-5, N. Z. J. Geol. Geophys,, 5(2):331-359, 
incl. tables, May 1962. 11 refs. -

DLC, QEl, N55 

A list is given of 117 samples dated by the radiocar
bon method, including information on location, local
ity, collector, and additional details. The samples 
include fossil wood, peat, pollen, charcoal, coral 
sand and fragments, and zoological forms. The 
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ages were calculated by proportional counting Of CO2 
gas m terms of a half-life of 5'160 :t 50 yr. samples 
from Antarctica and the deep ocean are excluded. 
The samples include 71 from New Zealand, 19 from 
Australia, 9 from Western Samoa, 4 from the sub
Antarctic islands [peat from Auckland and Macqual·ie 
Is. J, 4 from Borneo, 4 from Israel, 2 !rom West 
Africa, 2 from the West Indies, 1 from Saudi Arabia, 
and 1 from Peru. The samples are grouped in major 
categories as follows: Holocene Studies, Pleistocene 
Studies, Archaeology, Volcanology, and Miscella
neous. (Auth. , mod. ) 

E-3161 551. 579. 2:551. 3. 053:551. 342(*73) 

Bardin, V. L 
RELIEF-FORMING ACTION OF MELTWATER IN 
THE MOUNTAINS OF QUEEN MAUD LAND. (0 rel'
efoobrazu.@shchel deiatel 'nosti talykh vod v gorakh 
Zemli Korolevy Mod. J Text in Russian. Moscow, 
Univ. , Vest., Ser. 5, Geogr., No. 3:90-91, 1964. 

DLC, Gl. M68 

Rocks of northern exposure of Queen Maud Land 
mountains are heated by the sun, causing melting of 
snow falling or blowing onto the rock surface. In 
places the meltwater forms small lakes covered 
with ice. The processes of meltlng and freezing 
form, on vertical slopes witb a uniform surface, 
vertical rock "trenches," similar to pseudokanen 
found in other areas of the world, and, on horizontal 
rock surfaces, rock "kettles. " Meltwater action, 
much more pronounced on the northern slopes of the 
mountains, is the main cause of microforms of the 
relief which are too widespread to be dependent upon 
rock type. 

E-3163 553. 623:552(*762) 

Letang, Fra.ni;oise 
STUDY OF SOME SAMPLES OF RECENT MARINE 
SANDS FROM ANTARCTICA. [ftude de quelques 
echantillons de sables marina actuels de l'Antarc
tique. ] Text in French. Cah. Geo!. , No. 66-67:693-
695, incl. tables, graphs, 1962. 

DGS, G(540) C117 

Microscopic studies were made of sand samples col
lected from Seabee Hook at Cape Hallett and Ridley 
Beach at Cape Adare. The Cape Hallett sand con
tains volcanic fragments with crystals of pyroxene, 
feldspar, large crystals of yellow and dark olivine, 
fewer chips of obsidian, and some peridot. The 
Cape Adare specimens contain no peridot, quartz, 
or feldspar. Granulometric measurements of 
median length show that the Cape Hallett sand is 
finer (0. 76 mm) than that of Cape Adare (1. 33 and 
1, 52 mm). 
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E-3177 551. 1/. 4(*7) 

Cailleux, Andre 
GEOLOGY OF ANTARCTICA. (Geologie de l'Ant
arctique.] Text in French. Paris, Societe d'Edition 
d'Enseignement Superieur, 1963, 20lp. , incl. tables, 
graphs, diagrs., maps., 440 refs. {Expeds. polaires 
franc;., Missions Paul-Emile Victor, Puhl. No. 242) 

DLC, QE350.C3 

After a historical review of exploration and discovery, 
general accounts are given of the topography I cli
matology, and the geologic chai·acteristics of each 
period. Precambrian rocks, highly metamorphosed 
and deformed, occur in East Antarctica and probably 
in West Antarctica. The Lower Paleozoics are also 
strongly folded and play an important role in the 
oceanic boundary of East Antarctica; the Archaeocya
thus limestones are the oldest fossiliferous rocks of 
pre-Caledonian time. From the Devonian to the 
Triassic the history of East Antarctica is different 
from that of the Antarctic Peninsula. The former is 
represented by the nonmarine horizontal Beacon 
rocks; the latter, including the Scotia Arc, is repre
sented by marine sedimentai·y rocks, intensely 
folded and of great thicknesses, The Jurassic basic 
sills and dikes cap the Beacon; volcanic activity and 
intense folding in the Peninsula are similar to the 
Andean cordillera. Tertiary and Quaternary times 
are marked by volcanic activity and glaciation. The 
rest of the report is devoted to the glacial, perigla
cial, geomorphic, and present features of the conti
nent. 

E-3182 551. 32{*75) 
551. 464{*86) 

Lori.us, Claude and Guy Ricou 
ADELIE LAND 1962. GLACIOLOGY. (Terre Adelle 
1962. Glaciologie. ] Text in FreJlch. Expeds. 
polaires franc;., Missions Paul-Emile Victor, PubL 
No. 271, 37p. , incl. illus. , tables, graphs, map 
(1965]. 11 refs. 

DLC 

The glaciological program consisted of four parts: 
extraction of dissolved and occluded gases, determi
nation of the CO2 content of ice, measurement of gas 
p1·essure in inclusions, and sampling of ice, sea 
water, and precipitation. The laboratory, equipment, 
and methods are described. Some of the results 
were published elsewhere. Accumulation studies 
show three annual maxima of precipitation: in 
autumn and at the beginning of winter, at the end of 
winter, and in summer. Accumulation data are 
tabulated, and comparison curves are drawn for 
other Antarctic stations. Comparison of deuterium 
content in sea water [from Tasmania to Adelie 
Coas_t] with curves of salinity, tempe1·ature, and 
density show the presence of a minimun1 deuterium 
content in the Convergence area. The variation 
curve of the deuterium content does not show the 
presence of fusion water characterized by a low 
deuteriwn content. 
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E-3184 551. 351. 2(*75) 

Chamley I Herve 
OBSERVATIONS ON SOME MARINE SEDIMENTS 
COLLECTED NEAR THE COASTS OF ADELIE LAND 
(ANTARCTICA). (Observations sur quelques sedi
ments marins preleves pres des c0tes de Terre 
Adelie (Antarctique).] Text in French. Aix-Mar
seille, Univ. Fae. Sci., Sta. Mar. d'Endoume, Rec. 
Trav., 52(36):215-228, incl. tables, graphs, maps, 
1965. ✓ 1:2 refs. (Expects. polaires franc;. , Missions 
Paul-Emile Victor, Publ. No. 275) 

OSI, 574. 0744 A31 

The samples were obtained either by drag or by 
orange-peel-type grab. The mineralogy of the argil
laceous fraction was studied by X-ray diffraction and 
thermo-gravimetric analysis. All the sediments 
contain particles of phyllites, quartz, and feldspar 
less than 2 µ. The minerals also include illite, 
chlorite, and traces of kaolinite. The percentages of 
the heavy minerals are tabulated, and cumulative 
curves are drawn for granulometric analysis. The 
sand fraction, comprising particles larger than 50 µ, 
is always present in amounts over 20%; the heavy 
minerals indicate garnet-gneiss origin, The shape of 
the quartz grains, the mineral content, and the ab
sence of alteration show that the physical (hydrody
namic) and chemical influence of the sea is ve1·y weak. 
This continental material is associated with organic 
remains of algal debris, fragile calcareous tests, and 
siliceous residues in notable quantity. 

E-3190 551. 41{*7) 

Suetova, L A. 
MORPHOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF ANT
ARCTICA {HYPSOGRAPHIC CURVE, MEAN ELEVA
TION OF THE BEDROCK, VOLUME AND THICK
NESS OF ICE). [Morfometricheskie kharakteristiki 
Antarktidy (gipsograficheska:l'a kriva:l'a, sredn:laia 
vysota korennogo lozha, ob"em i moshchnost' l'da).] 
Text in Russian. Antarktika: Dokl. Komis., 1963. 
Moskva, Izd-vo Akad. nauk SSSR, 1964, p. 5-8, 
incl. tables, graph. 5 refs. 

DLC, G576, A65 

A hypsographic curve of the surface of the Antarctic 
continent constructed from a map at a scale of 
1: 10,000,000, shows that the area of the continent, 
including shelf ice and adjoining islands is 13, 966,000 
km 2, This figure differs by 5000 km2 from the area 
determination made previously using a map at a scale 
of 1:3,000,000 [C-372, E-2507]. The hypso- . 
graphic curve of the bedrock, including islands with 
elevations of more than 500 m (Alexander, Berkner, 
Roosevelt, Ross, and Bear Is.), shows the area to be 
12,579,000 km 2. The mean elevation for East Ant
arctica is 870 m. With reference to East Antarctica, 
the total areas of elevations within 500-m contour in
tervals are calculated. The volume of Antarctic ice 
including shelf ice is 23,920,000 kffi3, the volume of 
shelf ice being 545,800 km 3. The average thickness 
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of the contlnenW and shelf ice is 1 710 m · the conti
nental ice alone _iS 1860 m thick. The area, volume, 
and mean elevation of 10 land areas, including the 
Antarctic ice sheet and the Antarctic continent, are 
tabulated. The methods of obtaining these data are 
diScussed. 

E-3195 551, 331, 5(*733) 

Bardin, V. L 
GEOGRAPHIC OBSERVATIONS AT SCHIRMACHER 
OASIS (EAST ANTARCTICA}. (Geograficheskie 
nabU:ildeni!ll. v oazise Shirmakhera (Vostochna!ll. 
Antarldida), ] Text in Russian, A.ntarlctika: Dold 
Komis. , 1963, Moskva, Izd-vo Alcad, nauk SSSR, 
1964, p. 136-156, incl. illus., tables, maps. 22 
refs, 

DLC, G576. A65 

The present relief of the Schirmacher Ponds area was 
formed by tectonic forces, faulting, exogenetic pro
cesses which exposed many tectonic features, and 
glacial action, Some periglacial processes unique to 
the area are described. There are about 50 melt
wate r-fed lakes, the largest of which are found in the 
south.em part of the area. A tabulation of the results 
of a chemical analysis of the lake water shows no 
salinity, Subglacial inlets to the sea were discovered 
by chemical analysis of water in ice fissures located 
along the northern edge of the area. The origin of 
these inlets ts discussed. The age of a seal mummy 
found in 1961 at the northern edge of the area on a 
moraine near a sea inlet indicates that the area has 
been ice-free for about 2100 yr. The existing cli
matic conditions are discussed. Meltwater is wide
spread due to the effect of sun-heated rocks on adja
cent snow, wind deposition of mineral particles on 
the ice surface, and the general relief of the area. 

E-3196 651. 41(*7) 

Orlov, A. I. 
THE PROBLEM OF PHYSIOGRAPHIC DIVISION OF 
ANTARCTICA. [Problema fiziko-geograficheskogo 
ralonirovanlil Antarktidy, ] Text in Russian, Ant
arktika: Dold Komis, , 1963, Moskva, I.zd-vo 
Akad. nauk SSSR, 1964, p, 157-161, incl. map. 13 
refs, 

DLC, G576, A65 

Two oceanic ice zones may be distinguished within 
the Antarctic Circle: the seasonal ice zone, and the 
zone of constantly drifting ice, The Antarctic glacial 
zone includes most of the continental and all of the 
shelf ice. The northwest coast of the Antarctic 
Peninsula lies in the continental part of the sub-Ant
arctic area The contin.ental ice cover consists of 3 
~lacial domes, one in East (Big) Antarctica, and two 
m West (Little) Antarctica. They are morphologically 
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identical, as are their subzones. The continent is 
divided into 4 subzones: (1) the central ice sheet of 
Big and Little Antarctica, (2) the glacial slope, (3) 
the edge of the glacial slope, and (4) the shell ice. 
These subzones are then divided into landscape 
types: (1) the snow plains of the world's cold pole 
(the central subzone of the ice cover of Big Antarc
tica), (2) the snow desert with small sastrugl (the 
central subzone of the ice cover of Little Antarctica) 
(3) the snow desert with sastrugi and corrasion form~ 
of the snow microrelief (the slope subzo11e), ( 4) the 
area of glacial tongues (the edge of the ice cover sub
zone), and ( 5) the territory with bare indigenous rock. 
A map showing the zones is presented. Vertical 
zonality seems to be a feature of the Antarctic 
characteristic for both mountain regions and the 
snow and ice cover. 

E-3197 651, 41(*7) 

Markov, K. K. 
PROBLEMS OF PHYSIOGRAPHIC INTERPRETATION 
OF THE ANTARCTIC, (Zadachl fiziko-geograii• 
cheskogo osveshchenl!il. Antarktiki ] Text in Russian, 
Antarktika: Dokl. Komis. , 1963, Moskva, I.zd-vo 
Akad. nauk SSSR, 1964, p. 162-164, 3 refs. 

DLC, G576. AB5 

Advances made by Soviet geographers in the Antarctic 
are discussed, particularly studies relating to peri
glacial conditions, including oases or ice-free areas, 
geochemistry of landscapes, and lakes; cartography 
and geography; geomorphology; neotectonlcs; paleo
geography; and geographical zoning. 

E-3211 551. 782/. 79: 561. 353. 3(•80) 

Hays, James D. 
RADIOLARIA AND LATE TERTIARY AND QUATER
NARY HISTORY OF ANTARCTIC SEAS, In: George 
A. Llano ~- ), Biology of the Antarctic seas IL 
Washington, Amer. Geophys. Union, Antarctic Res. 
ser. , vol. 5 (Natl. Res. council Publ. No. 1297), 
1965, p. 126-184, incl. illus., tables, graphs, 
maps. 39 refs. 

DLC, QH199. L4 

Recent Radiolaria species in Antarctic deep-sea 
sediments are grouped into 4 fauna! zones relative to 
the position of the Antarctic Convergence. Data on 
relative abundance are included. Comparisons are 
made with warm-water species, The stratigraphy of 
Antarctic deep-sea cores is described, lncludlng in
formation on the evaluation of indicator species. 
Cores taken north and south of the Convergence a1·e 
compared as to presence of indicator species and 
relative conformation to the defined fauna! zones. 
The Plio-Pleistocene boundary In Antarctic deep-sea 
sediments is correlated with the boundary oI the lower 
two faunal zones. No evidence of climatic fluctua-
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tions was noted in Quaternary sediments, south of 
the Convergence, which contain predominantly Recent 
Antarctic species. The sequence of species to the 
oldest faunal zone indicates a cooling of Antarctic 
waters since the late Tertiary. Data on morphologic 
dimensions of 30 species are given. [See E-1335] 

E-3215 551. 1/. 4: 56(08)(*7) 

Hadley, Jarvis B. ~- ) 
GEOLOGY AND PALEONTOLOGY OF THE ANT
ARCTIC. Washington, Amer. Geophys. Union, Ant
arctic Res. Ser. , vol 6 {Natl. Res. Council Publ 
No. 1299), 1965, 28lp., incl. illus., tables, graphs, 
diagrs. , maps. Refs, 

DLC, QE350. H3 

Detailed analyses of the stratigraphy, petrography, 
and paleontology of the Ohio Range, Horlick Mts., 
are presented in half of the 12 studies which comprise 
this volume. othe1· topics include the petrography of 
the Queen Maud Mts. and several other areas, and a 
summary of bedrock geology exploration in the Ant
arctic. The paleontological figures are grouped into 
18 plates. The pocket of the book contains fold-out 
geologic maps and diagrams, and the 1965 revision of 
the map 'Antarctica,' prepared for the U.S. A. R. P. by 
the American Geographical Society. [See C-2900] 

E-3216 551. 1/. 4(*7) 

Anderson, John J. 
BEDROCK GEOLOGY OF ANTARCTICA: A SUM
MARY OF EXPLORATION, 1831-1962. In: Jarvis B. 
Hadley (ed.), Geology and Paleontology of the Ant
arctic. Washington, Amer. Geophys. Union, Antarc
tic Res. Ser. , vol 6 (Natl. Res. Council Publ No. 
1299), 1965, p. 1-70, incl. tables. 306 refs. Also: 
MS Thesis Univ. Minnesota, Minneapolis, 234p. , 
1962. 

DLC, QE350. HS 

Antarctica may be divided geographically and geologi
cally into two regions. East Antarctica forms a con
tinental shield and consists of a basement complex of 
schists, gneisses, and other metamorphic rocks with 
numerous intrusions of granitoids, overlain by a 
series of undeformed elastic sedimentary rocks of 
Paleozoic and Mesozoic age and included basic sills 
and dikes. In West Antarctica, deformed Paleo
zoic(?), Mesozoic, and Cenozoic stratified rocks, 
chiefly elastic and volcanic, overlie a basement of 
intrusive and metamorphic rocks similar to those of 
the Andes. The boundary between East and West 
Antarctica is the Transantarctic Mountains that ex
tend across the continent from Cape Adare to Coats 
Land; these mountains lie in East Antarctica. The 
preliminary results of geologic investigations in the 
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Ellsworth Mountains in West Antarctica are pre
sented. These mountains comprise about 40,000 ft 
of mostly unfossiliferous quartzites, slates, and vol
canic arenites intensively folded about axes trending 
NNW. (Auth. , mod. ) 

E-3217 551. 7(*701) 

Long, William E. 
STRATIGRAPHY OF THE OHIO RANGE, ANTARC
TICA. In: Jarvis B, Hadley {ed.), Geology and 
Paleontology of the Antarctic. -Washington, Amer. 
Geophys. Union, Antarctic Res. Ser. , vol 6 (Natl 
Res. Council Publ No. 1299), 1965, p, 71-116, incl. 
illus. , tables, graphs, diagrs., map. 52 refs. Also: 
Diss. Abstr., 25(8):4652, Feb. 1965. 

DLC, QE350. HS; Z5055. U5A53 

In the Ohio Range, about 4000 ft of Paleozoic sedi
mentary strata nonconformably overlie a very early 
Paleozoic or Precambrian basement complex and are 
capped with a Jurassic(?) diabase sill. In ascending 
order, the sedimentary sequence comprises the 
Horlick Fm., Buckeye Tillite, Discovery Ridge Fm., 
and the Mt. Glossopteris Fm. The basement com
plex is a pink porphyritic quartz monzonite that is 
intruded into a gray granodiorite, cut by aplites and 
pegmatites. The Horlick Fm., 0-150 ft thick, con
tains fossils of marine invertebrates and primitive 
paludal plants (psilophytes), indicating deposition in 
a nearshore-beach and swampy-lagoonal environment 
during Early Devonian time. The Buckeye Tillite, 
700-900 ft thick, is composed principally of lithified 
bluish-gray boulder clay or tillite, interbedded with 
nontillite units probably representing outwash deposits 
during glacial recessions. Boulder pavements and 
striae indicate ice movement from west to east. 
Permian(?) spores occur in interbedded shales at the 
top of the tillite. The Discovery Ridge Fm. overlies 
the Buckeye Tillite with a very slight disconformity. 
It is unfossiliferous except for numerous trails that 
occur in hard silty shales of the lower member. The 
Mt. Glossopteris Fm. , about 2000 ft thick, containS 
an abundant Glossopteris flora, preserved in dark, 
hard shale; numerous large logs are present in sand
stone. (Auth. , mod. ) 

E-3218 552(*701) 

Treves, Samuel B. 
IGNEOUS AND METAMORPHIC ROCKS OF THE OHIO 
RANGE, HORLICK MOUNTAINS, ANTARCTICA. In: 
Jarvis B. Hadley ~- ), Geology and Paleontolo~ of 
the Antarctic. Washington, Amer. Geophys. Union, 
Anta-rctic Res. Ser. , vol 6 (Natl Res. Council publ. 
No. 1299), 1965, p. 117-125, incl. illus., tables, 
graphs, map. 14 refs. 

DLC, QE350. H3 

The geology and petrography of the igneous and meta-
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morphic basement rocks and the diabase sill of the 
Ohio Range are described. The basement consists 
primarily of quartz monzonite and granodiorite that 
contain inclusions of older rocks. Prior to the em
placement of quartz monzonite and granodiorite, the 
inclusions probably consisted of a mixed sequence of 
volcanic, sedimentary, and possibly minor plutonic or 
hypabyssal rocks which were invaded, metamor
phosed, partly assimilated, and altered during em
placement, The ages of these rocks indicate that at 
least parts of the present Transantarctic Mountains 
were affected by orogeny during late Precambrian 
and early Paleozoic time, The rocks were then up
lifted and truncated, and a series of marine and non
marine sedimentary rocks, including tillite, were 
deposited on this surface. During Jurassic time the 
older rocks were intruded by basaltic magma, which 
gave rise to the diabase sills. The sills at their 
place of contact are thermally metamorphosed; they 
range from basalt diabase. Postdiabase faulting 
produced the block mountains that currently consti
tute the Ohio Range. 

E-3219 551(*701) 

Doumani, George A. and Velon H. Minshew 
GENERAL GEOLOGY OF THE MOUNT WEAVER 
AREA, QUEEN MAUD MOUNTAINS, ANTARCTICA. 
In: Jarvis B. Hadley (ed.), Geology and Paleontology 
of the Antarctic. waslimgton, Amer. Geophys. 
Union, Antarctic Res. Ser. , vol. 6 (Natl. Res. Coun
cil Publ. No. 1299), 1965, p. 127-139, incl illus., 
diagrs. , map. 11 refs. 

DLC, QE350. H3 

An abstract for this publication was included in 
Geological ]ociety of America~ Paper No. 76: 
50-51, 196 [E-1670). 

E-3220 552(*701) 

Linder, Harold, Sonia Mehech de Hills and 
Edward C. Thiel 

BASEMENT COMPLEX IN THE QUEEN MAUD 
MOUNTAINS, CENTRAL TRANSANTARCTIC MOUN
TAINS. In: Jarvis B. Hadley~), Geology and 
Paleontology of the Antarctic. Washington, Amer. 
Geophys. Union, Antarctic Res. Ser. , vol 6 (Natl 
Res. Council Publ No. 1299), 1965, p. 141-144, 
incl tables, map. 7 refs. 

DLC, QE350. H3 

Meta.sedimentary rocks and felsic intrusives of the 
basement complex were studied at the Nimrod Gla
cier and at 6 localities in the Queen Maud Range. 
The metasedimentary rocks in the Duncan Mountains 
of this range resemble the Beardmore Group to the 
northwest along Lhe Nimrod Glacier, but the rocks to 
the southeast at O'Brien Peak have a high proportion 
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of carbonate units and their con·elatlon is in doubt. 
Adamellite and granodiorite intrusives in the Queen 
Maud Range appear to be syntectonic and were cm
placed during the early Paleozoic Ross Orogeny, 
(Auth.) 

E-3221 551. 7: 562(*762) 

Mirsky, Arthur, Samuel B. Treves and 
Parker E. Calkin 

STRATIGRAPHY AND PETROGRAPHY, MOUNT 
GRAN AREA, SOUTHERN VICTORIA LAND, ANT
ARCTICA. In: Jarvis B. Hadley ~- ) , Geology and 
Paleontology of the Antarctic. Washington, Amer. 
Geophys. Union, Antarctic Res. Ser., vol 6 (Natl 
Res. Council Publ. No. 1299), 1965, p. 145-175, 
incl. illus. , tables, graphs, diagrs., maps, append. 
26 refs. 

DLC, QE350. H3 

The Mt. Gran area includes Mt. Gran and the 8-mi
long ice-free Alatna Valley adjoining on the north. A 
basement complex consists of igneous and metamor
phic rocks, which show near-vertical foliation strik
ing NW and which may be Precambrian or Early 
Paleozoic in age. The complex is overlain by sedi
mentary rocks that crop out along the lower valley 
walls. They are divisible into two mappable units: 
the Razorback Fm. and the disconformably overlying 
Mt. Bastion Fm. The former, probably of Devonian 
age, is about 1300 ft thick and is mostly whOlly 
cross-bedded quartz sandstone, divided according to 
heavy mine1·al distribution. Very well-rounded 
tourmaline is important in its upper part, Indicating 
a change in the source. The depositional area was a 
broad alluvial plain over which a braided stream sys
tem flowed in a semiarid climate, where eolian sand 
was contributed to the water-laid deposits. The Mt. 
Bastion Fm., about 500 ft thick, is of Permian age. 
It is dominantly arkosic but includes rockS ranging 
from conglomerate to shale, Sediments derived from 
a metamorphic terrain were deposited in a swampy 
area with a temperate climate favorable to wooden 
plant growth. The youngest formation, the Ferrar 
Dolerite, iS probably of Jurassic or Cretaceous age; 
it consists of two large sills. (Auth. , mod. ) 

E-3222 551, 1/ . 4(*726. 50) 

Halpern, Martin 
THE GEOLOGY OF THE GENERAL BERNARDO 
O'HIGGINS AREA, NORTHWEST ANTARCTIC PENIN
SULA. In: Jarvis B. Hadley ~- ), Geology and 
Paleontology of the Antarctic. Washington, Amer. 
Geophys. Union, Antarctic Res. Ser. , vol 6 (Natl. 
Res. council Publ No. 1299), 1965, p. 177-209, 
incl illus. , tables, graphs, diagrs., maps, appends. 
31 refs. 

DLC, QE350. H3 
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The O'Higgins area lies in a deformed orogenic or 
mobile belt. Detailed field mapping, petrographic 
examination of sedimentary and igneous rocks, K-Ar 
dating of key rocks, and paleontologic evidence per
mit assignment of the name Legoupil Fm. to the 75-
115 m. y. section of the Cretaceous Period; they also 
provide details of stratigraphy and tectonic history of 
this area. The formation's Cretaceous age is re
vealed also by the presence of Platopis? sp. The 
Legoupil Fm. includes argillite, quartz wacke, quartz
feldspathic wacke and arenite, arkosic arenite, gran
ule and pebble conglomerate, and pebbly mudstone. 
Cretaceous sedimentation occurred within a NNE
trending geosynclinal belt. Source areas consisted 
mainly of nearby tectonic lands with acidic plutons 
and associated metamorphic rocks. The vai:iability 
of sediment types implies an ocean floor irregularly 
dispersed with troughs and rises. Major faulting is 
inferred to be intra- late Cretaceous. The geochem
istry of the plutonic rocks in the Cape Legoupil and 
Doumer L areas reveals a definite chemical affinity 
with the 'Andean Intrusive Suite, ' assigned to a late 
Cretaceous or early Tertiary age. Fossil and 
nuclear dating studies indicate that this intrusive 
activity also occurred in early Cretaceous and mid
Eocene time. (Auth. , mod. } 

E-3223 551. 462. 34(*747) 

Cameron, Richard L. 
THE VANDERFORD SUBMARINE VALLEY, 
VINCENNES BAY, ANTARCTICA. In: Jarvis B. 
Hadley (ed.}, Geology and Paleontology of the Ant
arctic. Washington, Amer. Geophys. Union, Ant
arctic Res. Ser. , vol 6 (Natl Res. Council Publ 
No. 1299}, 1965, p. 211-216, incl. illus., tables, 
graphs, maps. 9 refs. 

DLC, QE 350. H3 

In Vincennes Bay, on the coast of Wilkes Land, a 
deep submarine valley extends southeastward for 24 
km to the ice front of Vanderford Glacier, an ice 
stream in the continental ice cover. The ice stream 
is afloat for at least 35 km inland, and ice thickness 
measurements inland to 130 km suggest that the sub
marine valley may penetrate the continent for some 
distance_. The_ valley is 12 km wide and 2 km deep. 
Compar_1son with three valley types (subaerial canyon, 
subrµarme canyon, and fjord} indicates that the 
Vanderford valley is morphologically similar to a 
fjord. It is relatively narrow but deep, has high 
steep walls, a flat valley bottom, and an undulating 
longitudinal profile with a landward gradient of 1°. 
The valley has a maximum water depth of 2287 m, 
837 m deeper than the Northwest Fjord in Scoresby 
Sound, Greenland, presently considered the world's 
deepest fjo1·d. (Auth. , mod. } 
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E-3224 561. 42(*701} 

Schopf, James M. 
ANATOMY OF THE AXIS IN VERTEBRARIA. In: 
Jarvis B. Hadley~}, Geology and Paleontology of 
the Antarctic. Washington, Amer. Geophys. Union, 
Antarctic Res. Ser. , vol 6 (Natl. Res. Council Publ, 
No. 1299), 1965, p. 217-228, incl illus. 34 refs. 

DLC, QE350. H3 

A radiate series of large lysigenous pockets and in
tervening woody trusses that originated from lateral 
roots explain the strange form of vertebrarian fos
sils. The axis is a true root with a specialized 
gymnospermous anatomy in which primary xylem is 
ephemeral It lacks a woody core. Vertebraria, 
represented by roots, may well be correlative with 
Glossopteris, represented by foliage. Both genera 
should be assigned tentatively to the same family on 
the basiS of persiStent association as dominating ele
ments of the southern Permian vegetation. The 
specimen studied was collected in the Ohio Range. 
(Auth. , mod. } 

E-3225 565. 32(*701} 

Doumani, George A. and Paul Ta.sch 
A LEAIID CONCHOSTRACAN ZONE (PERMIAN} IN 
THE OHIO RANGE, HORLICK MOUNTAINS, ANT
ARCTICA. In: Jarvis B. Hadley~-}, Geology and 
Paleontology of the Antarctic. Washington, Amer. 
Geophys. Union, Antarctic Res. Ser. , vol 6 (Natl 
Res. Council Publ No. 1299}, 1965, p. 229-239, 
incl tables, diagrs. , map. 24 refs. 

DLC, QE350. H3 

Fossil conchostracans were collected from the coal 
measures in the Ohio Range. The described con
chostracans are represented by two new species: 
Leaia gondwanella and Cyzicus (Lioestheria.} 
douma.nii Both species occur in a thin, 10- to 15-
cm zone of black, carbonaceous shale intercalating 
with sandstones, shales, and coal, which constitute 
the Mount Glossopteris Fm. The Leaia zone is near 
the diabase sill that caps the stratigraphic section of 
the Ohio Range. The restricted biofacies represents 
isolated patches of water of puddle-to-pond size, and 
the presence of a Glossopteris flora, carbonized 
wood, as well as carbonized leaiid valves, suggests 
swamp conditions and deposition in shallow, still 
water. A study of sediment intervals between six 
conchostracan generations reveals a sedimentation 
rate of 0. 68 mm/ yr. The size of the conchostracans 
indicates a 1- to 1-1/ 2-month lifespan and suggests 
short-lived ponds or pools. This is also applicable to 
Leaia. zones of equivalent age in Brazil, New South 
Wales, and S. Africa. The restricted occurrence of 
the Leaia zone in Antarctica. is similar to such re
strictions in Brazil and S. Africa. The similarities 
of the leaiid species among Gondwana deposits, the 
association of lea.iids with the Glossopteris compo
nents, and the many identical species of the Glossop
teris flora in these localities establish a Lower Beau
fort age for the Ohio Range leaiid zone. [See E-501] 
(Auth. , mod. } 
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E-3226 59: 551. 734. 2(*701) 

Doumani, G. A. and others 
LOWER DEVONIAN FAUNA OF THE HORLICK FOR
MATION, OffiO RANGE, ANTARCTICA. In: Jarvis 
B. Hadley ~ ), Geology and Paleontology of the 
Antarctic. Washington, Amer. Geophys. Union, 
Antarctic Res. Ser. , vol. 6 (Natl. Res. Council 
Publ. No. 1299), 1965, p. 241-281 + plates, incl. 
tables, graphs, diagrs., map. Refs. 

DLC, QE350. H3 

The Horlick Fm. is a succession of sandstones and 
shales containing a marine faunal assemblage of 
brachiopods, bryozoans, gastropods, pelecypods, 
cricoconarids, trilobites, and a fish plate, The spe
cies are systematically described. Biometric analy
ses of the brachiopods reveal a small meristic varia
tion and a high percentage of similar or equivalent 
values thal justify close correlation particularly with 
S. African specimens. The Horlick Fm. faunas are 
closely related to those of other Southern Hemisphere 
Lower Devonian communities, and are considered an 
integral pa.rt of the Early Devonian Malvinokaffric 
fauna. Other charactel•istic features are the absence 
of cephalopods, the paucity of aviculids and pteri
neids, the concentration of spiriferids on bedding 
surfaces, the absence of limestone, and the presence 
of a coarse basal sandstone and limy concretions. 
These characteristics indicate an unusual similarity 
in sedimentary conditions and suggest a close corre
lation between the Horlick Fm. and the Tibaji of S. 
America and the Bokkeveld of S. Africa. (Auth. , 
mod.) 

E-3235 551. 1/ . 4(*726. 1) 

Fuenzalida V. , Hwnberto 
RECENT WORK ON THE GEOLOGY OF THE 
CHILEAN ANTARCTIC. (Trabajos recientes sobre 
la geolog{a de la Antartica chilena. ] Text in Spanish. 
Inst. Antartico Chileno, BoL, p. 16-17, May 1965. 
5 refs. 

DLC 

Recent publications on geological investigations are 
summarized. Major contributions resulted from re
search performed in the South Shetland Is. , specifi
cally Greenwich and Robert IS. The investigation was 
primarily concerned with the development of the 
present shores of the two islands. It included de
tailed morphological analyses, a study of the present 
dynamics of the sea, and the study of the sedimentary 
structures resulting from the peculiar conditions 
predominant at these coasts. Investigations of marine 
sedimentation during postglacial times show the 
presence of beaches at 14 m above the present sea 
level. The islands have possibly risen when the ice 
cover disappeared, Investigations on Snow and 
Livingston Is. show that the sedimentary sequence 
reflects conditions similar to the European Wealdian. 
The sequence is interrupted by volcanic activity. In 
this way lutites and arenites supplant the successive 
layers, and pyroclasts constitute the princiPal com
ponents o! the sequence following. 
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E-3237 551, 21(*7) 

Gonzalez F. , Oscar 
ANTARCTIC VOLCANISM. [volcanismo Anta.rtico. ] 
Text in Spanish. Inst. Antartico Chileno, Bol. , p. 
21-24, incl. illus. , May 1965. 

DLC 

A brief scheme is given of the geotectonic units of 
Antarctica; East Antarctica is cratonic and West Ant
arctica is orogenic. The orogenic part is charac
terized by the arc of volcanic islands of the South 
Shetlands and the northern part of the Antarctic 
Peninsula, across the "Antarctic Andes" to the vol
canoes Erebus and Terror in Victoria Land. A de
scription is given of volcanic activity on Robert L 
The Chilean sector provides an opportunity !or study
ing the Cenozoic volcanic activity; such a study has 
several aspects: establishing the stratigraphic se
quence, areal extent, geomorphology and type of 
activity, structural and petrographic analyses, and 
paleomagnetism. 

E-3247 551. 481. 1:561. 521. 1(*762) 

Bardin, V. L 
MYSTERY OF AN ANTARCTIC LAKE. (Zagadka 
antarkticheskogo ozera.] Text in Russian. Priroda, 
No. 4: 112-113, April 1963. 3 refs. 

DLC, Q4. PS 

New Zealand scientists conducting studies during the 
1961-62 season on the temperature of the bottom 
layer of water in Lake Vanda proposed that the rela
tively warm temperature, found at a depth of 60 m, 
of 27°, or 47° above the mean ~ual ice surface tem
perature is caused by solar radiation. Two reasons 
are give~ to explain the fact that this lake is able to 
receive enough solar radiation in the summer to 
maintain its increased temperature during the entire 
year. The high concentration of salt in the bottom 
water iS the main cause for the accumulation and 
storage of heat; the other cause is the cleanliness of 
the lake water, enabling solar rays to penetrate 
deeply. In 1962-63, New Zealand scientists began to 
conduct similar studies at Lake Bonney. 

E - 3273 551. 7;552(*7) 

warren, Guyon 
GEOLOGY OF ANTARCTICA. In; Trevor Ha.therton 
(ed.) Antarctica. New York, Frederick A. Praeger, 
f'ITT!s,' Chap. 11, p. 279-320, incL table, maps. 109 
refs. 

DLC, G860. H27 

A brief review of the surface morphology, subglacial 
topography, and nature of th~ continental shell is fol
lowed by a systematic description of the stratigraphy 
in the chronological order of the major rock umts. 
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Precambrian metasediments, migmatites, and intru
sive rocks form the basement over the entire area 
within the continental margin. Outside the East Ant
arctica Shield, little is known of the Precambrian, 
which suggests frequent and widespread orogenic and 
intrusive phases. The Ross Supergroup (late Pre
cambrian and early Cambrian), widely developed in 
the Transantarctic Mts. and elsewhere, consists of 
an upper graywacke-limestone conglomerate unit, and 
a lower unit of similar lithology but of higher meta
morphic grade. The early Paleozoic Granitic Com
plex, 400-540 m. y. in age, occurs in almost every 
region, indicating major plutonic acUvity during this 
period over much of the continent. The most sig
nificant stratigraphic unit, the Beacon Group, is 
comprised of flat-lying continental or near-shore 
sediments which unconformably overlie rocks of 
Paleozoic or Precambrian age and occur throughout 
the Tra.nsantarctic Mts. and in other localities. The 
base of the group is an extensive erosional surface, 
the Kukri Peneplain, of deformed metamorphic and 
plutonic rocks and their intrusives. The sequence is 
described as well as the associated fossils, the ori
gin and depositional environment, and the bedding 
structure. Other rock units are similarly discussed. 

E-3274 551. 436. 2+551. 481(*762) 

Clark, R. H. 
THE OASES rn THE ICE. In: Trevor Hatherton 
(ed.), Antarctica. New York,_ Fre~erick A. Praeger, 
ffi5, Chap. 12, p. 321-330, incl. illus. , map. 11 
refs. 

DLC, G860. H27 

"McMurdo Oasis," affording nearly 150 km of con
tinuous rock exposures from the Mawson to the 
Koettlitz Glaciers, and involving about 2500 km2 
which includes the "dry valleys," is described in de
tail. Its geology is characterized by prominent flat
lying upper formations of contrasting lithology: a 
basement complex of metamorphics and granites, 
capped by light-colored shales and sandstones which 
are intruded by massive sheets of dolerite. The cli
mate is mild and precipitation is very low. The mild 
condilions are due to heated air streams in the valley 
and the lower albedo of exposed rock surfaces. 
Lichens, algae, and mosses are the only common 
living things. An interesting phenomenon is the 
occurrence of mummified seal carcasses throughout 
the valley at elevations up to 700 m. Warm, strongly 
salli1e waters found at the bottom of Lake Vanda 
seem to be caused by solar heat penetrating the per
manent ice cover through long vertical ice crystals 
which act as light pipes. The heat is retained in the 
bottom waters because their higher densities prevent 
convection. The cause of the deglacierization which 
produced the oasis is uncertain; perhaps, lowering of 
the ice plateau to the west has resulted in barring the 
ice flow (50,000 yr ago) by the resistant dolerite 
sills. Stagnant ice in the valley was lost slowly by 
sublimation, leaving only vestigial glaciers in the 
upper parts of the valleys. 
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E- 3304 551. 332. 53: 552(*734) 

Sauchez, Roland 
OBSERVATIONS ON THE COMPOSITION AND ORI
Gm OF THE MORAINIC DEPOSITS OF THE WEST
ERN S~R RONDANES (ANTARCTICA). [Observa
tions sur la composition et la genese des dep&ts 
morainiques des Sor Rondane occidentales (Ant
arctique). J Text in French. Acad. sci. , Compt. 
rend. (Paris), 260(16):4347-4350, incl. map, April 
21, 1965. -

DLC, Q46. Al 4 

During the Belgian-Netherland Antarctic expedition 
of 1964-65 observations were made of morainic de
posits on Jenningsbreen Glacier. The country rock 
is composed of a gabbroic gneiss in the south, a 
greenish-gray gneissic granite, a syenite, and a 
banded gneiss, all trending east-west across the 
drainage. Three zones are recognized in the 
moraines: (1) a zone of longitudinal troughs and 
crests of debris mostly of the southern gneiss; (2) a 
zone of morainic ridges, each of ice-free blocks of 
syenite, granite, and gneiss; and (3) an ice-cored 
monticule zone covered with gneiss debris in the 
center of the field. Granulometric analysis shows 
that the particles in the ice-covered moraines ai·e 
17% of 250 µ and 7% of 100 µ (mostly gneiss), and in 
the large blocks of syenite and granite 5% and 2%, 
respectively. The studies show the absence of syn
chronization between local glaciers and those drain
ing the inland ice, and that zones 1 and 3 are sub
glacial while zone 2 is supraglacial. Subglacial ero
sion requires particular conditions to remain active; 
the mountain slopes are practically immunized under 
the present climate, and a milder climate was 
needed for the debris to nourish the supraglacial 
moraines. 

E-3305 551. 24 

Lagrula, Jean 
SKETCH OF A THEORY OF THE FORMATION OF 
CONTINENTS. [Ebauche d'une theorie de la forma
tion des continents. ] Text in French. Acad. sci. , 
Compt. rend. (Paris), 260(16):4365-4367, April 21, 
1965. 9 refs. -

DLC, Q46. A14 

To explain the present distribution of continents a 
method was used to develop continental and oceanic 
relief in series of spherical functions. The essential 
character of distribution, corresponding to terms of 
the 1st order (zonal and sectorial), consists of an 
asymmetry producing a continuous oceanic zone and 
a similar continental zone. This asymmetry is com
patible with an external origin of differentiation; it 
concerns a total glaciation (antecambrian) under 
astronomic conditions favoring a climatic asymmetry. 
The proposed scheme agrees with the law of perma
nence of eustatic levels. The system of erosion and 
subcrustal sedimentation, utilized in this sketch, ex
plains the surprising altitude of Antarctica. 
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E-3306 551. 332. 53: 549(•734) 

Michot, Jean and Roland Souchez 
THE MINERALOGIC COMPOSITION OF MORAINES, 
PROOF OF REGRESSIVE GLACIAL EROSION 1N 
ANTARCTICA. (La composition mineralcpque des 
moraines, preuve de !'erosion glaciaire regressive 
en Anta1:ctique. ] Text in French. Acad. sci. , 
Compt. rend. (Paris), 261(20):4155-4158, incl 
graphs, map, Nov. 16, 7965. Ref. 

DLC, Q46. A14 

Moraines from Jenningsbreen Glacier in the Spr 
Rondane Mountains were previously described [see 
E-3304). The southern gneiss at the edge of the 
basin contains mostly plagioclases and runphiboles, 
little quartz, biotite, and epidote, and no microcline. 
The syenite contains mainly potash feldspar and 
pyroxene, little biotite and amphibole, and practi
cally no quartz oi· plagioclase. The granites are rich 
in microcline, plagioclase, and quartz. The supra
glacial moraines have a composition very similar to 
that of the parent rock, wilh no contamination; the 
subglacial composition indicates contamination with 
an i.t1cl·eased content of potash feldspar supplied by 
the granite. These observations demonstrate the re
gressive character of glacial erosion in this area. 
Subglacial erosion was active at the level of the 
granites and gneisses, mostly at the periphery of 
Uie ice sheet. 

E-3334 551. 343(•7- ll) 

Grigor'ev, N. F .. 
THERlvIOKARST PHENOMENA IN EAST ANTARC
TICA. [Termokarstovye lavleni:l'a v Vostochnol Ant
adctide. J Text i11 Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskaia 
Eksped., Inform. bnllL, No. 25:14-18, incL illus. , 
1961. Eng. trruisl in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, 
Information Bulletin. Vol. 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 
1965, p. 174-177. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115, S6862 

studies of permafrost conditions in U1e Bunger Hills 
region have shown that therrookarst phenomena are 
generally developed in morainic deposits on ice. The 
development of tbermokarst phenomena in Antarctica 
is not associated with the melting of ground ice, as 
in the Arctic, but with the melting of an ice surface 
covered with a morainic layer. Morainic deposits, 
contained in the marginal part of the ice sheet, are 
thawed from the ice ruid cover the su1iace. If the 
deposits become too thick, the layer protects the ice 
from rapid melting. But if the depth of seasonal 
thawing exceeds the thickness of the morainic de
posits, thermokarst phenomena develop which 
accelerate ablation in the marginal parts of the ice 
sheet. 
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E-3348 551:551. 41(*7) 

Harr ington, H. J. 
GEOLOGY AND MORPHOLOGY OF ANTARCTICA. 
In: J . van Mieghem, P . van Oye and J. Schell (eds. ), 
Biogeography and Ecology in Antarctica. Mono-
graphiae Biologicae, Vol. 15. The Hague, W. Junk, 
1965, p. 1-71, incl. tables, graph maps. 226 refs. 

DLC, QPl. P37 

Antarctica can be divided morphologically and geo
logically into two parts: East Antarctica or the 
Gondwana province, and West Antarctica or the 
Andean province. The geological aspects of the dif
ferent parts of these provinces and of the Antarctic 
rutd S11b-Antarctic islands are discussed, with empha
sis on the stratigraphic and paleontological 1·ecords. 
Geological Md paleonlological evidence is in agree
ment w ilh lhc existence of a land bridge or island 
.ha!n explaining the dispersal of living forms from 
lhc Andes via the Scotia Arc to West Antarctica dur
ing the Mesozoic and Cenozoic Eras, but no other 
land connections a.re satisfactorily documented. To 
ei,.-µla1n all the problems raised by the evidence, a 
hypothesis Is proposed based on both continental drift 
and land bridge theories, whereby Easl Antarctica 
would be part of a former Gondwanaland thal drifted 
together with South America until both continents 
joined at some time between Cretaceous and mid
Tertiary, creating an "island arc" that remained 
relatively lixed ln position throughout history. Wesl 
AnLa1·cUca would then be part of this island arc. 

E-3367 551(•701) 

Wade, F. A. and others 
GEOLOGY OF THE CENTRAL PORTION OF THE 
QUEEN MAUD RANGE, TRANSANTARCTIC MOUN
TAINS. Science, 150(3705): 1808-1809, Incl. table, 
Dec. 31, 1965. 7 refs. 

DLC, Ql. S35 

The geologic section consists of a folded and meta
morphosed basement complex of geosyncl!nal and 
nearshore sediments and intrusives' a thick sequenc 
of nearshore and terrestrial sediments of middle to 
late Paleozoic age, and thick diabase sheets ruid 
basalt flows of Jurassic age. Block faulting, 
probably during the Miocene, produced the 1·ange, 
which has been carved into its present form by gla
ciers. (Auth. ) 

E-3379 551. 4(*73) 

Ba1·din, V. L 
GEOGRAPHICAL STUDIES IN QUEEN MAUD LAND 
IN 1960-1961. [Geograficheskie issledova.nlffi na 
zemle Korolevy Mod v 1960-61 gg.] TeJi.-t in Rus
sian. Moscow, Univ. Vesl., Ser. 5, Geogr,, No. 
5:57-59, incl. map, Sept. -Oct. 1962. 

DLC, Gl. M68 
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A history is given of the discovery and study of 
Queen Maud Land. The sixth Soviet Antarctic expedi
tion, 1960-61, conducted geographical and geomor
phic studies of the mountainous regions of Queen 
Maud Land. The investigations were conducted by 
overland traverses and aerial observations. On the 
basis of these investigations, the first preliminary 
geomorphic map was prepared at a scale of 1:500,000. 
Investigations were conducted at Schirmacher Ponds, 
where a seal mummy was found 80 km from the open 
sea. Studies were made also of the morphology and 
geomorphology of the ice cover in the mountains, and 
periglacial phenomena. 

E-3403 551. 21(*781. 1) 

Gass, L G. 
TRISTAN DA CUNHA. Roy. Instn. Gt. Brit., Proc., 
39(Parl III) (178):313-322, incl illus., 1962. 
DLC, Q41. RB 

A report is given of the Royal Society expedition to 
Tristan da Cunha, following the Oct. 9, 1961, erup
tion of the volcano. The object of the expedition was 
to examine the active volcano, to make a geological 
survey of the Tristan da Cunha group of islands, and 
to investigate the effect of the present volcanic activ
ity on the flora and fauna of the island. The geogra
phy of Tristan da Cunha is described; the orientation 
and composition of the volcano are analyzed. On 
Dec, 16, two geologists arrived at the island to study 
lhe volcanic activity, were followed by the main ex
pedition on Jan. 27, 1962, and remained on the 
island until March 20. The gradual decline in activity 
of the volcano is described. The effects of the activ
ity on vegetation were investigated: (1) 20 acres of 
former grassland were covered with lava, (2) ash 
covered other areas, and (3) areas of Phylica bush 
and the tree fern Blechnurn palmiforme were de
stroyed by fire or heavily damaged by sulfur fumes 
and heat. Soil fauna in the immediate vicinity of the 
volcano were destroyed but other forms seem to have 
been unaffected. 

E-3406 551. 332. 53(*762/*764) 

Stevens, Peter R. and J . D. H. Williams 
SOIL STUDIES IN THE ANTARCTIC. Antarctic 
(Wellington), 4(3):120, Sept. 1965, 

DLC, G845. A55 

Slight horizon differentiation was observed in morain
ic samples from 2 ice-free areas on the west side of 
Koettlltz Glacier. Young moraines were uneven in 
surface, .ice cored, pitted with kettle holes, highly 
unconsoltdated, and displayed salt accumulation 
(largely sodium sulphate) in places which received 
meltwater du1•ing the summer. The older moraines 
had smooth suriaces and were more consolidated· 
salt accumulation was confined to the formation dr 
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calcium carbonate "skins" on the undersides of 
stones. Polygon cracks were deeper, wider, and 
better defined on young moraines; and the permafrost 
table was closest to the surface on the oldest 
moraines, Horizon differentiation was evident in 
guano samples from abandoned penguin rookeries at 
Cape Royds; upper layers were dull white and those 
below bright yellow. In the absence of distinct physi
cal changes, it is possible that the degree of alte ra
tion of easily weathered minerals such as apatite may 
give some indication of the relative ages of the 
moraines. 

E - 3412 551. 35(*80) 

Lisi'5yn, A. P. 
BOTTOM DEPOSITS OF THE ANTARCTIC SHELF. 
[Donnye osadki shel 'fa Antarktidy. ] Text in Russian. 
In: Akademi!a naulc SSSR Komissifa po osadochnym 
porodam pri otdelenii geologo-geograficheskikh nauk. 
Del'tovye i melkovodno-morskie otlozheniia. Moskva, 
lzd-vo Akademii nauk SSSR, 1963, p. 82- 88, incl. 
diagr. 5 refs. 

DLC, QE471. A517 

The Antarctic shelf can be divided morphologically 
into 2 zones: the rough, uneven shelf near the 
coast, and the older, level shelf, sloping toward the 
outer edge of the continental slope. A transverse 
trench serves as a natural boundary between them. 
The main agents of sedimentation on the shelf are 
ice flow (icebergs) and biogenic processes. Much 
of the material is distributed by currents. Terrig
enous iceberg deposits occupy more than 95% of the 
shelf area. Statistical analyses of 50 bottom samples 
from the Indian Ocean shelf sector show that of the 
80% containing aleuritic sediments, 55% was coarse 
and 25% was fine . Deposition according to granulo
metric and chemical composition is discussed with 
reference to the Davis Sea shelf. Sections of the 
Indian Ocean shelf with more than 10% of heavy 
mineral content are off the Princess Ragnhild, 
Prince Olav, Kemp, Mac-Robertson, Lars Christen
sen, Ingrid Christensen, Queen Mary, and Banzare 
Coasts. The mineral content of deposits in the 
Indian Ocean sector of the shelf is mapped. 

E-3419 552(*7: 931) 

Gunn, Bernard M. 
K/Rb and K/Ba RATIOS IN ANTARCTIC AND NEW 
ZEALAND THOLEIITES AND ALKALI BASALTS. 
J . Geophys. Res., 70(24): 6241-6247, incl table, 
graphs, Dec. 15, 1965, 24 refs. 

DLC, QC811. J6 

Forty-one samples of differentiated Antarctic tho
leiitic dolerite [Victoria Land] have a constant K/Rb 
ratio near 240 whereas the ratio of K/Ba increases 
with differenti;lion from 26 to 36. The K/Rb ratio 
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for two series of continental alkali basalts from Ant
arctica and from New Zealand is 335, but the K/ Ba 
ratio is variable, Ratios for calc-alkaline granites 
and an andesite tend to be similar to those of the 
tholeiitic group, The differences may come from 
the parental mantle material and the condition of 
fusion. Possibly more than one potassium- rubid
ium-, and barium-bearing phase is present 'in the 
mantle. The K/ Rb ratios are typical for continental 
rocks and much lower than those of oceanic tholeiites. 
(Auth,) 

E-3421 919. 9 

Kapi~a, A. P. 
GEOGRAPiilCAL OUTLINE OF ANTARCTICA. 
[Ocherki po geografii Antarktidy. J Text in Russian. 
Geogr. v shkole, No, 2: 15-25, incl. illus., graphs, 
map, March-April 1963, 

DLC, Gl. G313 

An account is given of the history of discovery and 
early exploration in Antarctica, with elementary de
scriptions of the ice and rocks of East and West Ant
arctica, the climate and weather conditions of in
terior and coastal regions, and flora and fauna of 
the continent, Scientific studies conducted in the 
Antarctic and their importance are discussed. Ice 
thickness profiles along the Mirnyy-South Pole and 
Mirnyy~Pole of Inaccessibility traverses are in
cluded. 

E-3446 551(26. 03): 551. 35(*821) 

Florida State University, Dept. of Geology 
MARINE GEOLOGY. USNS ELTANIN CRUISES 9-15, 
Sedimentol. Res. Lab. Contrib. No. 11, [289)p. , 
incl. illus, , tables, graphs, maps, append. , Dec, 
1965, Refs. 

DLC; CFSTI, PB 160 184 

A report by H. G, Goodell presents the results of the 
geological investigations of the Eltanin during C,ruises 
9-16 which occurred serially from Aug, 1963 to Dec. 
1964. The techniques of sample collection (gravity 
and piston corers, dredges, and grab samplers) are 
described, Previous studies conducted in Antarctic 
waters are reviewed, presenting information on 
bathymetry, circulation, and sediments. The sedi
ments of the Pacific-Antarctic and Scotia Basins are 
described as to type (pelagic and terrigenous), distri
bution patterns, fine fraction mineralogy, sea floor 
primary structures (with 152 bottom photos), manga
nese deposits, and core stratigraphy. A paper en
titled "The study of Planktonic Foraminifera in Ant
arctic Deep-Sea Cores," by Donald Blair, presents 
the results of examination of the tops of 41 cores 
taken from the Drake Passage area (45-75"W and 54-
61 "S) during Cruises 1-8 [see J-1520]. The dis
tribution is recorded along the Convergence from the 
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Drake Passage westward into the South Pacific and 
the relation between the position of the Conve1·gence 
and the distribution of planktonic Foraminife ra during 
part of the Pleistocene Epoch is investigated, using 
the model established by the surface sediments. An 
appendix presents tabulated data on core location, 
color, te,.-ture, and additional remarks. 

E-3450 550. 93; 552(*73) 

Krylov, A. IA. and others 
ABSOLUTE AGE OF ROCKS OF QUEEN MAUD LAND 
IN ANTARCTICA. [Absoliutny'l. vozrast pored Zemli 
Korolevy Mod v Antarld:ide. ] Text in Russian. Akad. 
nauk SSSR. Komis. opredelenilu absoliutnogo 
vozrasta geol, form~i'l., Trudy 11th Seas. , p. 181-
191, incL table, map, 1963, 11 refs. 

DGS, 315Akl2t 

The results of a series of 63 age determinations of 
Queen Maud Land rocks by the K-Ar method are tabu
lated, Sources of the collected specimens are shown 
on a geologic map, Rocks o! the gneissic complex of 
Queen Maud Land underwent considerable rejuvena
tion at least 600 m. y, ago; analogous migmatized 
plagiognelsses of granulitic !acies in other East Ant
arctica regions are 1600 to 1800 m. y. old. Re
gional rejuvenation of rock, according to age determi
nation by radioactive methods, is caused by either 
tectonic stresses or potassic metasomatism (graniti
zation, migmatiZation). Folding, in this case, may 
not have had a decisive signliicance. In the geologic 
history of Antarctica there were several major 
stages of rejuvenation involving migmatiZation and 
metamorphism, the most widespread occurring in the 
lower Paleozoic. Attention Is given to the youngest 
intrusion of nepheline syenite, the age of which is 
315-340 m. y, This also caused changes In the sur
rounding rock, but the amount of these changes, as 
well as their distribution, is very limited, 

E-3456 565, 33;651. 799(>1'681) 

Benson, Richard H. 
RECENT CYTHERACEAN OSTRACODES FROM 
McMURDO SOUND AND THE ROSS SEA, ANTARC
TICA. Kans. , Univ. , Paleontol. Contrlb. No. 36 
(Arthropoda Art. 6), 36p., incL illus., maps, Nov. 
16, 1964. 27 refs. 

DLC, QE701, K3; DGS, G(267) K13up 

Five sed1ment samples collected !rom the east and 
west ends of the Ross Ice Shelf in the Ross Sea, at 
McMurdo Sound and near Edward VIl Peninsula, have 
yielded specimens representing 13 species of Recent, 
marine, cytheracean ostracodes from a cold shallow 
shelf environment. Two new genera, Laxoreticulatum 
and Australicythere; one new species, CopYws elon
gatus; and one new subspecies, Patagonacyt ere 
longiducta antarctica, are described. Three addi
tional forms are described, but for various reasons 
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are not named; three forms have been found to have 
definite affinities with previously described species. 
Five species, previously described from other areas, 
have been identified from the Ross Sea region. The 
primary purpose of this study was the redescription, 
illustration, and classification of the common ben
thonic cytheracean ostracodes of the Antarctic region. 
The fauna was abundantly represented in number of 
specimens, but poorly in number of species, The 
forms were large, some were delicately ornamented, 
and all were well preserved. The character and dis
tribution of the species suggest an indigenous cold
water Antarctic fauna. Added to the main portion of 
this study were the descriptions oi two deep-sea 
ostracodes representing two cytheracean species, 
Bradleya? diryon (Brady) and Echinocythereis 
dasyderma? Brady), which were obtained from a 
core collected in a remote area of the southeastern 
Pacific, just northeast of the study area. (Auth. , 
mod.) 

E-3467 552.64(789, *7, 988) 

Crozier, W. D. 
NlNE YEARS OF CONTINUOUS COLLECTION OF 
BLACK, MAGNETIC SPHERULES FROM THE 
ATMOSPHERE. J, Geophys, Res., 71(2):603-611, 
incl. table, graphs, Jan. 15, 1966, TI refs. 

DLC, QC811. J6 

Data are presented on the deposition of black, mag
netic spherules from the atmosphere at two stations 
in central New Mexico during the 9-yr period 1956-
64. These spherules, which appear to be similar to 
those recovered from various sedimentary rocks, 
from ice in Antarctica and Greenland, and from 
Paleozoic salts, are believed to be oi extraterrestrial 
origin. During the 9-yr period, the average annual 
rate of mass accretion to the ea1th, for spherules in 
the diameter range of 5 to 60 µ, was approximately 
1. 04 x 1011 g. The period included 2 yr in which the 
annual infall was nearly 2. 5 x 1011 g. and thus the 
long-term average remains w1certain. The size 
distributions show fluctuations similar to those pre
viously reported. The rate of deposition decreased 
from 1956 to 1962 with occasional high peaks. Sea
sonal and biennial patterns appear in the rate of de
position, and a degree of correlation exists between 
the spherule rates and radar meteor rates, the 
spherule rates leading the radar rates by about 6 
weeks, In 1963, high rates of spherule deposition 
coincided with unusually high radar meteor rates, 
(Auth. , mod. ) 

E-3478 552. 323, 1(*729. 1) 

Aughenbaugh, N. B. , R. W. Lounsbury and 
J. C. Behrendt 

THE LITTLEWOOD NUNATAKS, ANTARCTICA. J, 
Geol., 73(6):889-894, incl. illus., table, maps, Nov. 
1965, 6refs. 

DLC, QEl. JS 
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Rock samples were collected from Littlewood 
Nunataka near Duke Ernst Bay on the eastern edge of 
Filchner Ice Shelf in Jan. 1959. Petrographic and 
chemical analyses show the rock to be a rhyolite 
porphyry with a minimum K-Ar age of 840 ± 30 m. y. 
Rock samples from nearby nunataks collected and 
examined by two Argentine parties are similar ex
cept for a limestone specimen. These rocks may 
represent an interbedded sequence of Precambrian 
subaqueous lavas and marine sediments, if the lime
stone is associated with rhyolite as some data indi
cate. The rhyolite porphyry and associated rocks 
have been designated the Littlewood Volcanics, The 
relationship of the Littlewood Volcanics to rock units 
of the nearby Transantarctic Mountains is obscure, 
but the Littlewood Volcanics are tentatively placed 
among the older of two pre-Beacon rock groups be· 
cause of age, geographic location, and degree of 
metamorphism. [See E-1565] (Auth., mod.) 

E-3479 552. 6: 551. 510. 41: 546. 293 

Schmidt, Richard A. 
EXTRATERRESTRIAL DUST AS A SOURCE OF 
ATMOSPHERIC ARGON. Science, 151(3707):223, 
incl table, Jan. 14, 1966. 6 refs.-

DLC, Ql. S35 

Tilles' suggestion is examined that as much as 20% of 
Ar-36 and Ar-38 in the atmosphere is contributed to 
by heating upon entry into the earth's atmosphere of 
extraterrestrial particles that had picked up small 
amoW1ts of noble gases. The extraterrestrial mate
rial influx rate was determined from the concentra
tion of black spherules collected from snows of the 
Greenland ice cap. However, paroxysmal volcanic 
eruptions may be responsible for many of the 
spherules, and the Greenland value is not character
istic of the spherule influx at other polar sites. If 
the Antarctic influx value is used in the equation, 
only about 2% of atmospheric Ar-36 and -38 could be 
accounted for. While the influx data for probable ex• 
traterrestrial spherules indicate only a negligible 
contribution of noble gases, other varieties of extra
terrestrial dust may be present in sufficient quantity 
to fulfill the requirements of Tilles' mechanism. 

E-3480 551. 35(*80) 

Kulikov, N. N. 
MARINE GEOLOGICAL WORK OF THE SIXTH 
SOVIET ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION ON THE OB' IN 
1960-1961. [Morskie geologicheskie raboty shestol 
sovetsko't antarktichesko't ekspedi~ii na d/ e "Ob'" v 
1960-1961 godakh.] Text in Russian. Leningrad. 
Nauch. -issled. Inst. Geol Arktiki. Inform. Sb. , 
Vyp. 27: 55-59, 1962, incl map. 

DLC, QE276, L37 

A series of marine geological studies conducted 0? 
the Ob' included obtaining bottom samples by straight 
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coring tubes and the "Okean-50" bottom grab, mac
roscopic description of the cores, and granulometric 
analysis of the probes. The expedition occupied 92 
stations and recovered 303 bottom probes. Most of 
the work in Antarctic waters was conducted in the 
iceberg zone, whe1·e iceberg deposits are found, 
represented by arenaceous-lutaceous sediments with 
a large content of gravel, pebbles, and boulders; the 
colors are brown, gray, and green. Regularity in 
the distribution of coarse material in the deposits was 
not observed. An int.eresting phenomenon was ob
served in the presence in some core samples of 
microfauna, particularly Globigerina. Bottom de
posits on the continental shelf and near the foot of the 
slope are of the lutaceous-argillaceous variety. 

E-3499 552(*784. 2) 

Aubert de la Rue, E. 
THE GEOLOGICAL ENIGMA OF MOUNT CAMPBELL 
(KERGUELEN ARCHIPELAGO). (L'enigme geologique 
du Mont Campbell (Archipel de Kerguelen). J Text in 
French. PaJ:is. Mus. Natl Hist. Nat , Bull , 34 
(4):333-335, 1962. Ref. -

DLC, QH3. P22 

Mt. Campbell iS situated at 49"03'S and 70"04'E in the 
northern part of the great plain of Courbet Peninsula; 
it serves as a landmark to ships approaching the 
iSlands from the east. It was previously assumed to 
be a trachylic volcanic mass, but close observation 
showed it to be fluviatile conglomerates irregularly 
distributed In a mass of sandstone. The erratic 
basaltic blocks at the foot of the mountain date back 
to the Pleistocene glaciation. The material cement
ing the conglomerate and the arenaceous-looking rock 
is a palagonite tuH containing microlites of augite, 
olivine, and plagioclase, and some zeolit.es. There 
is no doubt of the igneous origin of this rock, but 
the stratification of the conglomerate beds and the 
perfect rounding of its pebbles are proof of a detrital 
sedimentary 01•igin. The mountain may be a late 
volcanic neck resulting from previous eruptions 
through thick sand deposits. 

E-3514 551. 217. 2(*724, 931) 

Coombs, D. S. and C. A. Landis 
PUMICE FROM THE SOUTH SANDWICH ERUPTION 
OF MARCH 1962 REACHES NEW ZEALAND. Nature, 
209(5020):289-290 , Jan. 15, 1966. 7 refs. 

DLC, Ql. N2 

The dispersal of pumice from the eruption of March 
1962 [see E-550, E-2992) is reviewed. During 
the southern autumn and winter of 1964, abundant 
blocks of pun1ice were noticed at Mason Bay, on the 
west coast of St.ewart L off the south tip of South L 
of New Zealand and in the general area of Foveaux 
strait, which separates stewart L from South L 1n 
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Aug. 1964, abundant blocks of pumice up to 1 ft or 
more in diameter were obsen•ed on the western 
sh.ores of Bluff Peninsula in Foveaux Strait. By 
Dec. 1964 fragments, often carrying live colonies of 
Lepas, began to arrive in abundance on many South L 
beaches, on both the east and west coasts. The 
records for the current extent of dispersal are dis
cussed. The pumice from New Zealand is described 
as lo refractive index, composition, and structure, 
with comparisons made to the pumice found pre
viously. It is noted that the refractive index of the 
glass, the relatively anorthite-rich 1·ange of plagio
clase compositions, and the presence of quartz, con
trast with the sub-Recent pumices of the North L of 
New Zealand. The course of drift is discussed, in
cluding the current and wind factors responsible for 
its velocity and direction. 

E-3525 552(*726. 3) 

Elliot, D. H. 
GEOLOGY OF NORTH-WEST TRINITY PENINSULA, 
GRAHAM LAND. Brit. Antarctic Survey Bull., No. 
7:1-24, incl. illus., tables, graphs, maps, Nov, 
1965. 31 refs. 

DLC 

The dominantly granitic provenance of the geosyn
clinal Trinity Peninsula Series is deduced from the 
mineralogy of the sandstones and pebbly shales, and 
the depositional environment and mode of deposition 
of the coarser sediments are deduced from the re· 
petitive lithology, sedimentary structures, and micro
scopic textures. The pre-Jurassic folding of the 
Trinity Peninsula Series into an anticlinorium was 
accompanied by low-grade regional metamorphism 
which Increases toward the southwest. An additional 
stratigraphic unit is proposed for a succession of 
banded hornfelses which are pre-Upper Jurassic(?) 
but younger than the regional metamorphism of the 
Trinity Peninsula Series. The Upper Jurassic Vol
canic Group forms only a few isolated outcrops. The 
intermediate to acid intrusions of the Andean Intru
sive Suite show the effects of the assimilation of 
sediments and of strong shearing stress. (Auth. ) 

E-3528 566. 35: 551. 763. 12(*726. 7) 

Taylor, Brian J. 
APTIAN CIRRIPEDES FROM ALEXANDER ISLAND. 
Brit Antarctic Survey Bull, No. 7: 37-42, incl 
illus. , tables, Nov. 1965. 13 refs. 

DLC 

TWO new varieties of cirripede, a pedunculate . 
Cretiscalpellum aptiensis Withers var. antarchcum 
and an acrothoracican, Brachfr:apfes elliptica Codez 
var. gigarea, are described rorn the Upper Apllan. 
Slight dif erences between the Alexander L speci
mens and those described earlier are indicated. 
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Acrothoracica have not been recorded previously 
from Antarctica. The new variety of boring cirripede 
is exclusive to belemnite rostra. (Auth. , mod. ) 

E-3530 551. 35: 549(*729. 5) 

Hamilton, N. 
DESCRIPTION OF A BOTTOM-SEDIMENT SAMPLE 
DREDGED FROM HALLEY BAY. Brit. Antarctic 
Survey Bull, No. 7:47-52, incl illus. , tables, 
graphs, map, Nov. 1965. 4 refs. 

DLC 

A 3-kg bottom sample from Halley Bay was obtained 
in Jan. 1962. Grain-siZe analysis shows a median 
diameter of 240 µ (+2. 08qi) . The sample is poorly 
sorted and strongly coarse-skewed; organic material 
is about 1. 2% by weight in the siZe classes greater 
than fine sand, Subangular quartz grains prevail in 
the light fraction of the minerals. The fine sand 
fraction consists of about 2. 5% heavy minerals, with 
garnet and hornblende predominant. Most of the 
garnet grains are angular to subangular, indicating 
that they might have been transported by floating ice. 
Other minerals present in the sample are typical of 
a metamorphic assemblage. An analysis of the 
organic components of the sediment is to be pub
lished by J. Neale. 

E-3533 552. 46(*726. 84) 

Fleet, M. 
METAMORPHOSED LIMESTONE IN THE TRINITY 
PENINSULA SERIES OF GRAHAM LAND. Brit, 
Antarctic Su1-vey Bull., No. 7:73-76, incl illus. , 
map, Nov. 1965. 3 refs. 

DLC 

An exposure of metamorphosed limestone in a ridge 
projecting from the back wall of Hektoria Glacier was 
recorded in July 1962. The height of the main out
crop is 200 m and the width is about 100 m. Its main 
mass conforms with the Trinity Peninsula Series 
sediments. Contact metamorphism due to the intru
sion of Andean diorite is responsible for the present 
condition of the limestone (coarse-grained, pure 
white marble). The limestone may have originally 
been a reef limestone. 

E-3544 551, 462. 62(*786:*88) 

Brodie, J. W. and E. W. Dawson 
MORPHOLOGY OF NORTH MACQUARIE RIDGE. 
Nature, 207(4999):844-845, incl. map, Aug. 21, 
1965. 6rels. 

DLC, Ql. N2 

For a number of years the New Zealand Antarctic 
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Research program has included studies of the Mac
quarie Ridge between the Antarctic continent and 
New Zealand. The principal geological objectives 
have been to define the morphology of the ridge and 
to define its st1ucture. The aim of zoological work 
has been to reveal the biogeographic relation of the 
benthic fauna of the New Zealand region with that of 
various areas to the south on the ridge as a faunal 
dispersal route. The question whether the elevation 
on which Macquarie L lies extended north to New 
Zealand as a major ridge has previously been unre
solved. While the intervals between sounding lines 
still admit the prospect of further revisions of the 
present bathymetry, the possibility of a substantial 
deep between New Zealand and Macquarie L is re
moved. The physical connection of the ridge with 
the southwest corner of New Zealand rather than with 
any element of the Campbell Plateau calls for re
orientation of both structural and biogeographic 
generaliZations for the region and for a revision of 
some present views on the structure of southern New 
Zealand. 

E-3545 551. 79(*7) 

Voronov, P. S. 
QUATERNARY DEPOSITS OF ANTARCTICA. [O 
chetvertichnykh otlozheniiakh Antarktidy. ] Text in 
Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskala Eksped. , Inform. 
biilll., No. 26:5-8, 1961. Eng, transl in: Soviet 
Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol 3, 
Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 211-214. 

DLC, Ql15. S686; Q115. S6862 

Six major types of Quaternary deposits in Antarctica 
are classified and described according to their com
position and mode of deposition. Atmospheric de
posits of snow, firn, and ice constitute more than 
95% of the total volume; snow and firn probably ex
ceed 1 million km 3, and ice 28 million km 3. Terrig
enous deposits, formed as a result of rock den~da
tion, are represented by the following unconsoli- . 
dated formations: moraines, glacial-eluvial-?eluv1al, 
eolian, lacustrine, fluvial, and marine dep~s1ts_.. 
Chemical deposits consiSt of gypsum and m1rabil!te 
layers with an admixture of halite. Carbonate . 
crusts and tufa are also included. Biogenic deposits 
consiSt of layers of blue-green and diatomaceous al
gae remains, and accumulations of guano, feathers, 
bones, etc. Volcanic deposits are repre~nted by 
basaltic lava and its tuffs. Cosmic deposits, al
though undiscovered, are expected to exist in the 
form of meteorites and meteoritic dust. 

E-3574 552, 578. 3 

Veber, V. V. and A. L Gorskafa 
BfrUMINIZATION IN SEDIMENTS OF CARBONATE 
FACIES, [Bitumoobrazovanie v osadkakh karbonat6_ 
nykh fafsil. ) Text in Russian. Sovet. geol , No. · 
51-64, incl, tables, June 1963, 20 refs. 

DLC, QEl, S953 
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The study of bitumens of Recent sediments is impor
tant in relation to the conversion process of organic 
substances in carbonaceous sediments. Data col
lected from bottom samples obtained in Kendyrli Bay 
(Caspian Sea], off tlie north coast of Cuba, and near 
Kerguelen Is. are used in studying the possibility of 
oil formation in carbonaceous sediments. Granulo
metric characteristics and chemical co1:1tent of the 
bottom samples are tabulated. 

E-3576 551. 331. 5{*7) 

Evteev, S. A. 
DEVELOPMENT OF BEDROCK SURFACE TOPOG
RAPHY IN EAST ANTARCTICA AND THE INFLU
ENCE OF GLACIATION ON ITS FORMATION. 
[Razvitie rel'efa poverkhnosti korennykh porod 
Vostochnol Antarktidy i vliffinie oledeneniii na ego 
formirovanie. ] Text in Russian with English swn
mary. Aka.ct. nauk SSSR. Insl geogr. , Issled. 
leclnikov i lednikovykh ralonov, No. 3: 67-87, .incl. 
table, 1963. 22 refs. 

DLC, GB2401.IB 

The preglacial formation of the main relief features 
of East Antarctica is discussed accord1ng to gla
ciological and geological investigations conducted in 
1957-58. The effect of the ice sheet on the basic re
lief is examined; glaciation has greatly changed the 
surface appearance, creating a striated topography 
which is typical of ice-free sections in East Ant
arctica. Px·esent ice-free terrain shows features of 
recent relief-forming processes {frost cracking and 
heaving, wind action, gravity sliding and soliiluction, 
and marine and meltwater action). An estimation is 
given of tile depression of the continental crust due to 
glaciation during the Quaternary. (Auth., mod.) 

E-3579 551, 72(*7-11) 

Ravich, M. G. , L. V. Klimov and D. s. Solov'ev 
PRECAMBRIAN OF EAST ANTARCTICA. [bokem
br1'1 vostochnol Antarktidy. ] Text in Russian. 
Leningrad. Nauch. -issled. inst. geol. Arktiki, 
Trudy, 138, 470p. , incl. illus., tables, graphs, 
diagrs. ;-maps, 1965. 153 refs. 

DLC, QE70. L43 

Geological studies of the Precambrian of East Ant
arctica are discussed from work of the Soviet expedi
tions. General geology, petrology, metamorphic 
processes, geology of the crystalline basement, ori
gin of tile charnockites, diaphthoresis, geochronology, 
economic minerals, historical geology, and p1·oblems 
for further study are included. Separate chapters 
are devoted to studies of Bunger Hills, Denman Gla
cier area, Mirnyy Station area, Mount Brown, 
Ingrid Christensen Coast, Edward vm Bay area, 

237- 720 0 - 67 - l& 
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Windmill Is. , Henry Islets, and Oates and George V 
Coasts. Three maps are included: a map showing 
areas investigated geologically, scale l cm = 100 
km; a colored geologic map of tile Bunger Hills area, 
scale 1: 100,000; and a colored geologic map of Ant
arctica, scale 1: 10,000,000. 

E-3580 552. 323. 5(*784. 2) 

Talbot, J. L. and others 
XENOLITHS AND XENOCRYSTS FROM LAVAS OF 
THE KERGUELEN ARCHIPELAGO. Amer. Mineral
ogist, 48(1/2): 159-179, incl illus. , tables, graphs, 
Jan. -Feb. 1963. 30 refs. 

DLC, QE361. A7 

Ultramafic xenoliths in basalts and related rocks 
from Kerguelen Is. are shown to have a metamorphic 
fabric. Olivines from the xenoliths have a wider 
range of composition than previously reported. Many 
of the large discrete olivine grains in basalts show 
chemical and textural similarities with those of the 
xenoliths and it is concluded that much of the olivine 
found in the basalts is derived from llle .xenoliths. 
Olivines which have crystallized from the magma dif
fer from the xenocrysts in composition and texture. 
Partial analyses of 39 olivines show a marked regu
larity of variation of Ni and Mn with Fe content. 
(Auth., mod.) 

E-3596 552, 12(*75) 

Amilien, Jacques 
LITHOLOGICAL STUDY OF ROCK FRAGMENTS OF 
PORT-MARTIN (ADELIE LAND, ANTARCTICA). 
[ll:tude lithologique de fragments rocheux de Port
Martin (Terre Adelie, Antartiqu~)-) Text in French 
witil English summary. Cah. Geol. , No. 70-71: 
767-779, incl. tables, graphs, diagrs., 1963. 15 
refs. 

DGS, G{540) Cl17 

The 853 fragments examined contained 91-97% gneiss 
and granite, ranging in stze rrom 7 to '!0 mm; the 
rest constituted mica schist, amphibolite, quartz, 
and sandstone. The scarcity of vein quartz {l. 1-
1. 3%) indicates an initial mechanical weathering pre
dominating over chemical action. The irregular 
contour and great flatness (2. 9) of the granite peb
bles suggest fragmentation by frost action. The 
smoothness index (10-13 mm) indicates negligible 
transport or, for the erratics, weak glaci~ abrasion. 
Eighty-three to 95% of the granite lll:d gne1~s peb
bles have dull surfaces pitted by eolian action. The 
sandstone most probably Beacon (Permo-Triassic?), 
contains quartz grains 0. 4 mm in stze and has a 
smoothness of 122 mm, probably the result of wind 
abrasion. SiZe, flatness, smoothness, and other 
measurements are tabulated. 
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E-3598 551. 24 

Voronov, P. S. 
ANALYSIS OF THE MAXIMUM ELEVATIONS AND 
AREAS OF TECTONIC REGIONS OF THE CONTI
NENTS. [Analiz ma.ksimal 'nykh vysot i ploshchade'1 
tektonicheskikh oblaste'1 kontinentov.] Text in Rus
sian. Geogr. obshch. SSSR, Izv. , 97(2): 151-155, 
incl tables, graphs, March-April 1965. 13 refs. 

DLC, G23. Gl6 

Certain conclusions regarding planetary geomorphol
ogy and geotectonics are drawn from morphometric 
data on past and present structural characteristics of 
the continents. It is initially assumed that the 
amount of uplift of elevated areas indicates the quan
tity of energy inherent in a given tectonic cycle. 
Through graphic comparison of the areas and maxi
mum elevations of the continental platforms, it is 
concluded that the energies of tectonic processes 
during the Hercynian and Alpine orogenies and of 
magmatic activity during the Cenozoic volcanic era 
were greater in the southern than in the northern 
continents. From a comparison o! the total area 
occupied by the ancient platforms with the areas of 
the Paleozoic and Cenozoic-Mesozoic folded zones, 
it is hypothesized that three similar folding cycles 
were involved in their production. These ancient 
platform areas occupy a greater percentage of the 
southern continents than of the no1·the rn; arching 
movements in the crust of Gondwanaland before its 
disintegration are suggested as a possible explana
tion. 

E-3602 550,822:539. 16:531,754(*7) 

Krasnushkln, A. V. 
CHC>a3ING A PROBE IN OETERMINING DENSITY 
AND MOlSTURE CONTENT OF ROCK BY RADiO
ACTIVE LOGGING. [O vybore zonda pri opredelenil 
plotnosti i vlazhnosti pOrod metodami radioaktivnogo 
karotazha.] Text in Russian. Merzlotnye issled., 
Sb. stater, No. 3:190-197, incl. graphs, 1963. 2 refs. 

DLC, GB648. 55, M44 

During the fourth Soviet Antarctic expedition, 1959, 
studies were conducted on radioactive core logging 
using the gamma-gamma and gamma-neutron methods. 
Twenty-and 50-cm probe lengths were usedingamma
gamma logging and a 22-cm length in neutron-gamma 
logging, The relationship of impulse speed to density 
of the medium is graphed. The advantages of using 
probes of large and small dimensions are compared; 
1n gamma-gamma logging the short probe gives the 
largest radial depth of operation, a high degree of 
accuracy of measurement with a smaller radio
active source, and constant accuracy over a large 
range of density, Other advantages are that the 
probe length may be adjusted so that results will not 
be affected by voids, the depth of operation is close 
to maximal, and thin rock layers are more easily 
cored, 
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E-3620 551. 7(*7) 

Plumstead, Edna P. 
GLIMPSES INTO THE IDSTORY AND PREHISTORY 
OF ANTARCTICA. Antarktiese Bull. (Pretoria), 
No. 9:1-5, incl. illus., maps, May 1965, 

DLC 

The history of Antarctica is outlined from 650 A. D. 
to 1958 as a preview to discussing the geologic 
history of the continent. In West Antarctica, the 
earliest !mown plants are Jurassic in age; in East 
Antarctica, which now includes the Ellsworth Moun
tains, plants ranging in age from Devonian to 
Triassic (pollen only in the latter case) have been 
found. Of 43 Antarctic Carboniferous plant species, 
28 of them were common to species in India, 27 to 
South Africa, and slightly smaller numbers to 
Australia and South America. Some species were 
common to all the southern continents. The plant 
history of Antarctica shows not just an isolated 
resemblance but a complete sequence paralleling 
that of Africa (with the exception of modern life). 
Another parallel has been found in the occurrence 
of glacial beds between the Devonian and Carbonif
erous formations of both continents. Continental 
drift is the only feasible explanation for the 
occurrence of an identical plant life on both continents, 
and for the occurrence of such a plant life in Antarctica 
at all. Other evidence for continental drift and its 
mechanism is treated briefly. 

E-3675 551. 8:551. 41:551. 324. 24 

Voronov, P. S. 
PROCEDURE FOR PALEO- AND MELLOGEO
GRAPIIlC RECONSTRUCTION OF THE MORPHOM
ETRY OF CONTINENTS AND ICE SHEETS. ['K 
metodike paleo- i mellogeograficheskogo vossozdani!a 
morfometrii materikov i pokrovnykh oledeneni'1.] 
Geogr. obshch. SSSR, Izv., 96(5):370-382, incL 
graphs, maps, Sept. -Oct. 1964. 30 refs. 

DLC, G23, G16 

The term mellogeography (from the Greek word 
mellon = future) is introduced as the antithesis to the 
term paleogeography. Morphometric relationships 
between various parameters of the continents, such 
as area, average elevation, shoreline length, and 
average thiclmess and density, are analyzed, and 
past and future characteristics are determined by 
means of interpolation and extrapolation. The 
hypothesis of parent continents, e.g., Angara and 
Gondwanaland, is supported and some of their . 
measurements are estimated. Maps reconstructmg 
the Arctic and Antarctic regions at the time of 
maximum Quaternary glaciation are included. Data 
used in the compilation include glacial isostasy, 
subglacial relief, change in latitude, and proba?le 
profile of the ice caps (as indicated by present ice. 
sheets). The problem of the formation of submarme 
trenches is discussed in relation to information on 
the glacial epoch. 
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E-3686 552.323.5:550.93(81-13) 

Amaral, G. and others 
.P0TASSIUM-ARGONDATES OF BASALTIC ROCKS 
F'ROM SOUTHERN BRAZIL. Geochim. Cosmochim. 
Acta, 30(2):159-189, incl. tables, graphs, diagr., 
map, append., Feb, 1966. 29 refs. 

DLC, QE351. G425 

K-Ar ages are reported for 20 basalts (including a 
few core samples) and 15 diabases from the Parana 
basin of southern Brazil. mstograms of both 
basalt and diabase ages exhibit strong peaks close 
to 120 m. y. Thus the principal Brazilian volcanism 
was Mid-Lower Cretaceous and not Jurassic as 
earlier supposed. While the few dates younger than 
120 m. y. are likely due to Ar loss, there is a real 
"tail" of higher ages which shows that there was 
precursory volcanic activity 147 m. y. ago, In the 
Upper Jurassic, and perhaps earlier. The span 
of at least 28 m. y. for the volcanism ls similar Lo 
that which has been found for South Africa. The 
basaltic rocks of Brazil differ, however, both in 
age and K content from the older diabase rocks of 
southeast Africa, Antarctica, and Tasmania which 
have been dated thus far. These rocks , as studied 
by McDougall l_'E-51], have ages ranging from 
147 to 163 m. y . or Mid-Upper Jurassic for the 
Antarctica diabases, and from 154 to 190 m. y. or 
Mid-Lower Jurassic for the southeast African (Karroo) 
dlabases. A study of a Tasmanian diabase suggested 
an age of 167 m. y. The suggestion has been made 
that the occurrence of basalts and dlabases on all 
of these continents is related to the postulated breakup 
of Gondwanaland. The present work certainly does 
not rule out the theory of contJnental drift, but seems 
lo remove the possibility, previously suggested, that 
the major basaltic occurrences in all these 
continents were contemporaneous. (Auth., mod.) 

E-3687 552. 3:550. 93(8) 

McDougall, Ian and N. R. Ruegg 
POTASSIUM - ARGON DATES ON THE SERRA GERAL 
FORMATION OF SOUTH AMERICA. Geochim. 
Cosmochlm. Acta, 30(2):191-195, incl. table, map, 
append., Feb. 1966-:- 15 refs. 

DLC, QE351, G425 

The Serra Geral Formation 1n the Parana Basin of 
South America forms the largest known volcanic 
development in the world. Stratigraphic evidence 
indicates that this formation is younger than Upper 
Triassic and older than Upper Cretaceous, and 
generally it has been assigned to the Lower 
Jurassic. K-Ar age measurements on plagioclase 
lrom two lavas of the formation yield dates of 120 
and 123 m, y. Plagioclase and pyroxene from four 
samples from dolerite Intrusions, which are thought 
to be coeval with the lavas, give dates ranging from 
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120 to 126 m. y. All the measured ages agree 
closely and substantiate the correlation of the 
dolerites with the lavas. The data suggest a Lower 
Cretaceous age for the main volcanic activity; this 
is significantly younger than the ages found for 
similar rocks from South Africa, Antarctica., and 
Tasmania. fSee E-51, E-2670] (Auth., mod.) 

E-3694 550, 93(*744) 

Voronov, P. S. and A. V.. Krylov 
THE AGE OF THE OLDEST ROCKS OF ANTARCTICA. 
[Vozrast drevnershlkh porod Antarktldy.] Text In 
Russian. Sovel. Antarktlcheskafit Eksped., Inform. 
biilll., No. 28:11-15, incl. table, 1961. 12 refs. Eng, 
transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information 
Bulletin. Vol. 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 
285-288. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

The absolute ages of 6 samples of rocks from the 
Vestfold Hills range from 1185 to 1840 m, y. The 
majority of samples belong to granltoid varielles or 
rocks while only one, a medium-grained arkosic sand, 
represents the unconsolidated Quaternary formations 
of the area. ll is assumed that this sample (1830 m. 
y. ) is mainly of eolian origin and therefore the most 
representative of the median absolute age. Further
more from the presence of a dense network of 
Arch;an dolerite dikes, it ls possible to assu_me that 
the VesUold Hills were a rigid block located m the 
Caledonian orogenic zone or the East Antarctlca 
coast that was only partly affected by the lower 
Paleozoic diastrophism. 

E-3703 551. 41(*73) 

Konovalov, G. V. 
MAJOR RELIEF TYPES IN QUEEN MAUD LAND. 
[Osnovnye tlpy rel'efa Zemll Korolevy Mod.] Text 
in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheska!lt Eksped. , 
Inform. b!ull., No. 29:27-29, incl. Illus., 1961. 
Eng. ti·ansl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, 
Information Bulletin. Vol. 3, Amsterdam, 
Elsevier, 1965, p, 324-326. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Qll5. S6862 

The coastal relief in Queen Maud Land includes a 
belt of sharply-dissected ice shelves 60-120 km 
wide and ice tongues formed and protected by Ice 
domes. The glacial slope occupies a belt 70-100 km 
wide characterized by gentle elevations rising to 
200 m above lhe surface, nunataks, extensiv~ 
crevasse zones, and an average slope of 2-3 . 
An ice-free area 13 km long and up to 3 km wide ls 
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found at the boundary between the ice shelf and the 
glacial slope. Between the glacial slope and the 
continental plateau, a 50- to SO-km-wide alpine 
mountain range (denudation-tectonic relief) extends 
more than 650 km with an absolute elevation of 
2500-3300 m. The central and northern regions 
show the highest relief, with numerous cirques, 
ar~es, and horns. The southern parts have 
gently sloping contours, are less dissected, and 
exhibit remnants of old denudation surfaces. 
Continuous glaciers fill intermontane depressions 
and serve as arteries for the continental ice flowing 
toward the coast. Marginal, medial, and englacial 
moraines are developed on glaciers. 

E-3706 550. 382. 3(*73) 

Karaslk, A, M., A, M. Mall'avkin and E. N, 
Za@epin 

MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY OF ROCKS IN THE 
EASTERN PART OF THE MOUNTAINS IN QUEEN 
MAUD LAND, [O magnitnoY vosprlimchivosti 
porod vostochno? chasti gor Zemli Korolevy Mod, J 
Text In Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskafll Eksped., 
Inform. brilll., No. 29:39-42, incl. table, graphe, 
1961. 2 refs, Eng, transl. in: Soviet Antarctic 
Expedition, Information Bulletin, Vol. 3, Amsterdam, 
Elsevier, 1965, p. 333-336, 

DLC, Q115,S686; Q115.S6862 

The magnetic susceptibility of 265 samples of 
metamorphic rocks collected in Feb. 1959 from the 
eastern Queen Maud Land mountains was measured 
by an electronic Kapp meter, The samples are 
grouped into 10 rock types; average results are 
tabulated, The most highly magnetic are the meta
anorthosites of Mount Zimmermann, veined gneissic 
granites of Vorposten Peak, the repeatedly 
metamorphosed basic rocks, dolerites, and diabases 
of the Wohlthat Mountains, and some amphibolites. 
The remaining most widely distributed rocks 
(crystalline slates of basic composition marbles 
calciphyres, diopsides, pegmatites, gr~ites, ' 
leucocratic granulites, migmatitic gneisses and 
anorthosites) are classified, with few exceptions, 
as weakly magnetic. Variation curves constructed 
for these rocks are discussed. The two well
de~ned groups of rocks suggest that airborne mag
netic surveys would be successful in revealing 
subglacial relief in this area. 
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E-3712 551. 432(*73) 

Bardin, V. I. , 0. P. Dundo and G. V. Konovalov 
BRIEF GEOMORPHOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION 
OF THE MOUNTAINS OF QUEEN MAUD LAND. 
(Kratkaia geomorfologicheska.fa kharakteristika 
gor Zemli Korolevy Mod. ] Text in Russian. Sovet, 
Antarkticheska!a Eksped., Inform. brilll. , No. 30:9-
12, incl. map, 1961. 7 refs. Eng. transl. in: 
Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
Vol. 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 354-357. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Qll5. S6862 

Glacial exaration and physical weathering are the 
main processes shaping the mountain relief in Queen 
Maud Land. The range of block mountains consists 
of a combination of submeridionally elongated ridges 
separated by glacial valleys. The mountains are 
divided morphologically into two types: mature alpine 
relief in the northern part where absolute elevations 
range from 1800 to 3000 m, and young mountains 
of gently sloping summits forming a continuous 
belt 20-40 km wide along the southern part where the 
absolute elevation is between 2500 and 3200 m. 
Accumulative relief forms are especially widespread 
along the northern foot of the mountains where 
moraine fields frequently cover slopes 200-250 m 
above the foot, indicating a higher level of glaciation 
in the past. The alpine relief is characteristically 
dependent upon the llthologlc composition of the 
rocks. In the southern part, maximum relief 
above the lee surface and clear evidence of glacial 
exaration suggest this section has been recently 
vacated by ice, and explain why there ls no visible 
difference in lithology, 

E-3720 560. 93:551, 1(*7) 

Voronov, P. S, 
ABSOLUTE AGE OF ANTARCTIC ROCKS AND 
STRUCTURES. (Absol!iltny! vozrast porod l 
struktura Antarktidy. ] Text in Russian, Sovet, 
Antarkticheska.fa Eksped,, Inform. brilll., No, Sl: 
15-21, incl. table, maps, 1961, 23 refs . Eng, 
transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information 
Bulletin. Vol, 4, Issue No, 1:7-10, (1964]. 

DLC, Q115.S686; Q115,S6862 

Absolute age determinations of the bedrock and 
moraine material along the Antarctic coast indicate 
that Caledonian structures predominate between 
0° -80° E, 85° -100° E, and 145° -175° E, The 
Precambrian platform constitutes only the interior 
of East Antarctica, although central massifs of 
Precambrian folding are developed between 80° -85° E 
and 100° -115° E. The meridional trend of Gamburtsev• 
Prince Charles Mts, is not a continuation of the 
Alpine structure of the Antarctic Peninsula, but an 
independent block-mountain system developed on the 
Precambrian basement, The coast between 85° -
100°E and 145° -165°E shows the marginal effect 
of a Hercynian folded zone now submerged. From 
this it follows that any folded structures in Marie 
Byrd Land older than the Alpine will be Hercynian 
and not Caledonian. 
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E-3731 550. 93: 552. 3 

Silin, ID. L and A. IA. Krylov 
THE PROBLEM OF DETERMINING ABSOLUTE AGE 
OF BASIC ROCK BY THE ARGON METHOD. (K 
voprosu ob opredelenii absoliiltnogo voz rasta 
osnovnykh porod argonovym metodom. ] Text in 
Russian. Akad. nauk SSSR. Komis. opredeleniiil 
absoUil:tnogo vozrasta geoL formatsil, Trudy, 10th 
Sess. , p. 315-320, incl. tables, 1962. 5 refs. 

DGS, 316Ak12t 

Basic dikes, as dated by the K-Ar method, in the 
northern Tien Shan area (U.S. S. R.] and in the 
Mirnyy region appear to have greater ages than the 
granitoids and metamorphosed rocks they intersect. 
These ages in many cases are near those of biotites 
and accessory minerals of the intersected rocks. 
The high argon conservation in basic dikes may be 
explained as follows: (1) the main rock-forming 
minerals are of the pyroxene and amphibole groups, 
which preserve radiogenic argor.; (2) dikes occur 
during the last stage of intrusive activity of a cycle 
and are less subject to metasomatism; and (3) dikes 
ar e mechanically stronger than the rocks they 
intersect and therefore are more resistant to dynamic 
metamorphism. The use of basic dikes in determin
ing the age of an intrusive cycle by the K-Ar method 
is considered to be promising, especially for ancient 
complexes which have undergone considerable 
metamorphism. (Auth. , mod. ) 

E-3134 550, 382. 3(*744) 

Voronov, P. S. and A. M. Ka.rasik 
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF ROCKS FROM THE 
VE8TFOLD Hll..LS AND THEIR GEOLOGICAL 
INTERPRETATION. (Fi.zicheski.e svo'1stva porod 
oazisa Vest!oll' i ikh geologicheska.Ia lnter
pretatsiia. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkti
cheskaili Eksped. , Inform. brilll , No. 33: 10-14, 
incl table, 1962. 10 refs. Eng. transl in: Soviet 
Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol 4, 
Issue No. 2:68- 70, (1964]. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

The magnetic susceptibility and density were 
analyzed in 57 bedrock and 39 moraine specimens 
collected l.n the Vestfold Hills. The data show a 
broad range of magnetic susceptibility and density 
with no 1·elation between them, and suggest a new 
interpretation of the magnetic anomalies of this 
region. The distinct sublatitudinal trend of boU1 
positive and negative anomalies is associated with 
the strucb.lral features of the hills and not a dike com
plex. Sublatitudinally trending l inear folds are devel
oped throughout the region. Sizable intrusions of 
magnetic alaskites are probably associated with the 
anticlinal cores. 
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E-3735 

Kulikov, N. N. 

551. 326. 5(*744) 
551. 332, 2(•744) 

DISCOVERY OF MORAINIC MATERIAL ON A 
FRAGMENT OF AN OVERTURNED ICEBERG. 
[O nakhodke moreMogo materiala na oblomke 
perevernuvshegos:la alsberga, ] Text in Russian. 
8ovet. Antarkticheska.:la Eksped. , Worm. brilll. , 
No. 33:15-19, incl. illus., table, 1962. 3 refs. 
Eng. t r ansl in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, 
Information Bulletin. Vol 4, Issue No. 2:70-73, 
[1964]. 

DLC, Q115. S686· Qll5. 86862 

Morainic material was found on the surface and In 
the upper layers of a fragment of an overturned 
iceberg north of the West Ice Shelf on Feb. 5, 1961, 
during the sixth voyage of the Ob'. The composition 
of the samples collected iB tabulated. The ice 
surface was uneven and porous due to melting, and 
in some places the material separated into two layers. 
The sandstones from the iceberg were similar to the 
pink and brownish-pink quartzite-like sandstones 
found in the moraines of the Bunger Hills. Although 
other samples differed somewhat, the similarity 
in sandstones suggests that the iceberg was formed 
at the confluence of the Denman and Scott Glaciers 
which divide the Shackleton lee Shelf near the Bunger 
Hills. Analysis of morain.ic matel'ial contained in 
icebergs provides an indirect method for studying the 
geology of the continent which is covered by ice. 

E-3736 (26)551, 434(*7:210. 5) 

Evteev, S. A. 
MARINE TERRACES ALONG THE ANTARCTIC 
COAST. [Morskie terrasy na poberzh'e 
Antarktidy. ] Tm in Russian. Sovet. Antarkti
cheskala Eksped., Worm. brillL, No. 33:20-26, 
incl. table, map, 1962, 10 refs. Eng. transl. in: 
Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
Vol 4, Issue o. 2:73- 76, [1964). 

DLC, Q115. 8686; Ql15. S6862 

Marine terraces along the Antarctic coast are 
tabulated according to region, elevation, source, 
evidence or marine origin, and remarks. Evidence 
or marine origin of terraces is shown where mollusk 
shells, calcareous worm sheaths, whale bones, 
siliceous sponges, etc. have been found at a maximum 
of 15-20 m above sea level Marine origin of 
terraces over 40 m high is not verified, for example, 
by the presence of mummified seal corpses or 
rounded pebbles. Marine activity traced as high 
as 46-61 m above sea level on Ross L may be 
explained by the active volcano Mt. Erebus, which 
would permit a greater amount of uplift Lban else
where along the coast. Absolute ages for organic 
remains on terraces of Windmill L (at 23 m) and the 
Marble Point area (13. 4 m) show an uplift rate of 
2. 9-3. 9 mm/ yr, and indicate the terraces are of 
Holocene age. 
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E-3770 552. 3(*762) 

Smith, W. Campbell 
VOLCANIC ROCKS OF CAPE ADARE AND ERRATICS 
FROM TERRA NOVA BAY REGION, ETC, Brit. 
Antarctic ("Terra Nova") Exped., 1910-13, Nat. 
Hist. Rept. , GeoL , 2(3): 151-206, incl. illus. , tables, 
map, 1964. Refs. -

DLC; DGS, 502(990)qB77 

This is the final report on the geological specimens 
of Scott's 1910-13 expedition. Six chapters discuss 
the chemical composition of volcanic rocks of Cape 
Adare, tholeiites from the Priestley Glacier, Terra 
Nova Bay region, volcanic rocks found as erratics 
in the Terra Nova Bay region, volcanic rocks 
found as erratics at Granite Harbor, pebbles dredged 
from the sea floor in the Bay of Whales, and summary 
of the reports on the geology of south Victoria Land. 
An index is included to all reports of volumes 1 and 2. 

E-3772 551. 35(*80) 

Klenova, M. V. 
SOME REGULARITIES IN SEDIMENTATION AS 
EXEMPLIFIED BY SEDIMENTS OF EAST 
ANTARCTICA. (0 nekotorykh zakonomernost!akh. 
osadkoobrazovani!i na primere osadkov Vostochno\ 
Antarktidy. ] Text in Russian. In: Vsesoiilznoe 
soveshchanie po litologti i mineralogii osadochnykh 
porod, 3rd, Trudy. Baku, Izd-vo Akad. nauk 
Azerbaldzhansko1 SSR, 1962, p. 211-218, incl. 
graphs, maps. 11 refs. 

DLC, QE471. V76 

The unique features of Antarctic marine sedimenta
tion are discussed, with emphasis on the value of 
studying the region in order to gain clear under
standing of sedimentary processes, Mechanical 
and qualitative analyses of sediment samples were 
made from 85 stations in the southern Indian Ocean 
and the Antarctic continental shoal and shelf, 
obtained during the 1955-56 voyage of the Ob'. Only 
the composition of the aleuritic fraction offfie top 
sedimentary layers was analyzed. Three maps show 
the percentage distribution of mineral particles, 
argillaceous aggregates, and frustules along a 
section of the East Antarctica coast. The results 
clearly show that products of mechanical weathering, 
dominant close to the shore, are replaced by 
diatomaceous facies near the edge of the continental 
shelf; these are in turn replaced by carbonate cocco
lithophore facies. 
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E-3802 551. 21(*784) 

Bellair, Pierre 
THE VOLCANISM OF THE AUSTRAL ISLANDS OF 
THE INDIAN OCEAN. (Le volcanisme des ties 
australes de l'ocean Indien.] Text in French. 
Acad. sci., Compt. rend. (Paris), 262(10):1054-
1057, March 7, 1966. 3 refs. -

DLC, Q46. A14 

The volcanic features are described and their 
activities interpreted for Crozet, Saint Paul, 
Amsterdam, and Kerguelen Is. The islands show in 
general a series of andesitic magmas, Kerguelen 
having distinct magmatic differentiation with one 
recent granitic pluton. The acid intrusive 
volcanism is very remarkable because of its areal 
extent. Everywhere some veins or piles of 
rhyodacite or trachyte represent an abortive volcanism 
which reached the surface with difficulty and has long 
been extinguished. 

E-3803 551. 434(26)(*784. 2) 

Bellair, Pierre 
MARINE TERRACES ON KERGUELEN ISLANDS. 
[Niveaux marina aux hes Kerguelen. ] Text in French. 
Acad. sci, Compt. rend. (Paris), 262(11): 1185-
1187, March 14, 1966. 2 refs. -

DLC, Q46. A14 

In addition to the raised terrace at 4-5 m previously 
known, there is a marine terrace at 15-20 m on 
Loranchet Peninsula. It is probably equivalent to 
the te rraces on Courbet Peninsula. It could be due 
to tilting of the islands prior to the formation of the 
lower terrace which was dated back to the climatic 
optimum at 5500 B. P. However, all observations 
indicate a eustatic origin. A recent subsidence of 
the islands is improbable. [See E-322] 

E-3817 016: 55(*784) 

Nougier, Jacques 
GEOLOGICAL BIBLIOGRAPHY {SINCE 1945) 
OF THE FRENCH AUSTRAL ISLANDS. (Bibliog
raphie geologique (depuis 1945) des !les australes 
frangaises.] Text in French. CNFRA (Paris), 
No. 16(2):29-39, incl table, 1966, 

DLC, GPRR 

The bibliography contains 39 references with 
abstracts of the geological literature on Kerguelen, 
Crozet, Saint Paul, and Amsterdam Is. The 
numbers of publications are tabulated according to 
subject and in chronological order for each geo_- 5 
graphic district. Collections of geological specimen 
are also listed in two groups: 6 dispersed and of 
doubtful existence, and 10 regularly catalogued. 
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E-3827 551. 4(*784. 2) 

Aubert de La Rue, E. 
THE MAIN GEOGRAPHICAL FEATURES OF THE 
COURBET PENINSULA, KERGUELEN ARCHIPELAGO. 
(Les grands traits geographiques de la Peninsule 
Courbet,Archipel des Kerguelen. J Text in French 
with English summary. In: Pan Indian Ocean Science 
Congress, Fourth, 16-24 Nov. 1960, Karachi, Proc., 
sect. F: Oceanogr. , Geogr. , and Geophys. Karachi, 
Pa,i Indian Ocean Sci. Assoc. , Oct. 1964, p. 63-68. 

DLC, Ql0l. P35 

The orography, glacial history, hydrographi.c 
system, coastal outline, and soil characteristics 
of the Courbet Peninsula are briefly described. The 
peninsula comprises an area 1000 km2 with a mean 
width of 40 km. It is connected Lo the mainland by 
the Isthmus of Lae. The western mountainous part 
of the Peninsula resulted from the accumulation of 
numerous basaltic Miocene flows. The eastern part 
is comprised of lowlands with some isolated peaks. 
During the Quaternary, all the islands were covered 
by an ice cap. Since the beginning of this century, 
the islands have been warming up and the la.st 3 
glaciers are rapidly disappearing. Snowfalls have 
become very irregular and rapidly melt. The often 
boggy ground is Imperfectly drained by a number of 
permanent rivers. Ponds are very numerous and 
located mostly in the peat bog region. The vegetation, 
represented especially by meadows of Acaena, is 
well developed in the littoral zone and in the major 
valleys, and thins out with altitude. 

E-3894 551:551. 4(*2) 

Stearns, s. Russell 
SELECTED ASPECTS OF GEOLOGY AND PHYBI
OGRAPHY OF THE COLD REGIONS. U.S. Army 
Cold Regions Res. Eng. Lab., Cold Regions Sci. 
Eng. , I-Al, 40p., incl. table, maps, July 1965. 
50 refs. 

CRREL Tech. Library 

The cold regions are discussed with emphasi.S on 
their importance, description, boundaries, geology, 
and physiography. Comprehensive data and maps 
are presented !or the Antarctic as well as the Arctic 
regions, including Alaska, Canada, Greenland, 
Iceland, U.S. S. R. , and Scandinavia. The cold 
regions can be divided, for purposes of regional 
description, by natural physiographic and topographic 
boundaries and by economic and political boundaries. 
The Antarctic does not pose a subdivision problem 
and can be described best by using physiographic, 
geologic, and glaciological boundaries. For engineer
ing purposes, the term "cold regions" defines those 
areas where the temperature is sufficiently low to 
affect engineering design, construction, and oper
ations. 
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E-3896 551. 7(*701) 

Minshew, Velon H. 
STRATIGRAPHY OF THE WISCONSrn RANGE, 
HORLICK MOUNTAINS, ANTARCTICA. Science, 
152 (3722):637-638, incl. diagr., map, April 29, 
1966, 8 refs. 

DLC, Ql. S35 

The Wisconsin Range consists of a basement complex 
of granitic and metamorphic rocks uncon!ormably 
overlain by about 550 m of Upper Paleozoic sedi
mentary rocks. The base of the Upper Paleozoic 
succession is composed of the Buckeye Formation, a 
tillite, which varies in thickness from 80 to more 
than 140 m. Overlying the Buckeye Formation are 
the Weaver and Queen Maud Formations, With a 
combined thickness of about 455 m, characterized 
by a prolific Glossopte ris flora, indicative of a 
Permian age. (Auth.) 

E-3950 551.41(*2) 

Markov, K. K. 
POLAR ASYMMETRY OF THE GEOGRAPiilCAL 
ENVELOPE. [Polfilrna!a a.slmmetrifi geografiche
skol obolochld..] Text In Russian. Geogr. obshch. 
SSSR, lzv., 95(1):3-8, Jan. -Feb. 1963. 19 rsfs. 

DLC, G23.G16 

comparison of the Northern and southern Hemispheres 
indicates that polar asymmetry Is a more important 
geological feature of the Earth than Its horizontal and 
altitudlnal zonalities. For instance, the abundant 
growth of grasses on islands In Antarctic waters ls 
not similar to Arctic tundra vegetation, but rather 
to high-mountain vegetation of the middle-latitude 
Andes. Likewise, the stone polygons found on 
Kerguelen I. are similar to those in the high Andes; 
they differ from those in the Northern Hemisphere in 
that they are smaller and probably (ormed by nightly, 
rather than seasonal, frosts. These features are re
lated to the predominance of oceans in the Southern 
Hemisphere. The wide-leaf continental forests of the 
Northern Hemisphere are not widespread In the South
ern. Penguins are found only ln the Southern Hemi
sphere, and significant endemism is shown In Ant
arctic mosses and lichens. Land birds and mammals 
are generally absent from Antarctica. Thus, it is 
possible to designate two separate florogenetlc prov
lncss--Arctlc and Antarctlc--shown by the paleon
tological record to have begun as early as the Upper 
Carbonilerous . The two hemispheres differ tn phys
ical characteristics as well as biological; in the 
Southern, the basalt layer predominates and ls closer 
to the surface, and there is a latitudinal bulge la the 
Earth's shape. 
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E-3954 551. 432: 551. 331. 5(*734) 

Autenboer, T. van 
SOME GEOGRAPlllC ASPECTS OF THE S()R 
RONDANE, QUEEN MAUD LAND, ANTARCTICA. 
[Quelques aspects geographiques _des Sor Ron~ane, 
Terre de la Reine Maud, Antarct1que. ] Text m 
French. Geogr. Aardrijkskunde, 14(3):93-108, incl. 
illus. , maps, 1962. Also: THE S(jR RONDANE 
MOUNTAINS. Explorers J., 43(4):194-202, Dec. 
1965, -

DLC; NNA, 527 DLC, Gl. E93 

Extensive geological reconnaissance work covering 
most of the range was carried out in the S¢r Rondane 
Mts. during 1959-60, A combined survey and 
gravity program established the velocity and ice
thickness profiles of the main drainage glaciers in 
the western range. These glaciers transect the range 
in a south-north direction, and subdivide the moun
tainS into their major topographical units, thereby 
controlling the major relief features of the range. A 
marked relationship appears to exist between glacial 
discharge and the ice supply from the plateau. The 
blue ice fields observed may represent old glacier 
ice appearing at the surface due to erosion. Part of 
the glacier's main snow cover may rest directly on 
blue ice which lacks intermediate transitional layers. 
Evidence suggesting glacial retreat includes dry 
glacial valleys, extensive mammillated surfaces, and 
vast moraine-covered areas. Plateau glaciation 
indicates a general lowering of the ice-sheet level; 
in addition to thinning, the ice sheet has abandoned 
previously-covered parts of the range. The present 
ice sheet regime is thought to be balanced, although 
a slow local retreat conditioned by the negative 
eastern areas remains a possibility. Frost action 
may be an active erosive force, but the strong wind 
action, excessive dryness, and insolation may account 
for the honeycomb weathering prevalent in the range. 

E-3964 551. 33:551. 43(*73) 

Bardin, V. L 
MOUNTAINS IN THE CENTRAL PART OF QUEEN 
MAUD LAND (EAST ANTARCTICA). [Gory 
tilentral'nol chasti Zemli Korolevy Mod (Vostochnafa 
Anlarklida). ] Text in Russian with English summary. 
Akad. nauk SSSR. Mezhduved. geofiz. komt. proved. 
MGG. IX razdel progr. MGG: Gl!lt@ol. Sb. state!, 
No. 15, 112 p. , incl. illus. , tables, diagrs. , maps, 
1966. 126 refs. 

DLC, QE575. A45 

The relief, glaciation, morainic deposits, etc. , of 
12 separate regions, including Schirmacher Ponds, 
are discussed, as determined by ground and aerial 
surveys of the 6th Soviet Antarctic Expedition, 1960-
61. The geologic structure , relief, glaciation, and 
periglacial conditions are also covered. The problem 
of peneplain formation and the role played by glacial 
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processes are analyzed. Brief information is given 
on the climatic conditions, flora, and fauna. Thirty
five ground and aerial photographs of the rock out
crops and glacial features are included. A com
parison of 1960 aerial photographs with those from a 
German expedition of 1939 shows little change in the 
ice cover. several ice-covered lakes were dis
covered at elevations of 560 to 780 m above sea level 
Moraines were found at elevations up to 300 m above 
the present ice surface. A colored geomorphic 
map (scale l cm = 10 km) shows the region bordered 
by 4"W to 16°E , and 69° to 73°S. Two inset maps 
(scales 1 cm = 1 km) show the areas of Mt. 
Zimmermann and Ritscher Peak, and Schirmacher 
Ponds. (Auth. , mod. ) 

E-3980 551. 72/ , 73:551. 24(*701) 

Schmidt, Dwight L. and others 
UPPER PRECAMBRIAN AND PALEOZOIC STRA
TIGRAPHY AND STRUCTURE OF THE NEPTUNE 
RANGE, ANTARCTICA. U.S. Geol. Survey Prof. 
Paper 525-D:112-119, incl. tables, diagr,, maps, 
1965. 8 refs. Also: Geol. Soc. Amer. Spec. 
Paper No. 82: 175-176, 1965, 

DLC, QE75. P9; QEl. G2142 

More than 30, 000 ft of sedimentary and volcanic rocks 
are divided into 3 stratigraphic and structural units, 
in ascending order, bounded by majorunconformities: 
(1) a single formation estimated to be several tens of 
thousands of feet thick containing isoclinally folded 
eugeosynclinal sedimentary rocks of late Pre
cambrian age; (2) a sequence consisting of 3 forma
tions comprising a total thickness of 3000 ft: lime
stone of Cambrian age, felsic volcanic rocks, and 
siltstones, all moderately folded and intruded by 
hypabyssal rhyolite; granite was emplaced during 
Late Can1brian or Early Ordovician time; and (3) 
gently folded elastic sedimentary rocks in 6 forma
tions with a total thickness of about 12,000 ft; pre
late Paleozoic in age. All folds trend northerly, 
about parallel to the trend of the Neptune Range. The 
Pensacola Mts. area was part of a geosynclinal baslll 
into which large quantities of te rrigenous sediments 
were deposited during late Precambrian time. Inter
bedded pillow lavas and basalt flows indicate that 
volcanism occurred at times during the deposition. 
Three orogenies have been mapped. Epeirogenic 
crustal warping and faulting can also be inferred. 
A large frontal fault with a displacement of several 
thousand feet probably separates the Pensacola Mts. 
from the rocks beneath the Filcbner Ice Shelf. 
Relatively recent movement along this and re_lated f 
faults may account in part for the present altitude 0 

the Pensacola Mts. 
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E-3987 550. 378:552. 1(*7-11) 

Krylov. A. f)..., and L. lA. Atrashenok 
RADIOACTIVITY OF ROCKS OF EAST ANTARCTICA. 
[Radioaktimost' porod vostochnol Antarktidy. ] Text 
in Russian. In: Problemy b"E!Ok.himiL Moskva, Izd
vo Nauka, 1965, p. 539-549, incl tables, map. 13 
refs. 

DLC, QE515. P7 

Determination of radioactivity of various rock types 
in Antarctic coastal regions indicates that the con
tents of U, K, and Th a1·e near the world norm for 
the given rock varieties. The clarke of concen
tration for K, U, and Th is tabulated for acidic, 
intermediate, basic, and sedimentary rocks of the 
Antarctic and is compared With the world average. 
The relationship of rock radioactivity to age is 
tabulated. There is a regular increase in the con
tents of the 3 elements in granitoids and gneisses 
with decreasing age; there is a decrease in the Th-U 
ratio in gra.nitoids. This regularity is due to the 
progressive addition of radioactive elements to the 
crust during granitiza.tion. A tabulation of radio
active equilibrium in the U series indicates that in 
progressive disintegration of material {from granite 
to morainic material to finer sizes) there is a 
progressive concentration of Ra. In the very fine 
material carried by icebergs the K and U contents 
are somewhat lesi, than in coastal migmatites and 
gneisses, while the Th content is greater; these 
dive1·gences may indicate the character of removal 
of radioactive elements from rock during weathering. 

E-3997 551. 324. 83:561. 332. 2(*7) 

Evteev, S. A. 
STRUCTURE OF BOUNDARY AREAS OF GLACIAL 
SHEETS AND TERMINAL MORArnE FORMATION. 
[Stroerue kraevykh chastel lednikovykh pokrovov i 
formirovanie konechnomorennyk.h obrazovani'L ] 
Text in Russian. In: Akademifit nauk SSSR, Inslitut 
geografii, Teplovol i vodnyl rezhim snezhno
lednikovykh tolshch. Moskva., Izd-vo Nauka, 1965, 
p. 213-221. 7 refs. 

DLC, GB2405. A36 
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Moraine formation is discussed on the basis of 
structural studies of the boundaries of modernroovlng 
ice sheets and the conditions of accumulation of 
mora.inic material. Moraines are formed by contact 
between the glacier and ice-free areas and are very 
common in East Antarctica. The absence of moraines 
in some areas of contact is due to specific features 
of ice movement in the given region. The most 
detailed study was conducted in Bunger Hills and the 
Windmill Is. , where the ice comes in contact with an 
ice-free bedrock surface. Two means of terminal 
moraine formation are described: (1) crumbling of 
morainic material from large bluffs, and (2) sepa
ration of blocks of morainic ice. The first is 
relatively rare, while the second is common in areas 
of contact of glacial boundaries with ice-free 
surfaces. Structural similarities are found in the 
glacial boundaries of the ice sheets in Greenland and 
Antarctica. In terminal areas of moving ico sheets 
ending on dry land, a morainic layer lying at the 
bottom warps and rises to the surface. The nearer 
the ice edge, lhe steeper the slope of these morainic 
layers. Complexly-folded deformations of the 
mora.lnic strata are observed where ice humps occur 
on the glacial sul'face. Shrinkage of the ice cap 
causes separation of boundary masses, resulting in 
te1·minal moraines. With increase in glaciation, 
deformation of terminal moraines may occur. 

See also: 
°A-2291";" A-2744, A-2745, A-2754, A-3585 
B-2256, B-2880, B-2914. B-3101, B-3102, B-3103, 

B-3104, B-3105, B-3106. B-3108, B-3109, B-3111, 
B-3152, B-3342, B-3352, B-3473, B-3656 

C-2510 
D-2088 
F-2149, F-2222, F-2246, F-2489, F-2672, F-2605, 

F-2879, F-3139, F-3140, F-3142, F-3593, F-3601, 
F-3702 F-3996 

G-3796 
I-3201, I-3202, I-3443 
J-2125, J-2126, J-2436, J-2675, J-3051, J-3368 
L-2016, L-2568, L-2693, L-3693, L-3757. L-3906 
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F-2001 551. 32(082. 2) 

Bentley, Charles R. and John C, Behrendt 
GLACIOLOOY, Science, 142(3590):415-416, Oct, 18, 
1963, 

DLC, Ql,S35 

IGY glaciology findings were reviewed at a symposium 
(Aug. 12-16, 1963) at the University of California, 
Los Angeles. The number of retreating glaciers de
creased since 1950, and advance occurred in some 
areas, A net increase in total mass of ice is sug
gested. Snow stratigraphy studies show an increasing 
accumulation rate over the last 200 years, but pre
cipitation rates are below average since 1930. Cli
matic warming over the last few centuries is shown 
by decreasing temperature with depth in the polar ice. 
Radiation, rather than heat transfer, is seen to have 
more effect on glaciers. For several glaciers in 
balance the ratio of accumulation area to ablation 
area is nearly the same; the net budget gradient in 
both these zones tends to remain constant as the 
equilibrium line shifts position, and further, it dif
fers little among glaciers within the san1e region, 
suggesting that aerial photography and quantitative 
budget estimates of a few glaciers may provide a 
method of estimating the condition of many glaciers, 
Theories on ice flow and deformation, heat flow in 
ice sheets, and densification of ice have shown suc
cess. A present program employing a thermal coring 
device should produce a useful stratigraphic record 
of earlier conditions. The difficulties of recording 
clear seismic echoes in the high interior plateaus 
were emphasized. Widespread evidence from West 
Antarctica of a relatively low seismic wave velocity 
in the basal few hundred meters of ice might indicate 
a disseminated rock load; this would aid in the under
standing of erosion and transport by continental ice 
sheets. 

F-2026 551, 32: 528, 3/ . 4(*765) 

Hofmann, Walther 
GEODETIC-GLACIOLOOICAL WORK rn THE ANT
ARCTIC. THE ROSS ICE SHELF SURVEY (RISS)-
OPERATION 1962-63, [Geodatisch-glaziologische 
Arbeiten in der Antarktis, Das Ross Ice Shelf Survey 
(RISS)--Unternelu11en 1962/ 63.] Text in German, 
Zeit. Vermessungswesen, 88(6):255-265, incl. table, 
maps, June 1963. Ref. 

DLC, TA501, Z5 

The RISS program is discussed in the framework of 
the IGY research program in the Antarctic and the 
glaciological situation on the Ross Ice Shelf is de
scribed together with the geodetic-glaciological sur
vey program. [See F-1894] 
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F-2030 551. 324. 431/ . 433(*2) 

Haefeli, R. 
HOW MUCH TIM:E IS NECESSARY TO BUILD UP AN 
ICE SHEET THE SIZE OF THE GREENLAND OR 
ANTARCTIC ICECAP ACCORDlliG TO THE GIVEN 
ACCUMULATION AND TEMPERATURE RELATION
SHIPS? [Welche Zeit ist notwendig, um unter 
gegebenen Akkumulations- und Temperaturverhiilt
nissen einen Eisschild von der Grosse des griin
landischen Inlandeises oder der Antarktis auf
zubauen?) Text in German. Polarforschung, Ser, 
5, 33(1/2): 176-178, incl. tables, graph, diagr., 
1963, publ, Sept. 1964. 

DLC, G600. P6 

The amount of time necessary to build an ice sheet 
with given climatic conditions to 95, 98, or 99% 
(Greenland 17, 600 yr; Antarctica 70, 000 yr) of its 
final height in the statiomu·y condition is calculated, 
By given climatic conditions is meant constant accu
mulation, temperature, temperature of the earth's 
crust, etc,, i.e., conditions which do not exist in 
nature. The differential equations used apply to 
lamellar as well as circular ice sheets. Numerical 
examples are presented from the Greenland and Ant
arctic ice caps, The view is confirmed that, in 
reality, the stationary conditions of an ice sheet can 
hardly be attained because the building process is 
constantly disturbed by short weather fluctuations . 
If the accumulation should stop, the decomposition of 
the ice sheet would progress very slowly; however, a 
temperature change would cause more rapid decom 
position with an increase in the firn line. 

F-2031 551. 324 , 4(*7) 

Mellor, Malcolm 
REMARKS CONCERNING THE ANT ARCTIC MASS 
BALANCE. Polarforschung, Ser. 5, 33(1/2):179-
180, 1963, publ. Sept. 1964. -

DLC, G600, P6 

Recent studies have given a good outline of the Alli
arctic mass economy but the final state of the balance 
remains uncertain. Published budgets indicate a 
large positive mass balance with surpluses in the 
range 4. 0-12. 2 x 1017 g/ yr. Snow accumulation, 
estimated in the range 1. 34-2, 55 x 1018 g/ yr, is the 
largest single budget item. A major source of error 
in estimates is the poor areal distribution of data, 
and therefore the possibility of correlating accumu
lation with a more widely measured parameter is 
examined. The accumulation data are used to pre
dict the discharge of the Lambert Glacier after de
fining its drainage basin from surface form lines. 
Ice velocities for various parts of Antarctica are 
tabulated, including 20 values for ice shelves, 9 for 
w1channeled continental ice, 30 measured values for 
ice streams, and 22 ice-stream values estimated 
morphologically. Existing data suggest that ice 17 
shelves discharge icebergs at the rate of 7, 8 x 10 
g/ yr, while uncha.nneled continental ice produces 
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bergs at only O. 37 x 1017 g/yr. Indirect evidence on 
the state of the mass budget is inconclusive. The ice 
margins have shown no appreciable advance or re
treat In recent decades. Transient temperature 
distributions in the ice reflect surface warming. 

F-2032 551. 321:528. 51(*2) 

Nottarp, Klemens 
HIGH-ACCURACY ELECTRONIC DISTANCE MEAS
UREMENT IN THE POLAR REGIONS. [Eleklronische 
Distanzmessung hoher Genauigkeit im Polargebiet. ] 
Text in German. Polarforschung, Ser. 5, 33(1/2): 
180-181, 1963, publ . Sept. 1964. 5 refs . -

DLC, G600 . P6 

During the International Glaciological Greenland Ex
pedition (EGIG, 1959) and the Ross Ice Shelf Survey 
(RISS), 1962-63, tellurometers were used to survey 
snow levels. Later measurements will reveal flow 
direction and velocity of the ice masses and give a 
basis for mass balance calculations. The EGIG pro
file was a diagonal-quadrilateral network with about 
10-km stake intervals. The average error was 
±7, 5 c.m 2. The RISS profile, which measured other 
topographi~al relationships, was an extended polygonal 
traverse with about 8-km stake intervals . The 
accuracy and range of tellurometers are influenced 
by the large temperature gradients snow drift and 
the dielectric snow-air interface of the snow c~ver, 
~ the air layer close to the surface, the determina
tion of Lhe refraction coefficient of air at the end 
points of the network does not suffice· on the other 
hand, it is practically impossible to ~ake other 
meteorological measurements along the network 
simultaneously. Internal precision of the telluro
meters is obtained by keeping the thermostat for the 
stabilizing crystals in constant operation and the 
scale frequencies regular (±10 Hz) with a special 
test gauge. The instruments should be protected 
from rough handling during transport, snow drifts, 
and condensation water. 

F-2033 551 . 578, 466:551.324.4(*7) 

Budd, W. and others 
SNOW DRIFTING AND THE MASS BALANCE OF THE 
ANTARCTIC ICE SHEET. [Schneefegen im Massen
haushalte der Antarktis . ] Text in German. Polar
forschung, Ser. 5, 33(1/2): 187-188, 1963, publ. 
Sept, 1964, 6 refs.-

DLC, G600. P6 

Win;l-~rans_Ported snow is essential in explaining local 
variations in accumulation and ablation of the snow 
cover in Antal·ctica. Snowdrift was investigated at 
Byrd Station during 1962. On 129 occasions, snow 
samples were gathered simultaneously at 8 snow 
levels which formed a geometrical series between 3 
cm and 400 cm. Wind velocities were measured at 
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the same time at most of these levels. Other wind 
measurements gave the details of the \\1nd profile in 
the 1000-m level over the snow. Also, the smoke 
from 12 rockets was photographed from 2 points at 
regular intervals . Other investigations were made of 
the size, form, and distribution of the crystals found 
in the drifted snow. Preliminary results indicate that 
the approximated exponential law that drifted-snow 
density decreases with an increase in depth must b<.> 
modified with a consideration of particle-size distri
bution. The total mass transport of snow depends on 
the wind conditions in the higher layers of the atmos 
phere. Earlier snow-transport calculations, which 
place the strongest wind at lower elevations, may 
have underestimated the actual amount of snow trans
port in the Antarctic , 

F-2035 551. 32( 743 744) 

Landon Smilh, ran H. 
REPORT ON GLACIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF 
THE AMERY ICE SHELF IN THE ANTARCTIC. 
[Bericht iiber glaziologische Untersuchungen des 
Amery-Schelieises In der Antarktis . l Text in Ger
man. Polarforschung, Ser, 5, 33(1/2): 190-191, 1963, 
pub!. Sept, 1964. · 

DLC, G600. P6 

The Amery Ice Shelf serves as an ouUet area for 1/8 
of the Antarctic ice sheet although lengthwise it com
prises only 1/6 of the East Antarctic coast . Since 
1956, the Australian National Antarctic Research Ex
pedition (AN ARE) has made aerial observations of the 
shelI. They have shown that, on the east and w st 
peripheries, the ice shelf rises abruptly and then 
forms a plateau . These steep slopes show extensive 
crevasses along the sides. Strongly develop<'d wa\'e 
patterns were observed on the ice-shelf surface, 
especially in the southern area. In the spring and 
summer of 1962, along a traverse from Mawson Sta
tion to the Amery Ice Shelf, a program was started 
to measure the relative and absolute movement of the 
shelf, and 10 pits were dug, The pit studies showed 
the effect of snow melt and simplified the estimation 
of yearly deposition. At depths greater than 2 m 
(about 3-yr deposits), 10- to 25-cm-thick layers of 
blue Ice were encountered, which were intercalated 
with thin layers of coarse-grained firn. Similar 
!avers were observed in crevasses from 2 to 12 m. 
The extent of this stratification implies high te,n
peratures and considerable melting. In Feb. 1963, 
new cartographic measurements were made of the 
edge of the ice shelf. A comparison of these meas
urements with those made by the Soviets in 1957 
shows a border movement of 1500 ± 300 m/yr. 
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F-2039 546. 11,02,2:551,322(*7-11) 

Andersen, Bjorn G. 
DEUTERIUM VARIATIONS RELATED TO SNO\J.'. PIT 
STRATIGRAPHY IN THE THIEL MOUNTAINS, ANT
ARCTICA. Polarforschung, Ser. 5, 33(1/2):200-201, 
incl , graph, 1963, publ. Sept, 1964, 

DLC, 0600 , P6 

The walls of a 5-m-deep snow pit displayed layers of 
porous coarse-grained snow and hard fine-grained 
snow. The coarse snow grains were formed through 
recrystallization mainly in summer, and most of the 
thickest layers of fine-grained wind-transported snow 
were deposited during winter, According to the 
stratigraphic interpretation, the 5-m-deep section 
was deposited during the last 12 yr (1949-62) . Deu
terium analysis of snow samples collected at 7-cm 
intervals show that lhe snow has a considerably 
higher deuterium content than the winter snow. In 
general, the isotope interpretation agrees well with 
the stratigraphic interpretation. (Auth. , mod, ) 

F- 2040 551. 324. 6:551. 583(*7) 

Rozycki, Stefan Zbigniew 
THE RHYTHM OF CHANGES IN THE ANT ARCTIC 
ICE CAP UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF CLIMATIC 
VARIATIONS. [Der Rhythmus der Verandenmgen 
des antarktischen Inlandeises unter dem Einfluss der 
Klimaschwankungen.) Text in German. Polar
forschung, Ser. 5, 33(1/2):213-215, 1963, publ. 
Sept. 1964. 7 refs.-

DLC, 0600. P6 

The East Antarctic ice cap covers a large lowland 
which is surrounded on 3 sides by a high mountain 
chain through which the ice has only a few outlets. 
In the sector between 68° E and 154° E, the ice has 
relatively free movement all the way to the ocean. 
Almost 40% of the accumulation in this sector of the 
ice cap develops in lhe border area which is 10% of 
the total surface. Ice velocity in this area is 100-130 
m/yr . The ice-front condition and the expansion of 
the inland ice is therefore determined by processes 
in the border area which strongly depend on climatic 
variations . U the inactive part of the inland ice is 
excluded from the calculations, iL is noticed that, 
even wiU1 an overestimation of the precipitation, the 
decrease of lhe inland ice exceeds or at least equals 
the a.limentalion of the active border area, The ex
tenl of accumulation in the border a1·ea is deter
mined by the precipitation and the wind transport of 
snow. The effect of climatic fluctuation is first 
noticed by changes in the elevation of the condensa
tion zone. During cooler periods the front of the in
land ice moves forward and the ice cap increases, 
while cluring warmer periods the surface decreases 
and th front moves southward. 
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F-2048 551, 46. 062, 7(*82, *84) 

Kumagori, Takeharu and others 
ICE BERGS AND PACK ICE IN THE ANTARCTIC 
OCEAN. [Kaiyo-Maru ni yoru pakkuaisu oyobi 
hyozan no kansoku . ] Text in Japanese with English 
summary. Antarctic Rec. (Tokyo), No, 19:85-90, 
incl . illus., graphs, map, March 1963, 2 refs . 

DLC, Orientalia Div, 

About 2000 icebergs were counted within 10 mi of the 
ship Umitaka Maru in the Indian and South Atlantic 
Oceans . Many were concentrated in the area 57°S to 
61 •s, related to the current of this region. Determi
nations of the northern limit of pack ice and icebergs 
were made, with data shown graphically. A fold-out 
map shows the ship's track, on which is recorded 
the distribution of icebergs, pack ice, and the water 
temperature. [See J-2044] 

F-2063 551, 324:550. 3 

Kamb, Barclay 
GLACIER GEOPHYSICS, Science, 146(3642) :353-365, 
incl. illus,, graphs, diagrs . , Oct. 16, 1964. 50 
refs . 

DLC, Ql.S35 

Glacier geophysics aims to provide a quantitative con
nection between climatic change and glacier fluctua
tion, so that glaciers can be interpreted confidenlly 
as long-term monitors of climate . By studying how 
the s triking structures originate in glaciers from gla
cier flow, which are analogs of structur e in cerlain 
metamorphic rocks from which great deformations of 
the earth's crust have been inferred, a better under 
standing of deep and fundamental earth processes can 
be obtained. This article summarizes recent ideas 
and measurements bearing on the glacier flow pro
cess, its expression in the dynamic response of gla
ciers, and the possibility of using these concepts to 
increase the understanding of solid deformation pro
cesses in the earth generally. Emphasis is placed on 
ice properties, basal slip, the1·mal regimes and the 
flow of ice sheets, and glacier waves. Examples and 
data are presented from the U. S. , Canada, Greenland, 
Antarctica, Norway, and Switzerland. 

F-2080 528, 9(084. 4): 551. 326. 03 

Armstrong, Terence 
ICE ATLASES. Polar Rec. , ~(77): 161-163, incl. 
maps. May 1964. 8 refs. 

DLC G575. P6 

Ice atlases summarize in cartographic form exisUng 
knowledge of the seasonal distribution of floating ice 
(mainly sea ice). The atlases present a summary 
which is based on the greatest possible number of ob
servations within a given period, in order to deduce 
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probable future ice distr1bution, thus differing from 
ice charts which show only actual distributions at 
particular times. The concentration (tenths of sea 
suliace covered by ice) and age of ice are lhe varia
bles to be defined. Concentration is either presented 
by the use of isopleths, showing mean 01· extreme 
limits of various kinds of ice, or by secLor diagrams 
("cakes") which are actual records of observations at 
selected points. Antarctic coverage is available in 
the oceanographic atlases of the U. S. avy Hydro
graphic Office, 1957-58, in which U1e isopleth method 
is used. The sector diagram method of presentation 
is used in an allas published by lhe Admiralty Hydro
graphic Department covering Anta1·ctic waters be
tween 7° and 92°W. Air reconnaissance and the in
crease in shipping has brought about a rapid increase 
in the rate at which ice observations are made. 
Needed is a sector diagram atlas of the rest of the 
Antarctic seas, taking into account observations made 
during and after the IGY. 

F-2082 551. 324. 28(*7) 

Giovinetto, Marlo B. and John C. Behrendt 
THE AREA OF ICE SHELVES 1N ANTARCTICA. 
Polar Rec. , 12(77): 171-173, incl. table, map, May 
1964. 5 refs-:-

DLC, 0575. P6 

The total area of all Antarctic ice shelves, excluding 
attached isl~nds and ice rises, is estimated at (1. 63 
:1: 0. 03) x 10 km 2 using charts compiled in 1962, 
Except for the Shackleton and West Ice Shelves, the 
areas of the shelves are greater than previously esti
mated. The boundaries of grounded ice features in 
the Filchner Ice Shelf, delineated during the 1963-64 
summer, give new significance to the geographical 
and geophysical data collected in the region since 
1957, and indicate a more definite partition of the ice 
shelf than has been suggested in current charts. 
(Auth.) 

F-2096 551. 467. 3 

azarov, V. S. 
AMOUNT OF ICE IN THE WORLD'S OCEANS AND 
ITS VARIATION. [Kolichestvo l 'dov mirovogo okeana 
i ikh izmereniia. ] Text in Russian. Okeanologiia, 
l(2):243-249, incl tables, graphs, 1963. 6 refs. 

DLC, GCl. A47A23 

An outline is given of the various ways in which sea 
ice is accumulated and distributed in the world's 
oceans by water and air cunents, sediments, con
densation and freezing of air moisture, and snow. 
The growth of sea ice due to snow occurs mainly in 
the Southern Hemisphere and in the Northern where 
there are sharply defined atmospheric frontal zones. 
The method used in calculating 111e area, volume,and 
solidity of sea ice is given; mean, maximum , and 
minimum values were calculated. A comparison of 
Arctic and Antarctic sea ice is summarized in a table. 
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The formation and melting of ice each year ls sig
nificantly less in the Arctic than in the Antarctic (bv 
area: 2 tim .s as much growth and melting in the Ant
arctic; by volume: 1-1 .. 2 times): this difference cor
relates with the di!Cerence in Jllean annual tempera
ture for each region. Values for the world-wide sea 
ice variation and balance are given, and the relation 
of solar actit•ity Lo these factors is discussed. 

F-2101 551. 32(21) 

Mellor, Malcolm 
SNOW AND ICE O THE EARTH'S SURFACE. U. S. 
Army Cold Regions Res. Eng. Lab. , Cold Regions 
Sci. Eng. , II-Cl, 163p. , incl. illus . . tables, gi-aphs, 
diagrs. , maps, July 1964. 305 refs. 

CRREL Tech. Library 

This monograph summarizes existing knowledge of 
snow and ice on the earth's surface. The 11 chapters 
are entitled . atural forms of ice, Glaciers, Deposi
tion and accumulation of snow, Snow metamorphism 
and ice formation, Glacier flow, Wastage of glacier 
ice, Mass economy and glacier fluctuations Tem
peratures in glaciers, Past glaciations , Sea Ice, and 
Glaciological techniques. World-wide examples are 
used with particular emphasis on the Arctic and Ant
arctic. A comprehensive bibliography Is included at 
the end of each chapter. 

F- 2123 551. 326(•84) 

Bu'1ntt'skl1, v. Kh. 
ICE RESEARCH. [Ledoissledovatel'skle raboty.) 
Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarklicheskaf:t Eksped. , 
Trudy, 20: 114-140, incl. illus. , tables, graph. 
maps, ~2. .Ref. 

DLC, G860. S63 

The basic program of ice research during the fourth 
expedition of the Ob' [see D-2118) consisted of 
the following: (1) observations from the ship of the 
general character, form, age, density, t~lckness, 
roughness. and snow-encrustation of sea ice, in
cluding erosion, location of ice edges, and Ice per
meability; (2) observations of the charact~r, St renglh, 
and distribution of shore ice; (3) observat10ns of the 
number, appearance, and dimensions of icebergs; 
(4) exploration of tbe ice shelf in the Lazarev Station 
region; (5) photoradar survey along the ship's route; 
and (6) laboratory research of the forms of sea and 
shore ice for the purpose of studying their physical 
and chemical characteristics. The rendency !or 
Antarctic ice to be unstable, granular, and spon~ is 
contrasted to that of the Arctic and is caused marnly 
by the particular blogenous and meteorological con
ditions of the Antarctic; the biogenous factor is also 
the reason that Antarctic ice melts from below. 
whereas Arctic ice melts from above. Th_e impor
tance of observation, study. and reclassiflcallon of 
icebergs is stressed. 
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F-2124 551. 326. 7: 539. 3(*84} 

Serikov, M. I. 
STUDY OF THE PHYSICAL AND MECHANICAL 
PROPERTIES OF SEA ICE. [Izuchenie fiziko
mekhanicheskikh svolstv morskikh l'dov. ] Text in 
Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskaili Eksped. , Trudy, 
20: 155-164, incl. illus. , tables, graph, diagrs. , 
1962. 

DLC, G860. S63 

A summary is given of laboratory research done on 
sea ice during lhe fourth ex-pedition of the Ob' [see 
D-2118) to determine ice density, salinity, re
sistance to bending, shearing stress and compres
sion, toughness, and elasticity. The methods and 
apparatus used are described and/ or illustrated, and 
the formulas used in computation of results are 
noted. The location of test areas, the data collected, 
and the results for each ice property are summarized 
in tables. It was found that density increases from 
the surface to depths of 40-50 cm and decreases from 
50 to 90 cm. The surface ice at Mirnyy is highly 
saline. Antarctic ice in the areas tested is less 
elastic than Arctic ice; durability, however, is about 
the same for both under similar climatic conditions. 

F-2130 551. 326. 12( 80} 

Eskin, L. L and V. G. Ledenev 
ICE OBSERVATIONS AND RADAR SURVEY OF ICE
BERGS IN THE ANT ARCTIC OCEAN. [Ledovye 
nablludeniia i ra.diolokafsionnaia s"emka kolichestva 
alsbergov v :tuzhnom okeane. ] Text in Russian. 
Sovel. Antarkticheskaia Eksped., Trudy, 20:252-
265, incl. illus. , table , maps , 1962. -

DLC, G860. S63 

Wormation on Antarctic ice conditions was gathered 
during the fifth voyage of the Ob' f see D-2128] 
using ship and air observations, and radar surveys in 
the region eastward from 12°E to 90°W. The obser
vations were mainly for the purpose of describing 
shore ice conditions for the 1959-60 summer neai· 
Laza1·ev, Showa. Mawson. and Mirnyy Stations. The 
radar survey served to locate large areas of icebergs 
a~d their paths of movement to the open sea. The 
discovery of a colony of emperor penguins on the 
Lazarev Ice Shell is noted. 

F-2149 551. 578. 46:551. 322:539. 3:551. 1 

Korner, H. 
SNOW AND ICE MECHANICS AND SOME OF ITS 
RELATIONS TO GEOLOGY. [Schnee- und Eisme
chanik und einlge ihrer Beziehungen zur Geologie. J 
Text in German with English swnmary. Felsmech. 
Ingenieurgeol. . 2(1):45-67, incl. illus., graphs, 
diagrs. , maps, 1964. 65 refs. 
DLC. TA705.G4 
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Snow, neve, and ice are classified as rocks; there
fore, glaciology is a section of geology. Snow and 
ice mechanics, like soil mechanics, consists of an 
experimental branch which inquires into the physi
cal-mechanical nature of snow and ice, and a 
theoretical-practical branch which treats all prob
lems connected with the deformation and breaking of 
ice bodies (avalanches, glaciers, ice caps , and shelf 
ice). Improvements are swnmarized in the field of 
experimental ice mechanics during the last 10 yr. 
Efforts were especially ma.de to Iind the laws by 
which ice flow is delermined,and lo analyze those 
changes occuning in the crystalline structure of ice 
samples during mechanical deformation. In the field 
of theoretical ice mechanics , the theory of plastic ity 
is applied to explain the motions of an ideal valley 
glacier and to show some practical consequences 
(glacial erosion) that are of interest to geology. 
Attention is also focused on the study of the Ross Ice 
Shelf by U. S. scientists to explain the formation of 
fold structures in ice (synclines and anticlines). The 
question arises whether fold formations of shell ice 
mirror corresponding tectonic changes of the earth's 
crust. (Auth. , mod. ) 

F-2152 551. 465:551. 465. 45(*80) 

Treshnikov , A. F. 
PECULIARITIES 01- ICE CONDITIONS OF THE 
ANTARC!_IC OCEAN. [Osobennosli ledovogo 
rezhima IUzhnogo ledovilogo okeana. ] Text in 
Russian. Sovel. Anla.rkticheskaia Eksped. , Trudy. 
21:5-62, incl. tables, graphs, maps, 1963. 128 
refs. 

DLC. G860. S63 

The article begins with a history of Antarctic expedi
tions and their discovery , classification, and de
scription of ice formations. Summar ies of ice ob
servations made du1•ing recent Soviet Antarctic ex
peditions include discussions of sea ice, shore ice, 
icebergs, polynyas, drift of sea ice and icebergs. 
and the physical and mechanical properties of Ant- . 
arctic ice. Comparisons are made between Anta rctic 
and Arctic ice and subsequent shipping problems en
countered in each area; Arctic ice lasts longer than 
Antarctic ice. The causes and effects of the fo rma
tion of bottom ice in the Antarctic , and of cold near
bottom water and its movement in the deep water 
channel around the continent and subsequently lo the 
equator are discussed, as well as the northward 
drift of icebergs and water circulation around Ant
arctica. [Appendixes by V. I. Shil 'nikov and ';- F. 
Treslmikov are abst r acted separately as F- 21J3, 
F-2154. ] 
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F-2153 551. 46. 062. 7(*80) 

Shil'nikov, V. I. 
OBSERVATIONS ON SEA ICE AND ICEBERGS DUR
ING THE ANTARCTIC CRUISES OF THE D/ E (DIE
SEL ELECTRIC} "LENA" (1957), T / KH [M/ SJ 
"KOOPERAf°SilA" (1957) AND THE D/ E "OB'" 
(1957/ 58). [Nabliudeniia nad morskimi l'darui i 
a1sbergami vo vremia antarkticheskikh re1sov d/ e 
"Lena" (1957 g. ), t/ kh "Kooperafsiia" (1957 g. ) i 
d/ e "Ob'" (1957/ 58 g. ). J Text in Russian. Sovet. 
Antarkticheskaia Eksped. , Trudy, 21:64-118, incl 
tables , graphs, maps, 1963. Ref. -

DLC, G860. S63 

Descriptions are given of methods and apparatus 
used in observing sea ice and Icebergs. The methods 
used in determining the dimensions, locations, and 
drift of icebergs and sea ice include instrumental, 
nal'igational, and visual. The measurements were 
made from a ship anchored near the shore ice and 
from a drifting ship. The method of determining the 
height of an iceberg when the distaJice to it exceeds 
the distance of the visible horizon is described. 

F-2154 551. 46. 062. 7(*80) 

Treshnlkov, A F. 
OBSERVATIONS ON THE DISTRIBUTION OF ICE IN 
THE ANTARCTIC OCEAN DONE FROM SHIPBOARD 
AND FROM AIRPLANES OF THE SOVIET ANTARC
TIC EXPEDITION OF 1956-1958. (Nabliudenifa nad 
raspredeleniem l'dov v fuzhnom Ledovitom okeane, 
vypolne1mye s borta sudov i samoletov sovetskikh 
antarkticheskikh ekspediai'1 v 1956-1958 gg. ] Text 
in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskafii Eksped. , 
Trudy, ~:120-287, incl illus., diagrs., maps, 
1963. 

DLC, G860. S63 

A series of maps, arranged in chronological order, 
is presented showing ice conditions in the east longi
tudes of Antarctic waters. Thirty-six map symbols 
are used to show the ice conditions, with photographs 
or some examples. 

F-2205 551. 594. 254(*772) 

Herman, John R 
ON THE ELECTRlCAL PROPERTIES OF BLOWING 
SNOW. Ann. Geophys. , 20(3):235-241, incl tables, 
graphs, July-Sept. 1964. 76 refs. 

DLC, QC801. A64 

Radio noise measurements obtained at Byrd Station 
during blowing snow are used to deduce some of the 
electrical properties of the Antarctic blizzard by 
making the assumplion that each charged snow par
ticle striking the antenna gives rise to a measurable 
noise pulse. The noise intensity is related to the 
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electrostatic charge on blown snow pa1•ticles. and is 
used lo determine the average charge magnitude on 
individual particles and the space charge. It is (ound 
that the space charge during a particulru: blizzard 
was 5(10- 10) coul, m3. Average charge per particle 
was on the <lrder of 1015 coul, which is two to three 
01·ders of magnitude greater than that found on 
quietly falling or "squall" snowUakes. [see K-794) 
(Auth.) 

F-2218 551, 324. 28:551. 321. 6:621. 396. 969 
(*729. 5) 

Walford, M. E. R 
RADIO ECHO SOUNDING THROUGH AN ICE SHELF. 
Nature, 204(4956):317-319 incl. illus .. tables. 
g1·aphs, map, Oct. 24, 1964. 6 refs. 

DLC, Ql. N2 

In Dec. 1963, a 200-mi tracto1· traverse was made 
near Base z (Halley Bay Station) to obtain radio echo 
soundings through the Brunt Ice Shelf (Cai.rd Coast]. 
The techniques are described by Evans [F-42] 
and the parameters o! the apparatus are listed. The 
range of a radar target was indicated by the echo 
delay time, with an accuracy determined mainly by 
the rise time o! the receil'er. Range information 
was obtained Ln the form of a time interval displayed 
on a cathode-ray tube as a fraction of the period of a 
crystal oscillator. The determinations were affected 
by variations in the ice density and by the slope of 
the bottom surface of the lee shelf, thus creating a 
large uncertainty in the results. There arc dif!lcul
ties in accounting for large variations in mean echo 
strength from place to place on an almost u nil orm ice 
shelf. The occurrence of echo groups can be corre
lated with lower barometric pressures. The radio 
echo technique has failed to indicate the lee thick
ness presumably due to an absorbing layer at least 
10 m1 thick at the bottom of the shelf which presents 
no sharp discontinuity in electromagnetic Impedance 
and thus reflects no energy. The shelf bottom be
neath surface ridges, however, may be composed of 
inland Ice, which could account for the observed 
echoes. 

F-2222 551. 324. 24: 551. 321. 6: 621. 396. 969 
(*2) 

Bailey, J. T. , S. Evans and G. de Q. Robin 
RADIO ECHO SOUNDING OF POLAR ICE SHEETS. 
Nature, 204(4957):420-421, incl. illus. , Oct. 31, 
1964. 3 refs. 

DLC, Ql. N2 

Trials of radar sounding equipment were made along 
130 mi from Camp Tuto to Camp Century, Greenland, 
then to distances 40 mi south and 50 mi northwest of 
Century, and back to Tuto. The parameters included 
radio frequency 35 Mc/s and energy pass band 14 
Mc Is. A balanced-feed antenna was used supported 
at least 3 m above snow surface. The receiver and 
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control circuits were transistorized, and a con
linuously moving photographic film recorded echoes 
displayed on an intensity modulated cathode-ray tube. 
A continuous subglacial profile was obtained over 
97% of the route , and the results agreed with those 
obtained by seismic shooting. The limitations arise 
from the loss of signal strength by dielectric absorp
tion of the radio wave in the ice. Echoes were ob
tained through 1400 m of ice , with a strength up to 
30 db above receiver noise level, where the mean 
temperature of the upper part of the ic~ sheet was 
-24°C. DifHcully was experienced in following a 
bottom echo through an ice thickness of 500 m at 
temperatures close to 0°C. several other aspects 
of the experiment are discussed. [See F-2218] 

F-2230 551. 324. 24:531. 73(*7) 

Liest~!, Olav 
THE VOLUME OF ICE IN ANTARCTICA. Norsk 
Polarinsl. , .Arbok 1961, p. 164-165, incl. graph, 
1962. 

DLC, G575. 078 

Figures are given on the ice volume of Antarctica 
(20. 2 x 106 km 3), total area of the continent (13. 82 x 
106 km2), area of ice shelves (1. 31 x 106 km2) , 
areas uncovered by ice (0. 20 x 106 km2), mean height 
of the continent (2040 m), and mean thickness of ice 
(1455 m). Disregarding isostatic movements follow
ing melling of Antarctic ice, the rise in sea level 
would be about 42 m. If all the earth's ice we re to 
melt, the sea-level rise would be about 50 m. 

F-2232 551. 578. 46:551. 324. 431(*7) 

Kopanev, I. D. 
THE INFLUENCE OF METEOROLOGICAL CONDI
TIONS ON THE FIRN-ICE COVER FORMATION IN 
ANTARCTICA. [Rol' meteorologicheskikh uslovi1 v 
formirovanli snezhno-ledfanor poverkhnosti Antark
tidy .] Text in Russian. Prob. Arktiki Antarktiki, No. 
14: 47-52, incl. tables, 1963, 2 refs. 

DLC, G575. L422 

The investigations performed in the coastal and cen
tral areas of Antarctica showed that the principal 
source of snow accumulation is atmospheric precipi
tation. Firn and ice form due to favorable hydro
meteorological and thermal condilions existing on the 
continent. Data are given on the radiation balance, 
heal exchange between the surface and the atmo
sphere, heat flow between the snow surface and its 
sublayers, and the loss or gain of heat depending on 
the evaporation or condensation at the surface. Heat 
balance conditions at the surface provide low tem
peratures throughout the year. The mean annual air 
temperatures are below freezing in all parts of Ant
arctica, and maximum summer air temperatures are 
never above freezing. The annual amplitudes of air 
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temperatures vary from 15° to 17°C in coastal areas 
to 45° to 47°C in the central area The Antarctic gla
cier accumulation occurs from the sublimation o( 
atmospheric humidity. The annual snow accumula
tion (140-150 cm) in coastal areas decreases loward 
the central part of the conlinent (6-8 cm) and the den
sity of snow cover diminishes correspondingly from 
0. 46-0. 48 g/ cm3 to 0. 27-0. 31 g/ cm3. The dynamics 
and the configuration of snow cover depend to a 
great extent on wind conditions, turbulent exchange, 
and friction, the descriptions and data of which are 
presented. 

F-2244 551. 324. 41: 551. 324. 43(*7) 

Zotikov, 1 A. 
HEAT REGIME OF THE CENTRAL ANT ARCTIC 
GLACIER [Teplovo'1 rezhim ledni.ka fsentral'nol 
Antarktidy. ] Text in Russian. In: Antarktika: 
Dok.I. Komis. , 1961, Moskva, Izd-vo Akad. nauk 
SSSR, 1962, p. 27-40, incl. graphs. 12 refs. 

DLC, G576. A65 

Mathematical investigations were made of heat trans
fer in a glacier of large thickness, heat transfer 
and regime in the ice of central Antarctica, heat 
balance at the lower surface, the critical thickness 
of a glacier, the non-dimensional criteria of the 
settling of a glacier, and melting at the ice/ rock in
terface. Melting can be observed at the interface. 
The equation for critical thickness of the ice is a 
function of the rate of settling and the melting of ice 
at the lower surface. The concept of non-dimen
sional criterion of settling characterizes the magni
tude of the influence of vertical mass transport upon 
heat transfer in the ice. The analytical expressions 
determining the temperature field in glacier ice and 
the rate of its melting at the bed, taking into account 
settling and melting, are general. Continuous melt 
ing of ice at the bed of the glacier occurs between 
Pionerskaya and the South Pole. A hypothesis is 
proposed on the extrusion of water formed during . 
melting toward the periphery of the glacier and on its 
further removal as ice of water origin at the coasts 
of Antarctica. It is possible that the layer of fresh
water ice observed at the base of the calving sector 
of the coastal barrier in the Mirnyy region is of such 
origin. 

F-2245 551. 326. 6:551. 324. 5(*80) 

Bardin, V. 1 and V. l Shil'nikov 
FLOW OF ICE FROM ANT ARCTIC SHORES. (Stok 
l'da s beregov Antarktidy. ] Text in Russian. In: 
Antarktika: Dokl. Komis. , 1961. Moskva, Izd-vo 
Akad. nauk SSSR, 1962, p. 41-57, incl. illus., 
tables, map. 25 refs. 

DLC, 0576. A65 

Discharge of ice as icebergs was investigated for 
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East Antarctica between 166°E and 46°E, and for the 
entire continenl. The mean annual amounts of ice 
released into the sea were determined for various 
coastal areas (shown on a map) from aerial photo
graphs. The maximum discharge of ice takes 
place at Ba.nzal·e and Sabrina Coasts, and the mini
mum at Adelie Coast, Enderby Land. Mac-Robertson 
Coast, and Kemp Coast. In the region of Banzare 
and Sabrina Coasts and the eastern sector of Budd 
Coast there is a subglacial layer of indigenous rocks 
favoring ice flow from the interior. The main 1·ole 
in glacial flow at lhe coast is attributed td outlet gla
ciers (58%) whose coast line is only 21% of the total 
length of the coast, The specific discharge (i. e. , 
mean value or ice discharged per linear kilometer or 
coast line) or outlet glacie1·s is about three times that 
of ice shelves and ten times that of the ice barrier. 
Ice discharges from the western and eastern coasts 
are compared. 

F-2246 551. 324(*7); 551. 336 

Markov, K. K. and A P. Kapitsa 
ANTARCTIC GLACIOLOGY AND PALEOGLACIO
LOGICAL PROBLEMS. (Gliatsiologlia Antarktidy i 
voprosy paleogli'irtsiologii. ] Te.,i in Russian. In: 
Antarktika: Dokl. Komis. , 1961. Moskva, Izd-vo 
Alcad. nauk SSSR, 1962, p. 58-69. 26 re[s. 

DLC, G576. A65 

Data on the glaciology of Antarctica are presented 
!or the purpose o[ solving various problems on 
Q.iaternary glaciation in other parts of the world. 
This paper includes a description of surface form 
of ice covers (thickness, relief, shape); lhe thick
ness of anc ient ice covers; the rate of movement of 
ice and inert ice ; thermal state of ice cove rs; 
blanket glaciation and frozen grnund; geological 
activity of an ice cover; synchrnnism and metachro
nism of glaciation; isostatic movement of the earth's 
crust; glacial anticyclone; winds at the margin of a 
glacial cover; eolian forest sediment; the natural 
conditions of the periglacial zone; isostatic oscilla
tion of sea level; and marine moraines. 

F-2248 551. 324. 4(*7) 

Markov, K. K. 
THE DYNAMICS OF THE ANTARCTIC ICE COVER 
[O dinamike anta.rkticheskogo lednikovogo pokrova.] 
Text in Russian. In: Antarktika: Dold. Komis. , 
1961. Moskva., Izd-vo Akad. nauk SSSR, 1962, p. 
134-152. 94 refs. 

DLC, G576. A65 

A hypothesis is presented which states that the !ac
tors controlling the dynamics of glaciers are geo
graphic, and hence d lffer from place to place on the 
earth. There is no analogy between the Arctic 
(where sea ice quantity is diminishing) and the Ant-
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arctic. In contrast to the Arctic. as we II as the 
North Atlantic islands and Western Europe, lhe Ant
arctic ice sheet has grown. The theory of eustatic 
rise of sea level being proof of "dying glaciers" is 
rejected on the basis of insufficient evidence. 

F-2259 551. 578. 46:546. 17:551. 594. 5 
("701) 

Wilson, A T. and D. A House 
FIXATION OF NITROGEN BY AURORA AND ITS 
CONTRIBUTION TO THE NITROGEN BALANCE OF 
THE EARTH. Nature. 205(4973):793-794. Feb. 20. 
1965. 4 refs. -

DLC, Ql. N2 

Snow was chemically analyzed at Amundsen-Scott 
Station to estimate the contribution of nitrate and 
nitrite from the atmosphere to the biosphere. IL ls 
thOught that this nitrogen is the result of energy dis
sipation of aurora , airglow, and parliculale bom
bardment. The South Pole was chosen because of 
the lack of nitrogen contamination from thunder
storm and human activities, and because it is within 
the auroral zone. Samples included freshly-fallen 
snow (Nov. 3, 1963) , snow from the year 1962-63 , 
and snow about 100 yr old. The nitrate plus nitrite 
content was nearly equal to the chloride content 
(O. 027 ppm), in contrast to snow analyses from 
other areas less remote from the oceans. The annual 
infall of nitrogen as nitrate and nitrite at the South 
Pole is about 0. 0045 lb/ acre, too large a quantity lo 
be the resull of extraterrestrial sources alone. 

F-2263 551. 324. 24: 53(084. 3)( 7) 

Bentley C. R and others 
PHYSIC1AL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ANTARCTIC 
ICE SHEET. Amer. Geogr. Soc. , Antarctic Map 
Folio Ser .. Folio 2, lOp. , incl. illus. , tables, 
graphs, maps, app. , 1964. 40 refs. 

DLC, G3100. A4 

The most easily measured parameters of Antarctic 
glaciology are presented i_n the form of maps: These 
are· surface elevations, ice thickness, average 
a.nn~al surface temperatures, average annual snow 
accumulation near-surface densities , and data ob
tained from p'its and cores. The latter are shown on 
three sheets of diagrams and ice photographs which 
summarize the results of studies at 10 sta!lons._ The 
appendix lists oversnow traverses. beglnrung wilh 
one in 1908-09 in Victoria. Land. The traverse routes 
are shown on a map. In addition to the text refer
ences, 147 data sources are listed from which the 
maps were compiled. 
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F-2264 551. 324. 4(*726. 1) 

Noble , H. M. 
GLACIOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS AT ADMIRALTY 
BAY, KING GEORGE ISLAND, IN 1957-58. Brit. 
Antarctic Survey Bull. No. 5: 1-11, incl. illus. , 
tables, graphs, maps, Jan. 1965. 7 refs. 

DLC 

Observations were made on Stenhouse and Flagstaff 
Glaciers from March 3, 1957, to March 31 1958. 
The Stenhouse is an outlet valley glacier with a 12° 
slope and a specific budget (budget/ area) of 0. 064 :1: 

0. 11 m of water. The Flagstaff is a small glacier 
filling a cirque on the east side of Flagstaff Hill at 
the southern end of Keller Peninsula. It has a spe
cific budget of -0. 53 m of water. Accumulation, 
ablation, and movement observations for each glacier 
are tabulated. The results show that in recent times 
a general reduction occurred in the amount of ice on 
King George I. Undernourishment prevailed for all 
glaciers during the IGY, accentuated for those gla
ciers 11ot fed by the ice cap. Positions of the termi
nal ice cliffs of the tidal glaciers varied during the 
budget year 1957-58, depending primarily on sea 
water temperature. Along the south coast of the 
island calving from the snouts of glaciers terminat
ing in the sea accounted for most of the ice lost from 
the island's supply. 

F-2265 551. 324. 28(* 729) 

Ardus, Dennis A. 
MORPHOLOGY AND REGIME OF THE BRUNT ICE 
SHELF AND THE ADJACENT INLAND ICE, 1960-61. 
Brit. Antarctic Survey Bull. No. 5:13-42, incl. 
illus., tables, graphs, maps, Jan. 1965. 32 refs. 

DLC 

Glaciological investigations were made during Jan. 
1960-Feb. 1962, in the vicinity of Halley Bay Station. 
The Brunt Ice Shelf and Riiser-Larsen Isen form an 
ice shelf about 76,000 km 2, whose extent is largely 
due to the protection afforded by the McDonald Ice 
Rumples. Large depressions are actively forming 
within the ice shelf as a direct result of divergent 
flow. The slope of the inland ice has a great influ
ence on the morphology of the ice shelf. The rift 
separating the shell from the inland ice, and the 
formation of icebergs are attributed to the steepness 
of the slope of the inland ice. Stake and pit measure
ments show uniform accumulation except locally in 
depressions near the ice front, and in undulations. 
At Tottanfjella, east-facing slopes are usually bare, 
while lee slopes are heavily glaciated. At Halley Bay 
the net accumulation is considered to be representa
tive of the true precipitation, and the mean annual 
measurements (38. 99 cm water) for 1945-61 are 
probably a good measure of the precipitation over the 
whole area. 
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F-2273 551. 322:539. 37(*7) 

Mellor, Malcolm and George Hendrickson 
CONFINED CREEP TESTS ON POLAR SNOW. U. S. 
Army. Cold Regions Res. Eng. Lab. , Res. Rept. 
138, 8p. , incl. illus. , tables, graphs, Feb. 1965. 
8 refs. 

CRREL Tech. Library 

Snow was sampled from various depths below the 
surface of the ice sheet at Byrd and Amundsen
Scott Stations. The samples were obtained either by 
sawing blocks from trench and tunnel walls or by 
coring with the CRREL hand auger. The creep spec
imens were introduced into their stainless-steel 
cylinders by "screwing" the saw-edged cylinders into 
large sample blocks. The cylinders were standard 
CRREL snow-sampling tubes, lined with silicone 
grease to reduce friction and adhesion. The tubes 
were set vertically on a bench, and pressure was 
applied axially with a loose piston loaded by a guided 
yoke, deformations being read periodically from dial 
micrometers. The mechanics of creep is discussed 
and the data are tabulated and graphed with respect 
to temperature and density effects. At the lower 
densities , the compressive viscosities are in 
reasonable agreement with those deduced from 
depth-density profiles. At the higher densities, the 
viscosities are significantly lower than those calcu
lated from depth-density profiles. It is suggested 
that at least part of the discrepancy may be attrib
uted Lo the strain history of the snow. The creep 
tests suggest a functional relationship between 
viscosity and density different from that suggested 
by analyses of natural snow densification. (Auth.) 

F-2274 551. 322:539. 37(*2) 

Ramseier , Rene o. and Thomas L. Pavlak 
UNCONFINED CREEP OF POLAR SNOW. J. Gla
ciol. , 5(39):325-332, incl. tables, graphs, Oct. 
1964. l.o refs. 

DLC, GB2401, J68 

Snow samples from Amundsen-Scott and Byrd Sta
tions, Antarctica, and from Camp Century, Green
land, were tested for creep under low stresses for 
various periods of time up to two years. Creep was 
analyzed as a function of density. Comparisons of 
compressive viscosities plotted against densities for 
all three sites showed three distinct regions repre
senting three different mechanisms of densificatlol 
Viscosities increased up to densities of 0. 47 g/cm 
and above 0. 625 g/ cm3. Between these densities, 
compressive viscosities are nearly constant. In this 
"plateau" region, there seems to be a rearrangement 
of snow grains without an appreciable change in vis
cosity. The major mechanism governing the low
density region (<O. 47) is one of breaking bonds and 
"large" displacement in the structure. At a density 
of 0. 625, grains are deformed so that closure of air 
passages is effected to the extent that air can no 
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longer pass freely around each grain. Air is trapped 
by the deforming grains to form air pockets, which 
in this stage of Ice are evidenced by bubbles. This 
mechanism, deformation rather than packing and 1·e
arranging of grains, affects the c1·eep as can be seen 
by the change in slope at 0. 625. 

F-2275 551. 322:535. 37:548. 5:539. 374 

Ronca, L. B. and E. J . Zeller 
EFFECTS OF CRYSTALLIZATION AND PLASTIC 
FLOW ON THE THERMOLUMINESCENCE OF ICE. 
J. Glacial., 5(39):333-337, incl. graphs, diagr., 
Oct. 1964. 6refs. 

DLC, GB2401. J68 

Glow-curves of ice, made in the laboratory, have a 
distribution of peak-height ratios, with the maximum 
at approximately 0. 75. The distrib•.1tion was probably 
caused by varying conditions of crystallization, im
possible to control with the present equipment. Glow
curves of ice which has been made to flow have a dis
tribution of peak ratios with the maximum at approxi
mately 1. 75. It is concluded that dislocations in the 
crystal lattice effect [affect] the peak ratio. Dis
locations are produced during crystallization by in
ternal stresses, and to a greater ex1:ent , by external 
forces during the flow. (Auth. ) 

F-2276 551. 32(*772/ *701) 

Brecher, Henry H. 
GLACIOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE "BYRD" 
STATION-SOUTH POLE TRAVERSE, 1960-61. J. 
Glacial. , ~(39): 339-343, incl. tables, graphs, map, 
Oct. 1964. Ref. 

DLC, GB2401. J68 

Observations of firn temperature, stratigraphy, 
grain size, and density were made in each of 25 
2-m-deep pits on an 829-mi traverse between Byrd 
and Amundsen-Scott Stations. Stratigraphy and 
grain size were recorded photographically In 9 pits. 
One hundred and fifty-seven snow accumulation 
stakes were planted at 5-mi intervals. The 27 
stakes from the South Pole to about 88•S were re
measured during a 1962-63 traverse; considerable 
scatter Is e\'idenl between accumulation values cal
culated from these measurements and surface densi
ties obtained in the pit studies. The mean annual 
accumulation, 7. 4 g/ cm2, agrees with values given 
by others for the South Pole. There appears to be 
a slight decrease in accumulation toward the South 
Pole. Sastrugi observations are summarized, and 
mean annual accumulation and approximate mean 
annual air temperature values obtained from the pit 
observations are tabulated and graphed. Also listed 
are mileage data, position, and elevation for each 
station. 
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F-2277 551. 578. 466:551, 324, 63(•762) 

Nichols, Robert L. 
SNOWDRIFT-ICE SLABS AND HISTORIC ANTARC
TIC CLIMATIC WARMING. J. Glacial., 5(39):345-
351, incl. illus. , map, Oct. 1964. 18 refs. 

DLC, GB2401. J68 

Snowdrift-Ice slabs, masses of ice or ne\'e which are 
formed by the accumulation of drifted snow in the lee 
of projections or in depressions of the ground, were 
studied near Gneiss Point and Marble Point, Victoria 
Land. All the slabs studied are on north-facing 
slopes due to the prevailing winds from the south. 
Dirt layers in the ice slabs show features which 
distinguish the slabs from glacier remnants: the 
layers parallel the sloping surfaces, showing no 
characteristics of shear-plane deposits; and subgla
clal or englacial streams cannot exist in the nearby 
Wilson Piedmont Glacier at present to produce the 
observed lnterbedded sand and gravel. A study of the 
snowdrift-ice slab incised by the "Scheuren River," 
a summer meltwater stream in the area, suggests a 
recent amelioration of climate. Studies by others 
on ice sheet thinning, retreat of glaciers, meteoro
logical data, etc. . also suggest a historic ameliora
tion in climate in widely separated areas In Antarc
tica. Evidence which shows no significant retreat 
or advance of widely separated Antarctic glaciers 
may be due lo the size of the glaciers studied. 

F-2300 551. 324. 22:551. 322:54(*762) 

Black, Robert F. , M. L. Jackson and Thomas E. 
Berg 

SALINE DISCHARGE FROM TAYLOR GLACIER, 
VICTORIA LAND, ANTARCTICA J. Geo!., 73(1): 
175-181, incl. table, !llus. , Jan. 1965, 29 refs. 

DLC, QEl. JS 

A saline discharge from beneath Taylor Glacier has 
abundant halite , aragonite, and other salts. Chemi
cal analysis of a sample representing a composite of 
salt, brine, and ice over several square meters of 
the surface near the base of an ice cone was per
formed and results are tabulated. The conclusion 
that evaporation of water has concentrated salts by a 
minimum factor of 110 is based on the fresh euhedral 
aragonite crystals microscopically observed 011 worn 
surfaces of quartz, feldspar, and magnetite parti
cles. That evaporation and fractional crystallization 
processes are operative is indicated by the occur
rence of a sodium sulfate pool and a sodium chloride 
crust. Fractional crystallization at different tem
peratures and selecti\'e draining of brines al differ
ent times could be sufficient to account for the com
positional differences between the brine and salts of 
the platform and cone. The salts of the discharge 
are not simple concentrates from sea water, for the 
Mg/ Ca ratio of the discharge compared with that of 
sea water requires concenll·ation of the less-soluble 
Ca at the expense of the more soluble Mg. Any 
large contribution to the salt accumulation by 
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weathering must have been pre-Pleistocene. It 
cannot be slated whether the discharge is adding 
salts to Lake Bonney or is derived from it (possibly 
by action of cryostatic p1·essure analogous lo pingo 
formation). 

F-2318 551. 578. 4:551. 510. 721(*764} 

Woodward, R. N. 
STRONTIUM-90 AND CAESIUM-137 IN ANTARCTIC 
SNOWS. Nature, 204(4965):1291, incl. table, Dec. 
26, 1964, 6 refs. -

DLC, Ql.N2 

The Sr-90 content of snow samples indicates that the 
main influx of fission products in Antarctica occurred 
in winter, 1955 (302±3 picocuries/100 1). Samples of 
snow were dug from the snow mine ai Scott Station, 
dilferentiated according to year of deposit, and after 
melting were sent to Wellington for analysis. The 
procedure of sample collection and analysis is de
scribed. The data forcs-137 do not correspond to 
the pattem setbySr-90. The nearly constant Cs-137/ 
Sr-90 ratio of about 1. 8 almost invariably found in 
rain samples is not apparent. Furthermore, the ap
preciable amounts of Cs-137 were found in the 1939 
and 1940 samples -- 13 yeai·s before the first thermo
nucleai· device was detonated in Nov. 1952, These re
sults suggest, therefore, either contamination or mi
gration of Cs-137 in Antarctic snows, and these pos
sibilities are being investigated. 

F-2322 551,326. 7(038) 

Panzarin.i, Rodolfo N. 
NOMENCLATURE OF SEA ICE, [Nomenclatura del 
hielo en el mai·,] Text in Spanish with English, 
French, German, and Italian summaries. Inst. Ant
a.i·tico Argentina, Publ. No. 10, 103p., incl. illus., 
tables, map, 1963. 11 refs. 

DLC, GB2405. P3 

This publication is based on the international ice 
nomenclature approved by the World Meteorological 
Organization. A general classification of sea ice 
terms consists of: (1) development (new ice young 
ice, winter ice, polai· ice, bay ice, and sh;lf ice), 
(2) forms of fast ice, (3) floating ice {abundance size 
of floes, and distribution), ( 4) structure and chi:rac
teristics of surface features, (5) openings in the ice 
and {6) stages of melting. Terms for land ice found' 
at sea and also for ice effects! e.g., frost smoke and 
water sb.-y, are rncluded. Ag ossary of sea ice terms 
follows with definitions in Spanish. The terms are 
then translated into the comparable English, French, 
German, and Russian terms, presented in tabular 
form and also alphabetically by language. Other parts 
included in the volume are: a section on cartograph
ic symbols used in the representation of sea ice 
characteristics, a short photographic atlas ( 42 photos) 
of sea ice forms, and a bibliography of sea ice glos
saries (8 in English}. 
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F-2323 551. 324. 433(*7} 

Zotikov, I, A. 
BOTTOM MELTING IN THE CENTRAL ZONE OF 
THE ICE SHIELD ON THE ANTARCTIC CONTINENT 
AND ITS INFLUENCE UPON THE PRESENT BAL
ANCE OF THE ICE MASS. Internatl. Assoc. Scient, 
Hydro!,, Bull., !!_(l): 36-44, incl. graphs, map, April 
1963. 11 refs. 

DLC, GPRR 

An analysis of the present mass balance of the Ant
ai·ctic ice sheet carried out by several authors shows 
a substantial excess of supply over expenditure, Ho~ 
ever, no consideration was given to the possibility of 
a decrease in the amount of Antai·ctic ice by melting 
at its lower surface and a runoff of water. A theoret
ical analysis shows that the possiblity of such melting 
exists for a definite relationship between the ice 
thickness, the temperature at its surface, the rate of 
accumulation, and the geothermal heat flow. Using 
numerical values for these factors, it is shown that 
thl·oughout the entire central zone of the Antarctic ice 
cap, over an area of about 12 x 106 km 2, there is corr 
tinuous melting at the bed, Contours of the rates of 
bottom melting are given on a map of the continent, 
The maximum rate of melting is about 6-7 mm of 
water fer yeai·, equivalent to a volume not exceeding 
20 km of water per year, and not more than several 
percent of the total ice balance of the continent. 
(Auth,, mod,) 

F-2324 551,324. 63:551. 324.43(*7) 

Shumski!, P. A. 
ON THE THEORY OF GLACIER VARIATIONS. Inter
natl. Assoc, Sclent. Hydro!., Bull., 8(1):45-56, incl, 
graphs, April 1963. 7 refs. -

DLC, GPRR 

A glacier remains in a steady state only when a strict 
relation exists between the rate of external mass ex
change, the ice velocity, and the thickness at every 
point. The shape of the glacier and its velocity dis
tribution are determined by a system of equations 
which take into account the distribution of the external 
mass exchange, the temperature, the form, and the 
properties of the bed, From the equation of continu
ity of an unsteady glacier, the equation of flow, and 
the rheological equation for ice, a set of equations is 
deduced for the unsteady state of a glacier, From the 
equations, it follows that the whole glacier reacts to 
changes in any part, including its snout. The equa• 
tions are a set of linear differential equations of the 
second order and can be solved by numerical and 
other approximate methods, By applying these meth
ods to the retreating ice cap on Drygalski I., Ant· 
arctica, it was possible to determine time derivatives 
of the velocity, thickness, and position of the ic_e cap 
edge, the size of the ice cap, and the velocity dis
tribution in the steady state, The causes for the ob· 
served changes can be deduced from the equations by 
calculating the distribution of the changes in the rate 
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of e.,cternal mass exchange and ice temperature along 
tbe length of a glacier. During the warming and 
moistening of the Antarctic climate, an increase of 
ice temperature causes a decrease in thickness of the 
Ant~tic ice cap, in spite of an increase in precipi
tatiOI\. With simultaneous changes of climate, the 
glacial epochs of the Antarctic and continents of the 
Northern Hernisphe1·e cannot be metachronous. 
(Auth. , mod. ) 

F-2332 551. 582:551. 32(*7) 

Aver'tano\•, V, G. 
THE ICE CONTINENT. [LedovyI materik.] Text in 
Russian. P1·iroda, No. 9:66-73, incl . illus., graphs, 
map, Sept. 1962, 

DLC, Q4.P8 

Physical geography, meteorology, and geological 
structure of central Antarctica are discussed, includ
ing the following topics: ice thickness on the basis of 
several traverses; subglacial topography; crustal 
thickness; disposition of the ice and snow cover in the 
central Antarctic; annual Val'iation of the snow cover; 
snow density and the transformation into firn of the 
snow cover; 1·adiational 1·egime of the centr al Antarc
tic; and climate, circulation, and characteristics of 
meteorological variables. Physiological effects of 
the climate of central Antarctica upon man are also 
considered. 

F-2356 551. 324. 2(*7) 

Robin, G. de Q. and Raymond J, Adie 
THE ICE COVER. In: Raymond Priestley and others 
(eds.), Antarctic Research. London, Butterworths, 
foo4, p. 100-117, incl. illus. , table, grnphs, map. 
6 refs. 

DLC, G880. P7, 1964 

A description is given of glac le r studies conducted in 
Sou~h Georgia (Hodges, Hamberg, Harker, Norden 
sltjold Glaciers, draining from the Allardyce Range) 
and King George I. {Flagstaff and Noble Glaciers). 
Descriptive data for these glaciers include: dimen 
sions, altitude, yearly gain or loss of snow and ice, 
and firn density; melting effects of radiation, heat 
from ah- curr ents, and condensation; speed of gla
cier movement, and location of the firn limiL and 
equilibrium line· amount and effect of rime forma
tion, fohn, rain' shadow. and cloud cover· and 
existence of ice shelves · (as an indication 'or the 
presence of colder ice). The glaciers are classified 
as temperate, subpolar, or polar. Between South 
Georgia, where the temperate glaciers remain at 
melting point below the depU1 of seasonal chilling, 
and the very cold continental ice sheet lies a transi
tion zone before the true polar glacier~ are reached. 
!he Antarctic Peninsula, together with the off-lying 
islands and the South Shetland ls. to the north, forms 
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a bridge between the two regions. The results of 
ice-thickness studies are list cl, as well a:s findmgs 
on surface e:dent, volume, and form of the ice 
sheet. lee budget studies arc being conducted to 
determine whether the total ire mass is increasing 
or decreasing. Various theories are proffered. 

F-2367 551. 326. 7( .. 80) 

Heap, J . A, 
PACK ICE. In: Raymond Priestley and other6 (!els. ), 
Antarctic Research. London, Butterworths, 1964, p. 
308-317, incl. tables, graphs, maps . 6 refs. 

DLC, G880, P7, 1964 

A brief survey of the broad pattern of seasonal 
changes in ice disu·ibution around the whole of Ant
arctic a is gi vcn, with a description of mild ancl se -
vere ice conditions around the Antarctic Peninsula. 
Ice begins to form when the water temperature ranges 
between -1. 5° and -1 . 9° C, First !razil ice, U1cn 
sludge, then ice rind, and with the accumulation of 
freezing water to the underside and deposition of 
snow on the top, hardened sea ice forms,containing 
pockets and bubbles of concentrated brine which ul
timately freeze . A descr iption is given of the pro
gressive stages of freezing of sea ice in autumn and 
melting in spring with regard to geographic locality. 
Even at the height of winter, the circum-Antarctlc 
ice belt moves westward along the coast in the gr ip 
of winds found south of latitude 65° s. The stresses 
imposed on the mass of drifting ice by wind action, 
causing pressure against coastal irregularities and 
ice masses, are described. The secular temperature 
variation at Antarctic stations gives a good clue to 
relative changes in sea ice distribution. Records of 
ice conditions show that at certain locations, a re
lationship is seen between the amount of ice duri ng 
the pre,ious winter and the current ice concentration. 

F-2383 551. 578. 4:551, 510. 7(546 . 815}( 75) 

Nezami, Mehdi and others 
MEASUREMENT OF SNOW ACCUMULATION RATE 
ON THE ANTARCTIC CONTINENT BY MEANS OF 
LEAD 210. (Mesure du ta.we d'accumulation de la 
neige au bard du continent a.ntarcliquc par la methode 
du plomb 210 . ] Text in French. Acacl. sci., Compt. 
rend, (Paris) 259(19):3319-3322, Incl . graphs, Nov . 
9, 1964. 7 r;fS:-(Expeditions Pola.ires Frruv;aises, 
Missions Paul-Jl:mile Victor, Publ. No. 270) 

DLC, Q46, Al4 

Measurements were made of a neve core sample takea 
with a SIPRE auger from a depth of 18 m, at 4. 6 km 
southwest of Point G&>logie. The Pb 210 concentra
tion was measured through Po 210, emittinga, as
sumed in secular equilibrium, After treatment, the 
polonium was deposited on a silver dlsc 1. 3 cm in 
diameter . The activity of the disc was measured by 
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an a spectrometer, The method shows that the con
centration decreases exponentially as a function of 
depth, It is estimated that the average accumulation 
of neve at the sample site was 13. 8 ± 1. 5 cm of water 
per year, during the past 70 years. During this per
iod the average concentration of Pb 210 in the snow, 
at the time of its fall, was about l. 48 disintegrations 
per minute per liter of water (variable between O. 8 
and 2, 4 d/ min/ 1). This figure is markedly diiferent 
from the 5 d/ min/ 1 observed at the middle latitudes 
of the Northern Hemisphere, 

F-2395 551, 32:551. 578, 46(083. 4)(*733) 

Korotkevich, E. S. ~- ) 
FIFTH CONTINENTAL EXPEDITION 1959-1961. 
(Pi'ai:a!a kontinental'nai'a ekspedi~il'.a 1959-1961 gg. J 
Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskai"a Eksped. , 
Trudy, 34, 89p. incl. tables , maps, 1964. 

DLC, GMO. S63 

The volume consists of 21 tables (by various authors) 
and discussions of glaciological data collected during 
the fifth Soviet continental expedition in the Lazarev 
station region. The tables include data on snow-firn 
accumulation, density, temperature, and stratigra
phy; air flow in snow pits; shel! ice salinity and 
movement; and pack-ice thickness. 

F-2432 551. 324. 28:551. 324. 4:551. 324. 5(*7) 

Bu'lni~ki'1, V. Kh. 
MOVEMENT AND MASS BALANCE OF ANTARCTIC 
ICE SHELVES. (Dvizhenie i balans massy shel'
fovykh l'dov Antarktiki. ] Text in Russian with Eng
lish swnmary. Leningrad. Univ. , Vest. , Ser. Geo!. 
geogr. , ~(1):57-70, incl. tables, graph, maps, 1964. 
58 refs. 

DLC, AS262, L463 

The velocity and direction of Antarctic ice shelf 
movement are discussed. Data on accumulation, in
flow of glaci_ers from land, iceberg calving rate, and 
bottom melting are tabulated, and the criteria used 
for calculation of these values are discussed. The 
annual accumulation of shelf ice from precipitation 
is 4. 15 x 1017 g, with a mean thickness of 26. 5 
g/cm2/ yr. Bottom melting of Antarctic shelf ice is 
0. 56 x 1018 g/ yr. The area of Antarctic shelf ice is 
1. 665 million km 2, 11% of which rests on bedrock. 
The error in calculating ice mass balance is ± O. 5 x 
1017 g/ yr. Conditions are generally unfavorable 
for growth of the Ross and Filchner Ice Shelves and 
the continental ice sheet is deteriorating. (Auth' 
mod,) ·' 
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F-2439 551. 326. 7:551. 417(*7-ll) 

Ledenev, V. G. and E. B. Leont'ev 
ICE CONDITIONS IN THE COASTAL WATERS OF 
EAST ANTARCTICA BETWEEN 12° AND 95°E. 
(Ledovye uslovil'.a v pribrezhnykh vodakh Vostochnol 
Antarktidy mezhdu 12 i 95° v. d. ] Text in Russian. 
Sovet. Antarkticheskal'.a Eksped., Trudy, 39:170-
182, incl. illus. , table , maps, 1963. -

DLC, G860. S63 

A series of maps show the itineraries followed by 
the Ob' from Dec. 1960 to March 1961 and the ice 
concentration at various times and locations between 
Lazarev and Mirnyy Stations. The best navigation 
conditions in 1961 were observed at the end of Feb. 
and the beginning of March, when large ice-free 
areas were observed near Lazarev Station and the 
West and Shackleton Ice Shelves. Lena, Amundsen, 
and Prydz Bays were entirely ice-free. During the 
stay of the Ob' at Mirnyy two aerial surveys were 
made to observe ice concentrations. Logs were 
used to reinforce the tidal ice-fractures in an 
approach offshore at Lazarev Station for 22 km and 
for 3 km near Mirnyy for unloading the Ob'. Surface 
and underwater blasts were set off near Mirnyy to 
ease the ship's movements through the shore Ice. 

F-2477 551. 578. 463:546. 11. 02'21. 02(*701) 

Epstein, Samuel, Robert P. Sharp and Anthony J. Gow 
SIX-YEAR RECORD OF OXYGEN AND HYDROGEN 
ISOTOPE VARIATIONS IN SOUTH POLE FIRN. J. 
Geophys. Res., 70(8):1809-1814, incl. table, 
graphs, April 15-;-196 5. 15 refs. 

DLC, QC811. J6 

Repeated observations on a network of 36 accumula
tion stakes established on Jan. 27, 1958, near 
Amundsen-Scott Station were made in order to pro• 
vide a means of checking the reliability of accumula• 
tion and annual-layer determinations by stratigraphic 
and isotopic methods. On Dec. 23, 1963, nearly 6 
years later, two stakes, 1200 m apart and 2 to 3 lan 
grid NE of the station, were investigated. Flrn 
stratigraphy as well as oxygen- and hydrogen-isotope 
studies were made continuously to depths of 119 and 
128 cm. All three procedures show consiStency f 
indicate an average annual accumulation of 7 cm o 
water over the 1958-63 interval. Isotope data sug
gest that depth-hoar formation may result in relative 
enrichment in 0-18, This could come about through 
partial recondensation of vapor generated within the 
depth-hoar layer accompanied by escape of residual 
vapor poor in 0-18. 
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F-2478 551. 322: 551. 7: 546. 21. 02(*734) 

Gonfiantini, Roberto 
SOME RESULTS ON OXYGEN ISOTOPE STRATIG
RAPHY IN THE DEEP DRILLING AT KING BAU
DOUIN STATION, ANTARCTICA. J. Geophys. Res., 
70(8):1815-1819, incl. table, graphs, April 15, 1965. 
T7 refs. 

DLC, QC811. J6 

Measured oxygen isotope variations for determining 
net accumulation rates in three sections of snow and 
ice core from a drilling project at Roi Baudouin Sta
tion are reported and discussed. Results of this in
vestigation show that the 6. 10-m surface core sec
tion was deposited during 7. 5 years, with a yearly 
mean accumulation of 38. 5 cm of water. The inter
mediate section, from 43. 70 to 52. 26 m in depth, 
was deposited during 16 to 18 years (depending on 
interpretation), with a yearly mean accumulation of 
41. 5 to 36. 9 cm of water. The deepest section, from 
98. 70 to 101. 60 m in depth, was deposited during 10 
years, with a yearly mean accumulation of 24. 6 cm 
of water. The decrease of the mean yearly accumu
lation measured in the deepest section is probably 
due to the plastic deformation of the expanding shelf 
and possibly to a different accumulation rate in the 
past. The differences among the mean 6 values in 
the three sections are attributed to climatic change 
and are consistent with the temperature increase 
observed in Antarctica during the last 60 years. 
(Auth. , mod. ) 

F-2489 910. 4(*7-11) 
551. 324. 3(*7-11) 

Kapi~a, A. P. 
THE NATURE OF CENTRAL ANTARCTICA; RECENT 
STUDIES BY SOVIET SCIENTISTS. [Priroda 
~entral'no'1 Antarktidy; novye issledovanira sovet
skikh uchenykh. ] Text in Russian. Priroda, No. 9: 
46-56, incl. illus. , maps, Sept. 1964. Eng. transl. 
in: Antarctic Rept., p. 2-13, Dec. 1964. 

DLC, Q4. PB; GPRR 

A traverse is described which was made in 1963-64 
from Vostok to Molodezhnaya stations via the Pole of 
Inaccessibility. Meteorological and actinometric 
observations were made 4 times daily. Seismic 
soundings were used to determine ice thickness; 
background noise was eliminated by using filters to 
provide a cutoff for frequencies below 150 cps on 
which the noise propagates, and by using boreholes 
at least 40 m deep. Ice cover thickness was deter
mined for 170 points; seismic soundings were made 
at 21 stations at an average interval of 150 km. The 
Pole of Inaccessibility is 3718 m above sea level; the 
ice sheet elevation is at a maximum of 3997 m above 
sea level. Maximum heights of the ice cover corre
spond to maximum bottom elevations up to 2000 m 
above sea level A hillocky plain with heights of 300 
to 400 m above sea level extends 300 km along the 
route from Vostok Station. The existence of a sub
surface mountain range was confirmed which extends 
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from the Gambur~ev Mountains (between Sovetskaya 
and Pole of Inaccessibility stations) to the coast near 
Riiser-Larsen Peninsula, and continues out to sea as 
the submarine Gunnerus Bank. 

F-2493 551. 324. 28. 001. 3(*7) 

Kruchinin, fu. A. 
AN ATTEMPT AT CLASSIFICATION OF ANT
ARCTIC SHELF ICE. [Opyt classifika~ii shel'
fovykh lednikov Antarktidy. ] Text in Russian. Prob. 
Arktiki Antarktlki, No. 12:99-106, incl. illus., 
diagr. , map, 1963. 13 refs. 

DLC, G575. L422 

A brief discussion is given of shelf ice balance and 
of the history of ice classification systems up to the 
IGY. The two classification systems presented here 
are the "genetic" and the "morphological. " The 
genetic system is based on physical-geographic con
ditions of shelf ice formation; its three categories 
include ice built by continental ice and precipitation, 
locally-formed ice, and regenerated ice. The 
morphological system deals with conditions of the 
existence and development of shelf ice. The first 
type in this system is bay-type or closed-type ice; 
the second is narrow shelf ice belts, parts of which 
rest on land, and are found where the coast is rela
tively even; the third type is shelf ice tongues or 
open-type ice, parts of which are also on land. . 
Locations of each type are given. Shelf ice itself 1s 
defined as consisting of floating shelf ice, ice which 
is supported by earth, and inner shelf ice domes. 

F-2496 551. 326. 7:551. 326. 2(*746) 

Shesterikov, N. P. 
SOME PECULIARITIES OF SHORE ICE GROWTH IN 
THE MIRNYY REGION. [Nekotorye osobennosti 
narastanira pripa'.!.nogo l'da v raione Mirnogo.] Text 
in Russian. Prob. Arktlki Antarktlki, No. 13: 19-
25, incl. graphs, 1963. 8 refs. 

DLC, G575. L422 

The Mirnyy Station area has peculiar hydrometeoro
logical conditions which affect shore-ice growth. 
The winds, for example, are intense and long-last
ing; the mean wind velocity is. 15-18 m/ sec, com-_ 
pared to 6 m/sec for the Arctic. In a 2- t~ 3-km 
wide zone at the coast, the snow cover vanes from 
5 cm inland to 50-60 cm (or even 1 m) at the coast. 
To evaluate the influence of these factors on shore
ice growth, the heat conductivity of ice and snow, 
and the linear change of ice temperature with d~pth 
are calculated. The coefficient of heat conduct1vi~ 
of shore ice is 5. O x 10-3 cal/ cm• sec• deg; specific 
heat of crystallization, 75 cal/ g; for snow' the co
efficient was not determined, so the Arctic valu~ of 
7. 3 x 10-4 cal/ cm· sec· deg is used. Mean relative 
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humidity is 70%; mean monthly general cloudiness is 
given a value of 7. The difference in air vs. snow 
surface temperature depends on the thickness of 
snow cover on ice. Although the amount of snow on 
shore ice varies from year to year, its distributional 
character is constant, as observed from 1956-58 
data, and characterizes basic peculiarities of ice 
growth in other years. 

F-2513 551. 324. 24:551. 324. 6(*7) 

Shumskil, P. A. and S. A. Evteev 
DIRECTIONS OF RECENT CHANGES OF THE ANT
ARCTIC ICE COVER [O napravlenii sovremennykh 
izmenenil Antarkticheskogo lednikovogo pokrova] 
Text in Russian. Antarktika: Dokl. Komis. , 1962. 
Moskva, Izd-vo Alcad. nauk SSSR, 1963, p. 60-86, 
incl tables, graphs, maps. 63 refs. 

DLC, G576. A65 

Various methods are discussed which can help de
termine changes in lhe Antarctic ice cover; the 
various methods are interrelated, and factors in
volved include rate of nourishment of the glacier, 
discharge, movement, and thickness of lhe ice cover 
edge. More direct repetitive changes are in thick
ness or height of surface and the location of the ice 
cover edge. For calculation of the rate of change 
along a profile, data are needed on glacier thickness, 
slope of the surface and bed of the glacier, distribu
tion of density and temperature in snow-firn cover 
and the 50-100 m ice layer, yearly rate of nourish
ment, and the tensor of deformation of glacier sur
face. Gathering these data calls for precise obser
vations from carefully planned continental expedi
tions. Direction of ice movement must be known for 
determination of the tensor of the rate of ice defor
mation. If this is not known, a series of accurate 
distance measurements are needed between points 
w_ithin and along the sides of a pentagon; a formula. is 
given for the rate of deformation in each line of 
direction. These data can give not only rate of change 
of dimensions and masses of ice cover, but also rea
sons for these changes. 

F-2514 551. 324. 28:536. 421.1(*7) 

Shumskil, P. A. and 1 A. Zotikov 
BOTTOM MELTING OF SHELF ICE OF ANTARC
TICA. [O donnom ta.ianii shel'fovykh lednikov 
Antarktidy. ] Text in Russian. Antarktika: DokL 
Komis., 1962. Moskva, Izd-vo Alcad. na.uk SSSR, 
1963, p. 87-108, incl table , graphs map. 13 refs. 

DLC, G576. A65 ' 

Since shelf ice constitutes about 11% of the area of 
Antarctica and is found along 49% of its coastline its 
deg1·ee of melting plays a significant role in the ' 
balan~e of the Antarctic glacial mass. Formulas 
a.re given for calculating various aspects of shelf ice. 
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Two methods are given for direct measurement of the 
rate of bottom freezing or melting of shelf ice. The 
kine":1atic method for determining bottom melting 
rate 1s based on data concerning the density field 
rate of nourishment, slope and height of upper s;r
face, thickness of the shelf, rate of movement, and 
deformation of the surface layer; this method can also 
help determine the curve of the vertical component of 
ice movement in a vertical section of the glacier. 
The thermophysical method involves calculation of 
heat exchange between the turbulent current and the 
flat slab circumfluent to it. The mean rate of bottom 
melting of Antarctic shelf ice is 15-20 g/ cm2/ yr 
(thus giving 220-300 km3 of water per year). This 
is 20-25% of the shell ice discharge and 11-16% of the 
total discharge of the Antarctic ice cover. [See F-
1119) 

F-2516 551. 578. 466:551. 573(*7) 

Shl:lakhov, V. 1 
SNOW-DRIFT OBSERVATIONS, EVAPORATION OF 
SNOW AND ICE. [Metelemernye nabhudeniia, 
isparenie snega i l'da] Text in Russian. Antarktika: 
Dokl. Komis. , 1962. Moskva, Izd-vo Akad. nauk 
SSSR, 1963, p. 122-124, incl. graphs. Ref. 

DLC, G576. A65 

Snow drift in the coastal zone of Antarctica plays a 
role in cooling sea water and the formation of shore 
ice. Methods of measuring the amount of drift are 
given, with formulas for computing the height of the 
distribution of drift. The graphic results show that 
maximum snow drift occurs in Sept. Methods of 
measuring snow and ice evaporation are also given; 
evaporation increases in summer with the maximum 
in Jan. , due to the decreased albedo. 

F-2546 551. 324. 24: 551. 324. 4(*7) 

Kotl:!akov, V. M. 
THE PRESENT INCREASE OF THE ANTARCTIC ICE 
SHEET. [O sovremennom uvelichenii massy ledni
kovogo pokrova Antarktidy. ) Text in Russian. Akad. 
nauk SSSR. Inst. geogr. Mater. gl!atsiol issled. 
Khronika, obsuzhdeni!a, vyp. 5: 39-44, incl table, 
1962. 13 refs. 

DLC, QE575. A43 

Comparison is made between the rate of accumula
tion and the rate of discharge of Antarctic ice. 
Accumulation at the coast is erratic and depends on 
winds, but is approximately 300 to 500 mm of water 
per year; on the Shackleton Ice Shelf it is 600 mm; 
on the Filchner Ice Shell, 270 mm; on the Ross Ice 
Shell, 180 mm; and at Maudheim Station, 370 mm. 
Katabatic winds which carry snow from the interior 
cause an accumulation increase in a zone 5 to 60 Ian 
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from the coast; these winds are at a maximum 225 to 
300 km from the coast, where accumulation is only 
30 to 50 mm. An increase to 200 mm occurs 300 to 
400 km from the coast; at higher elevations accumu
lation is not more than 50 mm. The mean accumula
tion for the continent is 190 mm. Although tempera
tures in Antarctica are rising, accumulation is not 
decreasing. Bottom melting rates are 200 mm of 
water per year at the coast and 100 mm (or 120 km 3) 
for the continent; total water loss is 1670 Ian 3 but 
income is 2250 km 3. Generally, conditions a1'.e 
favorable for increasing the Antarctic ice mass [See 
F-303] . 

F-2547 551. 324. 24:551. 324. 41(*7) 

Bogoslovskil, V. N. 
NON-EQUILIBRIUM DYNAMIC AND THERMAL CON
DI_TIONS IN _THE ANTARCTIC GLACIER. [Nesta
~10narny! dmamicheski! i temperaturny1 rezhim 
antarkticheskogo lednika. ] Text in Russian. Akad. 
nauk SSSR. Inst. geogr. Mater. gl~iol. issled. 
Khronika, obsuzhdeniia, vyp. 6:42-51, incl. graphs, 
1962. 3 refs. 

DLC, QE575. A43 

Studies were made of the thermal processes in the 
Antarctic ice cap. A new theory is presented accord
mg to which the thermal processes are influenced not 
by climatic changes but by complex intenelations be
twe~n m_ass movement and heat exchange. The non
equ1bbnum dynamic mass flow and the thermal con
ditions in the ice cap are mathematically and graphi
cally. analyzed by examining its characteristics in the 
mtenor, bottom, surface, and irontal areas based 
on seismic data, hydraulic similarity methods and 
computations. ' 

F-2548 551. 578. 46:551. 326. 7(210. 5)(*746) 

Kotliakov, V. M. 
PECULIARITIES OF SNOW ACCUMULATION ON 
ANT_~RCTIC SHORE ICE. [Osobennosti snegonako
plenua na antarkticheskom morskom pripae. ] Text 
in .!_wssian_. Akad. nauk SSSR. Inst. geogr. Mater. 
gb1i!s1ol. 1ssled. Khronika, obsuzhdeniia, vyp. 6: 
l34-136, incl. graphs, 1962. 

DLC, QE575. A43 

Antarctic shore ice at Mirnyy Station exists ma.inly 
in winter and spring, with most of the snow on the 
shore ice being deposited in spring and autumn. Snow 
carried fr_om the interior is usually deposited before 
the coast 1s reached, since katabatic winds usually 
subside 8 to 10 km from the coast. This is shown 
by the orientation of sastrugi which have an azimuth 
~~ioo• to 210°; in strong ka.tabatic winds, they have a 

azimuth. The force of the ka.tabatic winds de-
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pends on the configuration of the shoreline and the 
~urface _topography. Icebergs frozen into the shore 
ic_e m wmter alter the direction and intensity of the 
wmd. The snow cover on the shore ice has a mean 
thickness of 80 cm, a density of 0. 40 g_ cm 3, and an 
overlying pressure of 32 g/cm2. Shore ice lasts 
longer when there are icebergs present. [See F-1837] 

F-2555 551. 578. 46:531. 754:551, 324. 24 
(*775) 

Behrendt, John C. 
DENSIFICATION OF SNOW ON THE ICE SHEET OF 
ELLSWORTH LAND AND THE SOUTHERN ANTARC
TIC PENINSULA. J. Glaciol. , 5(40):451-460, incl. 
table, graphs, maps, Feb. 1965-;- 5 refs. 

DLC, GB2401. J68 

Density-depth curves constructed from seismic 
travel-time data obtained at 25 locations show a 
large variation over an essentially isothermal area 
(T = -22 ± 2. 6°C). This is correlated with the wide 
range of mean annual accumulation values (A~ 20 to 
50 g/cm2 yr). Quantitative estimates of mean 
annual accumulation can be obtained from seismic 
refraction data in this area by the expression A= 
23. 5 + 0. 049 (3500 - V2ool where V200 is the com
pressional wave velocity (m/sec) observed 200 m 
from the shot point. The density-depth curves can 
be used to give estin1ates of accumulation by the ex
pression A= 2. 36 (0. 913 -p40) where P40 is the den
sity (g/cm 3) at a depth of 40 m. The internal con
sistency of these methods is indicated by the standard 
deviation of ± 2. 9 g/cm2 yr for comparisons of accu
mulation estimates. The the01·etical basis for these 
results is discussed. (Auth. ) 

F-2556 551. 322:548. 54(*701) 

Gow, Anthony J. 
ON THE ORIGIN OF BULLET CRYSTALS AT THE 
SOUTH POLE. J. Glacial., 5(40):461-465, incl. 
illus. , Feb. 1965. 9 refs. -

DLC, GB2401. J68 

An examination of ice crystals at the South Pole sug
gests that bullet crystals originate as clusters of 
prismatic columns attached to a central seed or 
nucleus. Individual bullets are then formed as a re
sult of the disintegration of this primary growth 
structure. The disintegration is attributed to a 
gross weakening of the structure caused by sublima
tion-evaporation at the center of the cluster of crys
tals. This evaporation is considered primarily re
sponsible for the formation of the rounded cone
shaped heads of bullets. In some cases, however, 
part of this curvature may have been inherited from 
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the earliest stages of growth. The prismatic growth 
form of the bullet could have been preceded initially 
by some form of cup growth. This mode of origin of 
bullets does not requil·e that the combinations be 
formed from independently crystallized bullets or 
that the initial formation of individual prismatic 
crystals be terminated at one end by pyramids. An 
examination of the literature reveals little positive 
evidence of the existence of hemimorphic crystals 
among bullets, and there is no logical explanation 
for the alleged gathering together of bullets at their 
heads to the almost complete exclusion of other forms 
of combination. (Auth,, mod.) 

F-2557 551. 578. 465(*701) 

Gow, Anthony J. 
ON THE ACCUMULATION AND SEASONAL STRATI
FICATION OF SNOW AT THE SOUTH POLE. J. 
Glaciol., .§.(40):467-477, incl. illus., diagrs. , Feb. 
1965. 7 refs. 

DLC, GB2401. J68 

The seasonal distribution of snow at the South Pole 
and its relationship to stratigraphy, were investi- ' 
gated in pits dug beside several four-year-old accu
mulation stakes. Results show that conventional 
stratigraphic methods yield reliable values of accu
mulation rates. Even hiatuses in accumulation can 
be identified from the intensity of sublimation of 
layers of depth hoar in the stratigraphic section. 
Such hiatuses are due almost invariably to the pro
longed absence of accumulation rather than to wide
spread scouring of pre-existing layers of snow. The 
bulk of the year's accumulation is deposited as dunes 
during winter. The majority of dunes are subse
quently transformed into linear sastrugi by wind with 
the result that the amplitude of surface relief ob
served at the end of winter frequently exceeds the 
average thickness of snow accumulated annually. 
Such gross relief does not persist to the end of sum
mer, however. Instead, the dunes and sastrugi are 
gradually worn down by a process of sublimation
deflation. It is this leveling of the surface relief in 
summer and the resultant redistribution of snow 
more uniformly over the surface that are believed to 
be the significant factors in the formation of the sys
tematic stratigraphy observed in pits at the South 
Pole. (Auth. ) 

F-2560 551. 326, 1:"1963-1964"(*7) 

U. S. Naval Oceanographic Office 
ANTARCTIC ICE OBSERVATIONS. OCTOBER 1963-
JANUARY 1964. Washington, D. C. , Oceanogr. Pre
diction Div. , Feb. 1965, 27p. incl. maps append. 
(SP-80(63)] ' ' 

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection 

The charts are presented of (1) aerial observations of 
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sea ice, conducted between Oct. 14 and Nov. 30 1963 
in the Ross Sea, (2) shipboard observations made in ' 
the Weddell Sea by the Argentine ship General San 
Martl'.n between Nov. 18, 1963, and Jan:-12,79S4, 
iiidl3'5 observations made in the Ross Sea by the Atka 
between Dec. 20, 1963, and Jan. 15, 1964. A total 
of 244. 5 hr of aerial ice reconnaissance was flown. 
Ice messages were prepared in accordance with H. o. 
SP-22, "Aerial Ice Observations, " using WMO 
nomenclature, and were transmitted via routine 
naval communications. 

F-2572 551. 43; 551, 324. 24(*736) 

Fujiwara, Kenzo 
PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE MORPHOLOGY OF 
THE INLAND ICE SHEET OF THE MIZUHO PLA
TEAU, EAST ANTARCTICA. Antarctic Rec. (Tokyo), 
No. 23:1-11, incl. illus., graphs, maps, Sept. 1964. 
14 refs. Also: Tohoku Univ. , Sci. Repts. , Seventh 
Ser., Geogr., No. 13:183-199, March 1964. 

DLC, Orientalia Div.; Gl. T6 

During the period from Oct. to Dec. 1961, the win
tering party of JARE V explored the Mizuho Plateau 
[eastern Queen Maud Land) through the Queen Fabiola 
{Yamato) Mts. to 75°S. Ice thickness measurements 
were made by seismic soundings, and gravimetric 
and meteorological observations we1·e carried out. 
The plateau can be divided into two parts: the inland 
plateau and the marginal slope, with the boundary 
located south of the Queen Fabiola Mts. at about 
2300 m above sea level. East of, and parallel to, the 
Queen Fabiola Mts. are two subglacial mountain 
ranges. It is believed that these 3 mountain ranges 
disturb the outward flow of the ice sheet from the in
land plateau, as seen in features of the ice sheet at 
200 to 300 km inland from the coast, The marginal 
slopes of the ice sheet are generally steep with sur
face features showing the influence of subglacial 
topography. In contrast, the surface of the inland 
plateau is smooth. Winds in the inland plateau are 
generally regular and weak. Strong winds accom
panying cyclones, anticyclones, and katabatic windS 
are the main agency in the formation of large-scale 
sastrugi. 

F-2605 551. 324. 3(*7-11) 

Sorokhtin, 0. G. , fu. N. Avsfi\k and V. l Koptev 
DETERMINATION OF THE TIDCKNESS OF THE 
ICE CAP IN EAST ANTARCTICA. [Rezul'taty 
opredelenifa moshchnosti lednikovogo pokrova v 
VostochnoI Antarktide.) Text in Russian. Sovet. 
Antarkticheskaili Eksped. , Inform. biiill. , No. 11: 
9-13, incl graphs, 1959. Eng. transl. in: Soviet 
Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol 2, 
Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 4-7. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q116. S6862 
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the earliest stages of growth. The prismatic growth 
form of the bullet could have been preceded initially 
by some form of cup growth. This mode of origin of 
bullets does not requil·e that the combinations be 
formed from independently crystallized bullets or 
that the initial formation of individual prismatic 
crystals be terminated at one end by pyramids. An 
examination of the literature reveals little positive 
evidence of the existence of hemimorphic crystals 
among bullets, and there is no logical explanation 
for the alleged gathering together of bullets at their 
heads to the almost complete exclusion of other forms 
of combination. (Auth,, mod.) 

F-2557 551. 578. 465(*701) 

Gow, Anthony J. 
ON THE ACCUMULATION AND SEASONAL STRATI
FICATION OF SNOW AT THE SOUTH POLE. J. 
Glaciol., .§.(40):467-477, incl. illus., diagrs. , Feb. 
1965. 7 refs. 

DLC, GB2401. J68 

The seasonal distribution of snow at the South Pole 
and its relationship to stratigraphy, were investi- ' 
gated in pits dug beside several four-year-old accu
mulation stakes. Results show that conventional 
stratigraphic methods yield reliable values of accu
mulation rates. Even hiatuses in accumulation can 
be identified from the intensity of sublimation of 
layers of depth hoar in the stratigraphic section. 
Such hiatuses are due almost invariably to the pro
longed absence of accumulation rather than to wide
spread scouring of pre-existing layers of snow. The 
bulk of the year's accumulation is deposited as dunes 
during winter. The majority of dunes are subse
quently transformed into linear sastrugi by wind with 
the result that the amplitude of surface relief ob
served at the end of winter frequently exceeds the 
average thickness of snow accumulated annually. 
Such gross relief does not persist to the end of sum
mer, however. Instead, the dunes and sastrugi are 
gradually worn down by a process of sublimation
deflation. It is this leveling of the surface relief in 
summer and the resultant redistribution of snow 
more uniformly over the surface that are believed to 
be the significant factors in the formation of the sys
tematic stratigraphy observed in pits at the South 
Pole. (Auth. ) 

F-2560 551. 326, 1:"1963-1964"(*7) 

U. S. Naval Oceanographic Office 
ANTARCTIC ICE OBSERVATIONS. OCTOBER 1963-
JANUARY 1964. Washington, D. C. , Oceanogr. Pre
diction Div. , Feb. 1965, 27p. incl. maps append. 
(SP-80(63)] ' ' 

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection 

The charts are presented of (1) aerial observations of 
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sea ice, conducted between Oct. 14 and Nov. 30 1963 
in the Ross Sea, (2) shipboard observations made in ' 
the Weddell Sea by the Argentine ship General San 
Martl'.n between Nov. 18, 1963, and Jan:-12,79S4, 
iiidl3'5 observations made in the Ross Sea by the Atka 
between Dec. 20, 1963, and Jan. 15, 1964. A total 
of 244. 5 hr of aerial ice reconnaissance was flown. 
Ice messages were prepared in accordance with H. o. 
SP-22, "Aerial Ice Observations, " using WMO 
nomenclature, and were transmitted via routine 
naval communications. 

F-2572 551. 43; 551, 324. 24(*736) 

Fujiwara, Kenzo 
PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE MORPHOLOGY OF 
THE INLAND ICE SHEET OF THE MIZUHO PLA
TEAU, EAST ANTARCTICA. Antarctic Rec. (Tokyo), 
No. 23:1-11, incl. illus., graphs, maps, Sept. 1964. 
14 refs. Also: Tohoku Univ. , Sci. Repts. , Seventh 
Ser., Geogr., No. 13:183-199, March 1964. 

DLC, Orientalia Div.; Gl. T6 

During the period from Oct. to Dec. 1961, the win
tering party of JARE V explored the Mizuho Plateau 
[eastern Queen Maud Land) through the Queen Fabiola 
{Yamato) Mts. to 75°S. Ice thickness measurements 
were made by seismic soundings, and gravimetric 
and meteorological observations we1·e carried out. 
The plateau can be divided into two parts: the inland 
plateau and the marginal slope, with the boundary 
located south of the Queen Fabiola Mts. at about 
2300 m above sea level. East of, and parallel to, the 
Queen Fabiola Mts. are two subglacial mountain 
ranges. It is believed that these 3 mountain ranges 
disturb the outward flow of the ice sheet from the in
land plateau, as seen in features of the ice sheet at 
200 to 300 km inland from the coast, The marginal 
slopes of the ice sheet are generally steep with sur
face features showing the influence of subglacial 
topography. In contrast, the surface of the inland 
plateau is smooth. Winds in the inland plateau are 
generally regular and weak. Strong winds accom
panying cyclones, anticyclones, and katabatic windS 
are the main agency in the formation of large-scale 
sastrugi. 

F-2605 551. 324. 3(*7-11) 

Sorokhtin, 0. G. , fu. N. Avsfi\k and V. l Koptev 
DETERMINATION OF THE TIDCKNESS OF THE 
ICE CAP IN EAST ANTARCTICA. [Rezul'taty 
opredelenifa moshchnosti lednikovogo pokrova v 
VostochnoI Antarktide.) Text in Russian. Sovet. 
Antarkticheskaili Eksped. , Inform. biiill. , No. 11: 
9-13, incl graphs, 1959. Eng. transl. in: Soviet 
Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol 2, 
Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 4-7. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q116. S6862 
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The results are given of seismic and gravimetric 
studies done in 1958 on traverses from Mirnyy to the 
Pole of Inaccessibility and from Komsomol'skaya to 
Vostok; the methods of measurement are described. 
The bedrock lies near sea level from Mirnyy to 
about 200 km inland. A plateau, rising 600-700 m 
above sea level, was found between the 200- and 
400-km marks, bordered by a depression reaching a 
depth of 1100 m below sea level at the 550-km mark. 
A subglacial ridge, reaching an elevation of 3000 m 
above sea level, was discovered between Komsomol'
skaya and the 1 700-km mark. From the 1700-km 
mark, the bedrock elevation decreases to 800 m at 
the Pole of Inaccessibility. The bedrock profile 
between Komsomol'skaya and Vostok shows the same 
subglacial ridge. There is a depression toward sea 
level 270 km from Komsomol'skaya, after which the 
bedrock rises to 2150 m at Vostok. Based on these 
traverses, the mean bedrock elevation in East Ant
arctica is 800 m above sea level, and the mean ice 
thickness is about 2200 m. 

F-2623 551. 578. 46(*746) 

Kotlrakov, v. M. 
SNOW COVER ACCUMULATION IN A 50-KILOME
TER-WIDE COASTAL BELT IN ANTARCTICA. [O 
nakoplenii snezhnogo pokrova v 50-kilometrovo'1 
beregovo'1 polose Antarktidy. ] Text in Russian. 
Sovet. Antarktichesklua Eksped. , Inform. biull. , 
No. 13: 5-8, incl. tables, graph, 1959. 2 refs. 
Eng, transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Infor
mation Bulletin. Vol. 2, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 
1964, p. 73-75. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Ql15. S6862 

Snow accumulation was measured every few days in 
the Mirnyy region at the coast and 7 km inland. Most 
of the snow accumulated from mid-Feb. to mid-Oct. 
with maximums in April-May and Sept. Accumula
tion tends to decrease with distance from the coast. 
Surface subsidence results largely from the redistri
bution of snow, its compaction from melting and 
sett.ling, and evaporation. Cyclonic weather accom
panied by strong winds and intense snowfall, which 
are at a peak in autumn cause maximum accumula
tion at the coast. M~um accumulation occurs 
0, 5-1 km inland, but an increased amount of accu
mulation at the shore causes calving of the ice bar
rier. Snow relief is most even 10-30 km from the 
coast. 

F-2624 551. 321. 7:532. 61 

Kuzneraov, M. A. 
AUTOMATIC WETTING DEVICE. [Avtomaticheskafa 
u~tanovka smachivaiushchego urovnill ] Text in Rus
sian. Sovet. Antarkticheska:!a Eksped. , Inform. 
blilll., No. 13:9-11, incl. diagr. , 1959. Eng. transl. 
m: Soviet Antarctic Expedition Information Bulletin. 
Vol. 2, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 

1

1964, p. 76-77. 
DLC, Ql15. S686; Ql15. S6862 
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The Mariotte principle was used in an automatic 
wetting device for studying the capillary rise of 
water in snow and its water-holding capacity. This 
method simplified observations and greatly increased 
their accuracy as a result of uniform wetting. The 
device consists of a tray with 2 wires to support the 
sample; a tube is extended to the tray from an up
turned, stoppered 3-liter bottle fastened to a lab 
support. The bottle is filled with slightly-colored 
water to provide the wetting medium. The device 
should be used at an air temperature of about -3°C at 
table level. 

F-2627 551. 578. 46(*7-11) 

Kopanev, l D. 
BLOWING SNOW IN ANTARCTICA. [Meteli v Ant
arktide. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskafa 
Eksped. , Inform. biilll. , No. 13:21-24, incl. tables, 
1959. 6 refs. Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Ex
pedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 2, Amsterdam, 
Elsevier, 1964, p. 88-90. 

DLC, Ql15. S686; Ql15. S6862 

Monthly data are tabulated for 1957 for Soviet sta
tions on the number of days with blowing and drifting 
snow (Mirnyy, Pionerskaya, Komsomol'skaya, 
Sovetskaya, and Vostok), duration of blowing and 
drifting snow (Mirnyy, Pionerskaya, and Vostok I), 
ave rage intensity of snow transport at Mirnyy, and 
amount of transported snow at Mirnyy. The number 
of days with blowing snow at Antarctic stations is 
1. 5 to 2 times greater than at Arctic stations in 
corresponding latitudes. The max:unum number of 
days with blowing snow occurs during_ the winte~ due 
to intense cyclonic activity, higher wind velocities, 
and considerable turbulent friction. About 1350 
kg/ cm 2 are transported annually at th_e surface at 
Mirnyy (about 13. 5 million tons per kilometer of 
coastline). 

F-2645 551. 324. 2(*784. 2) 

Bauer, Albert 
THE GLACIERS OF KERGUELEN ISLAND. (Les 
glaciers de l'fie de Kerguelen'. ] Te~ in French. 
CNFRA (Paris), No. 2: 1-75, mcL illus. , tables, 
maps, 1963. 8 refs. 

DLC, GPRR 

Seventy-eight glaciers are described from the four 
important glaciation zon~s,of Ke~guelen._ The four 
zones comprise the Societe de Geographie Penmsula, 
cook Glacier and the marginal areas, Ralher du 
Baty Peninsula, and Mount Ross (Gallieni Peninsula). 
Names of the glaciers in each zone are llste_d. The_ 
reconnaissance and inventory were accomp~shed with 
the aid of two helicopters. The photographic cover
age, mostly oblique, was used in constructing four_ 
maps representing the four ~lacial ~ones and showing 
the location of their respective glaciers, at an 
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approximate scale of 1: 100, 000. Photographs of 
most of the glaciers are appended. [See F-1349J 

F-2679 

Koerner, R. M 

551. 324. 22: 551. 324, 3/ . 324. 6 
{*726. 50) 

GLACIOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS IN TRINITY 
PENINSULA AND THE ISLANDS IN PRINCE GUSTAV 
CHANNEL, GRAHAM LAND, 1958-60. Brit. Ant
arctic Survey Scient. Repts. No. 42, 45p. , incl. 
illus., tables, graphs, diagrs. , maps, 1964. 35 
refs. 

DLC, QH199. B73 

The melt season on a valley glacier and on an ice 
piedmont is followed in detail and the budgets for 
each are given. Both ice bodies are in a state of 
approximate equilibrium. In the southern part of 
Trinity Peninsula [Louis Philippe Peninsula J pit and 
movement studies indicate an eastward decrease in 
glacierization. Rime accumulation is important 
during periods of northwest winds on the west coast 
but a strong fohn effect on these winds, as they ' 
descend the east coast ice piedmont, limits accumu
lation and promotes strong ablation in summer. The 
result is that the firn line rises from an elevation of 
150 m on the we st side of the peninsula to between 
230 m and 270 m on the east side south of Duse Bay, 
and through 300 m on the Prince Gustav Channel 
islands. Evidence for glacial recession during the 
present century bas only been found in a retreat of 
75-90 m of the Depot Glacier snout. Evidence sug
gests there have been no measurable ice-mass 
changes since the early part of the century. It is 
concluded that the most recent recession has re
sulted from a shift of cyclone tracts southward and 
eastward into the western part of the Weddell Sea. 
(Auth. , mod. ) 

F-2727 551. 324. 24(*2) 

Bauer, A. and C. Lorius 
THE POLAR ICE-CAPS. Impact Sci, Soc., 14(4): 
223-238, rncl. tables diagr. maps 1964 -

DLC, Ql,14 ' ' ' • 

The polar ice caps contain 99% of the world's fresh 
water, about 90% in the Antarctic alone. The influence 
exert~ by the Antarctic continent on atmospheric and 
?Cearuc _circulation extends far beyond its geograph
ical limits. The annual variation of the ice mass 
represents ~ fraction (in the order of 10-5) of the 
global quantity. The volume of ice is increasing 
annmil½y atlates up to 12 x 102 km3. A mean value of 
7 x 10 km /yr, representing the average mass 
balance_s of Antarctica and Greenland, would involve 
a drop m _sea ~evel of O. 2 cm/yr, the reverse of the 
present direction of variation. Sea-level increase 
may be due to the expansion of sea water as a result 
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of higher ocean temperatures. Other possibilities 
are discussed. Natural and artificial radioactive 
isotopes are being successfully used for snow and 
ice dating, either to give absolute ages or to locate 
particular horizons, and are especially helpful for 
accumulation and stratigraphic studies. 

F-2740 551.324.2:551.324.4:551.513 

Hoinkes, Herfried C. 
GLACIAL _METEOROLOGY. In: Hugh Odishaw(~.), 
Research m Geophysics. Vol. 2. Solid Earth and 
Interface Phenomena. Cambridge, M,I. T, Press 
1964, Chapt. 15, p. 391-424, incl. tables, graphs,' 
maps. 218 refs. 

DLC, QC801.O3 

Pre-IGY glacial investigations are reviewed includ
ing mass and heat budget studies in glacieri~ed areas, 
Only the net mass budget of a glacier, specific or 
total, is clearly related to the climatic environment. 
Net mass budget investigations of glaciers in both 
northern and southern regions are recorded and dis
cussed. The various methods of study are evaluated, 
including accumulation stake observations and strat
igraphic methods involving isotopic procedures for 
stratum Identification. Heat budget studies include 
observations of solar radiation, net radiation, ver
tical gradients of wind, temperature, humidity within 
the lowest 10 m of atmosphere, and subsurface tem
peratures. Results of heat budget investigations 
since the IGY are recorded and discussed, comparing 
the various procedures used in data collection. Heat 
budget estimates are presented for Charcot, Little 
America V, and Mirnyy Stations. The relationship 
between mass and heat budget quantities is discussed, 
and the relation of glacier mass budget variations to 
variations of atmospheric circulation patterns. 

F-2741 551,322:536.24 

Shumski!, P, A., A, N, Krenke and I. A, Zotikov 
ICE AND ITS CHANGES. In: Hugh Odishaw (~. ), 
Research in Geophysics, Vol. 2. Solid Earth and 
Interface Phenomena. Cambridge, M. I. T. Press, 
1964, Chapt. 16, p. 425-460, incl. tables, graph, 
diagr., maps. 66 refs. 

DLC, QC801. 03 

The role of ice in geophysical processes is discusseq 
including the general laws of ice distribution and 
changes. The relation between ice and external heat 
exchange is discussed, and the quantity and varieties 
of ice (atmospheric ice, snow cover, glaciers, ice
bergs, sea ice, growld and freshwater ice) are de
fined. The pertinent theories discussed include: (l) 
external heat and mass exchange (2) internal heat 
and mass exchange, (3) a drift theory of floating ice! 
and ( 4) a theory of snow cover stability on slopes, with 
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formation and movement of avalanches, Material 
pertaining to Antarctica includes tables and maps 
showing ice distribution and glacier area, and data 
on Antarctic glaciers, icebergs, and sea ice, 

F-2765 551. 324. 24: 551. 324. 4(*38, *7) 

Lorius, Claude 
MASS BALANCE OF THE POLAR CAPS. [Bilan de 
masse des calottes polaires,] Text in French. T AAF 
(Paris), No. 30: 28- 41, incl, tables, diagr., maps, 
Jan. -March 1965. 32 refs. 

DLC, G845. F7 

The object of this study was to examine the present 
status of mass balance in the ice sheets of Antarctica 
and Greenland. The different parameters used in 
calculating mass balance are defined and the methods 
of determination are discussed. Values of Antarctic 
mass balance are tabulated from different wor~ 
from 1959 to 1963; they range between 5. 1 x 10 and 
12.2 x 102 km3/yr. The values ~or .Greenland (1955-
1963) range from -84 to +270 Jan /yr. The difference 
in values is the result of differences in the methods of 
investigation, approximation, and extrapolation. 
Other sources of information may be utilized from the 
variation in the glacier border and the variation in 
mean sea level. Suggestions are given for methods 
of investigation and measurement for future research. 

F-2775 551,578,46:551,324,28:528,9(*727) 

Behrendt, John C. 
SNOW SURFACE ELEVATION IN THE FILCHNER 
ICE SHELF AREA, ANTARCTICA, J. Glaciol,, 
§(41):735-738, incl, map, June 1965, 15 refs, 

DLC1 GB 2401, J68 

Altimeter Obfillrvations made on flights during the 
~stral summer of 1963-64 in the vicinity of the 
Filchner Ice Shelf have allowed the construction of a 
new topographic map of the snow surface in that area. 
The ice stream flowing into the ice shelf from the 
polar plateau is more clearly defined, A previously 
shown connection from Berkner L to the grounded ice 
to the WSW appears not to exist. The mass flux from 
the drainage basin on the polar plateau can be account
ed for by a reasonable ice shelf flow rate, The area 
of the ice shelf shown on the map is o. 43 x 106 Jan, 
(Auth,) 

F- 2781 551. 324. 28:551. 324. 4/. 5(*729. 5) 

Ardus, Dennis A. 
SURFACE DEFORMATION ABSOLUTE MOVEMENT 
AND MASS BALANCE OF THE BRUNT ICE SHELF 
NEAR HALLEY BAY, 1961, Brit, Antarctic Survey 
Bull, No. 6: 21-41, incl, illus., tables, diagrs. , 
maps, April 1965, 7 refs 

DLC ' 
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The surface deformation of the Brunt Ice Shelf was 
determined by theodolite triangulation and the results 
used for the calculation of the mass balance of the 
area. The continuing movement of the stakes due to 
surface deformation while the survey was in progress 
presented the greatest computational problem, but an 
accuracy of greater than 1/ 30, 000 was achieved. 
Areas of the ice shelf near Halley Bay which are in a 
state of equilibrium lose approximately 20-25 cm/yr 
of water from their lower surface by bottom melting. 
This is equivalent to 60-70% of the net accumulation, 
the remainder of which is dissipated by spreading. 
Increased melting from the lower surface and higher 
rates of spreading cause thinning adjacent to the ice 
front. The absolute movement of the Brunt Ice Shelf 
at Halley Bay in 1961 was calculated as 363±3 m/yr 
in a direction 241° ± 10° east of true north. (Auth., 
mod.) 

F-2784 551. 578. 46{*726. 56) 

Bryan, Rorke 
OBSERVATIONS ON SNOW ACCUMULATION PAT
TERNS AT ADELAIDE ISLAND. Brit, Antarctic 
Survey Bull, No. 6:51-62, incl. graphs, maps, 
April 1965. 3 refs. 

DLC 

During the winters of 1962 and 1963 observations 
were made on the west coast of Adelaide I. where 
there is an "ice piedmont" approximately 1400 km2 in 
area which rises from near sea level to 870 m above 
sea level (a. s. l. ). Gross snow accumulation as 
high as 203. 2 cm of water equivalent in 8 months has 
been recorded. The amount of accumulation de -
creases southward, becoming almost negligible on 
the lee slope at the southern coast of Adelaide I. 
Most of the island lies above the firn line, which is 
at 190 m a. s. l. on the west coast and tentatively 
below 77 m a. s. l. on the east coast. The formation 
of rime deposits is common and thicknesses up to 
2. 5 cm have been known to form in 12 hr on a hori
zontal surface. Rime deposits are of great impor
tance in the regime of the ice piedmont, which is now 
thought to be positive after a long period of negative 
regime. 

F-2785 551. 324. 28:551. 324. 85(*726. 84) 

Fleet, M. ARS N ICE 
THE OCCURRENCE OF RIFTS IN THE L ~ 
SHELF NEAR CAPE DISAPPOINTMENT_. Brit. _Ant
arctic Survey Bull. No. 6:63-66, incl. illus., d1agr., 
map, April 1965. 4 refs. 

DLC 

A physiographic description is given of ice strell:'°s 
and rifts in the Larsen Ice Shelf. There are 4 rifts, 
one north of Cape Disappointment and 3 south, The 
rift north of the cape is a simple shear zone between 
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the rapidly moving ice streams to the north and an 
area of stagnant shelf ice between the rift and the 
cape. The 3 rifts south of the cape are caused by 
tension set up as the Starbuck Glacier ice stream 
flows parallel to the south side of Cape Disappoint
ment. It is similar to the "herring-bone" crevassing 
commonly seen on glaciers, the difference in scale 
being due to the fact that the ice is floating. 'I'he 
ice shelf thickness was calculated to be about 100 m. 

F-2796 551. 326. 85:54(*762) 

Angino, Ernest E. , Kenneth B. Armitage and Jerry 
C. Tash 

IONIC CONTENT OF ANTARCTIC ICE SAMPLES. 
Polar Rec. , g(79):407-409, incl table , Jan. 1965. 
8 refs. 

DLC, 0575. P6 

Wbile interest in the physicochemical properties of 
ice has expanded considerably, little is known of the 
chemical composition of precipitation in the polar 
regions or of chemical compositions of different 
types of ice. Sampling methods are.discussed and 
results are tabulated from a chemical .study of lake 
ice, glacier ice, and glacier meltwater, all from 
Victoria Land. The dominant ion present in all 
instances was Cl (with the exception of the Taylor 
Glacier meltwater sample where Na was predomi
nant). In general, there is a marked decrease in 
ionic content of runoff in comparison to the ionic 
content of melted ice. Although little correlation 
exists between the ratios of NaCl, MgCl, cacl, and 
KCl for sea water and the included salts in the ice, 
a marine origin for part of the included salts is 
considered likely. 

F-2803 551. 322: 539. 67 

Kuroiwa, Daisuke 
INTERNAL FRICTION OF H2O, D2O AND NATURAL 
GLACIER ICE. U. S. Army. Cold Regions Res. 
Eng. Lab., Res. Rept. 131, 45p., incl illus. , 
graphs, diagrs., Jan. 1965. 19 refs. 

CRREL Tech. Library 

The 3 parts of this report are entitled (1) internal 
friction of pure H2O, D2O, and doped ice crystals, 
(2) internal friction at crystal boundaries, and (3) 
the internal friction of natural glacier ice. The in
ternal friction of glacier ice was measured in speci
mens from Greenland, Le Conte Glacier (west coast 
of Canada), and a grounded iceberg near Showa Sta
tion. Bimodal relaxation curves observed in Antarc
tic iceberg ice can be explained by assuming that the 
ice consists of two types of crystals containing differ
ent concentrations of chemical impurities which might 
deve~op through repeated thawing and freezing. 
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F-2818 551. 324. 2:622. 14:621. 039. 86(*2) 

Langway, Chester and others 
SAMPLING POLAR ICE FOR RADIOCARBON 
DATING. Nature , 206(4983):500-501, incl tables, 
May 1, 1965. 6 refs.""' 

DLC, Ql. N2 

The object of this research was to develop the meth
ods and techniques of sampling, handling, and pro
cessing unaltered glacier ice and to extract the CO2 
component of the occluded atmospheric gases for 
dating. The work was done in the Tuto Ice Tunnel, 
North Greenland, during March and April 1964. The 
glacier ice exposed along the tunnel walls contains an 
ave rage air content of 34 cm 3 /kg ice with variations, 
depending on the quantity of bubbles present, ranging 
from 4 cm3 to about 50 cm3 air/ kg ice. Ice density 
varied between 0. 9065 g/ cm3 and O. 9114 g/ cm3 and 
gas pressures in the entrapped bubbles ranged from 
2. 8 to 4. 1 kg/ cm2, with no apparent systematic 
trends but approximately reflecting the 30-m-thick 
load of the overlying ice. Duplicate ice samples 
were processed by two completely different methods 
for the purpose of cross-checking the results and 
evaluating the efficiencies of the various methods. 
Also the feasibility of using low-level counting de
vices developed at the University of Berne was inves
tigated in order to develop a method of dating deep 
ice cores for use in research in both polar regions. 
Data from physical and chemical analyses of the ice 
samples are tabulated, and methods are described. 

F-2826 551. 578. 46: 551. 578. 8(*701) 

Picciotto, E. and W. de Breuck 
SNOW SAMPLES COLLECTION AT THE SOUTH 
POLE STATION FOR GEOCHEMICAL AND COSMIC 
DUST INVESTIGATIONS; FIELD REPORT, DECEM
BER 1962. Brussels, Univ. Libre de Bruxelles, 
Serv. de Geol Geochim. Nucl. , Dec. 1963, 18p. , 
incl illus. , tables, graphs. 5 refs. 

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection 

Snow and firn samples were collected in three areas: 
the South Pole, the Ross Ice Shelf near McMurdo sta
tion, and Byrd Station. The samples were then 
transported to Europe in the dry state for measure
ment and analysis of the following isotopes and ele
ments: (1) natural radioactive nuclides: Pb-210 
(Radium D), tritium; (2) artificial radioactive 
nuclides originating in nuclear weapons tests; (3) 
trace elements, particularly Cl, Na, K, Mg, Ca,_ 
Fe, and Ni; (4) abundance, composition, and origlll 
of the insoluble particles; and (5) variations in _the 
stable hydrogen and oxygen isotope ratios. This re
port describes the methods of collection, preserva
tion, and transportation of the samples, and incl~des 
preliminary information concerning the samples incl 
vestigated. The report also includes a chronology 
the operation, and details of the topography, geog
raphy, and stratigraphy of the collection sites. 
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F-2849 551. 578. 46:546. 11. 02. 3:550. 93(*734) 

Buttlar, H. v. and B. Wiik 
ENRICHMENT OF TRITIUM BY THERMAL DIFFU
SION AND MEASUREMENT OF DATED ANTARCTIC 
SNOW SAMPLES. Science, 149{3690):1371-1373, 
Incl table, graph, diagrs., Sept. 17, 1965. 12 refs. 

DLC, Ql. S35 

A thermal diffusion column allows a recovery of 99 :1: 
1% of the tritium originally contained in about 50 1 at 
standard temperature and pressure of hydrogen gas 
In a final volume of 3. 8 1 over a 2-day period. After 
a tenfold enrichment by electrolysis, a tritium con
centration of 10-18 with an experimental error of a 
few percent may be measured with a low-level Geiger 
counter. The results on some well-dated Antarctic 
snow samples from Roi Baudouin Station {between 
1941 and 1953) are in general agreement with pub
lished data. This is part of a program to measure 
the tritium concentration of firn along a profile in the 
ice shelf at Roi Baudouin Station, where average 
accumulation rate is 40 cm of water per year. [See 
D-2847) (Auth. , mod.) 

F-2879 551. 579. 2/. 3(*746) 

Lebedev, V. L. 
COASTAL DRAINAGE IN THE MIRNYY AREA. 
[Beregovol stok v ralone Mirnogo. ) Text in Russian. 
Sovet. Antarkticheskaia. Eksped. , Inform. brilll. , No. 
16:16-17, 1960. Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic 
Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 2, Amster
dam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 178. 

DLC, Ql15. S686; Qll5. S6862 

Sources of fresh water entering the sea at Mirnyy in
clude streams draining the barrier in the summer, 
the melting of the under-water part of the barrier and 
of icebergs stranded at the coast, and snow trans
ported by winds from the continent. The volume of 
water entering the coastal zone was determined from 
water salinity measurements through holes in shore 
ice along the Mirnyy road. Salinity decreased from 
33. 95o/'oo (at a depth of 72 m) on Jan. 19, 1958, to 
30, 39o/' •• (at a depth of 82 m) on May 27 due to the in
flux of meltwater. It is estimated that 50,000 m 3 of 
meltwater are produced by each running meter of the 
shoreline along the Mirnyy road during this period. 

F-2881 551. 326. 6(*746) 

Evteev, s. A. 
UNUS_UAL ICEBERG. [Neobyknovennyl alsberg. ) 
Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskaia. Eksped. , 
Inform. bull!. , No. 16: 39-40, incl illus. , 1960. 
Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Inforf ation Bulletin. Vol. 2, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 

964, p. 185-186. 
DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 
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An overturned iceberg was discovered in 1957 among 
icebergs which calved from the edge of Jones Gla
cier [near Mirnyy Station]. The surface of the ice
berg was dissected by narrow depressions about 50 
cm deep and separated by ridges 30-60 cm apart. 
The length of the depressions reached 10-15 m. 
There were more than 30 depressions in an area 15 
m wide. The iceberg apparently overturned gradually 
as it slowly disintegrated. Wave and tidal actions 
eroded niches or depressions as new surfaces were 
exposed. 

F-2882 551. 324. 8(*7) 

Kuznefsov, M. A. 
SCULPTURED FORMS OF THE ICE SURFACE IN 
ANTARCTICA AND THEIR ORIGIN. (Skul'pturnye 
formy poverkhnosti l'da v Antarktide i ikh proiskhozh
denie. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskafa 
Eksped. , Inform. brilll. , No. 17: 5-8, ~ncl. illu_s. , 
1960. Eng. transl in: Soviet Antarctic Expediti~n, 
Information Bulletin. Vol. 2, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 
1964, p. 189-192. 

DLC, Ql15. S686; Ql15. S6862 

Sculptured ice surfaces are formed by direct solar 
radiation, in conjunction with wind action which cools 
the melting surfaces. A hillocky surface is charac
teristic of all areas of the ice cap which are snow
free and are subject to summer melting. Such areas 
are found in the Mirnyy region in a 5- to 7-km-wide 
coastal belt. The greenhouse form of melting (melt
ing under a thin crust) predominates in Antarctica, 
where the cold wind interferes with the complete 
moistening of the surface. The hillocky surface is 
rough and opaque as it emerges, and gradually be
comes transparent and smooth as the water in the 
surface ice layer freezes. The surface depressions 
vary from O. 5 to 2. 0 cm. A contrasting "agitated" 
ice surface was found in a small lake on Haswell l 
A thick accumulation of refrozen ice and a vortical 
air stream contributed to its formation. 

F-2885 551. 326. 6:551. 326. 14 

Lebedev, V. L. CE 
PROBLEM CONCERNING THE WIND DRIFT OF I -
BERGS. [K voprosu o vetrovom dre'!fe alsbergov. ] 
Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskafa Eksped. , 
Inform. brilll. , No. 17: 16-17, incl diag_r~. , 1960. 
Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition,. Infor
mation Bulletin. Vol. 2, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 
1964, p. 198-199. 

DLC, Ql15. S686; Ql15. S6862 

Wind waves create an underwater terrace in the 
rear part of a drifting iceberg, raising the rear part 
and lowering the front. At the same t_ime_, the stead~ 
position of the iceberg in the current is disturbed an 
it turns in the horizontal plane. Wind defle~tion to 
the right of the current in the Southern ~emisphere 
causes the rotation to be countercloc~1Se. W~ves 
erode a new terrace on the lowered side of the ice-
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berg causing this cycle to be repeated several times. 
Thus, the iceberg theoretically should follow a com
plex trajectory resembling a projection of an out
stretched spring. The formation of wave terraces on 
different sides of the iceberg result in a decreased 
draft and a form change from tabular to pyramidal. 

F-2891 551. 324. 28(*733) 

Buinif'ski'I., V. Kh. 
LAZAREV ICE SHELF, ITS MORPHOLOGY AND 
ORIGIN. [Shel'fov}1 lednik Lazarev, ego morfologiia 
i proiskhozhdenie. J Text in Russian. Sovel Antark
ticheskaia Eksped. , Inform. biull , No. 18: 5-8, incl. 
illus., map, 1960. Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic 
Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol 2, Amsterdam, 
Elsevier, 1964, p. 215-218. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Ql15. S6862 

The shelf ice at Princess Astrid Coast was explored 
in 1959 in connection with the establishment of 
Lazarev Station. The ice shelf is about 100 km wide 
at its base and extends 90 km seaward along its 
longitudinal axis. It is generally afloat, but appar
ently rests on the sea bottom in several places. The 
elevation of the ice edge varies from 10 to 40 m above 
sea level The Lazarev Ice Shelf represents the re
mains of an ancient shelf-ice belt which surrounded 
the continent in a wide continuous ring. 

F-2892 

Savel'ev, B. A. 

551. 324. 24:551. 326. 6;551. 324. 8 
(*746) 

STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ICE CAP 
IN THE MARGINAL ZONE OF ANTARCTICA IN THE 
MIRNYY REGION. (Ob osobennostiakh stroeni!a 
le~ogo pokrova kraevol zony Antarktidy v ralone 
Mimogo.J Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheska!a 
Eksped._, Inform. b.@11., No. 18:9-10, 1960. Eng. 
transl m: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information 
Bulletin. Vol 2, Amsterdam Elsevier 1964 p 218-
219. ' ' ' ' 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

A stratigraphic and physical description is given of 
an iceberg which calved from coastal ice on July 24, 
1959, 300 m ~o the east of Mimyy, and overturned. 
Study of this iceberg through its entire thickness in
dicates the structure of the ice cover in the marginal 
zone of this area. Structural and chemical analyses 
of the lower layers revealed that it was formed from 
fresh water. 
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F-2899 551.321. 1 

Kuznetsov, M. A, 
DEVICE FOR PROCESSING SNOW SAMPLES. [Pri
sposoblenie <ilia obrabotki snezhnykh srezov. J Text 
in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheska!a Eksped. , Inform. 
b!u.11., No. 18:32-35, incl. illus., diagr., 1960. 
Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition Infor
mation Bulletin. Vol. 2, Amsterdam, Else~er, 1964, 
p. 237-239. 

DLC, Qll5.S686; Q115.S6862 

A description is given of a device intended for the 
study of snow structure. Snow slabs are inserted 
into the device where they can be examined, 
measured, and photographed by transmitted light. 

F-2909 551. 32. 001. 5(*764) 

Evteev, S. A. 
GLACIOLOGICAL STUDIES AT THE AMERICAN 
Al'ITARCTIC STATION McMURDO, 1960-1961, 
[Glratsiologicheskie issledovani!a na Amerikanskol 
Antarktichesko'I. stanf'sii Mak-Merdo v 1960-1961 gg.] 
Text in Russian. Geogr. obshch. SSSR, Izv. , 95(6): 
544-547, incl map, Nov. -Dec. 1963. -

DLC, G23. G16 

As an exchange scientist, the author made glaciologi
cal observations in the McMurdo area. The studies 
included evidence of past glaciations and information 
on the Ross Ice Shelf. Density, hardness, and 
sastrugi were measured in 3 areas of the ice shelf: 
locally:! where the values are O. 30 g/ cm3, 9. 5 
kg/ cm , and 15. 0 cm respectively; Minna Bluff, 
with values of o. 34 g/cm3, 93. O kg/cm2, and 45. 0 
cm; and the region of outlet glaciers, with values of 
O. 27 g/ cm3, 53. 0 kg/ cm2, and 20. O cm, The author 
also took part in a U. S. traverse from McMurdo to 
the South Pole in 1960-61. 

F-2921 551,461. 24:551. 334. 4(*7) 

Maksimov, l V. 
VARIATION IN THE LEVEL OF THE OCEANS IN 
RELATION TO THE VARIATION IN THE THICKNESS 
OF THE CONTINENTAL ICE OF ANTARCTICA. 
[Izmenenie urovnia mirovogo okeana v sviazi s 
izmeneniem moshchnosti materikovykh l'dov Antark
tidy. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheska!a 
Eksped. , Inform. biull. , No. 19: 5-7, incl graphs, 
1960. Ref. Eng. transL in: Soviet Antarctic Ex
pedition, Information Bul,letin. VoL 2, Amsterdam, 
Elsevier, 1964, p. 243-245. 

DLC, Ql15. S686; Q115. S6862 

Sea level averages recorded for many ports of the 
Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian Oceans show a 6. 10-
cm increase in the average sea level of the world 
from 1900 to 1950. This is explained by secular de
creases in area and thickness of the Greenland and 
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Antarctic ice caps. Atmospheric circulation varia
tions probably caused a deeper penetration of cy
clones into the interior of Antarctica, resulting in 
the breakup of ice shelves, a decrease in snow accu
mulation, and a decrease in ice thickness. Attribut
ing 80% of the sea-level increase to Antarctic ice 
and 20% to Greenland, the increase in water volume 
in the world's oceans is equivalent to a 126-cm ice 
layer in Antarctica. 

F-2923 551, 324. 3(*7-11) 

Kapi~a, A. P. 
NEW DATA ON ICE THICKNESS IN THE CENTRAL 
REGIONS OF ANTARCTICA. (Novye dannye o 
moshchnosti lednikovogo pokrova tsentral' nykh 
ralonov Antarktidy, ] Text in Russian. Sovet. Ant
arkticheskaia Eksped. , Inform. biull. , No. 19: 10-14, 
incl. diagrs. , 1960, 5 refs. Eng. transl. in: Soviet 
Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 2, 
Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 247-250. 

DLC, Ql15, S686; Ql15, S6862 

Seismic and gravimetric measurements made along a 
1832-km-traverse in Nov.-Dec. 1959 are summarized 
and correlated with data from previous surveys. The 
Komsomol'skaya-Vostok-South Pole profile is 
divided into 3 sections: (1) the subglacial relief lies 
above sea level from Komsomol'skaya to the 460-km 
station; (2) from the 460- to the 1600-km stations it 
is below or at sea level; and (3) from the 1600-km 
station to the South Pole it rises to about 100 m above 
sea level. The ice thickness averages 3290 m with 
an average surface elevation of 3240 m. Negative 
Bouguer anomalies of -100 and -200 mgal suggest 
isostatic downwarping of the continent. The rela
tively even subglacial relief suggests a dome of 
diffluence with the center at 95°E, 85°8. 

F-2924 551. 326. 6: 551. 324. 5(*746) 

Evteev, S. A. 
APPROXIMATE COMPUTATION OF GLACIER 
VELOCITY FROM THE WIDTH OF THE ICEBERGS 
PRODUCED. (Priblizhennyl raschet skorosti 
dvizheni!a lednikovykh potokov po shirine produtsi
ruemykh alsbe rgov. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. Ant
arkticheskaia Eksped. , Inform. biull. , No. 19: 15-
17, 1960. Ref. Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic 
Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 2, Amster
dam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 251-252. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

The width (500-680 m) of the icebergs produced by 
the main part of the.Helen Glacier front approxi
mat?s the glacier's annual advance (600 m/yr). 
Aerial photographs disclosed the average width of 
icebergs from other glaciers on Queen Mary Coast 
to be: 600 m from the central part and 400-500 m 
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from the western part of Posadowsky Glacier; 350-
400 m from Burton L Glacier; and 400 m from Jones 
Glacier. 

F-2929 551. 467. 3{*746:*84) 

Shesterikov, N. P. 
EFFECT OF THE HEAT CONTENT OF WATER ON 
FREEZE-UP DATES IN THE DAVIS SEA AND IN 
THE ADJACENT PART OF THE INDIAN OCEAN. 
(Vli!anie teplozapasa vod na sroki zamerzani!a 
mor!a Delvisa i prilegaiilshchel chasti Indilskogo 
okeana. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. An_tarktiche skaia 
Eksped., Inform. biulL, No. 19:35-38, incl. tables, 
graphs, 1960. 4 refs.· Eng. transl. in: Soviet Ant
arctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 2, 
Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 266- 269. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Qll5. S6862 

The intensity of ice formation in the Davis Sea and 
adjacent Indian Ocean was greater during the autumn 
and the first half of the 1958 winter than during the 
preceding 2 yr. Freezing dates and intensity of ice 
formation were computed from two relationships: 
(1) ice formation depends on the heat content and 
cooling rate of the sea, and (2) heat lost by _the 
troposphere through radiant heat exchange 1s com
pensated for by heat loss of the water. Agreement 
between actual and-computed freezing dates for 
Mirnyy in 1957 and 1958 suggest that the dates and_ 
intensity of freezing during the autumn-winter period 
can be computed from the heat content of the water 
which in turn is computed from summer observa
tions on ice conditions. 

F-2936 551. 578. 46{*746) 

Kotl!akov, V. M. 
HARDNESS AND DENSITY OF SURFACE LAYERS OF 
THE SNOW COVER IN THE COASTAL BELT OF 
ANTARCTICA. (Tverdost' i plotnost' poverkhnost
nykh sloev snezhnogo pokrova pribrezhnol polo_sy 
Antarktidy.] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkh
cheskaia Eksped. , Inform, biilll. , No. 20: 18-21, 
incl. graphs, 1960. Eng. transl. in:. Soviet Ant
arctic Expedition, Information Bulletlll. Vol. 2, 
Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 293-295. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Qll5. S6862 

Studies of the snow cover and its surface character
istics up to an elevation of 1000 m, on a 25- to 75-~ 
wide strip of the East Antarctic coast,_ were be~ m 
Sept. 1957. The physical and mechanical properties 
of the upper layers depend on the nature _of accumu
lation, age, melting, wind speed, elevation, ~d 
distance from the sea. Generally, hardness_ rn-. 
creases with age and is greatest in places wi~h little 
accumulation. High winter air temperature m the 
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vicinity of the coast (to the 15-km mark) increases 
the porosity of the snow, while the bulk density is 
lower due to decrease in the speed of drainage winds, 
The best and worst seasons and surface conditions 
for land travel in the area are indicated in connection 
with this study, 

F-2938 551, 508, 77: 551, 578, 45(*7) 

Shlffildiov, V, L 
METHOD OF MEASURING BLOWlliG SNOW IN THE 
ANTARCTIC. [Metodika metelemernykh nabliiideni'1 
v Antarktike, ] Text in Russian. Sovet, Antarkti
cheska.Ia Eksped., Inform. biull, No, 20:26-28, 
incl. illus, , 1960, Eng, transl. in: Soviet Antarctic 
Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 2, Amster
dam, Elsevier, 1964, p, 298-300. 

DLC, Ql15, S686; Qll5, S6862 

A low-level snow meter built by the fourth Soviet ex
pedition is de scribed. Snow is collected in a silk bag 
fastened to the base of the apparatus and weighed 4 
times a day, Drifting snow above 3. 5 m is meas
ured by a gradient meter. The upper snow limit (to 
90 m) is determined by a ceiling projector, About 
380,200 kg of snow drifted across a 1-m strip of 
coast to the ocean at an average wind speed of 11, 8 
m/ sec in 28 days of July 1959, 

F-2941 551. 324:551. 326, 6(*748) 

Bardin, V. L 
A FRESH VIEW OF THE NATURE OF THE NINNIS 
GLACIER TONGUE. [Novy'! vzgliad na prirodu led
nikovogo !azyka Ninnisa. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. 
Antarkticheska.Ia l):ksped. , Inform. biull, , No, 20: 
38-42, incl. illus, , map, 1960. 4 refs, Eng, transl. 
in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
Vol. 2, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, p, 308-311, 

DLC, Ql15, S686; Q115, S6862 

A Soviet map of the Ninnis Glacier area compiled 
from aerial photographs in Feb. 1958 is compared 
with data from an Australian expedition in 1912-13 
which has been the basis for all subsequent maps of 
the region. Two icebergs were found to occupy the 
place usually indicated as the Ninnis Glacier Tongue. 
The difference in morphology between the icebergs 
and the Ninnis Glacier (and others to the east) and 
the direction of its flow indicate the icebergs were 
not formed by area glaciers, Instead, the icebergs 
represent the remains of a locally formed ice shelf 
which was more than 40 mi long. Snow precipitation 
cannot compensate for the loss of ice due to calving 
and so the ice continues to disintegrate. 
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F-2942 551, 324(*7-ll) 

KoblenCs, fA.. P. 
GLACIERS THAT "DISAPPEARED." ["Ischeznuvshie" 
ledniki ] Text in Russian. Sovet, Antarkticheska!a 
Eksped., Inform. biull., No. 20:43-46, incl. maps, 
1960. 3 refs, Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic 
Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 2, Amster
dam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 312-314. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Ql15. S6862 

Discrepancies found between maps compiled from 
aerial photographs of the first 3 Soviet expeditions 
and the American "Highjump" and "Windmill" opera
tions are reviewed. Soviet reconnaissance indicates 
different contours for Shackleton and West Ice 
Shelves, and the absence of some outlet glaciers in 
the area. The greatest changes, however, must be 
made along the shores of Porpoise [Banzare and 
Clarie Coasts] and Colvocoresses [Budd Coast] Bays. 

F-2953 551, 328. 4(*746) 

Moretski1, V. N. 
MARINE FRAZIL ICE., [Morsko1 vnutrivodny1 led.] 
Text in Russian. Prob, Arktiki Antarktiki, 19:32-
38, incl. tables, diagr., 1965. 6 refs. 

DLC, G575, L422 

A discussion is given concerning the formation of 
frazil ice based on observations carried out near 
Mirnyy in 1958. Frazil ice forms as a result of the 
supercooling of water on coming in contact with a 
colder surface, such as an iceberg or an ice barrier, 
and the mixing of supercooled surface water with 
deep water. Observations were conducted by lower
ing a steel cable with a diameter of 1. 2 mm through 
a hole in the shore ice. The average overgrowth of 
frazil ice on the cable was 10. 4 cm; density varied 
from o. 60 to O. 90 g/ cm3 at a salinity of 2. 46 "/ .. . 
Thicknesses of the ice shelf and of the snow cover on 
the ice were determined at two stations, The thick
ness of frazil ice near shore was 4 m, while toward 
the edge of the ice shelf it decreased to O. 5 m, 

F-2971 551. 462. 34: 551. 324(*7) 

Koblenra, fA. P. 
EFFECT OF THE RELIEF OF THE ANT ARCTIC 
SHELF ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF OUTLET GLA
CIERS. [Vli:!iinie rel 'efa antarktichesk?go shel 'fa 
na razvitie vyvodnykh lednikov.] Text rn Russian. 
Sovet. Antarkticheskaia Eksped. , Inform. bnill. , 
No. 21:10-15, incl. maps, 1960. 2 refs. Eng. 
transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information 
Bulletin. Vol. 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, P• 
5-9. 

DLC, Ql15. S686; Qll5. S6862 

Disintegration of Denman, Scott, Mertz, and NinniS 
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Glacier Tongues is due mainly to morphological con
ditions of the continental shelf. These conditions 
are: (1) a strongly dissected relief prevalent in the 
coastal shallows; and (2) longitudinal channel-like de 
pressions in the shelf. One such channel passes 
under all 4 glaciers. Soviet surveys determined that 
the Denman Glacier Tongue decreased by about 2000 
km2 from 1946 to 1956, and the Mertz and Ninnis 
Glacier Tongues decreased by 1600 and 3200 1tm2 
respectively, from 1912 to 1958. ' 

F-2972 551. 578. 465(*747) 

Ignatov, V. S. 
STUDY OF THE STRUCTURE OF SNOW AND FIRN 
COVER IN ANTARCTICA BY THE THERMAL METH
OD. (Izuchenie stroeni!a snezhno-firnovol tolshchi v 
Antarktide termicheskim sposobom. ] Text in Rus
sian. Sovet, Antarkticheska!a Eksped. , Inform. 
?lilll. , ~o. 21: 16-18, incl. graph, 1960. Eng. transl 
m: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
Vol 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 9-11. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Ql15. S6862 

Th~ thermal method enables rapid, indirect determi
nation of stratigraphic changes of snow and firn 
layers down to the dense continental ice. The 
average rate of penetration at different densities 
(with constant power supplied to the thawing probe) 
is dependent on the depth of the borehole. Data are 
presented o_n th~ structure and depth of layers at 
Vostok Station in July 1959. Stratified layers down 
to bedrock may be determined by combining the 
thermal method with seismic measurements. Future 
simultaneous investigations by both the thermal and 
g~ma-logging methods should make it possible to 
estimate the density of various layers by the rate of 
melting. 

F-2973 551. 578. 46(*7) 

Kotlfakov, v. M. 
STRUCTURE OF THE SEASONAL SNOW LAYER IN 
THE COASTAL REGIONS OF ANTARCTICA IN RE~f;10~ TO CONDITIONS OF ITS DEPOSITION. 
[ a'1 oeme sezonnogo slo!a snega v pribrezhnykh 
~tl on~ Antarktidy v sv!azi s uslovi!ami ego 
ch: ~m. J Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkti-
tabl: d~ Eksped. , Inform. bulll. , No. 21: 19-22, incl 
tic E' ~r. , l 960. Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarc-

xpe ition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 3, 
~terdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 11-14. 

C, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

A 210-cm s al sh eason snow layer was studied 7 km from 
snoore in Dec, 1957 to determine the structure of the 

w cover in the tal . . termi t· coas regions of Antarctica. De-
and p::ays~~~ of textural and structural characteristics, 

and mecharucal properties of snow 
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cover indicate the conditions under which it accumu
lated. Snow hardness increases in the middle of 
wi~ter_ due to low temperatures and strong winds, 
while in autumn and spring it becomes almost friable 
due to high temperatures and heavy snow accumula
tion. It is found that with depth, bulk density in
creases, crystals become larger, and the height of 
capillary rise and maximum water-holding capacity 
decrease. 

F-2977 551. 326. 6(*7-11) 

Shil'nikov, V. L 
VOLUME AND NUMBER OF ICEBERGS IN THE 
ANT ARCTIC (FROM 44° TO 168°E). (Ob"em i koli
chestvo alsbergov v Antarktike (ot 44 do 168° v. d. ). ] 
Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheska!a Eksped. , 
Inform. biull., No. 21:34-37, 1960. 2 refs. Eng. 
transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information 
Bulletin. Vol. 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 
23-26. 

DLC, Ql15, S686; Ql15. S6862 

A procedure for calculating the volume of various 
types of icebergs was developed from Archimedes' 
Principle and used in calculating the volume and 
number of icebergs in East Antarctica (44° to 168°E). 
There were 31, 300 icebergs containing 4165 1tm3 of 
fresh ice in 58 zones with a total area of 2,007, 940 
km2. The amount of continental ice to the east of 
106°E is about 8 times that to the west, while the 
number (16, 800) of icebergs to the west exceeds the 
number (14, 500) to the east. Large icebergs are 
produced in the east and protected against wave 
action by a drifting ice belt. It is assumed that the 
productivity of ice shelves is less than the solid dis
charge of glaciers. 

F-2978 551. 326: 551. 466. 48: 536. 4 

Lebedev, V. L. 
INFLUENCE OF TEMPERATURE AND WAVES ON 
THE DESTRUCTION OF ICE FIELDS. (0 vli!anii 
temperatury i zybi na razrushenie led!anykh polel.] 
Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheska!a Eksped. , 
Inform. biull. , No. 21:38-41, 1960. 7 refs. Eng. 
transl in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information 
Bulletin. Vol. 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 
26-29. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

The effect of thermal and wave stresses on an ice 
plate or ice field are discussed with reference to an 
ice field whose horizontal dimensions are so great 
that isostatic forces prevent the field from deforming. 
Under these conditions, the ice field, being fixed in a 
rigidly horizontal position, would undergo thermal 
deformation. Contraction can occur only at the ex-
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pense of faulting along fissures which exceed the ulti
mate compressive strength of the ice. A sudden tem
perature drop of 2°C in one of the ice layers {com
pared lo the average temperature of the ice plate) 
causes the ice layer to undergo a residual plastic de
formation, reducing the stress. Stress produced by 
waves 10 m high and 180 m long is sufficient to ini
tiate fissuring in an ice barrier with an above-water 
height of about 15-18 m. These solutions can be 
applied to ice shelf barriers and low icebergs of 
small horizontal dimensions. 

F-2980 551. 326. 6:551. 508. 85(*7) 

Dmitrash, Zh. A. 
USE OF RADAR FOR THE MAPPING AND COUNTING 
OF ICEBERGS. (Primenenie radiolokatora dl!a 
kartirovani!a i opredeleni!a kolichestva a'1sbergov. ] 
Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskai'a Eksped. , 
Inform. biull. , No. 21:44-48, incl. illus. , 1960. 
Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Infor
mation Bulletin, Vol. 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 
1965, p. 31-35. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

A discussion is given of the equipment and methods 
used by the Ob' (1958-59) in counting and mapping 
icebergs. A small Zenit mirror camera with DN 
film was used to photograph images reproduced on 
the radar screen by a Neptune-type remote RLS indi
cator at 15- and 5-mi ranges. Echo waves presented 
the greatest problem to both photograph analysis and 
navigation, but were overcome by proper adjustment 
of magnification. A time and place log was kept of 
each photograph to ensure accurate labeling after de
v~lopment. To determine the overlapping area, the 
distance cove red between consecutive photographs 
was plotted on the course line marked on each photo
graph. Photographs may also be used to determine 
prevailing currents. [See F-1600) 

F-3024 551. 324. 28(*7) 

Bulni~kil, V. Kh. 
ANTARCTIC SHELF ICE, ITS MORPHOLOGY, IN
~ERNAL STR~C_TURE, AND ORIGIN. [Shel'fovye 
1 dy Antarktiki, ikh morfologi!a vnutrenn!a!a 
struktura i proiskhozhdenie. ] Text in Russian. 
Leningr~ Univ. , Vest. , Ser. Geol. geogr. , 18(3): 
82-101, mcl. tables, graphs, maps 1963. 54 refs. 

DLC, AS262. L463 ' 

During the IGY, studies were conducted on the 
growth of shelf ice, its internal structure origin 
mo:11hology, and dynamics. The average 1height ~f 
an ice shelf above sea level varies from 5-10 to 40-
50 m, and its edge in various regions is determined 
b_y the freezing stage, isostatic movement of the con
tmen~, and the average sea level A map is given 
showing _the distribution of shelf ice. Certain areas 
of shelf ice are designated and their characteristics 
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are tabulated. General characteristics of ice shelves 
are discussed. The three layers of which shell ice is 
composed (the surface layer composed of snow, the 
middle layer of firn, and the bottom layer of ice) are 
described. Temperature variation with depth is 
given for the Ross and Filchner Ice Shelves and for 
the ice shelf at Maudhei,m. The results of this study 
may be applied to disputed questions concerning the 
origin of shelf ice. [See F-2432) 

F-3029 5. 001. 5(*2) 

Loewe, F. 
THE ARCTIC AND ANT ARCTIC IN THE LIGHT OF 
RECENT RESEARCH. [Arktis und Antarktis im 
Lichte neuerer Forschung. ] Text in German with 
English summary. Polarforschung, Ser. 5, 34(1/ 2): 
225-236, 1964, publ. Aug, 1965, 32 refs. -

DLC, G600. P6 

Recent findings are reviewed concerning the polar 
regions, particularly the ice sheets of Greenland and 
Antarctica, in the fields of tectonics, climate, heat 
economy, glaciology, the temperatures inside the ice 
sheets, the mass economy, and the recently de
veloped isotope methods for age determination and 
stratification of the ice. (Auth. , mod. ) 

F-3031 551. 321. 2:622. 234. 2 

Philberth, Karl 
TWO ELECTRO-THERMAL PROBES WITH VERTI
CAL STABil,IZATION. [Ober zwei Elektro
Schmelzsonden mit vertikal-Stabilisierung. ] Text 
in German. Polarforschung, Ser. 5, 34(1/2):278-
280, incl. illus. , graph, 1964, publ Aug. 1965. 
3 refs. 

DLC, G600. P6 

Measurements were made of clear and bubble ice in 
a Jungfraujoch tunnel with self-constructed flat- and 
cone-shaped thermal probes in order to determine 
which shape will attain and maintain a vertical path 
by autostabilization. The upper end of each probe 
is attached to a strong electric cable. Both probes 
showed good control and the theoretical investiga
tions on which their construction was based were 
confirmed. However, the flat-shaped head of the 
probe is not suitable for penetrating ice with coarse 
impurities. A cone-shaped probe should be used for 
deep boring in Greenland and Antarctica. The "con
stant-heat" cone-shaped probe tested in this experi
ment showed weak vertical control. Therefore, a 
mercury heat-controlled probe should be used. 
Highly effective vertical stabilization is only neces
sary if (for boring very cold ice) the probe is heated 
on its sides or it tapers toward its tail. 
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F-3045 551. 326. 7; 539. 42(*7) 

Hendrickson, George and Robert Rowland 
STRENGTH STUDIES ON ANT ARCTIC SEA ICE. 
U. S. Army Cold Regions Res. Eng. Lab. , Tech. 
Rept. 157, 20p., incl. tables , graphs, appends., 
July 1965. 5 refs. 

CRREL Tech. Library 

The strength of sea ice was studied at McMurdo and 
Hallett Stations during two successive field seasons. 
Three hundred tensile tests were made on continuous 
core samples, from various locations, of ice aged 
one year, two years, and more than five years. 
Salinity profiles were obtained for each core. A re
lationship between strength CJ (kg/ cm2) and volume of 
brine cavities v (o/' .. ), as suggested by Assur, ade
quately represents the data for brine volumes less 
than o. ·100: CJ = 29. 1 - 48. O vl/ 2. The constants 
agree satisfactorily with values obtained previously 
for Arctic sea ice, the value of CJ for very low brine 
volume approaching the value for fresh-water ice. 
The model on which the above expression is based 
apparently breaks down at high brine volumes. The 
results indicate that the cross section of the brine 
pockets changes proportionally to the square root of 
the brine volume. Additional tests should be con
ducted on very high temperature ice (>-2. 0°C} to de
termine if a breakdown of the model occurs. 

F-3050 551. 324. 28:541. 48(*733) 

Dubrovin, L. L 
BRINE IN THE LAZAREV ICE SHELF. [Rassel v 
shel'fovom lednike Lazareva. ] Text in Russian. 
Sovet, Antarkticheska.ia Eksped. , Inform. b!illl. , 
No. 22:15-16, 1960. Eng. transl. in; Soviet Ant
arctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 3, 
Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 45-46. 

DLC, Qll5. S686; Q115, S6862 

Chemical analysis of water sampled (May 1960} from 
3 holes drilled 1300 m from the edge of the ice shelf 
near Lazarev Station indicates the shelf contains a 
lens of porous, brine-saturated ice, The upper 
boundary of the lens is about 41 m from the surface, 
or 18 m below sea level. The presence of brine sug
gests that the shelf ice could be of marine origin but 
the brine could have been formed as a result of the 
freezing out of sea water from saturated snow layers. 
The latter phenomenon may now be observed north of 
the station. 
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F-3052 551. 321. 2:551, 324. 24:550. 93(*747) 

Ignatov, V. S. 
EXPERIMENT IN THE THERMAL DRILLING OF 
HOLES IN THE ICE AT VOSTOK STATION. [Opyt 
termichesko1 prokhodki led!anykh skvazhin na 
stanrilii Vostok. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkti
cheska.ia Eksped. , Inform. biilli., No. 22:22-24, 
incl. diagr. , 1960. Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarc
tic Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 3, 
Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 50-52. 

DLC, Ql15. S686; Q115. S6862 

As part of a program to investigate the thermal 
balance of the continental ice in order to determine 
the age of the ice cover and explain conditions of gla
ciation, 9 different electrical melting devices were 
used to drill 4 boreholes (with a maximum depth of 52 
m) at Vostok Station. The design of one of these de
vices is described, and data are discussed from its 
trial operation. 

F-3053 656. 19:551. 578. 46(*7-11) 

Kartashov, S. N, 
TRAFFICABILITY OF SNOW AND FIRN IN EAST 
ANTARCTICA. [Uslovii'.a prokhodimosti nazemnogo 
transporta po snezhno-firnovomu pokrovu Vostochno1 
Antarktidy. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkti
cheskai'.a Eksped. , Inform, b!illl. , No. 22:25-28, 
incL table, 1960. Ref. Eng. transl. in: Soviet Ant
arctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 3, 
Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 52-55. 

DLC, Ql15. S686; Q115. S6862 

The Antarctic snow surface is divided into 2 zones: 
a 600- to 700-km-wide peripheral belt characterized 
by dense, hard snow, and a complex microrelief; and 
a continental zone of loose, friable snow, and a rela
tively even surface. The mobility of tr~c_tor~sled 
trains is affected by the amount of prec1p1tation, 
mechanical properties and microrelief o~ ~he snow, 
and the wind regime. Snow surface conditions and 
their effects are described for the route Mirnyy
Pionerskaya-Vostok I-Komsomol'skaya-Sovets~ya~ 
Pole of Inaccessibility. The most difficult section 1s 
from vostok I to Komsomol'skaya, where the average 
rut is O. 58 m deep and slippage is 17%. 

F-3057 
551. 578. 46:536(*746} 

Kopanev, L D. 
THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS ?F. 5!'0W IN ANT
ARCTICA. (Teplovye kharakter1Stiki sne~ v Ant
arktide. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antar~1cheska.ia 
Eksped., Inform. b!illl., No. 22:40-41, me~ table, 
1960. Ref. Eng. transl. in; Soviet Antarctic !ixpe
dition, lllformation Bulletin. Vol. 3, Amsterd ' 
Elsevier, 1965, p. 64-65. 

DLC, Qll5. S686; Q115. S6862 
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Thermal characteristics of snow were determined at 
Mirnyy Station in 1957 by a special thermal probe in
stalled at a depth of 60 cm. The method is based on 
the measurement of certain parameters of the un
steady temperature field of a linear heat source. 
Thermal conductivity of Antarctic snow is low, 
weakening the heat exchange between snow and atmo
sphere. Snow density varied from 0. 38 to 0. 49 
between May and Nov. The volumetric heat capacity 
of snow cover is stable at an average of O. 23 
cal/ cm 3. °C. 

F-3059 551. 326. 6(*746) 

Lebedev, V. L. 
MEASUREMENT OF THE DRAFT OF ICEBERGS ON 
MIRNYY ROAD, FEBRUARY-MARCH 1958. (Izme
renie osadki a'l.sbergov na relde Mirnogo v fevrale
marte 1958 g. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkti
cheskaia Eksped., Inform. piilll., No. 22:46-47, 
incl illus. , 1960. Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarc
tic Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol 3, 
Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 69-70. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Ql15. S6862 

Nineteen icebergs measured on the way to Mirnyy 
ranged in height from 8 to 50 m, and were sub
merged from 0. 61 to 0. 81 of their thicknesses. The 
relationship between iceberg drafts and their form 
was as follows: undulating icebergs calved from ice 
cliffs were submerged an average of O. 76; rounded 
icebergs o. 77; young serrated icebergs O. 74; tilted 
icebergs o. 73; and decaying pinnacled icebergs O. 69. 
The underwater surface of icebergs is uneven. The 
highest part of an iceberg corresponds to the part of 
maximum submergence, approximating isostatic 
equilibrium. 

F-3066 551. 324. 28{*7) 

Heinsheimer, Jorge 
THE ANTfRCTIC ICE SHELVES. [Las barreras de 
hielo Antarticas. ] Text in Spanish. Rev. Nae. 
Aeronaut. Espacial, 24(268):46-49, incl. illus., 
map, Sept. 1964. 14refs. (Bol Antartico No. 3) 

DLC, TL504. R547 

A description of Antarctic ice shelves is given with a 
discussion of the various methods by which ice 
shelves are formed. Shelf ice can be formed in 3 
different ways: (1) by an extension of land ice into 
the sea, (2) by the accumulation of snow over the 
coastal sea ice which has persisted for several sea
sons, and (3) by a combination of (1) and (2) where 
land ice has extended into the water, mixing with old 
sea ice covered with accumulated snow. The 
principal characteristics of shelf ice are described. 
The major ice shelves and floating glacier tongues 
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of Antarctica are listed and described, with locations 
and approximate dimensions. A discussion is given 
of thermal gradients in ice shelves based on data 
from ice core s. The variations in warming effects 
of unde rlying water masses and of the atmosphere 
are compared in various shelves (Ross, Filchner, 
the ice shelf at Maudheim, and the Nordenskjold Ice 
Tongue). The flow direction and velocity of glaciers 
and of the ice sheet in the vicinity of Larsen and 
Dallmann Nunataks [east coast of Antarctic Penin
sula) are investigated from the standpoint of the sub
glacial topography and its effect on ice movement. 

F-3071 551. 578. 46(*7) 

Kotl!akov, V. M. 
RELATION BETWEEN FALLEN PRECIPITATION 
AND ITS ACCUMULATION ON THE ANTARCTIC ICE 
SHEET. [O sootnoshenii mezhdu vypadalilshchimi 
osadkami i ikh akkumulia!siel na Antarkticheskom 
lednikovom pokrove. ] Text in Russian with English 
summary. Akad. nauk SSSR. Mezhduved. geofiz. 
komt. proved, MGG. IX razdel progr. MGG; 
Gl!atsiol issled. Sb, statel, No. 13: 12-18, incl 
tables, graphs, maps, 1964, 5 refs, 

DLC, QE575, A45 

Due to the small number of meteorological stations in 
the Antarctic and the inadequacy of measuring de
vices , precipitation may be estimated only indirectly 
according to the water equivalent in the snow cover. 
It is necessary to know to what degree the accumula
tion of snow in the different regions of the mainland 
corresponds to the amount of precipitation. The 
slope of the mainland is subjected to irregular snow 
accumulation caused by snow transfer. Using avail
able data of intensity, duration, and distance of drift
ing snow, the values of drift and snow accumulation 
for the Mirnyy-Pionerskaya meridional profile were 
calculated. Taking into account the annual quantity 
of accumulated snow on the Antarctic continent {2340 
km3 of water per year), the transfer of snow into the 
sea (18 1on3 of water), and evaporation of the ice 
cover on the slope due to katabatic winds {about 100 
km 3), it is concluded that the snow cover on the con
tin.ent is about 5% less than the quantity of snow 
which has fallen on the continent. (Auth. , mod. ) 

F-3072 551. 32(*73) 

Bardin, V. L . 
GLACIATION IN QUEEN MAUD LAND. [Oledene~e 
Zemli Korolevy Mod. ) Text in Russian with English 
summary. Akad. nauk SSSR. Mezhduved, geofiz. 
komt. proved. MGG. IX razdel progr. MGG: 
Gl!atsiol, issled. Sb. statel, No. 13: 19-25, incl 
illus. , 1964. 14 refs. 

DLC, QE575. A45 

Two types of glaciers are found in the mountainous 
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regions of Queen Maud Land: (1) those flowing from 
the higher ice plateau, and (2) those fed by local 
atmospheric precipitation and snow transfer, Mo
raines found in front of the northern margin of the 
mountains show that the glacial cover was at one 
time 250-300 m thicker than at present, The abso
lute age of a seal mummy found at Shirmacher Ponds 
indicates that the area has been ice-free for more 
than 2000 yr, There is no noticeable increase or de
crease of the mainland glacial cover on Queen Maud 
Land at present. Blue ice fields and lakes, which 
exist under conditions of constantly-negative air tem
peratures in the mountains of Queen Maud Land are 
discussed, (Auth, , mod. ) 

F-3074 551, 32(*7) 

Shnitnikov, A. V. 
SOME REGULARITIES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF 
ANTARCTIC GLACIATION, (0 nekotorykh zakono
mernostiakh razviti!a oledenenif:l. Antarktidy, ] Text 
in Russian with English summary, Akad. nauk SSSR. 
Mezhduved. geofiz, komt, proved. MGG. IX razdel 
progr, MGG: Gl!aaiol. issled, Sb. statel, No. 13: 
49-56, incl. table, graphs, 1964. 22 refs. 

DLC, QE575, A45 

The variations in the earth's glaciation are a result 
of the mutual influence of solar activity and tidal 
forces. Eight major fluctuations in the Recent re
treat of the glaciers of the Northern Hemisphere are 
evident, By comparing 8 marine terraces in Fen
noscandia and the river terraces of the Altai with 8 
marine terraces in Antarctica, similar worldwide 
fluctuations of climate and glaciers are suggested. 
A comparison of mountain glaciation in the Northern 
Hemisphere with that in the Southern (New Guinea and 
New Zealand, etc.) may show the simultaneity of 
these fluctuations. The present tendency of the Ant
arctic ice cover to decrease is expected to become 
more intense in the future. (Auth, , mod, ) 

F-3075 551. 32 

Avs!ilk, G. A. and v. M. Kotlf:l.kov 
DEBATABLE PROBLEMS OF PRESENT GLACIOL
OGY. (Diskussionnye voprosy sovremennol 
glOOiologii.] Text in Russian with English sum
mary. Akad, nauk SSSR. Mezhduved, geofiz, komt. 
proved, MGG. IX razdel progr. MGG: Gliaaiol 
issled, Sb. statel , No, 13:126-142, 1964. 35 refs. 

DLC, QE575, A45 

This work is a survey of the material discussed at 
the Symposium on Variations of the Regime of 
Present Glaciers (Alma-Ata, June-July 1962) and 
the First All-Union Conference on the Results of the 
International Geophysical Year (Moscow, Feb, 1963). 
Among the subjects discussed are the origin and evo
lution of glaciation; the effect of change in atmo
spheric circulation on glaciers; the interrelationship 
between dynamic glaciology and glacial meteorology; 
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a series of problems dealing with Antarctic glacia
tion; the effect of Antarctic glaciation on the earth's 
climate; evolution of the Antarctic ice cover and 
some peculiar phenomena characteristic of Antarc
tic glaciation; and the concept of the chionosphere 
and problems of small scale glaciation, and the re
lated problem of drifting snow transfer in the 
presence of glaciers. (Auth. , mod. ) 

F-3082 551, 32(*701) 

Taylor, Lawrence D. 
GLACIOLOGICAL STUDIES ON THE SOUTH POLE 
TRAVERSE 1962-1963, Ohio State Univ. Inst. Polar 
Studies, Pr~j. 1445, Rept. No. 17 (25p.] incL illus, , 
tables, graphs, maps, Aug. 1965, 19 refs. 

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection 

Glaciological observations were made at 25 stations 
along a 1448-km oversnow traverse between the 
South Pole and the Queen Maud Mts. during the 
1962-63 austral summer, Annual accumulation was 
determined from pit studies by the distribution of 
impermeable crusts, revealed by ink-~taining pit 
walls and the fluctuations in firn density to a depth 
of 2 r:i. Climatological data indicate that imper~ . 
meable crusts rarely form during winter. Stratifica
tion is complicated by disconformities du_e to the ab
sence of one or more years of accumulation. Accu
mulation varies from 6. 8 g/ cm2 at the Pole to 10, 8 
g/ cm2 near the Queen Maud Mts. Annu_al accumula
tion, mean density between O and 2 m, i_nte?rated 
ram hardness, and 10-m temperatures m hrn all de
crease with increasing latitude between 87"0~'S and 
90°8, At depths between 15 and 40 m, negative tem
perature gradients of O. 56-0, 64°C ~r 100-m depth 
were recorded with the largest gradients near the 
Pole, There is some indication that ice flow may be 
responsible for the gradient change. Ann~al acc~u
lation, 10-m temperature, and mean dens1~y of hrn 
(0-2 m) plotted against each other, have lmear cor
relatio;s of O. 94. The regression lines of these 
plots may be used to determine any two of the values 
if the third is known within the region of the traverse. 
(Auth. , mod. ) 

F-3083 
551. 324. 28(*73) 

Kruchinin, fu. A. MAUD LAND (Shel 'fovye 
ICE SHELVES OF QUEEN ' 
ledniki Zemli Korolevy Mod. ] Text in Russi~ 
Leningrad, Gidrometeorologicheskoe Izdatel stvo, 
1965, 179p. ' incl illus. ' tables, graphs, maps. 
286 refs. 

DLC, GB2598. Q4K7 

Physiogeographical conditions of the forf ation :1d 
development of ice shelv~s in the Antda'rscc~~~e~ from 

M d Land in particular, are 1 . 
Queen au1· dit1·ons the author's observations, 
data of ear 1er expe • 
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material from Soviet sea and continental expeditions, 
and general literature on Antarctic ice shelves. The 
microrelief of ice shelves is described, including 
data on snow accumulation and ablation and meta
morphism in the snow-firn and ice layers. Ice 
shelves are divided into 3 layers in relation to the 
temperature regime: (1) an active layer (0-2 m), (2) 
a layer of constant temperature (14-15. 5 m), and (3) 
a deep layer. A receding tendency is shown by com
paring the present position of the ice shelf fronts 
with observations taken by Bellingshausen and 
Lazarev in 1820. Basic components of the ice shelf 
mass balance are studied, and suggestions are made 
concerning classification of ice shelves. 

F-3092 551. 324. 24:551, 834. 4(*7) 

Voronov, P. S. 
ATTEMPT AT A RECONSTRUCTION OF THE ANT
ARCTIC ICE CAP OF THE EPOCH OF THE EARTH'S 
MAXIMUM GLACIATION. (Opyt restavrafsii ledniko
vogo shchita Antarktidy epokhi maksimal 'nogo 
oledeneniia Zemli.] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antark
!-icheska!a Eksped., Inform. briill., No. 23:15-19, 
incl. graph, maps, 1960. 12 refs. Eng. transl. in: 
Soviet Antarctic Expedition, I!lformation Bulletin. 
Vol. 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 88-93. 

DLC, Q115.S686; Q115.S6862 

A single, averaged, ice sheet profile of Antarctica is 
used to reconstruct the profile of the ice sheet during 
the Quaternary glaciation maximum. The highest 
part of the the ice sheet (above 4000 m) was located 
in central East Antarctica where smaller ice domes 
are now found. The decrease in volume of 
continental ice is calculated at 12 million km 3 and 
corresponds to a 30-m rise in sea level. A total of 
about 54 million km 3 of ice was concentrated in the 
Antarctic, European, and North American ice sheets 
Neglecting the influence of other ice sheets and · 
isostasy, the melting of this volume would raise the 
sea level 135 m. 

F-3093 551. 322:534. 2:551. 326. 6(*7) 

Durynin, ID. F. 
USE OF THE ULTRASONIC METHOO IN THE STUDY 
OF THE ICE COVER OF ANTARCTICA. (Primenenie 
ul' trazvukovogo metoda dl!a izucheniia ledianogo 
pokrova Antarktidy.] Text in Russian. Sovet. 
Anta_rkticheskan Eksped., Inform. b!iill., No. 23:20-
28, incl. table, 1960. Eng. transl. in: Soviet Ant
arctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol, 3, 
Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 93-96. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

Elastic properties of ice were studied in cube-shaped 
samples taken from the entire 130-m cross section 
of an overturned iceberg. Descriptions are given of 
apparatus, methods, and formulas used to determine 
ultraso~c wav~ vel~ities. There is a regular 
ch~e rn velocity with the height above the base of 
the iceberg. The velocity of the longitudinal wave 
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along the height is greater than that parallel to the 
exposed surface of the iceberg, indicating that most 
of the crystals are oriented with their optical axes 
along the height. Higher velocities correspond to 
higher densities. An exception was found for a level 
2 m above the base because it contained a large 
amount of pulverized morainic material. Maximum 
elasticity values were found in the layer 50 m above 
the base, indicating the part of maximum stress of an 
iceberg in the peripheral zone of Antarctica. 
Average elastic ~ty for ice in this zone fluctuates 
between 69 x 10 and 75. 5 x 103 kg /cm 2. 

F-3095 551. 326. 2(*7-11) 

Bardin, V; I. and V. I. Shil ' nikov 
"PROOUCTIVITY" OF THE COAST OF EAST ANT
ARCTICA ("Produktivnost'" berega Vostochnor 
Antarktidy.] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkti
cheskaia Eksped., Inform. brull., No. 23:28-32, 
incl. tables, 1960. 9 refs. Eng. transl. in: Soviet 
Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 3, 
Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 100-103. 

DLC, Q115, S686; Q115. S6862 

Outlet glaciers play the principal role in total ice 
calved from the coast of East Antarctica, although 
they constitute only 20% of the coastline. The volume 
of ice calved annually from outlet glaciers is o. 102 
km3/km of coastline. The productivity of ice shelves 
and ice barriers is 0. 036 km3fkm of coastline, con
stituting 28 and 13%, respectively, of the total 
volume of solid discharge. Ice shelves are responsi
ble for 87% (or 470. 6 km3) of total ice calved (780. 3 
km3) from the western coast; outlet glaciers con
stitute 240. 5 km3 and ice barriers, 69. 2 km3. Snow 
and ice loss from the continent is accounted for 
primarily by solid discharge. 

F-3100 551. 326. 6(*7-11) 

Bardin, V. I, 
RIBBED ICEBERG. [Rebristyf a?sberg,) Text in 
Russian. Sovet, Antarkticheska.ia Eksped., Inform. 
brull., No. 23:47-50, incl, illus., 1960. Eng. 
transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information 
Bulletin. Vol. 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, 
p. 113-115. 

DLC, Q115,S686; Q115.S6862 

Icebergs with parallel channels less than 20 cm deep 
were seen along the coast of East Antarctica in 1957-
58, Evidently, these channels are formed by 
summer meltwater running down the slope of the 
icebergs. Their initial vertical direction is changed 
when the icebergs are carried out to sea and gradu
ally overturned. Waves frequently deepen the chan
nels, but the edges of the icebergs collapse under 
the action of waves and gravity, destroying the ribbed 
surface. 
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F-3115 551. 324. 24:622. 233(*38:*7) 

Clark, E. F. 
PROBING THE HEART OF THE POLAR ICECAPS. 
Army Res. Develop., 6(10):26-27, Oct. 1965. 5 refs. 

DLC, U393. AS -

A series of deep-core drills intended to take core 
samples of the ice caps at Camp Century, Greenland, 
and Byrd station and Little America V are described. 
The first, a standard oil-field mechanical drill, 
applies torque to the cutting bit with a steel shaft. 
The shaft must be taken apart section by section in 
order to retrieve the core sample, and then reas
sembled for the next drilling. The drill's depth 
capacity was estimated at 1300 ft. An electro
thermal drill was developed, consisting of an elec
trically heated annulus attached to a cable-suspended 
barrel, lowered by an electric winch. Ice cores 
were recovered by raising the coring barrel More 
recently, a cable-suspended electrically powered 
mechanical drill has been adopted; a modified version 
is currently being tested. The chief advantage of 
this drill is its ability to core below the clean ice into 
the boundary layer, the basal moraine, if any, and 
into the bedrock. Attempts to drill through the 
Greenland and Antarctic ice caps will be made with 
this drill 

F-3119 551. 578. 46: 54(*701) 

Wilson, A. T. and D. A. House 
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF SOUTH POLAR SNOW. 
J. Geophys. Res., 70(22):5515-5518, incl. table, 
Nov. 15, 1965. 14 refs. 

DLC, QC811. J6 

The chemical composition of S"uth polar snow is of 
interest because of the remoteness of the snow from 
the earth's oceans, being at an altitude of 2700 m and 
a distance of 1600 km from the ocean in summer and 
twice that distance in winter. Unlike measurements 
made at the centers of other large continents, meas
urements made at the South Pole are not subject to 
contamination. It was found that the annual infall at 
the South Pole is 10-7 g/cm2 for Na+, 5 x 10-8 
g/cm2 for K+, 2 x 10-7 g/cm2 for c1- and 5 x 10-8 
g/cm2 for nitrogen as No2- + No3-. it is proposed 
that the ~a+, K+, and c1- come from the oceans and 
the ~02 + N03 - from auroral activity and other geo
physical phenomena in the upper atmosphere. From 
these data it is concluded that salt spray particles 
from the sea reach even this remote part of the 
e~rth' s surface and that the contribution of fixed 
nitrogen to_the earth's biosphere by geophysical 
processes m the upper atmosphere is ~ O. 005 
kg/hectare/yr, [See F-2259) (Auth.) 
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F-3125 551. 578. 46(*747) 

Aver':!anov, V. G. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE UPPER PART OF THE 
SNOW COVER IN THE INTERIOR OF ANTARCTICA. 
[Kharakteristika verkhne! chasti snezhno! tolshchi v 
glubine Antarktidy. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. Ant
arkticheskaia Eksped., Inform. b!illl, No. 24:15-20, 
incl tables, graph, 1960, Eng. transl in: Soviet 
Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol 3, 
Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 129-134. 

DLC, Ql15, S686; Ql15, S6862 

A profile and stratigraphic description are given of 
snow accumulation for 18 yr (1940-57) at Vostok Sta
tion. Annual snow layers were determined by built 
density and hardness. Mean annual accumulation is 
equal to 75. 7 mm of water. The layers consist main
ly of rounded columnar crystals 0. 2-0. 3 mm in 
diameter down to the 8-cm level, 0. 3-0. 4 mm from 
8 to 11 cm, and reaching O. 3-0. 5 mm at 65. 5 cm. 
The crystals are only slightly rounded and 1 mm in 
diameter from 65. 5 to 75 cm. The underlying snow 
layers down to 87 cm consist of angular, slightly 
rounded crystals up to 0. 5 mm in diameter which 
form aggregates 1 mm in diameter. Aggregates of 
rounded crystals up to 2 mm in diameter are found 
from 87 to 400 cm. The pit wall was intersected by 
a vertical thermal crack 0. 5 cm wide at the 16. 5-cm 
level and 2 cm wide at the bottom of the pit. 

F-3126 551. 578. 41(*746) 

Kotliakov, V. M. and M. A. Kuznetsov 
RESULTS OF A STUDY OF THE CRYSTALLINE 
FORMS OF PRECIPITATION IN THE MIRNYY RE· 
GION. [Rezul'taty izucheni!a kristallicheskikh form 
osadkov v ralone Mirnogo. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. 
Antarkticheska!a Eksped. , Inform. b!illl , No. 24: 
21-25 incl. illus., 1960. ~ ref... Eng. transl in: 
Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
Vol 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 134-137. 

DLC, Ql15. S686; Q115, S6862 

Snow crystal studies at Mirnyy in 1957 indicate that 
plate crystals predominate in the coastal_zone and 
columnar crystals in the interior, Only m June are 
both observed in equal amounts. The number of 
columnar crystals decreases with approaching 
cyclones and increases with a cold front. Crystal . 
size increases with temperature, but may be mod~1ed 
by wind action. Columnar crystals form and pre~1p1-
tate at considerably lower temperature_s, accounting 
for the fact that their annual average size is 0. 22 mm 
while that of plate crystals is 0. 40 mm. Bulk den
sity depends primarily on wind speed. Columnar 
crystals, being more compact, are also more re
sistant to fragmentation and are packed more loosely. 
The average grain size increases when_the percentage 
of columnar crystals reaches 50%. This coarse
grained snow differs sharply by its thermophysi~al 
properties, has a strong influence on ~ecrystalliza
tion processes, and serves as the basis for the for
mation of a depth hoar. 
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F-3133 551. 578. 466: 69. 058(*746) 

Pelevin, V. S. 
PROBLEM OF SNOWDRIFTS AROUND BUILDINGS IN 
ANTARCTICA. [K. voprosu o snegozanosimosti 
zdanil v Antarktide. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. Ant
arkticheska!a Eksped., Inform, biull., No. 24:50-55, 
incl illus. , graphs, 1960, Eng. transl in: Soviet 
Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 3, 
Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p, 156-161. 

DLC, Ql15. S686; Q115. S6862 

Experiments were conducted at Mirnyy in 1957 using 
models and existing buildings to determine the opti
mum wall dimensions for the most effective control 
of snowdrifts, The ratios between their frontal 
dimensions and the dimensions of snowdrifts in front 
of them were relatively the same for both the models 
and buildings. The most favorable length for a front 
wall is about 7 m. Air streams and helicoidal 
streams combine to remove snowdrifts from a side 
wall 6 m long. Buildings arranged at an angle to the 
average wind direction best utilize strong air cur
rents for self-clearance. The width of the snow gap 
is inversely proportional to the distance between 
models. Snow gaps do not form at a distance of 3 m. 

F-3138 551. 322: 537. 226(047. 1) 

Evans, S. 
DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES OF ICE AND SNOW - A 
REVIEW. J. Glaciol, 5(42):773-792, incl. table, 
graphs, diagr. , appends-:-, Oct. 1965, 28 refs. 

DLC, GB2401. J68 

The permittivity and loss tangent of naturally occur
ring ice and snow are considered, The direct-cur
rent conductivity is considered only when it is of im
portance to the alternating-current and radio-fre
quency properties. Laboratory measurements on 
pure ice, and deliberately contaminated ice, are in
cluded to help explain and extrapolate the behavior of 
natural ice and snow. The lower band of frequencies 
from 10 c/sec to 1 me/sec is occupied by a relaxa
tion spectrum in which the relative permittivity falls 
from about 100 to 3. The loss tangent reaches a 
maximum at a frequency which varies from 50 c/sec 
to 50 kc/sec as the temperature increases from -60° 
to o•c. The effect of snow density, impurities, 
stress, crystal size, and orientation are discussed. 
For frequencies much greater than 1 me/sec, the 
relative permittivity is 3, 17 ± O. 07. The loss tan
gent reaches a minimum value at about 1000 me/sec 
beyond which the dominant influence is infrared ab
sorption, The minimum is 10-3 at o•c or 2 x 10-5 
at -60°C. These values are greatly increased by im
purities or free water. Some possible applications 
to_glaciological field measurements are mentioned. 
An annotated bibliography of 72 published measure
ments is appended. (Auth. , mod. ) 
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F-3139 551. 324. 28: 551, 324. 83; 591, 93 
(*765) 

Gow, A. J. and others 
NEW LIGHT ON THE MODE OF UPLIFT OF THE 
FISH AND FOSSILIFEROUS MORAINES OF THE 
McMURDO ICE SHELF, ANTARCTICA. J. GlacioL, 
5(42):813-828, incl. illus., graph, map, Oct. 1965. 
'2'5 refs. Also: U. S. Army Cold Regions Res. Eng. 
Lab, , Res. Rept. 173, 16p. , Oct. 1965. 

DLC, GB2401, J68; CRREL Tech. Library 

The ice shelf and associated faunal remains were 
examined in 1963 in the vicinity of the easternmost of 
the Dailey Is. Stratigraphic, petrographic, and 
chemical composition studies of cores from 2 holes 
drilled through the ice shelf show that at these loca
tions the shelf is composed only of freshwater ice. 
Although cores from the deeper hole possessed gla
cial textures throughout, much of the ice from this 
part of the ice shelf may have been formed from the 
freezing of a layer of fresh water found sandwiched 
between the shelf bottom and the underlying sea water, 
The existence of fresh water under the ice shelf can 
be attributed probably to drainage of surface melt
water during the ablation season. There was no evi
dence to indicate this part of the ice shelf is being 
nourished by the growth of sea ice onto its lower sur
face. The fish remains found on the ice surfaces 
were confined to a narrow zone along the tide crack 
and are believed to have been left in this vicinity by 
deep-diving seals. The marine invertebrate remains 
on top of the ice are associated with morainal mate
rial and are believed to have been incorporated into 
the ice at the time of formation of the moraines. 
(Auth., mod.) 

F-3140 551, 324. 28(*765) 

Debenham, Frank 
THE GENESIS OF THE McMURDO ICE SHELF, ANT
ARCTICA. J. Glaciol., 5(42):829-832, incl. map, 
Oct. 1965. 2 refs. -

DLC, GB2401. J68 

Early theories of the genesis of the McMurdo Ice 
Shelf [that part of the Ross Ice Shelf adjacent to 
McMurdo Sound] are reconsidered in light of the re
cent discovery [F-3139] of freshwater ice and a 
freshwater layer under the shelf. The discovery . 
confirms the connection between the densest moraine 
cover and heaviest thaw region coinciding with th~ 
thickest part of the shelf. A general description is 
given of the area to record the wide area in which 
marine bottom deposits overlie freshwater ice. It 
should be possible to measure the depth and tempera
ture of the freshwater layer through cracks in Jan, to 
verify that the major portion of the ice shelf has a 
different origin from the Ross Ice Shelf and must be 
regarded as freshwater ice derived from its own 
meltwater. 
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F-3141 551. 578. 466(*772) 

Gow, Anthony J. and Robert Rowland 
ON THE RELATIONSHIP OF SNOW ACCUMULATION 
TO SURFACE TOPOGRAPHY AT "BYRD STATION," 
ANTARCTICA. J. Glaciol., 5(42):843-847, incl. 
graphs, Oct. 1965. 5 refs. -

DLC, GB2401. J68 

Recent measurements (1963-65) of snow accwnulation 
on undulating surfaces around Byrd Station indicate 
they are tending to be filled in. Two stake lines ( one 
oriented parallel to the prevailing wind direction and 
the other normal to it) show that the pattern and mag
nitude of accumulation are remarkably similar for 
the 3 yr, and accwnulation rates are controlled by 
topography. Factors involved in forming and main
taining these undulations are discussed. Some might 
be explained by superimposing the effects of surface 
drift on standing waves formed on a sloping surface. 

F-3142 551. 324. 05; 551. 231(*764) 

Holdsworth, Gerald and F. C. Ugolini 
FUMAROLIC ICE TOWERS ON MOUNT EREBUS, 
ROSS ISLAND, ANTARCTICA. J. Glaciol., 5(42): 
878-879, incl. illus. , Oct. 1965, Ref. -

DLC, GB2401. J68 

The authors of this letter ascended Mt. Erebus (on 
separate occasions, 1962 and 1964) to collect soil, 
biological, sulphur, and snow samples. Large ice 
towers formed by condensation of fwnarolic vapors 
were found in the fwnarole areas. The crystallo
graphic structure of the ice and stratigraphic distri
bution of the chemical compounds enclosed therein 
might preserve part of the late volcanic history of 
Mt. Erebus, 

F-3143 551. 324. 28: 551. 321. 62(*765) 

Bell, R. A. L and A. J. Heine 
SElS~C REFRACTION MEASUREMENTS ON THE 
MCMURDO ICE SHELF, ANTARCTICA. J. Glaciol.' 
~(42):880-881, incl graph, Oct. 1965. 4 refs. 

DLC, GB2401. J68 

A recent experiment conducted on the ice shelf {about 
l200 m ESE of Scott Station) to detect the presence of 
brine, indicates seismic refraction measurements 
may provide a method for determining brine levels 
~tween well-separated test holes and the degree of 
firn_ compaction. Using conventional refraction for a 
horizontally stratified medium the best fit to the data 
was/ obtained by assuming a surlace velocity of llO0 
m sec per meter depth, underlain by a layer with a 
velocity of 3000 m/ sec at a depth of 5 9 m Since 
cores from a hole drilled at the site ;how;d a fairly ~lf 0rm incre~e in firn compaction to a depth of 
· m where brme soaking was encountered, it is 

::onab/ le to associate the brine-soaked firn with the 
m sec layer at the 5. 9-m depth, 
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F-3160 551. 321. 6; 538. 56(*7) 

Bogorodskil, V. V. , V. N. Rudakov and 
V. A. Ti'ill'pin 

ELECTROMAGNETIC PROBING OF THE ANTARC
TIC ICE CAP. [Elektromagnitnoe zondirovanie ant
arkticheskogo lednika. ] Text in Russian. Zhur. tekh. 
fiz. , 35(6): ll50-1153, incl. graph, June 1965, 3 
refs. Eng. transl. in: Soviet Phys. --Tech. Phys. , 
10(6): 886-888, Dec. 1965. 
DLC, QCl. Z48 

Discussions are given of the deficiencies of the seis
mic method for measuring the thickness of the Ant
arctic ice cap and the desirability of developing a 
radar method that might ultimately permit continuous 
surveys to be made from aircraft. A test was made 
in 1964 along a 32-km section of the Mirnyy-Pioner
skaya route with a standard Giu1s-1M 4 radar set 
operating at a wavelength of 1. 42 m with a pulse 
power of 80 kw and a 44° antenna pattern. The 
apparatus was mounted on a tractor sled, the antenna 
was laid directly on the snow, and the position was 
determined within 500 m. A strong reflection was 
received corresponding to an ice-cap thickness of 850 
m, compared with 900 m determined seismically for 
this region. The measured attenuation was about 150 
db, agreeing well with that of 117-120 db calculated 
on the basis of the theory of Bogorodskil and Rudakov, 

F-3162 551. 57!!, 4(084. 3){*7) 

Cailleux, Andre 
MAP OF PRECIPITATIONS AND ACCUMULATIONS 
IN ANTARCTICA. (Carte des precipitations et des 
accwnulations dans l'Antarctique.] Text in French. 
Cah. Geo!., No. 66-67:689-692, incl, maps, 1962. 
4 refs. 

DGS, G(540) Cl17 

A map of annual mean precipitation for Antarctica is 
reproduced from the first precipitation map for the 
austral lands published by Hans-Peter Kosack in . 
1954. A recent (1962) map is compiled from avail
able data, showing precipitations and accumulations. 
The two maps are in excellent agreemen!; some 
discrepancies occur between values. o~tamed by sn_ow 
gages and those obtained by deep drillmg. Precipi
tation at the coast (300 mm) is about half of that over 
the ocean diminishing inland to 67 mm at the South 
Pole. The average for the continent had been evalu
ated at 110 mm by Lister and Loewe, and 100 mm by 
the U. S. Navy; the 1962 map indicates a higher value 
of l20 mm. This shows that the formation of ll:'1 _ice 
sheet depends on temperature rather than prec1p~t~
tion. An addendum presents a third map of prec{P1ta
tion zones for Antarctica, prepared by J, Corbe ' 
which agrees with the other two. 
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F-3191 551. 324. 412(*7) 

Zotikov, L A. 
TEMPERATURES OF ANTARCTIC GLACIERS. (0 
temperaturakh v tolshche lednikov Antarktidy, ] Text 
in Russian. Antarktika: DokL Komis., 1963. 
Moskva, Izd-vo Akad. nauk SSSR, 1964, p. 61-105, 
incl. tables, graphs, appends. 23 refs. 

DLC, G576. A65 

Principles of heat transfer processes and tempera
ture distribution in glaciers are analyzed using a 
simplified form of the heat transfer equation ob
tained by considering a planar one-dimensional gla
cier. Simple formulas are derived for determining 
temperature corresponding to various ice movements 
in the glacier. The possibilities in glaciers of cool
ing and warming due to ice movement and of tempera
ture fields with a discontinuity point (S-shaped tem
perature field) are discussed. Graphs are presented 
showing temperature fields similar to actual condi
tions in glaciers. 

F-3192 551. 465, 7: 551. 324. 41(*7) 

Lebedev, V. L. 
HEAT EXCHANGE AMONG ANTARCTIC WATER, 
ICEBERGS AND GLACIERS. (Teploobmen mezhdu 
antarktichesldmi vodami, alsbergami i lednikami ] 
Text in Russian. Antarktika: DokL Komis., 1963. 
Moskva, Izd-vo Akad. nauk SSSR, 1964, p, 106-121, 
incl. tables, graphs, diagr. 17 refs. 

DLC, G576. A65 

The conditions in which heat transfer between water 
and ice may take place without melting the ice are 
studied. The discussion includes the effect of low
temperature reserves in glaciers on heat exchange 
with water; heat exchange through the lateral surface 
of shelf ice and icebergs and the lower surface of gla
ciers and icebergs; salinization of water due to sub
ice heat exchange near the seaward edge of the gla
cier, at a large distance from the edge of the glacier 
and on the ice barrier and in crevasses. Tempera- ' 
ture distribution in ice is tabulated in relation to the 
distance from the water-ice boundary. Tables are 
also presented showing: (1) heat flow from water to 
ice in relation to time and speed, (2) heat flow into 
ice through a surface Y .LX in percentages of flow at 
an indefinite distance from the angle of juncture, and 
(3) total heat flow from water to ice through the 
lateral surface of a glacier, Temperature distribu
tion near icebergs in the Antarctic is given from 
bathythermographs at 9 stations. Antarctic glaciers 
cool and desalinize the surrounding water; saliniza
tion occurs only in isolated areas and as a result of 
freezing of water in crevasses. 
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F-3200 551. 32(021) 

Lliboutry, Louis 
TREATISE ON GLACIOLOGY. VOLUME 1, ICE-
SNOW--NIVAL HYDROLOGY. (Traite de glaciologie, 
Tome 1. Glace--Neige--Hydrologie nivale.] Text in 
French. Paris, Masson & Cie, 1964 (1965], 427p., 
incl. illus. , tables, graphs. Refs. 

DLC, GB2403. L55 

The first of a 2-volume comprehensive handbook on 
glaciology, this volume treats the following topics: 
glaciology and its historical development, the physics, 
mechanical properties, and petrography of ice, 
freshwater and sea ice, hydrometeorology, evolution 
of the snow cover, mechanical properties of snow, 
snow and civil engineering, temperature distribution, 
forms of ablation and regelation, and temperatures in 
snow and glaciers. All important literature prior to 
1964 was consulted and certain fundamental concepts 
and theories are re-evaluated. Certain treatments in 
this work are entirely original, namely, the rheologi
cal properties of ice, the explanation of the apparent 
textures during recrystallization, and the theory of 
basic temperatures and ice cap flow. This volume 
contains no indexes. 

F-3227 551. 324. 4 

Kotli'akov, V. M. 
STUDIES OF THE MASS BUDGET OF GLACIATION 
OF THE EARTH AND ITS FLUCTUATIONS. 
[Issledovanie biudzheta massy oledeneni!li Zemli i 
ego izmenenil. ] Text in Russian. Geofiz. biull. , 
No. 15:25-37, 1965. 29 refs. 

DLC, QC801. 3. M4 

A history is given of the development of glaciology 
before and during the IGY. The main subject now 
studied by Soviet glaciologists is that of determining 
the role of glaciation in the development of the Earth. 
This problem may be divided into a number of themes: 
development of the theoretical basis of modern gla
ciology; worldwide correlation of IGY data; observa
tion of fluctuations of glacial regimes; field studies in 
several glacial regions; simulated laboratory studies 
of certain natural glacial processes. Certain other 
problems will need investigation in relation to the 
study of the main subject: the interrelationshlp of . 
glaciation and climate; principles of heat exchange J.11 
glaciers of various types; morphology, movement, 
and geological activity of glaciers; and the mass bud· 
get of glaciation and its fluctuation, the most impor· 
tant feature of which is the study of the theoretical 
bases of glaciation dynamics. The following topics 
are outlined to aid in studying the mass bud~t ?f ~la· 
ciation: general information on modern glaciation, 
present climate and glaciation; snow cover and snow
fall distribution; glaciation in relation to the sn~w 
line in various regions; processes of accumulation 
and ablation on glaciers; determining z~nes of gla• 
ciation; mass budget of glaciers according to re-
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gional studies; and fluctuations of glacial regimes. 
Analysis of the mass budget of the Earth's glaciation 
will help solve the problem of the evolution of present 
glaciers and in predicting future glaciation. 

F-3269 551. 326. 7(*80) 

Heap, John A. 
ANTARCTIC PACK ICE. In: Trevor Hatherton (ed.), 
Antarctica. New York, Frederick A. Praeger, f9ll5, 
Chap. 7, p, 187-196, incl. illus., diagrs. 15 refs. 

DLC, G860. H27 

The study of Antarctic sea ice has remained in its in
fant stages due mainly to the enormous areas of ice 
involved. The outstanding problems concerning the 
sea ice are the areal distribution, seasonal and 
annual variations, and the closely related problems 
of the interaction between ocean, ice, and atmo
sphere. The existence of a reasonable number of 
meteorological stations around the periphery of the 
continent since the IG Y and the future possibility of 
plotting overall ice distribution from satellite photo
graphs mean that the tools are now available for 
solving the large-·scale problems of the sea-ice 
regime, 

F-3270 551. 324. 28(*7) 

Swithinbank, Charles and James H. Zumberge 
THE ICE SHELVES. In: Trevor Hatherton ~- ), 
Antarctica. New York, Frederick A. Praeger, 1965, 
Chap. 8, p. 199-220, incl, illus, , graphs, map. 
63 refs, 

DLC, G860, H27 

A review is given of the physical characteristics of 
ice shelves. The shelf front forms a sheer cliff 
normally about 30 m in height. The surface is most
ly flat; undulations or depressions are common with 
great rifts parallel to the ice front. Crevasse; are 
r~e, usually associated with grounded areas or with 
rifts, The inland margin is marked by an upward 
slope of land ice and by surface cracks (strand 
cracks_) caused by the independent tidal rise and fall 
~ te ice shelf. Density increases with depth from 
' -O. 3 g/cm3 in newly-fallen surface snow to 

f
ol, 917 g/cm3 at the ice/water interface. · Snow strati

catl · of 
8 

on ~s usually seasonal in nature. Temperatures 
helf ice are near the mean annual air tempera

tures near the surface and the freezing point of sea 
w~ter at the ice/water interface Accumulation 
chiefly f . ' ' the . rom ~tmosphenc precipitation, is probably 

prmcipal source of nourishment. Calving ac
~i:~~s ior the greate~t dischar_ge to the ocean, fol-
and Y bottom meltlllg, blowlllg snow evaporation 

surface runoff, in descending orde; Ice-shelf ' 
movem_ent consists essentially of a com~ensatory 
spreadmg of the ice in response to the varying 
amounts of accumulated snow. Another factor is the 
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contribution of land glaciers flowing into the shelf. 
Icebergs contribute ice-rafted material to the sea 
bottom through melting, producing a glacial marine 
sedimen! which is till-like in appearance, containing 
no pelagic remams, but possibly benthic forms. 

F-3271 551, 324. 2(*7) 

Gow, Anthony J. 
THE ICE SHEET. In: Trevor Hatherton (ed.), Ant
arctica. New York, Frederick A. Praeger, 1965, 
Chap. 9, p. 221-258, incl. illus,, tables, graphs, 
diagrs, 72 refs, 

DLC, G860, H27 

The Antarctic ice sheet, with an area of 13,500,000 
km 2, covers about 98% of the continent and comprises 
90% of the world's ice, It includes inland ice, ice 
shelves, valley glaciers, ice streams, and ice 
tongues. The average thickness of grounded ice is 
estimated to exceed 2000 m. The sheet is nourished 
primarily by snow precipitation; the methods used to 
measure net accumulation are outlined. Calving of 
icebergs is the major wastage process. Current 
estimates of the mass budget indicate a surplus of 
accumulation, although the amount of wastage lost 
through bottom melting of the ice shelves may be con
siderably underestimated. Ice sheet movement re
sults from 3 types of flow: (1) sheet flow, i. e, , the 
general movement of the inland ice; (2) stream flow, 
which applies to the relatively fast moving valley gla
ciers and streams; and (3) ice shelf movement, con
sisting of a lateral spreading, The magnitude of gla
cial deformation, which results in ice movement, de
pends on the shape and dimensions of the glacier, ice 
temperatures, especially at the bed, and the physical 
and mechanical properties of the ice. The visco
plastic behavior of the ice enables it to deform even 
at very low stresses. The surface movement is pro
duced by both sliding of ice over its bed and by solid 
flow (continuous deformation) within the glacier. 
Antarctica is an example of a glacially controlled 
climate rather than a climatically controlled glacier. 

F-3335 551, 578. 46(*7) 

KotU:akov, V. M, 
OUTLINE OF THE INTENSITY OF ICE-COVER RE
PLENISHMENT IN ANTARCTICA. [Skhema intensiv
nosti pitanillt lednikovogo pokrova Antarktidy. ] Text 
in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskaia Eksped. , 
Inform, b:ulll., No, 25:19-22, incl. table, map, 1961, 
13 refs, Eng, transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedi
tion Information Bulletin. Vol. 3, Amsterdam, 
Els~vier, 1965, p, 177-181. 

DLC, Ql15, S686; Ql15. S6862 

Available data on snow accumulation have established 
that ice-cover replenishment in Antarctica is asso
ciated with general abnospheric circulation and thus 
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decreases with the distance inland. Snow accumula
tion also decreases with increasing slope elevation. 
These patterns are disturbed by katabatic winds, 
high-pressure ridges, paths of cyclonic activity, and 
rock outcrops. The resulting map of the intensity of 
ice-cover replenishment has been used to compute 
the gain in mass balance of the ice sheet by the plani
metric method, avoiding errors introduced by com
putations based on individual meridional profiles. 
The average annual value is about 190 mm, and is 
due mainly to the intensive peripheral accumulation. 
Because of the low intensity in the central regions, 
very little ice moves from there to the coast, and 
icebergs calve mainly from ice shelves and the 
lower slopes of the ice sheet. 

F-3336 551. 326. 7;539. 3(*733, *746) 

Serikov, M. L 
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF ANTARCTIC SEA 
ICE. (Mekhanicheskie svo'tstva morskogo antarkti
cheskogo l'da.] Text in Russian. Sovel Antarkti
cheska.m Eksped., Inform. bfilll., No. 25:23-27, 
incl diagrs. , tables, 1961. 2 refs. Eng. transl 
in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
Vol 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 181-185. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

The Ob' determined the mechanical properties (bend
ing, shearing, and compressive strengths, impact 
hardness, and elastic characteristics) of sea ice near 
Mirnyy and Lazarev stations in Jan. -Feb. 1959. The 
size of the ice samples and the air temperatures are 
given, and the values tabulated for the determination 
of each property. The apparatus and method are de
scribed for all but the elastic properties. Maximum 
bending, shear, and compressive strengths we re 
found in the middle layers, and impact harchjess in 
the lower layers. 

F-3345 551. 324. 81(*73) 

Voronov, P. S. 
CORRUGATIONS IN THE ICE SHEET OF ANTARC
TICA. [Gofrirovka v ledffinom panaire Antarktidy. ] 
Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheska!a Eksped. , 
Inform. biilll. , No. 25: 59-60, 1961. Eng. transl in; 
Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
VoL 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 206-207. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

Serrated patterns of ogives were observed along the 
entire northern slope of the mountain belt of Queen 
Maud Land, Their presence indicates the continental 
ice here is an ordinary Malaspina-type glacier and 
not a relict of a larger mass which flowed over the 
mountain barrier. From this and the unusually 
sharp-ribbed form of the summits of these mountains 
it can be assumed that they were never covered by ' 
the Antarctic ice sheet. 
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F-3382 

Lunde, Torbjl!!rn 

551. 324. 28: 551. 324. 412(*732) 
551. 324. 54(*732) 

ON THE FIRN TEMPERATURES AND GLACIER 
FLOW rn DRONNING MAUD LAND. Norsk Polarinst. 
.Arbok 1963, p. 7-24, incl tables, graphs, maps, 
1965. 11 refs. (Den Norske Antarktisekspedisjonen, 
1956-60, Scient. Results No. 7.) 

DLC, G575. 078 

Ice temperatures at Norway station showed a range 
of -18. 45° to -18. 50°C (near normal mean air tem
perature) in the depth interval 35-50 m, rising 
gradually to -18. 31 °C at 72 m due to heating from 
the sea beneath the ice shelf. A steady rise in mean 
temperature was found in the upper firn layers, 
averaging 1. 06°C from the surface to 10 m. The 
relative flow of a 60 km 2 area of the ice shelf was 
measured. A mean compression of 0. 6· 10-3 
m/ m• yr in the direction 127-327g was determined; 
the flow component normal to this direction (27g) in
creases by 1. 208· 10-3 m/ m• yr in the direction 127g. 
Absolute flow is probably less than 20 m/ yr, The 
total sum of bottom melting of the ice shelf and the 
mass balance must be at least 0, 638 m of ice or 
0. 585 m of water. The mean surface flow of 3 ice 
streams in the mountain range SE of the station was 
found to be 16. 0, 2, 9, and 38. Om/ yr, respectively. 
The annual northward transport of ice between 
2°45'E and 6°45'E was estimated to be between 1075 
and 480· 106 m 3 of water. Maximum and minimum 
accumulation values for the area south of the moun
tain range are 9157 and 2753 km2, respectively, 
The evidence clearly indicates that the mountains act 
like a dam to the inland ice, forcing the main part of 
the areas to the south to be drained through the 
larger ice streams to the east and west. (Auth. , 
mod.) 

F-3402 551. 467(*821, *826) 

Panzarini, Rodolfo N. M. 
RECONNAISSANCE FLIGHTS OF ICE CONDITIONS 
rn THE ANTARCTIC, YEAR 1964. [Vuelo~ de re
conocimiento del estado del hielo en el Antartico, 
A'no 1964.] Text in Spanish. Argentine Repub. Serv. 
Hidrogr. Nav. , Bol. , 2(1): 9-15, incl illus., tables, 
maps, Jan. 1965. (PubL No. H. 106) 

DLC, GPRR 

The Antarctic Naval Group {Grupo Naval Antartico) 
carried out reconnaissance flights during the ~964~65 
season to obtain information on sea ice conditions 111 

Antarctic waters. Three primary flights (in Sept. 1 

Oct., and Nov. 1964) are listed. Generally, the d 
areas covered were Drake Passage, South Shetlan. 
Is. , Deception L , the northern part of the Antarctl~ 
Peninsula, and neighboring areas of the Wed~ell Se 
The flights permitted the observation of sea ice con
ditions and the evolution process of its deterioration. 
Summaries of these observations are tabulated. 
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F- 3409 551. 324. 28(*743) 

Budd, W. 
GLACIOLOGICAL SURVEY OF THE AMERY ICE
SHELF. Antarctic (Wellington), 4(3):158-159, incl. 
map, Sept. 1965. -

DLC, G845. A55 

An account is presented of operations involved in the 
comprehensive 3-yr (1962-64) glaciological survey of 
the Amery Ice Shelf completed by ANARE. Prelimi
nary technical results and conclusions are summa
rized. The ice shelf is very flat. Its thickness is 
estimated to range from 190 m at the front to 400 m 
at the mouth of the Lambert Glacier. The annual 
mean surface temperature decreases from 19. 1 to 
23, s•c, About 1/5 of the ice shelf area, estimated 
to be 40 years' growth, was lost from a large break
out in Jan. 1963. Previously, since 1936, the ice 
shelf showed a general forward movement and out
ward spreading. Astrofixes carried out on the same 
feature in 1957 (Russian) and in 1963 (Australian) 
gave a forward velocity of about 1500 m/yr at the ice 
front, Away from the front the velocity decreases 
very rapidly at first and then more gradually until it 
reaches about 300 m/yr on the Lambert Glacier. 

F-3414 551. 321. 86:661. 652 

Stehle, N. S. 
SNOW MOVEMENT CHARACTERISTICS--WIND DUCT 
BORAX TESTS. U. S. Nav. Civ. Eng. Lab. , Task 
Y·F015~11-0l-025, Type C, Tech. Note N-682, 
(19]p,, mcL illus., tables, graphs, Dec. 9, 1964. 
7 refs. Also; STUDIES OF SNOW MOVEMENT IN A 
WIND DUCT. Amer. Geophys. Union, Trans. (Ab
stract], 46(3):517, Sept. 1965. 

DDC, AD 456887; DLC, QE500. AEl 

Polar areas are plagued with drifting snow which re
sults in problems of logistics and maintenance. To 
accurately determine the physics and mechanics of 
drifting snow, studies must be conducted in the con
trolled conditions offered by a cold chamber. A wind 
duct, 2 x 2 x 23. 5 ft, was designed and constructed 
for use in a cold chamber and calibrated at ambtent 
~mperatures. Initial tests of the duct showed that it 
1~ adequate for use in snow movement studies. Func
tional tests of the duct using borax as a snow simu
~?r allowed successful determination of character-
1Stics similar to those which will be determined for 
snow, (Auth. , mod. ) 

F-3416 551. 578. 463: 551. 510. 721: 546. 42(*7) 

Wilgain, S, , E. Picciotto and W. de Breuck 
STRONTIUM 90 FALLOUT IN ANTARCTICA. J. 
Geophys. Res., 70(24):6023-6032, incl.. tables, 
graphs, map, Dec. 15, 1965. 29 refs. 

DLC, QC811. J6 
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Sr-90 and gross fJ activities were measured on firn 
sections collected around Roi Baudouin, Scott, and 
Amundsen-Scott Stations. The firn layers were dated 
by stratigraphy and by oxygen isotope variations. 
The depth distribution of Sr-90 and gross fJ activities 
revealed 3 radioactive horizons of potential glacio
logical application. The deepest horizon occurred at 
the end of 1953 as a result of the fallout of fission 
products from the Ivy test series, the second and 
most important one was formed in early 1955 by the 
debris of the Castle test series, and a third horizon, 
defined by a sudden increase in the gross fJ activity 
but not in the Sr-90 content, was formed at the end of 
1962. The rate of Sr-90 deposition over Antarctica 
has been nearly constant since 1956, amounting to 0. 2 
and 0. 1 mc/km2yr at Roi Baudouin and at the South 
Pole, respectively. The cumulative Sr-90 deposition 
up to Jan. 1963 in the 70-90-S latitude belt is between 
1 and 3 mc/km2. (Auth. , mod.) 

F-3430 551. 324. 24:551. 324. 4(*75) 

Lorius, Claude 
CONTRIBUTION TO THE KNOWLEDGE OF ANT· 
ARCTICA: GLACIOLOGY IN ADELIE LAND (1956-
1959). [Contribution a la connaissance de l'Antarc
tique: glaciologie en Terre Adelle (1956-1959).] 
Text in French with English and Russian summaries. 
France. Cent. NatL Rech. Scient. Annee Geophys. 
Internatl. , Participation Fran<;. Ser. 9: Glaciol., 
Fasc. 1, !Olp. , incl. illus. , tables, graphs, 
diagrs. , maps, 1964. 72 refs. 

DLC, GPRR; DWB, MO6. 22F815 an 

This volume contains reviews and analyses of the 
glaciological observations made on Adelle coast from 
1956 to 1959 during the three French IGY expeditions. 
Accounts are given of the volume and temperature of 
the ice, and the nature, forms, and division of accu
mulation along the 500-km profile from Dumont 
d'Urville Station to a point located at 71 COB'S and 
139•19'E in the interior. The work accomplished at 
the permanent stations, especially Charcot, allows 
the study of the properties and diagenesis of the sur
face layer of neve, as well as the study of the quanti
tative importance of drifting snow. The results are 
compared and integrated with the observations made 
by other nations. From displacement speed meas
urements the relative importance of these different 
terms is ~stimated for the mass balance in this 
sector of Adelle Coast. (Auth. , mod. ) 

F-3435 551. 326. 7(084. 4)(*82, *88) 

Heap, John A. 
SEA ICE DISTRIBUTION IN THE ANTARCTIC BE
TWEEN LONGITUDES 7"W AND 92"W. London, 
Hydrographic Dept., Admiralty, 1963, 146 sheets, 
56 x 81 cm. Refs. ((Gt. Brit. Hydrogr. Off. , Publ. ] 
H. D. 542) 

DLC, G3101. C7H4 1963 
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This atlas indicates the probable ice conditions that 
will be encountered in 345 study regions in Antarctic 
waters south of 56°8 and between 7° and 92"W. The 
data are from all observations of sea ice or open 
water recorded since 1898, including all information 
available up to March 1961. The information is 
shown in two ways, on frequency charts and ice sum
maries. The charts comprise 96 sheets of the atlas: 
48 cover the waters immediately adjacent to the Ant
arctic Peninsula (scale 1:1,000,000) and 48 cover the 
South Atlantic and South Pacific waters east and west 
of the peninsula (scale 1: 5,000,000; insert of South 
Orkney Is., scale, 1:500, 000). Each chart .shows ice 
conditions in a particular quarter month (7 or 8 days) 
of the year, Each study region is identified by a 
number within a circle and color coding to indicate 
open water (blue) and/or sea ice concentration (10-
40%, yellow; 50-70%, pink; 80-90%, orange; 100%, 
purple; unknown, green). Circles partly or fully 
colored show the sea ice concentration for periods 
up to 8 yr (not necessarily consecutive). If a circle 
is completely colored and the time coverage exceeds 
8 yr, a figure is included in the circle giving the 
number of years of observation for that region. A 
black dot in a sector of a circle shows that a ship 
actually experienced the condition indicated by the 
color, The same color and dot coding is represented 
in the ice summaries, graphs which plot study region 
numbers against years (1 graph for each quarter 
month). 

F-3441 551. 324. 4 

Kotlilikov, V. M. and M. IA. Plam 
STUDY OF THE MASS BALANCE OF THE SURFACE 
OF MOUNTAIN AND PLATEAU GLAClERS. (Izuche
nie veshchestvennogo balansa poverkhnosti gornykh i 
pokrovnykh lednikov.] Text in Russian. Tiflis. 
Zakavkazskil nauch, -issled. gidrometeorologicheski'1 
inst., Trudy, No. 13:34-38, incl. table, 1963. 

DLC, QC851. T52 

Principles of snow accumulation and transfer are 
discussed for a plateau glacier and for a mountain 
glacier, using data from East Antarctica and Mt. 
Elbrus, respectively. In snow redistribution on a 
plateau glacier, the main role is played by the south
easterly anticyclonic processes; distance of snow 
transfer ~epends on wind strength, air temperature, 
and the size of the transported snow particles. 
Average annual wind speeds are given for Mirnyy, 
P1onerskaya, Vostok I, Komsomol'sk.aya, Vostok, and 
Sovetskaya. The main areas of snow transfer are 
designated according to these data as the region from 
790 to 240 km from the coast, reaching its most in
te_nse development in the area of strongest drainage 
wmds. In the case of a mountain glacier, the effects 
of general and low drifting snow are different the 
first_ leading to a leveling of the surface, the ~econd 
leading to uneven accumulation. The value of blow
ing snow transfer in snow redistribution on the sur
face is greater for mountain glaciers than for plateau 
glaciers. 
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F-3546 551. 324. 28: 551. 324. 8(*733) 

Kruchinin, ftr. A. 
MORPHOLOGY OF THE ICE SHELF IN THE 
LAZAREV STATION REGION. [Morfologifa shel'
fovogo lednika v ralone stantsii Lazarev.] Text in 
Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskafa Eksped. , Inform, 
biull., No. 26: 9-12, incl. illus., map, 1961. 5 refs. 
Eng. transl, in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Infor
mation Bulletin. Vol. 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 
1965, p. 214-218, 

DLC, Ql15. S686; Ql15. S6862 

The morphology of the region from 69°02' to 70"02'8 
and 12°50' to 13"05'E is described on the basis of 
visual surveys conducted by the fourth Soviet expedi
tion to select the construction site for Lazarev Sta
tion. The surface of the ice shelf is even, covered. 
by sastrugi, and has an absolute elevation of about 40 
min its central part. The ice barrier north of 
69°55'S forms a vertical cliff 20-40 m high which is 
characterized by intense calving; to the south, it 
varies from 6 to 14 m in height. The most unusual 
relief forms are the more than 30 ice faults located 
south of the station. They are in the form of ovals 
elongated from east-southeast to west-northwest and 
vary from 10 to 500 m in length and from 3 to 150 m 
in width. 

F-3547 

Dubrovin, L. L 

551. 324. 28:622. 25:533. 6. 011 
(*733) 

AIR CURRENTS IN THE SNOW AND FIRN LA YER 
OF LAZAREV ICE SHELF. [Vozdushnye potoki v 
snezhno-firnovol tolshche shel'fovogo lednika 
Lazareva. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkti
cheskafa Eksped. , Inform. bfilll. , No. 26: 13-14, 
1961. Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, 
Information Bulletin. Vol. 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 
1965, p. 218-219. 

DLC, Q115, S686; Q115, S6862 

Air currents in snow and firn layers were measured 
at Lazarev Station in the winter of 1960 from a bore
hole 15 cm in diameter and 42 m deep. Wind veloc
ity immediately above the surface varied from 3 to 28 
m/sec. Air was discharged from the hole at the rate 
of 0, 3·to 1. 711/sec with about 60% derived from the 
upper 5 m, 25% from 5 to 10 m, 15% from 10 to 15 m, 
and no noticeable airflow from deeper layers. 
Changes in wind direction were immediately re~ 
fleeted in the rate of air discharge. A correlation 
coefficient of O. 985 between wind velocity and air 
discharge indicates both have their origin in the 
atmospheric pressure gradient, This phenomenon 
probably plays an essential role in the development 
of Antarctic glaciers over huge areas covered by a 
thick layer of snow and firn by affecting the tem
perature regime of the ice sheet. 
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F-3548 551. 578. 46{*746) 

Kotl:lakov, V. M. 
INDICATIONS OF SEASONAL SNOW DEPOSITS IN 
THE CENTRAL REGIONS OF ANTARCTICA. (0 
priznakakh sezonnykh otlozhenil snega v tsentral'nykh 
rafonakh Antarktidy, ] Text in Russian. Sovet. Ant
arkticheskaia Eksped. , Inform. biull, , No. 26: 15-18, 
incl. table, diagr., 1961. 3 refs. Eng. transl. in: 
Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
Vol. 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 220-223. 

DLC, Qll5, S686; Qll5. S6862 

A method for measuring annual snow accumulation 
from snow-pit walls is discussed which assumes that 
there should be a substantial difference between win
ter and summer accumulation. The most significant 
differences are grain size, height of capillary rise, 
and air permeability. Intense recrystallization must 
be taken into account as it leads to the disappearance 
of the original wind stratification and the appearance 
of vertical columnar structures. Variations which 
interfere with the formation of radiation crusts are 
outlined. The physical and mechanical properties 
and snow accumulation values are presented for 
Vostok I and Komsomol'skaya Stations, confirming 
the assumptions of this method. 

F- 3549 551. 578. 46(*733) 

Se rikov, M. L 
SNOW ACCUMULATION ON THE LAZAREV ICE 
SHELF. [Nakoplenie snega na shel'fovom lednike 
Lazareva. ] Text in Russian, Sovet. Antarkti
cheskaia Eksped. , Inform. bi'illl. , No. 26: 19-21, 
mcl. table, 1961. Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic 
Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 3, Amster
dam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 224-226. 

DLC, Qll5. S686; Q115, S6862 

!he st_ructure of the upper snow and firn layers was 
mv7s_tigated in 5 trenches up to 2 m deep in the 
Vlcm1ty of Lazarev Station from Jan. 22 to Feb. 10, 
l960_. Deposited snow undergoes primary wind com
paction, frequently forming a snow crust which 
changes mto an ice crust when buried under subse
quent deposits. Horizontal ice crusts and ice lenses 
lO ~m thick and 50-150 mm long are found in the 
sp_rmg, summer, and autumn layers. Ice crusts are 
thmner in winter. Grain size density snow hard
ness, and ice crust thickness 'increase' with depth. 
Sbnow cover depth and water equivalent are presented 
Y seasons for 1957 to 1960, 

231•720 O • 67 • 18 
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F-3550 551. 578. 466(*746) 

Govorukha, L. S. and E. F . Kirpichev 
FIRST RESULTS OF DRIFTING SNOW MEASURE
MENTS BY MEANS OF A "TSIKLON" DRlFTING 
SNOW METER. [Pervye rezul'taty metelemernykh 
nabliudenil s pomoshch'iu metelemera "~iklon".] 
Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskaia Eksped. , 
Inform. biull., No. 26:22-25, incl. diagr., 1961. 
Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Infor
mation Bulletin. Vol. 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 
1965, p. 226-229. Also: Akad, nauk SSSR. Inst. 
geogr. Mater. gliatsiol. issled. Khronika, 
obsuzhdeni:la, No. 5: 102-108, incl. diagrs., 1962. 
17 refs. 

DLC, Qll5. S686; Q115. S6862; QE575, A43 

Contradictory data, due to the inadequate catching 
ability of many drifting-snow meters, have prompted 
the experimental use of dust extractors at Mirnyy 
Station since June 1960, The physical instrument 
and the actual process whereby snow is trapped from 
the airstream are described for the "~iklon" drift
ing-snow meter. Observations have confirmed that 
the intensity of wind transport of snow decreases 
logarithmically with height and that the main mass 
(70 to 90%) of the snow is concentrated in the 20- to 
30- cm surface layer. The relative difficulty of ob
servation can be eliminated by using a remote auto
matic regulator for the gate valve in the outlet pipe. 

F-3555 551. 578. 46: 551. 324. 431{*733) 

Kruchinin, fu. ~. 
DYNAMICS OF THE SNOW SURFACE OF THE 
LAZAREV ICE SHELF. (Dinamika snezhnol 
poverkhnosti shel 'fovogo lednika Lazareva.] Text 
in Russian. Sovel. Antarkticheskaia Eksped. , 
Inform. biull. , No. 27: 5-8, incl. graphs, diagr. , 
1961. 3 refs. Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic 
Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 3, Amster
dam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 245-248. 

DLC, Qll5, S686; Q115. S6862 

The ice shelf in the Lazarev Station region is replen
ished mainly by atmospheric precipitati_on in the form 
of snow and ice needles. Strong cyclonic wmds blow 
a considerable portion of the total precipitation into 
the sea while only a negligible portion is transported 
from c~ntral regions of the continent to the ice shelf 
since it is outside the katabatic wind zone. The 
mean thickness of snow deposited in 1959 was about 
90 cm but due to an accelerated wind stream . 
create'd by 'suction in the wind sh~ow of_the bar_ner, 
there is no snow deposited in the unmed1~e V1c1mty 
of the ice shelf barrier. Snow accumulation is un~ 
even throughOut the year. More than 2/3 _(6_5 mn) 16 

deposited in the autumn when cyclonic activity is _at 
its peak. An ice crust only 1-3 mm thick forms m 
the summer when very little prec1p1tat1on 1s re-

ceived. 
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F-3559 551. 326. 7:531. 754(*733, *746) 
551. 326. 7: 541. 48(*733, *746) 

Serikov, M. L 
DENSITY AND SALINITY OF ANTARCTIC SEA ICE. 
(Plotnost' i solenost' morskogo antarkti~he skogo 
l'da.] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkt1cheskaia 
Eksped., Inform. bnill., No. 27:25-27, incl. tables, 
graph, 1961. Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Ex
pedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 3, Amsterdam, 
Elsevier, 1965, p. 262-264. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

Density and salinity of sea-ice core samples from the 
Mirnyy road (Davis Sea) and Lazarev Station region 
were determined by hydrostatic weighing and chloride 
titration in 1959 by the Ob'. The sea ice in the Davis 
Sea was covered with l~cm of snow, 120 cm of 
which were saturated with sea water. The density of 
the dry snow was O. 479. Ice density increased with 
depth, reaching a maximum 40-50 cm from the top. 
Below this it decreased to 90 cm and then began to 
increase. Snow cover depth on the Mirnyy road was 
29 cm and its density was 0. 412. There was no snow 
in the Lazarev Station region. Average densities at 
both locations we re about 0, 912 throughout the ice 
thickness. The low density of the upper layers around 
Lazarev is due to the initially rapid growth of ice and 
the absence of snow. The high salinity of the 15- to 
25-cm layer at Mirnyy is due to the fact that the upper 
snow layers are wetted by sea water since the ice is 
below sea level. 

F-3575 551. 324. 2: 551. 578. 46(*744/ *747) 

Dolgushin, L. D. 
FUNDAMENTAL LAWS GOVERNING THE ACCUMU
LATION, GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION AND DY
NAMICS OF THE ANT ARCTIC ICE SHEET IN A 
SECTOR FROM 78 TO 111° EAST LONGITUDE. 
(Osnovnye zakonomernosti nakopleni.ia, geografi
cheskogo raspredeleniia i dinamiki snezhnogo pokrova 
Antarktidy v sektore 78-111° v. d.] Text in Russian 
with English summary. Akad. nauk SSSR Inst. 
geogr. , Issled. lednikov i lednikovykh ralonov, No. 
3: 5-47, incl. tables, graphs, diagrs., 1963. 

DLC, GB2401.I8 

Results of field observations made by the first Soviet 
Antarctic expedition (1956-57) are discussed, and 
methods and instruments used for snow measurement 
observations are described. Observations were con
ducted on Drygalski L , at Mirnyy Station (represen
tative of the coastal region), at Pione rskaya Station 
(representative of the zone of katabatic winds), and 
along a profile between the two stations. Tables 
show the results of snow accumulation observations 
and the values of snow transfer at Mirnyy and 
Pionerskaya Stations, snow characteristics and 
features of the microrelief, and analysis of aerial 
photographs of a coastal region from 78° to 111 "E. 
Graphs and charts show the annual accumulation of 
precipitation along the profile studied, the dynamics 
of snow cover and weather conditions in the zone of 
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katabatic wind according to observations made from 
June to Oct., 1956, temperature variations in the 
snow-firn layers at Pionerskaya from June to Sept., 
1956, and the dynamics of snow accumulation at 
Pionerskaya according to observations carried out in 
1956-57. The basic geographic regularity of snow 
distribution is established, and an attempt is made to 
evaluate quantitatively the dynamics of the snow sur
face according to observations at Pionerskaya Sta
tion. (Auth. , mod. ) 

F-3577 551. 32 

Kalesnik, s. V. 
OUTLINE OF GLACIOLOGY. (Ocherki gl!a~iologii.] 
Text in Russian. Moskva, Gos. iZd-vo geogr. lit-ry, 
1963, 551p., incl, illus., tables, graphs, diagrs., 
maps. 350 refs. 

DLC, QE576, K26 

This is a general textbook of glaciology, treating the 
mechanical, chemical, and structural properties of 
ice, snow, and firn. Ice, snow, and glacial classifi
cation schemes are examined. Conditions favoring 
glacier formation and melting, methods of measuring 
snow accumulation and transfer on glaciers, heat 
balance and ablation of glaciers, glacial fluctuation 
and climatic cycles, glacial erosion, present extent 
of glaciation, and effects of glaciation on man are 
among the subjects discussed. 

F-3581 551. 467(*726. 50) 

Canal, Luis Marfa de la 
RECONNAISSANCE FLIGHT OF SEA ICE CONDI
TIONS. [Vuelo de reconocimiento del est~o de los 
hielos de mar. l Text in Spanish. Argentme Repub. 
Serv. Hidrogr. Nav., Bol,, 2(3): 145-150, incl. 
tables, graphs, map, Sept. f965. [Publ. No. H. 106] 

DLC, GPRR 

A report is given of a sea ice reconnaissance flight of 
a DC4 from Rfo Gallegos to the coastal areas of ~e 
Louis Phillippe Peninsula on Aug, 22, 1965, making 
observations of both the east and west coasts of the 
peninsula. A map of the flight is included. In 
general sea ice conditions were found to be more 
favorable this year than was the case during the com
parable 1964 flight (Sept. 10), Meteorological con
ditions were investigated in order to locate fac_tors 
responsible for the reduced sea ice concentration.. n 
It was found that the mean temperatures at Deceptio 
L were higher during the period April to Aug. than 
during the years 1963 and 1964, Graphs of montfr_ 
mean temperatures are included for the years 19 
65 for Deception L , Argentine Is. , and South Orkney 
Is. Data on sea ice concentration are tabulated. 
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F-3593 551. 324. 2{*784. 2) 

Nougier I Jacques 
GLACIERS OF KERGUELEN. (Glaciers des 
Kerguelen.] Text in French. Sci. Avenir, No. 206: 
250-255, 283-284, incl. illus. , map, April 1964. 

DLC, Q2. S475 

Of all the sub-Antarctic islands, Kerguelen is the 
only one having an ice sheet. The glaciological 
studies in this region included an inventory and map
ping of 78 glaciers, aerial photography, gravimetric 
and flow measurements, and the determination of 
mass balance. The geological studies of the basaltic 
bedrock and geomorphology of the terrain aid in the 
interpretation of the glacial and climatic phenomena. 
During the recent Wurm the glacial advance was in
significant. The morainic ridges indicate that re
treat was effected by successive fluctuations. 
Marine terraces indicative of the last eustatic move
ment are present at 4 m above sea level on Kerguelen 
as well as Crozet Is. The present glaciers appear to 
be receding, at least in the eastern part. [See F-2645] 

F-3594 

Krasnushkin, A. v. 
551. 322: 631. 754{*747/*701) 
622. 143.1:539, 16 

APPLICATION OF RADIOACTIVE LOGGlliG TO 
MEASUREMENT OF DENSITY OF ICE AND SNOW. 
(Primenenie radioaktivnogo karotazha dUa izmere
nila plotnosti l'da i snega. J Text in Russian. Akad. 
nauk SSSR. Inst. geogr. I Mater. gHaraiol. issled. 
Khronika, obsuzhdenila, No. 5: 108-110 1 incl. 
graphs, 1962. 6 refs. 

DLC, QE575. A43 

Two modifications are de scribed of the radioactive 
logg~g method of determining density of snow, firn, 
and_1ce in boreholes, as tested during the fourth 
Soviet Antarctic expedition. The gamma-gamma and 
neutron-gamma methods were used in conjunction 
With a URB-1 corer in the 50-m layer at 6 stations on 
the traverse from Vostok Station to the South Pole 
L~ging curves obtained near Vostok by the radio: 
active methods and by the standard pit method corre
spond. Cui:ves of dependence of secondary radiation 
intensity on density of the medium with an uncased 
hole diameter of 140 mm are plotted. 

F-3595 551. 32(038}=20=82 

Deev, G. N. and K. S. Losev 
ENGLISH-RUSSIAN DICTIONARY OF GLACIOLOGI
CAL ~E~OLOGY. [Anglo-Russkil slovar' 
gUatsiologicheskikb terminov.] Text in Russian. 
~ nauk SSSR. Inst. geogr. 1 Mater. glfaraiol. ~~~;_ct. Khronika, obsuzhdenifa, No, 5: 113-162, 

DLC, QE575, A43 
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This dictionary, containing about 2500 terms, is de
signed to be useful in many areas of snow, ice I and 
glacial studies. It attempts to settle confusion caused 
by unclear terminology, appearance of new terms, 
and the presence of English terms without Russian 
equivalents. 

F-3597 551. 326. 7: 528. 7(*2) 

Avgevich, V. L 
APPL YING AERIAL METHODS TO THE STUDY OF 
POLAR SEA ICE. [Primenenie aerometodov v 
izuchenii morskikh poHarnykh l'dov. ] Text in Rus
sian. Geogr. obshch. SSSR, Izv. 1 96(3): 197-205, 
incl. illus. , diagrs. , map, May-June 1964. 16 refs. 

DLC, G23. G16 

Use of aerial photography in characterizing the 
morphology and distribution of polar sea ice is dis
cussed. The methods of interpreting oblique aerial 
photographs and of charting the data for the Arctic 
are described. Sections of the photographs are pre
sented to illustrate classification of sea ice accord
ing to age, degree of breakup, congelation, configura
tion, cohesion, and relief. Cartography of Antarctic 
sea ice is based primarily on aerovisual methods, 
although regular use of aerial photographs would 
facilitate the study of iceberg formation, melting, 
and drift. Aerial photogrammetry using a minimum 
of contact prints makes possible study of the dynam
ics of glacier tongues and ice shelves; a cartogram of 
surface movement of glaciers in the Scott Glacier 
area has been constructed from aerial photographs 
ta.ken in 1956-57. Average monthly rate of move
ment can be determined with a mean relative error of 
±3. 5%, approaching the precision of ground photo
grammetry. 

F-3599 551. 324. 2(*2) 

Schytt, Valter 
GLACIOLOGY. (Glaciologi. ] Text in Swedish with 
English summary. In: Svensk Naturvetensk. 1963. 
Stockholm, Statens naturvetenskapliga forskningsr!d, 
1963, p. 208-221, incl illus. , graph, maps. 

DLC, Q180. SBA32 

A brief account is given of glaciological research 
during the IG Y with special attention to wo7k in P?lar 
regions. The Antarctic ice sheet_ is described, !~st
ing the following dimensions: altitude of 4250 m in 

the central regions; average thickness of 2300 m (± a 
few hundred m); maximum ice depth of 4270 m _meas
ured in Marie Byrd Land, resting on a subglacial 
base 2490 m below sea level. Snow temperature data 
recorded at a 10-m depth provide information on the 
mean annual air temperature and annual isotherms 
have now been drawn based on these data. Glacier 
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classification has been carried out based on ice tem
peratures. Mass balance studies in Antarctica and 
in Greenland may indicate a slow increase in ice 
volume, but no definite conclusions may be drawn 
from the available data. (Auth. , mod. ) 

F-3601 551. 32(*7-11) 

Savel'ev, B. A. 
GLACIOLOGICAL STUDIES OF THE FOURTH COM
PLEX ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION OF 1959. ( Gl!afsio
logicheskie issledovanilli 4-r KompleksnoY antarkti
cheskor ekspeditsil v 1959 godu.] Text in Russian. 
Merzlotnye issled., Sb. stater, No. 3:18-36, incl. 
illus., table, 1963. 

DLC, GB648. 55, M44 

In relation to the study of the present Antarctic 
glacial cover, the surface, formation, composition, 
processes, and dynamics of the ice sheet were in
vestigated. Field studies were conducted on the 
structure and composition of the ice sheet and all 
forms of present glaciation; the structure and com
position of the earth's crust under the ice sheet; geo
logical development of the ice sheet; the normal 
gravitational field and geoid figures in the Antarctic 
and adjacent seas; the mass balance of present Ant
arctic glaciation; the role of the Antarctic in global 
water circulation; the relation of Antarctic glaciation 
to general geological processes of the Earth; and 
future glacial evolution. Observations were conduct
ed on Drygalski and Mill Is,, at M1rnyy, Vostok, 
Lazarev, and Komsomol'skaya Stations, on the 
Shackleton Ice Shelf, and on an overland traverse 
along the Mirnyy - Vostok - Amundsen-Scott route, 
Snow cores were obtained by a portable URB-1 drill, 
and the gamma-gamma and gamma-neutron methods 
of logging snow, firn, and ice density were used, 
Total anisotropy in crystal arrangement was deter
mined by the ultrasonic method. Conditions on the 
overland traverse are described. (See F-1270] 

F-3603 551, 578, 46:620. 173(*746) 

Savel'ev, B, A. and S. B. Ukhov 
THE FORMATION OF A CIRCULAR DEPRESSION IN 
DENSE SNOW UNDER A LOAD BY A RIGID CYLIN
DRICAL PRESS. (Formirovanie chashi progiba vplot
nom snege pri nagruzhenii zhestkim tllilindricheskim 
shtampom. J Text in Russian, Merzlotnye issled. , 
Sb. stater, No, 3:348-353, incl. illus. graphs 1963 

DLC, GB648, 55, M44 ' ' • 

Investigations were conducted on snowblocks (35x35 
x 15 cm with a density of O. 503 g/cm3) which were 
taken from the runway surface at Mirnyy Station. 
One sample was subjected in the center to a constant 
pressure of 4 kg/cm3 by a cylindrical press with a 
diameter of 50 mm. After 52 days, when the circular 
depression had reached a depth of 27 mm, the average 
density under the press was O. 555 g/cm3, Another 
sample was subjected to a constant compressional 
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torce of 4 kg/cm3 under confinement until defor
mation stabilization was achieved in 46 days. Its 
final density was 0. 694 g/cm3, and it had completely 
attained a firn state. A graph showing the formation 
of the depression with time indicates that the snow 
surface was deformed as far as 14. 10 cm from the 
edge of the press. At a depth of 8. 8 mm the press 
began to shear the surface; this discontinuity makes 
it difficult to apply the theory of deformation of an 
elastic half-space by a rigid press. A second graph 
shows the distribution of snow density in various 
sections of this sample up to 12 cm from the edge of 
the press, When compared with expected values 
calculated according to the formula of compressional 
compaction, the measured value directly under the 
press is smaller and the value at a distance of 2 cm 
is larger. This supports the hypothesis that tangen
tial stresses are important in deformation when 
lateral expansion is permitted, 

F-3604 539. 313:551, 322 

Ukhov, S. B. 
STATIC METHOD OF STUDYING ELASTIC DEFOR
MATION OF ICE. (Staticheskil metod issledovani!a 
uprugo-elasticheskikh deformatsiT l'da.] Text In 
Russian. Merzlotnye issled., Sb. stater, No. 3:354-
361, incl. illus,, graphs, 1963. 2 refs. 

DLC, GB648. 55, M44 

Knowledge of the modulus of normal elasticity for 
ice is necessary in order to understand the Antarctic 
ice cap and its seismic properties. The static method 
measures the elastic deformation caused by downward 
pressure on a bar of ice supported near the ends. 
Three types were tested: glaze frost, lake ice, and 
continental ice. Since the recovery rate of elastic 
deformation decreases rapidly with duration of the 
deforming force, best results are achieved when the 
deformation is small. Within this range many cycles 
of loading and unloading will not cause irreversible 
structural changes and thus affect the modulus of 
normal elasticity for a given specimen. Two 
formulas are provided which permit accurate results 
for loading times under 60 sec. The moduli of normal 
elasticity for specimens of continental ice from 
various depths, as determined by the static method, 
were found to compare favorably with equivalent 
values obtained by the dynamic method using ultra
sonic vibrations. The static method was judged to be 
simple and sufficiently reliable for use under field 
conditions. 
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F-3623 624. 147 

Moser, E. H., Jr. 
SNOW COMPACTION - TECHNIQUES. U. S. Nav. 
Clv. Eng. Lab., Proj. Y-F015-11-051, Tech, Rept, 
R-114, Type C, Final Rept., 46p., incl. illus., 
tables, graphs, diagr., append., June 29, 1962, 
20 refs. 

DDC, AD 281 946 

Six techniques of cold-processing snow-compaction 
for producing load-bearing snow by mechanical 
acceleration of the natural metamorphic processes 
occurring in snow have been developed: precompac
tion preparations, compressive compaction, depth
processing, double depth-processing, surface
hardening, and layered compaction. Precompaction 
preparation is used primarily to prepare a snow field 
for compaction, but can be used alone to construct an 
improved skiway on snow. The next four techniques 
have limited application separately, but collectively 
they are used in the layered-compaction technique 
which is used to build runways for heavy, wheeled 
aircraft on deep snow. All six techniques are used 
in the maintenance and repair of snow-compaction 
areas, with the choice of technique depending on the 
need. In addition to developing techniques and equip
ment for compacting snow to varying degrees of 
hardness, some investigations have been made on the 
protection of this snow from deterioration under 
intense solar radiation and prolonged periods of 
positive temperatures, (Auth., mod. ) 

F-3624 551. 326. 7(*881) 

Hoffman, C, R. and N, S, Stehle 
SEA ICE STUDIES ON McMURDO SOUND DURING 
DEEP FREEZE 62, U, S, Nav. Civ, Eng. Lab,, 
Proj. Y-F015-11-052, Tech. Note N-494, Type C, 
[20) P,, incl, tables, graphs, append., June 1963. 
4 refs. 

DDC, AD 410 182 

Preliminary to a study of ice-thickening techniques 
for ~tarctica, an investigation of the thickness, 
deDS1ty, and salinity of sea ice of various ages was 
conducted in McMurdo Sound during the summer of 
1962, Site selection weather sampling methods 
equipment, and proc~dure are' discussed. During' 
the sampling period, the 1- and 3-yr ice decreased 
in thickness about 3 ft on the bottom· no loss oc
curred in the older 30-ft thick ice. 'The sampling 
interval of 4 to 5 weeks at 3- to 5-ft depth intervals 
was too great to permit the development of summer 
trends in Salinity, density, and strength. Because 
of the lack of knowledge about the characteristics 
of Antarctic sea ice, further sampling of natural 
and flood-produced ice in McMurdo Sound are 
planned, (Auth., mod.) 
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F-3625 551, 326. 7(*881} 

Stehle, N. S. 
SEA ICE STUDIES ON McMURDO SOUND DURING 
DEEP FREEZE-63. U. S. Nav, Civ. Eng. Lab., 
Proj. Y-F015-11-01-052, Tech. Note N-565, Type 
C, incl. tables, graphs, appends. December 1963. 
8 refs. 

DOC, AD 430 698 

Studies of very young and 1-yr-old sea ice were 
conducted during the austral summer 1962-63 at 
McMurdo Station. The young ice was observed in a 
6-1/2-by 7-ft well. Ice growth and salinity of newly 
accreted ice, older ice, and the well water were 
sampled every 2 or 3days, mostly during Jan. During 
this month, the 1-yr-old ice lost approximately 18 in. , 
entirely from the bottom surface. The fact that 
older, thicker ice did not decrease in thickness 
suggests that there may be a critical thickness at 
which bottom melting does not occur. The highest 
average temperature of the 1-yr-old ice was 28° F, 
during mid-Jan. Average salinities and densities 
of the total ice thickness decreased slightly with 
time. Average shear strength values for the total 
ice thickness changed very little with time; however, 
a decrease in shear strength was noted in the 
middle portion of the ice sheet. This corresponded 
closely with the level at which brine drainage was 
observed. (Auth., mod.) 

F-3631 551. 324. 22(234, 3, *7) 

Aliverti, Giuseppina . . . 
GLACIOLOGY. [Glaciologia.] Text m Italian with 
German, French, and English summaries. Rom~ 
Consiglio nazionale delle ricerche, 1964, 50 p., incl. 
illus., tables, graph, diagrs., maps. 12 refs. 
(Quaderni de La Ricerca scientifica, 16) 

DLC, QE576. A513 

The general characteristics of glaciers are discussed, 
including flow, ablation, structure, and tem~erature 
distribution, A report Is given of a study of_ ice_ as 
an elastic and plastic-viscous material, Seismic 
depth measurements of glaciers are described . . Much 
of the glaciological data pertain to the Lys Glacier on 
Monte Rosa in the Pennine Alps. Theories of glacier 
movement are discussed, including the kinem~tic 
theory and dynamic theory. The viscosity of ice1 t_he 
depth of glaciers, and thermodynamic charactenstics 
of glaciers are discussed. 

F-3636 551. 324:001. 4 

Kosiba, Aleksander 
ON THE INTERNATIONAL GLACIOL~ICAL . 
TERMINOLOGY. Acta Geophys. Polomca, ~(1).9-
14, 1965. 57 refs. 

DLC, QC801. A25 
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The plenary session of the International Commission 
of Snow and Ice in 1962 debated and supported the 
need of elaborating glaciological terminology. 
Members of the Subcommittee for Glaciological 
Terminology which was formed included A. Kosiba 
(chairman, Poland), A. Bauer (France), 0. Liest911 
(Norway), M. Meier (U.S. A.), F. Mllller (Canada), 
and V. Schytt (Sweden). Preliminary bibliographical 
information for a proposed publication of glaciologi
cal terminology was collected. It Is suggested that 
preliminary lists of terms in several languages be 
arranged both alphabetically and by subject, Part I 
of the publication would be a synoptic list of terms 
in English, and Part II would be alphabetical lists of 
terms in other languages. An encyclopedic dictionary 
consisting of definitions of the terms in the various 
languages would follow as Part III. Part IV would 
be an alphabetic bibliography and Part V an alphabetic 
list of glaciers and regionally differentiated and 
named glaciological expeditions. Suggestions are 
given on the assignment of the tasks in preparing 
the publicatioa 

F-3665 551,321.2:622.234.2 

Phllberth, Karl 
ON THE PATH STABILIZATION OF A THERMAL 
PROBE. (Sur la stabilisation de la course d'une 
sonde thermique.] Text in French. Acad. sci., 
Compt. rend. (Paris), 262(6):456-459, incl. illus., 
Feb. 7, 1966. 3 refs. 

DLC, Q46, A14 

For thermal drilling in ice, probes are used which 
sink into the ice as an independent mechanical system. 
However, such drills tend to lose their vertical 
direction and slant toward the horizontal. Satisfac
tory drilling can only be obtained if the drill is 
stable, i.e., if the direction of its axis returns 
to the vertical once it has been diverted from it. 
Various probe shapes are discussed in terms of 
maximum stability. Flat-headed probes are stable 
but not suitable for penetrating ice because they 
push small pebbles and other impurities in front of 
the device which heat the meltwater thus decreasing 
the efficiency. Cone-shaped probes' can be stabilized 
by increasing the heat flux emitted by the end of the 
cone. A probe with a constant temperature created 
by a heavy copper head has a large flux at its lower 
end~ is so thermally controlled . Such probes 
are simple and sufficiently stable in temperate ice. 
In cold Ice, a mercury heat-controlled probe should 
be used. 
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F-3695 551. 324. 41(*7) 

Zotikov, I. A. 
THE THERMAL REGIME OF THE ICE CAP IN 
CENTRAL ANTARCTICA. [TeplovoI rezhim 
lednika '!'Sentral' not Antarktidy. ] Text in Russian. 
Sovet. Antarkticheskaia Eksped., Inform. briill., 
No. -28:16-21, incl. graphs, 1961. 5 refs. Eng. 
transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information 
Bulletin. Vol. 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, 
p. 289-293. 

DLC, Q115, S686; Q115. S6862 

The thermal regime of the Antarctic ice cap from 
Pionerskaya to the South Pole is analyzed according 
to Soviet data and based on equations of heat transfer, 
rate of subsidence to flow, temperature field, heat 
balance of the ice-bedrock interface, and critical 
thickness of the ice sheet. Three possible thermal 
ice cap regimes are distinguished according to 
whether heat transfer is determined primarily by 
heat conductivity alone, vertical ice subsidence, or 
heat conductivity and mass transport res•1lting from 
subsidence. Continuous melting occurs at the 
ice -bedrock interface along the entire profile, 
reaching a maximum rate of 5-6 mm/ yr, or 30% 
of the precipitation accumulation rate at a correspond
ing surface point. The water spreads out, freezes to 
the lower surface of ice where its thickness is less 
than the critical level, and is transported to the 
marginal zone as a layer of fresh-water ice. 
Assuming a melting rate of 3 mm / yr over a 1500-
km radius centered 2000 km from the coast, uniform 
dispersion, and an ice sheet flow rate of about 1000 
m/ yr at the coast, the layer of fresh-water ice at 
the periphery would be about 2 m thick. This is 
corroborated by an iceberg which calved in the 
spring of 1959 near Mirnyy. 

F-3697 551. 326. 7(*768:*BB) 

Shil'nikov, V, I. 
THE ICE PACK IN THE REGIONS OF THE BALLENY 
ISLANDS. [Ledi'anoI massiv v rafone o-vov Ballen!.] 
Text In Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskani Eksped., 
Inform. blull., No. 28:27-30, incl. illus . , maps, 
1961. 5 refs. Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic 
Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 3, Amsterdam, 
Elsevier, 1965, p. 298-301. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

Heavy pack ice was encountered by the Ob' in 1958 
between George V Coast (the Ninnis andNlertz 
Glaciers area), and the Balleny Is. These 
impenetrable conditions, reported as early as 1912, 
are due to huge permanently grounded iceber~s 
perpendicular to the coast which prevent sea ice d 
from drifting westward. Two tabular icebergs 46_ an 
68 km long are lodged on shoals near Nlnnis Glacier, 
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and seaward, there are dome-shaped icebergs up 
to 100 m high. A high frequency of cyclones west 
of the Ninnis Glacier keeps the sea ice open. The 
most severe conditions are in the western part of the 
pack ice which consists primarily of old, slow
moving ice fields of local origin. Ice conditions in 
the eastern half are variable, consisting of newly 
broken local ice and ice from the Ross Sea. 

F-3698 551. 326. 7(*746/*747) 

Eskin, L . I. 
DEVELOPMENT OF SHORE ICE INTHE ANTARCTIC. 
[K voprosu o razvitii pripai'a v Antarktike.] Text in 
Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskai'a Eksped., Inform. 
blull,, No. 28: 31-33, incl. table, graph, 1961. Eng. 
transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information 
Bulletin. Vol. 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 301-
304. 

DLC, Qll5. S686; Q115. S6862 

The difference in shore ice formation at Wilkes and 
Mirnyy Stations in 1958 is due to their dissimilar 
weather conditions. At Mirnyy, slush was first 
observed on March 11, followed by intensive 
sludge and pancake ice formation, and shore ice in 
April. Its growth was rapid at first, gradual from 
May to Oct. , and slow in Nov. ; the maximum 
thickness of 170 cm was reached in Dec. At Wilkes, 
shore ice formed uniformly from the end of May 
until the middle of Aug. at a rate corresponding 
to that of Mirnyy in April. The maximum thickness 
of 127 cm in Sept. remained constant until its 
breakup in Nov. Strong katabatic winds at Mirnyy 
required 5 times as many degree-days of frost for 
the initial shore ice formation; for an identical in
crease in thickness, more degree-days of frost were 
required because of the greater thickness of snow 
cover. Also, initial thermal disintegration is 
required to weaken the shore ice at Mirnyy, since 
Haswell Is. inhibits its early dynamic destruction. 

F-3702 551.324.28:551.324.83(*733) 

Voronov, P. S. and l'O. A. Kruchinin 
DISCOVERY OF MARINE SEDIMENTS AT THE SUR
FACE OF THE LAZAREV ICE SHELF. [O 
nakhodke morskikh osadkov na poverkhnosti shel' -
fovogo leclnika Lazareva. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. 
Antarkticheska!a Eksped., Inform. brull., No. 29: 
22-26, incl. illus., map, 1961. 7 refs. Eng. 
transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information 
Bulletin. Vol. 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, 
p. 320-323, 

DLC, Q115. S686; Ql15. S6862 

Inclusions of gravel, fine earth, and organic remains 
were found on the vertical surface of an ice fault 
in the ice shelf south of Laza.rev Station in Aug. 1959. 
The mineralogical composition suggests that the 
so\U'ces of this material were neighboring massifs 
of igneous and metamorphic rocks and that there was 
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little or no chemical weathering. The small degree 
of sorting and the presence of marine fauna (remains 
of bryozoan colonies and a pelecypod shell fragment) 
suggest that the material belongs to the category 
of ordinary iceberg sediments. Similar previous 
discoveries of marine inclusions are reviewed along 
with the theory that their presence on the surface 
is the result of continuous upward movement of ice 
layers. This cannot account for the material at 
Lazarev due to the constant accumulation of snow 
and the fact that the inclusions were not horizontally 
stratified. It is more likely that the ice faults at 
Lazarev represent an area formed by the merging 
of a number of stranded icebergs, one of which was 
overturned and contained various adfrozen inclusions. 

F-3710 551.578.46(*733) 

Kruchinin, ID. A. 
PROBLEM CONCERNING SNOW MEASUREMENT 
METHODS. [K voprosu o metodike snegomer~ykh 
izmerenit ] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkti
cheskai'a Eksped., Inform. biilll., No. 29:53-55, . 
incl. diagr., 1961. Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic 
Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 3, Amsterdam, 
Elsevier, 1965, p. 345-346. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

The design of snow measurement profiles constructed 
at the Arctic and Antarctic Institute [Leningr :id] and 
used during the 1959 winter at Lazarev Station is 
described. To avoid the problem of accurately 
measuring the cable sag at each observation, the sag 
was made uniform by fastening one end to one support, 
spanning the other end over a pulley on the second 
support, and hanging a weight ~n ft. The method 
of operation is described, and 1t 1s su~gested t~at a 
thin string or steel wire in vinyl chloride sheetin_g be 
used in place of the twisted steel cable (1. 2 mm m 
diameter) to avoid entanglement. Also, four 
Duralumin supports broke and had to be replace~ by 
stronger steel pipes. Several pairs of such profiles 
established at the most characteristic points o_f the 
mesorelief would facilitate obtaining a clear picture 
of snow accumulation for the entire region. 

F-3713 551.324.28:551.324.412(*733) 

Kruchinin, ffl. A. 
SOME DATA ON THE TEMPERATURE REGIME OF 
THE LAZAREV ICE SHELF. [Nekotorye_ da.nnye o 
temperaturnom rezhime ~hel'fovogo lednika_ . _ 
Lazareva. J Text in Russian. Sovet. Anta.i kti 
cheskai'a Eksped.' Inform. b:@11.' No. 30:~3-15, . 
incl. graphs, 1961. 2 refs. Eng. trans~. m: Soviet 
Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 3, 
Amsterdam Elsevier, 1965, p. 357-359. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 
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Temperature measurements were made at 12 levels 
in a 37 -m deep borehole near the western edge of the 
ice shelf·in the region of Lazarev Station at 5-day 
intervals from June to Dec. 1959. Analysis of the 
523 readings showed that the active layer extends 
to a depth of 14 m, below which the long-period 
average annual temperature zone extends for 2 m 
at a constant temperature of -15, 2°C. A uniform 
increase in the temperature of the ice shelf in the 
16- to 37-m layer (at o. 062° C/m) is due to the 
relatively· high temperature of the water ( -1. 7° C) 
under the ice shelf. The temperature curve is 
compared with that for the ice shelf at Maudheim 
and the effect of the warming trend observed from 
1945 to 1950 is assessed. 

F-3721 551. 578. 46(*7-11) 

Dralkin, A. G. 
SNOW COVER BETWEEN THE GEOMAGNETIC 
SOUTH POLE AND THE GEOGRAPlllC SOUTH POLE. 
[Snezhny1 pokrov mezhdu ffizhnym geomagnitnym i 
10zhnym geograficheskim poliilsami. ] Text in Rus
sian. Sovet. Antarkticheska.ia Eksped. , Inform. 
biilll., No. 31:22-25, incL table, graph, 1961. Eng. 
transL in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information 
Bulletin. VoL 4, Issue No. 1:11- 12, [1964). 

DLC, Ql15. S686; Q115, S6862 

General snow-cover characteristics between Vostok 
Station and the South Pole (about 1300 km) were in
vestigated for the first time in 1959. Loose, granu
lar snow rarely exceeding 0, 25 g/cm3 predominated 
as far as 83°30'S. Sastrugi were up to 50 cm high and 
had a density similar to the flat snow cover, demon
st rating that active recrystallization had taken place 
as a result of insolation. Between 83°30' and 86°30'S 
sastrugi 70-150 cm high covered 80-95% of the visible 
surface; sastrugi density ranged from O. 37 to 0, 43 
g/cm3• An even, loose snow cover with occasional 
small sastrugi up to 40-70 cm high and an average 
density of 0. 30-0. 33 g/cm 3 prevailed between 86°30' 
and 87°50'S. Barchan-like structures were found on 
the even snow surface between 87°50' and 88°30'S 
where the density was also relatively high. Tree
stump-shaped sastrugi up to 50 cm high and snow 
drifts 10 m long, 3-4 m wide, and up to 100 cm high 
covered 70-90% of the surface 80-50 km from the 
pole. Snow transport was observed on the return 
trip, Average and maximum wind speeds and air 
temperatures are given for the traverse and for 
Mirnyy and Vostok. 
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F-3722 551. 326. 7(*733) 

Kruchinin, ID. A. 
ICE SITUATION IN THE LAZAREV STATION RE
GION IN 1959. (Ledovafa obstanovka v ralone 
stan~ii Lazarev v 1959 g. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. 
Antarkticheskafa Eksped. , Inform. biilll. , No. 31: 
26-30, incL maps, 1961. 5 refs. Eng. transL in: 
Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
VoL 4, Issue No. 1: 13-15, (1964). 

DLC, Ql15. S686; Q115. S6862 

Observations on ice conditions in the region of 
Lazarev Station were made during the reconnaissance 
and construction period and during the entire winter
ing period, from Feb. 10 to Dec. 20, 1959. The con
figuration of the ice shelf edge, the appearance of 
icebergs, and the distribution, thickness, and age of 
fast ice are discussed in connection with weather 
conditions such as hurricanes, wind direction, and 
ur temperature. 

F-3737 551. 578. 466 (*733) 

Kruchinin, iu. A. 
MICRORELIEF OF THE SNOW SURFACE ON THE 
LAZAREV ICE SHELF. [Mikrorel'ef snezhnol . 
poverkhnosti shel'fovogo lednika Lazareva.] Text lll 
Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskafa Eksped. , Inform. 
biillL , No. 33:27-31, incL illus. , 1962. 4 refs. 
Eng. transL in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, 
Information Bulletin . VoL 4, Issue No. 2:77-79, 
[1964]. 

DLC, Ql15, S686; Ql15. S6862 

The development of microrelief forms at Lazarev 
Station was observed from early April to mid-Dec. 
1959. The snow surface is characterized by tran
sitional formations rather than by easily classified 
formations of regular shape. The density and hard
ness of the snow, and the types and dimensions of 
relief formations characteristic of the seasons are 
described according to the occurrence of cycl~nes or 
anticyclones and the temperature. Accumulahv~ d 
forms (snow spots and ridges, deflation sastrugi., an 
snow ripples) predominate in autumn, and erosive 
forms (incipient sastrugi, corrasion furrow~ ii:nd ruts, 
barchans, and 3 types of transverse sastrugi) 111 

winter; longitudinal sastrugi can be found throughout 
the year. The combination of these t~s (30-40\ 
free accumulative forms 50-60% erosive, and 10 
forced accumulative--sn;w tongues and drifts) iS 
characteristic of the spring and early summer. ~odhe . t . g peri average snow dJnsity for the entire win erm 
was O. 38 g/cm • 
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F-3739 551. 326. 12(*733) 

Dubrovin, L. L 
DEVELOPMENT OF SHORE ICE ill THE LAZAREV 
STATION REGION. (0 razvitii pripaia v ralone 
stanfsii Lazarev.J Text in Russian. Sovet. 
Antarkticheskafii Eksped., Inform. brilll, No. 33:35-
41, incl. graph, maps, 1962. 2 refs. Eng. transl. 
in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
Vol 4, Issue No. 2:81-85, (1964l 

DLC, Qll5. S686; Q115. S6862 

Observations are reported on 1-yr old and older 
shore ice in the Lazarev Station region from Feb. 
1959 through 1961, Attributable to the wind regime, 
shore ice becomes finally established at a different 
tin1e each year: Aug. 9 in 1959, and April 5 in 1960, 
The northern edge remains stable 22. 0-31. 5 km from 
the south shore of the bay. A stationary polynya 
46, 0-55. 5 Ion wide usually remains in the northern 
part of the western edge of the ice shelf, even in 
winter. Generally, the shore ice thickness in the 
region of the station increases from north to south, 
reflecting the time sequence of its establishment 
and, to alesser extent, snow accumulation and ocean 
currents. Fissures form chiefly under the effects 
of hydrodynamic factors and wind at the northern 
edge, and from ice shelf movement in the rest of the 
area. Shore ice begins to break up and the bay 
begins to clear of ice at the end of Dec, or early 
Jan. Under the influence of dynamic factors, 
particularly swell, this is completed by the end of 
Feb. The establishment and especially the breakup 
of shore ice are related closely to the development 
of the drift ice belt. Icebergs stranded on shoals 
promote the establishment of shore ice and interfere 
with its breakup. 

F-3741 551. 578. 46: 534. 2(*733) 

Dubrovin, L. 
"THE: VOICE OF SNOW." ["Golos snega".] Text in 
RussllU'l. Sovet, Antarkticheskaia Eksped. , Inform. 
blilll, ~o. 33:49-50, 1962, Eng. transl. in: Soviet 
Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 4, 
Issue No. 2:89, (1964]. 

DLC, Qll5. S686; Ql15, S6862 

An acoustical illusion was observed at Lazarev 
Station during unusually cold calm weather in the 
middle of winter in 1960. s:veral members heard 
;hat sounded like distant cries for help, Apparently 

e structure, thickness, and low temperature of the 
snow produced sound of an unusual quality under 
slight foot movement, 
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F-3746 551. 324. 29(*762/*764) 

Debenham, Frank 
THE GLACIER TONGUES OF MCMURDO SOUND. 
Geogr. J., 131(3):369-371, incl. illus,, maps, 
Sept. 1965. Ref. 

DLC, G7. R91 

The Mackay Glacier Tongue, the Erebus Glacier 
Tongue, and a tongue referred to as Midget in the 
author's field notes were studied during Scott's 
1910-11 expedition. The tongues never seem to 
break off at the point of flotation, perhaps because 
sea water freezes in cracks which are open from be
low. Another reason is that the glacier may have 
smoothed off a length of its sea-floor bed of debris 
and the tongue may have developed tidal cracks as 
its floating portion was subjected to the rise and 
fall of the tide. The rolls and lobes of the Erebus 
Glacier Tongue are seen as seasonal features, 
measuring the annual rate of movement. Triangular
shaped lobes may result from breakage of the corners 
of rectangular seasonal additions. The glacier 
tongues retain active crevasses even when they are 
several miles and many years from their points of 
origin. Giant swells resulting from the return surge 
of the surface water after a blizzard dies down 
suddenly could be the source of stress sufficient 
to cause the crevasses. It is suggested that frazil 
crystals carried by currents may assist the tongues 
to repair losses, thus accounting for the very slow 
wastage of the Erebus and Mackay tongues. 

F-3750 551,324. 24(*7) 

Bauer, Albert 
WORK OF THE GLACIOLOGICAL GROUP OF THE 
9TH SOVIET ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION (AUSTRAL 
SUMMER 1963-64). [Travaux du Groupe de 
Glaciologie de la J.X0 Expedition Antarctique 
Sovietique (Ete austral 1963-64). ] Text in French. 
TAAF (Paris), No, 32:46-62, incl. illus., tables, 
July-Sept. 1965. Ref. Also: Soc. Hydrotech. 
France, Mem. & Trav., No. 1:115-124, 1965. Also: 
Houille blanche, 20(5):489-498, Aug. -Sept. 1965. 

DLC, G845.F7; TJ2.H6A3; TC1.H68 

Five French scientists participated in the 20~man 
Soviet glaciological endeavor in East Antarctica. 
The program consisted of determination of th~ 
rate of deformation of the ice sheet, the density of 
the upper layers, and the annual layers and the . 
temperature of their formation. A netwo~k of six 
pentagons was established by tellurometr1c measure
ments and ice cores were obtained along the trek. 
The m~thods are described and the pertinent data 
are tabulated. 
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F-3753 551. 578. 41(*772) 

Shimizu, Hiromu 
"LONG PRISM" CRYSTALS OBSERVED IN THE 
PRECIPITATION IN ANTARCTICA. MeteoroL Soc. 
Japan, J. (Tokyo), Ser. 2, 41(5):305-307, incL illus., 
Oct. 1963. 4 refs. 

DLC; DWB, M(05) M589SJ 

A report is given of a study of crystals observed in 
the precipitation at Byrd Station in the austral winter 
of 1961. The most frequent crystal shapes observed 
are described as column and plate. A few were 
described as "long prism" being hexagonal, solid, and 
the ratio of the length of the _£-axis to ~-axis in the 
apparent shape c/ a>lO. They are believed to form 
at temperatures-between -20°C and -35°C. 

F-3763 551. 326. 7: 539. 4(*746) 

Baranov, G. L 
DISPERSION ANALYSIS OF THE SOLIDITY OF 
ANTARCTIC SEA ICE. (Dispersionnyl analiz 
prochnosti morskogo antarkticheskogo l 'da. ] Text 
in Russian. Prob. Arktiki Antarktiki, No. 20: 55-60, 
incL tables, graphs, 1965. 5 refs. 

DLC, G575. L422 

The method of dispersion analysis is described in 
relation to the study of the effects of temperature, 
density, and salinity of Antarctic sea ice on its 
solidity. The work was conducted in 1963 at Mirnyy 
Station. 

F-3799 551. 321.1:77. 02(*732) 

Brunn, V. von 
ICE CRYSTAL PHOTOGRAPHY--NORWAY 
STATION, 1960. Antarktiese BulL (Pretoria), 
No. 12: 3-4, incl. illus. , diagr. , Nov. 1965. 

DLC 

Microphotography of ice crystals at sub-zero 
temperatures was done with a photomicrographic 
apparatus based on the principles of a photographic 
enlarger. Compared to other devices, the apparatus 
was of simple construction and saved considerable 
time and photographic material. A mounted ice 
crystal was illuminated from below, and its image 
was projected upward on to a sheet of photographic 
enlarging paper, Insulating material separated the 
light source (a 100 w bulb) from the ice crystal. 
The condenser lens was taken from a magnifying 
glass, and the main objective belonged to a Leica 
camera. The glass plate for holding photographic 
paper could be placed at any of 3 enlargement levels. 
Each photograph required an exposure of about 2 sec 
and the prints were developed immediately, They ' 
showed clear and well-defined enlarged (negative) 
images of the ice crystals. A disadvantage of the 
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apparatus is that the paper prints from it cannot 
be readily reproduced. Also, the enlargement 
factor is less than that of the microscope and 
consequently does not permit photography of the 
minor details of individual crystals. 

F-3841 551,508, 77:551.578.466 

Landon Smith, I. H. and B. Woodberry 
THE PHOTOELECTRIC METERING OF WIND
BLOWN SNOW. Austral, Natl. Antarctic Res. Ex
pects., ANARE Interim Repts., Ser. A, vol. 4, 
Gla.ciol., Publ. No. 79:1-18, incl. illus., graphs, 
diagrs., 1965. 19 refs, 

DLC, G845.A8 

Several designs of electronic drift snow gauges are 
described including one photoelectric type which has 
been calibrated against a Mellor snow trap under 
Antarctic conditions. The theory of light attenuation 
by drifting snow is discussed and a theoretical cali
bration curve is derived which agrees well with the 
empirical results, The theory suggests an exponen
tial relationship between the mass of drift snow per 
unit volume of air (drift density) and the output signal 
from the photoelectric gauge. However, for low 
drift densities (below 40 g/m 3) commonly encountered 
at heights of 1 m and more above the snow surface, 
this relationship is approximately linear. The prob
lem of variation in snow particle size distribution and 
its effects on the calibration is also discussed. With
in limits set by the above considerations, photo
electric gauging of snow drift offers wide possibilities 
for drift measurements which have so far been un
feasible. (Auth. ) 

F-3842 551.508, 77: 551,578,466(*743) 

Wishart, E. R. 
A NEW PHOTOELECTRIC DRIFT SNOW GAUGE. 
Austral. Natl. Antarctic Res. Expects., ANARE 
Interim Repts. , Ser. A, vol. 4, Glaciol. , Pub!. 
No. 79:19-26, incl, illus., graph, diagr., 1965. 
6 refs. 

DLC, G845.A8 

A photoelectric (PE) drift snow gauge is described 
that was designed and built at Mawson Station in 1963 
to overcome some of the shortcomings of the Landon 
Smith and Woodberry gauge [F-3841). Sensi-
tivity to ambient light and general instability in_the 
form of random zero drift were eliminated by llght 
baffles and improved instrument stabilization, re
spectively. A total of 21 calibration runs, each . 
lasting 1-1.5 hr, was made 1 m above the snow with 
a Mellor (1960) rocket trap as reference. T~e ma3or 
weakness of the improved gauge is the extensive 
period required to stabilize the photoconductors and 
the need for frequent zero checks, particularly under 
light drift conditions. 
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F-3847 551. 324. 84:551. 321(*2) 

Bader, Henri, Wayne L, Hamilton and Paul L. Brown 
MEASUREMENT OF NATURAL PARTICULATE 
FALLOUT ONTO ffiGH POLAR ICE SHEETS. PART 
I: LABORATORY TECHNIQUES AND FIRST RESULTS. 
U. S, Army Cold Regions Res. Eng, Lab. , Res. 
Rept. 139, 86 p,, incl tables, graphs, diagrs,, 
appends. , Nov. 1965, 

CRREL Tech. Library 

This paper describes specifications for the 
laboratory, the purification of tap water for use as 
wash water and in making moderately clean NaCl 
solutions, the cleaning of glassware, the preparation 
and cleaning of NaCl solutions, the processing of 
ice samples, the measurement of electrical 
conductance, the Coulter particle counter and its use, 
and some of the underlying principles. The equipment 
used is identified and some first results obtained on 
cores from Byrd Station are presented. (Auth. ) 

F-3854 

MacDowall, J. 

551. 324. 28(*729. 5) 
551, 578. 46(*729. 5) 

GLACIOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS; PART l 
GLACIOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS AT THE BASE. 
In: David Brunt ~ - ). The Royal Society 
International Geophysical Year Antarctic Expedition, 
Halley Bay, Coats Land, Falkland Islands 
Dependencies, 1955-1959. Vol 4. Meteorology, 
Glaciology, Appendixes. London, Royal Society, 
P, 269-313, incl illus. , tables, graphs, map, 1964. 
15 refs. 

DLC, QC801, 3. R68 

Backg1·ound information is given on the ice sheet and 
the glaciological features of the area surrounding 
Halley Bay Station. Results of snow accumulation 
meas~rements by stake and pit methods are presented 
and_d1~cussed, including the seasonal and daily 
variation in accumulation. The height of the ice 
shelf above sea level and the wind profile immediately 
abov_e the ice shelf were determined. Temperature 
studies of the ice shelf were made and the methods 
-Of obsei:vation are described, including the use and 
calibration of thermocouples and recording resistance 
thermometers, Daily summaries of glaciological 
~bs~~ations are tabulated, including data on 
actiation, _temperature, cloud, mean wind velocity, 

~c~~lat_1on, ablation, distribution of type of 
P ec1p1t_ahon, and remarks on degree of drift and 
sastrug1 formation. 
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F-3855 551, 324. 28: 551. 324. 43(*729. 5) 

MacDowa.ll, J. , L. W. Barclay and J. M. C. Burton 
GLACIOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS; PART IL 
GLACIOLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS DURING 
SLEDGING JOURNEYS. In: David Brunt (ed, ). 
The Royal Society International Geophysical Year 
Antarctic Expedition, Halley Bay, Coats Land, 
Falkland Islands Dependencies, 1955-1959. Vol 4. 
Meteorology, Glaciology, Appendixes. London, 
Royal Society, p. 314-325, incl tables, graphs, 
diagrs. , maps, 1964. 2 refs. 

DLC, QC801. 3. R68 

The objective of glaciological observations made 
during the course of manhauling sledge journeys 
was to ascertain whether the detailed snow accumula
tion measurements made near the station were 
representative of a wider area In order that regimes 
of various parts of the Brunt Ice Shelf could be 
compared, pits were dug, accumulation stakes 
planted, and measurements were ta.ken during the 
eight traverses. The dates of the traverses are 
listed and a map shows the area covered. Data are 
tabulated on snow accumulation stake measurements, 
summer layers identified in the pits, snow density 
in pits I and depths of wind crusts. The locations 
of the pits are listed. Results of a study of 
accumulation and deformation of an ice hill about 22 
km ENE of the station are presented. The dimensions 
of the hill are listed and changes in distances between 
stakes and changes in horizontal angles between 
stakes set on the hill are evaluated. Snow density of 
samples from various locations is listed. The 
surface of the ice shelf, as observed throughout the 
traverses, is described. 

F-3856 551. 324. 28:551. 578. 466(*729. 5) 

Tribble, D. T. 
SNOW SURFACE STUDIES. In: David Brunt~). 
The Royal Society International Geophysical Year 
Antarctic Expedition,Halley Bay, Coats Land, 
Falkland Islands Dependencies, 1955-1959. VoL 4. 
Meteorology, Glaciology, Appendixes. London, 
Royal Society, p. 326- 328, incl illus. , graphs, 
1964. 2 refs. 

DLC, QC801, 3. R68 

A photographic record was made of snow _surface 
features in the vicinity of Halley Bay Station. The 
record was started early in March 1958, while _the 
summer regime of patterning was still predo~inan~ 
and continued until this regime was re-established 
in the following Oct. The camera equipment and 
film are described. Three series of photos were 
taken: (1) typical snow features to investi~~e the 
effect of surface weather conditions on origin and 
development of sastrugi (Ma1·ch 6-Oct. 29, ~~58) 1 
(2) serial phOtos to show formation and modif1_cat1on 
of sastrugi and (3) in order to study the pers1Stence 
of sastrugi'. an area was periodically phOto_graphed 
(July 15 to Sept. 2, 1958) and correlated with 
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records of weather conditions. A discussion of 
sastrugi formation is given, and the effects of 
weather conditions on this process are discussed. 
Included are 67 photographs of snow surface features 
with records of weather conditions. 

F-3858 551. 326. 7:551. 467. 3(*729. 5) 

Heap, J. ' H. E.G. Dyer and D. w. s. Limbert 
SEA ICE CONDITIONS. In: David Brunt (ed. ). 
The Royal Society International GeophysiciifYear 
Antarctic Expedition, Halley Bay, Coats Land, 
Falkland Islands Dependencies, 1955-1959. VoL 4. 
Meteorology, Glaciology, Appendixes. London, 
Royal Society, p. 339-347, incL tables, graph, maps, 
1964. 

DLC, QC801. 3. R68 

Sea ice observations were made irregularly at 
Halley Bay Station in 1956 through 1958, Based on 
these, information on formation and breakup of sea 
ice is given for the sea area visible from this part 
of Caird Coast. Visible observations of the 
distribution of sea ice within an arc from about west 
to northeast through north were made from various 
points on the ice shelf immediately above Halley Bay 
at a height of 80 ft, thereby giving a possible horizon 
of 10 mi. The maximum range at which sea ice 
conditions could be discerned accurately was taken 
to be 6 mi. Characteristics of sea ice distribution 
in Halley Bay are described and the data are 
tabulated including date, condition, thickness in 
inches of ice and snow, and whether the shore lead 
was open or closed, Charts showing conditions are 
included. Data from ice drilling and snow stake 
measurements are presented and discussed. 

F-3875 551. 578. 466 

Stehle, Nancy S. 
SNOW MOVEMENT LITERATURE REVIEW. U.S. 
Nav. Civ. Eng. Lab., Proj. Y-F015-11-01-025, 
Tech. Note N-594, Type C, 19p., May 28, 1964. 
30 refs. 

CFSTI, AD 600 700 

This report reviews the properties of drifting snow 
and methods of minimizing drift, primarily in 
perennial snow areas. Here, most snow particles 
carried by the wind range in diameter from 0. 1 to 
1. 0 mm. The drift and motion of snow are influenced 
by the density and size of snow particles, but are 
primarily controlled by the wind speed. Conditions 
necessary for drift include: snow with a specific 
gravity of 0. 1 - 0. 3, air temperature well below 
freezing, sufficient dry snow, and a wind speed 
exceeding 5 m/sec. Snow movement is greatest 
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within a few inches of the ground where the wind's 
velocity is low and its lifting power smalL Antarctic 
field studies indicate that the primary force in snow 
movement is suspension or turbulence. Drift depths 
are determined by the snow supply, not by wind 
strength. Drift conditions are ideal when sufficient 
snow has fallen to smooth out irregularities and a 
surface crust has formed. Conversely, drift is 
minimized on a rough, highly irregular surface which 
traps blowing snow. Antarctic field studies indicate 
drift accumulation is prevented by elevating 
structure 3 ft above surrounding surfaces. Snow 
collection and deflection fences are described. Scale 
model studies simulating drift snow in wind tunnels 
would be helpful, but these must be correlated 
with field tests. 

F-3882 551. 578. 466(*765} 

Stehle, N. S. 
SNOW ACCUMULATION ON THE ROSS ICE SHELF, 
1961-64. U.S. Nav. Civ. Eng. Lab., Proj. Y-F015-
11-0l-025, Tech. Note N-671, Type C, Gp., incl. 
tables, diagr., Nov. 27, 1964. 2 refs. 

CFSTI, AD 453 273 

To determine the amount of snow accumulation and 
ablation on the Ross Ice Shelf near McMurdo Station, 
investigations were conducted annually from 1961 to 
1964. Measurements were taken on the natural snow 
surface, compacted snow surface elevated above the 
natural snow surface, compacted snow surfaces 
depressed below the natural snow surface, and on a 
surface level with the natural snow surface but with 
18- to 20-in. -high windrows perpendicular to the 
storm wind. From these measurements, it was 
concluded that to prevent accumulation, an area on 
the Ross Ice Shelf near McMurdo must be elevated 
more than 0. 7 ft above the natural snow surface 
and must be re-elevated at least 0. 4 ft each year to 
maintain this elevation. Windrows perpendicular to 
the storm wind will increase accumulation by almost 
50% on a surface level with the natural snow surface. 
(Auth. , mod. ) 

F-3884 551, 324. 433: 551. 583 

Stehle, N. S. N 
REVIEW OF CLIMATOLOGICAL INFLUENCES 0 
THE DETERIORATION OF ICE AND SNOW. U.S. 
Nav. Civ. Eng. Lab., Proj. Y-F015-ll-0l-024, 
Tech. Note N-723, Type C, (14] p., incL tables, 
graphs, June 1965. 15 refs. 

CFSTI, AD 465 277 

Solar radiation air temperature, ice temperaturei 
wind velocity, ~ relative humidi_ty are all vru:iab/s 
which significantly influence ablation and detenor 
tion. The surface albedo determines the amount 01 d 
solar radiation which is absorbed by the surface an 
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so may control the ablation. Control of ablation and 
detel'ioration processes in ice and snow is important 
for maximum utilization of these materials for roads, 
runways, and other operations in polar regions, 
Studies are therefore needed in order to determine 
the specific effects of solar radiation and temperature 
on deterioration and ablation. Studies on the albedo 
of ice and processed snow surfaces are also needed 
to develop methods for the control and utilization of 
ice and snow surfaces. Factors contributing energy 
to an ice or snow surface are tabulated, and graphs 
plot the l'elationship of weekly average air tempera
ture and incoming solar radiation at Point Barrow, 
Alaska, Fletcher's lee Island (T-3) , and Scott 
Station. 

F-3891 551. 321. 86:661. 652 

Stehle, N. S. 
STUDIES OF SNOW MOVEMENT IN A WIND DUCT. 
U.S. Nav. Civ. Eng. Lab,, Proj. Y-F015-11-01-025, 
Tech. Rept. R-420, Type C, 20p,, incl. illus. , 
tables, graphs, Nov. 1965. 21 refs. 

CFSTI, AD 623 845 

The results are described of experiments with 
drifting snow under controlled conditions in the NCEL 
wind duct at below-freezing temperatures. Themetal
lined wind duct consists of a 4-ft-long entrance 
section, four 2- by 2- by 3-ft test units, a 4. 5-ft 
steel fan and enclosure, and a 3-ft collection box. 
Air is drawn into the duct by a 21, 000-cfm fan whose 
speed can be varied from 500 to 1600 rpm. Material 
picked up by the wind passes the fan and is collected 
in a 36- by 40- by 66-in. box and an 18-in. diam. , 
Q. 5-ft tubular heavy-duty canvas bag, A 14- by 
23-in. vibratory shaker screen and dispenser with 
outlets at 4-in, levels added material uniformly to 
the wind stream at the duct entrance. An angle-
type, conical-tip, error-free pitot tube was used to 
measure the air velocity in the duct. Before each 
test, the snow was screened to remove particles 
larger than 1. 3 mm in diameter. The results of 
quantitative and qualitative tests indicate that the 
wind duct can be used in a cold chamber to determine 
the characteristics of drifting snow. The amount of 
in-place snow moved is dependent on wind velocity, 
snow temperature, exposure to solar radiation, 
the amount of snow in the airstream, and the physical 
properties of the snow. Wind duct tests using snow 
should be continued to determine the effect of pro
longed wind, solar radiation, snow temperature, and 
varied surface patterns on drifting. (See F-3414] 

F-3693 551. 578. 4: 551. 321, 7 

Mellor, Malcolm 
PROPERTIES OF SNOW. U.S. Army Cold Regions 
Res. Eng. Lab., Cold Regions Sci. Eng., ill-Al, 
106p. , incl illus, , tables, graphs, Dec. 1964. 
215 refs. 

CRREL Tech. Library 
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Available information on the properties of snow is 
summarized. The 7 chapters concern the formation 
and composition of snow, mechanical characteristics, 
elastic behavior and ultimate strength under rapid 
loading, creep under sustained loading, surface 
friction and adhesion, thermal properties and 
radiation characteristics, and electrical properties 
of deposited, falling, and blowing snow. References 
are given at the end of each chapter. 

F-3895 551, 578. 466 

Mellor, Malcolm 
BLOWING SNOW. U.S. Army Cold Regions Res. 
Eng. Lab. , Cold Regions Sci. Eng. , m-A3c, 79p. , 
incl, illus. , tables, graphs, diagrs. , append. , 
Nov. 1965. 97 refs, 

CFSTl, AD 630 328 

This report reviews available information on blowing 
snow and the formation of snowdrifts. The mechanics 
of wind transport is discussed, with special emphasis 
on turbulent diffusion of snow particles in the surface 
boundary layer, The metering of blowing snow is 
explained and field data are given for concen-
tration and flux of snow particles as functions of wind 
speed and height above the surface.. Deposition and_ 
erosion of snow is discussed and wind tunnel modeling 
is considered. The construction and deployment of 
snow fences is described, and their performance is 
analyzed. Snow drifting on highways and around 
structures is considered. Some electrical and 
optical phenomena are reviewed. 

F-3905 551. 578. 463:546. 11, 02'21. 02(*701) 

Craig, H. 
DISCUSSION OF PAPER BYS. EPSTEIN, R. P. 
SHARP, AND A. J, GOW, 'SIX-YEAR RECORD OF 
OXYGEN AND HYDROGEN ISOTOPE VARIATIONS 
IN SOUTH POLE FIRN'. J. Geophys, Res., 71(4): 
1287-1288, Feb. 15, 1966. 7 refs. 

DLC, QC811, J6 

A discussion is given of the interpretation of data in 
a previous study [F-2477] in which a linear 
relationship between oD versus 60-18 was graphed 
for a large number of precipitation samples from 
California and two Antarctic locations. (o is the . 
deviation of the isotopic ratio D/ H or 0-18/0-16, rn 
per mille from the SMOW, or standard mean ocean 
water reference standard.) The data were 
intexpreted to mean that South Pole materials _suffered 
little nonequilibrium evaporation or condensat~on. 
In the present article, an analysis of the data 1s 
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presented which indicates a deviation of an order of 
magnitude greater than the maximum experimental 
uncertainty. The method by which the present 
analysis was carried out and confirmed is described. 
The results indicate a question as to whether the 
large deviations encountered in the previous data 
reflect analytical effects or actual climatic or 
meteorological effects. 

F-3908 551. 324. 84:551. 578.463{*726.3, *775) 

Gliozzi, James 
SIZE-DISTRIBUTION ANALYSIS OF MICROPARTI
CLES IN TWO ANTARCTIC FIRN CORES. J. 
Geophys. Res., 71(8): 1993-1998, incl. graphs, 
April 15, 1966. 8 refs. 

DLC, QC811. J6 

The following results have been obtained from a 
size-distribution analysis of microparticles, 0. 75 to 
3. 0 p, in diameter, contained in two firn cores 
collected during the Antarctic Peninsula traverse: 
(1) In both cores there is a distinct variation in 
particle concentration with depth. Twelve "cycles" 
were interpreted from the microparticle distribution 
pattern between 4. 2 and 21. 0 m depth for Eights 
station, and 7 "cycles" were interpreted for K core 
(74"27'S, 67"07'W) between 3. 2 and 19. 0 m depth. 
(2) Assuming that each cycle represents about a 
2-yr period (Le. , 24-27 mo.), the annual accumu
lation for Eights station is between 37. 4 and 42. 1 
g/ cm2 of water, and for K core it is between 56. 3 and 
63. 3 g/ cm2 of water. (3) Microparticle cycles of a 
broad stratigraphic interval are generally preceded 
by "dirty" layers, which may substantiate the 
theories of precipitation control by particle density 
in the atmosphere. (4) The character of "dirty" 
layers, or particle cycle maximums, changes with 
depth, indicating some firn diagenetic processes. 
(Auth. , mod. ) 

F-3920 551. 322:539. 219. 1:536. 411 

stehle, N. S. 
MIGRATION OF BUBBLES IN ICE UNDER A 
TEMPERATURE GRADIENT. U.S. Nav. Civ. Eng. 
Lab., Proj. Y-F015-ll-0l-052, Tech. Rept. R-421, 
Type C, 32p. , incl. illus. , tables, graphs, diagrs. , 
Dec. 1965. 24 refs. 

CFSTI, AD 627 984 

Laboratory experiments were made to study the 
migration of vapor and air bubbles under a temper
ature gradient. The investigation was undertaken 
to test the theory of the migration of fluid inclusions 
under a temperature gradient, to verifypreviousdata, 
and to study the physical characteristics of ice under 
a temperature gradient. This information is related 
to current knowledge of bubbles in glaciers. The 
migration velocities of vapor figures measured here 
agreed with previous data, but a previous theoretical 
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formula required modification to account for the 
effect of internal air pressure and figure shape, The 
observed velocities of vapor figures and air bubbles 
supported the theoretical calculations. Both vapor 
figure and air bubble velocities were found to be 
dependent on bubble or figure shape and air pressure. 
In addition, air bubble velocities were also temper
ature dependent. Frosting occurred in the interior 
of almost all air bubbles subjected to a temperature 
gradient. It had no apparent effect on the velocity 
of migration, although after the bubble had been 
filled with frost for several hours, the velocity of 
migration decreased. Similar experiments could 
be conducted with sea ice to determine the velocity 
of migration of brine pockets and the mechanisms 
limiting the velocity. 

F-3981 551. 326. 7(*746) 

Schulze, Otto 
THE ICE CONDITIONS ON THE PRAVDA COAST 
DURING THE 6TH SOVIET ANTARCTIC EXPEDI
TION 1961/ 1962. (Die Eisverhaltnisse an der 
Prawda-Kiiste wahrend der VL sowjetischen 
Antarktisexpedition 1961/ 1962. J Text in German. 
Germany. Demokratische Repub. , Meteorol. 
Dienst. , Abhandl. , 10(75): 19-35, incl. tables, graphs, 
maps, 1965, 3 refs. 

DLC, QC851. G426 

The results of ice-thickness measurements in the 
coastal area of the Davis Sea are presented. The 
measurements were carried out near Mirnyy Station 
from May 1961 to Jan. 1962. The complete cycle 
of sea-ice formation and breakup is described for 
this time period. A correlation was found to exist 
between sea-ice thickness and the total negative air 
temperature. The determined correlation coefficient 
ranged between 0. 996 and O. 982. Sea-ice formaUon 
began in the last days of April 1961, and the maxi
mum sea-ice thickness (136 cm) was reached at the 
end of Nov. 1961. The implements and techniques 
used in the ice-thickness measurements are de
scribed. The following graphs are included: (1) 
average daily temperatures; (2) ice thickness at 
distances of 0.1, 1.0, and 3.0 km from Mi~nyy; and 
(3) snow thickness overlying ice thickness m the 
Davis Sea in Nov. 1957 and Nov. 1961 at distances 
ranging up to 30 km from Mirnyy. 

F-3991 551. 322:539. 3:551. 324. 8(*38, *722) 

Bader, Henri s 
CRITERIA FOR MEASUREMENT OF STRAIN RATE 
IN DEEP BORE HOLES IN POLAR GLACIERS, U. $, 
Army. Cold Regions Res. Eng. Lab. , Res. Rep!. 
127, 9p., incl. tables, Dec. 1964. 2 refs. 

CRREL Tech. Library 
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The problem of strain rate measurement in bore 
holes is analyzed and the necessary accuracy is 
estimated. Based on a simplified model, strain 
rates are calculated as a function of depth below the 
surface for Camp Century, Greenland, and Byrd 
Station, Antarctica. It is assumed that (1) there are 
no strains normal to the vertical plane containing 
the flow lines, and (2) the thickness above any fixed 
point on the bed is constant, The drill hole is in the 
accumulation area. The components of the vertical 
strain rate are: (1) layer thinning to compensate for 
accumulation, (2) layer thinning or thickening when 
surface and bed slopes are unequal, (3) layer thin
ning by reduction of enclosed air volume, and (4) 
layer thinning due to elastic compression of ice. 
Inclinometer measurements can only be expected to 
yield the horizontal shear strain rate. An expression 
is given for correcting the non-verticality of the 
drill hole. The results indicate that only very high 
measurement accuracy is likely to yield useful 
results. 

F-3996 551. 324. 83(*7-11) 

Evteev, S. A. 
STRUCTURAL STUDIES OF MORAINIC DEPOSITS 
AND ICE CONTAINING MOR.AINIC MATERIAL. 
(Strukturnye issledovanifa morennykh otlozhenil i 
l'da, soderzhashchego morenny'1 material 1 Text in 
Russian. In: Akademila nauk SSSR, Institut 
geografii, Teplovo'1 i vodny'1 rezhim snezhno
lednlkovykh tolshch. Moskva, Izd-vo Nauka, 1965, 
p. 193-198, 6 refs. 

DLC, GB2405. A36 

Structural studies of morainic ice conducted by the 
second Soviet Antarctic Expedition included analysis 
of detrital distribution and the orientation of these 
deposits along their long axes, and the study of the 
forms, dimensions, and orientation of air inclusions 
and ice crystals. Morainic ice layers in East 
Antarctica form an almost uninterrupted floor at the 
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base of the ice sheet, with thickness related to move
ment of individual parts of the ice. The following 
layers were found in all ice thicknesses with mo
rainic inclusions: milk-white ice, located above the 
morainic layer, making up a large part of the ice 
cover; crystalline ice, devoid of morainic inclusions; 
and morainic ice. The structural features of these 
layers are described. Morainic inclusions cause 
ice deformations distinguishable from deformations 
of moraine-free ice. The process of moraine depo
sition is discussed. Material may accumulate under 
active movement, or it may be deposited during ice 
melting. The ordered orientation of morainic 
material deposited in the Antarctic is unlikely, as 
the detritus is deposited as the result of melting of 
glacial tongues from the top, with highly developed 
solifluction and crumbling. In the ground moraines 
of Quaternary ice sheets of the Northern Hemisphere, 
the ordered orientation of detrital material supports 
the theory that deposition took place from the bottom. 

See also: 
i\-2~ A-2417, A-2744, A-2745, A-3086 
B-2061, B-2732, B-2793 
C-2034, C-2405, C-2671, C-3112, C-3378, C-3534 
D-2500 D-3385, D-3852 
E-2156: E-2355, E-2381, E-2613, E-2867, E-2944, 

E-3099, E-3161, E-3182, E-3190, E-3196, E-3675, 
E-3703, E-3735, E-3997 

G-2172, G-2272, G-2351, G-2604, G-2844, G-2925, 
G-3069, G-3437, G-3535, G-3775, G-3879, G-3880, 
G-3886, G-3887, G-3892, G-3970 

H-3871 
I-2243, 1-2278, I-2329, I-2387, I-2396, I-2499, 

I-2501, 1-2518, I-2632, 1-2691, 1-2883, 1-2974, 
1-2975, 1-2976, I-3042, I-3049, 1-3073, I-3194, 
1-3253, I-3254, I-3327, I-3422, 1-3684, I-3790 

J-2005, J-2095, J-2160, J-3339, J-3556, J-3679 
K-2382 K-2470, K-3571 
L-2014: L-2016, L-2099, L-2568, L-2739, L-2865, 

L-3748 
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G-2008 656. 7(02)(*7) 

CherevichnyI, I. I. 
IN THE SKY OF ANTARCTICA. (V nebe Antarktidy.) 
Text in Russian, Moskva, Izd-vo MorskoI Transport, 
1963, 149p,, incl. illus. 

DLC, G880. C45 

The life and work of the aviation team of the First 
Soviet Antarctic Expedition (1956) is described. The 
aviators flew more than 1400 hours, made an aerial 
survey of more than 55, 000 sq km, made reconnais
sance flights in the interior and along the coast, par
ticipated in the erection of Pionerskaya Station and 
the meteorological station at Bunger Hills, serviced 
the tractor traverses, and conducted soundings of the 
atmosphere. More than 389 tons of supplies were 
transported. 

G-2074 527. 62(*2) 

Chistiakov, N. 1 
METHOD FOR DETERMINING AIRPLANE COORDI
NATES IN POLAR REGIONS. (Sposob opredelenila 
koordinat samoleta v poliarnykh rafonakh.] U.S. S. R 
Pat. no. 87031, Brull. izobret. tovarnykh znakov 
(Abstract only], 17:101, 1964. 

DLC, T285. A33 

A patent has been issued for a method by which the 
position of an airplane operating in polar regions is 
determined in rectangular coordinates. The compo
nents of the plane's velocity, which are derived by 
resolving a signal into two mutually-perpendicular 
directions, are automatically integrated. A solar
type compass, fitted with a course-computing scale, 
is turned by a clock mechanism. One of the mutually
perpendicular coordinates selected, into which the 
plane velocity is resolved, is parallel to a prime 
meridiart 

G-2075 612. 396(*7) 

Rosliakov, F. 
RADIO COMMUNICATIONS IN THE ANTARCTIC. 
[Radiosviaz' v Antarktide. ] Text in Russian. Radio 
(Moscow), No. 7:16-17, incl. illus., 1963. 

DLC, TK6540. Rl55 

General information is given on the importance of 
radio communication in Antarctic research. The 
various types of radio communication used are dis
cussed. These forms of communication provide two
way conversations between friends and relatives in 
the Antarctic and the Soviet Union, relay news from 
Moscow, receive and send meteorological data, and 
keep contact with Soviet and other nations' Antarctic 
stations, as well as with the Soviet whaling fleets and 
traverse parties. There is in addition a considerable 
amount of _ham radio activity on the part of the Soviet 
radio operators. 
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G-2172 551. 321. 2:624. 144(*772) 

Terry, C. W. 
BYRD STATION SNOW TUNNELS--WALL CLEARING 
STUDY. U. S. Nav. Civ. Eng. Lab., Proj. Y- F015-
ll-001, Tech. Note N-510, Type C, Final Rept., 9p., 
incl. graph, April 1963. 5 refs. 

DDC, AD 407076 

Present data on the closure rates in most of the tun
nels at New Byrd Station indicate that trimming of the 
walls to maintain desirable clearances will not be re
quired before Deep Freeze 65. A review of the Byrd 
Station drawings shows that about 75% of the tunnel 
wall surfaces will allow a relatively high degree of 
mechanization for economical wall trimming. Build
ings and other obstructions will necessitate hand 
clearing in the remaining 25%. On a basis of tunnel 
clearing work at Camp Century, Greenland, tentative 
methods and equipment for trin1ming the walls and 
disposing of the waste snow were selected for Byrd 
Station. Specific rates of closure and maximum 
allowable safe closures for the Byrd tunnels should 
be established at an early date. Also, precise tech
niques and equipment should be determined for each 
different tunnel situation during Deep Freeze 64. 
(Auth. , mod.) 

G-2231 621. 6:624. 148(*2) 

Nehlsen, W. R 
PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION OF FLUID DISTRI
BUTION SYSTEMS FOR TEMPORARY POLAR 
CAMPS. U. S. Nav. Civ. Eng. Lab., Task Y-F015-
11-194, Type C, Tech. Note N-516, Sp., incl. 
tables, June 28, 1963. 2 refs. 

DDC, AD 412633 

Fluid distribution and collection lines for polar 
camps are expensive and unsatisfactory. Detailed 
investigation of means of improving conventional de
signs are recommended, including study of limited 
use of synthetic pipe materials, testing of existing 
designs and equipment, and development of a leak 
detector. In addition, radical redesign using uncon
ventional materials is recommended as the best 
approach to a greatly improved system for future use. 
(Auth.) 

G-2258 727. 5(*726. 52) 

Jones, T. 0. c 
NEW U. S. RESEARCH STATION IN THE ANTAR -
TIC PENINSULA. Nature, 204(4961):825-826, Nov. 
28, 1964. 2 refs. 

DLC, Ql. N2 

Palmer Station was recently established in the . 
Arthur Harbor vicinity of Anvers I. Its purpose is 
to provide a base for biological research to comple-
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ment and supplement the work being done on the 
Elw1io in and around the Scotia Ridge, Drake Pas
sage, and the South Pacific Ocean. A base was 
established at the site by the British in 1955 and 
occupied until 1958. In addition to the present hut, 
which will be used to accommodate the laboratories, 
a building for living purposes is planned. It is to be 
assembled by a detachment from the Edisto which 
will serve as living quarters until the station is 
completed. Five civilians and four U. S. Navy per
sonnel will comprise the overwintering group. In 
order to enlarge the effective working area of the 
station, a 125-ft wooden vessel designed for special 
service in and around the ice is being planned. The 
station will be valuable mainly for biological re
search, but geological, upper-atmospheric, gla
ciological, and meteorological studies are planned. 

G-2272 69:624. 14:624. 19(*772) 

Mellor, Malcolm and George Hendrickson 
UNDERSNOW STRUCTURES: BYRD STATION, ANT
ARCTICA. U. S. Army, Cold Regions Res. Eng. 
Lab. , Tech. Rept. 138, 38p. , incl. illus. , table, 
graphs, diagrs. , app. , Feb. 1965. 14 refs. 

CRREL Tech. Library 

Byrd station consists of a network of shallow tunnels 
containing light, T- 5 type, prefabricated buildings, 
and other items of equipment. Some small buildings 
(e.g., aurora tower, balloon pavilion, rawin dome) 
are elevated above the snow surface on extensible 
columns. The tunnels were constructed by the "cut
and-cover" method. Electric power is generated by 
a diesel plant and distributed through overhead 
wires. Snow melter-produced water is piped to the 
quarters and galley. The buildings are heated main
ly by individual oil-fired hot air systems. Only one 
vehicle access opening is maintained, and most 
hatches to the surface are closed. Data are given 
concerning tunnel deformation, floor levels and 
foundation settlement, temperature measurements, 
ventilation, and other tests. The appendixes discuss 
snow reinforcement tests, air permeability of snow 
and the ventilation of undersnow camps, and the 
thermal effects of water wells and sewage sinks. 

G-2341 621, 396:621. 391. 8(*764) 

Crombie, D, D, 
RECEPTION OF GBR (16 KC/S) AT SCOTT BASE, 
ANTARCTICA, U,S, Air Force Cambridge Res, 
Labs,, Contract No. AF64 (500)-8, Proj. 5630, Task 
?6301, Scient, Rept. No. 1,AFCRL-62-169, (l0]p., 
incl, tables, graphs, March 15, 1962. 3 refs. 

DDC, AD 288107 

Th: results are discussed of one year's (1959) obser
vations of the amplitude of 16 Kc/s signals from GBR, 
Rugby, England, received at Scott Station, The diur-

237-720 O - 87 _ 18 
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nal variation suggests that the signals are received 
over the long great circle path, There is slight evi
dence that the attenuation of this path during daylight 
hours increases with geomagnetic activity. (Auth,, 
mod,) 

G-2350 

Fuchs, Vivian 

656, 1:629, 11. 032:629, 111. 7(*7) 
656. 7:629, 135. 2(*7) 

POLAR TRAVEL, In: Raymond Priestley and others 
(eds,), Antarctic Research. London, Butterworths, 
lffl, p. 16-27, incl, illus, 

DLC, 0880, P7, 1964 

Methods of polar travel are discussed. A short his
tory traces the development of these methods in con
junction with the early exploratory expeditions, The 
use of aircraft has greatly facilitated research by 
making possible increased logistic support, recon• 
naissance and aerial mapping, The difficulties pe
culiar to ~viation are described listing recommenda
tions for the improved performance of the equipment. 
The types of airplanes are categoriz~ and the advan
tages and disadvantages of each type listed, The use 
of hovercraft is anticipated, Land travel is de
scribed in detail, The types of snow and ice forma
tions encountered are described, with recommenda
tions for the most efficient means of traversing soft 
snow sastrugi and crevasse fields. Sno-Cats, wea
sels 'and varidus sledges are described. The partic
ular' advantages of the diesel and petrol engines are 
listed Motorized hauling is compai•ed with dog haul
ing. The harnesses, feeding requirements, and gen
eral cai·e and control of dog teams are described, 
Dog sledging rations over a period of 2-3 mont~ 
should be 1 lb of dog pemmican per day along Wlth seal 
meat once every 3 or 4 weeks, Men can exist on a 
balanced sledging ration of 4100 cal/day/man, 

G-2351 629. 124. 75:656. 61. 052(551. 326](*7) 

Morley, J.P. nd 
POLAR SlilPS AND NAVIGATION, In: Raymo 
Priestley and others (eds,), Antarctic Research. 
London, Butterworths;7'964, p. 28-38, incl, illus. 
10 refs. 

DLC, G880.P7, 1964 

Polar ships consist of icebreakers and ice-strength
ened ships (reinforced hulls and extra pow_er) •. Polar 
vessels currently in use are briefly des~r1b~d i?clu_d • 
ing dimensions and power data, Ice_ nav1gati~n is dis• 
cussed in detail, listing the difficulties pec~'.11' to 
Antarctic navigation and subsequently describing_ 
e ui ment and methods used. Pack ice and fast ice 
a':e ~escribed along with the methods of maneuvering 
through vai·ious concentrations of sea ice, Meth?<ls 
of extricating a vessel beset in the ice are described, 
Icebergs are categorized, 
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G-2353 636. 7:591.1(*7) 

Orr, N. W. M, 
PHYSIOLOGY OF SLEDGE DOGS. In: Raymond 
Priestley and others (eds. ), Antarctic Research. 
London, Butterworths;-Til64, p. 61-70, incl, illus,, 
tables, graph, diagr. 42 refs. 

DLC, G880, P7, 1964 

A brief history is given of the use of dogs in Antarc
tica. In a discussion of breeding, comparisons are 
made of body weights, speed,and stamina. Work out
put studies show that husky dogs have a capacity of 
sustained hard work demanding up to 6000 kcal/day, 
Work capacity was repeatedly shown to be closely re 
lated to food intake, and that with low environment 
temperatures, and adequate oxygen, water, and food, 
the performance of a dog was virtually tireless. Ex
tensive nutritional studies are described listing the 
food sources, Correct dog-team control, implement
ing consistent discipline and genuine affection, is 
emphasized as being indispensable to the success of 
the team, 

G-2434 629. 12. 001. 5(*7) 

Samarin, V. G. 
THE NEW AMERICAN ANTARCTIC SCIENTIFIC RE
SEARCH VESSEL "ELTANIN. " (Novoe amerikanskoe 
antarkticheskoe nauchno-issledovatel' skoe sudno 
"Eltanin."] Text in Russian. Okeanologil'.a, 4(3): 543-
544, 1964. 4 refs. -

DLC, Gel. A47A23 

A description is given of the U. S. Antarctic scien
tific research ship Eltanin which made 4 voyages in 
1962. The ship was rebuilt at a cost of 1 million 
dollars and was financed by the U. s. National 
Science Foundation. Designed for research in Ant
arctic waters on oceanography, atmospheric physics, 
and marine biology, the ship is well equipped and 
comfortable; its laboratories accommodate up to 32 
scientists. 

G-2534 

U. S. Antarctic Projects Officer 

629. 11/ . 13(*7) 
69. 032(*7) 

SUPPORT FOR SCIENCE, ANTARCTICA. Washing
ton, 1964, 4lp. , incl illus. , tables, maps. 

DLC, Ql80. A6U5 

This publication provides basic data on the principal 
Antarctic stations, as well as ships aircraft and 
vehicles used to support U. S. Ant~ctic acti;ities. 
The ships, aircraft, and vehicles whose activities 
are confined to furnishing support between the U. S. 
and New Zealand are not included. For each item the 
following data are given where applicable and availa
ble: name, manufacturer, function, specifications, 
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and extent of participation. The stations described 
are those occupied during the 1963-64 season. For 
each station there is information on its location, 
background, date of establishment, functions, cli
mate, and type of construction. 

G-2565 656. 19:629. 114. 2(*7) 

Panov, V. l 
PECULIARITIES OF OPERATION AND WAYS TO 
IMPROVE GROUND TRANSPORTATION IN ANT
ARCTICA. (Osobennosti raboty i puti uluchshenila 
nazemnogo transporta v Antarktide.] Text in Rus
sian. rzv. Vyssh. ucheb. zavedenil. Mashinostr., 
7:121-131, incl. illus., tables , 1964. 5 refs. 
-DLC, TJ4. R77 

An evaluation is given of the ope ration of over snow 
vehicles in Antarctica. The severe conditions are 
listed under which the tractors must operate. The 
use of the Khar'kovchanka tractor during the fourth 
Soviet expedition is discussed. A comparison is 
made between the advantages of using light and heavy 
tractors under Antarctic conditions: light tractors 
a.re used successfully where the terrain is unfamiliar, 
the ground surface is uneven, and to cross snow 
bridges over crevasses; heavy tractors, such as the 
Khar'kovchanka., have the following advantages: (1) 
they can haul heavy loads and several sleds; (2) they 
can operate deep in the interior as independent units; 
(3) they move easily over sastrugi and ice domes; 
(4) they can cross wider crevasses; and (5) they are 
less sensitive to load redistribution. Suggestions for 
the improvement of this tractor are given. 

G- 2575 629. 124 .. 75. 004. 6(520) 

Tokunaga., Yoichiro 
REMODELLING AND REPAIR WORK OF THE 
JAPANESE ANTARCTIC RESEARCH SHIP SOYA. 
(Nankyoku kansokusen "Soya" no kaiZ8 sh0ri k6ii. ) 
Text in Japanese with English swnma.ry. Anta1·ct1c 
Rec. (Tokyo) , No. 23:45-62, incl illus. , tables, 
dia.gr. , Sept. 1964. 3 refs. 

DLC, Orienlalia. Div. 

The Soya, formerly a lighthouse supply vessel be
longing to the Maritime Safety Agency of the Japanese 
Government was remodeled as an Antarctic research 
ship in 1956'. After the first Antarctic voyage in 
which the JARE established Showa Station, ~•s 
cargo capacity was increased by 25% and her horse
power by 20%. During the second Antarcti~ vorag.e, 
the ship could not approach Showa due to thick ice, 
one portside propeller blade was broken and the ;11d
der stock was twisted. Thus, aerial transportation 
by 2 helicopters was employed in subsequent expedi
tions. In 1958 the ship was fitted with a flight deck 
for Sikorsky-58 helicopters, aviation fuel t~, and 
other equipment. In 1959, a lilting bOom was lJl· 
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stalled on the stern derrick post for the helicopters. 
The spectacle frame was heavily damaged and the 
screw shaft was bent during the fourth Antarctic ex
pedition. Repair work was carried out in 1960 and 
1961. The Soya's design is appended, showing deck 
plans and a longitudinal section. (Auth. , mod. ) 

G-2594 69. 032{*723) 

Burghart, John 
THE BUILDING OF NEW DISCOVERY HOUSE. Civ. 
Eng. Pub. Works Rev., 58(681):509, 511, incl. 
illus. , diagrs. , April 19"63. 

DLC, TAl. C453 

New Discovery House was built on South Georgia for 
the Crown Agents for the Colonies, during the 1962-
63 summer. The building is a hostel with a hospital 
block for the use of scientists in transit to the Ant
arctic continent. It can accommodate up to 32 per
sons. It is a two-story rectangular wooden structure, 
with semibasement, built on stilts to overcome the 
snow problem, with a gable facing the prevailing 
wind. An account is given of the difficulties which 
the contractors had to overcome. The design of the 
building is described with specifications. In 26 
weeks, the building was prefabricated, test-erected, 
dismantled, packed, shipped, and erected on the 
Island. 

G-2604 

Mal'tsev, V. N. 

656. 61. 052(*733) 
551, 324. 28(*733) 

INVESTIGATION OF THE APPROACHES TO 
LAZAREV STATION. [Obsledovanie podkhodov k 
ulzhnopoUarno1 stanri:ii Lazarev.] Text in Russian. 
Sovet. Antarkticheskaia Eksped. , Inform. bulll. , 
No. 11:5-8, incl. maps, 1959. Eng. transl. in: 
Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
Vol 2, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 1-3. 

DLC, Qll5. S686; Q115. S6862 

The configuration of the Lazarev Station ice shelf, 
bottom relief along its northern and western edges, 
and the establishment of the station are described. 
At the northern edge of the ice shelf, there is an 
abrupt transition from the continental shelf to the 
continental slope, the depth increasing from 500 to 
1200 m within 2 mi. This abrupt change probably 
causes a narrowing to 40 mi of the drift-ice belt 
north of the shelf, compared to an 80-mi width to the 
northwest, The greatest water depths were found 
near Lazarev Station (600-700 m) and at the northern 
edge of the ice shelf (350-500 m). The most intense 
destruction of shelf ice occurs over areas where the 
water is deepest. The shelf is most stable over 
Shallow water, where it may actually rest on the 
bottom. The access routes to Lazarev Station are 
mapped. 
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G-2633 629. 111. 761:629. 113(*7) 

Soholt, Donald E. and Campbell Craddock 
MOTOR TOBOGGAN SLED TRAINS IN ANTARCTICA. 
Arctic, 17(2):99-104, incl. diagr., June 1964. 2 
refs. -

DLC, G600. A695 

Field operations with the use of motor toboggan sled 
trains are discussed from geological work in the 
Ellsworth Mountains from 1961 to 1963. The capital 
outlay and maintenance costs are low compared with 
other vehicles and the trains can be operated in rela
tive safety and reasonable comfort. Very few me
chanical troubles are encountered during the first 
season of use providing the toboggans are large 
enough to move all trail and survival equipment and 
supplies needed by geological or surveying parties 
but are small enough to be manhandled into and out of 
aircraft when desirable. One toboggan can pull at 
least 2000 lb over normal snow surfaces, and about 
6 ton-miles of payload moving is obtained for eac~ 
gallon of gasoline consumed. An ave rag~. of 50 m1 
per day can be traveled under good conditions. Work
ing from a base camp, trail parties_can cov_er an 
area with a radius of at least 200 m1. Details of 
steering and connecting the motor toboggan to sleds 
are shown in a sketch. (Auth. , mod. ) 

G-2634 355. 41(211) 

Mogensen, Palle 
LOGISTICS ACTIVITIES OF THE INSTITUTE IN 1963. 
Arctic, 17(2): 131-135, incl. illus. , June 1964. 

DLC, CWOO. A695 

In addition to other activities, the Arctic Institute ~ 
North America supports polar exploration through ~ts 
manifold logistic activities. This consists _mainly in 

procuring, processing, and s~pping material and 
equipment needed in the field; m providing support 
for outside projects under contract agreements and 
for work projects sponsored by the Institu~e itself; 
and the development of cold-weather clothing and 
trail gear. In support of the U. S. Antarctic Re
search Program, the Institute pr<?Cessed,_ packed, 
and shipped through its facilities in Washington, 
D. c., and Davisville, Rhode Island, 431 containers 
wei hing 118 628 lb and occupying 8724 rt3. The ship
me!ts includ~d 55, 685 lb of cold_-weather clothing, 
18 700 lb of spare parts for vehicles, and 5534 lb of 
scientific instruments and supplies. For further 
support of the U. S. Antarctic Research P:ogram, 
an agency for issuing and reclaiming clothing was 
established at Christchurch, N. Z. ' wher_e mor_e than 
190 sets of clothing were issued to U. S. investiga
tors. About 15% of the principal ite~s of special 
clothing can be reconditioned and reissued f?r use 
during the 1964-65 season. Also in connection with 
the Antarctic program the Institute conducted an 
orientation course for 1the personnel ~aking part in al 
field work in 1963-64. Details are g1~en of sever 
items of cold-weather clothing, a tr~ hut, and a 
one-man combination tent-and-sleeping bag. 
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G-2636 629. 111. 7(*2) 

Pierce, N. E. and G. E. Sherwood 
POLAR TRANSPORTATION EQUIPMENT--LIGHT
WEIGHT, 3/ 4-TON-UNIT CARGO SLED. U. S. 
Nav. Civ. Eng. Lab., Proj. Y-F015-ll-01-240, 
Tech. Rept. R- 392, Type C, 18p. , incl. illus. , 
tables, diagrs. , June 1965. 3 refs. 

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection 

A lightweight cargo sled made up of 3/ 4-ton-capacity 
units was developed to be pulled by light-duty tracked 
and wheeled vehicles. The units can be used singly 
or in multiples of up to six. The sled-unit couplers 
are suitable for connecting units on uneven terrain 
and for backing coupled sleds. The sled is of alumi
num construction with a 5-ft by 5-ft 8-1/4-in. ply
wood deck. A 2-unit sled was functionally tested in 
the Sierra Nevada and operationally tested at 
McMurdo Station. It was found suitable for trail use 
and for construction, maintenance, and operational 
functions at polar installations and facilities. (Auth. ) 

G-2725 621. 38:624. 148(*2) 

Atkinson, L. G. , G. W. A. Dummer and S. Evans 
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND APPARATUS FOR 
USE IN POLAR FIELD OPERATIONS. Polar Rec., 
12(78): 291-300, incl. graph, diagrs. , Sept. 1964. 
2 refs. 

DLC, 0575. P6 

In this continuation of an earlier publication (G-1088), 
vacuum tubes, solid state devices, small 
motors and servo components, and mechanical con
struction are discussed. Vacuum tubes are the com
monest cause of electronic equipment failure (about 
45-55% of failures under typical laboratory condi
tions). There are, however, no problems directly 
associated with their use at low temperatures and 
the high power consumption may be useful in keeping 
other parts of the apparatus heated and ventilated. 
Solid-state semiconductor devices have many advan
tages over vacuum tubes in portable electronic equip
ment, such as lower power consumption, wired-in 
circuitry rather than plug-in, and elimination of 
microphonic noise due to mechanical vibration. Tran
sistor parameters which are affected by temperature 
changes may be corrected by enclosing the whole 
apparatus in a thermostatically-controlled oven (not 
too practical), or by using a mechanical or transistor 
choppei; at the output. If power converters are re
quired to drive other apparatus using transistors 
then the specification for the converter should i~lude 
automatic protection against overload. Small motors 
and servo components are designed over a wide tern -
perature range and generally do not present pr oblems 
at low temperatures. Proper lubricants and brushes 
must be used to ensure maximum efficiency at low 
temperatures and high altitudes. Solderless wrapped 
connections are the most reliable. 
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G-2730 355. 41(*7) 

Schultz, William E. and John L. Stauffer 
SUPPLY OFFICERS FOR A CONTINENT. U.S. Bur. 
Supplies & Accounts (Navy Dept.), Mon. Newslett., 27 
(1):20-25, Jan. 1964. -

DLC, VC35. A44 

A report is presented of the Deep Freeze 63 operation, 
maintenance, and resupply of 5 u. S. stations in the 
Antarctic. The Supply Department consists of 45 men 
in the Antarctic summer and 17 in the winter. Details 
are given of the tour operations' supplies, shipment, 
transportation, activities, and routines. Facilities 
and new constructions are described. Financial 
accounts and records are cited. 

G-2755 69. 033:69. 028. 2(*2) 

Sherwood, G. E. 
PIONEER POLAR STRUCTURES--JAMESWAY 
PICTURE WINDOW. U. S. Nav. Civ. Eng. Lab., 
Proj. Y-F015-ll-01-105, Tech. Rept. R-384, Type 
C, 18 p., incl. illus., May 1965. 5 refs. 

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection 

A picture window was developed for use in the side of 
a Jamesway polar shelter. It is placed in a dormer 
of plywood and wood framing that fits between two 
Jamesway arch ribs. Windows can be placed side by 
side in any quantity to provide the desired width. 
Double plate glass is used in the standard window, 
but a hermetically sealed, triple -glass unit can be 
used as an alternate . Two prototype picture windows 
were in-service tested at the NCEL experimental 
camp near McMurdo Station. One window was used 
in the office; the other was used in the mess hall. It 
was concluded that the picture window satisfies the 
requirements for a window in the side of a Jamesway 
and should be used as a standard accessory for the 
Jamesway. (Auth. ) 

G-2843 551. 46. 073:629. 124. 75(*7) 

Shinners, Willard 
MULTIDISCIPLINE RESEARCH SHIP SAILS FOR 
THE ANTARCTIC. WMO Bull., 11(4):225-227, incl 
illus. , Oct. 1962. -

DLC, QC851. W63 

The Eltanin recently sailed from New York for 
studies surrounding the Antarctic continent. As an 
ice -strengthened ship, it was converted into a float
ing research labor atory with facilities for research 
in meteorology, marine biology, physical oceanogra
phy, upper atmosphere physics, and submarine 
geology. Equipment aboard is described and future 
programs are outlined. The meteorological obse_r
vations will be forwarded to the Antarctic Analysis 
Centre at Melbourne, Australia. 
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G-2844 525. 37:656. 61. 052:551. 326{*2) 

Thomas, Charles W. 
CORlOLIS FORCE IN HIGH LATITUDE NAVIGA
TION. U. S. Nav. Inst., Proc. , 89{8): 122-125, 
incl diagrs. , Aug. 1963. -

DLC, Vl. U8 

Coriolis force is the deflecting force acting on a 
body in motion due to the earth's rotation. Its effects 
are especially noticeable in polar regions where 
ships are anchored near, or moored to, ice and also 
in icebreaking operations. In the Northern Hemi
sphere ice drifts to the right of the course of the 
wind; in the Southern Hemisphere the drift is to the 
left. Icebreaking operations are normally done into 
the prevailing wind using a "V" cut instead of break
Ing a straight channel, depending on the situation. If 
a channel is cut (into the wind), the broken ice will 
drift to either side of the channel instead of being 
carried away freely. Ocean currents are also regu
lated by the Coriolis force, and the currents affect 
the drift of icebergs. The direction of this drift is 
often contrary to the wind direction, depending on the 
size of the iceberg. 

G-2889 527. 62(*7) 

Robinson, R v. 
PRlNCIPAL AERIAL NAVIGATION METHOD IN THE 
ANTARCTIC. [Osnovnol aeronavig~ionny! metod v 
Antarktike. J Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkti
cheskailt Eksped., Inform. bum., No. 17:28-31, 
1960. Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, 
Information Bulletin. Vol. 2, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 
1964, p. 208-211. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115, S6862 

The principal method used at the present time for 
aerial navigation in the Antarctic is astrocompass 
navigation using a grid of conventional meridians on 
stereographic polar projection charts. A number of 
straight lines parallel to each other and to the Green
wich meridian are plotted on a 1: 3,000, 000 flight 
chart of Antarctica. These lines represent the N-S 
direction with respect to the Greenwich meridian. 
Another series of parallel lines is plotted perpendicu
lar to the first, representing the direction from 
north to south with respect to the 90° meridian. Be
cause of the absence of accurate data on magnetic 
declinations and anomalies on charts, magnetic com
pass navigation plays an insignificant role in Ant
arctic flights, although magnetic readings are used 
to determine magnetic declination more accurately. 
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G-2897 527. 62(*7) 

Robinson, R V. 
EXPERIMENT IN VISUAL ORIENTATION DURING 
FLIGHTS IN THE ANT ARCTIC. [Iz opyta vizual'nol 
orientirovki pri poletakh v Antarktike.] Text in Rus
sian. Sovet. Antarkticheska!a Eksped. , Inform. 
bifill. , No. 18: 28-29, 1960. Eng. transl in: Soviet 
Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. VoL 2, 
Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, p, 233-234. 

DLC, Ql15, S686; Q115. S6862 

During the austral summer, visual orientation aids 
aerial navigation, Coastal reference points include 
ledges dissected by crevasses or outlet glaciers, 
bays, inlets, and rock outcrops. Intracontinental 
flights may be oriented in relation to artificial points 
such as the ruts of tractor-sled trains, pyramids 
made of barrels, and stations. Natural landmarks 
include oval depressions ("lakes"), mountains, and 
mountain ridges, 

G-2898 527. 8(*743) 

Mal'~ev, V. N. 
ATTEMPT BY THE DIESEL-ELECTRIC SHIP OB' 
TO APPROACH THE AUSTRALIAN MAWSON STA
TION. (Opyt podkhoda d/ e "Ob'" k avstralilskol 
stan~ii Mouson. J Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkti
cheska!a Eksped., Inform. bnlll., No. 18:30-31, 
incl. map, 1960, Eng. transl in: Soviet Antarctic 
Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 2, Amster
dam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 234-236. 

DLC, Ql15. S686; Qll5, S6862 

The Soviet Antarctic Expedition aboard the Ob' in 
1959 surveyed the approaches to Mawson Station. 
The presence of many islands, submerged and above 
water is a threat to ships in this region. The course 
recommended by the Australians leads along the 
Welch L -Mt. Henderson line in a 164° to 344° direc
tion, and crosses a bank lying at a depth of 9 m. The 
safest approach for the Ob' proved to be between this 
bank and another lying aTa depth of 13 m, then along 
the Welch L -Mt. Henderson line for a short distance, 
and a final turn to 180° to approach the station. 

G-2925 551, 578, 46:531, 44(*7) 

Kartashov, S. N, 
SLIDING ON SNOW AT LOW TEMPERATURES. 
(Skol'zhenie po snegu pri nizkikh temperaturakh.] 
Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheska!a Ekspecl. , 
Inform, biull. , No, 19: 18-20, 1960, Ref. Eng. 
transl in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information 
Bulletin. Vol 2, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 
252-254. 

DLC, Ql15, S686; Q115. S6862 

Sliding friction is considerably higher in the Interior 
of the Antarctic continent where temperatures drop 
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to -50°C and lower. Sleds with carbon steel runners 
have the poorest oversnow sliding characteristics 
and the highest adhesion during stops. The stainless 
steel-clad runners of a Duralumin sled also adfreeze, 
but less strongly, and slide better. The best results 
are obtained with sleds whose runners were clad · 
with polyfluoroethylene resin. 

G- 3034 629. 135. 45;656. 7. 05(*7) 

Lobb, Frank H. 
HELICOPTERS VERSUS ANTARCTICA. Nav. Aviat. 
News, p. 14-15, incl. illus., Oct. 1965. 

DLC, VG93. N35 

A descriI!tion is given of the various flying condi
tions a heLicopter {CH-19 and UH-13)"pilot encounters 
during Deep Freeze operations in the Antarctic. The 
problems of helicopter maintenance aboard an ice
breaker are described (rolling and pitching decks, 
exposure to corrosion, etc. ). The requirements of 
the pilot on sea ice reconnaissance missions include 
a knowledge of sea ice characteristics, ice termi
nology, and the capabilities of the icebreaker. Land 
missions involve the hazards of whiteout, sudden 
weather changes, unusual wind patterns due to sur
rounding glaciers and mountains, the presence of 
undetected crevasses under the landing site, and 
problems in navigation and distance measurement. 

G-3035 629. 114. 2 

Bouffort, Victor 
THE POLAR VEHICLE VB 40. [Le vehicule polaire 
VB 40. ] Text ii} French. Expects. polaires franc;. , 
Missions Paul-Emile Victor, Bull. d'Inform. No. 15: 
7-13, incl. illus., June 1964. 

DLC 

This weasel - type vehicle has been designed to pro
vide operation at low temperature, storage for 
several months and reuse with minimum preparation 
after storage, performance over ice and snow for 
long distances, and comfort, Its principal quality 
lies in its new, flexible tracks equipped with rubber
coated plates. Other features include simplicity of 
production, interchangeable parts, and adaptation to 
land as well as snow by using plates which reduce 
the pressure under load from 350 g/cm2 {narrow 
tr ack) to 120 g/cm2 {with plates). The vehicle is 
highly maneuverable and is equipped with a 4- cylinder 
{flat four) Chabay motor which develops 105 hp at 
3000 rpm and attains a maximum speed of 70 km/hr, 
A suspension system provides comfort to personnel 
and protection to scientific instruments. Maintenance 
is relatively easy, rapid, and simple. 
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G-3046 629. 123. 56:639. 245, 1(*80) 

Baklanov, L M. and L P. Panchenko 
SAILING TANKERS IN THE ANTARCTIC. [Opyt 
plavanifa tankerov v Antarktiku. ] Text in Russian. 
Moskva, Izd-vo "Transport," 1965, 75p. , incl, 
illus. , tables, diagrs. , appends. 3 refs. 

DLC, VK805. B3 

Information is given concerning the voyages of supply 
tankers with the Antarctic whaling fleet. Navigation 
conditions are given for Pacific, Atlantic, and Indian 
Ocean sectors of the Antarctic. The process of pre
paring and loading the fleet ships and supply tankers 
for the cruise is described in relation to 11 of the 
most widely used loading arrangements of diesel fuel 
and fuel oil for ships with varying cargo capacities. 
The problems of mooring the tanker to a ship, or to 
the factory ship, are investigated. During the pas
sage to the Antarctic, the final preparations are 
made on the tankers for receiving products from the 
factory ship. The method of determining the oil 
carrying capacity of a ship in relation to its size is 
discussed with tables. The methods of discharging 
whale oil and meal from the tanker at the port of ori
gin are described. Charts with wind direction and 
strength for sailing days are given. The basic con
ditions of the agreement on transportation of cargo 
between the Chernomorskii Steamship Company and 
the Antarctic whaling fleet are presented. 

G-3064 656. 7. 073{*726. 83) 

Horsch, Herbert Otto , 
AIR BRIDGE FROM AN ICEBERG. (Puente aereo 
desde un tempano. J Text in Spanish. Rev. Nae. 
Aeronaut. Espacial, 24(266):20-22, July 1964. 
{Bol. Antartico No. lJ 

DLC, TL504. R547 

An account is given of an icebreaker, on a relief 
operation to Matienzo Station, which was beset_in the 
ice 3200 km from Buenos Aires, 240 km from its 
destination. The planned objectives were accom~ 
plished, however, by the landing of two Beaver air
craft on an iceberg near the icebreaker in order to 
retrieve material and personnel required for th_e re
lief operation at the station. A total of three flights 
were completed. 

G-3069 629. 139. 85(*726. 83) 

Munoz, Jorge 
RUNWAY ON ICE VERSUS RUNWAY ON LAND, t . 
[Pista en el hielo versus pista en la tierra. ] Te;} :S 
Spanish. Rev. Nae. Aeronaut. Espaci~, ~(27 : • 
40, incl. illus. , June 1965. {Bol. Antartico No. 12) 

DLC, TL504. R547 
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From \he point of view of aviation, the prevailing 
weather conditions at Matienzo Station are good. The 
station Is located on an ice shelf which provides a 
large a1·ea for runways. The scope of construction 
and maintenance operations for runways is limited 
by the fact that the necessary machinery can be 
shipped in only by icebreaker during certain times 
of the year. The problems involved in snow compac
tion and leveling, and the means of treating surface 
deterioi·ation due to the sun and other factors are 
discussed, The experiences of the u. S. Air Force 
and Navy in runway construction are outlined for the 
following: Operation Highjump (1947), Point Barrow, 
Alaska (1951) , North Star Bay, Greenland (1961), 
Little America V (1955), and McMurdo Station. Snow 
as a building material Is described. The compaction 
process Is outlined using the following items of 
machinery: (1) snowplow with leveling platform, (2) 
rotary harrow, (3) leveler, (4) rolling snow com
pactor, and (5) a 13-ton compactor mounted on 30 
pneumatic tires, towed by a tractor. 

G-3081 

U. s. Antarctic Projects Officer 

629. 11/. 13(*7) 
69. 032(*7) 

SUPPORT FOR SCIENCE, ANTARCTICA. [Washing
ton] Sept. 1965, 49p., incl. illus., tables, maps. 

DLC, Ql80, A6U52 

This publication, prepared by the U. S. Naval Support 
Force, Antarctica, is a revision of Support for 
~. Antarctica, produced in Jun~ [G-
2534). The purpose is to provide current 
information (with photographs) on the principal U. S. 
stations, aircraft, ships, and vehicles used to support 
U. S. Antarctic activities. Because of their overall 
contribution to the U. S. program in the Antarctic, 
New Zealand ships are included in the section on 
ships. Support equipment operating between the U. S. 
and New Zealand are not included. 

G-3134 69. 021: 624. 147(*733) 

Kruchinin, ffJ. A. 
ICE FOUNDATION. [Led!anol funda.ment.] Text in 
Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskaia Eksped. , Inform. 
bfilll., N~. 24:63-641 incl. illus., 1960. Eng. 
transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition Information 
Bulletin. Vol. 3, Amsterdam Elsevie'r 1965 p 
161-162. ' ' ' . 

DLC, Ql15. S686; Qll5. S6862 

Lazarev Station was constructed on an ice shelf in 
1959 on a porous layer of snow and firn whose thick
n~ss was 30-35 m. The vibration of the station's 
diesel generators caused it to sink 30 cm into the 
~ow until an ice foundation gradually formed beneath 

e building from melted snow. 
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G-3175 656. 61. 052(*75) 

Victo1·, Paul-Emile 
PU.OT OF ADELIE LAND. [Pilote de Terre Adelie. ] 
Text in French and English. Expects. polaires frani,. , 
Missions Paul-Emile Victor, Publ, No. 232, (143p.] 
incl. maps (1963). 

DN-HO Q115 E96P9 

This book is intended as a descriptive guide for ships 
approaching or navigating along Adelie Coast. It 
consists of descriptions taken from log books, charts, 
maps, and relief drawings of the coast. Each draw
ing includes the date and hour when the observations 
were made. Bathymetric soundings are plotted from 
voyages in 1961-63 of the Magga Dan by means of the 
Kelvin Hughes 26 B lead from the bridge and with an 
Atlas Echolot Monograph 5 lead from a motor boat. 
The soundings were made at an average tide and, as 
an extra precaution, the values were reduced by 2 m, 
the reduction being higher than the highest tide. 
Radarscopes from the ship are also given, 

G-3231 629. 135:656. 7. 089(*726. 1, *726. 83) 

Moro, Ruben 0. 
ALBATROSS IN THE F. A. T. A. (Albatross en l,a 
F. A. T. A.] Text in Spanish. Rev. Nae. Aeronaut. 
Espacial, 25(279):6-14, incl. illus., tables, maps, 
Aug. 1965.-

DLC, TL504. R547 

A description is presented of search and rescue 
operations of the FATA (Fuerza Aerea de Tareas 
Antarticas) of the Argentine Air Force. The mis
sions of FATA planes from ruo Gallegos to Deception 
L , and those to Matienzo station and the Polar Circle 
are listed. One particular operation is described, 
serving as an example; the planes and their particu
lar missions in this opera.Ii'.:'!! ar~ listed. One plane, 
an "albatross" (with a strengthened hull and equipped 
with skis for work on ice, water, and land--a 
"triphibian"), is emphasized for its search and res
cue capabilities. One mission consisted of flying re
pair equipment to a grounded C-~7, and ~~bsequently 
escorting it to Deception L Fly~ condi~ons ~er 
the Antarctic Peninsula are described, with a dis
cussion of the difficulties in maintaining accurate 
knowledge of meteorological conditions, the ?pera
tions of the navigator under polar geomagnetic condi
tions, the special adaptations required for night 
flights, etc. 

G-3261 621. 311:621. 039. 001/.004(*7) 

u s. Navy Dept. Bureau of Yards and Docks 
EVALUATION STUDY OF NUCLEAR POWER 
APPLICATIONS FOR ANTARCTIC INTERIOR 
Washington, contract NBy-53150 [Kaiser Engineers 
Div Kaiser Industries Corp.], Rept. KE 64-l9R, 
Au~.' 1964, 259p., incl. tables, graphs, diagrs. 

DDC, AD 447692 
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This report provides a basis for evaluating the use of 
nuclear power plants in the Antarctic interior, as 
compared with fossil fuel plants, and the effect of 
variations in nuclear power plant characteristics on 
construction costs, operating and maintenance costs, 
and related logistic effort. A major portion of the 
annual logistic support required to maintain stations 
in the interior is for transportation of fuel for power 
and heat. With fuel plants, the logistic effort for 
construction is small compared with that required to 
operate the plant over a period of 5 or more years. A 
nuclear power plant requires more initial logistic ef
fort but much less annual support. In addition, with 
nuclear power plants fire hazards are reduced, 
further improvements in the habitability of the sta
tions are possible, and there is a significant saving of 
fuel consumed by support aircraft and a reduction in 
the number of such aircraft required. It is concluded 
that: (1) nuclear power is economically competitive 
with fossil fuel power for large (800-1000 kwe), per
manent, winter-over stations in the interior; (2) the 
use of nuclear power (300-1000 kw) for these stations 
may be justifiable on a basis of a major reduction in 
annual logistic support; and (3) nuclear power is im
practical for summer-support stations. 

G-3264 656+625/ 629(*7) 

Law, Phillip 
TECHNIQUES OF LIVING, TRANSPORT AND COM
MUNICATION. In: Trevor Hatherton ~- ), Ant
arctica. New York, Frederick A. Praeger, 1965, 
Chap. 2, p. 55-80, incl. illus. 

DLC, 0860, H27 

A summary is given of the technical level of profi
ciency attained in the logistics of operating in the 
Antarctic. The technical problems of sea, air, and 
surface transport are considered, including the dif
ficul~ of finding suitable harbors and anchorage, 
providing adequate airfield facilities, the metallurgi
cal problems caused by the climate, and the prob
lem of crevasse detection. A wide variety of tech
niques have been used in station construction, and 
the advantages and disadvantages of rock-based and 
ice-based sites are discussed. The commonest 
source of heat and power is diesel oil, although no 
station ever seems to have enough electric power, 
and heating is still a major problem. Fire is the 
greatest single hazard and the men must be trained 
to be highly fire conscious. Inadequate ventilation is 
another common danger and the stations are now 
equipped with test meters to show the CO content in 
the air. Specialized buildings for the scientific pro
grams present difficulties of their own. A great 
revolution has recently taken place in food with the 
development of accelerated freeze-drying preserva
tion. Problems in clothing and communication are 
discussed. 
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G-3282 621. 039. 75(*2) 

D'Emidio, Joseph A. 
RADIOACTIVE WASTE DISPOSAL IN THE ARCTIC 
AND ANTARCTIC. Navy Civ. Engr., 3(1):36-38, 
Jan. 1962. -

DLC, VG593, A24 

Military facilities in the Arctic and Antarctic main
tain defense operations as well as research activities. 
The logistic advantages of nuclear power plants have 
been proven, but the disadvantages involve problems 
of waste disposal that are unique to these regions. 
This article presents methods of waste disposal 
concerning only in-plant wastes, as opposed to fuel 
elements which can be reprocessed. As prescribed 
by the National Bureau of Standards and the Atomic 
Energy Commission, and in accordance with the Ant
arctic Treaty, concentrations increasing background 
activity of snow and ground areas by more than 10% 
are not permitted to be released in Antarctica. 
Power plant installations in the Arctic can exceed 
this limit. The following methods are discussed: 
handling of solid wastes, liquid wastes, dispersal, 
storage, evaporation, coagulation and softening, 
freezing, ion exchange, and the disposal of radio
active gases. Research is still required to deter
mine the applicability of (1) burying highly active 
wastes in wells, caverns, or in frozen ground, or 
(2) concentrating radioactivity from aqueous solu
tions by the freeze purification method as an integral 
process in waste disposal. 

G-3283 621. 039. 577(*764) 

Bartell, Russell J. 
A NUCLEAR POWER PLANT IN ANTARCTICA. 
Navy Civ, Engr,, 3(10):10-15, incl. illus., table, 
diagrs., Oct. 1962. Also: Mech. Eng., 84(10):34-
38, Oct. 1962. -

DLC, VG593. A24; TJ1. A72 

The nuclear power plant PM-3A installed at McMurdo 
Station is described, including cut-away diagrams of 
the plant and information on specifications. The 
function of the reactor and accessory structures are 
described. The pre-packaging which was carried 
out in the design and construction of the plant at the 
factory is discussed and the subsequent installation 
at McMurdo is described. The installation of PM· 
3B at Byrd Station is anticipated. 

G-3284 621. 039. 577(*764) 

Mitchell, Thomas J. 
ATOMIC ENGINEERING AT McMURDO SOUND, 
Navy Civ. Engr., 4(7):8-12, incl. illus,, July 1963. 

DLC, VG593, A24 
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A report is given of the installation of the nuclear 
power plant at McMurdo Station. The reactor was in
stalled to provide electric heat and power to the sta
tion along with the experience in the operation and 
maintenance of a reactor in a remote location. The 
fabrication, shipping, erection, testing, and opera
tion of the plant during its first year of service are 
described. It is anticipated that future performance 
will be increasingly efficient as problems encoun
tered in operation and maintenance of the plant are 
identified and corrected, 

G-3291 '727, 5(083. 8)(*7) 

Kosack, Hans-Peter 
LIST OF ANTARCTIC STATIONS AND SHELTERS AS 
OF MARCH 1962. [Verzeichnis antarktischer sta
tionen und Hutten nach dem Stande vom Mii.rz 1962, ] 
Text in German. Geogr. Taschenbuch 1962/63:225-
244, incl. table, 1962. 17 refs. 

DLC, G72,G4 

A list of all existing Antarctic stations and shelters, 
as of March 1962, is presented as a comprehensive 
record of facilities and the respective geographic lo
cation and functions, The arrangement of the list is 
by geographic regions of Antarctica, and the stations 
within each region are listed by geographic location. 
For each facility the following information is listed: 
(1) official name; (2) character of the station (IGY sta
tion, relief station, or special); (3) geographic posi
tion with coordinates; (4) nation establishing and 
maintaining the station; (5) technical data (number of 
buildings, tractors, aircraft, power supply data, 
etc. ); (6) dates of establishment and occupation, data 
on number of occupants; and (7) programs of scien
tific research. 

G-3343 527. 62(*7) 

Robinson, R. v. 
MAGNETIC AND GYROSCOPIC COURSE-SELECTION 
SYSTEMS ON AIRPLANES IN THE ANT ARCTIC. 
(Magnitnye i giroskopicheskie kursovye sistemy na 
samoletakh v Antarktike, ] Text in Russian. Sovet. 
AntarkticheskaJl Eksped, , Inform. biilll. , No. 25: 
50-53, 1961. Eng, transl. in· Soviet Antarctic Ex
pedition, Information Bulletin: Vol. 3, Amsterdam, 
Elsevier, 1965, p. 202-205. 

DLC, Ql15, S686; Qll5, S6862 

Navigational methods for high-latitude flights are re
viewed with emphasis on the application of magnetic 
and gyroscopic systems. PDK-49, GIK-1, and KI-13 
type magnetic compasses, and GPK-52, GPK auto
:atic _Pilot, and GPK-48 type gyroscopic course-
election systems, converted for Southern Hemi

sphere use, were installed on all planes used in Ant-
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arctic flights. During flights over a period of 4 yr, 
all compasses gave satisfactorily constant readings, 
although the PDK-49 is the best long-distance mag
netic compass. The GPK-52 gyrocompass, having a 
correction for latitude, was also widely used for pre
cise air navigation. With adequate knowledge of the 
magnetic field of Antarctica and with good flight 
charts containing magnetic declination data and 
anomalies, magnetic course-selection systems can 
be used successfully for air navigation in the coastal 
zone. In circumpolar regions, it is more advanta
geous to use astronomic and gyroscopic course
selection systems. 

G-3374 910, 4:656. 7(*3/*7) 

Parrish, Wayne W. 
THE TWO-POLE DREAM COMES TRUE. Amer. 
Aviat., 29(8):28-32, incl. illus., Jan. 1966, 

DLC, TL501. A675 

During the period Nov, 14-17, 1965, a Boeing 707-
320G plane flew around the world via both the North 
and South Poles. The record-breaking flight took 51 
hr, 27 min; total elapsed time was 62 hr, 27 min. 
The Flying Tiger left Honolulu on Nov. 14, flew 
north over the North Pole to London, stopped for 
fuel in Lisbon and Buenos Aires, flew south over 
the South Pole to Christchurch, N. Z. , and re
turned to Honolulu on Nov, 17. During most of the 
31, 980-mi flight,weather reports were received from 
the u. s. meteorological station at the South Pole. 
This station guided the plane over the Pole by radio. 
Data on high-frequency propagation conditions were 
obtained at many points during the flight. A 4000-gal 
collapsible fuel tank was used for the first time to 
increase significanUy the aircraft's range. An iner
tial navigation system was used for the first time on 
a global flight; its superiority to gyro and celestial 
navigation was proven on several occasions, 

G-3401 656. 7, 05(*821) 

Acun'a, Edmundo H. 
NOTES ON THE AERIAL CROSSING OF THE DRAKE 
PASSAGE. [Notas sobre el cruce aereo del Pasaje 
Drake. ] Text in Spanish with English, Fren,ch1 
German, and Italian summaries. Inst. Antart1co 
Argentino, Contrib. , No, 77, 7p,, incl. maps, 1963. 

DLC, GPRR 

Flying conditions encountered over the Drake Passage 
are described based on 16 crossings in piston air
craft (PBM or DC-4), without cabin pressurization. 
The primary difficulty is securing adv~ce knowledge 
of the meteorological conditions affecting the landing 
area. The icing of aircraft surfaces during fli~t can 
become so severe as to overcome de-1cing devices. 
Meteorological conditions which may be encountered 
in the Cape Horn area are unpredictable and at times 
totally independent of the general meteorological pat-
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tern; meteorological charts dated Jan. 19 and 20, 
1962, are included. Flying conditions are described 
for each major segment of the crossing and sugges
tions are ma.de accordingly: from ru'o Gallegos or 
R{o Grande to Lake Fagnano, to the Cape Horn area, 
to the· northern part of the Drake Passage, crossing 
the Antarctic Convergence, into the southern part of 
the Passage, and to the northern end of the Antarctic 
Peninsula. 

G-3408 629. 1. 039(*7) 

Green, J. R. 
HOVERCRAFT IN ANTARCTICA. Antarctic 
(Wellington), 4(3):150-151, Sept. 1965. 

DLC, G845, A.55 

The Air Cushion Vehicle (A. C. V.) or hovercraft, with 
the introduction of the flexible skirt, can travel rela
tively freely through sea ice and over snow. The 
SR. N5, for example, can clear 4-ft solid objects and 
6- to 8-ft waves with a 2-ton payload. The largest 
A. C. V. , the Westland SR. N4, with a 65-ton payload, 
has a range of 1500 mi and a cruising speed of 80 kn 
over a calm sea and 30 kn over 12-ft waves. This 
form of transport meets the needs of 3 primary tasks 
in Antarctica, namely, bulk delivery of cargo to the 
coast, maintenance of inland stations, and scientific 
traverses. The most difficult obstacles for the 
A. C. V. to negotiate may prove to be sastrugi. 

G-3437 624. 144. 5(*7) 

Hansen, R. W. 
SNOW TRANSPORT EQUIPMENT--MODEL 40 
TOWED SNOWPLOW CARRIER. U. S. Nav. Civ. 
Eng. Lab., Task Y-F015-ll-Ol-240, Tech. Rept. 
R-417, 23p, , incl. illus. , table, diagrs. , appends. , 
Dec. 1965, 12 refs. 

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection 

A ski-mounted snowplow carrier, designed for tow
ing, was developed to eliminate pitching and rolling 
of the snowplow on deep snow and to permit uniform 
removal of snow from borrow pits, compacted-snow 
areas, and ice. The carrier, 40 ft long, includes 2 
grader blades which fwmel the snow into the feeder 
box of a rotary snowplow. These blades are hydrauli
cally controlled for leveling or plowing. Two proto
type snow plow carriers, towed by Size 2 tractors, 
were used near McMurdo during Deep Freeze 64 and 
65 for transporting fill snow to elevate a 150- by 
6000-J:t experimental compacted-snow runway and a 
3-mi road. They were also used for clearing drift 
snow from the runway and the operational sea-ice 
runway. In these operations, snow was cast up to 
100 ft at rates up to 2000 cu yd/hr. It was concluded 
that the Model 40 snowplow carrier is suitable for 
elevating roads and runways on deep snow and for 
clearing drift snow from compacted snow and ice. 
(Auth. , mod. ) 
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G-3497 629. 12(520:*7) 

"FUJI'': A JAPANESE ANTARCTIC RESEARCH AND 
SURVEY VESSEL. Shipbldg. & Shipg. Rec. , 106(11): 
348-350, incl. illus. , Sept. 9, 1965. -

DLC, VMl. S4 . 

Japan's new diesel-electric Antarctic research and 
survey vessel, the Fuji, will mount Japan's 7th expe
dition to south polar regions and will reopen Showa 
station 3 yr after it was closed in Feb. 1962. The 
vessel's 40 scientists and technicians will continue 
earlier observations in meteorology, seismology, 
geology, gravity, magnetism, oceanography, auror~., 
noctilucence, cosmic rays, and the ionosphere. The 
328-ft ~' built in icebreaker form, displaces 7760 
tons, travels at a service speed of 15 kn. , and has a 
range at this speed of 15,000 mi. It has a cargo 
capacity of 400 tons which, in addition to stores and 
general expedition equipment, includes hangar space 
and flight deck for 3 helicopters and a tracked snow 
vehicle, The well-rounded reinforced hull section is 
designed to assist the ~ in rolling free of ice; the 
vessel is double-hulled for strength. The Fuji will 
carry a crew of 182 in addition to its scientific staff. 
Each helicopter holds 24 persons and crew or 4 tons 
of cargo. Boat-form hulls provide for amphibious 
operations; the helicopters are instrumented for 
night-flying. In addition to a launch, 2 lifeboats, and 
6 liferafts, the vessel's fleet includes a whaler. 
Meteorological and many other observational installa
tions are situated throughout the vessel; a large 
communications room is included. 

G-3535 656. 61, 052:551. 326. 7 

Gt. Brit. Hydrographic Office 
THE MARINERS' HANDBOOK; CONTAINING INFOR
MATION ON ADMIRALTY CHARTS AND NAVIGA
TIONAL PUBLICATIONS, GENERAL NAVIGATION, 
GENERAL METEOROLOGY AND ICE. London, 
Hydrographic Dept. (S. D. No. 100), 1962, lllp., 
incl. illus. , diagrs. , maps, 

DLC, VK155. G67 

Symbols and abbreviations used on Admiralty charts 
are thoroughly explained and diagramed. The phe
nomena of mirages and abnormal refraction, aurora, 
and magnetic and ionospheric storms are described 
and illustrated. The handbook includes an extensive 
list of descriptive terms for ice and notes on ic~ for
mation and movement. Forty-one varieties of ice 
are illustrated with black-and-white photographs; 
these were compiled and collected by the Scott Polar 
Research Institute and are based on the ice nomen
clature devised in 1955 by the WMO. Descriptions 
are given of various forms of Antarctic bergs, and 
additional terms associated with ice navigation are 
explained, 
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G-3554 621. 396(*7) 

Baranov, IA. P. 
SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF RADIO COMMUNICA
TION IN THE ANTARCTIC. (Nekotorye osobennosti 
radiosvfazi v Antarktike. ] Text in Russian. Sovet, 
Antarkticheskai'a Eksped. , Inform, biilll. , No. 26: 
39-41, 1961, Eng, transl in: Soviet Antarctic Ex
pedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 3, Amsterdam , 
Elsevier, 1965, p. 239-240. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Qll5. S6862 

The most stable waves in Antarctic radio communica
tion are short waves: 6-9 Mc in the morning and 
evening, and 9-12 Mc in the daytime. Medium and 
long waves are used only for short distances. In
terference is produced by auroras, magnetic storms, 
blizzards, powerful stations operating in the vicinity, 
and ionospheric disturbances. The change from 
polar day to night is responsible for the largest, 
though short-lived, ionospheric disturbances. Prior 
to their onset, the audibility of stations usually in
creases and is accompanied by the echo effect. 
Although Mirnyy and Lazarev Stations use transmit
ters 4 times as powerful as Vostok, they generally 
do not hear each other's signals as well as those 
from Vostok. To improve audibility and reduce 
noise, special directional antennas can be con
structed from an insulated conductor 300-400 m long. 

G-3617 551,584, 61(*732) 

Grange, J, J. la 
NOTES ON BIOMETEOROLOOY AS OBSERVED AT 
NORWAY STATION BY THE FffiST SOUTH AFRICAN 
NATIONAL ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION (1960), 
Antarktiese Bull. (Pretoria), No. 7:1-5, incl. tables, 
graph, diagr,, Jan, 1965. 

DLC 

Temperatures at different places inside the living 
quarters of the first South African expedition indicate 
that they are affected by outside temperatures, espe
ciaJ;1y when a strong surface wind is blowing. The 
additional clothing items worn during winter are 
fewer than one would expect considering the large 
drop in outside temperature. Personnel spending 
more hours per day outside seem to feel the cold 
less than those who spend relatively more time in
side the hut, A few remarks about lichens found on 
ro_cks, the migration of birds, and corresponding 
climatological conditions are included, (Auth. , mod,) 

G-3618 629. 13(*7):527, 62+624. 148 

Chapman, W, J. B. 
THE OPERATION OF AIRCRAFT IN ANTARCTICA. 
~t~~ktiese Bull. (Pretoria), No. 8:1-2, March 1965, 
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The operation of helicopters and airplanes in high 
latitudes presents many problems which require 
special preparations and precautions. These include 
low-temperature greases, special air-drying devices 
in pneumatic systems to prevent condensation and 
subsequent freezing, draft-proofing and effective 
heating systems for aircraft cabins, "snow-proofing" 
the entire airframe, etc. Navigational techniques 
are those basically used in other featureless, ill
mapped areas lacking adequate navigational aids, An 
astro-compass is essential as is a high quality 
directional gyro, a good drift sight, radio altimeter, 
radio compass, locator beacon, and search receiver. 
Servicing aircraft requires special precautions to 
prevent icing of fuel and pneumatic lines, and metal 
shearing. Rubber hoses must be constantly checked 
for cracks. The advantages of servicing aircraft in 
a heated hangar are complicated by the problems 
caused by the rapid change In temperature between 
the outside and inside. Helicopters should not be 
used indiscriminately on tasks which can be performed 
equally well by other aircraft, due to the higher 
purchase price and operating costs of the former. 

G-3626 628. 1:628. 49(*7) 

Drobny, Neil L. 
SURVEY OF ANTARCTIC WATER SUPPLY AND 
WASTE DISPClSAL FACILITIES, PRACTICES, AND 
PROBLEMS. U.S. Nav, Civ. Eng, Lab,, Proj. Y
F015-ll-01-105, Tech, Note N-708, Type C, 24p,, 
incl. illus, , diagrs., map, April 1965, 4 refs. 

DDC, AD617 533 

Present and proposed water supply and waste disposal 
systems are examined at McMurdo, Hallet~, Amund
sen-Scott, and Eights Stations, and at Williams Field 
and the Naval Civil Engineering Laboratory camp. 
Inland stations generally obtain water by melting 
snow and dispose of waste materials without chemical 
treatment directly into snow pits or through ice holes. 
At the coastal stations McMurdo and Hallett, a por
tion of the water supply is obtained by converting 
sea water to fresh in desaliniz~tion plants; here, 
waste material is discharged direcUy into the bay. 
Only at McMurdo's nuclear power plant does waste 
first pass through a septic tank; the resulting efflu
ent is absorbed by adjacent volcanic ash. Radio
active waste is shipped to the U. S, for disposal, In 
general water is filtered through diatomaceous earth 
and tre;ted with baking soda. Difficulties with pres
ent systems include the danger of environmental 
pollution, human health hazards, and inadeq~cy of 
water supply. Community liquid water distribution 
and water-carriage sewage collection systems are 
planned for McMurdo. The syste~ under . co_nstruc
tion suffers from problems in design, logistics, and 
function· an interim system is proposed and de
scribed 'which uses waste wash water or sea water 
as the Hushing medium. Intensive_ st~dies _are urged of 
heated pipelines, pneumatic and liqU1d brine waste 
collection systems, reclamation of \vas_te wate~, and 
minimum flush commodes as possibilities for improv-
ing future systems. 
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G-3628 621,311, 2:621, 039(*764) 

Fegley, C. E. and W, M. Zobel 
PM-3A: FIRST NUCLEAR POWER PLANT IN 
ANTARCTICA. Power Eng,, 69(12):46-48, incl. 
illus,, table, diagr,, Dec, 1965': 

DLC, TJl. P77 

The PM-3A nuclear power plant at McMurdo Station 
is described, including specifications and a diagram. 
Its performance during 18 months of operation is 
evaluated, Causes of shutdown, due to design or 
faulty equipment, are described, and the subsequent 
corrections and improvements are liste<;I, 

G-3643 614, 89:614, 80(*7) 

Aldaz, Luis 
ANTARCTICA: FEARS AND DANGERS ON THE 
CONTINENT COVERED WITH WHITE. [Antartida: 
temores y peligros en el continente vestido de blanco,] 
Text in Spanish, Rev. Nae, Aeronaut, Espacial, 
25(273):30-32, incl. illus., Feb. 1965. Ref. (Bol. 
Antartico No. 8) 

DLC, TL504, R547 

The major hazards of the Antarctic environment are 
described, The primary danger is fire. Due to 
limited water supply, chemical fire extinguishers and 
other fire-fighting equipment are necessary to protect 
the buildings and research facilities from destruction. 
Training in fire-fighting is described, Other environ
mental hazards described are whiteout, storms, and 
frostbite. The detection and filling-in of hidden 
crevasses are described. The effect of cold on 
rubber, machinery lubricants, and fuels is described 
along with the necessary cold-weather modifications 
of machinery, Living quarters are described, 
including information on building construction, heating 
facilities, etc. 

G-3657 629, 114, 2(*7) 

Usuku, Yukihisa and Masayuki Hosoya 
DESIGN OF SNOW -CAR FOR JAPANESE ANT ARCTIC 
RESEARCH EXPEDITION, [Nankyoku kansoku yo 
~etsujo-sha (KD 60) no kihon sekkei ni tsuite.) Text 
m Japanese with English summary, Antarctic Rec. 
(~okyo), No. 24:1-13, incl. illus., table, graphs, 
diagrs,, March 1965. 

DLC, Orientalia Div, 

A snow car (Type 61), currently in use by the Japan 
Ground Self Defense Force, will be modified for 
inland Antarctic travel. The modifications will be 
completed Jan. 1965 and the resulting KD 60 will be 
tested. It must satisfy the following: (1) the engine 
must be capable of performing at altitudes up to 
4000 m; (2) components must withstand a temper
ature of -60°C; (3) towing capability must be adequate 
for sleds of more than 6 tons; and (4) the cabin must 
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be enclosed and ensure protection from blizzards. 
The car has a gross weight of about 8. 5 tons and a 
ground contact pressure of 0. 20 kg/ cm2, The 
cabin will acco=odate 3 men and is equipped with a 
heating apparatus, ventilators, beds, cooking 
equipment, etc. Research and communication 
equipment can be installed. The car is powered by a 
140 PS diesel engine and can cruise at a speed of 
about 5 km/ hr when towing 3 sleds weighing a total 
of 8 tons, A table of specifications (in English) 
is included in the text. (Auth, , mod.) 

G-3678 629. 114,2 

Long, Jack B. 
REPORT ON THE MODEL 843 TUCKER SNO-CAT 
TRAVERSE VEfilCLE. Wisconsin, Univ, Geophys, 
Polar Res. Cent., Res. Rept, Ser. No, 62-5, 40p., 
incl. illus., tables, graph, diagr., map, Nov, 1962. 

DN-HO, QC806. W811 

The 843 Sno-Cat has been proven reliable, comfort
able, and economical. Its superior engine and towing 
capacities have extended the range of oversnow tra
verses. The diesel engine consumes less fuel than 
gas engines with similar capacities (it travels 
approximately 1. 4 km/ gal, pulling a 7-ton load), and 
operates with sea level efficiency at Polar Plateau 
altitudes. Cruising speed in third gear is 5-6 mph 
under most snow and loading conditions. Planned 
modifications include replacing the 5-speed manual 
shift transmission with a 6-speed automatic trans
mission, and replacing the drive line system to the 
winches with hydraulic power. In addition, it is 
recommended that the angle through which the 
universal joints work be decreased, as 5 joints 
have failed so far, and the pontoon linkage should 
be rebuilt. These improvements are expected to 
reduce mechanical maintenance and to increase 
load capability. The report includes a description of 
the Sno-Cat, as well as its operating capabilities 
and requirements, repairs and modifications while 
in use, and a point by point comparison of the older 
743AN with the 843 Sno-Cat. 

G-3708 629. 114. 2:699. 86(*7) 

Zotikov, I. A. and I. A. Panov 
EVALUATION OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF 
THERMAL INSULATION IN THE CABIN OF THE 
'KHAR'KOVCHANKA' SNOW VEffiCLE. [OOenka 
effektivnosti teploizol.Iatsii kabiny snegokhoda "Khar' -
kovchanka". J Text in Russian, Sovet. 
Antarkticheskaia Eksped., Inform. briill., No. 29: 
45-48, incl. table, graph, 1961. 2 refs. Eng. . 
transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information 
Bulletin. Vol. 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 
338-341. 

DLC, Q115, S686; Ql15, S6862 
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The uniform regime method of determining the 
effectiveness of ~he thermal insulation of the 
"Khar'kovchanka" cabin under field conditions in 
Antarctica is evaluated. Actual temperature 
measurements made in the cabin with heaters and 
motors off on 3 days during the Mirnyy-Komsomol ' 
skaya traverse in Feb. 1959 indicate a constant and 
uniform cooling rate. The observed total heat 
resistance of the cabin wall is very close to the 
calculated theoretical value, indicating this method 
can be made to rapidly estimate thermal insulation 
of other walls under Antarctic conditions. 

G-3709 629. 139. 85:551. 578. 46(*746) 

Aver'lanov, V. G. 
EXPERIMENT IN THE PREPARATION OF A RIGID 
BEARING SURFACE FOR A TAKE-OFF AND LAND
ING STRIP IN CENTRAL ANTARCTICA. [Opyt 
podgotovki zhestkof nesushchel poverkhnosti VPP v 
'l'!lentral'nof Antarktide.] Text in Russian. Sovet. 
Antarktischeskaia Eksped., Inform. b!illl., No. 29: 
49-52, Incl. illus., table, graph, 1961. Eng. transl. 
in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
Vol. 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 341-344. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

Natural conditions at inland Antarctic stations present 
several difficulties in constructing airstrips: rarefied 
air at elevations of 3000 m necessitates strips 2000-
2500 m long; and loose upper snow layers can neither 
be removed, nor is there enough water to create a 
bearing surface of ice. Instead, an even, dense, and 
hard bearing surface is produced mechanically by a 
heavy planer towed by a caterpillar tractor. After 
the snow surface is level, fuel barrels are placed on 
the planer and repeated rolling at long intervals 
achieves the necessary density and hardness. Ten 
rolling operations were completed at Vostok I 
Station from April to Nov. 1957. The most 
noticeable increase in snow hardness occurs to a 
depth of 40 cm: in the upper 10 cm it increases by a 
factor of 3-5 while in the 10- to 30-cm layer it 
exceeds that of the undisturbed snow by a factor of 
2-3. Although a wheeled plane has not landed on this 
strip, the physico-mechanical requirements are 
satisfied. 

G-3729 629, 138, 4/ . 5 

Glines, Carroll V. and Wendell F. Moseley 
THE STORY OF A FABULOUS AIRPLANE, THE 
D20C3-3, Philadelphia, J. B. Lippincott Co., 1966, 

P, , incl. illus, 
DLC, TL686.D65G55 1966 

A history of the DC-3 airplane is given beginning 
~ith the design and development of the plane in the 
early 1930's, The DC-3, soon after development, 
was factory produced and became the primary trans-
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port for the newly-formed airlines. With the begin
ning of World War ll, the plane was soon involved in 
transport of cargo and troops. Chapters 3 through 8 
relate many instances during the plane's war service 
in which its capabilities and dependability as a trans
port, bomber, glider tow, reconnaissance, and res
cue craft made the plane of great military value. 
The last chapter discusses postwar modifications 
which have been made to the engines and structure, 
but the basic design has remained unchanged. The 
continuing uses of the plane are described. The Oct. 
31, 1956, flight of the Navy R4D (Que Sera Sera) to 
the South Pole is noted in which an American set foot 
on the South Pole for the first time (Admiral George 
J. Dufek). Photographs are also included which 
illustrate the use of the DC-3 in support of Navy and 
scientific personnel in Antarctica. With regard to 
present military use of the DC-3, a chapter is de
voted to its uses in support of military forces in 
Vietnam. 

G-3749 727. 5:69. 033(*784. 2) 

No11gier, J. 
INSTALLATION OF THE SECONDARY BASE OF 
PORT-CHRISTMAS (BIRD BAY--KERGUELEN 
ARCHIPELAGO). [Installation de la base secondaire 
de Port-Christmas (Baie de l 'Oiseau--Archipel de 
Kerguelen), J Text in French. TAAF (Paris), 
No, 32: 37-45, incl illus. , July-Sept, 1965. 

DLC, G845. F7 

Port-Christmas is located in a place which has been 
visited by the most famous expeditions. Accounts 
are given of daily activities and weather conditions 
during the installation of the station. The buildings 
consisted of two Fillod huts 4 x 3 m in area, an 
arched [Jamesway-type) tent, and a regular tent. 
The supplies were transported by the~ and 
by helicopters based at Port-aux-Fran~als. The new 
station was visited by the Patanella, carrying an 
Australian-New Zealand expedition to climb Big Ben 
on Heard L The station was used particularly by 
biologists, 

G-3775 629. 139, 85:624. 147(*765) 

Easton, Robert 
COMPACTED SNOW RUNWAY TESTS. Milit. Engr, , 
57(380):424, incl illus., Nov. -Dec, 1965. Ref. 
DLC, TAl, P85 

In Operation Deep Freeze 65 successful tests were 
made on an experimental snow runway on the Ross 
Ice Shelf near McMurdo Station. The test strip, 
part of a program to develop runways on deep snow, 
is about 150 ft wide by 6000 ft long. The U.S. Navy
developed compaction technique consists essentially 
of compressive compaction, depth processing, 
surface hardening, and layered compaction. At the 
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beginning of Deep Freeze 65, the runway was 
covered with 24 in. of winter drift snow. This was 
processed into 16 vertical in. of compacted snow, 
representing the 1965 layer, on 32 in. of previously 
processed runway, making a surface 48 in. deep. 
On Dec. 3, the new surface was successfully tested 
with a 25, 000-lb LC-47 aircraft, and 3 days later 
with a 90, 000-lb LC-130. Later tests involved 
aircraft weights of 102,000, 115,000 and 125,000 lb. 
Some rutting of the surface occurred, mainly the 
result of incomplete overlapping which occurred 
during processing. The most rigorous tests were· 
made on Feb. 14 with a 135, 000-lb LC-130F 
tanker. The bearing capacity of the compacted snow 
runway averaged 80. 9 psi at a depth of 16 in. and 
62. 4 psi at the surface. Noweaknessesweredetected 
in the runway, Landings of 155, 000-lb aircraft at 
tire pressures to 145 psi are planned for Deep 
Freeze 66, The eventual snow runway is to be 
elevated 2 ft or more above the surrounding snow 
level and thus will be kept free of drift snow by wind 
action and will be usable from year to year. 

G-3796 629. 135, 45: 550. 8(*7) 

Gevers, T. W. 
GEOLOGY BY HELICOPTER: CONTRAST IN 
LOGISTICS. Antarktiese Bull. (Pretoria), No. 11: 1-
5, incl. illus, , Sept. 1965. 

DLC 

Personal experiences with various types of 
transportation for geological field work are described. 
During the austral summer of 1964-65, helicopters 
were used for studying the volcanic features in the 
vicinity of McMurdo Station. It was found that 
helicopters would enable geologists to reach areas 
which are inaccessible even to skilled mountaineers. 
Helicopters we re also found to shorten the field 
workers' travel time. It is recommended that 
helicopters be more extensively used in the Antarctic, 
especially for geological and geophysical exploration 
from SANAE Station. 

G-3830 629. 1. 039(*2) 

Fuchs, Vivian 
HOVERCRAFT IN POLAR REGIONS. Polar Rec. , 
!:!(82): 3-5, incl. illus. , Jan. 1966. 

DLC, 0575. P6 

';l'he practicality of using hovercraft in polar regions 
is discussed. Advantages are: (1) the ability of the 
craft to move uninterruptedly across sea ice and 
open water onto land is ideal for ship-to-shore 
transportation; (2) the high speed of the craft (30-
80 kn) is advantageous on journeys over inland ice· 
(~) the slight ground pressure exerted by the hove;
craft (measured in psf) as compared to that of over
snow tractors (psi) is of distinct advantage in 
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crossing crevasses; and (4) the pounding and 
vibration cTeated by a tractor in crossing a crevasse 
bridge is absent in the hovercraft. The disadvantages 
are: (1) the hovercraft is vulnerable to wind and thus 
directional control would be imprecise; (2) 
negotiation of slopes is a problem, both ascent and 
descent; (3) in crossing crevasses, the craft could 
erode the snow bridge, should it remain in one 
position for a period of tin1e; (4) it could become 
lodged in a position where its air cushion could not 
move it, and thus a winch system for moving the 
craft must be designed; and (5) protecting the craft 
from ice and snow buildup on the air ducts, the fans, 
and on the skirt must be considered, possibly 
utilizing a heating system. The performance tests 
of the Westland SR. N5 hovercraft are described. 

G-3832 621. 396. 72:629. 136. 2: 362, 18 

Wolff, H. S. 
'SAFE'--A SATELLITE FOR EMERGENCIES. 
Polar Rec. , 13(82):17-22, incl. diagrs., Jan. 1966. 
Also: Brit. Commun. Electron. , 11(9):628-631, 
Sept. 1964. Ref. -

DLC, G575. P6; TK7800. B7 

A proposed means by which a continuous worldwide 
search system could be established is described. 
This system would serve to locate the position of 
survivors of airplane crashes , ships in distress, and 
mountain climbers and explorers in need of help, 
thereby eliminating the time and expense of searching 
by conventional methods, The proposed satellite 
system consists of 2 satellites with polar orbits 
at right angles to each other, each scanning a track 
1640 mi wide, and providing coverage of every point 
on earth once every 6 hr. The specifications of the 
beacon, by which a distress signal is given, are 
described. The location system is described: at 
1-sec intervals the satellite transmits a short, high
powered pulse. If a beacon has been activated, the 
pulse is received, and this causes a similar pulse 
to be transmitted from the beacon. The response 
pulse is received at the satellite and retransmitted 
at a different frequency. Both signals from the 
satellite are received by a ground station and the 
position of the distress site can be calculated. These 
calculations are presented, The ground stations and 
satellite system required for world coverage are 
described and are envisaged as operating as an 
international cooperative effort. 

G-3834 528. 516(*2) 

Nottarp, K., H. Serson and G. W. A. Dummer 
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND APPARATUS FOR 
USE IN POLAR FIELD OPERATIONS. Polar Rec., 
13(82):37-43, incl. diagr., Jan. 1966. 9 refs. 
DLC, G575.P6 
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This article is a continuation of earlier publications 
[G-1088, G-2725). The techniques used in the 
operation of the tellurometer are discussed along 
with special modifications. Tellurometer measure
ments on a geodetic traverse over the Greenland ice 
sheet in 1959 were found to contain systematic errors 
of the order of 1 part in 105 in distance measurement, 
and there was a loss in instrument range. The origin 
of these difficulties may lie in the large temperature 
gradient in the air close to the snow surface, or in 
the scattering of the signal from the rough surface, 
or in the propagation characteristics in the 
dielectric boundary layer between snow and air. A 
practical solution to this problem consists in the use 
of a high antenna mounting, along with other modifi -
cations made to the instruments used on the Ross Ice 
Shelf Survey, 1962-63 [see C-2558). An aerial 
system separated from the tellurometer and mounted 
at a greater height from the ground is described which 
has been found to increase the instrument range. The 
use of a frequency control instrument is described 
[C-2672], along with new forms of power supply 
and other modifications. The various aerial installa
tions are described and packaging information is sup
plied (moisture protection, cushioning, etc.). 

G-3857 

Barclay, L. W. 

629. 111. 7(*729. 5) 
528. 4(*729. 5) 

SLEDGING AND SURVEYING. In: David Brunt ~- ). 
The Royal Society International Geophysical Year 
Antarctic Expedition, Halley Bay, Coats Land, 
Falkland Islands Dependencies, 1955-1959. Vol. 4. 
Meteorology, Glaciology, Appendixes. London, 
Royal Society, p. 329-338, incl. tables, diagr., 
maps, append., 1964. 4 refs. 

DLC, QC801. 3. R68 

Eight traverses were made during 1957 and 1958 and 
a record is given of the area covered. The sledges 
which were used are described. A map of the Brunt 
Ice Shelf is included which shows height above sea 
level and remarks on surface features. A rapid plane
table survey of the ice front is included. Navigation 
and surveying were restricted due to absence of 
distinctive features for reference points. The 
observed regions of the Brunt Ice Shelf are described 
along with the regions of Coats Land seen from the 
shelf. A short history of the discovery of the region 
surrounding the station is given. An appendix lists 
place names in the vicinity of the station. 

G-3861 621. 396:654. 16(*729. 5) 

Dyer, H. E.G. 
RADIO CO~NICATIONS. In: David Brunt ~- ). 
The Ro~al Society International Geophysical Year 
Antarctic Expedition, Halley Bay, Coats Land, 
Falkland Islands Dependencies, 1955-1959. 
VoL 4. Meteorology, Glaciology, Appendixes. 
L0ondon, Royal Society, p. 364-370, incl. table, 1964. 

LC, QC801. 3. R68 
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The following aspects of radio communications are 
discussed: (1) commercial and meteorological 
communications (London telegraphy and telephony 
circuits, Port Stanley VPC commercial circuit, 
Port Stanley ZHF88 meteorological circuit); (2) 
schedules maintained with Antarctic stations 
(Falkland Is. Dependencies Survey, Little America, 
Mirnyy, Norway, Shackleton, Showa, Adelie Coast, 
and Vestfold Hills); and (3) miscellaneous 
communications (Ship Press broadcasts). A summary 
of communication schedules is tabulated. Recom
mendations are made concerning the following topics: 
frequency changing, transmitter requirements, 
advantages of crystal control, harmonic interference, 
communication timing, aerial arrangement, and the 
use of an emergency transceiver. Specifications are 
listed for various models of transmitters, receivers, 
a frequency meter, and an emergency transceiver. 

G-3862 621. 391. 82(*729. 5) 

Bellchambers, W. H. 
ELECTRICAL INTERFERENCE. In: David Brunt 
~- ). The Royal Society International Geophysical 
Year Antarctic Expedition, Halley Bay, Coats Land, 
Falkland Islands Dependencies, 1955-1959. Vol. 4. 
Meteorology, Glaciology, Appendixes. London, 
Royal Society, p. 371-377, incl. illus., graphs, 1964. 
3 refs. 

DLC, QC801. 3. R68 

The problem of electrical interference in ope~atin~ 
electronic equipment on an ice shelf is due prunarily 
to the lack of effective grounding of the systems and 
the fact that low humidity enables considerable 
voltages to be built up on moving elements, thus 
producing noise from corona discharge. Conside~able 
unbalanced circulating currents can be generated m 
the supply and feeder cables which then give bo~h . 
radiated and conducted interferences. In mvestigatmg 
this problem, the following topics are discussed: 
electrical power supply generators, man-made 
interference (local electrical interference and . 
broadcast signals), broadcast interference (adJacent_ 
channel interference, etc. ) , snow static (electrostatic 
charges from drifting snow), a~os_pheric no~se, 
solar noise, compatibility of sci_entific ei,.1)Elrunents 
and radio communications, and mterference fr~m 
other experiments (ionospheric equipment, radio-echo 
equipment, and radar and radiosonde equipment). 

G-3863 621. 313. 12(*729. 5) 
629. 114. 2(*729. 5) 

Amphlett, A. 
PLANT AND MACHINERY OPERATION. In: David 
Brunt ~- ). The Royal Society International 
Geophysical Year Antarctic Expedition, Halley Bay, 
Coats Land, Falkland Islands Dependencies, 1955_-
1959. Vol. 4. Meteorology, Glaciology, Appendixes. 
London, Royal Society, p. 378-386, incl. tables, 
1964. 

DLC, QC801. 3. R68 
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The following topics are discussed concerning the 
operation of power and transport equipment: (1) power 
supplies (specifications of generators, fuel and 
lubricating oil, cold starting, and fuel injection 
equipment), installation of generators, generator 
power requirements, generator performance (total 
running time, causes of breakdown, slip-ring wear, 
the effect of humidity, and electrical interference); 
(2) transport (tractor specifications, cold starting, 
and general mechanical faults in the tractors) and 
tractor performance; and (3) auxiliary equipment 
(use of winch and high-lift loader). 

G-3864 721, 011:69, 03: 727. 92(*729. 5) 

Hemmen, G, E. and J. MacDowall 
DESIGN AND ERECTION OF THE BUil.J)INGS. In: 
David Brunt ~ ). The Royal Society International 
Geophysical Year Antarctic Expedition, Halley Bay, 
Coats Land, Falkland Islands Dependencies, 1955-
1969. Vol. 4. Meteorology, Glaciology, Appendixes. 
London, Royal Society, p, 387-395, incl. illus,, 
table, diagrs. , map, 1964. 3 refs. 

DLC, QC801, 3, R68 

Building construction for Halley Bay Station is 
discussed, based upon previous experiences with 
various designs of buildings in withstanding the 
prevailing weather conditions (snow accumulation 
1 m/yr on a flat drift-free surface). The siting of 
buildings is determined by the pattern of drifted 
snow and the nature of the scientific work to be 
carried out in each building. The design of buildings 
must be adequate to withstand wind and snow loadings, 
The factors to be considered in siting and design are 
discussed and recommendations are given for each 
of the following station buildings: the main hut, 
generator shed, non-magnetic hut, balloon-filling 
shed, radio-astronomy hut, remote aerial shelters . 
and remote scintillation equipment shelters, Plans', 
cutaway diagrams, and photographs are supplied for 
several station buildings, Recommendations for 
designs of future station buildings are given. 

G-3872 69. 033(*2) 

Schroeder, J, E., G, E. Sherwood and J. E. Dyklns 
TEMPORARY POLAR CAMP CONCEPT AND 
DESIGN CRITERIA. U.S. Nav. Civ, Eng. Lab. , 
Proj, Y-F015-11-104, Tech. Note N-436 Type C 
7p. , March 9, 1962, ' ' 

CFSTI 

This preliminary report discusses the development 
of a temporary, airborne packaged camp for polar 
use. The 50-man camp allows for expansion, in 50-
man groups, to 200 men. It is designed for surface 
installation on all types of polar terrain including 
snow, ice, and permafrost. Design criteria are 
specified for the 8 elements considered essential to 
surface polar camps. These include: environmental 
adaptation, basic facilities for each camp function 
adequate space allocation for confined living, suit~ 
able structures for a cold environment, functional 
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yet comfortable outfitting, reliable yet simple 
utilities for heat, power, water supply, and 
sanitation, protective systems for camp safety, and 
aids for camp construction and operation. [See G-
1339] (Auth. , mod.) 

G-3873 628. 49(*2) 

Nehlsen, W. R. 
A DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM FOR POLAR CAMP 
SANITATION. U. S, Nav. Civ, Eng. Lab., Task 
Y-F015-ll-211, Tech. Note N-476, Type C, 7p., 
incl tables, diagrs., Dec, 28, 1962, 3 refs. 

CFSTI, AD 294 309 

Approximately 30 waste disposal facilities at 
installations in northern polar areas were surveyed. 
Alternative collection, disinfection, and treatment 
methods are tabulated and evaluated according to 
various criteria. Fluid-flush toilets are designated 
the most suitable collection method, with a fluid 
carriage sewage system incorporating minimum water 
use for appurtenances, Heating is identified as the 
most practical disinfection system. Regeneration 
systems for treating waste waters are examined and 
evaluated, Two waste disposal plans are proposed 
for further research and development, One uses a 
natural water supply, while the other includes a 
regeneration and reuse cycle requiring a small in
put of fresh water. Further study is recommended 
of the systems designated above; work to develop 
surface and subsurface sea intake systems is also 
recommended. 

G-3874 69, 033, 001. 4(*2) 

Hansen, R. W. and G. E. Sherwood 
PIONEER POLAR STRUCTURES--ERECTION OF 
PORTABLE MAINTENANCE SHELTER. U, S. Nav. 
Civ. Eng. Lab., Proj, Y-F015-11-01-143, Tech. 
Note N-587, Type C, 57p., incl illus., diagrs., 
May 26, 1964. 

CFSTI, AD 601 373 

This shelter was developed for the maintenance and 
repair of construction and other equipment in pioneer 
polar camps. The shelter, which is 20 x 24 ft, will 
accommodate equipment as large as a standard SiZe 
4 tractor. It consists of a skid-mounted aluminum 
frame of knock-down construction and a canvas cover. 
Accessories include a gantry-mounted, 2-ton travel
ing hoist, an electrical harness, and a personnel 
side entry. An 8 x 20-ft skid-mounted wanigan 
outfitted with tools and shop equipment has been 
developed as a companion for the shelter. The 
report includes a guide for erecting and outfitting 
the shelter and the wanigan. An electrical generator 
is not provided with the shelter and wanigan. A 5-kW 
unit is required for this service, A heater is not 
provided for the shelter, but the wanigan is equipped 
with a 27, 000-Btuh oil-fired space heater. The 
shelter is designed for heating with a portable fresh
air heater. [See G-1424] (Auth. , mod.) 
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G-3876 69. 033(*2) 

Sherwood, G. E. 
POLAR STRUCTURES--SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE 
NCEL WANIGANS. U.S. Nav. Civ. Eng. Lab., 
Proj. Y-F015-11-0l-144, Tech. Note N-596, TypeC, 
(53] p. , June 11, 1964. 

CFSTI, AD 601 511 

A family of wanigans was developed to provide 
portable shelters for use in polar regions. The 
wanigans are of modular sandwich panel construction. 
Two types, both 20 ft by 8 ft high, were developed. 
Sled wanigans are mounted on cargo sleds for trail 
use. Portable camp wanigans are built with a skid 
system for limited movement around a camp or work 
area. Both types are made in standard 8-ft widths 
for assembled air shipment, and in extra-wide 10-ft 
widths for flexibility in interior arrangement. 
Standard accessories for the wanigans include a heat
ing and ventilating system, an electrical harness, 
and a side-mounted fuel tank. ['rhis note contains 
the specifications for the NCEL wanigans presented 
in G-1518.] (Auth. , mod. ) 

G-3877 645(*2) 

Sherwood, G. E. 
REVIEW OF FURNISHINGS FOR POLAR CAMPS. 
U.S. Nav. Civ. Eng. Lab., Proj. Y-F015-ll-0l-
001, Tech. Note N-612, Type C, llp. , incl. append., 
June 29, 1964. 2 refs. 

CFSTI, AD 601 893 

A survey was conducted to determine availability of 
suitable furniture and floor cove ring for outfitting 
polar camps, Lightweight, compact, durable 
furniture which is both comfortable and attractive is 
available through commercial sources. The cost of 
commercially available furniture can be as much as 
20% greater than comparable furniture from standard 
Navy sources; however, the additional expense 
appears justified by savings in shipping weight, 
assembly time, multiple use of the furniture, and 
floor space required by the furniture. Interlocking 
floor tile which requires no mastic for installation 
and yet is quite serviceable is also commercially 
available. (Auth. , mod. ) 

G-3878 69. 033(*2) 

Sherwood, G. E. and E. H. Moser, Jr, 
POLAR STRUCTURES--DESIGN CONCEPT FOR A 
HEAVY-EQUIPMENT FIELD REPAIR SHELTER. 
U. S, Nav. Civ. Eng. Lab., Proj. Y-F015-11-0l
l05, Tech. Note N-614, Type c, 12p., incl. illus., 
tabcles, diagrs,, append. , July 1, 1964. 15 refs. 

FSTI, AD 602 932 

Jhe heavy-equipment field repair shelter is designed 
or use at outlying work centers and construction 

:ojects in established polar areas. A one/ two-stall 
Pair shelter is described which permits flexibility 
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of selection or expansion for specific work conditions 
not possible in fixed-size shelters. All but several 
major parts can be erected by hand; the others 
required a gin pole or some lifting equipment for 
installation. Once erected and mounted on skids, the 
one-stall shelter can be towed, on fairly level terrain, 
between work areas. The arch-framed structure 
is covered with canvas. The one-stall shelter and 
its outfittings cost almost 10% more, but weigh 
30% more than the portable maintenance shelter and 
its shop wanigan. The small cost increase makes 
possible a repair stall for equipment up to the size 
of a Size 6 snow tractor and a common shop and 
repair area, thus making the system suitable for use 
at diversified work centers, Its additional weight 
makes it less suitable for airborne operations. The 
two-stall sh~lter and its outfittings cost 20% less and 
weigh 30% less than the temporary shelter. This 
reduction in cost and weight, coupled with easier 
erection and relocation, makes the field repair shelter 
more suitable than the temporary maintenance 
shelter for large repair facilities at transient work 
centers and construction projects around an 
established polar station. 

G-3879 561, 321. 2:624.144(*7'?2) 

Sherwood, G. E. 
BYRD STATION SNOW TUNNELS--MAINTENANCE 
EQUIPMENT STUDIES. u. s. Nav. Civ. Eng. Lab. I 

Proj. Y-F015-11-01-080, Tech. Note N-650, Type 
C, (13] p. , incl. illus. , graphs, diagrs. , Sept. 30, 
1964. 2 refs. 

CFSTI, AD 449 673 

Equipment and techniques are being developed for 
maintaining the snow tunnel walls at Byrd Station 
to prevent excessive closure of the walls, The 
present rate of closure, less than 1. 5 in. / yr, 
indicates that maintenance will be required within 
2-3 yr. A chain saw, a guide for scoring the closure 
snow, and tools for chipping and finishing the wall 
were tested in Jan. 1964. It was concluded that a 
more suitable system is necessary, and should 
include a fixed reference plane for both horiZontally 
and vertically scoring the closure snow with a saw. 
A prototype of the tunnel wall maintenance and snow 
disposal system developed in 1964 will be fabricated 
and tested at Byrd Station in 1965. (Auth., mod.) 

G-3880 624. 14:061. 6(*2) 

Dykins, J. E. 
NCEL ICE AND SNOW LABORATORY. U. S. Nav. 
Civ. Eng, Lab., Proj. Y-F015-11-0l-052, Tech. 
Note N-653, Type C, (25) p., incl. illus,, graph, 
diagrs. , Oct. 23, 1964. 

CFSTI, AD 452 209 

To provide a means for more fundamental_investi
gations on polar transportation, construction, and 
operational problems, NCEL has added an Ice and 
snow Laboratory to its facilities at Port Hueneme, 
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Calif. The Laboratory's principal purpose is to 
study construction mate rials, including ice and snow, 
for polar regions, Within limits it can be used to 
test the performance of small items of equipment and 
components for large equipment. The laboratory 
includes three interconnected environmental chambers 
ranging in size from 8 x 27 ft to 12 x 32 ft. Test 
temperatures from 50'to -55°F can be maintained at 
an atmospheric pressure for extended periods with a 
minimum of maintenance. Special devices procured 
and developed for the study of ice, snow, and other 
materials include a freezing tank to simulate natural 
ice growth, a method for producing snow, a low
velocity wind duct for the study of snowdrift control, 
and a liquid pumping and piping device to study the 
distribution of liquids in polar camps. (Auth. , mod. ) 

G-3881 643. 524(*2) 

Nehlsen, W. R. and J. E. Halton 
FLUSHING CHEMICAL TOILET FOR TEMPORARY 
POLAR CAMP. U.S. Nav. Civ. Eng. Lab. , Proj. 
Y-F015-11-0l-212, Tech. Note N-666, Type C, 
(13] p, , incL illus. , diagrs. , Nov. 20, 1964. 2 refs. 

CFSTI, AD 453 359 

A flushing chemical toilet designed for use with a 
temporary polar camp has been tested under con
trolled usage. The system consists of a rotary 
filter, two pumps with rubber vane impellers, and 
two timer switches. Water and a 50-50 mixture of 
copper sulfate and sodium bisulfate are added to the 
tank. Observations of odor control, chemical action, 
and mechanical functions were made. The chemical 
proved satisfactory, but timer and pump maintenance 
requirements we re excessive. It is concluded that 
the experimental flushing chemical toilet in its 
present form is unsatisfactory, but a modified 
chemical toilet system can be used for a temporary 
polar camp. Development of a simpler toilet and an 
accessory waste hauling tank is planned. Further 
studies should establish best sites for discharging 
the disinfected wastes and observe their accumulation 
in the field. (Auth. , mod. ) 

G-3883 69. 021:69. 033(*2) 

Sherwood, G. E. 
PIONEER POLAR STRUCTURES--SKID-FOUNDATION 
STUDY FOR A 64-FOOT JAMESWAY. U.S. Nav. 
Civ, Eng. Lab,, Proj. Y-F015-ll-01-105, Tech. 
Note N-719, Type C, 6p., incl. illus. , June 1965. 
4 refs. 

CFSTI, AD 465 266 

Frequent relocation of polar camps at outlying work 
centers and construction projects on snow and ice is 
necessary because of changing requirements, drift
ing snow, and site contamination. In order to 
-simplify movement of these camps, a skid foundation 
for Jamesways up to 64 ft long is being developed. 
An experimental, 64-ft-long, rigid steel foundation 
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was tested on fairly hard snow near McMurdo in 
Feb. 1965, and found to trail well on straight tows 
and 100-ft-radius turns. During the tests, the 
foundation was high-centered over a hard ridge of 
snow and the cantilever action caused it to separate 
at the midpoint. It is now being redesigned to 
provide a hinge-joint at the center of the foundation, 
thus eliminating the bending point. Test and evaluation 
of the hinged foundation are planned for the summer 
of Deep Freeze 66. (Auth. , mod. ) 

G-3885 69. 033(*2) 

Sherwood, G. E. 
IMPROVEMENTS TO POLAR CAMPS--USE OF A 
64-FOOT JAMESWAY. U.S. Nav. Civ. Eng. Lab., 
Proj. Y-F015-ll-0l-105, Tech. Note N-771, Type 
C, (21] p., incl. illus. , diagrs., Sept. 1965. 8 refs, 

CFSTI, AD 623 010 

Practical considerations have limited the length of 
Jamesways to 48 ft; however, this length can be 
extended indefinitely by using a side entry and by 
heating the building with a forced-air furnace. 
Although economy of construction and heating in
crease with length, a limit of 64 ft was set for fire 
safety purposes and possible towing as an assembled 
building, This length is easily adaptable to the 
NCEL 25-man pioneer polar camp. A 64-ft Jamesway 
was used as a 12-man shelter in the NCEL 
experimental camp near McMurdo Station during 
Deep Freeze 64 and 65. The building size and layout 
worked well, NCEL is designing improvements for 
the following outfittings; longer curtain partitions and 
better curtain attachments to the building's arch 
ribs. In addition, insulated cable should replace the 
pre-wired conduit in the electrical harness and the 
lights should be relocated for better illumination. 
A 64-ft Jamesway was also used in the experimental 
camp for a mess hall, galley, and utility building, 
This combination, which worked very well, permitted 
placement of a snow melter and all high-water-use 
facilities in the same building, thus eliminating most 
outdoor water distribution lines in the present camp 
design. The galley layout of the combination building 
is being improved for better traffic circulation. 
(Auth. , mod. ) 

G-3886 629. 114.3:624.144:551. 326. 7 

Sherwood, G. E, and E. H. Moser, Jr. 
ICE CONSTRUCTION--MOBILE PUMP WANIGAN 
FOR CONFINED FLOODING. U. S. Nav. Civ. 
Eng. Lab. , Proj. Y-F015-11-01-073, Tech. Rept. 
R-339, Type c, 20 p., incL illus., tables, d1agr,, 
append., Oct. 12, 1964. 7 refs, 

CFSTI, AD 450 939 

Advancements in flooding techniques for leveling and 
thickening natural ice areas for improved Arctic 
Ocean operations resulted in the development of a 
mobile pump wanigan for confined flooding, An 
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extra-wide NCEL camp wanigan was outfitted for 
confining and distributing the flood water, for drying 
and storing the flooding gear, and to provide a warm 
shelter for the construction personnel and sufficient 
illumination within 300 ft for ice construction at 
night. An experimental pump wanigan was evaluated 
at Point Barrow, Alaska, between 1958 and 1960, and 
selected components for the unit were evaluated at 
other field sites between 1960 and 1964. The standard 
wanigan heating and ventilating system used in the 
pump wanigan was evaluated in a similar wanigan in 
the Antarctic between 1962 and 1964. The mobile 
pump wanigan is well suited for thickening sea ice 
by confining flooding, and is recommended as standard 
equipment for this type of ice construction. 
~!ructions for erecting the wanigan are given in 
G-3874.) (Auth. , mod.) 

G-3887 624. 144 

Gifford, S. E. 
ICE GRADING EQUIPMENT--DEVELOPMENT OF 
AN EXPERIMENTAL ROTATING-DRUM CUTTER. 
U.S. Nav. Civ. Eng. Lab., Proj. Y-F015-11-0l-
072, Tech. Repl R-346, Type C, 13p., incL illus., 
graphs, diagr., Nov. 11, 1964. 3 refs, 

CFSTI, AD 451 413 

Tests of an experimental rotating-drum ice cutter 
are described. The tests were performed to 
determine the feasibility of grading polar ice surfaces 
~hrough removing excess ice by fracture, using 
IDlpact cutters mounted on a rotating drum. 
Experiments were conducted to determine the best 
shape, size,and number of cutters required; horse
power needed for various depths of cut and travel 
speeds; the relative merits of overcutting and under
cutting; and the most suitable cutting-drum rotating 
speed .. The ice cutter's performance, which was 
tested ma cold chamber, in Alaska and in Green
land, revealed that removal of ice by fracture was 
feasible. The criteria obtained from these tests 
have been used to develop an ice dozer for pioneering 
in rough ice areas, This unit is currently being 
tested and evaluated at various field sites including 
McMurdo Station. (Auth. , mod. ) ' 

G-3888 628. 9. 064(*2) 

Pierce, N. E. and G. E. Sherwood 
POLAR CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT--PORTABLE 
FLOODLIGHTING UNIT. U.S. Nav. Civ. Eng. Lab., 
Proj. Y-F015-11-01-240, Tech. Rept. R-348, Type 
C, 9p., incl. illus. , append. , Nov. 3, 1964. 4 refs. 

CFSTI, AD 452 160 

\ sled-°:'-ount?d floodlighting unit was developed to 
P ovide illummation and a portable light-duty power 
source for work areas away from main camps and 
!o:istruction sites in polar regions. It consists of 
mai:dard Army ~arte_rmaster 400-lb capacity 
d i au! sled, a hghtwe1ght 3-kw gasoline engine
r Ven generator, ai1d 4 light standards with three 
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150-w lamps each. Evaluation of the unit in the 
Arctic has proved it to be well-suited for polar use. 
The sled-mounted unit is easily towed by one man; it 
provides the required illumination of 1 ft-candle at 
1~0 ft within an included ai1gle of 90°; it is lightweight 
ai1d compact for shipment by air; it is trouble-free; 
ai1d the cost is reasonable. The unit is detailed in 
Y ai1d D Drawing No. 993763 ai1d is recommended as 
a staildard item of construction equipment for polar 
operations. (Auth.) 

G-3889 69. 022. 5 

Sherwood, G. E. 
PIONEER POLAR STRUCTURES--JAMESWAY 
BUILDING DIVIDER. U.S. Nav. Civ. Eng. Lab. , 
Proj. Y-F015-11-01-105, Tech. Rept. R-383, Type 
C, 13p., incl. illus., diagrs., append., May 1965. 
4 refs. 

CFSTI, AD 615 520 

A building divider was developed for the Jamesway 
polar shelter to separate two facilities located in the 
same building. The divider is constructed of tongue
ai1d-groove panels of wood framing ai1d plywood. It 
can be placed across the building width under ai1y 
arch rib. The panels are insulated for sound
proofing. A door included with the divider Cail be 
placed in ai1y of three positions. The divider was in
service tested at the NCEL experimental camp near 
McMurdo Station. Stai1dard specifications for the 
parts are listed in the appendix, ai1d parts of the 
partition kits as well as fabrication and erection 
details are indicated in a scale drawing. It was con
cluded that the divider satisfies the requirements for 
separating spaces in a Jamesway ai1d should be used 
as a staildard accessory for these shelters. (Auth. , 
mod.) 

G-3890 551. 578. 466(*765) 

Stehle, N. S. ai1d G. E. Sherwood 
SNOW DRIFT ON NATURAL, DEPRESSED, AND 
ELEVATED SURF ACES NEAR McMURDO, 
ANTARCTICA. U.S. Nav. Civ. Eng. Lab., Proj. 
Y-F015-11-0l-025, Tech. Rept. R-398, Type C, 
25p. , incl. illus. , table, graphs, dlagrs., map, 
Oct. 1965. 7 refs. 

CFSTI, AD 622 572 

Drifting snow in polar areas results in problems of 
logistics ai1d maintenwce. To obtain f~eld data of 
accumulation, ablation, aim general drift on the 
Ross Ice Shelf, drift studies were made on natural, 
depressed ai1d elevated surfaces ai1d in camp ai1d 
storage ar'eas on these surfaces in :Ill 8-sq-mi area. 
Annual accumulation on natural surfaces on the Ross 
Ice Shelf was found to vary from 0. 5 to 1. 5 ft. 
Depressed surfaces quickly became filled with snow 
to the natural-surface level; these surfaces should be 
avoided in locations of -annual accumulation. Elevated 
surfaces accumulate minimum drift when used for 
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roads, runways, or storage areas, and s_hould be 
investigated for use as future camp locations. 
(Auth. , mod. ) 

G-3892 629. 139. 85:624. 147 

Goodyear Aerospace Corporation, Litchfield Park, 
Arizona 

A STUDY TO DETERMlNE THE OPTIMUM 
URETHANE FOAM COATING FOR PROTECTING 
ICE AND SNOW SURFACES. U.S. Nav. Civ, Eng. 
Lab., Contract NBy-62161 (Rept. No, GERA-979), 
128p. , incl. illus. , tables, graphs, diagrs, , append., 
July 1965. 8 refs, 

CFSTI, AD 469 935 

Previous research was conducted to determine 
whether urethane foam would protect ice and snow 
surfaces from deterioration when subjected to summer 
season temperatures and solar radiation in the polar 
regions, The work proved the ability of urethane 
foam to provide thaw protection, but disclosed two 
problem areas: trafflcability and wind resistance. 
This report deals with these two areas as well as 
with transportation, storage, foam generation, 
application, and maintenance associated with the 
task of. providing a protective cover for these 
surfaces. Two techniques were devised to provide 
adequate resistance to traffic and wind: (1) the 
procedure of regenerating a foam-granule snow 
cover, utilizing a frozen mixture of granules and 
snow, and (2) the rapid-airstrip blanket technique, 
which utilizes a layer of insulating granules covered 
by a flexible fiberglass laminate cover. Standard 
procedures for polar operations may be followed, as 
most equipment required for preparing and 
maintaining these protective covers is that normally 
used on polar runways. (Auth. , mod. ) 

G-3946 665. 52(*764) 

Tate, T. N, 
DEEP FREEZE PERSONNEL SOLVE FUEL CON
TAMINATION PROBLEM. Navy Civ. Eng,, 7(1):16-
17, incl. illus., Jan.-Feb. 1966. -

DLC, VG593. A24 

Diesel fuel became contaminated with aviation 
gasoline in March 1963 at McMurdo Station. In con
verting a 250, 000-gal aviation gasoline tank for use 
in diesel fuel storage, prescribed procedures were 
followed in cleaning the tank before filling with 
diesel fuel. After filling, the diesel fuel was found 
to have a flash point of 40° F (as opposed to the normal 
95-110°F flash point range), due to the fact that 
aviation gasoline had been retained in one section of 
the tank because of a nonuniform differential settle
ment of this section by 8 in. The tank was construct
ed on permafrost consisting of volcanic ash and Ice. 
The solution to the problem consisted in devising a 
flash point tester by means of which suitable pro
portions of contaminated and noncontaminated diesel 
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fuelfrom other tanks could be mixed to achieve a 95°F 
flash point, The tester and its use are described. 
The 250,000 gal of fuel (approximately 20% of 
the station's yearly supply) were thus salvaged. 

G-3970 629. 139. 85:624. 147:54-148 

Shibel, F. C., C. S. Grove, Jr, and A. R. Aidun 
DEVELOPMENT OF INSULATING AQUEOUS FOAMS 
FOR PROTECTION OF ICE SURFACES. U.S. Nav, 
Civ. Eng. Lab., Contract NBy-32210 (Onondaga 
Assoc., Inc. , Rept, No. OA-R4-FR 110162), Final 
Rept. , [101] p. , incl. illus. , tables, graphs, diagrs., 
append, , Nov. 1962. 2 refs. 

CFSTI, AD 400 254 

various forms of aqueous foam were studied for 
possible use as insulators to inhibit melting and 
thawing of Arctic ice runways during the summer 
months. The foam is superior to some alternative 
insulating materials such as sawdust or ground cork 
in its ease of application and maximum use of 
materials indigenous to the area (only 10% of the 
required material must be transported to the site); 
it need not be removed after use. Stability, insula
tion and generation properties were studied in both 
sma'.11 and large scale laboratory tests, and in field 
tests in the Arctic. The data obtained from these 
studies are tabulated, The most stable and freeze
thaw resistant foams developed were based on 
Mearlfoam-Type 5, carboxy methyl cellulose, and 
aluminum acetate; when fully gelled and dehydrated, 
these foams appear to last indefinitely in the 
laboratory. Increasing the foam thickness reduced 
the melting rate, though there was no appreciable 
improvement beyond a 2-in, foam thickness, It was 
concluded that stabilized aqueous foams afford good 
insulation protection for ice surfaces under a variety 
of weather conditions; these aqueous foams can be 
generated_!!! situ utilizing raw seawater under 
various air ruidliquid temperatures, [See G-3892] 

See also: 2745 i\-2145":" A-2146, A-2333, A-2533, A-2535, A- 3639 
A-2811, A-2915, A-3086, A-3241, A-3413, A- • 
A-3992, A-3993 5 

B-2079, B-2315, B-2713, B-2768, B-2793, B-280 • 
B-2824, B-3531 

C-2672, C-3399, C-3939 4 
D-2201, D-2820, D-3137, D-3307, D-3308, D-37? • 

D-3957 
F-2263 F-2439, F-3053, F-3133 
H-2292: H-3295, H-3642, H-3871, H-3900 
I-2519, I-3673 
J-3461 
K-2224, K-2470, K-2731, K-3395, K-3571 
L-2709, L-3396 
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H-2055 301.16:159.9(*736) 

Matsuda, Tatsuro 
SOME NOTES ON THE SOCIAL LIFE OF 16 PERSONS 
OF THE JAPANESE ANTARCTIC WINTERrnG PAR
TY, (Dai 5-ji Nankyoku ets~to taiin 16-nin shiidan 
seikatsu ni kansuru 2• 3 no kosatsu, ] Text in Japa
nese with English summary. Antarctic Rec, (Tokyo), 
No, 20:75-87, incl, graphs, diagr., Feb, 1964, 

DLC1 Orientalia Div, 

The following investigations were carried out on the 
wintering party of the 5th Japanese Antarctic Re
search Expedition: (1) the relation between working 
hours and the kinds of recreation of the wintering 
members, (2) the development and use of slang, (3) 
the use of nicknames in relation to the age of mem
bers, ( 4) the relation between age, working hours, 
and the seating position at the table at mealtime, (5) 
a psychological experiment by food-test, (Auth., 
mod.) 

H-2110 613. 11 

Wyndham, C. H. and others 
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS OF CAUCASIAN AND 
BANTU MALES IN ACUTE EXPOSURE TO COLD. 
J, Appl. Physiol., 19(4):583-592, incl. ta):)les , 
graphs, July 1964. 11 refs. 

DLC, QPl. J72 

Eleven men per sample of Caucasian and Bantu males 
were exposed for 2 hours in a climatic chamber at 
various air t_emperatures rang_ing from 5°to 27°C, and 
a wmd velocity of 80-100 ft / mm. When expressed 
per square meter surface area, the metabolism of 
the Bantu was greater in the range above l 8°C and 
below 6°C. Average skin temperatures were similar 
for both groups, but between 27"and 17°C the toe and 
finger temperatures of the Caucasians were signifi
cantly higher than those of the Bantu--thedillerence at 
27°C being 5°C for the fingers and 3. 6°C for the toes. 
Rectal temperatures of both groups were similar 
between 27°and l 7°C. With the rectal temperatures 
at 27"C, air temperature as the criterion, it was 
found that as the air temperatures decreased below 
the 27-17°C range the rectal temperatures of the 
Bantu fell linearly, while the rectal temperatures of 
the Caucasians rose steadily. There is no doubt that 
~ ~ertain ranges of air temperatures there are sig
nificant differences between the cold reactions of 
Caucasians and the Bantu. [See H-726) (Auth.) 

H-2111 613. 11(*7) 

Wyndham, C. H. , R Plotkin and A. Munro 
PHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS TO COLD OF MEN IN 
~~ ANTARCTIC. J. Appl. Physiol., 19(4):593-597, 

De· table, graphs, July 1964. 11 refs.
LC, QPl. J72 
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The physiological reactions to cold of 5 members of 
the 1961-1962 South African expedition to the Antarc
tic were studied in a climatic chamber in Johannes
burg, and again after 6 months and after 12 months in 
the Antarctic. Their results were compared with the 
results of a control group in Johannesburg. The pre
departure results were within the 95% significance in
tervals of the control group. After 12 months in the 
Antarctic their results fell outside the 95% signifi
cance intervals of the control group when at 5°C air 
temperature, metabolism, average skin tempera
tures, rectal temperatures, and finger temperatures 
were all significantly lower. Toe temperatures, how
ever, were higher. There appeared to be a gradual 
"adaptation" and general "toughening" to the cold, be
cause the subjects shed their clothing progressively 
until they could run about naked in the snow. The 
values at the thermoneutral zone of 27°C did not 
change over the 12 months, however. It is therefore 
concluded that it is unlikely that the changes in 
physiological responses were of endocrinal origin. 
(See H-726] (Auth.) 

H-2162 658. 311:613. 11(*2) 

Rivolier, J. 
MEDICAL OBSERVATION AND SELECTION OF 
MEMBERS OF THE EXPEDITIONS POLAIRES 
FRAN9AISES. [Surveillance et selection medicale 
des membres des Expeditions Polaires Fram,aises.] 
Text in French. Concours Med., No. 21:1-3, May 
23, 1964. (Expeditions Polaires Frarn,aises, Mis
sions Paul-Emile Victor, Publ. No. 265) 

DNLM, Wl. CO462 

The systematic medical operations for member 
selection had two objectives: the perfection of the 
best examination techniques, and the medical and 
physiological observation of the selected subjects._ 
Each subject was examined before departure, durmg 
the expedition, ai1d after his return. . Resu~ts of tests 
of several subjects are given. The 11Dmed1ate plan 
calls for selection of subjects with the minimum 
chance of posing medical problems, and who are _ 
most apt to perform their assignments. It ~rm1ts 
experimentation for determining the best_ cnter1~ of 
selection and protection, and for perfecting special 
examinations to appraise the individuals capab_le of 
surviving in polar regions, and to observe_ their 
acclimation. The electrocardiogram obtamed from 
1-min immersion of the hand in ice-cold water was 
found to have a certain value concernin~ the vas~
motor and coronary behavior of the sub3ecl: This 
agrees with systematic physiological experunents 
conducted during these expeditions. 
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H-2203 159. 9(*7) 

Gunderson, E. K. Eric and Paul D. Nelson 
ADAPTATION OF SMALL GROUPS TO EXTREME 
ENVIRONMENTS. Aerospace Med., 34(12):1111-
1115, incl table, graphs, Dec. 1963.-8 refs. 

DLC, RC1050. A36 

Emotional responses, individual performance, and 
several aspects of group functioning were measured 
in extremely isolated Antarctic groups. Under con
ditions of restricted stimulation and activity for pro
longed periods, participants reported an increase in 
the incidence and severity of emotional and somatic 
symptoms, particularly on items reflecting sleep 
disturbances, depression, irritability, and anxiety. 
The best single measure of effective individual per
formance was a standard score derived from peer 
and supervisor choices on an item indicating whom 
they would prefer to be with if they returned to the 
Antarctic. Three behavior areas each contributed 
unique variance to the composite criterion. The 
three item clusters, labelled emotional composure, 
social compatibility, and task motivation, were based 
on peer and supervisor ratings and yielded high mul
tiple correlations (median R = 0. 88) with the overall 
criterion for different station groups and for military 
and civilian personnel. Attitude measures revealed 
a general decline in work satisfaction, social rela
tionship, and group accomplishment. Maintenance of 
group harmony and efficiency would appear to be a 
difficult, but not impossible, task in extremely 
isolated groups. Attitude measures of group cooper
ation and achievement related consistently to an in
dependent criterion of group effectiveness. (Auth. , 
mod.) 

H-2204 159, 922, 2(*7} 

Gunderson, E. K. Eric 
PERSONAL AND SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 
ANTARCTIC VOLUNTEERS. J. Soc. Psychol. , 64: 
325-335, incl. tables, Dec. 1964. 3 refs. -

DLC, HM251. A1J6 

The U. S. relies entirely upon volunteering to obtain 
personnel for programs which involve exposure to 
hazardous or unusual environments. This raises im
portant questions concerning distinctive character
istics of volunteers and the motivational processes 
underlying volunteering behayior. An analysis, con
ducted by the Dept. of the Navy, was undertaken of 
personal and social characteristics of men who volun
teered for a wintering-over at scientific stations in 
Antarctica. It was found that Navy Antarctic volun
teers (enlisted) were superior to Navy enlisted per
sonnel generally in intellectual ability and school 
achievement, Navy volunteers exceeded the divorce 
r~e of U. S. males of comparable age. A much 
_higher proportion of civilian volunteers have had 
colle~e e:"Jlerience than U. S. males generally. Navy 
and civilian volunteers differed significantly in 
education, age, and occupational experience. Navy 
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volunteers were younger but at the same time more 
experienced in their occupational specialties, while 
civilians had superior school records and had 
attended college much more frequently. It is sug
gested that specific motivations for volunteering may 
differ for the naval and civilian volunteers. 

H-2290 616. 38(*7) 

Kalinichenko, N. L 
TREATMENT OF DIFFUSE SUPPURATIVE PERITO
NITIS UNDER ANTARCTIC CONDITIONS. (Lechenie 
razlitogo gno'1nogo peritonita v uslovilakh Antarktiki.] 
Text in Russian. Khirurgil'ii, 39(6):93-96, June 1963. 

DLC, RDl. K45; DNLM, Wl. KH578 

The cause and treatment of diffuse suppurative peri
tonitis is described in 4 patients on board a ship of 
the whaling fleet Slava; 3 were treated during severe 
storms when atmospheric pressure dropped to 710 
mm , and one was treated in the tropical zone. De
tailed case histories from 1961 of two of the patients 
are given. Prompt surgicial intervention is neces
sary regardless of meteorological conditions, par
ticularly when the disease has progressed due to late 
hospitalization. Post-operative treatment consists 
mainly of the internal administration of a mixture of 
polyglucin, monomycin, blood plasma, Novocain, 
and vitamins C and B1, in specified quantities. This 
treatment proved successful and patients recovered 
without complications. In addition, the administra
tion of the curative fluid helps to equalize arterial 
pressure in places where barometric pressures are 
lowered, and is also effective in high-temperature 
zones. 

H-2292 551. 510. 721:543. 053(083. 5)(*764) 

U. S. Navy. Bureau of Yards and Docks 
ENVIRONMENTAL RADIOACTIVITY SURVEY, 
McMURDO STATION, ANTARCTICA. AIR SAMP
LING DATA, OCTOBER 1963 TO OCTOBER 1964. 
(Washington, D. C. ] March 1965, 67p. 

DLC 

Daily results are tabulated for 815 air samples taken 
at 3 locations at McMurdo Station: PHS Lab, Old 
Cosmic Ray building, and New Cosmic Ray building. 
The tables include station number, sample number, 
sampling time and period, air volume, long-lived 
beta activity, long-lived alpha activity, thoron 
activity, and radon activity. The calculated radon 
and thoron activities are based on alpha counts. 
Also tabulated are monthly maximums, minimums, 
and averages for all stations combined; and the same 
for individual stations. (See H-1165] 
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H-2297 613, 11(*786) 

Palmai, G. 
THERMAL COMFORT AND ACCLIMATIZATION TO 
COLD IN A SUBANTARCTIC ENVIRONMENT. Med. 
J. Austral., 1(1):9-12, incl. tables, graphs, Jan. 
6, 1962. 8 refs. 

DNLM, W3. AU6777 

Thermal comfort in relation to clothing was investi
gated for a period of one year in an isolated male 
community living in a sub-Antarctic environment 
(Macquarie 1 ). The subjects were comfortable in
doors over almost the whole range of temperature 
experienced. The reason for this was that, in the 
absence of social convention with respect to dress, 
they adjusted their clothing to the exiSting tempera
ture. A close relation between clothing worn and 
climatic stress was demonstrated outdoors, although, 
as shown by variations in thermal sensations, the 
clothing did not completely compensate for changes 
in clim~ic stress. It has also been shown that in 
the second half of the year, the subjects, although 
wearing less'.clothing, felt significantly warmer than 
on occasions of equal climatic stress in the first 
half of the year. This implies an altered response 
to cold in the second half of the year. It is con
cluded that this is evidence of acclimatization in
duced by exposure to a cold, wet, and windy climate. 
(Auth. , mod. ) 

H-2298 612. 5(*786) 

Palmai, G. 
DIURNAL AND SEASONAL VARIATIONS IN DEEP 
BODY TEMPERATURE. Med. J. Austral. , 2(25): 
989-991, incl. graphs, Dec. 22, 1962, 5 refs. 

DNLM, W3. AU6777 

Fluctuations in deep body temperature in one subject 
were studied in a sub-Antarctic environment 
(Macquarie 1 ) by means of hourly recordings of 
oral temperature on the 14th and 28th day of each 
month, from Jan. to Nov. 1960. The air tempera
ture W~s_re~orded at the same time, together with 
the :tchv1ty in which the subject was engaged. In 
addition to the expected diurnal variations, a sea
sonal rhythm consisting of a rise in oral tempera
ture in spring and summer and a fall in autumn and w· te t in r was demonstrated. It was also shown that 
hese fluctuations were closely associated with the 

;easona1 fluctuations in environmental temperature. 
here was no relation to another more fundamental 

~1:_h)•-namely, the hours of daylight. (Auth. , 
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H-2312 613.11:612. 592(*729. 5) 

Norman, J. N. 
MICRO-CLIMATE OF MAN IN ANTARCTICA. 
J. Physiol., 160(2):27P-28P, Feb. 1962. Ref. 

DLC, QP1.J75 

Studies of men in polar environments have not shown 
clear evidence of general acclimatization to cold, 
possibly due to man's success in protecting himself 
from the cold. A detailed investigation was made at 
Halley Bay station of environmental conditions to 
which the men were exposed. Complete time and mo
tion studies were made on 4 subjects for periods of 
24 hours with measurements of the wet- and dry-bulb 
temperature in the vicinity of the subject, recorded 
every 20 min. The subclothing temperature was ob
tained with the lolitted wire resistance thermometer. 
The subclothing temperature of the subjects averaged 
32-33° C, and complaints of discomfort due to cold 
were rare. These results show that at a static base, 
although the outdoor climate is very cold, the degree 
of cold exposure may be small, and this may account 
for the difficulty experienced in demonstrating ac
climatization. 

H-2313 612: 613. 11( *2) 

Lewis, H. E. , and J. P. Masterton 
POLAR PHYSIOLOGY; ITS DEVELOPMENT IN 
BRITAIN. Lancet, 1(7289): 1009-1014, incl. illus., 
graphs, map, May 11, 1963. 37 refs. 

DLC, R31.L3 

A short description is given of past and present polar 
physiological research. Topics under current investi
gation include acclimatization, fluctuation of body 
weight calorie intake and expenditure, the cold di
uresis' response, and modification of peripher_al ~ir
culation and of biological rhythms. The data mdicate 
that for periods of comparable climatic stress, fewer 
clothes were worn at the end of a period of exposure 
than at the beginning i.e., the men were better able 
to withstand the cold' after a year in the field. The 
findings of the nutritional program dictate a minimum 
of 5000 kcal/ day/ man in orde_r to prev~nt loss of 
body weight. Energy expenditure studies were con
ducted using the Wolff integrating motor ?neumo~ho
graph. A tentative explanation of the active_ v~odila
tation detected in the hands is that acclimatization 
tends to reverse the normal vasoconstriction response 
to cold. Data collected on human micro-climate . 
studies (climate in contact with the skin under clothing) 
indicate that the sensory organs of the trunk ari: more 
attuned to the detection of a rapid change_ of en".1-ron
mental temperature than to the registration of its ab· 
solute value. Discomfort was experie~ed not ~t a 
low absolute value (often as low as+22 C_) but, m con
trast when the temperature dropped 1·ap1dly. Pre
cise determination of the causes of these cold effects 
has not yet been possible, 
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H-2352 

Edholm, 0, G, 
MAN AND THE ENVIRONMENT. In: Raymond Priest
ley and others (eds,), Antarctic Research. London, 
Butterworths, iffl, p, 39-60, incl, illus,, tables, 
graphs, 47 refs, 

DLC, G880, P71 1964 

Climatic conditions in Antarctica (dry bulb tempera
ture, barometric pressure, air speed, direct radia
tion, and reflected radiation) are described with ref
erence to the stresses imposed on the physiology of 
man, Normal body temperature is 37° C and resus
citation becomes remote below 25° C, Normal skin 
temperature is approximately 33° C but the skin of 
exposed areas on the extremities can drop below 0° C. 
studies of sub-clothing temperatures of active sub
jects have shown that marked body surface cooling is 
rare, The basal metabolic rate of subjects has been 
studied carefully to determine if the BMR increases 
as a physiological adaptation to cold, No substantial 
rise has been observed, Energy expenditure in heat 
production was found to average 4000 kcal/day (as 
opposed to 3300-3800 kcal/day in temperate coun
tries) not as a physiological reaction to cold but as a 
temporary adjustment in order to maintain the normal 
body temperature, In order to determine the food 
requirements and proper diet, determinations were 
made of food intake, water intake and water balance, 
body weight,and skinfold thickness (amount of sub
cutaneous fat as an indication of total amount of body 
fat), A sledging ration of 3900-4200 cal with 40-58% 
fat was found adequate, Cold diuresis was investi
gated, 

H-23B0 

Budd, G.M, 
A POLIO-LIKE ILLNESS IN ANTARCTICA. Med, J. 
Austral,, .!_{13):482-486, incl, table, graph, March 
31, 1962. 4 refs, 

DNLM, W3, AU6777 

An illness is described which occurred at Mawson 
station in Jan, 1960. It was diagnosed clinically as 
paralytic poliomyelitis, but it presented some unusual 
features which suggested alternative diagnoses en
cephalitis in particular, A culture of the fece; did 
not demonstrate virus growth, Serological studies 
show antibodies against poliomyelitis, but not against 
arthropod-borne encephalitis, Epidemiological as
pects of tlte case and problems of management aris
ing from local conditions are discussed, This is be
lieved to be the first poliomyelitis-like illness re
ported in Antarctica, The patient suffered a febrile 
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illness characterized by a biphaslc course, mental 
clarity, early meningism, ocular involvement, pain 
and paresthesia, and lower motor neuron paralysis of 
scattered distribution, slight to moderate severity, 
late onset, and (in one muscle group) progressive 
nature, The convalescent phase was characterized 
by severe pain, muscle spasm, back stiffness, fatig
ability, and a slight slowing of thought and speech, A 
good fwictional recovery was made within two years, 
(Auth, , mod, ) 

H-2393 612. 592:551, 521, 1(*7) 

Pugh, L, G, C, E, 
SOLAR HEAT GAIN BY MAN IN THE IDGH HIMALA
y A. In: Symposium on Physiology and Psychology in 
Arid and Semi-Arid Conditions, Lucknow, 1962, 
Environmental Physiology and Psychology in Arid 
Conditions; Proceedings of the Lucknow Symposium, 
Paris, UNESCO, 19641 p, 325-330, incl. tables, 5 
refs, 

DLC, QP82, S95, 1962 

The heat gain for a given intensity of direct and re
flected radiation depends on the area of total surface 
presented to the various sources of radiation and the 
spectral reflectance of the clothing and exposed parts, 
Calculations of the heat gain of both nude and clothed 
body surfaces are given, The direct and reflected 
radiations are obtained from observed values of total 
hemispheric radiation, on the assumption that 15% of 
total hemispheric radiation is diffuse sky radiation, 
In Antarctica the air temperature was usually the 
same as the surface temperature of the snow, and 
according to radiosonde data long-wave sky radiation 
was approximately equivalent to black-body radiation 
at a temperature of 20° C below the ambient air tem
perature, In calm conditions it was found that long
wave radiation and convection contributed equally to 
heat loss, but even a light wind more than doubled the 
convection coefficient, [See H-295] 

H-2447 

Antonis, A. and others 
THE INFLUENCE OF SEASONAL VARIATION, DIET 
AND PHYSICAL ACTIVITY ON SERUM LIPIDS IN 
YOUNG MEN IN ANTARCTICA. Amer. J. Clio. 
Nutr., 16(5):428-435, incl. tables, graphs, May 
1965. l4 refs. 

DLC, RC584. A5 

The long-term effects of diet, physical activity, ~d 
seasonal variation on serum lipids have been studied 
over a period of one year (1961) in members of the 
British and South African Antarctic Surveys based 
at Halley Bay and SANAE Stations. The duration o! 
the study spanned roughly three seasons: (1) Feb. to 
April (summer) with daylight and outside tempera_
tures ranging from -12 to -21°C, strenuous activ_ity, 
and average daily food intake of 3850 cal; (2) April 
to Sept. (winter) with polar night and outside tem-
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peratures ranging from -23 to -35°C, minimal 
activity, and a food intake of 3363 cal; and (3) Sept. 
to Jan. (summer) with daylight and outside tempera
tures ranging from -6 to -14° C, strenuous activity 
(including sledging journeys), and food intake of 
3663 cal The seasonal changes in the a- and 
/Hipoprotein cholesterol concentration were signifi
cant. In winter the fJ levels rose while the a levels 
fell. The increased activity and energy expenditure 
during sledging journeys resulted in decreased fJ 
concentration with a corresponding increase in a 
concentration. One month after the sledging Jour
neys, the levels had returned to those which existed 
before sledging. Studies of subjects spending their 
second year in the polar regions showed attenuation 
of all lipid parameters investigated. [See H-338] 
(Auth., mod.) 

H-2473 159. 9. 07:658. 311 

Gunderson, E. K. Eric 
THE RELIABil,ITY OF PERSONALITY RATINGS 
UNDER VARIED ASSESSMENT CONDITIONS. J. 
Clin. Psycho!., 21(2):161-164, incl. table, April 
1965. 3 refs. -

DLC, RC321, J74 

It is of practical and theoretical significance to de
termine types of assessment procedures and condi
tions which affect clinician agreement. The present 
study is concerned with the degree of agreement 
achieved by experienced clinicians in rating per
sonality characteristics of young U. S. Navy men 
who were applying for arduous and potentially 
hazardous special duty in the Antarctic. Pairs of 
clinical judges examined 719 Navy volunteers for 
Operation Deep Freeze (USARP) and independently 
rated them on a series of personality traits. 
A_ssessment conditions varied in terms of similarity
d1ssim1larity of clinical methods and prior experi
ence in a professional working relationship. Pear
son correlations between judges were generally sig
nificant, but uniformly low, indicating that the judges 
could not agree with high consistency in evaluating 
specific personality attributes. Results indicated 
that differences in methods of clinical appraisal 
affected reliability, favorability, and variance of 
clinical judgments. The presence or absence of a 
previous professional working relationship between 
clinicians did not appear to influence agreement. 

H-2474 159. 9. 07:658. 311 

Gunderson, E. K. Eric 
DETERMINANTS OF RELIABn.ITY IN PERSONALl
~YLRATINGS. J. Clin. Psycho!., 21(2):164-169, 

c table, April 1965. 14 refs. -
DLC, RC321. J74 
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Thirty-five clinician teams rated approximately 700 
volunteers for Antarctic service on a set of person
ality traits and global adjustment predictions. The 
effects of variations in professional experience and 
idiosyncrasies of clinicians' rating patterns upon 
inter-rater reliabilities were determined. Simi
larity of professional experience, favorability of 
ratings, deviation from modal rating profiles, and 
agreement on the relevance of personality traits for 
the assignment were found to be related to inter
rater agreement. However, a fuller understanding 
of clinician agreement would appear to depend upon 
investigation of trait meanings and processes of cue 
selection, evaluation, and combination. (Auth. , 
mod.) 

H-2479 616. 981. 2:576. 8(*7) 

Sladen, W. J. L. 
STAPHYLOCOCCI IN NOSES AND STREPTOCOCCI 
IN THROATS OF ISOLATED AND SEMI-ISOLATED 
ANTARCTIC COMMUNITIES. J. Hyg., 63(1):105-
116, incl, tables, March 1965, 20 refs. -

DLC, RA421, J88 

A study was conducted of the persistence and ex
change of microorganisms of the upper respiratory 
tract of men undergoing long periods of isolation and 
semi-isolation in Antarctica. Staphylococcus~ 
and Staph. albus persisted in the noses, and a-hemo
lytic streptococci in the throats. On the whole, men 
kept their own strains (phage types) of Staph. ~ 
despite living in very close contact with each other. 
Persistent carriers of Staph. ~ (90% or more 
positive swabs per individual) continued to carry this 
organism for as long as 2 years in Antarctica. Data 
from men at Wilkes and Hallett Stations indicated 
that there was a decrease in the intermittent and 
occasional carrier rates, resulting in a much lower 
total carrier rate after 12 nionu ... of Antarctic isola
tion. Evidence is presented to suggest that fJ -hemo
lytic streptococci had disappeared from throats after 
12 months of isolation. It is thought that the absence 
of upper respiratory infections in these communities 
is due to absence of the bacterial or viral agents. 
There Is an urgent need for further work on the car
riage of microorganisms in the present unique 
epidemiological conditions of the Antarctic. [See 
H-685] (Auth. , mod.) 

H-2576 159. 9:658. 53(*7) 

Nelson, Paul D. 
AN EVALUATION OF THE POPULAR LEADER.. 
u. S. Navy Med. Neuropsychiat. Res. Unit Rept. 
No. 63-9, 4p. , incl. table, June 1964. 8 refs. 

DDC 

The subjects for the present study of evaluating the 
similarities and differences between popular and un-
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popular leaders in small groups, were selected from 
a total of 67 men, each of whom had worked and lived 
12 months at one of three small stations in Antarctica. 
At the end of the year, two supervisors at each sta
tion independently evaluated all men from their sta
tion on the characteristics of leadership, likability 
by group members, adaptability, emotional control, 
acceptance of authority, self-confidence, aggressive
ness, achievement motivation, industriousness, and 
motivation to be a part of the group. In addition, the 
station members evaluated one another through peer 
nominations on personal compatibility, work efforts, 
and interest in maintaining group harmony. The re
sults of the present study support the contention that 
a leader's popularity is to a great extent a function of 
his social-emotional orientations within the group. 

H-2577 159. 9:658. 53(*7) 

Nelson, Paul D. and James M. Orvick 
PERSONAL HISTORY CORRELATES OF PERFORM
ANCE AMONG CIVILIAN PERSONNEL IN SMALL 
ANTARCTIC STATIONS. U. S. Navy Med. Neuro
psychiat. Res. Unit Rept. No. 64-4, 9p. , incL 
tables, April 1964. 4 refs. 

DDC 

Relationships between biographic attributes and per
formance among civilian members of small Antarctic 
stations were evaluated. Of the 3-yr sample of 48 
men, half were meteorologists (weather personnel) 
and half were independent research personnel from 
various fields of physical sciences (science person
nel). The latter group, in comparison with both the 
weather personnel and the total military group from 
the same stations, were more highly educated and 
tended to come from niore urban and higher socio
economic backgrounds. Age and experience were 
more important for the weather than for the science 
personnel; education seemed of greater importance 
for the latter group. Neither past delinquent conduct 
nor need for avocational activity were related to per
formance among civilians in any systematic way. 
Tbe results suggest the importance of predicting job 
performance among samples of persons who are 
reasonably homogeneous in occupational role charac
teristics. (Auth. , mod. ) 

H-2578 159. 9:658. 53(*7) 

Nelson, Paul D. 
COMPATIBILITY AMONG WORK ASSOCIATES IN 
ISOLATED GROUPS. U. S. Navy Med. Neuro
psychiat. Res. Unit Rept. No. 64-13, llp., incl. 
table, Nov. 1964. 21 refs. 

DDC 

In the present study an attempt was made to identify 
correlates of work partner compatibility among 14 
three- to six-man work groups located in isolated 
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Antarctic stations. Using demographic and self-de
scription data to construct group composition varia
bles and sociometric data to derive compatibility cri
terion measures, work group homogeneity on age was 
significantly (p <0. 01) related to work group com
patibility. An additional finding of significance (p 
<0. 05) was that a low level of compatibility existed 
among work associates who were equally high in their 
need to be interpersonally prominent as through 
leadership status. A general trend in the study was 
for group composition variables to be more related to 
compatibility during the winter than during the sum
mer months, the time period of greatest confinement 
and isolation from the outside world. (Auth. , mod. ) 

H-2579 159. 9:658. 311(*7) 

Gunderson, E. K. Eric 
PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS OF ANTARCTIC 
VOLUNTEERS. U. S. Navy Med. Neuropsychiat. 
Res. Unit Rept. No. 64-19, 7p. , incl. tables, Aug. 
1964. 3 refs. 

DDC 

Performance evaluations (Enlisted Performance 
Evaluation Marks) of applicants fo1· Operation Deep 
Freeze were compared with those of other naval 
personnel, and volunteers with different amounts of 
experience were compared with each other. Per
formance ratings for Deep Freeze candidates we1·e 
higher than those of other naval personnel of com
parable experience. It was concluded that special 
standards or norms should be established to aid in 
selection of the best qualified men from this popula
tion and that separate norms are required for evalu
ating performance records of experienced naval per
sonnel. The leadership trait may be more discrimi
nating than other traits in this population. (Auth. , 
mod.) 

H-2580 159. 9;658. 53(*7) 

Gunderson, E. K. Eric, Paul D. Nelson and 
James M. Orvick 

PERSONAL ffiSTORY CORRELATES OF M1LITARY 
PERFORMANCE AT A LARGE ANTARCTIC STA· 
TION. U. S. Navy Med. Neuropsychiat. Res. Unit 
Rept. No. 64-22, 6p. , incl. tables, Aug. 1963. 2 
refs. 

DDC, AD 609542 

Relationships between biographical predictors and 
superiors' ratings were examined for two samples of 
U. S. Navy men (numbering 94 and 90 men) who 
wintered at McMurdo Station. Results for the large
station personnel were very similar to those for Navy 
men studied ear lier at smaller stations [H-1627] 
with respect to the favorability of an age-experience
rank cluster of variables and the wlfavorability of 
past delinquency-truancy record. For a cluster of 
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variables pertaining to needs for avocational activi
ties, however, low avocational activity was found to 
be related to better adjustment at small stations. 
These findings demonstrated significant effects of 
environmental and organizational factors upon the 
validity of particular biographical predictors. (Auth. , 
mod.) 

H-2581 159. 9:658. 311(*7) 

Gunderson, E. K. Eric and Edgar L. Kapfer 
VARlABILITY IN FACTOR STRUCTURES OF CLINI
CIANS' PERSONALITY RATINGS. U. S. Navy Med. 
Neuropsychiat. Res. Unit Rept. No. 64-23, 11p. , 
mcL tables, Oct. 1964. 6 refs. 

DDC 

Personality ratings by military psychologists and 
psychiatrists who independently examined u. S. Navy 
and civilian volunteers for USARP were factor
analyzed by professional group and by individual. 
Factor patterns and trait meanings generally were 
found to be con~istent among psychologists using a 
personality ratmg schedule which contained common 
trait adjectives, and somewhat less consistent on 
another schedule which included specialized 
Rorschach terminology. Psychologists and psychia
trists as groups were very closely matched on two 
of three factors; the only notable difference between 
prnfessional groups in interpretation of the traits 
utilized was on the Assertive item. Results we re 
considered encouraging for those concerned with 
construction, standardization, and definition of per
sonality concepts, but further study is needed of the 
correlates of idiosyncratic frames of reference. 
(Auth., mod.) 

H-2582 159. 9:658. 53(*7) 

Nelson, Paul D. 
STRUCTURAL CHANGE IN SMALL ISOLATED 
GROUPS. U. S. Navy Med. Neuropsychiat. Res. J:t Ref pt. No. 64-24, 12p. , incl. tables, Sept. 1964. 

res. 
DDC 

Men_who had spent 12 months at one of three Ant
arctic stations provided information at two time 
periods concer · k . . olf-dut . m?g wor , formal commumcahon, and 

be d 
Y friendship interactions The groups num-

re 17 22 d 3 · was to ' • ~ 3 men. The purpose of the study 
chan ascertain the extent to which group structure 
ov ge~ in any of these three domains of interaction 

m
. de_r a -month period. From an analysis of direct 

irect and . · al . • 
ge al

, i eciproc choices there were no 
ner chang tt . or all t e_pa ems common to all station groups 

ypes of interaction. (Auth. , mod. ) 
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H-2587 613. 11:612. 592(*785} 

Budd, G. M. 
EFFECTS OF COLD EXPOSURE AND EXERCISE IN 
A WET, COLD ANTARCTIC CLIMATE. J. Appl. 
Physiol., 20(3):417-422, incl. tables, graphs, May 
1965. 28 refs. 

DLC, QP1. J72 

Six men were studied before and after 6 weeks of 
strenuous outdoor work and cold exposure--often in 
wet clothing--on Heard L Cold exposure began Jan. 
27,_ 1963. Physical fitness increased significantly, 
while subcutaneous fat and arterial blood pressure 
decreased significantly. The response of rectal tem
perature and shivering to a 2-hr period of whole
body cooling did not change significantly (although 
shivering tended to decrease), suggesting that the 
reduction in insulation caused by loss of fat was 
balanced by an increase in the insulation of other 
tissues. Finger temperature fell more rapidly, 
there was less cold vasodilatation, and the gradient 
of skin temperature between elbow and finger in
creased significantly, suggesting that heat was con
served by means of countercurrent heat exchanges 
and enhanced vasoconstriction. Discomfort from 
cold did not change. These results support those of 
a previous study at Mawson, in which general accli
matization was mediated by increased tissue insula
tion apparently produced by enhanced vasoconstric
tion. Frostbite of one subject's hands, which grossly 
impaired touch sensation and caused marked intoler
ance to cold, produced no obvious changes in the 
response to cold of finger temperature. (Auth. , 
mod.) 

H-2593 613:362. 1(*781. 1} 

Lewis, H. E. 
THE TRISTAN ISLANDERS: A MEDICAL STUDY OF 
ISOLATION. New Scientist, 20(370):720-722, incl 
illus., Dec. 19, 1963. -

DLC, Ql. N52 

When the 270 Tristan da Cunha islanders we re brought 
to Britain, after the Oct. 1961 volcanic eruption on 
the island, there was an opportunity to assess the 
effects of geographic isolation on their health. Upon 
their arrival, there were problems of subliteracy and 
a general dissatisfaction with the social environment 
which they found. They were settled in an army 
camp in Surrey until their return to Tristan. As a 
result of medical investigation, a peculiar chronic 
asthma affecting half the group was found, with a low 
resistance to respiratory infection, serious dental 
deterioration and other conditions which might be 
expected in~ underdeveloped community. The 
roundworm Ascaris lumbricoides affected about one 
quarter of the islanders; eggs of the whipworm !· 
trichuria were recovered from three-fourths of the 
community; and the protozoa Entamoeba histolytica 
was found in the stools of over Io%. Most of the 
islanders were anemic. The congenital abnormali· 
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ties included malformations of the skull, external ear, 
and fingers, as well as associated deafness and men
tal dullness. Four cases of retinitis pigmentosa were 
found; a danger exists of its genetic transmittal to 
progeny. Arterial and venereal diseases were absent, 
and only 2 cases of tuberculosis were recorded. 

H- 2638 576. 356(*781, 1) 

Hamerton, J. L. and others 
CHROMOSOME INVESTIGATIONS OF A SMALL 
ISOLATED HUMAN POPULATION: CHROMOSOME 
ABNORMALITIES AND DISTRIBUTION OF CHROMO
SOME COUNTS ACCORDING TO AGE AND SEX 
AMONG THE POPULATION OF TRISTAN DA CUNHA. 
Nature, 206(4990): 1232-1234, Incl tables, June 19, 
1965. 13refs. 

DLC, Ql. N2 

The arrival in Britain in 1961 of the population of 
Tristan da Cunha permitted chromosome investiga
tions among 201 individuals (93 male, 108 female) 
during March-June 1963. The objects of the study 
were to determine whether the high level of congeni
tal malformation could be related to a specific chro
mosome abnormality or chromosome imbalance, to 
examine the increase, with age, of the number of 
aneuploid cells in lymphocyte cultures, and to 
examine variations in chromosome morphology. No 
specific chromosome structural abnormalities were 
found in the population. The number of aneuploid 
cells in lymphocyte cultures was found to increase 
with the age of the subject, and evidence suggests 
that the X chromosomes are involved in the females, 
and the Y in males. The mechanism might be a 
generalized lowering of mitotic efficiency leading to 
loss (or rarely gain) of any chromosome in the com
plement. Loss of a somatic chromosome leads to 
death of the cell due to chromosome imbalance, but 
survival is possible if only the sex genes are in
volved. 

H-2642 613. 2(*726. 50) 

Orr, N. W. M. 
FOOD REQUIREMENTS AND WEIGHT CHANGES OF 
MEN ON ANTARCTIC E;icPEDITIONS, Brit. J, Nutr., 
19(1):79-91, incl tables, 1965, 30 refs, 

DLC, TX501. B75 

Changes in body weight and skinfold thiclmess in 30 
men were recorded during a period of 2 yr at Hope 
Bay station, There was little overall change in body 
weight but marked fluctuations in skinfold thiclmess. 
These fluctuations reflected different levels of activ
ity rather than changes in temperature or season. 
During four sledging Journeys, changes in body 
weight and skinfold thiclmess were compared with 
those in calorie intake and fluid balance. The results 
suggest that long-term changes in body weight reflect 
a calorie imbalance, whereas sudden changes in body 
weight reflect sudden changes in the bulk of the food 
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eaten. There was no evidence of dehydration during 
sledging journeys and no marked increase in fluid 
intake on return to base. The calorie intake needed 
to maintain body weight varied from man to man and 
depended on the size of the man and his activity. For 
most, 5000 kcal/ man/ day was an adequate basis for 
a sledging ration, the composition of which varied 
with individuals and with the environment in which 
they were working. (Auth., mod,) 

H-2664 159. 922. 2(043)(*7) 

Smith, William Marion 
SOME PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF A SMALL 
GROUP IN ANTARCTICA. PhD. Thesis, George 
Washington Univ. , Washington, D. C. 134p, , incL 
illus. , tables, appends. , Feb. 1964. 98 refs. 

George Washington Univ. Library, No, 7144 

This dissertation examines aspects of behavior in a 
7-man group in Antarctica. The group lived and 
worked together for 4 months during which time they 
traveled in 3 Sno-Cats covering about 1500 statute 
miles. The purpose of the traverse was to collect 
scientific data. As a participant observer, the author 
was able to observe (l) the development of the in
formal organization of the group, (2) the behavior of 
the members while in a situation of danger, (3) some 
responses that are attributed to the monotony and 
boredom of their environment and routine, and (4) 
some effects that a naturally-produced homogeneous 
visual field had on the perception of size and distance 
of objects. The specific conclusions and the rela
tionship of observations and findings to other relevant 
work are discussed, 

H-2688 159, 922. 2(*7) 

Nelson, Paul D. 
PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF ANTARCTIC LIVING, 
Milit. Med, , 130(5):485-489, May 1965. 

DLC, RDl, RI 

Each year more than 200 u. s. Navy and civilian per• 
sonnel spend 12 continuous months at scientific re
search stations on the Antarctic continent. For 
approximately 6 of these months the men are i~olated 
as groups from the remainder of society. As Judged 
by the men themselves, the most important aspects 
of a man's adjustment to such conditions are (1) his 
enthusiasm and ability to carry out his work as well 
as to help others, (2) his considerateness and frie nd• 
liness when among others, regardless of whether he 
is essentially outgoing or somewhat introverted, and 
(3) his capacity to control emotions so as not to be 
disruptive in either task or social situations. The 
men who have adapted best seem to be those who are 
most experienced in their fields and who have a 1 
history of successful work performance. The close Y 
confined living requirements more often produce a 
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desire for greater individual privacy than concern 
about being isolated. Generally, leadership, a high 
level of work demand, and the ingenuity and personal 
dedication of the men themselves contribute most to 
productivity and morale within the station groups. 

H-2689 159. 923(*7) 

Nelson, Paul D. 
LEADERSHIP m SMALL ISOLATED GROUPS. U. S, 
Navy Med. Neuropsychiat. Res. Unit Rept. No. 62-
13, 16p., incl. tables, 1962. 17 refs. 

DDC 

A study of behavioral characteristics associated with 
leader esteem was conducted with a sample of ten 
designated leaders from small Antarctic stations. 
Supporting the results obtained in other studies of 
leadership in small, primary, living-working groups 
under confining and isolated conditions esteemed 
leadership was found to be a correlate 'of a relatively 
democratic leadership orientation, a leadership 
style characterized by leader participation with the 
men, by a personal man-to-man relationship between 
leader and men, and by a leader who respects and 
seeks the opinions of his men in matters which 
directly concern them. The preceding style of lead
ership appears most effective in the small station 
setting for the following reasons: (1) it facilitates a 
psychological distance between leader and men which 
is compatible with the physical and status distances 
P_rescribed by the group situation, and (2) it seems 
likely to result in decisions which are supported 
personally by the men and which are based upon the 
best information possible under the circumstances. 
(Auth. , mod. ) 

H-2690 159. 923(*7) 

Ford, Kenneth A. and E. K. Eric Gunderson 
PERSONALITY CHARACTERISTICS (EPPS) OF 
ANTARCTIC VOLUNTEERS. U. S. Navy Med. 
Neuropsychiat. Res. Unit Rept. No. 62-18, 16p. , 
me!, tables, diagr. Dec 1962 12 1·efs 

DDC ' . . . 

T~is study is concerned with personality character
;s ics, as measured by the Edwards Personal Pre
trence_ Schedule (EPPS), of two groups of volunteers 
_or

1
as_signments which involved hazard and prolonged 

ISO ation and C nf. c· T O mement. The volunteers were 
ivi ian scientists and technicians and U S Navy 

support pe 1 · · d rsonne who were accepted for a year of 
t~!\~~ U. S. scientiHc stations in Antarctica during 
. · The EPPS 1s a forced-choice personality 
mventory ct · d 

I t
. es1gne to measure the manifest needs of 

re a IVely nor1nal . d. . 
I 

m 1v1duals The Navy Antarctic 
vo unteer sam 1 ct· · coll Pe iffered from the Edwards male 
a d ~ge normative sample on all of the EPPS scales 
n rom Edwards' male general adult sample on 12 
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of the 15 EPPS scales. The civilian volunteer sam
ple differed from Edwards' general adult sample on 
11 of the 15 EPPS scales; however, the mean scale 
scores (profiles) of the civilian group and Edwards' 
college. s_ample were highly correlated. The Navy 
and c1v1han volunteer groups differed on relatively 
few variables and the differences tended to be rela
tively small. The intercorrelation matrix for Ant
arctic volunteers closely resembles that for 
Edwards' normative sample. (Auth. , mod. ) 

H-2698 613. 11:612(*7) 

Edholm, 0. G. 
MEDICAL RESEARCH BY THE BRITISH ANTARCTIC 
SURVEY. Polar Rec., 12(80):575-582, May 1965. 
16 refs. -

DLC, G575. P6 

An account is given of the research undertaken by 
medical officers of the Falkland Islands Dependencies 
Survey and, subsequently, of the British Antarctic 
Survey. The investigations are described and find
ings presented. The work concerns primarily the 
effects on man of low temperatures, of the light and 
darkness pattern, and of isolation. The acclimatiza
tion studies are recorded. [See H-2352. ] 

H-2777 616, 5-001. 19(082, 2) 

Viereck, Eleanor G. (ed.) 
PROCEEDINGS - SYMPOSIA ON ARCTIC BIOLOGY 
AND MEDICINE, IV. FROSTBITE. Fort Wainwright, 
Alaska, Arctic Aeromedical Lab,, 1964, 457p., incl, 
illus,, tables, graphs, diagrs., disc. 175 refs, 

DLC, RC88.5.V5; OTS 

Fifteen papers and a comprehensive, outlined, gen
eral discussion (p. 357-457) are presented from a 
symposium held Feb, 17 -19, 1964, at the Arctic 
Aeromedical Laboratory, Fort Wainwright, Alaska. 
The papers are titled: ( 1) Mechanism of freezing 
injury in clinical frostbite, (2) Experimental injuries 
produced by prolonged exposure to cold, (3) Studies 
on the pathogenesis of cold injury microcirculatory 
changes in tissue injured by freezing, ( 4) Atmospheric 
cooling and the occurrence of frostbite in exposed skin, 
(5) Prevention of frostbite and freezing, (6) Frostbite: 
a method of management, (7) Clinical aspects of frost
bite injury, (8) Prevention and treatment of fro~tbite 
in mountain warfare, (9) Cold injury among c1v,hans, 
(10) Policy for treatment of frostbite in Norway, (11) 
General outcooling and local frostbite, (12) The effects 
of drugs in the treatment of frostbite1 (13) Low molec
ular weight ctextran: a new agent in the treatment of 
experimental frostbite, (14) Sympathectomy in ~he 
treatment of frostbite, and (15) Sequelae to cold m1ury 
in one hundred patients. 
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H-2779 612. 592(*729. 5) 

Norman, J. N, 
COLD EXPO,URE AND PATTERNS OF ACTIVITY 
AT A POLAR STATION. Brit. Antarctic Survey Bull, 
No. 6:1-13, incl. illus., tables, graphs, April 1965. 
23 refs. 

DLC 

Cold acclimatization studies were made on 4 men 
living at Halley Bay Station for 1 year. Each subject 
was observed for a 24-hr period each month, and 
each week one subject was studied, activity being 
classified into 8 grades . Although 75% of the time 
was spent sitting or lying, the energy ex1>enditure 
averaged 3400 kcal/ day. The frequency distribution 
of both exposure and micro-temperatures gives a 
better indication of true climatic stress than the mean 
or ranges. At Halley Bay, the subjects spent 90% of 
their time in an exposure climate over 0° C. The 
frequency distribution of the sub-clothing tempera -
tures (32 . 8°C) reflects the adequacy of the clothing 
and housing provided. It appears probable that in the 
normal routine of a polar station, where there is 
little or no sledging, the exposure is not sufficiently 
severe or prolonged to produce any significant physi
ological change. Instead, the adaptation may be con -
sidered to be behavioral since it is so greatly influ
enced by the use of adequate housing, heating, and 
clothing. 

H-2830 159. 9. 07 (*7 84. 9) 

Bessuges, Jacques 
RESEARCH TEST OF DETERMINISM OF HUMAN 
BEHAVIOR IN AN A1/STRAL ENVIRONMENT. (Essai 
de recherche d'un determinisme des comportements 
humains dans un environnement austral. ] Text in 
French. CNFRA (Paris), No. 6, 140p., incl illus. , 
tables, graphs, diagrs. , maps, 1963. 

DLC, GPRR 

This work was accomplished during the 1960-62 sea
so,n ~ Amsterdam l The object was to study the 
Fere phenomenon where the psychogalvanic reflexes 
and the electric resistance of the human body vary 
with the va:iation in the stimuli. Detailed descrip
tions are given of the instruments and methods em
ployed, and the medical and electric observations are 
tabulated and correlated. The variations are corre
lat~d with certain climatic parameters, and interpre
tations are made of the extra- and intracellular ionic 
equilibrium. The results can be utilized in the pro
cess of personnel selection, and several studies may 
be pursued as a result of this research. 
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H-2845 612. 31: 591. 05(*764) 

Hawkins, G. R. and L Zipkin 
EFFECTS OF PROLONGED RESIDENCE IN THE 
ANTARCTICA (SIC] UPON SOME ORGANIC CON
STITUENTS OF HUMAN PAROTID SALIVA. Soc. 
Exp. Biol. Med., Proc., 117(3):888-891, incl. 
tables , Dec. 1964. 21 refS:-

DLC, QPl. SB 

The parotid salivas of 29 U. S. Navy personnel were 
examined for rate of flow, protein, tyrosine, trypto
phan, and uric acid before and during assignment to 
duty at McMurdo Station. The control parotid salivas 
contained 125 mg% protein, 5. 2 mg% tyrosine, and 
2. 8 mg% tryptophan. On a grouped basis, the saliva 
during the experimental period contained 157. 2 mg% 
protein, 6. 1 mg% tyrosine, and 3. 7 mg% tryptophan 
(P < 0. 01, < 0. 05, < 0. 01, respectively). No differ
ences were observed between control and experi
mental periods for rate of flow, uric acid content, or 
for that portion of salivary protein precipitable with 
30% trichloroacetic acid. The mean values were 0.8 
ml/min, 3. 5 mg%,and 38. 4%, respectively. Differ
ences between individuals were highly significant. 
No significant variations were observed between sea
sons in Antarctica. (Auth. , mod. ) 

H-2866 614. 8(02) 

Troebst, Cord Christian 
THE ART OF SURVIVAL. Translated from the 
German by Oliver Coburn. Garden City, N. Y., 
Doubleday, 1965, 312p. , incl. illus. 

DLC, G525. T713 

Numerous examples of survival under various condi
tions are discussed in 9 chapters. The first 2 chap
ters deal with how and why survival should be 
learned, and the next 5 chapters cover survival 
under the following conditions: desert, sea, sno_w 
and ice, tropics, and after plane crashes. Survival 
in snow and ice covers situations in mountainous and 
polar regions. Techniques such as building igloos 
and other shelters are illustrated, and frostbite pre
vention and treatment are discussed. The last 2 
chapters discuss rescue equipment and the extreme. 
conditions under which man can survive, e.g., maxi· 
mum and minimum temperatures, periods without 
food and water, etc. 
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H-2957 612. 12:613. 11(*7) 

Savit"s'kil, L V. and others 
CHANGE OF PROTEINS AND PROPERDINIC ACTIV
ITY OF THE BLOOD IN THE PROCESS OF ADAPTA
TION OF SEAMEN'S ORGANISMS TO CONDITIONS 
OF ANTARCTIC SAil.ING. rzmini bilkiv ta properdi
novol aktivnosti krovi v profi:esi adaptatsil orhanizmu 
mor!akiv do umov Antarktichnoho plavannia. ) Text in 
Ukrainian with Russian and English summaries. Ukr. 
Biokhim. Zh., 37(4):501-509, incL table, graphs, 
1965. 16 refs. -

DLC, QP501. U58 

Biochemical investigations of the blood of seamen of 
the Antarctic whaling fleet were conducted in spring 
after the return of the seamen from their cruise and 
in autumn before sailing. A marked increase in the 
total quantity of protein and in the albumin and gam
ma globulin contents was noticed. Certain changes 
in the prope rdinic activity we re found, which, in 5 
out of 19 examined, were very pronounced. The im
portance of the role of the adaptive processes is 
stressed, in which the compensatory function of 
various systems of biological defense of the organism 
is stimulated under unfavorable conditions. (Auth. , 
mod,) 

H-3032 612:613. 11(*7) 

Baeza, Pedro Osvaldo 
THE MEDICAL CLIMATOLOGY IN THE ANTARCTIC. 
[La climatolog(a medica en la Antartida. ] Teid: in 
Spanish. Cent. Nav., BoL (Buenos Aires), 131 
(657):488-505, incl graphs, diagr., maps, Oct. -
Dec. 1963. 21 refs. 

DLC, V5. C3 

A description is given of the physical features of the 
Antarctic continent. The scientific disciplines which 
have been investigated in Antarctica are listed. A 
discussion is given of the factors of the Antarctic 
climate which have primary effects on the physiology 
of man in the Antarctic: temperature, wind, solar 
r_adiation, heat transfer, accumulation of precipita
llon, atmospheric pressure, and ozone concentration. 
The food chain of the Antarctic marine fauna is 
traced. The relation of man and the Antarctic envi
ronment is discussed and the following physiological 
effects are listed as body reactions to prevent heat 
loss: (1) reduction of superficial circulation of the 
skin, (2) lessening of the amount of superficial water 
ordmarlly lost by evaporation (3) contraction of the 
arrector pill muscles, (4) inc~·eased muscular activi
ty, as in the form of shivering, (5) increased muscle 
tone, and (6) alterations in the basal metabolism. 
This last_ effect is discussed from the standpoint of 
changes m blood chemistry and in the complex sys
tem_ of hormones. The psychological effects of the 
envu-o~ent are listed (isolation, severe climate, 
changes m daylight hours, etc. ). 
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H-3088 613: 301. 18(*781. 1) 

Samuels, Norman 
EXPERIENCES OF A MEDICAL OFFICER ON 
TRISTAN DA CUNHA, JUNE-OCTOBER, 1961. 
Brit. Med. J., No. 5364:1013-1017, incl. table, 
maps, Oct. 26, 1963. Ref. 

DLC, R31, B93 

A report is mad.e of the historical background and the 
living conditions of the population of Tristan up to the 
time of their evacuation to Britain due to the volcanic 
eruption (Oct. 10, 1961). The report is made by the 
sole medical officer serving from June 1, 1961, to 
Oct. 10, 1961, and lists medical conditions, includ
ing a record of illnesses, treatments, and the facili
ties with which operations were performed. The 
climate , vegetation, animal and bird life, sources of 
food, and the limited materials for housing are dis
cussed. The level of education and various socio
logical aspects are discussed in the light of the 
historical background of the population. 

H-3089 613:616. 1/ . 8(*781. 1) 

Black, J. A. and others 
TRISTAN DA CUNHA: GENERAL MEDICAL INVES
TIGATIONS. Brit. Med. J. , No. 5364:1018-1024, 
incL tables, Oct. 26, 1963. 27 refs. 

DLC, R31.B93 

In Oct. 1961, the population of Tristan da Cunha 
(approximately 260) was evacuated to Britain. An 
investigation was made of the state of health of this 
closely inbred group and the findings are reported 
for the following: cardiovascular, abdominal, 
orthopedic, ophthalmological, and congenital ab- . 
normalities respiratory illnesses, and gynecological 
disorders. 'The general appearance of the people is 
described along with their mental state and personal 
habits. A summary of past illnesses is presented in 
a report on the findings of previous investigations 
conducted by expeditions to the island_. Compared_ 
with the population in Britain, the Tnstan population 
showed an increased incidence of respiratory ill
nesses but a striking absence of atherosclerosis. 
With respect to dyspepsia complaints and blood
pressure levels the people showed the same trends 
as the population of Britain. Amon_g _t~e c?ngenital 
abnormalities, the incidence of retnut1s p1gmentosa 
is most serious [see H-2638]. 

H-3117 612. 12:613. 11(*2) 

Staquet, Maurice 
CHANGES IN SERUM PROTEIN-BOUND IODINE_~ 
MEN EXPOSED TO A POLAR CLIMATE. [Modifica
tions de l'iode protidique du serum chez l'homme 
expose a ur. climat polaire.] Text in_French with 
English summary. J. PhysioL (Pans), 57(4):499-
502, incL table, July-Aug. 1965. 14 refs. 

DLC, QPl. J7 
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studies were made on 6 members of the Belgian Ant
arctic Expedition exposed to Antarctic climate during 
periods of 3 to 9 days, Outside temperature fluc
tuated around -20°C, with an average wind speed of 
28 km/ hr. The stress produced by exposure to cold 
causes a fall in serum protein-bound iodine during 
the early days. The iodine values for the 6 subjects 
are tabulated; they range from 1. 8 to 15, 0 µg/ 100 ml. 
In some subjects the initial fall is followed, in suc
ceeding days, by a return to normal, or even raised, 
levels, These changes can be explained as the re
sult of an increased peripheral thyroxine consump
tion provoking pituitary-thyroid hyperfunction. 
(Auth. , mod. ) 

H-3135 611. 781:572, 52(*781. l) 

Sunderland, E. 
HAIR COLOUR OF THE POPULATION OF TRISTAN 
DA CUNHA. Nature, 208(5008):412, incl. tables, 
Oct. 23, 1965. 5 refs-. -

DLC, Q1.N2 

Following the evacuation of the Tristan da Cunha 
population (268 persons) to the United Kingdom, the 
group was investigated with regard to hair pigmenta
tion. Hair samples of 131 persons were analyzed in 
order to classify the range of pigmentary values 
according to brightness and hue. Spectrophotometric 
methods were not possible due to the small quantities 
of hair made available. Thus the hair samples were 
compared with the Haarfarbentafel nach Fischer
Saller [Fischer-Saller Hair Color Table] and the re
sultsshowed that 118, or 90. 08% of the samples, 
were in the brown-black color group. None of the 
lighter shades of hair color we re represented in the 
population, and only 3 samples were in the dark 
blonde category. Comparisons were made between 
hair color and age, and hair color and sex. No sig
nificant relationship was seen in color vs. sex, but 
the color vs. age showed a tendency of the lighter 
c?lor to occur in the youngest age groups, and the in
c1~ence of darker hair color to increase gradually 
with age. The range of hair color is discussed with 
reference to the diverse national, ethnic, and racial 
backgrounds of the early settlers. 

H-3150 612. 592 

Carlson, Loren D. 
REACTIONS OF MAN TO COLD. In: Medical Cli
matology. Edited by Sidney Licht, assisted by 
Herman L. Kamenetz. New Haven, E. Licht, 1964, 
Chap. 7, p. 196-228, incl illus. , graphs, diagrs. 
113 refs. (Phys, Med. Libr, , v. 8) 

DLC, RA793, L6 

~an _can exist and function in cold environments, but 
hlS limits are w1defined and the extent to which he 
adapts cannot be stated owing to difficulties in defi-
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nition and the variety of criteria used to demonstrate 
this ability, Expressions are derived for a concep
tual scheme of core and shell which allows the for
mulation of heat loss from the body core to body sur
face. The expression is modified with consideration 
of insulation from clothing and subsequently from 
environmental stresses. The formulations concerned 
with heat loss in addition to the constants of various 
physical parameters are made on tacit assumptions 
about body shape and position and a steady heat pro
duction in a central region of the body, The control 
of heat production is analyzed; heat production occurs 
in all tissues under nervous control and, as a chemi
cal reaction, is temperature dependent. Peripheral 
vasoconstrlctlon in the skin is predominantly w,der 
nervous control The inter-relationship of nervous 
and hormonal control is discussed from the standpoint 
of the combined or antagonistic effects of the two. 
The circulation in the human leg and arm demonstrate 
heat exchange between arteries and veins by the 
proximity of these vessels. 

H-3151 612. 592:616-001. 1 

Kreider, Marlin B. 
PATHOLOGIC EFFECTS OF EXTREME COLD. In: 
Medical Climatology. Edited by Sidney Licht, 
assisted by Herman L. Kamenetz, New Haven, E. 
Licht, 1964, Chap. 15, p. 428-468, incl. table, 
graph. 298 refs, (Phys. Med, Libr,, v. 8) 

DLC, RA 793, L6 

When clothing and shelter are inadequate in cold cli
mates, pathologic changes take place in the fw,ction 
and structure of the tissues, which may result, if ex
posure is severe, in local necrosis or death of the 
individual. The following topics are discussed in re
lation to total body cooling: accidental hypothermia 
from exposure to cold air and from immersion in 
cold water, therapeutic long-term hypothermia, pro
found hypothermia for surgery, variability in the 
rates of cooling and survival, pathophysiology, 
causes of death (circulation, respiration and other 
functions, contributing factors, cold versus inade
quate circulation), histopathology from total body 
exposure to acute cold, and pathology from continuous 
or repeated exposure or from predisposition to cold. 
The following aspects of local cold injury are dis
cussed: chilblain, immersion foot and trench foot, 
frostbite, and physiology of local cold injury, 

H-3158 612. 592: 613. 11 

Hammel, H. T. 
TERRESTRIAL ANIMALS IN COLD: RECENT 
STUDIES OF PRlMITIVE MAN. In: Handbook of 
Physiology. Section 4: Adaptation to the Environ
ment. D. B. Dill, E. F. Adolph and C. G. Wilber 
(eds.). Washington, Amer. Physiol Soc,, 1964, 
Chap. 26, p. 413-434, incl tables, graphs. 50 refs, 

DLC, QP6. H25 
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A des<;ription is given of the environments in which 
primitive man experiences diurnal, seasonal, or con
tinual cold exposure. The adaptations to whole-body 
exposure of the following peoples are described: 
Australian aborigines, bushmen of the Kalahari 
Desert, Europeans living under primitive conditions, 
Alaculuf Indians of Tierra del Fuego, Arctic Indians, 
Andean Indians, Eskimos, and Lapps. Adaptations 
to exposure of extremities are listed; regular expo
sure of the hand produces a vasodilatation by which 
the hand temperature is maintained at a higher level. 
A comparison is made of the average metabolic re
sponse of each group as a function of the mean body 
temperature. Three distinct patterns of response to 
moderate whole-body exposure to cold are found. A 
discussion is given of the effects of diet, physical 
fitness, and acclimatization to other stresses upon 
responses to cold; the concept of cold acclimatiza
tion; the survival value of physiological adaptations 
to cold; and the role of cold adaptation in distribution 
of primitive man. 

H-3159 612. 592:613, 11(*2) 

Edholm , 0 . G. and H. E. Lewis 
TERRESTRIAL ANIMALS IN COLD: MAN IN 
POLAR REGIONS. In: Handbook of Physiology. 
Section 4: Adaptation to the Environment. D. B. 
Dill, E. F. Adolph and C. G, Wilber (eds. ), Wash
ington, Amer. Physiol. Soc. , 1964, Chap. 27, p. 
435-446, incl. tables, graphs. 39 refs. 

DLC, QP6. H25 

This discussion is restricted to observations on ex
pedition members living in polar stations for one or 
more years. The majority of these observations 
were made in Antarctica at the following stations: 
Hope Bay, Argentine L, Stonington L, Shackleton, 
Halley Bay, Maudheim, Mawson, Amundsen-Scott, 
Scott, and Little America. The climatic environ
?1ent, and the shelter and clothing devised to combat 
it are described. The activity patterns of a polar 
explorer are described including the degree of his ex
posure to the outdoor climate and the conditions of 
his own microclimate. The t~pics of energy expendi
ture and calorie intake, water balance, and the modi
fications in diurnal rhythms are discussed. Studies 
were attempted to determine the existence or absence 
?1 physiological adaptation to cold. Local adaptation 
IS s_u~gested in the reduced finger sensitivity to cold 
exhibited by men after working in Antarctica for a 
year. General adaptation is difficult to detect since 
the present station living conditions provide an inade
quate stimulus for man to develop a degree of cold 
adaptation sufficient for measurement. 

237-720 O _ 67 _ 21 
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H-3171 614. 89:616-001. 19 

Adam, J. M. and R. Goldsmith 
COLD CLIMATES. In: 0. G. Edholm and A. L. 
Bacharach ~- ), Exploration medicine; being a 
practical guide for those going on expeditions. 
Baltimore, Williams & Wilkins, 1965, Chap. 10, p. 
245-277, incl. tables, diagrs. , map, 3 refs, 

DNill, Ql16. E23 

Basic information on cold climate survival is given 
for the benefit of persons who, by accident or as 
planned, must withstand and overcome cold tem
peratures. Types of cold climates are defined and 
the effects on man of climatic variables are dis
cussed. The avenues of heat exchange include con
vection, conduction, evaporation, and radiation. 
Adequate clothing for various parts of the body is de
scribed including information on proper insulation, 
ventilation, bulk, fit , water resistance, vapor per
meability, wind permeability, durability, washability, 
and color. Care of clothing is outlined. The con
struction of shelters, including tents, huts, and snow 
structures, is described. Information is given on 
the treatment and prevention of cold injuries 
(chilblains, immersion foot or trench foot, frostbite, 
and exposure). Injuries from sunlight, such as sun
burn and snow blindness, are described and treat
ment listed. Infections from human and nonhuman 
sources are described. 

H-3198 616, 12:613. 11(*7-11) 

Shastin, L V. 
ON MEASURES TAKEN FOR PROPHYLAXIS OF 
DISADAPTATION PHENOMENA IN WINTER IN 
ANTARCTICA. (0 merakh profilaktiki iavlenil 
dizadapt~ii na zimovke v Antarktide. ] Text in 
Russian. Antarktika: Dokl. Komis. , 1963, 
Moskva, Izd-vo Akad. nauk SSSR, 1964, p. 165-169. 
2 refs. 

DLC, G576. A65 

Characteristics and prevention of acclimatization 
disorders, called meteorological disadaptation neu
roses were studied from Jan. 1960 to March 1961 on 
100 m'en wintering at Mirnyy, other subjects at 
vostok, and participants on a tractor_ traverse to . 
the interior. The disorders were evidenced by_ a sig
nificant number of the personnel at Mirnyy during the 
first 3 or 4 winter months, characterized by s~arp 
cardiovascular disturbances including heart pains, 
dyspnea, and irregularities of vascu_lar moto7 regu
lation and bioelectrical and contractile capacity of the 
myocardium. The disturbances improved in Aug: -
Sept. Personnel flown to Vostok experienced a nse 
in arterial pressure during the first 1-2 months, fol
lowed by a gradual decrease. A few days after re
turning to Mirnyy the original pressure was at_tained. 
Participants of the traverse adapted more easily to 
the conditions of the Antarctic plateau • . In cases of 
disturbances in vascular motor regulation, even a 
short stay on the plateau may lead to serious health 
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impairment. Good acclimatization was observed dur
ing the second half of the winter in young men and 
healthy men over 50. Flying personnel to Antarctica 
at the beginning of summer would help prevent dis
adaptation disturbances. Medical tests can detect 
conditions which may promote the development of 
these disturbances, and medical attention can improve 
the condition of those manifesting disadaptation dis
orders. 

H-3255 612. 592:612. 11(*747) 

Hicks, K. E. 
CHANGES IN BLOOD-CLOTTING TIME, SERUM
CHOLESTEROL LEVEL, AND PLASMA-PROTHROM
BIN INDEX IN ANTARCTICA. Lancet, 1(7375):30-
32, incL graph, Jan. 2, 1965. 20 refs.-

DLC, R31. L3 

A lipoid factor is involved in normal blood coagula
tion, and alimentary lipemia is known to influence 
the clotting mechanism. In cold environments en
hanced tolerance of, and raised demand for , dietary 
fat have been reported; such an environment seems 
to induce increased adrenaline sensitivity and pro
duction. The blood-catecholamine level appears to 
be related to serum cholesterol which, although de
termined largely by diet, may also be influenced by 
exposure to cold or other stress. In an attempt to 
verify these environmental effects, whole-blood 
clotting time, serum-cholesterol level, and plasma
prothrombin index were determined at monthly inter
vals from Feb. 1963 to Jan. 1964 in 18 members of 
the 1963 ANARE at Wilkes station. The methods of 
analysis are described. The prothrombin index re
mained close to normal throughout the year; but 
serum-cholesterol rose above the normal upper limit 
of 300 mg/ 100 ml in 10 subjects; while clotting time, 
which was significantly correlated with serum 
cholesterol, increased to a very high level (300% in 
11 subjects) and later felL Although no satisfactory 
environmental cause can be suggested for the varia
tions, disturbance of the clotting mechanism (and 
apparently of lipid metabolism) did occur. 

H-3295 616-001. 4:636. 7(*7) 

Barashkov, G. A. 
THE COURSE OF WOUND PROCESSES IN NEARL y 
STERILE CONDITIONS. [Techenie ranevogo 
prof'sessa v usloviiakh sredy, blizko! k steril'nol J 
Text in Russian with English summary. Vest. khir. , 
~(2):75-79, incl. tables, 1965. Refs. 

DLC, RDl. K43 

The role of bacteria in wound processes was studied 
in the Antarctic in 1960 in an experiment carried out 
on 50 dogs. Preliminary studies showed that long 
exposure to the sterile Antarctic winter environment 
does not free the organism of microbes in the intes-
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tines, and in mucous and cutaneous membranes. 
During the experiment, the open wounds of the dogs 
always contained saprophytic germs, in spite of the 
absence of primary and limited secondary bacterial 
contamination. The quantitative characteristics of 
microflora per day are presented. Phagocytic 
activity of the wound per day is tabulated. The de
gree of microflora participation in the wound process 
depends on the general state of the organism, the 
condition of the woond, and the virulence of the 
germs. Endogenic ferments play the most important 
part in the removal of necrotic tissues from the 
wound. 

H-3364 613. 11(*7):612+159. 9 

Wilson, Ove 
HUMAN ADAPTATION TO LIFE IN ANTARCTICA. 
In: J. van Mieghem, P. van Oye and J. Schell (eds.), 
Biogeography and Ecology in Antarctica. Mono-
graphiae Biologicae, VoL 15. The Hague, W. Junk, 
1965, p. 690-752, incL table, map. 244 refs. 

DLC, QPl. P37 

Climatic factors such as wind chill, radiation, ab
sence of light, and food, clothing, housing, and sani
tation problems are discussed. Most of these prob
lems have been satisfactorily solved in modern ex
peditions. Concerning medical aspects, it is noted 
that few infective diseases occur. The majority of 
cases are caused by injuries and dental problems, 
Numerous possible physiological adaptations to cold 
are reviewed; it is concluded that no definite process 
of adaptation has been observed. The artificial for
mation of a suitable microclimate is the main factor 
in cold resistance. A review is given of the psycho
logical problems caused by isolation, such as mental 
stress and psychological reactions and adjustment. 

H-3369 612. 143-06:612. 592. 1(*7) 

Denisiilk, M. S. 
THE INFLUENCE OF ANTARCTIC CLIMATE ON 
THE HEMODYNAMICS OF WHALERS. (Vlilanie 
klimaticheskikh uslovil Antarktiki na dinamiku 
arterrfil'nogo davlenila moriakov-kitoboev. J Text in 
Russian with English summary. Terap. Arkh. , ~ 
(11):59-62, incL table, 1964. 10 refs. 

DLC, RMl. T35 

The hemodynamics of whalers on the whaling vessel 
Sovetskaia Ukraina was studied over the period 1960-
63. The whalers adjusted to the climate during the 
first month in Antarctic waters. The pulse count of 
all the sailors diminished by 8-10 beats. The mean 
blood pressure profiles for the entire period were 
103-117/ 58-75 mm as compared to the initial v_alues 
of 118-129/ 73-82 mm. The hypertension reaction ob
served in 4-5% of the sailors, largely older than 4o, 
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provid_ed a control group for the ship. A significant 
correlation was not found between atmospheric and 
blood pressure fluctuations. The lowering of the 
blood pressure was attributed to the effect of accli
matization. 

H-3380 613. 11(*7) 

Der!apa, N. R. 
THE NATURE OF THE ANTARCTIC AND ACCLIMA
TIZATION OF MAN. [Priroda antarkt!ki i akklimati
za~Ua cheloveka. ] Text in Russian. Moskva, izd-vo 
Nauka, 1965, 155p. , incL illus., tables, graphs, 
map. 486 refs. 

DLC, RC958. A5D4 

A physiogeographical description of the Antarctic 
and a discussion of the living and working conditi~ns 
at modern Antarctic bases and on overland traverses 
are given. The mechanisms and stages of acclimati
zation were studied; anthropometric data from 
Mirnyy and Vostok are compared for weight change, 
and wrist and back strength, as well as data on the 
condition of the nervous system, the cardiovascular 
system, and the sick rate of the wintering personnel 
Acclimatization during an overland traverse is dis
cussed, with suggestions for further study of accli
matization in the Antarctic. 

H-3471 616-056. 5(*786) 

Paimai, G. 
SKIN-FOLD THICKNESS IN RELATION TO BODY 
WEIGHT AND ARTERIAL BLOOD PRESSURE. Med. 
J. Austral., 2(1):13-15, incL tables graphs July 7 
1962. 11 refs. ' ' ' 

DNLM, W3. AU6777 

Serial measurements of body weight, skin-fold thick
ness, and arterial blood pressure were made over a 
period of 11 months from Jan. to Nov. 1960 in a 
closed male community in the cold wet sub-Antarc
tic environment of Macquarie L The intensity and 
variation of cold stress was not high. The mean 
monthly temperature ranged from 39• to 45°F. The 
studr was conducted on 12 subjects by the ANARE 
medical officer. The methods used in measuring the 
:~ree variants are described. No significant altera
v on_ m_ body weight was demonstrated, but a seasonal 
anation in skin-fold thickness was observed rising 

to a _maximum in Aug. and falling again with the 
coming of spring. The change in skin-fold thickness ;as accomplished b_y a closely parallel change in 
ystolic and diastolic blood pressures. This is inter

preted as further evidence of the close association of 
the degree of obesity and the level of arterial blood 
pres~ure. Skin-fold thickness, as a measure of 
: sity, is considered superior to indices based on 

Y weight. (Auth. , mod. ) 
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H-3474 159. 9:658. 53(*7) 

Gunderson, E. K. Eric and Paul D. Nelson 
BIOGRAPHICAL PREDICTORS OF PERFORMANCE 
IN AN EXTREME ENVIRONMENT. J. PsychoL , 61: 
59-67, incL tables, Sept. 1965. 6 refs. -

DLC, BFl. J67 

An assessment was made of the relationships between 
biographical data and performance evaluations from 
U, S, Navy participants in the U. S. Antarctic Re
search Program, Prior to deployment to Antarctica, 
425 Navy men completed a biographic questionnaire 
eliciting information concerning military record, in
terests, hobbies, vocational experience, family, and 
educational background. After approximately one 
year at an Antarctic station, performance evaluations 
were obtained from station supervisors and peers. 
Results from earlier samples (predominantly from 
large stations) indicated that age, rank, years of 
naval experience, marital status, worship, delin
quency, and amount of reading were significantly re
lated to peer evaluations of adjustment, Results from 
small-station groups, analyzed in the present study, 
reveal important differences in the attributes that are 
correlated with performance criteria. (Auth. , mod,) 

H-3490 616. 24-002. 5(*781. 1) 

Sakula, A. 
TUBERCULOSIS IN THE TRISTAN DA CUNHA COM
MUNITY. Tubercle, 44(2):225-229, incL table, 
June 1963. 3 refs, -

DNLM, WlTU265J 

Following the volcanic eruption on Tristan da Cunha 
in Oct. 196'1, the entire community of 268 islanders 
was evacuated to England. A complete tuberculin 
and radiographic survey was conducted and the re
sults are presented. Three cases of active tubercu
losis had occurred on the island in recent years, but 
only one active case was detected by the survey in 
England. The significance of these results is dis
cussed, in the light of the various previous attempts 
to immunize the islanders by BCG vaccination, and 
the peculiar epidemiological factors associated with 
this isolated community. (Auth., mod.) 

H-3562 616(*747) 

Tikhomirov, L L 
INCIDENCE OF SICKNESS AT VOSTOK STATION IN 
THE WINTER OF 1959. (0 kharaktere zabolevae-. 
mosti na stan!sii Vostok v zimovku 1959 g,] Text in 

Russian. Sovel Antarkticheskala Eksped. , Inform. 
biull. , No, 27: 36-39, incl. table, 1961. Eng. . 
transl, in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information 
Bulletin. Vol 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p, 
271-273, 

DLC, Q115. $686; Ql15. S6862 
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Medical treatment and systematic monthly examina
tions of the regular wintering staff at Vostok Station 
in 1959 are summarized. Most diseases fall into two 
categories. The majority are associated with pro
duction or daily work; only a few are associated with 
environmental factors, This latter group tends to be 
more varied, severe, and prolonged, and includes 
changes in the cardiovascular system, neuralgia, 
neurosis, myositis, gingivitis, hives, etc. The in
cidence of diseases changed with the wintering period. 
The initial period of adaptation was characterized by 
a high incidence of sickness which decreased con
siderably by May. In June, at the middle of the 
polar night, the incidence increased sharply as a re
sult of the more severe environment. Cases of 
neurasthenia continued to increase and reached a 
maximum in Aug. indicating continued nervous ex
haustion. The total incidence, seriousness, and 
severity of illness decreased with the end of the 
polar night and is associated with improved condi
tions and acclimatization. 

R-3568 613. 11:612. 592(211) 

Cavenagh, A. J. M. 
COLD ACCLIMATIZATION OF THE FINGERS. J, 
Appl. PhysioL, 19(1): 158-161, incl. tables, diagrs., 
Jan. 1964. 3 refs. 

DLC, QPl. J72 

Serial finger-flexion and V-test estimations of tactile 
discrimination were carried out on 5 subjects en
gaged in a high-altitude mountaineering expedition. 
Exposure to cold conditions was from 35 to 62 days. 
There was no evidence that local acclimatization to 
cold occurred. This contrasts with recent experi
ments in Canada and Antarctica where local acclima
tization could be demonstrated within 6 weeks of ex
posure. Possible reasons for this discrepancy are 
discussed: (1) high-altitude parties are usually sub
jected to an approach march through semitropical 
conditions where acclimatization to he at would be ex
pected; (2) cold temperatures of Antarctic intensity 
are only likely to be experienced for a comparatively 
short time while the party is above approximately 
20,000 ft and this is unlikely to exceed 30 days; (3) 
the average time spent outside tents each day at high 
altitude did not exceed 6 hr, in contrast to the Ant
arctic experiments where 12-hr daily exposure 
occurred; and (4) the data found in the present study 
were collected with less regularity over a shorter 
period of time than the Antarctic study. (Auth. , 
mod.) 

H-3622 612. 001, 5:910. 4 

Hampton, I. F. G. 
PHYSIOLOGICAL RESEARCH ON EXPEDITIONS. 
~loration Rev. , No. 3:23-25, Feb. 1962. 
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The part which physiological investigations play in 
polar expeditions has increased greatly since World 
War II. Such studies provide valuable guides in plan
ning for food, fluid, caloric, and clothing require
ments. Advances in electronics have produced new 
tools and techniques for physiological research, 
The Division of Human Physiology of Great Britain's 
National Institute for Medical Research offers tech
nical advice, test facilities, and instruments to 
those who will plan and execute physiological 
experiments on expeditions in the polar regions. 

H-3634 628. 86:613. 11(*744) 

Lugg, D. J. 
THERMAL COMFORT IN ANTARCTICA. Med, J. 
Austral., 2(18):746-750, incl. tables, graphs, Oct. 
30, 1965, -17 refs. 

DNLM, W3. AU6777 

Bedford's comfort vote technique was used in a study 
of 9 members of the 1963 wintering party at Davis 
Station. The men were comfortable indoors at all 
dry-bulb temperatures between 42°F and 81°F, but 
the preferred indoor temperature was 57. 7° F. These 
results are compared ,vith those for tropical and 
temperate areas. The absence of thermal discomfort 
and the low value of the preferred temperature were 
shown to be due to adjustments of clothing; this 
finding reflects the tendency of isolated groups to 
disregard conventional habits of dress. Thermal 
sensation was shown to be determined to a greater 
extent by clothing than by the indoor air temperature. 
The amount of clothing worn outdoors did not in
crease as winter approached, yet the men maintained 
a higher level of thermal comfort. A comparison 
of the thermal comfort and the clothing worn, both 
indoors and outdoors, in periods before and after 
midwinter strongly suggests that acclimatization 
to cold had occurred, (Auth., mod.) 

H-3642 613. 11 
614. 89(*701) 

Aldaz, Luis 
ANTARCTICA: A CONTINENT COVERED WITH 
WHITE. [Antartida: un continente yestido de blanco.] 
Text in Spanish. Rev. Nae. Aeronaut. Espacial, 
25(~72):28-32, incl. illus., Jan. 1965. Ref. (Bo! . 
Antartico No. 7) 

DLC, TL504. R547 

Living and working conditions at Amundsen-Scott 
Station during the Antarctic winter are described, 
including psychological effects of the polar night, tbe 
intense cold, the isolated life of the station wintering 
party, the living quarters, and the daily housekeeping 
activities. The food and facilities necessary to 
sustain the wintering party of 12 to 15 men are listed. 
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H-3726 612. 1(*747) 

Tlkhomirov, L L 
BLOOD CHANGES IN PERSONNEL WINTERING AT 
VOSTOK STATION. [Kharakter sdvigov v krovi u 
zlmovshchikov na stantilii Vostok. ] Text in Russian. 
Sovet. Antarkticheskaia Eksped. , Inform. biilll ., 
No, 31:44-47, incl. tables, 1961. Eng. transl. in: 
Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
Vol, 4, Issue No. 1:22-24, (1964]. 

DLC, Q115, S686; Q115. S6862 

Determinations of the blood hemoglobin, leukocyte 
and erythrocyte counts, erythrocyte sedimentation 
rate, blood viscosity, and differential leukocyte count 
were made on 12 men at Vostok Station. Blood hemo
globin showed an absolute mean increase of 62. 5% 
during the first 2-2. 5 months and a 10% increase 4 
months later. The erythrocyte count also rose 
(19, 8%) during the first 2-2. 5 months. No significant 
changes were noted in either during the rest of the 
year. The leukocvte count during the winter stabilized 
around 3660/mm:l' (40% below the original level), 
Viscosity increased and E. S. R. slowed. [A note 
appended by the editor of the English edition criti
cizes the methods used and results obtained. ] 

H-3752 616-001. 4:616. 001. 5(*7, 41-4) 

Catty, R.H. C. 
HEALING AND CONTRACTION OF EXPERIMENTAL 
FULL-THICKNESS WOUNDS IN THE HUMAN. 
Brit. J. Surg., ~(7):542-548, incl tables, graphs, 
July 1965, 27 refs. 

DNLM, Wl. BR638x 

Experimental full-thickness wounds were made on 
two groups of young adults (12 men per group, one 
group at a sledging base in Antarctica and the other 
livin? in the United Kingdom). The Antarctic group 
provided the opportunity to investigate any possible 
effect_ of low ambient temperature. using a tattooing 
technique, wound contraction was studied and 
measurements were made of rate of advance of 
wound edge. Contraction only decreased the wound 
area by 20-25%, being greater in the series in the 
U. K. This difference might be accounted for by an 
age effect. No difference was found in the rate of 
healing between the Antarctic group and the U. K. 
group. The incidence of infection was greater in the 
U. K. series, but this had no apparent effect on 
healing, Distortion of the scar during contraction 
and later expansion suggested that maximum tension 
lll the Skin of the forearm of an active man lay at 
right angles to the longitudinal axis of the limb. 
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H-3865 613/614(*729, 5) 

Smart, R. A. 
REPORT ON HEALTH. In: David Brunt {!_cl.). The 
Royal Society International Geophysical Year 
Antarctic Expedition, Halley Bay, Coats Land, 
Falkland Islands Dependencies, 1955-1959, Vol. 4. 
Meteorology, Glaciology, Appendixes. London, 
Royal Society, p. 396-402, 1964. Ref. 

DLC, QC801. 3. R68 

A report is given on the general health status of the 
advance and main parties of the expedition, and the 
three medical officers in attendance during 1956-58 
are listed. The medical and dental examination 
procedure carried out during the selection of 
expedition personnel is discussed. The factors 
related to the health of the group are discussed: 
accommodations, clothing, food, and water. Incidence 
of the following is reported: seasickness, sunburn, 
snow blindness, frostbite, injuries, skin conditions, 
insomnia, psychological effects, and other medical 
conditions. The physiological program consisted 
only of weight and fat thickness records for t~e men, 
along with personally-kept records of hours of 
sleep, physical activity, and clothing worn (to be 
correlated with the meteorological data). Dental 
conditions and treatment are described. Also 
discussed are bathing conditions, disposal of waste, 
medical supplies, and emergency measures. It was 
concluded that although the number of medical and 
dental conditions occurring over 3 yr may seem 
considerable most were of a minor nature and all 
members of the expedition returned to the U. K. in 
good health. 

H-3866 612. 39:613. 25(*729. 5) 

Smart, R. A. , J.M. Adam and Pamela Bradbury 
ASPECTS OF HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY. In: David 
Brunt ~- ). The Royal Society International 
Geophysical Year Antarctic Expedition, Halley Bay, 
coats Land, Falkland Islands Dependencies, 1955_-
1959. Vol 4, Meteorology, Glaciology, Appendixes. 
London, Royal Society, p. 403-409, incl tables, 
graphs, 1964. 4 refs. 

DLC, QC801. 3. R68 

An investigation was undertaken to determine the 
existence of seasonal changes in body weight and fat 
thickness during periods of intense cold. :i_records of 
observations on sleep patterns and of clothing worn 
were also made. The body weight and skinfold 
thickness of 19 men were measured once every_4 
weeks while they were living at Halley Bay Sta_tion. 
The technique used in skinfold measurements 1s 
described. The record of body weight and skinfold 
thickness over a period of 52 and 57 weeks, 
respectively, for 19 men was thus available for 
statistical evaluation. Means were found for_ each 
variable for each period and tests were c~ried out 
to determine the significance of seasonal differences 
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and the relation between body weight and fat thickness 
at each of the 5 sites measured. Results showed a 
body weight and fat thickness increase during the 
cold dark months, which is attributed to excessive 
food intake {a factor resulting from boredom) at a 
time of reduced activity. Sleep patterns and 
results of the clothing survey are tabulated and 
discussed. 

H-3868 614. 2:355. 72(*7) 

HANDFUL OF MDS CARE FOR MEN AT THE 
BOTTOM OF THE WORLD. Med. Tribune & Med. 
News, 7(30): 1, 24, incL illus., March 9, 1966. 

DNLM 

As the first of 3 articles [H-3868 to H-3870) on 
health and medicine among American scientists and 
Navy men stationed in Antarctica, this article reports 
on the staff of medical doctors, dentists, and 
technicians who are responsible for the health of 
U.S. personnel in Antarctica. The number of winter 
research and Navy personnel, working between 
March and Oct. , contrasts with the summer staff 
in being much smaller. Consequently, the 
Antarctic Support Force medical service varies from 
4 medical officers, 1 dental officer, and 9 technicians 
in winter, to about 12 medical officers, 3-4 dental 
officers, and 25-30 technicians in summer. The 
orientation and special medical training of the 
medical staff are described, which include training 
programs in orthopedic surgery, emergency dental 
treatment, and other training such as fire fighting, 
etc. A description of buildings and medical and 
dental facilities is given for the following stations: 
McMurdo, Amundsen-Scott, Plateau, Byrd, Palmer, 
and Hallett. Current medical officers at these 
stations are listed with descriptions of their various 
roles. 

H-3869 616(211)(*7) 

MDS REPORT MEN 'ON ICE' IN EXCELLENT 
HEALTH. Med, Tribune & Med. News, 7(32):1, 21, 
incl illus. , March 14, 1966. -

DNLM 

This article is the second of three articles [H-3868 & 
H-3870) on health and medicine among American 
scientists and Navy men stationed in Antarctica. 
Health problems and medical treatment in Antarctica 
are discussed. The incidence of sickness among the 
men is described as slight. Health problems related 
to the Antarctic program that occur to a varying 
degree are trauma of various kinds, aerotitis media, 
upper-respiratory illness, hemorrhoids, constipation, 
headache and malaise, weight gain, altitude sickness, 
frostbite, emotional disorders and boredom, and 
venereal disease. The incidence of these conditions 
is discussed in relation to the living conditions, the 
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occupational hazards, and training in safety 
precautions. The gradual improvement in the 
living conditions has served to reduce the discomfort 
of the men and to make quicker, more effective 
medical care possible. 

H-3870 616. 001, 5(211)(*7) 

SPECIAL STUDIES ARE FINALLY GETTING 
STARTED. Med. Tribune & Med. News, 7(33):1, 10, 
incl. illus. , March 16, 1966. -

DNLM 

This article is the last of three articles (H-3868 -
3870] on health and medicine among Ame rican 
scientists and Navy men stationed in Antarctica. A 
discussion is given of the staff medical officer's 
role in the Navy's Antarctic Support Force, the 
current procedures in medical supply, and a review of 
present and future medical research programs. New 
procedures now in use in medical supply are described 
which are to help alleviate the problem of incomplete 
stocks of medicines as well as to establish closer 
control on age of drugs stored at the stations, in order 
to ensure specified activity. An increasing number 
of programs in medical research are currently being 
planned. In addition to studies in progress on frost
bite and design of protective clothing, research on 
the pathophysiology of acute , high-altitude pulmonary 
edema and the effect of cold on wound-healing is 
planned. 

H-3871 551. 510. 721:543.053(083.5)(*764) 

U. S. Navy. Bureau of Yards and Docks 
ENVffiONMENTAL RADIOACTIVITY SURVEY, 
McMURDO STATION, ANTARCTICA. OCTOBER 
1964 THROUGH SEPTEMBER 1965, (Washington, 
D. c.] March 1966, 53p. 

DLC 

Daily results are tabulated for air samples 816 
through 1453 [samples 1-815 were given in H-2292] 
taken at 3 locations at McMurdo Station: PHS 
Lab, Old Cosmic Ray building, and New Cosmic Ray 
building, The tables include station number, sample 
number, sampling time and period, air volume, long
lived beta activity, long-lived alpha activity, thoron 
activity, and radon activity. Calculated radon and 
thoron activities are based on alpha counts: Also 
tabulated are monthly maximums, minimums, and 
averages for stations combined; and the same for_ n 
individual stations. Monthly averages are also give 
for water and snow samples. 
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H-3900 621. 039. 58:614(*764, *772) 

Busdiecker, R. L. and B. W. Maxwell 
ENVffiONMENTAL RADIATION SURVEILLANCE IN 
THE ANTARCTIC. In: International Symposium on 
the Natural Radiation Environment, Houston, Tex. , 
1963, The natural radiation environment. Chicago, 
Published for William Marsh Rice Univ. by the Univ. 
of Chicago Press (1964], Chap. 54, p. 873-883, 
incl tables, graphs, maps. 5 refs. 

DLC, QC809. R3I5 1963 

Environmental background radiation measurements 
were begun at McMurdo Station in Dec. 1960 and 
at Byrd Station in Feb. 1962 for the purpose of 
providing conclusive data that the nuclear power 
plant at McMurdo Station was not releasing activity. 
Because of the shortage of environmental media, 
routine sampling was confined to air, snow, and camp 
water. The snow and water data indicated increases 
in gross fission-product levels starting in Aug. 1962, 
Samples from snow and water contained no 
significant increase from fresh fission products 
after July 1962, when the reactor achieved power. 
It is suggested that high altitude Pacific tests were 
the major source of debris. Seasonal variations or 
trends in the levels of both natural and artificial 
radioactivity are indicated by the air values. The 
Rn-222 and Rn-220 levels are related to the amount 
of soil exposed, with higher values being obtained 
during the Antarctic summer. (See H-1165] 

H-3944 658. 3. 001. 4: 159. 9. 07(*7) 

Gunderson, E. K. Eric and Paul D. Nelson 
CRITERION MEASURES FOR EXTREMELY 
ISOLATED GROUPS. Personnel Psycho!., 19(1):67-
80, incl tables, Spring 1966. 6 refs. Also:U. S. 
Navy Med. Neuropsychiat. Res. Unit Rept. 65-6, 
Feb. 1965, 

DLC, AF5549, A2P53 

A summary is given of the development of individual 
performance measures in an unusual and extreme 
environment, namely that of small scientific stations 
m Antarctica. Results of a 2-yr study showed signif
icant agreement among the evaluations of station 
leaders, supervisors, and peers, and positive 
correlations were found among the evaluations of 
work, social adjustment, and overall effectiveness. 
In a second series of studies over 3 yr assessment 
tec~iques were changed slightly. Am~ng various 
:atmgs, an independent ranking of all station members 
m the order in which they would be selected to 
serve again in the Antarctic was found meaningful. 
In the next phase, supervisors rated all personnel 
on 21 behavior traits. Three trait clusters emerged 
thro_ugh _factor analysis. Emotional stability, task 
motivation, and social compatibility accounted for 
the greatest amount of criterion variance The 
resul_ts are discussed with respect to methodology, 
~alid1ty, and applicability to selection for service in 
unilarly unusual and extreme environments. 
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H-3945 159. 9. 07(*7) 

Gunderson, E. K. Eric and E. L. Kapfer 
THE PREDICTIVE VALIDITY OF CLINICAL RAT
lliGS FOR AN EXTREME ENVIRONMENT. Brit. J. 
Psychiat. , 112(485):405-412, incl. tables, April 1966. 
15 refs. Also: U.S. Navy Med. Neuropsychiat. Res. 
Unit Rept. 65-14, April 1965. 

DLC, RC321. J82 

Approximately 600 Navy and scientist participants 
in 7 USARP expeditions were examined independently 
by psychologists and psychiatrists and rated on 
personality trait scales. The clinical ratings were 
correlated with performance measures derived from 
evaluations by station supervisors and peers after 
approximately 1 yr at an Antarctic scientific station. 
Assessment conditions varied in terms of methods 
of clinical appraisal (Rorschach and interview), 
amount of instructions given examiners, and variance 
in quality of performance. Validities were consis
tently nonsignificant for psychologists using the 
Rorschach technique; both psychologists and psychia
trists achieved s_ignificant validities utilizing a flex
ible interview procedure, even though criterion 
variance was relatively small. Predictions were 
most effective when examiners received most infor
mation concerning assessment objectives and the 
Antarctic environment. (Auth. , mod. ) 

H-3953 616(*7) 

Barashkov, Q. A. 
MORBIDITY RATE ON AN ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION. 
(Zabolevaemost' v AntarkticheskoY ekspedi_tsii.] Text 
in Russian. Sovet. Med., 27(6):146-148, incl. table, 
June 1963. -

DLC, R91.S68 

The various health disturbances of the 104 men of the 
5th Soviet expedition are described in relation to five 
stages, distinguished according to the work performed 
and the climatic conditions prevailing. The stages 
are: (1) Jan. -March, the period of long working . 
hours under intense solar radiation and characterized 
by prevalent sunburn, occurrences of angi~a pectoris, 
arthralgia, and sleep disturbances; (2) Apr!! - May, 
in which the onset of winter produced a variety of 
psychological and physical disorders; (3) June - Aug., 
in which the personnel were mainly confined indoors 
and the occurrences of arthralgia, sleep disturbances, 
muscular pains, and headaches increased; ( 4_) Sept. -
Oct. , marked by lessening of climatic severity but 
not by a reduction in cardiac, vascular, and muscular 
pains; and (5) Nov. - Jan., in whic~ exposure to solar 
radiation caused increased exhaustion and somnolence, 
but no cases of angina pectoris, arthralgia, or mus -
cular pains occurred and sound sleep retll;ned. The 
frequency of six types of health problems 1s given for 
each of the five stages. The wound-healing process, 

· stomatological problems, disadaptation neuroses,. 
hypertension, and cardiovascular disorders are dis-

cussed. 
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H-3959 613. 11(*7) 

Barashkov, G. A. 
NATURE OF ANTARCTICA AND ITS EFFECT ON 
MAN. [Priroda Antarktidy i ee vliianie nacheloveka.] 
Text in Russian. In: Nauchnoe soveshchanie po 
problemam meditsinskol geografii, Problemy 
meditsinskol geografii; doklady. 1. soveshchanie, 
1962. Leningrad, 1962, p. 56-57. 

DLC, RA791. N35 

In Antarctic cold acclimatization, protective reac
tions and regenerative processes are decreased With 
depression of phagocytic activity of leukocytes. Wind 
magnifies the cooling action of air and has an effect 
on the psychoneurotic condition of polar personnel 
With the approach of the polar night, hypotonicity, 
leukopenia, and lowering of immunobiological 
activity are observed. Lack of daylight seems to be 
one of the causes of nervous system disorders and 
the slowing of regenerative and reparative processes. 
A rigid daily schedule and regular contact with the 
homeland considerably improve the condition of the 
winter personnel. Fatigue, flabbiness, poor health, 
decline of wound processes, and the appearance 
of hypovitaminosis during the polar day, the 
correlation between cardiovascular disturbances, 
and the decrease in acidic reduction processes of an 
organism are re lated to environmental factors. 
Experimental wound-process studies showed that 
tightly-covered wounds heal well and uncovered 
wounds heal slowly due to lowering of total reactivity 
of the organism and to the absence of bacteria. In 
the acclimatization process continuous improvement 
in sloughing of dead tissue from the wound due to 
activization of fermentative processes in the wound 
is observed. Simultaneously, decrease in epithe
lization occurs, resulting in a decline in wound 
processes, as was observed in dogs with a prolonged 
stay in the Antarctic. 

H-3960 613. 11:616. 1(*746) 

Shastin, L V. 
SOME PECULIARITIES OF ACCLIMATIZATION OF 
ANTARCTIC POLAR PERSONNEL. (0 nekotorykh 
osobennostffikh akklimatizatsii pol.!arnikov v 
Antarktide. ] Text in Russian. In: Nauchnoe 
soveshchanie po problemam medifsinskol geografii, 
Problemy meditsinskol geografii; doklady. 1. 
soveshchanie, 1962. Leningrad, 1962, p. 58-59. 

DLC, RA791, N35 
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Cardiovascular disturbances arising in the course of 
meteorological disadaptation neurosis were observed 
in a significant number of the 100 men wintering at 
Mirnyy who underwent observation during the course 
of a year. The main symptoms include chest pains, 
dyspnea, bioelectric and contractile disturbances of 
the miocardium, and pathologic reactions to a 
proportioned load. Disorder in the vasomotor 
regulation is expressed in instability of arterial 
pressure, which should be treated With sedatives. 

H-3961 613. 11(*7-11) 

Deriapa, N. R. 
FUNCTIONAL ORGANIC CHANGES rn THE ACCLI
MATIZATION PROCESS rn ANTARCTICA. [O 
vegetativnykh sdvigakh organizma v protsesse 
ak:klimatizatsii v Antarktide. ] Text in Russian. In: 
Nauchnoe soveshchanie po problemam meditsinskol 
geografii, Problemy medifsinskol geografii; doklady. 
1. soveshchanie, 1962. Leningrad, 1962, p. 59-60. 

DLC, RA791. N35 

Systematic observations were conducted or\ the health 
and acclimatization of personnel at Mirnyy and 
participants in an oversnow traverse along the 
Mirnyy-Komsomol' skaya-Sovetskaya-Vostok route 
during the 1960-62 Soviet Antarctic expedition, for 
the purposes of studying the functional conditions of 
the autonomic nervous system, and the cardiovascular, 
respiratory, and other body systems. Factors of the 
external environment were studied for comparison 
of geographical and medical material. During the 
winter 4 examinations of the 90 participants were 
made. The material concerning the autonomic 
nervous system is analyzed. Despite the unpleasant 
natural phenomena encountered in the Antarctic, 
especially pronounced in the interior regions, the 
general health state of the winter personnel was 
satisfactory. The studied reflexes were more 
disturbed in the Soviet Plateau area than in the 
coastal area (near Mirnyy), but usually did not 
exceed the limits of physiological adaptability of the 
healthy organism in the acclimatization process. 

See also: 
A-23!3" 
F-2332 
G-3617 
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1-2023 551.557(*726.54} 

Giles, Brian D. 
UPPER WIND FREQUENCIES AT THE ARGENTil'ffi 
ISLANDS, GRAHAM LAND, 1954-58, Brit, Antarctic 
Survey Bull,, No. 4:39-55, incl. tables, graphs, 
Sept. 1964. 4 refs. 

DLC, GPRR 

Analysis of 444 radiosonde and pilot balloon flights 
reveals seasonal frequencies which indicate a simi
larity between summer and autumn, and between win
ter and spring. The higher the frequency density, 
the more persistent the winds, and the lower densi
ties show that these winds are infrequent. The 
general decrease in the value of the isopleths as 
height increases shows that the winds have a normal 
distribution, and at no level do the results indicate a 
true circular distribution. When the annual diagrams 
are considered the vector mean wind lies inside the 
largest isopleth at all levels except the surface, 
16,000, 20,000, 27,000, 30,000 and 60,000 ft. In 
the seasonal diagrams (up to 50, 000 ft) the vector 
mean wind is enclosed by the largest isopleth at 6 
levels in summer, 9 levels in autumn, 6 levels in 
winter, and only 4 levels in spr ing. (See I-1097] 

I-2047 551. 506(*82, *84} 

Yanagawa, Saburo, Isamu Kotake and Kanau Matsuike 
STATISTIC OF WEATHER IN THE ANTARCTIC 
OCEAN, [Kaiyo-Maru ni yoru kisho kansoku.] Text 
m Japanese with English summary. Antarctic Rec, 
(Tokyo}, No. 19:80-84, incl. tables, map, March 
1963. 

DLC, Orientalia Div. 

Hourly surface pressure, air temperature, cloud 
cover, and wind data were collected from a ship in 
the Indian and South Atlantic Oceans. A map showing 
the track of the vessel is included and the data. are 
tabulated. [See J-2044] 

I-2067 551. 50. 008(*7} 

Skliarov, V. M. 
PREPARATION FOR THE WORK OF THE AERO
METEOROLOGICAL DETACHMENT OF THE NINTH 
~OVIET ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION. [Podgotovka k 
iabote aerometeorologicheskogo otriada 9-1 Sovetsko1 
anta.rktichesko1 ekspeditSii. ] Text in Russian. 
Meteorol. gidrol. (Moscow), No. 6:43-45, June 1964. 

DLC, QC851. M27 

Preparations in the U.S. S. R. for meteorological 
work on the Ninth Soviet Antarctic Expedition are 
described. Particular attention is o-iven to the prob
lem of selecting the proper personn~l. Preparation 
0~ the work program and specialized pre-departure 
t, ammg are discussed. The care taken in ensuring 
adequate supplies and equipment is discussed and 
the testing of instruments to be used in the A,;tarctic 
Is described. The principal objectives of the detach-
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ment are as follows: (1) collection of synoptic, 
meteorological, actinometric, aerological, and other 
data needed for study of Antarctic atmospheric circu
lation and climate and determination of the influence 
of Antarctica on general circulation of the atmos
phere for improvement of weather forecasting; (2) 
study of the formation, development, and breakup of 
shore ice and the hydrological conditions of coastal 
waters; (3) participation in the IQSY program. In 
comparison with previous expeditions, plans call for 
inclusion of ozonometric observations at Mirnyy, an 
increase in the number of daily aerological observa
tions at special intervals at all stations, and greater 
attention to ice research at Mirnyy. 

I-2073 551. 513(*7) 

Davydova, N. G. 
THE PROBLEM OF THE DISTRIBUTION AND 
PRINCIPAL TRACKS OF CYCLONES AND ANTI
CYCLONES IN THE SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE. [K 
voprosu o raspredelenii i osnovnykh putiakh dvizhe
niia (siklonov i antitSiklonov v iuzhnom polusharii. ] 
Text in Russian. Moscow. Gosud. Okeanogr. Inst. , 
Trudy, 72:46-56, incl. table, maps, 1964. 9 refs. 

DLC, GCl. M58 

The purpose of this investigation was the compilation 
of charts of the averaged paths of cyclones and anti
cyclones for Jan. and July and charts of the _mean 
frequency of recurrence of pressure formations f~r 
these months, mainly for the ocean areas from 2~ to 
70°S for the Soviet Atlas of Antarctica. The uut1al 
data'were largely reports from IGY Antarctic sta
tions, supplemented by data from South Africa. Sum
mer and winter active cyclonic activity 1s observed 
mostly in the high latitudes, from 50°S to the shores 
of Antarctica, where there is a high frequency of 
cyclones. In winter there is an intensification of 
meridional atmospheric circulation as a result of an 
increase in the frequency of cyclones in the more 
northerly latitudes (30~50°S}, and also, as a result _of 
a certain increase in the frequency of anticyclones ll1 

the high latitudes (Graham Land, to the south of the 
Great Australian Bight, to the south of New Zealand, 
and elsewhere). The maximum frequency of cyclones 
in summer and winter is generally encountered rn six 
principal regions, among them the north,~estern part 
of the Weddell Sea, the region between Mirnyy and 
Wilkes Stations, George V Coast.and the Ross Sea. 
It is possible that the embayments of the . Antarctic . 
o-lacial coast can be attributed to the stationary posi
tion of the cyclones in these regions, where there is 
a transport of warmer air in the forward parts of 
cyclones and therefore persistent meltrng of the coast. 
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1-2083 061(100): 551. 5{*7) 

Phillpot, H. R. 
INTERNATIONAL ANTARCTIC ANALYSIS CENTRE. 
Polar Rec., g(77):225-228, incl. table, May 1964. 
Also: SCAR Bull. No. 17:326- 329, May 1964. Also: 
WMO Bull. , .!!(3): 150-151, July 1962, 

DLC, G575. P6; QC851, W63 

After 5 years of operation the achievements and cur
rent activity of the IAAC are discussed. The analysis 
program at present consists of the contour analysis of 
the surface (1000 mb contours), 700, 500, and 300 
mb constant pressure charts for GMT over the area 
extending from the South Pole to about 30°8. Related 
projects of individual meteorologists are not listed 
but include aspects of the general circulation over the 
high southern latitudes and extending up to about the 
30 km level; the behavior of surface pressure, i. e. , 
a study of the behavior of pressure pulsations; synop
tic aspects of the katabatic wind problem; an attempt 
to draw inferences in the South American sector 
about the upper wind regime from the established 
precipitation wave; and in addition, climatic assess
ments of Antarctica. The work has been assisted, 
particularly in communications, by Argentina, 
France, New Zealand, South Africa, the United 
Kingdom and the U. S. A. , and generally by the 
cooperation of all the national bases in Antarctica. 
The primary task is to produce a series of well
analyzed circumpolar charts which can form the 
basis of research and investigation into problems of 
Antarctic and high southern latitude meteorology. 
!CSU and WMO are aiding in the operation of the cen
ter by providing financial and professional support. 
The aims of the support program are listed. 

I-2090 551. 465. 7(*80) 

Charnock, H. 
ENERGY TRANSFER BY THE ATMOSPHERE AND 
THE SOUTHERN OCEAN. Roy. Soc. London, Proc. , 
Ser. A, 281(1384):6-14, incl. tables, graphs, diagr. , 
Aug. 25,1964. 22 refs. 

DLC, Q41. L7 

The general features of the weather of the southern 
ocean are a predominantly zonal mean flow, with 
strong west winds disturbed by traveling depressions 
and anticyclones. The main differences from the 
meteorology of the corresponding latitudes of the 
Northern Hemisphere are linked to the different 
distribution of land and sea and to the greater meri
dional temperature gradient of the Southern Hemi
sphere. The atmospheric heat balance south of 40°S 
has been studied for periods of one month and for 10° 
latitude zones. A radiation deficit has been found 
over all the area which is balanced by heat transfer 
across latitude circles. It has been found that the 
only non -trivial annual contributions are the transfer 
of latent heat and sensible heat across the Antarctic 
b?u!1da_ry. The latent heal needed to balance the pre
c l[!1tation and possible accumulation is about 1 to 2 x 
1021 cal/ yr. The sensible heat transfer, calculated 
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from upper air observations round the perimeter of 
Antarctica, totals 13 x 1021 cal/ yr , and the radiative 
heat loss is about 11 x 1021 cal/ yr. It has been ten
tatively concluded that the direct effect of the Ant
arctic Convergence [J-2089] on the atmosphere 
is limited to the near- surface layers. Recent work 
emphasizes the role of the southern ocean in trans
porting heat. The heat transfer across 60°S has been 
estimated at 25 x 1021 cal/ yr. The cold polar region 
constitutes a source and the subpolar low-pressure 
belt a sink of relative cyclonic vorticity. 

I-2093 551. 5(*7) 

Dolganov, L. V. and L. A Zhdanov 
EXPERIMENTAL WORK OF THE AEROMETEORO
LOGICAL DETACHMENT OF THE SEVENTH ANT
ARCTIC CONTINENTAL EXPEDITION. [Iz opyta 
raboty aerometeorologicheskogo otrfada 7-'1 Konti
nental'no'1 antarktichesko'1 ekspedifsii. ] Text in Rus
sian. Meteorol. gidrol. (Moscow), No. 12:31- 32, 
Dec. 1963. Ref. 

DLC, QC851. M27 

Meteorological and actinometric observations were 
made 4 times daily in 1962, including wind-velocity 
soundings at Mirnyy and Novolazarevskaya Stations. 
The new methods and apparatus used are described 
and evaluated. Much of the material was exchanged 
with stations of other countries for the compilation of 
synoptic and other data. The data on the atmospheric 
circulation and climate of the Antarctic are useful in 
studying their effects on general atmospheric circula
tion. The 1962 weather maps show a sharply defined 
zonation of the atmosphere; the data also show 1962 
to have been more severe meteorologically than pre
vious years. 

I-2100 551. 506. 5(*7-11) 

Efimova, N. A. 
METHODS AND RESULTS OF TEMPERATURE AND 
WIND RADIO SOUNDINGS. (Metodika i rezul'taty 
temperaturno-vetrovogo radiozondirovaniia. ] Text 
in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskala Eksped. , Trudy, 
25, Part 1, 518p., incl. tables, Part 2, 447p., Incl. 
tables, 1962. 

DLC, G860. S63 

The two parts of this volume consist of 13 tables ~I 
meteorological data collected during the third Soviet 
Antarctic Expedition, 1958-59, at Mirnyy, Oazis, 
Vostok, Pionerskaya, and Sovetskaya Stations. The 
tables include data on air temperature, wind, and 
atmospheric structure. Part 2 is a continuation of 
Table 12. The apparatus used for collecting the data 
is described and a brief outline is given of the con
tents of each table. 
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I-2137 551. 506. 5(*7) 

Borovikov, A M. and N. A. Efimova 
METEOROLOGICAL I.ND AEROLOGICAL OBSERVA
TIONS ON THE D/E [DIESEL ELECTRlCl "OB'." 
(Meteorologicheskie i aerologicheskie nabll.udeni!a 
na d/e "Ob' . "] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkti
cheskala Eksped., Trudy, 27:5- 235, incl. tables, 
1962. -
DLC, G860. S63 

The 2 tables given are based on observations made 
during the third Soviet Antarctic Expedition (1957- 58) 
on the Ob', en route and at various stations. The 
meteorological and aerological equipment and meth
ods are described, as well as the processing of the 
observational data; 1699 meteorological observations 
and 186 radio soundings were made. 

1-2138 551. 506. 5(*7) 

Vorob'ev, I. E. and S. A. Smirnov 
METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS. [Meteoro
logicheskie nabll.udeni!a. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. 
Antarkticheska!a Eksped., Trudy, 28:5-709, incl. 
tables, 1962. -

DLC, G860. S63 

Daily, hourly, and monthly values are given of 
meteorological observations made at 7 U. S. S. R 
stations during the third Soviet Antarctic Expedition, 
1957-59. Methods and processing of observational 
data are described. 

I-2139 551. 521. 12(*7-11) 

Shkollar, L. F. 
ACTINOMETRlC OBSERVATIONS. [ Aktinometri
cheskie nabliudeni!a. J Text in Russian. Sovet. 
Antarkticheska!a Eksped., Trudy, 29:5-403, incl. 
tables, 1962. -

DLC, G860. S63 

Actinometric observations and hourly sums of radia
tion are given in two tables. The data were compiled 
from observations made at 6 U. S.S. R stations dur
ing the third Soviet Antarctic Expedition, 1957-59. 
T_he equipment, methods, and processing of the mate
nat are described. 

I-2140 551. 506. 5(*746, *747, *733) 

Galgerov, S. S. and N. A. Efimova 
METHODS AND RESULTS OF AEROLOGICAL OB
SERVATIONS OF THE FOURTH CONTINENTAL EX
PED~ION. (Metodika i rezul'taty aerologicheskikh 
nabbudenil chetvertol kontinental'nol ekspedi!sii. ] 
Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheska!a Eksped. , 
Trudy, 33:6-723, incl. tables 1963 

DLC, G860. S63 ' . 
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The volume consists of 10 tables of data compiled 
from aerological observations made during the fourth 
Soviet Antarctic Expedition in 1959 at Mirnyy, 
Vostok, and Lazarev stations. The personnel, 
methods, and results are discussed. The tables 
include distribution of radiosonde ascents by months, 
mean ascent height, and temperature, wind, and 
atmospheric structure data. 

1- 2143 551. 506. 5(*7-11) 

Vorob'ev, I. E. 
METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS. (Meteoro
logicheskie nabliudeniia. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. 
Antarkticheskaia Eksped. , Trudy, 42, 389p. , incl. 
tables, 1964. 3 refs. -

DLC, G860. S63 

A description is given of the methods and apparatus 
used in gathering meteorological data during the 
fourth Soviet Antarctic Expedition in 1958-1960 at 
Mirnyy, Komsomol'skaya, Vostok and Lazarev Sta
tions. The tables include daily, hourly, and monthly 
values of temperature, pressure, absolute and rela
tive humidities, and wind speed. 

I-2177 551. 510. 53:551. 507. 362. 1(*764) 

Rotolante, R A. and A. M. Parra 
METEOROLOGICAL ROCKET DATA PROFILE OF 
THE STRATOSPHERE, McMURDO, ANTARCTICA 
J. Geophys. Res. , 70(4):749-755, incl. table, graphs, 
map, Feb. 15, 1965. 9 refs. 

DLC, QC811. J6 

The stratosphere above McMurdo station, as deter
mined from the first systematic meteorological 
rocket probes in Antarctica, is described.. These 
probes were made with Areas rockets equipped with 
modified AN/ AMT-4 transmitters and associated . 
temperature-sensing and calib~ation in_strumentahon. 
Winds were determined by a triangulation procedure 
in which two ground meteorological detector systems 
were used. The data, taken from early winter 
through early summer, 1962, demonstrate th_e slow,. 
then rapid, buildup of the wintertime westerbes, their 
subsequent destruction, and the accompanying 
stratospheric warming. A strong reversal of the 
meridional winds is evident at the time of the warm
ing, and the wintertime westerlies are repl~ced by 
weak and erratic easterlies. These easterhes appear 
to begin at the top and desce~d through th~ strato
sphere. There is no indication that the wintertime 
circulation is disrupted by a period of stormy,_ 
erratic winds, as occurs in the Northern Hemisphere. 
(Auth. , mod. ) 
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I-2216 551. 524, 77:551, 510 

Kurilova, fu. V. and I. A. Khvostikov 
CLASSIFICATION OF ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERA
TURE STRATIFICATION TO HEIGHTS OF 45 KM. 
(Tipizatsii'a temperaturno't stratifikatsii atmosfery 
do vysot 45 km. ] Text in Russian. ~ntral. Aerol. 
Observ. , Trudy, 52:53-59 , incl. tables, graphs, 
1964. 5 refs. -

DLC, QC851. T8Al 

Rocket measurements of temperature to heights 
of 45 km were made in the northern and southern 
polar regions, temperate latitudes, and in tropical 
regions. The stratification curves for the extra
tropical lat itudes consisted of three layers of differ
ent sign and magnitude: the troposphere and the 
upper and lower stratosphere. The principal differ
ences between the tropical and extratropical strati
fication curves were in the heights of inflection and 
in the large values of the gradients in the two lower 
layers. stratification, characterized by the onset of 
a weak inversion directly from the tropopause, was 
usually observed in the polar latitudes and in the 
temperate latitudes. A clear seasonal variation of 
stratification types was observed only in the polar 
latitudes. At identical latitudes in the Northern and 
Southern Hemispheres, in general , there are identi
cal types. 

1-2217 551. 524, 77:551, 510 

Rfazanova, L. A. 
PECULIARlTIES OF THE TEMPERATURE REGIME 
OF THE 25- TO 50-KM LAYER (Osobennosti 
temperaturnogo rezhima sloi'a 25-50 km.] Text in 
Russian. '.t'"Sentral. Aerol. Observ. , Trudy, 52:60-
66, incl. tables, 1964. 4 refs. -

DLC, QC851. T8Al 

An analysis of rocket sounding data has been made to 
determine the temperature profile of the two sub
layers found in the 25- to 50-km atmospheric layer. 
These finds, as applied to the polar (80° to 60°) and 
temperate (60° to 40°) zones, led to the following 
conclusions: (1) temperature field of the strato
sphere in the 80° to 40° latitude range and the 25- to 
5?-km layer iS divided into two sublayers, based on 
diurnal and annual variation; (2) short-period tem
perature changes are caused mainly by nonradiation 
factors; (3) annual temperature changes in both lati
tude zones usually correspond to annual variation of 
the radiation balance; and (4) maximum amplitude 
values of annual temperature variations are observed 
in the 30- to 40-km layer. With an increase of lati
tude from 50° to 80°, the layer of amplitude values 
gradually descends from 40 to 30 km. 
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1-2228 536. 24:551. 52:551. 55(*7) 

Vinje , Torgny E. 
THE COOLING POWER IN ANTARCTICA. Norsk 
Polarinst., Arbok 1961, p. 7-22 , incl. tables, 
graphs , diagr. , map, 1962. 18 refs. 

DLC, G575. 078 

The cooling power at Norway Station was measured 
with kata-thermometers (Katas) for air temperatures 
(Ta) between +1 and -41°C, and for wind speeds (v) at 
the 10-m level up to 27 m/ sec. The linear propor
t ionality of the cooling power (H) to (36. 5 - Ta) , for 
a constant wind speed, is shown to hold within this 
temperature interval for a wind speed less than 
about 12 m/ sec. Four Katas were used, each giving 
different values of the cooling power for equal 
meteorological conditions. The maximum deviation 
was about ± 20%. The differences are probably due 
to calibration errors , subjective errors, and dis
similarities in bulb shape. Based on two of the 
Katas, Kata-formulas for Antarct ica and Europe are 
similar, despite the dissimilar climates of the two 
areas. The Kata-formula is H = (a + bvm) 9, where 
a, b, and m are constants and 9 = (36. 5 - Ta). 
Lehmann found that m decreases with increasing 
vertical stability in the airmass. The Norway Sta
tion studies gave m = 0. 42, which is lower than any 
of Lehmann's values , due probably to the relatively 
high vertical stability in Antarctica. Little or no 
effect was noticed of the short-wave radiation on 
cooling power when the latter exceeded 40 
mcal/ cm2/ sec, so the formulas should give an ex
pression of the cooling effect of the air and long
wave radiation only. Monthly and annual means of 
the cooling power were calculated for most Antarctic 
stations and some stations in Europe. At H < 25, 
sunbathing is possible in midsummer; at H >65, 
there is risk of freezing of exposed human skin; at 
H > 110, there is riSk of quick freezing of exposed 
human skin. (Auth. , mod.) 

I-2243 551. 577. 13(*7-ll) 

Matveev, A. A. 
CHEMICAL BALANCE OF ATMOSPHERIC PRECIPI
TATION SALTS IN ANTARCTICA. (Khimicheski1 
balans sole't atmosfernykh osadkov v Antarktide.] 
Text in Russian. In: Antarktika: Dokl. Komis. , 
1961. Moskva, Izd-vo Akad. nauk SSSR, 1962, P-
18-26, incl. tables , graphs, maps. 

DLC, G576. A65 

The chemical balance of salts falling with atmo
spheric precipitation over Antarctica was investi-. 
gated between Mirnyy and Vostok Stations. ~he dis
tribution of Cl concentration, distribution of ion_ 
totals, and the variation of amount of precipitation 
with altitude of the plateau were measured. In East 
Antarctica the concentration of salts in atmospheric 
precipitation falling on the coasts varies between _3 
and 110 mg/1. The mineral content of atmospheric 
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precipitation at Pravda Coast ranges usually between 
5 and 20 mg/1 (See I-750, I-1321 ]. In the cen-
tral regions it falls to 1. 3 mg/ I. Mineral content 
and ionic ratios do not remain constant as the amount 
of precipitation diminishes (e.g., inland). The 
chemical composition of snow from the interior is 
identical with that of atmospheric precipitation from 
coastal cyclones. The chemical composition of snow 
along the Mirnyy-Vostok profile is similar in all sea
sons--from NaCl through intermediate types to 
caco3. A map shows the hydrochemical zones in 
the regions investigated. 

I-2271 551. 524. 7(*7) 

Alt, Jean, Georges Barbe and Eugene Reininger 
NOTE ON STRATOSPHERIC REHEATING IN THE 
1963 SPRING OVER THE SOUTHERN INDIAN 
OCEAN AND THE EAST ANTARCTIC. [Note sur le 
rechauffement stratospherique du printemps 1963 
au-dessus de l' ocean Indien austral et de l' Antarc
tique oriental. ] Text in French. Acad. sci. , Compt. 
rend. (Paris), 260(7):2033-2036, incl. graphs, map , 
Feb. 15, 1965. 

DLC, Q46. Al4 

Radiosonde temperatures measured on Aug. 17 and 
22 over Kerguelen Is. show a rapid rise of 13°C at 
the 50-mb level. To explain this anomaly, a study 
was made of temperature variations over the Indian 
Ocean and East Antarctica between Aug. 1 and Nov. 
30. The reheating observed at Kerguelen was also 
rec~rded at Amsterdam L , and Wilkes and Mirnyy 
Stations. A second reheating (about 20°C}, longer 
antl more important, occurred from Sept. 2 to Sept. 
16 in the sector from Campbell I. to Victoria Land. 
During Oct. successive temporary reheating 
occurred over the ocean between Antarctica and 
southern Australia. Comparisons of temperature 
curves at 50 mb were also made for Amundsen
Scott, Vostok, and Mirnyy stations, and Kerguelen 
and Amsterdam Is. The reheating observed in Aug. 
appears to have been the first such event to occur in 
the middle latitudes. The last of the series was re
sponsible for the acceleration of the rising tempera
tures in the Antarctic stratosphere. 

I-2278 551. 524. 32(*762/ *764} 

Nichols, Robert L. and Donald G. Ball 
FOUR-FOLD CHECK ON MEAN ANNUAL TEM
PERATURE, McMURDO SOUND ANTARCTICA. 
J3. Gflaciol. , _:!(39): 353-355, incl.1 graphs, Oct. 1964. 

res. 
DLC, GB2401. J68 

The mean annual sea-level air temperature in the 
M~Murdo Sound area was determined from a 15. 2-m 
drill hole in bedrock at Marble Point (-20. o•c), 6 ice 
pits and drill holes in the Wilson Piedmont Glacier 
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(-20. 0°C}, sea-ice thickness measurements near 
Marble Point (slightly above 17. 0°C), mean annual 
air temperatures at Hut Point for 1902, 1903, 1908-
09, 1911, and 1912 {-17. 4°C), and from mean annual 
air temperatures at the Williams Air Operations 
Facility (near Hut Point} for 1957-63 (-17, 7° C). The 
average of 318 sea-ice thickness measurements was 
243 cm for the period Nov. 17-Dec. 10, 1958. The 
mean annual temperature necessary to form this ice 
was calculated from the freezing point of the water, 
thermal conductivity of the ice, specific heat of the 
ice , and the time element involved {l year). 

I-2280 551. 55:551. 513(8/*772) 

Schwerdtfeger, Werner and David W. Martin 
THE ZONAL FLOW OF THE FREE ATMOSPHERE 
BETWEEN l0N AND 80S, IN THE SOUTH AMERI
CAN SECTOR J. Appl. Meteorol. , 3(6):726-733, 
incl. tables, graphs, Dec. 1964. 21 refs. 

DLC, QC851. A66 

Data from all available sources were used to con
struct vertical cross sections of the seasonal mean 
flow of the atmosphere between 900 and 30 mb, over 
the western and southern part of South America. 
Monthly zonal wind profiles are presented for the 
subpolar region where the stratospheric circumpolar 
westerlies in late winter are strongest. For these 
latitudes, an extrapolation of the zonal wind up to the 
10-mb level is attempted. (Auth. ) 

I-2281 551. 582. 1 (*2} 

Jackson, C. I. 
SOME CLIMATOLOGICAL GRUMBLES--PT. l 
Weather, 18(9):278-282, incl. tables, diagrs., Sept. 
1963. 5 refs. 

DLC, QC851. W4 

Some fallacies are discussed which concern the rea
sons for the cold of the polar regions. Explanations 
usually begin, correctly, by pointi_ng out_ the c?ntrast 
between the relatively small quantity of mcommg 
solar radiation that is absorbed by the earth's su r
face in polar regions , and the amount radiated t_o 
space by the surface and the atmosphere above 1t. 
One incomplete reason often suggested is that the 
path length of the incoming rays is longer in polar 
regions , thus allowing a greater deg~ee_ of absorp 
tion by the atmosphere. This effect 1s m fact n_eg
ligible. The second reason that is frequently given 
is that the obliqueness of the solar beam to the 
earth's surface varies so that the same amount of 
solar energy is distributed over a larger area at the 
poles than at the equator. This is an important 
effect but is not i.n itself complete. The complete 
answer lies in a discussion of the albedo of t~e re
gion. The main contributo1·y factors to the high 
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albedo of the polar regions are the large amount of 
cloud cover in the polar day and the efficient reflec
tive properties of the surface. During the summer 
another factor which helps to reduce the proportion 
of absorbed solar radiation is the latent heat which 
is used in melting ice or evaporating moisture. 

I-2311 551. 510. 528(*746) 

Fedorov, ftJ. K. 
RESULTS OF THE DETERMrnATION OF TROPO
PAUSE CHARACTERISTICS FROM RADIOSONDE 
DATA OF THE MIRNYY ANTARCTIC OBSERVATORY 
IN JULY-AUGUST 1958. [Rezul'taty opredelenifa 
kharakteristik tropopauzy po dannym radiozondirovan
ifa antarkticheskoI observatorii MirnyI v i!ille-avguste 
1958 g. J Moscow. 'fllentral. Inst. Prognozov, Trudy 
No. 118:34-40, incl. tables, diagrs., 1962. 4 refs. ' 

DLC1 QC851.M64 

The analysis of 117 radiosonde flights at Mirnyy Sta
tion in July-Aug. 1958 revealed a slow temperature 
decrease in the tropopause during the coldest months. 
The minimum temperature surface and the maximum 
wind velocity layer were situated much above the low
er tropopause boundary and could not be used for de
termination of the height of the tropopause. Charts of 
isobaric topography showed that the tropopause 
boundaries are inaccurately defined during a varia
tion of the high altitude isobaric field. 

h2314 551. 506. 5(*7) 

Grange, J. J. la 
METEOROLOGY. 1. SHACKLETON, SOUTHICE 
AND THE JOURNEY ACROSS ANTARCTICA. Trans
Antarctic Exped. , 1955-1968, Scient. Repts. No. 
13, 87p, , incL illus. , tables, graphs, diagrs. , 
maps, append. , 1963. 43 refs. 

DLC, Q115. T7 

This report concerns the meteorological observations 
of the Trans-Antarctic Expedition (TAE) between de
parture from South Georgia in Dec, 1955 and arrival 
at Scott Station in March 1958, The detailed tables of 
observations for each segment of the expedition are 
grouped as follows: (1) the voyage of the M. V. 
Theron from South Georgia into the Weddell Sea 
(2) Shackleton (March 1956-Oct. 1957), (3) Southice 
(Feb. 1957-Dec, 1957), (4) sledge journey to 
Vahsel Bay, (5) depot journey south, (6) Shackleton 
to South1ce, (7) Southice to Scott Station. The ob
jects of the meteorological program were to obtain 
information from this largely unknown area to 
satisfy the requirements of the IGY as far :.S practi
c_able ,. and to provide weather information to expedi
tion _aircraft. The report presents certain sum
marized data, together with information on instru
ments and procedure, with notes on practical prob
lems encountered, Topics discussed include deter-
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minations of pressure , surface wind, fohn, tempera
ture, humidity, clouds, visibility, meteors 
{classed as electro- , photo- , litho- , and hydro
meteors), and radiation. An appendi.x of visual 
auroral observations (by S. Evans) iS included, 
along with illustrations showing various cloud and 
ice formations. 

I-2321 551. 513(546. 264](*7) 

Bolin, B, and C. D. Keeling 
LARGE-SCALE ATMOSPHERIC MIXING AS DE
DUCED FROM THE SEASONAL AND MERIDIONAL 
VARIATIONS OF CARBON DIOXIDE. J. Geophys. 
Res,, 68(13):3899-3920, Incl. tables, graphs, map, 
July 1, 1963. 6 refs. 

DLC1 QC811, J6 

Representative data on the variations of CO2 in the 
atmosphere are presented, The data reveal a pre
sumably natural source in the tropical oceanic areas 
and the industrial source of midlatitudes. Using a 
simple model of large-scale exchange, the meridional 
eddb exchange coefficient is computed to be about 3 x 
101 cm2/ sec, and the meridional transport from 
tropical to north polar areas is computed to be about 
2 x 1010 metric tons of CO2 per year, An analysis 
of the seasonal variation shows that land vegetation 
north of 45°N is responsible for a net consumption of 
CO2 of about 1, 5 x 1010 tons during the vegetation 
period in summer. Data were collected by continuous 
land and ship stations as well as by aircraft. Data 
were taken at Little America from Feb, 1958 to Oct, 
1958', and at the South Pole from June 1960 to April 
1962, Samples were taken in the South Pacific Ocean 
area on the Monsoon Cruise (Feb. 1961-April 1961, 
to 65°S) and the Downwind Cruise (Oct. 1957-Dec, 
1957, to 50°S). It is concluded that CO2 is an excel
lent tracer for the study of atmospheric mixing pro• 
cesses. More data are needed, however, to make 
full ·use of it. (Auth. , mod. ) 

I-2329 551, 326. 7:551. 464:551. 510, 41: 
546. 264(*7) 

Miyake, Y. and S, Matsuo 
A ROLE OF SEA ICE AND SEA WATER IN THE ANT· 
ARCTIC ON THE CARBON DIOXIDE CYCLE IN THE 
ATMOSPHERE. Papers Meteorol. Geophys. (Tokyo), 
14(2):120-1251 incl, table, graph, Sept. 1963, 12 
refs. 

DLC, OrientaliaDiv, 

According to an analysis of gas inclusions in Antarctic 
sea ice, the CO2 content was 0. 1 to 0. 5 ml/ kg at 
NTP [normal temperature and pressure]. On the 
other hand, Torti tl l!J..{1959) showed that the partial 
pressure of CO2 in sea water is often as high as 6 x 
lo-4 atm, The amount of CO2 which escapes from sea 
ice and sea water during the summer months is est!· 
mated, The results show that although the increase 
in the CO2 concentration in the air as a result of this 
escaped CO2 is small, the total amoW1t of release 
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for sea ice and sea water is 1. 8 x 1013 g/yr and 1. 2 x 
1014 g/yr, respectively. These amounts are compar
able to the rate of production from other sources 
whose importance in the geochemical cycle of COz in 
the atmosphere has been well established, (Auth., 
mod,) 

I-2335 551, 506. 5("'732) 

Hisdal, v. 
VISIBILITY, CLOUDINESS, HUMIDITY AND PRECIP
ITATION (MAUDHEW, 71°03'$ 10° 56'W). Norwe
gian-British-Swedish Antarctic' Expedition 1949-52 
S . R ' ' cient, esults, Vol , 1, Part 2D, Surface Observa -
tions. Oslo, Norsk Polarinst., 1963, p. 185-223, 
me!. tables, graphs, map. 30 refs. 

DLC, Qll5, N84 

Swf~ce observations made during the Norwegian
Brihsh-Swed1sh Antarctic Expedition are tabulated 
and discussed. A discussion of the concept of visibil
ity and the difficulties involved in its estimation is 
given, with special reference to Maudheim. The best 
visibility conditions are found in Nov. and Dec. cor
responding to the frequency variation of fog and mist 
as_ well as snowfall and/ or drifting snow. An examin
ation of the visibility frequency distribution indicates 
that the logarithmic normal distribution is a useful 
approximation. Visibility conditions are considerably 
better (less precipitation and milder winds with less 
drifting of snow) during southerly wind conditions than 
durmg easterly. A linear dependency is suggested be
tween the logarithm of the visual range and the wind 
speed, The inadequate definition of the intervals of 
the international cloud amount scale and the factors 
responsible for systematic misjudgments of the cloud 
amount are discussed. The annual variation of the 
mean cloud amount is not very great, the only marked 
feature _being a minimum in the spring. A diurnal 
change ~s clearly in evidence during the winter half
year, with only a very slight systematic variation in 
summer. The mean wind speed changes considerably 
with the wind direction. A description of instruments 
and then u_se in low temperature conditions is given. 
Problems m precipitation measurements are dis
cussed. 

I-2343 551. 510. 53:551. 571(*764) 

Bro J wn, · A. , Jr. and E. J. Pybus 
STRATOSPHERIC WATER VAPOR SOUNDINGS AT 
~~:~o SOUND, ANTARCTICA: DECEMBER 1960-
incl t [t'Y 1961. J, Atmos. Sci., 21(6):597-602, 

DL'c aQe, graphs, Nov. 1964. 2 refs. 
, C851. A283 

D: are presented from 8 water-vapor soundings 
: ~ with the dew-point hygrometer instrument at 

0 
c urtlo Station. The data are compared with vari

us norlh temperate latitude data, The soundings are 
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too sparse to present a valid time cross section but 
structure (layerin~) is evident on individual so~dings. 
The mean Antarctic summer mixing ratio profile 
shows decreasing moisture to 4 x 10-6 g/g at the 
tropopause, then increasing to 1 x 10-4 g/g at 30 km. 
The Antarctic stratosphere appears to be as moist as 
the mid-latitude stratosphere, but both sets of data 
are influenced by an unknown amount of sample con
tamination. (Auth. mod.) 

I-2364 551. 513(*7) 

Lamb, H. H. 
CIRCULATION OF THE ATMOSPHERE, In: Raymond 
Priestley and others (eds.), Antarctic Research. 
London, Butterworths, 1964, p. 265-277, incl. illus,, 
table, graphs, maps. 

DLC, G880. P7, 1964 

The forces producing motion of the earth's atmosphere 
are discussed, with subsequent emphasis given to 
those forces acting to produce the Antarctic climate. 
Motion is controlled by balance of the forces produced 
by pressure differences, the rotation of the earth, the 
curvature of the air trajectories, and friction. Iso
baric maps are plotted from pressure studies at mean 
sea level and an altitude of approximately 5 km. Ow
ing to relatively low density of warm air, a pressure 
gradient exists in the upper air; pressure increases 
with latitude in both hemispheres. There is a prevail
ing vertical contraction of the air layers over the 
cold zones. The planetary arrangement of the mean 
pressure field at the 5-km level is seen to correspond 
well with the main distribution of heating, and not to 
be much affected by the intricate details of geography. 
There is an implied existence of a single vortex of 
prevailing upper westerly winds over either hemi
sphere. The Southern Hemispher e circulation is 
stronger than the Northern, with a narrowly confined 
development of polar high pressw·e over the Antarctic. 
Synoptic weather maps are included which trace cy
clonic anticyclonic, and frontal patterns over Antarc
tica. 'A discussion of anticyclones, blocking of the 
westerlies, and meridional exchange of air in this 
area follows. 

I-2365 551. 58(*7) 

Lamb, H, H. 
THE CLWATE. In: Raymond Priestley and others 
(eds.), Antarctic Research. London, Butterworths, 
1964, p. 278-291, incl. illus., tables, graphs, maps. 
11 refs. 

DLC, G880.P7, 1964 

A description of the Antarctic climat_e includes tem
perature analyses (air circulation, fohn, and geo
graphic effects), description of katabatic wmds, .. 
strong winds and blizzards, and records of precipi
tation. Seasonal variations in pressure and tempera-
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ture ai·e recorded: (1) the Ross Sea, West Antarctica, 
and the central polar region experience anticyclonic 
and high pressure conditions during Dec. and Jan, 
with the converse occurring during July-Sept., (2) 
Graham Land, the Weddell Sea, and easterly coastal 
areas experience a double cycle with high pressure 
occu1Ting in Dec. and then again in May. Variations 
in wind regime from year to year include (1) differ
ences in the occurrence of blocking anticyclones, or 
of stationary low pressure systems, and (2) depar
tures from the usual date of the quick change-over 
from cyclonic sequences to the anticyclonic regime of 
summer ai·ound the Ross Sea at the end of winter. 
Variations of climate over Antarctica are discussed 
with regard to the effects on the rest of the earth's 
weather patterns, 

1-238'1 551, 5(*7) 551. 324. 414(*7) 
551,578,46:551.521(*7) 

Rusin, N. P. 
METEOROLOGICAL AND RADIATIONAL REGIME 
OF ANTARCTICA. [Meteorologicheskil i radiafsi
onnyt rezhim Antarktidy,] Text in Russian. Lenin
grad, Gidrometeorol, lzd-vo, 1961, 447p., incl, 
illus., tables, graphs, diagrs., maps. 123 refs. 
Eng. transl, by Israel Program for Scient, Transl,, 
Jerusalem, 1964, 355p, 

DLC, QC994. 9. R82; OTS, 64-11097 

The physical characteristics of the Antarctic continent 
are outlined, and the history of rn eteorological and 
heat-balance research in the Antarctic is reviewed. 
The observational data of the entire period of Ant
arctic meteorological observations and research are 
discussed and analyzect,and shown in more than 200 
tables and about 100 graphs. Part 1 of the text is 
devoted to climate, with individual treatment of the 
seasons and the local climate of "oases." Part II 
is devoted to the thermal balance of the snow and ice 
surface,and individual treatment is given to direct, 
scattered, and total radiation, albedo, reflected and 
absorbed radiation, the radiation balance, long-wave 
and effective radiation, turbulent heat and moisture 
exchange, and heat exchange in the snow cover, An 
evaluation of the quality of observational data is based 
on data from 40 stations, 20 of which had at least a 3-
yr observation period, The book is intended to be a 
handbook and reference work for meteorologists, hy
drographers, and polar specialists, 

1-2396 

Kopanev, 1, D. 

551. 554(083, 4)(*746) 
551, 524(083, 4)(*746) 
551,578, 46:536. 5(083, 4)(*746) 

GRADIENT OBSERVATIONS, [Gradientnye nabliil
deni!a,] Text in Russian, Sovet, Antarkticheska!a 
Eksped., Trudy, ~ 66p,, incl, tables, 1964, 

DLC, G860, S63 

The data tabulated In the volwne were collected during 
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the second Soviet continental expedition, 1956 to 1958 
at J',firnyy and Pionerskaya Stations, The 4 tables in: 
elude data on wind velocity at altitudes from 0, 25 to 5 
m, air temperature at altitudes from 0, 25 to 10 m, 
snow-ice cover temperature to a depth of 3. 2 m, 
and snow cover temperatures to a depth of 16 m, Ob
servations for the first 3 tables were made 4 times 
daily; for the fourth, 1 to 3 times monthly. Observa
tion equipment and methods are described. 

1-2414 551, 510. 534(*75, *784. 2) 

vassy, A. 
FIVE YEARS OF OZONE MEASUREMENTS IN THE 
FRENCH STATIONS OF THE SOUTHERN HEMI
SPHERE. [Cinq annees de m~sures ,d'ozone dans 
les stations fram,aises de !'hemisphere austral. ] 
Text in French, T~ (Paris) , No. 28:35-51, incl 
tables, graphs, July-Sept. 1964. 12 refs. 

DLC, G845. F7 

Atmospheric ozone has been measured since the IGY 
at Dumont d'Urville and Kerguelen Is. Mean monthly 
values for each of the last 5 years are given, with 
the mean for all the 5 years, A secondary (winter) 
maximum occurs in both stations in June. At middle 
latitudes the Southern Hemisphere has an excess of 
ozone around 11% more than the Northern Hemi
sphere. The daily values show a probable correla
tion between the winter maximum and upper atmo
sphere phenomena, which could be electron precipi
tation. Maximum and minimum ozone concentrations 
are tabulated; the high values for Adelie Coast are 
due to the lack of destructive causes: low tempera
ture, and absence of vegetation, human implementa
tion and organic debris. Only 15 successful radio
sonde ascents were made for studying the vertical 
distribution of ozone. Maximum concentration at 
Dumont d'Urville occurs at the 21- to 23-km altitude, 
and a little ozone occurs at the base of the strato
sphere. The role of the French stations in the 
Southern Hemisphere is evaluated. 

I-2416 551. 521. 1(551. 510. 42:551. 217. 24] 
(969:*701) 

Flowers, Edwin C. and Herbert J. Viebrock 
SOLAR RADIATION: AN ANOMALOUS DECREASE 
OF DIRECT SOLAR RADIATION. Science, 148 
(3669):493-494, incl. graph, April 23, 1965.9 refs. 

DLC, Ql. S35 

Beginning in Nov. 1963, measurements made at 
Amundsen-Scott station of solar radiation at normal 
Incidence indicate a decrease of from 5 to 78% of the 
normal intensity. Similar measurements made at 
Mauna Loa, Hawaii, show a similar, though smaller, 
reduction. The causal factor is believed to be a 
layer of atmospheric dust resulting from the erup· 
tion of Mt. Agung, Bali, In March 1963. (Auth. , 
mod.) 
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I-2442 

KiZino, G. L and N. N. Eremin 

551. 506. 5(*80) 
551. 521. 1(*80) 

METEOROLOGICAL AND ACTINOMETRIC OBSER
VATIONS. (Meteorologicheskie i aktinometri
cheskie nabl!ildeni!a. J Text in Russian. Sovet. 
Antarkticheska:la Eksped., Trudy, 39:201-228, 
incl. tables, 1963. -

DLC, G860. S63 

Meteorological and actinometric observations were 
made on the Ob' to and from the Antarctic, 1960-61. 
The equipment and methods used for each type of ob
servation are described. Meteorological observa
tions included atmospheric pressure, air and water 
temperatures, .humidity, cloudiness, speed and 
direction of wind, atmospheric phenomena, and the 
appearance and condition of the sea surface. 
Actinometric observations gave data on total radia
tion, reflected radiation, radiation balance, and 
intensity of radiation currents; the latter was 
registered continuously. 

I-2455 551. 513. 2(*7) 

Astapenko, P. D. 
ATMOSPHERIC PROCESSES IN THE HIGH LATI
TUDES OF THE SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE. 
[Atmosfernye pro~essy v vysokikh shirotakh 
iuzhnogo polushari!a. ] Text in Russian. Akad. 
nauk SSSR Mezhduved. geofiz. komt. proved. 
MGG. II razdel progr. MGG: Meteorol. Sb. 
statel, No. 3, 282p. , incl. tables, graphs, maps, 
1960. 155 refs. Eng. transl. by Israel Program 
for Scient. Transl., Jerusalem, 1964, 286p. 

DLC, QC851. A274A2; OTS, 63-11142 

The book is based on general atmospheric circula
tion data collected during the IGY, mainly in 1958 in 
West Antarctica and the South Pole area. Part of the 
data are summarized in mean monthly charts, tables, 
and a daily record of synoptic processes for 1958. 
Topics discussed include the relation between geog
raphy and atmospheric processes of the Southern 
Hemisphere, the nature of weather variations and 
phenomena, atmospheric fronts, cyclones and their 
trajectories, climatic fronts, frequency and rate of 
movement of cyclones and fronts, the anticyclone of 
the troposphere, depressions and the tropopause of 
the Antarctic, circulation and temperature regime of 
the atmosphere, studies of the principal forms of 
synoptic processes, meridional and zonal atmo
spheric circulation, meridional and zonal jet 
streams in the troposphere and stratosphere, the 
prmciples of weather forecasting the relation of 
circulation in Antarctica to that df the entire earth, ~~a1i;

1
g range weather forecasting. [See I-1766, 
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I-2459 551. 51(*7) 

Galgerov, S. S. 
AEROLOGY OF THE POLAR REGIONS. [Aerologi:la 
pol:larnykh ralonov. J Text in Russian. Moskva, 
Gidrometeorol. izd-vo, 1964, 303p. , incl. illus. , 
tables, graphs, diagrs. , maps, append. 418 refs. 
(English translation available. ) 

DLC, QC994. G27; CFSTI 

A brief history is presented of aerological research 
in the Arctic and in East Antarctica. Subsequent 
discussions deal with (1) methods and precision of 
aerological observations, observations in connection 
with the IQSY, and future methods of aerological re
search; (2) general and seasonal peculiarities of 
synoptic processes, orographic influence on circula
tion in the troposphere, and physiographic and oro
graphic effects on general atmospheric circulation 
and climate; (3) preliminary data on the vertical 
structure of stationary and moving cyclones, anti
cyclones, and atmospheric fronts; (4) thermal and 
wind regimes of the troposphere including discus
sions of jet streams, the latitudinal character of the 
wind regime of the Antarctic in winter, and height 
and temperature of the tropopause; and (5) the tem
perature, pressure, wind, and jet streams of the 
stratosphere, radiation balance and heat regime of 
the stratosphere and mesosphere, ozone accumula
tion and the structure of the upper atmosphere. 
Mon'thly wind and temperature variations of various 
atmospheric layers for the following Antarctic sta
tions are tabulated: Novolazarevskaya, Mirnyy, 
Oazis, vostok, Sovetskaya, Lazarev, and Pioner
skaya. (See I-194) 

I-2476 551. 510. 534(*701, *772, *762) 

Aldaz, Luis 
ATMOSPHERIC OZONE IN ANTARCTICA. J. ~o
phys. Res., 70(8):1767-1773, incl. graphs, April 15, 
1965. 15 refs. 

DLC, QC811. J6 

Data for the vertical distribution of ozone, for sur
face ozone and for total ozone collected at Amund
sen-Scott, 'Byrd, and Hallett stations are p~ese~ted 
and analyzed. Although the set of observations_ is not 
complete, the following conclusions appear valid: 
(1) Over the three stations there was no accumula- . 
tion of ozone during the winter. (2) Large changes m 
the thermal structure of the stratosphere are not 
accompanied by large changes in the shape of the 
vertical ozone profile. (3) Surface ozone concentra
tions show a maximum early in the winter, at 1e:i-5t 
over the western half of Antarctica. Concentrations 
are higher at Amundsen-Scott Station than at any 
west Antarctic coastal station. (Auth. , mod. l 
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I-2495 551. 543. 3(*2) 

Maksimov, L V. 
STUDY OF THE NATURE OF LONG PRESSURE 
WAVES IN THE ARCTIC AND ANTARCTIC. [k 
izucheniiu prirody dlinnykh baricheskikh voln v 
Arh-tike i Antarkti.ke. ] Text in Russian. Prob. 
Arktild Antarktild, No. 13:5-12, incl. tables, 
graphs, 1963. 9 refs. 

DLC, G575. L422 

Atmospheric pressure and air temperature curves 
indicate the existence of long-period pressure 
waves, characterized by constant change of ampli
tude and period of oscillation. These waves, like 
lunar-solar long-period sea tides, have a complex 
semimonthly-monthly quasi cycle, and lack stabil
ity of amplitude of oscillation. The existence of a 
semidiurnal lunar-solar pressure tide is already 
proved, but such long-period waves are not, due to 
lack of precision in analyzing data. The suggested 
method consists of analysis of full-year cycles of 
mean diurnal values of atmospheric pressure in 
order to find the harmonic characteristic of values 
given. The results are inconclusive, but indicate a 
noticeable semimonthly-monthly fluctuation of the 
pressure waves. The analysis calls for data col
lected continually for many years; such data do not 
exist for the Antarctic. Eventually, it will be shown 
that these waves are stable and circumpolar. 

1-2497 551. 521. 12(*2) 

Khlopushin, G. A. 
ACTINOMETRIC OBSERVATIONS BY REMOTE CON
TROL. [O distantsionnykh aktinometricheskikh 
nabliudenif.llii. ] Text in Russian. Prob. Arktiki 
Antarktild, No. 13: 101-103, incl. table, 1963, 

DLC, G575. L422 

An evaluation is given of the operation by remote 
control of actinometric equipment in 1960-61 in the 
severe climate of the polar regions (including 
Lazarev Station). Observations were made of total 
scattered, and reflected radiation, radiation balan~e 
and intensity. Frost and rime accumulation reduced 1 

the sensitivity of the apparatus, necessitating drying 
out and calibration of the equipment every few days. 
Observations by remote control are feasible in polar 
climate conditions if the necessary corrections for 
errors are taken into consideration. 

I-2499 551. 326. 12:551. 524(*746) 

Kupetski!, V. N. 
WARMING EFFECT OF STATIONARY POLYNYAS 
IN ANTARCTICA. (Ob otepllaiushchem effekte 
statsionarnykh polynel v Antarkti.ke. ] Text in Rus
sian. Prob. Arktiki Antarktiki, No. 15: 37-40, incl. 
map, 1964. 17 refs. 

DLC, 0575. L422 
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Increased air temperatures were observed over the 
Davis Sea in 1957 to 1958 to heights of 200 to 300 m 
and 150 to 200 km from the coast. The temperature 
increase is not due to the influence of katabatic winds 
and corresponding fohn phenomena, since their 
warming effect is relatively insignificant and is con
fined to a 10- to 15-km-wide coastal belt, It is due 
rather, to heat emission from the surface of polyn;as 
and from areas where the sea ice is only a thin crust. 
Thus, the size of a polynya near the Shackleton Ice 
Shelf corresponds to the zone of higher air tempera
tures; the heat emission from the polynya causes a 
4° to 5° increase of air temperature. Temperature 
decreases to -20° north of the polynyas (i.e. , north 
of a line connecting the northern ends of the West and 
Shackleton Ice Shelves) where sea ice is much 
thicker. The presence of the polynyas also appears 
to affect cyclonic activity at the coast. 

I-2501 551. 507. 362. 2(*2) 

Borisenkov, E. P. and 1u. P. Doronin 
THE USE OF ARTIFICIAL EARTH SATELLITES FOR 
STUDYING THE POLAR REGIONS. [K probleme 
ispol'zovanil."'a iskusstvennykh sputnikov Zemli dl!a 
izucheniia poliarnykh ralonov. ] Text in Russian. 
Prob. Arktiki Antarktiki, No. 17:5-13, incl. illus., 
graphs, map, 1964. 17 refs. 

DLC, G575. L422 

An evaluation is given of the use of Vanguard and 
Tiros satellites for weather and ice observations, and 
the methods are outlined by which the data obtained 
are interpreted. Satellite features include its ability 
to record tropospheric data in addition to upper 
atmospheric characteristics, and to observe large 
areas in a short period of ti.me. Types of observa
tions include cloud cover and precipitation, radiation, 
the magnetic field, ice conditions, and temperature. 
Some of the data are presented graphically. There 
appears to be a relationship among total radiation and 
potential and kinetic energies of a certain atmosphenc 
layer, emitted radiation, and radiational cooling of 
the atmosphere; there is also a relationship between 
radiation and temperature of the mean energy level. 
The emitted radiation is determined by the effective 
temperature and the mean energy level. The use of 
a satellite is effective in observations of snow and ice 
conditions, except when a heavy cloud cover exists. 
Generally, higher quality data are obtained at Jess 
cost with satellites than with airplane surveys. 

I-2504 551. 524(*7) 

Rubinshteln, E. S. and P. F. Sokhrina 
TEMPERATURE REGIME OF ANTARCTICA. [Tern· 
peraturnyl rezhim Antarktidi. J Text in Russian. 
Prob. Arktiki Antarktiki, No. 18: 57-67, incl. tables, 
maps, 1964. 4 refs. 

DLC, G575. L422 
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A discussion is given of the Antarctic air temperature 
regime based on observations made at 64 locations. 
The following aspects are covered: mean monthly 
temperature, annual range, mean deviation from 
temperatures of other years, daily change, daily 
range, absolute minimum and maximum tempera
tures, and the change of the Antarctic temperature 
regime. The annual range of temperature in 1961 at 
Vostok Station shows that temperature in June was 
5. 3° higher than in May, and 4. 1 • higher than in Aug. ; 
the means over 4 years for June and July were nearly 
equal, and June was only 1° lower than May. Feb. 
and March have the most rapid temperature declines. 
The deviation of temperature for separate years does 
not exceed ± 3° for the Antarctic coast from longitudes 
0° to 160°E. The change of mean daily temperature at 
Little America Station from April to Sept. exceeds 
6°. Differences in mean daily temperature between 2 
days range from 12° to 21 °, depending on the location. 
Absolute minimum temperatures of Antarctica range 
from -37° to -80°C. There are insufficient data to 
state that a warming trend is occurring in Antarctica. 

I-2517 551. 521. 1(*7) 

Shlrnkhov, V. L 
ACTINOMETRIC RESULTS OF ATMOSPHERIC 
SOUNDING IN ANTARCTICA. (Rezul'taty aktino
metricheskogo zondirovani!a atmosfery v Antarktide.] 
Text in Russian. Antarktika: Dokl. Komis. , 1962. 
Moskva, Izd-vo Akad. nauk SSSR, 1963, p. 125-129, 
incl graphs. 2 refs. 

DLC, G576. A65 

Radiation characteristics were determined for the 
atmosphere over the polar cap and coastal regions 
and the adjacent sea surface. The particular aspects 
studied were the balance of long-wave radiation anti
emission of the atmosphere, radiational cooling and 
heating of the atmosphere and snow surface, the 
albedo, and minimum temperatures. The mean value 
of radiational cooling and heating of air in the layer 
from 0. 2 to 5 km is O. 05-0. 06 deg/ hr; this value in
creases over water surface. The earth's minimum 
temperatures are found about 600-700 km southwest 
of Vostok Station, where the surface is 4000 m above 
sea level. 

I-2518 551. 578. 466: 551. 513(*7-ll) 

Bugaev, V. A. and Kh. !A. Zakiev 
ATMOSPHE;RIC CIRCULATION AND SASTRUGI IN 
EAST ANTARCTICA. (flirkul!a~iia atmosfery i 
zastrugi v Vostochnol Antarktide, ] Text in Russian. 
Antarktika: Dokl. Komis. , 1962. Moskva, Izd-vo 
Akad. nauk SSSR, 1963, p. 130-137, incl. illus., 
map. 4 refs. 

DLC, G576. A65 

Sastrugi and other micro-topographical features of 
the snow surface can indicate the kind of atmospheric 
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circulation occurring in a particular region at both 
cold and warm times of the year. Sastrugi occur 
mainly in winter and autumn. There are two basic 
systems of sastrugi: (1) narrow, long, parallel 
ridges, oriented east-southeasterly or east-north
easterly, formed by cyclonic activity; and (2) ridges 
oriented southeasterly to south-southeasterly, re
lated to katabatic winds. The three zones of snow 
formation types correspond to three East Antarctic 
climatic zones: (1) the high plateau, a zone of 
accumulation of atmospheric precipitation; (2) the 
East Antarctic slope zone where atmospheric pre
cipitation accumulates; and (3) the coastal zone 
where the snow cover melts in summer. The Soviet 
plateau is the center of anticyclonic circulation. 

1-2519 551. 524. 4(*7-11) 

Tolstikov, E. L 
SURFACE INVERSIONS IN ANTARCTICA AND AIR
PLANE FLIGHTS. [Prizemnye inversii v Antarktide 
i polety samoletov. ] Text in Russian. Antarktika: 
Dokl. Komis. , 1962. Moskva, lzd-vo Akad. nauk 
SSSR, 1963, p. 138-142, incl. table, graphs. 

DLC, G576. A65 

The need for flights, even at the coldest times of the 
year, from Antarctic coastal stations to the interior, 
led to a study of temperature inversions of the sur
face air layer. There are two parts to an inversion 
layer: the lower, with greater negative temperature 
gradients; and the upper, where large negative gradi
ents of the lower layer alternate with the isotherm or 
with weak negative gradients. Positive temperatures 
begin at the upper border of the upper layer. Inver
sion data are tabulated for 4 Soviet stations: Mirnyy, 
Oazis, Vostok, and Sovetskaya. At Mirnyy, from 
June to Aug. 1958, 58% of the days had inversions, 
while in Jan. only 13% had inversions, due to 
cyclones and katabatic winds. The relation of the 
number of clouds to the fall of the temperature inver
sion layer is also tabulated by month for the 4 sta
tions. This cloudiness-inversion relation does not 
always hold, due partly to katabatic winds which can 
destroy inversions. Thus, while ground tempera
tures are -70°C or below, they are -45° to -50° in the 
300- to 500-m layer, warm enough to make year
round flights possible. 

1-2524 551. 524. 31"414. 22" (*764) 

Barrigar, Donald B. 
A STATISTICAL INVESTIGATION OF THE DIURNAL 
TEMPERATURE VARIATION DURING THE POLAR 
NIGHT AT McMURDO SOUND, ANTARCTICA. M.Sc. 
Thesis, u. s. Nav. Postgrad. School, Monterey, 
Calif. , 94p. , incl. tables, graphs, 1963. 10 refs. 

DDC, AD 413588 

Normally, during the polar night, 24-hour periods 
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with a clear sky and light to moderate winds have 
their lowest temperatures in the middle of the period, 
and the highest temperatures occur at the beginning 
and end. For cloudy and windy periods, the shape of 
the temperature curve is reversed, with the maxi
mum temperature occurring near the middle of the 
period. No physical explanation could be found for 
this variation. Hisdal discovered that for clear skies 
and low wind speed, the same temperature variation 
curve shape occurs, whether the starting time is 0000 
hr, 1200 hr, or 1400 hr. Thus, the abnormal behav
ior of the temperature variation appears to be in
fluenced primarily by the statistical bias involved in 
the selection c1•iteria. This investigation, using 6 
years of surface data, divides the diurnal tempera
ture variation for various special types of days into 
two parts, the meteorological or diurnal variation 
and the superimposed statistical bias. Finally, the 
meteorological diurnal temperature variation, based 
on all observations during the 6-yr period, is deter
mined. It is concluded that no such variation, in the 
normal sense, exists during the polar night. The 
maxima that appear in the daily temperature trend are 
due to synoptic fluctuations. The concave curvature 
between temperature pea.ks appears to reflect that of 
the seasonal cooling curve. (Auth. , mod. ) 

I-2563 551. 524. 32+551. 553. 2(*7) 

Galgerov, S. S. 
THE PROBLEM OF THE TEMPERATURE AND WIND 
REGIME IN THE FREE ATMOSPHERE OF ANTARC
TICA. (K voprosu o rezhime temperatury i vetra v 
svobodnol atmosfere Antarktiki. ] Text in Russian. 
TSentral. Aerol Observ., Trudy, 49:52-62, incl 
graphs, 1963. 9 refs. -

DLC, QC851. T8Al 

Mean meridional profiles are given of seasonal varia
tions of wind and temperature in the Antarctic tropo
sphere and lower stratosphere, based on observa
tions made along a profile through Mirnyy, Vostok, 
Amundsen-Scott, and Byrd Stations from 1956 to 
1960. Isotachs of mean monthly wind velocity in the 
stratosphere indicate that jet streams do not occur in 
central Antarctica, but surround Antarctica in a wide 
belt. Increased wind velocity in Sept. -Oct. is related 
to increased thickness of stratospheric ridges which 
develop in spring in the lower latitudes. and move to
ward the central regions. The average wind velocity 
for 1958 and 1959 at the 20-mb level was 19. 2 m/sec. 
Warming trends accompanied by strong winds in the 
stratosphere occur in spring but not in winter; e. g. , 
on Oct. 28 to 31, 1958, temperature at the 20-mb 
level increased to -15° to -25° and winds increased 
to 40 to 60 m/sec over Amundsen-Scott Station. A 
similar reconstruction of the stratosphere occurred 
in 1959, but its intensity and direction changed; tem
perature reached only -40° and wind velocity did not 
exceed 26 m/sec. 
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1-2564 551. 55(*746) 

fsitovich, T. A. 
STRONG ANTARCTIC WIND IN THE MIRNYY RE
GION. [Sil'nyl veter Antarktidy v ralone Mirnogo.] 
Text in Russian. TSentral. Aerol. Observ., Trudy, 
49:63-70, incl. tables, graph, maps, 1963. Ref. 
-DLC, QC851. T8Al 

Observational data obtained in 1958 show that strong 
winds in the Mirnyy region are caused not only by the 
katabatic mechanism but also by an increase in the 
horizontal pressure gradient, i. e. , by an intensifica
tion of cyclonic activity. The wind velocity in higher 
atmospheric layers increases simultaneously with an 
increase of surface wind velocity. The synoptic con
ditions for formation of hurricane winds over Mirnyy, 
with velocities225 m/ sec, consist of the development 
of a high ridge extending to the tropopause from lower 
latitudes along the path of a cyclone. A zone of maxi
mum contrast of temperature and pressure is formed 
where these pressure systems meet, along with hur
ricane winds extending to great heights. The more 
persistent winds of hurricane force at Mirnyy in 1958 
occurred on June 23 and July 5-7. 

I-2573 551. 513:551. 524(*736) 

Seino, Zenbei and Nobuo Suzuki 
DESCRIPTION OF AEROLOGY AND SEASONAL CIR
CULATON (SIC] PATTERNS OVER THE SYOWA 
BASE IN 1961. [Showa kichi no k6s6kish6 to kisetsu 
junkan-kei no kijutsu. ] Text in Japanese with English 
summary. Antarctic Rec. (Tokyo), No. 23:12-31, 
incl. table, graphs, maps, Sept. 1964. 20 refs. 

DLC, Orientalia Div. 

Seasonal mean values of heights and temperatures at 
selected pressure levels were computed, using the 
aerological data obtained during the fourth (1960) and 
fifth (1961) wintering observations at Showa station. 
Main characteristics of the seasonal and yearly 
variations in the Antarctic troposphere and strato
sphere were investigated. Four vertical time sec
tions (from the surface to 30 mb) were based on these 
data representing each season (Feb. , ~ay, A_ug. 1 aod 
Oct. -Nov.). In addition, in supplementing this sin
gle station data analysis, the synoptic weather ch~ts 
of the International Antarctic Analysis Centre weie 
used to locate relative pressure systems; and in . 
order to estimate circulation intensity, data on meri
dional temperature gradients and annual vari_a~ions 
between Showa Station and Marion L were utilized. 
Some notable features of seasonal circulation patterns 
are described. (Auth., mod.) 
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I-2596 551. 521(*7) 

Rusin, N. P. , L. A. Strokina and L. L. Braginska:!a 
TOTAL RADIATION AND RADIATIONAL BALANCE 
OF ANTARCTICA. (Summarna:!a radia1'.si:!a i 
radiat'sionny! balans Antarktiki. ] Text in Russian. 
Leningrad. Glav. Geofiz. Observ., Trudy, 160:60-
73, incl. tables, graphs, maps, 1964. 9 refS:-

DLC, QC801. L46 

The annual radiation maximum (11-15 kcal/ cm2 mo.) 
over Antarctic and sub-Antarctic waters occurs in 
Dec. and the minimum of 1 kcal/ cm2 mo. (at 40°S} in 
June. The highest total Jan. radiation in central 
Antarctica is 26-28 kcal/ cm2 at 3500-m elevation and 
30 kcal/ cm2 at 4000 m. Near the Polar Circle the 
Jan. value is 18-20 kcal/ cm2. The total July radia
tion at the coast is 0. 3 kcal/ cm 2, while in central 
Antarctica it exceeds 1 kcal/ cm 2. The annual radia
tion balance over the continent is 23-25 kcal/ cm2, 
over snow- and ice-free areas it is 30-40 kcal/ cm2, 
and over water (between 50° and 60°S) it is 20-25 
kcal/ cm2. Over central Antarctica, the radiation 
balance decreases to 3. 5-5. 0 kcal/ cm2 in summer 
and to 1 kcal/cm2 in winter. The Jan. radiation 
balance over the continent is 2 kcal/ cm2 and over 
snow- and ice-free areas it is 10. 5-13. 3 kcal/ cm 2. 
The July radiation balance ranges from -1 kcal/ cm2 
over central Antarctica to -1. 5 to -2. O kcal/ cm2 at 
the coast. 

I-2597 551. 551. 2: 551. 508. 5{*746) 

Smirnov, S. A. 
HIGH VELOCITY WIND GUSTS ACCORDING TO 
DATA FROM THE M-27 APPARATUS (ACCORDING 
TO ANTARCTIC OBSERVATIONS). [Poryvistost' 
vetra pri bol' shikh skorost:!akh po dannym pribora 
~-27 {po n_ablludeni:!am v Antarktide). ] Text in Rus
sian. Leningrad, Glav. Geofiz. Observ., Trudy, 
160:144-147, incl. table, graphs, 1964. 2 refs. 
DLC, QC801. L46 

The M-27 apparatus uninterruptedly records in
stantaneous values of wind velocity. A 10-min sam
ple of M-27 tape is shown for Aug. 14, 1957, at 
Mirnyy Station. The data are processed on trans
parent graph paper with the wind velocities ave raged 
lo: 1-sec intervals. The average wind speed at 
Mirnyy on this date was 29. 2 m/ sec and the maxi
mum was 51 m/ sec. 

I-2608 551. 515. 8{*746} 

Tolstikov, E. L 
AIR MASSES IN THE MIRNYY AREA. (Vozdushnye 
massy v rafone Mirnogo. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. 
Antarkticheskai"a Eksped, , Inform. biull. , No. 11: 
22-~8, me!. tables, graphs, 1959. Eng. transl. in: 
Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
Vol. 2, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 14-18. 

DLC, Qll5. S686; Q115. S6862 
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Meteorological observations are summarized for the 
Mirnyy area, where radiosondes were used to trace 
pressure systems and vertical temperature distribu
tion. Cyclonic activity determines the weather at 
the coast; temperate-latitudinal cyclones predomi
nate in winter causing severe storms on the coast 
and sometimes inland. Only low-pressure Antarctic 
cyclones appear to be associated with the position of 
the ice edge. Four types of air masses are present: 
continental Antarctic, maritime Antarctic , temperate
latitudinal, and tropical. The maritime Antarctic 
and temperate-latitudinal types predominate in the 
Mirnyy area. The flow of air into the Antarctic 
occurs mainly in the upper layers; in some areas 
the inflow is generally greater than the outflow. The 
characteristic air masses are found generally above 
2 km, where they are clearly differentiated by tem
perature distribution. Surface air temperatures 
cannot be used to identify specific air masses. The 
air masses cool as they move inland from Mirnyy. 

1-2617 551, 557. 5(*746) 

Bugaev, V. A. 
JET STREAMS IN THE ATMOSPHERE OVER 
MIRNYY. [Stru!nye techenii"a v atmosfere nad 
Mirnym. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskai"a 
Eksped., Inform. blull., No. 12:20- 23, incl. table, 
1959, Ref. Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expe
dition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 2, Amsterdam, 
Elsevier, 1964, p. 46-49. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Qll5. S6862 

Jet streams over Mirnyy are discussed, based on 
1958 observations; they are defined as winds reach
ing 25 m/ sec or more in the troposphere or sub
stratosphere. In the Mirnyy area, they are charac
terized by abrupt and intense development and disap
pearance. The jet .streams are most frequent from 
June to Sept. , and sometimes in May, but they can 
appear at any time of the year. They are most often 
westerly at a maximum velocity of 25-30 m/ sec or 
31- 40 m/ sec. The limits within which the maximum 
wind velocities appear are most frequent at the 8- to 
10-km height, but this depends on the time of year. 
The core of the jet stream is in the tropopause or 
below it 90% of the time, and in the stratosphere the 
rest of the time. 

I-2618 551. 510. 528(*7) 

Astapenko, P. D. 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE LOCATION OF THE 
TROPOPAUSE IN ANTARCTICA IN 1958. (Osoben
nosti polozhenifa tropopauzy nad Anta_rktiko! v 1958 
g ] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskala 
Eksped., Inform. b!illl., No. 12:24- 28, incl. g_raphs, 
1959. 3 refs. Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic 
Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 2, Amster
dam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 49-52. 

DLC, Ql15. S686; Ql15. S6862 
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The tropopause undergoes large random variations in 
height and temperature which are associated with 
changes in velocity or wind direction in the free 
atmosphere. The variations are also proof of the 
year-round cyclonic and frontal activity over Antarc
tica. Other phenomena associated with the tropo
pause are its so-called disappearance and splitting. 
Disappearance begins at the end of May, and, there
after, it is difficult to locate the tropopause until 
Sept. Splitting is characterized by two or three tem
perature minima in the transitional layer from the 
troposphere to the stratosphere before the tempera
ture begins to increase steadily with height. The 
tropopause over Antarctica is high over land eleva
tions and lower over oceans. According to mean 
monthly data (1958), the tropopause over the South 
Pole occupied its highest position in Oct. , and its 
lowest in March. The tropopause temperature was 
lowest in Sept. (-78°C) and highest in Jan. -Feb. 
(-52°C). 

I-2625 551. 5(*7) 

Astapenko, P. D. 
NATURE OF CERTAIN WEATHER CHANGES OVER 
THE ANTARCTIC PLATEAU IN WINTER. (0 prirode 
nekotorykh izmenenil pogody nad antarkticheskim 
plato zimol. ) Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkti
cheskaia Eksped., Inform. biilll., No. 13:12-16, 
incL graphs, map, 1959. Eng. transL in: Soviet 
Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. VoL 2, 
Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 77-85. 

DLC, Ql15. S686; Q115. S6862 

Weather changes in winter over the Antarctic plateau 
are discussed based on observations made at inland 
stations. A constant surface-temperature inversion 
in winter and surface winds of a constant direction 
(20°E) are superimposed on the general variations 
and values of all weather phenomena at Amundsen
Scott Station. Both factors are associated with the 
topography of the area, elevation of the plateau and 
the slope in the region of the pole. Cyclones o~er the 
pole, which indicate active year-round air exchange 
between high and middle latitudes of the Southern 
Hemisphere, are evidence of the frontal nature of 
weather changes in winter. These winter cyclones 
can cause extreme values of meteorological elements 
(pressure, temperature, wind, etc.); e.g. , July 
1958, when an intense outbreak of warm Pacific air 
moved through the Bellingshausen Sea toward the 
pole. 
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I-2626 551. 573/ . 574(*7) 

Rusin, N. P. 
EVAPORATION AND CONDENSATION IN ANTARC
TICA. [IBparenie i kondensatsi:ta v Anlarktide. ] 
Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskaia Eksped. , 
Inform. b:lillL , No. 13: 17-20, incl table, 1959. 
2 refs. Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedi
tion, Information Bulletin. Vol. 2, Amsterdam, 
Elsevier, 1964, p. 85-87. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

Water-vapor sublimation occurs directly at the snow 
surface, resulting in the deposition of rime, and in 
the air, causing the formation of a layer of ice 
clouds, fog, or haze over the snow surface, which 
sometimes shrouds the interior stations for weeks. 
The areas not affected are those coastal regions 
where katabatic winds prevail, and where evapora
tion occurs instead of sublimation. Antarctica can 
be divided into three zones according to the turbulent 
stream of moisture: (1) the coastal zone, in which 
evaporation occurs throughout the year due lo 
katabatic winds and the associated low relative 
humidity; (2) the coastal zone outside of the influ
ence of katabatic winds (including ice shelves and the 
shore ice surrounding Antarctica), in which there is 
a predominance of evaporation over condensation in 
summer and the reverse in winter; and (3) the in
terior, where sublimation of water vapor takes place 
throughout the year. However, because of the low 
water-vapor content of the ail· as a result of low tem
peratures, the annual amount of precipitation due to 
sublimation apparently does not exceed 15-20 mm of 
the total amount of precipitation. 

1-2632 551. 478. 41: 548. 5: 535. 6(*733) 

Makarov, N. M. 
COLORED SNOWFLAKES. [~etnye snezhinkl.] 
Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskaia Eksped. , 
Inform. biiUL , No. 13:48, 1959. Eng. transl. in: 
Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
Vol. 2, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 102. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Ql15. S6862 

On the night of July 30-31, 1959, while taking sam
ples of solid precipitation for determining cloud 
forms [ at Lazarev Station], precipitation of colored 
snowflakes was observed. They were derived from 
altostratus clouds during a cyclone which was asso
ciated With east-southeasterly winds of hurricane 
force (35-37 m/sec) at an air temperature of -10. ire, 
an absolute humidity of 2. 5 mb, and a relative humid
ity of 97%, Columnar crystals predominated, In
cluding cylinders, cones, and their fragments. 
Crystal size ranged from 0. 007 to 0. 12 mm, with aii 

average of 0. 04. The crystals were reddish-brown, 
the color being unevenly distributed along the crySlal 
in the form of longitudinal lines and streaks, alter
nating with air bubbles elongated in the directio_n -~
the main axis. The percentage of colored prec1pit 
tion in total precipitation was 30%. Nearly all 
crystals were speckled with supercooled water drop• 
lets. 
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I-2681 551. 506. 5(*764) 

Balham, R W. 
METEOROLOGY. 2. SCOTT BASE, McMURDO 
SOUND. Trans-Antarctic Exped. , 1955-1958, 
Scient. Repts. No. 14, 24p. , incl. illus. , tables, 
graphs, maps, append. , 1965. 4 refs. 

DLC, Q115. T7 

Visual and instrumental synoptic observations were 
made at Scott Station from March to Dec. 1957. Dis
cussions and data tables are given for temperature, 
pressure, wind, cloud and visibility, and relative 
humidity. Mean temperature was -21. 6°C; the 
warmest month was Dec. with a mean of -4° and the 
coldest July with -39. 3°C. The highest monthly 
mean pressure. occurred in Dec. , the lowest in 
Sept. with extremes of 1035. 1 mb in May and 950 mb 
in Aug. The windiest month was June with gusts to 
80 kn; almost 2/3 of the winds came from 350-040°. 
Clouds were almost invariably stratiform; stratus 
was common but stratocumulus predominated in 
spring and summer; cirrus and cirrostratus 
occurred throughout the year, predominating in win
ter. Brilliant irridescence in altocumulus after sun
rise was reported from the southern end of McMurdo 
Sound. The determination of relative humidity by the 
method used is considered unreliable under low tem
perature conditions. 

I-2682 551. 506. 5(*84, *736) 

Japan Antarctic Research Expedition (Nihon 
Nankyoku Chiiki Kansokutai] 

ANTARCTIC METEOROLOGICAL DATA, OBTAINED 
THROUGH THE JAPANESE ANTARCTIC RESEARCH 
EXPEDITION, 1956-1962. VOL. 1. MARINE 
METE?ROLOGICAL DATA Tokyo, Japan Mete
orological Agency, Dec. 1963, 80p. , incl. illus., 
tables, graphs, diagrs. , maps. 

DLC 

This_ volume contains the marine meteorological data 
obtained during JARE I-VI, 1956-62. The data in
clude surface and aerological observations made on 
board the Soya during operations at Showa Station and 
between Cape Town and the Antarctic. (Data obtained 
between Tokyo and Cape Town are omitted. ) The 
g~?graphic and meteorological features of the 
Lutzow-Holm Bay area are described, including 
raps and weather charts of typical weather condi
ions. The instruments are listed and procedures 

described. The data of each of the six expeditions 
are tabulated and maps showing the courses are in
cluded. 
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I-2683 551. 506. 5(*736) 

Japan Antarctic Research Expedition (Nihon 
Nankyoku Chiiki Kansokutai] 

ANTARCTIC METEOROLOGICAL DATA, OBTAINED 
THROUGH THE JAPANESE ANTARCTIC RESEARCH 
EXPEDITION, 1956-1962. VOL. 2. SURFACE 
METEOROLOGICAL DATA AT THE SYOWA BASE. 
Tokyo, Japan Meteorological Agency, March 1964, 
313p. , incl. illus. , tables, graphs, maps. 

DLC 

This volume contains the results of surface mete
orological observations made at Showa Station during 
four winters (Feb. 1957-Feb. 1958, Jan. 1959-Jan. 
1960, Jan. 1960-Jan. 1961, and Jan. 1961-Feb. 
1962). The geographical features of Showa Station 
are described and illustrated. The procedures used 
are discussed and the instruments are listed. The 
climatology of the area is described, with graphs of 
wind velocity and direction, temperature, and pres
sure. Data for each of the four time periods are 
tabulated separately. Observations include pres
sure, temperature, humidity, wind velocity and 
direction, amount and type of cloud cover, form of 
precipitation, etc. 

1-2684 551. 511: 551. 508. 822(*736) 

Japan Antarctic Research Expedition (Nihon 
Nankyoku Chiiki Kansokutai] 

ANTARCTIC METEOROLOGICAL DATA, OBTAINED 
THROUGH THE JAPANESE ANTARCTIC RESEARCH 
EXPEDITION, 1956-1962. VOL. 3. AEROLOGICAL 
DATA AT THE SYOWA BASE. Tokyo, Japan Mete
orological Agency, March 1964, 9lp., incl. illus., 
tables, graphs. 

DLC 

This volume contains the re ~ults nf radiosonde and 
rawinsonde aerological observations made at Showa 
Station during three winters (Feb. 1959-Jan. 1960, 
Feb. 1960-Jan. 1961, and Feb. 1961-Feb. 1962). 
The instruments are described along with the pro
cedures of observation and computation. The char
acteristic aerological features of the area are sum
marized, including annual pressure _and tem_perature 
variations. The data for the three tlllle periods are 
tabulated separately. 

1-2691 551. 578. 4:551. 551. 2 

Businger, J. A 
EDDY DIFFUSION AND SETTLING SPEED IN 
BLOWN SNOW. J. Geophys. Res., 70(14):3307-
3313, incl. table, graphs, July 15, ffi5. 12 refs. 

DLC, QC811. J6 

In an analysis of observations of snow density taken 
in the Arctic, Sommerfeld and Businger _have sho~n 
that the ratio of eddy diffusivity for blowing snow 1s 
almost an order of magnitude larger than the eddy 
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viscosity derived from the wind profile. In this 
paper an attempt has been made to explain how this 
eddy diffusivity could be so large. It has been shown 
that for fall velocities greater than the standard de
viation of the vertical wind component the average 
snow density is mainly determined by the upward
moving snow particles. From a combination of this 
result with a simple generalization of Prandtl's mix
ing length concept an effective eddy diffusivity has 
been derived which may become as large as that ob
served. The effect of turbulence on the ave rage 
settling speed of snow particles has also been 
analyzed. The average settling speed is considerably 
reduced by turbulence when the average wind speed is 
greater than 20 m/ sec. The reduction becomes 
particularly significant if the settling speed in calm 
air is small (e.g., 50 cm/ sec), in which case it is 
sufficient to give a reasonable description of the 
Antarctic data reported by Mellor and Radok (Auth. , 
mod.) 

I-2694 551. 543(*7) 

Lettau, Bernhard 
COMMENTS ON PAPER BY THOMAS H. CARPEN
TER, 'THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE SEMIDIDRNAL 
PRESSURE OSCILLATION ON THE ANT ARCTIC 
CONTINENT.' J. Geophys. Res., 70(14) :3509-3510, 
July 15, 1965, 3 refs. -

DLC, QC811. JG 

In an article by Carpenter (I-172), it was con-
cluded that an apparently significant difference exists 
between the mean amplitudes of the semidiurnal 
pressure wave over the Arctic and Antarctic regions. 
The observed difference amounts to an apparent fac
tor of 2, but in the analysis of the data three impor
tant points are ignored; the dependency of the pres
sure amplitude on the mean pressure, the longitudi
nal variation of the pressure amplitude, and the 
slight bias toward high values in the Arctic data 
sample. These effects all have the tendency to de
crease the difference in the two sets of data and be
cause of the sparsity of the data, the obser;ed dil
ferences in the semidiurnal atmospheric tides in the 
two polar regions do not seem to be real, in spite of 
their statistical significance. 

I-2726 551, 510, 53: 551. 511. 33{*7) 

Phillpot, H, R, 
IQSY PROGRAMME ON METEOROLOGY--ANTARC
TIC STRATW ARM, Polar Rec., 12(78): 323-326, incl. 
graph, Sept, 1964, Also: SCAR Bull, No, 18: 330-
333, Sept. 1964. 

DLC, G575,P6 

In general, the annual temperature cycle in the stra
tosphere over both polar regions is characterized by 
very low temperatures during the winter and relative-
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ly high values in the summer. The spring transition 
period, when the polar vortex breaks down and the 
stratosphere warms, is being studied closely during 
the IQSY, Forecasts of the occurrence of sudden 
warming periods will be made for Antai·ctic stations 
by the International Antarctic Centre in Melbourne. 
An outline is presented of examined data at 100 mb 
of warming phenomena in the Antarctic, 

1-2742 551, 51:551, 58(*7) 

Rubin, M, J, 
ANTARCTIC WEATHER AND CLIMATE, In: Hugh 
Odishaw (!!!!,), Research in Geophysics. Vol. 2. 
Solid Earth and Interface Phenomena, Cambridge, 
M. I, T. Press, 1964, Chapt. 17, p, 461-478,incl, 
graphs, maps. 41 refs. 

DLC, QC801. 03 

The following topics related to the Antarctic weather 
and climate are discussed: (1) chemical constituents 
of air and snow, (2) climate controls (the solar radi
ation regime due to the polar location of Antarctica, 
the distribution of land and water in the high latitudes 
of the Southern Hemisphere, and the altitude and 
surface conditions of the continent), (3) heat and water 
budget, (4) circulation patterns, and (5) climate. Five 
main climatic zones are defined: the high Antarctic 
plateau, the slope, the coast (ice coast and barrier, 
outer glacial shelves, inner glacial shelves, the oasis, 
and the Antarctic Peninsula), the drifting ice (Antarc
tic and sub-Antarctic), and the open water, Maps with 
isopleths indicating values of annual accumulation, 
temperature, and pressure are included. An outline 
of future research is given. 

I-2746 551. 509: 551. 58(*821) 

Schwerdtfeger, Werner 
METEOROLOGY OF THE AREA OF DRAKE PAS
SAGE. (Meteorologi'a del area del Pasaje Drake.] 
Text in Spanish with English summary. Argentine 
Repub. , Serv. Hidrogr. Nav., Pub!. No. H. 410, 
76 p., incl illus. , tables, graphs, maps, 1962. 16 
refs. 

DLC, QC994. 9.S28 

The Hydrographic Service of the Argentine Navy and 
the German Meteorological Service have agreed to an 
exchange of climatological data on the Drake passage, 
This pamphlet represents information from both 
sources compiled by the Argentine office (90, 000_ ob)
servations from Germany, and 9000 from Al·gentma · 
On the basis of shipboard observations, the followmg 
topics are discussed: (1) winds (mean speed and di
rection, frequency of strong winds and gales, zonal 
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components of winds, and annual re suit ant wind), (2) 
temperatures, (3) cloudiness and fog, (4) precipita
tion, and (5) mean temperatures and winds in the 
upper layers (up to and including the 15-krn height). 
The anemograph records of two land observatories 
(Ushuaia and Isla Observatorio) are evaluated. A 
discussion is given of weather forecasting for the 
Drake Passage area. 

1-2773 551.510.53:551.513 

Teweles, Sidney 
STRATOSPHERIC CffiCULATION STUDIES IN THE 
IQSY. Amer. Geophys. Union, Trans., 45(4):752-
762, incl. table, graphs, diagrs., maps, Dec. 1964, 
Also: IG Bull,, No, 90:8-18, Dec. 1964, 

DLC, QE500, A6 

The meteorological program for the IQSY places 
special' emphasis on the stratosphere. Although the 
stratosphere is generally steadier than the underJying 
troposphere in which the daily weather is generated, 
the winter westerlies, particularly in the Northern 
Hemisphere, are occasionally interrupted by the 
rapid development of long waves and areas of extreme 
warmings. In most years since 1957, the Antarctic 
stratosphere, which has its own heat source, has 
displayed a more gradual warming extending through 
Oct. and Nov. Stratospheric measurements are being 
made over the entire earth by a wide variety of in
strwnents carried by balloons, aircraft, rockets, and 
satellites. Increasing evidence from the Meteoro
logical Rocket Network (MRN) indicates that the sud -
den warmings first appear in the upper stratosphere 
and reach greatest amplitude in the vicinity of the 
40-km level. This pattern was confirmed by rocket 
launchings at McMurdo Station in 1962 during which 
large variations in stratospheric temperature were 
found accompanied by very high winds, indicating the 
approach and passage southward of the stratospheric 
westerly jet stream, which lies north of the Antarctic 
coast during most of the winter. 

1-2806 551. 513(551. 557:551. 524. 7)(*784. 2) 

Barbe, G. D. , P. Dumas and J. Ballay 
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS FROM DECEMBER 
1960 TO JANUARY 1962 OF THE ATMOSPHERIC 
CIRCULATION OVER KERGUELEN ISLANDS UP TO 
2~-30 KM OF ALTITUDE. [Caracteres generaux de 
decembre 1960 a janvier 1962 de la circulation 
atmospherique au-dessus des iles Kerguelen, jusqu'a 
25-30 km d'altitude. ] Text in French. CNFRA 
(
1
P
5
ans), No. 7, 54p. , incl. tables, graphs, 1963. 
refs. 

DLC, GPRR 

A shorter version of this paper was published in 
™f (Paris), No. 22:4-18, Jan. -March 1963, and 
was abstracted as I-1380. 
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I-2807 551. 557: 551. 511. 3(*7) 

Obasi, G. 0. P. 
ON THE MAINTENANCE OF THE KINETIC ENERGY 
OF MEAN ZONAL FLOW IN THE SOUTHERN HEMI
SPHERE. Tellus, 17(1): 95-105, incl. tables, graphs, 
Feb. 1965. 11 refs-:-

DLC, QC801. T4 

Wind data reported at the 8 pressure levels (850, 700, 
500, 400, 300, 200, 100, and 50 mb) for 121 Southern 
Hemisphere and 22 Northern Hemisphere equatorial 
stations during the calendar year 1958 have been in
vestigated to determine the rate of generation of the 
kinetic energy of the mean zonal flow. The results 
indicate that the kinetic energy of the mean zbnal 
motion is maintained against frictional dissipation to 
a large extent through a conversion of transient eddy 
kinetic energy through the action of the horizontal 
wind. The gene ration of zonal kinetic energy by 
mean meridional motion through the action of the 
coriolis force cannot be measured with satisfactory 
accuracy, but is probably small as in the Northern 
Hemisphere. The standing eddy transformation inte
gral appears to be unimportant--a result which is not 
true for the Northern Hemisphere. If the conversion 
of the kinetic energy of the transient eddies into the 
kinetic energy of the mean zonal flow were to cease, 
the atmosphere of the Southern Hemisphere would be 
in solid rotation in about 2. 5 weeks. This assumes a 
continuation of a normal rate of dissipation during 
this period. (Auth. , mod. ) 

I-2816 551. 506(*726. 53) 

Puigcerver, Manuel and Patricio D{az 
METEOROLOGICAL RESULTS OF THE FIRST ANT
ARCTIC EXPEDITION OF THE UNIVE~ITY OF 
CHILE ("PRESIDENTE GABRIEL GONZALEZ 
VIDELA" BASE. 1961). 1. SURFACE OBSERVA
TIONS. JResu)tados meteornlogicos de la pr_imera 
expedicion antartica de la Umve1;s1dad _de C~!le 
(Base "Presidente Gabriel Gonzalez Videla. 1961). 
1. Observaciones de superficie. ] Text m Spanish 
with English summary. Chile. Univ. , Santi_ago. 
Inst. Geof{s. Sismol. , Pub!. No. 30, 39p. , me!. 
tables, graphs, map, 1963. 16 refs. 

DLC 

Some results of meteorological surface observations 
made at Videla station during 1961 are presented. 
Individual weather elements are discussed separately, 
including pressure, temperature,. doudines~ and 
states of the sky, visibility, precipitat10n, _ielal1ve 
humidity wind solar radiation, and sunshine dura
tion. M~an and extreme values are given, and for 
some elements such as pressure, temperature, and 
wind, frequency distributions and similar par~eters 
are included. Local topographic effect_s, _particularly 
on wind and relative humidity, and periodic fluctua
tions are discussed. (Auth. , mod. ) 
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1-2851 551. 506+550. 340. 6{*726. 53) 

Aldunate, Alejandro A. 
METEOROLOGICAL AND SEISMOLOGICAL BULLE
TIN; PRESIDENT GABRIEL GONZALES VIDELA 
BASE, YEAR 1963. (Boleti'n meteorologico y sis
mologico; Base Presidente Gabriel Gonzalez Videla, 
Ano 1963. ] Text in Spanish with English summary. 
Inst. Antartico Chileno, Publ No. 1, 86p. , incl 
tables, maps, 1964. 

DLC, GPRR 

Surface and upper-air meteorological observations, 
and seismological observations made at Videla Sta
tion are tab.ulated. The meteorological program was 
carried out by A. A. Aldunate, and the seismological 
program by E. Lorca M. The meteorological report 
includes descriptions of the instruments and methods 
used, and the parameters observed. The seismologi
cal observations resulted in 70 recordings with rela
tively clear phases. As a secondary observation, a 
daily tabulation of microseisms was obtained with 
periods in the order of 6 sec in accordance with 
normal international regulations. 

I-2868 551. 511. 6(*7) 

Rusin, N. P. 
TURBULENT HEAT EXCHANGE IN THE AIR LAYER 
NEAR THE GROUND IN ANTARCTICA. (Turbulentnyl 
teploobmen v prizemnom sloe vozdukha v Antarktide.] 
Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheska!a Eksped. , 
Inform. biilll., No. 14:9-13, incl. table, 1960. Ref. 
Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Infor
mation Bulletin. Vol. 2, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 
1964, p. 108-112. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

Turbulent heat exchange (L) accounts for the fact that 
the Antarctic climate remains constant in spite of the 
negative annual radiation balance. Monthly values of 
L were calculated from general meteorological data 
and special gradient observations at Soviet stations, 
and the necessary initial values were computed for 
foreign stations. Four zones can be differentiated in 
Antarctica according to annual totals of turbulent heat 
exchange: (1) coastal areas unaffected by katabatic 
winds where L is usually from -7 to -10 kcal/ cm2; 
(2) coastal areas influenced by katabatic winds where 
L reaches -12 kcal/ cm2 and more; {3) the slope of 
the Antarctic ice cap where L is about - 7 to -10 
kcal/cm2; and (4) the interior regions of the Antarctic 
plateau where Lis - 5 to -7 kcal/cm 2. The unusual 
annual variation of L at the coast and in the interior 
is explained by the peculiarities of diurnal variations 
in air temperature and in the temperature of the 
underlying surface, and also by the peculiarities of 
the lapse rates in the air layer near the ground in 
polar regions. 
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I-2869 551. 513(*7) 

Astapenko, P. D. 
MAIN FORMS OF ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULATION IN 
THE ANT ARCTIC. (Ob osnovnykh formakh atmosfer
nol tsirkuliatsii v Antarktike. ] Text in Russian. 
Sovet. Antarkticheskafa Eksped. , Inform. biilll. , 
No. 14: 14-18, incl maps, 1960. 3 refs. Eng. 
transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information 
Bulletin. Vol. 2, Amsterdam , Elsevier, 1964, p. 
112-116. 

DLC, Ql15. S686; Q115. S6862 

Daily synoptic charts constructed at Little America 
made it possible to examine all synoptic processes in 
the Antarctic in relation to the major forms of 
atmospheric circulation, and extend their classifica
tion. There are 4 variants of zonal circulation and 6 
variants of meridional circulation in the Antarctic. 
An example is given of both types. Criteria for 
meridional circulation are outlined. General weak
ening of winds in the troposphere over the Antarctic 
coast is typical of zonal circulation, during which 
easterly winds are frequent in the lower and middle 
troposphere. Study of processes in 1958 showed that 
meridional circulation prevailed during 40, and zonal 
circulation during 22, out of 62 periods. Meridional 
circulation was noticeably predominant in winter. 
Weather is more stable in Antarctica during zonal 
circulation than it is during meridional. 

I-2883 551. 551. 2: 551. 578, 466(*7) 

Kopanev, L D. 
TURBULENT FRICTION IN ANTARCTICA. 
(Tyrbulentnoe trenie v Antarktide. ] Text in Russian. 
Sovet. AntarkticheskaJ."a Eksped. , Inform. biilll. , No. 
17:9-11, incl. tables, 1960. 4 refs. Eng. transl. 
in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
Vol 2, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 192-194. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

A quantitative appraisal is given of the spatial varia
tions of turbulent friction in Antarctica and the re
sulting effects of wind on snow cover formation and 
on the transport of snow particles. Average monthly 
values and critical values of turbulent friction re
corded at 5 Soviet stations in 1958, and character
istics of wind gustiness recorded at Mirnyy in 1956 
are tabulated. Turbulent friction attainS a greater 
force during the winter and at the coast, than in the 
summer and in the central regions. The snow cover 
in the central regions, having a relatively lower den· 
sity, is more easily transported than it is at the 
coast at identical wind speeds. An important factor 
in the redistribution of falling snow or the transport 
of snow is the gustiness of the wind. Rapid changes 
in wind speed bring about corresponding changes in 
the pressure of the air stream on the snow surfa_ce, 
frequently dividing it into several layers of varyuig 
density and structure. 
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I-2894 551. 513(*2) 

Bolotinskafa, M, Sh, 
CONCERNING THE STUDY OF THE INTERRELA
TIONSHIP BETWEEN SYNOPTIC PROCESSES IN 
BOTH HEMISPHERES. (K voprosu izucheniia 
vzaimosvf'azi sinopticheskikh protsessov oboikh 
polusharit] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskaia 
Eksped., Inform. blfill., No. 18: 15-19, incl. table, 
map, 1960, 3 refs. Eng, transl, in: Soviet Antarc
tic Expedition, Information Bulletin, Vol. 2, 
Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, p, 223-227. 

DLC, Qll5,S686; Qll5,S6862 

Synoptic processes in the Southern Hemisphere are 
closely associated with those in the Northern Hemi
sphere, particularly the major forms of circulation. 
Differences in surface pressure were computed 
among stations located to the south and north of 8 
representative regions to characterize the direction 
and intensity of temperate-latitudinal flow. Analysis 
of tabulated averages calculated from daily surface 
pressure charts for Jan, -March and July 1949-57 
revealed that the meridional and latitudinal gradients 
for western Europe and eastern U, s. s. R. are most 
representative for the determination of the forms of 
circulation. Eighty to 100% of the time the gradient 
exceeds 12 mb in Jan, and Feb., 11 mb in March, and 
3 mb in July during westerly circulation, and is cor
respondingly smaller during easterly and northerly 
circulation, 

1-2912 551. 506. 2(*7) 

U. S. Weather Bureau 
CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA FOR ANTARCTIC STA
TIONS, JANUARY-DECEMBER 1963, NUMBER 6, 
Washington, 145p, , incl. tables, map, 1965, 

DLC, QC994. 9. U6 

This publication summarizes meteorological obser
vation~ collected at Amundsen-Scott, Byrd, Hallett, 
and Wilkes Stations for the period Jan. -Dec, 1963. 
Conventional surface weather elements were general
ly recorded at 3-hourly intervals on forms WBAN
lOA and l0B. Peak gusts of wind speed were re
corded for all stations except Amundsen-Scott. 
Monthly precipitation amounts are included where 
available from the records, Conventional upper air 
observations were made at all stations. During the 
months _of June, July, and Aug. only the 0000 GMT 
upper ai.r observations were made. At Wilkes Station 
the 0000 GMT upper air observations were taken for 
the entire year, Radioactivity and ozone data were 
not available for this publication. Rawinsonde data 
collected at Little America, Amundsen-Scott, Byrd, 
Ellsworth, Hallett, and Wilkes Stations for 1957-
1960 are included, 
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I-2913 551. 506. 2(*7) 

U. S. Weather Bureau 
CLIMATOLOGICAL DATA FOR ANTARCTIC STA
TIONS, JANUARY-DECEMBER 1964. NUMBER 7. 
Washington, 73p. , incl. tables, map, 1965. 

DLC, QC994. 9. U6 

This publication summarizes meteorological obser
vations collected at Amundsen-Scott, Byrd, and 
Hallett Stations for the period Jan. -Dec. 1964. 
Conventional surface weather elements were general
ly recorded at 3-hourly intervals on forms WBAN
l0A and 10B. Peak gusts of wind speed were re
corded for all stations except for Jan. through July 
at Amundsen-Scott. Monthly precipitation amounts 
are included where available from the records. 
Conventional upper air observations were made at 
all stations. During the months of March, April, 
May, July, and Aug. only the 0000 GMT upper air 
observations were taken at Amundsen-Scott and Byrd 
Stations. Hallett was closed from March through 
Sept. Radioactivity and ozone data were not available 
for this publication. 

I-2920 551. 506, 22(*7) 

Dolganov, L. V. 
AEROMETEOROLOGICAL RESEARCH IN ANTARC
TICA DURING THE IGY. [Aerometeorologicheskala 
izuchennost' Antarktiki v svlazi s proveden!em MGG.] 
Text in Russian. Leningrad, Gidrometeorologi
cheskoe izdatel'stvo, 1964, 66p. , incl. tables. 251 
refs. (English translation available. ) 

DLC, QC869, D65; CFSTI 

IGY studies in meteorology are reviewed from 55 
Antarctic stations, for which coordinates, elevations, 
and synoptical indexes are tabulated. The studies 
included meteorological, actinometric, aerological, 
and lapse rate observations made at perm anent and 
field stations, from airplanes, and aboard ships. 
The practical aspects of these studies have supplied 
more information on Antarctic climate and have 
shown that weather forecasting by aerosynoptic 
methods is useful and necessary for air, land, and 
sea transportation. 

I-2926 551. 515, 8(*7-11) 

Tolstikov, E. L 
AIR MASSES OVER THE CENTRAL REGIONS OF 
EAST ANTARCTICA. (Vozdushnye massy nad 
tsentral' nymi ra!onami Vostochnol Antarktidy, ] 
Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarktiche skala Eksped. , 
Inform. bnlll. , No. 19:21-25, incl. table, g~aphs, 
map, 1960. Eng. transl. in_: Soviet Antarctic Ex
pedition, Information Bulletm. Vol. 2, Amsterdam, 
Elsevier, 1964, p. 255-258. 

DLC, Qll5. S686; Qll5. S6862 
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A discussion is presented of 1958 aerometeorologi
cal observations over East Antarctica. Although 
anticyclones are much more frequent south of 75"8, 
cyclones penetrate into the continent and deposit 
most of their precipitation on the slopes, arriving 
dry at the plateau, Four types of air masses a1·e 
found over vostok and Sovetskaya Stations: conti
nental and maritime Antarctic (predominant), tem
perate-latitude, and tropical. Tbe high frequency of 
tropical air during April, May, and July implies 
that meridional air exchange is more intense in Ant
arctica during the colder part of the year. The 
average monthly height of the constant temperature 
inversion in Jan. was 670 m, the surface tempera
ture was -33, 8°C, and the temperature at the upper 
boundary of the inversion was -30. 8°C. The figures 
for Aug. (at Sovetskaya) were 900 m, -70. 6°C, and 
-46. 3°C, respectively. The height of the tropopause 
is dependent on the type of air masses. The tem
perature of each air mass drops by 15° to 20°C from 
summer to winter over Vostok, and from 11° to 14°C 
over Mirnyy. 

I-2927 551, 552:551, 557. 2(*746:*3) 

Dolgin, L M. and S. L Sokolov 
COMPARATIVE DESCRIPTION OF THE WIND RE
GIME AT MlRNYY AND AT DRIFTING STATION 
"NORTH POLE-7." (Sravnitel'na!a kharakteristika 
vetrovogo rezhima v Mirnom 1 na dre'!fuiilshchel 
stanra11 "Severoyl poliils-7. "] Text in Russian. 
Sovet. Antarkticheska!a Eksped. , Inform. biilll. , 
No. 19:26-30, incL table, graphs, 1960. 3 refs. 
Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Infor
mation Bulletin. VoL 2, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 
1964, p. 259-262. 

DLC, Qll5. S686; Qll5. S6862 

Observations at Mirnyy from March 1956 to Jan. 
1958 indicate that the main differences in wind re
gime between Mirnyy and drifting station "North
Pole-7" occur only in the lower troposphere. The 
frequencies of the easterly and southeasterly sur
face wind directions at Mirnyy in winter are about 
equal, totaling 87%, while easterly winds at "North 
Pole-7" have a frequency of 17%. Westerly winds, 
rarely observed in the first kilometer at Mirnyy, 
have a frequency of 64% at "North Pole-7. " The 
wind speeds in the boundary layer at Mirnyy decrease 
throughout the year, with the exception of summer 
as contrasted with "North Pole-7" where they in- ' 
crease. Wind characteristics in this layer at Mirnyy 
are determined by the drainage of cold air. In the 
upper atmosphere the wind characteristics are simi
lar. 
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I-2928 551. 515. 8(*746:*747) 

Shapaev, V. M. 
CYCLONE REGENERATION OF THE ANTARCTIC 
FRONT. (Sluchal regeneraraii railtlona na antarkti
cheskom fronte.] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkti
cheskaia Eksped., Inform. biilll., No. 19:31-34, 
incl, graphs, 1960. 3 refs. Eng. transL in: Soviet 
Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. VoL 2, 
Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 263-266. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

Meteorological, aerological, and synoptic data \vere 
collected at Pi one rskaya Station and by the Ob' (at the 
Sabrina Coast) in Jan. 1958 to study the weather 
simultaneously in different physiographic regions. 
There is a close relationship between the develop
ment of circulation processes over the marginal 
areas of East Antarctica and its coastal waters, 
represented schematically by a circulation ring, 
originating in the vertical plane between pressure 
systems (anticyclone-cyclone) under definite pres
sure and air-temperature conditions. Such circula
tion rings promote the exchange of air masses be
tween high-pressure areas on the slope of the conti
nent and cyclones at the Antarctic front, Such a ring 
possibly represents one of the mechanisms which 
both intensify cyclonic activity and promote the 
penetration of heat and moisture into the Antarctic 
coastal regions. 

I-2932 551. 576, l (*7 46, *762) 

Chernov, :ID. S. and P. D. Astapenko 
OROGRAPHIC CLOUDS, (Oblaka prepratstvi'!. ] Text 
in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheska!a Eksped., 
Inform. bfilll. , No. 19: 51-54, incl. illus. , 1960. 
Ref. Eng. transl, in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, 
Information Bulletin. VoL 2, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 
1964, p. 276-279. 

DLC, Qll5. S686; Qll5. S6862 

The formation of lenticular cloud systems on March 
8, 1957, 12-15 km southwest of Mirnyy, and in J an. 
1959 near Mount Discovery is described. The cloud 
system at Mirnyy was associated with an increase of 
winds aloft, resulting in a difference in the speed of 
two horizontal currents of different directions. 
These conditions, combined with the complex orog
raphy at the boundary of the two currents, resulted 
in the formation of an air wave of high amplitude. 
With sufficient humidity, a lenticular cloud formed 
in that part of the wave where the air mass ascended. 
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I-2933 551. 41(*7-11) 

Aver'!anov, V. G. 
THE BOUNDARY OF CENTRAL ANTARCTICA. 
(Granitsa fsentral'no1 Antarktidy.] Text in Russian. 
Sovet. Antarkticheskaia Eksped. , Inform. bulll. , 
No. 20:5-9, incl. tables, 1960. 5 refs. Eng. transl. 
in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
Vol. 2, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 283-287. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

Boundary definition of Central Antarctica is sup
ported by: (1) comparison of variations in elevation 
along the Mirnyy-Sovetskaya-Beardmore and the 
Mirnyy-Komsomol'skaya-Pole of Inaccessibility pro
files; (2) the absolute temperature, wind velocity, 
and accumulation gradients along the Mirnyy-Vostok 
profiles, and (3) the physicochemical properties of 
snow cover at Vostok I and Komsomol'skaya Stations. 
There is a significant change in the spatial variation 
of the main meteorological elements and in snow 
cover properties. The orographic boundary coin
cides with the climatic boundary and occupies a belt 
about 100 km wide following the 3000-m contour line 
which deflects to the north and south, depending on 
local conditions. 

I-2937 551. 591. 3:551. 509. 325(*7) 

Astapenko, P. n. 
WEATHER PHENOMENA WHICH REDUCE VISIBILI
TY IN THE ANT ARCTIC AND THEIR POSSIBLE 
FORE~ASTING. (01.Vleniia pogody, ukhudshaiush
ch1e v1d1most' v Antarktike i vozmozhnosti ikh 
P_rognozirovani!a. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antark
licheskafa Eksped. , Inform. bum., No. 20:22-25, 
1960. Ref. Eng. transl in: Soviet Antarctic Expe
dition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 2, Amsterdam, 
Elsevier, 1964, p. 296-298. 

DLC, Ql15. S686; Q115. S6862 

~isibility in Antarctica is reduced by weather condi
tions Which include sea fog blizzards drifting 
sno · ' ' T w, ice fog and haze, "snow mist," and whiteout. 

he most frequent, intense, and prolonged of these 
P_henomena are associated with strong winds which 
~t _great masses of snow into the air. Visibility is 
united mainly by frontal weather and fog over Ant

~rctic waters, and by whiteout over the continent. 
ach phenomenon is described according to its cause 

resu_lting visibility conditions and manner of fore- ' 
casting. ' 
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I-2939 546. 11:66. 071: 551. 507. 3(*7) 

Mal'tsev, M. N. and L N. Shpakovski1 
NEW EXPEDITIONARY LOW-PRESSURE HYDROGEN 
GENERATOR (Novy1 ekspedi!sionny1 vodorodny1 
generator nizkogo davleni!a.] Text in Russian. 
Sovet. Antarkticheskafa Eksped. , Inform. biulL , 
No. 20:29-32, incl. diagr., 1960. 4 refs. Eng. 
transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information 
Bulletin. Vol 2, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 
301-304. 

DLC, Q115. 8686; Q115. S6862 

A newly-designed hydrogen generator for aerological 
purposes is described which allows both the water 
supply and the production rate to be regulated. 
Other basic advantages of this low-pressure genera
tor are safety and ease of operation, high yield, 
versatility, and transportability. The assembly of 
the generator, the kinds and proportions of chemi
cals necessary, and the sequence of operations in 
the production of hydrogen are described. Three 
cubic meters of hydrogen are obtained in 40-45, 
25-30, and 15-20 min with a rate of water flow into 
the reactor of O. 5, 1. 0, and 1. 5 1/ min, respectively. 
Recommended minimum field air temperatures for 
these regin1es are 10°c, -15°C, and -15°C, respec
tively. 

I-2966 551. 510. 528/ . 53(*732) 

Schumacher, N. J. 
THE TROPOPAUSE (MAUDHEIM, 71°031S, l0°56'W). 
Norwegian-British-Swedish Antarctic Expedition, 
1949-52, Scient. Results, Vol. 1, Part lB, Aerology. 
Oslo, Norsk Polarinst., 1962, p. 99-123, incl. 
tables, graphs. 13 refs. 

DLC, Ql15. N84 

This investigation is based on aerological ascents at 
Maudheinl. By modifying the old definition, a non
ambiguous tropopause was found in practically all 
ascents, even in winter. Tropopause temperature 
as well as pressure showed a pronounced annual 
variation with maximum and minimum values well 
after the summer and winter solstices, respectively. 
Annual variations of both elements follow closely the 
corresponding variations of the lower stratosphere 
temperature. The frequency distribution of the 
tropopause parameters is discussed _as we'.! as the 
seasonal distribution curves for the mterd1urnal 
variations in temperature, pressure, and potential 
temperature. A strong correlation exists between the 
interdiurnal variations of the lower stratosphere 
temperature and that of the tropopause. Howev.er, 
between these stratospheric variations and the mter
diurnal variations of the magnitude of the tropopause 
inversion the correlation seems to be negative,. even 
in winter. The connection between stratospheric 
temperatures and the magnitude of the tropopa_us~ 
inversion is dependent on the length of the van~t1ons. 
While the correlation is negative for short~penod1c 
variations, it is positive for very long-periodic 
variations, such as the annual change. 
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I-2974 551, 326. 1:551. 515. 1(*7) 

Kupefski't, V. N. 
EFFECT OF STATIONARY POLYNYAS ON CYCLON
IC CIRCULATION IN THE ANTARCTIC. [O vozdelst
vii stafsionarnykh polynel na fsiklonichesh-uru 
fsirkuliafsiiu v Antarktike. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. 
Antarkticheskaia Eksped. , Inform. biull. , No. 21: 
23-26, 1960. 8 refs. Eng. transl. in: Soviet Ant
arctic Expedilion, Information Bulletin. Vol. 3, 
Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 14-17. 

DLC, Qll5. S686; Qll5. S6862 

Two heat sources which create warming in the area 
of a polynya are the liberation of latent heat of ice 
formation into the atmosphere and the transfer of 
heat to the water in areas of gradual ice formation. 
Ice formation is delayed by heat transferred to the 
surface, as a result of repeated saliuization which 
produces vertical circulation. The principal winter 
cyclones are found where the main stationary polyn
yas are located. Such areas include the Ross Sea, 
Commo!.1wealth Bay region, Vincennes Bay, Prydz 
Bay, Lu tzow-Holm Bay, Weddell Sea, and the south
eastern part of Bellingshausen Sea. Thus, it ap
pears that stationary polynyas have a strong, inten
sifying influence on cyclonic activities, of which they 
are a product. 

I-2975 

Aver'ianov, V. G. 

551. 524:551. 55:551. 578. 46 
(*746/ *747) 

SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF ATMOSPHERIC 
PROCESSES IN THE REGION OF KOMSOMOLSKA YA 
AND VOSTOK STATIONS. [O nekotorykh osoben
nostiakh atmosfernykh profsessov v ra'1one stanfsil 
Komsomol'skol i Vostok.] Text in Russian. Sovet. 
Antarkticheska.ia Eksped. , Inform. biull. , No. 21: 
27-30, incl. table, map, 1960. Ref. Eng. transl. 
in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
Vol. 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 17-20. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

Unusual meteorological conditions were revealed by 
glaciological observations along the Vostok I-Kom
somol' skaya-Vostok traverse in Dec. 1957. The 
leveling of the microrelief of the snow surface south 
of_Komso!Tiol'skaya, and the appearance of positive 
m_1crorehef forms at Vostok indicate a weakening of 
wmds between these stations. This is also evidenced 
by a minimum bulk density at the 1075-km mark 
where sastrugi change direction from south-southeast 
to west-southwest. Snow surface characteristics in
dicate a latitudinal transitional belt of calm weather 
between the 1000- and 1300-km marks. A minimum 
snow temperature recorded at the 1160-km mark 
confirms the development of a strong surface inver
sion in this belt. Thus, local peculiarities establish 
the cold pole of the earth north of vostok. 
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I-2976 551. 521. 14: 551. 326(*746) 

Shliakhov, V. L 
METHOD FOR MEASURrnG RADIATION BALANCE 
FROM AN AIRPLANE. [Metodika izmerenil'a balansa 
radiafsii s samoleta. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. Ant
arkticheskaia Eksped., Inform. biull. , No. 21:31-33, 
incl. graph, 1960. Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic 
Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 3, Amster
dam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 21-23. 

DLC, Qll5. S686; Ql15. S6862 

Preliminary results are presented of long-wave 
radiation balances over shore ice near Mirnyy. Data 
were recorded by a thermoelectric balance meter 
with a polyethylene filter on 3 flights at altitudes up 
lo 4 km. Long-wave radiation balance is negative on 
clear nights and increases with height. The highest 
gradients are observed in the surface layer, leveling 
out above 1 km. The pattern and differences in 
values are explained by temperature stratification 
and humidity. The balance at a height of 500 m above 
the shore ice and broken ice with a clear sky is 
-0. 083 and -0. 142 cal/ cm2 min, respectively; above 
the clouds (upper boundary of 823 m) the balance is 
-0. 110 cal/ cm2 min. Average values for radiational 
cooling per hour are given for various heights. 

I-2981 551, 521: 551. 524. 4: 551. 510. 52(*746) 

P!atnenkov, B. A 
RADIATION BALANCE AND RADIATION TEMPERA
TURE CHANGE IN THE TROPOSPHERE OF THE 
ANTARCTIC COAST. [Radiafsionnyl balans i 
radiat'sionnye izmenenua temperatury v troposfere 
Antarkticheskogo poberezh'Ia.] Text in Russian. 
Leningrad. Arkticheskil Antark. naucb. -issled. 
inst., Trudy, 273: 187-205, incl. tables, graphs, 
1965. 31 refs.-

DLC, G600. L4 

Radiation balance and radiation change of air tem
perature al various levels of the troposphere were 
calculated for a cloudless sky from aerological and 
meteorological observations at Mirnyy Station in 
1955-60. The reference data used are the vertical 
variation of air temperature and density of water 
vapor. Several expressions are described, including 
those for determining: (1) vertical variation of tem
perature, (2) density of water vapor, (3) short-wave 
radiation absorption by various atmospheric compo
nents, ( 4) vertical variation of absorption, (5) daily 
sum of direct solar radiation absorption in zones of 
water vapor and carbon dioxide, (6) monochromatic 
intensity of direct solar radiation during Rayleigh 
scattering, and (7) long wave radiation cooling of the 
air. The total atmospheric radiation absorptio~ at 
Mirnyy is 10-12% of the solar constant on a hori
zontal surface. A comparison of solar radiation was 
made with that at a station of equal latitude in the 
Arctic, Cape Shmidt. 
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I-2983 551. 513: 551, 524. 7: 551. 557(*784. 2) 

Barbe, G. D. and E. Reininger 
CHARACTERISTICS OF ATMOSPHERIC CIRCULA
TION AND TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION FROM 
JANUARY TO DECEMBER 1963 OVER KERGUELEN 
ISLANDS UP TO 25-35 KM OF ALTITUDE. (Carac
teres de la circulation atmospherique et de la repar
tition de la temperature de Janvier a Decembre 
1963 au-dessus des Iles Kerguelen jusqu'a 25-35 km 
d'altitude.] Text in French. CNFRA (Paris), No. 
14, PART I {TEXT) (Partie I {Texte)], 36p., incl, 
tables, graphs, 1965. 5 refs.; PART II {DIAGRAMS) 
[Partie II (Diagrammes)], 40 graphs. 

DLC, GPRR 

Each part of this paper is a separate publication. 
The text contains descriptions of instruments and 
methods used for wind and temperature measure
ments, discussions of the characteristics of winds 
with summaries of conditions for each month of 
1963, temperature parameters of annual and monthly 
variations and stratospheric reheating in winter, and 
circulation characteristics during 1963. The dia
grams in Part II include schematic representations 
of wind frequency, speed, and direction for Jan. -
Dec. of 1962 and 1963, and the resultant monthly 
averages for the four seasons. Similar averages are 
plotted for 1961, 1962, and 1963. (See I-1380, 
I-2806] 

I-2988 551. 515(*7) 

Tauber, G, M. 
THE CENTERS OF ACTION OF (THE] ATMOSPHERE 
OVER THE OCEANS IN THE SOUTHERN HEMI
SPHERE. [Okeanicheskie !sentry delstviia atmosfery 
v luzhnom polusharii. ] Text in Russian with English 
abstract. Akad. nauk SSSR Mezhduved. geofiz. 
komt. proved. MGG. II razdel progr. MGG: 
Meteorol, Sb. statel, No. 7; X razdel progr. MGG: 
Okeanol. Sb. statel, No. 12, 37p. , incl. tables, 
maps, 1964. 32 refs. 

DLC, QC851. A274A2; GC6. A45 

The localization of cyclones and anticyclones over 
the oceans of the Southern Hemisphere were deter
mined from a literature survey and from synoptic 
data for 1956 and 1958. The sub-Antarctic depres
sion is divided into 9 independent centers (one is 
ass_umed), and the high pressure subtropical belt is 
d1v1ded into 8 centers. The reasons for the formation 
of the cyclones and the factors defining their geo
graphical location are discussed, including the influ
ence 0f cyclones on the formation of the orographic 
peculiarities of the coastal glacial surface the form 
of the glacial Antarctic coastline, and the hydrologi
cal. regime of the oceans. The statistical charac
tenstlcs of intensity and stability of the cyclones and 
anticyclones were studied, resulting in the locations 
of the main and secondary centers of action in the 
atmosphere over the oceans in the Southern Hemi
sphere. (Auth. , mod. ) 
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1-2989 551. 511{*2) 

Borisenkov, E. P. 
TRANSFORMATION OF ENERGY IN THE ATMO
SPHERE OF THE NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN 
HEMISPHERES AND INTERACTION OF THE 
PROCESSES IN BOTH HEMISPHERES. [Preobrazo
vanie energii v atmosfere severnogo i iilzhnogo 
polusharil i vzaimodelstvie protsessov v oboikh 
polushariiakh. ] Text in Russian with English sum
mary. Akad. nauk SSS;R. Mezhduved. geofiz. komt. 
proved. MGG. II razdel progr. MGG: MeteoroL 
issled. Sb. statel, No. 9:5-13, incl. tables, graphs, 
map, 1965. 22 refs. (English translation available.) 

DLC, QC851. A274A2; CFSTI 

Seasonal variability of potential and kinetic energies 
in the atmosphere of the Northern and Southern Hemi
spheres at different latitudes is considered. Poten
tial energy is obtained by using mean charts of baric 
variations, and kinetic energy is calculated using 
isotach charts· for levels of 500 mb and higher. A 
linear interpolation was made between wind at sea 
level and at 500 mb. In the Southern Hemisphere, 
kinetic energy was calculated using mean monthly 
charts of baric variation with geostrophic correla
tions. From the data thus obtained, it can be seen 
that the lower mean effective temperature in the 
Southern Hemisphere is due to the differences in the 
underlying surfaces. The necessity of the interaction 
of processes in both hemispheres is based on the 
study of kinetic energy of the zonal atmospheric mo
tion. It is concluded that the atmospheric processes 
in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres are a sin
gle mechanism of circulation and cannot be studied 
separately. (Auth. , mod. ) 

I-2990 551. 55:551. 52(*7-11) 

Dolganov, L. V. 
THE EFFECT OF RELIEF ON THE WIND, TEM
PERATURE, AND RADIATION REGIME OF EAST 
ANTARCTICA. (Vliianie rel'efa na vetrovol, tem
peraturnyl i radiatsionnyl rezhim vostochnol Antark
tidy. ] Text in Russian with English summary. Akad. 
nauk SSSR Mezhduved, geofiz. komt. proved. MGG. 
II razdel progr. MGG: Meteorol. issled. Sb. statel, 
No. 9: 115-120, incl. tables, graphs, 1965. 2 refs. 

DLC, QC851. A274A2 

Graphs of the daily total solar radiation and !he 
average monthly air temperature for the region from 
Mirnyy to the Pole of Inaccessibility are presented. 
In addition to observations made from 1957 to 1959 at 
Pionerskaya, vostok I, Komsomol'skaya, and Sovet
skaya Stations, observations were. taken on a trav
erse from Mirnyy to Pionerskaya m 1957. The 
mean monthly temperature curve was determined 
from the annual mean air temperature as measured 
in the snow-ice cover at a depth of about 12 m. Some 
characteristic features of the radiation regime are_ 
discussed. The difference in radiation cond1ti?n~ is 
expressed not only by the size of the solar radiabon 
balance but also by the different duration of periods 
with negative and positive values of this character
istic, (Auth, , mod. ) 
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I-2°991 551. 555. 4(*7) 

Gutman, L. N. and V. M. Mal'bakhov 
THE THEORY OF KATABATIC WINDS OF THE 
ANTARCTIC. [K teorii stokovykh vetrov Antarktidy.] 
Text in Russian. Akad. nauk SSSR Mezhduved. 
geofiz. komt. proved. MGG. II razdel progr. MGG: 
Meteorol. issled. Sb. state 1, No. 9: 150-155, incl. 
graph, 1965. 11 refs. 

DLC, QC851. A274A2 

Katabatic wind is a slope wind distorted by the 
Coriolis force. Expressions are given for atmo
spheric conditions and temperatures during the for
mation of katabatic winds. The general movement of 
the atmosphere is not considered. A diagram show
ing the decrease of wind speed with height in the 
lower layers of the atmosphere is presented, and 
the presence of a surface temperature inversion 
during a katabatic wind is discussed. The effect of 
the angle of slope of the subjacent surface on kata
batic wind speed is considered. Ka.tabatic winds 
play a part in the formation of anticyclonic circula
tion. Suggestions are given for further development 
of the katabatic wind theory. 

I-2993 551. 515. 8(84) 

Gutman, Gabriel Jules and Werner Schwerdtfeger 
THE ROLE OF LATENT AND SENSIBLE HEAT FOR 
THE DEVELOPMENT OF A HIGH PRESSURE SYS
TEM OVER THE SUBTROPICAL ANDES, IN THE 
SUMMER. Meteorol. Rundsch., 18(3):69-75, incl. 
illus., tables, graphs, May/ June 1965. 33 refs. 

DLC, QC851, M2843 

The circulation over the Altiplano of Bolivia gives 
evidence of a high reaching cyclone during the sum
mer months, whereas in winter there is a straight 
west-east flow in the layers between 500 and 100 mb, 
at least. The wind and thermal wind over Antofagasta 
(west coast of South America, at the Tropic of Capri
corn) indicates that there must be a heat source to the 
east of the station, that is, over the interior of the 
continent in the warm season, Nov. through March. 
From an analysis of these winds and surface reports 
for the month of Jan. , the vertical structure of the 
atmosphere over the Altiplano is derived, for condi
tions with and without thunderstorms. On this basis 
the limits for the magnitude of the high pressure sy;
tem can be established. TIROS II radiation data (8-
12 microns) is used to illustrate the change of the 
cloud pattern over the area during the course of the 
day. A tentative heat budget of the region is calcu
lated, leading to the conclusion that the high pressure 
system is maintained by the latent heat released in 
the violent thunderstorms which characterize the 
weather conditions over the Altiplano in summer, 
and to a lesser degree by the sensible heating of the 
atmosphere over the plateau. (Auth. ) 
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I-2995 551. 593. 1(*732) 

Liljequist, G. H. 
REFRACTION PHENOMENA IN THE POLAR ATMO
SPHERE (MAUDHEIM, 71 °03'S, 10°56'W). Norwe
gian-British-SWedish Antarctic Expect. , 1949-52, 
Scient. Results, Vol. 2, Part 2B, Special Studies. 
Oslo, Norsk Polarinst. , p. 91-120, incl. illus., 
tables, graphs, 1964. 5 refs. 

DLC, Qll5. N84 . 

Marked surface inversions which develop in Antarc
tica when the radiation balance is negative create 
conditions favorable for the appearance of refraction 
phenomena in the atmosphere. These phenomena, or 
mirages, were observed and recorded for 2 years at 
Maudheim. The magnitude and structure of the sur
face inversions were studied to determine the influ
ence of these factors upon the refraction phenomena. 
Mirage frequency averaged approximately 15 days per 
month with the most brilliant displays occurring in 
April and Oct. -Nov. The phenomena observed are 
illustrated and described. Special observations 
such as waves on the horizon, terrestrial scintilla
tion, and the Novaya-Zemlya phenomenon are also 
described. A theoretical discussion of atmospheric 
reflections, thermal stratification, and mirages is 
included. 

I-3030 551. 507. 362. 2:551. 5(*2) 

Warnecke, Gunter 
POLAR RESEARCH AND WEATHER SATELLITES. 
[Polarforschung und Wettersatelliten. ] Text in Ger
man. Polarforschung, Ser. 5, 34(1/ 2): 236-240, incl 
illus. , diagr. , map, 1964, publ:-Aug. 1965. 9 refs. 

DLC, G600. P6 

The disadvantages of the TIROS satellite are (1) Its 
axis of rotation is space stabilized and the satellite 
consequently observes the earth from different angles 
and often sends no pictures at all, and (2) its orbit 
only seldom passes over the polar regions. This 
paper discusses the equipment of the NIMBUS satel
lite which is to be orbited in 1964 a.nd will not have 
these deficiencies. The wide applicability of the 
knowledge ga.lned from the TIROS satellite is dis
cussed. Emphasis is placed on (1) the telephoto
graphic analysis of cloud systems and variations in 
the albedo of the earth by which snow-free land, open 
water, and snow a.nd ice regions ca.n be distinguished, 
(2) night photography of clouds, and (3) measure
ments of visible and infrared radiation. 
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1-3037 551. 524. 73: 551. 510. 53(*2) 

Warnecke, Gunter 
SEVERAL TEMPERATU!IB VARIATIONS IN THE 
WINTER STRATOSPHERE OF THE ARCTIC AND 
ANT ARCTIC. (Unterschiedli.~he Temperaturgange 
in der winterlichen Stratosphare der Arktis und Ant
arktis.) Text in German. Umschau, 65(18): 580-581, 
incl. graphs, Sept. 15, 1965. 

DLC, AP30. U5 

Comparisons are made of temperature conditions in 
the stratosphere over both polar regions. Tempera
tures were recorded at the 50-mb level over Alert 
Station, Ellesmere L (1950-1960), and at a slightly 
higher level over Amundsen-Scott Station (1957-
1959). The Antarctic stratosphere exhibits a larger 
annual temperature variation than the Arctic. Data 
are presented which show that the amplitude of the 
mean yearly temperature variation in the Antarctic 
stratosphere is almost double that of the Arctic. The 
summer value at the South Pole is approximately 5° 
higher and the winter value 30° lower than the region 
near the North Pole. The winter monthly means at 
Amundsen-Scott are almost 10° lower than the abso
lute minimum over Alert. This stratospheric warm
ing decidedly affects the winter and summer strato
spheric circulation, and thus affects the Arctic and 
Antarctic climate very differently. T emperature 
profiles are plotted from balloon and rocket obser
vations in the stratosphere and mesosphere of the 
Arctic and Antarctic. 

1-3041 551. 510. 53:551. 524. 7(*746) 

Fedorov, fu. K. 
TEMPERATURE RISE IN THE STRATOSPHERE 
OVER ANTARCTICA DURING THE 1964 Wil'ITER 
(ACCORDING TO OBSERVATIONS AT MIRNYY). 
[Potepleniie v stratosfere nad Antarktido! zimo! 
1964 g. (po nabliudenifam v Mirnom). ) Text in Rus
sian. Meteorol. gidrol. (Moscow), No. 6:34-35, 
mcl. table, graph, June 1965. 

DLC, QC851. M27 

Data obtained at Mirnyy in 1964 show the wmsually 
early warming of the stratosphere beginning in Aug. 
of th_at year. On Sept. 15, the absolute temperature 
m":unum was - 14°C at 30 km; on Sept. 16, it was 
-17 at 26 km, and a temperature gradient of 
9-10°/km was observed from 22 to 27 km The abso-
lut · ' 
57: wmd speed maximum on Sept. 18 at 39 km was 
th km/hr. Data from 1958, 1961, and 1964 show 
A :t Aug. an~ Sept. 1964 were the warmest months. 

elahonsh1p between the atmospheric ozone con
tent and the intensive early stratospheric warming is 
suggested, 

23'1- 720 0 - 67 - 2 3 
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I-3042 551. 507. 362. 2:551. 521. 14/ . 32(*2) 

Nordberg, William 
GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATIONS FROM NIMBUS L 
Science, 150(3696):559-572, incl. illus., diagrs., 
maps, Oct. 29, 1965. 10 refs. 

DLC, Ql. S35 

The meteorological satellite, Nim bus I, was launched 
into a nearly polar orbit on Aug. 28, 1964, carrying 
two types of cameras: (1) a set of 3 very-high-reso
lution cameras (advanced Vidicon camera system) 
which formed TV images of reflected daytime solar 
radiation; and (2) an infrared radiometer which pro
vided pictorial presentations of infrared radiation 
emitted from the earth at night. A variety of geo
physical and atmospheric facts can be inferred from 
the observations of the temperature variation over 
clouds, oceans, ice formations, and the earth's ter
rain. This was the first satellite to provide con
tinuous observations of the polar regions. Much de
tail in the structure of the inland ice over Antarctica 
and other areas was observed with the Vidicon sys
tem, Information was also provided on the morphol
ogy of floating ice shelves, icebergs, and similar 
phenomena. Radiation pictures covering wide seg
ments of the Antarctic continent and ice shelves taken 
in Aug. and Sept. of 1964 are included. 

I-3047 551. 509. 318:639. 245. 1(*80) 

Sinitsyn, S, P. 
SYNOPTIC CONDITIONS IN THE SOUTHERN OCEAN 
DURING THE WHALING PERIOD IN THE S,1JMMER 
OF 1961-1962. (Sinopticheskie usloviia v IUzhnom 
okeane v period kitobo!nogo promysla letom 1961/ 62 
g, ) Text in Russian. Moscow. fsentral. Inst. 
Prognozov, Trudy, No. 137:94-100, incl. tables, 
maps, 1964. 

DLC, QC851. M64 

During the whaling season from Nov. 1961 to April 
1962, synoptic studies conducted on ships of the 
whaling fleet Sovetskaia Ukraina per_m1tted forecasts 
and storm warnings. A direct relationship was 
noticed between the success of the whaling sea_son 
and the weather. Meridional and zonal synoptic 
processes are described for various _Antarc~1c 
coastal regions. Strong wmds prevailed dur mg_ one 
half of the season, poor visibility occurred d~rmg one 
third of the season, and ice formed on the ~hip on 10 
days. The predominant weather on days with the . 
maximum and minin1um catch is tabillated. S_ynoptic 
conditions favorable and unfavorable for whalmg are 
discussed. 
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I-3049 551. 524:551. 582(*7) 

Aver'&ov, V, G. 
CONTRIBUTION TO THE PROBLEM OF CLIMATIC 
WARMING IN ANTARCTICA. [K voprosu o poteplenii 
klimata Antarktidy. ) Text in Russian. Sovet. Ant
arkticheskafll: Eksped. , Inform. biilll. , No. 22: 11-14, 
incL tables, graph, 1960. 4 refs. Eng. transL in: 
Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
Vol. 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p, 42-44. 

DLC, Ql15. S686; Q115. S6862 

Recorded air temperature increases in the Bay of 
Whales (2. 6°C from 1911 to 1967) and at Mirnyy 
(3. 6°C from 1912 to 1959) suggest that climatic 
warming affects the entire Antarctic continent, 
Attempts were made to verify this from snow and 
ice temperature measurements at depths below sea
sonal variation. Comparisons of snow temperature 
at a depth of 10-12 m with the mean annual air tem
perature at Pionerskaya, Komsomol'skaya, Vostok, 
and Amundsen-Scott Stations (1956-59) revealed that 
temperature increased about 1. 5°C during the pre
vious 10-15 yr. Further attempts were made to con
firm this warming trend in central Antarctica by 
temperature measurements in boreholes 50 m deep 
during traverses to the Pole of Inaccessibility in 
1958. Observations show that temperature continues 
to drop slowly at a rate of O. 26°C/ 10 m at Vostok I 
and 0. 66°C/10 m at the Pole of Inaccessibility. 

1-3054 551. 508: 551, 524. 36(*7) 

Evseev, E. IA. 
PROVISIONS FOR THE OPERATION OF AUTOMATIC 
RECORDERS AT LOW TEMPERATURES. [Obespe
~heme raboty samopistsev pri nizkikh temperaturakh.) 
Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskafll: Eksped. , 
Inform, biilll. , No. 22: 29-31, 1960. Eng. transl. in: 
Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
Vol 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 55-57. 

DLC, Ql15. S686; Qll5, S6862 

Recommendations are given for continuous operation 
of meteorological instrwnents at extremely low tem
peratures, The clock mechanism is the first part of 
temperature and humidity recorders to fail Its 
operation can be continued down to -85°C and lower if 
lubricants are removed and the tension of the winding 
spring is increased. Ink may be used from -50° to 
-78°C by adding 1 part antifreeze and 1 part alcohol 
with glycerin to 3 parts ink. Tape may be treated 
~1th a weak solution of shellac in alcohol or colophony 
m benzene and be used down to -80°C, 
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1-3055 551. 510, 5(213) 

Zhdanov, L. A. 
MERIDIONAL AEROLOGICAL PROFILE BETWEEN 
THE TROPICS OF THE SOUTHERN AND NORTHERN 
HEMISPHERES. [Meridional'ny'1 aerologicheski'1 
razrez mezhdu tropikami iuzhnogo i severnogo 
polusharit ] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkti
cheskaia. Eksped., Inform. biilll. , No. 22:32-35, 
incl, graph, 1960. Eng. transl in: Soviet Antarctic 
Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 3, Amster
dam, Elsevier, 1965, p, 57-60. 

DLC, Qll5. S686; Ql15. S6862 

As determined on the fourth voyage of the Ob' in the 
tropics, sounding data, a posit ive energy of instabili• 
ty, actinometric data, and the pattern of absolute 
humidity indicate a convergence line from 6° to 9"N. 
Inversions occur throughout the tropics in the South• 
ern Hemisphere due to compression. These inver
sions are located at 2 levels (4. 5-5, 5 and 0, 5-2 km) 
and approach the equator in the form of an isothermal 
layer. There are aiso 2 tropopauses: 14-16 and 
17. 5-19 km. The lower rises from the tropics to
ward the equator, while the upper has a tendency to 
fall Air from the S.outhern Hemisphere penetrates 
into the Northern, especially during the winter, in• 
tensifying the displacement of air toward the equator 
along the northeast periphery of the Atlantic sub• 
tropical high. The opposite is true in the summer. 

1-3056 551. 524:551, 547(*7) 

Bugaev, V. A. 
VALUE OF TEMPERATURE CORRECTION IN THE 
COMPUTATION OF THE 700-MB GEOPOTENTIAL 
SURFACE. [Velichina temperaturno'1 popravki pri 
.raschete geopotentsiala poverkhnosti 700 mb. ] Text 
in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskaia Eksped. , 
Inform. biilll., No. 22:36-39, incl. table, graphs, 
1960. Eng. transl in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, 
Information Bulletin. Vol 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 
1965, p. 60-63. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Ql15. S6862 

The average temperature of the 700-mb geopotential 
layer must be measured using a correction factor in 
areas where radiosonde data are not available for 
corresponding time intervals. The correction de
pends on surface inversion, and the latter depends on 
surface temperature. Temperature corrections are 
tabulated for Sovetskaya, vostok I, vostok, P1oner· 
skaya, and the average for the Antarctic plateau. 
Corrections vary little among stations. Tempera
ture corrections for regions where elevations change 
rapidly depend on the pressure at the station. If the 
pressure is from 690 to 710 rob, the temperature 
correction is unnecessary; with deviations f~om_ ?OO 
mb of 10 to 20 mb, the temperature correction 1s 
2-4•. A temperature correction of 4-6° may ?8 u~ed 
in summer for a large pressure interval and m wm· 
ter with an interval of 730-670 mb. The latter cor· 
rection in winter for pressures below 670 mb is 
inaccurate due to katabatic winds and surface inver· 
sion. 
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I-3058 551. 571: 551. 501. 4: 551. 524(*747) 

Dolganov, L. V. 
DETERMINATION OF ABSOLUTE HUMIDITY AT 
LOW TEMPERATURES. (Opredelenie absoliiltnol 
vlazhnosti pri nizkikh temperaturakh. ] Text in Rus
sian. Sovet. Antarkticheska!a Eksped. , Inform. 
b!illl., No. 22:42-45, incl. tables, graph, 1960. 
Eng, transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Infor
mation Bulletin. Vol. 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 
1965, p. 65-68. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

Absolute humidity can be determined by the Clausius
Clapeyron equation for tern pe rature s below - 70°C. 
Relationships are given between absolute humidity 
and various temperatures and pressures at Vostok 
Station in 1958. Comparison with psychrometric 
tables shows little differences with the calculated 
values. The desiccating effect of the strongly cooled 
snow and ice causes the annual absolute humidity at 
Vostok to be reduced by a factor of 100 from Jan. to 
Aug. 

I-3065 551. 58(*726. 3) 

Almejun, Wrondesco 
GENERALITIES ABOUT THE CLIMATE OF THE 
ANTARCTIC PENINSULA. (Generalidade s sobre el 
clima de la Penfu~ula Antartica. ] Text in Spanish. 
Rev. Nae. Aeronaut. Espacial, 24(267): 43-47, incl. 
illu~. '. tables, map, Aug. 1964. 3 refs. (Bo!. 
Antartico No. 2) 

DLC, TL504. R547 

Following a geographic description of the Antarctic 
Peninsula, various features of the climate are dis
cussed: pressure variations, wind frequency, direc
tion, and velocity, temperature, humidity, visibility, 
cloud cover, and precipitation. Data accompanying 
these discussions were collected at the following sta
tions: Belgrano, Decepcion I. , Orcadas, Esperanza, 
Argentine L , and Signy J. 

I-3073 551. 578. 41(*7-11) 

Zakiev, Kh. iA. 
FEATURES OF ATMOSPHERIC ICE ON THE TRAV
ERSE FROM MIRNYY TO THE POLE OF RELATIVE 
:ACCESSIBILITY (EAST ANTARCTICA). (Osoben-

sti atmosfernogo l'da na profile Mirnyl - Poliils 
~~ositel'no! _nedostupnosti (Vostochna!a Antarktida). ] sst m Russian with English summary. Akad. nauk 
raz R. Mezhduved. geofiz. komt. proved. MGG. IX 
No d1~ ~rogr. MGG: Glia~iol. issled. Sb. state!, 

D
.L : 6- 29, incl. illus. , graph, 1964. 

C, QE575. A45 

F~rms of atmospheric ice crystals are discussed and 
re ated to atmospheric circulation processes, the 
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effect of underlying surfaces, and radiation condi
tions. Advection of moist oceanic air into the conti
nent by cyclonic activity is important in the forma
tion of these crystals. In the coastal zone atmo
spheric ice crystals were observed to fall from 
nimbostratus, stratocumulus, stratus, and occa
sionally from altocumulus clouds; the crystals were 
of columnar, platelet, and star shapes. In the 
slope zone, a mixture of supercooled water droplets 
and ice crystals of columnar and platelet shapes was 
observed. In the zone of the high plateau, high 
clouds (cirrus and cirrostratus) and medium-level 
clouds (altocumulus and altostratus) were predomi
nant; ice crystals of columnar shape prevailed over 
those of platelet shape. (Auth. , mod. ) 

I-3078 551. 513:551. 510. 53:551. 521. 1 

Dyer, A. J . and B. B. Hicks 
STRATOSPHERIC TRANSPORT OF VOLCANIC DUST 
INFERRED FROM SOLAR RADIATION MEASURE
MENTS. Nature, 208(5006):131-133, incl. graphs, 
Oct. 9, 1965. 13 refs. 

DLC, Ql.N2 

Dust content, recorded in the atmosphere above 
Aspendale, Australia (38°S), and the South Pole, 
following the eruption of Mt. Agung, Bali (8°S, 15°E), 
on March 17, 1963, is useful in tracing atmospheric 
circulation. Initial detection in the middle latitudes 
occurred after 5-7 weeks and the maximum concen
tration after 4-6 months. The first major arrival of 
volcanic dust at 38°8 occurred during July-Aug. 1963 
(direct solar radiation was reduced by 24%), and 
during Jan. -Feb. 1964 at 90"8. At almost the same 
times in the following year a new influx of dust 
appeared at both latitudes, indicating a pronounced 
seasonal effect in the poleward stratospheric trans
fer. Stratospheric transfer from the equator requires 
5 months to reach middle latitudes and 11 months to 
reach polar latitudes. The sudden arrival of dust at 
90°8 in Nov. 1963 [I-2416) coincided with a 
change in stratospheric circulation from circumpolar 
to meridional. The presence of volcanic dust is con
sistent with an equatorial reservoir with gradual de
pletion by enhanced poleward transfer in winter. The 
different times of occurrence of the maxima of the 
various tracers are probably associated with the dif
ferent heights at which the tracers occur and at which 
the transport takes place. 

I-3116 551. 521. 1 

Berliand, T. G. 
DAIL y VARIATIONS IN SOLAR RADIATION IN THE 
PRINCIPAL CLIMATIC ZONES OF THE EARTH. 
(Sutochny1 khod solnechno1 radial'.sii v osnovny~ 
klimaticheskikh zonakh zemnogo shara. ] Text m 
Russian. Leningrad. Glav. Geofiz. Observ. , _ 
Trudy, 179:3-27, incl. tables, graphs, 1965. 2o 
refs. -

DLC, QC801. L46 
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Factors controlling the daily variation of direct, 
scattered, and total radiation are examined for a 
cloudless sky and for prevailing conditions. Hourly 
values of solar radiation obtained at 64 stations of 
the worldwide actinometric network over a period of 
2. 5-15 yr were used. The primary factor considered 
was solar altitude and how this is reflected in lati
tudinal radiation variation. The greatest variations 
in height of the sun at noon and in length of day are 
found in the Arctic and the Antarctic. In the Arctic, 
where cyclonic circulation prevails, the conditions 
for incidence of solar radiation are less favorable 
than over the central plateau of the Antarctic where, 
because of anticyclonic circulation, high elevations, 
and cloudless skies, a large amount of solar heat is 
absorbed during the summer. Observations made at 
Pionerskaya, Komsomol'skaya, and Vostok Stations 
show that the maximum hourly swns of total radia
tion exceed those from the Arctic by more than 1. 5 
times. This is not true in the Antarctic coastal 
areas, such as at Mirnyy Station where cyclonic cir
culation prevails. 

1-3123 551. 515. 1: 551. 462. 5(*7) 

Usmanov, R. F. 
COINCIDENCE OF THE ANTARCTIC LOW WITH 
SUBANTARCTIC SUBMARINE BASINS. (0 sovpadenii 
antarkticheskol zony nizkogo davleni:!a s podvodnymi 
subantarkticheskimi kotlovinami. ] Text in Russian. 
Sovet. Antarkticheska:!a Eksped. , Inform. biilll. , 
No. 24:5-9, incl. maps, 1960. 7 refs. Eng. transl. 
in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
Vol, 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 121-125. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

Antarctic cyclonic centers are characteristically 
located above the Bellingshausen, Australo-Antarc
tic, and Afro-Antarctic basins, while the Antarctic 
Convergence is located over the Australo-Antarctic 
and Afro-Antarctic elevations, and the Southern 
Antilles and South Pacific ridges, The formation of 
the submarine basins are associated with the decel
eration of the earth's rotation. The effects of these 
deformational forces of compression are manifested 
in the atmosphere, hydrosphere, and lithosphere. In 
the case of the atmosphere, the energy is manifested 
rapidly, while changes in the lithosphere occur as a 
result of prolonged accumulation of crustal stresses, 

I-3127 551, 509. 322. 7(*746) 

Zhdanov, L. A. 
TYPIFICATION OF SYNOPTIC PROCESSES OVER 
THE COAST OF EAST ANTARCTICA. (0 tipizatsii 
sinopticheskikh pro&ssov nad poberezh'em Vostoch
nol Antarktidy, ] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkti
~heska:!a Eksped,, Inform, bfilll., No. 24:26-29, 
mcL graph, 1960, Eng. transl in: Soviet Antarctic 
Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 3, Amster
dam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 138-140, 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115, S6862 
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Atmospheric jet streams characteristic of the Ant
arctic coast were determined at Mirnyy to forecast 
synoptic processes favorable for flying. Six major 
synoptic types were divided into two groups. The 
first group includes synoptic processes developing 
in the troposphere when jet streams with anti
cyclonic contour lines are in the lower stratosphere, 
and the second group when moderate velocity jet 
streams with cyclonic contour lines are in the lower 
stratosphere. Favorable flight conditions are created 
by processes of the first group, An example of the 
first type is presented in forecasting general weather 
deterioration. Southwesterly jet streams were de
tected in the first stage of the synoptic process, 
The second stage was characterized by a change in 
wind direction to easterly and tropospheric jet 
streams to west-northwesterly, followed by snow
fall and blizzard conditions. The duration and inten
sity of weather phenomena depend on the season and 
the strength of jet streams. The stronger the jet 
stream, the more rapidly the process develops, and 
the shorter the duration of the weather phenomena. 

I-3187 551, 510, 7(*784. 2, *75) 

Lambert, G. and G. Polian 
STUDY OF NATURAL RADIOACTMTY OF THE 
ATMOSPHERE AT KERGUELEN ISLANDS AND 
ADELIE LAND. [Etude de la radioactivite naturelle 
de !'atmosphere aux 'hes Kerguelen et en Terre 
Adelie.] Text in French. CNFRA (Paris), No. 12, 
35p., incl. illus., graphs, map, 1965. 8 Jefs, 
(Expects. polaires fran;,. , Missions Paul-Emile 
Victor, Publ. No. 279) 

DLC 

A study was made of the results of measurements of 
aerosol natural radioactivity, accumulated from 1960 
to 1962 at Kerguelen Is. and Adelie Coast. The 
equipment and methods of measurement are de
scribed; the concentration unit adopted is the 
picocurie/ m 3 which corresponds to 2. 22 disintegra
tions per minute per m3. The study reveals lhe 
presence of about O. 3 pci/m 3 of thoron in the atmo
sphere of Kerguelen Is. , principally by weak wind 
from the NNE and NW sectors. A mean concentra
tion of radon was also measured in the vicinity of 2 
pci/m 3 which is due mainly to the emission of radon 
from the nearest continents, In Adelie Coast, thoron 
could not be detected but radon showed an atmo
spheric concentration of 0. 7 pci/m3, (Auth., mod.) 

I-3189 551,521.14 

Berlland, T, G. and v. V. Mukhenberg 
THE ROLE OF ABSORBED RADIATION IN FORMING 
THE RADIATION BALANCE. [Rol' pogloshchennol 
radiafsii v formirovanii radiafsionnogo balansa. ] 
Text in Russian. Leningrad. Glav, GeofiZ, Observ. 1 

Trudy, 139: 3-15, incl table, graphs, maps, 1963. 
14 refs.-

DLC, QC801. L46 
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Principles of distribution of absorbed radiation are 
discussed, with reference to charts of absorbed 
radiation for the continental areas. The charts, 
showing a yearly distribution and a distribution for 
Jan. and July, are reproduced at a scale of 1: 40 x 
106, with isolines drawn for every 10 kcal/ cm2 on the 
yearly chart, and for every 2 kcal/ cm 2 on the month
ly charts. The mean annual value of absorbed radia
tion varies from 15 to 150 kcal/ cm2, the lowest value 
of which is observed in the polar regions. The value 
of absorbed radiation is higher in the Arctic than in 
the Antarctic, due to the lower albedo in the Arctic. 
Curves are drawn for annual variation of total radia
tion, reflected radiation, and albedo for the Antarctic 
{Mirnyy), and sub-Arctic, subtropical, and equatorial 
regions. The radiation balance is expressed as the 
value of absorbed radiation minus the effective radia
tion. Effective radiation changes only slightly, spa
tially and temporally, as the factors influencing it 
operate to cancel one another. The direct relation
ship between the radiation balance and absorbed 
radiation is presented graphically for humid regions, 
dry regions, and the remaining land areas. The re
lationship between air temperature and absorbed 
radiation is also graphed. 

I-3193 551. 513: 551. 587(*7) 

Zhdanov, L. A. 
THE TWO YEAR CYCLIC RECURRENCE OF ATMO
SPHERIC CIRCULATION OVER THE ANTARCTIC. 
[K voprosu o dvukhletne1 tsiklichnosti atmosferno1 
girkul!ll.tsii nad Antarktikot J Text in Russian. 
Antarktika: Dok!. Komis. , 1963. Moskva, Izd-vo 
Akad. nauk SSSR, 1964, p. 122- 126, incl. tables, 
maps. 16 refs. 

DLC, G576. A65 

An analysis of Jan, Antarctic mean monthly charts of 
the 50-mb surface from 1958 to 1963 shows the baro
metric field of atmospheric circulation in the lower 
stratosphere. The charts show a high cyclonic cir
culation in the lower stratosphere for even years and 
a high anticyclonic circulation for uneven years. The 
mean geopotential height of the 50-mb surface in Jan. 
18 tabulated from observations made at 5 stations. In 
Jan. of even years there is a low mean monthly tem
per~ture and geopotential height; in uneven years it 
~s higher. The cold even years have cyclonic 
isohypses, and uneven warm years have anticyclonic 
isohyp_ses. In a period of decreasing solar activity, 
there 1s_a more pronounced stratospheric cyclonic 
~irculahon for even years, while the anticyclonic 
ISohypse is weaker for uneven years. The formation 
of_ the stratospheric cyclone or anticyclone in Jan. 711! determine the general tropospheric circulation 
bor the year ; cycl_onic development is characterized 
Y strong zonal circulation and anticyclonic de

velopment is characterized by meridional tropo
spheric circulation. 
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I-3194 551. 578. 466:551. 55(*7-11) 

Bugaev, V. A. and Shliakhov, V. L 
EVALUATION OF SASTRUGI DIRECTIONS ON THE 
MIRNYY - KOMSOMOL'SKAYA - VOSTOK TRAV
ERSE BY MEANS OF AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS. 
(Otsenka napravleniia zastrugov na marshrute 
Mirny1 - Komsomol'skaia - Vostok po fotografiro
vaniiil: s samoleta. ] Text in Russian. Antarktika: 
Dok!. Komis., 1963. Moskva, Izd-vo Akad. nauk 
SSSR, 1964, p. 127-135, incl illus., table, map. 
Ref. 

DLC, G576. A65 

Aerial photographs were taken of the snow surface 
from Mirnyy to Vostok on Nov. 20 and Dec. 2, 1961, 
to determine prevailing wind directions by studying 
the sastrugi, The geographical coordinates for each 
photograph, the approximate distance of each from 
Mirnyy, the angle of the sastrugi in degrees from the 
line of flight, and the characteristics of the sastrugi 
are tabulated. As sastrugi formed by cyclonic winds 
and those formed by katabatic and anticyclonic winds 
differ morphologically, it is possible to define regions 
of cyclonic activity. Sastrugi show regions of de
veloped drainage, direction of drainage, and conse
quently, general relief characteristics in specific re
gions of the Antarctic. The sastrugi formed by cy
clonic winds in those regions where the slope is com
paratively great may be used in constructing hypso
metric charts, as cyclonic winds in those areas are 
parallel to the isohypse of the plateau dome. Posi
tions of centers of circulation and their seasonal 
shifting may be studied from aerial photographs of 
sastrugi fields, (Auth. , mod. ) 

I-3201 551. 583. 7(082. 2) 

NATO Palaeoclimates Conference, Newcastle-upon-
Tyne and Durham, Eng. , 1963 

PROBLEMS IN PALAEOCLIMATOLOGY; PROCEED
INGS. Edited by A. E. M. Nairn. London, New 
York, Interscience, 1964, 705p., incl. illus. , tables, 
graphs, diagrs., maps. Refs. 

DLC, QC884. N2 1963 

The papers published in this volume were presented 
at King's College, Newcastle upon Tyne, England. 
The papers are arranged by topic into chapters, each 
preceded by a general introduction to t_he papers and 
ending with a discussion. Chapter topics include: 
the use of fossil plants in paleoclimatic interpreta
tions evidence of climate from coal and coal meas
ures: the recognition of ancient glaciations, Pre
cambrian glaciation, geophysical techniques. and 
ancient climates, Devonian climate, theorehc~l con
siderations ru1d Quaternary clinlates, recogmtwn of 
arid climates and wind direction studies, Permian 
climate and paleontology and climate. Numerous 
article; make reference to Antarctic phenomena or 
studies. One has been abstracted: J. C. Crowell's, 
Climatic significance of sedimentary deposits con-
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taining dispersed megaclasts [l-3202]. [Robert 
L. Nichols' paper, Geological features demonstrating 
aridity of McMurdo Sound area, Antarctica, has been 
previously abstracted as E- 20. ) 

I-3202 551. 583. 7: 551. 33(*7) 

Crowell, J. C. 
CLIMATIC SIGNIFICANCE OF SEDIMENTARY DE
POSITS CONTAINING DISPERSED MEGACLASTS. 
In: NATO Palaeoclimates Conference, Problems in 
Palaeoclimatology; proceedings. Edited by A. E. M. 
Nairn. London, New York, Interscience, 1964, p. 
86-99, incL maps. 37 refs. 

DLC, QC884. N2 1963 

sedimentary layers containing large clasts, mixed or 
dispersed in a finer matrix, furnish clues to ancient 
climates. Although such deposits are easy to recog
nize, criteria to distinguish the diverse possible ori
gins are elusive. The origins of such deposits are 
examined and comments are made on the studies 
needed for their paleoclimatic interpretation. To 
examine sedimentation near continental glaciers 
today, attention is turned to Antarctica and Greenland. 
In the Ant4rctic, transitory deposits of till no doubt 
underlie the ice and ring the continent at many 
places, and locally are below sea leveL These 
transitory deposits will be removed from the geologic 
record when the ice has wasted. Megaclasts dropped 
by icebergs in marine strata are therefore more 
likely to record the event. In addition, the clasts 
are spread areally in a narrow belt around the ice 
cap, a factor favorable to their preservation. Such 
a record is probably accumulating in an irregular 
band around Antarctica. However, most erratics 
will be dropped and entombed in the record in a zone 
between the Sept. and March pack ice limits, or at 
about 67"8. Thus, 100 m. y. from now, a geologist 
examining the deposits might be misled into locating 
the center of glaciation, and presumably the South 
Pole, about 25° out of position. 

I-3203 551. 515. 8(*7) 

Taljaard, J. J. and IL van Loon 
CYCLOGENESIS, CYCLONES AND ANTICYCLONES 
IN THE SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE DURING SUM
MER 1957-1958. Notos, 12(1/4):37-50, incl. graph, 
charts, 1963. Ref. -

DLC, QC982. N6 

This is the second of a series which contains charts 
indicating the positions and dates of cyclogenesis, the 
centers of sea-level cyclones and anticyclones, and 
the centers of 500-mb geopotential minima. Data 
are presented for the warm season of 1957-58 (Dec. 
through March). The tracks of the cyclones, anti
cyclones, and 500-mb minima for Jan. 1958 are 
shown. The main features of the distributions and 
tracks are listed. [See I-1646] (Auth., mod.) 
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I-3204 551. 506. 7(*7) 

Taljaard, J. J. 
MONTHLY MEAN 500 MB DATA FOR RADIOSONDE 
AND RAWINSONDE STATIONS SOUTH OF 15"8 FOR 
THE IGY AND IGC 1959. Notos, 12(1/ 4):51-65, incl. 
table, 1963. -

DLC, QC982. N6 

The monthly mean 500-mb geopotentials, tempera
ture, and resultant wind direction and speeds are 
presented for all 66 radiosonde and rawinsonde sta
tions which operated south of 15"8 during the IGY and 
IGC 1959 (July 1957 to bee. 1959). These tabulated 
data are the basis for the published monthly mean 
500-mb maps for the first 9 months of the IGY [Notes, 
vol. 8, 1959], the first 6 months of the IGC [l-3205), 
and the remaining 15 maps yet to be con-
structed. The monthly means are based on at least 
15 soundings per month with only a few exceptions. 

I-3205 551, 509. 21(*7) 

HISTORICAL WEATHER CHARTS FOR THE SOUTH
ERN HEMISPHERE FOR THE PERIOD MARCH TO 
JUNE 1959. Notos, 12(1/4):67-196, incL charts, 
1963. 3 refs. -

DLC, QC982. N6 

This is. the second of a series {I-1651] which 
contains daily and monthly mean sea-level and 500-
mb charts for the Southern Hemisphere. The data 
are presented for the period March to June 1959, 
and revised mean 500-mb maps for Jan. and Feb. 
1959 are also included. 

I-3238 551. 58: 551, 524. 3(*7) 

Aldunate, Alejandro A. 
CLIMATE AND THE ANTARCTIC. [El clima Y la 
Antartica. l Text in Spanish. Inst, Antartico Chileno, 
Bol, p, 33-34, incl illus., May 1965. 

DLC 

The effect of Antarctic cold on the weather of the 
Southern Hemisphere is outlined, The atmosphe:c 
phenomena are related to variations in the therm 
equilibrium of air masses. The hemispheric coo~g 
effect of Antarctica can be estimated by thermal 111 t 
vestigations of the means by which the cooling effec 
is transported, i.e. , by air, water, and ice. The 
effects of these three factors are discussed 0~ th~h 
basis of thermal investigations conducted durmg e 
IGY. 
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I-3246 910(*80) 

Kirillov, L F. and A. A. Rybnikov 
THE ROARING FORTIES. (Revushchie sorokovye. ) 
Text in Russian. Prircxla, No. 4:42-47, incL illus., 
diagr., map., April 1963. 

DLC, Q4. PS 

The latitudes 40°-50"8 are characterized by low 
cloudiness, rain fog, and constant wind; ocean waves 
may reach heights of 17-24 m; temperature changes 
little during the year, with a range of 5-6° of frost in 
the winter ~d 10-12° in the summer. The Antarctic 
Convergence is located in these latitudes. Indige
nous animals and birds are discussed. Petrels, 
albatrosses, and various species of penguins, such 
as the golden-haired [macaroni), tufted [rockhopper), 
and king penguins nest on the scattered sub-Antarctic 
islands and the islands off the southern coasts of 
Australia, New Zealand, South America, and Africa. 
Various types of seals are found in these latitudes. 
Most of the sub-Antarctic islands are now game 
reservations. Some other animals have been intro
duced into the area by man, including the northern 
seal, rats, rabbits, and cats. The nature of the 
sub-Antarctic islands is described. Most of these 
islands have temporary and/or permanent meteoro
logical stations and serve as intermediate points for 
whaling or scientific expeditions. During the IG Y, 
complex geophysical studies were started. 

I-3251 551. 510. 52: 551. 511, 6(*7) 

L~~rt, Gerard, Jacques Labeyrie and 
Benedicte Ardouin 

ON THE EXISTENCE OF A ZONAL STRUCTURE OF 
THE LOWER ATMOSPHERE, MAINLY IN THE 
SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE. (Sur !'existence d'une 
structure zonale de la basse atmosphere principale
ment dans !'hemisphere Sud. ] Text in F~ench. Acad. 
sci., Comp!. rend. (Paris), 261(19):3857-3860, incl 
graphs, Nov. 8, 1965. 3 refS:-

DLC, Q46. A14 

The measurements of artificial radioactive aerosols 
conducted in 1961 [I-1461) were continued during 
1962-1964. The transfer between the stratosphere 
and the_ troposphere occurs at well-defined preferen
tial latitudes; the extreme weakness of meridian 
transfer at low altitude defines a succession of con
taminated zones, separated by much less contami
nated ones, which appear to form meridional diffusion 
barriers. These zones are divided on the surface of 
the globe by parallel planes inclined by tens of de 
gree_s _to the equatorial plane and cutting the zero 
meridian in Dec. around l0°N lO"S 25"S 45"S and 
ri°bably 70"8. During the ye::X, this system shifts 
0 lowing the apparent movement of the sun with an 

~plitude never exceeding 10°, which is manifested 
Y seasonal variations in concentration, discovered 

at all fixed stations outside the zone 40-70"8. 
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I-3253 551. 521. 14(*764, *881) 

Predoehl, Martin C. and Angelo F. Spano 
AIRBORNE ALBEDO MEASUREMENTS OVER THE 
ROSS SEA, OCTOBER-NOVEMBER 1962, Monthly 
Weather Rev., 93(11):687-696, incl. tables, graphs, 
diagr. , map, Nov. 1965. 16 refs. 

DLC, QC983. A2 

Ten flights were made over the Ross Sea to the north 
and east of McMurdo in a Navy C-54Q aircraft fitted 
with up- and down-facing Eppley pyranometers and a 
camera for taking overlapping photographs of the ter
rain below. From a flight level of 7500 ft albedos of 
the underlying ice types were obtained for various 
elevations of the sun above the horizon. A few meas
urements were made from altitudes lower than 7500 
ft to determine the change of albedo in the vertical. 
The albedo of old and new winter ice exhibited very 
little change with the sun between 10° and 30° above 
the horizon, the values ranging from 60 to 70% but 
chiefly grouping around 65%. Values over young ice 
ranged from 10 to 25%. An albedo of 72% was ob
tained over the Ross Ice Shelf with the sun at 30° 
above the horizon, and a value of 5% was obtained 
over ocean water with the sun above 40°. Albedos 
over winter ice and over young ice computed from 
RG-8 (red) filter data were approximately half those 
obtaine<l with WG-7 (clear) filter data. (Auth., mod.) 

I-3254 551, 521. 14(*881) 

Spano, Angelo F. 
RESULTS OF AN AIRBORNE ALBEDO PROGRAM IN 
ANTARCTICA, 1963. Monthly Weather Rev., 93(11): 
697-703, incl illus., tables, graphs, map, Nov. 
1965. 6 refs. 

DLC, QC983. A2 

A series of measurements of the albedo of various 
representative types of under lying surfaces was m~e 
from an aircraft during Oct. and Nov. 1963. In this 
operation, special flights were made to determine. 
corrections to the observed values for aircraft alti
tude and orientation with respect to the sun. A sys
tematic variation in albedo values with differing air
craft orientation with respect to the sun was found, 
apparently because of a slight leveling error, ~d 
corrections computed for this factor were applied to 
the data. Albedo values decrease 1. 2% for each 
1000-ft increase in altitude from the surface to 6000 
ft and remain relatively constant thereafter. Albedo 
v~ues of 83% were obtained for the polar plateau and 
74% for the Ross Sea area for winter ice with no 
clouds below the aircraft. The albedo of stratocumu
lus clouds over these surfaces was 79%, and of alto
cumulus clouds 77%. Values measured fro?1 the air
craft in the vicinity of the South Pole were m gocxl 
agreement with surface measurements at this site. 
(Auth. , mcxl. ) 
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I-3256 551. 509. 313(*7) 

Triegaardt, D. o. 
AN EXPERIMENTAL NUMERICAL FORECAST WITH 
A DIVERGENT BAROTROPIC MODEL. Nuusbrief 
(News Letter), No. 179:33-36, incl maps, Feb, 
1964. 6 refs. 

DLC, GPRR 

Experimental numerical forecasts of the 500-mb con
tour field were made using 500-mb contour analyses 
based primarily on extrapolation from surface weath
er charts. The eiqierimental region included the 
general area of the South Atlantic and Indian Oceans, 
and extended south to Queen Maud Land. An IBM 704 
computer was used to make the experimental fore
casts using a divergent barotropic model with a sim
ple stream function. A chart of the initial 500-mb 
contour field includes upper-air station positions and 
the surface observations which form the chart's basis, 
The verifying contour field is also charted. Two 
other charts show a 24-hr forecast; one uses the 
divergent barotropic model, while the other is made 
with a non-divergent model Each includes forecast 
errors. It is apparent from these errors that ex
perimental forecasts are greatly improved when the 
divergence term is included. Using this term, the 
model forecast two deep central lows, and the pivot
ing of a low near Kerguelen L The later appearance 
of a closed center was not predicted. 

I-3258 551. 509(*782:*82) 

Taljaard, J. J. 
CASE OF A WRONG WEATHER FORECAST DURING 
THE RECONNAISSANCE OF BOUVET(,)!YA. Nuusbrief 
(News Letter), No. 181:76-78, incl. illus. , maps, 
April 1964. 

DLC, GPRR 

On the basis of a weather analysis from Pretoria, a 
synoptic map was constructed of weather conditions 
in the South Atlantic Ocean on March 31, 1964. The 
author thereby predicted for April 1 a variable cloud 
cover, occasional showers, and moderate winds 
pushing a low region eastward beyond Bouvet L 
April 1 saw, instead, a continuous 40- to 50-kn gale 
with gusts approaching 70 kn. A second synoptic 
map shows these actual weather conditions on April 1, 
based on new data from Pretoria and from ships in 
the Bouvet L area. This map shows that a well-de
veloped deep low advanced southeastward from the 
region east of Argentina and north of South Georgia 
an area for which no data had been available on ' 
March 31. The erroneous forecast is due to the 
lack_ of data from this area, and to the great speed 
and mtensity with which the low advanced. 
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I-3259 551. 515. 2(*84) 

Gouws, V. C. 
THE TROPICAL CYCLONE "HARRIET. " Nuusbrief 
(News Letter), No. 183:115-118, incl. graph, maps, 
June 1964. 

DLC, GPRR 

In March 1963, "Harriet" developed in the doldrums 
over the Indian Ocean east of Madagascar. During 
its 13-day life , "Harriet" traced the longest path and 
was the most intense tropical cyclone of the season. 
From its birth NE of St. Brandon L , the cyclone 
moved W at 10-11 kn toward the mainland of 
Madagascar, crossed the Mozambique Channel, then 
turned SE toward Kerguelen L , with winds of more 
than 12 kn. Rapid pressure changes occurred at 
Kerguelen L on March 17 and 18 when the cyclone 
moved SE and merged with a cold trough from the 
west. The lowest pressure recorded at the island 
was 984. 9 mb on March 17. Surface observations 
taken on board the Straat Singapore , with respect to 
ship's time and position, are tabulated in a surface 
time section for Kerguelen. 

I-3260 551. 506. 7(*7) 

Hofmeyr, W. L. 
A MERIDIONAL ANAL Y8IS OF UPPER-AIR CONDI
TIONS ON 3 SEPTEMBER 1957 ALONG 10"E BE
TWEEN EQUATOR AND SOUTH POLE. Nuusbrief 
{News Letter), No. 183:119-121, incl graphs, June 
1964. 

DLC 

Observations were made at 10 rawinsonde and 2 
radiosonde stations, among which are Gough and 
Marion Is. , Norway, Halley Bay, Amundsen-Scott, 
and Little America Stations. Preliminary analysis 
is made of 4 elements during one day's observations: 
isotherms, isotachs of westerly wind components, 
isopleths of potential temperature , and isopleths of 
mixing ratio. Isotherms indicate that temperatures 
were highest on the surface at the equator and at the 
top of the inversion between 0° and 30"S. Isotachs of 
wind components show a westerly jet of over 40 
m/ sec just below the tropopause; the jet is lowe_st at 
50°S. Closely related to the isotherms are the ISO

pleths of potential temperature, with vertical gra
dient greatest in correspondence with the surface 
and stratospheric inversions. Isopleths aid in locati 
ing the tropopause in this analysis. The isopleths O d 
mixing ratio point to clear maxima at the equator an 
in the temperate region; minima lie in the belt of sub
sidence and toward the pole. [See I-1647] 
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I-3277 551. 5(*7) 

Rubin, M. J . and W. S. Weyant 
ANTARCTIC METEOROLOGY. In: Trevor Hatherton 
(ed. ), Antarctica. New York, Frederick A. Praeger, 
@65, Chap. 15, p. 375-401, incl. graphs, diagr., 
maps. 15 refs. 

DLC, G860. H27 

Factors influencing Antarctica's climate include dis
tribution of land and water, altitude and topography, 
and the sun-earth relationship. In summer, solar 
radiation is at a maximum. The atmosphere compen
sates for the annual radiational heat loss; annual 
mean temperatures are thus constant. The region 
serves as a major heat sink for the earth. The atmo
sphere is divided into three layers. An increase in 
temperature with altitude (temperature inversion) 
occurs in the layer from the surface to 1 km, with an 
annual range >30°C. The free troposphere, extending 
to 8-10 km, has a regular fall in temperature with 
height and a range <10°C at a given level. At the 
tropopause, the decrease of temperature with height 
becomes less or reverses. Measurements of the 
stratosphere extend to 30 km and reveal a higher but 
weakening tropopause in winter, a large annual tem
perature range (>40°C), gradual decrease in tempera
ture in autumn and winter, and rapid increases in 
spring. At some point over 50 mb, temperature in
version occurs, indicating westerlies at very great 
heights and speeds. Average annual precipitation is 
computed at 10. 8-16. 6 cm. The continent is charac
terized by prevailing surface winds constant in direc
tion; this direction is determined primarily by the 
surface slope. 

!-3327 551. 581(211) 

Budyko, M. L 
THERMAL REGIME OF THE EARTH. (Teplovol 
rezhim Zemli. ] Text in Russian. Priroda, No. 8: 
55-59, incl. illus. , graphs, Aug. 1962. 

DLC, Q4. PS 

The polar regions receive more solar radiation in 
their summer months than the tropical regions. The 
low polar temperatures are explained by the high 
albedo of the ice and snow cover. If ice and snow 
were absent at the poles, then the Arctic summer 
temperature would be 10-20° and winter 5-10°C; the 
interior Antarctic winter temperature would be some
what lower and the summer temperature would be 
higher than the Arctic. Geological evidence of pre
glacial periods in polar regions verifies the existence 
of an earlier warm climate. It is hypothesized that 
In preglacial times catastrophic volcanic explosions 
could have filled the stratosphere with dust, de
creasing solar radiation and lowering the temperature 
of the Earth. Glaciation would have formed first in 
the tropical zones due to the relief and precipitation 
patterns. There are two types of stable thermal 
regunes: complete absence of glaciation, with high 
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temperatures and weak thermal zonality; and com
plete glaciation, with low temperatures. The present 
stage of partial glaciation is an intermediate stage. 
In the future, pre glacial climatic conditions will pre
vail. 

I-3337 551. 506(*701) 

Astapenko, P. D. and B. V. Kuz'min 
SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF WEATHER VARIA
TIONS Ill SUMMER OVER THE POLAR PLATEAU. 
[O nekotorykh osobennostl:akh letnikh izmenenil 
pogody nad !ilzhnopoliarnym plato. ] Text in Russian. 
Sovet. Antarkticheska.Ia Eksped. , Inform. b!illl. , 
No. 25:28-31, incl. tables, graph, 1961. 3 refs. 
Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Infor
mation Bulletin. Vol. 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 
1965, p. 186-188. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Ql15. S6862 

Aerological and meteorological data collected at 
Amundsen-Scott Station indicate summer weather 
conditions in the interior depend primarily on cy
clonic and frontal activity. Atmospheric fronts over 
the South Pole are characterized by the more fre
quent destruction of surface inversion in summer 
(15 cases in 37) than in winter. The ~epth of atmo
spheric fronts over the polar plateau 1s small, 
usually 6 km high. Summer fronts are characterized 
not only by cirrostratus and altostratus clouds, but 
by low clouds, such as stratus and stratocumulus, 
with a base at a height of 600-1000 m. The passage 
of fronts is usually attended by fluctuations in tropo
pause height (up to 3000 m) and in temperature (up to 
1o•c). About 25% were associated with jet streams 
in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere, and 
were observed during (summer 1958) warm or warm 
occluded fronts. 

I-3338 551. 501. 724(*7-ll) 

Dolganov, L. V. RA 
DETERMrnATION OF MEAN MONTHLY TEMPE · 
TURES Ill THE ABSENCE OF SUFFICIENT OBSER
VATIONS. (Opredelenie srednikh mesfitchnykh 
temperatur pri nedostatochnom kollchestve . 
nabl!ildenit ] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkti
cheska.Ilt Eksped.' Inform. b!illL' No. 25:32-35, . 
. L table 1961. Eng. transl in: Soviet Antarctic 
;:pedition'. Information Bulletin. Vol. 3, AmSter
dam Elsevier, 1965, p. 189-191. 

DLC, Ql15. S686; Ql15. S6862 

The ratios between mean monthly te~peratures in ~ 
consecutive months at 2 stations are m c!ose agree 

t By plotting the ratios for one station, the 

~1;~;~r 3;~~h=~=l~ ~~~:~ :i:i:~t~~n~~fii~:~t 
Sovetska~a, the air temperature was found for the 
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Pole of Inaccessibility for Dec. 1959 (where observa
tions were made from Dec. 14 to 26), and from these 
ratios, the average for other months. The 1957 ~ean 
monthly temperatures are derived for Komsomol -
skaya, Vostok, Sovetskaya, and Pole of Inaccessi
bility Stations. 

1-3349 551. 51/ . 58(*7) 

Rllbir, Morton J. 
ANTARCTIC CLIMATOLOGY. In: J. van Mieghem, 
P. van Oye and J. Schell (eds.), Biogeography and 
Ecology in Antarctica. Monographiae Biologicae, 
Vol. 15. The Hague, W. Junk, 1965, p, 72-96, incl. 
tables, graphs, maps. 19 refs. 

DLC, QPl, P37 

The duration of daylight with the long summer days, 
a 5-month period of darkness, the high mean eleva
tion of the mainland (2000 m) and its continental 
character, the thick ice sheet, and the freezing of a 
large area of the surrounding ocean are the main 
factors influencing the climate. Little dust or other 
pollutants are contained in the air which is charac
terized by its very low water vapor concentration. 
There is a very important difference in the radiation 
balance of rock and soil surfaces. Large scale air 
circulation tends to be zonal and is strongest from 
fall to late winter, A favorable environment for 
plant and animal life on the continent exists only in 
some areas of the air surface boundary layer. The 
combination of intensive storms over the ocean, 
the strong cooling of the surface layers of air, and 
the steep slopes of the continent result in strong 
winds, especially in the coastal zones. Most im
portant here are the drainage winds carrying great 
quantities of drifting snow, Precipitation and rela
tive humidity are very low, giving the continent the 
character of a "cold desert." 

I-3383 551. 506(*732) 

Vinje, Torgny E. 
CLIMATOLOGICAL TABLES FOR NORWAY STA
TION (70°30'S, 2°32'W). Norsk Polarinst. Arbok 
1963, p. 181-183, incl. table, 1965. (Den Norske 
Antarktisekspedisjonen, 1956-60, Scient. Results 
No. 8. ) 

DLC, G575. 078 

Norway Station lies 56 m above sea level, about 34 
km from the coast line in flat surroundings except for 
an ice rise nearly 400 m high located 8 km NW. Sur
face observations were taken every 3 hr GMT. The 
table lists pressure, temperature, wind, and radia
tion data for each month for the years 1957-1959. 
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1-3384 536. 24(551. 524:551. 55) 

Vinje, Torgny E. 
ON THE COOLJNG POWER lN NORWAY. Norsk 
Polarinst. Arbok 1963, p. 193-196, incl. graph, 
map, 1965. 6 refs. 

DLC, G575. 078 

An agreement in the measurements of the cooling 
power of wind and temperature was obtained in Ant
arctica [I-2228) and in Europe, suggesting that 
comparisons between quite different climates can be 
made if the same formula is applied. In making the 
calculations, it is helpful to use wind and tempera
ture observations from standard heights. From 
Antarctic measureme~ts, it is found that H = (0. 46 + 
08V)(36. 5-t)(mcal/ cm / sec) where V = wind speed 
at 10 m, t = °C at 2 m, and the constant 36, 5 is the 
temperature of the kata thermometer. It is demon
strated that the mean annual range of the monthly 
means of the cooling power can, with good approxi
mation, be determined by the same linear equation 
for different climates. 

1-3389 551, 524. 31(*7) 

Rouch, J. 
TEMPERATURE VARIATION lN ANTARCTICA DUR
ING THE JNTERNATIONAL GEOPHY81CAL YEAR 
1958. [La variabilite de la temperature dans l'Ant
arctique pendant l'annee geophysi;1ue internationale 
1958,) Text in French. Assoc. geogr. franc., Bull., 
No. 313:108-113, incl. tables, March 1963, 

DLC, Gll.A8 

Temperature observations were studied from t?e _7 
U. S. stations to determine the day-to-day vanat10':
ln all stations the variation was higher in July than ID 

Jan. when the maximum value was 4°C, except at 
Hallett (2° only), In July the average variatio_n was, 
always over 4°, with maximum values exceeding _10 • 
For rises and falls over or equal to 5° in July, rises 
occurred simultaneously 7 times (of a 34 total) on the 
same day at 2 stations once at 3 stations, and once 
at 4 stations. Of 42 falls, 7 occurred simulta
neously at 2 stations, and 4 at 3 stations. 

I-3390 551. 524. 31(*7) 

:~hcirmDERATIONS OF TEMPERATURE VARIA
TION lN ANTARCTICA. [Considerations nouvell~s ] 
sur la variation de la temperature dans l' Antarct_ique. 
Text in French. Assoc. geogr. franc;. , Bull. , No, 
324/325:24-27, incl. table, May-June 1964, 

DLC, Gll.A8 

In a previous study [I-3389) it was poin!ed out a.ins a 
that temperature variation in polar regi~ns_ att as not 
maximum in the winter months; this varlat10n w 
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observed in temperate or tropical regions. In other 
previous studies it was shown that in polar regions 
the temperature is frequently higher at midnight than 
at noon; this is rarely observed in tropical or tem
perate regions. Correlation is calculated between 
these phenomena. The calculations show that the 
greater the temperature variation, the greater are the 
chances of observing a temperature higher at mid
night than at noon. This coincidence, or correlation, 
does not imply that one phenomenon is a result of the 
other; variation is a meteorological element, where
as the other is a frequency measure. 

I-3404 551. 506. 7:551. 507. 362. 1(*764) 

Briggs, Raymond S. 
METEOROLOGICAL ROCKET DATA, McMURDO 
STATION, ANTARCTICA, 1962-1963, J. Appl. 
Meteorol,, 4(2):238- 245, incl. tables, graphs, April 
1965. 11 refs. 

DLC, QC851. A66 

Wind and temperature measurements using meteoro
logical sounding rockets were made in the upper 
atmosphere at McMurdo Station between June 1962 
and Oct. 1963. These rocket soundings were the 
first to be made above normal radiosonde levels in 
the Southern Hemisphere. The most active and in
teresting period was the Sept. -Oct. early spring 
period; this period was marked by the reversal of 
wind direction and "explosive" warming. Strong 
zonal winds appeared near 35 km during late Sept. 
This "jet" disappeared completely over McMurdo 
Station by the end of Oct. and was replaced by light 
easterly winds and warmer temperatures. The "ex
plosive" warming occurred during the decline of this 
strong wind system. (Auth. , mod. ) 

I-3405 551. 510. 53: 551. 524(*7) 

Labitzke, Karin and Harry van Loon 
A NOTE ON STRATOSPHERlC MIDWINTER WARM
INGS IN THE SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE. J. Appl. 
Meteorol, ,!(2):292-295, incl. graphs, maps, April 
1965. 5 refs. 

DLC, QC851. A66 

1~ has been shown that a pronounced negative devia
tion of sea level pressure from normal over northern 
Europe presumably induced a warming in the middle 
stratosphere (30 km), followed after about 10 days by 
a stationary meridional circulation pattern (blocking) 
at se~ level The IGY World Weather Maps were 
exammed to see if any comparable examples could be 
found for the Southern Hemisphere. The synoptic 
pattern_s from July 25 to Aug. 13, 1957, appeared to 
be_ sun1lar to those found together with stratospheric 
midwinter warmings over Europe. The shape of the 
tempe_r~re curve at Campbell L indicates that the 
warmmg mcreased with height. The blocking pattern 
m the Southern Hemisphere takes place in the 
Australian sector. 
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I-3417 551. 510. 42:546. 264(*7) 

Brown, Craig W. and Charles D. Keeling 
THE CONCENTRATION OF ATMOSPHERlC CARBON 
DIOXIDE IN ANTARCTICA. J. Geophys. Res. , 70 
(24):6077-6085, incl tables, graphs, diagrs., Dec. 
15, 1965. 5 refs. 

DLC, QC811, J6 

The concentration of atmospheric carbon dioxide in 
Antarctica at ground level is nearly constant, accord
ing to measurements obtained in 1958 at Little 
America and from 1960 through 1963 at the South 
Pole. Discernible, however, is a small seasonal 
variation superimposed on a small yearly increase. 
The increase is very nearly the same as observed at 
Mauna Loa Observatory, Hawaii, by Pales and 
Keeling in 1965. It is attributable to the burning of 
fossil fuels, which is causing the amount of CO2 in 
the atmosphere to rise on a world-wide scale. (Auth.) 

I-3422 551.478.45:551. 55 

Kozik, S. M. 
THE EFFECT OF SNOW TRANSFER ON WIND 
STRENGTH OVER AN INCLINED SURFACE. (0 
vliianii metelevogo perenosa snega nad naklonnol 
poverkhnost'iu na silu vetra.] Text in Russian. 
Sredneazia!skil nauch. -issled. Gidrometeorologi
cheskil inst. , Trudy, 8(23): 100-104, 1963. 3 refs. 

DLC, QC851. S86A3 -

Expressions are given for calculating the degree of 
air cooling in relation to its snow content, and for de
termining wind transfer of loose snow in relation to 
wind speed. Snow transfer can strengthen storms in 
valleys with existing orographic conditions favorable 
to the development of intensive mountain winds due to 
radiational cooling. The effect of geographic features 
on the mechanism of snow transfer is explained for a 
mountainous area and for a slightly inclined plain; the 
effect of snow transfer on the continuation of wind 
storms after the cessation of the original storm is 
investigated. The combination of favorable geo
graphic conditions and the presence of loo~e sn~w 
found in the Antarctic may indicate a relationship be
tween snow transfer and the development of drainage 
winds, but this relationship needs further study. 

I-3423 551. 553. 1(*746) 

Gruza, G. V. AT 
ON THE DAIL y FLUCTUATION IN WIND SPEED 
MIRNYY. (0 sutochnom khode skoros~ _xet_ra v 
Mirnom. J Text in Russian. Sredneaz1atskil nauch. -
issled. gidrometeorologicheskil inst., Trudy, ~(23): 
105-108, incl. table, graphs, 1963. 3 refs. 

DLC, QC851. S86A3 
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From Feb. 20, 1958, to Jan. 10, 1959, wind direc
tion and average speed was determined at Mirnyy by 
an M-12 anemograph for intervals of 10 min. From 
these values, the average 10-day wind speed was cal
culated for each 10-min interval Diurnal variation 
of wind speed is caused by slope circulation; the 
annual variation is caused by total atmospheric cir
culation. Slope circulation is similar to mountain
valley circulation, with the valley (upslope) wind 
ral'ely occurring on the Antarctic coast, and the 
mow1tain (downslope) wind occurring regularly. The 
daily variation of the drainage wind is related to the 
weakening of the flow during daytime. The summer 
wind speed minimum is related to the weakening of 
the total circulation, and also to the regular daytime 
weakening of the drainage winds. A chart is pre
sented showing the annual variation of wind speed, 
the amplitude of the daily variation of wind speed and 
radiation balance, and its diurnal amplitude at 
Mirnyy. A daytime wind speed minimum in Jan. 
occurs at about 1900; in March, at 1200-1300. The 
nighttime maximum, observed at 0400-0500 in Jan. , 
changes to a later time in autumn, and in May the 
minimum disappears. The reverse is true in spring. 

I-3427 551. 58(*746: *84) 

Rusin, N. P. 
METEOROLOGICAL REGIME OF THE COASTAL 
ZONE OF EAST ANTARCTICA. [Meteorologicheskil 
rezhim pribrezhno'1 zony Vostochno'1 Antarktiki.] 
Text in Russian. Leningrad. Glav. Geofiz. Observ,, 
Trudy, 182: 3-15, incl. illus. , tables, graphs, 
diagr. , 1965. 5 refs. 

DLC, QC801, L46 

The meteorological regime of a 100-km offshore zone 
of East Antarctica is discussed. Data we re obtained 
from actinometric observations conducted on the Ob' 
in 1956; and meteorological observations conductecion 
the Gauss during its 1902-03 winter in the Davis Sea, 
at the temporary outlying station No. 4 near Mirnyy 
during the winter of 1956, and at stations on Drygalski 
L in 1960. The relationship of total radiation inten
sity and sun height in a clear sky and during average 
conditions of cloudiness as well as monthly radiation 
totals according to latitude in East Antarctica are 
graphed. Seasonal and local variations of wind direc
tion and speed, air temperature, air pressure, and 
frequency of cloudiness are tabulated for the stations. 
The meteorological regime of this offshore zone is 
characterized seasonally: (1) summer-autumn period 
-- marine regime with air temperature of o•c wind 
3- 4. 5 m/sec, frequent fog, and low dense cl~uds 
(2) :inter -- continental regime, ai~ temperature' 
1-3 lower and wind stable ESE and E, 1. 5-2 times 
weaker than at the shore, and (3) spring -- weak 
winds, clear weather, temperatures near those on 
the shore (-7°, -10°). A local climate with lower 
temp!ratures, increased wind speed, and local cir
culation 1s created on islands and icebergs in open 
water areas. 
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I-3436 551. 555. 4(*744) 

Lied, N. T. 
STATIONARY HYDRAULIC JUMPS IN A KATABATIC 
FLOW NEAR DAVIS, ANTARCTICA, 1961. Austral. 
Meteorol. Mag., No. 47:40-51, incl. illus., table, 
graphs, diagrs., map, Dec. 1964. 10 refs. 

DLC, QC851. A86 

standing hydraulic jumps in katabatic flow on the 
slopes of the ice cap were observed at an ANARE 
weather station (Vestfold Hills) near Davis Station 
from May 1961 to Jan. 1962. Measurements of wind, 
temperature, and pressure changes were made 
through the line of discontinuity, just outside and 
inside the curtain of drift marking the jump. Kata
batic jumps have been shown as a definite, narrow 
zone of large changes in wind speed, pressure, and 
temperature, stationary or traveling on the ice-cap 
slope. Observations confirm that it is the zone be
tween a shallow strong wind layer and a deeper light 
wind layer downstream which may contain a shallow 
high speed layer in or below an inversion layer. In 
most cases the pressure changed by 1 to 3 mb through 
the jump. 

I-3443 551. 583. 7(*2) 

Thomas, Charles W. 
LATE PLEISTOCENE AND RECENT CLIMATES AS 
INFERRED FROM OCEAN BOTTOM CORES. In: 
Alaskan Science Conference, 15th, College, Alaska, 
Aug, 31 to Sept, 4, 1964, Proceedings, Science in 
Alaska. College, Amer. Assoc. Advan. Sci., 
Alaska Div. , March 15, 1965, p. 73-82, incl. table, 
graphs, diagrs. 21 refs. Also: Geol. Soc. Amer. 
Spec. Paper No. 82: 363, 1965. 

DLC, Ql80. U5A66; QEl. 02142 

The paleoclimatic regime of the Arctic and the Ant
arctic is discussed based on the findings of various 
investigators including the author. Most of the evi
dence (obtained from ocean bottom cores) indicates 
that if a "climatic optimum" existed about 6000 yr 
ago, it was confined to the lower latitudes. The 
present polar climate is the warmest since the Wis
consin glaciation; however, there must be a "glacial 
optimum" intermediate between cold temperatures 
which freeze sea water and temperatures warm 
enough to melt glaciers at a rate faster than th~Y can_ 
accumulate. Evidence that there is a lack of b1-pola1 

synchronism is supported by Cromie who says Ant
arctic ice has been accumulating a million years 
while the Arctic has been periodically open. Although 
accumulation is not necessarily a function of low 
temperature, an ice-covered Antarctic cont_inent 
tends to stabilize the climate. Some investigators 
suggest that the lack of Permian bi-polar synchro~ 
nism is evidence that the the rm al regime at oppos_ite 
poles is not in phase. The modification of the _Ewlllg 
and Donn theory of glaciation suggested by Collnva~x 
is supported by the evidence presented in this papei. 
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I-3475 551. 51~ 53~55L 51~ 2 

Kulkarni, R. N. 
COMPARISON OF OZONE VARIATIONS AND OF ITS 
DISTRIBUTION WITH HEIGHT OVER MIDDLE LATI
TUDES OF THE TWO HEMISPHERES. Roy. 
MeteoroL Soc. , Quart. J. , 88(378): 522-534, incL 
tables, graphs, Oct. 1962. 17 refs. 

DLC, QC851. R8 

Dobson spectrophotometers were distributed to 
Brisbane (27. 5"S, 153"E), Aspendale (38°S, 145"E), 
and Macquarie L (54. 5°S, 159"E) for synoptic studies 
of ozone. The ozone observations at Aspendale were 
started in July 1955, at Brisbane in Oct. 1956, and 
at Macquarie L from July 1957 to Dec. 1958. A 
summary of results of ozone observations of total 
ozone and the vertical distribution is given, with 
comparisons of Northern Hemisphere data. The 
variations observed include daily, seasonal, and 
latitudinal distribution. The daily values of the total
ozone content over these stations have been deter
mined from direct sun observations or from zenith 
blue sky observations. During IGY and IGC, umkehr 
measurements were made with all four standard pairs 
of wavelengths over Aspendale and Macquarie L It 
has been observed that there is more ozone over the 
middle latitudes of the Southern Hemisphere in sum
mer, autumn, and early winter, than in the Northern 
Hemisphere, whereas the spring maximum values are 
more or less the same in both hemispheres, suggest
ing less destruction of ozone from spring to autumn 
in the Southern than in the Northern Hemisphere. It 
is concluded that the mean meridional circulation in 
the lower stratosphere of the Southern Hemisphere 
approximates that in the Northern Hemisphere in 
sprmg. 

1-3476 551. 510. 534: 551. 524. 7(*7) 

Kulkarni, R. N. 
SOME OZONE-WEATHER RELATIONSHIPS IN THE 
MIDDLE LATITUDES OF THE SOUTHERN HEMI
SPHERE. Roy. MeteoroL Soc. , Quart, J. , 89 
(382):478-489, incl, tables, graphs, maps, Oct. 
1963. 17 refs. 

DLC, QC851. RS 

This paper discusses relationships observed between 
ozone and the upper-air measurements made at 
:lsbane (27'. 5"8, 153"E), Aspendale (38°S, 145"E), 
c ".Ia.cquane L (54. 5°S, 159°E). The correlation 
oefflc1ents between the short-term fluctuations of 

ozbone and the temperatures at 100- 200- and 300-
m level ' ' was s are presented. In general, high ozone 
t observed to be associated with the sinking of the 
. ropopause, descending of stratospheric air warm
: of (he lower stratosphere, and a southe;ly flow of 
. 10 he lower stratosphere At Macquarie L an 
-~ f • ' of th ce O ozone fluctuations in the baroclinic waves 

. e polar night westerly vortex suggested that the 
::~ stratospheric waves contributed to the unex

e long term variance in total ozone. The 
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meteorological parameters at the 200-mb level did 
not reveal the type of oscillation Shown by the spring 
maximum level of ozone With a periodicity of 24 
i:i?nths. From the study of the 60-mb temperatures, 
1t 1s concluded that lhe middle stratospheric circula
tion is playing an important role in determining the 
spring level of ozone in middle latitudes of the 
Southern Hemisphere. (Auth. , mod.) 

1-3491 551. 552:551. 557. 2:551. 513(*7) 

Loon, Harry van 
MID-SEASON AVERAGE ZONAL WINDS AT SEA 
LEVEL AND AT 500 MB SOUTH OF 25 DEGREES 
SOUTH, AND A BRIEF COMPARISON WITH THE 
NORTHERN HEMISPHERE. J. Appl. Meteorol, , 3 
(5): 554-563, incL graphs, maps, append,, Oct. 1~64. 
10 refs, 

DLC, QC851, A66 

Meridional profiles of sea-level and 500-mb average 
zonal winds at mid-season in both hemispheres are 
presented and described. Over much of the Southern 
Hemisphere the mean zonal westerly flow changes 
little during the year, and in each season it is 
stronger in the Southern than in the Northern Hemi
sphere. The Southern Hemisphere circulation and 
its seasonal changes are shown to be closely related 
to the surface temperature distribution. Despite the 
seemingly symmetrical distribution of heat and cold 
sources over the Southern Hemisphere, regional dif
ferences in the strength and distribution of the mean 
zonal wind do exist, particularly during the colder 
part of the year. Although on the whole there is a 
strong control arising from the oceanic dominance of 
the hemisphere, there are large disturbances con
nected with continental influences on heating and cool
ing, especially in the Australian sector. The 
strongest zonal westerly mean circulation in the 
Southern Hemisphere at the prescribed levels is 
found over the Indian Ocean. (See 1-1531] 
(Auth. , mod, ) 

I-3493 551. 555. 4(*746) 

ftitovich, T. A. 
GRAVITY WIND. rK voprosu o stokovom vetre.] 
Text in Russian. 'fSentral. Aero!. Observ. , Trudy, 
No. 68:67-75, incl. tables, graphs, 1965. 3 refs. 

DLC, QC851. T8Al 

The wind regime of the Antarctic slope is distorted by 
the effect of drainage circulation. Slope wind direc
tion shows a linear relationship to the difference in 
the temperature of the free atmosphere and the slope; 
wind speed is not directly related to the temperature 
difference. The distribution of wind direction and 
speed on the slope from Mirnyy to Pionerskaya in 
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Aug. 1956 is tabulated. The relationship between 
the magnitude of the angle of deflection of the wind 
vector from the isobar and the direction of the hori
zontal pressure gradient is tabulated according to 
1958 data. 

I-3494 551. 524, 4: 551. 510. 52(*7) 

Galgerov, S. S, and L N. Timofeeva 
INVERSION IN THE LOWER ATMOSPHERIC LAYER 
OF. THE ANTARCTIC. (Inversii v nizhnem sloe 
atmosfery Antarktiki. ] Text in Russian. 'fllentral. 
AeroL Observ., Trudy, No. 68:76-91, incl. tables, 
graphs, 1965. 8 refs, 

DLC, QC851. T8Al 

The surface Inversion is a distinct meteorological 
characteristic of Antarctica; its features may be 
distinguished according to climatic zones. Surface 
inversions in interior regions are caused by solar 
radiation from snow; maximum inversion occurs in 
the 0. 3-0. 5 km layers. At stations on the slope, in
versions were noted during higher winds than at in
terior stations due to advection of cold air by drainage 
winds. Radiation cooling on the coast is weakened by 
circulation factors. Surface inversions in the oases 
are caused by radiation; the average intensity, fre
quency, and vertical extent have a well defined annual 
variation with a maximum in midwinter. Inversions 
over ice shelves may be either radiational, during 
clear, calm weather, or frontal, during strong 
easterly winds; they may also be caused by drainage 
winds, as at Lazarev Station. Due to the strong 
effect of cyclonic activity, the intensity and magnitude 
of these surface inversions are not periodical. Ant
arctic inversions and drainage wind circulation are 
confined to the Antarctic continent, although they con
tribute to the overall atmospheric circulation. As 
surface inversions isolate the remaining part of the 
troposphere-from the thermal effect of intensive 
radiation cooling of the continental surface, the 
effect of the Antarctic as the cold reserve of the 
Earth is weakened, 

I-3509 551. 524. 7(100) 

Ashbel, D. , Eli Daron and Aharon Eviatar 
UPPER AIR TEMPERATURE WORLD MAPS FROM 
OBSERVATIONS DURING LG. Y. Jerusalem, 
Hebrew Univ. , Dept. Climatol. Meteorol. , 1962, 
(32]p. , incl, maps. 12 refs. 

DWB 

World temperature maps are constructed from radio
sonde data obtained during the IGY and published by 
the WMO and the U. S. Weather Bureau (1958). The 
mean temperature distribution on the 850- , 700-, 
500- , 300-, 200-, and 100-mb surfaces overtheearth 
is presented for Jan., March, June, and Sept. 1958. 
Polar charts of the Antarctic 500- and 100-mb tern-
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peratures are given for Jan. , April, July, and Sept. 
19 58. The data have been plotted on isobaric sur
face charts and isotherms have been drawn at 5°C 
intervals. The large amplitude of stratospheric 
and tropospheric seasonal temperature variations 
over Antarctica is shown clearly at 500 and 100 mb. 
In winter, the troposphere, represented by the 500-
mb chart, shows an asymmetrical distribution with 
the coldest air over Sovetskaya; this is accentuated 
again at 100 mb. In summer, the temperature 
gradients are weakened considerably in both the 
troposphere and stratosphere. 

I-3510 551. 524, 7(*3/ *7) 

Ashbel, D. , Eli Daron and Aharon Eviatar 
UPPER AIR TEMPERATURE PROFILES FROM POLE 
TO POLE FOR THE PERIOD 1957-1961. Jerusalem, 
Hebrew Univ. , Dept. Climatol, Meteorol. , 1962, 
(39]p. , incl, table, graphs. 26 refs. 

DWB, M24. 7 A819U 

Upper air temperature profiles constructed from 
radiosonde data obtained during the IGY-IGC and 
from 1957 to 1961 supplement the constant pressure 
temperature field charts published in 1962 [see I-
3509), Pole - to-pole mean monthly meridional pro
files are given for each month in 1958. In order to 
check the influence of the longitude scatter of the 
stations, zonal profiles were drawn around north 
latitudes 40, 50, 60, and 70, for July and Dec. 
Previous work on the upper atmosphere is reviewed. 
Time-altitude cross sections up to 100 mb are given 
for 39 stations based on monthly means over the 
period 1957-61, The data were obtained_ fro~ the 
monthly mean values published in the Climatic Data 
for the World and supplemented by material pub
lished by Ratner. The profiles are discussed on a 
regional basis. 

I-3513 551. 555. 4(*7-11) 

Mather, K. B. and G. S, Miller 
WIND DRAINAGE OFF THE HIGH PLATEAU OF 
EASTERN ANTARCTICA. Nature, 209(5020):281-
284, incl, graphs, map, Jan. 15, 1~ 11 refs. 

DLC, Ql.N2 

A compilation of all available surface wind d~ta fr?: 
East Antarctica shows that the predominant d1re~t1o 
of wind drainage is generally consiste:it with an inter
pretation in terms of katabatic flow, even where sur
face slopes are approximately 10-3, Remaining nun
certainties are due chiefly to poor information° 
surface contours, Notable exceptions to downsl_op~ 
flow all coastal are due to the location of stah?n 
offshore beyond the range of significant katabatic 
effect. .Drainage into the Lambert Glacier and ~way 
from the high ridge where the Soviet inland stations 
are located shows two notable examples of loca!iZed 
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flow specific to the pattern of surface contours. 
The effect of pressure gradients due to cyclonic de
velopment is marked, especially inland, but it is not 
sufficient to obscure the downslope flow over a pro
longed period of observations. The diurnal cycle of 
wind speed, which is a characteristic feature of 
coastal katabatics, can be traced to inland stations 
also, using methods of power spectral analyses. No 
diurnal variation has been detected at the South Pole. 
(Auth. , mod. ) 

I-3520 551. 508. 25 

Ambach, W. , E. Beschorner and H. Hoinkes 
CALIBRATION OF THE NET RADIOMETER AC
CORDING TO R SCHULZE (LUPOLEN-COVER). 
[Uber die Eichung des Strahlungsbilanzmessers nach 
R. Schulze (Lupolengerat).] Text in German with 
English and French summaries. Arch. Meteorol. , 
Geophys. Bioklimatol. , Ser. B, 13(1): 76-95, incl. 
illus. , tables, graphs, 1963. 14refs. 

DLC, QC857. A732 

The long-wave calibration factor of the net radiorn -
eter according to Schulze (lupolen-cover) was de 
termined by two independent methods. Hoinkes de
termined the temperature dependence of the EMF for 
both columns of the lupolen device at Little America 
Station in 1957. A calibration container was filled 
with an ice-water mixture maintained al a controlled 
temperature and placed on the instrument at different 
external temperatures. Another calibration was 
made in the sun wilh the Linke-Feussner actinometer 
at solar heights greater than 14°. The calibration 
factor for long-wave radiation exceeds the one for 
short-wave radiation by a factor of 1. 32 to 1. 58, de
pending on the absorptive properties of the lupolen 
cover. Because of the scatter radiation in the 
lupolen cover in direct solar radiation, the calibra
tion factor for short-wave radiation is strongly de
pendent on the height of the sun; this leads to false 
measurement results. Because of the great differ
ence in the calibration factors for long- and short
wave radiation, the gage on the lupolen device is 
dividea into long- and short-wave sections. Although 
the radiation balance must be calculated from its 
co_mponents and not directly, the lupolen device is 
still preferred because it•is not dependent on the in
fluence of meteorological conditions. 

I-3557 551. 524(*7-11) 

Dolganov, L. v. 
AIR TEMPERATURE AT MIRNYY AND AT STATIONS 
INTHE INTERIOR [Sviaz' mezhdu temperaturo'1 
vozdukha v Mirnom i na vnutrikontinental'nykh 
stantsimkh, J Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkti• 
~heskala Eksped., Inform. biull., No. 27: 14-17, 
me!. tables, graph, 1961. Eng. transl. in: Soviet 
Antarcllc Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol 3, 
~tcerdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 253-256. 

• Qll5. S686; Ql15. S6862 
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A series of empirical equations are developed relating 
the mean monthly atmospheric temperature at Soviet 
Antarctic stations, thus giving greater certainty 
about temperature regimes at stations where year
round observations are lacking. The accuracy of the 
relationships for air temperatures at different sta
tions decreases with the distance between them. The 
relationships between the mean monthly tempera
tures at Mirnyy and the inland stations (Pionerskaya, 
Vostok I, Komsomol'skaya, and Vostok) are similar 
during the warm season but increasingly dissimilar 
as it becomes colder. This indicates that cooling 
increases with the distance from the coast, and that 
the spring-summer temperature rise is more marked 
in the interior. 

I-3600 551. 5(*7) 

Liljequist, Gosta H. 
ANTARCTIC METEOROLOGY. [Antarktisk 
meteorologi] Text in Swedish with English sum
mary. In: Svensk Naturvetensk. 1963. Stockholm, 
Statens naturvetenskapliga forskningsdd, 1963, p. 
222-240, incl. graphs, diagr., maps. 

DLC, Ql80, S8A32 

Present knowledge of meteorological conditions in 
the Antarctic is discussed: temperature, precipita
tion, and radiation at the surface; upper-air tem
peratures and circulation. The dominant effect of 
the Antarctic on the weather in the Southern Hemi
sphere is stressed. (Auth., mod.) 

I-3605 551. 515. 8(*7) 

Solopov, A. V. [ 
ATMC6PHERIC FRONTS IN THE ANTARCTIC. Ob 
atmosfernykh frontakh v Antarktide.] Text in Russian. 
Moscow. fsentral. Inst. Prognozov, Trudy, No. 115: 
149-167, incl. tables, graphs, 1962. 14 refs. 

DLC, QC851. M64 

Aerological data from Mirnyy, Wilkes, Oazis, and 
Pobeda Stations are used to tabulate the parameters 
of Antarctic frontal surfaces, including the values of 
the tangent of the angle of inclination, the ~ver~e 
seasonal frontal positions, and the change rn_ height 
of the lower boundary of the interior Antarctic front 
with time. A wind profile in the lower tr~posph:re 
is graphed. The formation of subsidence inversions 
of East Antarctica coastal areas is cliscusse~, and, 
data are tabulated from radiosonde observations o, er 
Wilkes Station in July 1957. 
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I-3633 551. 521. 1(*734) 

SOLAR RADIATION AT ROI BAUDOUIN BASE. YEAR 
1960. (Rayonnement solaire a la base Roi Baudouin. 
Annee 1960. ] Text in French. Brussels. Inst. Roy, 
Meteorol. Belg. , Publ. Ser. A, No. 33, 41 p., incl. 
tables, 1962. 

DLC, QC851. B824 

The observations begunin 1958were continued in 1960. 
The program included recording of insolation duration, 
continuous recording of energetic illumination, and 
measurements of diffused energetic illumination, 
albedo, and total direct solar energetic radiation, 
The tabulated data give the half-hourly values, the 
total values for morning, afternoon, and day time, 
and thefital irradiation of global solar radiation in 
kcal/m . (See I-767) 

I-3646 551. 587(*7) 

Gavrilova, Z. I. 
A SHORT SURVEY OF WORKS ON SOUTHERN 
HEMISPHERE AEROCLIMATOLOGY. (Ktatki't 
obzor rabot po aeroklimatologii nlzhnogo polusharila.] 
Text in Russian. Moscow. Nauch. -issled, inst. 
aeroklimatol. , Trudy, No. 29:3-14, incl. table, 
1965. 50 refs . 

DLC, QC851,M63A3 

A review is presented of works dealing with Southern 
Hemisphere aeroclimatology and an outline of 
atmospheric processes. Antarctic data include a 
discussion of works dealing with relative topography 
of the 100- to 500-mb level, cyclonic and anti
cyc~onic activity, temperature inversions, weather 
regime and seasonal climate, and solar radiation. 

I-3647 551. 524(*7) 

Gavrilova, Z. I. 
SEASONAL AND ANNUAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 
THE ATMOOPHERE OF THE SOUTHERN HEMIS
PHERE. (Sezonnye i godovye kharakteristiki 
atmosfery lilzhnogo polusharifa. ] Text in Russian. 
Moscow. Nauc~.-issled. inst. aeroklimatol., Trudy, 
No. 29 :15-28, mcl. tables, graphs 1965. 8 refs. 

DLC, QC851. M63A3 ' 

Mean monthly temperatures at ground level and at 
isobaric surfaces, recorded at stations in each ten 
degrees of latitude, are used to calculate mean 
seasonal and annual temperatures and geopotential 
of the 100-mb surface over the Southern Hemisphere 
and annual temperature distribution at ground level. 
Temperature distribution is compared for both 
hemispheres. The troposphere of the Southern 
Hemisphere is colder than that of the Northern 
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Hemisphere in all seasons except summer. From 
Dec. to Feb, the temperature differential between 
the hemispheres at corresponding surfaces is about 
2 times smaller than from June to Aug. There is a 
sharp seasonal temperature variation in high 
latitudes of the Southern Hemisphere at the 200-mb 
surface. Winter and summer temperature differen
tial at 100 mb in80-90°Sis 40°, while in 80-90°N 
it is 25°. There is a double peak of annual temper
ature distribution in 60-90°S beginning at the 200-mb 
surface. The atmospheric thermal regime of the 
Southern Hemisphere is affected by the wide ocean 
expanse, the Antarctic, and the position of the 
Earth relative to the Sun. (Auth., mod.) 

I-3648 551. 510. 528(*7) 

Chuprina, V. I. 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TROPOPAUSE OVER 
THE SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE. (Kharakteristika 
tropopauzy nad nlzhnym polushariem.] Text in 
Russian. Moscow. Nauch, -issled. inst. aerokli
matol., Trudy, No. 29:44-53, incl. tables, maps, 
1965. 3 refs. 

DLC, QC851. M63A3 

Radiosonde observations made from 1957 to 1962 
were used to study the spatial distribution of mean 
pressure, height, and temperature fields of the 
lower boundary of the tropopause in winte1· and 
summer. The tropopause is defined as beginning 
at the level at which the vertical temperature 
gradient is equal to or less than O. 2° per 100 m. 
Tropopause parameters for July and June are 
charted. Three types of interseasonal changes are 
described. The Antarctic type, from the South Pole 
to 55° s, is characterized by a lower tropopause in 
Jan. than in July. The seasonal height differential 
reaches 1. 5 km, and the pressure differential 
from 80 to 95 mb. The Jan. tropopause temperature 
is 16° higher than in July. North of Antarctica t~e 
temperature differential decreases, and at 50-55 S 
the tropopause position does not vary seasonally. 
The summer lowering of the tropopause in the 
Southern Hemisphere is observed over a larger area 
than in the Northern due to the increased solar 
radiation received in the Southern Hemisphere. A 
zonal distribution of the troposphere in temperate 
latitudes 50° to 20°s is noted in Jan. , but in July, 
as a res~t of more strongly developed meridional 
processes, tropopause height increases and the 
height differential reaches 2-3 km, the pressure 
differential from 80 to 100 mb, and the temperature 
is 12° higher than in Jan. 
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1-3649 551. 510. 528(*7) 

Chuprina, V. I. 
DIURNAL TROPOPAUSE DIFFERENTIALS OVER 
THE SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE. [Mezhdusutochnaia 
izmenchivost' tropopauzy nad l'ilzhnym polushariem,) 
Text in Russian, Moscow. Nauch. -issled. inst. 
aeroklimatol., Trudy, No. 29:54-60, incl. maps, 
1965, 3 refs. 

DLC, QC851,M63A3 

Diurnal pressure, height, and temperature 
differentials of the lower boundary of the tropopause 
over the Southern Hemisphere are greater in July 
than in Jan. The 2 foci of high tropopause differen
tials in July are the Antarctic-temperate and sub
tropical zones. The mean diurnal pressure differen
tial is about 50 mb, and height, 1. 3-1, 5 km in the 
temperate zone, The focus of the lowest diurnal 
temperature differential is located over East 
Antarctica, where the mean pressure differential is 
29-30 mb, and height, 0, 8 km, The diurnal trope
pause differentials increase from central Antarctica 
to the coastal regions, where the height differential 
may reach 3-4 km, and temperature, 3-4°. The 
largest absolute differential in tropopause height, 
8 km, occurs in the subtropical zone, North of this 
zone, the diurnal differentials decrease and, in the 
equatorial zone, reach a minimum for the entire 
Southern Hemisphere (pressure differential 8-12 mb 
height, 0, 4-0. 7 km). In Jan. the Antarctic~temperat~ 
and subtropical zones combine into one wide zone, 
e_ncircling the hemisphere, with a pressure differen
tial of about 45 mb, height, 1. 3-1, 5 km, and temper
ature, 5-6°. The mean Jan. diurnal pressure differ
ential over interior Antarctica is 20-26 rob, height, 
O. 4-0. 5 km, and temperature, 2°; at the coast it is 
somewhat greater: pressure, 23-33 mb, height, 0, 5-
0, 7 km, and temperature, 3°. 

I-3663 551,576, 11(*725) 

Richards, p . A, 
LENTICULAR LEE-WAVE CLOUD AT SIGNY ISLAND. 
Meteorol. Mag. (London), 93(1101):117-119, incl. 
illus., table, map, April 1964. Ref. 

DLC, QC851,Ml8 

Observations made during 1958 and 1959 indicated 
~1t the Pomona _Plateau (western end of Coronation 
· formed standing waves which, under certain 

conditi 
1 

ons, produced a series of lenticular lee-wave 
~ Ouds, The clouds had a base at about 6000 ft and 
;r:ed at right angles to the direction of the upper 

3_ ~;~· !he wavelength between each cloud was 
form mi, and the clouds were 5-8 mi long. They 

ed only on summer days when the surface 
~e~erature exceeded 0° C. No information on the 
. PP r air temperature at the time of cloud formation 
is available, but it is known that the clouds appeared 

237-720 0 - 67 - 24 
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when the area was in a ridge of high pressure with 
slight barometric tendencies indicating stable 
conditions, A table is given of upper winds recorded 
on occasions when wave clouds were present. The 
date of the strongest upper winds coincides with 
that of the observation of the greatest number of 
wave clouds, 

1-3673 551. 507/ . 508(*746) 

Skliarov, V. M. 
RECONSTRUCTING THE METEOROLOGICAL 
STATION AT THE MIRNYY SOUTH POLAR 
OBSERVATORY. (Rekonst~ifa meteorologiche
sko! stanfsii v lilzhnopolfarno! obse rvatorii Mirnyl ) 
Text in Russian. Meteorol. gidrol. , No. 4: 42-46, 
incl. illus, , April 196 5. 

DLC, QC851. M27 

The coastal region of the Mirnyy Station area is in 
the shape of an equilateral triangle. Along the 
north and west sides are the living quarters, 
scientific buildings, and the industrial-domestic 
establishments, most of which are snow-covered. 
The eastern part of the triangle is dissected by 
deep crevasses, and its southern base is formed by 
2 air strips. In the center of the triangle was the 
meteorological station, and between it and the 
nearest flight strip was the radio direction finder. It 
was decided to move the station to the SE, to a 
considerable distance from the snowdrift caused by 
the radio direction finder. Instrumentation includes 
a heliograph, precipitation gage, actinograph, solari
graph, pyranograph, and an anemometer. Telescop
ing stands were constructed for the instruments, 
enabling instrument height to be altered without 
changing instrument position or disturbing the 
surrounding snow cover, It was necessary to provide 
durable, wind resistant instruments, mounted 
correctly according to specific local conditions. 
The new meteorological station is built on sleds, 
and may be easily moved. 

1-3674 551. 513(*7) 

Vitek, V. and G. Tarakanov 
SCHEME OF SURFACE CIRCULATION IN THE 
ANTARCTIC. (Skhema nazemnol fsirkulfa!sii v 
Antarktike. ) Text in Russian. Meteorol. gidrol. , 
No. 12: 35-37, Dec. 1965. 3 refs. 

DLC, QC851. M27 

The Antarctic coastal region, with prevailing 
easterly winds, is characterized as the periph:ral . 
area of a large anticyclone with its center near Vostok 
Station. Anticyclonic intensity decreases with_ 
height. A ring of cyclones surrounds the contment; 
this is the area of the circwnpolar depression. The 
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ring is sometimes disturbed by blocking ridges 
either from the continent or from the ocean. At 
times the continental anticyclone joins the marine 
ridge in a wide bridge of high pressure in the 
circumpolar depression; the cyclonic ring is restored 
when the bridge collapses. An expression derived 
by Fortak for the non-adiabatic aerostrophic wind 
component is used to schematically describe surface 
circulation. Circulation depends not only on 
distribution of solar radiation, but also on dynamic 
factors and orography, which lead to zonality and 
formation of breaks in the cyclonic chain. Radia
tional factors are important in destroying the high 
pressure bridge and restoring the circumpolar 
depression. 

I-3676 551. 511. 13(100) 

Budyko, M. L 
HEAT BALANCE OF THE EARTH. [Teplovo'1 balans 
ZemlL] Text in Russian. Geofiz. b:!illl. , No. 14:39-
44, 1964. 

DLC, QC801. 3, M4 

An outline is given of actinometric investigations 
conducted up to the IGY. During the IGY a world-
wide network of 530 actinometric stations conducted 
observations on all components of the Earth's 
heat and water balance, The progress made by 
these observations is discussed in relation to an 
atlas of the heat balance of the Earth, consisting of 
69 world maps which indicate principles of the heat 
balance of various latitudinal zones. The Earth 
accumulates radiational heat from the equator to 45° 
N and S. Here surplus radiational heat is trans
formed to energy carried by air and marine currents to 
higher latitudes. At latitudes higher than 45° the 
annual mean radiational heat loss exceeds the inflow; 
the deficiency is made up by advection from lower 
latitudes. The mean value of the heat balance varies 
more for the continents than for the oceans. 
Australia, Africa, and South America are character
ized by ~ high radiation balance value of about 70 
kcal/cm /yr. The radiation balance values of 
Europe, No{1h America, and Asia do not exceed 
50 kcal/cm /yr. The mean annual radiation balance 
of the Antarctic and the central Arctic is near o. 
Antarctica loses heat by radiational heat exchange 
and receives large amounts of heat by advection from 
surrounding areas. This heat is transmitted to the 
continent's surface by turbulent heat exchange from 
the atmosphere to the Earth's surface. 
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I-3680 551. 557(*82) 

Kuhlbrodt, Erich 
RESULTS OF AEROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS. 
UPPER WINDS OVER THE TROPICAL AND 
SOUTHERN ATLANTIC OCEAN (MEASUREMENTS 
OF THE GERMAN NAVAL OBSERVATORY UNTIL 
1939 INCLUSIVE). DISCUSSION OF RESULTS, 
AIR STREAMS OVER THE TROPICAL AND 
SOUTHERN ATLANTIC. (Ergebnisse der aerologi
schen Beobachtungen. Die Hohenwinde uber dem 
tropischen und siidlichen Atlantischen Ozean 
(Messungen der Deutschen Seewarte bis 1939 
eingeschlossen) . Besprechung der Ergebnisse, die 
Luftstromungen iiber dem tropischen und siidlichen 
Atlantik. ] Text in German. Berlin, Deut. 
Atlantische Exped. (Meteor), 1925-27, Wiss. Ergeb., 
16(1), Part 4, Sec. c, rv-vn, 1962, p. 255-340, incl. 
tables, graphs, maps. 9 refs. 

DLC, Q115. D448; DWB, 508. 3 D486wi 

The data from upper wind measurements are 
presented in the following 4 sections: (1) periodic 
observations in the tropics which incbde daily 
patterns of wind direction and velocity; (2) Meteor 
space-time profiles of wind components over the 
region 20°N-20°S; (3) high-altitude wind data based 
on the Meteor profile presenting wind vector 
patternsTorThe region 20° -55°S and layer maps of 
wind vectors and meridional components for the area 
30° -80° S indicating the average values for sections 
of 5° latitude and 10° longitude at increments of 
altitude up to 12 km; and (4) a short structural out
line of the air streams over the latitudes 20° N-60°S 
and the Weddell Sea region (60°S to the Antarctic 
coast). The data south of 65°S are based upon the 
observations collected by the German Antarctic 
Expedition of 1911-12. 

1-3684 551. 582. 1:551. 578. 46(*7) 

Pleninger, Robert 
THE CLIMATE IN THE ANTARCTIC. [Das Klima in 
der Antarktis.] Text in German. Universum, .!'.1. 
(13/ 14):306-308, July 1962. 

DLC, AP30. U57 

Up to the time of the IGY, little was known: of the_ e 
meteorology of the inland areas of Antarctica. Sine 
1957-58 40 scientific research observatories through
out Ant;rctica have been engaged in gathering . h 
information. The 11 nations which participated m I e 
IGY are listed along with the stations maint~ned by 
each. A description is given of meteorological 
conditions in the Antarctic. The records for ~e 
lowest temperature are reviewed, beginning _with 
those recorded by Byrd in 1933. The range in 

temperature is described, along wilh data on. . 
precipitation and snow accumulation. The drifting 
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due to wind and its effect on snow accumulation 
measurements are discussed. The transition of 
accumulated snow to ice with pressure at increasing 
depths is described for coastal areas of the continent. 
Data are presented on the gradual flow of ice to the 
coastal regions and the calving of ice bergs from the 
shelf ice. The meteorological conditions of summer 
and winter are compared, including temperature, 
radiation, wind circulation, and pressure patterns. 

J-3696 551. 55(*7) 

Gus'kov, A. A. 
WIND DISTRIBUTION AT VARIOUS HEIGHTS IN THE 
ATMOSPHERE OVER THE ANT ARCTIC. 
[Raspredelenie vetra na raznykh vysotakh v atmosfere 
nad AntarktikoI. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. 
Antarkticheskala Eksped., Inform. biilll., No. 28: 
22-26, incl. tables, 1961, Eng. transl. in: Soviet 
Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 3, 
Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 294-298 . 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

Averaged directions of meridional wind components 
at various heights are presented for Soviet and other 
coastal stations. The data indicate that a steady 
anticyclone exists at the high latitudes of East 
Antarctica, and, verifying A. M. Gusev's scheme 
of atmospheric circulation, that southerly winds from 
the continent prevail in the lower layers and northerly 
winds from the oceans prevail in the upper layers. 
Wind direction data were computed in degrees for 
Pionerskaya, Vostok I, Vostok, Komsomol'skaya, 
and Sovetskaya Stations to determine the center of 
the anticyclone. The same distribution for 
meridional wind components was obtained from the 
same stations in 1957, 1959, and the first half of 
1960, 

1-3705 550 .342:551,509(*746) 

Sytinski!, A. D. 
THE PROBLEM OF USING MICROSEISMS IN 
WEATHER FORECASTING AT MIRNYY. [K 
V?~rosu __ ob ispol'zovanii mikroselsml pri progno
z11ovanu pogody v Mirnom . ] Text in Russian. 
Sovet. Antarkticheskaia Eks ped., Inform biull. , ro, 29:~3-38, i_ncl, maps, 1961. 5 refs. Eng. 
ranst. m: Soviet Antarctic Expedition Information 

Bulletin, Vol. 3, Amsterdam Elsevi;r 1965 
p, 329-332. ' ' ' 

DLC, Ql15. S686; Ql15, S6862 

Microseismic data recorded primarily at Mirnyy 
are used m conjunction with cyclonic observations 
to determine statistical patterns of the development 
of weather processes. Microseisms are divided 
l~to types to make it possible to judge the weather 
a sea and forecast ensuing Antarctic weather. Short-
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period microseisms (2-5 sec) are generated only 
within the limits of the continental shelf by well
defined cyclones with relatively small circular 
isobars. Azimuths indicate the source is NE of 
Mirnyy in the spring, and NE and NW in the 
summer; there are no short-period microseisms 
in winter. Long-period microseisms (5-10 sec) 
are generated at or beyond the continental shelf 
boundary, depend on weather conditions over 
extensive ocean regions, and serve to distinguish 
between: (1) cyclones moving in the Mawson-Marion 
I. -Kerguelen-Mirnyy region (or farther west), 
possibly followed by a storm at Mirnyy 1-2 days 
after recording the maximum period; and (2) vast 
depressions which usually become stationary north 
of the Mirnyy-Wilkes region during meridional 
circulation. 

I-3714 551. 509(*733) 

Khlopushin, G. A. 
WEATHER FORECASTING IN THE LAZAREV 
STATION REGION. [O sostavlenii prognozov 
pogody v raione stanfsii Lazarev.] Text in Russian. 
Sovet. Antarkticheskaia Eksped., Inform. biull., 
No. 30:16-17, 1961. Eng. transl. in: Soviet 
Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin . Vol. 3, 
Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 360. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

Analysis of meteorological observations at Lazarev 
Station in 1960 revealed a number of general and 
local indications used for short-range flight weather 
forecasts. No-flying weather occurs only during 
strong easterly winds which are usually attended by 
drifting and blowing snow and snowfall. A consider
able increase in the speed of easterly winds can be 
predicted from the appearance of cirrostratus clo~ds, 
an increase in air temperature, a sharp increase m 
relative humidity, a severe drop in pressure, a sharp 
decrease of direct or total radiation, and a decrease 
in effective radiation with clear sky. Weather 
generally improves during opposite processes, 

I-3715 551. 506(*73) 

Konovalov, G. V. 
METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS IN THE . 
MOUNTAINS OF QUEEN MAUD LAND. [Meteorologi-· 
cheskie nabliudeniia v gorakh Zemli Korolevy Mod.] 
Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskala Eksped. , 
Inform. biilll., No. 30:18-20, ~ncl. illu_s:, 1961. 
Eng transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, . 
Info~mation Bulletin. Vol. 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 
1965 p. 361-363. 

DLC, Ql15. S686.; Q115. S6862 

Observations of weather elements, such as 
visibility cloudiness, ,vind direction and speed, 
atmosph;ric phenomena, and air temperature, 
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pressure, and humidity, were made during 2 summer 
field periods in 1959-60 and 1960-61 at 3 points in 
the mountains of Queen Maud Land. About 300 
periods of observation were completed and 
information on the summer weather in piedmont and 
mountain regions located 200-500 km 'SW of Lazarev 
Station is discussed. 

I-3723 551. 521. 11(*7) 

Kopanev, L D. 
SUNSHINE DURATION IN ANTARCTICA. [O 
prodolzhitel 'nosti solnechnogo si!ani:!a v Antarktide. ] 
Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskaia Eksped., 
Inform. b1illl., No. 31:31-34, incl. tables, 1961. 
2 refs. Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedi
tion, Information Bulletin. Vol. 4, Issue No. 1:15-17, 
(1964). 

DLC, Ql15, S686; Q115. S6862 

Quantitative information on sunshine duration is pre
sented from data obtained during Soviet polar expedi
tions from 1956 to 1958, Sunshine duration is 
greater in the Antarctic than at corresponding Arctic 
latitudes. Sunshine duration is affected not only by 
the latitude, duration of the day, and the elevation 
above sea level, but by other factors such as fog and 
cloudiness. The relatively long sunshine duration 
and the high transparency of the atmosphere in Ant
arctica promote the influx of solar radiation. Due to 
the close relationship between sunshine duration and 
total radiation, the latter can be obtained from 
heliograph measurements. 

I-3738 551. 578. 462: 551. 573(*746) 

Kopanev, L D. 
ROLE OF EVAPORATION IN ANTARCTICA. [O 
roli ispareni:!a v Antarktide. ] Text in Russian. 
Sovet. Antarkticheskaia Eksped. , Inform. bi'illl. , 
No. 33: 32- 34, incl. table, 1962. 2 refs. Eng. transl. 
in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information 
Bulletin. Vol. 4, Issue No, 2:80-81, [1964]. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115, S6862 

The vapor pressure of the air in the central regions 
of Antarctica increases with height due to a constant 
inversion. As a result, water-vapor flux is 
directed downward creating favorable conditions for 
vapor sublimation and producing ice clouds and ice 
fog near the ground. The average annual moisture 
deficit varies from 1. 0-1. 2 mb at the coast to 
0. 01-0. 02 mb in the interior. The values for 
evaporation at Mirnyy Station, obtained by the 
diffusion method, were 41 mm/ mo. in Nov. and 58 
mm/ mo. in Dec. 1956. The components of the heat 
balance are tabulated and show that the loss of heat 
through evaporation is smaller in winter by a factor 
of 2-3 than in summer, To evaporate layers of water 
41 and 52 mm thick would require about the same 
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amount of heat as ~hat computed for Nov. and Dec. 
Since the absolute values of evaporation and heat 
losses associated with evaporation from the snow 
surface are small, the transport of moisture from 
the ocean is assumed to be the leading factor in the 
formation of precipitation. 

I-3758 551. 547. 5:551, 524. 72(215-13):551, 506. 3 

Morin, M. 
MEAN 200 AND 100 MB CHARTS OVER THE 
SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE. CONTOURS AND 
ISOTHERMS FOR THE MONTHS JULY, OCTOBER, 
JANUARY, APRIL, FROM JULY 1959 THROUGH 
JANUARY 1961. [Cartes 200 et 100 mb moyennes 
sur l'hemisph~re Sud. Isohypses et isothermes pour 
les mois de juillet, octobre, janvier, avril, de 
juillet 1959 a janvier 1961.] Text in French. France. 
Meteorol. Natl., Monogr., No. 40, Feb. 1965, 35 p., 
incl. maps. 

DWB, M{055)F815mo 

Using data published by the U. S. Weather Bureau 
and information from the International Antarctic 
Analysis Center (Melbourne), an attempt is made to 
delineate the general features of the 200- and 100-mb 
circulation over the Southern Hemisphere. Mean 
monthly contour and isothermal charts are presented 
for Jan. , April, July, and Oct. , months during which 
the seasonal effects are most apparent. Seasons are 
more differentiated by isotherms than by contour 
lines: isothermal charts for autumn and spring clearly 
show the transition characters of the temperature 
field reversal between winter and summer. The 
prominent feature of circulation over the Southern 

. Hemisphere is its very large regularity throughout 
the year; it is also noted that, whatever the season, 
there exists a zone between 50° and 40° S where the 
gradient is always the most marked, (Auth. , mod.) 

I-3759 551. 508. 761{*7) 
551. 501. 776: 551. 507. 362. 2(*7) 

Merritt, Earl S. and James R. Pike 
TECHNIQUES FOR UTILIZATION OF SYNOPTIC 
WHOLE-SKY PHOTOGRAPHY IN SATELLITE DATA 
INTERPRETATION. Aracon Geophysics Co., 
Concord, Mass. , Contract No. N189{188)-57635A, 
Final Rept. prepared for U. S. Navy weather _Res. 
Facility, 65p., incl. illus. , table, graphs, d1agrs., 
maps, appends. , Nov. 30, 1964. 5 refs. 

DWB, M(051) A658fit 

Studies of the whole-sky photography taken in . t 
Antarctica in the summer of 1961-62 during Pro3ec 
COAST (Clouds Of Antarctica STudy) have dem~nstrat
ed the potential usefulness of this type of data in 

several different areas: (1) assistance in the inter
pretation of satellite cloud photographs in areas ·ct 5 
of Antarctica when the continuous snow field provi ~ . 
a background which is more reflective than the clou 51 
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(2) determination of wind velocities at cloud level at 
scales not resolved by the present 12- or 24-hr 
wind aloft observations; (3) evaluation of observational 
techniques and observer performance; and (4) 
verification of the representativeness of hourly 
cloud observations as they pertain to climatological 
utilization. The problems inherent to processing 
the time-lapse, color camera data provided by 
Project COAST do not recommend this specific 
approach for ope rational satellite interpretation 
studies. The Project COAST cameras would still 
be useful, however, for research programs where 
concurrent whole-sky and satellite cloud pictures 
were to be jointly analyzed. The techniques of data 
reduction and analysis developed during this study 
can readily be modified for use with a closed-circuit 
TV system. The cameras used for Project COAST 
were installed at Scott, Byrd, and Amundsen-Scott 
Stations. (Auth. , mod. ) 

I-3760 551, 506. 1(*721/ *726. 54) 

British Antarctic Meteorological Service 
ANNUAL METEOROLOGICAL TABLES 1960. 
Stanley, Falkland Is. , 1964, 131 p. 

DWB, M06. 1/ 99 F192a 

Data are tabulated for Stanley, Falkland Is.; 
Grytviken, South Georgia; Signy L , South Orkney Is. ; 
Admiralty Bay, South Shetland Is. ; Deception I. ; and 
Argentine L Tables show means, extremes, and 
frequencies for surface and upper air observations. 

1-3761 551. 506. 1(*721/ *726. 54) 

British Antarctic Meteorological Service 
ANNUAL METEOROLOGICAL TABLES 1961, 
Stanley, Falkland Is., 1964, 119 p. 

DWB, M06, 1/99 Fl92a 

Data are tabulated for Stanley, Falkland Is. ; 
Grytviken, South Georgia; Signy L , South Orkney Is. ; 
Deception L; and Argentine L Tables show means, 
extremes, ~d frequencies for surface and upper 
au- observations. 

1-3762 551. 513 (*2) 

Borisenkov, E. P. 
THE INTERACTION OF GEOPHYSICAL PROCESSES 
IN THE NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN HEMISPHERES 
IN THE PROBLEM OF TOTAL ATMOSPHERIC 
CIRCULATION. [Vzaimode'l.stvie geofizicheskikh 
profflessov v severnom i iilzhnom polusharii v 
probl~me obshche'l. tsirkul:!filsii atmosfery. ) Text in 
~ussian. Prob. Arktiki Antarktiki, No. 20: 11-22, 
me!. tables, graphs, maps 1965. 17 refs. 

DLC G575, L422 ' 
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Changes in total atmospheric circulation are 
discussed in relation to geophysical processes of 
both hemispheres. The mean atmospheric energy 
balance for the warm and cold seasons of each 
hemisphere is tabulated, and the seasonal distri
bution of the kinetic energy of zonal atmospheric 
circulation is mapped. Kinetic energy reserves 
during the Northern Hemisphere winter are equal in 
both hemispheres; maximum contrast occurs during 
the Northern Hemisphere summer. The most intense 
atmospheric processes in the Northern Hemisphere 
occur in late autumn, and an analogous period of 
heightened intensity must occur in April and May in 
the Southern Hemisphere; therefore, even larger 
contrasts of kinetic energy reserves may be expected 
in these periods. The maximum frequency of 
meridional circulation in the Northern Hemisphere 
occurs in May, according to a graph of long-term 
frequency of various types of circulation. Distur
bance in zonal circulation is related to variations in 
heat flow in both hemispheres. Seasonal changes 
of total circulation are determined by seasonal 
changes in the angular velocity of the Earth's 
rotation. 

I-3782 551. 506. 5(*732) 

Reynolds, G. J. 
WEATHER OVSERVATIONS (SIC) ATS. A. N. A. E. 
1963/ 1964. Nuusbrief (News Letter), No. 189:222-
226, Dec. 1964. 

DLC, GPRR 

The author's experiences as a member of a meteoro
logical team in Antarctica are described in a popular 
manner, Storms often occurred 3 times a month 
and lasted 2-18 days. Observations were made of 
many optical phenomena, including waterskies. Some 
meteorological instruments failed to function 
properly, and their inadequacies are described. An 
account is given of excursions, during which weather 
observations were made only irregularly. Arrange
ments for cooking and cleaning at the meteorological 
station are described. 

I-3785 551. 507, 362. 2(*2) 

u. s. National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
OBSERVATIONS FROM THE NIMBUS I METEOR(?
LOGICAL SATELLITE, Washington, NASA Spec. 
Rept, SP-89, 90p. , incl illus. , tables, graphs, 
diagrs. , maps, 1965. [Presented at the "".estern 
Annual Meeting of the Amer. Geophys. Uroon, 
Seattle, Dec. 29, 1964. ] 

CFSTI, N66-12130 

This special report contains 6 articles dealing with 
the preliminary evaluation of the data obtamed f~om 
Nimbus I, and some meteorological and ~eophys1cal 
applications derived from these observations. The 
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satellite boasted a set of directly transmitting TV 
cameras and a high-resolution infrared radiometer; 
it swept a nearly polar, fully earth-oriented, orbit. 
The articles were originally presented as 
individual papers at a meeting of the American 
Geophysical Union in Seattle in Dec. 1964. (See I-
3042) 

I-3786 551, 507, 362. 2(*2} 

Huston, Wilbur B. and Harry Press 
THE NIMBUS I FLIGHT. In: Observations from the 
Nimbus I Meteorological Satellite. U. S. Natl 
Aeronaut, Space Admin. , NASA Spec. Rept. SP-89: 
1-11, incl illus. , tables, diagrs, , 1965, 6 refs, 
Also: Amer. Geophys. Union, Trans, (Abstract], 45 
(4):615, Dec, 1964. 

CFSTI, N66-12131; DLC, QE500, A6 

The Nimbus I spacecraft and its systems are 
described, as well as the meteorological sensors 
which we re carried on its flight. The sensors 
include the advanced vidicon camera system, the 
automatic picture transmission system, and the 
high-resolution infrared radiometer. The scope, 
characteristics, and limitations of the meteorological 
data collected by the instruments are outlined. 
Although the desired orbit was not achieved and the 
spacecraft's life was limited to 26 days N~bus I 
obtained near-global coverage on a dail; basis with 
both high-resolution daytime TV camera systems 
and high-resolution nighttime infrared maps. The 
automatic picture transmission television camera 
transmitted the data directly to simple receiving 
stations in many parts of the wor lei. 

I-3787 551. 507. 362, 2:551, 508, 2(*2} 

Foshee, L. L., L L. Goldberg, and C. E. Catoe 
THE HIGH RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIOMETER 
(HRIR) EXPERIMENT. In: Observations from the 
Nimbus I Meteorological Satellite. u. s, Natl 
Aeronaut. Space Admin. , NASA Spec, Rept. SP-89: 13-
22, incl illus., table, graphs, diagrs., 1965. Also: 
Amer. Geophys, Union, Trans. (Abstract] 45(4)·615 
Dec. 1964. ' - · ' 

CFSTI, N66-12132; DLC, QE500, A6 

The high-resolution infrared radiometer (HRIR) on 
Nimbus I, and its subsystem, calibration, and flight 
performance are described. HRIR extensively 
mapped infrared radiation emitted during nighttime 
from the tops of clouds and from land, sea, and ice 
surfaces over the entire world. Radiation intensity 
levels corresponding to equivalent blackbody 
temperatures within the range 210"1{ - 330"1{ were 
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resolved to an accuracy of 2"K or better. Data from 
260 nighttime polar orbits yielded orbital strips on 
the order of 2000 km wide, Sufficient resolution 
was achieved to permit meaningful synoptic 
meteorological analyses and to recognize detailed 
terrain features such as mountain ranges, large 
rivers, and the boundaries between land and water. 
The data should be useful in investigating tempera
ture gradients in ocean currents, thermal emission 
properties of terrains, and the structure and 
thickness of continental and floating ice in the polar 
caps. 

I-3788 551. 507. 362. 2:551. 521. 32(*2} 

Kunde, Virgil G. 
THEORETICAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
EQUIVALENT BLACKBODY TEMPERATURES AND 
SURFACE TEMPERATURES MEASURED BY THE 
NIMBUS HIGH RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIOM
ETER. In: Observations from the Nimbus I 
Meteorological Satellite, u. s. Natl Aeronaut. 
Space Admin., NASA Spec. Rept. SP-89:23-36, incl 
tables, graphs, 1965. 22 refs. Also: Amer. 
Geophys. Union, Trans. [Abstract], 45(4):615, 
Dec. 1964. 

CFSTI, N66-12133; DLC, QE500. A6 

The outgoing radiation which should be observed by 
the Nimbus I high-resolution infrared radiometer 
(HRIR) was calculated for several model atmospheres. 
The results, considering only atmospheric 
absorption, indicate the equivalent blackbody 
temperature measured by the HRIR should be within 
2"K of the surface radiating temperature for clear 
sky conditions and low zenith angles; this figure 
agrees with the actual HRIR observations. Surface 
radiation contributes about 95% and the atmosphere 
about 5% of the observed outgoing radiation for the 
ARDC Standard Model Atmosphere (1959) for clear 
sky conditions and low zenith angles. Decreasing 
the surface emissivity from 1. O to 0. 9 increases 
the difference between the true surface temperature 
and the equivalent blackbody temperature which the 
HRIR should measure by about 2"K. Thus, the 
overlying atmosphere has little effect on the out· 
going radiation observed by the HR.IR and the ob
served radiation intensities give a good estimate 
of the surface radiating temperatures. The Nimbus 
HRIR 4-)' window represents considerable 
improvement over the TffiOS 8- to 12-µ. window 
in measuring the surface radiating temperature, as 
the correction for atmospheric absorption is 
smaller. 
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I-3789 551. 507, 362. 2:551. 521. 32(*2) 

Nordberg, William and R. E. Samuelson 
TERRESTRIAL FEATURES OBSERVED BY THE 
HIGH RESOLUTION INFRARED RADIOMETER. In: 
Observations from the Nimbus I Meteorological 
Satellite. U.S. Natl. Aeronaut. Space Admin., 
NASA Spec. Rept. SP-89: 37-46, incl, illus., maps, 
1965. 2 refs. Also: Amer. Geophys. Union, Trans. 
(Abstract], 45(4):615-616, Dec. 1964. 

CFSTI, N66-12134; DLC, QE500. A6 

A variety of different geophysical and atmospheric 
facts can be inferred from the observation of 
temperature variations over the earth's surface by 
the high-resolution infrared radiometer. over 
heavily vegetated regions of the tropics, the ground 
temperature can be measured, and because of the 
larger heat capacity of this terrain, its effect on air 
temperatures is similar to that over oceans. At 
higher altitudes, especially over dry sandy terrain, 
the heat capacity of the ground temperature is so 
small that near midnight the satellite-measured 
ground temperature is much less than the air 
temperature, demonstrating temperature inversions. 
Over more solid rock surfaces the satellite
measured ground temperatures are more nearly 
equal to the air temperatures. At polar latitudes 
HRlR surface-temperature measurements indicate 
the morphology of ice formations. Such maps have 
practical applications to navigation and are of 
glaciological interest. Contrasts in the thermal 
properties of the surfaces usually exhibit a 
pronounced fine structure in the satellite observa
tions. In many cases, these contrasts can be 
Interpreted as a measure of moisture content of the 
ground, changes in the vegetation, or in the 
geological formation along the ground, 

1-3790 551. 507, 362. 2(*2) 

Popham, R. and R. E. Samuelson 
POLAR EXPLORATION WITH NIMBUS. In: 
Observations from the Nimbus I Meteorological 
Satellite, U. S. NatL Aeronaut. Space Admin, , 
NASA Spec, Rept. SP-89:47-59, incL illus. , maps, 
1965, Also: Amer. Geophys. Union, Trans. 
[Abstract], 45(4):616, Dec. 1964. 

CFSTI, N66-12135; DLC, QE500. A6 

Nimbus I has provided daily photographic coverage 
of t_he polar regions. Samples of the advanced 
vidicon camera system (AVCS) ice photography in 
the eastern Canadian Archipelago, western Greenland, 
and coastal regions of the Antarctic are shown and 
Significant features are noted. Contrast is excellent 
for both AVCS and the high-resolution infrared radi
ometer (HRIR) polar photography. Because of shadow 
effects, clouds are easily discriminated from ice 
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and snow. The satellite's observations agree well 
with aerial ice observations. Ice boundaries can be 
plotted with an accuracy of 3-7 mi, while mountain 
peak and cloud altitudes can be determined with an 
accuracy of 100-200 ft from shadows cast by the sun 
at large solar zenith angles. About 1500 mi of 
Weddell Sea area coastline is shown. The apparent 
Antarctic coastline is well delineated by a thin 
dark border. Large scale stress-strain patterns 
are seen in the ice crack mosaics of the pack ice. 
From HRIR data, border temperatures are estimated 
at 270-272"K, suggesting thin ice or open water. 
Pack ice temperatures average 242-245"K, while 
surface temperatures on the continent range from 
240"K along the coast to 210"K near the Pole. 
Detailed photographs of the McMurdo Sound area 
reveal very small features such as the Taylor and 
Wright dry valleys as well as mountains on Ross L 
The first iceberg ever observed from a satellite is 
shown along the edge of the Filchner Ice Shelf. 

I-3791 551, 507. 362. 2(*2) 

Allison, Lewis J. , James S. Kennedy and George W. 
Nicholas 

EXAMPLES OF THE METEOROLOGICAL 
CAPABILITY OF THE NIMBUS SATELLITE. In: 
Observations from the Nimbus I Meteorological 
Satellite. U.S. NatL Aeronaut. Space Admin. , 
NASA Spec, Rept. SP-89:61-90, incl. illus., graph, 
maps 1965. 17 refs. Also: Amer. Geophys. Union, 
Tran~. (Abstract], 45(4):616, Dec. 1964. 
CFSTI, N66-12136; DLC, QE500. A6 

The high-resolution infrared radiometer (HRIR} 
carried by Nimbus I functioned as the nighttime 
counterpart of the high-resolution TV system, and 
made possible for the first time a pictorial represen
tation of meteorological features at night. Studies of 
atmospheric disturbances ranging from mesoscale to 
the planetary scale in all climatic regions we~e there
by made possible. Analysis of both day and night
time pictures on a global scale reveals a !arge 
variety of typical cloud patterns systematically 
associated with extratropical cyclones and frontal 
systems, jet streams, tropical disturbance~, _ and 
the Intertropical Convergence Zone. In addition, 
the maximum heights of many of these cloud 
features have been directly inferred from the 
radiation intensities measured by the HRIR, thus 
adding a valuable third dimension to the mapping of 
clouds. Exan1ples taken from the many analyses of 
this sort reveal the vertical structure of cloud 
formations associated with spiral circulation around 
severe storms and of various layers of clouds re
lated to wind patterns in different stages of frontal 
system development. Far-reaching frontal ~ys_tems 
are shown extending 30-45° from the Antarctic ice 
shelf almost to the subtropics. The polar stereo
graphic figure portraying this system ~robably 
represents the most detailed 3-dunensional cloud 
presentation ever shown over the Southern 
Hemisphere on a single day. 
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1-3797 551. 584. 61: 551. 524(*732) 

Brunn, V. von 
ANTARCTIC "INDOOR" TEMPERATURES. 
Antarktiese Bull. (Pretoria), No. 11: 5-6, incl. illus., 
table, graph, Sept. 1965. 3 refs. 

DLC 

Measurements were made at Norway Station in 
1960 of temperatures in an unoccupied magnetic hut 
completely isolated from living quarters and of 
temperatures outside in the screen. The hut was 
covered by approximately 2. 5-3 m of firn. 
Considerable differences were found in the temper
ature range inside the hut and in the screen, but the 
arithmetic means for the year differed by only 1. 4°C. 
Temperatures in unheated sections of the main 
building we re consistently higher than those recorded 
in the magnetic hut during the corresponding months. 
In contrast to temperature readings in the screen, 
readings in the magnetic hut indicated little daily 
variation. This is attributed to the insulating effect 
of the snow cover. 

I-3819 551. 513(*3:*7) 

Tauber, G. M. 
SOME OUTLINES OF THE ATMOSPHERIC 
CffiCULATION OF THE SOUTHERN AND NORTHERN 
HEMISPHERES. [Nekotorye cherty atmosferno1 
tsirkullatsii ruzhnogo i severnogo polusharil. ] Text 
in Russian. Moscow. Gosud. Okeanogr. Inst. , 
Trudy, No. 67:33-60, incl. tables, graphs, maps, 
1962. 34 refs. 

DLC, GC 1. M58 

Outlines of total atmospheric circulation and the 
main differences in circulation regimes in the 
Southern and Northern Hemispheres due to physical 
and geographical conditions are studied by analysis 
and comparison of pressure fields· and maps of 
zonal distribution, frequency, and intensity of 
cyclones and anticyclones. Analysis is made of 
circulation indices for latitudes from 30° to 70° in 
each hemisphere, calculated according to mean 
monthly 700- and 500-mb charts and monthly surface 
charts for 1958. [See I-1248) 

I-3828 551. 58(*784. 2+*784. 9) 

Fillet, G. 
THE CLIMATOLOGY OF THE KERGUELEN 
ARCHIPELAGO AND NEW AMSTERDAM ISLAND. 
[Climatologie de l'Archipel de Kerguelen et de l'he 
de 1~ Nouvelle -Amsterdam.) Text in French with 
English summary. In: Pan Indian Ocean Science 
Congress, Fourth, 16-24 Nov. 1960, Karachi, 
Proc. , Sect. F: Oceanogr. , Geogr. , and Geophys. 
Karachi, Pan Indian Ocean Sci Assoc. , Oct. 1964, 
p. 115-122, incl. tables. 

DLC, Ql0l, P35 
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Synoptic studies at Port-aux-Fran~ais are considered 
as representative of the entire Kerguelen Is. The 
prevailing winds are westerly with the passage of 
disturbances clearly marked. The climate is 
maritime with rather small temperature differences 
between the seasons as well as between the annual 
extremes. The absolute minimum temperature re
corded is -9. 4°C; the absolute maximum is 22. 1•c; 
and the mean annual temperature is 4. 6°C. 
The mean annual wind velocity is 10 m/ sec, and the 
mean precipitation amount is 1082 mm (Feb. and 
March being the driest months). Two seasons, 
winter and summer, are clearly differentiated and 
are separated by less marked interseasons which 
vary from year to year. The Amsterdam L climate 
is more maritime with a mean relative humidity at 
about 82%. The absolute minimum temperature is 
2. 8°C; the absolute maximum is 24. 3°C; and the 
mean annual temperature is 13. 7°C, Mean annual 
wind velocity is 7 m/ sec and the mean precipitation 
amount is 1128 mm. Amsterdam L is located in a 
high pressure zone close to the Indian Ocean anti
cyclone. Droughts often occur in Sept. and Oct. 
(Auth. , mod. ) 

I-3837 061(100):551. 5(*7) 

Gibbs, W. J. 
THE INTERNATIONAL ANTARCTIC METEOROLOG
ICAL RESEARCH CENTRE, MELBOURNE. Polar 
Rec. , 13(82): 143-145, Jan. 1966. 2 refs. Also: 
SCAR Bull. , No. 22:403-405, Jan. 1966, 

DLC, G575.P6 

A report is given on the newly established World 
Weather Watch. At the request of the U. N. , the 
W. M. 0. devised a system of coordinated facilities 
and services provided mainly by individual member 
nations to bring about the collection and processing 
of meteorological data and production of weather 
analyses and forecasts by a number of world and 
Regional Centres. The requirements in facilities 
and functions of future World Centres are listed. 
Three World Centres will be established (Washing
ton, Moscow, and Melbourne). The first stage~ the 
development of the World Centre at Melbourne will be 
the establishment of the Southern Hemisphere Anal
ysis Centre, operating on the foundation establi~hed 
previously by the International Antarctic Analysis 
Centre (IAAC) [see I-2083). The main functions 
which the IAAC has been executing are listed. The 
establishment of a World Centre relieves the IAAC 
of the duty of routine data and chart processing, and 
the IAAC is now free to concentrate on research re
lated to Antarctic meteorology. Thus the name is 
now changed to the International Antarctic Meteoro
logical Research Centre. Its on-going operations 
are outlined and a few of the staff are listed. 
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I-3838 551.506.1(*744+*786+*743+*747) 

Australia. Bureau of Meteorology, Melbourne 
METEOROLOGY: DA VIS, MACQUARIE ISLAND, 
MAWSON AND WILKES, 1961. Austral. Natl. 
Antarctic Res. Expects., ANARE Repts., Ser. D, 
vol. 14, Publ. No. 68, 449p., Jan. 1964. 

DLC, G845.A8 

This volume contains surface, radiosonde, radio 
wind, and pilot balloon observations, presenting the 
data as listings and cumulated frequency analyses. 
Observations included atmospheric pressure and 
temperature, humidity, Wind, precipitation, radio
sonde, upper wind, sunshine, and radiation. 

I-3846 551. 506. 1(*744+*786+*743+*747) 

Australia. Bureau of Meteorology, Melbourne 
METEOROLOGY: DAVIS; MACQUARIE ISLAND, 
MAWSON AND WILKES, 1962. Austral. Natl. 
Antarctic Res. Expeds., ANARE Data Repts. , Ser. 
D, vol. 15, Meteorol. , Publ. No. 81, 456p. , 1965. 

DLC, G845. AS 

This volume contains surface, radiosonde, radio 
wind, and pilot balloon observations, presenting_the 
data as listings and cumulated frequency analyses. 
Observations included atmospheric pressure and 
temperature, humidity, wind, precipitation, radio
sonde, upper wind, sunshine, and radiation. 

I-3848 551,508.25 

Flowers, Edwin C. and Norbert F. Helfert 
LABORATORY AND FIELD INVESTIGATIONS OF 
EPPLEY RADIATION SENSORS. Monthly Weather 
Rev., ~(4):259-264, incl. tables, graphs, April 1966. 
13 refs. 
DLC, QC983.A2 

More precise radiation measurements in the Antarctic 
~re required for studies designed to assess the radia
tion and heat budgets of that area. These require
ments inspired the present investigation which is 
aimed at the experimental determination of certain of 
the instrumental characteristics and their conse -
quences. Laboratory investigations of a group of 
Eppley pyranometers verifies previous findings that 
the temperature response is a unique characteristic 
of each instrument which can produce radiation 
Values 14% too high under the extreme Antarctic tem
perature conditions and differences between instru
ments at the same temperature of 3 to 8%. Tests 
made on the effect of inverting the pyranometer for 
~e measurement of reflected solar radiation show 

at !he instrument sensitivity decreases by 4 to 6% 
in this. position. A test on one normal incidence 
PYrheliometer indicates virtually no temperature 
effect. Weather Bureau calibrations of several 
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pyrheliometers give results in excellent agreement 
with the calibrations performed by Eppley Labora
tory. Field shade calibrations and simultaneous ex
posure comparisons of a group of Eppley pyranom
eters at the South Pole indicate that the computa
tion of the total solar radiation should probably be 
made using separate direct and diffuse calibration 
factors for the pyranometers. (Auth. ) 

I-3849 551. 506. 1(*7)(084. 4) 

U. S. Navy. Chief of Naval Operations 
U. S. NAVY MARINE CLIMATIC ATLAS OF THE 
WORLD. VOLUME VIL ANTARCTIC. Washington, 
Supt. Documents, U. S. Govt. Printing Off. , 
Sept. 1, 1965, 361 p. , incl. tables, charts, appends. 
25 refs. (NAVWEPS 50-lC-50) 

DLC, G1046. C8U55 1965 

This volume, the last in a series constructed to 
provide worldwide coverage of ocean areas, 
presents meteorological information for the surface 
and upper air over the Antarctic continent and 
adjacent areas in a manner suitable for wide use and 
adaptability, and analyzed to the maximum extent 
possible. The climatic data, comprised of 
individual weather observations, are presented by 
graphs, tables, and isopleths. Separate sections 
are provided for thecompilation of surface and upper 
air observations; the former containing a topographic 
map, 8 annual charts, and 14 series of monthly 
charts; and the latter consisting of 12 series of 
monthly charts. Basic elements used for surface 
observations are wind, visibility, cloudiness, 
precipitation, air temperature, and pressure. 
Balloon sounding observations of wind, temperature, 
pressure, and relative humidity are used for the 
upper air section. 

I-3853 551. 506. 3(*729. 5) 

MacDowall, J. , B. G. Ellis and D. W. S. Limbert 
SURFACE METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS. 
In: David Brunt ~. ). The Royal Society International 
Geophysical Year Antarctic Expedition, Halley Bay, 
coats Land, Falkland Islands Dependencies, 1955_-
1959. Vol. 4. Meteorology, Glaciology, Appendixes. 
London, Royal Society, p. 11-268, incl. illus., tables, 
graphs, diagr. , 1964. 20 refs. 

DLC, QC801. 3, R68 

Preliminary remarks are given on the meteorological 
environment of Halley Bay Station and the establish
ment of the program of observation early in 1956. 
The methods of observation are described: The 
performance of the following instruments 1s evaluated: 
anemometers and wind vanes, Stevenson screen, 
Assmann psychrometers, bimetallic thermograph, 
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hair hygrograph, clockwork motors, Dewcels, 
thermopile psychrometer, and sunshine recorders. 
A discussion is given of the observed trends: seasonal 
and diurnal variation of air temperature, air pressure 
and wind velocity; relation among temperature, wind, 
and cloud; vapor pressure; total cloud cover; and 
precipitation. Tabulated data are presented for air 
pressure (2/ 56-12/ 58), air temperature (2/ 56-12/ 58), 
vapor pressure (3/ 56-12/ 58), wind velocity (1/ 57-
12/58), sunshine (9/ 56-12/ 58), cloud cover and types, 
precipitation and drift summary, and surface weather 
observations. Data on the above parameters were 
collected for the most part at 1-hr and 3-hr intervals 
(GMT) and mean values have been calculated. 

I-3899 551, 510. 7:546. 296 

Lockhart, Luther B. , Jr. 
RADIOACTIVITY OF THE RADON-222 AND RADON-
220 SERIES IN THE Am AT GROUND LEVEL. In: 
International Symposium on the Natural Radiation 
Environment, Houston, Tex. , 1963, The natural 
radiation environment. Chicago, Published for 
William Marsh Rice Univ. by the Univ. of Chicago 
Press (1964], Chap. 18, p. 331-344, incl. tables, 
graphs. 9 refs. 

DLC, QC809, R3I5 1963 

Data are presented on atmospheric radioactivity 
measured through the use of U.S. Naval Research 
Laboratory air monitor equipment at 9 locations, 
including Little America V and the South Pole. 
Air concentrations of naturally occurring radio
isotopes produced at a constant rate in the earth's 
crust vary so greatly, even when averaged over 
relatively long periods of time, that it is impossible 
to define the natural radioactivity background at a 
given site by any but an extended series of measure
ments. As might be expected, concentrations of 
Pb-214 and Pb-212 at the Antarctic sites were 
extremely low. The value of measuring the natural 
radioactivity of the air as a means of studying the 
~ovement, mixing, and past history of air masses 
1s pointed out, and research is recommended on the 
vertical gradients of Rn-222 and Pb-212 in the lower 
atmosphere under various weather conditions. 

I-3907 551, 510. 7(*7) 

Lockhart, Luther B. , Jr. , Robert L. Patterson, Jr. 
and Allen W. Saunders, Jr. 

AIRBORNE RADIOACTIVITY IN ANTARCTICA. 
J . Geophys, Res., 71(8):1985-1991, incl. table, 
graphs, April 15, 1966. 19 refs. Also: u. s. Nav. 
Res. Lab. Rept. 6341, 16p., Nov. 3, 1965. 23 refs. 

DLC, QC811. J6; CFSTI 

The radioactive aerosol content of the surface air 
in Anta:ctica h~ been measured continuously since 
1956, first at Little America Station and later at 
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Amundsen-Scott Station. On-site measurements were 
made daily of the radioactivity due to bomb-produced 
fission products and to naturally occurring radio
nuclides of the radon and thoron series. Later, 
composite samples covering 3-mo. periods were 
subjected to radiochemical analysis for such long
lived radionuclides as Sr-90, Cs-137, Ce-144, 
Pm-147, and Pb-210, The natural radioactivity was 
lower in Antarctica than has been observed at any 
other geographical location, as might be expected 
from the small area of exposed land surface in the 
vicinity. Fission-product concentrations, however, 
often exceeded those found in the southernmost part 
of South America and exhibited more well-defined 
seasonal variations, with maximums in the Antarctic 
summer. A table is presented of a comparison of 
observed natural radioactivity concentrations in the 
air in Antarctica (Roi Baudouin, McMurdo, Little 
America V, New Byrd, and Amundsen-Scott Stations, 
and Ad~lie Coast) with long-term measurements at 
other locations (Alaska, Japan, Peru, Bolivia, 
Brazil, and U. S. A.). (Auth. , mod,) 

I-3913 551. 510. 721(*86) 

Ardouin, B. and others 
VARIATIONS WITH LATITUDE OF ARTIFICIAL 
RADIOACTIVE AEROSOLS CONCENTRATION IN 
THE LOWER ATMOSPHERE (SAMPLES TAKEN 
ABOARD THE "NORSEL") BETWEEN OCTOBER 
1960 AND APRIL 1961. LVariations avec la latitude 
de la concentration des aerosols radioactifs 
artificiels dans la basse atmosphere (prelevements 
effectues a bord du "Norsel") entre octobre 1960 et 
avril 1961.] Text in French with English and Spanish 
summaries. J. Mecan. Phys. Atmos. , Ser. 2, 
4(15):93-106, incl. tables, graphs, map, 1962. 8 
refs. 

DWB, M(05)S678j 

Daily samples of aerosols were taken on board the 
Norsel en route from France to Adelie Coast. The 
instruments are described and the data tabulated. 
A study of the radioactivity of these aerosols shows 
that perceptible variations of atmospheric con
centrations can be produced as a function of latitude. 
Concentrations are lower in the Southern Hemisphere 
than the Northern, on the average by a factor of 2. 
There are zones, variable with the seasons, where 
concentration is at a maximum. In the vicinity of 
the equator, there is a zone where low concentrations 
are associated with slightly higher radioactive fall· 
out. The large discontinuity at the equator is 
attributed to the absence of meridian tropospheric 
circulation between the two hemispheres. 
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I-3918 551. 507. 362. 1: 551. 501. 9(*764) 

Rotolante, Ralph A., Raymond S. Briggs and 
James F. Bettle 

ESTABLISHMENT OF A METEOROLOGICAL ROCKET 
STATION AT McMURDO, ANTARCTICA. El Paso, 
Schellenger Research Labs. , Texas Western College, 
NSF Grant G-19284, 50p., incl illus., tables, 
graphs, diagrs. , map, Oct. 1963. 4 refs. 

CFSTI, PB 165 965; DWB, M07. 3632. 1 T355a 

Systematic meteorological rocket probes of the 
Antarctic upper atmosphere _commenced at McMurdo 
in March 1962, This preliminary report includes a 
description of the Areas rocket and its launcher and 
transmitter; in addition, firing and tracking procedures 
are outlined. Problems associated with installing 
the rocket launcher and remote tracking station in 
the Antarctic are described. Temperature and wind 
profiles to an altitude of 70 km, obtained in the first 
series of firings, are presented in both tabular and 
gnphical form. The data will be useful in studying 
the sudden warming effect observed in polar regions 
and will also be correlated with data from other 
meteorological stations in this network. 

1-3921 551. 506. 1(931, *787, *764) 

Simmers, R G. 
METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS FOR 1960. 
STATIONS IN NEW ZEALAND AND OUTLYING 
ISLANDS, INCLUDING THE COOK GROUP. N. Z. 
Air Depl, Meteorol. Service, Misc. PubL 109 
(1960), 93p., incl. tables, maps, 1963. 
DLC, QC992. N82 

Data are tabulated comprising monthly averages of 
air temperature, pressure, humidity, sunshine, 
Wind, earth temperature, and rainfall for New 
Zealand stations, islands (including Campbell), 
and Scott Station. 

1-3922 551, 506, 1(931, *787, *764) 

Simmers, R G. 
METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS FOR 1961. 
STATIONS IN NEW ZEALAND AND OUTLYING 
ISLANDS, INCLUDING THE COOK GROUP. N. Z. 
Depl Civ. Aviat., Meteorol. Service, Misc. Publ. 
109(1961), 95p. , incl tables, maps, 1964. 
DLC, QC992. N82 

Data are tabulated comprising monthly averages of 
air temperature, pressure, humidity, sunshine, 
Wind, earth temperature, and rainfall for New 
Zealand stations, islands (including Campbell), and 
Scott Station. 
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I-3923 551. 506. 1(931, *787, *764) 

Simmers, R. G. 
METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS FOR 1962. 
STATIONS IN NEW ZEALAND AND OUTLYING 
ISLANDS, INCLUDING THE COOK GROUP. N. Z. 
Dept. Civ. Aviat. , Meteorol. Service, Misc. Publ. 
109(1962), 99p,, incl. tables, maps, 1964. 

DLC, QC992. N82 

Data are tabulated comprising monthly averages of 
air temperature, pressure, humidity, sunshine, 
wind, earth temperature, and rainfall for New 
Zealand stations, islands (including Campbell), and 
Scott Station. 

I-3951 551.501 :561.508(*7) 

Vorob'ev, I. E. and others 
SOME PROBLEMS OF PROCEDURE OF METEORO
LOGICAL OBSERVATIONS IN ANTARCTIC EXPE
DITIONS AND UTILIZATION OF DATA OBTAINED. 
[Nekotorye voprosy metodiki meteorologicheskikh 
nabliudeniT v Antarkticheskikh ekspeditsi!akh i 
osvoenira poluchennykh materialov.] Text in Russian. 
Vses. nauch. meteorol. soveshch., Trudy, ~:380-
386, 1963. 

DLC, QC851.V852 

The various instruments used in Antarctic meteoro
logical and actinometric observatio~s are describe_d 
and evaluated according to the conditions under which 
they are best utilized. The processing and prepara
tion of data for publication are discussed. Because 
of the difficulties of comparing data among Antarctic 
stations critical analysis of meteorological data 
must take place at each station. The use of different 
instruments for the same measurements and the com
parison of different meteorological elements are 
recommended. The special atmospheric conditions 
of the Antarctic must be accounted for in maki.ng vi
sual observations. The various radiation measure
ments to be included in actinometric tables are dis -
cussed, including instructions for data analysis. 

I-3952 551. 513:551.524.33(*3:*7) 

Pogosian, Kh. P. 
INVESTIGATION OF SEASONAL CHANGES IN TEM-
PERATURE AND THE JET STREAMS IN THE 
SOUTHERN AND NORTHERN HEMISPHERES: [Is-
sledovanie sezonnykh izmeneniT temperatury 1 . 
struinykh techeniT v rilzhnom i severnom polushari: 
!'akh.] Text in Russian. In: Nauchnaia konferenfs1Ia 
po obshcher tsirkulfatsii atmosfery, Trudy, 1st, 1960. 
Moskva, Gidrometeorol. izd-vo, 1962, p. 85-93, 
incl. diagrs. 11 refs. 

DLC, QC851.N36 
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The configuration of continents and oceans in the 
Northern Hemisphere leads to intensive interlatitudi
nal transfer of air masses, especially in winter; as a 
result, warm air can be found even in the stratosphere 
over the Arctic. The possibility of prolonged heat 
conduction into the center of Antarctica is limited by 
the Southern Hemisphere's predominantly zonal cir
culation. The central Antarctic temperature and its 
stratospheric jet stream depend to the same degree 
on seasonal radiation conditions and interseasonal 
advective-dynamic processes. There is little inter
seasonal temperature change at the frontal zones in 
the Southern Hemisphere; thus, there is less corre
sponding interseasonal change in jet stream intensity 
and latitudinal position than in the Northern Hemi
sphere. However, the extratropical jet stream, 
normally found between 50° and 70'S, may be ob
served at 40°-45'8 where it flows with the subtropical 
stream, and as far south as the Ross Sea. Four 
global atmospheric sections are presented for the 
months of Jan., April, July, and Oct. (mean values 
for 1957-59), along 10"W and 140°E in the Northern 
Hemisphere and 20°E and 170°E in the Southern. 
They show mean isotachs, isotherms, frontal zones, 
winter inversions, tropopause positions, and isobars 
near the surface. 

1-3963 551. 506. 22(*2) 

Dolgin, I. M. and L. V. Dolganov 
SOME RESULTS FROM METEOROLOGiCAL WORK 
DONE IN THE ARCTIC AND ANT ARCTIC DURING 
THE INTERNATIONAL GEOPHYSICAL YEAR. 
[Nekotorye rezul'taty rabot v Arktike i Antarktike v 
oblasti meteorologii v period Mezhdunardnogo 
geofizicheskogo goda. ] Text in Russian. Leningrad. 
Arkticheskil Antarkticheski'!. nauch. -issled. inst. , 
Trudy, 253: 152-160, incL tables, graphs, 1963, 
6 refs. 

DLC, G600. L4 

The scope of Soviet aerometeorological investigations, 
conducted at Antarctic stations and during oversnow 
traverses, plane flights, and oceanic voyages, is 
md1cated, and general conclusions are drawn. An 
expression is given which relates katabatic winds 
to their dete rmip.ing factors, such as radiation 
cooling, force of gravity, and the length and incli
nation of the slope. The absolute humidity at 
temperatures below -70° could not be determined 
because the existing psychrometric tables are not 
calculated beyond this point. The thermal regime 
m East Antarctica is created mainly by its wide 
coast, sharply rising ice surface, and air circulation 
characteristics. There is a definite correlation 
among temperatures recordect at the 8oviet stations· 
therefore, temperatures at any intermediate point ' 
can be determined without direct observation. A 
graph shows the relation between Mirnyy temperatures 
and those of the other Soviet stations. 
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I-3983 551. 54(*2) 

Stekhnovskil, D. I. 
LARGE PRESSURE ANOMALIES DURING THE 
PERIOD 1955-1959. [Krupnye anomalii davleniia v 
period 1955-1959 gg.] Text in Russian. Moscow. 
'ftlentral. Inst. Prognozov, Trudy, No. 143:24- 52, 
incl. tables, graphs, diagr., maps , 1965. 21 refs. 

DLC, QC851. M64 

Large pressure anomalies were studied from daily 
synoptic charts and monthly pressure-change charts 
constructed from data collected from Jan. 1955 to 
Dec. 1959. Interrelationships between atmospheric 
circulation in both hemispheres are discussed on 
the basis of these investigations. Pressure anomaly 
types for individual sectors of the Northern and 
Southern Hemispheres are mapped. Data are tabu
lated for 3 sectors in the Southern Hemisphere as far 
south as 70° S: the South Atlantic, Indian, and South 
Pacific sectors. A relationship is noted between 
pressure anomaly types in various sectors of the 
Northern Hemisphere and temperature anomaly 
types over the European U.S. S. R. and Western 
Siberia. Air-mass anomalies are calculated in 
individual latitudinal zones. Planetary air-mass 
anomalies are related to solar activity and corpus
cular radiation. The period from 1955 to 1959 was 
characterized by significant disturbances in the 
development of atmospheric processes, expressed 
in the formation of large foci of pressure and tem
perature anomalies and in the process of develop
ment of meridional and westerly zonal circulation 
forms. During this period correspondence was 
observed between the maximums of the secular and 
the 11-yr solar activity cycles. (Auth. , mod. ) 

See also: 
A-2038 A-2333 A- 2390 A-2392, A-2485, A-2745 
B-2058: B-2l68: B-2520'. B-3022, B-3342 
D-3257, D-3385, D-3852 
E-2156, E-2279, E-2327, E-2355, E-2403, E-2475 

E-2480 E-2552 E - 2751 E-2769, E - 2792, 
E-2890: E-3196'. E-3247'. E-3479 

F-2030, F-2033, F - 2040, F-2232, F-2259, F-2277, 
F-2318 F- 2332 F-2383 F-2516, F-2740, 
F-2885'. F-2921: F-3029'. F-3071, F-3074, 
F-3075, F-3092, F - 3125, F-3162, F-3416, 
F-3547, F - 3575, F-3581, F-3753, F-3856, 
F-3884 

G-3401 
H-2393 
J-2119 J-2120 J-2320 J-2328, J-2940, J-2987, 

J-3368, J-3765 ' 
K-2053, K-2070, K-2382, K-3230, K-3298, K-3428 
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J-2004 551. 462(*80) 

Treshnikov, A. F. 
MORPHOLOGICAL DESCRlPTION OF CIRCUM-ANT
ARCTIC SEAS. (Morfologicheskil ocherk okrain
nykh moreI Antarktiki,) Text in Russian. Sovet. 
Antarkticheskrua Eksped., Trudy, .!.'!,: 5-44, incl. 
tables, graphs, maps, 1963, 19 refs. 

DLC, G860, S63 

A summru·y is given of IGY data concerning the bottom 
topography of Antarctic seas. The discussion in
cludes morphometric data concerning the general 
dimensions and boundaries of the fringing seas, the 
topography of the bottom and shores of these seas, 
and the systems of deep-water channels which are 
found on the Antarctic continental shelf. There are 
two systems of depressions, one of which has a 
meridional direction, deepens from the sea toward 
the continent, and appears to connect a majority of 
the bays and seas of the continental slope. The 
second system appears to consist of separate en
closed troughs (believed by some to be a single chan
nel) which sometimes interflow with the meridional 
depressions, vary in depth from 649 to 2000 m, and 
slope up to 10°. The depressions are tectonic in 
origin and are fairly recent, as shown by their thin 
sediment cover . The regular arrangement of the 
depressions in the Ross and Bellingshausen Seas and 
in Marie Byrd Land points to a possible subglacial 
relation between these two seas. A colored bathy
metric map (scale 1: 12,000, 000) of Antarctic topog
raphy is included. 

J-2005 551. 46(*826) 

Klepikov, v. v. 
HYDROLOGY OF THE WEDDELL SEA. (Gidrologi!a 
morra U eddella. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antark
bcheskaia Eksped., Trudy, 17: 45-93, incl. tables, 
graphs, maps, 1963, 55 ref:S:-

DLC, G860.S63 

A summary is given of the history of voyages and re
search, and of ice conditions in the Weddell Sea. 
The basic reason for the ice cover and subsequent 
year-round inaccessibility of the western part of the 
sea is the combination of the configuration of its 
shores, the presence of the large dry area of the 
Antarctic Peninsula, and the system of surface cur
~ents. Features of the basic types of ice, i, e., pack 
ice, fast ice, tabular icebergs and floes, include how 
they are affected by the season, surface currents, 
cycloruc circulation, and the tidal currents from the 
east which circumvent the entire sea, causing thinning 
~ut, compression, and shifting of the ice, Circula
ion, temperature, and salinity of surface and deep 

waters are discussed, with thei r relations to the de
~elopment of shelf topography. Similarities of the 
ice conditions, surface water, and the distribution 
and characteristics of warm deep waters suggest an 
interrelationship between Arctic waters and the 
Weddell Sea, 
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J-2006 551. 46(*84) 

Zverev, A. A. 
HYDROLOGY OF THE DAVIS SEA. (Gidrologiia 
maria Deivisa.] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antark
ticheskaia Eksped,, Trudy, 17:94-143, incl. tables, 
graphs, maps, 1963. 17 refs. 

DLC, G860, S63 

A summary is given of horizontal and vertical distri
butions of hydrological features of the Davis Sea. The 
horizontal distributions of temperature and salinity 
are characterized by their zonal fluctuations. Maxi
mum salinity is found in the central Davis Sea, in the 
region of a deep-water channel. A ridge, which ex
tends across the entire sea, divides it from the open 
sea and affects the hydrological conditions within the 
Davis Sea. Temperature and salinity of surface wa
ters vary seasonally, but the inner part of the sea is 
distinguished by low temperatures and high salinity. 
Current flow is westerly along the coast and easterly 
further north, with a transitional area between, (See 
J-1757) 

J-2007 551. 465. 5(*84) 

Zverev, A. A. 
CURRENTS IN THE INDIAN (OCEAN) SECTOR OF 
THE ANTARCTIC. (Techeniia v Indiiskom sektore 
Antarktiki.) Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarktiches
kaia Eksped., Trudy, 17:144-155, incl. maps, 1963. 
15 refs. 

DLC, G860. S63 

An evaluation is given of the instruments and methods 
used in obtaining data on the currents and related 
hydrological features of the Indian Ocean sector of 
the Antarctic, Salinity, temperature, and oxygen 
content of warm deep waters were investigated to de
termine the velocities of basic water transfers and 
separate circulations in this sector. The first of two 
main currents, the Eastern drift, is located in the 
northern part; the second, the Western near-shore 
current contains 3 separate closed circulations. 
A divergence zone is found between the two main_ cur
rents. The interaction between them causes red1s- . 
tribution of water masses and a fundamental reorgani
zation of the density field, 

J-2037 551. 3. 051. 3:551. 462(*821) 

Kolpack R. L. and B. J. Mullins 
ABYSSAL SAND RIPPLES IN THE DRAKE PASSAGE, 
ANTARCTICA. (Abyssale Sandrippeln in der Drake 
Passage, Antarktika.] Text in German. Polar
forschung, Ser. 5, 33(1/2): 194, 1963, publ. Sept. 
1964. 

DLC, G600. P6 
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Rippled sand in marine deposits was earlier regarded 
as a sign of shallow-water sedimentation. A greater 
application of underwater photography has revealed 
that this assumption is no longer completely correct. 
During July and Aug. 1962, the crew of the USNS 
Eltanin took bottom photographs in the Drake Passage, 
Antarctica. They showed that at least 60,000 1an2 of 
the ocean floor in that area consist of rippled coarse 
to fine sand even to depths of 4200 m. Sowidings in
dicated that this surface consists of an abyssal plane 
which exhibits only small areas with slight relief. 
The sediment is not hard. Sudden changes in the 
arrangement of the ripples indicate that the near-bot
tom water current is strong and variable. These re
sults suggest that rippled sand in old deposits must 
be interpreted with the greatest of care. The occur
rence of ripples should be compared with zoological 
and other possible factors before a definite type of 
sediment area is assumed. 

•J-2044 910. 4(*82, *84) 

Kumagori, Takeharu 
REPORT ON THE ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION 1961-
1962, BY THE UMITAKA-MARU, TOKYO UNIVER
SITY OF FISHERIES. SCOPE OF THE EXPEDITION. 
[Na.nkyokuyo chosa gaiyo.) Text in Japanese with 
English summary, Antarctic Rec. (Tokyo), No. 19: 
1-7, incl. table, March 1963. 

DLC, Orientalia Div, 

Three areas of Antarctic seas were investigated dur
ing a cruise of the~ Maru, Dec. 5, 1961-Jan. 
29, 1962. These areas were (1) 40° S, 115° E-64. 5° s, 
70°E, (2) 64.5°s, 70° E-65°s, 30°E, (3) 64°s, 30°E-
59• s, 36°W. The determinations included 57 hydro
graphical surveys, 42 bathythermal measurements, 
86 current measurements, 105 plankton collections, 
14 fish studies, bird observations, 31 observations of 
salinity distribution, 20 observations of magnetic 
va.ri ation, and 2568 bottom sowidings. 

J-2045 551.46(*82, *84) 

Ishino, Ma.koto and others 
ON THE OCEANOGRAPHIC CONDITIONS IN THE 
ATLANTIC AND INDIAN SOUTHERN WATERS. 
[Indoy_o Na.nkyokkai oyobi Taiseiyo Na.nkyokkai no 
kaikyo ni tsuite.] Text in Japanese with English sum
mary. Antarctic Rec. (Tokyo), No. 19:8-67, incl. 
graphs, maps, app., March 1963. 7 refs. 

DLC, Orientalia Div, 

Based on the data obtained during the cruise of the 
~~[See J-2044], general oceano-
graphic conditions are discussed, including tempera
ture, salinity, dissolved oxygen, pH, and phosphate 
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and silicate concentrations. The Antarctic Conver
gence near Australia and Africa is clearly defined. 
The warm deep water is found farther south in the 
Indian Ocean than in the Atlantic. The upwelling of 
the warm deep water was investigated in the Weddell 
Sea. The meandering of the west-wind drift around 
the Weddell cold water region was determined from 
dynamical topography studies. Appendixes provide 
data from oceanographic, bathythermal and chemical 
analyses. 

J-2046 551. 465. 5(*82, *84) 

Kuma.gori, Takeharu 
SOUTHERN OCEAN CURRENTS AND RECURVATE 
CURRENT. jNankyokuyo ni okeru kairyu to seihen 
junka.n tenryu.] Text in Japanese with English sum
mary. Antarctic Rec. (Tokyo), No. 19:68-79, incl. 
tables, graphs, maps, March 1963. 

DLC, Orientalia Div. 

Antarctic surface ocean currents include the east
ward-flowing current (50° -60°S) and the westward
flowing current (south of 60° S). A recurvate cur
rent was discovered in 1957 south of 60° -65°S, be
tween the main currents, resulting from the differen
tial speed of the easterly wind and the eastward-flow
ing current. The recurvate current directions 
were measured as SE, S, SW, and SE. The existence 
of this current was confirmed by observations con
ducted from 80° E to 20° w during a Dec. 1961-Jan. 
1962 voyage [J-2044]. A map shows the location, 
direction, and velocity of the current. 

•J-2049 551. 462. 2:531, 719. 35(*82, *84) 

Ozawa, Keijiro and others 
ECHO-SOUNDING AND BATHYMETRIC CHART IN 
THE ANTARCTIC OCEAN. [Kaiyo-Maru ni yo~u 
sokushin kekuka ni tsuite.] Text in Japanese with 
English summary. Antarctic Rec. (Tokyo}, No. 19: 
91-101, incl. table, graphs, maps, March 1963, 6 
refs. 

DLC, Orientalia Div. 

Bottom profiles are shown for routes (1) from. 
Fremantle, Australia, over the South Indian Rise, 
the Kerguelen-Gaussberg Ridge to the northern edge 
of pack ice (about 64° s, 71° E), 'and (2) from 59•~, 
12° 27'E (Valdivia Basin) north across the Atlantic
Indian Ridge to Agulhas Basin (south of Cape Town). 
(A map is included showing bottom topography of the 
South Atlantic and Indian Oceans, with the ships 
tracks recorded [See J-2044], ) Bathymetric 
charts of the Kerguelen-Gaussberg Ridge and the th 
western region of Clerke Rocks (which lie SE of Sou 
Georgia) are shown. The South Indian Rise and the 
Atlantic-Indian Ridge were found to be rug~ed withd 
rift valleys showing similarity to other ridges an 
rises throughout the world. The Kerguelen-Gauss-
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berg Ridge is, however, smooth, with a fissure on 
top. A table listing benthic fauna is included. In
cluded are two bathymetric charts of the area within 
lat. 46°-72°S and long. 90°W-90°E. These were com
piled from the chart published in March 1954 by the 
International Hydrographic Bureau and from the 
depths obtained on the 1956-57 and 1961-62 cruises 
of the Umitaka Maru. The scale is approximately 
1:3, 500,000:-- --

J-2057 551, 462+551, 3, 051(*84) 

Sato, Takahiro 
SUBMARINE TOPOGRAPHY AND SEVERAL BOTTOM 
SEDIMENTS AROUND PRINCE OLAV AND PRINCE 
HARALD COASTS, ANTARCTICA. Antarctic Rec, 
(Tokyo}, No, 21: 1-11, incl, tables, graphs, maps, 
March 1964, 8 refs. 

DLC, Orientalia Div. 

Results of the second through fifth cruise of the Soya 
are presented. A topographic description is given of 
the sea floor between Africa and Antarctica (approxi
mately 30° -70° S and 10° -60° E). Data are presented 
in topographic maps on which the ship's tracks are 
recorded, Topographic profiles of the cruises 
accompany the maps. The Mid-Atlantic Ridge divides 
the sea floor of this region in a WSW direction. On 
the filth cruise 18 samples of bottom sediments were 
taken at 11 stations, Grain-size and chemical analy
ses were conducted and the data are included in 
tables, It was found that the bottom sediments on the 
continental slope around Prince Olav Coast and 
Amundsen Bay are hemipelagic clays which are rich 
in SiO2 and poor in CaCO3, Fe2O3, Al2O3 and P2O5. 

J-2089 551. 465. 1:591. 524. 1(082. 2}{*80) 

Deacon, G. E. R 
A DISCUSSION ON THE PHYSICAL AND BIOLOGICAL 
CHANGES ACROSS THE ANT ARCTIC CONVER
GENCE. INTRODUCTION. Roy. Soc. London, 
Proc. , Ser. A, 281(1384}: 1-6, incl. diagr. , map, 
Aug. 25, 1964. 2refs. DISCUSSION, Ibid.:37-38. 
2 refs. --

DLC, Q41. L7 

The topic for this meeting, which took place June 13, 
1963, and was organized by G. E. R Deacon, was 
proposed by a joint panel of the National Committees 
on Antarctic and Oceanic Research As an introduc
tion to the series of papers submitted, the Antarctic 
Convergence is described briefly, listing the major 
currents and the water temperature distribution. A 
short history of the discovery of the Convergence is 
mcluded. The papers submitted are: (1) H. Charnock, 
Energy transfer by the atmosphere and the southern 
~ean [I- 2090); (2) J. Crease, The Antarctic 
circumpolar current and Convergence fJ-2091 ]; 
(3) N. A. Mackintosh, Distribution of the plankton in 
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relation to the Antarctic Convergence (B-2092]. 
A short discussion covering topics related to the 
papers follows: sediments in the area of the Conver
gence, ice-cover and its effect on the water circula
tion, and factors affecting plankton distribution. 

J-2091 551. 465. 5(*80) 

Crease, J. 
THE ANT ARCTIC CIRCUMPOLAR CURRENT AND 
CONVERGENCE. Roy. Soc. London, Proc. , Ser. 
A, 281(1384}: 14-21, incl. graphs, diagr. , maps, 
Aug75, 1964. 8 refs. 

DLC, Q41. L7 

The salinity minimum is directly related to the Con
vergence and is probably a more stable indicator of 
its position than is the surface Convergence of 
Mackintosh. A velocity profile from Antarctica to 
South Africa is computed on the assumption that the 
pressure gradients across the current balance the 
Coriolis force acting to the left of the current as a 
result of the motion over a rotating earth, i.e. , the 
geostrophic currents. It is thought that the action of 
the west winds is to transport a surface boundary 
layer of water to the north as a result of the balance 
between the wester!~ Coriolis force produced by the 
transport and the easterly wind stress (Ekman). Var
ious hypotheses follow concerning the means by which 
the applied west wind stress at the surface is balanced 
by an opposite force on the flow, resulting in steady 
motion. The excess momentum imparted to the sur
face layers by the wind stress is exported to the north 
and out of the Antarctic zone by the Ekman transport. 
In a steady state there must be a compensatory re-. 
turn flow (identified with the deep water) which, as it 
moves south, will acquire easterly momentum due to 
the following: (1) the absolute angular m_omentum of a 
mass of water about axes fixed in direction m space 
should be conserved if dissipation is neglected, and 
(2) part of the total momentum due to motion of the 
earth's surface itself decreases the nearer the pole 
the water is owing to the smaller distance from the 
earth's axis. This tendency to increase the easterly 
momentum of the deep water may now be balanced by 
the pressure on the ocean ridges. [See J-2089] 

J-2095 551. 465. 535: 525. 623(26) 

Maksimov, L V. IONS OF 
THE NATURE OF ASTRONOMICAL VARIAT . 
OCEAN CURRENTS. (0 kharaktere astro?om1ches
kikh variafsi1 okeanskikh techenil ] Text m Russian. 
Okeanologiia, 3(2):193-199, incl. graphs, maps, 
1963. 6 refs. -

DLC, GCl. A47A23 

The complex semimonthly and monthly astronomical 
currents associated with the fundamental w_aves of_ 
long period solar and lunar tides are examined for 
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different regions of the ocean. Graphs and maps 
are presented showing the semimonthly variations of 
the velocity of (1) the Gulf Str.eam along the coast of 
North America, (2) the drift of ice in the central Arc
tic Ocean, (3) the drift of ice in the Weddell Sea, and 
the semiannual variations of the velocity of currents 
in the Gulf stream zone. The long period variation 
of oceanic currents is primarily a middle latitude 
phenomenon. As a result of the influence of the 
semiannual astronomical current, northward flowing 
currents are most developed in March and Sept. and 
least developed in July and Dec. While the velocities 
of these astronomical currents are small their 
periods play an important role in the formation of 
large semimonthly internal waves observed in the 
Atlantic Ocean and the Baltic Sea, and possibly play 
a role in the bottom oceanic currents. 

J - 2098 551, 465, 5: 551. 465. 45(*80) 

Kort, V. G. 
WATER EXCHANGE AMONG OCEANS. [Vodoobmen 
mezhdu okeanami. ] Text in Russian. Okeanologifa, 
2(4):593- 598, incl tables, 1962. 6 refs. 
-DLC, GCl. A47A23 

Water exchange by the Antarctic Circumpolar Current 
was studied in the 0- to 3000-m layer on the Ob' 
during the IGY by hydrological observations oriocean 
boundary profiles: South Africa - Antarctica; south
east Australia - Antarctica; and South America -
Antarctica. The water balance of the Atlantic, 
Indian, Pacific, and Arctic Oceans is tabulated 
according to the collected data; it can be seen that the 
determining factor in water exchange is the Antarctic 
Circumpolar Current, which comprises 79 to 96% of 
the total water balance of the oceans and has a signifi
cant effect on the structure and physical properties of 
the water masses of the oceans. The magnitude and 
character of water exchange among the oceans, as 
determined by the water balance tabulations, is 
analyzed. 

J - 2119 551. 46. 065(*84) 

Snopkov, V. G. 
?CEANOG~HIC RESEARCH. [Okeanologicheskie 
1ssledovan11a. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkti
cheskaia Eksped. , Trudy, 20:20-83, incl. tables, 
graphs, map, 1962. -

DLC, G860. S63 

Three types of oceanographic data were taken during 
the fourth_expedition of the Ob' [see D-2118]. 
(1) A contmuous recording was made of temperature 
and salinity of the surface layer during the entire 
voyage, as well as a chemical analysis of samples 
taken every 30 mi. Seasonal fluctuations of these fea
tures were obtained for both the Northern and South
ern Hemispheres, since the return trip of the Ob' 
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was along nearly the same route as that to Mirnyy. 
Effects of winds on the temperature of the surface 
layer were also noted. (2) A series of daily observa
tions was made at Mirnyy and Lazarev Stations on 
temperature and salinity and the effects of speed and 
direction of current on them. (3) Data on these fea
tures , as well as a chemical analysis for oxygen, 
phosphate and pH, were taken for a vertical section 
along 20°E at 15 stations. All data are tabulated. 
Three zones of water were covered in this section: 
Antarctic , sub-Antarctic and sub-tropical. Generally, 
temperature and salinity increased northward. 

J-2120 551. 463. 5(*84) 

Grinberg, V. M. 
HYDRO-OPTICAL RESEARCH. [Gidroopticheskie 
issledovaniia. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkti
cheskaia Eksped., Trudy, 20:84- 101, incl. tables, 
graphs, 1962. -

DLC, G860. S63 

An explanation and summary are given of the pur
poses and results of hydro-optical research done 
during the fourth voyage of the Ob' [see D-2118]. 
The amount of radiant energy incident on the sea's 
surface and the processes of absorption and diffusion 
affect the color and transparency of the water. Due 
to selective absorption, which allows blue and green, 
but not red, rays to penetrate sea water to a great 
depth, living organisms in the sea acquire a corre
sponding color. Underwater illumination in turn 
affects the photosynthesis of phytoplankton. The 
apparatus and methods of observation are described. 
Three levels were observed hydro-optically during 
daylight: above the surface, on the surface, and at 
depths from 5 to 135 m. The following hydro-optical 
characteristics were obtained and summarized in 
formulas: the index of vertical weakening, the coeffi
cient of diffused reflection, and the coefficient of 
underwater illumination. Bioluminescence of the sea 
was observed during darkness. Other factors which 
affect the admission of radiant energy at the surface 
and at depth are atmospheric conditions , condition of 
the sea's surface, the physical and biological 
characteristics of the water cover, and the altitude 
of the sun. It was found that white, blue, and green 
light penetrate to a depth of 125 m. Underwater 
illumination curves for 9 stations showed a good cor
relation. 

J - 2121 551. 464(*84) 

Serdobov, M. V. . 
HYDROCHEMICAL RESEARCH. (Gidrokhimicheskie 
issledovaniia. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkt1-

cheskafa Eksped. , Trudy, 20: 102-104, incl. graphs, 
1962. -

DLC, G860. S63 
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Hydrochemical research of water samples taken 
every 30 mi was done to determine salinity of the 
surface layer and the chlorinity, dissolved oxygen, 
inorganic phosphorous, and pH at stations along 
20'E between Antarctica and Africa ( see D-2118]. 
Standard methods of hydrochemical analysis were 
used; the results are tabulated (in J-2119]. The 
oxygen distribution in the subtropical convergence 
zone suggests a mixing of sub-Antarctic and sub
tropical waters. Two profiles show how the South 
Atlantic (Atlantic-Indian] ridge obstructs the north
ward movement of Antarctic bottom water and that 
the Antarctic surface water sinks to the bottom. 

J-2125 551. 3. 051(26)(*84) 

Gordeev, E. I. 
MARINE GEOLOGICAL RESEARCH. (Morskie 
geologicheskie issledovaniia. ] Text in Russian. 
Sovel. Antarkticheskaia Eksped., Trudy, 20:165-167, 
incl. map, 1962. -

DLC, G860. S63 

Studies were made on suspended matter collected 
from sea water using the methods of separation and 
membrane filtration; from the air using glass plates 
and membrane filters; and on sediments collected at 
oceanographic stations between Africa and Antarctica 
(see D-2118]. The equipment and its use is ex
plained and station locations are shown on a map. 
Four zones of sediments, according to their compo
sition, color and mineral content, are outlined: 
iceberg sediment, diatomaceous mud, globigerina 
ooze, and terrigenous sediment. 

J-2126 551. 46. 07:551. 462(*84) 

Mal'fsev, V. N. 
HYDROGRAPHIC WORK. (Gidrograficheskie 
raboty. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskafii 
Eksped. , Trudy, 20:168-178, incl. table, maps, 
1962. -

DLC, G860. S63 

Hydrographic work was done on the fourth expedition 
of the~ (see D-2118] on a voyage from the 
U.S. S. R to Antarctica. Radar surveys were made 
of the shoreline in the Lazarev Station area and the 
station coordinates and elevation were dete;mined. 
Methods and apparatus are described, and detailed 
results, locations, and topographical features are 
discussed and indicated on maps, including the bot
tom topography near Lazarev and Mirnyy Stations 
and m the Indian Ocean between Cape Town and Ant
~ctica. Evidence is given to support a conjecture 

at the region southeast of Marion 1. experienced a 
breakup and submersion in the recent geological past. 

237-720 O • 67 • 25 
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J-2131 551. 465, 5(*80) 

Ledenev, V. G. 
MEASURING SURFACE CURRENTS IN THE ANT
ARCTIC OCEAN USING THE ELECTROMAGNETIC 
METHOD. (Izmerenifii poverkhnostnykh techeni1 v 
:fuzhnom okeane elektromagnitnym metodom. ] Text 
in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskaia Eksped. , Trudy, 
20:266-275, incl. tables, maps, 1962. 
DLC, G860. S63 

The method and apparatus used in measuring surface 
currents on the fifth voyage of the Ob' [see D- 2128] 
are described with results summarized in a 
table. Currents were measured in four sections: 
from South Africa to Lazarev Station; in the Ross 
Sea; from 120"W to Peter I Island; and from Peter I 
Island to the Falkland Islands. 

J-2132 551. 466. 75(*84:*733) 

Eskin, L. L 
TIDAL CURRENTS NEAR THE PRINCESS ASTRID 
COAST. (Prilivo-otlivnye techeniia u Berega 
Prinfsessy Astrid. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. Ant
arkticheskafii Eksped., Trudy, 20:276-281, incl. 
tables, 1962. 2 refs. -

DLC, G860. S63 

Daily observations were made off the Princess _Astrid 
Coast to determine the direction and speed of tidal 
currents. Calculations used in evaluating the data 
show that the tidal currents are irregular semi
diurnal their mean maximum speed is 3. 8 cm/ sec, 
and the~ have a general southwestward direction. 

J-2133 551. 465. 5(*821) 

Eskin, L. I. 
WATER BALANCE OF THE DRAKE PASSAGE. 
(V odny1 balans proliva Dre'lka. ] Text in Russian. 
Sovet. Antarkticheska.fa Eksped., Trudy, 20:282-
292, incl. graphs, maps, 1962. 24 refs. 

DLC, G860. S63 

Data are summarized on the a.mount and seasonal 
fluctuation of water exchange through the Drake Pas
sage. The general transfer of water is eastward, 
involving four basic currents: the Cape Horn cur
rent the current from the Bellingshausen Sea, the 
cent~al current, and the current from the Weddell 
Sea. The seasonal fluctuation of the width, speed, 
depth, and contours of each current is given .. The 
mean hourly flow through the Drake Passage is 
493. 2 km 3, with a power six times greater than that 
of the Gulf Stream. 
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J-2134 551. 46. 07(*80) 

Evdokimov, A. P. 
HYDROGRAPHIC WORK. [Gidrograiicheskie 
raboty. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskaia 
Eksped., Trudy, 20:293-301, 1962. Ref. 

DLC, G860. S63-

A summary is given of the methods and apparatus 
used in hydrographic work on the fifth voyage of the 
Ob' [see D-2128], Astronomical, visual, and 
radar data were taken to obtain the exact course of 
the ship. Seismic and gravimetric work was done in 
the Lazarev Station area Bathygrams were made 
from echo-soundings and a more exact description 
and location are given of the Balleny Islands and 
Peter I Island. 

J-2159 

Volkov, P. 

551. 46. 065: 551. 462{*768, *779) 
528. 47(*768, *779) 

EXPLORATION OF THE APPROACHES TO THE 
ANTARCTIC ISLANDS OF BALLENY AND PETER 1 
[Obsledovanie podkhodov k antarkticheskim ostrovam 
Balleni i Petra 1 ] Text in Russian. Morsko'1 Flot, 
22(11):40-42, incl. table, maps, Nov. 1962. Ref. 

DLC, VM4.M6 

A summary is given of hydrographic data gathered by 
the Soviets in 1960 on Balleny and Peter I Islands. A 
brief historical background is given on previous 
Russian and other expeditions to these islands. 
Bottom topography, coastal features, and surface 
relief descripti_ons are given based on visual and 
radar observations. Previous maps are corrected 
for size and location of the islands and their topo
graphical features. 

J-2160 551. 46. 001. 5(*50:*80) 

Mal'!sev, V. 
SOVIET HYDROGRAPHIC RESEARCH IN THE ANT
ARCTIC. [Sovetskie gidrograiicheskie issledovanifa 
v Antarktike. ] Text in Russian. Morsko'1 Flot 22 
(12):10-11, incL map, Dec. 1962. Ref. ' -

DLC, VM4. M6 

An ?utline is given of hydrographic work done by 
Soviet Antarctic expeditions from 1955 to 1962 in 
c_ircum-Antarctic waters. Examples of the peculiari
he~ of the ~tarctic continental shelf include the high 
ratio of contment area to continental shelf area and 
the d7ep water channels aroond the continent. The 
relation of the continental shelf to shore and sea ice 
is discussed; it is found that floating ice fields in 
summer tend to reflect the configuration of the bot
tom. The continental slope in the Antarctic basin is 
characterized by its narrowness and deep submer-
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sion. One rather intensely studied bottom topo
graphical area is that between Africa and Antarctica. 
Lakes in the Antarctic were also studied. From the 
data gathered on these expeditions, new navigational 
maps were made of Antarctic coastal regions. 

J-2163 551. 464. 626. 02. 14: 550. 93(*84:*88) 

Bien, G. S. , N. W. Rakestraw and H. E. Suess 
RADIOCARBON DATING OF DEEP WATER OF THE 
PACIFIC AND INDIAN OCEANS. In: Symposium on 
Radioactive Dating, Athens, 1962, Proc. Vienna, 
Internatl. Atomic Energy Agency, 1963, p. 159-173, 
incl. tables, graph, disc. 10 refs. 

DLC, QE508. S93, 1962 

Radiocarbon measurements on deep water samples of 
the Pacific Ocean, collected during the IGY, have 
shown for the first time that it is possible to deter
mine true age differences of water masses by the de
termination of radiocarbon in the dissolved bicarbo
nate. Additional measurements of radiocarbon in the 
surface and deep water of the Pacific Ocean confirm 
these results. The radiocarbon age difference be
tween water from around 40°S and 40°N is about 400 
years. This corresponds to a northward component 
of the velocity of the water of about 0. 03 cm/ sec. 
Radiocarbon in deep water of the southern Indian 
Ocean shows slightly higher values than in the Pacific 
at comparable latitudes. This is in agreement with 
the assumption that the deep water originates in the 
Weddell Sea. C-14 measurements in the surface 
water show that a definite increase in C-14 has taken 
place since 1958, due to the uptake of bomb-produced 
C-14 from the atmosphere. The C-14 results lead 
to the same conclusion as those of tritium measure
ments from surface water; namely, that the water 
above the thermocline takes several years to mix 
and that the uptake of artificial C-14 and tritium by 
the ocean over a period of 1 to 2 years affects only a 
thin surface layer. [See J-1786] (Auth., mod.) 

J-2223 551. 464. 679. 1(*821) 

Sugimura, Y. , T. Torii, and S. Murata 
URANIUM DISTRIBUTION IN DRAKE PASSAGE 
WATERS. Nature, 204(4957):464-465, incl. tables, 
map, Oct. 31, 19647 refs. 

DLC, Ql. N2 

Water samples were collected during a cruise (Feb. -
March 1963) across the Drake Passage. The micro
quantities of the U content were determined fluoro
metrically by using a fused mixture with sodium fluo
ride. A detailed description is given of the labora
tory procedure used for this analysis, and the meas
urements are tabulated. Constant values of U were 
obtained in the surface samples. In this season, the 
Antarctic Convergence was located between 58° and 
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59°S; however, there was no significant difference in 
u content on either side of the Convergence. The 
average value of U content (3. 1 ± 0. 2 x 10-6 g/1) ob
tained in the Drake Passage is in the same order of 
magnitude as the values reported from other circum
Antarctic waters. 1n its vertical distribution, U 
tends to show a minimum concentration around depths 
of 300-400 m, increasing at greater depths. A 
similar vertical distribution was found by others in 
the western North Pacific. 

J-2247 551. 464. 643. 2(*80) 
546. 432:551. 3. 051(*80) 

Starik, l E., A P. Lisifsyn and ftr. V. Kuznefsov 
THE MECHANISM OF REMOVlliG RADIUM FROM 
SEA WATER AND ITS ACCUMULATION rn THE 
BOTTOM SEDIMENTS OF SEAS ANO OCEANS. [O 
mekhanizme udaleni!a radi!a iz morsko'1 vody i ego 
nakopleniia v donnykh osadkakh more'1 i okeanov. ] 
Text in Russian. ln: Antarktika: Dokl. Komis. , 
1961. Moskva, Izd-vo Akad. nauk SSSR, 1962, p. 
70-133, incl. tables, graphs, maps. 84 refs. 

DLC, G576. A65 

Evaluations of hypotheses are given on the occur
rence of Ra in ocean sediments, based on research 
in the southern Indian Ocean. The concentration of 
Ra in sediments may be as much as 50 x 10-12 
g Ra/g. Its presence in bottom sediments is due to 
direct precipitation of Ra, and only partly to the 
precipitation of its parent element, Io, from sea 
water. There are several sources for Ra in bottom 
sediments: brecciated continental rocks, Recent and 
Quaternary volcanic products, intake by biogenic ma
te1·i~, chemogenic sediments, radioactive balance of 
Ra with other elements of the family, and ocean 
water during its sorption with colloidal particles. 
Ra concentration depends mainly on the type of sedi
ment and its sorption ability. 

J-2252 551. 462(26)(084. 1) 

Akademil'.lt nauk SSSR lnstitut okeanologii. 
EXPEDITIONARY SHIP "OB' "OCTOBER 1957-
JULY 1958, BOTTOM TOPOGRAPHY. [Ekspedi
fsi~nnoe sudno "Ob'," Oktl'.itbr' 1957-iiul' 1958 g. 
rel ef dna. ] Text in Russian. Moskva, 1964, 2 v. , 
838P, , incl. illus, , maps, 10 refs. 

DLC, QC801, 3. A58 

The 2 volumes of bottom profiles are the results of 
echo-soundings done during the third round-the
world voyage of the Ob' 1957 to 1958 which 
cov d 37 _, ' ere , 500 mi. The first few pages of each 
volume contain a map of the world indicating the 
route and bottom profiles shown in condensed cross 
sechons; the profiles are expanded in the remaining = Volw~e 1 covers the trip from the English 

el to M1rnyy, eastward along the Antarctic 
coast to Victoria Land. Volume 2 cove rs the South 
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Pacific Ocean, the near-shore region of South 
America and the Drake Passage , and the Atlantic 
Ocean from Montevideo to Europe. The vertical 
lines on the profiles show the 2002 geographical 
coordinates of points where the ship turned, of ob
servation stations, and the beginning and end of 
soundings. 

J-2257 551. 46. 08:621. 879 

Little, Frank J. , Jr. and Bill Mullins 
DIVlNG PLATE MODIFICATION OF BLAKE (BEAM) 
TRAWL FOR DEEP-SEA SAMPLING. Limnol. 
Oceanogr., 9(1):148-150, incl. illus., table, Jan. 
1964, Ref, -

DLC, GCl. L5 

During Cruise 6 of the Eltanin, it was found that a 
272-kg weight, attached ahead of the 1. 5-m or 3-m 
Blake (beam) trawl, reduced the wire angle but 
caused the trawl to tumble on the bottom , resulting 
in poor hauls. During Cruise 7, a 1. 5-m Blake trawl 
was modified by adding 61-cm-wide, rectangular 
diving plates, and by moving the point of attachment 
to the bridle upward 15 cm above a line through the 
center of gravity. The fore-aft angle of the plates 
was 30°, and they were inclined 21° toward the center 
of the trawl. This arrangement yielded dynamic 
stability and better diving characteristics, enabling 
removal of the 272-kg weight. Results are tabulated 
for trawls made with and without diving plates, all 
with the weight removed. Station number, depth, wire 
out , observed final wire angle, speed, and average 
wire out-to-depth ratio are tabulated. The most 
satisfactory procedure was to set the modified trawl 
at 3 knots until about 900 m of wire had been let out. 
The ship was then slowed to minimum speed and the 
winch stopped for a period of 5-10 min to keep the net 
streamed. After this, wire was let out slowly and 
periods-angle measurements made until the trawl 
reached bottom. Trawling was generally done into 
the wind and sea in order that the ship's minimum 
speed be as slow as possible, i.e., optimally 1-1. 5 
knots. Wire angle decreased as more wire was let 
out and the change in wire angle became marked 
aft~r 3600 m. One poor feature of the plate modifi
cation was noted. On soft bottoms, the outside cor
ners of the diving plates tended to dig in and bend, 
with scouring of the front cross bar. 

J-2266 551. 462. 2(084. 3}(*7) 

Roberts, Brian 
BRITISH NAVAL HYDROGRAPHIC SURVEYS IN THE 
ANTARCTIC, 1948-64. Brit. Antarctic Survey Bull. 
No. 5:43-46, incl. illus. , Jan. 1965. 6 refs. 

DLC 

A brief chronological record is present~d- of the 
hydrographic surveys carried out by British naval 
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units in lhe Antarctic between 1948 and 1964. These 
surveys covered numerous areas along the west 
coasl of the Antarctic Peninsula and its offlying 
islands, the South Shetland Is. , South Orkney Is. , 
South Georgia, and the South Sandwich Is. Refer
ences are given lo the successive editions of 
Admiralty charts in which the results of this work 
were published. (Auth. , mod. ) 

J-2320 

Waterman, Lee S, 

551. 464. 34: 546. 264(*84) 
551.510,41:546.264(*84} 

CARBON DIOXIDE IN SURFACE WATERS. Nature, 
205(4976):1099 -1100, incl. graphs, maps, March 13, 
1965. 4 refs. 

DLC, Ql,N2 

A preliminary report is given of the data collected 
aboard the R. V. Argo on the Lusiad Expedition, May 
18, 1962-Aug. 14, 1963, in which the concentration of 
CO2 in surface ocean waters and in the adjacent atmo
sphere was measured in order to elucidate the role of 
atmosphere-ocean interaction in the geochemical cy
cle of carbon. Equipment and procedure are described 
briefly. Positive or negative departures of the con
centrations of ocean water carbon dioxide from equil
ibrium with the atmosphere at the time of measure
ment are referred to as supersaturation or under
saturation. A survey from 7°N to 52°S made in the 
Indian Ocean in the southern spring indicates a slight 
supersaturation north, and moderate undersaturation 
south, of 15° S exceptfor approximate saturation near 
Kerguelen Is . Data are presented in graph form with 
accompanying maps of the ship's track. A complete 
report of the Lusiad Expedition is to be published. 

J-2328 551. 46. 062. 4(*82) 

Hood, Donald W. and David Berkshire 
CALCIUM CARBONATE SATURATION LEVEL OF 
THE OCEAN FROM LATITUDES OF 50°S TO ANT
ARCTICA AND OTHER CHEMICAL OCEANOGRAPH
IC STUDIES DURING CRUISE(S] VI AND VII OF THE 
USNS ELTANIN BETWEEN VALPARAISO, CHILE 
TO ANTARCTIC ICE SHELF. FROM NOVEMBER 
26, 1962 TO FEBRUARY 16, · 1963, Texas A & M 
Univ. , Dept. Oceanogr. & Meteorol., A & M Proj . 
295, Ref. 65-7T, Data Rept., (43Jp. incl. tables, 
graphs, map, March 1965. 6 refs. 

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection 

The present report is an extension of the studies ac
complished on Cruise m [J-1063]. The primary 
objectives of Cruises VI and VII were the sludy of the 
extent of calcium carbonate saturation, with depth, of 
the oceans from the southern tip of South America 
southward into Antarctic waters· the measurement on 
a. continuous basis of the molec;lar carbon dioxide 
content of surface water and the atmosphere in this 
same region; and the collection of samples for trace 
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metal analysis, with particular reference to Cu, Mn, 
and Zn. To accomplish the Ca.CO3 saturation meas
urements, hydrographic casts were made at intervals 
of aboul 2. 5° latitude. At no point on Cruises VI and 
VII were values of supersaturation found in the sea 
surface as high as the average along the west coast of 
South America on Cruise III. On Cruise VI substan
tial values of supersaturation at the surface were 
found only north of 59° S. Continuous CO2 measure
ments of the sea surface and air were made on 
Cruise VI until the equipment ceased functioning at 
55°02'S. Trace metal samples were collected at 
latitude intervals of a.bout 2° on Cruise VI and 5° 
on Cruise VIL Data. a.re tabulated. 

J-2340 551. 464, 679. 1(*821, *84) 

Torii, Tetsuya and Sada.o Murata 
DISTRIBUTION OF URANIUM IN THE INDIAN AND 
THE SOUTHERN OCEAN WATERS. Jap, Antarctic 
Res. Exped. , JARE Scient. Repts . , Ser. D: 
Ocea.nogr. , No. 1, 12p. , incl. tables , graphs , maps, 
Sept. 1964. 18 refs. 

DLC, Orientalia Div. 

U content was determined from sea water samples 
collected on board the Soya. during the fiflh and sixth 
Japanese Antarctic Research Expeditions , 1960-61 
and 1961-62, and in the Drake Passage (J-2223] 
on board the Capitan Canepa of the Argenline Navy 
Hydrographic Service during the TRIDENTE-3 
cruise, Feb. -March 1963. The content was deter
mined by the fluorometric method using a. transmis
sion type fluorometer, after separation of U by 
solvent extraction and fusion with sodium fluoride. 
The results of surface water analyses ranged from 
2. 7 to 3. 2 x 10-6 g/ 1 in the Indian Ocean Basin of 
Antarctic waters, 2. 7 to 3. 5 x 10-6 g/ 1 in the Drake 
Passage, 2, 5 to 3. 5 x 10-6 g/ 1 in the Indian Ocean, 
and 2, 5 to 3. 3 x 10-6 g/ 1 in the South China Sea. 
Vertical profiles of U distribution are listed for 
various sampling sites, as well as temperature and 
chlorinity data. In gene ra.l the U content was found 
to increase with depth and can be correlated with the 
stratification of chlorinity, (Auth. , mod. ) 

J-2342 551. 462(26)(084. 1}(*80} 

Koblenfs, !A. P. (ed. ) , " 
FIFTH VOYAGE OFTHE DIESEL-ELECTRlC "OB, 
1959- 1960· OCEANOGRAPIDC OBSERVATION DATA: 
BOTTOM RELIEF. [PratyT re!s d/e "Ob', " 1_959~1~:~ 
gg.; materialy okeanogra.ficheski.kh nabll'iiderur, 1el 
dna,] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskafa 
Eksped . , Trudy, ~ 70p., incl. illus., maps, 1964. 
4 refs. 

DLC, G860,S63 

Bottom profiles determined by echo soundings done 
during the fifth ~oyage of the Ob', are given for the 
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route from Cape Town to Lazarev Station, then east
ward around the Antarctic to Tierra del Fuego. The 
ship's route was mainly near the shore, with stops 
at Lazai·ev, Showa, Mawson, and Mirnyy Stations, 
and special trips to Balleny Is. , Scott I. , and Peter I 
I. Condensed profiles are given in the introduction to 
the volume; the profiles are expanded in the remaining 
pages. Vertical lines on the profiles indicate points 
of observations and course changes. [See J-2252] 

J-2366 551. 465(*80) 

Deacon, G. E. R. 
THE SOUTHERN OCEAN. In: Raymond Priestley and 
others (eds.)~ Antarctic Research. London, Butter
worths, 1964, p, 292-307, incl. graphs, maps. 10 
refs, 

DLC, G880. P7, 1964 

The Southern Ocean is defined and its bottom topog
raphy is described. Bathymetric charts are listed 
(U.S. Hydrographic Office, H. O. Misc . 15254, Oct. 
1961; and H. 0, 2592, 1958). From the neighborhood 
of Antarctica, where the water is colder than 0° C all 
year, the surface temperature increases gradually 
northwai·d until it reaches 1 • - 2° C in winter, or 4° -
5° C in summer. The Antarctic and Sub-tropical Con
vergences are described and defined geographically. 
Most of the Southern Oceai1 lies within the region of a 
prevailing west wind, and the predominating water 
circulation at all depths is easterly . The cold, poorly 
saline water produced by Antarctic conditions is only 
a relatively shallow layer some 100-250 m in depth, 
Below it there is a much thicker layer of warmer, 
more saline water which is replenished from the 
north, After being cooled and diluted in high latitude~ 
this layer returns to the north as the Antarctic cur
rent. Below the warm deep water, at depths of 1000 
m, there is colder bottom water. Each of the 3 lay
ers is described in detail with vertical sections show
ing distribution, temperature, and salinity. The sub
Antarctic zone is contrasted with the Antarctic waters. 
A brief discussion of the Convergence as a biological 
boundary follows. [See J-1066] 

J-2370 551. 46. 062. 4/ . 5:581. 1(582. 26] 
(*821, *826) 

El-Sayed, Sayed z. 
V. PRODUCTIVITY STUDIES ALONG THE ARGEN
TINE COAST, IN THE DRAKE PASSAGE AND IN 
THE WEDDELL SEA. Texas A & M Univ. , Dept. 
Oceanogr, & Meteorol. , A & M Proj. 366, Ref. 65-
93~, Annu. Rept., 48p., incl. tables, maps, March 
•, 1965. 9 refs. 
DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection 

The P_urpose of this report is to present the physical, 
~hem1cal, and biological data obtained during Cruises 

and VII of the Capitan Canepa (Nov. 13-Dec. 1, 
l963 and May 23-July 7, ~and Cruise VI of the 
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~ San Martin (Dec. 9, 1963-Jan. 16, 1964). 
The main objectives of these cruises were to study 
primary productivity and standing crop of phyto
plankton off the Argentine coast, in the Drake Pas
sage, and the Weddell Sea, and to correlate their 
distribution and abundance with the concentration of 
the nutrient salts in the areas investigated. Also in 
progress is the analysis and synthesis of the physi
cal, chemical, and biological data collected in this 
productivity study since its inception three years ago. 
The procedure followed and operations performed at 
each station during these cruises were similar to 
those taken in previous cruises (J-1632, 
J-1064 ]. Analysis of the chemical data is given 
along with the results of the chlorophyll a determi
nation and C-14 uptake. Physical and meteorologi
cal data are tabulated. 

J-2407 551. 46. 062. 4, . 5(*826) 

Argentine Republic. Servicio de Hidrograf£'a Naval 
OCEANOGRAPHIC WORK ACCOMPLISHED IN THE 
1960 1961 ANTARCTIC SEASON. PRELIMINARY 
RESULTS. [Trabajos oceanograficos realizados en 
la campaiia antartica 1960/ 1961. Resultados pre
liminares.) Text in Spanish. Pub!. No. ff. 629, 2lp., 
incl. tables, graphs, map, append. , 1962. 

DLC, GPRR 

Four stations were occupied in the coastal trough of 
400-500 m and five in a zone uninfluenced by the 
coastal trdugh, in Antarctic surface waters about 100 
m deep, and the deep waters of the Weddell Sea. 
about 4000 m d!lep, at -0. 4°C, with a salinity of 
34. 66°10 ., Lists are given of the personnel. instru
ments, techniques, and methods of computation. 
Complete station data are tabulated, and graphs 
are given of the vertical distribution of temperature. 
salinity, oxygen, and phosphate contents of the water 
at various depths. 

J-2408 551. 465. 16(*82) 

Thomsen, Helge 
WATER MASSES CHARACTERISTIC OF THE 
ATLANTIC OCEAN. THE SOUTHWESTERN PART. 
[Masas de agua caracteristicas de! Oceano_Allantico. 
Parte sudoeste. ) Text in Spanish. Argentme 
Repub. , Serv. Hidrogr. Nav. , Pub!. No. H. 632. 
22p., incl. tables, graphs, 1962. 12 refs. 

DLC, GPRR 

An attempt is made to define the characterishcs of 
water masses by the use of temperatur_e-salm1ty 
curves. T-S curves are given for statio_ns estab
lished by the Discovery,~.~• and 
Canepa, particularly in the Malvinas current. and . 
Antarctic waters. water masses are recognized as. 
Deep Antarctic Water, Deep Warm Water, lnt~r
mediate Antarctic Water, and Pure Subantarcuc 
water· similar definitions are given of tropical and 
subtrdpical waters. 
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J-2409 551, 46, 062, 4/ , 5(*826) 
591. 524. 1(26)j*826) 

Argentine Republic. Servicio de Hidrografla Naval 
OCEANOGRAPHIC WORK ACCOMPLISHED IN THE 
1961/1962 ANTARCTIC SEASON. PRELIMINARY 
RESULTS. [Trabajos oceanograficos realizados en 
la campal'la antartica 1961/1962. Resultados pre
liminares. ] Text in Spanish. Publ. No. H. 633, 
23p., incl. tables, graphs, maps, append., 1963. 

DLC, GPRR 

Six major stations were occupied where studies were 
completed to the 50-m depth, and numerous comple
mentary surface stations, to obtain horizontal pro
files. The areas studied comprised the eastern 
coast of Louis Philippe Peninsula, along the east 
coast of the Antarctic Peninsula, southward to 
Ellsworth and Belgrano Stations and along Coats 
Land in the Weddell Sea, and northward to Deception 
L The studies included photosynthesis in primary 
production, population estimates of phytoplankton, 
and determinations of pigments, salinity, pH, and 
nutrients. Chemical data and vertical distribution of 
temperature, salinity, oxygen, and phosphates, are 
graphically presented. The horizontal profile of 
major primary production was obtained in the coastal 
waters of the Weddell Sea. 

J-2430 577. 475:551, 464. 626. 02(*82) 
551. 352, 4:577. 475(*82) 

Sackett, William M. and others 
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF CARBON 
ISOTOPE COMPOSITION IN MARINE PLANKTON 
AND SEDIMENTS, Science, 148(3667):235-237, incl. 
tables, graph, April 9, 1965.-8 refs. 

DLC, Ql. S35 

Twenty-five samples of marine plankton were col
lected on Verna cruise No. 18 in 1962 and Eltanin 
cn1ises No.12and 13 in 1964 in high- latitude areas 
of the South Atlantic (surface water temperatures 
near 0•C),and were found to contain a carbon-12 en
richment of 6 °/00 relative to samples collected 
where temperatures are about 25°C, The organic 
carbon in sediments in the Drake Passage and Argen
tine Basin also shows a C-12 enrichment relative to 
warmer areas. A correlation is indicated between 
isotopic composition and temperature of the water in 
which the plankton live. The relative amounts of 
phytoplankton and zooplankton do not determine the 
isotopic compositions of these samples. Enrich
ment of C-12 in cold-water plankton could be due to 
a greater fractionation of carbon isotopes at lower 
temperatures during photosynthesis rather than to a 
species effect or to lipid content of these organisms. 
It appears that the isotopic carbon composition of 
marine organic sediments can be controlled by two 
ma3or factors: the amount of terrestrially derived 
organic carbon, or the amount of cold- or warm
water marine plankton preserved in the sediments 
or both. ' 
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J-2433 551. 464. 1:581. 132(*80) 

Kl:!ashtorin, L. B. 
STUDIES OF PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY IN ANT
ARCTICA. [Issledovanifa pervichno'1 produkrsii v 
Antarktike. ) Text in Russian. Okeanologila, 4(3): 
458-461, incl. graphs, map, 1964. 7 refs. -

DLC, GCl. A47A23 

Approximate values are given of primary productiv
ity in Antarctic waters for 1958 to 1960. The mean 
value of primary productivity is 9 mg C/ m 3 per day 
in the surface layer. The mean values in the near
shore regions of Mirnyy Station and Peter I Island 
are 120 mg C/ m3 and 61 mg C/ m3 per day, re
spectively. A significant burst of productivity 
occurs in spring at Mirnyy, which decreases sud
denly to 5 to 11 mg C/ m3, The productivity in 
Lutzow-Holm Bay is 5 mg C/ m3 per day in clear 
water, and 0. 6 mg C/ m3 under shore ice. A formula 
is given for depth studies in terms of daily produc
tivity per square meter. Near Mirnyy and Lazarev 
Stations the value of the coefficient expressing the 
change of photosynthesis with depth in relation to 
light and phytoplankton distribution is 0. 16 to 0. 3. 
The mean value of the coefficient for the Antarctic 
is 0. 25; the mean depth of the photosynthesized layer 
in summer is 60 m. The primary productivity below 
the surface layer varies from 1. 8 g C/ m2 in spring 
to 9 mg C/ m2 under the ice; its mean value is 135 
mg C/ m2. The primary productivity level in the 
Mirnp region in Jan. 1959 was 200 to 300 mg 
C/m . [See J-1358) 

J-2435 910. 4:551. 46, 065(•84) 

Ledenev, V. G. 
SIXTH VOYAGE OF THE DIESEL-ELECTRIC "OB"' 
TO THE ANTARCTIC. [Shestol re'1s d/ e "Ob'_" v 
Antarktiku, ] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkt1ches
kaia Eksped., Trudy, 39:7-116, incl. illus., tables, 
map, 1963. -

DLC, G860. S63 

Observations on the sixth voyage of the Ob', 1960~6l, 
included studies on lee chemistry and temperatuie 
of surface water, echo' soundings, bottom sediment 
studies, plankton studies in the 0- to 200-m layer, 
and surface current measurements. Stations 111 
Antarctic waters were set up from Cape Town to 
Lazarev Station, and along the Antarctic coast to 
Mirnyy Station. Soil samples were taken from the 
shelf ice and air surveys were made of the ice. 
Data are tabulated. The overwintering personnel 
who built Novolazarevskaya Station were picked up 
on the return trip. 
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J-2436 551. 351(*84) 

Kul!kov, N. N. 
PECULIARITIES OF BOTTOM DEPOSITS IN THE 
LAZAREV AND WEST ICE SHELF REGIONS. 
[Osobennosli donnykh otlozhenil v ralonakh shel'
fovykh lednikov Lazareva i Zapadnogo. ) Text in Rus
sian. Sovet. Antarkticheskaia Eksped., Trudy, 39: 
117-141, incl. tables, 1963. -

DLC, G860. S63 

Analyses are given of cores obtained in 1960-61 
[J-2435) in the Lazarev Station area (16 sta-
tions) and at the West Ice Shelf {30 stations). Sedi
ments from the West Ice Shelf area are mainly terrig
enous or contain siliceous sponges. Sediment accu
mulation is slow due to strong currents. Accumula
tion rate is low at the coast, increases on the conti
nental shelf, and decreases in deeper waters. Fewer 
foraminilers (especially Globi erina occur in sedi
ments in the West Ice She area than at Lazarev, due 
probably to the lack of warm currents in the former 
area. 

J-2437 551. 465. 5(*84) 

Ledenev, V. G. 
CURRENT MEASUREMENTS AND THEIR CHARAC
TERISTICS. [lzmerenifa techenil i ikh kharak
ter!stika. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkliches
kaia Eksped., Trudy, 39: 142-164, incl. tables, 
maps, 1963. 5 refs. -

DLC, G860. S63 

Ocean currents were studied near Enderby Land, 
Lazarev Station, the West Ice Shelf, and from Africa 
to Antarctica in 1960-61. The currents from the 
latter area are fairly constant and correspond to 
those measured in previous years. Station locations 
and fluctuations in speed and direction of currents 
are tabulated. 

J-2438 551. 466. 75(*733) 

Eskin, L. I. 
TIDAL CURRENTS AT THE LAZAREV ICE SHELF. 
[Prilivo-otlivnye techeni.J.a u shel 'fovogo lednika 
Lazareva. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarktiches
kail Eksped., Trudy, 39:165-169, incl. tables, 
graphs, 1963. 3 refs. -

DLC, G860. S63 

Tidal c~rrent observations were made in Dec. 1960 
off the ice shelf near Lazarev Station using Alexeev' s 
BPV recorders. Two series of observations were 
made: on the Ob', to depths of 50 and 150 m the 
sea bottom being at 186 m · and on the shelf i~e to a 
t~pth of 400 m, sea botto~ being at 548 m. L~ca-
f ons of the hydrological stations used during the 
ROUrth, fifth, and sixth cruises are shown on a map. 
d!esults of the harmonic analysis of diurnal semi-

urnal, and quarter-diurnal tidal currents' are tabu-
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lated. Depending on the day of the observation, the 
direction of the diurnal current (at a depth of 400 m) 
varied between 256° and 262°, and its velocity 
between 10. 7 cm/ sec and 18 cm/ sec. A graphic 
comparison is presented of the pre-computed 
theoretical values of the harmonic constants of the 
diurnal and semi-diurnal tidal currents with those 
observed in 1960. 

J-2440 551. 46. 07(-•80) 

Evdokimov, A. P. 
RESULTS OF HYDROGRAPHlC WORK. [Rezu!'taty 
gidrograficheskikh rabot. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. 
Antarkticheskaia Eksped., Trudy, 39:183-185, incl. 
table , map, 1963. 4 refs. -

DLC, G860. S63 

The sixth voyage of the Ob' covered 11,920 mi in the 
Atlantic and Indian Oceans and coastal Antarctic 
waters. Hydrographic work was performed con
tinuously and included 216 ship location determina
tions. Bottom topography was studied in detail from 
Mirnyy to Lazarev Stations and along the western 
edge of the West Ice Shelf. A channel was discovered 
along the coast from Mirnyy to the West Ice Shelf. 
Pingvin L [65° 45 1 S, 8l 0 50'E) was found to be a 
group of icebergs. Two groups of islets not on pre
vious maps were discovered: one with 6 to 8 islets 
at 66°31 1S, 50°10'E , another with 2 islets at 
66° 33. 5'8, 50°03. 5'E. The data were used to re
fine previous maps. 

J-2444 551. 463. 8{*82/ *84) 

Gordeev, E. 1 
QUANTITATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF SUSPENSION IN 
THE SURFACE WATER OF THE EAST ATLANTIC. 
[Kolichestvennoe raspredelenie vzvesi v poverkh
nostnom sloe vody v vostochnol chasti Atlantiches
kogo okeana. ] Text in Russian. Akad. nauk SSSR, 
Dokl., 149(1):181-184, incl. table, graph, map, 
March f96°3. 4 refs. Eng. transl. in: Soviet 
Oceanogr. , Acad. Sci. USSR, Dokl. , Oceanol. 
Sect., Issue No. 3, 1962 Ser. , p. 29-32, July 1964. 

DLC, AS262. S3663 

Suspensions were collected from surface water by 
the Ob' from Nov. 1958 to April 1959. Water sam
plesfor filtration were taken 3 times daily from the 
ship in motion and on each oceanographic station 
along the i;rofile from Lazarev Station to South 
Africa. The route also went from South Africa to 
Mirnyy and then along the Antarctic coast to 
Lazarev. Antarctic waters along the edge of the 
shore ice from Mirnyy to Lazarev have a charac
teristic content of suspension of 0. 4 to 0. 6 g/ m 3 '.111d 
a very low productivity of about _o. 005 mg C per hter 
per day. Microscopic examination of the sus_pens1on 
indicates that the mineral component predon11~ates. 
The concentration of the suspension is determmed 
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chiefly by the glacial discharge of terrigenous mate
rial from Antarctic shores. The content of suspen
sion gradually increases from Lazarev Station north
ward and varies between 0. 5 and 1. 0 g/ m3 (an 
average of 0. 7- 0. 8 g/ m3) in the Antarctic Conver
gence zone. The concentration of suspension in this 
zone is determined by the terrigenous material 
brought by ice and more intense development of phy
toplankton, chiefly diatoms. 

J-2445 551. 464+551. 465. 4(*84/ *88) 

Ivanenkov, V. N. and F. A. Gubin 
WATER MASSES AND HYDROCHEMISTRY OF THE 
WESTERN AND SOUTHERN PARTS OF THE INDIAN 
OCEAN. [Vodnye massy i gidrokhimii'a zapadnol i 
iuzhno'1 chaste'1 Indilskogo okeana. ] Text in Russian. 
Akad. nauk SSSR Morskol Gidrofiz. Inst. , Trudy, 
22:33-115, incl. tables, graphs, maps, append., 
1960. 43 refs. Eng. transl. in: Soviet Oceanogr. , 
Acad. Sci. USSR, Mar. Hydrophys. Inst. , Trans. , 
22:27-99, 1960, pub!. Jan. 1963. 
DLC, GCl. A45 

One hundred and fifty deep-water stations were occu
pied by the Ob' in the Indian and Pacific Oceans from 
Feb. 29 to July 8, 1956. About 65 stations were along 
the Antarctic coast from about 90°E to l 70°E, Six 
water masses were distinguished in the western and 
southern Indian Ocean. Antarctic bottom water 
forms not only in the Weddell and Ross Seas, but 
also along the entire Antarctic coast, where the 
shelf is well developed. The average annual mini
mum biochemical oxygen consumption (BOC) on the 
Antarctic shelf is 0. 44 ml/1 (without counting BOC 
in the summer layer in summer) in the layer from 0 
to 400 m. The annual increment of nitrates and 
phosphates in the same layer as computed from the 
annual BOC, is close to the observed increment, 20-
50 mg/ m 3 and 3- 5 mg/ m 3, respectively. The pH 
was small in surface waters in the entire region, in
dicating high partial pressure of CO2 in the water. 
The maximum amount of silicic acid was found in the 
Antarctic Zone (south of the Antarctic Convergence) 
in all water masses: 1100/ 2000 mg/ m 3 in surface 
water, 2000- 3100 mg/ m3 in circumpolar deep water, 
and 3100- 5300 mg/m3 in bottom water. This is be
cause diatoms have their maximum development in 
the Antarctic Zone. Nitrites were found only in sur
face water masses. 

J -2549 551. 463. 8: 547(*65) 

Bogdanov, tu. A. 
SUSPENDED ORGANIC MATTER IN PACIFIC OCEAN 
WATERS. [Vzveshennoe organicheskoe veshchestvo 
v vodakh Tikhogo okeana. ] Text in Russian. 
Okeanologiia, 5(2):286-297, incl. tables, graphs, 
maps, 1965, rs refs. 

DLC , GCl. A47A23 
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Over four hundred samples of suspended organic 
matter were taken at 66 oceanographic stations. A 
content exceeding 0. 1 mg/ 1 is typical for a region 
from the Antarctic coast to 40- 45°S, except for a 
zone with less organic matter (<O. 014 mg/ 1) from 50 
to 60°s. The southern part of this zone has high 
organic content due to vigorous plankton develop
ment; the northern maximum is due to transfer of 
plankton by northeast surface currents. At the Ant
arctic coast, where the inflow of terrigenous material 
is high, the content of organic matter in suspension 
is less than 1. Oo/o. Organic content decreases rapidly 
from the surface to the bottom in the Antarctic zone. 
The mean content in the surface waters is 0. l mg/ 1; 
at 50 to 100 m it decreases to 0. 025 mg/ 1. Near the 
bottom it is only O. 010 mg/ 1. From 24 to 54°S at the 
100-m level, the samples contained not less than O. 1 
mg/ 1. Organic matter of plant origin predominates 
in Antarctic waters, while in Arctic waters , material 
of zooplankton origin predominates. Temperature 
and density of water affect the speed with which the 
particles of suspended material settle out. 

J-2599 551. 466. 74(*72) 

Argentine Republic. Servicio de Hidrograf{a Naval 
TIDE TABLES FOR THE YEAR 1964. PART ONE. 
COASTS OF AMERICA INCLUDING ARGENTINE 
ANTARCTICA. [Tablas de marea para el a.no 1964. 
Primera parte. Costas de America incluyendo 
Antartida Argentina. l Text in Spanish. Pub!. No. H. 
698, 610p. , incl. tables, graphs , map, 1963. 

DLC, VK603. AB 

The tide tables for the year 1964 are presented for 
the coasts of North and South America and the Argen
tine - claimed sector of Antarctica. This volume is 
divided into two parts: (1) the daily tide prediction_s 
for major ports, and (2) the corrections to be apphed 
to the former in order to obtain the tide predictions 
for locations which may be of interest to navigators. 
For the Argentine ports , the predictions were made 
by the Servicio de Hidrograffa Naval. . For t_hose 
foreign countries which have not predicted tide, data 
obtained from the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey 
are used. The expression of time in the tables is de
fined and information concerning the expression of 
tide ievels and the accuracy of the predictions is in
cluded. 

J-2600 551. 466. 74(*72) 

Argentine Republic. Servicio de Hidrograffa Naval 
TIDE TABLES FOR THE YEAR 1965. PART ONE. 
COASTS OF AMERICA INCLUDING ARGENTINE 
ANTARCTICA. (Tablas de marea para el affo 1965, 
Primera parte. Costas de An1erica incluyendo 
Antartida Argentina. ] Text in Spanish. Pu~!. No. H. 
698, 610p. , incl. tables, graphs, map, 1964. 

DLC, VK603. A8 
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The tide tables for the year 1965 are presented for 
the coasts of North and South America and the 
Argentine-claimed sector of Antarctica. This vol
ume is divided into two parts: (1) the daily tide pre
dictions for major ports, and (2) the corrections to 
be applied to the former in order to obtain the tide 
predictions for locations which may be of interest 
to navigators. For the Argentine ports, the predic
tions were made by the Servicio de Hidrograffa Naval. 
For those foreign countries which have not predicted 
tide, data obtained from the U. S. Coast and Geodetic 
Survey are used. The expression of time in the 
tables is defined, and information concerning the 
expression of tide levels and the accuracy of the pre
dictions is included. 

J-2609 551. 461. 2:551. 466. 7(*746) 

Shesterikov, N. P . 
SEA-LEVEL VARIATIONS IN THE MIRNYY AREA. 
[Kolebanna urovnra v ralone Mirnogo. ] Text in Rus
sian. Sovet. Antarkticheskaia Eksped. , Inform. 
blull. , No. 11:29- 32, incl. tables, graphs, 1959. 
Ref. Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, 
Information Bulletin. Vol. 2, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 
1964, p. 18-21. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

Tidal sea-level variations were observed in the 
Mirnyy area for seasonal variation of harmonic con
stants during periods of light, heavy, and average 
sea-ice conditions. While M2 waves have a marked 
seasonal variation, this does not greatly affect the 
tides. The reliability of these data was confirmed 
by a comparison with a precalculation of the har
monic constants. The maximum amplitude of tides at 
Mirnyy may be 240 cm, the minimum 40 cm, depend
ing on astronomical conditions. Average diurnal and 
monthly tidal sea-level variations are small, due 
probably to the great water depths near the coast. 

J -2615 551. 462:551. 1(*746) 

Mal'f"sev, V. N. 
PRINCIPAL STRUCTURAL FORMS OF THE BOT
TOM RE LIEF IN THE DAVIS SEA. (Osnovnye 
~trukturnye formy rel'efa dna morfii Delvisa. ) Text 
m Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskaia Eksped. , Inform. 
biull., No. 12:14- 16, incl. map, 1959. Ref. Eng. 
transl in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information 
B4u1lletm. Vol 2, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 

-43. 
DLC, Ql15. S686; Q115. S6862 

Surveys of the bottom relief of the Davis Sea, con
ducted from 1955 to 1959 show that the sea floor is 
structurally complex and' strongly dissected. A deep 
lre_nch on the continental shelf, which is 15 mi wide 
:~ 1_ts narrowest part and 50 mi wide at its widest, 
,tides the Davis Sea into seaward and coastal parts; 
1 parallels Queen Mary Coast and disappea1·s under 
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the Shackleton Ice Shelf to the east and under the 
West Ice Shelf to the west. Bottom relief northeast 
of the West Ice Shelf is uneven with sharp peaks and 
vertical slopes. The northern seaward boundary of 
the continental shelf changes abruptly into a steep, 
almost vertical, strongly-dissected slope. Jan. ice 
conditions of the Davis Sea are discussed. 

J-2619 551. 46. 062. 5: 551. 465. 5(*821) 

Eskin, L. L 
CONTRIBUTION TO THE STUDY OF THE WATER 
AND THERMAL BALANCE OF DRAKE PASSAGE. 
(K izuchenilil vodnogo i teplovogo balansa proliva 
Drelka. ) Text in Russian. Sovel. Antarkticheskaia 
Eksped. , Inform. blilll , No. 12:29-32, incl. table, 
graphs, map, 1959. 3 refs. Eng. transl. in: Soviet 
Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 2, 
Amsterdan1, Elsevier, 1964, p. 52- 55. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Ql15. S6862 

A study is discussed of water transport and thermal 
balance of the Drake Passage based on 1958 hydro
logical data. The general transport of water and heat 
is eastward by 3 basic currents: the Cape Horn cur
rent, the central current, and a current from the 
Bellingshausen Sea (which is weak in autumn). The 
velocity, temperature, and direction of these currents 
are given. Water temperatures of 2°C predominate. 
Total water transport is 506 km 3/ hr and total heat 
transport is 1. 5 x 1015 kcal/ hr. 

J-2628 551. 465. 55(*745) 

Izvekov, M. V. 
RESULTS OF OBSERVATIONS ON CURRENTS IN 
THE REGION OF THE WEST ICE SHELF. [Rezul' 
taty nabllildeni'1 nad techeni!ami v rafone Zapadnogo 
shel'fovogo lednika. ] Text in Russian. Sovel. 
Antarkticheskafii Eksped., Inform. blull, No. 13: 
25-28, incl. graphs, 1959. Eng. transl. in: Soviet 
Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 2, 
Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 91-93. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Qll5. S6862 

Currents were measured from shore ice at 65°49'S, 
87"47'E where water depth is 472 m. Continuous 
measur~ments were made for 4 days at 100 and 4~0 
m, and episodic measurements were made at vai:10us 
layers from the surface to the botton:, 1:he vertical 
distribution of velocities based on episodic measure
ments at 2 stations is shown graphically. Prell:111-
nary analysis of the results indicates the followrng: 
shelf waters are transported to the north- northeast 
in the region of the eastern lobe of the West Ice 
Shelf; t he current is dynan1ically inh~mogeneous 
with depth; and there is a_ clea_r relationship between 
periodic changes in the direction and speed of the 
current and tidal currents. The pulsating .nature of 
the current and its dynamic vertical nonuniformity 
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suggest that the formation of the current and its 
dynamic regime are determined by coastal tides and 
by current deflection around the eastern lobe of the 
West Ice Shelf, which extends 50 mi seaward. 

J -2631 551. 462. 52(*84) 

Mal'fsev, V. N. 
BOTTOM RELIEF OF THE AGULHAS BASIN. (Rel'ef 
dna kotloviny mysa lgol'nogo. ] Text in Russian. 
Sovet. Antarkticheska.J."a Eksped. , Inform. blfill. , 
No. 13:38- 39, incl map, 1959. Eng. transl in: 
Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
Vol. 2, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 100-101. 

DLC, Qll5. S686; Qll5, S6862 

Surveys of the floor of the Indian Ocean south of Cape 
Agulhas (southern tip of Africa) from 1956 to 1959 
show that the Agulhas Basin consists of 2 separate 
basins divided by an elevation of the ocean floor , 
from 90 to 210 mi wide, which crosses the basin in 
a northeasterly direction. This elevation represents 
an extension of the sill from the South African coast 
to the Afro-Antarctic elevation. The submarine ele
vation is considerably dissected and contains numer
ous volcanic structures. The basins themselves have 
insignificant relief. 

J-2641 551. 462. 54{*724) 

Heezen, Bruce C. and G. Leonard Johnson 
THE SOUTH SANDWICH TRENCH. Deep-Sea Res. , 
12(2): 185-197, incl. illus. , table, graphs maps 
April 1965. 23 refs. ' ·' 

DLC, GCl. D25 

A deep oceanic trench lies east of the South Sandwich 
Is. Precision echo sounding by the Eltanin revealed 
that sediment smoothing in the South Sandwich Trench 
is only locally perceptible in contrast to the extensive 
sediment blanketing of the floor of the Puerto Rico 
Trench. Bottom photographs in the vicinity of the 
South Sandwich Trench reveal pumice, lapilli, cur
rent scour, rock outcrops, and, in one instance, rip
ple marks. Bottom life is generally abundant. The 
relatively thin sediments of the South Sandwich Arc 
as inferred from topography and as measured in one 
reflection profile, stand in sharp contrast to the 
smooth thick sediment carpet of the Argentine Basin 
to the north and the Weddell Basin to the south, and 
suggest that the South Sandwich Arc is a young fea
ture. (Auth. , mod. ) 
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J-2651 551. 46(*2) 

Wittmann, Walter L 
POLAR OCEANOGRAPHY. In: E. John Long (ed.), 
Ocean Sciences. Annapolis, U. S. Naval Inst. ,1964, 
Chapt. 7, p. 86-105, incl diagrs. 

DLC, GCll. L7 

Arctic oceanographic exploration up to about 1920 was 
concerned with searching for northwest passages, the 
attainment of record northings , and the pursuance of 
lucrative commercial industries, such as whaling. 
Then followed the mode rn period of emphasis on 
scientific exploitation. Soviet programs of the 1930's 
included the establishment and operation of weather 
stat ions. A program of regularly scheduled, aerial 
ice reconnaissance was also organized. Soviet and 
U. S. drifting stations in the Arctic have served to 
increase understanding of air-mass and oceanic cir
culation, bottom topography, and radiation balance. 
Exploratory under-ice cruises have been made by 
U. S. nuclear submarines. The major long- range 
oceanographic objectives in the Antarctic during the 
IGY were: to investigate the disposal of anticipated 
radioactive waste materials, to meet future food 
needs, and to understand the influence of the ocean 
on climatic changes. Antarctic studies have shown 
a permanent, transpolar current field flowing east
ward and intensified by westerly winds. Some 10 
million m3/ sec are diverted into the Indian Ocean, 
40 million m3/ sec into the Tasman Sea; an influx 
from the Atlantic is required to offset the transport 
between Africa and Antarctica. Also, great quanti
ties of heat from the oceans to the north play a sig
nificant part in warming the air masses over Ant
arctic waters. The Eltanin has facilities to study 
physical oceanography, marine biology, geology, 
atmospheric physics, and meteorology. 

J-2657 551. 46. 06/. 07(*881, *88) 

U. S. Naval Oceanographic Office 
OPERATION DEEP FREEZE 62, 1961-1962 MARINE 
GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATIONS. Tech. Rept. 118, 
157p., incl tables, graphs, maps, appends., Feb. 
1965, 

DLC 

Detailed surveys were conducted in the Ross Sea and 
Commonwealth Bay (George V Coast] from 3 ice~ 
breakers (Burton Island, Glacier, Eastwind). Si.xty 
oceanographic stations wererecorded, of which 59 
were taken in the Ross Sea·, the majority in the 
western and southern sectors. Station data include 
vertical distribution of observed temperatures, 
salinities, and dissolved oxygen. Profiles of the ob~ 
served physical and chemical properties of the watei 
are presented. Densities, dynamic heights, and 
sound velocities were calculated by electronic com-
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puter for all stations. Water types in the Ross Sea 
are discussed. Measurements of the earth's total 
magnetic field intensity are recorded. A detailed 
geomagnetic and bathymetric survey was conducted 
in Commonwealth Bay. Comparisons of total mag
netic intensity and bathymetric data are presented in 
34 profiles as well as contour charts. A summary 
and field description of 64 bottom sediment samples 
are presented. 

J-2663 551. 466. 74(*72) 

Argentine Republic. Servicio de Hidrografi."a Naval 
TIDE TABLES FOR THE YEAR 1963, PART ONE. 
COASTS OF AMERICA illCLUDING ARGENTINE 
ANTARCTICA. (Tablas de marea para el afio 1963. 
Primera parte. Costas de America incluyendo 
Antartida Argentina.] Text in Spanish. Publ No. H. 
698, 610p., incl. tables, graphs, map, 1962. 

DLC, VK603. AS 

The tide tables for the year 1963 are presented for 
the coasts of North and South America and the 
Argentine-claimed sector of Antarctica. This vol
ume is divided into two parts: (1) the daily tide pre
dictions for major ports, and (2) the corrections to 
be applied to the former in order to obtain the tide 
predictions for locations which may be of interest to 
navigators. For the Argentine ports, the predictions 
were made by the Servicio de Hidrografi."a Naval. For 
those foreign countries which have not predicted tide, 
data obtained from the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Sur
vey are used. The expression of time in the tables is 
defined, and information concerning the expression of 
tide levels and the accuracy of the predictions is in
cluded. (See J-2599, J-2600] 

J-2675 551. 462:551. 24(*80) 

Zhivago, A. v. 
GEOMORPHOLOGY AND TECTONICS OF THE 
SOUTHERN OCEAN BOTTOM. (Geomorfologi!a i 
tektonika dna :tuzhnogo okeana.] Text in Russian with 
English summary. Akad. nauk SSSR Mezhduved. 
geofiz. komt. proved. MGG. X razdel progr. MGG: 
Okeanol. issled. Sb. state'1, No. 13:148-156, incl 
maps, 1965, 22 refs. 

DLC, GC6. A45 

Three types of relief of circum-Antarctic ocean bot
tom _are distinguished according to their scale and 
origin: geotectures, morphostructures, and morpho
sculptures. The bottom is part of an oceanic geo
tecture which unites elements of morphostructures 
:ch as_ m_edian ridges, deep-water depressions, and 

e~ticlinal uplifts. Tertiary and Quaternary vol
Canic structures are in a special category. The 
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ocean bottom is separated from the conlinental geo
tecture by continental slopes and island arcs. Mor
phosculptures include forms caused by the action of 
waves, currents, turbidity currents, and accumula
tion of iceberg sediments. Pcneplains are widely de
veloped in Antarctica. The shell on the margin of the 
Proterozoic platform of East Antarctica is continen
tal Structures of oceanic crust include depressions, 
uplifts, ridges, and trenches. The suboceanic crust, 
being thinner than lhe continental crust and having 
developed differently, requires a special terminology 
and classification. Two colored maps (scale 
1:40, 000, 000) of the geomorphology and tectonics 
of the circum-Antarctic ocean bottom are included. 
(See J-211, J-670] 

J-2686 551. 46. 001. 5(*821, •826) 
5. 001. 5(82)(*821, *826) 

Panzarini, Rodolfo N. 
ACTIVITIES OF THE INSTITUTO ANT ARI'ICO 
ARGENTINO BASED ON THE STUDY OF THE SEA 
(Actividades del Instituto Antartico Argentino vin
culadas al estudio del mar. ] Text in Spanish with 
English, French, German, and Italian summaries. 
Inst. Antartico Argentino, Contrib. , No. 87, 12p. , 
1964. 22 refs. 

DLC, GPRR 

The results of marine research conducted by the 
Instituto Antartico Argentino are discussed. This 
research includes the investigation of the physical 
and chemical properties of water masses , the study 
of sea ice, the movement of continental ice to the 
sea, climatic conditions, and marine biolc,gy. The 
results of oceanographic studies of lhe Weddell Sea, 
the Drake Passage, and the area 54°-60°S, 60°-
6T'30'W are presented. Plans for future research in 
the following fields are outlined: biology, micro
biology, biochemistry, animal physiology and 
ecology, oceanography, sea ice distribution, and 
meteorology. 

J-2738 551, 46. 06:551. 462/ . 467(*80) 

Kort, V. G, . 
ANT ARCTIC OCEANOGRAPHY. In: Hugh Ql1shaw 
(ed.), Research in Geophysics. Vol. 2, Solid Earth 
aiid Interface Phenomena. Cambridge, M. I, T. Press, 
1964, Chapt. 13, p. 309-333, incl. tables, maps, 
apperd. 18 refs. 

DLC, QC801. 03 

The oceanogi·aphic research conducted by various 
nations during and after the IGY is descr~bed and the 
expeditions are listed. The results of this research 
are discussed, including actinometric and aerometeo
rological observations, structure and water ~ass 
characteristics of Antarctic waters, wave he1~ht~ and 
periods, distribution and structural charact~r1stics of 
sea ice, the wind regime, bottom co~1guration, the 
structure and contents of bottom sed11ne1~ls,_ and_ili,e 
distribution of fauna and flora. Recent finclmgs Ill 
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hydrology include the significant influence of Antarc
tic waters on the heat and dynamic regime of the 
oceans of the world, and the formation of bottom 
waters . A discussion of the dynamics of water 
masses deals with the Antarctic Circumpolar Current 
and the principal frontal zones. A program for 
future research is outlined to be conducted on the 
basis of international coop<.·ra1 i m, including system
atic deep hydrological observations, oceanographic 
observations in large meridional sections as well as 
Antarctic coast regions, and further studies in geol
ogy, geophysics, and biolog-J. An appendix lists the 
reports of exl)editions of various nations. 

J-2789 551. 465. 45(*82) 

Kirwan, Albert Dennis , Jr . 
EDDY DIFFUSION IN THE ANT ARCTIC INTERMEDI
ATE WATER. Texas A & M Univ., Dept. Oceanogr. 
& Meteorol., A & M P roj. 358, Ref. 64-31F, 142p., 
incl . tables, maps, Dec . 1964. 37 refs. Also: Diss. 
Abstr . , 25(10):5983-5984, April 1965. 

OTS, PB168 205; DLC, Z5055. U5A53 

The use of an eddy diffusivity tensor in the conserva
tion of salt equation is investigated from two points of 
view. First, it was found that the order of tensor 
assumed specifies the amount of information that can 
be obtained about the eddy flux , Second, a method 
was developed for calculating each component of the 
eddy diffusivity tensor and / or its derivative from a 
record of the mean salinity and velocit-; fields . This 
method in essence treats the components of the diffu
sivity tensor as coefficients in a regression equation. 
In order to apply these results to observations from 
the ocean, an objective analysis scheme was devel
oped. This scheme provided a means for estimating 
the salinity and geostrophic current fields along 
sigma t surfaces of the Antarctic Intermediate \Yater 
in the South Atlantic Ocean [see J-1062]. This 
analysis is discussed and compared with the Meteor 
reports. Using this objective procedure, five differ
ent methods for calculating diffusivity were employed 
to determine the components of the diffusivit-J tensor. 
These methods included simple one-dimensional 
diffusion, a balance of horizontal and vertical diffu
sion in the absence of a mean current, the general 
methods developed in this research which allowt>d for 
both horizontal and vertical mixing, and a finite 
differ ence scheme. (Auth., mod.) 

J-2827 551. 46. 02(*84) 

Tressler. Willis L. 
OCEANOGRAPHIC STATIONS TAKEN IN THE INDIAN 
OCEAN BY USCGC EASTWIND (WAGB-279) IN 1961. 
U. S. Nav. Oceanogr. Off. , Tech. Rept. 141, 84p. , 
incl. illus . . table, graphs, map, append. , July 
1963. 18 refs. 

DLC 
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On a r etu rn trip from the Antarctic, the East wind 
occupied 30 oceanographic stations in March and 
April 1961 in the Indian Ocean from about 32 S to 
12°N. Measurements were made of temperature, 
salinity, and dissolved oxygen; and from these data 
density , sound velocity, and percentage of saturation 
of dissolved oxygen were derived. Transparency 
was determined by Secchi disc, and the Deep Scat
tering Layer was observed. Continuous recording of 
bottom depths by echo sounder was carried out 
through a region where few soundings had hitherto 
been reported. Northward-reaching tongues of Ant
arctic Intermediate waler are shown on the southern 
profile and on the south-north profile along 78°E. In 
mid-Indian Ocean, these masses push up toward the 
surface , causing a divergence which is apparent in 
the salinity and dissolved oxygen profiles. Also de
lineated are high salinity waters with very low oxy
gen content which come from the Arabian and Red 
Seas. The Deep Scattering Layer disappears in mid
Indian Ocean and reappears again to the north. follow
ing a similar pattern to that already observed in the 
Pacific Ocean. (Auth. , mod. ) 

J-2861 551. 46. 065: 551. 46. 073(*321) 

Chile. Departamento de Navegacion e Hidrograf1a 
de la Armada 

SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATIONS, YELCHO-VEMA. 
OCEANOGRAPHIC STUDIES OF THE CHILEA 
NAVY AND THE LAMONT GEOLOGICAL OBSERVA
TORY IN THE "DRAKE PASSAGE" AND THE 
WATERS OF "CHILEAN ANTARCTICA." [Investi
gaci6nes cientuicas, Yelcho-Vema. Estudios 
oceanograficos entre la Armada de Chile y cl Oll
servatorio Geolon-ico de Lamont en el "Paso Drake" 
y a,,n-uas de la "A,rtartica Chilena. "] Text in Spanish. 
Bo!. Inform. , No. 61, 24p. , incl. illus .. maps. 
Oct. 1962. 

DLC , GPRR 

A history is given of the development of the combined 
research efforts of lhe Chilean Navy and the Lamont 
Geological Observatory of Columbia University. Tile 
two research vessels. the Vema and Yelcho, are de
scribed, including ship specificationsaiidresearch 
equipment aboard. The objectives of each of the re
search disciplines are outlined. and methods and 
techniques are described. The disciplines include: 
geomagnetism, gravimetry. seismic reflectio1L sea 
water chemistry, bathymetry, and core analysis rn 
the study of submarine geology. This research was 
carried out during two cruises each of the two slups. 
April 12 to May 3, 1961, and Feb. 11 to March 12-
1962. in the Drake Passage and the territorial . 
waters of the Chilean-claimed sector of Antarctica._ 
Results are discussed. Three fold-out maps contain 
the tracks of the 4 cruises. The scientific personnel 
aboard the l wo vessels are listed. 
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J-2862 551. 46. 065: 551. 46, 073(*821) 

Chile. Departamento de Navegacion e Hidrografi'.a 
de la Armada 

OCEANOGRAPHIC OPERATION MARCHILE III. 
[Operacion Oceanografica Marchile III. ] Text in 
Spanish. Bol. Inform. , No. 63, 9p., incl. maps, 
Sept. 1963. 

DLC, GPRR 

Operation "Marchile ill" is to be an oceanographic 
investigation of the region of Drake Passage by the 
Yelcho. The area is a series of 21 oceanographic 
regions from 55"W to 75"W. The operation is planned 
for Oct. 1963-March 1964, during which 18,500 mi 
will be covered and about 300 stations established. 
The principal objectives are (1) the continuation of 
the oceanographic and geological investigations com
pleted during 1959, 1961, and 1962, in Drake Pas
sage by the Chilean Navy and the Lamont Geological 
Observatory of Columbia University, and (2) to add 
to the research completed on the zone assigned to 
Chile in the eighth International Conference on 
Hydrogr~hy (Monaco, 1962). The Departamento de 
Navegacion e Hidrograffu has been in charge of the 
development of Marchile ill, and will carry out re
search in bathymetry, physical and chemical 
oceanography, and surface plankton. The Lamont 
Geological Observatory will conduct research in sub
marine geology and terrestrial magnetism. In addi
tion, ice observations, meteorological observations, 
aerial insect collection, and benthic studies are 
planned. Personnel are listed. 

J-2870 551. 465. 5(*888) 

Maksimov, 1 V. 
CURRENTS IN THE BELLINGSHAUSEN SEA REGION. 
[Tec~enilit v ra'1one morra: Bellinsgauzena. ] Text in 
Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskalit Eksped. , Inform. 
b!illl., No. 14:19-23, incl. table, maps, 1960. 2 
refs. Eng, transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, 
Information Bulletin. Vol. 2, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 
1964, p. 116-120. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Ql15. S6862 

Currents in the Bellingshausen Sea were studied 
relativ_e to the 1000-decibai: dynamic surface by the 
dynamic method from observations at 135 deep-water 
hydrological stations. Examination of the resulting 
schematic maps leads to the following conclusions: 
(l) the broad zone to the north of the continental shelf 
m the Bellingshausen Sea is characterized by an east
;a~d drif!, the average velocities of which are about 

times higher than in the ocean, reaching a maxi
mum of 20-30 cm/ sec in some places; (2) hydrologi
cal data contajn no indication of a westward coastal 
current at the southern shores of the Bellingshausen 
Sea; and (3) the Great Eastward Drift is the largest 
current on earth, of worldwide circumpolar charac
ter' ar.d homogeneous at great depths. 
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J-2873 551, 462, 65(*84) 

Mal'tsev, V. N. 
SEARCH FOR THE BANZARE BANK. [Poiski banki 
Banzare. ] Text in Russian. Sovel. Antarkticheskaia 
Eksped., Inform. biull. , No. 14:31-32, 1960. Eng. 
transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information 
Bulletin. Vol. 2, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 
125-126. 

DLC , Ql15. S686; Q115. S6862 

The Banzare Bank, an underwater elevation rising 
over the general surface of the Kerguelen-Gaussberg 
ridge, was discovered by the British-Australian-New 
Zealand Antarctic Expedition in 1929. The minimum 
depth recorded over it was 186 m. Recent surveys of 
the Ob' in 1957 and 1958 failed to locate the bank. re
cording depths of more than 1000 m in the region. It 
is assumed that the position of the bank was charted 
wrong (59°22'8, 76°53'E), and that future surveys 
should expect to discover its existence lo the east. 

J-2884 551. 465. 5("'826) 

Klepikov, V. V. 
WARM DEEP WATERS IN THE WEDDELL SEA. 
[Teplye glubinnye vody v more Ueddella. J Text in 
Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskaia Eksped. , Inform. 
biull., No. 17:12-15, incl. tables, map, 1960. Ref. 
Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Eiqiedition. Infor
mation Bulletin. Vol. 2, An1sterdam, Elsevier, 
1964, p. 194-198. 

DLC, Ql15. S686; Qll5. S6862 

Warm deep waters, having branched off at 15° to 
25°E from the main circumpolar current, penetrate 
the Weddell Sea from the east and form a well-de
fined cyclonic circulation in it. The discharge of 
water, the heat input, and the heat content of these 
waters are calculated and compai·ed with the values 
obtained by Timofeev for the Arctic Basin. The 
volume of warm deep water entering the Weddell S_ea 
is more than twice that of the Atlantic water entering 
the Arctic Basin, but the amount of heat in both of 
these currents is about the same. Only 20% of the 
water and 12% of the heat calculated for the Green
wich meridian remain at the outlet ~f th_e Weddell Sea. 
The entire area of cyclonic circulation 1s about the 
same as that of the Arctic Basin, while the heat con
tent of the warm deep waters is twice that of the 
Atlantic waters. Warm deep waters require about 
25 yr to cross the Weddell Sea from the p_oint ,wh~re 
they join the cyclonic movement to the pomt \\heie 
they leave the sea. 
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J - 2895 551, 465. 5(*826) 

Klepikov, V, V. 
BOTTOM WATERS OF THE WEDDELL SEA, [O pri
donnykh vodakh v more Ueddella,] Text in Russian, 
Sovet. Antarkticheska!a Eksped., Inform. briill,, 
No, 18:20-23, incl, table, graph, 1960, 11 refs. 
Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Infor
mation Bulletin. Vol, 2, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, 
p. 227-231. 

DLC, Ql15 , S686; Qll5,S6862 

Antarctic waters originate primarily in the Weddell 
sea through the mixing of cold shelf waters with warm 
deep waters near the continental slope. The bottom 
water contains 65% of warm deep water and 35% of 
shelf water. Densification promotes the formation of 
bottom water, where mixing averages O. 7 x 10-5 
g/ cm 3, If it is assumed that warm deep wate r has 
a temperature of 0. 6°C and a salinity of 34. 70o/'oo, 
shelf waters of a salinity exceeding 34. 57o/'.. do not 
require densification and must move down the conti -
nental slope, being heavier than warm deep waters. 
Densification on mixing occurs at any shelf water sa
linity, but it is important only with a very narrow 
salinity range. Considerable masses of water heavier 
than the warm deep water exist on the continental 
shelf in the southwestern pai·t of the Weddell Sea in 
summer, but do not sink along the continental slope, 

J-2940 551. 46. 062. 5(*88) 

Bogdanov, M. A. 
SURFACE WATER TEMPERATURE MEASURE
MENTS IN THE SOUTH PACIFIC WITH AN ELEC
TRIC THERMOMETER. [Izmereniia poverkhnostno1 
temperatury vody elektrotermometrom v iuzhno1 
chasti Tikhogo okeana. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. 
Antarkticheskafa Eksped. , Inform. biull, , No, 20: 
3 3- 37, incl. graph, map, 1960, 2 refs. Eng. transl. 
in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
Vol. 2, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 304-308. 

DLC, Qll5. S686; Q115. S6862 

A study is presented of continuous surface water 
temperatures recorded in the South Pacific from 
mid-Feb. to the beginning of June 1958, and the 
hydrometeorological conditions that produced them. 
Isotherms generally have a latitudinal direction but, 
due to c_urrents, curv~ sharply in some regions. 
Prevallmg westerly wmds produce a purely wind
driven current directed to the north, increasing the 
temperature evenly north of the Antarctic Conver
gence, Seasonal water surface temperature varia
tions cause isotherms to be displaced to the north in 
winter and to the south in summer. Temperature is 
ge_n~rally lower in March than in Feb. Strong wind 
~mxmg of cool surface and warm underlying layers 
is responsible for the uneven temperature change in 
the north. Cooling talces place more rapidly south of 
the Convergence where subsurface layers are more 
homogeneous. 
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J-2964 551. 46:912:629. 12(*80) 

Southern California, University. Dept. of 
Biological Sciences 

STUDIES IN ANTARCTIC OCEANOLOGY. USNS 
ELTANIN ANTARCTIC CRUISE TRACKS: CRUISES 
4-13. JULY 1962-JULY 1964. Los Angeles, [Sept 
1965] 10 plates. 

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection 

Track charts of Eltanin cruises 4 to 13 in Antarctic 
and sub-Antarctic waters are presented. There is 
no accompanying text. [Biological stations occupied 
on these cruises are shown in another publication, 
B-2561. ] 

J-2984 551, 462(084. 3)(*84) 

Zhivago, A. V. and others 
A NEW BOTTOM RELIEF CHART OF THE SOUTH
ERN PART OF THE INDIAN OCEAN. [Novara karta 
rel'efa dna iiizhno1 chasti Indilskogo okeana.] Text 
in Russian. Akad. nauk SSSR, Izv. , Ser. geogr., 
No. 2:23- 28, incl. map, 1965. 21 refs. 

DLC, G23, A35 

A history of hydrographic investigations of the south
ern part of the Indian Ocean is given. This earlier 
work was added to during the IGY, when the Soviet 
Antarctic Expedition, aboard the Ob', took echo 
soundings in the Indian Ocean sector of the Antarctic 
along a track of 64, 000 mi, defining the contours of 
many underwater features. The new bathymetric 
chart is an attempt to l ink all the data on the bottom 
relief of this area; it is a Mercator projection at a 
scale of 1: 40, 000, 000. The isobath interval is 500 m 
with a supplementary interval every 200 m in regions 
of rapidly-changing depth, Secondary details of the 
bottom relief are generalized. 

J-2986 551. 463. 8(*84) 

Lisi!syn, A. P. 
DISTRIBUTION AND CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF 
SUSPENDED MATTER IN THE WATERS OF THE 
INDIAN OCEAN. [Raspredelenie i khimicheskil . 
sostav vzvesi v vodakh Indilskogo okeana. ] Text ll1 

Russian with English summary. Aka.cl. nauk SSSR. 
Mezhduved. geofiz. komt. proved. MGG. X razdel 
progr, MGG: Okeanol, Sb. statel, No, 10, 135p., 
incl, tables, graphs, maps, 1964. 162 refs. 

DLC, GC6. A45 

Chemical contents are given of 69 samples of sus
pended matter from the Indian Ocean sector of the 
Antarctic, from the central and northern parts of the 
Indian Ocean, and from the Red and Mediterranean f 
Seas. Samples were taken for every 100-150 to_ns 0 

surface water by the separation method. Chemical d 
analyses were carried out by the same methods use 
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Cor the study of bottom sediments to facilitate com
parison. Discussions are given of the regularities of 
spatial distributions of SiO2 a.morph. 1 CaCO3, 
MgCO3, Fe, Mn, P, TiO2, Ra, and rare earth ele
ments in suspension, their changes due to the verti
cal distribution, and the relation of the absolute 
masses in suspension from the surface layers and 
from the bottom sediments. The 30% SiO2 amorph. 
isoline coincides with the line of the Antarctic Con
vergence and with the northern limit of diatom oozes. 
The basic forms of iron in suspension and their 
distribution are discussed, and comparison is made 
of the samples of suspended material and of the 
major planktonic organisms: diatoms, Foraminifera, 
peridinian algae, and copepods. The method of cal
culating the balance of suspended matter is described. 
(Auth. , mod. ) 

J -2987 551. 466. 32(*80): 551. 556. 8 

Rzheplinski'1, G. V. 
WIND DISTURBANCE REGIME IN THE ANT ARCTIC 
REGION OF THE OCEAN. [Rezhim vetrovogo 
volneniia antarktichesko'1 oblasti okeana. ] Text in 
Russian with English abstract. Akad. nauk SSSR 
Mezhduved. geofiz. komt. proved. MGG. X razdel 
progr. MGG: OkeanoL [Sb. state'1) No. 11, 4lp., 
incl tables, graphs, maps, 93 charts, 1964. 39 
refs. 

DLC, GC6. A45 

Marine investigations were conducted by the U. S. S. R 
in 1957- 58 in circum-Antarctic waters south of 30-S. 
Daily wave elements for 93 regions in the investi
gated area were determined based upon the calcula
tion methods of the statistical theory of marine dis
turbance, sufficiently checked by numerous observa
tional data, and using daily synoptic maps for 1956-58. 
Results of these calculations were statistically 
processed and checked by means of introducing cor
rections for swell background which varies for the 
different climatic zones of the ocean. The charac
teristics of disturbance thus obtained were used for 
making disturbance maps and seasonal and annual 
curves of the function of the distribution of the re
gime-climatic values of average heights, average 
periods, and wind speeds for the 93 regions. (Auth. , 
mod.) 

J-2994 

liiSdal, Vidar 

551. 466. 7: 551. 326. 62(*732) 
551. 466. 7:551. 543(*732) 

ON THE TIDES AT NORWAY STATION AND ADJA
CENT COAST AL AREAS OF ANTARCTICA. Norsk 
Polarinst., Skr. , No. 133, 22p., incl. illus., 
tables, gl'aphs, map, 1965. 12 refs. 

DLC, Qll5. N896 
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Recordings were made during 1956-60 at Norway 
Station of lhe variations, due to the tides, of the 
depth at the front of the ice shelf. Two continuous 
but very short records we re obtained, one lasting 
about 3. 2 days, and the other about 2. 2 days. Fo1· 
both observation periods, the greatest difference 
between a high water level and the preceding or suc
ceeding low water level is about 1. 5 m. Diurnal 
constituents are comparatively large. In order to 
estimate the amplitudes and phases of the four major 
constituents (M2, S2, K1, and O1), the data are 
analyzed by the prediction equations of the so-called 
"Admiralty method." The heights of the tides are 
considered as known, while harmonic constants rep
resent the unknown quantities. The 1. 5-hourly 
heights computed by comparing the harmonic con
stants with the observed heights showed good agree
ment. The movement of the ice shelf in time with 
the tide must have had an influence on the air pres
sure at Norway Station, and the pressure observa
tions are analyzed to find periodic components corre
sponding to the tidal constituents. A good corre
spondence was found between the analytical result 
and the tidal measurements for the M2 constituent. 
Furthermore, tidal harmonic constants at Norway 
Station agree well with those found for stations 
farther east and southwest. It is concluded that 
though the estin1atecl harmonic constants are not 
very precise, they are sufficiently reliable to give 
useful preliminary information on the character of the 
tides of the region considered. (Auth. , mod.) 

J-2999 551. 465, 5(*80) 

Kamenkovich, V. M. 
ON THE THEORY OF THE ANTARCTIC CIRCUM
POLAR CURRENT. [K teorii Antarkticheskogo . 
Krugovogo techeniia.] Text in Russian with English 
summary. Akad. nauk SSSR Inst. Okeanol., Trudy, 
56:241-293, incl. table, graphs, diagrs., maps, 
1962. 47 refs. 

DLC, GCl. A4 

A hydrodynamic model of the Antarctic circu~p?lar 
current is used to explain the main characte nstics 
in the distribution of the total flow. A system of 
linear equations was derived for the 3 UJ1:°1own func 
tions: the level, and the gradient and drill compo_
nents of the total flow. Deviations of the streamlines 
from the normal zonal directions are due to irregu
larities of the ocean bottom. In general, the current 
deviates toward the north over an elevated bottom, 
and toward the south over a depression. The c~cu
lated total transport agrees well with the dynamic 
computations. An analysis of the constructed ~odel, 
shows that the Sverdrup-type solution is not valid for 
the Antarctic region. (Auth, , mod. ) 
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J-3044 551. 461, 2: 525, 35 

Flatte, Stanley M. 
EFFECTS OF CHANGES IN THE EARTH'S ROTA
TION RATE ON SEA LEVEL, J. Geophys, Res, , 
70(20):5189-5191, incl. table, Oct, 15, 1965, 9 refs. 
-DLC, QC811. J6 

The decrease in the earth's angular velocity over the 
last 100 m. y. has had an effect on sea level. Com
parison of the ellipticity of the earth, as calculated 
from artificial satellite observations, and the ellip
ticity of a hydrostatic model gives upper limits on the 
changes in sea level. These limits are 60 m at the 
poles and -30 m at the equator, differing considerab
ly from Eardley's data (B-1702]. (Auth., mod.) 

J-3051 551, 3. 051:549(*746:*84) 

SVirenko, L P. 
GRANULOMETRIC AND MINERALOGICAL COMPO
SITION OF BOTTOM SEDIMENTS IN THE DAVIS 
SEA. [Granulometricheski'1 i mineralogicheski! 
sostav donnykh otlozhenil moria De!viSa. ] Text in 
Russian. Sovet, Antarkticheskaia Eksped, , Inform. 
biull., No. 22:17-21, incl, maps, 1960. 3 refs. 
Eng, transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Infor
mation Bulletin. Vol. 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 
1965, p, 46- 50, 

DLC, Q115, S686; Qll5, S6862 

Sediments in the Davis Sea consist primarily of 
poorly-sorted, coarse silts with admixtures of finer 
particles, sand, gravel, and pebbles. The northern 
part is characterized by moderate and well-sorted 
clay silts. The following mineralogical associations 
differentiate 3 regions: (1} amphibole-ilmenite
garnet (garnet comprising 33-49% of the heavy sub
fraction) in the northeastern part; (2) amphibole
garnet-ilmenite (ilmenite comprising 46. 6-61. 0%) 
adjoins the first region on the south; and (3) amphi
bole (hornblende comprising 46-78%) within the re
maining part, North of Mirnyy and northwest of 
Drygalski L biotite compriSes 20-40% of the amphi
bole association. Distribution characteristics are 
also given for apatite, titanite, disthene, rutile, and 
hypersthene, Three regions of the sea may also be 
characterized by the ratio of quartz to feldspar. The 
feldspars are distributed according to their ortho
clase, plagioclase, and microcline contents. 
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J-3098 551, 462(*7-11) 

KoblenCs, LA. P. 
NEW DATA CONCERNING THE EAST ANTARCTIC 
SHELF. [Novye dannye o shel'fe Vostochnor Antark
tiki.] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskaia 
Eksped,, Inform. brull,, No. 23:39-41, incl. map, 
1960. 2 refs. Eng, transl. in: Soviet Antarctic 
Expedition, Information Bulletin, Vol. 3, 
Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 109-111, 

DLC, Q115.S686; Qll5,S6862 

Echo soundings made by the Thala Dan and ~ Dan 
in 1959 comfirm the presence of a trench extending 
eastward from the Davis Sea. Seven meridional 
crossings were made near longitudes 78, 93, 110, 134, 
140, 148, and 157°E, The shelf around 78°E is 
hummocky, and an underwater reef was located at 
68° 33'S, 72° 52'E. A 12-mi-wide trench with a maxi
mum depth of 880 m was found in the southeastern 
part of the Davis Sea; 12 mi off Drygalski I. it is 
only 117 m deep. The hummocky relief at 134° E is 
dissected by 2 trenches (910 and 1080 m deep) 40 mi 
apart. A 12-mi-wide trench with a maximum depth 
of 1080 m is found at 140° E. A 500- to 600-m-deep 
trench is located at 148° E, 67° s, between 2 rises 
which cut the shelf in a longitudinal direction. 
Another trench at 157°E is 20 mi wide and 960 m 
deep. 

J-3120 551, 464, 32(*88) 

Schutz, Donald F. and Karl K. Turekian 
THE DISTRmUTION OF COBALT, NICKEL, AND 
SILVER IN OCEAN WATER PROFILES AROUND 
PACIFIC ANTARCTICA. J. Geophys. Res., 70 
(22):5519-5528, incl, table, graphs, map, Nov. 15, 
1965, 7 refs. Also: Amer. Geophys. Union, 
Trans,, (Abstract] 46(1): 169, March 1965. 

DLC, QC811, J6; QE500. A6 

The concentrations of Co, Ni, and Ag, determined b~ 
neutron activation analysis, are systematically lowei 
in the east Pacific sector of Antarctic waters relative 
to other oceanic areas. This is indicated by two 
Eltanin traverses between 70°S and 54°S at 115"W and 
about 90"W. Transport of Co, Ni, and Ag from the 
Pacific Ocean to the Atlantic Ocean via the Drake 
Passage is thus minimal. Calculations based on the 
Ag concentration in Pacific and Antarctic waters and 
Antarctic sediments indicate that a flow rate 1 % of 
that predicted for the transport of Pacific deep wat_er 
is consistent with the data. The dissolving of glacial 
flour may be responsible for the relatively high con
centrations of Co and Ni encountered at the closest 
approach to Antarctica. (J-1539] (Auth. , mod. l 
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'J-3121 551, 464. 3 

Schutz, Donald F. and Karl K. Turekian 
THE INVESTIGATION OF THE GEOGRAPHICAL AND 
VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION OF SEVERAL TRACE 
ELEMENTS IN SEA WATER USING NEUTRON ACTI
VATION ANALYSIS. Geochim. Cosmochim, Acta, 
29(4):259-313, incl. tables, graphs, diagrs., maps, 
April 1965. 83 refs, 

DLC, QE351, G425 

Methods for the determination of 18 trace elements in 
sea water by neutron activation analysis have been 
developed. Of these elements, sufficient analyses 
have been completed for Au, Se, Sb, Ag, Co, and Ni 
to permit a discussion of their distributions in the 
oceans, The distributions of Au, Se, and Sb are 
more uniform than those of Ag, Co, and Ni, so little 
can be said regarding the processes important to 
their supply to, and removal from, the oceans, The 
variations observed for Ag, Co, and Ni, however, 
make possible the evaluation of several factors which 
influence their concentrations in the ocean, The 
Atlantic Ocean north of lO"S receives 60% of the total 
di'ssolved material supplied to the ocean by streams, 
.but is lower in Ag, Co, and Ni than are the rest of the 
oceans, indicating that continental runoff is not im
portant in the deep-sea economy of these elements, 
Relatively high concentrations of Co and Ni are found 
in the central Pacific Ocean in areas where the 
Co/ Mn and Ni/Mn ratios in Mn nodules are high. 
Unweathered rock material supplied directly to the 
ocean by Antarctic glaciers seems to be sufficient to 
affect the silica economy of the ocean and may in part 
affect the economy of other trace elements such as 
Co and Ni [see J-3120], Water samples col-
lected on Cruise 11 of the Eltanin show appreciably 
lower Co, Ni, and Ag values than the rest of the 
ocean as the Antarctic continent is approached in 
longs, 85'W to 115"W. (Auth. , mod. ) 

J-3128 551. 465, 531(*735) 

Eskin, L. L 
CURRENT IN LOTZOW-HOLM BAY. (0 techenii v 
zahve Liiltt'sov-Khol'm. ] Text in Russian. Sovel 
Antarkticheska:Ia Eksped. , Inform. b:lilll. , No. 24: 
30-32, incL table, map, 1960. 3 refs. Eng. transl. 
m: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
Vol. 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 141-143. 

DLC, Ql15, S686; Q115. S6862 

Harmonic analysis was used to examine diurnal 
variation of currents in Llltzow-Holm Bay from ob
~~rvaHons made by_ the Ob' in Jan. 1960. The phase, 
irechon, and maxrmum speed of the following were 

calculated: total diurnal wave· total and solar semi
~iurnal tide; and compound shillow-water quarter
iurnaI tide, There is a strong coastal current with 

a direction of 283° and speeds of 52 O cm/sec in the 
surface layer and 4 cm/sec in the bottom layers. 

237-720 0 - 67 - 26 
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The direction of diurnal and semidiurnal components 
of maximum tidal current is southerly, and that of 
the quarter-diurnal component is southeasterly. 
Irregular semidiurnal currents predominate. 

J-3129 551, 463. 22: 551, 46. 062, 2(*84) 

Tarasov, A. N. 
ACCURACY OF SOUND VELOCITY CORRECTION 
FOR DEPTHS MEASURED BY AN ECHO SOUNDER. 
(0 tochnosti popravki na skorost' zvuka k izmerennym 
ekholotom glubinam, ] Text in Russian, Sovet. Ant
arkticheskaia Eksped., Inform. bnlll., No. 24:33-37, 
incl. tables, graph, map, 1960. Ref. Eng. transl. 
in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
Vol. 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p, 143-146. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

Data from 176 hydrological stations occupied by the 
Ob' in the Indian Ocean were used to determine the 
extent to which phonometric tables could be used to 
correct for sound velocity in depths measured by an 
echo sounder. A comparison with calculated correc
tions indicated that phonometric tables are acceptable 
for correcting depths measured by echo sounding. 

J-3136 551. 464. 1: 541, 132. 3 

Smith, W. H. , Jr. and Donald W. Hood 
pH MEASUREMENT IN THE OCEAN: A SEA WATER 
SECONDARY BUFFER SYSTEM. In: Yasuo Miyake 
and Tadashiro Koyama (eds.), Recent researches in 
the fields of hydrospher~tmosphere and nuclear 
geochemistry. Pub. by the Editorial Committee for 
[the] Sugawara Volume. Tokyo, Maruzen _Co., Ltd., 
1964, p. 185-202, incl. tables, graphs, d1agr. 14 
refs. 

DWB, 551. 082 M685re 

The salt tris (hydroxymethyl) aminomethane has been 
found practical for buffering natural sea water in the 
pH range of 7 to 9, decreasing the electrode ?rift, 
and eliminating the junction potential errors rn the 
glass-calomel measuring system f~und_ when ~sing 
fresh water buffers. In this investigation, primary 
concern was given to buffering synthetic sea water 
and its calibration with hydrogen electrodes. Three 
experimental sea water buffers, designated as _tris 
7, 3, 8. O, and 8. 8 were calibrated ag~st 3: primary 
distilled water buffer (pHs 7. 413 at 25 C) with hydro
gen electrodes. The sea water emf-pH scale was 
established and defined in the temperature range 
5-35°C. The 0. 05 M tris 8 satisfied most require
ments in terms of pH numbers, buffer capacity, and 
dilution value. The buffer was stable to 0. 001 pH 
units for 7 days and to O. 01 units for 14 days. The 
o. 25 M tris 8 buffer remained stable for the test 
duration of 150 days to 0. 01 units. The temperature 
coefficient of the sea water buffer and the sea water 
san1ple is critical and both demand strict tempera
ture control. (Auth. , mod. ) 
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J-3148 551. 463. 22(*84/ *BB) 

Kibblewhite, A. C., R. N. Denham and P. IL Barker 
LONG-RANGE SOUND-PROPAGATION STUDY IN 
THE SOUTHERN OCEAN--PROJECT NEPTUNE. 
Acoust. Soc. Amer., J., 38(4):629-643, incl. tables, 
graphs, map, Oct. 1965. 17 refs. 

DLC, QC221. A4 

An experiment to determine some characteristics of 
long-range underwater sound propagation was under
taken by the U. S, Naval Ordnance Laboratory in 
April 1964. In this experiment, Project Neptune, 
sound signals were dropped at various ranges from a 
listening station in Bermuda. To supplement this 
and other stations, one was established by the New 
Zealand Naval Research Laboratory off southern 
New Zealand to record the 18 sound signals dropped 
on the final phase between Cape Town, South Africa, 
and Perth, Australia. At each of the 18 positions, 
one modified sofar signal containing the equivalent of 
50 lb of TNT was dropped from an aircraft and set to 
detonate at 2000 ft below the surface of the sea. The 
recorded energy was analyzed in 1/ 3-oct bands to de
termine the transmission-path characteristics for 
low frequencies. The signal envelopes were found to 
differ in shape from the usual sofar case, and the 
attenuations were much larger than previously ob
tained for either RSR (refracted-surface reflected) or 
sofar propagation. These differences may be ex
plained in terms of the different velocity structure of 
Antarctic waters from that found in the Atlantic or 
Pacific Oceans. In particular, the thermocline is not 
as pronounced as in temperate or tropical regions 
and is absent south of the Antarctic Convergence, 
Thus, the energy was transmitted by a mixture of 
RSR and sofar modes, little sofar energy arriving 
from those shots whose tracks crossed the Antarctic 
Convergence. (Auth. , mod.) 

J-3207 551. 464:551. 465(*764:*765:*881) 

Littlepage, Jack L. 
OCEANOGRAPlilC INVESTIGATIONS IN McMURDO
SOUND, ANTARCTICA. In: George A. Llano (ed.), 
Biology of the Antarctic Seas IL Washington, Amer. 
Geophys. Union, Antarctic Res. Ser. , vol. 5 (Natl. 
Res. Council PubL No. 1297), 1965, p. 1-37, incl 
illus. , tables, graphs, map, appends. 38 refs. 

DLC, QH199. L4 

Oceanographic observations were made from a small 
field station on floating sea ice in 290 m of water in 
McMurdo Sound throughout 1961. A few comparative 
measurements were made from nearby shallow sta
tions and from the Ross Ice Shelf. Water tempera
ture, oxygen, salinity, pH, phosphate, silicate, cur
rent velocity and direction, light transmission by sea 
ice, and air temperature were measured. Water 
temperatures are relatively stable throughout the 
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year, but two hydrographic seasons are well defined: 
summer conditions from Dec. through April when 
surface water temperature exceeds -1. 80°C, and 
winter conditions, April-Dec. Salinity decreases in 
summer in response to melting sea ice. Oxygen and 
pH reflect photosynthetic activity, and phosphate and 
silicate are abundant throughout the year. Currents 
within McMurdo Sound are highly variable, but 
generally move in a NE-SW direction. The trans
mission of light by in situ sea ice depends upon the 
growth of epontic diatoms and sea water temperature. 
Light transmission was found not to increase as the 
sun angle increases. The substrate consists of sili
ceous sponge mat and associated debris. (Auth. , 
mod.) 

J-3266 551. 46(*7) 

Brodie, J. W. 
OCEANOGRAPHY. In, Trevor Hatherton (ed.), 
Antarctica. New York, Frederick A. Praeger, 1965, 
Chap. 4, p. 101-127, incl graphs, diagrs. 44 refs. 

DLC, G860. H27 

This chapter reviews developments in studies of Ant
arctic waters over the past 10 yr. Three major 
topics are considered: sediments, the sea floor, 
and circulation. The mineralogy of glacial marine 
deposits can help reveal the terrigenous source 
rock and the nature of the continental rocks beneath 
the ice. Lithological changes in sediment cores re
veal the sedimentary environments in late Quater
nary times. The Antarctic continental shelf is 
generally narrow and the break in slope occurs at a 
great depth. North of the escarpment of the conti
nental slope, the circum-Antarctic ocean floor is 
comprised of either broad ridge or deep basin struc
ture. New geophysical data have revealed the 
crustal characteristics of the continent and its sur
rounding basins and ridges. Zhivago has emphasized 
the distinctive character of the ocean structures and 
their topographic isolation from the continental mass. 
The circulation pattern is discussed in terms of the 
component water masses and the Antarctic Conver
gence and Divergence. Quantitative estimates of the 
flow of water in the vast east-flowing Antarctic Cir
cumpolar Current are provided. 

J-3288 (82)551. 46. 065(*80) 

Argentine Republic, Servicio de Hidrograffa Naval 
OCEANOGRAPHY OF THE ARGENTINE REPUBLIC, 
[Oceanografia de la Republica Argentina. ] T~xt in 
Spanish, B. B. G. 0. A., Bol. Bibliogr. Geohs. Y 
Oceanogr. Amer. (Mexico). Parte Oceanogr. , 1959-
1961, 2:523-528, 532-537, incl. maps, 1962. 17 refs. 

DLC;-GPRR 

The national program of oceanographic research is 
described. The success of research programs 
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operating in combination with other countries is 
demonstrated, Specific mention is made of the co
ordinated program with the Lamont Geological Ob
servatory of Columbia University, U, S, A., and the 
cruises of the Verna operating with the Argentine 
Sanaviron and Capitan Canepa are listed. The four 
main Argentine oceanographic operations since 1959 
are listed and described, one of which is the oceano
graphic program of the General San Martfu operating 
in the Weddell and Bellingshausen Seas, The remain
ing cruises were in the South Atlantic Ocean off the 
Argentine coast and in the Drake Passage. 

J-3339 551, 326, 2: 551. 465, 7(*7) 

Maksimov, L V. 
lliFLUENCE OF ANT ARCTIC ICE DISCHARGE ON 
THE HYDROLOGICAL REGIME OF THE ANTARCTIC 
OCEAN. [O vli!anii lednikovogo stoka Antarktidy na 
gidrologicheskil rezhim ffrzhnogo okeana. ) Text in 
Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskafit Eksped. , Inform, 
buill,, No, 25:36-38, 1961, 3 refs, Eng. transl. in: 
Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
Vol. 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p, 191-193, 

DLC, Q115, S686; Ql15, S6862 

Assuming the calculated annual ice discharge from 
82' to ll0'E is characteristic of the East Antarctica 
coast and that half as much ice is discharged from 
the West Antarctica coast, 1486, 1 km3/yr of ice is 
discharged from the entire coast with the exception 
of the Antarctic Peninsula. This volume of ice is too 
small to play an essential role in the water regime 
of the ocean. Assuming the average temperature of 
icebergs calved into the ocean is -25. 9°C and 118, 8 
x 1015 kcal/yr is spent melting the 1486, 1 km3 of ice, 
the total amount of heat required to melt the ice 
draining the continent is 138, 8 x 1015 kcal/yr, This 
value, however, is less than 0, 5% of the heat trans
ported by the Antarctic circumpolar current, and is 
insignificant in the regime of Antarctic waters. 

J-3350 551. 46(*80) 

Ostapoff, Feodor 
ANTARCTIC OCEANOGRAPHY. In: J. van Mieghem, 
P, van Oye and J. Schell ~. ), Biogeography and 
Ecology in Antarctica. Monographiae Biologicae, 
Vol. 15, The Hague, W. Junk, 1965, p. 97-126, 
met illus. , table, graphs, diagrs. , maps. 42 refs. 

DLC, QPl. P37 

The horizontal and vertical dimensions of Antarctic 
seas are described together with the bottom topog
raphy. The topography is closely related to the major 
morphological features of the adjacent oceans; the 
t~pographical system of ridges and the land mass 
distribution determine the deep-sea basins and major 
coas_tal indentations. These morphological features 
tnodif~ the oceanographic, climatic, and biological 
con~1tions impressing considerable departures from st

rict ZOnality, Both the horizontal and vertical tern-
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perature, salinity, density, and oxygen distributions 
are given and their relations to the main water circu
lations discussed, The most important of these cur
rents, the Antarctic Convergence, is discussed in 
detail. Several possible criteria for its definition 
are critically treated. 

J -3368 551. 352/. 353: 551. 336(*80) 

Conolly, John R. and Maurice Ewing 
ICE-RAFTED DETRITUS AS A CLIMATIC INDI
CATOR IN ANTARCTIC DEEP-SEA CORES. Science, 
150(3705): 1822-1824, incl. table, graph, map, Dec. 
TI;- 1965. 14 refs. 

DLC, Ql.S35 

Ice-rafted detritus is readily identified in sediment 
cores raised from the deep ocean floor around Ant
arctica. A few cores have reached a depth below 
which no ice-rafted material is found, This depth is 
interpreted as indicating the establishment of ear
liest Pleistocene glaciation in the Southern Hemi
sphere. It is just below a depth where there is a 
change in assemblages of Radiolaria which Hays 
associates with the Pliocene-Pleistocene boundary, 
The presence of ice-rafted material throughout the 
upper zone in cores taken south of the Antarctic 
Convergence indicates continuity of glaciation in Ant
arctica. Further north, near 45'S in the Argentine 
Basin zonation of the ice-rafted detritus can be used 
to delineate glacial changes of the Pleistocene. 
(Auth.) 

J-3370 551, 46(83){*80) 

Barros Gonzalez, Guillermo 
OCEANOGRAPHY IN THE CHILEAN NAVY. [La 
oceanografi'a en la armada de Chile. ] Text in Span
ish. Chile, Dept. Naveg. Hidrogr. de la Armada, 
Bot Inform. , No. 64, 26p. , incl. tables, maps, 
Nov. 1963. 

DLC, GPRR 

Introductory material includes information on the ~e
velopment of the national program of oceanographic 
research. The program was initiated JY the De
partamento de Navegacion e Hidrografia. A syste
matic investigation of physical oceanography was 
begun at the beginning of the IGY in 1957'. _ -1,t 
present, a coordinating committ~e. (Comisi~n ~e 
Estudios y Planeamientos de Actividades Tecruco
Cienti'ficas Oceanografi'a y Antarticas) directs il:e 
program in which interested government agencies, 
universities and scientific institutes take part. . 
Among othe: developmental activities, the committee 
has arranged for the modification of the Yelcho fo~ 
oceanographic studies, The primary o_ce3:11ographic 
programs are described individually with inform_a
tion on specific cruises accomplished, geogr~hic 
coverage, types of data collected, and scientific 

J 
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agencies and personnel taking part. The programs 
are: (1) the IGY, (2) Oceanographic Operation 
"Marchile I," Feb, -March 1960, (3) the investiga
tions in the Drake Passage and waters surrounding 
the Chilean-claimed sector of Antarctica by the 
Chilean Navy and the Lamont Geological Observatory 
(Columbia University), intermittently from 1959 
through 1962, (4) Oceanographic Operation "Marchile 
II," July-Aug. 1962, and (5) other oceanographic in
vestigations. The oceanographic research program 
is considered of scientific and economic value, 

J-3381 551. 46. 065(83)(*821) 

Chile. Departamento de Navegacion e Hidrograf{a 
de la Armada 

OCEANOGRAPHIC OPERATION "MARCHILE III. " 
(Operacion Oceanografica "Marchile III."] Text in 
Spanish. Bol Inform,, No. 66, 12p,, incl tables, 
map, Sept. 1964. 

DLC, GPRR 

An oceanographic program was carried out by the 
Yelcho in the Drake Passage during Oct, 1963-April 
~The plans and objectives of the operation had 
been outlined previously (J-2862]. The region 
from 53° to 74°30'W was divided into 22 longitudinal 
segments. The program consisted of 6 planned 
stages of operations and 20,000 mi of travel, making 
68 oceanographic stations. Findings of research in 
the following subjects are described: physics and 
chemistry of the sea (superficial temperature, 
bathymetry, sea water chemistry), marine biology 
(plankton studies), aerial insect collection, and col
lection of biological samples (algae, mollusks, 
crustaceans, echinoderms) from shallow waters (up 
to 5 m) near island shores. 

J-3388 551, 465. 5(264) 

Boguslavsk.il, S. G. and L. A. Koveshnikov 
SUBANTARCTIC INTERMEDIATE CURRENT IN 
THE ATLANTIC. (Subantarkticheskoe promezhuto
chnoe techenie v atlantike. ] Text in Russian. Akad. 
nauk SSSR, Izv., Fiz. Atmos. Okeana, 1(2):233-235, 
incl graphs, Feb. 1965. Ref. Eng, transl in: 
Akad. nauk SSSR, Izv. , Atmos, & Oceanic Phys, , 
1(2):138-139, Feb. 1965, 
-DLC, Slavic Div. 

The existence of a sub-Antarctic intermediate cur
rent off the eastern coast of South America was con
firmed by buoy observations carried out by the 
~ Lomonosov in Sept. 1963, Five buoys with 
BPV-2 recorders were located along 15°S. The 
maximum current velocity of 37 cm/sec at a depth 
of 800 m, 240 naut. mi from the South American 
coast, corresponds to the salinity minimum. Graphs 
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are presented showing the vertical distribution of 
current direction, absolute value of current velocity, 
and the vertical distribution of current speed compo
nent in a cross section at 15°S. 

J-3394 551. 464. 32(*80) 

Taft, Bruce A. 
DISTRIBUTION OF SALINITY AND DISSOLVED 
OXYGEN ON SURFACES OF UNIFORM POTENTIAL 
SPECIFIC VOLUME IN THE SOUTH ATLANTIC, 
SOUTH PACIFIC, AND INDIAN OCEANS. J. Mar. 
Res. , 21(2): 129-146, incl tables, maps, May 15, 
1963. 47 refs. 

DLC, GC1.J6 

Maps are presented to show the distributions of the 
salinity, dissolved oxygen, and depth of four potential 
specific-volume anomaly surfaces: 125, 100, 80, 
and 60 cl/t. Evidence indicates an anticyclonic cir
culation of water at intermediate depth in the Atlantic, 
Pacific, and Indian Oceans. Only in the South Pacific 
does water from the Circumpolar Current penetrate 
to low latitudes in a relatively unmixed condition. In 
the South Atlantic and south Indian Oceans there is no 
counterpart for the poleward Peru-Chile Undercur
rent. Low-salinity water from the Banda and Timor 
Seas penetrates to the western south Indian Ocean on 
the 125 cl/t surface. The distributions of salinity 
and oxygen indicate a southward transport of high
salinity, low-oxygen water from the equatorial Indirui 
Ocean through the Mozambique Channel High-salini
ty water from the Agulhas Current enters the South 
Atlantic but most of this flow is returned to the 
Indian Ocean. The relatively weak penetration of 
Antarctic Intermediate Water into the Tasman Sea 
and the importance of vertical exchange processes 
there are demonstrated. (Auth. , mod. ) 

J-3411 551. 46. 062. 5: 551. 463. 6(*80) 

Smetanina, N. S. 
THE PROBLEM OF NEAR-BOTTOM POTENTIAL 
TEMPERATURE IN ANTARCTIC WATERS. (K 
voprosu o pridonno'1 potenfsial'no'1 temperature~ 
fuzhnom okeane. ] Text in Russian. Okeanologi!a, 
5(3): 441-443, incl map, 1965. 2 refs. 
-DLC, GCl. A47A23 

A chart is given which shows the potential tempera
ture measurements from observations made by the 
Discovery expeditions up to 1933 and from IGY dat~ 
The data used were from below 4000 m and maxim_ Y 
approached the bottom. Equations are given _sho:,vmg 
the potential temperature behavior in adi~at1c,. 
quasistationary motion. The heat conductivity is 
considered as possibly instrumental in the study of 
deep circulation when the movement is very slow. 
A definite correlation cannot be made.' hov:ever,t:::· 
tween the temperature field and the direction of 
velocity field, 
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J-3418 551. 464: 546. 264(*88) 

Keeling, Charles D. , Norris W. Rakestraw and 
Lee S. Waterman 

CARBON DIOXIDE IN SURFACE WATERS OF THE 
PACIFIC OCEAN. 1. MEASUREMENTS OF THE 
DISTRIBUTION. J. Geophys. Res., 70(24):6087-
6097, incl. tables, graphs, diagr. , map, Dec. 15, 
1965. 24 refs. 

DLC, QC811. J6 

Direct measurements of carbon dioxide in surface 
waters of the Pacific Ocean from 30"N to 65°$ indi
cate high concentration relative to atmospheric CO2 
in a broad belt near the equator and approaching the 
coast of South America. Elsewhere the concentration 
has been generally found to be nearly in equilibrium 
with the atmosphere or somewhat lower. (Auth.) 

J-3440 551. 463. 8(*82/*84) 

Klenova, M. V. 
SOME RESULTS OF INVESTIGATIONS OF SUS
PENDED MATTER IN THE ATLANTIC AND IN THE 
SOUTHERN PART OF THE INDIAN OCEAN (ACCORD
ING TO THE DATA OF THE COMPLEX ANT ARCTIC 
EXPEDITION OF THE ACADEMY OF SCIENCES OF 
THE USSR IN 1955-56). (Nekotorye rezul'taty 
1ssledovanila vzveshennykh veshchestv v Atlanti
cheskom okeane i iuzhno! chasti Indilskogo okeana 
(po materialam Kompleksno! Antarktichesko! 
ekspeditsii AN SSSR 1955-56 gg. ). ] Text in Russian. 
Akad. nauk SSSR. Morsko! Gidrofiz. Inst., Trudy, 
!Q:81-97, incl. tables, graphs, map, 1964. 18 refs. 
Eng. transl. in: Soviet Oceanogr. , Issue No. 2, 
1964 Ser. , Acad, Sci. USSR, Mar. Hydrophys. Inst. , 
Trans. , 30:62-76, 1964, pub!. Sept. 1965. 

DLC, Gel. A45 

Results of investigations of sea water suspensions 
conducted on board the Lena (1955-56) and the Ob' 
(19~6) are discussed. Small water samples (<0.5 
elm ) were passed through plankton filters and 
examined for suspended material. A total of 276 
analyses from 262 stations were performed. Tables 
show the collection date, coordinates, depth, tem
~rature, salinity, and number of particles in the 
held of vision for 150 stations from the English Chan
nel to the Antarctic coast. The microscopic method 
reveals the natural patterns of distribution of sus
pended material and makes it possible to detect the 
spe~if1c characteristics of waters of different origin. 
A difference in the composition and amount of sus
~nded Particles in halistatic zones and on the slopes 
0 underwater elevations was established. 
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J-3458 551. 465, 16(*80) 

Shumilov, A. V. 
A SPECIAL CASE OF THE THEORY OF T, S 
CURVES. (Ob odnom chastnom sluchae teorii T s -
krivykh, ] Text in Russian. Okeanologi!a, 4(35:380-
385, incl. graphs, map, 1964. 4 refs. -

DLC, GCl. A47A23 

The transformation of 3 water masses is investigated 
in cases where the intermediate water mass is char
acterized by extreme temperature and salinity. In 
Antarctic waters, at certain stations near the coast, 
the intermediate Atlantic water mass has a higher 
temperature and salinity than surface and bottom Ant
arctic water masses. Vertical mixing of 3 water 
masses takes place according to rules of turbulent 
heat exchange and turbulent diffusion. The situations 
for T3>T1 and T3<Ti, the displacement of the tem
perature and salinity maxima under real conditions; 
and the conditions in Antarctic waters, where the 
depths at which maximum temperature and maximwn 
salinity coincide, are examined. A map shows posi
tions of these maxima, and the following foci of for
mation of bottom water masses are indicated: the 
southwestern and western sectors of the Weddell Sea, 
the Ross Sea, the Knox Coast, the coastal area of the 
Shackleton Ice Shelf, and Princess Martha Coast. 

J-3460 551. 35: 541. 132. 3: 541. 134. 5(*84) 

Gordeev, E. L 
DETERMINATION OF THE H-ION CONCENTRATION 
AND REDOX POTENTIAL IN OCEANIC SEDIMENTS. 
(Opredelenie kontsentratsii ionov vodoroda i okisli
tel'no-vosstanovitel'nogo potentsiala v morskikh 
osadkakh. ] Text in Russian. Akad. nauk SSSR. Inst. 
Okeanol., Trudy, 55:131-136, incl. tables, map, 
1962. 2 refs. -

DLC, GC1.A4 

During the second Soviet Antarctic expedition the H
ion concentration (pH) and the redox potential (Eh) in 
marine sediments were determined at 39 stations; 43 
calculations were made from surface sediments, and 
231 were made from cores. Station locations and pH 
and Eh values are charted along profiles from Cape 
Town to Princess Ragnhild Coast, from Calcutta to 
the Shackleton Ice Shelf, and along the intervening 
Antarctic coast from Roi Baudouin to Mirnyy Stations. 
pH and Eh values in relation to sediment depth are in
vestigated for each of the six zones of sediment types 
charted in the Indian Ocean. Surface and deeper de
posits are weakly alkaline with pH varying fron:1 _7. 0 
to 7. 7. The majority of the probes show a positive 
Eh, ranging from O to +200 mv, _and t~ +4_75 in . 
coastal deposits; thus, all depo..,1ts exist m an oxi
dized condition. The various sediment types are 
characterized by significant differences in Eh; similar 
differences in pH values were not observed. Future 
work is briefly outlined. 
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J-3461 551, 46, 079(*80) 

Man, L A. 
OCCUPYING OCEANOGRAPHIC STATIONS DURING 
ROUGH WEATHER BY USING THE SH1P'S MAIN EN
GINE. [Provedenie okeanograficheskikh stan~i1 v 
uslovi:!akh shtormovo! pogody pri pomoshchi raboty 
glavnykh sudovykh dvigatele'l. ] Text in Russian. 
Akad. naulc SSSR. Inst. OkeanoL , Trudy, 55: 185-
187, 1962, -

DLC, GC1.A4 

The relatively small draft and large superstructure 
and sail area of the Ob' lead to considerable wind 
drift. This makes the work of hydrologists, geolo
gists, and biologists much more difficult. It was 
found that the drift could be counteracted by bringing 
the bow into the wind and using the ships' engine. 
The flow of water from the turning screw makes the 
rudder effective. Good results were obtained with 
this method on the second Soviet Antarctic expedition 
of 1956-57 at stations occupied in stormy conditions 
with winds of 9 to 10 [Beaufort scale]. When the 
ship is holding with the wind and has a significant 
forward motion, there is always the danger that the 
lines of the stern winches used by the scientists will 
drift under the screw. Suggestions are given to 
avoid this situation. 

J-3462 551, 465. 45(*80) 

Fomichev, A. V. 
WATER MASSES AND VERTICAL STRUCTURE OF 
ANTARCTIC WATERS. (Vodnye massy i vertikal'
naia strulctura antarkticheskikh vod. ] Text in Rus
sian. Moscow. Vses, nauch. -issled. inst. morskogo 
rybnogo khoz, okeanogr., Trudy, 57:53-77, incl 
table, graphs, maps, 1965. 9 refs."' 

DLC, SHl. M65 

The region with the most clearly defined geographic 
zonality in the oceans is found in the Antarctic. De
scriptio_ns of water masses in the Antarctic, sub
Antarchc, and local subtropical zones aid in under
standing the general distribution in the Antarctic of 
water of various origins. The vertical distribution 
of water masses along a TS curve is graphed for pro
files in the Atlantic, Indian, and Pacific Ocean sec
tors of the Antarctic, and for various profiles from 
the Antarctic to Africa, India, Australia, New 
Zealand, Easter L , and South America. In all cases 
where, according to the TS curve, the boundaries of 
water masses cannot be distinguished, vertical dis
tribution curves of hydrological characteriStics (tem
perature, salinity, density, oxygen, etc.) are drawn 
for separate stations. According to the vertical 
structure of Antarctic water masses, two regions 
are determined: the Antarctic region, with its 
boundary at the Antarctic Convergence; and the sub
Antarctic , with northern and southern boundaries 
along th_e Subtropical and Antarctic Convergences, 
respectively. Topographic charts of the upper 
boundary of Antarctic bottom water are presented· 
it can be seen that the Weddell Sea is a main sour~e 
of this bottom water. 
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J-3463 551. 464. 1: 541. 144. 7(*80) 

Fedosov, M. V. and V. V. Volkovinski! 
THE OXYGEN REGIME AS AN INDICATOR OF THE 
PRIMARY PRODUCTIVITY OF MARINE WATERS. 
[l{islorodny! rezhim - pokazatel' pervichno! 
produktivnosti morskikh vod. ] Text in Russian. 
Moscow. Vses. nauch. -issled. inst. morskogo 
rybnogo khoz. okeanogr., Trudy, 57:131-144, incl 
tables, maps, 1965. 16 refs. -

DLC, SHl. M65 

The most reliable results concerning the quantitative 
evaluation of regeneration of organic substances in 
sea water were obtained by analysis and generaliza
tion of mass observations of sea water oxygen content 
in natural conditions. The amount of supersaturated 
water in the photic layer of the ocean quantitatively 
corresponds to the regeneration of phytoplankton. 
Diurnal variations in the oxygen content of the photic 
layer are discussed. The seasonal periods of maxi
mum effective photosynthesis shift about Antarctic 
waters clockwise from the Atlantic Ocean sector 
through the Indian Ocean to the Pacific Ocean sector. 
The most intensive photosynthesis was observed at 
the edge of melting ice. Maximum effective photo
synthesis, located at depths of 25 m in northern seas, 
is located in the surface layer in the Antarctic; the 
depth of cessation of effective photosynthesis is the 
same as in northern seas, 50 m. Observations, taken 
from 1925 to 1959, may be divided into three periods: 
from 1925 to 1929, 52% of the stations were super
saturated with oxygen; from 1930 to 1939, 18% of the 
stations were supersaturated; and from 1949 to 1950, 
as well as from 1955 to 1960, supersaturation was 
observed at 65% of the stations. 

J-3495 528, 47/ . 48(*75) 

Lefas, Regis , 
HYDROGRAPHIC MISSION OF ADELIE LAND (17 
NOVEMBER 1959-1 APRIL 1960). (Mission hydro
graphique de Terre Adelie (17 novembre 1959-ler 
avril 1960),] Text in French. Ann. Hydrogr. (Paris), 
Ser. 4, 11: 129-144, incl tables, maps, 1963. 

DN-HO-;-VK588 A62 

The work schedule for the austral summer of 1960 
included reconnaissance of rock outcrops near the 
coast and installing markers on these outcrops and 
determining their positions to serve as reference 
points for geodetic and hydrographic operations. The 
voyage and equipment of the Norse! are described. 
After the markers were established, triangulation 
was accomplished in Geologie Archipelago, and the h 
new points were found in satisfactory agreement wit 
those established in 1951, A list is given of the 
coordinates of these points, with discussions of 
topography and oceanography. A summary of pre
vious work, and the climatic conditions during the 
summer at Adelie Coast are appended. 
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J-3496 528, 47/, 48(*75) 

Vicariot, Jean ; 
HYDROGRAPHIC MISSION OF ADELIE LAND (1960-
1961). [Mission hydrographique de Terre Adelie 
(1960-1961).] Text in French. Ann. Hydro~r. (Paris), 
Ser. 4, 11:145-156, incl. illus., maps, 1963. 

DN-HO-;-VK588 A62 

The program included installation of a tide gage and 
scale on Petrel L , bathymetric surveying of two 
zones at 1:20,000 and 1:500, respectively, a study of 
a survey program north of Astrolabe Glacier, and 
other topographic work among the neighboring islands. 
The work accomplished is described under triangula
tion and markers, tides, soundings, and topography, 

J-3522 551, 46, 065(*80) 

Jacobs, Stanley S. 
PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL OCEANOGRAPHIC OB
SERVATIONS IN THE SOUTHERN OCEANS. USNS 
ELTANIN CRUISES 7-15, 1963-1964, Columbia 
Univ. Lamont Geo!. Observ, Tech. Rept. No. l-CU-
1-65, 321p. , incl. tables, dia.gr. , map, Dec. 1965. 
17 refs, 

DLC, Tech. Rept, Collection 

This report includes all hydrographic and chemical 
data collected at some 303 oceanographic stations 
occupied by the Eltanin during the period Feb. 1963-
Dec. 1964. A station map shows the entire region 
(40-70'8, 20-170"W). At each station, measurements 
were made of depth, surface temperature, and salin
ity; the density function sigma t was computed from 
the above observed and interpolated values, Tem
perature measurements were also taken for various 
depth ranges. Calculations were made for values of 
specific volume anomaly, dynamic depth, and sound 
velocity. Observations were made to obtain values 
for nitrate, phosphate, silicate, and oxygen content 
per unit volume. Values for the final pH curve were 
calculated by computer; these values include tem
perature and pressure corrections. Additional pa
rameters for which data were obtained include: wind 
direction and force, sea direction and state, air tem
perature, and dew point. A few sonic depths were 
~corded, Gravity cores were obtained for use in 
1Sotope analyses and clay mineral studies. 

J-3537 551. 46(084. 3)(265/ 266) 

Udinfsev, G, B. and others 
A NEW BATHYMETRIC MAP OF THE PACIFIC 
OCEAN, [Nevala batimetricheskaia karta Tikhogo 
okeana. ] Text in Russian with English summary. 
~ nauk SSSR. Mezhduved. geofiZ. komt, proved. 

GG. X razdel progr. MGG· Okeanol issled. Sb, 
Staie! . • 
84 

, No, 9:60-101, incl. diagrs., maps, 1963. 
refs, 

DLC, GC6. A45 
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A bathymetric map of the Pacific Ocean at a scale of 
l; 10,000,000 in a pseudocylindric projection by 
Urmaev has been prepared for publication by the de
partment of Marine Geomorphology at the Institute of 
Oceanology of the Academy of Sciences, u. s. s. R. A 
similar map, at a scale of 1:25, 000, 000, is included 
with this publication. Data collected during the IGY 
and IGC, data of marine navigation charts of several 
countries, and results of work of oceanographic ex
peditions of the last hundred years have been used 
for the compilation of the map. A new method of 
geomorphological interpolation was used in drawing 
contour lines, using knowledge of characteristic 
traits of submarine relief obtained by echo sounding 
and the genetic regularities in distribution of relief 
forms obtained by marine geological research. 
Longitudinal and meridional profiles of the Pacific 
Ocean floor are presented. One profile extends 
from about 25°-70°8 along ll0"W, Two charts are 
included, showing the points where depth soundings 
have been taken and the expedition routes used in 
compiling the map. 

J-3539 551, 46. 062. 5(265/ 266) 

Dobrovol' ski'1, A. D. , M. A. Radzikhovskaia and 
V. V. Leont'eva 

DEEP SEA HYDROLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS OF THE 
PACIFIC OCEAN. [Glubokovodnye gidrologicheskie 
issledovani!a Tikhogo okeana. ] Text in Russian with 
English summary. Akad, nauk SSSR. Inst. Okeanol., 
Trudy, 60; 130-141, incl, tables, maps, 1962. 5 
refs. -

DLC, GC1.A4 

A preliminary survey of physical oceanographical 
mate rial to be published as a large monograph on the 
Pacific Ocean is presented. A cartographic summary 
of the distribution of hydrological data of the Pacific 
Ocean from 1925 to the end of the IGY is included. 
Maps show the quantitative distribution of observa
tions for all areas of the Pacific Ocean, including 
Antarctic waters, of temperature and salinity at the 
surface in Feb., May, Aug., and Nov., and the 
quantitative distribution of salinity and temperature 
at the 500- and 2000-m levels. The history of inves
tigations of the Pacific Ocean is outlined. 

J-3551 551. 465. 5(*82/ *84) 

Eskin, L. L and v. G. Ledenev 
SURFACE CURRENTS ALONG THE SOUTH AFRICA· 
ANTARCTICA PROFILE, [Poverkhnostnye techeni!a 
na razreze filzhnaia Afrika-Antarktida.] Text in 
Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskaia Eksped. , Inform. 
bnill,, No. 26:26-30, incl. tab!~, map, _1?61. Ref. 
Eng, transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Exped1hon,. Infor
mation Bulletin. Vol. 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 
1965, p. 229-232. 

DLC, Qll5. S686; Ql 15. S6862 
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The fifth marine expedition of the Ob' measured sur
face currents along the South Africa-Antarctica pro
file (16°E) in Dec. 1959 with an electromagnetic cur
rent meter (EMCM). 1n the course of 700 mi, 98 
determinations were made and 65 current vectors 
were obtained. The Antarctic Convergence was 
poorly defined at 54"8. An easterly current of 15 
cm/ sec existed in this region, increasing to 48 
cm/sec to the south and 55 cm/sec to the north. 
EMCM measurements made in March 1957 at 20"E 
showed the Antarctic Convergence at 51"8. This 
shift of 200-220 mi north between Dec. and March is 
attributed to seasonal variations in the intensity of 
the Antarctic circumpolar current. 

J-3556 551. 326. 1: 551. 462. 32(*746) 

Voronov, P. S. and IA. P. Koblenril 
ICEBERG DRIFT AS AN AID IN THE STUDY OF THE 
RELIEF OF THE ANTARCTIC CONTINENTAL 
SHELF. (Ob ispol'zovanii dre'!fa alsbergov dli'a 
izuchenila rel 'efa shel 'fa Antarktidy. ] Text in Rus
sian. Sovel. Antarkticheska!a Eksped. , Inform. 
biillL, No. 27:9-13, incL illus., map, 1961. 4 
refs. Eng. transL in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, 
Information Bulletin. VoL 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 
1965, p. 248-252. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Qll5. S6862 

A method is proposed for determining the relative 
relief of the Antarctic continental shelf by studying 
the drift paths of tabular icebergs. Iceberg immer
sion can be calculated with a minimum accuracy of 
15% from the average densities of the sea water and 
ice constituting the iceberg, and the height of the ice 
above water. The height, position, and shape of the 
parts above water can be determined from systematic 
aerial photo surveys or by recording the displace
ment of icebergs by visual or radio-navigational 
methods. To calculate minimum depths, hypsometric 
diagrams of iceberg distribution are plotted from 
aerial photographs showing their contours, height, 
and computed draft. The planar position of minimum 
depths is then transferred to the largest maps for 
this region, and the deductions compared with 
bathymetric surveys. The use of this method for the 
Mirnyy-Haswell Islet region is illustrated. 

J-3558 551. 465. 5(*88) 

Ledenev, V. G. 
CONTRIBUTION TO THE STUDY OF SURFACE CUR
RENTS IN THE SEAS OF THE PACIFIC SECTOR OF 
THE ANTARCTIC. [K izuchenifil poverkhnostnykh 
techenil v mori'akh tikhookeanskogo sektora Antark
tiki. ] Text in Russian. Sovel. Antarkticheska!a 
Eksped., Inform. biillL, No. 27: 18-24, incL table, 
map, 1961. Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Ex
pedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 3 Amsterdam 
Elsevier, 1965, p. 257-262. ' ' 

DLC, Ql15. S686; Qll5. S6862 
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Surface current vectors in the Pacific sector of the 
Antarctic were measured during the 1959-60 voyage 
of the Ob' by the electromagnetic method. The sur
face current in the northeastern part of the Ross Sea, 
at about 6 7"S, l 75'W, had a speed of 60- 70 cm/ sec 
and a direction of 180° [ straight south]; at 160"W it 
was deflected to 135-140°. Between 120"W and Peter 
I Island the direction was 160° and the speed 30-40 
cm/ sec. Close to the island, the speed increased to 
60-70 cm/ sec and the direction shifted to the east. 
The current at the beginning of the Peter I-Falkland 
Is. profile was almost southerly with a speed of 60-
70 cm/ sec; further north it turned eastward. The 
Antarctic Divergence was well defined for about 170 
mi at 64"8 where the current changed from 170 to 10°. 
The convergence zone in Drake Passage was located 
(March) between 57°31' and 57"8. Near Cape Horn the 
current turned northeast and its speed increased to 
120 cm/ sec; north of Cape Horn it weakened abruptly. 

J-3582 551. 46(084. 3) 

Lah, Ladislao 
THE GEBCO (GENERAL BATHYMETRIC CHART OF 
THE OCEANS] CHART. (La Carta GEBCO.] Text in 
Spanish. Argentine Repub. Serv. Hidrogr. Nav., 
Bol. , 2(3): 160-171, incL illus. , diagrs. , map, Sept. 
1965. lPubl. No. H. 106] 

DLC, GPRR 

A report is given of the deliberations and resolutions 
of the 7th and 8th International Hydrographic Confer
ence, the 2nd meeting of the International Oceano
graphic Commission, and the 2nd and 3rd meet~ngs of 
the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Comm1Ss1on, 
with regards to the preparation and publication of the 
GEBCO chart. The International Hydrographic 
Bureau is concerned with the coordination of the data 
collection by various nations and the compilation and 
production of the chart. The chart will be scaled at 
1: 10,000,000 with the sounding levels at 1: 1,000,000. 
[No proposed availability date is given. ] Instruments 
to be used in data collection are described, along 
with recent developments in the use of sonar for 
vertical and lateral exploration of bottom topogr~hy. 
Techniques in rotational exploration, as a va!'lat1on 
of lateral exploration, are described. Omm_direc
tional and forward-directed sonar are described. 
An index is included of sheets which pertain to th_e 
South Atlantic Ocean in the region east of Argenhna 
and the Louis Philippe Peninsula of Antarctica, m
cluding the Drake Passage and a portion of the 
Weddell Sea. 
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J-3658 551. 466, 753{*736} 

bura, Hirobumi and Kazuo Fujino 
TIDES AT SYOWA STATION. [Showa kichi ni 
okeru choseki.] Text in Japanese with English 
summary. Antarctic Rec. (Tokyo}, No, 24:14-17, 
incl. table, graph, March 1965. 4 refs. 

DLC, Orientalia Div. 

A tide gauge (pressure type} was installed near Showa 
Station on Feb. 28, 1961, at 68° 59. 4'S, 39° 34. 4'E, 
The data collected from Feb. 28 to March 7 were 
analyzed. The harmonic constants of several 
principal component tides at Showa, Norway, and 
Molodezhnaya Stations are tabulated, including 
figures for amplitude expressed in centimeters and 
lag in degrees. (Auth. , mod,) 

J-3671 551.46.062.5(265/ 266) 

Panfilova, S. G. 
MEAN LATITUDINAL TEMPERATURE AND 
SALINITY VALUES OF PACIFIC OCEAN WATER. 
[Srednie shirotnye znachenil'a temperatury i 
solenosti vod Tikhogo okeana. ] Text in Russian. 
Okeanologi!a, 5(1):84-88, incl. table, graphs, 1965. 
8 refs. -

DLC, GCl. A47A23 

Temperature and salinity of Pacific Ocean water 
were calculated for every 1 ° of latitude monthly or 
annually at 100-, 200-, 500-, and 1000- m level s 
from data collected from 1925 to 1961. Two curves 
were constructed of mean surface temperature 
changes, annually and between Aug. and Feb. The 
~aximum temperature area (the thermal equator) 
m Feb. is located at 9-10° N, where the surface 
temperature is 27. 27°. In Aug. the thermal 
equator shifts 2° to the south, and the temperature 
increases to 28. 17°. The lowest mean surface 
temperature for summer and winter occurs at 
70-72°8. In the Northern Hemisphere the minimum 
temperature in Feb, (4. 05°) occurs at 54. 55°N, and 
m Aug. (12. 00° ), below 50° N. In the eastern part 
of the equatorial zone in Feb. there is a region of 
low ~emperature due to current divergence and up
welling of deep water. Maximum annual temperature 
var1at1ons are almost twice as large in the Northern 
Hemisphere than in the Southern. At the 500-m 
level the highest mean temperatures (9. 25° and 11. 39° 
:espectively) occur at 30° N and 25°S. With increas
m~ latitude the temperature drops sharply, but at 
30 N and 25°S the temperature drop is insignificant, 
never exceeding 7. 53° C. The largest variation 
between mean temperatures at the 100- and 200-m 
1tvels oc_curs between 10°N and the equator. Seasonal 
c an_ges m salinity are insignificant, reaching a 
maxunum of 1. 2¼o at 60°N. 
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J-3679 551. 46. 07(493:*734} 
59( 493:*734) 

Capart, J. J. and F. Closset 
BELGIAN ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION MISSION IRIS--
1960 C. N. R. P. B. REPORT OF THE OCEANO
GRAPHIC SECTION. [Expeditions Antarctiques 
Belges Mission IRIS--1960 C. N. R. P. B. Rapport 
de la section oceanographique.] Text in French. 
Brussels. Inst. Roy, Sci. Nat. Belg., Bull., 40(2), 
47 p,, incl. illus., graphs, maps, March 1964. 17 
refs. 

DLC, QH3. BB 

Oceanographic and biological studies were conducted 
on board the Erika Dan from Anvers to Roi 
Baudou~n Station anareturn, and in Breid Bay while 
at the station. The results, fragmentary and 
incomplete, are presented in 2 parts: physical 
oceanography and biology. Physical oceanography 
includes tabulated data and ·curves on temperature, 
salinity, pack-ice conditions, and submarine relief. 
The biology includes plankton observations, dredging, 
mammals, and birds. Whales, seals, penguins, and 
giant petrels are described and illustrated. 

J-3716 551. 526. 6: 551. 465. 73(*80} 

Kort, V. G. 
HEAT EXCHANGE OF ANTARCTIC WATERS. 
[O teploobmene antarkticheskikh vod. ] Text in 
Russian. Sovel. Antarkticheskaia Eksped, , Inform. 
bull!., No. 30:21-24, 1961, 5 refs. Eng. transl. 
in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, information Bulletin. 
Vol. 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 363-366. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

The general nature of thermal interaction between 
Antarctic and adjoining waters is discussed on the 
basis of data on radiation balance and the transport 
of bottom waters obtained during the IGY and Soviet 
marine expeditions. Antarctic waters lose 
33 680 x 1015 kcal to the atmosphere annually and 
re~eive 5000 x 1015 kcal. About 1400 x 1015 kcal 
are spent melting ice and more than 3000 x 1015 kcal 
are spent heating the Antarctic waters 1°C. However, 
heat inflow with bottom waters from the north is . 
about 30,200 x 1015 kcal, while that to the n~rth 1s 
six times smaller. About 264, 460 x 103 km of water 
is discharged annually to the north. Thus, the thermal 
role of Antarctic waters is twofold: (l} the waters 
absorb a considerable amount of heat from the 
adjoining oceans and spend it on warmi_ng the cold 
Antarctic air masses which have a dec1s1 ve influence . 
011 atmospheric circulation in the Southern Henusph~re, 
and (2) the cold waters penetrate into the neighboring 
oceans and cool their deep layers. 
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J-3724 551. 465. 5(*88) 

Maksimov, L V. and V. N. Vorob'ev 
CONTRIBUTION TO THE STUDY OF DEEP CUR
RENTS IN THE ANTARCTIC OCEAN. [K izucheniiil 
glubinnykh techenil v tOzhnom okeane. ) Text in Rus
sian. Sovet. Antarkticheska.ia EkspecL , Inform. 
biilll., No. 31:35-39, incl. table, diagrs., map, 
1961. Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, 
Information Bulletin. Vol 4, Issue No. 1: 17-19, 
[1964). 

DLC, Q115. S686; Ql15, S6862 

The third Soviet Antarctic expedition used the "dy
namic square" method [a closed contour formed by 4 
oceanographic stations) to me~ure deep current 
movement in Drake Passage, the Antarctic-New 
Zealand (166"E) section, and sections along 109'W 
and 160'W in the South Pacific Ocean. The directions 
of the currents at depths of 2000 and 3000 m corre
spond to those of the surface currents and have con
siderable speeds. The current attenuates slowly with 
depth. The west wind drift is not a surface current 
but propagates to great ocean depths. Such a vertical 
distribution of the direction and speed of the current 
contradicts the accepted opinion that this large cur
rent arises under the influence of prevailing west 
winds. 

J-3727 551. 46(084. 3)(*7) 

Kucherov, L P. 
SOVIET NAUTICAL CHARTS OF THE ANTARCTIC, 
[Sovetskie morskie karty Antarktiki. ] Text in Rus
sian. Sovet. Antarkticheskaia Eksped. , Inform. 
biilll. , No. 31: 48-50, 1961. 4 refs. Eng. transl :in: 
Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
Vol 4, Issue No. 1:24-25, [1964). 

DLC, Ql15. S686; Ql15, S6862 

The map collection of the Soviet Hydrographic Service 
has 29 nautical charts of the Antarctic: (1) 15 navi
gational charts at a 1:500,000 scale, covering the 
east coast of Antarctica and adjacent waters from 
42° to 166"E; (2) 3 navigational charts of the Antarctic 
Peninsula with adjacent islands; (3) 10 general 
1:2, 500,000 charts covering the entire coast of Ant
arctica; and (4) a 1: 10,000 plan of the Mirnyy harbor. 
The first series of 15 is listed singly the others are 
discussed, and the major source mat~rials are out
lined. 

J-3732 551. 464. 797. 9(*84) 

Ichimura, Shun-ei and Hiroshi Fukushima 
ON THE CHLOROPHYLL CONTENT INTHE SURFACE 
WATER OF THE INDIAN AND ANTARCTIC OCEANS, 
Bot. Mag., 76(905):395-399, incl graphs, maps, 
Nov. 1963. T refs. 

DLC, QKl. B33; DSI, 580. 552B74 
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During the cruise of the Japanese Antarctic 
Research Expedition in Dec. 1960-April 1961, surface 
samples were collected for chlorophyll measurement. 
A clear relationship was observed between the 
chlorophyll distribution and the character of the 
water mass in the Indian Ocean and the Antarctic 
waters. The highest value was obtained in the 
Antarctic surface water mass, a lower value in the 
sub-Antarctic upper water mass, and the lowest value 
in the Indian Ocean. The chlorophyll a concentration 
was 0, 15-0, 6 mg/ m3 for Antarctic waters, and 
O. 02-0. 2 mg/m 3 for the Indian Ocean. The total 
chlorophyll contents in Antarctic waters and the 
Indian Ocean were O. 4-1. 2 mg/m 3and 0. 1-0. 3 mg/m3, 
respectively. The former values were approximately 
equal to those in the Oyashio area, and the latter 
were equal to those in the Kuroshio area. (Auth. , 
mod.) 

J-3744 551. 464. 626. 02. 14: 550. 93(*84:*88) 

Bien, G. S. , N. W. Rakestraw and H. E . Suess 
RADIOCARBON IN THE PACIFIC AND INDIAN 
OCEANS AND rrs RELATION TO DEEP WATER 
MOVEMENTS. Limnol. Oceanogr. , Vol 10 Suppl. 
(Alfred C. Redfield 75th Anniversary Vol. ):R25-
R37, incl tables, graphs, diagr., map, Nov. 1965. 
6 refs. 

DLC, GCl. L5 

Since 1948, C-14 measurements on the bicarbonate 
of ocean water samples from the Pacific and Indian 
Oceans have been carried out at the Scripps 
Institution of Oceanography, La Jolla, Calif. 
Modifications in the design of water samplers and of 
processing apparatus are described. Data from 
subsequent measurements support the conclusions 
reported by the authors in 1963 [See J-2163), 
The results of all the studies are presented in 2 tables. 
The most notable results of the measurements 
concern the C-14 content of deep ocean water which 
can be interpreted unambiguously by considering the 
aging of the water during the time of movement from 
the Weddell sea eastward and then northward into the 
North Pacific Ocean. (Auth. , mod. ) 

J-3765 551. 465. 41(*82) 

Kudr!av!sev, N. F. 
WIND WAVES AND THE LAYER OF DISCONTINUITY 
OF DENSITY IN THE ANTARCTIC OCEAN. 
rvetrovye volny i slol skachka plotnosti vody V 
ILJzhnom Ledovitom okeane. ) Text in Russian. Prob. 
Arktiki Antarktiki, No. 21:19-24, incl table, graphS, 
1965. 3 refs. 

DLC G575. L422 

The layer of discontinuity of density, separating the 
upper turbulent layer from deeper stratified water, 
is marked by an abrupt change in water temperature 
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rather than salinity, and exists under all weather 
conditions at a depth increasing with wind wave 
agitation. From Richardson's formula describing 
the relationship between the gradients of.density and 
flow rate during a period of ocean turbulence, an 
expression is derived by means of which the depth 
of the layer's upper limit can be calculated from 
measurements of density gradient, wave height, and 
wind velocity. Data for the verification of this 
formula were obtained during the 1963 voyage of the 
Eltanin in the area of the South Sandwich Trench. 
The majority of observed depths of the discontinuity 
were greater than the calculated depths at those 
points; evidently the layer had been formed at a 
period of stronger agitation than at the time of 
observation. 

J-3769 551. 465{*84) 

Filippov, B. A. 
THE PROBLEM OF HYDROLOGY OF ANTARCTIC 
COASTAL WATER. (K voprosu o gidrologii 
pribrezhnykh vod Antarktiki. ) Text in Russian. 
Moscow. Gosud. Okeanogr. Inst., Trudy, No. 87: 
64-76, incL tables, graphs, maps, 1965. 
DLC, GCl. M58 

The structure of Antarctic coastal surface water is 
studied according to hydrological investigations to 
the 500-m level conducted by the Lena from Jan. to 
April, 1957, at stations distributed in various 
ice conditions along the coast from about 45° to 95°E. 
The greatest density change was observed at 200 m. 
Density change is insignificant in regions where 
wmd and convective mixing take place to a depth 
exceeding 200 m. Density extremes are tabulated 
for laye_rs of greatest density gradation and for 
underlymg layers. The spatial-depth distribution of 
d~nsi!Y along the coast is generally uniform. 
Distribution of temperature, salinity, and density 
with depth shows that coastal water is vertically 
heterogeneous, due to stratification of water of 
different origins. It is possible to distinguish 
coastal water of local origin and deep water flowing 
from the north, according to TS curves. Inflow of 
relatively warm water at depths greater than 300 m 
is observed at the stations furthest from the coast. 
Deep water here underlies the surface water· at the 
remaining stations, occupied near the barri:r and 
:ong ~lose ice, surface water is distributed to the 
to~~~ m shallow areas and occupies a layer of water 
Ant m in deep water areas. The boundary between 

arctic surface water and deep water lies usually 
:. the greatest depth of winter convective mixing 

1~e structure types of surface water are tabulated 
an related to ice conditions. 
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J-3859 551. 465. 6(*729. 5) 

Deacon, G. E. R. 
SEA CURRENT MEASUREMENTS. In: David Brunt 
~- ). The Royal Society International Geophysical 
Year Antarctic Expedition, Halley Bay, Coats Land, 
Falkland Islands Dependencies, 1955-1959. VoL 4. 
Meteorology, Glaciology, Appendixes. London, Royal 
Society, p. 348-352, incL graphs, 1964. 8 refs. 

DLC, QC801. 3. R68 

A description is given of a method of recording the 
flow of sea water below the ice at Halley Bay Station 
involving measurement of the potential gradient 
induced by the motion of the water in the earth's 
magnetic field. Various instruments used at present 
in direct current measurements are described. The 
results of direct current measurements taken in 
Halley Bay during Jan. 1 through 7, 1958, are plotted. 
The procedure used in measurement of potential 
gradients is described and the theory is discussed. 
Installation of equipment and results of measurements 
are reported. The accuracy of the measurements 
of electrode potential cannot be adequately assessed 
at this time for lack of simultaneous calibrations 
with direct current measurements. 

J-3931 581. 132{*80) 

El-Sayed, Sayed Z. 
BIOLOGICAL PRODUCTIVITY OF ANTARCTIC 
WATERS. Texas A & M Univ., Dept. Oceanogr., 
A & M Proj. 398, Ref. 66-6A, Ann. Rept. , 77p. , 
incL tables, maps, April 1966. 9 refs. 

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection 

This report presents physical, meteorological, 
chemical, and biological data obtained during Cruise 
VID of the Capitan Crepa and Cruise IX of the 
General San Martin Nov. 9, 1964 - March 6, 1965). 
Cruise IX established stations along the Argentine 
coast, through the Drake Passage, and in the 
Weddell Sea, Bransfield Strait, Gerlache Strait,and 
the Bellingshausen Sea. Primary organic production 
and rates of photosynthesis were measured. 
Hydrographic casts were made to determine salinity, 
oxygen, pH, and alkalinity. ?:futrient s~ts deter
mined included phosphates, mtrates, mtr1tes, and 
silicates. The data are tabulated, along with 
station location date, and weather conditions. 
Station position; for each of the cruises are indicated 
on maps. (See J-2370) 

J-3988 551. 464. 3(100:26) 

Sugawara, K. 
SOME MICROELEMENTS IN THE WORLD OCEAN. 
(Nekotorye mikroelementy v Mirovom okeane. ) 
Text in Russian. In: Problemy geokhimii. Moskva, 
Izd-vo Nauka, 1965, p. 635-647, incL tables. 25 
refs. 

DLC, QE515. P7 
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A history of the study of the distribution of elements 
in the ocean from data collected since 1955 by 
various Japanese expeditions is outlined. It has 
been found that element contents in the surface layer 
are reflected in the underlying layers; thus, 
irregularities in element distribution in the surface 
layers reflect irregularities in the underlying water 
masses. Surface and vertical distributions of I, As, 
Mo, and V are tabulated for the NW Pacific Ocean, 
the Indian Ocean, and Antarctic waters. The 3 
water bodies differ in the surface content of these 
elements. The determining factors of the observed 
variations in element distribution remain to be 
studied. 

J -3989 551.46(084.3)(047 .1)(265/ 266) 

Emery, K. O. and Boris Shekhvatov 
BATHYMETRIC CHARTS OF MAJOR PARTS OF THE 
PACIFIC OCEAN, AND THE NEW SOVIET CHART 
OF THE PACIFIC: A REVIEW. Deep-Sea Res. , 
13(2):235-239, April 1966. 8 refs. 
- DLC, GC 1, D25 

A brief description is given of the 6 charts of the 
Pacific Ocean that have been published in various 
countries after World wa.r II. These charts have 
become progressively better as the number of 
soundings has increased. Latest is a new bathymet-
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ric chart of the entire Pacific Ocean compiled by 
Udintsev et al. [J-3537]. It has a 500-m con-
tour interval for the sea floor and land (plus a -200 -
and a +200-m contour), and it has color tints for 
most contour intervals. Soundings from all available 
sources are incorporated: expeditions of Soviet 
oceanographic ships and those of other countries, 
plus data from hydrographic charts of many 
countries. The topography presented by the chart is 
more realistic th<l:!1 that shown by most other charts 
of the Pacific Ocean, due to the denser sounding 
network and the better cartography. (Auth., mod.) 

See also: 
A- 2745 
B-2069, B- 2092, B- 2097, B-2122, B-2135, B-2214, 

B-2346, B-2386, B-2406, B-2441, B-2520, B-2721, 
B-2732, B-2931, B-2960, B-3000, B-3022, B-3077, 
B-3540, B-3833, B-3930 

C-3113, C-3768, C-3937 
D-2128, D-2500, D- 2650, D-3003, D-3048, D-3244, 

D-3543, D-3566 
E-2078, E-2164, E-2209, E-2327, E-2786, E-3096, 

E-3182, E-3211, E-3514, E-3530, E-3544, E-3736, 
E-3803 

F - 2048, F-2152, F-2921, F-2929, F-2971, F-3192 
G-2434, G-2575, G-2604, G-2843, G-3175 
I- 2090, I-2137, 1- 2329, I-3123, 1-3205 

L-2077, L-2251, L-2639, L-2802 
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K-2036 551, 594. 5(*2) 

Schroder, W. 
RESULTS OF THE IGY AURORAL RESEARCH. 
(Uber Ergebnisse der Polarlichtforschung im IGJ,] 
Text in German, Polarforschung, Ser, 5, 33(1/2): 
192-194, incl . table, 1963, publ. Sept. 1964.° 14 
refs. 

DLC, 0600. P6 

The results are discussed of auroral research during 
the IGY. Included in the discussion are the physics 
of aurora (origin, electrical properties, velocity, 
etc , ), range, observations in Germany, frequency, 
auroral noises and geomagnetic disturbances, east
west movement, and methods of observation. 

K-2051 551,510. 535(*736) 
523. 78(*736) 

Hasegawa, Sadao and Nobuhiro Kawajiri 
RESULTS OF IONOSPHERIC OBSERVATION AT 
SYOWA BASE, ANTARCTICA, DURING THE SOLAR 
ECLIPSE . . Antarctic Rec, (Toh-yo), No, 20:8-26, 
incl . illus., tables, graphs, map, Feb. 1964. 11 
refs. 

DLC, Orientalia Div. 

During the solar eclipse on Aug, 11, 1961, the con
tinuous recording of h' -f observation (in the F2 re
gion) was made in vertical incidence at Showa Station, 
and in spite of the period of very low solar zenith 
angle, it was possible to find the effect of the eclipse 
on the ionograms, Electrons in the F2 region seem 
to decrease by the attachment process; the order of 
magnitude of the attachment coefficient is estimated 
at 1, 5 x 10-4 to 2. Ox 10-4 sec-1 at 300 km . For 
these figures, the computed values of electron density 
during the eclipse show a good agreement with the ob
servational values up to the maximum phase of the 
eclipse, but beyond the maximum phase, the obser
vational values continue to increase rapidly in elec
tron density until after the end of the eclipse, Elec
tron increase may be due to ionization of charged 
particles. The scale height obtained for the attach
ment process of electrons to ( o2) oxygen is about 30 
km at the 300 km level of the F2 layer. (Auth., 
mod. ) 

K-2052 537, 59(*84) 

Fukushima, Shin and others 
REBULTS OF COSMIC-RAY SURVEYS BETWEEN 
f¢1'AN AND THE ANTARCTIC. Antarctic Rec. 

okyo), No, 20:27-52 incl graph map app 
Feb. 1964. ' ' ' ' '' 

DLC, Orientalia Div, 
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Cosmic-ray intensities were measured during 1956-
6_2 a1J?ard the Soya between Japan and Showa Station, 
five times for the nucleonic component and three 
times for the meson component. (A map showing the 
ship's track is included.) Final results or the cos
mic-ray data obtained are presented with descriptions 
of observational conditions in each survey and the 
procedure of data 1·eduction. Each survey started in 
Oct, or Nov. and finished the next April or May every 
year except for 1957-58, The period of these sur
veys corresponds to the maximum of solar activity 
to near the minimum . The route passes through the 
two intense geomagnetic anomalies a.round Singapore 
and Cape Town, For ship-board measurements, both 
a Simpson-type neutron pile containing five neutron 
counters and a Neher-type ionization chambe1· were 
used. (Auth., mod. ) 

K-2053 551. 521. 64:551. 543. 5:551. 55(*736) 

Suda, Hidehiro and Masahiro Kodama 
ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE DEFICIENCY INSIDE 
THE HUT INFERRED FROM COSMIC RAYS AT 
SYOWA BASE. l~chiisen kara suitei s~ita Showakichi 
katimonai no kyofuka ni okeru kiatsu koka.] Text in 
Japanese with English summary. Antarctic Rec. 
(Tokyo) , No. 20:53-60 , incl. graphs, diagr., Feb. 
1964. 5 refs. 

DLC , Orientalia Div. 

Analysis of cosmic ray neutron intensity observed at 
Showa Station in 1961 shows an unusual decrease in 
intensity. This is not the so-called Forbush decrease, 
but is apparently due to a pressure deficiency caused 
by a strong wind. It is concluded that this deficiency 
within the hut at the base has a value near the maxi
mwn of dynamic pressure, being about 8 mb against 
a wind velocity of 35 m/ s. (Auth., mod.) 

K-2070 523. 165:551. 510. 53 

Babarykin, V. K. and others 
LATITUDINAL MEASUREMENTS OF COSMIC RAY 
INTENSITY IN THE STRATOSPHERE. (Shirotnye 
izmereni!a intensivnosti kosmicheskikh luchel v 
stratosfere.] Text in Russian. Geomag. aeron., 
4(3): 458-463, incl. tables, graphs, 1964. 10 refs. 
Eng. transl. in: Geomag. Aeron., !(3):367-370, 
1964, publ. 1965. 

DLC, QC811. G38; QCSll. G383 

A series of measurements of cosmic ray intensity in 
the stratosphere were made at various latitude~ ~ 
Dec. 1962 by the Eighth Soviet Antarctic E_xped1hon 
aboard the Estonia. Data are compared w1tb those 
from simuiianeous measurements made at perma
nent stations at Murmansk, Moscow, and Alma.-Ata. 
Measurements on the ship were made with RK-_l 
radiosondes with a single counter and RK2-rad10-
sondes with a telescope of two counters. Five such 
stratospheric ascents were made in the Northern 
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Hemisphere and 9 in the SOuthern Hemisphere. Most 
ascents were to heights of 27-30 km. The published 
data on the latitudinal effect on cosmic rays can be 
used in computing the coupling coefficients which will 
make it possible to convert from the observed 
stratospheric variations to variations in the primary 
spectrum of cosmic rays. 

K-2084 551. 594. 5:551. 510. 535:550. 385(*701) 

Hargreaves, J. K. , H. J. A. Chivers and J. D. 
Pellock 

A STUDY OF AURORAL ABSORPTION EVENTS AT 
THE SOUTH POLE. 1. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 
EVENTS. J. Geophys. Res., 69(23):5001-5007, incl. 
table, graphs, Dec. 1, 1964. TI refs. 

DLC, QC811. J6 

Cosmic noise absorption records for a period of more 
than one year from the South Pole have been analyzed 
using a standard 'event report ' There are two major 
regions in the diurnal pattern of absorption activity, a 
magnetic-night group and magnetic-day group. The 
night events tend to be more intense but of shorter 
duration than the day events, and there is a progres
sive decrease of intensity during both the day and 
night groups. These diurnal changes probably corre
spond to changes in the properties of the energetic 
particles entering the atmosphere, and these effects 
are clearly independent of local solar illumination 
conditions. In a subsequent paper these results will 
be compared with those from the conjugate station, 
Frobisher Bay. (Auth. ) 

K-2085 550. 385(*531. 251:*49:*786) 

Wescott, Eugene M. and Keith B. Mather 
MAGNETIC CONJUGACY FROM L = 6 TO L = 1. 4. 
1. AURORAL ZONE: CONJUGATE AREA-;-SEASON
AL VARIATIONS, AND MAGNETIC COHERENCE. 
J. Geophys. Res., 70(1):29-42, incl graphs, maps, 
Jan. 1, 1965. 10 refs. 

DLC, QC811. J6 

IGY magnetograms from 11 stations in Alaska and 
Siberia were compared with Macquarie L records 
for correlation. The conjugate area defined by con
tours of equal correlation coefficient varies in size, 
shape, and location with time, but is generally elon
gated along a line of constant L value. Some definite 
departures from conjugacy were found and are dis
cussed. No pronounced daily or seasonal change was 
found in form correlation between Macquarie L and 
Kotzebue. The relative size of afternoon and early 
evening disturbances definitely varies with season, 
probably as a result of seasonal changes of iono
spheric conductivity. The coherence of magnetic 
disturbances was investigated using Alaska net mag
netograms, since this affects the size and shape of a 
conjugate area. Tight coherence was always noted in 
a group of stations spread 350 km east-west and 125 
km north-south. (Auth.) 
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K-2086 551. 510. 62:551. 510. 536 

Brice, N. M. and R. L. Smith 
LOWER HYBRID RESONANCE EMISSIONS. J. 
Geophys. Res., 70(1):71-80, incl. illus., table, 
Jan. 1, 1965. 17refs. 

DLC, QC811. J6 

Examination of very low frequency records of the 
Alouette 1 satellite has revealed the presence of an 
unusual band of noise. This band shows several fea
tures that distinguish it from other VLF emissions 
which are observed both in the satellite and on the 
ground. (Included in the article is a simultaneous 
VLF record from both the Alouette satellite and 
Eights Station, showing LHR emission in the satel
lite. ) It is suggested that this noise is generated in 
the immediate vicinity of the satellite as a result of a 
resonance in the plasma surrounding the satellite. 
From a knowledge of the resonance frequency and the 
ambient plasma and gyrofrequencies, an inverse 
mean of the ionic mass can be determined. (Auth. , 
mod.) 

K-2094 551. 510. 535:551. 510. 62(*2) 

Khocholava, G. M. 
ANOMALOUS ABSORPTION IN THE POLAR CAP. 
(Ob anomal'nom pogloshchenii v poliarnol shapke. ] 
Text in Russian. Geomag. aeron., ~(1):105-113, 
incl tables, graphs, 1962. 22 refs. Eng. transl 
in: Geomag. Aeron., _g(l):90-96, 1962, publ 1963. 

DLC, QC811. G38; QC811. G383 

Periods of anomalous polar-cap absorption were 
studied from July 1957 to July 1959. Data were ob
tained from 40 stations in the Northern Hemisphere 
and 14 in the Southern (sub-Antarctic and Antarctic). 
Several periods of chromospheric flares of intensity 2 
and 2+ could be correlated. Two types of anomalous 
absorption appeared -- simultaneous and gradual -
differentiated by starting time. Twenty-eight cases 
were found of anomalous absorption following chro
mospheric flares. Seasonal differences were shown 
for both hemispheres and an attempt was made to ex
plain the absence of a correlation between anomalous 
absorption and geomagnetic activity during this 
period. (Auth. , mod. ) 

K-2136 537. 591(*746) 

Viskov, V. V. RAY5 
VARIATIONS IN THE INTENSITY OF COSMIC 
AT MIRNYY IN 1958. (VariaSii intensivnosti . 
kosm!cheskikh luchel ~ Mirnom v 1958 g.] Text 1~ 

Russian. Sovel. Antarkticheska:la Eksped. , Tru Y, 
24:553-575, incl. tables, 1962. 3 refs. 

DLC, G860. S63 
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A description is given of the methods and apparatus 
used in registering intensity variations of the neutron 
and meson components of cosmic.rays using an 
ionization chamber. The results, compiled in two 
tables, include mean 2-hourly and diurnal values, 
all corrected for barometric effects. 

K-2141 550. 389. 3(*746, *747, *733) 

Korobkova, G. 1 and R. G. Kokorin 
GEOMAGNETIC OBSERVATIONS OF THE FIFTH 
CONTINENTAL EXPEDITION. (Geomagnitnye 
nabli.udenHa pfato'1 kontinental'no'1 ekspedifsii. ] 
Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskaia Eksped. , 
Trudy, 35:5-371, incl. tables, 1963. 

DLC, G860. S63 

Fifteen tables are given based on geomagnetic obser
vations made in 1960 at Mirnyy, Vostok, and 
Lazarev Stations. The 5 types of observations tabu
lated include: hourly values of geomagnetic elements 
(D, H, Z); mean monthly values (D, H, Z); diurnal 
variations of geomagnetic elements (D, H, Z) in both 
stormy and quiet crays, and X, Y, I, and T for all 
days; 3-hourly values of K-index of magnetic activity; 
and hourly values of amplitude of horizontal compo
nents (Index rfi ). The methods and apparatus are 
discussed. 

K-2142 550. 385. 2(*746) 

Troi!skaia, V. A. and R. V. Shchepetnov 
RESULTS OF OBSERVATIONS ON REGULAR 
Sl!ORT-PERIOD VARIATIONS OF P AND Pt TYPES 
OF THE EARTH'S ELECTROMAGNiTIC FIELD AT 
MIRNYY IN 1960. [Rezul'taty nabliudeni1 za 
reguliarnymi korotkoperiodicheskimi kolebanifami 
hpa Pc i Pt elektromagnitnogo poUa Zemli v Mirnom 
v 1960 g. T Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskaia 
Eksped., Trudy, 35:372-378, incl. table 1963. Ref. 

DLC, G860. S63- ' 

A discussion of the table is given along with the 
methods used in gathering the data. Stable fluctua
tions (!'cl and trains and polar disturbances (Pt + 
£!?) comprise the general morphological types. In
formation is given only for those cases of intensive 
and clearly-expressed fluctuations. The type Pt is 
not characteristic for polar regions. [See K-1332] 

K-2150 551. 510. 62 

Brice, Neil 
~TIPHASE PERIODIC VERY-LOW-FREQUENCY 
Rad_SSI

8
0NS. U. S. Natl. Bur. Stand. , J. Res. , 

IO Cl 69D(2)·257 265 · l ill h Feb 1965· ' - · - , me . us. , grap s, 
· • 15 refs 

DLC, QC973. U46 . 
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When periodic VLF emissions of more than one set 
are observed concurrently (multiphase emissions) the 
observation of three sets symmetrically spaced is 
surpnsmgly frequent. Evidence is presented (from 
Byrd and Eights Stations,and Great Whale River and 
Quebec City, Canada) which suggests that two sets 
represent a transient situation and that the strength 
of one emission may depend on the strength of and 
the elapsed time since, the preceding emissio~. 
The data are interpreted as evidence of a relaxation 
phenomenon in the generation of discrete VLF emis
sions, and qualitative explanation of the stability of 
symmetrical three-phase emissions is given. (Auth. , 
mod.) 

K-2157 550. 389. 3(*746/*747) 

Kokorin, R G. 
GEOMAGNETIC OBSERVATIONS DURING THE 
FOURTH CONTINENTAL EXPEDITION. (Geomag
nitnye nabliudeniia chetve rto'1 kontinental' nol 
ekspedifsii. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkti
cheska:ia Eksped. , Trudy, 32:5-249, incl. tables, 
1963. -

DLC, G860. S63 

The methods and equipment used in the geomagnetic 
observations at Mirnyy and Vostok Stations during the 
fourth Soviet Antarctic Expedition are described, and 
the results are tabulated. The tables include hourly, 
mean monthly, and daily variations of geomagnetic 
elements, and K and rt magnetic characteristics. 

K-2158 550. 389. 3(*746) 

Mansurov, S. M. 
GEOMAGNETIC OBSERVATIONS AT PIONERSKAYA 
STATION IN 1957 AND 1958. (Geomagnitnye 
nabliudeniia na stanfsii Pionersko'1 v 1957 i 1958 gg. ] 
Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskaia Eksped. , 
Trudy, 32:250-426, incl. tables, 1963. 

DLC, G860. S63 

The coordinates of the station are given and the 
equipment and methods used in the observations are 
described. The tables include hourly, mean monthly, 
and daily variations of geomagnetic elements, and K
ind!Jxes of magnetic activity. 

K- 2171 550. 383:551. 510. 536 

Carpenter, D. L. and R L. Smith 
WHISTLER MEASUREMENTS OF ELECTRON DEN
SITY IN THE MAGNETOSPHERE. Revs. Geophys. , 
2(3):415-441, incl. illus. , graphs, Aug. 1964. 67 
refs. 

DLC 
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The whistler methOd of measuring electron density in 
the magnetosphere is discussed, particularly as 
applied to the equatorial profile of electron density. 
Profiles of equatorial electron density deduced from 
whistlers are compared and are found to be in general 
agreement. Whistler results on the 'knee' in the 
equatorial electron density profile and on values of 
electron density near 2 earth radii geocentric dis
tance agree with corresponding results obtained by 
independent methods of measurement. Spectro
graphic records of whistlers are presented from 
Eights and Byrd Stations. (Auth. , mod.) 

K-2175 551. 594. 5(*772) 

Kinsey J. H. 
AURORAL PARALLACTIC MEASUREMENTS AT 
BYRD STATION, ANTARCTICA, DURING 1963. J. 
Geophys. Res., 70(3):579-586, incl. tables, graphs, 
maps, Feb. 1, 1965. 6 refs. Also: Arctic Inst. N. 
Amer. , Res. Paper No. 30, 52p. , Feb. 1965. 

DLC, QCBll. J6 

The results are presented of the analysis of 96 paral
lactic, photographic pairs of lhe auroi-a taken over 
Byrd Station during the austral winter of 1963. The 
average height of the lower borders of all auroral 
forms was 106. 7 km, and the average heights of 
homogeneous and rayed forms were 107. 5 and 105. 9 
km, respectively. Relative intensity measurements 
taken simultaneously with the photographs show that 
the heights decreased with increasing intensity for all 
auroral forms. From plots of the projeclions on the 
surface of the same auroral form in successive pho
tographs, velocities of the fomis perpendicular to 
their contour were of the order of 100 m/ s. The 
alignment of the contours was generally northwest to 
southeast. (Auth. , mod. ) 

K-2176 621. 391. 8:523. 165:551. 510,535 

Little, C. G. and others 
(*424: *77 5) 

COSMIC NOISE ABSORPTION EVENTS AT GEO
MAGNETICALLY CONJUGATE STATIONS. J. Geo
phys. Res., 70(3):639-648, incl. tables, graphs, 
map, Feb. l;-7.965. 15 refs. 

DLC, QC811. J6 

A 2-month program is described of observations of 
cosmic radio noise absorption in geomagnetically 
conjugate areas [Quebec Center, Quebec, and Eights 
Station J. A closely spaced network of stations in the 
conjugate area in one hemisphere revealed that the 
position of maximum correlation changed from event 
lo event and during events. There were, moreover. 
very_ rare occasions_ in which events were exclusively 
confined to one hemisphere. For the conjugate 
events, the magnitude of the absorption was greater 
111 the winter hemisphere than in the summer hemi-
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sphere, even under similar solar illumination condi
tions. The conjugate area (defined by the 0. 5 corre
lation coefficient contour) in general appeared to be 
that of a circle of radius about 700 km , but for in
dividual events the extent was clearly more limited. 
The movement of the conjugate area is believed to be 
due to the changing latitude of the point at which 
exospheric particles are injected into the earth's 
atmosphere. It is suggested that the greater absorp
tion in the winter hemisphere is possibly U1e result 
of the asymmetry of the earth ' s magnetic field with 
respect to the earth-sun line. (Auth. , mod. ) 

K-2206 551. 594. 5(*75) 

Argemi, L. H. 
A LUMINOUS AURORAL EMISSION OBSERVED IN 
ANTARCTICA DURJNG PERIODS OF P. C. A. : THE 
P. C. G. (POLAR CAP GLOW). [Une emission 
lumineuse aurorale observee e·n Antarctique pendant 
des periodes de P. C. A. : le P. C. G. (Polar Cap 
Glow). ] Text in French with English and Russian 
summaries. Ann. Geophys. , 20(3):273-285, incl. 
illus. , tables. graphs. diagrs.7 July-Sept. 1964. 
22 refs. 

DLC , QC_BOl. A64 

Photometric observations of the night sky and 
auroral light carried out in Adelie Coast during the 
IGY confirm the existence of an optical effect asso
ciated with polar cap disturbances. This effect 
essentially consists of a strong enhancement of the 
first negative system of N!i, This enhancement is . 
independent of the usual visual auroral activity. This 
glow of the polar sky occurs over an extensive geo
graphical area and often covers entirely the visible 
sky at Dumont d'Urville Station. The intensity iS 
generally higher to the south of the station where it 
presents a wide maximum , the direction of which 
vai·ies with that of the sun. The perturbations 
usually last from 2 to 3 days during which the inten
sity of the radiation varies regularly. (Auth., mod.) 

K-2207 550. 385: 523. 75(*75) 

Lebeau. A. and others 
A TERRESTRIAL EFFECT OF THE SOLAR FLARES 
OBSERVED BEFORE THE GEOMAGNETIC sroRM 
OF 4 JULY 1957. [Un effet terrestre des eruptions 
solaires observe avant l'orage geomagnetique du 4 
juillet 1957.] Text in French with English and Rus
sian summaries. Ann. Geophys. , 20(3): 309-318, 
incl. illus., tables, graphs , diagr.~map, July
Sept. 1964. 15 refs. 

DLC, QC801. A64 

The chromospheric flares and associated Type IV 
burst of radio noise that occurred on July 3, 1957. 
were composed of two different events. Each of 
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these events produced, with a 4-hr delay, localized 
terrestrial effects. These effects occurred during 
the period of establishment of the polar cap disturb
ance, 36 hr before the sudden commencements of the 
corresponding geomagnetic storms. Solar observa
tions and auroral, magnetic, and ionospheric aspects 
of the events, as observed at Dumont d'Urville Sta
tion, are described in detail. The phenomena are 
discussed and tentatively interpreted as being caused 
by the impact, into localized regions of the polar 
atmosphere, of streams of solar protons with 
energies in the Mev range. It is believed that the 
non-dispersive propagation of the proton clouds was 
made possible by the passage of previous solar 
emissions which had "cleaned" the interplanetary 
space. (See K-321] (Auth., mod.) 

K-2219 621. 396:629. 136. 3(931, *787. 8) 

Ireland, W. 
SIGNAL STRENGTH VARIATIONS OF SATELLITE 
SIGNALS. Nature, 204(4956):368-369, incl. graph, 
Oct. 24, 1964. -

DLC, Ql. N2 

Recordings of the strength of the 54-Mc/sec radio 
beacon transmission from the satellite 1961 ol Tran
sit 4A have been made at Moore's Valley, Wellington, 
New Zealand, and at Campbell l The signals re
ceived on a horizontal half-wave dipole often exhibit 
a quasi-periodic type of fading. This is in addition 
to the Faraday and scintillation effects normally ob
served. As the satellite zenith angle approaches 
70°, the signal suffers large sinusoidal variations in 
strength at about 1 cycle in 10 sec. As the satellite 
rises the rate increases to a maximum of 2 cps, 1 
min after the zenith is crossed, and thereafter de
clines. At Wellington, the ray path to the satellite is 
almost parallel to the earth's magnetic field lines at 
the time of maximum fading rate. The phenomenon 
thus appears to be dependent on the field direction 
and position relative to the observer. The Faraday 
effect and Doppler shift are discussed. 

K-2224 551. 510. 535(*729) 

NEW BRITISH ANTARCTIC BASE. Nature, 205 
(4969):349, Jan. 23, 1965. 

DLC, Ql. N2 

A Six-man team from the British Antarctic Survey 
established a summer station at 77°57'S, 24°48'W, 
and set up an ionosonde to measure the height and 
density of electrons between 60 and 250 mi in the 
ionosphere. The main object will be to measure the 
drift of electron clouds over the Antarctic, as part 
01 the IQSY. The equipment is powered by light
weight Villiers 'Mini-Gen' generators, giving about 
1 kw of power. 

237-720 0 • 67 - 27 
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K- 2233 550. 385. 4: 523. 165(*2) 

Kodama, Masahiro and Masatoshi Kitamura 
GEOMAGNETIC STORM EFFECT ON THE SOLAR 
COSMIC-RAYS IN NOVEMBER 1960 AND THEIR 
PROPAGATION PROCESS IN THE INTERPLANE
TARY SPACE. In: Proc. Internatl. Conf. on Cos
mic Rays and the Earth Storm, Kyoto, Sept. 4-15, 
1961. Phys. Soc. Japan, J . , 17, Suppl. A-II:298-
302, incl. graphs, diagrs. , disc. , Jan. 1962. 5 refs. 

DLC, QC835. 15, 1961 

The unusual cosmic- ray increases of Nov. 12 and 15, 
1960, are investigated by using cosmic-ray neutron 
data from Arctic and Antarctic stations (Thule, 
Resolute, Churchill, McMurdo, Mawson, Showa and 
Ellsworth). The gradual rise of the first hump of 
Nov. 12 is explained by the geomagnetic modulation 
in the initial phase of the geomagnetic storm and the 
trapping of the solar cosmic-ray particles by the 
solar magnetic cloud responsible for the storm. The 
second hump on Nov. 12 is due to the geomagnetic 
modulation effect in the main phase of the storm com
bined with the supply of low energy particles trapped 
by the cloud. The primary energy spectrum of the 
differential intensity for flare increases on Nov. 12 is 
obtained from I(E""Y with y = 6. In the Nov. 15 event, 
the difference ofthe onset time in different localities 
suggests that the first incidence of the solar cosmic 
ray particles came from the direction of geomagnetic 
latitude 5-30°S and next, about 1 hr later, from 
5-30°N. (Auth. , mod.) 

K- 2234 523. 165 

McCracken, K. G. 
THE PROPAGATION OF COSMIC RAYS THROUGH 
INTERPLANETARY SPACE ON MAY 4, 1960, AND 
DURING NOVEMBER 1960. In: Proc. Internatl. 
Conf. on Cosmic Rays and the Earth Storm, Kyoto, 
Sept. 4-15, 1961. Phys. Soc. Japan, J., 1_7, 
Suppl. A-II:310-314, incl. table, graphs, disc., 
Jan. 1962. 2 refs. 

DLC, QC835. 15, 1961 

Neutron monitor data were used to establish th~ man
ner in which the unidirectional flux of flare radiation 
depends upon direction. Neutron monitor stations 
were chosen for analysis if their cones of acceptance 
(of cosmic ray intensity) were small. They mclude 
Churchill, Thule, Resolute, and College m the 
Northern Hemisphere, and Ellsworth, Showa, and . 
Mawson Stations in the Southern Hemisphere. Details 
are given of the flare effects of May 4, Nov. 12, and 
Nov. 15, 1960 (See K-1791-1793]. 
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K-2235 523. 165 

Freon, A. 
PHASES CHANGES IN THE 27 DAY TYPE OF INTEN
SITY VARIATION OF PRIMARY COSMIC RAYS 
FROM JANUARY 1955 TO JANUARY 1961. In: Proc. 
Internatl. Conf. on Cosmic Rays and the Earth Storm, 
Kyoto, Sept. 4-15, 1961. Phys. Soc. Japan. , J. , 
17, Suppl. A-ll:418-421, incl. graphs, disc., Jan. 
1962. 6 refs. 

DLC, QC835. 15, 1961 

Records of cosmic ray variations were examined 
from neutron monitors located at Pie-du-Midi, 
France, and Port-aux-Fran<;ais, Kerguelen Is. A 
constant period of 27. 40 ± 0. 06 day was found for the 
cosmic-ray variation and a corresponding constancy 
for the integral distribution of ~2+ solar flares 
(Carrington coordinates) was evident. Phasis 
stability is strong near the solar maximum and 
erratic before and after the maxinrnm. 

K-2236 523. 165 

Kodama, Masahiro, Shin Fukushima and 
Tadao Makino 

SECULAR VARIATION OF THE COSMIC RAY 
EQUATOR AND THE LATITUDE KNEE AT SEA 
LEVEL. In: Proc. Internatl. Conf. on Cosmic Rays 
and the Earth storm, Kyoto, Sept. 4-15, 1961. Phys. 
Soc. Japan, J., 17, Suppl. A-ll:441-444, incl. table, 
graphs, map, disc. , Jan. 1962. 6 refs. 

DLC, QC835. 15, 1961 

Cosmic-ray intensities were measured during 1956-
61 aboard the Soya between Japan and Showa Station. 
The mean valueof the position of the cosmic-ray 
equator at 107°E is 6. 1 ± 0. 2°N geogr. lat. ; the posi
tion of the latitude knee at 30°E is 35. 4 ± o. 4°S geo
mag. lat. The fairly-constant cosmic ray equator 
position suggests few distortion effects from the geo
magnetic field. The fairly-constant position of the 
latitude knee at 30°E suggests that the knee is sub
jected to the intense geomagnetic anomaly around 
Cape Town rather than some mechanism outside the 
earth's magnetic field. [See K-2052] 

K- 2237 523. 165:550. 385 

McCracken, K. G. and A. Freon 
ASYMPTOTIC DIRECTIONS AND CUT-OFF RIGIDI
TIES IN THE GEOMAGNETIC FIELD. In: Proc. 
Internatl. Conf. on Cosmic Rays and the Earth Storm, 
Kyoto, Sept. 4-15, 1961. Phys. Soc. Japan, J. , 17, 
Suppl. A-ll :455-456, incl. graphs, disc., Jan. 1962. 

DLC, QC835. !5, 1961 

A digital computer was used to integrate numerically 
the equations of motion of cosmic radiation in the 
geomagnetic field. Upper and lower limits for the 
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vertical rigidity at Port-aux-Franc,ais, Kerguelen 
Is. , are 1. 27 :;;; Nv S:: 1. 30 GV. These values agree 
with experimental observations and not with the 
Quenby and Webber approximation {1. 74 GV), per
haps because Port-aux-Fran<;ais is near the Cape 
Town anomaly where the Quenby and Webber approxi
mation does not apply. 

K-2239 550. 385. 37(*41: *772) 

Lokken, J. E. , J. A. Shand and C. S. Wright 
SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF ELECTROMAGNETIC 
BACKGROUND SIGNALS IN THE VICINITY OF ONE 
CYCLE PER SECOND. J. Geophys. Res. , 68(3): 
789-794, incl. illus. , graph, Feb. 1, 1963. 6 refs. 

DLC, QC811. J6 

Near 1 cps the natural background consists of a 
comparatively steady, low-level, 'white' continuum 
relieved occasionally by the intrusion of either regu
lar or impulsive geomagnetic signals, as well as by 
the normal occurrence of sferics. The amplitude 
and frequency of the intrusions depend on latitude. 
Characteristic, regularly repeating signal-rein
forcement patterns are sometimes observed in 
austral and boreal regions. Such patterns are dis
placed in time at conjugate points by one-half their 
repetitive period. Experimental observations were 
made at 4 Canadian stations (Ralston, Victoria, 
Great Whale River, and Churchill} and at Byrd Sta
tion. [See K- 2240] (Auth., mod.) 

K-2240 550. 385. 37(*41:*772) 

Lokken, J. E. , J. A. Shand and C. S. Wright 
A NOTE ON THE CLASSIFICATION OF GEOMAG
NETIC SIGNALS BELOW 30 CYCLES PER SECOND. 
Can. J. Phys., 40(8):1000-1009, incl. illus., Aug. 
1962. 7 refs. -

DLC, QCl. N332 

Simultaneous measurements in the frequency range 
0. 003 to 30 cps at 4 Canadian stations {Victoria, 
Churchill, Great Whale River , and Ottawa) and at 
Byrd Station have led to the identification of two 
general micropulsation classes, impulsive and regu
lar, as well as to an adjacent but independent ex
tremely low frequency {ELF) background. The 
signal bandwidths and the dependence on geomag
netic latitude and longitude serve to distinguish the 
classes. It is implied that the impulsive activity re
sults from the precipitation of particles trapped in 
the earth's magnetic field and that the regular pulsa
tions are sustained by a more continuous, and per
haps more widespread, transfer of energy which is 
associated with the ionosphere. An even more con
tinuous source of energy sustains the ELF back
ground. Lightning and other electrical phenomena 
seem to contribute to it but an additional source can
not be excluded. [See K-2239] (Auth. , mod.) 
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K-2253 551. 594. 5:551. 510. 535:550. 385{*701) 

Hargreaves, J. K. and H. J. A. Chivers 
A STUDY OF AURORAL ABSORPTION EVENTS AT 
THE SOUTH POLE. 2. CONJUGATE PROPERTIES. 
J. Geophys. Res. , 70(5): 1093-1102, incl. tables, 
graphs, diagr. , March 1, 1965. 16 refs. 

DLC, QC811. J6 

At the South Pole and Frobisher Bay, a magnetically 
conjugate pair of high-latitude stations, the auroral 
absorption events observed with riometers have 
many points of similarity. There are some signifi
cant differences, which have been brought out in this 
study by a detailed, event-for-event comparison. 
First, systematic changes have been detected in the 
relative intensity of the events, and they are such 
that the absorption tends to be relatively greater in 
local winter; there is also a diurnal change in the 
relative intensity. Second, there is good evidence 
that the event maximums appear in the conjugate re
gions at slightly different times; for individual events 
the time differences are correlated with the relative 
intensities. The results suggest that auroral absorp
tion might be either produced or modulated by hydro
magnetic disturbances propagating in the magneto
sphere. (See K-2084] (Auth.) 

K-2254 551. 521. 326 

Davis, T. N. and L. L. Smith 
LATITUDINAL AND SEASONAL VARIATIONS IN 
THE NIGHT AIRGLOW. J. Geophys. Res. , 70(5): 
1127-1138, incl. table, graphs, map, March!, 1965. 
13 refs. 

DLC, QC811. J6 

A four-color turret photometer has been used for 
shipboard observations on the Eltanin of night air
glow and aurora. Zenith observations were obtained 
during 1962 close to the 70°W meridian from the 
northern auroral zone to the Antarctic pack ice 
[Drake Passage area]. Most of the observations 
were taken during the southern winter. Maximums 
in the (01] 5577 A intensity were found near 30-40°N 
and 40•s, the Southern Hemisphere level being 
generally lower than that in the Northern Hemisphere. 
The [OI) 6300 A latitudinal variation was similar to 
that of [OI] 5577 A except that maximums in the lati
tudinal distribution were found near 15° geomagnetic 
north and south latitudes. In contrast with the (01] 
emissions, the sodium group (Na D doublet and OH 
bands near 5893 A) generally increased to the south 
with maximums near 20-30°N and 40-50°S geo-
graphic latitude. The total 5340 A background in
creased from north to south. When the integrated 
starlight and Zodiacal light components were sub
tracted from the total background the resultant ter-n• .al ' 
1 fl component showed a pronounced minimum at 
ow latitudes and apparent symmetry about the geo
magnetic equator. (Auth. , mod. ) 
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K-2255 551. 510. 535:551. 594. 12:550. 385 

Brown, R R and others 
(*49:*786) 

OBSERVATIONS OF LONG-PERIOD PULSATIONS 
OF ELECTRON PRECIPITATION IN CONJUGATE 
REGIONS OF THE AURORAL ZONES. J. Geophys. 
Res. , 70(5): 1246-1249, incl. graphs, March 1, 1965. 
4 refs. 

DLC, QC811. J6 

Data are given on a long-period pulsation event in 
ionospheric absorption of cosmic radio noise at 
Kotzebue, Alaska, and Macquarie l on Feb. 25, 1964. 
Though the record shows a striking degree of simul
taneity and similarity, additional features of pulsating 
electron precipitation are shown from X-ray and rio
meter observations outside the immediate vicinity of 
the conjugate regions, indicating spatial structure on 
a scale of a few hundred kilometers. Of particular 
interest is the disturbance centered around 2000 UT 
which was associated with magnetic pulsations, prin
cipally in the declination D. The pulsations in iono
spheric absorption from the 30 Mc/s riometers at 
Kotzebue and Macquarie display a striking similarity, 
both in time and magnitude, between 1945 and 2015 
UT; over this interval, the correlation coefficient be
tween the riometer records is 0. 88. The observations 
are similar to other long-period pulsating events ob
served in a single hemisphere in the morning. How
ever, they differ from observations around local 
noon, when it was found that ionospheric absorption 
and X-ray pulsations were in phase, to within experi
mental accuracy, over a belt-like region extending at 
least 1000 km in longitude. Examination of the 
rapid-run magnetic record from Macquarie during 
the event shows that though magnetic pulsation activ
ity was evident during the interval of pulsating elec
tron precipitation, there existed no clear, peak-to
peak, correlation with either the riometer records or 
the X-ray data. This aspect, too, is similar to pre
vious results obtained in one hemisphere. 

K-2260 550. 383. 3(*784. 2:*50) 

Borsukov, A M. and C. Ponsot 
ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STRUC
TURE OF PEARL OSCILLATIONS IN GEOMAGNETI
CALLY CONJUGATE REGIONS. (Caracteristiques 
essentielles de la structure des oscillations en 
perles dans des regions geomagnetiquement con~ 
juguees. ] Text in Fr~nch with English and Ru_ss1an 
summaries. Ann. Geophys. , 20(4):473-479, mcl. 
graphs, Oct. -Dec. 1964. 7 refs. 

DLC, QC801. A64 

Studies were made of correlation between pearl 
oscillations and between their envelopes at the begin
ning of 1964. The two orthogonal component fre
quencies at the same location (Lovozero, U. S. S. R) 
have elliptical polarization of different axes; the 
same components at two different stations (Lovo_zero 
and Borok) 1100 km apart, are in phase. Applymg 
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the same study to the records of conjugate points 
(Borok and Kerguelen) , no phase coherence is found 
between the two signals. However, the envelopes of 
signals recorded in these two conjugate stations show 
a clear similarity, the only difference being a time 
delay between the two maximum8. This time delay 
is not exactly equal to half the repetition period. 
(Auth. , mod. ) 

K-2261 550. 383. 3(*784. 2:*50) 

Laurent, G. and others 
SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF TYPE PC 1 GEO
MAGNETIC OSCILLATIONS RECORDED IN MAG
NETICALLY CONJUGATE REGIONS (BOROK AND 
KERGUELEN -- FEBRUARY 1964). [Quelques 
caracteristiques des oscillations geomagnetiques 
du type PC 1 enregistrees dans des regions mag
netiquement conjuguees (Borok et Kerguelen --; 
F~ories [ sic J1964). ] Text in French. Ann. Geophys., 
20(4):503-505, incl. table, graphs, Oct. -Dec. 1964. 
2refs. Also: Geomag. aeron., 5(3):499-501, 1965. 
Eng. transl. in: Geomag. Aeron.-; .Q(3):384-386, 1965. 

DLC, QC801. A64; QC811. G38; QC811. G383 

A comparison was made of amplitudes and periods of 
type PCl oscillations of the terrestrial magnetic 
field component Hx, observed simultaneously at 
Borok (U.S. s. R.) and Kerguelen, in Feb. 1964. The 
records show that PC 1 appears almost always at 
the same time in both places. Contrary to the usual 
observations, some pearl amplitudes recorded at 
Kerguelen were higher than those recorded at Borok. 
In most cases the frequencies of PC 1 are the same 
at both ends of a line of force; there are cases 
where the difference between frequencies is detect
able without being large. This difference is attrib
uted to the fact that Borok and Kerguelen are in geo
magnetically conjugate regions, not points. 

K-2262 551. 510. 535:550. 388. 2:551. 506. 1(*7) 

Penndorf, R. and others 
AERONOMICAL MAPS FOR THE ANTARCTIC. 
Amer. Geogr. Soc. , Antarctic Map Folio Ser. , 
Folio 1, 6p. , incl. illus. , table, maps, 1964. 20 
refs. 

DLC, G3100. A4 

Maps of this folio are devoted mainly to synoptic 
conditions in the ionosphere during the IGY and IGC, 
a period of maximum sunspot activity. Data ob
tained by ionospheric sounding at 28 stations south 
of 30•S form the basis for synoptic maps of f0 E, 
foF1, and f 0 F2; maps of spatial and temporal varia
tions of sporadic E employ data from 15 stations 
south of 45°S. The text explains the principle of 
ionospheric sounding and the significance of the re
sults. One plate shows lines of equal value of B, the 
magnitude of the earth's magnetic field; another plate 
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shows lines of equal L , the radial distance from the 
magnetic center of the earth to a magnetic line of 
force; both are for selected heights above the earth. 
Values were determined by electronic computer 
using magnetic data for epoch 1960. Text figures 
include a station map, sample ionograms, a pair of 
maps comparing conjugate sporadic E data, and a 
map of isoaurores. 

K-2268 551. 594. 5(*729. 5) 

Blundell, G. 
ANALYSIS OF VISUAL AURORAL OBSERVATIONS 
AT HALLEY BAY, 1963. Brit. Antarctic Survey 
Bull. No. 5:51-62, incl. tables, graphs, Jan. 1965. 
6 refs. 

DLC 

A statistical analysis of the visual auroral observa
tions carried out at Halley Bay on 207 nights is given. 
The frequency of occurrence and the diurnal varia
tions of the various auroral forms seen in 1963 are 
compared with results obtained from previous obser
vations at Halley Bay. The positions of homogeneous 
arcs seen in 1963 are discussed and compared with 
the positions of homogeneous arcs during previous 
years. Auroras seen from Halley Bay in 1963 follow 
the same pattern as those seen during the previous 3 
years, but there is a considerable reduction in fre
quency of occurrence, particularly in the case of 
homogeneous arcs and diffuse surfaces. This sud
den reduction in frequency ls caused by the smaller 
number of homogeneous arcs and diffuse surfaces 
seen in 1963. The reduction in frequency of diffuse 
surfaces is a reversal of the tendency toward a 
steady increase in frequency of these forms during 
the years after sunspot maximum in 1957 and 1958. 
Homogeneous arcs appear to exhibit the sam~ . 
changes of position during the night as they did ~1 

previous years; they exhibit a morning breakup mto 
diffuse surfaces. (Auth. , mod. ) 

K-2301 551. 521. 326:546. 33(*743) 

Cresswell, G. R. 
SODIUM LAYER HEIGHTS OVER ANT ARCTIC A. 
Austral. J, Phys., 17( 2):257-258, incl, table, June 
1964. 3 refs. -

DLC, QCl, A85 

Twenty-nine sodium-layer height observations were 
made at Mawson Station during Aug,, Sept., and Oct. 
1960 using a photoelectric filter photometer• A th 
seal; height of 7, 5 km was assumed and the fit of e 
data to Hunten's (1954) luminosity curve was good km 
with a sodium layer height uncertainty of about 1 . · 
The average height of the layer was 89 km. No evi
dence for a seasonal variation of height was found. 
On 10 nights an evening observation was follow~d by a 
morning observation, indicating sometimes a ri~e, k 
sometimes a fall in the sodium layer during the ar 
hours. The last 3 observing nights were the laSt 
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possible before the sodium layer was illuminated un
interr uptedly for the summer period. On each of these 
nights the sodium layer dropped 3-5 Ion during the 
short period of 1-2 hr while it was in the Earth's 
shadow. 

K-2302 537, 591(083. 4)(*743) 

Phillips, J. and I. L. K. McNaughton 
COSMIC RAYS. COSMIC RAY RECORDS, MAWSON 
1962, Austral. Natl. Antarctic Res. Exp eds., ANARE 
Repts., Ser. C, vol. 2, Publ. No. 69, Jan. 1964 
incl, 96 tables. 2 refs. ' 

DLC, G845, AB 

This publication is the eighth of a series presenting 
detailed results obtained with continuously recording 
cosmic ray equipment at Mawson Station. The records 
presented are for the period Jan, -Dec. 1962. Obser
vations were made with 3 Geiger counter telescopes 
and a 12-counter neutron monitor, which are briefly 
described. All tabulated telescope data and uncor
rected neutron monitor data were corrected to a 
standard barometric pressure of 990 mb. Upper air 
data from radiosonde flights conducted from the sta
tion are also included. 

K-2303 551, 510.536:551.594.6 

Laaspere, T,, M, G. Morgan and w. C. Johnson 
CHORUS, HISS, AND OTHER AUDIO- FREQUENCY 
EMISSIONS AT STATIONS OF THE WHISTLERS-EAST 
'."ETWORK. IEEE, Proc., 52(11): 1331-1349, incl. 
illus, , table, graphs, Nov. 1964, 24 refs. 

DLC, TK5700, I 6 

Data of ionospher ic s recorded for more than 6 years 
m the audio-frequency band at Whistlers-East chain of 
gr~und-based stations extending along the 0° geomag
netic meridian from Labrador to Antarctica are ana
lyzed to determine the latitude dependence of local 
tim_e of maximum occurrence of the various types of 
em1ss1ons, shape of the diurnal occurrence curves 
rate of occurrence, and effects of geomagnetic dis: 
tur_bances upon occurrence, At middle - and high
latitude stations the occurrence of such emissions is 
controlled by the emission process rather than by 
propagation of waves through the magnetosphere and 
10nosphere; at middle latitudes they are essentially f geomagnetic storm-time phenomenon, but at high 
a~titu~es occur under geomagneticallyquietconditions; 

~ given station, correlation between occurrence of 
::1ss10ns and level of geomagnetic activity is about 

e same for all major types At high latitudes cho
rus is observed more in sum"roer than in winter' Di
urnal variation of hiss depends on latitude sea~on 
and geom agn ti . . ' , at e c actiV1ty. In the Northern Hemisphere 

sunspot maximum, audio-frequency activity is high-
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est at about 60° geomagnetic latitude.and decreases 
slowly toward the poles (rapidly below 50° )· maximum 
activity moves farther north as solar activity sub
s1d~s. A co~responding activity occurs in the mag
netically conJugate region of the Southern Hemisphere. 
[See K-331] 

K-2307 551. 510, 535(083. 4)(*746/*747) 

Gorbushina, G. N. (ed. ) 
THIRD AND FOURTH CONTINENT AL ANT ARCTIC 
EXPEDITIONS 1958-1959; DATA OF IONOSPHERIC 
OBSERVATIONS. (Tret•ra i chetvertara kontinental' -
nye antarkticheskie ekspeditsii 1958-1959 gg.; mater
ialy ionosfernykh nablludenit J Text in Russian, 
Sovet. Antarkticheskrua Eksped,, Trudy, i!, Part 1, 
475 p., incl. tables, graphs; Part 2, 517p., incl. 
table, 1964, 17 refs. 

DLC, G860.S63 

Ionospheric data are tabulated from Mirnyy and Vos
tok Stations. Data from Vostok Station, 1958, are 
discussed by O, P. Kolomiftsev; data from Mirnyy, 
1958, are discussed by G, V. Bukin, A discussion 
of the ionosphere in the region of the South Geomag
netic Pole according to 1958-59 data is abstracted 
separately [K-2308]. Data from Vostok and Mir
nyy, 1959, are tabulated in Part 2. 

K-2308 551. 510. 535(*747) 

Gorbushina, G. N. 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE IONOSPHERE IN THE 
REGION OF THE SOUTH GEOMAGNETIC POLE AC
CORDING TO DATA FROM 1958 TO 1959. [Kratkaia 
kharakteristika ionosfery v ralone iuzhnogo geomag
nitnogo pol@sa po dannym za 1958 i 1959 gg. J Text 
in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheska!li Eksped. , Trudy, 
41, Part 1, p. 5-17, incl. tables, graphs, 1964. 15 
refs. 

DLC, G860. S63 

Results of ionospheric observations at Vostok Station 
are discussed in relation to the regular layers of the 
ionosphere and irregular phenomena. The vertical 
zonation data are given according to the basic param -
eters f-min, f

0
E, f

0
Fl, f

0
F2, f

0
Es, and types of the 

Es !ayer. The basic mechanisms of the regular 
ionospheric layers E, Fl, and F2 have the same. 
properties as in the middle latitudes, with variati~ns 
between them caused by specific illumination condi
tions of the polar region. The anomalous absorption 
periods in the polar region are long and are observed 
during type m absorption. Short-cycle periods of 
increased absorption are rare, and seem to be re
lated to SID phenomena. Type II absorption is ab
sent in the Vostok region; it is characterized rather 
by raising of horizontal types of the Es layer (f! 1, 
c, h). The frequency of E layer phenomena with 
frequency limits 3. 0 Mgt's fMc/ s ], changes m the 
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course of 24 hours from 10 to 30-40% with the mean 
at 20-25%. A high frequency of shielding In the E8 
layer was observed more often in summer than in 
winter. In winter, ionization in the F region is 
sporadic and consists of separate ionized clouds 
with varying electronic densities. 

K-2347 551, 510, 535(083, 4}(*746) 

Gillmor, C, s., Jr. 
IONOSPHERIC ABSORPTION AT MIRNYY, ANTARC
TICA: A DATA PRESENTATION. U.S. Natl,. Bur, 
Standards, Boulder, Proj, 8720-11-87423, NBS Rept, 
7291, 3lp,, incl, tables, graphs, Sept. 20, 1962, 
2 refs, 

DLC, Tech, Rept, Collection 

The report summarizes 30 Mc/ s riometer studies 
carried out at Mirnyy Station, between .April 1961 and 
Jan. 1962, Hourly values of absorption are listed for 
the whole period, and the monthly median values are 
presented graphically, The quiet-day curve and its 
variations from month to month are given, The oc -
currence of short events, such as auroral absorptions, 
is shown in histograms, The received cosmic noise 
power was continuously recorded on a chart recorder. 
The receiving unit used a half-wave dipole, spaced 
one quarter wave length above a ground screen, and 
beamed vertically, The dynamic range of the equip
ment was such as to permit the measurement of ab
sorption during ionospheric "blackout" conditions as 
well as during conditions of normal absorption. Five 
periods of polar cap absorption were identified. The 
largest were In July 1961, with a maximum greater 
than 12 db absorption occurring at about 1130 U. T. on 
July 13, 1961, 

K-2368 551, 594. 5(•7) 

Paton, J. and S. Evans 
AURORAE, In: Raymond Priestley and others (eds,), 
Antarctic Research. London, Butterworths, 19~p. 
319-332, incl, illus,, graphs, maps, 4 refs, 

DLC, G880,P7, 1964 

Aurora can be traced to the entry into the upper atmo
sphere of a stream of particles originating in the sun 
and consisting of charged atoms, mainly protons and 
electrons, Electromagnetic deflection suffered by the 
stream when it enters the earth's magnetic field di
rects the charged particles into the two auroral zones, 
where the energy of the particles is eventually dis -
sipated by the increasingly frequent collisions with 
atmospheric atoms and molecules as the solar stream 
penetrates to lower levels. The all-sky camera, used 
to record the various auroral forms, is described, 
Isochasms (lines of equal frequency of visibJlity of 
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aurora ) are plotted in mapping the auroral zone (a 
zone of finite, though undefined, width centered on the 
isochasm of maximum frequency). Various auroral 
forms have differing geographic positions and exhibit 
a diurnal variation in latitude as well as marked lati
tude dependence on geomagnetic activity and on the 
period in the sunspot cycle, The existence of 2 belts 
of high-energy corpuscular radiation trapped in the 
earth's magnetic field was discovered from the re
cordings of Geiger counters on the u.s. ~!. 
satellite, A technical discussion of characteristics 
of aurora near the auroral zone, within it, or on the 
poleward side of the auroral zone (transauroral) is 
given, including data from radar observations and 
spectral analyses. 

K-2369 551,610, 536(*7) 

Thomas, Lance 
THE IONCX:lPHERE, In: Raymond Priestley and 
others (eds,), Antarctic Research. London, Butter
worths, ~4, p, 333-345, incl, illus,, tables, 
graphs, maps, 22 refs. 

DLC, G880,P7, 1964 

Introductory material defines the structure of the 
ionosphere and describes the physical characteristics 
of the D, E, F1, and F2 layers in detail. Ionization 
present in the upper atmosphere is attributed to the 
interaction of solar ultraviolet radiation with atmo
spheric gases while a smaller part is caused, es
pecially at high latitudes, by the bombardment of the 
upper atmosphere by charged particles, which prob
ably come originally from the sun, Determinations 
of the critical frequency (the maximum frequency of 
a pulsed radio signal which is reflected at vertical 
incidence) for the various layers enable computations 
to be made of electron density, height, and extent of 
layers. Radio blackouts (absorption of high frequency 
signals) are investigated and are classified Into 3 
types of blackouts which are associated with certain 
solar eruptions, Relations between ionospheric and 
auroral phenomena are discussed, 

K-2373 523. 75: 550, 388(*786:*49) 
523. 75: 560. 388(*747:*387. 6) 

Rourke, Gerald F, 
ANTARCTIC RESEARCH AND DATA ANALYSIS. 
SCIENTIFIC REPORT NO. 18. GROSS EFFECT OF 
ELECTRON PRECIPITATION EVENTS ON MAGNET· 
IC BAY DISTURBANCES. AVCO Corp, Res, Advan. 
Develop, Div,, Wilmington, Mass,, contract NSF· 
C255, Tech. Rept,, RAD-TR-64-411 30p,, incl. 
illus,, table, graphs, Dec. 18, 1964, 23 refs. 

DLC, Tech, Rept, Collection 

Several examples of worldwide changes (20-min dur
ation) in the horizontal component are selected from 
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observations of the normal speed magnetograms 
(Thule-Vostok, College-Macquarie). At high latitudes 
the changes are followed by magnetic bays at College, 
Alaska, and Macquarie I. The nonconservation of the 
third adiabatic invariant may be a cause for the loss 
of trapped electrons in the upper atmosphere. On 
this assumption, electron production rates are de
termined for an isotropic distribution of electrons in 
the energy interval 40 ~ E ~ 160 Kev and a power 
law spectrum for the ambient electron flux with y = 
3, 5, and 7. The additional ionization caused by the 
precipitated electrons is integrated over the altitude 
range from 90 to 130 km to ascertain its contribution 
to the de conductivity of an auroral zone current 
sheet. Changes in conductivity are related to the 
magnitude of magnetic field disturbances through the 
parameter of electron flux intensity. The results in
dicate in part that a 160 Kev electron at 7 re mirror -
ing at~ m = 65° has an azimuthal drift period of 30 
min. For field changes occurring in less than 30 min 
and with an ambient flux J ( > 40 Kev) of 10 71 x 103 . 
particles (cm2 sec)-1 for y-= 5, a bay disturbance of 
the order of 500 gammas would result. (Auth. , mod.) 

K-2374 523. 75:523, 14(*701) 

Bennett, Sidney M. 
ANTARCTIC RESEARCH AND DATA ANALYSIS. 
SCIENTIFIC REPORT NO. 19. SOLAR COSMIC RAYS 
ill A REGULAR INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC 
FIELD. AVCO Corp. Res. Advan. Develop. Div, , 
Wilmington, Mass., Contract NSF-C255, Tech. Rept., 
RAD-TR-64-43, 67 p., incl. tables, graphs, append., 
Jan, 27, 1965, 53 refs. 
DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection 

The theory of high-energy protons in a regular inter
planetary magnetic field is extended to admit the 
strong heliocentric dependence of the interplanetary 
magnetic field strength, resulting in an event decay 
phase whose character is somewhat steeper than in
verse time squared. Detailed comparison is made 
with the :Explorer XII data for the Sept. 28, 1961, 
event, Good to excellent fits are obtained for all 
energies for which data were obtained (2. 2-430 Mev). 
The temporal and spatial variations of an impulse 
source of high-energy protons in the magnetic field of 
a fUamentary current are investigated. Several syn
Odie s~que_nces of polar cap absorption (PCA) were 
identified m the time series of f . for 1958 at the 
South Pole, the most significant ~lnwhich consisted 
of the PCA events of March 14 April 10 June 4 
July 29, Aug, 26, and Sept, 22. Some PCA eve~ts 
cannot reasonably be associated with an immediately 
:eceding solar flare, suggesting the possibility that 

e protons had been stored for several days in the 
~agnetic tube. It is concluded that the magnetic 
P asma streams arising in solar centers of activity :ay determine the temporal and spatial features of 

gh-energy proton events. (Auth,, mod,) 
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K-2375 551, 594.12:551. 510. 535(*7) 

Penndorf, Rudolf 
ANTARCTIC RESEARCH AND DATA ANALYSIS, 
SCIENTIFIC REPORT NO. 20, FREQUENCY OF 
SPREAD-F OCCURRENCE OVER ANTARCTICA. 
AVCO Corp. Res, Advan. Develop. Div,, Wilming
ton, Mass., Contract NSF-C255, Tech. Rept. RAD
TR-65-1, 45p., incl. illus., tables, graphs, maps, 
append,, March 25, 1965. 15 refs, 

DLC, Tech, Rept. Collection 

The frequency of occurrence of spread F in the Ant
arctic was studied during the IGY. Data from 8 sta
tions were used to investigate the diurnal, seasonal, 
and geographic variations. Data from 22 stations 
south of 30° geographic latitude were used to describe 
average seasonal conditions. The results have been 
compared with those for the Arctic; the conditions 
in both polar regions differ in some respects, although 
the basic features are very similar. The area 
around the m~etic poles experiences the highest 
frequency of spread-F occurrences (at least 60% at 
any time throughout the year) with no appreciable di
urnal variation during the winter, and only 30% in 
summer. This "permanent maximum" is centered 
over Wilkes Land and shows very little change with 
season. At the auroral zone and outside of it, how
ever, a diurnal variation is noticed, Seasonally, all 
stations show the expected annual variation with a 
minimum in the frequency of occurrence during local 
summer, The inner Antarctic experiences more 
spread F than the conjugate area in the Arctic. 
(Auth., mod, ) 

K-2376 551,594. 12:551, 510, 535(*7) 

Penndorf, Rudolf 
ANTARCTIC RESEARCH AND DATA ANALYSIS. 
SCIENTIFIC REPORT NO. 21. GRAPHICAL REPRE
SENTATIONS OF THE AVERAGE F-LAYER CON
DITIONS OVER THE ANTARCTIC, AVCO Corp. Res. 
Advan. Develop. Div., Wilmington, Mass., Con:tract 
NSF-C255, Tech. Rept,, RAD-TR-65-2, 80p., mcl. 
tables, graphs, maps, Mar~h 30, 1965. 6 refs, 

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection 

Graphical representations are given for the iono
spheric F-layer critical frequencies, foF2, for the 
period July 1957 to Dec. 1958. Selected coverag~ 
is presented, varying in time from hourly and_ daily 
to monthly representation. Some representations 
extend up to 1963. (Auth., mod,) 
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K-2382 523, 75:551, 510, 7(546, 815](*7) 

Lambert, G€rard, Mehdi Nezami and Jacques Labeyrie 
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN LEAD 210 DEPOOITION 
IN THE ANTARCTIC A.ND SOLAR ACTIVITY. [Cor
relations entre le dep6t de plomb 210 dans l'Antarc
tique et l'activite solaire.] Text in French, Acad. 
sci,, Compt, rend, (Paris), 260(2):619-622, incl. 
graphs, Jan. 11, 1965, 9 re~ (Expeditions Po
laires Franyaises, Missions Paul-Emile Victor, 
Publ, No, 273) 

DLC, Q46,A14; QE513.L27 

Pb 210 concentration measurements in neve at dif
ferent depths showed a number of fluctuations unre
lated to sampling or testing errors, The fluctuations 
show a cyclic pattern of a period in the order of 11 yr, 
which corresponds to the solar cycle, By comparing 
the concentration graph with the solar parameters of 
sun spots and average annual flux of radiation at the 
2800-Mc/s band, it became apparent that the last 
three maximums of solar activity (19581 1947, and 
1937) correspond to the maximums of Pb 210 concen
tration in snow, Assuming a mean annual accumula
tion of 15, 5 cm, an excellent correlation is estab
lished between the variations of solar activity and the 
Pb 210 concentration, with a lag of one to two years. 
The lag corresponds to the time necessary for the 
transfer of aerosols from the stratosphere to the 
troposphere, The concentration of Pb 210 brought 
down by precipitation passes a maximum after each 
of the last five maximums of solar activity. 

K-2400 551. 594, 6(742:*727, *726, 52) 

Laaspere, T., W. C, Johnson and J, F, Walkup 
STUDY OF THE PHENOMENON OF WHISTLER 
ECHOES, U.S. Natl, Bur, Stand., J. Res,, Radio 
Sci,, 69D(3):407-414, incl. tables, graphs, append,, 
March1965, 19 refs. 

DLC, QC973, U46 

In considering the propagation of long whistlers and 
whistler echo trains, the question arises cone erning 
where the downcoming whistlers are reflected, 
Whistler echoes do not appear to be amplified in the 
magnetosphere, Presumably, a large fraction of the 
energy of a downcoming whistler is reflected above 
Q-region heights. A whistler may be pictured as 
bouncing back and forth between the ionospheres of 
the two opposite hemispheres, with some of the ener
gy "lealdng through" to the ground at one or both ends 
of the path, In the conjugate-area study, the occur- . 
rence of echoes and whistler echo trains was investi
gated and compared for Dartmouth College, and Ells
worth and Port Lockroy Stations. Data are tabulated 
from observations taken throughout various time per
iods between 1957 and 1964. 
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K-2401 621. 396, 4:550. 383. 4{*888) 

Gassmann, G. J. , T. B. Barrett and B. Pratt 
INVESTIGATION OF GEOMAGNETIC DUCT PROPA
GATION OF HIGH- FREQUENCY RADIO SIGNALS. 
J. Geophys. Res. , 70(3):613-624, incl. tables, 
graphs, diagr. , maps, append. , Feb. 1, 1965. 14 
refs. 

DLC, QC811. J6 

The propagation of HF radio waves along field-aligned 
ionization gradients along geomagnetic shells L = 3. 5 
and L = 1, 6 was investigated with airborne equipment 
at the southern conjugate points. The southern conju
gate station was a KC-135 aircraft flying out of 
Buenos Aires to points in the general area of 
Alexander Island and over the Bellingshausen Sea. 
Both pulse travel time and Doppler shift techniques 
were employed to detect these magnetospheric sig
nals and to differentiate them from signals propa
gated via the ionosphere. By means of the Doppler 
shift technique , a signal component was detected that 
had the frequency shift predicted for magnetospheric 
propagation. This signal was estimated to have a 
transmission loss considerably greater than that for 
ionospheric propagation. (Auth. , mod. ) 

K-2402 551. 510. 536:550. 383. 4 

Bennett, S. M. 
AN IMPROVED WHISTLER-MODE REFRACTIVE 
INDEX EQUATION. J. Geophys. Res. , 70(3):725-
727, incl. table , graph, Feb. 1, 1965. fiefs. 

DLC, QC811. J6 

A modification of the quasi-longitudinal {QL) approxi
mation of the Appleton-Hartree equation is given for 
the whistler mode which results in the correct loca
tion of the refractive index infinity and a closer 
approximation to the position of the points of inflec
tion. It is shown that these positions depend not only 
on the normalized electron gyrofrequency {which is 
the result of QL), but also on the normalized electron 
density. A technique is suggested for deducing the 
equatorial electron density distribution from the 
upper cutoff frequency of long fractional-hop 
whistlers received by a satellite in the ionosphere. 

K-2420 551. 594. 5:621. 391. 812. 632(*75) 

Bullough, K. 
THE RADIO AURORA IN HIGH LATITUDES. In: 
International Conference on the Ionosphere, London, 
1962. Proceedings. London, Inst. Phys. & Phys. 
Soc. , 1963, p. 151-154, incl. map. 9 refs. 

DLC, QC879. 1643, 1962 

Observations of the radio aurora made at Dumont 
d 'Urville Station during the IGY are presented. The 
principal features are: (1) sensitivity aspect is rela-
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tively unimportant in determining the distribution of 
radio echoes at Dumont d'Urville; (2) the spatial con
figuration of reflecting regions divides into an inner 
and an outer zone of activity, and (3) there are clear 
indications of a dependence of echo occurrence on the 
presence of sunlight at the auroral level. The char
acteristics of the radio echoes and their associations 
with geomagnetic agitation are discussed. (Auth. , 
mod.) 

K-2421 551. 510. 535:550, 385(*762, *765) 

Thomas, L. 
THE OCCURRENCE OF DENSE SPORADIC-E AT 
MAGNETICALLY CONJUGATE POINTS AT HIGH 
LATITUDES. In: International Conference on the 
Ionosphere, London, 1962. Proceedings. London, 
Inst. Phys. & Phys. Soc. , 1963, p. 203-209, incl. 
tables, diagrs. , map, append. 9 refs. 

DLC, QC879. 1643, 1962 

The occurrence of dense E at high latitude stations 
(Baker Lake-Little America, Churchill-Hallett] 
which are situated near opposite ends of a geomag
netic field line is examined for the equinox months of 
1958. A significant association is found between 
dense Es occurring at a pair of stations located well 
inside the auroral zones; calculations based on ground 
level observations of the earth's magnetic field sug
gest that the lines of force terminating at these sta
tions extend in the equatorial plane to a distance of 
12-15 earth radii from the earth's center. The 
association between dense Es occurring at this pair 
of stations is not dependent on the intensity of mag
netic activity. It is found, however, that the dense 
Es observed simultaneously at these two stations 
tends to occur also at still greater latitudes during 
magnetically disturbed conditions, and at smaller 
latitudes during magnetically quiet conditions. The 
interpretation of these results is discussed. (Auth. , 
mod.} 

K-2422 550. 383. 3: 550. 385: 550. 37 
(*7:*49: 931) 

Mather, K. B. and E. M. Wescott 
CONJUGATE POINT RELATIONSHIPS AT HIGH 
LATITUDES. In: International Conference on the 
Ionosphere, London, 1962. Proceedings. London, 
Inst. Phys. & Phys. Soc. , 1963, p. 210-216, incl. 
graphs. 9 refs. 

DLC, QC879. 1643, 1962 

Information on magnetic variations, telluric currents, 
aurora, and ionospheric absorption was collected at 
Cold Bay, Farewell, and Kotzebue in Alaska· 
Reykjavik, Iceland; and at the respective co~jugate 
Points, Oamaru in New Zealand, Campbell I. , 
Macquarie I. , and Showa station. Magnetic varia
tions correlate well for the Cold Bay pair (field line 
reaching to 2. 65 earth radii from the earth's center) 
and the Kotzebue pair (5. 2 earth radii) Telluric 
currents correlate extremely well for the Cold Bay 
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pair, but for the Kotzebue pair the detailed correla
tion is less satisfactory although onset times of 
disturbances still correspond. Telluric currents 
often show elliptical polarizations, opposite in the 
Northern and Southern Hemispheres. Auroras have 
matching onset times and go through corresponding 
stages of development at the same times at the Fare
well pair (4. 1 earth radii). Ionospheric absorption 
shows good correlation for the Farewell and 
Kotzebue pairs. In all cases, except possibly 
auroral behavior, there is strong evidence for a 
relationship between conjugate areas rather than 
points. Studies of auroral forms may lead to a more 
precise point-to-point relationship. (See K-1526, 
K-1716 and K-2085) (Auth. , mod,) 

K-2423 523. 164. 4:551. 510. 535:551. 594, 12: 
621. 391. 812. 63(*729. 5) 

Chivers, H. J. A. 
THE LOCATION OF THE IRREGULARITIES RE
SPONSIBLE FOR IONOSPHERIC SCINTILLATION 
OF A RADIO SOURCE. In: International Conference 
on the Ionosphere, London, 1962. Proceedings. 
London, Inst. Phys. & Phys. Soc. , 1963, p. 258-
266. 45 refs. 

DLC, QC879. 1643, 1962 

Since scintillations we re first noted in the signals 
from a radio star, there has been much discussion 
concerning the height of the irregularities which 
cause the effect. The signals from artificial earth 
satellites are also found to scintillate and these 
transmissions make possible more direct measure
ments of the height of the irregularities. Evidence 
concerning the height problem is summarized from 
the publications of observers throughout the world. 
High latitude observations were recorded at Halley 
Bay station. From a mass of apparently incon
sistent results it is concluded that the responsible 
irregularities can be found at all levels in the 
ionosphere ranging from 100 km up to perhaps 1000 
km and that the actual level involved during an ob
se;vation will be determined by the prevailing de
gree of ionospheric disturbance. It is concluded 
that the irregularities are at the lowest levels when 
the ionosphere is most disturbed. At high latitudes, 
therefore, where disturbed conditions are common, 
the irregularities are often to be found at around 100 
km while at lower latitudes, higher levels around 
400 km or more are likely to contain the dominating 
irregularities. (Auth. , mod. ) 

K-2424 551. 510. 535: 550. 388. 2(*729. 5) 

Piggott, W. R and L. W. Barclay 
IONOSPHERIC DRIFTS AT HALLEY BAY DURING 
THE INTERNATIONAL GEOPHYSICAL YEAR (Ab
stract) In: International Conference on the Iono
sphere, London, 1962. Proceedings. London, Inst. 
Phys. & Phys. Soc., 1963, p. 323. 

DLC, QC879. I643, 1962 
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Close spaced fading observations at Halley Bay Sta
tion show that both the E and F region velocities 
change fundamentally when magnetic activity is 
present. Most of the data obtained refer to inactive 
conditions. The modal drift speeds were near 65 
m/sec for the E region and 85 m/sec for the F re
gion and were greater in local winter than summer. 
The E regj.on drift directions reverse with season. 
Some 85% of the drifts were toward the east in sum
mer as opposed to only 25% in winter, and 70% were 
toward the south in summer as opposed to 20% in 
winter. The anomalous directions were obtained 
mostly on magnetically active days. Anticlockwise 
semidiurnal components were found which point north 
near 1000 L. M. T., which is out of phase with the 
Northern Hemisphere data. Westward drifts were 
found at all seasons for 90% of the time on quiet days. 
For all days, easterly drifts predominated in the 
most active months. The north-south component was 
mainly south in spring and summer and north in 
autumn and winter, but large diurnal components 
were also evident. These pointed north near 0100 
L. M. T. and appeared to rotate in a clockwise direc
tion. (Auth. , mod. ) 

K-2425 522. 92(083. 4)(*2) 

Shpit'sberg, L P. 
REFRACTION TABLES FOR THE ARCTIC AND 
ANTARCTIC. (Tablit'sy refraktsii dlfa Arktiki i 
Antarktiki. ] Text in Russian with English summary. 
In: Vses. Astrometricheskafa Konf. SSSR, 15th, 
Trudy, p. 242-246, incl. tables, 1963, 8 refs. 

DLC, QBl. V68 

Refraction tables are described which were com
piled in 1959-60 and broadened for z, t, and b values 
to meet specific Arctic and Antarctic conditions. 
The correction for air temperature fluctuation iS up 
to -50•c, for pressure, 300 mm Hg. Zenith dis
tances 0° to 90• are used with -20• C as the mean re
fraction. Values of refraction itself are given 
rather than its logarithm; they are based on a 
standard Soviet method, whose smaller corrections 
for temperature facilitate and refine interpolation. 
Comparison with other tables showed a diScrepancy 
exceeding 2' for z = 90•, t = -20•c, and b = 760 mm 
Hg. 

• 

K-2441 551. 594. 6(794, 754, 828. 5, *772) 

Helliwell, R A. , J. Katsufrakis, and G. Carpenter 
WHISTLER-MODE PROPAGATION STUDIES USING 
NAVY VLF TRANSMITTERS. Stanford Univ., 
Stanford Electron. Labs. , SEL-62-035, Tech. Rept. 
No. 1, 82p., incl illus., tables, graphs, diagrs. , 
maps, March 1962. 14 refs. 

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection 
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The operation and results of an experiment to ob
serve whistler-mode echoes from U. S. Navy VLF 
transmitters are described. Data cover the period 
from Oct. 1958 to Nov. 1961, depending upon the 
station, and include mainly transmissions from NSS 
(15. 5 kc) and NPG (18. 6 kc). Receivers were lo
cated at Stanford, California; Greenbank, West 
Virginia; Ushuaia, Argentina; and Byrd Station, 
Antarctica. Six types of echo are identified. A 
major observation is that echo activity occurs 
almost solely during local nighttime hours. Diurnal 
variation in activity is found to be related to sunrise 
and sunset at the points where the magnetospheric 
paths intersect the D region. Seasonal and diurnal 
variations are found which in previous whistler 
studies have been attributed to thunderstorm activity. 
Fading of an unusually regular nature was discovered 
in many of the echo patterns which was attributed to 
the beating of two prominent multipath components. 
Group delays increased with the geomagnetic latitude 
of the receiver and showed significant reduction dur
ing magnetic storms. Correlation of echo occur
rence and group delay between different stations was 
low. Echo occurrence showed large day-to-day 
variation and did not correlate well with whistler 
occurrence. (Auth. , mod. ) 

K-2450 551. 594. 5/ . 6: 550. 385. 43(*772) 

Helms, Ward J. and John P. Turtle 
A COOPERATIVE REPORT ON THE CORRELATION 
BETWEEN AURORAL, MAGNETIC, AND ELF PHE
NOMENA AT BYRD STATION, ANTARCTICA. 
Stanford Univ. , Stanford Electron.Labs. , SEL-64-
043, Tech. Rept. No. 3408-2, 36p., incl illus., 
table, graphs, diagrs. , Aug. 1964. 6 refs. 

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection 

The results are given of a synoptic correlation study 
carried out at Byrd Station, June-Aug. 1962. 
Several independent data systems were used to 
monitor the electromagnetic spectrum continuously 
from 0. 05 cps through 20 kc. Quantitative ampli
tude vs frequency records of the upper ELF and 
VLF bands are shown. Synoptic auroral data were 
obtained from an all-sky camera, all-sky photometer, 
and narrow-beam photometer. Some regular slow
speed magnetograph data are also shown. The 
geophysical events recorded fall into two categories: 
the impulsive events near magnetic midnight and the 
regular events near magnetic noon. The magnetic
midnight events are seen to be very large amplitude, 
short-lived disturbances characterized by correlated 
auroral flare-ups, VLF hiss burst, and rapid mag
netic-field variations. The magnetic-noon disturb
ances are of lesser intensity and longer duration, 
and are characterized by VLF chorus and regular
type magnetic micropulsations. No correlation be
tween these phenomena is evident except for agree
ment between minute intensity pulsations in the . 
aurora and magnetic micropulsations in the period 
preceding magnetic noon. No correlation was foun\ 
between ELF signals and other geophysical events a 
any time of day. (Auth. , mod. ) 
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K-2451 

Brice, Neil M. 

551. 594. 6: 551. 510, 536(*772, *775, 
*701) 

DISCRETE VLF EMISSIONS FROM THE UPPER 
ATMOSPHERE. Stanford Univ., Stanford Electron. 
Labs. , SEL-64-088, Tech. Rept. No. 3412-6, 149p, , 
incl. illus. , tables, graphs, diagrs. , Aug. 1964. 
137 refs. 

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection 

A new mechanism for the generation of emissions by 
energetic electrons--the transverse-resonance plas
ma lnstability--has been found. The existence of this 
Instability depends on the electron velocity compo
nent transverse to the earth's magnetic field rather 
than the component along the field, The emitted sig
nals propagate along the field in a direction opposite 
to the drift of the electrons. The hypothesis that 
discrete VLF emissions are generated by this non
convective instability leads to a qualitative explana
tion of their diurnal variation. All the mechanisms 
considered for the generation of emissions that are 
observed on the ground involve resonances in the 
Interaction between energetic electrons and right 
circularly polarized (whistler-mode) signals 
propagating quasi-longitudinally. Two types of VLF 
emissions (intra-ionosphere) observed only in satel
lites have been found. It appears that one type 
arises from a resonance between waves and ambient 
(as opposed to energetic) charged particles for 
quasi-transverse propagation, while the other arises 
from a resonance between ambient charged parti-
cles and left circularly polarized (Alfven) waves 
propagating quasi-longitudinally. These resonances 
are found only when the motions of the ions are con
sidered. A list is given of 17 stations from which 
data were used for this study. Antarctic stations 
Include Amundsen-Scott, Byrd, and Eights. (See 
K-1877] (Auth, , mod.) 

K-2452 551. 594. 6(*764, 988) 

Ungstrup, Eigil 
· PROPAGATION OF VLF RADIO WAVES ACROSS 
THE AURORAL ZONE. Stanford Univ. , Stanford 
Electron.Labs. , SEL-64-051, Tech. Rept. No. 1, 
20p,, incl. illus. , tables, graphs, map, June 1964. 
14 refs, 

DLC, Tech, Rept. Collection 

Whistler observations at Godhavn Greenland show 
a peak in activity shortly before l~al noon, ~hereas 
at most other stations the activity peaks during the 
mght. An investigation of this disagreement between 
e,cpected and observed diurnal variation has revealed 
that the whistlers observed at Godhavn usually origi
nate close to the west coast of the u. S. and propa
ft.e f_rom there to Godhavn under the ionosphere. 

his is shown both by comparison of rate curves 
from different longitudes in the Northern Hemi-
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sphere and by detailed comparison of single events. 
It has been found that a statistically significant 
association exists between whistlers observed at 
Scott Station and those reported from stations in 
New Zealand. The number of coincidences between 
Wellington and Scott station were 10, l times higher 
than would be expected by chance, and those between 
Dunedin and Scott Station 12. 2 times higher. 1n one 
case the dispersion of coincident whistlers was 
measured and found to agree within the measuring 
accuracy when referred to the end of the unusually 
complex causative atmospheric. It was concluded 
that this whistler exited from the ionosphere at a 
middle latitude and propagated under the ionosphere 
for 2800 mi to Scott station. (Auth. , mod. ) 

K-2453 551. 594, 6:550. 380. 1:529. 2(*2) 

Brice, Neil and Eigil Ungstrup 
USE OF 'LOCAL MEAN AURORAL TIME' FOR 
VERY-LOW-FREQUENCY EMISSIONS, Nature, 
198(4883):874, June l, 1963, 7 refs. 
DLC, Ql. N2 

The diurnal occurrence of VLF emissions depends on 
geomagnetic latitude up to about 60°, with the maxi
mum occurrence, measured in local time, increasing 
linearly with latitude. At higher latitudes, a band of 
noise (the 'low emission band'), centered typically 
about 750 cps and a few hundred cps wide, is ob
served which does not appear to continue the pattern 
of lower latitude emissions. However, a consistent 
picture is obtained if the time of peak occurrence is 
measured in a new coordinate system, related to 
auroral occurrence and called 'local mean auroral 
time'. The method is described by which this coor
dinate system is derived. Means of eliminating the 
seasonal and diurnal variation of auroral time are 
defined. As compared to the use of local mean 
solar time, the use of local mean auroral time by 
Arctic and Antarctic stations leads to more con
sistent data. 

K-2454 551. 510. 535:551. 594, 12 

Singleton, D. G. 
OCCURRENCE OF SPREAD-FAT MAGNETICALLY 
CONJUGATE POINTS. Nature, 195(4945):970-972, 
incl. table, map, Sept. 8, 1962.11 refs. 

DLC, Ql, N2 

The simultaneous occurrence of spread F at mag
netically conjugate points is investigated, Using the 
daily totals of hours in which spread F occurred for 
the months of March, June, and Dec. 1959, the fol
lowing conjugate point stations were correlated: 
Campbell I. and l\nchorage, Alaska; Godley Head,. 
New Zealand, and Adak L; and Rarotonga and Mam 
Is. Data suggest that the levels of occurrence of 
spread F at conjugate point stations move together 
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and that this connection between the Northern and 
Southem Hemispheres is limited to regions in the 
immediate vicinity of the conjugate points. The chi
square test (X2) was applied to night-time occur
rence data in order to establish whether spread F 
does occur simultaneously at conjugate points. Re
sults are tabulated and indicate that the incidence is 
not random. High incidence of spread F is most 
likely when the critical frequency of the F2 layer is 
low; this condition may possibly serve as a param 
eter which, by varying similarly at conjugate 
points, may be associated with the simultaneous 
occurrence of spread F. 

K-2456 551. 594. 51:551. 594. 6(*701) 

Morozumi, Henry M. 
A STUDY OF THE AURORA AUSTRALIS rn CON
NECTION WITH AN ASSOCIATION BETWEEN VLF 
HISS AND AURORAL ARCS AND BANDS OBSERVED 
AT SOUTH GEOGRAPHICAL POLE 1960. state 
Univ. Iowa, SUI 62- 14, 87p. , incL illus., tables, 
graphs, diagrs. , Aug. 1962. M. S. thesis. 61 refs. 

Iau 

Observations of aurora and VLF hiss were made 
during the dark months of 1960 at the South Pole. 
About 1000 hr of auroral observations were made. 
The data were analyzed statistically on an IBM 101 
computer. In the analysis detailed studies were 
also made of more than 3000 hr of data from photom
eters, magnetometers, an all-sky camera, and a 
VLF receiver. A close correlation was found be
tween VLF hiss and the auroral arcs and bands at 
the south geographical pole. The VLF hiss does not 
seem to be characteristic of all aurora, but has a 
special association with auroral arcs and bands. 
Since auroral arcs and bands were usually observed 
in the beginning of the display, having a diurnal 
occurrence peak at a few hours before magnetic 
midnight, the detailed investigation of VLF hiss may 
determine the cause of the noise itself as well as the 
primary excitation mechanism of a certain type of 
aurora. The less-identifiable diurnal peak of the 
long-ray-type aurora was found at around a few 
hours before magnetic noon. A possible VLF emis
sion mechanism is given theoretical consideration. 

K-2457 551. 51. 002. 56:621-77(*701, *772) 

Marks, K. E. 
INSTRUCTION MANUAL FOR AUTOMATIC WHIST 
LER AND HISS RECORDERS AT BYRD AND SOUTH 
POLE STATIONS, ANTARCTICA. stanford Univ., 
stanford Electron.Labs. , SEL-62-076, 186p. , incL 
illus. , tables, graphs, diagrs. , append. , Aug. 1962. 

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection 

This m'.1°ual describes the installation, operation, 
and maintenance of the automatic whistler recorders 
and other VLF recording equipment installed at Byrd 
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and Amundsen-Scott Stations. It also provides some 
information and procedures for data reduction of 
these VLF recordings. The design of the whistler 
recorder is basically the same as that developed for 
the IGY Whistlers-West program by Stanford Univ. 
However, several modifications have been made to 
improve the performance of the recorder and to take 
advantage of the special low-noise conditions in the 
Antarctic. The Byrd station hiss recorder is a new 
instrument developed to provide continuous record
ings of the intensity of VLF-emission activity in the 
southern auroral zone. The VLF broadcast re
ceivers and recorders were developed for the con
tinued study of artificial whistler mode echoes in 
cooperation with the U. S. Navy. Detailed descrip
tions and schematics of the equipment are included, 
along with operation, adjustment, and repair instruc
tions. 

K-2461 550. 38:551. 510. 535:551. 592. 2:(*2) 

Waynick, A. H. , ed. 
GEOMAGNETISM AND AERONOMY. STUDIES IN 
THE IONOSPHERE, GEOMAGNETISM AND 
ATMOSPHERlC RADIO NOISE . Washington, Amer. 
Geophys. Union, Antarctic Res . Ser. , vol. 4 (Natl 
Res. Council Publ. No. 1275), 1965, 236p., incl. 
illus. , tables, graphs, maps. Refs. 

DLC, QC825. 9. W3 

Nine papers analyzing basic Antarctic data obtained 
in the closely related fields of ionospheric studies, 
geomagnetism, and atmospheric radio noise are 
presented. The majority of the research was per
formed by the Research and Advanced Development 
Division of the AVCO Corp. Topics of study include: 
the average conditions and characteristic variations 
of the Antarctic ionosphere; the electron bombard
ment theory of high latitude sporadic E; geomagneUc 
storms and F 2 region disturbances; the geomag_netlc 
K index, Q indices, and long-period geomagnetic 
oscillations; radio noise power characteristics; and 
the electrical properties of blowing snow. [See K-
2462 to K-2470) 

K-2462 551. 510. 535(*7)"52"+"32" 

Penndorf, Rudolf 
THE AVERAGE IONOSPHERlC CONDITIONS OVER 
THE ANTARCTIC. In: A. H. Waynick, ed. Geo
magnetism and Aeronomy. Washington, Amer. 
Geophys. Union, Antarctic Res. Ser. , vol 4 (Natl. 
Res. Council Publ. No. 1275), 1965, p. 1-45, incl. 
tables, graphs, diagrs., maps. 42 refs. 

DLC, QC825. 9. W3 

The regular ionic layers over Antarctica are d~
scribed in a general way; Arctic data are used if 
necessary. The temporal variations of the D, E, 
and F regions are investigated, and diagrams are 
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given of relevant data for the IGY and IGC. The 
Antarctic E region and F1 layer are under dominant 
solar control; numerical values for the parameters 
are derived, and they agree with the results for the 
Arctic. Deviations from Arctic conditions of the 
F2 layer are found in the Antarctic. The maximum 
diurnal range in f9F2 is about 1-2 Mc/ s during the 
summer, 4- 6 Mc;s during the equinoxes, and 2-7 
Mc/s during the winter. Maps show the distribution 
for each season. The diurnal variation exhibits two 
anomalies, called the Weddell Sea and Ross Sea 
anomalies. The Ross Sea anomaly occurs through
out the year, but the Weddell Sea anomaly is found 
only during the summer. The geographic boundaries 
of each anomaly are delineated. (Auth. , mod.) 

K-2463 551. 510. 535: 551. 594. 5{*7) 

Patton, D. E. and others 
CHARACTERlSTIC VARlATIONS INTHE ANTARCTIC 
IONOSPHERE. In: A. H. Waynick, ed. Geomag
netism and Aeronomy. Washington, ,Amer. Geophys. 
Union, Antarctic Res. Ser. , vol. 4 (Natl. Res. Coun
cil Pub!. No. 1275), 1965, p. 47-75, incl. tables, 
graphs, diagrs. , map. 26 refs. 

DLC, QC825. 9. W3 

Studies of data from Antarctic ionospheric soundings 
taken during and after the IGY are presented. De
pendence of the E layer (but not the F1 layer) on 
cos xis weaker in, than out of, the auroral zone; the 
same was previously found for the Arctic ionosphere. 
The E layer is also less sensitive to solar activity 
than the F1 layer, as measured by the 10. 7-cm radio 
flux. Simultaneous variations throughout the whole 
polar ionosphere, manifested in universal time (UT) 
variations, are found in several ionospheric param
eters: the total number of electrons in a cm2 
column below the F2 peak, and the height of the F2 
peak, show a UT variation in phase with that of f0 F2 
found previously; a UT variation of opposite phase 
occurs in the F 1 layer. Finally, the thickness of 
the F2 peak, which is related to the local tempera
ture, does not show a UT variation but is larger in 
summer (Dec.) than in winter. A parameter re-
lated to the maximum electron density in the F1 layer 
also has a minimum in summer, indicating that the 
F1 temperature is highest in summer. (Auth. , mod.) 

K-2464 551. 510. 535: 551. 593. 13 (*7) 

Bennett, S. M. and T. M. Noel 
AN ELECTRON BOMBARDMENT THEORY OF 
lilGH-LATITUDE SPORADIC E. In: A. H. Waynick, 
~- Geomagnetism and Aeroriomy. Washington, 
Amer. Geophys. Union, Antarctic Res. Ser. , vol. 
4 (Natl. Res. Council Publ. No. 1275), 1965, p. 77-
99, me!. tables, graphs, maps. 20 refs. 

DLC, QC825. 9. W3 

A power spectrum analysis of the foEs time series at 
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Wilkes and Byrd Stations revealed periodic tenden
cies of the order of hours. The principal (and 
secondary) periods in hours are: Wilkes, 1. 7 (2. 4); 
Byrd, 2. 2 (1. 1). It is possible to derive a model of 
quasi-periodic variations, related to the loss of 
electrons from the Van Allen radiation belt. Thin
layer sporadic E results from the magnetospheric 
time-of-flight spectrometer effect when the source 
is longitudinally small. The periodicity of the re
sultant variation in electron density, at a point 
longitudinally removed from the disturbance source 
(but on the same L shell), is dependent on the parti
cle source spectrum and the Coulomb-scattering 
loss coefficient; these factors are poorly under
stood. The longitude effect in high-latitude sporadic
E occurrence is ascribed to the longitudinal de
pendence of the effective loss coefficient for a par
ticle whose mirror point drifts on a surface of con
stant magnetic field strength. (Auth. , mod. ) 

K-2465 551. 510. 535:551. 594. 13:550. 385. 4(*7) 

Sato, Teruo 
ANTARCTIC E2-REGION.DISTURBANCES ASSO
CIATED WITH GEOMAGNETIC STORMS. In: A H. 
Waynick, ed. Geomagnetism and Aeronomy. Wash
ington, Amer. Geophys. Union, Antarctic Res. Ser. , 
vol. 4 (Natl. Res. Council Publ. No. 1275), 1965, p. 
101-121, incl. table , graphs, diagrs., maps. 11 
refs. 

DLC, QC825. 9. W3 

variations of the electron density in the Antarctic F2 
region associated with individual geomagnetic storms 
are analyzed and their cause studied. Analysis is 
performed on the basis of winter data when _the solar 
radiation responsible for the production of 10mzation 
is negligible. The results show that areas of en
hancement and reduction (from the monthly median 
value) of the electron density are, at least qualita
tively, related to the current system of the actual 
geomagnetic storm variation minus the Sn variation 
at the corresponding time. Thus, the Frreg10n 
storm-time variations can be ascribed to changes in 
the direction and magnitude of horizontal electron 
drift during storms. The changes also contribute to 
the electron distribution on quiet days, and are 
caused by the interaction between the geomagnetic 
field and electric field associated with the current 
system. (Auth. , mod.) 

K-2466 550. 386. 6(*7) 

Rourke, Gerald F. 
K INDEX OF MAGNETIC ACTIVITY IN THE ANT· 
ARCTIC. In: A. H. Waynick, ed. Geomagnetisn:1 
and Aeronomy. Washington, Amer. Geophys. _Umon, 
Antarctic Res. Ser. , vol. 4 (Natl. Res. Council 
Pub!. No. 1275), 1965, p. 123-157, incl. graphs, 
diagrs. , map. 35 refs. 

DLC, QC825. 9. W3 
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The geographic distribution of magnetic activity is 
examined through a study of the K index at 13 Ant
arctic magnetic observatories. Days of the month 
are ranked according to the degree of activity, and 
analysis is performed on quiet, disturbed, and all 
days. Times of maxima in the winter, summer, 
and yearly diurnal variations are shown in addition 
to the monthly mean variations. Latitudinal varia
tions in activity are best described as a function of 
distance from the auroral zone, rather than in the 
geomagnetic or geographic coordinates. Seasonal 
movements of the auroral zone width change the rela
tive position of the Stagg transitional zone. Winter 
and summer maxima in geomagnetic activity are 
dependent on geomagnetic time and occur at geo
magnetic noon and midnight. This dependence on 
geomagnetic time is gene rally attributed to the 
noncoincidence of the earth's rotational axis and 
geomagnetic dipole axis, and their seasonal angular 
variation with the ecliptic plane. (Auth. , mod. ) 

K-2467 550, 386, 6(*7) 

Rourke, Gerald F. 
INVESTIGATION OF Q INDICES IN THE ANTARCTIC. 
In: A. H. Waynick, ed. Geomagnetism and Aero
nomy. Washington, Amer. Geophys. Union, Ant
arctic Res. Ser. , vol 4 (Natl, Res. Council Publ. 
No. 1275), 1965, p. 159-172, incl. tables, graphs, 
map. 11 refs. 

DLC, QC825. 9. W3 

The Q index at three Antarctic stations during the 
IGY is examined. The monthly diurnal and yearly 
variation is discussed and harmonically analyzed for 
disturbed, quiet, and all days. Maxima of magnetic 
activity are discussed in connection with the direc
tion and position of ionospheric current systems. In 
Winter, Macquarie 1 and Mawson are characterized 
as auroral zone stations with a postmidnight maxi
mum, whereas Mirnyy shows a very slight distur
bance in the horizontal components. In summer, 
Macquarie 1 and Mawson are characteristic of the 
Stagg transition zone with two maxima of disturbance 
activity, whereas Mirnyy displays a single midday 
maximum. (Auth. , mod. ) 

K-2468 550, 385. 37: 551. 510. 535(*7) 

Sato, Teruo 
LONG-PERIOD GEOMAGNETIC OSCILLATIONS IN 
SOUTHERN ffiGH LATITUDES. In: A. H. Waynick 
ed. Geomagnetism and Aeronomy. Washington, ' 
Amer. Geophys. Union, Antarctic Res. Ser. , vol. 
4 (Natl. Res. Council Publ. No. 1275), 1965, p. 
173-188, incl. graphs, diagrs. , map. 28 refs. 

DLC, QC825, 9. W3 

Long-periocl geomagnetic oscillations in high south
ern latitudes with periods of l to several minutes are 
studied and their cause considered. Most of these 
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oscillations are local phenomena taking place in 
specified parts of the auroral and polar latitudes, 
especially in the auroral. Local times of maximum 
occurrence frequency are different at each station. 
Shapes of oscillations are not coincident between sta
tions. When long-period oscillations arise simul
taneously over the globe, variations in high latitudes 
are of a different nature from those in the middle and 
low latitudes. Most long-period oscillations in high 
latitudes appear to be caused by the electric current 
related to the incidence of charged particles in the 
ionosphere. Long-period oscillations generated by 
hydromagnetic waves, such as seen in middle and 
low latitudes, are usually masked or deformed in 
high latitudes by large amplitude oscillations of 
ionospheric origin. (Auth. , mod. ) 

K-2469 621, 391. 82:621. 391. 812. 63(*772) 

Herman, John R 
CHARACTERISTICS OF RADIO NOISE POWER AT 
BYRD STATION, ANTARCTICA. In: A. H. Waynick, 
ed. Geomagnetism and Aeronomy. Washington, 
Amer. Geophys. Union, Antarctic Res. Ser. , vol. 
4 (Natl. Res. Council Publ. No. 1275), 1965, p. 
189-219, incl tables, graphs, diagrs. 36 refs. 

DLC, QC825. 9. W3 

Radio noise measured on frequencies of 0. 051, 0.113, 
0. 246, o. 545, 2. 5, 5. 0, 10, and 20 Mc/s at Byrd Sta
tion from March 1958 to Dec. 1959, is investigated 
to establish diurnal, seasonal, and frequency varia
tions. The noise is received only by ionospheric 
propagation modes from the major active centers in 
Central Africa, the East Indies, and Central and 
South America. The noise level is affected by 
changes in world thunderstorm activity and in 
propagation factors. In the HF band, the Central and 
South American noise sources are the major con
tributors to the noise power. A 'noise index' is de
fined and used to select periods of anomalous ab
sorption. Fourteen polar cap absorption (PCA) 
events were detected by the index, all of which have 
been previously reported on the basis of Northern 
Hemisphere observations. It is shown that the HF 
noise level at Byrd is severely depressed during 
PCA, especially on 5. O and 10 Mc/ s. The minimum 
noise level observed during PCA is used to establish 
the man-made noise level at Byrd, which is abo~t 23 
db lower than the level expected for a typical qwet 
receiving site. Analysis of an auroral zone absorp· 
tion event (Oct. 22-31, 1958) indicates that the ab~ 
sorbing region must be situated between Byrd Station 
and South America before the noise level is affected. 
Seventeen other auroral zone absorption events are 
listed: eleven were associated with geomagnetic 
storms. (Auth. , mod. ) 
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K-2470 551. 594. 254:621. 391. 82(*772) 

Herman, John R 
PRECIPITATION STATIC AND ELECTRICAL 
PROPERTIES OF BLOWING SNOW AT BYRD STA
TION, ANTARCTICA In: A. H. Waynick, ed. 
Geomagnetism and Aeronomy. Washington, Amer. 
Geophys. Union, Antarctic Res. Ser. , vol. 4 (Natl. 
Res. Council Publ. No. 1275), 1965, p. 221-236, 
incl. tables, graphs. 26 refs. Also: RADIO NOISE 
BY ANTARCTIC BLIZZARDS. J. Geomag. Geoelec., 
16(2): 152-160, 1964. 12 refs. 
-DLC, QC825. 9. W3; QC801. J63 

Radio noise data obtained at Byrd station during 
blowing snow are analyzed to establish the magnitude 
of such noise power, its frequency dependence, and 
its relation to the wind velocity of the blizzard. 
Eight fixed frequencies between 51 kc/s and 20 Mc/s 
are considered. It is shown that the precipitation 
static associated with blowing snow can raise the 
noise power at least 50 db above atmospheric and 
man-made levels, and can cause loss of radio data 
10-30% of the time in winter and spring. From 51 
kc/s to 2. 5 Mc/s the noise field strength varies in
versely with frequency, and the slope increases from 
-0. 5 to -1. 0 as the wind velocity decreases from 57 
to 21 knots. The field strength for 1. 0 Mc/s varies 
directly with wind speed. The noise power apparent
ly decreases more rapidly with increasing frequency 
above 2. 5 Mc/s than below it. Some properties of 
the wind-blown snow particles were deduced. In one 
instance, the average electrostatic charge per parti
cle was found to be 1. 1 (lo-15) coul, and 2. 7 (l0-10) 
coul/g for suspended snow. In the same instance, 
the number density of particles containing a charge 
q appeared to vary inversely with q2. The space 
charge created by this blizzard appears to have been 
about 5 (10- l0) coul/m 3. (Auth. , mod. ) 

K-2471 550. 385. 37 

Saito, Takao 
MECHANISMS OF GEOMAGNETIC CONTINUOUS 
PULSATIONS AND PHYSICAL STATUS OF THE 
EXOSPHERE. J . Geomag. Geoelec., 16(2):115-151, 
incl. illus. , tables, graphs, map, 1964.°" 113 refs. 

DLC, QC801. J63 

Magnetograms from Fredericksburg, Byrd station, 
Yakutsk, Onagawa, and 20 auxiliary stations were 
studied to determine the mechanisms of continuous 
pulsations pc 2, 3 (5-40 sec), pc 4 (40-150 sec), and 
pc 5 (150-900 sec). Micropulsations pc 4 and 5 are 
caused by hydromagnetic standing oscillations along 
geomagnetic field lines, while pc 2 and 3 are induced 
by hydromagnetic standing oscillations below the re
gion of maximum Alfven wave velocity. The hydro -
magnetic wave source is in the disturbed region on 
the frontal surface of the earth's cavity generated by 
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solar wind. The worldwide shape of the base of the 
protonosphere surrounding the earth, an inverted U
type diurnal variation and a latitudinal dependence on 
the period, is derived from the distribution of pc 2 
and 3 periods. Various types of pc 2 and 3 diurnal 
and seasonal variations may be due to the F 2 control 
and the axial effect of the sun. Clear U-type diurnal 
variation in periods of pc 4 and 5 is attributed to day
side compression of the geomagnetic field line by 
solar wind. Nonseasonal annual variations in pc 4 
and 5 are related closely with those in whistler dis
persion, satellite drag, f0 F2, and f

0
E. The mecha

nism for these nonseasonal variations is possibly the 
effect of the earth's orbital ellipticity on ionospheric 
density. It is stressed that the physical state of the 
exosphere may be explored by considering both 
diurnal and seasonal variations between whistlers and 
pc's 4 and 5. (Auth., mod.) 

K-2472 550. 386. 6: 551. 594. 5(21)(*7) 

Rourke, Gerald F. 
COMMENTS ON AN INNER MAXIMUM OF MAG
NETIC DISTURBANCE IN THE ANTARCTIC. J. 
Geomag. Geoelec., 16(2):161-164, incl. tables, 
graphs, 1964. 9 refs. 

DLC, QC801. J63 

Following Alfven's (1955) theoretical prediction of an 
inner auroral zone at 5° to 10° colatitude, other 
workers have reported the existence of such a zone 
in the Northern Hemisphere for both magnetic and 
auroral activity. The possibility of an inner maxi
mum in magnetic activity during the Antarctic sum
mer is investigated using K indices and hourly 
ranges from Vostok ('Pm= 90°) Pionerskaya (80. 3•), 
Oazis (77. 4°1 and Mirnyy (77°) Stations. It is con
cluded that the K-index data do not warrant suggest
ing that an inner maximum exists. _Fu~thermore, 
hourly range scalings indicate a latitudinal de_cr~ase 
in magnetic activity inside the auroral zone sumlar 
to the distribution shown by Whitham fil l!,!.(1960) for 
Canada. 

K-2505 550. 385. 26/ . 27 

Zhigalov, L. N. IC 
MAGNETIC VARIATIONS NEAR THE GEOMA_GNET 
POLES. (Magnitnye variat§ii vblizi geomagmtnykh . 
poliusov.] Text in Russian. Prob. Arkt1ki Antarktiki, 
No. 18:68-77, incl. table, graphs, 1964. 19 refs. 

DLC, G575. L422 

A comparison is made of the seasonal and diurnal 
range of magnetic activity data gathered ii: 1958 from 
Vostok and Thule stations, located approxm1ately at_ 
the geomagnetic poles. There a:·e 3 diurnal_ magnetic 
activity maxima in the polar regions: mornrng, . 
evening and night. Magnetic activity inc~eases rn 
summe::; on the average the activity on quiet days, 
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from winter to summer, increases more sharply than 
on stormy days. The average activity in 1958 accord
ing to the r" index was highe1· at Vostok than at Thule. 
Four diurnlfi active periods take place at Vostok sta
tion at 5-6, 8-9, 14-15, and 22 hours local time, at 
Thule at 2-6, 8- 11, 14, and 22 hours local time. The 
2-3 and 5-6 hours maxima at Thule and Vostok, re
spectively, do not appear in all months. Daily maxi
ma are the basic maxima of activity at these stations. 
There is also a seasonal range of the magnitude of 
various maxima. Corpuscular currents appear to be 
inhomogeneous, although homogeneous currents do 
sometimes occur. The variation Sq is caused by 
corpuscular radiation, not solar wave radiation. 
Geomagnetic bay disturbances in the polar cap are 
caused by a complex current system, particularly in 
summer. 

K-2525 550. 388. 8: 550. 383. 3(*775:*424) 

Goodman, Alan L. 
ANALYSIS OF PHOTOMETRIC DATA OBTAINED AT 
GEOMAGNETICALLY CONJUGATE STATIONS. 
Arctic Inst. N. Amer. , Res. Paper No. 29, 95p. , 
incl. tables, graphs, Feb. 1965. 36 refs. 

DLC. Tech. Rept. Collection 

Emission lines 3914A, 5577A, and 6300A are moni
tored simultaneously at the geomagnetically conjugate 
Eights Station and Baie St. Paul, Quebec. The pho
tometers are zenith oriented with a 5° field of view. 
The data analyzed in this paper were obtained in 1963 
on Aug. 13, when no auroras were observed, on Aug. 
19. when homogeneous and rayed arcs were ob
served, and on Aug. 20, when type B auroras were 
seen. The emissions were reduced to relative inten
sities, and auto- and cross-serial-correlation analy
ses were performed. Il is concluded that on Aug, 13 
the emissions were due to airglow and this phenome-' 
non was uncorrelated between the 2 stations; on Aug. 
19, the 3914A emissions were highly correlated while 
the 5577A and 6300A emissions were uncorrelated: 
and on Aug. 20, the earth's magnetic field was 
probably disturbed sufficiently so that the stations 
were no longer conjugate, which would explain the 
lack of correlation for the 3 emission lines. (Auth. , 
mod.) 

K-2544 551. 510. 535:551, 594 .. 13:550. 383. 3 
(*786:*49) 

Brown, R R, J. R Barcus and N. R Parsons 
BALLOON OBSERVATIONS OF AURORAL ZONE X 
RAYS 1N CONJUGATE REGIONS; 1. SLOW TIME 
VARIATIONS. J. Geophys. Res., 70(11):2579-2598, 
incl. tables, graphs, maps, June 1-;-1965. 10 refs. 

DLC, QC811. J6 

~onjugate aspects of auroral zone electron precipita
tion are examined using data from 10 simultaneous 
balloon flights of X-ray detectors during Feb. and 
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March 1964 from Fairbanks, Alaska, and Macquarie 
I., as well as riometer data from Kotzebue and Col
lege, Alaska. The results indicate a close corre
spondence, in similarity and simultaneity, in regions 
of near conjugacy over a wide range (KP = 0+ to 60) 

of geophysical disturbance. Whereas gross features 
of activity remain mtact, dissimilarities become evi
dent at locations far removed from near conjugacy. 
The possibilities that disturbance phenomena may be 
nonsymmetrical between the two hemispheres, or that 
conjugate points are nonstationary in position, are 
most likely applicable at locations with much higher 
geomagnetic latitudes, where lines of force would 
extend out to great distance (L > 10 or so). At 
auroral latitudes, where L values range from 5 to 6, 
the lines of force are well shielded from the distor
tions due to the impact of solar plasma. (Auth, , 
mod.) 

K-2545 551. 510. 535:551. 594.13:550. 383. 3 
(*786:*49) 

Brown, R R , J. R Barcus and N. R Parsons 
BALLOON OBSERVATIONS OF AURORAL ZONE X 
RAYS IN CONJUGATE REGIONS; 2. MICROBURSTS 
AND PULSATIONS. J. Geophys. Res. , 70(11):2599-
2612, incl. table, graphs, June 1, 1965. 7 refs. 

DLC, QC811. J6 

Simultaneous balloon observations of X-ray pulsations 
in the 5- to 10-second range made in Feb. and March 
1964 from Fairbanks, Alaska, and Macquarie L 
showed no detailed correlation in time or amplitude. 
Observations in the Northern Hemisphere, with two 
balloon instruments separated by about 150 km in the 
east-west direction, showed no obvious correlation; 
but when the separation was reduced to about 100 km 
in the north-south direction, X-ray pulsations showed 
in-phase variations. Observations with two balloon 
instruments separated by 150 km in the east-west 
direction showed time coincidences [or about 1/ 3 of 
the microbursts; the other 2/3 were observed on one 
balloon or the other. From the small scale siZe o[ 
microburst electron precipitation, it is suggested that 
magnetospheric plasma instabilities are responsible 
for lhe electron bombardment of the auroral zone 
atmosphere. Similar considerations are suggested 
for pulsating electron precipitation. (Auth. , mod.) 

K-2569 551. 594. 5:551. 510. 535:550. 385. 43 
(*747) 

Ignatov, V. S. 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN POLAR AURORA AND 
IONOSPHERIC AND MAGNETIC DISTURBANCES IN 
ANTARCTICA. (0 sviazi mezhdu poliarnymi 
silllniiami, ionosfernymi i magnitnymi vozmush~ 
chenirami v Antarktike. ] Text in Russian. Lenin
grad. Arkticheskil i Antark. nauch. -issled. inst. , 
Trudy, 241(4):99-108, incl. tables, graphs, 1962. 
12 refs.-

DLC, 0600. L4 
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Comparisons were made between the occurrence of 
aurora and the ionospheric and magnetic disturbances 
observed in 1959 at Vostok Station. Over 77% of the 
aurora in the region of the geomagnetic pole were 
weak and occurred ina quiet magnetic field {0-50 y). 
There is no definite relationship between auroral fre
quency and bay magnetic disturbances; the latter are 
more closely related to radial and active auroral 
forms. The close relationship between polar aurora 
and frequencies of the appearance of night and spo
radic layers in the E region verifies the correlation 
between aurora and the processes developing in the 
lower ionosphere. The poor correlation between 
aurora and the disturbances in the F2 layer and com
plete absorption indicate that the D and F regions are 
weakly related to processes which cause aurora The 
E region is assumed to be responsible for magnetic 
disturbances in high latitudes, since increased mag
netic activity often coincides with increased lower 
ionospheric disturbances. The presence of a morning 
maximum in the diurnal path of magnetic activity does 
not contradict the assumption of the existence near 
the South Pole of a homogeneous magnetization of a 
second, internal zone of activity. 

K-2588 551. 594. 52(*7) 

Cole, K. D. 
ECCENTRIC DIPOLE COORDINATES. Austral. J. 
Phys., 16(3):423-429, incl. maps, Sept. 1963. 8 
refs. -

DLC, QCl. A85 

Bond and Jacka {1962) [K-141] sought to order 
the average frequency of occurrence of visible 
auroras in eccentric dipole latitude. It is considered 
that eccentric dipole colatitudes (II'), longitudes ('/> ' ), 
and times for places on the surface of the Earth (here 
assumed spherical) may be of interest to workers in 
various fields. The working data and formulas are 
presented for the coordinate transformations, the 
latitude and longitude curves, and eccentric dipole 
time. The mapped grids show the eccentric dipole 
geomagnetic latitude and longitude superimposed on 
the geographic grid of a Mercator's projection, and 
on the geographic grids of an azimuthal equidistant 
projection of the north and south poles, respectively. 

K-2620 550. 387. 375(*7) 

T roi~kaia, V. A. 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EXCITATION OF 
SHORT-PERIOD FLUCTUATIONS OF THE EARTH'S 
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD IN THE ANT ARCTIC. 
[Osobennosti vozbuzhdeniia korotkoperiodicheskikh 
k_olebani! elektromagnitnogo polia Zemli v Antark
hke. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskaia 
Eksped., Inform. biull., No. 12:33-36, incl. illus., 
: 59. Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, 

ormation Bulletin. Vol. 2 Amsterdam Elsevier, 
1964, p. 56-60. ' ' 

DLC, Ql l 5. S686; Q115. S6862 
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Earth-current records obtained in the Antarctic 
(Mirnyy and Oazis Stations) for the period July-Dec. 
1957, show amplitudes of short-period fluctuations 
ranging from 20 to 270 mv/ km and, in some cases, 
exceeding 300 mv/km; at middle latitudes they are 
much less. Of the two most typical types of fluctua
tions recorded in middle latitudes, wave trains and 
steady fluctuations, only the latter retains its 
characteristic features in the Antarctic. The first 
can be found only by comparison with mid-latitude 
records, and in many cases is an element of strong 
polar disturbances. The short-period fluctuations in 
the Antarctic are characterized by {l) the strong 
effect of the polar night on excitation of steady fluc
tuations, and (2) the relation between simultaneous 
excitation of steady fluctuations in the Northern and 
Southern Hemispheres with the season. 

K-2629 551. 594. 5:551. 501. 81(*746) 

Briunelli, B. E. and S. M. Sandulenko 
RADAR OBSERVATIONS OF AURORAS AT MIRNYY. 
(Radiolokatsionnye nabl!udenila za pollarnymi 
silani!ami v Mirnom. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. 
Antarkticheskala Eksped. , Inform. biull. , No. 13: 
29-33, incl. table, graphs, 1959. Eng. transl. in: 
Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
Vol. 2, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 94-97. 

DLC, Qll5. S686; Qll5. S6862 

Radar with a range of 1000 km was used for auroral 
observations made regularly from March to May 
1959; the equipment is described. Data were ob
tained from 7333 radar-screen photographs on the 
existence, intensity, azimuth, and distance of the 
reflections· 585 of the photographs showed reflec
tions, most of which were a combination of individual 
pulses without range discrimination. The acc~racy 
of distance determinations is 20 km, and of azimuths, 
10°. Diffuse reflections with a smooth change in sig
nal power and distance were found occasionally. 
Distance maxima occurred during 0500-0800 and 
1200-1600 hr UT· no reflections were recorded from 
0100 to 0300 hr. ' A summary of the distribution and 
direction of the reflections for each month shows 
that they occur most frequently from a distance of 
650 to 750 km and that the auroral centers move 
westward at an average speed of 100-200 m/ sec 
north and south of Mirnyy. The predominance of 
reflections of northward directions is because Mirnyy 
is south of the auroral zone. 

K-2637 550. 383. 3: 550. 385. 2{*467: *764) 

Wescott, E. M. and K. B. Mather 
MAGNETIC CONJUGACY AT VERY HIGH LATITUDE; 
SHEPHERD BAY-SCOTT BASE RELATIONSHIP. 
Planetary Space Sci., .!_:!(4):303-324, incl. graphs, 
maps, April 1965. 30 refs. 

DLC, QC801. P5 
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Magnetic variations occurring at very high latitudes 
were examined for similarities at conjugate points, 
mode of conjugacy or nonconjugacy changes during 
the day and season, and its relation to the sources of 
the disturbances and the field lines in the magneto
sphere. Data from the conjugate pair Shepherd Bay, 
Canada, and Scott station were used in this study. 
Two basic types of magnetic activity must be con
sidered, occurring at about the times the midpoint of 
the field line linking the pair is at the noon and mid
night meridian. The field line midnight activity 
seems to result from auroral zone electrojets, and 
its conjugacy or nonconjugacy relates to the relative 
locations of the stations to the respective auroral 
zones. Field line noon activity is evident even on 
very quiet Kp days and usually amounts to several 
hundred gammas irregular variations. This "day
side agitation" may relate closely to the neutral point 
field lines, or may transmit particle fluxes or H-M 
waves down the field lines on the day side. Both the 
dayside and nighttime types of activity show poor cor
relation at the conjugate points. Intervals of essen
tially one-to-one correlation can be found at almost 
any time during various days, however. The best 
correlation corresponds to the interval following the 
auroral-zone type activity but preceding the dayside 
agitation. This also corresponds to the average 
quietest time of the day. These variations may be 
of global character, reilecting changes in solar wind 
pressure or interplanetary magnetic fields. (Auth. , 
mod.) 

K-2643 551. 594. 53:550. 385. 37(*772) 

Victor, Laurence J. 
CORRELATED AURORAL AND GEOMAGNETIC 
MICROPULSATIONS IN THE PERIOD RANGE 5 TO 
40 SECONDS. J. Geophys. Res., 70(13):3123-3130, 
incl. graphs, diagr., July 1, 1965.-15 refs. 

DLC, QC811. J6 

Simultaneous observations were made of auroral and 
geomagnetic fluctuations at Byrd Station during the 
1961 austral winter. The diurnal variation and 
period speclrums o! regular pulsations in the period 
range 5-40 sec are presented. A peak-for-peak 
analysis of the fluctuations shows a strong correla
tion between the auroral fluctuations and the regular 
Pc 3 micropulsations. These correlated pulsations 
are most frequent in the post-midnight hours and are 
distinguished from the impulsive events occurring in 
the pre-midnight hours. (Auth. , mod.) 
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K-2644 551. 51(047. 1)(*7) 

Bennett, S. M. and others 
ANTARCTIC RESEARCH AND DATA ANALYSIS. 
FINAL REPORT. 15 FEBRUARY 1962 TO 14 MAY 
1965. AVCO Corp. Res. Advan. Develop. Div. , 
Wilmington, Mass. , Contract NSF-C255, RAD-TR-
65-8, 53p. , incl. illus. , graphs, diagrs. , May 14, 
1965. 39 refs. 

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection 

Research and data analyses applied to the Antarctic 
geophysical environment have been carried out for 
the past 3 years. The objective has been threefold: 
(1) basic geophysical research, (2) suggestions for 
future Antarctic programs, and (3) suggested means 
of expediting data acquisition and processing in a 
form suitable for machine analysis. Results of the 
research program are presented in the form of ab
stracts to the 21 scientific reports which have been 
prepared. In addition, a list is given of related 
journal publications and symposium papers. The 
specific research programs suggested are mainly 
experimental, in the fields of ionospheric physics, 
geomagnetism, auroral physics, and atmospheric 
radio noise. Reasons are given for the negative con
clusions reached with regard to expediting data 
acquisition and processing. 

K-2649 551. 510. 535: 551. 510. 62(*784. 2) 

Pillet, G. and M. J . Moureton 
IONOSPHERIC ABSORPTION MEASUREMENT AT 
KERGUELEN, MAR. 1962-DEC. 1962, WITH THE 
AID OF A RIOMETER AT 30 MC/S. [Mesure de 
!'absorption ionospherique a Kerguelen, Mars 1962-
Decembre 1962, a !'aide d'un riometre a 30 MHz.] 
Text in French. CNFRA (Paris), No. 13, 95p., 
incl illus., tables, graph, 1965. 

DLC, GPRR 

The data presented include the annual curve for calm 
days, reproduction of the original records, and. 
monthly tables of the hourly values of ionospheric 
absorption. The measurements were taken at Port
aux-Frani;ais, and the data reduction conforms to_the 
published recommendations of the IQSY. Each daily 
record can be compared, point by point, to the pre
ceding one with a lag of 4 min. The_ cur~e of calm f 
days contains 360 points spaced at time mtervals ~ 
4 min. The hourly values are obtained by compari
son between the value measured at a determined hour 
and the value of the corresponding point on the calm
days curve. A formula is given for computing the 
hourly absorption value in tens of decibels. 
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K-2658 551. 59~ 6:551, 51Q 535 

Helliwell, Robert A 
WHISTLERS AND RELATED IONOSPHERIC PHE
NOMENA. Stanford, Calif. , Stanford Univ. Press, 
1965, 349p., incl. illus., tables, graphs, diagrs. , 
maps, append. 497 refs. 

DLC, QC973. H4 

Whistlers are bursts of VLF electromagnetic energy 
produced by ordinary lightning discharges. These 
bursts travel into the ionosphere, where their inter
action with free electrons forces them to follow 
approximately the lines of force of the earth's mag
netic field. Noises similar to whistlers, called VLF 
emissions, appear to originate within the earth's 
ionosphere, possibly on streams of charge that flow 
in from the sun or are trapped in the earth's mag
netic fie ld, This book covers both theoretical and 
experimental aspects of the subject. An introductory 
chapter presents a qualitative description of the phe
nomena. Chapter 2 traces their history from 
Barkhausen's work through the IGY. In Chapter 3, 
an attempt is made to present a first-order theory of 
whistlers, including the calculation of the intensity of 
whistler-mode signals. The characteristics of 
whistlers are described in Chapter 4 which includes 
an atlas of various kinds of whistle rs. Chapter 5 
presents the results of fixed-frequency whistler-mode 
studies, including those from satellite observations. 
Application of whistler data to the study of the dis
tribution of electron density in the magnetosphere is 
given in Chapter 6, The characteristics of VLF 
emissions, or ionospheric noise, are described in 
Chapter 7 which has an atlas of emission spectra, 
and an outline of the theories of generation of this 
noise, The appendix contains a new chart of the 
dipole field of the earth, including gyro-frequencies 
and the lengths of field lines. (Auth. , mod. ) 

K-2665 550, 383:551. 510. 535(*82) 

Gledhill, J . A 
THE EARTH'S MAGNETIC WEAK SPOT. New 
Scientist, 27(450): 14-15, incl. map, July 1, 1965. 

DLC, Ql-:-&52 

At the Sixth International Space Science Symposium 
(Mar del Plata, Argentina), organized by the inter
national Committee on Space Research (COSPAR), 
the effects of the Southern Hemisphere magnetic 
anomalies on atmospheric phenomena were discussed. 
Among various worldwide observations, the following 
effects were observed in Antarctica: (1) the iono
sphere reflects high-frequency signals better in the 
morning than the afternoon, as recorded by Antarctic 
stations ne~r the Weddell Sea; (2) the ionosphere is 
densely ionized in a region roughly coinciding with the 
southern auroral zone, but with a tail extending to 
the north of it in the South Atlantic; (3) a decrease in 
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ionization density as observed at SANAE Station cor
relates exactly with electron precipitation from the 
radiation belts as observed by the Canadian satellite 
Alouette (the electron bombardment possibly causing 
heating of the upper atmosphere, consequent expan
sion of gases, and thus reduction in density of ions). 
A world map shows the location of the low magnetic 
intensity area in the South Atlantic. 

K-2687 551, 510. 535: 551. 507. 362. 2 

Ulwick, J. C. , W. Pfister and R E. Mclnerney 
DIRECT SATELLITE PROBE MEASUREMENTS OF 
IONOSPHERIC IRREGULARITIES IN THE F REGION 
AND THE POLAR CAP. U. S. Air Force Cambridge 
Res. Labs. , Proj. 7663, Environ. Res. Papers No. 
74, AFCRL-64-1021, 19p,, incl. graphs, diagr. , 
Dec. 1964. 4 refs. 

DOC, AD 612650 

A standing wave Impedance probe has been flown on 
polar orbiting satellites through the F2 layer. Con
tinuous measurements for entire orbits were re
corded and stored on magnetic tape, The data were 
processed and plotted completely automatically from 
the telemetry magnetic tapes. In studying the pro
files through the F region, irregularities superim
posed on the gross features of the ionosphere can be 
found, The size of the irregularities is of the order 
of 400 km with the small-scale density fluctuations 
between 5 and 10%. There is a tendency of these 
irregularities to be larger in the magnetic equator. 
Of special interest are irregular structures observed 
in the south polar region above the peak of the F 
layer. The satellite passes through the region at the 
same local time but covers the whole region geo
graphically in the course of a day. One system of 
irregularities appears to be aligned with the magnetic 
latitude while another structure appears consistently 
at a gedgraphic latitude near 70°. (Auth. , mod. ) 

K-2695 537, 591:551. 507. 362, 2(*2) 

Seward, F. D. and H. N. Kornblum, Jr. 
NEAR-EARTH, POLAR-ORBITING SATELLITE 
MEASUREMENTS OF CHARGED PARTICLES. 1, 
INSTRUMENTATION AND COSMIC RAYS. J. Geo
phys. Res., 70(15):3557-3570, incl. tables, graphs, 
maps, Aug. 1, 1965. 20 refs. 

DLC, QC811. JS 

A set of scintillation counters was carried on polar
orbiting U. s. Air Force satellites in the last ?alf of 
1961, Data were taken from four Agena satellites, . 
each of which passed within about 8° of the geographic 
poles. Cosmic-ray effects were observed at high 
latitudes with good statistics. The ~ value of the 
'edge' of the cosmic-ray plateau was found to var: 
with longitude and to vary between f! = 2· 7 and ¾ -
3. 3. This corresponds to a 'knee' at from!:!= . 1 
to L = 3. 7. A 'kneecap, ' consistently observed at the 
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plateau edge, is interpreted as the appearance of re
entrant albedo as the satellite moves to lower lati
tudes. The relative amount of this albedo was 8 ± 2% 
at an altitude of 300 Ion. A day-night effect in the ob
served high-latitude reentrant albedo cutoff is con
sistent with known day-night changes in the magneto
sphere. The observed altitude dependence of flux at 
very high latitudes is used to derive an omnidirec
tional interplanetary flux of 2. 6 ± 0. 3 particles/ cm 2 
sec at this time. (Auth. ) 

K-2696 550. 385. 37 

Pope, Joseph H. 
DYNAMIC SPECTRAL CHARACTERISTICS OF 
MICROPULSATION PEARLS. J. Geophys. Res. ' 
70(15):3595-3603, incl table, graphs, diagr., Aug. 
T;- 1965. 23 refs. 

DLC, QC811. J6 

The dynamic spectrums of micropulsation pearls 
(type Pc 1) recorded at 9 stations in various latitudes 
(including Eights and Byrd Stations) were studied to 
obtain the frequencies and the spacing times of the 
fine structure elements comprising pearl events. In 
confirmation of earlier results, the product of these 
two parameters is found to be nearly independent of 
latitude. However, the parameters are themselves 
functions of latitude, both the spacing time and the 
reciprocal of the frequency being almost proportional 
to the L value. These dependences are such as to 
accounTfor the tendency of the frequency-spacing time 
product to be constant. An attempt to discriminate 
between Alfven wave and particle bunch hypotheses 
for the generation of pearls was made by comparing 
the experimental results with computations of the 
travel time over the field lfue as a function of latitude. 
It appears that mirroring particle bunches with a 
velocity of about 1270 Ion/ sec could account for the 
observed latitude effect. (Auth. , mod. ) 

K-2700 523. 745:550. 385. 43(*2) 

Nagata, Takesi 
IQSY IN THE ANTARCTIC. Polar Rec., 12(80):611-
619, incl illus. , graphs. , diagrs. , May 1965. 5 
refs. Also:SCAR Bull No. 20:366-374, May 1965. 

DLC, G 575. P 6 

The following topics are discussed on the basis of 
research carried out during the IGY-IGC periods 
with predictions concerning the conditions to be 
found during IQSY: (1) geomagnetic disturbances 
in the polar cap in quiet sun conditions, (2) polar 
cap aurora in quiet sun conditions, (3) the M-region, 
the solar wind, and geomagnetic pulsations. It is 
suggested that a close cooperative system of data 
collection in the Antarctic and the Arctic must be 
established in order that homogeneous and simulta
neous observations of geomagnetic phenomena may be 
made during IQSY. 
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K-2731 621,396, 67(*772) 

Robinson, Wesley 
ANT ARCTIC EXPEDITION LAYS A DIPOLE NEAR 
THE SOUTH POLE. Boeing Mag., 35(5):3-5, May 
1965. -

DLC, TL724. 5. B6B6 

An account is given of the first test operation of a 21-
mi-long dipole antenna located about 12 mi from 
Byrd Station, oriented along the magnetic meridian 
30° east of true north, The antenna was designed to 
collect scientific data at frequencies near 1 kc, The 
potential uses of the antenna include long-distaree 
point-to-point radio communication outside the iono
sphere via whistler modes, improving conventional 
modes of communication using propagation under the 
ionosphere, research on solar flares, and study of 
the electrical p1·operties of materials under the ice 
cap. 

K-2734 551. 510, 535:551, 510, 62 

Piggott, W, R. 
STUDIES OF IONOSPHERIC ABSORPTION, In: Hugh 
Odishaw (~. ), Research in Geophysics. Vol. 1, 
sun, Upper Atmosphere, and Space. Cambridge, 
M, I, T. Press, 1964, Chapt. 11, p. 277-297, incl, 
table, graphs, map, 73 refs. 

DLC, QCSOl. 03 

The absorption measurements made during the IGY 
have provided data on the morphology of absorption 
phenomena. Three features distinguished the IGY 
effort from previous years: (1) the building up of a 
dense network of absorption and ionosonde stations, 
(2) the development and widespread deployment of the 
riometer, and (3) the adoption of uniform methods of 
ionogram reduction in the construction of absorption 
indices. The absorption theory is discussed, followed 
by a description of some experimental tests of the 
theory with suggestions for further research, Diurnal 
variation of absorption at high latitudes is contrasted 
with activity at lower latitudes in the occurrence of 
large variations during individual days and an average 
change during the day smaller than that at temperate 
latitudes, Data on variation of absorption from Halley 
Bay Station are included. 

K-2735 551.510.536:551.594,6 

Helliwell, R. A. 
WHISTLERS AND VLF EMISSIONS. In: Hugh Ck!ishaw 
(~. ), Research in Geophysics. Vol. l. Sun, Upper 
Atmosphere, and Space. Cambridge, M. I. T. Press, 
19641 Chapt. 13, p. 319-333, incl. illus., graph, 
diagr. 11 refs. 

DLC, QCSOl. 03 

A review is given of the present status of ~-es_earch: 
whistlers and VLF emissions. At the beguuung of 
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IGY the geographical and temporal distributions of 
whistlers were poorly defined, VLF emissions, 
particularly their connection with whistlers, could 
not be satisfactorily explained. There was still no 
method for determining a profile of electron density 
throughout the magnetosphere. As a result of the 
IGY the gross features of the distribution and activity 
of whistlers were defined. VLF emissions were 
classified according to type, Sounding of the magneto
sphere at very low frequency using man-made whis
tler-mode signals was carried out. Post-IGY studies 
are described including a discussion of the pertinent 
theories. Problems which remain include (1) the 
determination of the nature of the ducts within which 
whistlers propagate, (2) the quantitative expression of 
the theory of the coupling of whistler-mode signals 
between the earth-ionosphere waveguide and the 
magnetosphere (in order to calculate transmission 
loss between the earth and ionosphere), and (3) the 
definition of the observable VLF-emission character
istics, especially at conjugate points. Possible 
future experiments are suggested. 

K-2736 550. 383. 3:538. 12(*201) 

Nagata, Takes! 
MAGNETIC FIELD AT THE POLES. Jn: Hugh 
Oiishaw (~. ), Research in Geophysics. Vol. 1. Sun, 
Upper Atmosphere, and Space. Cambridge, M. I. T. 
Press, 1964, Chapt. 17, p. 423-453, incl. tables 
graphs, diagrs., maps. 49 refs. ' 

DLC, QCB0l. 03 

A discussion is given of the magnetic field at the poles 
and includes the following topics: (1) the field over 
the polar regions, (2) secular variation during and 
after the IGY, (3) morphology of geomagnetic daily 
variation on quiet days, ( 4) conjugate relationship 
of geomagnetic bay disturbances, (5) conjugacy of 
large-amplitude pulsative variations, and (6) the field 
around the poles and the magnetosphere. Data from 
the following Antai·ctic stations are included: Showa, 
Campbell I., Macquarie I., Byrd, Little America, 
Halley Bay, Mirnyy, and Port-aux-Frangais. Data 
are evaluated in the light of recent research and 
theories pertaining to distarbances and anomalies 
are discussed. 

K-2762 551,594. 5(*729. 5) 

Blackie, J. R. 
ANALYSIS OF AURORAL OBSERVATIONS, HALLEY 
BAY, 1960. Brit. Antarctic Survey Scient. Repts. 
: 0- 40, 47 p., incl. illus., tables, graphs, diagr., 

ap, append., 1964. 20 refs. 
DLC, Qlil99,B73 

!h~ program of visual and photographic observations ;5 escribed, and an analysis of the visual observa
ions of all auroras and of the individual forms is 
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presented. Particular emphasis is placed on the fre
quency of occurrence and the positions of quiet arcs. 
The significance of the various colors and movements 
observed in the displays is discussed. The pattern of 
events in displays of varying magnitude and duration 
is considered and illustrated by descriptions of some 
typical displays. These are accompanied by repro
ductions of the relevant magnetograms and illustra
tions from the all-sky camera films. Descriptions 
are also given of a number of displays which differed 
radically from the normal pattern. A comparison 
with the data from the years 1956-59 shows that the 
decrease in auroral activity from the 1957-58 peak, 
and the accompanying northward movement of the 
quiet-arc zone, continued during 1960. (Auth., mod.) 

K-2761 550. 385. 2(*2) 

Lebeau, Andre 
ON THE DIURNAL MAGNETIC ACTIVITY IN THE 
POLAR CAPS. (Sur l'activite magnetique diurne dans 
les calottes polaires.] Text in French with English 
and Russian summaries. Ann. Geophys., 21(2):167-
218, incl. illus., tables, graphs, diagrs., maps, 
April-June 1965, 45 refs. 

DLC, QC801.A64 

Diurnal magnetic activity characterizing the very high 
latitude regions is analyzed. The concept of magnetic 
noon which relates any point of the atmosphere to the 
plane of the line of force at great distances from the 
earth is introduced. Time and amplitude of the ac
tivity maximums are obtained by averaging series of 
the K index. A relationship exists among magnetic 
noon (M), local noon (L), and the time of maximum 
activity (H) in the equation H-L=a(M-L), a,:l/ 2. The 
intensity is determined by the action of an excitation 
and a modulation factor. Geometrically, the action 
of the excitation factor attains maximum on a closed 
ring surrounding the invariant pole and shifted toward 
high latitudes, which corresponds to a maximum in 
the intensity of electron precipitation. It is shown 
that the diurnal variation of the field derived from 
hourly mean values and magnetic activity measured 
by the daytime maxi.mum amplitude are locally ~ro
portional. A study of the daytime disturbances m the 
ionograms obtained at Dwnont d'Urville Station in
troduces other elements which fit into the general 
scheme. (Auth., mod. ) 

K-2766 551. 510. 535:550. 385. 43:523. 75 

Carbenay, F. 
IONOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES AT SUDDEN COM
MENCEMENT AND CHROMOSPHERIC EMISSIO~S 
(TYPE IV). (Les perturbations ionospheri9u_es a 
debut brusque et les emissions chromospher1ques 
(type IV).] Text in French, TAAF (Paris), No. 30: 
42-57, incl tables, Jan. -March 1965. 27 refs. 

DLC, G845. F7 
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A historical background iS given !or ionospheric 
blackouts and enhancements at sudden commence
ment. The results of observations made between 
1956 and 1959 are tabulated, including those from 
Kerguelen. Type IV emissions were accompanied 
by sudden commencements suddenly evident by an 
enhancement in the reception on the kilometer waves, 
a blackout on the decameter wave, or by both. An 
equation is proposed for defining the disturbance in
tensity by the mean relative enhancement. 

K-2857 537. 591;550. 383 

Shea, M. A. , D. F. Smart and K. G. McCracken 
A STUDY OF VERTICAL CUTOFF RIGIDITIES USING 
SIXTH DEGREE SIMULATIONS OF THE GEOMAG
NETIC FIELD. J. Geophys. Res., 70(17):4117-4130, 
incl tables, graphs, diagrs., map, Sept.- 1, 1965. 
23 refs. 

DLC, QC811. J6 

The vertical cutoff rigidities of more than 300 posi
tions on the earth's surface were studied using sill.1:h 
degree simulations of the quiescent geomagnetic field. 
Twenty-six of these positions are near the South 
African magnetic anomaly, and six other points are 
in a region of the North Atlantic where anomalous re
sults have been reported. Data from 15 Antarctic and 
sub-Antarctic stations were used in the calculations. 
The cutoff rigidities have been obtained by detailed 
computation of the trajectories of cosmic rays at 
0. 01-bv rigidity intervals to allow for the effects of 
the penwnbra. Differences greater than 15% from 
the Quenby and Wenk threshold values have been 
found in the vicinity of South Africa, the South Atlan
tic, and the Canary Is. Various latitude surveys are 
shown to exhibit consistency when plotted against the 
cutoff rigidities determined by this computational 
method. It is concluded that, though there is essen
tially no dtfference between the cutoff rigidities ob
tained using two currently accepted field models 
these simulations of the geomagnetic field are n~t 
completely adequate over some parts of the earth to 
describe the cosmic-ray effects in their entirety. 
Cutoff rigidities for a number of neutron monitors 
are listed. (Auth. , mod. ) 

K-2858 523. 165;551. 510. 536: 551. 594. 6 

Ecklund, W. L. , J. K Hargreaves and J. H. Pope 
ON THE RELATION BETWEEN AURORAL RADIO 
ABSORPTION AND VERY LOW FREQUENCY EMIS
SIONS. J. Geophys. Res., 70(17):4285-4292, incl 
tables, graphs, map, Sept. I;' 1965. 19 refs. 

DLC, QC811. J6 

Recent ground-based observations of VLF emissions 
and of 30-Mc/ s cosmic noise absorption over an ex
tended area are compared for a geomagnetic latitude 
of 59". The occurrence of VLF emissions is ob-
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served to increase with increasing absorption, if 
there is an area of low absorption within about 150 
km of the observation site. If the absorption is wide
spread, the occurrence of VLF emissions decreases 
with increasing absorption. The absorption is shown 
not to change the time of the diurnal maximum of 
VLF emissions substantially at this latitude. VLF 
emissions detected while absorption is present near 
the site tend to be chorus , and those detected while 
absorption is absent tend to be hiss. In the latter 
case, absorption is usually present in the auroral 
zone, some 900 km to the north. The detailed rela
tion between emission generation and absorption pro
duction changes diurnally. Some implications are 
discussed. (Auth. ) 

K-2859 551. 510. 536: 551. 594. 6:538. 4 

Carson, W. B. and others 
LONG-PERIOD VERY LOW FREQUENCY EMISSION 
PULSATIONS. J . Geophys. Res. , 70(17):4293-4303, 
incl illus. , graph, Sept. 1, 1965. 20 refs. 

DLC, QC811. J6 

Pulse trains with periods of the order of a minute 
occur in the natural VLF signals emitted in the exo
sphere. Composed of otherwise ordinary VLF emis
sions, the long-period pulses always rise in fre
quency. At magnetically conjugate points the long
period pulse signals are r eceived simultaneously. 
The period of the pulsation events exhibits a latitude 
dependence, becoming longer at higher latitudes. On 
the basis of available data, a hypothesis associating 
hydromagnetic waves with emitting particles is 
offered to account for the observed properties of the 
pulsations. Data are shown from Baie St. Paul, 
Quebec; Minneapolis, Minnesota; Byrd Station; and 
Eights Station. (Auth. , mod. ) 

K-2860 551, 510. 535:551. 594. 12 

Evans, J. V. 
CAUSE OF THE MIDLATITUDE WINTER NIGHT IN· 
CREASE IN.!_o!'2· J. Geophys. Res., 70(17):4331· 
4345, incl tables, graphs, Sept. 1, 19lffi. 33 refs. 

DLC, QC811. J6 

Electron density measurements and determinations of 
the electron and ion temperatures throughout the !: 
region have been made at midlatitudes by the inco
herent backscatter technique at Millstone Hill, 
Massachusetts. Results of this work are presented 
for the hours 1800-0600 EST for Nov. and Dec. 1963 
and Jan. 1964. The early morning increase in .!cl2 
observable near 0200-0400 EST is accompanied by 
density increases at all the altitudes that could be in· 
vestigated, i.e. , up to 600 km. Hence this phenome· 
non cannot be accounted for by changes only in the 
shape of lhe layer. Further, the electron and ion 
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temperatures tended to decrease as the density in
creased, indicating that freshly produced ionization 
caused, for example, by particle precipitation can
not be invoked as an explanation. It is concluded that 
additional ionization must have diffused from great 
altitudes in the exosphere. It is suggested that this 
downward motion may occ,ur at this time as a result 
of a lowering of the exospheric electron temperature 
after sunset in the southern (summer) hemisphere. 
Some qualitative support for the model proposed 
would be gained if it could be shown that .!a!'2 in
creases around midnight in Dec. at the conjugate 
point (71. 9°S, 80. 7'W) to Millstone Hill. No iono
sonde exists anywhere near this point, however, and 
the data from Port Lockroy and Byrd Stations are in
sufficient to support or deny the model. (Auth. , 
mod.) 

K-2896 551. 594. 5(*747) 

Ignatov, V. s. 
PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF AURORAL OBSERVA
TIONS AT THE SOUTH GEOMAGNETIC POLE. 
[Predvaritel' nye rezul' taty nablliideniI poJ.rarnykh 
sif'aniT na iu.zhnom geomagnitnom polliise.] Text in 
Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskaia Eksped., Inform. 
blull., No. 18: 24-27, 1960. Eng. transl. in: Soviet 
Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 2, 
Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 231-233. 

DLC, Qll5.S686; Qll5.S6862 

Preliminary results of visual (April 7-0ct. 12, 1959) 
and spectral (March 28-0ct. 12, 1959, with a C-180S 
spectral camera) auroral observations at Vostok 
Station are presented. Auroras are observed most 
frequently at about 2100 hours local time and in the 
month of June. Diffuse auroras predominate during 
the first half of the night in the form of homogeneous 
arcs, diffuse surfaces, and glow near the horizon; 
rayed forms predominate during the second half of the 
ni_ght, rays and luminous arcs being most frequent, 
with coronas and draperies being relatively rare. 
~ost of the auroras are pale green with a faint bluish 
tinge. Analysis of auroral and airglow spectrograms 
revealed 17 molecular nitrogen lines 6 molecular 
oxygen lines, 4 ionized nitrogen line~ 3 atomic 
oxygen lines, and sodium lines. The 'appearance, 
causes, intensity, and development of these lines and 
bands are discussed and related to time and magnetic 
actiVity. 

K-2916 551. 521. 326: 551. 510 

Huruhata, Masaaki 
CORRELATION BETWEEN THE OH RADIATION IN 
THE NIGHT AIRGLOW AND THE HEIGHT OF THE 
lO-MILLmAR SUR 4927_49 . FACE. J. Geophys. Res., 70(19): 
DLC 29, mcl. graphs, Oct. 1, 1965, 11 refs. 

, QC811. J6 
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The intensity of OH radiation in the night airglow ob
served at Haute Provence, France, was compared 
with the 10-mb weather map, and a close correlation 
between the intensity and the daily height of the 10-
mb surface was found. The latitudinal variation of 
the emission observed on the Soya in voyages to Ant
arctica in Dec. -Jan. and Feb. -March (1959 through 
1962) shows the same trend with the height of the 
surface. The intensity increases when the height of 
the surface decreases, but the quantitative physical 
interpretation of the correlation is not yet clear. 
(Auth. , mod. ) 

K-2943 551. 510. 535: 551. 594. 12(*747, *772) 

Noel, T. M. and S. M. Bennett 
POWER SPECTRUM OF SPORADIC-E AT WILKES 
AND BYRD STATIONS, ANTARCTICA. Nature, 207 
(5002): 1182-1183, incl. graphs, Sept. 11, 1965, 4 
refs. 

DLC, Ql. N2 

The occurrence of quasi-periodic variations in the 
time series of high-frequency radiowave absorption 
at high-latitude conjugate locations has been re
ported previously. The absorption is an auroral 
zone absorption of Type II which is thought to result 
from ionization in the upper D-region produced by 
keV energy electrons dumped from, or freshly 
accelerated in, the outer Van Allen region of the 
magnetosphere. At present, periodic variations of 
the ionospheric sporadic-E layer in Antarctica are 
reported with similar frequency and latitude charac
teristics. These results may have considerable im
portance in suggesting a theory of high-latitude 
sporadic E. The research was conducted at Wilkes 
and Byrd Stations, during July and Aug. 1957 and 
1958. The method by which ~he ,.;._ta were collected 
is described, Consideration of the magnetospheric 
time-of-flight spectrometer effect is suggested. An 
impulsive source of keV energy electrons, which is 
localized in longitude, will produce distant, quasi
periodic, ionospheric effects (on the same L-shell) 
which may be characterized by the longitudinal mag
netospheric drift time of a mean bombarding ene~·gy._ 
Such a mechanism would also result in quas1-period1c 
behavior of auroral zone absorption. 

K-2951 551. 510. 535: 551, 594. 13(*2) 

Nagata Takesi and T. Iijima 
SIMULTANEOUS CURRENT PATTERNS OF POLAR 
MAGNETIC STORMS (D -FIELD) IN THE NORTH
ERN AND SOUTHERN'ifOLAR REGIONS DURING 
IGY. J. Geomag. Geoelec. , _!2.(3): 210-220, incl. 
tables, diagrs. , 1964. 29 refs. 

DLC, QC801, J63 
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The average patterns of the equivalent ionospheric 
current system of polar magnetic storms (Qp-field) 
for both polar regions are constructed by analyzing 
simultaneous data taken in these regions during the 
IGY. Data from 36 typical magnetic storms picked 
up during the 1. 5-yr period are classified into two 
groups: severe storm for which ~p = 7, 2, and 
moderate storms, ~P = 4. 3. In both cases, the 
.!?Ji patterns for the northern and southern polar re
gions are almost symmetric with each other with 
respect to the geomagnetic coordinates, suggesting 
that the geomagnetic conjugacy holds well between 
the two polar regions. A discussion is given of 
mechanisms involved in the formation of the Qp field. 
It is emphasized, in particular, that the larger part 
of polar cap currents of the Qi) field may be attribut
able to an enhancement of the .§qP field by a stronger 
solar wind. Locations of magnetic stations, and date 
and time of magnetic storms analyzed are tabulated. 
Diagrams of equivalent ionospheric current patterns 
are included. (Auth. , mod. ) 

K-2956 550, 386(*7-11) 

Zhigalov' L. N. 
MAGNETIC ACTIVITY IN EAST ANTARCTICA. 
[Magnitnara aktivnost' v vostochnom sektore Antark
tidy. ] Text in Russian. Prob, Arktilti Antarktiki, 
~:45-53, incl. table, graphs, 1965, 7 refs. 

DLC, 0575. L422 

There is a large daily maximum of magnetic activity 
at Mirnyy, Dazis, Pionerskaya, and Komsomol'
skaya Stations, There are 3 or 4 intervals, ex
pressed in local geomagnetic time, when peaks of 
irregular magnetic disturbances may occur: at 
Mirnyy, 1-3, 7, and 11- 13; at Oazis, 2- 4, 8, 12-14, 
and 22; at Pionerskaya, 71 12-1 3, and 3-4. The dis
tribution of bay magnetic disturbances at Mirnyy, 
Oazis, and Pionerskaya is characteristic for high
latitude emission zones. The daily variations of 
magnetic activity in identical geomagnetic latitudes 
of the eastern sector of Antarctica and the western 
sector of the Arctic are similar in form (for geo
magnetic latitude 1J = 83 -;- 84°). The daily variations 
of magnetic activity at Pionerskaya and the drifting 
station North Pole 7, located in the western sectors 
o~ the Antarctic and the Arctic, respectively, are 
different: at Pionerskaya, the morning daytime 
maximum is the largest, while at North Pole 7 the 
morning daytime maximum is comparable to the 
evening and night maximums. There was a corre
sp~ndence in the appearance of maximum frequency 
of irregular magnetic disturbance peaks and the 
daily variation of polar radiation intensity maximums 
observed in 1958-59 at Vostok. The time of maxi
mum periodicity of radiation at Vostok in 1961 was 
son:ie_what later than the time of maximum magnetic 
activity (for evening and night polar radiation). 
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K-2965 551. 510. 535: 550. 383. 3(*2) 

GerSOI}, N. C. 
A PROPOSED IONOSPHERIC EXPERIMENT. J. 
Atmos. Terrest. Phys., 26(9):925-929, incl. table, 
graph, Sept. 1964. 11 refs. 

DLC, QC801. JS 

It is suggested that three antipodal ionospheric sound
ing experiments be undertaken: (a) vertical inci
dence, (b) oblique incidence, and (c) riometer. Iden
tical equipment power outputs, antenna patterns, etc., 
are required for proper analysis of the results. Pos
sible station pairs are: Bermuda-Perth, Gibraltar
Auckland, Kerguelen-Calgary, Heard Island-Saska
toon, Thule-Vostok, etc. The vertical incidence tes~ 
by providing data from antipodal points, would pro
vide evidence for the existence of the function 
'I' (in fa= 't f) for each of the ionic layers. At points 
which are not only antipodal but also magnetically 
conjugate, a simple expression for "'I' is anticipated. 
The oblique incidence data would permit a more ex
haustive study of those occasions when actual 
operating frequencies considerably exceed the MUF 
over antipodal and circumferential paths. (Auth., 
mod.) 

K-2997 

Gadsden, M. 

551. 594. 5(551. 501. 8:551, 591] 
(*787. 8, *786) 

ON THE ASSOCIATION OF OPTICAL AND RADIO 
OBSERVATIONS OF THE AURORA. Planet. Space 
Sci., 12(1):29-35, incl. graphs, Jan. 1964. 20 refs. 

DLC~QC801. P5 

Observational evidence is reviewed and shown not to 
be in support of Cole's suggestion that the lack of. 
association may be strongly influenced by absorption. 
An observational search to identify emission asso
ciated with radar-echoing regions is suggested. 
Ionospheric data from Campbell and Macquarie Is. 
were utilized in this study. (Auth. , mod. ) 

K-3033 551. 594. 52:550. 388. 8 

Fel'dshte'tn, fA. L 
MORPHOLOGY OF POLAR AURORA AND GEOMAG
NETISM. [Morfologila poliarnykh siianil i geomag
netizm. ] Text in Russian with English summary. 
Akad. nauk SSSR. Mezhduved. geofiz. komt. prov_ed. 
MGG. IV razdel progr. MGG: Pol!itrnye sifiinila i 
svechenie nochnogo neba. Sb. state!, No. 10: 121-
125, incl. graphs, diagrs. , maps, 1963. 16 refs. 

DLC, QC971. A43 

The structure of polar auroras and its relatio~shlp to 
terrestrial magnetism is discussed with the a.id of 
data on the isoaurora, during the IGY da_Y and night d 
hours in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres, an 
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on the distribution of magnetic activity in the northern 
polar cap during 1957-58. The maximum isoaurora 
at night corresponds to the major auroral zone and 
in the daytime to the second zone, i.e. , to the high 
altitude zone. The region of maximum values of 
magnetic activity as well as the oval auroral zone 
are located at geomagnetic latitudes higher during 
the day than at night. The direction and value of the 
disturbance vector of the magnetic field can be ex
plained by the fact that the current flows along the 
oval auroral zone in a westerly direction. (Auth. , 
mod.) 

K-3036 551. 510. 535. 001. 5(*75) 

Morlet, Bernard 
THE GROUP OF IONOSPHERIC RESEARCHES IN 
ADELIE LAND. (Le groupe de recherches 
iono~pheriques en Terre Adelie. ] Text in French. 
Expects. polaires franc,;. , Missions Paul-Emile 
Victor, Bull. d'lnform. No. 17:7-18, incl. illus,, 
table, map, June 1965. 

DLC 

France pioneered ionospheric research in Antarctica 
when the first ionograms were obtained during the 
summer of 1949-50, with equipment on board the 
Commandant Charcot. The first soundings made 
with fixed installations were obtained during the 
winter of 1950 at Port Martin. Since then the studies 
have been limited to synoptic observations of ionized 
layers by vertical sounding. The installation at 
Dumont d'Urville includes a J5W vertical sounder 
a type GR! (Groupe de Recherches lonospheriques) 
absorption sounder, a vertical riometer for 30. 1, 
20. 5, and 75 Mc, a rotating riometer for 75 Mc, and 
a system of telecommand and measurement centrali
zation. The 3 methods and e_quipment are described, 
and a comparison is made between the J5W and the 
SP 35/16 sounders. 

K-3040 551. 510. 535:623. 454. 8,001.4 
. (931, *787. 8) 

Christchurch Geophysical Observatory 
IONOSPHERIC EFFECTS OF A HIGH ALTITUDE 
NUCLEAR EXPLOSION. J. Atmos. Terrest. Phys. , 
~(2):99-100, incl. illus., table, graph, Feb. 1963. 
• refs, 

DLC, QC801. J6 

Three ionospheric stations of the New Zealand net
work recorded marked effects soon after the detona
tion of _a thermonuclear bomb of megaton yield, at 
approxunately 0900 UT on July 9 1962 at a height 
of several hundred kilometers above J dhnston L The 
!~hons were located at Rarotonga, Godley Head, 

t
. Campbell L The effects observed at each sta-
1on ar ct· of e iscussed, It is postulated that as a result 

t the detonation, waves drove the exospheric elec-
. rons and ions down into the F region Exospheric 
ions are probably protons but on entr~ into the atmo-
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sphe~e they would rapidly charge-exchange with 
atomic °:'ygen, so that the high-density electron 
cloud which was observed contained also atomic 
oxygen ions'. Recombination of the cloud through 
the no~mal ionospheric mechanism involving molec
ular nitrogen would produce emission of the 6300-A 
line of atomic oxygen, thus agreeing with the news
paper reports of a bright red glow in the sky at the 
time the electron cloud was observed. 

K-3061 550, 385, 2(*7 33) 

Shneer, V. S. 
GEOMAGNETIC ACTIVITY AT LAZAREV STATION 
IN 1959, (Kharakter geomagnitno! aktivnosti na 
stan0ii Lazarev po nabllildeni:lrun 1959 g. ] Text in 
Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskaia Eksped. , Inform. 
biiUl. , No. 22: 51-52, incl. graphs, 1960. 2 refs, 
Eng. transl, in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Infor
mation Bulletin. Vol. 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 
1965, p. 72-74. 

DLC, Qll5, S686; Qll5. S6862 

Hourly amplitudes of the horizontal component ri' 
were used to construct monthly, seasonal, and H 
annual graphs of diurnal variation at Lazarev Station. 
Magnetic activity reaches a maximum at midnight, 
occurring earlier in winter, while in summer there 
is a maximum in the morning and evening, Annual 
variation reaches a maximum amplitude of 170 y in 
July. The highest intensity, 200 y, is reached in 
winter and decreases to 120 y in summer because of 
its proximity to the zone of maximum auroral fre
quency. Diurnal variation at Lazarev is most simi
lar to that at Halley Bay Station, suggesting that the 
zone of maximum auroral frequency is located the 
same distance from each. 

K-3079 550. 385, 37: 538. 69 

Keys, J. G. 
PULSATING AURORAL RADAR ECHOES AND THEIR 
POSSIBLE HYDROMAGNETIC ASSOCIATION. J. 
Atmos. Terre st. Phys. , 27(3): 385-393, incl. illus. , 
graphs, map, March 1965:""""" 22 refs. 

DLC, QC801. J6 

Pulsating radar echoes observed from Bluff, New 
Zealand, during the IGY are examined. The pulsa
tions exhibit a diurnal variation in occurrence, 
periods dependent on latitude, and onset times de
pendent on planetary K-index. These features, com
bined with the observed period range of 1-9 min and 
an association with magnetic activity, suggest a 
hydromagnetic excitation mechanism in the outer 
magnetosphere. The time-space relationship be
tween the radar pulsations and the magnetic effects 
at Macquarie L is also of interest. The present 
data show a close time relationship between the two 
phenomena, and the mechanism for the production of 
the magnetic disturbance may be ionospheric current 
systems, driven by field line resonance. (Auth. , 
mod.) 
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K-3080 

King, G, A. M, 

(551. 594. 5:621-4):551. 510. 535 
(*762) 

THE AURORA AND THE NIGHT-E LAYER J. 
Ahnos, Terrest. Phys., 27(3):426-428, incl. tables, 
graph, March 1965. Ref.-

DLC, QC801. J6 

Experimental observations under excellent conditions 
in May 1958 at Hallett Station showed a close asso
ciation of auroral luminosity and E-region ionization. 
The association accepted as semiquantitative, the all
sky camera records yield the horizontal structure of 
the overall activity of aurora and the ionograms yield 
the local vertical structure. The summarized re
sults are presented in tables and graphs. 

K-3084 551. 594. 5(*2) 

Khorosheva, O. V. 
THE ISOCHASMS OF AURORAE. (Ob izokhazmakh 
pol!arnykh siiani'L ] Text in Russian with English 
summary. Akad. nauk SSSR Mezhduved. geofiz. 
komt. proved. MGG, IV razdel progr. MGG: 
Poliarnye si.!anifa i svechenie nochnogo neba. Sb, 
state!, No. 10:126-132, incl. graphs, maps, 1963. 
15 refs. 

DLC, QC971, A43 

The frequency of occurrence of aurora in the zenith 
is plotted for a 24-hr period for SP-6 [North Pole 6] 
and Wrangel L Stations in the Arctic and Mirnyy and 
Ellsworth Stations in Antarctica. Isolines plotted for 
both auroral zones show a single closed auroral cir
cle with a radius approximately 10° less than the 
Fritz (main) zone radius, regularly drifting diurnally 
around the geomagnetic pole. The main and inner 
zones may be regarded as envelopes of the momen
tary positions of the auroral ring. (Auth. , mod. ) 

K-3087 537. 591(02) 

McCracken, K. G. and others 
IQSY INSTRUCTION MANUAL NO. 10, COSMIC RAY 
TABLES (ASYMPTOTIC DIRECTIONS, VARIATIONAL 
COEFFICJENTS AND CUT-OFF RIGIDITJES). Lon
don, lnternatl. Council Scient. Unions, Spec. Commt. 
~ternatl. Yr. Quiet Sun, 183p. , incl. tables, graph, 
diagrs. , May 1965, 15 refs. 

DLC 

The majority of the available cosmic ray data to date 
pertains to rays arriving at the earth from the verti
cal, a serious deficiency when studying the totality of 
cosmic radiation arriving at the surface. In the 
present work, the data previously obtained have been 
collected and augmented by data for 8 directions in
clined to the vertical (for each value of the cut-off 
rigidity). Data are presented for 79 points on the 
earth including Dumont d'Urville, Ellsworth, 
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Mawson, McMurdo, Mirnyy, SANAE, Amundsen
Scott, Vostok, and Wilkes Stations, and Kerguelen 
Is. and Macquarie L The variational coefficients 
calculated from these asymptotic directional data 
are also presented. Table 1 lists the Finch and 
Leaton coefficients as used in the asymptotic direc
tion calculations; Table 2 the 79 stations, their geo
graphic coordinates, and vertical cut-off rigidities; 
Table 3 the cosmic ray asymptotic directions; and 
Table 4 the cosmic ray variational coefficients for 
the above stations. 

K-3130 551, 594. 5(*7) 

Nikol'ski!, A. P. 
LOCATION OF THE AURORAL ZONE IN THE ANT
ARCTIC. [O mestopolozhenii zony pol!arnykh silani1 
v Antarktike. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkti
cheskaia Eksped. , Inform. biull., No. 24:38-41, incl 
maps, 1960. 8 refs. Eng. transl in: Soviet Antarc
tic Expedition, Information Bulletin. VoL 3, 
Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 146-149. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

Previous attempts to determine the locations of Ant
arctic and Arctic auroral zones are reviewed. Two 
auroral zones are found in the Antarctic, the inner 
being associated with morning auroras, and the outer 
with evening and night auroras. The contradictions 
among previous attempts to locate the Antarctic 
auroral zone represent the total effect of the two 
zones. The geomagnetic longitude determines wheth
er the morning or night aurora is dominant. 

K-3153 550. 389. 5(*772) 

U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey 
MAGNETOGRAMS AND HOURLY VALUES, BYRD 
STATION, ANTARCTICA, 1959. Washington, MHV
By59, 1962, 144p. , incl. tables, graphs, map. 2 
refs, 

DLC, QC830. B98 

The Byrd Station magnetic records for 1959 are_ 
presented in the form of quarter-size reproductions 
of the magnetograms and tables of hourly mean . 
values of each of the magnetic elements--dec!ination, 
horizontal intensity, and vertical intensity. 
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K-3154 550. 389. 5(*772) 

u. s. Coast and Geodetic Survey 
MAGNETOGRAMS AND HOURLY VALUES, BYRD 
STATION, ANTARCTICA, 1960. Washington, MHV
By60, 1963, 147p. , incl tables, graphs, map. 2 
refs, 

DLC, QC830. B98 

The Byrd Station magnetic ;records for 196Q are 
presented in the form of quarter-size r eproductions 
of the magnetograms and tables of hourly mean 
values of each of the magnetic elements--declination, 
horizontal intensity, and vertical intensity. 

K-3176 551, 594. 5(*75) 

DouJset, Claude and Jean-Pierre Suinot 
ADELIE LAND - 1961. VISUAL OBSERVATIONS OF 
AURORAS. DUMONT D'URVILLE BASE. (Terre 
Adelle - 1961, Observations visuelles des aurores. 
Bas~ Dumont d'Urville. J Text in French ~d English. 
Expeds, polaires franc;. , Missions Paul-Emile 
Victor, Publ. No. 240, 352p, , incl. illus., tables, 
dlagrs, (1963]. Ref. 

DLC, QC971.D6 

This volume contains tabulated data of auroral ob
servations carried out.at Dumont d'Urville Station, 
from March to Oct. 1961, at 15-min intervals. The 
tables include descriptions of sky condition, auroral 
form, intensity and color, coordinates, anq remarks. 
Graphic representation illustrates the auroral forms 
and some of the optical phenomena observed, 

K-3188 551, 594. 52(*701, *727) 

Altken, W. M. 
SOME AURORA AUSTRALIS LOWER BORDER 
HEIGHTS, 1961. J. Atmos. Terrest. Phys. , 27(6): 
745-749, incl, illus., table, June 1965, 7 refs. 
DLC, QCBOl. J6 

A number of pairs of photographs of auroral forms 
taken Simultaneously at Amundsen-Scott and Ells
worth Stations in 1961 were analyzed to determine 
lower border heights. These first figures from ob
servation within the zone of maximum occurrence 
substantially agree with observations from points 
distant from the zone. Most penetrations were to 
altitudes of 95 to 110 km. One display appears to 
have penetrated below 90 km. Apparent speeds in 
excess of 100 m/sec were noted for north-south mo
tion. The long baseline and uncontrolled processing 
variables_ detract from the accuracy of the figures, 
~t t?ls first data remains of interest to investigators 
m this area of ionospheric phenomena. (Auth. ) 
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K-3228 551. 594. 11:551. 515. 4 

Lobodin, T. V. 
RELATION BETWEEN UNITARY VARIATION OF 
THE ELECTRICAL POTENTIAL GRADIENT OF THE 
ATMOSPHERE AND THUNDERSTORM ACTIVITY. 
(0 sviazi unitarno'1 varia!sii gradienta elektricheskogo 
poten~iala atmosfery s grozovo'1 de:latel'nost'iu.] 
Text in Russian. Geofiz. biull., No. 15:49-51, incl 
table, graph, 1965. 8 refs. 

DLC, QC801. 3. M4 

The unitary variation of the potential gradient of the 
atmosphere was investigated during 1957-58 over the 
Indian and Atlantic Oceans and in Antarctica (Mirnyy). 
The curves of the unitary variation of E obtained 
were similar to those obtained by Mauchly (1921) and 
Sverdrup (1927). The correlation coefficient between 
the curves obtained by Mauchly and Sverdrup and the 
curve of the thunderstorm area was O. 92, and that 
between the curves obtained by the author and the 
thunderstorm area was 0. 70. It is hypothesized that 
the variation of E is caused by the variation of 
thunderstorm activity over the continents of both 
hemispheres. 

K-3230 551, 521. 64:551. 507, 362, 1: (*726, 83) 

Sanchez, Miguel 
OPERATION MATIENZO. (Operaclon Matienzu. ] 
Text in Spanish. Rev. Nae. Aeronaut. Espaclal, 25 
(278): 38-40, incl. illus, , tables, diagr. , map, July 
1965. Ref. (BoL Antart!co No. 13) 

DLC, TL504, R547 

The object of Operation Matlenzo was to measure 
cosmic radiation by means of rockets launched simul
taneously from Matlenzo Station in the Antarctic 
Peninsula and from the Center of Experimentation and 
Launching of Self-propelled Projectiles (CELPA) in 
Chamical (La Rioja, Argentina). The idea took form 
in Sept. 1963 at the Institute of Aeronautic and Space 
Research (IIAE). In planning the program, the fol
lowing factors had to be considered: the rocket to 
carry the specific equipment for measurement of the 
parameter, the launching equipment, the_ trained per
sonnel (mounting and launching, calculatrng !he tra
jectory, manning telemetry and commumcat:ons 
equipment), the meteorological and communications 
equipment needed at Matienzo, and the _actual trans
port of equipment and personnel to Matienzo. A de
scription of Matienzo Station is given .. The _rocket
sonde ls described including data on dunens1ons_, 
weight, and performance capabiUties .. The eq~1_P
ment for launching is described including specifica
tions. Information on the five launchings of 3 rockets 
and 2 neoprene balloons in Feb. 1965 is tabulated. 
Radiation was measured by 2 of the rocketsondes and 
2 balloons, and temperature was measured by one 
rocketsonde, 
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K-3278 551. 594. 5(*7) 

Gadsden, M. 
THE AURORA AUSTRALIS. In: Trevor Hatherton 
(ed.), Antarctica. New York, Frederick A. Praeger, 
ffi5, Chap. 16, p. 403-428, incL illus. , graph, 
diagrs. 60 refs. 

DLC, G860. H2 7 

The advances made since the IGY in un~erstanding 
the Southern Hemisphere aurora are dil.cussed in
cluding the location and shape of the auroral zone, the 
orientation of auroral arcs, the spectral phenomena, 
radar observations, and the correlation with magnetic 
activity and other phenomena. The general outlines 
of auroral occurrence and behavior are now fairly 
clear, The position, shape, and movement of the 
auroral zone are reasonably well established, 
although the mean position of the zone is not suffi
ciently determined to distinguish between suggested 
hypotheses of auroral occurrence. The separation of 
polar-cap auroras from auroral-zone displays is 
established; what remains to be discovered is the 
cause and method of production. The fruitful line of 
research now seems to be testing hypotheses, Meas
urements of the temperature of the atmosphere should 
be made more often, as heating of the upper atmo
sphere is suspected of being of great importance to 
auroral theory, 

K-3279 551. 510. 535(*7) 

Beagley, J. W. and G. A. M, King 
THE POLAR IONOSPHERE. In: Trevor Hatherton 
(ed.), Antarctica. New York, Frederick A. Praeger, 
ffi5, Chap. 17, p. 429-462, incL tables, graphs. 
32 refs, 

DLC, G860. H27 

This chapter is in 2 parts, the Regular Ionosphere 
and Its Variations, and the Disturbed Ionosphere. 
The first part discusses the principal laws of be
havior of the ionospheric layers, the exosphere, ex
ploration of the ionosphere, the interpretation of high
latitude ionograms, and the behavior of the regular 
Antarctic ionosphere. The Antarctic E region fol
lows the solar zenith angle closely during summer 
and equinox. Maximum ionization occurs during local 
noon hours and its magnitude varies with the season. 
The greatest median foE values are observed in sum
mer and gradually increase toward winter. During 
the polar night, normal E layers, supplemented by 
Es, give place to night E which appears fairly regu
larly in late evening and early morning. E-layer 
ionization is not due entirely to solar ultraviolet 
radiation, but also to corpuscular radiation. There 
is greater variability of f0F 1 than foE, particularly 
in equinoctial months, and the 24-hr presence of F
region stratification at high solar zenith angles does 
not conform with temperate latitude behavior. Diurnal 
variation of f0 F2 is most complex, and photoioniza
tion is not adequate to account for the observed win-
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ter f0 F2. Observations of 2 diurnal maxima of f0F2 
near noon and at 0700 UT suggest that meteorological 
factors (viz. , polar warming) influence the diurnal 
variation. Part 2 of this chapter discusses polar cap 
absorption (PCA) and disturbances affecting the F 
region and the whole ionosphere. 

K-3280 550. 383+550. 385. 43(*7) 

Cullington, A. L. 
THE POLAR GEOMAGNETIC FIELD AND ITS 
FLUCTUATIONS. In: Trevor Hatherton ~. ), Ant• 
arctica. New York, Frederick A. Praeger, 1965, 
Chap. 18, p. 463-491, incL tables, graphs, diagrs., 
maps. 52 refs. 

DLC, G860. H27 

The South Magnetic Pole is not diametrically opposite 
the North Magnetic Pole and is known to have a 
diurnal movement following an elliptical path. The 
length of the path varies daily, being longer on mag
netically disturbed days. A synoptic analysis of the 
distribution of the magnetic field across Antarctica 
reveals an unexpected decrease in the field due to a 
large rate of secular variation. Paleomagnetic 
studies have lent support to the continental drift 
theory, Geomagnetic activity in the south polar re
gion generally parallels that in the north, magnetic 
disturbances taking place simultaneously. Magnetic 
storms do not follow the classic pattern of middle 
and low latitude sudden commencement storms; the 
variation with storm time is not clearly depicted, 
i. e. , there is no definite initial phase with increase 
in H followed by a decrease in H, and the final phase 
is difficult to discern. The main features of magnetic 
storms in Antarctica are the greater amplitudes of 
fluctuations than in low or middle latitudes. The pat
tern is often a succession of bay-like disturbances 
which reach a maximum of activity and die away 
rapidly. The south 5n system is symmetrical to the 
north,both being activated by corpuscular streams 
almost equally and in the same manner. Geomag
netic bay disturbances are closely related in time and 
space to auroras. 

K-3287 523. 323. 72: 523, 72(084)(*7) 

Weston, Louise B. 
SUNLIGHT, MOONLIGHT, AND TWILIGHT FOR 
ANTARCTICA, 1966-1968. U. S. Nav. Observ. 
Circ. No. 107, 19p. , incL graphs, April 9, 1965. 

DLC, QB4. W34 

Forty-five graphs give data on the rising ~d. setting 
of the sun and moon, and the duration of twilight for 
high southern latitudes. Graphs of semiduration of 
sunlight give the number of hours from sunrise to 
meridian passage, or from meridian passage to sun
set, for latitudes south of 60°S. various local mean 
times of meridian passage are given, making it pos-
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sible to compute the local mean times of sunrise and 
sunset. Graphs of semiduration of moonlight give the 
same data for the moon as was given for the sun. In 
addition, phase symbols indicate the day on which 
each phase occurs. The times of meridian passage 
and the semiduration change more rapidly for the 
moon than for the sun. Duration of civil twilight 
graph's give the interval from the beginning of morn
ing civil twilight (beginning when the sun is 6° below 
the horizon) to the time of sunrise, or from the time 
of sunset to the end of ciyil twilight. Continuous twi
light or sunlight is defined as occurring when the sun 
remains no more than 6° below the horizon. Graphs 
of duration of nautical twilight give similar data for 
12° depression. 

K-3294 551, 594. 5:778. 6 

Sandford, Brian P. 
AURORAL AND LOW LIG.fIT LEVEL COLOR PHO
TOGRAPHY. Arctic Inst. N. Amer. , Res. Paper No. 
25, 30p. , incl. graphs, diagrs. , Nov. 1, 1962. 7 
refs. 

DLC, GB601. A75 

Auroral illumination can be detected by color film, 
although it is generally too faint to be distinguished in 
color by the eye. Emulating the eye' s tri-stimulus 
response, color films usually contain 3 emulsions. 
Emulsion speeds appropriate to the major emission 
wavelengths are imperative for successful auroral 
photography. The most common emission wavelengths 
occur at 6364 and 6300A in the red-sensitive emul
sion, at 5577A in the green, and at 3914A in the blue. 
When the illumination level lies above the eye's 
threshold for color vision, color sensation is not 
altered by a change in brightness, but is largely de
termined by the spectral energy distribution. Even 
when the intensity is well below the color threshold, 
color film can distinguish auroral colors by the use 
of correct exposure times. To achieve maximum 
saturation, exposures should be made with neutral 
densities >1. Three high speed color films are com
pared for film speeds, development times, proces
sing, spectral sensitivities to emissions, and ability 
to detect small differences in color. Colorimetric 
densitometry is more sensitive than film to small 
color changes, Auroral photographs indicate con
stant red-green-blue intensity ratios. They are use
ful in recording large areas of the sky, and can serve 
as low resolution spectrographs. 

K-3298 621, 391. 812. 63:551. 510. 53(*2) 

Bailey, D. K. and M. A. Pomerantz 
RELATIVISTIC ELECTRON PRECIPITATION INTO 
THE MESOSPHERE AT SUBAURORAL LATITUDES. 
J . Geophys, Res. 70(23): 5823-5830, incl. graphs, 
Dec, 1, 1965. 7 refs. 

DLC, QC811, J6 
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Ionospheric forward scatter observations to study 
small polar-cap absorption events.were made along 
six paths, three in the Arctic, and three in the Ant
arctic. · The Antarctic paths swung from McMurdo to 
Vostok Station, from Byrd Station to McMurdo, and 
from Byrd to the South Pole. The observed meso
spheric effects resulted from the influx of energetic 
particles in high latitudes following the solar flare 
of Feb. 5, 1965. A small proton event and previously 
unobserved effects were detected. Analysis of iono
spheric forward scatter observations in conjunction 
with riometer data has revealed the occurrence on 
Feb. 8, 1965, of a PCA event at subauroral latitudes 
having extreme characteristics. The collected evi
dence indicates that this event was produced by local 
precipitation of relativistic electrons with sufficient 
energy to penetrate to heights well below 70-75 km. 
It is concluded that a mesospheric destination 
accounts for the Mev electrm;1s that are known to 
disappear from the outer radiation zone during 
periods of geomagnetic disturbance. (Auth. , mod. ) 

K-3341 551. 510, 535: 551. 594. 12(*2) 

Galkin, A. L 
SEASONAL VARIATIONS OF THE DIURNAL PAT
TERN IN THE IONIZATION DENSITY OF THE F2-
LA YER ACCORDING TO DATA FROM SOME POLAR 
STATIONS. (0 sezonnykh variafsifakh sutochnogo 
khoda plotnosti ionizafsii slo:la F2 po dannym 
nekotorykh poliarnykh stanfsi'!. J Text in Russian, 
Sovet. Antarkticheskaia Eksped. , Inform. biilll. , 
No. 25:43-47, incl. graphs, 1961. 2 refs. Eng. 
transl, in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information 
Bulletin, Vol. 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 
197-201. 

DLC, Ql15. S686; Ql15. S6862 

A comparison of data obtained at various stations de
termined the following principles governing the be
havior of ionospheric layers in Antarctic regions: (1) 
there are 2 maxima during equinoctial periods in the 
seasonal variation of maximum critical Fz-layer fre
quencies; (2) the !liurnal variation of thes~ frequen
cies is approximately the same at all stations durmg 
the summer· and (3) in winter the daily variation at 
stations loc~ed in regions where there is no polar 
night differs little from variations typical for middle 
latitudes. 

K-3372 550, 385. 37(*50:*784. 2) 

Gendrin, Roger E. and Valeriia A. Troitskaia 
PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF A MICROPULSATION 
EXPERIMENT AT CONJUGATE POINTS, U. S. Natl. 
Bur. Stand,, J. Res., Radio ScL, ~(8): 1107-1116, 
incl mus. , table, graphs, map, Aug. 1965, 47 refs. 

DLC, QC973, U46 

Results are given on a program concerned mainly 
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with micropulsation studies between two conjugate 
areas at a geomagnetic latitude of 57°. Northern 
Hemisphere data were recorded at Sogra, Borok, 
and Lovozero, U. S. S. R. , and Southern Hemisphere 
data at Kerguelen Is. Morphological studies and 
digital computations of correlation functions are 
macle on the basis of the chart records obtained at 
the two stations. The signal being recorded inde
pendently on magnetic tape, spectral analyses are 
available also. Pc-1 events occur simultaneously at 
the two stations, the amplitude being stronger in the 
Northern Hemisphere for the period studied (Jan. -
Feb. 1964). The frequencies of the oscillations, 
and more generally the spectral shape of the signal 
as a function of time, are very similar at the two 
stations. The trains of oscillations are time-shifted 
between the two hemispheres by about half the repeti
tion period, confirming some other experimental re
sults and excluding some theories. The correlation 
function method seems to be able to give more details 
about the spatial and time relations between phenom
ena in two conjugate areas. Some results concerning 
the polarization at a single station and the phase re
lations between different points are also given. 
(Auth., mod.) 

K-3373 550. 385. 37 

Campbell, Wallace H. and Ernest c. stiltner 
SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF GEOMAGNETIC PUL
SATIONS AT FREQUENCIES NEAR 1 c/s. u. s. 
Natl Bur. stand, , J. Res. , Radio Sci. , 69D(8}: 
1117-1132, incL illus., table, graphs, diagrs., 
Aug. 1965, 4 refs. 

DLC, QC973. U46 

Particular characteristics of unique natural electro
magnetic field variations are observed in the fre
quency range of 3. 3-0. 15 cps at the earth's surface. 
The signals usually exhibit a rising frequency fine 
structure, but variations are observed. The mid
period and emission element recurrence period of an 
event are linearly related. The bursts of activity 
usually last about 1/2 hr, but a gross recurrent pat
tern may persist, on rare occasions, as long as 12 
hr. Pulsations associated with field lines reaching 
the greater raclial distances occur near the noon 
meridian; midfrequencies are lower at this time 
Signals are ~ne~ally not simultaneous at most high 
latitude stations 10 the same hemispheres, but the 
world level of high activity usually persists for 
several days. Although no seasonal or 27-day solar 
controlled periodicity was observed, the emissions 
are ?'lore likely to occur during high solar activity 
and m the week following large major magnetic dis
turbances. No ionospheric effects associated with 
the field variations were clearly found. Although no 
great difference in the number of events was noticed 
for high and middle latitudes, there was a scarcity of 
such signals at the equator. Conjugate point stations 
show uniquely similar activity. In high latitudes, the 
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magnetic flux density vector of the emission appears 
to describe a plane perpendicular to the earth's field 
line, polarized in a counterclockwise sense, and 
elliptically elongated in the N-S direction. (Auth. 
mod.) ' 

K-3387 551. 594. 5(*2) 

Akasofu, Syun-Ichi 
THE AURORA. Scient. Amer., 213(6):54-62, incL 
illus. , graphs, diagrs. , maps, Dec, 1965. 4 refs. 

DLC, Tl. S5 

The aurora is a fluorescent luminosity produced by 
the interaction of atoms or molecules (chiefly oxygen 
and nitrogen) in the upper atmosphere and energetic 
charged particles (electrons and protons) entering 
the atmosphere from space and guided by the lines of 
force in the earth's magnetic field. The spectrum of 
auroras provides information on the composition of 
the upper atmosphere. The two basic forms of 
luminosity are cloudlike patches and ribbons (sub
divided into homogeneous arcs, rayed arcs, rayed 
bands, Type A, and Type B auroras). The mecha
nisms of aurora are described. The shape of the 
earth's magnetosphere is described and illustrated; 
its tail appears to accelerate and collimate electrons 
into ribbon-like beams that impinge sharply on the 
upper atmosphere. The auroral zone (the narrow 
band centered on the line of the maximum isochasm) 
contains an oval belt which lies immediately poleward 
of the curve of intersection between the ionosphere 
and the shell of trapped particles that forms the 
outer boundary of the inner magnetosphere. The 
size of this belt changes in proportion to solar 
activity, expanding southward proportional to the 
volume of electric current flowing in the tail of the 
magnetosphere and also to the intensity of a gigantic 
ring current (the polar electrojet) that grows within 
the magnetosphere and flows westward around the 
earth. 

K-3395 550. 380. 2: 550. 380. 8(*75) 

Schlich, Roland 
RENOVATION OF THE MAGNETIC OBSERVATORY 
OF DUMONT D'URVILLE. [Renovation de l'observa
toire magnetique de Dumont d'Urville.] Text in 
French. Expeds. polaires fran<;;. , Missions Paul
Emile Victor, BulL Inform. No. 16: 7-13, incL 
diagrs. , Dec, 1964. 

DLC 

A reconstruction program has been undertaken since 
1960 for renovating the magnetic equipment, with 
partial completion in the 1964-1965 summer season. 
The existing equipment at Dumont d'Urville is de
scribed. The new equipment includes a proton mag
netometer, a digital magnetometer, and devices for 
recording micropulsations of periods between 0. 3 
and 5 sec. The specifications and capabilities of 
these instruments are described. 
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K-3397 551. 594. 5(*75) 

Fafiotte, Marc and Jean Volot 
ADELIE LAND - 1963. VISUAL OBSERVATIONS OF 
AURORAS. DUMONT D'URVILLE BASE. (Terre 
Adelie - 1963. Observations visuelles des aurores. 
Base Dumont d'Urville.] Text in French and English. 
Expects. polaires fran~. , Missions Paul-Emile 
Victor, Publ. No. 268, (63Jp. , incl. tables (1964]. 

DLC, QC971. F25 

This issue contains tabulated data of auroral observa
tions carried out at Dumont d'Urville Station from 
March 18 to Oct. 20, 1963. The observations were 
taken at 15-min intervals. The tables present date, 
time, description of sky condition, auroral form, in
tensity, color, and direction. 

K- 3398 551. 594. 5(*75) 

Argemi, Louis-Henri and Claude Dousset 
ADELIE LAND - 1964. VISUAL OBSERVATIONS OF 
AU~RAS. DUMONT D'URVILLE BASE. [Terre 
Adelle - 1964. Observations visuelles des aurores. 
Bas~ Dumont d'Urville. ] Text in French and English. 
Expects. polaires fran~. , Missions Paul-Emile 
Victor, Publ. No. 278, (200]p., incl. illus., tables, 
diagrs, (1965]. 

DLC 

This issue contains tabulated data of visual auroral 
observations made from March 1 to Oct. 14, 1964. 
Systematic observations were discontinued during the 
10-day periods surrounding the full moon dates. Ob
servations were made at 15-min intervals,and tabu
lated information includes date, time, description of 
the sk_y condition, auroral form, intensity, color, 
coo~mates of aurora (elevation and direction), and 
additional remarks. Graphic representation illus
trates the auroral forms and some of the optical phe
nomena observed. 

K-3428 551. 521. 9:551, 507. 321. 2:(*726.83) 

Flores, Raul Pedro 
BAL~OONS ?N THE SNOW. (Glob~s en la Nieve. ] 
T(
2
~~) 111 Spamsh. Rev, Nae. Aeronaut. Espacial, 25 

(B 
:48-4,9, incl. illus,, diagr., Sept. 1965. ReL 

ol. Antartico No. 15) 
DLC, TL504. R547 

On ~eb. 6 and 8, 1965, balloons were launched from 
Mahenzo Station to collect data on y radiation. The 
proiect began in March 1964 as a joint effort of the 
Universidad Nacional de Tucuman and the Instituto de 
lnvesr · • • f igacion Aeronautica y Espacial. Preparation 
or the launchings included training of personnel in 
the cold-weather handling and launching of neoprene 
: polyethylene balloons, and the design of appropri-

valve mechamsms to maintain the balloon at a 
constant altitude of 20 km. The construction and 
operation of the cargo unit containing the measuring 
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and data-transmitting instruments are described. A 
general schematic diagram of the radiation-measuring 
unit is included. The data are currently being eval
uated by the university. (See I-3230] 

K-3429 551. 510. 536: 551. 594. 6 

Koch, Jean A. and V. Christine Edens 
AN ATLAS OF VLF EMISSION SPECTRA OBSERVED 
WITH THE "HISS RECORDER. " U. S. Natl. Bur, 
Stand. , Tech. Note No. 226, 27p. , incl. illus., 
append. , Nov. 13, 1964. 17 refs. 

DLC, QCl00. U5753 

Catalogs of VLF emission spectra which have been 
published in recent years are evaluated. The hiss 
recorder was developed in 1960 for continuous obser
vation of VLF emissions. The time resolution of the 
instrument was such that long-term (several-hour) 
rather than short-term (few-second) fluctuations of 
the emissions were observed. The morphology of 
periods of VLF activity can be observed through this 
atlas which is a representative selection of long-term 
activity. No quantitative discussion of the source of 
different types of emissions is given. The emission 
event is restricted in this report to groups of emis
sions which last for at least 15 sec. The observa
tions are organized into four sections corresponding 
to four characteristics of the morphology of VLF 
emission activity: (1) VLF emission events rising in 
frequency, (2) simultaneous observations at several 
locations, (3) simultaneous observations at conjugate 
points, and ( 4) long period pulsations. Data from 
Eights and Byrd Stations are included. 

K-3431 551. 594. 5(*2) 

Lassen, Knud 
GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRlBUTION AND TEMPORAL 
VARIATIONS OF POLAR AURORAE. Denmark. 
Meteorol. inst. Meddel. No. 16, [134]P. , incl. 
tables, graphs, maps, 1963. 98 refs. 

DLC, QC852. D4 

The variations of auroral frequency of occurrence at 
polar stations have been studied. In Chapter 1, a 
discussion of diurnal variation of auroral frequency 
is given, based on observations made during the first 
International Polar Year (1882-83), up to and includ
ing the IGY. Also discussed are the dependence of 
auroral frequency on latitude and the diurnal varia
tion of the polar distance of the outer maximum zone. 
When a magnetic coordinate system is used, the . 
form of the daily variation is found to vary systemati
cally with the latitude. Hourly values of auroral fre-
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quency at IGY stations in Greenland and eastern 
Canada are plotted in a magnetic latitude vs, time 
graph. In the next chapter, the relation of polar cap 
auroras and magnetic activity is discussed, including 
the dependence of auroral frequency on the planetary 
level of activity. In Chapter 3, the temporal varia
tions of the incidence of auroral particles are de
scribed, The variations in high latitude auroras are 
evaluated from recent and early observations in polar 
areas. These observations include those made in 
Antarctica during the sunspot maximum of 1906-07 
and at the following stations: Cape Armitage (1902, 
1903), Cape Royds (1908), and Cape Evans and Hut 
Point (1911, 1912), 

K-3464 537. 591:551. 510. 52(100) 

Coxen, H. , M. A. Pomerantz and s. P. Agarwal 
SURVEY OF COSMIC-RAY INTENSITY IN THE 
LOWER ATMOSPHERE. J. Geophys, Res., 71(1): 
143-154, incL tables, graphs, maps, Jan. 1,1966, 
17 refs. 

DLC, QC811. J6 

Observations of the intensity of the nucleonic compo
nent have been obtained with an airborne neutron 
monitor aboard the U. S. Naval Oceanographic Office 
Project Magnet aircraft in a worldwide survey ex
tending from the equator to the north and south geo
magnetic poles. The data were reduced to a standard 
pressure altitude (500 mm of Hg), and the effects of 
temporal variations were removed by a normaliza
tion procedure involving four ground-based neutron 
monitor stations distributed over a wide range of lati
tude, Representation of the results in the form of an 
isocosm map revealed general agreement with the 
Quenby and Wenk calculations of threshold rigidities, 
Discrepancies are attributable to the inexactness of 
the approximation adopted for taking into account the 
effects of the penumbra. Measurements in Arctic and 
Antarctic regions reveal that, during a period of ex
treme solar cycle modulation, the intensities in the 
northern and southern polar caps were equal within 
less than O. 5%. The latitude dependence of the atmo
spheric attenuation length of the nucleonic component 
!!, was determined from observations of the depend-' 
ence of intensity upon altitude, The southern polar 
route is mapped, with routes between Christchurch, 
Hobart, and McMurdo, the latter being a monitor sta
tion. (Auth. , mod. ) 

K-3465 587. 591(*888) 

Gauger, J, 
POSITION OF THE SOUTH LATITUDE COSMIC-RAY 
PLATEAU. J, Geophys, Res., 71(1):335-336, incL 
table, graphs, Jan. 1, 1966. 2 refs, 

DLC, QC811. J6 

Charged particle and neutron fluxes produced within 
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the abnosphere by primary cosmic radiation were 
measured on Jan. 27 and 29, 1964, during flights 
from Buenos Aires to 73"8 at 73°-83"W [over 
Alexander L and the Bellingshausen Sea -- see 
K-2401]. The Geiger rate and moderated BF3 rate 
in counts/ sec are presented as a function of the L 
parameter at 10-km altitude, The data clearly fall 
below the exponential fit at higher L values and 
above at lower L values. The count rate of the 
Geiger array becomes nearly constant when L is 
>2. 9; BF3 does not deviate until L is >3. 2, The 
Geiger data reflect a higher-energy regime within the 
primary spectrum than the nucleonic counters, and 
thus do not yield an 'edge' to the polar plateau at 
these atmospheric depths. The BF3 data show 
monotonically increasing rates even at the largest L 
values, suggesting that if a polar plateau exists it -
could only be seen beyond !! >3. 5, 

K-3466 550. 385, 3 

Lawrie, J. A. 
SPATIAL PROPERTIES OF RAPID GEOMAGNETIC 
FLUCTUATIONS. J, Geophys, Res., 71(1):337-339, 
incl table, graph, diagr. , Jan. 1, 1966.° 4 refs, 

DLC, QC811. J6 

An analysis of rapid geomagnetic fluctuations at Apia, 
Amberley, Christchurch, and Scott Station is made of 
data obtained from conventional rapid rate magneto
grams , recorded at speeds of 180-360 mm/ hr. The 
following properties were examined: (1) correlations 
between distant stations, (2) epoch differences be
tween distant stations, (3) distributions of azimuths, 
(4) Parkinson's plane effects, and (5) possible causes 
of fluctuations. 

K-3472 551. 521. 326: 551, 594. 5(*775) 

Eaton, John w. 
AURORA AND AIRGLOW PROGRAM, EIGHTS STA
TION, ANTARCTICA, 1964. Montreal, Arctic Inst. 
N. Amer. , Nov. 1965, 16p. , incl illus. 

DLC 

The buildings, equipment, servicing, construction, 
and problems encountered are described for the 10· 
man party at Eights Station in 1964. The following 
auroral and airglow programs are discussed; the 
preseason program which began in Dec. , the auroral 
patrol spectrograph program operating from Feb, 
through Oct. , the all-sky camera program from 
March through Oct, , and the turret photometer pro
gram. Time checks were made as often as a stan~ 
dard was available. At the northern conjugate station 
near Baie St. Paul, Quebec, half-hourly observations 
of 4 grades of cloud cover were made to indicate the 
degree of obscuration. Five riometers tracked the . 
ionospheric obscuration patches, and comparison Wlf 
data from Eights Station indicates the actual coniuga e 
point behavior and how it moves. 
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K-3517 

Carpenter, D. L. 

550. 383. 4: 551. 510. 536 
[551, 594. 12](*775, *772) 

WHISTLER STUDIES OF THE PLASMAPAUSE rn 
THE MAGNETOSPHERE. 1. TEMPORAL V ARIA
TIONS IN THE POSITION OF THE KNEE AND SOME 
EVIDENCE ON PLASMA MOTIONS NEAR THE KNEE. 
J. Geophys. Res., .'.!,!(3):693-709, incl. illus., table, 
graphs, diagrs. , Feb, 1, 1966. 33 refs. 

DLC, QC811, J6 

The position of the knee in the density of magneto
Spheric ionization was measured on a high time
resolution basis using whistlers recorded during 
July and part of Aug. 1963. The data were obtained 
at Eights (64°$ dipole latitude) and Byrd (70°$ dipole 
latitude) Stations. For conditions of steady, moder
ate geomagnetic agitation (K = 2-4), the diurnal 
variation in geocentric equ~rial range to the knee 
is remarkably repeatable. It is characterized by: 
(1) a slow inward movement of the knee on the night
side, covering about 1. 5 B-E in 10 hr; (2) a slight 
outward movement on the dayside covering about O. 5 
~E; and (3) a rapid outward shift in the late afternoon 
covering about 1 B-E in 1 hr, During periods of 
changing magnetic activity, the knee position changes 
with at most a few hours' delay, moving inward with 
increasing magnetic activity. The results from 
Eights and Byrd may be generalized to describe a 
three-dimensional model of thermal ionization in the 
magnetosphere involving a dense (about 100 el/cm 3) 
inner region and a tenuous (about 1 el/cm3) outer re
gion separated by a sharp field-aligned boundary, 
the plasmapause. (Auth. , mod. ) 

K-3518 550. 383, 4: 551, 510. 536 
(551. 594. 12](*775, *772) 

Angerami, J. J. and D. L. Carpenter 
WHISTLER STUDIES OF THE PLASMAPAUSE rn 
THE MAGNETOSPHERE. 2, ELECTRON DENSITY 
AND TOTAL TUBE ELECTRON CONTENT NEAR 
THE KNEE rn MAGNETOSPHERIC IONIZATION. 
J. Geophys. Res. , 71(3): 711-725, incl. illus. , 
graphs, Feb. 1, 19G°6: 27 refs. 

DLC, QC811, J6 

A study has been made of electron density and total 
electron content in tubes of force near the knee in 
magnetospheric ionization. It was based on whistler 
observations made at Eights Station in July and Aug. 
196_3, u~der conditions of steady, moderate geomag
netic agitation ~P = 2-4). During the period 0100-
0400 LT, the electron density near the equatorial 
plane at a geocentric distance of 4 B-E drops by a 
factor of 30-100 within a distance of less than O. 15 
&, lhe corresponding change in tube content above 
1 cm at 1000 km is a factor of about 10 within less 
than a degree of latitude. The afternoon profiles are 
generally similar to the postmidnight results. In the 
afternoon the profiles are often well defined outside 
the knee, falling smoothly to about 1 el/cm3 at 7 RE. 
Both the equatorial and tube content profiles show_ a 
definite repeatability between observations at a given 
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local time _and ~d~r conditions of moderate, steady 
geomagnetic ag1tat1on. Diurnal effects are evident 
with amplitude differing from point to point on the ' 
profiles. (Auth. , mod. ) 

K-3519 550, 386. 6: 551. 510. 535 
[551. 594. 13] 551. 594. 5(21) 

Davis, T. Neil and Masahisa Sugiura 
AURORAL ELECTROJET ACTIVITY rnDEX AE AND 
ITS UNIVERSAL TIME VARIATIONS. J. Geophys. 
Res., 71(3):785-801, incl. table, graphs, diagrs., 
map, Feb. 1, 1966. 25 refs. 

DLC, QC811. J6 

An index, denoted by AE, is derived as a measure of 
global electrojet activity. The basic data used are 
2. 5-min readings of the H trace in the standard mag
netograms from 7 auroral-zone observatories (two of 
which are Halley Bay and Byrd Stations). The read
ings are referenced to a level determined for each 
observatory from quiet intervals. All the data from 
the 7 observatories are then plotted against UT, and 
two envelopes are drawn to embrace all the points. 
The index AE at any epoch is defined by the distance 
(or separation) between the upper and lower envelopes 
at that epoch. When viewed as functions of UT the 
upper and lower envelopes themselves show develop
ment and decay of positive and negative variations. 
It is found that a positive excursion usually accom
panies a negative (larger) variation. The AE index 
for a 6-day period, Feb. 10-15, 1958, shows that 
polar disturbances statistically repeat with a time in
terval of about 4 hr, and that the average duration of 
their most active phase is a little more than 1 hr. 
The average repetition time of 4 hr is comparable 
with that of the electron flux enhancements in the 
magnetosphere tail. (Auth. , mod. ) 

K-3523 551. 594. 5:535. 247(*784.2) 

Barbier, D. and others 
PHOTOELECTRIC PHOTOMETRY OF AURORA AT 
PORT-AUX-FRANGAlS (KERGUELEN), 1 APRIL 
1959-31 DECEMBER 1962. (Photometrie photo
electrique de l'aurore a Port aux Fran<;ais (Kergue
len), ler avril 1959 - 31 decembre 1962. ]_ Text in 
French. CNFRA (Paris), No. 12: 37-63, mcl. 
graphs, 1965, Ref. 

DLC, GPRR 

Auroral photometric observations conducted from 
April 1959 to Dec. 1962 were systematically inte"r
rupted at each lunation during the days of full moon. 
No observations were made from May 17 to July 15, 
1959 when the photometer was directed toward the 
south instead of the zenith. The observations during 
Feb. 1960 are also missing due to a damaged filter. 
Graphic representations of available observations 
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are presented for each month; they include time (UT), 
horizontal lines indicating periods without observa
tions, continuous-line curves indicating the hours 
when the sun's depression below the horizon is 15°, 
and dashed-line curves limiting segment A where the 
moon is bright, B where medium, and C where dim. 
Bright, medium, and weak auroras are also indi
cated. 

K-3552 551. 594. 5(*747) 

Ignatov, V. S. 
VISUAL AURORAL OBSERVATIONS AT VOSTOK 
STATION. (Vizual'nye nablludenila za polfarnymi 
siianilami na stantsii Vostok. ] Text in Russian. 
Sovet. Antarkticheskaiii: Eksped. , Inform. biull , 
No. 26:31-35, incl. tables, graphs, 1961. 2 refs. 
Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Infor
mation Bulletin. Vol 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 
1965, p. 232-236. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

Auroras observed at Vostok Station (April-Sept. 
1959) may be divided into non-rayed forms which 
predominate during the first half of the polar night, 
and rayed forms which predominate during the 
second half. Most auroras were pale green with 
barely noticeable shades of blue, and occurred in 
the western, southwestern, and northwestern skies. 
Maximum diurnal variation of the frequencies of 
auroral displays occurred at 2100-2200 hours local 
time. A well-defined but smaller morning maximum 
occurred at 0400-0800 hours. The monthly frequency 
maximum occurred about the middle of the polar 
night in June and the minimum in Sept. The diurnal 
variation of average auroral intensity has 4 maxlma; 
0400-0500 (the strongest), 0700-0800, 1400-1500, 
and 1900-2000 hours, The majority of auroras were 
observed at angles from 0° to 30° above the horizon 
and were usually intense. Weaker auroras were ob
served from 30° to 90°. 

K-3560 551. 594. 5{*747} 

Ignatov, V. S. 
EXPERIMENTAL INSTRUMENTAL AURORAL OB
SERVATIONS IN THE REGION OF THE SOUTH GEO
MAGNETIC POLE. (Opyt instrumental'nykh 
nabliudenil poUarnykh siiani1 v ralone iuzhnogo geo
magnitnogo poliilsa. ] Text in Russian. Sovel Ant
arkticheskaiii: Eksped., Inform. biull., No. 27:28-31 
incl. illus. , diagr. , 1961. Eng. transl. in: Soviet ' 
Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 3, 
Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 265-267. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

The reasons for the failure of movie cameras used in 
instrumental auroral observations are discussed and 
the experimental changes in the apparatus used at 
Vostok Station are described. A warming box was 
constructed to house the photographic {S-180} and 
spectral (S-180S) cameras on the roof of the geophysi-
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cal laboratory that was accessible from inside. Less 
than 500 w iS required to heat the cameras, l. e. , the 
mirrors, collimator windows, and box. During pro
longed drifting and blowing snow the heating system 
should be disconnected and the mirrors covered. To 
increase the resolving power of the spectral camera, 
the Dn film was hypersensitized by pre-exposure. 
The spectral camera record was developed with 
NIKFI-1 developer and the film with Korrex. The 
advantages of the mounting site include: (1) wide and 
circumpolar field of vision, (2) an elevation tess 
affected by drifting snow, and {3} proximity to ob
server's place of work. Its disadvantage is the in
evitable soiling of mirrors by soot from the power 
station diesels during particular wind directions. 

K-3561 551. 510. 536: 551. 594. 6(*746) 

Praus, Oldrich 
OBSEltVATIONS ON WHISTLERS. (Nabliudeni!a 
svist!ashchikh atmosferikov.] Text in Russian. Sovet. 
Antarkticheskaiii: Eksped. , Inform. biull. , No. 27: 32-
35, incl. graphs, 1961. Eng. transl. in: Soviet Ant
arctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 3, 
Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 268-270. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

Characteristic daily and seasonal variations of 
whistlers and rustles (dawn chorus) are described 
for Mirnyy Station, recorded from March through 
Nov. 1960. Only short w_histlers (O. 5-1. 0 sec) were 
recorded since the station uses comparatively heavy 
unshielded wiring that is unfavorable for recording 
long waves. Separate whistlers were first recorded 
on June 17, reaching a maximum frequency in July
Aug. when 15-20 whistlers per minute were recorded. 
Maximum daily activity occurred from 1100 to 1300 
hr; it was pronounced in July and Aug. , considerably 
smaller in June and Sept. , and nonexistent in Oct. A 
smaller maximum was observed from 1800 to 0200 hr 
in all months. If the total activity in July is desig
nated as 100%, then that in June is 8%, Aug. 44%, 
Sept. 7%, and Oct. 4%. This well-defined seasonal 
variation indicates that the sources of whistlers at 
Mirnyy are probably reflections from lower iono
spheric layers in the middle latitudes. The main 
period of daily dawn chorus activity was 1600-2400 
hr, the maximum frequency being between 1800 and 
1900 hr. The most active months were June, July, 
and Aug. , medium activity was recorded in May, and 
very weak activity in April, Oct. and Nov. 

K-3570 621. 391. 812. 63(*2) 

Bailey, D. K. . 
POLAR-CAP ABSORPTION. Planetary Space Sci. • 
12(5): 495-541, incl. tables, graphs, append. , May 
1964. 192 refs. 

DLC, QC801. P5 
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A report is given on current research in polar-cap 
absorption (PCA). Methods of detection are de
scribed and include: (1) indirect techniques utilizing 
radio-wave propagation effects (riometers, VHF 
ionospheric scatter, f-min observations, MF verti
cal-incidence pulse observations, ionospheric cross
modulation, LF and VLF propagation, and rocket- to
ground radio-wave propagation at HF); (2) indirect 
techniques utilizing observations of photon emission 
(optical emission or the polar-glow aurora, and 
')'-ray emission); and (3) direct techniques utilizing 
observations with energetic particle detectors (bal
loon- and rocket-borne instruments, and observations 
from satellites and space probes). Current knowl
edge of PCA is discussed, including the following 
topics: (1) generation at the Sun; (2) propagation be
tween the Sun and Earth; and (3) interaction with the 
Earth's magnetic field and Earth's atmosphere. 
Problems requiring further research are: (1) initial 
enhancement or early effect; (2) daytime recoveries 
of absorption, and (3) PCA events near sunspot mini
mum. An appendix presents a discussion of quantita
tive absorption from VHF ionospheric scatter obser
vations, an estimation of proton intensity from ab
sorption observations, and a catalog of the principal 
PCA events from 1952 to 1963. 

K-3571 621. 396. 677. 4(621. 3. 029. 45]: 
551. 322(537. 226]+550. 372(*772) 

Biggs, Albert W. and H. Myron Swarm 
ANALYTICAL STUDY OF THE RADIATION FIELDS 
FROM AN ELECTRJC DIPOLE ill STRATIFIED AND 
INHOMOGENEOUS ANTARCTIC TERRArn. Washing
ton, Univ, Coll. Eng. , Dept. Elec. Eng. , Tech. Rept. 
No. 98, 221p., incL table, graphs, diagrs., 
appends. , Sept. 1965, 95 refs. 

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection 

Propagation sources and the influence on radiation 
fields of stratification and mixed paths of propagation 
are investigated. The source is a horizontal electric 
dipole antenna, to be built at Byrd Station. Part I 
deals with the stratified Antarctic terrain, while Part 
Il treats the inhomogeneous terrain. The electrical 
characteristics of ice, the relative dielectric con
stant and loss factor, or the complex refractive in
dex squared, are described as functions of ice tem
~rature and frequency. In Part I, the radiation 
fields for a horizontal dipole in homogeneous ice and 
soil are studied. Space and ground waves are eval
u_ated by the saddle point method, and by a modifica
t~on of this method, respectively. Similar evalua
tl_ons are made for a vertical dipole so that superpo
sition can yield the general case of an inclined dipole. 
The mathematical formulations are extended to treat 
two- and three- layer homogeneous media. Radiation 
held patterns over layered ice and soil are presented 
for several stratification conditions. Comparisons 
between homogeneous and stratified media are made 
1?r different layer parameters. Under some condi
tions, ground waves are found to propagate better 
than waves in free space. Part II comprises an 
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application of ground wave propagation results and 
the extension of the associated mathematics to in
homogeneous or mixed path propagation. (Auth. 
m~) , 

K-3583 535. 33: 621. 37, 029. 5: 551. 594. 5 

Stockflet J~rgensen, T. 
(539. 12] 

MORPHOLOGY OF VLF HISS ZONES AND THEffi 
CORRELATION WITH PARTICLE PRECIPITATION 
EVENTS. J. Geophys. Res., 71(5): 1367- 1375, incl. 
illus. , tables, graphs, March r, 1966. 18 refs. 

DLC, QC811. J6 

Observations of wide-band hiss in the frequency range 
4-9 kc/s made at 13 stations in both hemispheres 
since last sunspot maximum show that hiss is gener
ated in certain zones. Apparently these zones are 
the same as the zones of auroral precipitation and so 
are approximately circular, with their centers close 
to the magnetic midnight meridian some few degrees 
from the geomagnetic poles. Hiss is not observed 
equally often everywhere in these zones; there is a 
maximum of the occurrence at about 70° magnetic 
latitude shortly before magnetic midnight. Hiss 
seems to be a rare phenomenon at the very highest 
latitudes close to the geomagnetic poles. Observa
tions by the Alouette 1 satellite of very intense elec
tron fluxes at latitudes higher than the boundary of 
the outer radiation belt show that these fluxes are 
very well correlated to ground-based hiss observa
tions both in space and in time. It is therefore sug
gested that these very intense electron fluxes are re
sponsible for, or at least closely connected with, ~he 
generation of hiss. Owing to the positive correlation 
between hiss activity and high- latitude electron 
fluxes, which again are correlated with the intensity 
variations in the outer radiation belt, it would appear 
to be possible to monitor, from the ground, high-in
tensity electron fluxes in the polar regions and inten
sity variations in the outer radiational belt. Data 
from Amundsen-Scott, Byrd and Macquarie L Sta
tions are summarized. (Auth. , m~ ) 

K-3584 550. 383: 523. 745(*2) 

Dessler, A. J. and F. C. Michel 
PLASMA rn THE GEOMAGNETIC TAIL. J. Geo
phys. Res., 71(5): 1421-1426, incL illus., graph, 
March 1, 19~ 31 refs. 

DLC, QC811, J6 

The geomagnetic field is deformed by the solar wind 
so that field lines from the polar caps extend away 
from the earth in the antisolar direction to form a . 
magnetic tail. The ionosphere over the polar caps 1s 
sufficiently hot that plasma (mainly ionized hydrogen) 
can escape from the two polar ionosphe1:s and_ flow 
along the magnetic field lines into the tail. It 1s 
argued that the resulting flow of protons and electrons 
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out of the ionosphere acts to limit the thermal plasma 
number density to the order of 102/ cmS immediately 
above the polar ionosphere, decreasing to ultimately 
very small values {10-1/ cm3) at large distances down 
the tail {30 _&:). The plasma that flows into the tail 
must be replaced, presumably by ionization of the 
neutral atmosphere over the polar caps. It is pro
posed that this ionization is caused by solar wind 
particles diffusing into the geomagnetic tail and 
thence down the field lines to the polar caps. Recent 
measurements of total cislunar electron content have 
been interpreted as indicating an electron number 
density of about 2 x 102/ cm3 in the quadrant opposite 
the sun. It seems difficult to account for such high 
densities either by transporting ionospheric plasma 
into the tail or by compressing solar plasma. It is 
concluded that either the tail is filled principally with 
solar plasma with a number density no greater than 
about 10/ cm3 or else some important physical 
process that is capable of condensing plasma in the 
tail to a high density has been overlooked. (Auth. , 
mod.) 

K-3587 550. 386:623, 454. 8. 001. 4(203) 

Selzer, E. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND TENTATIVE EX
PLANATIONS FOR GEOMAGNETIC EFFECTS 
CAUSED BY HIGH ALTITUDE NUCLEAR DETONA
TIONS, ~: NATO Advanced Study Institute, Homburg 
vor der Hohe, July 1963. Natural Electromagnetic 
Phenomena Below 30 kc/s; Proceedings. Edited by 
D. F. Bleil. New York, Plenum Press, 1964, p. 
107-142, incl. illus., tables, graph, map, diagr,, 
append, , disc. 90 refs. 

DLC, QC801, Nl8 1963 

A discussion is given of the magnetic perturbations 
caused by high altitude nuclear detonations, The det
onations under study include 3 at Johnston L , 3 in 
the South Atlantic, and 2 in Central Asia. Available 
information on date, time, coordinates altitude and 
yield are tabulated for each detonation.' General 
effects, other than magnetic effects, from bombs det
o_~ted at low and high altitudes are discussed (arti
ficial earthquakes, atmospheric pressure waves 
etc.). Geomagnetic perturbations observed on ' 
nor?Jal magnetograms are compared with data from 
rapid-run and ultra-rapid-run magnetograms. Mag
netograms, determined at various stations including 
the Kerguelen Is. , are included which trace the fol
lowing components: z (vertical magnetic), T 
(W~st-East telluric), H (horizontal meridian ~ag
nehc), To (South-North telluric), and D (declination). 
The VLF and ELF effects are discussed presenting 
data from Byrd Station. The observed geomagnetic 
effects resulting from these detonations are evaluated 
and a mechanism is postulated by which these effects 
can be explained. 
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K-3588 551. 510, 536:551. 594. 12:551. 594. 6 

Katsufrakis, J, 
WHISTLERS AND VLF EMISSIONS. In: NATO Ad
vanced Study Institute, Homburg vor der Hohe, July 
1963. Natural Electromagnetic Phenomena Below 30 
kc/ s; Proceedings. Edited by D. F. Bleil. New 
York, Plenum Press, 1964, p. 261-286, incl. illus., 
diagr. , map. 37 refs. 

DLC, QC801. Nl8 1963 

A review is given of research on whistlers and VLF 
emissions, including the VLF phenomena observed at 
geomagnetically conjugate points. Whistler propaga
tion is discussed and an expression for propagation 
is derived from the magnetoionic theory, which shows 
that in the ionosphere, a VLF wave can propagate 
freely in the circularly polarized ordinary mode. The 
equatorial profile of magnetospheric electron density 
is described. Temporal variations in the equatorial 
profile have been investigated by low-frequency 1:lis
pe rsion measurements and nose-frequency measure
ments. Results of these measurements are sum
marized with respect to the following variations: 
diurnal, annual, semiannual, solar cycle, and mag
netic storm. Periodic VLF emissions are described 
with data from various stations including Byrd Sta
tion. Emission mechanisms are discussed. An atlas 
of VLF phenomena recorded at geomagnetically con
jugate points is presented, with data from (1) 
Unalaska - Dunedin, (2) Great Whale River - Byrd 
Station, and (3) Carde - Eights Station. 

K-3589 550, 385. 36/ . 37: 550, 385. 43 

Wright, Charles 
MICROPULSATIONS AT NEAR CONJUGATE STA
TIONS lli THE AURORAL ZONES AND THEffi ASSO· 
CIATION WITH OTHER IONOSPHERIC PHENOMENA, 
In: NATO Advanced Study Institute, Homburg vor der 
Hohe, July 1963. Edited by D. F. Bleil. New York, 
Plenum Press, 1964, p. 287-318, incl. illus. , 
graphs, map. 37 refs. 

DLC, QC801. Nl8 1963 

A report is given of results of joint research con
ducted at near conjugate stations (Fort Churchill and 
Great Whale River, with the near conjugate Byrd Sta
tion). In the auroral zones, the micropulsation and 
other related events are identified with a magnetic 
event--the sudden commencements of Birkeland's 
Polar Elementary Storms, or the DP's. These have 
adequately sudden commencements to enable them to 
be timed with an accuracy of about 0. 5 min from a 
single micropulsation event. The events appear most 
frequently and of greatest amplitude at night and cor
respond to a sudden negative change in the general 
level of horizontal magnetic force (- AH), At each_of 
the three stations there is a similar statistical varia
tion, plotted against universal time, which is common 
to the events on magnetographs, micropulsation. 
records, aurora, ionospheric absorption, and hiss. 
These events occur most frequently in the two-hourly 
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interval preceding 0400 GMT. The dissimilarities of 
the day and night regimes for these events are inves
tigated. Within the range of O. 005 to 3 cps, evidence 
indicates that the actual locations of conjugate points 
in the auroral zone are tempor~.ry and vary with time, 

K-3590 550. 385. 37: 551, 510. 536: 550. 385. 4 

Jacobs, J. A. 
MICROPULSATIONS OF THE EARTH'S ELECTRO
MAGNETIC FIELD IN THE FREQUENCY RANGE 
0. 1-10 CPS. In: NATO Advanced Study Institute, 
Homburg vor der Hohe, July 1963. Edited by D. F. 
Bleil. New York, Plenum Press, 1964, p, 319-349, 
incl. illus, , tables, graphs, disc. 59 refs, 

DLC, QC801. N18 i963 

Geomagnetic micropulsations are fluctuations of the 
earth's magnetic field with periods from about 0. 1 
sec to 10 min. Most work has been done in the lower 
frequency end of this range. This report is limited 
to the range 0. 1-10 cps of micropulsations whose 
ultimate source lies beyond the ionosphere. A re
view of the literature is presented. The symbolism 
and notations of other investigators are defined and 
utilized without change in order to avoid confusion. 
The 23 stations referred to in this report are listed 
with geographic and geomagnetic coordinates. Sta
tions of the Antarctic regions include Byrd, Charcot, 
Dumont d'Urville, and Kerguelen and Macquarie Is. 
The observational results are discussed and variances 
in the data are analyzed. Individual discussions are 
devoted to micropulsations with periods between 3 and 
10 sec, and periods between 0. 1 and 3 sec. The re
lationship of micropulsations with magnetic storms 
and other upper atmospheric phenomena is discussed. 

K- 3591 550, 380. 8:621. 3. 029. 4 

Lokken, J, E. 
INSTRUMENTATION FOR RECEIVING ELECTRO
MAGNETIC NOISE BELOW 3,000 CPS, In: NATO 
Advanced Study Institute, Homburg vor der Hohe, 
July 1963, Edited by D. F. Bleil. New York, 
Plenum Press, 1964, p. 373- 428, incl. illus. , 
tables, graphs, diagrs. , map. 74 refs. 

DLC, QC801. Nl 8 1963 

The lower frequency range is divided into 3 bands: 
the micropulsation band, which extends up to approx
llllately 5 cps and uses quasi-DC receiving systems; 
the low ELF band between approximately 2 cps and 
the power-line frequency of 50 or 60 cps; and the 
band which commences at as low a frequency as is 
~onsistent with interference from the power line and 
its harmonics and extends up to a few tens of kilo
cycles. Each of these bands appears to have its own 
characteristics as far as spectral level, noise 
characteristics, and siting problems are concerned. 
These characteristics are discussed and general 
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factors influencing the design and siting of equipment 
are reviewed for each band. Instrumentation for 
each band is discussed with descriptions of receiving 
and recording equipment, including specifications and 
derived expressions of function. Circuitry sche
matics are included for the equipment at Amundsen
Scott and Byrd Stations. 

K-3621 551. 510, 535(083)(*762+*764) 

New Zealand Dept. of Scientific and Industrial Re-
search (Geophysics Division) 

CHRISTCHURCH GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY 
IONOSPHERIC DATA. PART D. FREQUENCY 
PLOTS. SCOTT BASE 1963, CAPE HALLETT 1963, 
Wellington, R. E. Owen, Govt. Printer, 1965, 148p,, 
incl, tables, graphs. 

DLC, QC802. C5 

Frequency plots of ionospheric data for regular world 
days and special world intervals, Jan. -Sept. 1963; 
and for IQSY regular world days, magstorm and 
cosmic events, Oct. -Dec. 1963, derived from obser
vations at Scott and Hallett Stations, are contained 
in this volume. 

K-3630 550,385.43:550,383.4 

Maeda, Rikio, Tsuneji Rikitake and Takes! Nagata 
SUDDEN COMMENCEMENTS OF GEOMAGNETIC 
STORMS AND THEffi LOCAL mREGULARITIES. 
J. Geomag, Geoelec., _!'.!(1):69-93, incl. tables, 
graphs, diagrs., maps, 1965. 28 refs. 

DLC, QC801, J63 

The vertical components of geomagnetic variations 
at times of sudden commencements of magnetic 
storms apparently show world-wide irregular distri
bution in contrast to the simultaneous horizontal 
field dhange. An earth model with unif~rm ~lect~ical 
conduct! vities is the zero-order apprmamation with 
which the behavior of sudden commencements of 
geomagnetic storms at continental stations can be 
explained. The earth seems to act as a perfect 
conductor to screen the geomagnetic field change 
under the eai·th's surface (I1° / E1° -+ 1/ 2) for . 
sudden commencements of extremely short rise time , 
so far as the data of continental stations are con
cerned. In a higher-order approximation for the elec
trical conductivity distribution of the earth's o_uter
most layer, the conductivity is nonuniform owing to 
the sea-land contrast over the world. When the 
nonuniformity of electrical conductivity in the earth's 
outermost layer is taken into acco~nt, th_e observed 
tendency of the vertical geomagnetic variation at 
most noncontinental stations can also be reasonably_ 
explained by the electromagnetic induction, except 111 

special areas such as the Japanese islands and the 
Antarctic coast. (Auth. , mod. ) 
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K-3641 551. 594. 5(02) 

Jacka, F. and J. Paton 
IQSY INSTRUCTION MANUAL NO. 3. AURORA. 
London, lnternatl. Council Scient. Unions, Commt. 
Internatl. Yr. Quiet Sun, 16 p., incl. illus., table, 
diagrs., Aug. 1963. 

DLC 

Visual observers of the aurora lacked a handbook of 
standard procedure for the revised system of classi
fication introduced at the beginning of the IQSY. 
Therefore, the present handbook was prepared as an 
aid to observation and standardization. Part I 
discusses the nature and characteristics of aurora. 
Part II deals with the nomenclature for describing 
auroras and with the symbols used in reporting. A 
complete description of the aurora would include an 
indication of form, structure, condition, brightness, 
color, position in the sky, and time of observation. 
However, the system of classification provides for 
abridgment as required. It is intended that Part m 
of the handbook (specific instructions for maldng and 
recording observations) be appended by the research 
organization to which an observer sends his obser
vations. 

K-3664 551. 594. 5(21) 

Fel'dshteln, fA. L 
AURORAL MORPHOLOGY1 I. THE LOCATION OF 
THE AURORAL ZONE. Tellus, ~2):252-257, incl. 
table, graphs, diagrs,, maps, May 1964, 19 refs. 

DLC, QC801. T4 

An analysis of aurora distribution in the Northern 
and Southern Hemispheres has been made according 
to results of photo-observations for auroras. The 
auroral zone, in which the auroras appear more 
often in the zenith, is of an oval form at a definite 
moment of universal time. A spiral distribution of 
the maximum frequency of aurora appearance in the 
zenith coincides with the oval zone. The zone 
approaches the geomagnetic pole ( ¢ '~78°) at day 
hours and withdraws from the pole ( ~ '~68°) at night 
hours. The aurora distribution on the Earth's 
surface at near-midnight and near-midday hours can 
be explained by the rotation of the Earth under the 
oval zone of auroras. The aurora distribution at 
near-midnight hours agrees well with theoretical 
calculations, after allowing for the difference between 
the Earth's magnetic field and the dipole field The 
locations of auroral zones in the Northern and. 
Southern Hemispheres at day and night hours are 
given. (Auth.) 
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K-3688 550.383.4:537. 591 

Michel, F. C. 
EFFECT OF MAGNETOOPHERIC TAil, ON COOMIC 
RAY CUT-OFFS. Planet. Space Sci., 13(8):753-760 
incl. graph, diagrs. , Aug. 1965. 24 refs. ' 

DLC, QC801. P5 

If the magnetospheric tail is longer than a 
characteristic length (estimated to be of the order 
of one astronomical unit), then diffusion allows cosmio 
ray particles to enter the tail and appear essentially 
isotropically over the polar caps. The polar caps 
should then display no Stormer-like latitude cut-offs 
whatsoever; e. g. , the recently observed fluxes of 
3-12 Mev electrons should appear over the polar caps 
with th.e same intensity as in interplanetary space. 
Other available experimental data are compared with 
the theoretical prediction of zero cut-off energy for 
the polar caps. (Auth. , mod. ) 

K-3689 551. 594. 5(*2) 

Krasovskif, V. I. 
POLAR AURORAS. Space Sci. Rev. , 3(2):232-274, 
incl. illus. , Aug. 1964. 114 refs. -

DLC, QBl. S77 

A review of the factual data concerning polar auroras 
which appear to be obscure or contradictory is 
presented and their origin is discussed from studies 
of auroral spectra. The exciting agents, among 
them magnetic lines of force and solar wind, are 
investigated. Records of auroras in the upper 
atmosphere obtained by rockets are compared with 
data secured on the ground. 

K-3699 651. 594. 5(*'733) 

Dmitriev, N. K. 
AURORAS AT LAZAREV STATION. [Pollirnye 
sil'aniia na stanrall Lazarev. ] Text in Russian. 
Sovet. Antarkticheska!a Eksped., Inform. blilll., 
No. 28:34-36, Incl. tables, 1961. Eng. transl. in: 
Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
Vol. 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 304-306. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

Auroras were observed on 133 nights (totaling 736 hr) 
during the 146 days that observations were possible 
at Lazarev Station from Feb. through Oct. 1960. 
Ninety percent began in the form of airglow or 
homogeneous arc with an intensity of 1-2 and 
extended from SE to SW 30° above the horizon. In 
42 cases auroras occurred at the zenith and were 
frequently pulsating and changed color from blue, 
to violet, to red, to bright green, and other un
determinable colors. In '74 cases auroras extended as 
to the zenith and usually had a violet corona. Auror 
of an intensity of 1-2 were most frequent in April, 
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July, and Sept., and those of 3-4 in April, June, 
and Aug. A description is given of 2 unusually 
colored and intense auroras that occurred on 
April 30 and Oct. 6 attended by the strongest 
magnetic storms of the period. The great fre
quency, duration, and distribution of auroras over 
the sky suggest that Lazarev Station is located 
somewhat·north of the center of the maximum 
auroral zone of the Southern Hemisphere. 

K-3718 551.594.5:551.501.8(*747) 

Ignatov, V. S. 
RADAR OBSERVATIONS OF AURORAS AT VOOTOK 
STATION. (RadiolokaGionnye nabliildeniia za , 
pollarnymi siiani!ami na stanfsii Vostok. ] Text in 
Russian. Sovet. Antarktlcheskaia Eksped., 
Inform. blilll., No. 30:29-31, incl. tables, graphs, 
1961. Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, 
Information Bulletin. Vol. 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 
1965, p. 369-371. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Ql15, S6862 

Regular observations on radio reflections from 
auroras were made at Vostok Station in Dec. 1959, 
The daily variation in frequency of radio reflections 
has maxima at 0300-0600, 1500-1900, and 2200-
0100 local time and a minimum at 0800-1400. A 
close relationship exists among the daily variations 
of radio reflections, magnetic activity, and the 
frequency of sporadic Es -layer appearance, although 
there are periods when radio reflections occur 
with a quiet magnetic field. Radio reflections 
generally come from the NE with a maximum at the 
48-50° azimuth which decreases uniformly and 
symmetrically on both sides. The distribution of 
radio reflections by slant range exhibits one maximum 
at 550-750 km and corresponds to a reflection height 
of 100-120 km. 

K-3725 551. 510. 62: 523. 75(*2) 

Driatskil, V. M. 
RADIO WAVE ABSORPTION IN THE ANTARCTIC 
ASSOCIATED WITH THE SOLAR FLARES OF JULY 
1961. (Pogloshchenie radiovoln v Antarktike, 
svlazannoe s solnechnymi vspyshkami v ilille 1961 g.J 
Text in Russian. Sovet. AntaTkticheskaia Eksped. , 
Inform. biilll., No. 31:40-43, incl. table, 1961. 6 
refs. Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, 
Information Bulletin. Vol. 4, Issue No. 1:20-22, 
[1964). 

DLC, Q115. S686; Qll5. S6862 

Two events are examined of polar cap (type ill) ab
sorption identified with radio wave absorption in polar 
regions following intense solar flares that began on 
July 12 and 18, 1961. The results of vertical iono
spheric soundings at Vostok, Scott, Amundsen-Scott, 
Mirnyy, Dumont d'Urville, Hallett, Mawson, Showa, 
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Byrd, and Campbell L Stations are compared with 
data from 4 observatories in the Northern Hemi
sphere. The duration of the blackout after the July 
18 flare was shorter than after the July 12 flare and 
is associated with the effect on the earth's atmo
sphere of radiation from the active region of the sun 
where the flares occurred. The disruptive region 
where the flares occurred disappeared behind the 
western edge of the disc about 9 days after July 12 
and 3 days after July 18. 

K-3740 550. 385. 4: 551. 510. 535(*747) 

Zhigalov, L. N. 
MAGNETIC-IONOSPHERIC DISTURBANCES AT 
VOSTOK STATION, JULY 12-23, 1961. (Magnitno
ionosfernye vozmushchenila na stantsii Vostok 12-23 
i:!ulia 1961 g. J Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkti
cheskaia Eksped. , Inform. b:!ull. , No. 33: 42-43, 
1962. Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, 
Information Bulletin. VoL 4, Issue No. 2: 85, (1964). 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

Two periods of magnetic-ionospheric disturbances 
were observed at Vostok Station from July 13 to 21, 
1961. Complete ionospheric absorption lasted from 
0100 UT on July 13 to 0700 on July 15, and from 1200 
on July 18 to 0700 on July 20. A magnetic storm 
with a gradual commencement began at 0900 on 
July 13 and reached a maximum at 1100-1200. 
Maximum amplitudes reached 106(}y in the horizontal 
component, 9461 in the vertical component, and 
7°31' in magnetic declination. Another magnetic 
storm began suddenly at 1830 on July 17 and lasted 
to 1000 on July 19. Amplitudes reached 7901'in the 
horizontal component, 3701' in the vertical, and 
2°26' in declination. Bright rayed auroras appeared 
during these storms, and coronas appeared at 
1220 on July 13 and 0940 on July 14. 

K-3766 551. 510. 535(*746) 

Driatski'1, V. M. 
UTILIZATION OF THE MINIMUM FREQUENCY OF 
REFLECTIONS FOR THE EVALUATION OF RADIO 
WAVE ABSORPTION. (Ob ispol'zovanii m~al'no1 
chastoty otrazheni'1 dlia otsenki pogloshche_n~ 
radiovoln. ) Text in Russian. Prob. Arktiki 
Antarktiki, No. 21:97-98, incl. graph, 1965. 5 refs. 

DLC, G575, L422 

The Instruction Manual for the IGY recommended the 
use of the minimum frequency of reflection~ from the 
ionosphere-- fmin--as one of the characteristic 
indexes of radio wave absorption. Study of the_ 
geographical distribution of absorption anomalies, 
for instance in polar regions, is facilitated by data 
on fmin• Riometer observations and ionosonde da~ 
from Mirnyy Station permit study of the relabonsh_1p 
between fmin and the absorption calculated accordmg 
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to cosmic. radio noise. Data obtained during periods 
of PCA in 1961 are graphed: 30-Mc riometer 
readings in decibels against fmin 1Il megacycles. 
The points are grouped around a sloping straight 
line which may be represented by the equation 
A= 0. 43 (fmin-1), where A= absorption in decibels 
at a frequency of 30 Mc. 

K-3771 551. 510. 535(*7) 

Bossy, L. 
THE ANOMALIES OF DIDRNAL AND ANNUAL 
VARIATIONS OF foF2 IN ANTARCTICA. [Les 
anomalies des variations diurne et annuelle de foF2 
dans l'Antarctique.] Text in French. Potsdam. 
Geomagnet. Inst., Abhandl. No. 29:219-226, incl. 
graphs, diagrs. , 1962. 10 refs. Also: Brussels. 
Inst. Roy, Meteorol. Belg, , Contrib. No. 75, 1962, 

DLC, QC801. P65; DWB, M(055)B429co 

Average values of foF2 obtained in Antarctic stations 
during the IGY and 1959 are used for comparing the 
amplitude and phase of diurnal variations with those 
of Southern Hemisphere stations and corresponding 
Northern Hemisphere stations. The annual behavior 
of these parameters is more diversified near the 
South Pole than the North. The anomalies consist of: 
(a) the region of polar stations [L> 65"8 (L = geo
graphic latitude), I > 75° (I = magnetic inclination)] 
where the variation of the maxima of M (amplitude) 
as a function of I is abnormal; (b) the systematic 
difference between the M maxima at South African 
and Australian stations; (c) a group of stations 
(Roi Baudouin, Halley Bay) where M passes through 
2 maxima near the equinoxes; {d) the anomaly of 
Marion L with a foF2 maximum about 1000 TL 
throughout the year; and (e) the anomaly of South 
America--Weddell Sea and Byrd Station--where the 
annual variation of the phase passes without transition 
from the abnormal type 4 to the opposite type 3. 

K-3780 550. 385. 43(*2) 

Nagata, Takesi 
POLAR <;iEOMAGNETIC DISTURBANCES. Planetary 
Space Sci., ..!..!_(12):1395-1429, incl. tables, graphs, 
diagrs, , maps, Dec, 1963, 143 refs. 

DLC, QC801. P5 

Results of recent observations of geomagnetic 
dis~urbances in both northern and southern high 
~itudes are critically reviewed, and various theo
r~es on these phenomena are introduced, Section 1 
discusses. an additional geomagnetic daily variation 
observed m the polar areas on magnetically quiet 
days. Section 2 describes the morphology of the 
polar part of the sudden commencement of magnetic 
storms {SSC). In Section 3, the morphology of the 
auroral electrojets is discussed on the basis that 
they are sporadic and intermittent phenomena. 
Section 4 discusses the interrelationship among the 
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auroral electrojet intensity (.o.1!), auroral luminosity 
@, and auroral sporadic ionization (n) of the 
ionosphere. Results of observationalstudies on the 
conjugate relationship for geomagnetic bays and 
giant magnetic pulsations observed in high latitudes 
are summarized in Section 5. Section 6 discusses 
the so-called spiral patterns of polar magnetic 
disturbances, and Section 7 deals with gaps in the 
existing knowledge of polar magnetic disturbances. 
(Auth. , rood. ) 

K-3804 551, 521, 326(*784, 2) 

Barbier, D. 
THE NIGHT SKY AIRGLOW AT KERGUELEN 
ISLANDS. fLa lumiere du ciel nocturne aux hes 
Kerguelen. Text in French with English and 
Russian summaries. Ann. Geophys., 21(3):299-302, 
incl. tables, graphs, July-Sept. 1965. 2 refs. 

DLC, QC801, A64 

Intensities of airglow features were measured in 
1963 at Port-aux-Fran~ais, Kerguelen Is. Auroral 
indices were established which allowed the 
rejection of observations contaminated by auroral 
light. Airglow behavior is generally not very 
different from what is known from Haute-Provence 
Observatory (43°56'N) but temporal variations 
are weaker. (Auth. , mod.) 

K-3805 550. 385. 26: 551. 510. 535(551. 594. 13](*2) 

Mayaud, P. N. 
MORPHOLOGIC ANALYSIS OF THE DAY-TO-DAY 
VARIABILITY OF THE DAILY (REGULAR) 
VARIATION SR OF THE TERRESTRIAL MAGNETIC 
FIELD. L --THE CURRENT SYSTEM Cp (POLAR 
AND SUB-POLAR REGIONS). [Analyse 
morphologique de la variabilite jour-a-jour de la 
variation journaliere " reguliere" SR du champ 
magnetique terrestre. L --Le systeme de courants 
Cp (regions polaires et sub-polaires). ] Text in 
French with English and Russian summaries. Ann. 
Geophys., 21(3):369-401, incl. tables, graphs, July
Sept. 1965.-20 refs. 

DLC, QC801. A64 

The terrestrial daily magnetic variation Sq is here 
defined as being a daily variation created by the 
permanent existence of current systems chiefly in 
the ionosphere. Such a definition includes the 
criteria for the identification of this variation among 
other transient variations of the field which will be 
denoted by SR, The objective is to establiS? a . 
morphology of the different SR types that will link 
with a morphology of the varied models of current 
systems, thus enabling the explanation of the cluef 
features of the day-to-day variability, From an 
analysis of the records of 44 Northern and Southern 
Hemisphere stations (10 Antarctic and sub-Antarctic), 
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it was found that some deformations of the SR 
variation exist in the 0°-15° E zone between the 
subauroral and middle latitudes in the Northern 
Hemisphere. These deformations are abnormal by 
classical Sq interpretations, The study of other 
longitudes shows that these deformations present a 
periodic "universal time" component, and that the 
same phenomenon exists in the Southern Hemisphere, 
Furthermore, a regular variation, distinct from 
the SI) variation and very intense, is identified 
inside the auroral zone. (Auth. , mod. ) 

K-3806 538. 69: 550. 385, 37: 550. 383. 3(*2) 

Lacourly, Sylvaine, Roger Gendrin and Pierre le 
Floch 

RELATIONS OF AMPLITUDE OF HYDROMAGNETIC 
OSCILLATIONS RECEIVED AT TWO HIGH 
LATITUDE CONJUGATE POINTS. (Relations 
d'amplitude des oscillations hydromagnetiques rec;ues 
en deux points conjugues de haute latitude, ] Text in 
French, Ann. Geophys, , _!!.(3): 467-468, incl. 
illus, , graphs, July-Sept. 1965, 7 refs. 

DLC, QC801, A64 

Continuous pulsations of high-intensity and irregular 
pulsations were recorded simultaneously at Port
aux-Fram;ais and Sogra (U.S. S. R.) on June 20 and 
July 29, 1964. The continuous pulsations show 
curves of remarkable similarity at the two stations, 
but it is impossible to tie the amplitudes to the 
differences between the critical frequencies, 
Intermittent pulsations were also recorded 
simultaneously but the difference between the two 
phenomena indicates a mechanism of selective 
absorption. 

K-3807 538, 69: 55r 385. 37: 550. 383. 3(*2) 

Gendrin, Roger and others 
STUDY AT TWO MAGNETICALLY CONJUGATE 
&TATIONS OF THE POLARIZATION OF HYDRO· 
~GNETIC OSCILLATIONS OF TYPE Pel. 
[Etude en deux stations magnetiquement conjuguees 
de la polarisation des oscillations hydromagnetiques 
de type Pel,] Text in French. Acad. sci. , Compt. 
rend, (Paris), 262(11):786-789, incl. table, diagrs., 
March 14, 1966:-5 refs. 

DLC, Q46, A14 

The horizontal components Hx and Hy were recorded 
at Kerguelen and Sogra (U. s. s. R. ) from Feb. 18 to 
~arch 9, 1965. The 3-min intervals were grouped 
m!o those when the direction of rotation remains the 
same and those when rotation changes its sign. 
Rotation measurements in the polarization ellipse 
Showed that the hydromagnetic oscillations in both 
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stations correspond to a wave propagating along a 
line of force in a definite mode. The guidance along 
the lines of force is effective enough for either of 
two modes, In certain cases, the two modes were 
simultaneously present; this corresponds to an 
alternating change in rotation direction. 

K-3808 550. 385. 37(*2) 

Gendrin, Roger and others 
SIMULTANEOUS APPEARANCE OF MAGNETIC 
PULSATIONS OF ULTRA-LOW FREQUENCY IN 
PHASE AT TWO CONJUGATE POINTS. 
(Apparition simultanee de pulsations magnetiques 
d'ultrabasse frequence en phase en deux points 
conjugues. ] Text in French, Acad. sci. , Compt. 
rend, (Paris), 262(12): 845-848, incl. illus,, March 
21, 1966. 7 rels.' 

DLC, Q46, A14 

Studies were made of the !PDP phenomenon 
(Irregular Pulsations at Decreasing Periods) recorded 
between Feb. 1964 and Feb. 1965 at Kerguelen and 
its conjugate point Sogra in the U. S. S, R. The 
numerous cases of superposition of sonagrams 
showed that certain elements arrived simultaneously 
at both stations. The polarization of these elements, 
studied from high-speed records (600 mm/min) of 
the two horizontal components of the terrestrial 
magnetic field, show the same direction of rotation 
for oscillations observed at the same instant at 
both stations. These results suggest two distinct 
mechanisms of emission for the two phenomena: for 
IPDP 2 waves propagate in 2 different modes in 
oppo;ite directions; for structured hydromagnetic 
oscillations, waves of well defined mode propagate 
from one hemisphere to the other along a line of 
force. A correlation exists with the appearance of 
the sporadic E of type R or with a lowering of the 
critical frequency f., F2, 

K-3825 550. 385. 37(*784. 2) 

Pillet, G. 
SEVERAL TYPES OF MAGNETIC MICROPULSA
TIONS OBSERVED AT PORT-AUX-FRAN~AIS 
(KERGUELEN). , [Quelques ty~s ?e micro-
pulsations magnetiques observes a Port-~- . 
Fran~ais (Kerguelen).] Text in Fre?ch with Engllsh 
summary. In: Pan Indian Ocean Science Congress, 
Fourth, 16-24 Nov, 1960, Karachi, Proc.,_ Sect. F: 
Oceanogr,, Geogr,, and Geophys. Karachi, Pan 
Indian Ocean Sci. Assoc. , Oct. 1964, p. 35-37. 

DLC, Ql0l. P35 

At Port-aux-Franyais (geogr. coordinates: 49°21' S, 
70°12' E; geomag. coordinates: 56°05' S, 127°_E), 
rapid variations of the geomagnetic field (periods 
from 2 sec to 6 min) are recorded with f!UXll.leter 
bars. The recordings for Sept. 1957 to April 1959 
have shown a marked difference between the 
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magnetic variations observed during the day and 
those during the night. At night, pulsation trains 
(p, t.) are observed composed of a series of 
oscillations of 10 and 20 min each, and correlated 
with the initial phase of magnetic bays. In daytime, 
continuous pulsations are observed from 0500 to 
1800 LMT with periods of 10-20 sec. They show 
a clearly defined seasonal variation. In addition, 
giant micropulsations with periods up to 3 min 
and with amplitudes less that 20 l occur during 
daytime. (Auth. , mod. ) 

K-3826 550. 385. 2: 550. 385. 43{*784. 2) 

Pillet, G. 
SLOW VARIATIONS OF TERRESTRIAL MAGNETISM 
AT PCRT-AUX-FRANyAIS (KERGUELEN). 
(Variations lentes du magnetisme terrestre a Port
aux-Franc;ais (Kerguelen).] Text in French with 
English summary. In: Pan Indian Ocean Science 
Congress, Fourth, 16-24 Nov. 1960, Karachi, Proc. , 
Sect. F: Oceanogr. , Geogr. , and Geophys. Karachi, 
Pan Indian Ocean Sci. Assoc. , Oct. 1964, p. 39-41. 

DLC, QlOl. P35 

Diurnal Z variations are not always well defined, 
while H variations show a well marked maximum 
around 0800-0900 LMT and a minimum around 
1400-1500 LMT; D variations show a maximum 
between 0800 and 1100 LMT and a minimum between 
1500 and 1700 LMT. A study of the geomagnetic 
activity indices shows that the activity "J" area as 
defined by Mayaud seems to extend as far as the 
Kerguelen Is. (magnetic activity in the auroral 
regions with a maximum during the day--J-type 
activity-- is different from the N-type activity of 
middle and low latitudes with a maximum at night). 
Very frequent pulsation trains (p. t. ) are observed 
which correlate with nighttime bays. The frequent 
appearance of the typical bays between 2100 and 0000 
LMT, l_asting from 1 to 3 hr and always having the 
same sign, has been noted in correlation with 
auroral phenomena. (Auth. , mod. ) 

K-3831 551. 510. 535:551. 507. 363. 3(*7) 

Titheridge, J. E. 
THE USE OF SATELLITE SIGNALS TO INVESTIGATE 
THE POLAR IONOSPHERE. Polar Rec. , 13(82): 7-
15, incl table, graphs, map, Jan. 1966. 2refs. 

DLC, G575. P6 

Recent techniques in the use of artificial satellites 
for ionospheric research are reviewed. The 
ref~ac~on as well as the alteration in polarization of 
radio signals between satellite and earth are 
measured to give an indication of the total number of 
free electrons along the ray-path. A recording 
sysl:8m was installed at Scott, Byrd, and Wilkes 
Stations to record the signals of the Polar 
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Ionosphere Beacon Satellite (S-66) launched Oct. 10 
1964, by NASA. The installation and operation of the 
recording equipment at Scott Station are described 
and the results a.re analyzed. Fourteen transits ~e 
recorded per day with signals being received for 
about 15 min during each transit at amplitudes of 
20, 40, and 41 Mc/ s. The records of these stations 
demonstrate the highly irregular nature of the polar 
ionosphere, i. e. , the presence of electron clouds 
of varying size and density. The scintillations in 
amplitude of the signals and the Faraday fading 
which occurs at the recorded frequencies are 
discussed. The results of recordings at Byrd and 
Wilkes Stations a.re eva.lu~ted and compared with 
those at Scott Station. 

K-3840 537. 591(083.4){*747) 

Seedsman, D. and J. F. McKenzie 
C03MIC RAY RECORDS, WILKES, 1962 & 1963. 
Austral. Natl. Antarctic Res. Bxpeds., ANARE Data 
Repts. , Ser. C, vol. 2, Cosmic Rays, Publ. No. 77, 
incl. 66 tables, 1965. Ref. 

DLC, G845.A8 

This publication is the first of a series presenting de
tailed results obtained with continuous recording cos
mic ray equipment at Wilkes Station. Records are 
presented dating from March 1962, when the equip
ment was installed, to Dec. 1963. A 12-counter neu
tron monitor has been used which comprises 3 iden
tical sections of 4 counters each, with independent 
power supplies and electronic recording circuits. Un~ 
corrected hourly scaled count totals, and daily sums 
and means are given. 

K-3843 551. 594, 5.002, 56:77. 03 

Simonow, G. V. and J. Ballantyne 
AURORAL PARALLACTIC PHOTOGRAPHY, PART L 
INSTRUMENT FOR MEASURING PARALLACTIC 
PHOTOGRAPHS. Austral. Natl. Antarctic Res, 
Expeds., ANARE Scient. Repts., Ser. C, vol. 3, 
Upper Atmos. Phys., Publ. No. 80:1-11, incl. illus., 
diagrs. , 1965. 7 refs. 

DLC, G845.A8 

A collimator and theodolite combination gives direct 
readings of spherical coordinates for the points on a 
photographic plate which is located in the focal plane 
of the collimator. A graticule inside the collimator 
facilitates the re-identification of auroral points. The 
collimating principle is discussed, and the instru
ment, alignment between theodolite and collimator, 
and eyepiece design are described. (Auth., mod. ) 
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K-3844 551.594.5.002.56:77.03 

Simonow, G. V. 
AURORAL PARALLACTIC PHOTOGRAPHY. PART2. 
REDUCTION OF PARALLACTIC PHOTOGRAPHS. 
Austral. Natl. Antarctic Res. Expects., ANARE 
Scient. Repts. , Ser. C, vol. 3, Upper Atmos. Phys., 
Publ. No. 80:13- 41, incl. diagrs., 1965. 3 refs. 

DLC, G845.A8 

Formulas are given for reduction of auroral photo
graphs taken simultaneously from two bases. The 
error of the approximate formulas, introduced to 
save computing time, is strictly defined. The dif
ference between the values of a spherical angle and 
its projection on the photographic plate is found too 
great to be ignored and a formula for the projected 
angle is given. (Auth.) 

K- 3845 551. 594. 5. 002. 56: 77. 03 

Simonow, G. V. 
AURORAL PARALLACTIC PHOTOGRAPHY. PART 
3. METHOD OF DE'l;ERMINATION OF AURORAL 
POSrrION. Austr al. Natl. Antarctic Res. Expects. , 
ANARE Scient. Repts., Ser. C, vol. 3, Upper Atmos. 
Phys., Publ. No. 80:43-69, incl. illus. , graph, 
diagr. , 1965. 7 refs. 

DLC, G845. AS 

The method of determining auroral position is based 
on the use of a theodolite measuring auroral plates in 
the light collimated by the camera lens with which the 
photographs were exposed. Both speed and precision 
are increased. Equating one lens to another with the 
help of simple nomographs makes the use of the 
original camer a lens in the collimator unnecessary. 
A general formula for the error of determination of 
auroral height is given as well as the reduction 
formulas. (Auth. , mod. ) 

K- 3898 551. 510. 535:621. 391. 8(*2) 

Obayashi, Tatsuzo 
IONOSPHERIC POLAR BLACKOUTS AND RADIO 
COMMUNICATION DISTURBANCES. In: North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization, Advisory Group for 
Aeronautical Research and Development. The effect 
of disturbances of solar origin on communications. 
Edited by G. J. Gassmann. London, New York, 
Pergamon, 1963t p. 37-45, incl. graphs, diagrs. , 
disc. 19 refs. AGARDograph No. 59] 

DLC, TL500. N6 

It is generally believed that HF radio communication 
disturbances have two principal origins, viz. the 
depression of critical frequency in the F2 layer 
'.1'560Ciated with geomagnetic disturbances, and the 
increase in absorption in the lower ionosphere due 
to enhanced X-radiation or the precipitation of 
energetic particles from outer space. In the polar 
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region, radiowaves suffer very intense absorption 
occasionally and they are then known as "polar 
blackouts. " It is found that the polar blackout has 
two different origins; one is produced by low energy 
solar cosmic rays ejected from an intense solar 
flare and the other is produced by auroral particles. 
The former is called the polar cap blackout because 
it is confined to the entire polar region, while the 
latter occurs mainly along the auroral zone. Some 
morphological studies of these polar blackouts are 
reviewed,and general characteristics of the world -
wide development of disturbances are discussed in 
connection with radio communication problems. 
(Auth. mod. ) 

K- 3909 551. 594. 52{*2) 

Paton, James 
AURORAL ACTIVrrY DURING 1961. Observatory, 
82(929):173-175, incl. table, Aug. 1962. 2 refs. 
- DLC, QBl. 02 

An analysis of auroral activity during 1961 is given, 
with data primarily for the Northern Hemisphere. 
Data are presented on incidence of aurora (numbers 
of nights during which aurora was visible) recorded 
by geomagnetic latitude (50-63"N). The incidence 
of aurora is compared with records of solar activity 
and geomagnetic storms of 1961. The auroral dis
play of Sept. 30-0ct. 1 is described for both 
hemispheres including reports from observers at 
Halley Bay and Deception L Stations. A comparison 
is made of the northern and southern displays as to 
time duration, intensity, form, and range in geo
magnetic coordinates. 

K- 3917 550. 389.5(*701) 

u. s. Coast and Geodetic Survey 
MAGNETOGRAMS AND HOURLY VALUES, SOUTH 
POLE, 1961. Washington, MHV-SP61, 1964, 157p., 
incl. tables, graphs, map. 2 refs. 

DLC, QC830. A73 

The South Pole magnetic records for 1961 are 
presented in the form of quarter-size reproductions 
of the magnetograms and tables of hourly me~ . 
values of each of the magnetic elements--dec!inat10n, 
horizontal intensity, and vertical intensity. 

K-3948 551. 594. 51:551. 510. 535:551. 594. 13 

~~,Kn RA 
MOTIONS OF THE AURORA AND RADIO-AURO 
AND THEIR RELATIONSHIPS TO IONOSPHERIC . 
CURRENTS. Planetary Space ScL, 10:129-163, incl. 
table, diagrs. , graphs, maps, 1963. 160 refs. 

DLC, QC801. P5; QC879. B34 1964 
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Averaged observations of the longitudinal motions in 
auroras and the motion of radio-aurora suggest that 
both kinds of motion occur in the same part of the 
ionosphere as, and are in about the opposite direction 
to, ionospheric currents responsible for magnetic 
disturbance. Absorption is considered to be an im
portant factor in observations of radio-aurora and 
may often preclude observations associated with the 
morning cell of disturbance current. Breakup of 
auroras and daylight handicap the complete plotting 
of the line pattern of visible auroras. Observations 
support the assertion that even in a given small 
region of the ionosphere the motions of auroras and 
radio-aurora are in about the opposite direction to 
ionospheric current and have drift speeds of the same 
order as electrons in the current. It is unknown 
whether these speeds are equal. Three broad regions 
of the globe with distinctive characteristics exist: 
(I) equatorward of the auroral zone, where ionospheric 
currents are determined principally by ionospheric 
winds; (II) in and near the auroral zone, in which 
electric fields from the magnetosphere and iono
spheric wind combine to determine ionospheric 
current flow; and (III) over the central polar caps, 
where pressure gradients in the magnetosphere may 
be the dominant cause of disturbance. The most 
general conclusion about the motion of auroral 
sources is that it is opposite to the parallel current 
in direction. (Auth. , mod. ) 

K-3949 621. 391. 812. 63(*2) 

Sandford, B. P. 
OPTICAL STUDIES OF PARTICLE BOMBARDMENT 
IN POLAR CAP ABSORPTION EVENTS. Planetary 
Space Sci. , 10: 195-213, incl illus. , tables, graphs, 
diagrs. , 1963. 117 refs. 

DLC, QC801. P5; QC879. B34 1964 

This is the published version of a report of the 
Arctic Institute of North America, Research Paper 
No. 23, 1962 (K-790]. 

K-3971 537. 591: 550. 382. 7(*82) 

Kurnosova, L. v. and others 
DISCOVERY OF RADIATION ANOMALIES ABOVE 
THE SOUTH ATLANTIC AT HEIGHTS OF 310-
340 KM. [Obnaruzhenie anomalilradiatsii nad 
iilzhnol chast' iu Atlanticheskogo Okeana na vysotakh 
310-340 km. J Text in Russian. Iskusstvennye 
sputniki zemli, No. 8:90- 93, incl graph, map, 
1961. 6 refs. Eng, transl in: Planetary Space Sci. , 
9:513-516, Aug. 1962. 
-DLC, TL796, 18; QC801. P5 

A gas-discharge counter telescope on board the 
second [Soviet J satellite recorded the total intensity 
of cosmic radiation as part of a more complex device 
for recording the nuclear component of cosmic rays. 
The telescope consisted of 2 groups of counters and 
was able to record electrons and protons with ener
gies of over 8 Mev and 60 Mev, respectively. The 
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particle flux recorded by the telescope at all points 
was greater than the cosmic-ray flux; near the 
equator the average flux was 1. 2 particles/ cm2 sec 
and 3. 3 particles / cm2 sec in high latitudes, Areas 
with anomalously high radiation intensity were 
discovered; one in the South Atlantic between 25-
500 s and 0-55°W, and another at 340-km altitude 
between 50-65°S and 30°Wto 40°E. A northern 
anomaly was discovered at 60-65°N and 130-170°E, 
The northern anomaly is not stable in time and 
may be related to the Earth's outer radiation belt 
or to the arrival on the Earth of solar particles. The 
South Atlantic anomalies are probably related to 
large negative magnetic anomalies in the Southern 
Hemisphere. These regions of reduced radiation 
intensity between the inner and outer radiation belts 
are probably due to "leakage" of particles in 
magnetic anomaly regions. A study of Jupiter's 
radio emission is cited to uphold this hypothesis. 

K-3973 551. 510. 535(047. 1) 

International Scientific Radio Union, General Assem-
bly, 14th, Tokyo, 1963 

PROGRESS IN RADIO SCIENCE, 1960-1963, 
VOLUME m, THE IONOSPHERE. Edited by 
Geoffrey M. Brown. Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, 
196 p. , incl illus. , tables, graphs, diagrs. Refs. 

DLC, TK6541. I55 

This book includes 9 review papers presented at the 
14th General Assembly of the International Scientific 
Radio Union held in Tokyo from Sept. 9 to 20, 1963, 
The full text of each paper is given, together with a 
summary paper on progress in ionospheric physics. 
The papers and authors are: (1) Advances in iono
spheric physics, 1960-1963, by J. A. Ratcliffe; (2) 
The distribution of electrons in the lower and middle 
ionosphere, by R. w. Knecht; (3) A survey of topside 
sounding of the ionosphere, by J. H. Chapman;_ (4) 
Some results of u. S. s. R. experiments in the iono
sphere and interplanetary space, by K. L Gring~z; 
(5) Whistler measurements of the equatorial profile 
of magnetospheric electron density, by D. L. Car
penter· (6) Geomagnetism and the ionosphere, by 
C. O. Hines; (7) Some comments on the ionosphere 
and geomagnetism, by E. H. vestine; (8) Iono
spheric studies during the IQSY 1964-65, by W. J. G. 
Beynon; (9) Ionizing radiation and constitution of the 
atmosphere, by Herbert Friedman; and (10) The 
history of growth of oxygen in the earth's atmosphere, 
by L. V. Berkner and L. c. Marshall. The paper by 
Carpenter is abstracted separately. 
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K-3974 550. 383. 2: 551. 510. 536 

Carpenter, D. L. 
WHISTLER MEASUREMENTS OF THE EQUATORIAL 
PROFILE OF MAGNETOSPHERIC ELECTRON 
DENSITY. In: International Scientific Radio Union, 
General Assembly, 14th, Tokyo, 1963, Progress in 
radio science, 1960-1963, Volume 3, The ionosphere. 
Edited by Geoffrey M. Brown. Amsterdam, Elsevier, 
1965, p. 76-91, incl. graphs. 32 refs. 
DLC, TK6541. 155 

A whistler method of deducing the equatorial profile 
of electron density is described. Results of several 
investigations are compared, and it is found that 
there is excellent agreement on the shape of the 
profile. Its average behavior in the range 2 RE to 
5 !k geocentric distance is estimated to fall between 
aboti't NocB_ -3 and !l!ocB_ -4. Several roughly com
parable estimates of numerical values are found to 
be within a factor of about 2. The results from 
whistlers are generally consistent with 5000-km 
values of electron density obtained by incoherent 
scatter measurements at the geomagnetic equator. 
Whistler evidence of a knee in the equatorial profile 
is presented. The knee is characterized by a region 
in which the profile drops rapidly from a relatively 
normal level to a level that may be depressed by a 
factor of 6 or more. The knee is believed to be a 
persistent phenomenon, which moves inward with 
increasing magnetic activity. Measurements made 
by the Lunik I and Lunik II probes are found to be 
consistent with whistler predictions of a knee in 
the equatorial profile. Data on temporal variations 
in magnetospheric density are discussed. (Auth. , 
mod.) 

K-3977 551. 594. 5: 535. 24 

Japan, Science Council. National Committee for the 
International Geophysical Coordination 

ABSOLUTE lliTENSITY OF 5577 X (01) EMISSION AT 
SYOWA STATION DURrnG THE IGC, 1959. Tokyo, 
March 1962, 124 p. , incl. tables, graphs. 

DLC 

Photoelectric observational data of 5577 A (01) 
emission collected at Showa Station during Feb. 
through Oct. 1959 are presented, consisting of the 
absolute intensity of aurora in kilo rayleighs at 
zenith and at zenith distance 64. 4° in the south for 
every 6 min. The instruments are described and 
the method of data presentation is explained. 
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K-3978 523, 745: 523. 165: 
551. 510. 535(*460:*764) 

Douglas Aircraft Co., Missile & Space Systems Div. 
THE DOUGLAS GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY 
PROGRAM. PROGRESS REPORT III. Prepared by 
J. W. McDonough, Douglas Rept. SM-47794, 11 p., 
Dec. 1964. 15 refs. 

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection 

A review is given of the program's operation at 
McMurdo Station and at its conjugate station at 
Shepherd Bay, Northwest Territories, Canada, since 
the time of the previous report [K-1711 ]. The 
objectives of the program include: (1) the determin
ation of the frequency of occurrence and time inten
sity profiles of solar cosmic-ray events; (2) an 
investigation of the effects of this radiation on the 
ionosphere, effective rate coefficients in the D region, 
and the relations between energies and fluxes of 
incident charged particles and absorption; (3) an 
investigation of possible seasonal variations and the 
part the experimental conditions and solar-terres
trial geometry play in these variations; and ( 4) with 
the addition of a step-frequency riometer, the 
determination of the flux and energy distribution of 
solar protons as a function of time during events. 
Improvements in equipment and techniques are 
described for both stations. Data analysis, includ
ing automatic plotting of fixed-frequency riometer 
data vs. time, as well as reduction of the step
frequency riometer data, is described. Events 
observed at the stations are listed and plans for 
study of simultaneous and non-simultaneous events 
are outlined. The program persoMel at the two 
stations are listed. 

K-3979 523. 745:523. 165: 
551. 510. 535(*460: *764) 

Douglas Aircraft Co. , Missile & Space Systems Div. 
THE DOUGLAS GEOPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY 
PROGRAM. PROGRESS REPORT IV. Prepared by 
J. w. McDonough, Douglas Rept. SM-47892, 23 p. , 
incl. illus. , graphs, diagrs. , Dec, 1965. 16 refs. 

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection 

A review is given of the program's operation at 
McMurdo Station and at its conjugate station at _ 
Shepherd Bay, Northwest Territories, Canada, smce 
the time of the previous report [K- 3978]. _ The 
program of data processing at Santa Monica 1s de
scribed including an outline of the procedures by 
which the data from both stations are recorded and 
evaluated by computer systems. On the b~is _of the 
data a record of solar cosmic ray events 1s given as 
wen' as absorption histories for both stations. 
Program persoMel at the two stations are listed. 
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K-3990 551. 510. 536: 550. 385. 37(*2) 

Gendrin, Roger and others 
OBSERVATIONS OF VERY LOW FREQUENCY 
RADIOELECTR!C EMISSIONS AT TWO CONJUGATE 
POINTS. (Observations d'emissions radioelectriques 
de tres basse frequence en de1Lx points conjugues, ] 
Text in French. Acad. sci., Compt. rend. (Paris), 
262(16):1108-1111, incl illus. , April 18, 1966. 4 
refs. 

DLC, Q46. Al4 

Simultaneous observations were made during July 
1964, at Sogra (U, S.S. R) and Port-aux-Fran~ais, 
of the differences between burst emissions and dawn 
chorus. The study affirms that an ionospheric 
storm with important negative variation of foF2 is 
preceded by a dawn chorus emission appearing 
simultaneously at two conjugate points; the positive
variation storm is never accompanied by dawn 
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chorus. The simultaneous development of the dawn 
chorus at two conjugate stations indicates a sub
sequent development of an ionospheric storm. Nei
ther of the two phenomena appears during very calm 
magnetic periods. 

See also: 
A-2526, A-2744, A-2808, A-2904, A-3824 
C-3112, C-3836 
D-2500, D- 3003 
F-2205, F-2259 

·-G-2341, G-3832, G-3862 
I-3983 

L-2363, L-2996, L-3693, 
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L-2014 550. 389:550. 312(*765) 

Bennett, Hugh F. 
A GRAVITY AND MAGNETIC SURVEY OF THE ROSS 
ICE SHELF AREA, ANTARCTICA. Wisconsin, Univ. 
Geophys, Polar Res. Cent., Res. Rept. Ser. No, 
64-3, 97p,, incl, tables, graphs, diagrs,, maps, 
appendix, April 1964. 62 refs. 

DLC, Tech. Rept. Collection 

This report contains a compilation and interpretation 
of all the gravity and magnetic data collected on the 
Ross Ice Shelf by recent ground traverses, and an 
airborne magnetic profile, flown during Operation 
Highjump (1947), A map showing individual traverse 
routes on the ice shelf is given, and data sources are 
tabulated. The three layered velocity section meas
ured at Little America Station by Crary (1961) is 
considered to be representative of the Ross Ice Shelf 
area. This assumption is supported by the fact that 
the Bouguer anomaly at Little America and the mean 
Bouguer anomaly over the ice shelf are similar, 
Thick sections of the low density layer are indicated 
in the central portion of the ice shelf, with an in
crease in thickness and elevation of the middle layer 
in the northwest portion, The upper "magnetic hori
zon" appears to be associated with the bottom or 6, 38 
km/sec layer which lies at a depth of 2, 6 km at Little 
America. A deep "magnetic basement" also found in 
the Ross Sea area to the north may suggest geologic 
similarity between the two areas, The negative mean 
free air anomaly over the Ross Ice Shelf area is in
terpreted to be the result of former ice loading. 

L-2015 550. 389(*772:*747) 

Ostenso, Ned A. and Edward C. Thiel 
AEROMAGNETIC RECONNAISSANCE OF ANTARC
TICA BETWEEN BYRD AND WILKES STATIONS, 
Wisconsin, Univ, Geophys, Polar Res, Cent,, Res, 
Rept, Ser, No. 64-6, 33p., incl, tables, maps, July 
1964, 13 refs, 

DLC, Tech, Rept, Collection 

The abstract for this report was published in the 
Transactions of the American Geophysical Union, 
i!{l):39, March 1963 [L-1522]. 

L-2016 551. 33:551, 324. 51(*7) 

Robinson, Edwin s. 
SOME ASPECTS OF SUBGLACIAL GEOLOGY AND 
GLACIAL MECHANICS BETWEEN THE SOUTH 
POLE AND THE HORLICK MOUNTAINS, Wisconsin, 
Univ, Geophys, Polar Res. Cent,, Res. Rept, Ser, 
No, 64-7, 88p,, incl, tables, graphs, diagrs,, maps, 
appendixes I-IV, July 1964, 35 refs. 

DLC, Tech, Rept. Collection 

T~e ~ransantarctic Mountain system is about 400 km 
Wide in this area, Subglacial mountainous topography 
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extends to within 150 km of the South Pole, Seismic 
refraction measurements indicate velocities charac -
teristic of crystalline rock and show no evidence of a 
sedimentary section corresponding to the Beacon 
group, Reflection data suggest a thin layer of uncon
solidated material at the base of the ice which may be 
locally frozen or water soaked. From limited knowl
edge of the magnetic character of rocks observed in 
the Transantarctic Mountains, volcanic flows similar 
to the late Tertiary, and Quaternary McMurdo vol
canics are the. most probable source of local mag
netic anomalies observed south of the Horlick Moun
tains. Bouguer anomaly variations indicate possible 
areas of accumulation of sediment eroded from the 
nearby mountains, The range of Bouguer anomalies 
indicates a continental crustal section from 40 to 50 
km thick, The area is in isostatic equilibrium and 
local topographic provinces are not locally compen
sated, Existing theories about the behavior of ice are 
insufficient to explain the character of the ice surface 
and its relationship to variations in ice thickness, 
(Auth. , mod. ) 

L-2019 550,341. 2(*823) 

Cox, M. J, G, 
SEISMIC REFRACTION MEASUREMENTS IN 
BRANSFIELD STRAIT. Brit, Antarctic Survey Bull., 
No, 4:1-12, incl, illus., graphs, map, Sept, 1964. 
12 refs, 

DLC, GPRR 

Five seismic refraction lines were surveyed in the 
northeast part of Bransfield Strait during Jan, 1962, 
A description of the equipment used and the survey 
technique is given, together with a description of the 
corrections applied to the data before the time-dis
tance graphs were plotted. The cross sections cal
culated from the corrected time-distance graphs are 
discussed, The area is thought to be part of a transi
tion zone between continental and oceanic structures. 
At the northeast extremity of the area of survey a 
high-velocity rock (about 7. 0 km/ sec) occur~ at a 
depth of about 0, 5 km, This is corr~lated with the 
dunite-serpentine which occurs on Gibbs I, 8 kn1 from 
the end of the line, (Auth.) 

L-2021 550. 384, 3: 552, 313(*781, 1) 

Blundell, D, J, 
PALAEOMAGNETISM OF SOME RECENT VOLCANIC 
ROCKB FROM TRISTAN DA CUNHA (lat. 3'/°S,, long. 
13°W,), Brit. Antarctic Survey Bull., No. 4:15-21, 
incl, tables, graphs, diagr., map, Sept. 1964. 6 
refs, 

DLC, GPRR 

Oriented rock samples were collected from Tristan 
da Cunha in 1960 for paleomagnetic studies, _Natural 
remanent magnetism (NRM) was measured with a 
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spinning magnetometer, followed by a. c. demagneti
zation and susceptibility measurements. The tabu
lated NRM results show that all the samples (except 
one) are normally magnetized, with a declination of 
2° east of true north, an inclination of 39° UP, and a 
circle of confidence for 95% probability having a 
radius of 13°. Sample TR, 3, 3A has a reversed 
NRM, and the tests reveal no evidence to distinguish 
this sample from the normally magnetized samples, 
If the reversal is real, the sample probably came 
from a part of the lava flow (rolling in caterpillar 
fashion) which had cooled and acquired a thermo
remanent magnetism before the flow finally came to 
rest, This rotation during emplacement is probably 
the best explanation for this anomalous reversal, 

L-2024 550,384. 3:552. 3(*732) 

Blundell, D, J. 
ORIENTATED DOLERITE SAMPLE FROM 
DRONNlliG MAUD LAND, Brit. Antarctic Survey 
Bull., No, 4:57, Sept, 1964, 2 refs. 

DLC, GPRR 

One oriented dolerite sample was collected from a 
locality (Milorgknausane) at 74° s, 15° W in western 
Queen Maud Land. The direction of remanent mag
netism of two specimens from this sample has a dec
lination of 40° east of true north and an inclination 
56° UP. Assuming a dipole character for the earth's 
field, the paleomagnetic pole position is calculated to 
be at 48°S, 147°W. This is in accord with pole posi
tions similarly calculated for Jurassic dolerites from 
other localities in Antarctica (L-241 J. 

L-2071 550. 389 

Al'tshuler, L. I. and others 
WORLD MAGNETIC CHARTS OF THE EPOCH 1960. 
(Mir~vye magnitnye karty epokhi 1960 g.] Text in 
Russian. Geomag. aeron. , i(4):773-780, incl. maps, 
1964. 60 refs. Eng. transl in: Geomag. Aeron. , 
i(4):601-606, 1964, pubL 1965. 

DLC, QC811. G38; QC811. G383 

World magnetic charts of the epoch 1960, which are 
more complete and more reliable than those of 1955 
are presented with explanatory text. Observations ' 
on the schooner Zaria have improved the accuracy 
o_f the charts of lhe ocean areas. Antarctic obse rva
tions have yielded new information on the distribution 
of_ magnetic elements in the vicinity of the south geo
graphic pole, the south geomagnetic pole and the 
pole of re_lative inaccessibility. The new 'charts pro
vide considerably more information on regions in the 
Southern Hemisphere. In the southern Indian Ocean 
for example, the horizontal component has increased 
0. ~1 oe, the vertical component diminished 0. 02 oe 
while the magnetic inclination increased 4°. On the' 
Antarctic coast changes in the H value reach O 02 oe 
and those in the Z value reach 0. 04 oe. The ci1arts ' 
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are useful in the solution of theoretical and practical 
problems in terrestrial magnetism for navigational 
purposes and can serve as a basis for comparison 
with data obtained by artificial earth satellites. 

L-2077 551. 241(*88) 

Adams, R D. 
THICKNESS OF THE EARTH'S CRUST BENEATH 
THE PACIFIC-ANTARCTIC RIDGE. N. Z. J. Geol. 
Geophys., _'.!(3):529-542, incl. illus., table, graphs, 
Aug. 1964. 29 refs. 

DLC, QEl. N55 

The dispersion of earthquake waves propagated along 
the Pacific-Antarctic Ridge indicates that the crust 
is 6-7 km thick beneath the Ridge and slightly thinner 
beneath the adjacent deep water. Strong Love waves 
are recorded at Hallett Station from earthquakes on 
the Pacific-Antarctic Ridge, whereas strong Rayleigh 
waves are recorded from those on the East Pacific 
Rise; this difference is attributed to the source 
rather than to the medium. The structure of the 
Pacific-Antarctic Ridge appears to be intermediate 
between those found by other workers for the East 
Pacific Rise and the Mid-Atlantic Ridge. (Auth. J 

L-2099 550. 831+550. 834: 551. 324. 28 
(*744/*745) 

T&lkernik, V. B. , A I. Frolov and P. A Stroev 
SEISMIC AND GRAVIMETRIC INVESTIGATIONS ON 
THE WEST ICE SHELF, ANTARCTICA (se1smi
cheskie i gravimetricheskie issledovanila na zapad
nom shel'fovom lednike v Antarktide. J Text in Rus
sian. Akad. nauk SSSR, Izv. , Ser. geofiz. No. 6: 
907-921, incl. tables, diagrs. , maps, June 1963. 5 
refs. Eng. transl. in: Acad. Sci. USSR, Bull. , 
Geophys. ser., No. 6:558-565, June 1963. 

DLC, QC801. A35; QC801. A353 

The structure of the West Ice Shell is described based 
on information obtained from seismic and gravimet
ric readings. The seismic survey gives information 
on the bottom depth, ice shelf thickness, and struc
ture of the upper snow-firn layers. The main seis
mic method used was reflection, taken with a porta
ble seismic station and recorded on magnetic tape. 
The limitations of the surveys and subsequent conclu
sions are pointed out. The gravin1etric method in 
conjunction with seismic data gives information on 
the subglacial relief and deep geologic structure of_ 
the West Ice Shelf. Free-air and Bouguer correct10ns 
were used in calculating gravity anomalies. The 
gravity fields to an extent reflect subglacial topog
raphy. The thickness of the earth's crust in this area 
varies considerably. The cross sections show most 
bedrock to be below sea level and where there are 
bedrock rises there are usually ice shelf rises (ice 
caps). The greater part of the ice shelf was shown to 
be floating. 
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L-2104 550. 312:528. 27(*7) 

Grushinski'i, N. P . 
GRAVIMETRISTS IN THE ANTARCTIC. [Gravi
metristy v Antarktike. ] Text in Russian. In: 
Sovetskie ekspedttsii 1959 goda. Moskva, Gosud. 
izd-vo geogr. lit-ry, 1962, p. 279-286. 

DLC, Ql15. S687 

Gravimetry studies in the Antarctic and its surround
ing oceans began in 1955 by Russia and other coun
tries involved in the IGY. The data gathered at 
various land stations and by the Ob' at sea, in con
junction with data from other stations, provided much 
information .on geophysical and other aspects of the 
Antarctic. A description is given of the methods, 
apparatus, and applications of measurement of the 
earth's gravity using the spring- scale and the 
oscillating pendulum methods. 

L-2170 550. 385: 550. 373 

Rokitianski'i, I. I. and others 
THE COAST EFFECT IN THE VARIATIONS OF THE 
EARTH'S ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD. J. Geomag. 
Geoelec. , 15(4):271-274, incl. graphs, 1964. 8 refs. 

DLC, QC801. J63 

The coastal effect (CE) refers to magnetic variations 
caused by the influence of adjacent media which have 
differing electromagnetic characteristics (e. g. , land 
and sea). Properties of the coastal effect vary over 
a wide range of variation periods from millimicro
seconds up to tenths of minutes. Coastal effects for 
the variations with these periods are divided into 
CE-1 and CE-2 types, according to the appearance of 
the polarization of the primary field. Experimental 
data are given for CE-1 at Mirnyy Station, and for 
CE-2 at Alushta on the Black Sea. [See L-1759] 

L-2220 551. 241:550. 384. 3(*7) 

Creer, K. M. 
PALAEOMAGNETIC DATA AND DU TOIT'S RECON
STRUCTION OF GONDWANALAND. Nature, 204 
(4956):369-370, incl. tables, maps, Oct. 24, 1964. 
7 refs. 

DLC, Ql. N2 

Various positions of the paleomagnetic pole on the 
Antarctic continent are listed as according to Blundell 
[L-241 ]. These positions trace a curve which is 
c_ompared with the polar-wandering curves of Austra
lia, South America, and Africa. With the continents 
assembled according to Du Toit's Gondwanaland, it 
15 found that the Jurassic pole for Antarctica is close 
to the Triassic pole on the African curve as though 
Antarctica and Africa remained together for a short 
While atter South America and Australia had broken 
away. One is led to predict that the Triassic pole for 

237-720 0 - 67 - 30 
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Antarctica will lie somewhere between the African 
Fermo-Triassic curve and the Antarctic Jurassic 
pole. There are still no Triassic or Permian data 
for Antarctica. All 5 Gondwanic continents started 
drifting by the Jurassic since the 5 poles differ sig
nificantly from one another. According to the present 
data, Gondwanaland existed in the Permian, and the 
continents started to drift apart in the Permo
Triassic. 

L - 2249 550. 312(*7) 

Frolov, A. L 
GRAVIMETRIC OPERATIONS OF GAISHfSHTERN
BERG STATE ASTRONOMIC INSTITUTE DURING 
THE THIRD SOVIET ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION, 
1957/ 58. [Gravimetricheskie raboty GAISH v tret'e'i 
sovetsko'i antarktichesko'i ekspeditsii 1957/ 58 g.] 
Text in Russian. (Moskva] lzd-vo Moskov. univ., 
Morskie Gravimetricheskie lssled. , Sb. state'i, vyp. 
2 (1958-1960), p. 3- 18, incl. tables, maps, 1963. 4 
refs. 

DLC, QB335. M6 

General information is given on Antarctic gravime
try studies, including a list of personnel , the areas 
where studies were carried out, and descriptions of 
the apparatus. Gravity measurements were made at 
192 stations on the continent, shelf ice , and at sea. 
Mean error of the continental and ice gravity deter
minations fluctuated from ± 1. 7 to ± 3. 7 mgal. The 
mean quadratic error for coastal- and shore-ice de
terminations was ± 3 mgal. The measurements made 
at sea had a mean error of± 10 to± 11 mgal, due to 
the influence of disturbing accelerations. Mean 
errors were obtained according to an empirical 
formula. The accuracy of sea determinations was 
increased by correlation with data from other expedi
tions. 

L-2250 550. 312(*7) 

Frolov, A. I. 
GRAVIMETRIC OPERATIONS OF GAISH (SHTERN
BERG STATE ASTRONOMIC INSTITUTE] DURING 
THE FIFTH SOVIET ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION, 
1959/ 60. (Gravimetricheskie raboty GAISH v prato'i 
sovetsko'1 antarktichesko'i ekspedifsii 1959/ 60 g. ] 
Text in Russian. [Moskva] lzd-vo Moskov. univ., 
Morskie Gravimetricheskie lssled. , Sb. state'i, vyp. 
2 (1958-1960), p. 19-34, incl. tables, graphs, 1963. 
3 refs. 

DLC, QB335. M6 

Gravity measurements were made at 32 stations on 
the continent and at 88 stations at sea. The latter . 
were further north than those of the previo_us expedi
tion. The Antarctic near-shore area wa~ rnvesti
gated from 10° to 170°E. Of the 120 station measure
ments, 106 were obtained with normal accuracy; the 
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average error for all measurements was about ± 10 
mgal. The Bouguer corrections were less than± 3 
mgal. 

L-2251 551. 241(8/*7) 

Koriakin, E. D. 
SOME PECULIARITIES OF THE STRUCTURE OF 
THE EARTH'S CRUST IN THE TRANSITION REGION 
FROM THE ATLANTIC OCEAN TO THE CONTI
NENTS OF (SOUTH) AMERICA AND ANTARCTICA. 
[Nekotorye osobennosti stroeniia zemno'1 kory v 
perekhcxlno! oblasti ot Atlanticheskogo okeana k 
materikam Ameriki i Antarktidy. ] Text in Russian. 
[Moskva] Izd-vo Moskov. univ., Morskie Gravi
metricheskie Issled. , Sb. state'1, vyp. 2 (1958-1960), 
p. 51-65, incl. table, graphs, 1963. 18 refs. 

DLC, QB335. M6 

Eight profiles of the earth's crust and the Moho are 
given, based on seismic data, and on Faye and 
Bouguer anomalies. The apparatus and methods of 
calculation ai-e described. Four profiles show the 
peculiarities of the gravity field, bottom topography, 
and depth to the Moho in the Drake Passage. Bottom 
relief generally parallels the Moho surface. The 
lack of isostatic compensation of the crust shows 
that It is fairly young geologically, and suggests 
that South America and Antarctica were onct! joined 
in the Drake Passage. The crust begins to thicken 
in the transitional zone about 800 km from the Ant
arctic coast. This zone is larger in area than most 
other transitional zones between the Atlantic Ocean 
and its surrounding continents. A belt of negative 
Faye anomalies appears 500 km from shore and is 
400 km wide. Some peculiarities of the Antarctic 
shelf are due to glacial sediments. The crust ls 10 
km thick in the Drake Passage and 28-30 km thick in 
the near-shore part of the Weddell Sea and under the 
Filcbne r Ice Shelf. 

L-2306 560,312:551.241(*741) 

Gladun, V. A. and others 
RESULTS OF GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATIONS OF 
THE EARTH'S CRUST IN THE ENDERBY LAND RE
GION OF THE ANTARCTIC. (Rezul'taty geoflzl
cheskikh lssledovanit zemnoT kory Antarktidy v raionc 
Zvmli Enderbl,) Text in Russian, Alcad, nauk SSSR, 
Dold., 158(2):345-347, incl. maps, 1964. 7 refs. 

DLC, AS262. S3663 

The mountains in the western part or Enderby Land 
arc rar from being In Isostatic equilibrium because 
they lack the necessary crustal thlclmess. The er
rors used In calculating gravity measurements and 
Faye anomalies are discussed in detail; the mean 
quadratic error of Faye anomalies In Enderby Land Is 
± 5 mgal, The isostatic anomalies at 3 points (height 
from 1200 to 1600 m) arc ,t45 to➔ 55 mgal. 
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L-2363 550. 3(*7) 

Robin, G, de Q, 
INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION AND GEOPHYS
ICS, In: Raymond PriesUey and others (eds,), Ant
arctic Research. London, Butterworths, °"iml4, p, 254-
264, incl. graphs, diagr., maps. 5 refs. 

DLC, G880,P7, 1964 

Introductory material describes the structure of the 
earth's atmosphere and the effects of solar activity 
upon it, A history of international research in Ant
arctica is given, listing the developments in geophys
ical research from the ti.me of the First International 
Polar Year (1881-82) to the present, including the 
unique conditions for research imposed by the Antarc
tic Treaty (1961). The activities of SCAR are re
corded, A discussion of the objectives of present geo
physical research includes a practical description of 
the problems peculiar to establishing and maintaining 
geophysical stations in Antarctica. A description is 
given of the characteristics of the earth's magnetic 
field and the methods used in determining these char
acteristics. It is shown that by maintaining precise 
awareness of the magnetic field characteristics, so
lar activity and its effects on the earth's atmosphere 
can be more readily correlated and investigated. A 
description of current research in seismology Is 
given, 

L-2384 550. 389(*75) 

Schlich, R., J, M. NoelandJ. C. Grosset 
MAGNETIC OBSERVATIONS MADE AT THE DUMONT 
D'URVILLE OBSERVATORY, ADELIE LAND, 1959-
1960-1961. (Observations magnetiques faltes a l'Ob
servatoire de Dwnont d'Urville, Terre Ad~lie, 1959-
1960-1961.] Text in French. Paris. Univ. Ann. 
Inst. Phys. Globe, 32:93-136, incl, tables, 1964. 
(Exp~tions Polaires FraI1faises, Missions Paul
Emile Victor, Publ. No. 260) 

DLC, QC825. 4. P27 

Tables are given or the vertical component of the 
terrestrial magnetic field, the horizontal components 
X and Y, and the diurnal variation of quiet and per
turbed days, Thl'ee-hourly ind.ices are tabulated for 
X, Y, and Z, determined at U1e end of each component, 
ns well as tables of K indices. Morphologic analyses 
ror each yenr are also tabulated. 

L-2385 550, 389(*748:*75) 

Larzillie1·e, H. and R. Lnchaux 
REOCCUPATION OF CAPE DENISON, KING GEORGE 
V LAND, 1958. [R6occupa.tion du Cap Denison, Terte 
du Roi George V, 1958. ] Text in French. Paris. 
UnJv. Ann. Inst. Phys. Globe, 32:139-141, Incl, 
graph, tables, 1964. Re!. (Expeditions Pola.Jres 
Fr~aises, Missions Paul-Emile Victor, Pub!, !'lo. 
261) 

DLC, QC825. 4, P27 
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Cape Denison was reoccupied at the end of the IGY, 
before the return of the French expedition to France 
in 1958, A series of observations were made, and the 
vertical z and horizontal X and Y components of the 
terrestrial magnetic field are listed for Cape Denison 
and Dumont d'Urville during Jan. 1959, and compari
sons are made between the two stations. The increase 
in declination indicates a displacement of the surface 
pole toward the northwest. The probable position of 
the south magnetic pole on Jan. 1, 1959, was 67" 40'S, 
141° E. 

L-2418 550. 384. 3{*746, *747) 

Mansurov, S. M. 
SECULAR VARIATIONS OF THE GEOMAGNETIC 
FIELD OF EAST ANTARCTICA. (Vekovye varlaRii 
geomagnitnogo polla Vostochnol Antarktidy.] Text 
in Russian. Akad. nauk SSSR Mezhduved. geofiz. 
komt. proved. MGG. m razdel progr. MGG: Zem
nol magnetizm. Sb. state'1, No. 4:48-52, incL 
tables, graphs, 1960. 6 refs. Eng. transL in: 
U. S. NatL Aeronaut. $pace Admin. , NASA Tech. 
TransL F-105, Dec. 1963, p. 61-66. 

DLC, QC811. A5A2; OTS 

Secular geomagnetic variations were shown at four 
points in East Antarctica {Oazis, Mirnyy, Pioner
skaya, and Vostok) on the basis of average monthly 
values of the D, H, and Z components obtained by 
absolute observations. Superimposed on general 
secular variations, the long-period variation in the 
H component was seen to be of great amplitude. The 
secular variation changed sign at Mirnyy in the mid
dle of 1958 and at Vostok at the beginning of 1959 
(possibly due to solar activity or external causes). 
Values of the magnetic components for the different 
stations are tabulated, along with the dates of the 
observation period. 

L-2431 550. 312(*7) 

Ushakov, S. A. and A. L Frolov 
THE ISOSTASY OF ANTARCTICA. (lzostazi.fa: 
Antarktidy. ] Text in Russian. Akad. nauk SSSR, 
Dold., 160(4):819-822, incl. map, 1966. 10 refs. 

DLC, AS262. S3663 

Isostatic anomalies at 73 locations in Antarctica 
were calculated from 3000 gravity measurements. 
Formulas for these calculations are discussed. The 
anomalies vary from +60 to -85 mgal, indicating a 
deviation from equilibrium of some parts of the con
tinent, Tho young mountains In East Antarctica are 
characterized by anomalies higher than +50 mgal. 
A 1000-m depression in this area has a - 50 mgal 
Isostatic anomaly. The continent's largest hor!
z~~t~ gradient of Isostatic anomalies (exceeding 20 
Eotvos units) and uplifts of Lhe earth's crust are in 
East Antarctica. A depression wost of Victoria Lru1d 
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has an isostatic anomaly of -80 mgaL The excess 
load of Antarctic continental ice is compensated by a 
depression or the earth's crust and spreading of sub
crustal material. Glacial processes probably 
changed the structure of various blocks of the earth's 
crust, necessitating various changes elsewhere. 

L-2446 550. 37 

Troitskaia, V. A. and 0. M. Barsukov 
STATE OF INVESTIGATIONS IN THE FIELD OF 
EARTH CURRENTS. (Sostoianie issledovanil v 
oblasti zemnykh tokov. ] Text in Russian. In: 
Akademi.fa: nauk SSSR Sibirskil institut zemnogo 
magnetizma, ionosfery i rasprostranenila radiovoln, 
Issledovani.fa: po geomagnetizmu i aeronomii 
Moskva, Izd-vo Akad. nauk SSSR, 1963, p. 53-59. 
25 refs. (English translation available.) 

DLC, QC811. A543; CFSTI, AD 610419 

A review is given of the state of investigations of 
earth currents in various parts of the world, the fine 
structure of disturbances, new types of vibrations, 
and correlational investigations. The average annual 
intensity of the electric field at Mirnyy and Oazis 
Stations is 750 to 800 mv/km, twice that of middle 
latitudes. The maximum amplitude of disturbances 
occurring at these stations at 7:00 U. T. is several 
hundred mv/ km. "Polar night effect," which affects 
excitation of stable fluctuations, is a phenomenon 
peculiar to high latitudes. There are rapid irregular 
fluctuations with periods up to 15-20 sec at high lati
tudes. Fluctuations of the earth current field with 5-
to 20-min periods, having a stable primary direction, 
were noted simultaneously at middle latitude stations, 
and were also registered at Arctic and Antarctic sta
tions; their relative amplitudes are higher, however, 
in the polar regions. 

L-2492 550. 342(*7, *38) 

Voronov, P. S. and L G. Klushin 
THE PROBLEM OF ASEISMICITY OF ANTARCTICA 
AND GREENLAND. (0 probleme aselsmichnosti 
Antal'ktidy i Grenlandii. ] Text in Russian. Prob. 
Arkliki Antarktiki, No. 12:6-13, incl. table, gl'aphs, 
ctiagr. , maps, 1963. 26 refs. 

DLC, G575. L422 

The absence of any noticeable seismicity in Ant
arctica is pecullai· since Antarctica does not dif!er 
tectonically from other continents, and the othe1-wise 
seismic belt of alpine folded structures which l'ing 
the Pacific ocean can be traced to the western pal't 
or the Antarctic Peninsula. This peculiarity is 
pl'obably related lo anothel' unique feature ?f Ant
al'ctica - its ice cover. Greenland is sim1larly 
aseismic Whereas lectonic movement occuned re
cently in .Anlaxctica (ns 1:1hown by marine terraces 
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and other forms), such movements exist now, but 
develop mainly in the form of plastic deformations. 
Contrary to other seismic areas, such as Japan, 
plastic deformation conditions and discharge of 
stress occur before stress which exceeds tensile 
strength is reached. Pressure of the ice load on 
underlying rocks is not so great as to change much 
the normal static pressure in rocks of the litho
sphere. Ice also causes cessation of heating of deep 
layers of rock under it, so the so-called "hothouse 
effect" does not occur. Ice does lower tempera
tures of rocks in upper layers. In spite of the 
lowered temperatures, plastic properties of Ant
arctic rock increase. 

L-2559 550. 382. 7(*88) 

Christoffel, D. A. and D. L Ross 
MAGNETIC ANOMALIES SOUTH OF THE NEW 
ZEALAND PLATEAU. J. Geophys. Res. , 70(12): 
2857-2861, incl graphs, diagrs. , maps, June 15, 
1965. 11 refs. 

DLC, QC811. J6 

Four total magnetic field profiles between New 
Zealand and Antarctica are presented, and an attempt 
is made to analyze these in terms of the ocean floor 
structure. The magnetic anomaly pattern cannot be 
completely explained by any current theories on ocean 
floor formation. Good correlation between the four 
profiles across the ocean basin is lost where it 
merges into the foothill region. This suggests that 
the two regions may have distinctly different mag
netic basement structures. The shapes of the ob
served magnetic anomalies indicate that the remanent 
magnetization of the basement rocks is important and 
that reversely magnetized regions occur. Lack of 
correlation between the magnetic and bathymetric 
records suggests that topography is not the primary 
cause of the anomalies. (Auth. ) 

L-2562 550. 312(*7) 

Frolov, A. L 
GRAVITY FIELD OF ANTARCTICA AND ISOSTASY. 
[Gravit~monnoe pole Antarktidy i izostaziia. ] Text 
in Russian. Moscow. Univ. Gos. Astron. Inst. im. 
P. K. Shternberga, Soobshch., No. 135:43-57, incl 
tables, maps, 1964. 12 refs. 

DLC, QBl. M823 

Isostati~ reductions were calculated and the subgla
cial relief was mapped from aerial, seismic, and 
gravimetric data. An evaluation is given of the maps 
and the basis for calculation of isostatic anomalies is' 
outUned. The mean isostatic anomalies and the mean 
regional Faye anomalies are approximately zero. 
The absolute values and amplitudes of deviation of 
the isostatic anomalies are 2 to 3 times less than the 
mean values _and deviations of the Faye anomalies. 
Faye anomalies increase 47 mgal/km with increase 
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of effective elevations, while Bouguer anomalies de
crease 69 mgal/ km. There appears to be complete 
isostatic compensation of the continent. 

L-2566 550. 83: 551. 331. 5(*746) 

Stroev, P. A., A. L Frolov and V. B. 't&kernik 
STRUCTURE OF SUBGLACIAL RELIEF IN THE 
MIRNYY STATION REGION ACCORDING TO GEO
PHYSICAL DATA. (Stroenie podlednogo rel'efa v 
ra'tone iuzhnopol!arnol stanrnii Mirnyl po geofizi
cheskim dannym. ] Text in Russian. Akad. nauk 
SSSR, lzv., Fiz. Zemli, No. 1:121-126, incl table, 
maps, 1965. 6 refs. Eng. transl. in: Akad. nauk 
SSSR, Bull , Phys. Solid Earth, No. 1:69-72, 
1965, 

DLC, Slavic Div. 

Geodetic and gravimetric determinations were made 
at 35 points along 4 profiles south of Mirnyy Station. 
Maximum, minimum, and average free-air, Bouguer, 
and Faye anomalies are given. A diagram of subgla
cial relief is given with a 100-m contour interval 
The 100-m isobath runs about 1 km south of the 4 
volcanic islands near Mirnyy, then turns southeast 
and runs along a line between Mirnyy and Pioner
skaya. There are a number of depressions east of 
the isobath with depths of -200 to -370 m. West of 
the line between Mirnyy and Pionerskaya, 5 to 7 Ian 
from Mirnyy, the rocks are 30 to 120 m above sea 
level. This elevation extends 6 km to the southeast 
and 7 to 8 km to the southwest. Ice-sheet elevations 
in the coastal area between 92°45' and 92°50'E reach 
200 to 350 m, with the underlying rocks rising 50 to 
150 m above sea level Bedrock southeast of Mirnyy 
is as much as 400 m below sea level 

L-2568 551. 334. 2:551. 241(*7) 

Evteev, S. A. and G. L Lazukov 
ROLE OF GLACIOISOST ASY IN MOVEMENTS OF 
THE EARTH'S CRUST IN REGIONS OF RECENT 
AND ANCIENT GLACIATIONS. [Rol' glOOioizostazil 
v dvizhenifakh zemnol kory oblaste'1 sovremennogo i 
drevnego oledeneni'1. ] Text in Russian. Akad. nauk 
SSSR, lzv. , Ser. geogr. , No. 2:24-36, 1964. 30 refs. 

DLC, G23, A35 

A summary and evaluation are given of several 
hypotheses concerning the isostatic equilibrium of 
Antarctica. The basic contradictions in the hypo
theses lie in the following: the continent has compen
sated for the ice load by a depression of the earth's 
crust and has correspondingly risen as the ice load 
has diminished; the continental shelf, which has been 
ice free for some time, has not risen at all There 
is insufficient evidence to conclude that the ice load 
plays the main role in causing movements of the 
earth's crust; it is more probable that the move
ments in recently-glaciated regions are tectonic. 
(See L-1385] 
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L-2570 550. 3:551. 241(*7-11) 

Ushakov, S. A. 
GEOPHYSICAL RESEARCH OF THE STRUCTURE 
OF THE EARTH'S CRUST IN EAST ANTARGTICA. 
[Geofizicheskie issledovanila stroeniia zemno'1 kory v 
Vostochno'1 Antarktide.] Text in Russian with English 
abstract. Akad. nauk SSSR. Mezhduved. geofiz. 
komt. proved. MGG. XIII razdel progr. MGG: 
Gravimetriia, Sb. state'!, No. 4, 95p. , incl illus., 
tables, graphs, maps, 1963. 328 refs. (English 
translation available. ) 

DLC, QB331. A44; CFSTI, AD 623453 

A review is given of geological and geophysical ob
servations based on seismic, gravimetric, and geo
magnetic observations made during the first five 
Soviet Antarctic expeditions. Bouguer anomalies 
indicate that a large part of the earth's crust in East 
Antarctica is 35 km thick. Peripheral sections of 
the East Antarctic platform do not have an increased 
thickness, in spite of recent geological activity. 
Other sections of the platform have thicknesses up 
to 55 km (the [subglacial] Gamburtsev Mountains). 
The continent is basically in isostatic equilibrium, 
due to downwarping (about 700 m) of the earth's crust 
by the ice load. A review is given of seismic and 
gravimetric determinations of ice thickness and sub
glacial relief of East Antarctica and of further geo
physical research of the Antarctic crustal structure. 
(Auth. , mod. ) 

L-2598 551. 241:550. 312(*7) 

Frolov, A L 
THE GRAVITATIONAL FIELD AND SOME FEA
TURES OF CRUSTAL STRUCTURE IN ANTARCTICA. 
[Gravitafsionnoe pole i nekotorye cherty stroeniia 
zemnol kory Antarktidy. ] Text in Russian. Akad. 
nauk SSSR, Izv., Ser. geofiz. , No. 10: 1449-1461, 
incl. graphs, maps, Oct. 1964. 18 refs. Eng. 
transl. in: Akad. nauk SSSR, Bull. , Geophys. Ser. , 
No. 10:878-885, Oct. 1964, publ. Feb. 1965. 

DLC, QC801. A35; QC801. A353 

A review of data from several authors on Antarctic 
crust-u thicknesses shows that discrepancies among 
estimates reach 15 Ion and differ by 20 to 30%. Sub
glacial studies are summarized and shown on a map. 
There is an extensive depression north of 78°S 
between 106° and 135°E with 1000-m elevations along 
its eastern and western edges. The subglacial area 
along a line from Wilkes to Vostok Stations is mostly 
below sea level, with depths exceeding 1200 m. 
Ellsworth Land is an island separated from the Sen
tinel Range by a deep trench. Most of West Antarc
tica is a group of large islands 1000 m or more above 
sea level with some mountains up to 3000 m. The 
Ross, Weddell, and Amundsen Seas are apparently 
linked through the deep depression in Marie Byrd 
Land. Ice-surface elevations range up to 4000 m, 
and the subglacial rock elevations range between 
-2500 and +3500 m, with some surface peaks reaching 
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4000 to 5000 m. Average crustal thicknesses are 38 
km in East Antarctica and 31 km in West Antarctica. 
Faye anomalies vary between -95 and +150 mgal in 
West Antarctica and from -145 to +55 mgal (130°-
1600E) and -125 to +120 mgal (60°-120°E) in East Ant
arctica. Bouguer anomalies are +65 to -150, +20 to 
-150, and +40 to -310 in the same sectors, respec
tively. Mean values of Faye and isostatic anomalies 
in East and West Antarctica are nearly zero, sug
gesting isostatic equilibrium for the entire continent. 

L-2607 550. 312(*7) 

Ushakov, S. A and G. E. Lazarev 
CONCERNING THE ISOSTATIC EQUILIBRIUM OF 
ANTARCTICA. [K voprosu ob isostaticheskom 
ravnovesii Antarktidy. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. 
Antarkticheskaia Eksped. , Inform. bfilll. , No. 11: 
17-21, incl. graphs, 1959. 14 refs. Eng. transl. 
in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
Vol. 2, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 9-13. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

Ice-load compensation was determined from gravity 
data taken along the Mirnyy-Vostok profile and in the 
Davis Sea coastal zone. Isostatic anomalies (usually 
0 and rarely over ± 50 mgal) show that the continental 
platform is basically in isostatic equilibrium. A 
comparison of free-air anomalies (averaged over an 
area with a 118-km radius) with seismic data indi
cates ice-load compensation. Using the seismic data 
as a geologic correction, the average values of the 
anomalies will be nearly zero. Local anomalies are 
produced chiefly by subglacial topography. The 
hypothesis that the ice-load compensation occurred 
by downwarping of the earth's crust is corroborated 
by a correlation of local relief features with Bouguer 
anomalies and by sonic soundings, which confirm 
that the earth's crust must have subsided 200 m to 
counterbalance the ice load. The presence of free
air anomaly minima from Mirnyy to 100 km north
ward and along the Little America-Byrd profiles is 
not entirely explicable, but the Davis Sea minimum 
is probably caused by isostatic downwarping of the 
crust or a change in rock density in the upper layers. 
Subsidence of the crust is probably greater m 
central East Antarctica where the ice is tt.icker, 
causing a flow of substratum to the periphery. 

L-2610 550. 382. 8(*744) 

Glebovskil, tu. S. 
THE MAGNETIC ANOMALIES OF THE VESTF?LD 
HILLS. (Osobennosti magnitnykh anomali! o'.121sa 
vestfoll' . ] Text in Russian. Sovet. Ant~rktic~eskaia 
Eksped. , Inform. biull. , No. 11: 3~-36, m_cl. illus. , 
map, 1959. 2 refs. Eng. transl. m:_ Soviet Ant
arctic Expedition, Information Bulletm. Vol. 2, 
Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 21-24. 

DLC, Ql15. S686; Q115. S6862 
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Aeromagnetic studies show that the magnetic anoma
lies in the Vestfold Hills have an east-west orienta
tion, with amplitudes up to 2500 gammas. Most of 
the anomalies occur in fracture zones and in areas 
containing dikes. The magnitude of the anomaly is 
determined by the number and thicknesses of the 
dikes. Thus, the heavily-fissured zone in the east
ern part has a magnetic field of+ 1400y, the south
central area, sparse in dikes, 250y. The uplifts of 
Precambrian rock in the Vestfold Hills region extend 
beyond the ice-free area, as indicated by similar 
anomalies in both the exposed rock and sea- and ice
covered areas. 

L-2621 550. 389. 1(*746) 

Glebovskil, :ID. S. 
PRINCIPAL RESULTS OF A SMALL-SCALE AERO
MAGNETIC SURVEY TO THE SOUTH OF THE 
SHACKLETON ICE SHELF. (Osnovnye rezul'taty 
melkomasshtabnol aeromagnitnol s"emki, proveden
nol k iilgu ot shel'fovogo lednika Shekltona. ] Text in 
Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskaia Eksped. , Inform. 
biilll., No. 12:37-40, incl map, 1959. Ref. Eng. 
transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information 
Bulletin. Vol. 2, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 
60-63. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Ql15. S6862 

A small-scale aeromagnetic survey in 1957 of the 
region bordering the Shackleton Ice Shelf on the 
south revealed 3 large anomalous zones associated 
with the Bunger Hills, the Mt. Strathcona region, 
and the Hippo L region. All 3 zones are believed to 
correspond to complex tectonic structures that are 
most likely horsts in the Precambrian platform. The 
zones are separated by regions with a depressed and 
uniformly changing magnetic field. 

L-2639 550. 34(26) 

Sykes, Lynn R. and Jack Oliver 
THE PROPAGATION OF SHORT-PERIOD SEISMIC 
SURFACE WAVES ACROSS OCEANIC AREAS, PART 
!--THEORETICAL STUDY. Seismol. Soc. Amer. , 
Bull. , 54(5)Part A: 1349-1372, incl. table, graphs, 
Oct. 1~ 29 refs. 

DLC, QE531. S3 

Theory predicts that the presence of a low-rigidity 
sedimentary layer in oceanic areas will have a pro
nounced effect on the dispersion of Love waves and 
waves corresponding to some of the shear modes. 
Both types exhibit large amplitudes in the sediments 
and crust. To a first approximation, the period of 
the steep porhon of each of these modes is controlled 
by the ratio of shear velocity to the thickness of 
sediments. Thus the short-period surface waves 
offer a means of determining the shear velocity when 
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the sedimentary thickness is known. For group 
velocities greater than about 1 km/ sec, most of the 
energy in these modes is concentrated in the crust 
and upper mantle and not in the sediments. There
fore, these waves may propagate across areas where 
sediments are absent in much the same manner that 
Rayleigh waves propagate across regions with and 
without a water layer. However, most of the disper
sion in the short-period waves should take place in 
regions where sediments are present. Sediments 
along at least a portion of the path seem to be neces
sary to explain the presence of well dispersed short
period surface waves. Dispersion data for these 
modes may also give additional information concern
ing the physical properties of the sediments, crust, 
and upper mantle. The results of this study are used 
in an analysis of seismograms [see L-2640] in 
conjunction with experimental data. (Auth. , mod. ) 

L-2640 550. 34(26) 

Sykes, Lynn R. and Jack Oliver 
THE PROPAGATION OF SHORT-PERIOD SEISMIC 
SURFACE WAVES ACROSS OCEANIC AREAS, PART 
II--ANAL YSIS OF SEISMOGRAMS. Seismol. Soc. 
Amer. , Bull , 54(5)Part A: 1373-1415, incl. illus. , 
tables, graphs, maps, Oct. 1964. 70 refs. 

DLC, QE531. S3 

The propagation of short-period oceanic surface 
waves with predominant periods between 5 and 20 sec 
was studied for a large number of paths in the Atlan
tic, Indian, and Pacific Oceans. In the ocean basins 
these waves are controlled largely by the sedimen
tary layer. The amplitudes of the short-period waves 
are greatly dependent upon the nature of the propaga
tion path and on the properties of the source. Sur
face waves with periods between 5 and 10 sec are 
often observed for paths that cross the continental 
margins of the Pacific, but are recorded only rarely 
for similar transmission paths in the Atlantic, Most 
of the oceanic paths for which the 5- to 10-sec waves 
are observed are characterized by sedimentary thick
nesses that average not more than a few tenths of a 
kilometer. Dispersion data were examined for the 
following paths: west of Mexico to Honolulu; Easter 
Island ridge to Huancayo, Peru; and West Chile rise 
to Hallett Station. Shear velocities of a few tenths of 
1 km/ sec were obtained for the sediments along these 
paths. The predominant periods of short-period sur
face waves vary considerably for the various trans
mission paths. At group velocities of 3 km/ sec the 
predominant periods of the waves are as follows: 
Argentine Basin, 12. 5-13 sec; Alaska to Honolulu, 
8-9 sec; West Chile rise to Hallett, 8-8. 5 sec; west 
of Mexico to Honolulu, 6-6. 5 sec; and Easter Island 
ridge to Huancayo, 5. 5-6. 5 sec. (Auth. , mod. l 
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L-2692 550. 385. 2(*775) 

Behrendt, John C. 
TIME VARIATIONS IN THE MAGNETIC FIELD OB
SERVED ON AN ANTARCTIC TRAVERSE. J. Geo
phys. Res. , 70(14):3371-3375, incl graphs, map, 
July 15, 196~ 7 refs. 

DLC, QC811. J6 

Corrections for time variations in the total field 
along the Antarctic Peninsula Traverse (1961-62) 
were made by using an interval method between a 
pair of proton precession magnetometers. Compari
sons of diurnal variations observed along the traverse 
with those from a centrally located base station 
showed no systematic relation with distance out to 
400 km. The standard deviation between these two 
sets of data was ± 15 y, indicating that corrections 
could be made throughout this area using the base 
station alone. A comparison of the daily variations 
between the base station and the traverse showed a 
systematic relation with the mean amplitudes of mag
netic anomalies observed on the traverse during the 
day within a range of amplitudes from 50 to 600 y. 
This effect cannot be explained by higher suscep
tibility but possibly is the result of induction currents 
in zones of higher conductivity. (Auth. ) 

L-2693 550. 382. 3(*785) 

Irving, E. , P. J. Stephenson and A. Major 
MAGNETISM IN HEARD ISLAND ROCKS. J. Geo
phys. Res., 70(14):3421-3427, incl. tables, graph, 
diagrs., map-;-July 15, 1965. 22 refs. 

DLC, QC811. J6 

The directions of remanent magnetization in igneous 
rocks from Heard L show both negative and positive 
polarities. Their mean, irrespective of sign, is 
close to the hypothetical axial geocentric dipole field 
but differs from it by an amount which is about equal 
to the error in the determination. This divergence 
may not be real and requires further study, but if it 
is real it could be explained by a southerly move
ment of Heard L during the Cenozoic as suggested 
by J. T. Wilson's hypothesis of earth behavior. More 
detailed sampling at Heard and also in the Kerguelen 
Is. could provide a critical test for this hypothesis. 
The dispersion of directions is measured by a circu
lar standard deviation of 11°, which is much less than 
the secular variation in these southern latitudes to
day. (Auth. , mod. ) 

L-2708 550,383. 7:538, 12(*701) 

Perldns, D, M, 
MAGNETIC RESULTS: SOUTH POLE TRAVERSE, 
1962-1963, Washington, u. s. Coast & Geod. SurveY, 
lOp,, incl, tables, map, 1964, 4 refs, 
DLC, GPRR 
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This report covers the results of measurements of 
the earth's magnetic field made during the South Pole 
traverse, 1962-1963, The principal operations of this 
traverse were carried out by the Geophysical and 
Polar Research Center of the University of Wiscon
sin, The traverse was about 900 mi long and con
sisted of two basically wedge-shaped courses origi
nating and terminating at the South Pole, The mag
netic observations and observed values of grid dec
linations are tabulated and discussed, 

L- 2709 550. 380: 550. 340(*701) 

Davis, Ronald N. 
SOUTH POLE STATION. GEOMAGNETISM-SEIS
MOLOGY REPORT, DECEMBER 1962-NOVEMBER 
1963. Washington, U. S. Coast & Geod. Survey, 
51p. , incl illus. , table, graphs, [1964]. 

DLC, GPRR 

The author conducted research at Amundsen-Scott 
Station from Dec. 1962 to Nov. 1963; he discusses 
his experiences in dealing with the practical con
siderations of conducting geophysical research. This 
information includes descriptions of research facili
ties and living conditions, as well as descriptions of 
the procedures followed in conducting research in 
geomagnetism and seismology. Recommendations 
for improvements are given. 

L-2737 550. 312:528. 27:528. 56 

Woollard, G. p. . 
GRAVITY. In: Hugh Odishaw (~. ), Research m Geo
physics. Vol. 2, Solid Earth and Interface Phenomena 
Cambridge, M. I. T, Press, 1964, Chapt, a, p. 195-221, 
incl, tables, graph, maps. 12 refs. 

DLC, QC801,O3 

The standardization of international gravity observa
tions has been a prime requisite for gravity rese_arch, 
In this respect, the IGY represented a period of_ m~er
national cooperation in the resolution of uncertainties 
in absolute datum. The broad objectives of the U. S. 
gravity program during the IGY and ~GC are summar
ized, One objective was the c?mpletion of the devel
opment of an international series of North-South 
pendulum gravity bases that could be u~ed b_Oth for 
international datum control and the calibration of 
high-range geodetic type gravimeters. The_se stan
dardization lines wo\l,ld be interconnected with a net
work of international airport gravity bases that 
would also be tied to the world network of first_-order 
fundamental gravity bases. Background material 
is given tracing the development of the pendulum . 
standardization and gravimeter programs, th~ marme 
and tidal gravity progranis, and the IGC gravi~ pro
gram, National gravity standards and the_ quali~ of 
gravimeter observations are evaluated, discussing 
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the deperx!ence on the calibration standard,. d~ 
control, field control procedures, and realistic 
closure corrections. Data from McMurdo, Mawson, 
and Mirnyy Stations are included. 

L-2739 551. 324. 24:551. 321. 6(*7) 

Bentley, Charles R. 
THE STRUCTURE OF ANTARCTICA AND ITS ICE 
COVER. In: Hugh Odishaw (~.), Research in Geo
physics. Vol. 2. Solid Earth and Interface Phenom
ena. Cambridge, M. I. T. Press, 1964, Chapt. 14, 
p. 335-389, incl. illus., table, graphs, maps. 75 
refs. 

DLC:, QC 801. 03 

The gradual advancement of research on the structure 
and ice cover of Antarctica has resulted in data on 
ice- and rock-surface elevations, ice thickness, 
annual accwnulation rates, and mean annual tempera
tures over large sections of the continent. An anal
ysis of research procedures and errors inherent in 
each is given for the following studies: leveling and 
altimetry in elevation, ice thickness involving seis
mic, gravity, and floating-ice elevation methods, and 
isostasy, gravity, crustal thickness, and ace umula -
tion. Incorporated in these analyses is background 
and comparative information on methods used in 
previous years. Summaries of results are given for 
the following studies: ice and rock surface topographY, 
ice sheet structure, crustal thickness, accwnulation, 
and temperature. 

L-2783 550.384:551.217. 1(*726.54) 

Evans, M. E. 
NOTE ON THE REMANENT MAGNETISM OF SOME 
UPPER JURASSIC LAV AS FROM THE ARGENTINE 
ISLANDS. Brit, Antarctic Survey Bull, No, 6:49-50, 
incl. table, April 1965. 5 refs. 

DLC 

Previous studies of intrusive rocks from East Antarc
tica have yielded a reliable position for the geomag
netic pole during the Jurassic. However, a similar 
study of the Upper Jurassic Volcanic Group from the 
Argentine Is, has failed to produce any useful infor
mation [L-241 ], A second attempt to obtain 
Jurassic paleomagnetic data from 12 specimens was 
made by heating them to a temperature just above 
what they had been raised to during intrusion. It was 
hoped that any effect of the Andean batholiths, such 
as secondary magnetization, would be removed. 
Some improvement in scatter of remanence directions 
was noticed after thermal demagnetization, but not 
enough to calculate a virtual geomagnetic pole 
position. Geological dip of the lavas was not taken 
into consideration. 
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L-2791 550.340.6(*784.2) 

Puntous, Rene and Yves Besnus 
BULLETIN OF THE SEISMOLOGICAL STATION OF 
KERGUELEN ISLANDS FOR THE PERIOD MAY 1959-
DEC. 1961. [Bulletin de la station seismologique des 
fies Kerguelen pour la periode Mai 1959-Decembre 
1961,] Text in French. CNFRA (Paris), No. 9, 47p., 
incl. tables, graphs, 1964, 

DLC, GPRR 

The seismological station is situated on Morbihan Bay, 
about 12 km from Port-aux-Franyais, at 49°21'39.3" 
sand 70°04'00. 9"E. The equipment includes 3 elec
tromagnetic seismographs: one vertical of short 
period and 2 horizontal of long period; for microseis
mic studies 3 vertical seismographs are used. 
Characteristics and specifications of the equipment 
are listed. The tabulated observations include date, 
phases observed, time, epicenter, magnitude, and 
distance in kilometers. 

L-2802 550. 3: 551. 46(*82/ *821) 

Capurro, Luis R A. 
GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATIONS IN THE WESTERN 
SOUTH ATLANTIC. In: Kozo Yoshida(~.), Studies 
on Oceanography; a collection of papers dedicated to 
Koji Hidaka. Seattle, Univ. of Washington Press, 
1965, p, 458-464, incl. maps. 10 refs. 

DLC, GC26. Y6 1965 

Geophysical and oceanographic investigations have 
been systematically conducted by Argentina since 
1956, mainly in the western South Atlantic near the 
coast of Argentina. Joint cruises by the~ and 
Argentine vessels have surveyed most of the area. 
The main sedimentary basins in the continental shelf 
have been determined, including their major features: 
shape, thickness of sediments, and gravity and mag
netic characteristics. Major efforts in physical 
oceanography are directed toward the study of (1) the 
oceanic front formed by the cold Malvinas (Falklan~) 
current and the warm Brazil current, and (2) the cir
culation through the Drake Passage. 

L-2817 550. 389. 1(*821) 

Peter, George 
MAGNETIC TOT AL INTENSITY MEASUREMENTS IN 
THE DRAKE PASSAGE. Columbia Univ. Lamont 
Geo!. Observ. Tech. Rept. No. 5, CU-5-62, Nonr
Geol. , Contract Nonr 266(48), 18p. , incl table, 
graphs, maps, Oct. 1962. 12 refs. 

OTS, AD 402337 

From 1958 to 1962 magnetic total inten_sity m_ea:,u~e
ments were obtained on over 5500 nautical mile. 
track between Tierra del Fuego and the Antarctic f 
Peninsula. The Verna and the Yelcho made moSt 0 

-- ---
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the measurements. Additional measurements were 
made by the Capitan Canepa and the General Zapiola 
in the vicinity of Tierra del Fuego. All measure
ments were made with a proton precession magne
tometer. The magnetic total intensity profiles are de
scribed and show the values in gammas (l0-5 gauss) 
as a function of distance in nautical miles. Discus
sions are presented under the following headings: 
magnetic time variations, magnetic total intensity 
contour map, general geology of Tierra del Fuego, 
and magnetic total intensity anomaly map and its in
terpretation. 

L-2863 550. 380: 550. 340(*772) 

Pearson, Herbert 
BYRD STATION REPORT. GEOMAGNETISM -
SEISMOLOGY, NOVEMBER 1962-NOVEMBER 1963. 
Washington, U. S. Coast & Geod. Survey, 57p., incL 
illus., tables, graph, diagrs. , appends. , [1964]. 
5 refs. 

DLC, GPRR 

Nov. 1962 to Nov. 1963 was the first summer and the 
second winter of operations at New Byrd Station. 
Scientific studies in fields other than geomagnetism 
or seismology for the 1963 winter were meteorology, 
ionospheric physics, radioscience, and aurora. This 
report is divided into 2 sections. The first describes 
the magnetic observatory - its buildings, resupply, 
operations, instruments, and recommendations. 
Measurements recorded during this period included 
computation of the true-direction azimuth (at 270° 
11. 5'), weekly horizontal intensity, and twice-weekly 
total intensity. The second section covers the seis
mograph station in a similar manner. Equipment 
used in the seismometer vault and seismology lab are 
described along with the use of time control, seismo
grams, and a helicorder. 

L-2864 550. 383. 7: 538. 12(*772) 

Phelan, Michael 
MAGNETIC RESULTS: FILCHNER ICE SHELF 
TRAVERSE, 1963-1964. Washington, U. S. Coast 
& Geod. Survey, 9p. , incl. table, map, 1965. 4 refs. 

DLC, GPRR 

This report contains tabulations of the results of 
measurements of the earth's magnetic field made 
during the Filchner Ice Shelf traverse, 1963-64. 
The principal operations of this traverse were car
ried out by the Geophysical and Polar Research Cen
ter of the University of Wisconsin. The total length 
of the traverse was about 1600 mi, originating in, 
and terminating at, Byrd Station. The personnel 
and traverse objectives are listed and the instru
ments described. 
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L-2865 550. 389. 1(*701) 

Peddie, Norman 
(GEOMAGNETIC] REPORT ON THE SOUTH POLE -
QUEEN MAUD LAND TRAVERSE I, 1964-1965. 
Washington, U. S. Coast & Geod. Survey, 13p., incL 
table, graphs, 1965. 

DLC, GPRR 

The South Pole - Queen Maud Land Traverse I was a 
multidiscipline scientific expedition into southern 
Queen Maud Land. The traverse consisted of 3 zig
zag legs between the South Pole and the Pole of Rela
tive Inaccessibility. Twenty-nine major stations 
were established at about 30-mi intervals along the 
950-mi route. Studies made at these stations include 
ice thickness by seismic methods, ice density and 
temperature, foreign matter in the ice, snow accu
mulation, sastrugi development, and the geomagnetic 
field. Minor stations were set up at 5-mi intervals 
to measure gravity strength and snow density, take 
weather observations, and read the altimeters and 
total-field magnetometers. The total intensity of the 
earth's magnetic field was measured at 1/ 3-mi in
tervals. Personnel are listed, and geomagnetic and 
navigational operations are described. Comments on 
this year's traverse and suggested equipment are 
given to aid similar operations, particularly next 
season's continuation of the South Pole - Queen Maud 
Land traverse. Data on the preliminary magnetic 
observations are tabulated. 

L-2871 550. 37(*746) 

Baranskil, L. N. and N. L. Naumenkov 
OBSERVATIONS ON EARTH CURRENTS AT MIRNYY 
AND OAZIS STATIONS IN 1957. (Nabliudenie za 
zemnymi tokami na stanl'.si!akh Mirnyl i Oazis v 
1957 g. J Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskaia 
Eksped. , Inform. biull. , No. 14:24-28, incl. maps, 
1960. Ref. Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expe
dition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 2, Amsterdam, 
Elsevier, 1964, p. 120-123. 

DLC, Qll5. S686; Ql15. S6862 

Techniques instrumentation, and difficulties en
countered i~ recording earth currents at Mirnyy and 
Oazis Stations are discussed. The earth current 
field at Mirnyy and Oazis Stations is distinguished 
primarily by great intensity (fluctuations of 5~ 10 
v/ km on disturbed days and 500 mv/ km on quiet . 
days). Regular sinusoidal fluctuations with a period 
of 2-3 sec and a 5 mv/ km amplitude are frequently 
observed at night. The fluctuation field ?f e'.11'th 
currents is distinguished by linear polarization. 
Current density variations decrease rapidly in mag
nitude toward the sea. The presence of abnormally 
large currents along the Mirnyy _coast is substan
tiated by the distribution of the held of magnetic 
variations along a profile perpendicular to the coast. 
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L-2878 551. 331. 5:550. 312(*7-ll) 

Frolov, A. L 
EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE SUB
GLACIAL RELIEF OF ANTARCTICA FROM GEO
PHYSICAL DATA. (Opyt opredeleniia vysot podled
nogo rel'efa Antarktidy po geofizicheskim dannym. ] 
Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheska.ia Eksped. , 
Inform. biilll. , No. 16: 18- 22, incl. maps, 1960. 2 
refs. Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, 
Information Bulletin. Vol. 2, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 
1964, p. 179-182. 

DLC, Ql15. S686; Qll5. S6862 

Geophysical studies were conducted on the ice off the 
coasts of Antarctica and in the coastal areas in 1957-
58. Gravity measurements were made in 3 sectors. 
Methods used to determine average elevations of the 
subglacial surface are discussed. The results show 
a series of depressions and troughs that are believed 
to extend along the entire coast of East Antarctica, 
probably caused by downwarping of the crust under 
the ice load. 

L-2886 528. 27(26)(*7) 

Grushinski'l, N. P. 
CONDITIONS FOR GRAVIMETRIC MEASUREMENTS 
ON THE DIESEL-ELECTRIC SHIP OB' DURING ITS 
ANTARCTIC VOYAGES. (Ob uslovlifilch gravimetri
cbeskikh izmereni1 na d/e "Ob'" vo vremia antarkti
cheskikh plavanii'.. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. Ant
arkticheska.ia Eksped. , Inform. biilll. , No. 17: 18- 21, 
incl tables, diagr. , 1960. Ref. Eng. transl. in: 
Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
Vol. 2, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 200-203. 

DLC, Ql15. S686; Q115. S6862 

A series of gravimetric observations on the Ob' has 
led to suggestions on making pendulum and gravi
metric measurements on ships of her class during 
Antarctic voyages. Gravimetric observations are 
hindered chiefly by vibrations and large accelera
tions during the rolling of the ship. Wind waves 
with periods of 3- 6 sec and wave lengths of 20-30 m, 
present more favorable conditions for gravimetric 
observations than swell, with periods of 9-14 sec and 
wave lengths of 100-150 m. Gravimetric pendulum 
determinations can be made about 10% of the time in 
sub- Antarctic water_s. The metacenter of the ship, 
where the least rolling amplitude occurs is the best 
location for observations. Vibrations m~y be elimi
nated by stopping the engines during observations. 
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L-2887 528. 27(*7) 

Frolov, A. L 
PLUMB LINE DEFLECTION IN ANTARCTICA. 
(Otklonenie otvesa v Antarktide. ] Text in Russian. 
Sovet. Antarkticheskaia Eksped. , Inform. biilll. , No. 
17:22-24, incl. map, 1960. Ref. Eng. transl in: 
Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
Vol. 2, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1964, p. 203-205. 

DLC, Ql15. S686; Ql15. S6862 

Plumb line deflections were calculated for 23 stations 
from Leopold and Astrid Coast to Knox Coast. De
flections in the meridional plane vary from +8. 8" to 
-6. 1", and in the plane of the first vertical, from 
+5. 4" to -8. 0". Errors in the determination of 
distance between stations, e.g., Mill L -Bowman 
L -Bunger Hills, may reach 500 m as a result of 
plumb line deflection alone. 

L-2893 551,241(*748/*749) 

Ushakov, S. A. 
SOME STRUCTURAL FEATURES OF GEORGE V AND 
OATES COASTS ACCORDING TO GEOPHYSICAL 
DATA, [Nekotorye cherty stroeniia Berega Korol.ia 
Georga V i Berega otsa po geofizicheskim dannym,] 
Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskaia Eksped,, 
Inform. b!ull., No. 18:11-14, incl. table, 1960, 
8 refs. Eng. transl, in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, 
Information Bulletin. Vol. 2, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 
1964, p. 219-222. 

DLC, Ql15,S686; Q115,S6862 

Gravimetric and magnetic observations are summar -
ized from the 1957-58 voyage of the Ob'. Bouguer 
anomalies indicate a thickness of theearth's crust of 
about 30 to 40 km (continental thickness). George V 
Coast, being a plateau with only scattered outcrops, 
differs geomorphologically from the more mountamous 
Oates Coast. The division of the two areas is con
firmed by free-air and Bouguer anomalies, with a 
boundary at about 155°E, There is a sharp transition 
from nearly zero Bouguer anomalies at George v_ 
Coast to negative anomalies at Oates. Crustal thick
ness, geologic structure, and the vertical component 
of the geomagnetic field differ between the two 
regions. George V Coast is considered to be part of 
the East Antarctica platform and Oates Coast a 
Caledonian folded structure composed of rocks 315 to 
460 m. y. old, The geophysical data indicate a 
crustal downwarping under the ice load, 

L-2907 528. 27(*88) 

Robertson, E. L 
GRAVITY BASE STATIONS IN THE SOUTH-WEST 
PACIFIC OCEAN. N. Z. J. Geo!. Geophys. , ~(3): 
424-439, incl. tables, diagrs. , maps, append., 
June 1965, 6 refs. 

DLC, QEl. N55 
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Since 1950, gravity base stations have been estab
lished in the southwest Pacific Ocean area by 
Woollard's group at the University of Wisconsin, 
Stahl of France, and the N. Z. Dept. of Scientific 
and Industrial Research. Full details, including 
free-air and Bouguer anomalies, are given for bases 
in the Auckland, Cook, Fiji, Kermadec, Macquarie, 
New Caledonia, Samoa, Society, Tokelau, and Tonga 
Islands. The Macquarie L gravity station is in the 
center of the floor of the anemometer building in the 
ANARE camp. (Auth. , mod. ) 

L-2930 528. 27(*7) 

Zommer, L E. and A. G. Galnanov 
GRAVIMETRIC INVESTIGATIONS IN ANTARCTICA 
IN 1957. (0 gravimetricheskikh rabotakh v Antark
tide v 1957 g. ] Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkti
cheskaia Eksped. , Inform. bifill. , No. 19: 39- 42, 
1960. Eng. transl in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, 
Information Bulletin. Vol. 2, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 
1964, p. 269-272. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

Gravity measurements using a GAISh four-pendulum 
apparatus and a GAK-ZM gravimeter are discussed. 
The conditions for ope ration of the apparatus and the 
techniques of establishing the pendulum points are 
described. The major result was the determination 
by pendulum of the absolute gravity value in Antarc
tica. Gravimetric observations also helped to deter
mine conditions for various types of surveys in the 
Antarctic. Gravity anomaly errors are noted. The 
character of the gravity field anomaly suggests that 
plumb-line deflections may t>e considerable during 
astronomical measurements in Antarctica. 

L-2979 528. 563: 528. 27(*7) 

Grushinskil, N. P. 
AN EXPERIMENT IN THE USE OF A GRAVIMETER 
WITH A HIGHLY DAMPED SYSTEM. (Opyt pri
meneniia gravimetra s sil'no zatushennol s istemot ] 
Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskai'a Eksped. , 
Inform. biull., No. 21:42-43, 1960. Eng. transl in: 
Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
Vol 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 29-31. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

A GKOM-3 damped marine gravimeter was used in 
conjunction with a marine pendulum to carry out. ex
perimental gravimetric observations on the second 
expedition of the Ob'. Gravity determinations were 
made with the gravimeter at 62 points and simul
taneously with the pendulum at 33 points. The gravi
meter was used as an interpolation device in cal
culating the drift of the null-point, which was then 
defmed as linear with respect to temperature change 
from Antarctic to tropical waters. Gravimeter ob-
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servations were also corrected for the Eotvos effect 
and accelerations. The gravimeter was found to in
crease the accuracy of gravimetric determinations 
and to withstand greater vibrations than the pendulum. 

L-2996 550. 383 

Hakura, Yukio 
TABLES AND MAPS OF GEOMAGNETIC COORDI
NATES CORRECTED BY THE HIGHER ORDER 
SPHERICAL HARMONIC TERMS. Rept. Ionosph. 
Space Res. Japan, 19(2): 121-157, incl illus. , 
tables, graphs, maps, June 1965. 5 refs. 

DLC, QC801. J3 

A new coordinate system useful for quantitative 
analysis of geophysical phenomena is presented. The 
corrected geomagnetic coordinates are calculated by 
use of Hultqvist' s perturbation vectors which give 
the displacement of the "landing points" of the geo
magnetic field lines, due to the four spherical 
harmonic terms following the dipole term. Table A 
gives the corrected coordinates for 2486 points in 
both the Northern and Southern Hemispheres, through 
which the corrected coordinates for any point in the 
higher latitude zones on the earth's surface can be 
calculated. Tables B-1 to B-5 give the corrected 
coordinates of the princi_pal geophysical observa
tories: 120 ionospheric vertical sounding stations, 
52 VLF and whistler stations, 162 geomagnetic sta
tions, 61 auroral stations, and 31 cosmic ray ob
serving stations. Several world maps and charts are 
presented with some examples in order to facilitate 
the use of the tables for statistical analyses of 
various geophysical phenomena. Times in the cor
rected geomagnetic coordinates are also defined. 
(Auth. , mod. ) 

L-3001 550. 384. 5 

Hibberd, F. H. 
AN ANALYSIS OF THE POSITIONS OF THE EARTH'S 
MAGNETIC POLE IN THE GEOLOGICAL PAST. 
Geophys. J., 6(2):221-244, incl. illus., tables, 
Feb. 1962. 18 refs. 

DLC, QC801. G382 

An analysis has been made of 129 detern_iinations (in
cluding 4 from Antarctica) fro':1 all contme?ts of the 
positions of the magnetic pole m t~e geological_ past. 
The pole positions for each geological age fall mto 
two well-defined groups concentrated along opposite 
longitudes. Secondary magnetization _produces 
characteristic displacement of the latitudes of the 
inferred poles. Examination of the data show_s that 
the positions of most of the inferred po_les which ex
hibit a single polarity are consistent with the _hypoth
esis that secondary magnetization is present m 
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some of the paleomagnetic specimens. It appears that 
the paleomagnetic observations could be accounted 
for by a combination of slow northward and westward 
spiral movement of the actual pole together with 
secondary magnetization. (Auth. , mod. ) 

L-3060 528. 27(*7) 

Ga'lnanov, A. G. 
PENDULUM DETERMINATIONS OF GRAVITY DUR
ING THE FIRST ANTARCTIC VOYAGE OF THE OB'. 
[Maifilnikovye opredelenil:a sily tfazhesti vo vremla 
pervogo antarkticheskogo re'1sa d/e "Ob"'.] Text in 
Russian. Sovel Antarkticheskafa Eksped. , Inform. 
biiill. , No. 22:48-50, 1960. Eng. transl in: Soviet 
Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol 3, 
Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 70-72. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

Simultaneous gravity determinations were carried 
out by means of two 3-pendulum instruments. Regu
lation of the null position, means of minimizing tem
perature effect, and cushioning against vibrations 
and rolling are discussed. Mechanical vibrations 
and rolling presented the greatest interference in ob
taining reliable data. Thus, observations should be 
made either when the ship is at anchor, during a calm 
sea, or on ice. 

L-3091 551, 241(*7) 

Demenifskafa, R. M, 
MAIN FEATURES OF THE STRUCTURE OF THE 
EARTH'S CRUST IN THE ANTARCTIC. (Glavnye 
cherty stroenifa zemno'1 kory v Antarktike. ] Text in 
Russian. Sovet, Antarkticheskafa Eksped. , Inform. 
b:lilll, No. 23:10-14, incl graph, map, 1960, 7 
refs. Eng. transl in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, 
Information Bulletin. Vol 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 
1965, p. 84-88. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Ql15, S6862 

The thickness of the earth's crust in Antarctica can 
be determined when seismic data are not available 
from information on the gravitational field and 
topography. The thickness can be scaled off a 
graph of two curves which represent empirical 
formulas of crustal thickness. A third formula is 
then developed to account for the additional weight of 
the overlying ice, The Antarctic continent and 
islands are surrounded by a ring in the shape of 3 
symmetrically distributed bodies of ultrabasic rock. 
Here, the earth's crust is less than 5 km. The most 
extensive thickening of the crust occurs at the 
boundary of the continent, corresponding to the 
Queen Maud Range, while the thickening which cor
responds to the mountain range on the coast of 
Marie Byrd Land appears to be an island ridge 300-
400 km north of the coast. The crustal thickness of 
the continent varies between 17 and 65 km. A transi
tion from a thin to a thick crust has been observed 
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twice in the western part. The thickness appears to 
be more uniform in the central and eastern parts. 
It is possible that there is a considerable reduction 
in thickness, or absence of granite layers in some 
western parts. 

L-3131 550. 382. 7(*7-11) 

Avsiilk, ffl. N. and V. L Koptev 
RESULTS OF MAGNETIC OBSERVATIONS ALONG 
THE PIONERSKAYA-POLE OF RELATIVE INAC
CESSIBILITY TRAVERSE. (Rezul'taty magnitnykh 
nabliudeni'1 po marshrutu Pionerskafa-Poliils 
otnositel'nol nedostupnosti. J Text in Russian. Sovet. 
Antarkticheskafa Eksped. , Inform. biilll. , No. 24: 
42-45, incl graph, 1960, Eng. transl in: Soviet 
Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol 3, 
Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 150-153. 

DLC, Q115, S686; Q115, S6862 

A review is presented of the vertical component of 
the magnetic field measured in 1958 at 39 points 
along the route from Pionerskaya to the Pole of In
accessibility. Sovetskaya is arbitrarily assigned 
zero. The magnitude of the field decreases about 
1500 y from Pionerskaya to Komsomol'skaya (where 
the minimum value is located), uniformly increases 
8000 y over the next 1000 km, and then rises sharply 
2500 y at the Pole of Inaccessibility. The shape of 
the curve indicates that the Antarctic anomaly plays a 
fundamental role in the formation of the magnetic 
field. The difficulties in selecting a normal field 
are discussed. Negligible, local anomalies, however, 
can be determined by graphically averaging the curve 
within the limits of the anomaly. These anomalies 
are not produced merely by a change in bedrock re
lief, but by the presence of magnetic rocks which 
occur in elongated vertical strips. The largest 
anomaly (at least 2500 y) occurs in the region of the 
Pole of Inaccessibility. 

L-3272 551. 331. 5:551. 241(*7) 

Bentley, Charles R. 
THE LAND BENEATH THE ICE. In: Trevor 
Hatherton (ed.), Antarctica. New York, Frederick 
A. Praeger-;-1965, Chap. 10, p. 259-277, incl. 
graphs, maps. 56 refs. 

DLC, G860. H27 

The subglacial floor of East Antarctica is nearly 
everywhere above adjusted sea level, with a _central 
plain measuring 2. 5 million km2, Its elevation 
ranges from several hundred to 1000 m. Most 
coastal areas between mountain ranges are below sea 
level In the vicinity of 71 "S, 140"E, a large nega
tive anomaly may be explained by a great volume of 
crushed rocks. In West Antarctica there is no broad, 
direct connection between the Ross and Weddell Seas. 
While East Antarctica's ice topography is independent 
of its underlying rock topography, that of West Ant-
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arctica is generally controlled by the shape of the 
underlying bed. Seismic refraction profiles and mag
netic data indicate that the marked physiographic de
pression in central West Antarctica divides a volcanic 
province in Marie Byrd Land from a metasedimentary 
province in the Sentinel Range and the region to the 
southwest. The large sedimentary section found in 
the Transantarctic Mountains is absent here. East 
Antarctica appears to be a broad shield defined by the 
-40 km contour with a mean crustal thickness of 42 
km; West Antarctica is comprised of several small 
crustal blocks varying from 29 to 36 km below sea 
level, and a mean thickness of 32 km. 

L-3303 550. 384. 5 

Watford, O. B. and others 
ISOMAGNETIC PATTERNS IN THE REGIONS OF 
THE 1965 DIP POLES. Amer. Geophys. Union, 
Trans. , 46(4):661-664, incl. diagrs. , Dec. 1965. 
5 refs. -

DLC, QE500. A6 

The construction of world magnetic charts entails the 
adoption for the chosen epoch of dip pole positions and 
of secular-change patterns in their vicinity, thereby 
specifying implicitly the rates and directions of their 
motions. In the procedure leading to the forthcoming 
charts for epoch 1965. 0, azimuthal components of the 
field vector are derived for both the northern and 
southern polar regions, and their isolines are used 
to establish field configurations to be incorporated 
with data for other areas in a final mapping based on 
spherical harmonic analysis. The paper describes 
details of the special polar techniques and reports the 
adopted positions and drifts of the dip poles. Cur
rently, the north magnetic dip pole is moving in a 
northerly direction at a rate of approximately 12 
km/yr, and the south magnetic dip pole is moving in 
a northwesterly direction at about 14 km/yr. (Auth.) 

L-3333 551. 241(*7) 

Dewart, Gilbert 
INVESTIGATION OF THE EARTH'S CRUST IN ANT
ARCTICA. (Issledovanie zemno'1 kory v Antarktike. ] 
Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskaia Eksped. , 
Worm. biilll., No. 25:11-13, 1961. Eng. transl. 
in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
Vol. 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 172-173. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Ql15. S6862 

Dispersion analyses of Love and Rayleigh waves re
corded at Mirnyy Station are used to investigate the 
structure of the earth's crust. Analysis of Rayleigh 
waves produced by an earthquake about 50 km north
west of the Antarctic Peninsula indicates that along a 
line which passes approximately through the axis of 
the Peninsula, Edith Ronne Land, and central Ant
arctica, the earth's crust is typically continental with 
an average thickness of 35 km. The presence of Lg 
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and Rg phases indicates the continental structure ex
tends continuously into Drake Passage. Analysis of 
Love waves for an earthquake on the Easter L rise 
indicates that large parts of West and possibly East 
Antarctica are not purely continental. Analysis of 
Rayleigh wave dispersion in oceans surrounding Ant
arctica confirms the conclusion that the basic struc
ture of the eastern part of the Indian Ocean is 
identical with other oceans and that there is no 
underwater continental massif in this region. 

L-3340 528. 27(*736) 

Koriakin, E. D. 
GRAVITY GRADIENT IN LtiTZOW-HOLM BAY. 
(Gravitat'sionny'1 gradient v zalive Liiitt'sov-Khol'm.] 
Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskaia Eksped. , 
Inform. biiill. , No. 25: 39-42, incl. tables, map, 
1961. 5 refs. Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Ex
pedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 3, Amsterdam, 
Elsevier, 1965, p. 194-196. 

DLC, Ql15. S686; Ql15. S6862 

Gravity anomalies in Lutzow-Holm Bay exceed +50 
mgal while those of the Ongul L area are -10 mgal. 
Assuming the average density of the earth's crust is 
2. 8 g/ cm3, the depth to the M discontinuity is calcu
lated at 25 to 32 km for Li.itzow-Holm Bay and 35. 7 
km for Showa Station. The change in depth of M is 
equal to 68 m/ km, indicating a pronounced transition 
from oceanic to continental-type crust. This large 
gravity gradient may be explained by the fact that the 
dense rocks of the substratum are closer to the 
earth's surface in the oceanic area than in the conti
nental area and produce major gravity anomalies. 

L-3365 550. 34: 551. 331. 5(*734) 

Dieterle, G. and E. Peterschmitt 
SEISMIC SOUNDING IN QUEEN MAUD LAND (BEL
GIAN ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION 1959). (So~d~s 
seismiques en Terre de la Reine Maud (EXJJE:dition 
Antarctique Belge 1959), ] Text in French with . 
Flemish and English summaries., Acad. Roy. Sci. 
d'Outre-mer Cl. Sci. Tech., Mem. , N. S. XIlI-4, 
l0lp. , incl. 'mus. , tables, graphs, diagrs., maps, 
1964. 7 refs. 

DLC, T7.A25 

Abundant data were obtained from seismic shooting 
conducted between March 1959 and Jan. 1960 alon_g a 
single profile from the edge of the shelf ice at Roi 
Baudouin Station to Gunnestad Glacier in the Spr 
Rondane Mountains. The data were analyzed from all 
possible aspects to determine i_ce thickness, water 
depth, and velocity variation with depth. Determined 
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by refraction, the maximum velocity of direct waves 
was 3. 88 km/sec at 80 m in the vicinity of Roi 
Baudouin 3. 93 km/sec near Ml Romnaes, and 
3. 72 km7sec on the polar plateau. The shelf ice ex
tends to about 20 km where the ice thickness, deter
mined by reflection, is 200-300 m, increasing inland 
to a maximum of 1700 m at a depression preceding 
the polar plateau. The bottom of the ice is at a 
mean depth of 290 m below sea level, averaged along 
the 125-km profile from the sea to Mt. Romnaes. 
Ice thickness along the same profile averaged 700 m. 

L-3396 550. 34(083. 9): 550. 340. 8(*75) 

Souriau, Marc 
THE NEW SEISMOLOGICAL STATION. [La nouvelle 
station seismologique. ] Text in French. Expects. 
polaires fran~., Missions Paul-t°mile Victor, Bull. 
Inform. No. 16:14-17, incl. illus., diagr., Dec. 
1964. 

DLC 

The seismological station at Dumont d'Urville, shut 
down in 1962 after 6 yr of operation, had two major 
defects: an unsuitable shelter and heterogeneous 
equipment. The renovation included construction (in 
1963) of a cave to house the seismographs, and an 
office and laboratory building. Short period seismo
graphs are to be installed in 1964-1965; specifications 
of the pendulums and galvanometers are tabulated. 
Long period seismographs are planned for 1965-66. 
Each apparatus was furnished with a Belin triple
trace photographic recorder. Operation and future 
utilization of these instruments are discussed. 

L-3526 528. 27(8: *72) 

Kennett, P. 
REVISION OF GRAVITY LINKS BETWEEN SOUTH 
AMERICA AND THE ANTARCTIC. Brit. Antarctic 
Survey Bull. , No. 7: 25-28, incl. table, diagrs. , 
map, Nov. 1965. 2 refs. 

DLC 

The accuracy of previous survey work within the 
Falkland Is. Dependencies and British Antarctic 
,:erritory using Worden gravity meters was ques
tioned. It was thought that a geodetic gravity meter 
from the U. S. Navy Oceanographic Office might be 
better suited for the establishment of the large net
work required. The LaCoste and Romberg geodetic 
gravity meter No. 2 was used during the 1964-65 
Antarctic summer. Revised absolute gravity values 
(m cm sec-2) are given for the major base stations 
as follows: Punta Arenas, 981. 3363; Montevideo, 
979. 7606; P_ort Stanley, 981. 2433; Deception L , 
982. 2223; S1gny L , 982. 1394· South Georgia 
981. 5213; and Zavodovski L ,' 981. 8443. Th~ values 
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Usted in British Antarctic Survey Scientific Reports 
No. 46 for all other base stations and all local sta
tions in the Antarctic Peninsula and the South Shet
land Is. are to be decreased by 3. 1 mgal. Adjust
ments for other local stations are to be made in 
accordance with the change in the base station for 
the area. 

L-3529 528. 27(*726. 56/*726. 57) 

Kennett, P. 
RECONNAISSANCE GRAVITY SURVEY OF THE 
FALLIERES AND LOUBET COASTS, ANTARCTIC 
PENINSULA. Brit. Antarctic Survey Bull. , No. 7: 
43-46, incl. table, maps, Nov. 1965, Ref. 

DLC 

Worden gravity meter No. 556 was used for the sur
vey begun in the winter of 1963. The survey was 
connected to base stations at Stonington, Detaille, 
and Adelaide Is. These had previously been con
nected to Deception L and the South American net
work via Buenos Aires. New base stations at San 
Martfu and Horseshoe L were set up by "looping" 
and local stations we re tied in to the base stations. 
While the relative values obtained for stations are 
accurate to within a few tenths of a milligal, the ab
solute values may be consistently in error by up to a 
few milligals. The Bouguer anomalies are shown. 
They are all positive but decrease steadily toward 
the east, The regional gradient of the gravity field 
appears to be low. 

L- 3532 550. 389. 1(*721) 

Mansfield, J. 
A MAGNETIC SURVEY IN THE VICINITY OF PORT 
STANLEY, FALKLAND ISLANDS. Brit, Antarctic 
Survey Bull., No. 7:69-71, incl. table, map, Nov. 
1965. 2 refs. 

DLC 

J. Ashley conducted the survey of the Port Stanley 
peninsula between 57°47' and 57°56'W during Dec. 
1958 using an Askania Gfz torsion variometer. . 
Diurnal variations were measured with an Askama 
Gf6 variometer coupled to a Hartmann-Braun re
corder. Vertical magnetic field values are tabu
lated for each of 160 magnetic stations. The data 
have not been interpreted. 
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L-3629 550. 382. 7(*82/ *84;687-13) 

Oguti, T. 
GEOMAGNETIC ANOMALY AROUND THE CON
TINENTAL SHELF MARGlli SOUTHERN OFFSHORE 
OF AFRICA. J. Geomag. Geoelec., 16(1):65-67, 
incl. maps, 1964. 2 refs. -

DLC, QC801. J63 

Four magnetic surveys over the continental shelf 
south of Africa were carried out aboard the Soya as 
part of the Japanese Antarctic Research Expedition. 
Data were collected on voyages between Tokyo and 
Showa Station at points about 10 Ian apart by means 
of a proton precession magnetometer during the fol
lowing time periods: Oct. 1957-April 1958; Nov. 
1958-April 1959; Nov. 1959-April 1960; and Nov. 
1960-April 1961. A possible interpretation of the 
observed distribution of geomagnetic total intensity 
around the shelf margin is discussed. At each 
point, the position of the ship was determined 
astronomically, and the bottom topography was 
measured with an echo sounder operating simul
taneously with the magnetometer. A large magnetic 
anomaly of about 500 y was recorded running in a 
NE-SW direction for more than 500 km along the 
steepest slope area of the southeast continental 
shelf margin. The anomaly area was about 40 km 
in width. Several other anomalies were recorded 
and appear to be related to mountains in the ocean 
floor. The magnetic effect of the bottom topography 
of this area is discussed, as related to the observed 
anomalies. 

L-3677 550, 37 

Troitskara, V. A. 
RESULTS OF EARTH CURRENT STUDIES. 
[Rezul'taty izucheniia zemnykh tokov.] Text in 
Russian. Geofiz. biilll., No. 14:55-66, 1964. 81 
refs. 

DLC, QC801. 3, M4 

Investigations of short-period fluctuations of the 
electromagnetic field were conducted during the IGY 
by the Soviet Union at 17 stations--2 in the Antarc
tic, 5 in the Arctic, and 10 in temperate latitudes. 
The instrumentation is described. Study of the 
magnetic field structure was conducted by simul
taneous analysis of earth currents and the magnetic 
field. Rapid highly sensitive recording of earth 
currents and the magnetic field was used in studying 
types of fluctuations ranging from 15-20 sec to 
several minutes, and for obtaining information 
on fluctuations with periods less than 10 sec. The 
relationship between various types of short-period 
fluctuations and complex electromagnetic upper
atmospheric phenomena is discussed. The character 
of short-period fluctuations in polar regions and 
general principles of earth currents in the Antarctic 
and their spatial distribution in the Arctic were 
studied. The mean annual electrical field intensity 
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at Mirnyy and Oazis is 750-800mv/lan, over twice 
that of temperate latitude stations. Classification 
and origin of short-period fluctuations are discussed. 
[See L-2446) 

L-3681 550. 389. 1 (*732) 

South Africa. Dept. of Lands 
RESULTS OF MAGNETIC OBSERVATIONS MADE AT 
NORWAY STATION 1961. Hermanus Magnetic 
Observatory, Geophys. Ser. I, Rept. No. B. 2., 86p., 
incl tables, diagrs., map, [1963?). 

DCGS, 538. 79 N89 1961 

The data were recorded at Norway (SANAE) Station 
with a La Cour normal-run (15 mm/ hr) storm 
magnetograph. Absolute determination of horizontal 
intensity and declination, and values for base line 
controls were obtained with two quartz horizontal
force magnetometers. A modified magnetometric 
zero balance was used to obtain vertical intensity 
measurements. Mean hourly and monthly values are 
tabulated for declination, horizontal intensity, and 
vertical intensity at the station. The field program 
included observations of horizontal and vertical 
intensities at a number of points (indicated on the 
map) to the north and south of SANAE Station. The 
readings indicate a small but distinct variation in 
intensities over the ice rise which appears to 
follow the topography; intensities and elevation 
increased in direct proportion. Maximum diurnal 
departures of declination, and horizontal and 
vertical intensities are tabulated, while diurnal 
variations of these magnetic elements are graphed. 

L-3682 550. 389. 1(*732) 

South Africa. Dept. of Lands 
RESULTS OF MAGNETIC OBSERVATIONS MADE AT 
SANAE STATION 1962. Hermanus Magnetic 
Observatory, Geophys. Ser. I, Rept. No. B. 3., 50p., 
incl. tables, diagrs., map, [1963? ). 

DCGS, 538. 79 S19 1962 

The data were recorded at SANAE Station with a 
La Cour normal-run (15 mm/ hr) stor_m ma~etograph. 
Absolute determination of horizontal intensity and 
declination and values for base line controls were 
made with two quartz horizontal-force magnetometers. 
A modified magnetometric zero balance was used to 
obtain vertical intensity measurements. Mean 
hourly values as well as the daily me~s and extremes 
are tabulated for declination, and vert'.cal and . 
horizontal intensities. Field observations of _vertical 
intensities were made on a triangular magnetic 
traverse at points (indicated on the map) s_outh to 
Norway Station, and west. Mean and m~mum 
diurnal departures of declination, and ho~1zontal 
and vertical intensities are tabulated, while 
diurnal variations of these magnetic elements on 
quiet and disturbed days are graphed. 
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L-3693 551. 24:523. 745 

SytinskiI, A. D. 
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GEOTECTONICS 
AND SOLAR ACTIVITY. [O sviazi geotektoniki s 
solnechnoI aktivnosti'!il.) Text in Russian. Sovet. 
Antarkticheskala Eksped. , Inform. bfull. , No. 28: 
5-10, incl. graphs, 1961. 16 refs. Eng. transl. in: 
Soviet Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. 
Vol. 3, Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 279-284. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Qll5. S6862 

Recent literature on geotectonics is reviewed, 
evaluating the relationships among solar activity 
(particularly the 11- and 80- to 90-yr cycles), 
variations in the angular velocity of the earth's 
rotation (w) and volcanic and seismic activity. 
Correlation between energy released from seasonal 
variations of "' and earthquakes demonstrates that 
surficial earthquakes occur before deep earthquakes, 
which suggests an effect of external factors, particu
larly solar activity, on the energy state of the earth. 
Variations of m due to solar activity change the shape 
of the earth, concentrating stresses in the crust and 
upper mantle which produce deformations and tectonic 
movements. Structural heterogeneity and differential 
strength in the crust account for the localization. 
Earthquakes with a focal depth to 700 km occur when 
the period of stress accumulation is smaller than 
the relaxation time. Geologic periods may disclose 
solar activity cycles of longer duration than are 
presently known, and conversely, the pattern of 
tectonic processes may permit forecasting of 
earthquakes. 

L-3704 550. 361(*746) 

Zotikov, I. A. 
MEASUREMENT OF THE GEOTHERMAL HEAT 
FLOW IN ANTARCTICA. [Izmerenie geotermiches
kogo potoka tepla v Antarktide.] Text in Russian. 
Sovet, Antarkticheskala Eksped., Inform. b!illl. , 
No. 29:30-32, incl. graph, 1961. 4 refs. Eng. 
transl. in: Soviet Antarctic Expedition Information 
Bulletin. Vol. 3, Amsterdam Elsevie~ 1965 p. 326-
328. ' ' ' 

DLC, Ql15.S686; Q115.S6862 

Measurements of the temperature field in a bore-
hole (86 m deep) in the Mirnyy region in 1956, 1958, 
and 1959 are shown on a graph and discussed. Heat 
flow corresponding to the observed temperature 
gradient is equal to 2. 5xio-6 cal/cm2sec. This 
value is compared with measurements of vertical 
heat flow at the bottom of Lake Figurnoe in the 
Bunger Hills at a depth of 61 m below the ice cover 
and in a bottom depression. A heat flow value of 
15x1Q-6cal/c~2sec, obtained from 30 readings, 
exceeds the Mlrllyy value by a !actor of approximately 
six and is higher by an order of magnitude than that 
averaged for various places on the Earth. The 
data may be of some value in analysis of the causes of 
Antarctic oases. 
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L-3707 550. 384. 3(*7) 

Tarasov, A. N. 
MAGNETIC OBSERVATIONS BY THE SECOND SEA 
EXPEDITION. (Magnitnye nabl!iideni.iit Vtorol 
morskoT ekspedifsii. ) Text in Russian. Sovet. 
Antarkticheskaia Eksped., Inform. b!illl., No. 29: 
43-44, incl. table, 1961. Eng. transl. in: Soviet 
Antarctic Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 3, 
Amsterdam, Elsevier, 1965, p. 336-337. 

DLC, Qll5. S686; Ql15. S6862 

Magnetic declination was determined at a number of 
stations in the Antarctic by the following methods: 
(1) taking solar bearings, using the bowl of a 127-mm 
mariner's magnetic compass set up on the ice 150-
200 m from the ship; (2) solar shots made aboard 
ship using 8 quadrants of the main magnetic compass; 
and (3) computing the course readings of the main 
magnetic compass with the gyrocompass in 8 quad
rants. Nine magnetic declinations obtained 
directly from these observations from Jan. through 
April 1957 are compared with those scaled from 
British and Soviet magnetic charts. 

L-3711 550. 312(*7) 

Voronov, P. S, and S. A. Ushakov 
SOME PROBLEMS IN STUDYING ISOSTATIC 
PROCESSES IN ANTARCTICA. (Nekotorye 
voprosy izucheniia pro!sessov izostazii v 
Antarktike.) Text in Russian. Sovet. Antarkti
cheskaia Eksped., Inform. b!illl., No. 30:5-8, 
1961. 8 refs. Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic 
Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 3, Amsterdam, 
Elsevier, 1965, p. 351-354. 

DLC, Q115. S686; Q115. S6862 

Geophysical observations in Antarctica during the 
IGY have established that the continent is gene1·ally 
in a state of isostatic equilibrium. This is the 
result of a previous marked subsidence of a vast 
area of the crust under the weight of the ice cap with 
a compensatory flow of subcrus tal material into 
peripheral areas where upthrust of individual bl<?Cks 
has occurred. The main problems associated mth 
the role of isostasy in geotectonics are discussed. It 
is hoped that geological and geophysical investi
gations in Antarctica may solve such problems as the 
magnitude of the minimum surface load capable of 
producing downwarping of the crust, the mechanism 
of outflow of the substratum and the direction and 
width of the zone of movement, and the unusual 
condition of aseismicity of the continent in the light 
of these crustal movements. 
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L-3717 550. 385(*2) 

Millaev, N. A. 
SIMULTANEOUS MAGNETIC VARIATIONS IN THE 
ANTARCTIC AND ARCTIC. [Odnovremennye 
magnitnye varia!sii v Antarktike i Arktike. ] Text 
in Russian. Sovet. Antarkticheskaia Eksped,, 
Inform. brilll., No. 30:25-28, incl. table, graphs, 
1961. 4 refs. Eng. transl. in: Soviet Antarctic 
Expedition, Information Bulletin. Vol. 3, Amsterdam, 
Elsevier, 1965, p. 366-369. 

DLC, Q115,S686; Q115.S6862 

An analysis of magnetograms from 11 Soviet polar 
stations for 1958-59 reveals instances of simulta
neous, relatively large variations of the field at all 
stations. Variations at high-latitude Arctic drifting 
stations bear a greater resemblance to variations at 
Antarctic stations (Mirnyy and Vostok) than to those 
at other Arctic observatories. Thus, not only the 
similarity of geomagnetic longitudes, but also of 
geomagnetic latitudes appears to be a favorable 
factor in the occurrence of simultaneous and 
analogous variations of the magnetic field at south
and north-polar points. 

'L-3748 551, 241:551. 321. 6(*7-11) 

Dewart, Gilbert and M. Nafi Toksoz 
CRUSTAL STRUCTURE IN EAST ANTARCTICA 
FROM SURFACE WAVE DISPERSION. Geophys. 
J., 10(2):127-139, incl. tables, graphs, map, 
Nov,1965. 18 refs. 

DLC, QC801. G382 

The abstract for this article was published in 
American Geophysical Union, Transactions, 45(1):94, 
March 1964 [L- 1538], -- -

L-3757 550. 382:528, 067. 4(*824) 
550. 34(*824) 

Griffiths, D. H. and others 
GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATION OF THE SCOTIA 
ARC. Brit. Antarctic Survey Scient. Repts. No. 
46, 43 p. , incl. tables, graphs, maps, 1964. 
29 refs. 

DLC, QH199, B73 

During the austral summers of 1959-60 through 
1962-63 investigations were carried out in the Scotia 
Sea, Bransfield Strait, and adjacent areas. A net
work of gravity stations has been established in the 
British Antarctic Territory, and connected through 
Port Stanley in the Falkland Is. to a station at 
Buenos Aires at which the absolute value of gravity 
is known. In all about 150 gravity stations have been 
measured, and from these measurements a Bouguer 
anomaly map of the South Shetland Is. and northern 
Antarctic Peninsula has been prepared. The features 
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of the map are discussed. About 28, 000 km of total 
field magnetic profile have been obtained in crossings 
of the Scotia Sea and the Scotia Ridge, In general 
the traverses are too far apart for any contouring 
to be possible, or even for magnetic trends to be 
recognized, In relatively well surveyed regions a 
statistical method of data analysis has made it 
possible to delineate areas of different magnetic 
types which are described and evaluated. A number 
of seismic refraction profiles have been surveyed in 
Bransfield Strait and the Scotia Sea between the 
South Orkney Is. and South Georgia. (Auth. , mod. ) 

L-3767 551. 241(*84) 

Stroev, P. A. and A. G. Ga!nanov 
THE STRUCTURE OF THE EARTH'S CRUST OF 
THE INDIAN OCEAN AREA ACCORDING TO DA'I' A 
OF GEOPHYSICAL INVESTIGATIONS. [O stroenii 
zemnol kory Indilskogo okeana po dannym 
geofizicheskikh issledovanil. ] Text in Russian. 
Okeanologiia, 5(4):684-691, incl. graph, diagr. , 
1965. 29 refs-:-

DLC, GCl. A47A23 

Geophysical studies were conducted in the Indian 
Ocean during the IGY to determine the depth structure 
of the Earth's crust. The first Soviet seismic reflec
tion investigations in the Indian Ocean were conducted 
by the ViUaz' in 1959. Seismic refraction 
investigations conducted by the Vitiaz' in 1961 in the 
Indian Ocean yielded data on the structure of the 
Earth's crust to the Moho discontinuity, Crustal 
thickness was found to be 7. 0 ± 1. 5 km with a typi
cal oceanic structure: (1) depositional layer, 
v g = 2. O km/ sec, thickness H = O. 3 - 0. 5 km; (2) 
basalt layer, V = 6. 4 km/ sec, H = 6. 5 ± 1. 5 km; 
(3) subcrustal 1iyer, V g = 8. 0 km/ sec, Two 
schematic cross sections are presented of the crust 
from geophysical data collected along profiles from 
Cape Town to Queen Maud Land and from Ceylon to 
the Shackleton Ice Shelf. Crustal thickness was 
determined by applying the Bouguer correction with 
a density difference between crust and upper mantle 
of o. 4 g/ cm3; depth to the Moho was determined 
according to the formula of a plane parallel layer. 
According to the profiles, crustal thickness ranges 
from 5-12 km in trough areas to 33-43 km lll 

continental shelf areas. Graphs show the relation 
between free air and Bouguer anomalies and depth 
in the Indian Ocean crust. Comparisons are _made 
of analogous data from the Atlantic and Pacific 
Oceans. 

L-3897 550. 389. 1 (*82/ *84) 

South Africa. Dept. of Lands 
MEASUREMENTS OF TOTAL MAGNETIC INTENSITY 
DURING VOYAGES OF THE "RSA", DE_CEMBER 
1964 - APRIL 1965. Hermanus Magnetic 
Observatory, Geophys. Ser. I, Rept. B. 4. , l5p. , 
incl. tables, map, Aug. 1965. 2 refs. 

CFSTI, N66-15625 
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The results of magnetic measurements carried out 
on board the Antarctic supply ship RSA on two 
relief voyages are presented in tai:lular form, 
Measurements were made between Cape Town and 
Marion L at intervals of 30 min or longer from 
0900 to 1930 UT on Dec. 30, 1964; from 1730 to 
1930 on Dec. 31; and from 1530 to 1830 on Jan. 1, 
1965. The observations were discontinued at 0630 
UT, Jan. 2, because of difficulties with equipment. 
The Marion L observations were made at the site of 
one of the two magnetic stations previously established 
there. Because of the magnetic nature of the 
terrain, readings were taken at ground level and at 
heights of 3 and 6 ft above the ground. The measure
ments taken at 6 ft gave consistent values, while 
those at 3 ft and at ground level were adversely 
affected by local magnetic conditions. Readings 
between Cape Town and Gough L were taken at 30-
min intervals throughout the period 0730 UT, April 
14, 1965, to 0100 UT, April 20. The magnetic 
traverse extended from 33°111S, 14°28'E, to about 
40°12'S, 08°20'W. 

L-3906 528. 22: 551. 334 

Wang, Chi-yuen 
EARTH'S ZONAL DEFORMATIONS. J. Geophys. 
Res., 71(6):1713- 1720, incL append., March 15, 
1966, 37 refs. 

DLC, QC811. J6 

The largely isostatic compensation of Antarctica and 
the circumferential fracture systems around 
Antarctica, the Arctic basin, and the glaciated region 
in North America suggest that flows and fractures 
are the types of deformation that occur on the earth 
under huge loads of ice. The absence of peripheral 
bulges around any of the loaded or previously loaded 
areas suggests that lateral flows take place deep in 
the mantle instead of near the load. The deformation 
of the earth due to the load of the last continental ice 
sheets may have caused the surface of the earth to 
become more flattened around the poles and to bulge 
near the equator. A residual of this deformation 
remains in the earth's ellipticity. As a result of the 
redistribution of seawater and the asymmetrical 
distribution of land and sea, the earth is slightly 
pear- shaped, which is largely demonstrated by the 
third-degree zonal harmonic in the earth's 
gravitational potential. (Auth., mod.) 

L-3975 550. 340. 61(*7) 

U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey 
ANTARCTIC SEISMOLOGICAL BULLETIN. JANU
ARY, FEBRUARY, MARCH, 1962. Washington 
MSI-253A, (1962) 19p. ' 

DCGS, 551. 22 C65a 

This first issue of a quarterly bulletin contains 
~abulated ~hase readings from seismological stations 
m Antarctica. The predecessor to the bulletin was 
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published as Seismological Bulletin, South Pole-Byrd 
Supplement. Location (latitude, longitude, type or-
foundation, and elevation) and instrumental constants 
are given for each station.. 

L-3984 550. 34(*7) 

Rothe, J. P. 
Tl}E SEISMICITY OF ANTARCTICA. (La seismic
ite de l'Antarctique.] Text in French. Ann. 
InternatL Geophys. Yr., 30:9-32, incL illus., 
tables, map, 1965. 26 refs. 

DLC, QC801. 3. S6 

Data are presented on the seismological stations, 
indicating their physical characteristics, instru
ments, subbasement, and other specifications. 
Epicenters south of 40°S are listed with coordinates, 
date and time, and magnitude. Another table is 
given showing seisms recorded only by Antarctic 
stations during July 1957. The seismic records 
obtained in Antarctica during the IGY permit the 
delineation of the principal sub-Antarctic seismic 
zones. Some of the observations are probably due 
to artificial causes such as calving of icebergs. The 
first results obtained from the study of surface wave 
propagation are very promising; further research 
should determine the structure of the contact zone 
between East and West Antarctica. 

L-3985 550. 34: 551. 14(*7) 

Bullen, K. E. and M. J. Goodspeed 
SEISMIC INVESTIGATIONS OF ANTARCTIC STRUC
TURE. Ann. InternatL Geophys. Yr. , 30:213-259, 
incL tables, graphs, diagrs., maps, append., 1965. 
45 refs. 

DLC, QC801. 3. S6 

Ice-thickness and related measurements were ob
tained during 1957-59 by seismic parties from 
Australia, France, Japan, the U.S. S. R., U. K., 
and the U. S. A. Surface waves from natural earth
quakes were studied by seismologists from New 
Zealand and the U.S. The results of these mea
surements are tabulated and diagrammed by the 
country which obtained them. Maps show the rele
vant traverses and ice-thickness profiles; available 
gravity results are indicated on cross-sectioned 
diagrams of individual traverses. It is inferred 
from data taken along a Mirnyy-Pionerskaya
Komsomol'skaya-Sovetskaya traverse that this area 
is continental in character. The generally small 
free-air anomaly is taken as evidence that the ice 
burden is nearly completely isostatically compensated. 
Results of U. S. traverses as reported by Bentley~ 
al. (1960) reveal that a major channel exists between 
tiie Ross and Bellingshausen Seas; a basin within 
this channel reaches a maximum depth of 2500 m 
below sea leveL The bedrock of most of West 
Antarctica is below sea leveL Gravity anomalies 
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indicate that West Antarctica is continental in 
character and, apparently, in approximate isostat
ic equilibrium. It has been inferred that, at most, 
3/4 of the Antarctic ice sheet is underlain by 
continental crust; the remainder is thought to be 
oceanic in structure. This supports the view that 
below-sea-level depths observed in ice-thickness 
measurements are primary features and not the 
result of crustal sagging under an ice load. 

L-3986 550. 312(*7) 

Tardi, P. ~-) 
REPORT ON THE GRAVIMETRJC WORK. ANTARC
TICA. [Rapport sur les travaux gravimetriques. 
Antarctique. ] Text in French. Ann. InternatL 
Geophys. Yr., 31, part 1, 108p. , incl. tables, 
graphs, maps, 1964. 37 refs. 

DLC, QC801. 3. S6 

This report covers the period 1957-59, overlapping 
the IGY (1957-58). It includes data on the principal 
stations, gravimetric ties among Antarctic stations 
and with the world network, gravimetric programs 
of participating nations, and interpretation of results. 
Average Faye anomalies are plotted on a map; the 
average mean is in the order of +4 mgal. A similar 
map is included for Bouguer anomalies, with a 
graphic representation of correlation of mean Bouguer 
anomalies and mean reduced elevations of the 
gravimetric stations. The mean Bouguer anomaly of 
-71 mgal appears to correspond to the compensation 
of a layer 650 m deep and not - 110 m. Data are tab
ulated for the Argentine expedition, U.S. traverses 
from 1957 to 1960, the French expedition 1958-59, 
and the Japanese, New Zealand, and Soviet expedi
tions. 

L-3994 550. 383(*775) 

Menzel, Reinhard 
GEOMAGNETIC REPORT: EIGHTS STATION, 
NOVEMBER 1964-NOVEMBER 1965, Washington, 
U.S. Coast & Geod. Survey, 19p. , incL illus. , 
diagrs. , (1966]. 

DLC, GPRR 

At the end of the third wintering-over year for Eights 
Station (Nov. 1964-Nov. 1965), the geomagnetism 
program was ended and dismantled. The geomagne
tism buildings are described, each of which had 
wooden piers isolated from the building floor. 
Difficulties encountered in making azimuth observa- · 
tions were such that the calculations are probably 
not more accurate than within several minutes. No 
new procedures were introduced for the instruments, 
and the only work done on instruments was of a 
maintenance nature. The absolute observation rou
tine is described, including the instruments used and 
the order of observations taken. .Azimuth drift for 
the station was calculated at 300 ft between Dec. 1964 
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and Oct. 1965. Plotted curves of the D and H scales 
indicated a seasonal variation, with both scales 
showing a decrease between May and July. Recom
mendations are made for improvement of the geo
magnetic program, should one ever be set up at a 
station similar to Eights. 

L-3999 550. 389{*784. 2) 

Schlich, R. and others 
MAGNETIC OBSERVATIONS MADE AT PORT-AUX
FRAN~AIS, KERGUELEN, 1959-1960-1961. 
(Observations magnetiques faites a l'Observatoire de 
Port-aux-Frani;ais, Kerguelen, 1959-1960-1961.] 
Text in French. Paris. Univ. Ann. Inst. Phys. 
Globe, 32:7-91, incL tables, 1964. 5 refs. 

DLC, QC825, 4. P27 

Magnetic data collected at Port-aux-Frani;ais during 
1959-61 are tabulated. These include mean hourly 
values for H, D, and Z for the three years, three
hourly indices for H, D, and Z, and K indices for 
each month, morphologic analyses by month and 
year, and an example of morphologic analysis 
beginning with rapid recordings. The instruments 
are described. 

L-4000 550. 389(*784. 2) 

Schlich, R. , L. Meister and C. Plessard 
REOCCUPATION OF PORT JEANNE D'ARC-
KERGUELEN. [Reoccupation de Port Jeanne d' Arc-
Kerguelen.] Text in French. Paris. Univ. Ann. 
Inst. Phys. Globe, 32:137-138, incl. tables, map, 
1964. -

DLC, QC825. 4. P27 

The ANARE station at Port Jeanne d'Arc was re
occupied successively on Feb. 11 and Nov. 27, 1962. 
In Feb. , weather conditions did not permit the 
measurement of declination, but in Nov. a complete 
set of data was obtained. Values of the horizontal H, 
declination D, and vertical Z components are tabu
lated and comparisons made with the mean values. at 
port-aux-Frani;ais and those obtained by ANARE m 
1948 and 1950. The difference between Port-aux
Frani;ais and Port Jeanne d'Arc is +385 gammas for 
H, 2° 12. 5'W for D, and 265 gammas for Z. 

See also: 
A-2il7 
D-3003 3124 
E-2169, E-2488, E-2659, E-2668, E-2923, E-
F-2332 
I-2851, I-3123, I-3705 
J-2657 J-2861, J-2862 
K-2141: K-2157, K-2158, K-2236, K-2422, K-2620 

K-3587, K-3971 
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M-2388 329.15:323. 23(8=6:*7) 

Cott, Vitoldo 
THE WHITE BEAR GOES TO THE SOUTH POLE; 
THE ANTARCTIC AND THE COMMUNIST PENE
TRATION IN AMERICA. (El oso blanco va al Polo 
Sur; La Antartida y la penetraci6n communista en 
America. ] Text in Spanish. Buenos Aires, Bases 
Editorial, 1963, 234p. 

DLC, G880. C67 

This book is essentially a history of U.S. S. R. pene
tration of Latin America. Shortly after World War II, 
Russia began a program of reclamation of areas of the 
Antarctic which had been listed as discovered by Bel
lingshausen and Lazarev. The Antarctic Commission, 
created at the beginning of 1949, formed a part of the 
Geopolitical Institute in Moscow, directed by the Cen
tral Committee of the Communist party, and had as its 
objective the scientific study of Antarctica and the 
southernmost part of South America with the ultimate 
goal of implementing plans for future Russian expan
sion in this region, using Antarctica as a jumping-off 
point. Discussion is given of the territorial disputes 
between Russia and the other nations which had made 
allegedly illegal claims to these Russian-discovered 
areas. An attempt is made to show the "side-line" 
nature of the Russian scientific IGY program, serving 
in actuality as a massive political and military opera
tion to help carry on subversive activities in Latin 
America, By increasing political activity of the local 
Communist parties in Argentina, Chile, and Uruguay, 
the Commumsts have effectively broken down the in
ternal defenses of these countries and are currently 
making the same progress by infiltration as can be 
seen in Venezuela, Brazil, Peru, Cuba, and Guate
mala. 

M-2428 341, 24:327. 009, 01(*7) 

U. S. State Dept. Historical Studies Division. 
UNITED STATES POLICY AND INTERNATIONAL 
COOPERATION IN ANTARCTICA. MESSAGE FROM 
THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES TRANS
MITTING SPECIAL REPORT ON UNITED STATES 
POLICY AND INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION IN 
ANTARCTICA. Washington, U. S. Govt. Print. Off., 
1964, 56p. , incl. illus. , tables, maps. (88th Cong. , 
2d sess. , House Document No. 358) 

DLC, JX1393. A5U53 

This report was prepared primarily to inform the 
Congress of the effective international cooperation 
winch has developed in recent years in the area of 
Antarctica. It provides information on the history of 
U. S. policy concerning Antarctica and on the recent 
bnpressive achievements in research and explora
tion. The development of the IGY is traced and 
s_erves as background material for a detailed descrip
ti_on of the development of the Antarctic Treaty, sub
dmded_ un~er the following headings: (1) Post-IGY 
Activities m the Antarctic, 1959-60, (2) Negotiation 
of the Antarctic Treaty, (3) Developments during 
Ratification of the Treaty, 1960- 61 , (4) Meetings of 
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Consultation after Ratification of the Treaty, and (5) 
Accessions to the Treaty. Research and exploration 
carried out during 1961 to 1964 under the T reaty are 
discussed, emphasizing the scientific and political 
cooperation of the participating nations and the re
sulting facilitation of research due to mutual assis
tance. The results of inspections under the terms of 
the Treaty are given. Included in annexes are (1) a 
table listing exchanges of official representatives on 
Antarctic expeditions, (2) a list of examples of inter
national cooperation in providing logistic support and 
rescue services, and (3) documents pertinent to the 
Treaty. 

M- 2917 341. 24. 004. 58(*7) 

U. S. State Dept. 
REPORT OF UNITED STATES OBSERVERS ON IN
SPECTION OF ANTARCTIC STATIONS, 1963-64, 
AUSTRAL SUMMER SEASON. Washington, 1964, 
llp. , incl illus. , map. 

DLC, Ql80. U5A529 1964 

According to the provisions of Article VII of the Ant
arctic Treaty, the following stations were inspected 
during Jan. 1964 by designated U. S. observers: 
Decepcion, Esperanza, Gabriel Gonzalez Videla, 
Pedro Aguirre Cerda, Dumont d'Urville (overflight 
only), Scott, Base B (Deception L ), Base F (Argen
tine L ) , Mirnyy, and Vostok. Observer personnel 
are listed. The scope of the inspections included 
buildings, facilities, the use and purpose of equip
ment and scientific instruments, and discussions 
with station leaders concerning nature of work pro
grams and activities. The observations of the indivi
dual stations are presented, and in summary, indi
cate compliance with the terms of the T reaty, 

M-3263 341. 228(*7) 

Hanessian, John, Jr. 
NATIONAL INTERESTS IN ANTARCTICA. In: 
T revor Hatherton (ed.), Antarctica. New York, 
Frederick A. Praeger, 1965, Chap, 1, p. 3-53, 
incl. illus. , map. 124 refs. 

DLC, 0860, H27 

With the growing scientific interest in Antarctica and 
the accompanying shift from privately sponsored ex
plorations to state- coordinated group efforts, Ant
arctic political relations have changed rapidly in re
cent years. From a purely national approach which 
characterized political interest in the past, the 
various countries concerned have begun to appre
ciate the advantages of a cooperative or even inter
national solution to the complex situation that has 
developed. National activities in the Antarctic have 
been stimulated by strategic, economic, and more 
recently, scientific considerations, and are of a deep 
and extensive nature, especially when the element of 
national security is involved. Since 1908, 8 nations 
have established territorial claims; another 5 na-
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tions, while making no claims, have demonstrated 
their interest by continental expeditions and whaling 
ope rations; and both the U. S. and U. S. S. R. are in
volved in major permanent scientific activities in 
Antarctica although neither one has laid claim to any 
territory or recognized the claims of other nations. 
The historical and legal backgrounds to these com
plex national interests and claims are discussed and 
assessed for each nation. 

M-3281 341. 223: 327. 009, 01(*7) 

Tenopala Mendizabal, Sergio 
THE ACQUISITION OF SOVEREIGNTY IN THE ANT
ARCTIC. (Adquisic!on de soberarua en la Antartida. l 
Text in Spanish. Mexico, Universidad Nacional 
Aut6noma de Mexico, 1962, 190p., incl illus., 
tables, maps, appends. 66 refs. (Tesis {licentiatura 
en derecho)] 

DLC, JX4084. A5T4 

An analysis of the acquisition of sovereignty in the 
Antarctic is given, presenting a historical review of 
the legal developments which are culminated by the 
Antarctic Treaty. Background material includes a 
geographic description of the Antarctic, a chronologi
cal list of the explorations, and a discussion of the 
importance of Antarctica. Following a definition of 
the terms ownership, dominion, sovereignty, and em
pire, a discussion is given of the systems of terri
torial acquisition, e.g. , by legal or illegal claims, 
cession, conquest, etc. A history is given of the 
legal battles for the acquisition of sovereignty in 
Antarctica, discussing the various claims of each in
terested nation. The systems which have been pro
posed for the resolution of the problem of acquisition 
of sovereignty in the Antarctic are discussed. The 
Antarctic Treaty is analyzed, discussing legal 
aspects of specific articles. Appendixes include the 
text of the Antarctic Treaty and other pertinent docu
ments, a list of 1960 stations in Antarctica, a list of 
nations participating in the IG Y, illustrations of 
stamps issued, and a list of reading references and 
a bibliography. 

M-3375 341. 223(*2) 

Larzilliere, H. 
TERRITORIAL CLAIMS IN THE POLAR REGIONS. 
[Rev_endications territoriales dans les regions 
polaires.] Text in French. Rev. Marit. , No, 196: 
216-227, incl. illus. , maps, Feb. 1963. 14 refs. 
DLC, V2, R4 

There are presently no universally recognized rules 
regarding the acquisition of sovereignty in the Arctic 
and Antarctic regions because of their special 
characters. In both areas, the system of sectors 
has been used, but with different criteria for their 
definitions. In the Arctic, the polar sector is simi
lar to a spherical triangle with its apex at the North 
Pole, its sides limited by meridians, and its base at 
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the bo_undai:y of the Arctic Circle or at some geo
graphical line such-~ ~ coast line of a given country. 
This approach was 1n1hated early in this century when 
Canada considered that all the land between 141 ° and 
60"W and north of the Arctic Circle belonged to her. 
The same principle was applied later by Imperial 
Russia and is still applied by the Soviet Union. This 
theory, however, has been rejected by the u. s. A. 
and Norway. In Antarctica, this criterion of geo
graphical contiguity could not be applied in the same 
manner because of the isolation of the continent. 
Chile and Argentina used the theory of the "hinter
land" plus the geological continuity as bases for their 
claims. Most other countries claimed sectors of 
Antarctica based on first discoveries. The scientific 
achievements of the IGY led to an international con
ference in Washington in 1959, when 12 countries 
signed the Antarctic Treaty, which guaranteed that 
the present claims are "frozen" for the next 30 yr. 

M-3578 341. 24(*7) 

Scilingo, Adolfo 
THE ANTARCTIC TREATY; DEFENSE OF THE 
SOVEREIGNTY AND THE NUCLEAR PROSCRIP
TION. (_El Tratado Antartico; Defensa de la 
Soberania y la Proscripcion Nuclear. ] Text in 
Spanish. (Buenos Aires] Libreri'a Hachette, (1963] 
170p. , incl. table, maps. 

DLC, JX1393. A5S3 

As one of the representatives of the Argentine govern
ment to sign the Antarctic Treaty, the author pre
sents a history of the development of the Treaty. The 
provisions of the Treaty are discussed and include: 
(1) the freedom of scientific investigation, (2) the ex
change of scientific data and personnel, (3) the inter
national cooperation in research, (4) the nuclear 
proscription, and (5) the non-military use of Ant
arctica. The jurisdictional question of national 
claims to Antarctica is discussed. The official 
Spanish text of the Antarctic Treaty is presented, 
along with texts of subsequent reservations or dec
larations of individual signatory nations. The 
question of the creation of a unified national admin
istrative organization to deal with Antarctic matte rs 
is discussed and the actions of the Argentine 
government ln creat_ing and defining t~e ~uthority 
of the Administracion de Asuntos Antarticos are 
traced. The final report of the deliberations of the 
First Consultative Meeting of the Antarctic Treaty 
is given, including recommendations whic_h wer_e .. 
adopted. A report is given of the Antarctic activities 
of the Argentine armed forces and of research at the 
Argentine stations. 

See also: 
ninr, A-2482, A-3234, A-3245, A-3366 
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Ablation Albedo (Contd. ] 
~ under: Glacier Ice; Heat Exchange; 

Ice Sheet; Snow] Radiation] 
Acclimatization G-3617 H-2110 H-2111 Aldaz, Luis A-3067 
~ also: Ecology; H-2162 H-2297 H-2312 Algae 

Isolation Effects; H-2313 H-2352 H-2587 ~ under: Thallophyta] 
Light & Darkness H-2779 H-2957 H-3032 Altimetry C-3039 C-3094 C-3534 
Effects; Low Tern- H-3117 H-3158 H- 3159 C-3700 F- 2230 L-2739 
perature Effects] H-3198 H-3364 H-3369 Amundsen, Roald E. G. A-3377 D-2010 D-2391 

H-3380 H-3471 H-3568 ~ also: Explorers D-3488 
H-3634 H-3642 H-3959 & Scientists; History] 

H-3960 H-3961 Animal Navigation B-2284 B-2715 B-2717 
Accumulation B- 3371 
~ under: Continental Antarctic Convergence A-3246 B-2092 B-2097 
Ice; Firn; Glacier Ice; B-2406 B-2520 B-3000 
Ice Sheet; Shelf Ice; B-3077 B-3833 E-3211 
Snow] I-2090 J-2045 J-2089 

Adaptation J-2091 J-2366 J-3148 
~: Acclimatization; J-3350 J-3551 

Ecology] Antarctic Divergence B-2931 
Administration A-2523 A- 2529 A-2530 Antarctic Treaty A-2027 A-2482 A-3245 

A-2531 A-2533 A-2776 A-3366 M-2428 M-2917 
A-3502 A-3639 D-3307 M-3281 M-3375 M-3578 

D-3308 M-3578 Anticyclones 
Aerial Photography ~: Cyclones & 

~: Photography-- Anticyclones] 
Aerial] Arachnida 

Aerobiology B-2586 B-3447 ~ under: Arthropoda] 
Aerology Arctic Institute of North 

~: Meteorology] America A-2531 G-2634 
Aerosols 1-2416 I-3078 1-3251 Arctowski, Henryk D-2087 

I-3907 I-3913 Arkticheskil i ant-
Age Determination arkticheski".I nauchno-

~under: Glacier Ice; issledovatel'ski".I institut 
Ice; Ice Sheet; Sea Water; ~: Leningrad. Arkticheskil 

Snow. See: Geo- i antarkticheskil nauchno-

chronology] issledovatel' ski".! institut] 

Agriculture A-2839 A-3822 A-3823 Arthropoda 
B-3107 

Air Arachnida 

~: Air Masses; -Ecology B-2295 B-3359 B-3360 

Atmosphere; Meso- -Evolution B-3669 B-3670 B-3801 

sphere; Stratosphere; -Geographic Distribution B-2293 B-2296 B-3359 
B-3360 B-3669 B-3942 

Troposphere; Upper 
- Morphology B-3669 B-3670 B-3942 

Air] B-2295 
Air Masses I- 2459 I-2608 I-2926 -Nutrition 

~ also: Atmosphere-- I-2928 I-3055 I-3203 - Population B-2296 

Circulation] I-3337 I-3899 I-3952 -Taxonomy B-2187 B-3669 B-3942 

Aircraft A-2145 A-2146 G-2008 Crustacea B-2003 B-2197 B-2371 
B-2441 B-2872 

G-2350 G-2534 G-3034 
-Breeding Cycles & B-2804 B-2902 B-3821 

G-3081 G-3231 G-3618 B-3911 
G-3729 G-3796 Reproduction 

B-2181 B-2800 B-2902 
Airfields G-3709 G-3892 G-3970 -Ecology 

B-3357 B-3821 B-3850 
~also: Construction--

-Evolution B-3801 
Runway] 

K-2525 -Geographic Distribution B-2097 B-2181 B-2182 
Airglow K-2254 K-2301 B-2183 B-2195 B-2196 

K-2916 K-3472 K-3804 B-2198 B- 2338 B-2443 
Albedo I-2281 I-2387 I-2517 B-2666 B-2800 B-2902 
~ also under: I-3030 I-3189 J-3253 B-3077 B-3355 B-3357 

Continental Ice; Glacier I-3254 I-3633 B-3457 B-3473 B-3538 
Ice; Ice; Snow. See also: 
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Arthropoda (Contd. ] Atmosphere (Contd.] 
Crustacea -Circulation 1-3758 1-3762 1-3819 

-Geographic Distribution B-3672 B-3911 B-3919 1-3952 1-3983 
-Morphology B-2181 B-2338 B-2413 -Currents 1-3127 1-3952 

B-2443 B-2800 B-2804 -Disturbances 1-3791 
B-3457 B-3538 B-3850 -Electricity K-2461 K-2469 K-2470 

B-3911 K-3228 
- Physiology B-2800 B-2804 B-3457 -Optical Phenomena 1-2995 K-2425 

B-3850 -Pressure 1-2083 1-2143 I-2364 
- Population B-2092 B- 2666 B-2902 1-2365 I-2442 1-2459 

B-3821 1-2495 1-2573 I-2608 
-Taxonomy B-2182 B-2195 B-2404 1-2681 1-2683 1-2684 
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-Evolution B-3106 B-3656 B-3801 I-2217 I-2311 1-2459 
- Geographic Distribution B-2293 B-2294 B-2716 I-2476 1-2519 1-2618 

B-2762 -B-2952 B-3027 1-2684 1-2807 1-2927 
B-3106 B-3107 B-3229 I-2966 1-3055 1-3251 
B-3242 B-3359'" B-3360 1-3337 I-3600 1-3648 
B-3391 B-3454 B-3507 I-3649 K-2916 L-2363 
B-3656 B-3813 B-3814 -Temperature A-2038 E-2279 F-2232 
B-3815 B- 3943 B-3968 F-3581 F-3884 1-2100 

-Morphology B-2762 B-2952 B-3027 1-2140 I-2143 1-2216 
B-3229 B-3793 B-3813 1-2228 I-2278 1-2365 
B-3814 B-3815 B-3943 I-2396 I-2442 I-2459 

B-3968 B-3969 1-2499 I-2504 1-2517 
-Nutrition B-2295 I-2519 1-2524 1-2573 
- Physiology B-2716 I-2608 1-2618 1-2681 
- Population B-2294 I-2683 1-2684 I-2746 
-Taxonomy B- 2762 B-2767 B-2952 1-2806 I-2816 I-2975 

B- 3027 B- 3229 B-3454 1-2981 1-2983 1-2990 
B- 3656 B-3781 B-3793 1-3042 1-3049 I-3054 
B-3813 B- 3814 B- 3815 I-3056 I-3058 1-3189 
B-3943 B-3968 B- 3969 I-3260 I- 3277 I-3338 

Astronomy C-3344 J-3044 K-2425 I-3349 1-3383 I-3384 
K- 3287 1-3389 1-3390 1-3405 

Atmosphere I-3422 I-3427 I-3476 
~ also: Air Masses; 1-3491 1-3494 I-3557 

Atmospheric Physics; I-3600 I-3828 I-3838 
Mesosphere; Radiation-- I-3846 1-3849 1-3853 
Atmospheric; strato- I-3921 I-3922 1-3923 
sphere; Tropopause; 1-3963 J-2940 
Troposphere; Upper Air] Atmospheric Physics A- 2808 A-3824 C-3112 

- Chemistry A-2333 E-3479 F-2259 L-2996 
I-2243 I-2321 I-2329 -Instruments K-2457 K-3036 K-3560 
I-2742 1- 3417 J - 2320 K-3571 K-3591 K-3843 

J-2328 K-2301 -Maps & Charts K-2262 
-Circulation F-2332 F- 2740 F-3075 Atmospherics F-2205 G-3862 K-2239 

I-2073 I- 2083 1-2093 K-2303 K-2461 K-2469 
I-2177 I-2280 1-2321 K-2470 K-2644 
I-2364 1-2455 I-2459 Atomic Power 
1-2518 1-2573 I-2684 ~: Power- -Nuclear] 
I- 2742 I-2773 I-2806 Aurora F-2259 K-2036 K-2368 
1-2807 I-2869 I-2894 K-2422 K-2453 K-2525 
1-2928 I-2983 1-2989 K-2644 K-2700 K-3278 
1-2993 1-3078 I-3193 K-3387 K-3472 K-3523 
I-3203 I-3251 I-3349 K-3560 
I-3404 I-3423 I-3491 -Distribution K-2420 K-2588 K-2629 
I-3494 I-3600 I-3605 K-2752 K-3188 K-3431 
I-3674 I-3680 I-3696 K-3664 K-3909 K-3977 

-Diurnal Variations K-2084 K-2268 K-2456 
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Aurora [ Contd. ] Aves [Contd. ) 
-Diurnal Variations K-2643 K-3431 K-3552 Procellariiformes (Pe-
-Forms &Special Types K-2175 K-2268 K-2368 trels, etc. ) 

K-2752 K-2896 K-3387 -Ecology B-2106 
K-3699 

B-2589 B-3170 
-Geographic Distribution B- 2589 B-3515 

-Frequency K-2268 K-2420 K-2450 
K-2569 K-2588 K-2752 

-Marking B-3186 
-Migration B-2041 B-2589 B-3170 

K-2061 K-3431 K-3552 B-3299 B-3363 B-3515 
K-3909 B- 3998 

-Intensity K-2175 K-2629 K-3080 -Morphology B-2282 
K-3294 K-3552 K-3977 -Population B-2106 

-Morphology K-2752 K-3033 -Taxonomy B- 3300 B- 3146 
-Particles K-2207 K-2368 K-3431 Sphenisciformes (Penguins) B-2161 B-2284 B-2411 

K-3898 B-2630 B-2715 B-3172 
-Physics K-2456 K-2896 K-3387 B-3173 B- 3174 B-3296 

K-3689 K-3948 B-3342 B-3652 B-3743 
-Polar Cap Glow B-3935 B-3982 

(PCG) K-2206 K-3949 -Behavior B-3362 
-Radio Studies K-2420 K-2997 K-3718 -Breeding Cycles & 

K-3948 Reproduction B-2050 B-2112 B-2161 
-Visual K-2268 K-2752 K-2997 B-2853 B-3168 B-3330 

K-3176 K-3397 K-3398 B-3362 B-3860 
K-3552 K-3641 K-3699 -Ecology B-2161 B-2853 B-3168 
K-3843 K-3844 K-3845 B-3169 B-3330 B-3362 

Auroral Zones K-2255 K-2368 K-2421 B-3685 
K-2452 K- 2463 K-2466 -Embryology B-3860 
K-2469 K-2472 K-2569 -Geographic Distribution B-2238 B-2398 B-3516 
K-2588 K-3033 K-3084 -Locomotion B-2113 B-3330 
K-3130 K-3278 K-3519 -Marking B-2748 B-3186 B-3438 
K-3583 K-3664 K-3909 -Migration B-3167 

AVCO Corporation. -Morphology B-2200 B-3330 

Research & Advanced -Nutrition B-3330 

Development Division K- 2644 -Pathology B-2954 

Aves B-2107 B-2630 B-2718 -Physiology B-2108 B-3169 B-3362 

B-3328 B-3536 B-3650 B-3751 

B-3652 B-3743 D-3003 - Population B-2112 B-2398 B-2647 

-Breeding Cycles & B-2748 B-2908 B-2954 

Reproduction B-2583 B-2741 B-3363 B-3097 B-3167 B-3685 

-Ecology B-2107 B-2361 B-2583 
B-3268 B-3329 B-3363 

-Geographic Distribution B-2107 B-2109 B-2361 
B-2372 B-2583 B-2787 Bacteria 
B- 2788 B-3144 B-3174 ~: Microbiology; 
B-3297 B-3329 B-3363 Thallophyta] 

B-3851 B-3998 Bailey, J. T. A-3434 

-Marking B-2109 B-2714 B-3186 Bathymetry G-2604 G-3175 J-2049 

-Migration B-3329 J-2057 J-2134 J-2252 

-Morphology B-2299 B-3851 J-2342 J-2435 J-2657 

-Pathology B-2585 J-2827 J-3129 J-3522 

-Population B-2583 B-2748 B-2949 J-3537 J-3556 J-3582 

-Taxonomy B-3851 
J-3989 

Charadriiformes (Skuas) B-2330 B-2372 B-3145 Bellingshausen, Thaddeus D-2065 D-2066 D- 3764 

B-3172 B-3363 B-3572 ~ also: Explorers & 

-Behavior B-3685 Scientists; History) 

-Breeding Cycles & Benthos B-2049 B-2115 B-2188 

Reproduction B-2287 B-3998 B-2759 B-3355 J-3544 

-Ecology B-2287 B-2612 Bibliographies A- 3014 A-3315 A-3318 

-Geographic Distribution B-2285 B-2612 ~ also under: Bio- A-3320 A-3400 A-3415 

-Marking B-3438 logical Sciences; Geo- A-3439 A-3486 A-3508 

-Migration B-2287 B-3998 logical Sciences] A-3569 A-3924 A-3995 

-Physiology B-3487 
B-3784 E-3817 

-Population B-2112 B-3685 Biochemistry B-2003 B-2061 B-2108 

Procellariiformes (Pe-
B-3076 B-3296 B-3935 

trels, etc.) B-2041 B-2112 B-2330 Biogeography B-2168 B-2214 B-2669 

B-2372 B-3172 B-3173 ~ also: Geographic B-2855 B- 2949 B-2958 

-Breeding Cycles & 
Distribution under B- 3000 B-3101 B-3102 

Reproduction B-2041 B-2589 B-3170 Arthropoda; Aves; B-3108 B-3111 B-~152 

B-3572 B-3998 Bryozoa; Coelenterata; B- 3267 B-3268 B-3347 
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Biogeography [Contd. ] B-3353 B-3743 B-3792 Buildings [Contd,] G-3864 G-3877 
Echinodermata; Hemi- B- 3801 B-3833 E-3110 search Facilities; Shelters] 
chordata; Mammalia; E-3950 J - 2549 J-3544 
Mollusca; Pisces; 
Porifera; Protochor-

Camping Equipment G-2634 G-3872 data; Protozoa; Pte ri- G-3877 
dophyta; Spermatophyta; ~also: Shelters] 
Thallophyta; Vermes] Cargo Operations G-2634 

-Phytogeography B-2068 B-2069 B- 2190 -Air G-2008 G-3064 
B-2267 B- 2362 B-2399 -Sea A- 3241 
B-2406 B-2831 B-2911 Cartography C-3265 
B-2931 B- 2963 B-3104 -Instruments C-2034 C- 2354 C- 2558 
B - 3105 B-3275 B-3351 C-2672 C- 3113 C- 3534 
B-3352 B-3645 B-3654 C-3836 F-2032 G-3834 
B- 3666 B- 3742 B-3820 - Maps & Charts A- 2348 A-2483 A- 3262 

- Zoogeography B-2017 B-2092 B- 2097 A- 3325 A- 3776 A- 3777 
B - 2296 B-2406 B- 2880 A-3912 C-2020 C-2354 
B- 3106 B- 3276 B-3342 C-2394 C- 2405 C-2486 

B-3650 B - 3851 C- 2490 C- 2510 C-2521 
Biological Clock B-2284 B-2715 C-2574 C-2595 C-2611 
Biological Sciences A- 2652 A- 2745 A-3607 C- 2795 C-2798 C-2900 

B-2180 B-2191 B-2214 C-2901 C-3062 C- 3112 
B-2542 B-2697 B- 2710 C-3132 C- 3292 C-3293 
B-2711 B- 2713 B-2721 C-3399 C-3432 C- 3553 
B-3619 B-3798 B- 3941 C-3565 C- 3661 C-3768 
D- 2650 D-3118 J - 2089 C-3936 C-3937 C-3938 

J-2686 C- 3939 D-2344 D-2567 
- Bibliographies B- 2723 B- 2841 B-3818 D-2763 D-2799 D-3326 
-Instruments B-2109 B-2794 B-2872 F-2080 G-3175 J - 3727 

B-2583 B-2612 B-3186 Charts 
B- 3299 B- 3438 ~: Maps & Charts 

Birdbanding under Atmospheric 
~ : Marking under Physics; Cartography; 

Aves] -- Geological Sciences; 
Birds Geomagnetic Field; 

~: Aves] Glacier Ice; Ice Sheet; 
Biscoe, John A- 3248 Meteorology; Oceano-
~ also: Explorers & graphy; Sea Ice; Shelf 

Scientists; History] Ice; Snow] 
Blackout K- 2369 K- 2766 K-3898 Circulation 
Borchgrevink, C. E. D- 3482 ~ under: Atmosphere; 
~ also: Explorers & Oce~ 

Scientists; History] Claims 
Botany A-3286 B- 2267 B-2362 ~ : National Interests; 
~ also: Bryophyta; B- 2669 B-2831 B-2949 Territorial Claims & 

Limnology; Marine B-3275 B-3352 B-3645 Boundaries] 
Biology; Pte ridophyta; B-3654 B- 3798 B-3820 Climate A- 3246 E-2156 E- 2552 
Spermatophyta; E-2659 E-3196 F - 2030 F-2332 
Thallophyta] F-2740 F-3075 F- 3884 

Bottom Sediments I-2083 I-2090 I-2281 
~ : Sedinients] I-2314 I-2335 I- 2364 

Bryophyta B-2058 B-2059 B- 2190 I- 2365 I-2387 I- 2455 
B- 2719 B-2888 I- 2459 I-2518 I- 2742 

- Ecology B- 2058 B- 2059 B- 2310 I- 2746 I-2933 I-3049 
B-2584 I-3065 I-3193 I- 3238 

-Geographic Distribution B- 2190 B-2584 B- 3025 I- 3277 I-3327 J- 3349 
B- 3026 B- 3352 I-3427 I- 3646 I-3684 

-Reproduction B-2190 I-3828 I-3849 J-3853 
-Taxonomy B- 2310 B- 3025 B-3026 -Cycles & T rends F - 2040 I-2177 I- 2387 

Bryozoa I-3042 I-3049 J- 3193 
-Geographic Distribution B- 3358 I- 3327 I-3557 I-3828 
-Taxonomy B-3358 I-3983 

Buenos Aires. lnstituto - Microclimates B - 2058 B- 2295 B-2720 
Antartico Argentino A-3156 A-3504 J-2686 B-3169 B-3359 B-3362 

Buildings A- 2533 G-2272 G- 2534 B- 3507 J- 3797 
~ also: Construe- G-2594 G-2755 G-3081 Clothing G-2634 G-3264 

tion- -Building; Re- G- 3291 G-3617 G- 3708 Clouds I- 2335 I-2442 I-2519 
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Coelenterata 

I-2632 
I-2746 
I-3030 
I-3663 
I-3791 

-Geographic Distribution B-2184 
B-2339 

-Morphology 
-Taxonomy B-2184 

B-2339 

Communication 
~: HF Communication; 

Radio Communication] 
Compaction 
~ under: Firn; Snowl 

Condensation 
Conferences, Congresses, 

Meetings, Symposia, Etc. 
American Association for 

the Advancement of 
Science, 132nd Annual 
Meeting, Dec. 29, 1965. 
"Polar Lore Since 1954." 

Antarctic Treaty Consultative 
Meeting, 3rd. Brussels, 
June 1964. 

International Association of 
Scientific Hydrology. 
Symposium of Obergurgl, 
Sept. 10-18, 1962. 

International Symposium on 
Antarctic Geology, 1st. Cape 
Town, Sept. 16-21, 1963. 

Pacific Science Congress, 
10th. Honolulu, Aug. 21-
Sept. 6, 1961. 

Royal Society of London, 
Meeting, June 13, 1963. 
"Physical and Biological 
Changes Across the Ant
arctic Convergence. " 

Symposium on Arctic Medicine 
and Biology, U. S. Air Force, 
Arctic Ae romedical Laboratory, 
Fort Wainwright, Alaska, Feb. 
17-19, 1964. 

International Whaling Commission, 
17 Meeting. London, June 
28-July 2, 1965. 

Conjugate Points 
~ also: Geomagnetic 

Fie Id- -Conjugacy] 

Conservation 
~ also: Sealing; 

Whaling] 

K- 2085 
K-2255 
K-2400 
K-2422 
K-2544 
K-2637 
K-3372 
K-3589 
K-3807 

A-2081 
A-2813 
A-3915 
B-2147 
B-2448 
B-2946 

I-2681 
I-2816 
I-3254 
I-3759 
I-3849 

B-2184 
B-2185 
B-2452 
B-2336 
B-2185 
B-3451 

I-2683 
I- 2932 
I-3427 
I-3787 
I-3853 

B-2185 
B-2336 
B-3453 
B-2339 
B-2336 
B-3452 
B-3453 

I-2626 

B-3941 

A-2482 

F-2323 F-2324 

E-2660 

B-3101 

J-2089 

H-2777 

A- 3835 
K-2176 K-2253 
K-2260 K-2261 
K-2401 K-2421 
K-2454 K-2525 
K-2545 K-2588 
K-2859 K-2965 
K-3472 K-3588 
K-3590 K-3806 
K-3808 K-3978 
K-3979 K-3990 
A-2379 A-2749 
A-3500 A- 3835 
B-2076 B-2114 
B-2148 B-2358 
B-2747 B-2748 
B-3779 B-3792 
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Conservation [Contd. ] 
Construction 
~ also under: Ice; Snow] 

SUBJECT INDEX 

B-3972 B-3982 
G-3264 G-3880 

-Building G-2272 G-2594 
G-3874 
G-3883 
G-3889 

G-3134 
G-3878 
G-3885 
I-3673 

G-3437 
G-3887 
G-3709 
G-3970 
G-3872 
B-3106 
B-3152 
E-2221 
E- 2668 
E-3110 
L-2220 
F-2101 
F-2356 
F-3601 
L- 2739 
L-2739 
I-2387 
J-3339 
F-3996 
F-3594 
F-3115 
F-3345 
J-3339 
I-2387 

F-3996 
F-3345 
F-2244 
F-2244 
F-2923 
L-2739 
E-3190 
G-2604 
J - 2675 
J-3556 
L-2251 
D-3934 

-Equipment 
-Road 
- Runway 

-Station 
Continental Drift 

Continental Ice 
~ also: Glacier Ice; 

Ice; Ice Sheet; Snow] 

-Accumulation 
-Albedo 
-Calving 
-Deformation 
-Density 
-Drilling 
-Flow 
-Mass Balance 
-Radiation 
-Structure 
-Surface Features 
-Temperature 
-Thawing 
-Thickness 

-Volume 
Continental Shelf 

Cook, James 
~ also: Explorers & 

Scientists; History] 
Core Analysis 
~ under: Firn; Glacier 

Ice; Ice Sheet] 
Cosmic Noise Absorption 

(CNA) 
Cosmic Radiation 

~: Radiation--Cosmic] 
Cosmic Ray Events 
~ under: Solar Activity] 

Crevasse Detection 
Crustacea 
~ unde7: Arthropoda] 

Crustal Studies 
~ also: Mantle 

Studies; Tectonics] 

G-3864 
G-3879 

G-3437 
G-3069 
G-3775 

B-2194 
B-3108 
B-3656 
E-2487 
E-2850 
E-3348 
E-2156 
F-2246 
F-3074 
L-2016 

G-3886 
G-3437 
G-3892 
G-2172 
B-3104 
B-3111 
E-2215 
E-2667 
E-2905 
E-3620 
E- 3196 
F-2332 
F-3075 
L-2568 
F-3441 

E-3997 

F-3052 

F- 3441 F-3601 

E-3997 

F-2244 F-2921 

E-3096 
J-2160 
J-3098 

E- 2507 
F-2971 
J-2615 
J-3266 

D-3933 

K-2084 K-2253 K-2858 

E-2169 
E-3124 
I-3123 

L-2077 
L-2431 
L-2570 
L-2639 
L-3091 
L-3340 
L-3748 

E-2488 
F-2332 
L-2016 
L-2251 
L-2559 
L-2598 
L-2739 
L-3272 
L-3629 
L-3757 

G-2350 

E-2491 
F-2923 
L-2019 
L- 2306 
L- 2568 
L-2607 
L-2893 
L-3333 
L-3711 
L-3767 
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Crustal Studies [Contd.] L-3906 L-3985 Echinodermata [Contd. ] 
Currents -Reproduction B-3208 
~ under: Atmosphere; -Taxonomy B-3180 B-3249 B-3481 

Earth; Ocean] Ecology B-2147 B-2168 B-2181 
Cyclones & Anticyclones A-2485 B-2520 B-3022 ~ also unde r: B-2669 B-2758 B-2759 

I-2073 I-2090 I-2364 Arthropoda; Aves; B-2768 B-2958 B-3347 
I-2365 I-2455 1-2459 Bryophyta; Coelente r- B-3792 B-3833 B-3972 
1-2518 I-2625 I-2928 ata; Echinode rmata; 
I-2974 I-2988 1-2993 Mammalia; Pisces; 
I-3123 I-3193 1-3194 Thallophyta; Venne s. 
I-3203 I-3259 I-3337 See also: Biogeography] 
I-3674 I-3696 I-3705 -Fauna:r- A-3823 B-2017 B-2092 

B-3268 B-3276 B-3360 
-Floral B-2362 B-2911 B-3275 

B-3353 B-3654 
Data Centers A-2712 A-3995 I-2083 Economic Development A-2839 

1-3837 Education A-3607 
Davis, John K. D-2179 Electrojets K-2463 K-3387 K-3519 
~ also: Explorers & K-3780 

Scienffsts; History] Electronic Apparatus C-2672 C-2725 G-3834 
Dawn Chorus G-3861 G-3862 K-2731 
~ under: VLF Emissions] K-3571 

Deformation Elevations 
~ under: Continental ~: Altimetry] 

Ice;Glacier Ice; Ice; Engine s G-2350 
Ice Sheet; Shelf Ice; Eustasy F-2921 F-3029 J-3044 
Snow] ~ also: Glacial Eustasy; 

Dentistry H-2593 H-3364 H-3865 Sea Level] 
Deuterium Evans, Edward R G. R A-2705 

~: Chemical Analysis ~ also: Explorers & 
under Glacier Ice; Scientists; History] 
Snow] Evaporation F-2516 1-2626 I-3738 

Diatoms Evolution B-2168 B-2958 B-3792 
~: Thallophyta--Algae] ~ also under: 

Dictionaries B-3328 F-3595 Arthropoda; 
Distances C-3836 L-2887 Echinodermata; 
Diving B-2079 B-2768 B-2805 Mammalia; Spermato-

B-2824 phyta; Vermes] 
Dobrowolski, Antoni Exchange Scientists A-2417 A-2426 A-2484 

Boles1aw D-2062 A-2485 A-2526 A-2529 
~ also: Explorers & A-3778 

Scientists; History] Exosphere K-2471 K-3040 
Dogs B-2315 B-3531 D-3137 Expeditions A-2745 A-3486 A-3692 

G-2350 G-2353 H-3295 ~also: History] A-3816 D-3257 D-3385 
D-3407 D-3455 D-3426 

D-3563 G-3374 
Atka Cruise , 1954-1955 D-2532 

ELF Emissions K-2240 K-2450 K-3571 Auckland Islands Expedition, 
~also: VLF K-3587 K-3591 1962-1963 D-3118 

Emissions] Australian National Antarctic 
Earth Research Expeditions 

-Currents K-2422 K-2620 L-2446 (ANARE) A-2537 A-2854 A-3311 
L-2871 L-3677 A-3312 A-3569 D-2344 

-Dimensions L-2906 D-2763 D-3566 D-3839 
-Heat Flow L-3704 Balleny Islands -Rotation E-2169 E-2491 I-3123 Expedition, 1964-65 D-3003 D-3407 

1-3762 L-3693 Belgian Antarctic D-2087 Earthquakes 
Expedition, 1897-99 D-2062 

~: Seismology] Belgian-Netherland Echinodermata B-2017 B-2115 B-2174 Antarctic Expedition, 
B-3249 D-3003 1963-64 

D-2847 
-Ecology B-2017 B-2115 B-3180 Bouvet Island Expedition, 1964 

D-2825 

-Evolution 
B-3208 British Antarctic Expedition, D-3482 B-2017 1898-1900 -Geographic Distribution B-2017 B-2115 B-2174 British Antarctic Expedition, 

B-3481 B-3901 1910-13 A-2705 A-3324 D-2707 
-Morphology B-3481 D-2967 D-3488 
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Expeditions [Contd.] Expeditions [Contd. ] 
British . Commonwealth Soviet Antarctic 

Trans-Antarctic Expedition (SAE) A-2417 A-2603 A-2968 
Expedition, 1955-58 D-2801 D-3442 A-3778 D-2102 D-2103 

British Expedition, 1772-75 D-3933 D-3934 D-2118 D-2128 D-2129 
BritishExpedition, 1914-16 D-2202 D-2155 D-2316 D-2317 
(British] Imperial Trans- D-2415 D-2500 D-2874 

Antarctic Expedition D-2875 D-2969 D- 3332 
~: Imperial Trans- D-3521 D-3701 D-3795 
Antarctic Expedition] F-2395 F-2489 

British National Antarctic Staten Island Cruise, 
Expedition, 1901-04 D-3424 1962-63 D- 2760 

Discovery Investigations ThalaDan Cruise, 1960-61 D-3839 
(British), 1929-51 B-3667 D-3244 UmitakaMaru Cruise, 

Eltanin Cruises A-2481 B-3038 B-2561 1961-62 D-3543 J-2044 
B-3833 B-3930 D-2028 U. S. ExploringExpedi-
D-2029 D-2744 J-2328 tion, 1838-42 D-2820 

J-2964 J-3522 U. S. Antarctic Service 
French Antarctic Expedition, 1939-41 D- 2812 

Expedition, 1908-10 D-2635 Explorers & Scientists A- 2349 A-3966 D-2821 
French Antarctic Expedi- ~also individual D-3829 

tion, 1959-63 A-2828 "A-2829 A-3178 nam~ 
French Expedition, 1887 D-3376 Extraterrestrial Material E-2212 E-2655 E-2724 
German Antarctic Expedi- ~also: Particulates] E-2944 E-3467 E-3479 

tion, 1938-39 A-3613 A-3614 A-3615 
A~3912 

German Atlantic Expedi- Ferns 
tion, 1925-27 I-3680 ~: Pteridophyta] 

Glacier Cruise, 1965 D-2650 Firn F-2332 F-2383 F-3430 
Imperial Trans-Antarctic ~e also: Ice; Snow] F-3549 F-3577 

Expedition, 1914-16 D-2179 D-3610 -Accumulation F-2232 
Norwegian Antarctic -Chemical Analysis F-2477 F-2826 F-3416 

Expedition A-2389 F-3905 K-2382 
Norwegian-British-Swedish -Compaction F-3143 

Antarctic Expedition, -Core Analysis F-3908 

1949-52 D-2799 -Density F-2276 F-3082 F-3594 

Norwegian Expedition, -Instruments F-3594 

1910-12 D-2391 D-3488 -Physical Properties F-2276 F- 3547 

Ob' Cruises D-3048 J-2252 J-2342 -Radioactivity F-3416 K-2382 
J-2435 -Stratigraphy F-2276 F-2477 F-2972 

Operation Deep Freeze A-2427 A-3511 D-3307 F-3082 F-3416 F-3905 

D-3308 -Temperature F-2276 F-3082 F-3382 

Operation Marchile III J-2862 J-3381 First Aid H-3171 

Ronne Antarctic Research Fisheries A-2985 B-2872 B-3821 

Expedition, 194 7- 48 D-2167 D-2137 Fishes 
Ross Sea Relief Expedition, ~: Pisces] 

I-2746 
tion, 1916-17 Fog 

~: Imperial Trans- Food Supply H- 3246 

Antarctic Expedition ~also: Nutrition] 

1914-16] Forecasting 
Royal Society Expedition ~ under: Sea Ice; 

To Tristan Da Cunha B-3972 E-2819 E-3403 Weather] 
Royal Society International Frazil Ice 

F-2953 
Geophysical Year Ant- -Formation 

arctic Expedition, 1955-59 D-3852 Freshwater Biology 

Russian Expedition, ~: Limnology] 

1819-21 C-2521 D-2065 D-2066 Frolov, Viacheslav 
A- 3962 

D-2567 D-3199 D-3326 Vasil'evich 
D-3442 

D-3719 D-3764 Fuchs, Vivian G-3946 
Scottish National Ant- Fuel 

arctic Expedition, Fungi 
Thallophyta] 1902-04 D-3611 ~~: 

Slava Cruise, 1958-59 D-2105 
South African National 

Antarctic Expedition 
D-3612 D-2088 E-2229 E-2242 

(SANAE) D-3608 D-3609 General Geology 
South Sandwich Islands E-2331 E-2357 E-2412 

Expedition, 1964 D-2269 
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General Geology (Contd. ) E-2506 E-2614 E-2654 Geomagnetic Field (Contd. ] 
E-2770 E- 2819 E-2905 -Magnetic Poles K-2307 K-2308 K-2736 
E- 2906 E-3009 E- 3177 K-3303 L-2306 L-2385 
E-3215 E-3216 E-3219 L-2996 L-3001 L-3303 
E-3222 E-3235 E-3273 -Maps & Charts K-2262 L- 2071 L-2996 
E-3348 E-3367 E-3579 -Secular Variations A- 2744 K-2236 K-2736 

E-3592 E-3894 K-3303 L-2418 
Genetics B-3016 H-2638 H-3135 -Shape K-2471 K-2665 K-3584 
Geochemistry E-2173 E- 2429 E-2480 K-3630 K-3688 

E-2498 E-2515 E-2673 - Strength J-2657 K-2464 K-2665 
E-2676 E-2678 E-2701 K-3630 L-2864 L-2708 
E-2724 E-2733 E-2751 L-2865 L-3131 L-3532 
E-2856 E-2948 E-2955 L - 3681 L-3682 L-3994 
E-3005 E-3015 E-3987 -Surveys D-3003 J-2657 L-2014 

Geochronology E-2072 E-2164 E-2209 L-2015 L-2621 L-2708 
E- 2210 E-2211 E-2289 L-2817 L-2864 L-2865 
E- 2506 E- 2551 E- 2622 L- 2893 L-3532 L-3681 
E-2659 E-2661 E-2668 L-3682 L-3707 L-3757 
E-2670 E-2728 E-2922 L-3897 L-3994 
E- 2935 E-2945 E-3006 -Transient Variations A-2744 K-2422 K-2466 
E-3011 E- 3043 E-3149 K-2505 K-2620 K-2637 
E-3450 E-3686 E- 3687 K-2761 K-2736 K-2956 
E-3694 E-3720 E-3731 K-3061 K-3780 K-3805 

Geodetic Survey C-3836 K- 3826 L- 2384 L-2692 
Geological Sciences E- 2660 F-2149 L-3532 L-3681 L- 3682 

-Bibliographies E-2661 L-3717 L-3999 L-4000 
-Exploration Methods G- 3796 Geomagnetically Trapped 
-Maps & Charts E-2509 E-2659 E- 2685 Radiation 

E-3190 E-3579 J-2675 ~: Radiation--Geo-
Geomagnetic Disturbances K-2084 K-2094 K-2141 magnetically Trapped) 

K-2303 K- 2368 K-2420 Geomagnetism K- 3973 
K-2421 K-2424 K-2450 - Instruments K-3395 L- 2709 L-2863 
K-2544 K-2569 K-2620 L-3994 
K-2700 K-3278 K-3517 Geomorphology A-3099 A-3421 A-3585 
K-3518 K-3587 K-3718 B-2880 C-2510 E-2054 
K-3780 K-3805 K-3898 E-2127 E-2144 E-2156 
K-3909 K-3948 K-3974 E-2319 E-2355 E-2458 

K-3990 L-2170 E-2502 E-2507 E-2509 
- Activity Indices K-2461 K-2466 K- 2467 E-2552 E-2554 E-2601 

K-2472 K-2505 K-2761 E-2613 E-2673 E- 2786 
K-3519 E-2877 E-2890 E-2934 

-Bays & Pulsations A-2744 K- 2142 K-2239 E-2970 E-3161 E-3190 
K- 2240 K-2255 K-2260 E-3195 E-3196 E-3197 
K-2261 K-2373 K-2468 E-3274 E- 3348 E-3379 
K-2471 K-2505 K-2545 E-3592 E-3675 E- 3703 
K-2643 K-2696 K-2736 E-3712 E-3736 E-3803 
K-3079 K-3372 K-3373 E-3827 E-3894 E-3950 
K-3466 K- 3589 K-3590 E-3954 E-3964 F-2572 
K-3780 K-3806 K-3807 J-2675 
K-3808 K-3825 K-3826 Glacial Eustasy F-2230 F-2248 F-2921 

-Storms K-2207 K-2233 K-2461 ~ also: Eustasy; F-3092 
K-2465 K- 2766 K-2951 Sea Level) 
K-3280 K-3519 K- 3589 Glacial Geology B-3342 E-2025 E- 2054 
K-3630 K-3740 K-3780 E-2211 E-2279 E-2305 

Geomagnetic Field K-2141 K-2157 K-2158 E-2327 E-2355 E-2381 
K-2620 K-2644 K-2857 E-2502 E-2554 E-2606 
K-3033 K-3153 K-3154 E-2616 E-2656 E-2673 
K-3280 K-3587 K-3689 E-2733 E-2769 E-2792 
K-3917 L-2363 L- 2570 E-2934 E-3012 E-3070 

-Anomalies K-2665 K-3971 L-2559 E-3195 E-3304 E-3306 
L-2610 L-2621 L-3131 E-3334 E- 3406 E-3576 

L-3629 L-3757 E-3675 E-3735 E-3954 
-Conjugacy K-2085 K-2176 K-2422 E-3964 E-3997 F-2:f46 

K-2525 K-2544 K-2545 F-3072 F-3139 F-3140 
K- 2637 K-2736 K-2951 F-3593 F-3601 F-3996 
K-3806 K-3807 K-3808 I-3202 I-3327 

L-2996 
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Glacier Ice D-3385 F-2063 F-2101 Heat Exchange [Contd.] 1- 2228 1-2387 1-2442 
~-~: Continental F-2356 F-2941 F-2942 

e; F1rn; Ice; Ice F-3072 F-3200 F-3593 
1-2459 1- 2499 1-2742 
1-2868 1- 2974 1-2989 

Sheet; Shelf Ice; F-3599 F-3746 1-2993 1-3042 1-3189 
Snow] 1-3238 1-3277 1-3676 

-Ablation F-3631 F-3884 1-3738 I-3848 I-3952 
-Accumulation F-2264 F-2740 J-2619 J-2651 J - 2738 
-Age Determination F-2818 J-2884 J - 3339 J-3716 
-Albedo F-2740 F-3884 Heating G-3617 G- 3708 
-Calving F-2679 F-3095 Hemichordata 
-Chemical Analysis E-3182 F-2300 F-2796 -Geographic Distribution B- 2910 
-Core Analysis F-2818 Hillary, Edmund D-3442 
-Deformation F - 2063 F-3991 Hiss 
-Density A-2744 ~under: VLF Emissions) 
-Destruction F-2971 F-3884 Historical Geology E-2305 E- 2357 E-2511 
-Drilling F-3991 E- 2656 E-3070 E-3110 
-Flow F-2063 F - 2245 F-2264 E-3211 E-3579 E-3620 

F-2324 F-2679 F- 2924 E-3675 E-3980 F-2246 
F-3382 F-3631 I-3202 1-3443 J-3368 

-Formation F-3577 History A-2156 A-2348 A-2349 
-Instruments F-3093 ~ also: Expeditions; A-2571 A-2699 A-2703 

-Maps & Charts F-2645 Explorers & Scientists] A-2745 A-2754 A-2854 

-Mass Balance F-2001 F-2264 F-2324 A-2918 A-3234 A-3286 
F-2679 F-2740 F-2741 A-3325 A-3331 A-3483 

F-3227 F-3577 F-3599 A-3498 A-3690 A-3692 
F-3695 A-3776 A-3777 A-3816 

-Mechanical Properties F -2063 F-2803 F-3093 A-3904 C-3265 C-3432 
F-3631 D-2010 D-2065 D-2066 

-Physical Properties F-3093 D-2087 D-2088 D- 2151 

- Radiation F-2740 D-2166 D-2167 D- 2179 

-Seismic Exploration A-2744 D- 2201 D-2344 D-2522 

-Soundings F-3160 D-2653 D-2763 D-2797 

-Structure A-2744 D-2821 D-3199 D-3244 

-Surface Features E-3703 F-2882 D-3326 D- 3376 D-3426 

-Temperature F-2740 F-3191 F-3192 D-3644 D-3764 D-3812 

F-3631 1-2278 D-3829 D-3933 D-3934 

-Thawing F-2679 F-2882 F-3695 D-3957 G-2145 G-2146 

-Thickness F-2324 F-2679 F-3160 M-3263 

F-3382 Hooker, Joseph Dalton A-3286 

Glaciology ~ also: Explorers 

~: Continental Ice; Scientists; History] 
1-2343 

Firn; Frazil Ice; Humidity 1-2143 1- 2335 

Glacier Ice; Ice; 
I-2442 I-2681 I-2683 

Ice Sheet; Icebergs; 
I-3058 I-3838 I-3846 

Lake Ice; Pack Ice; 
I-3921 1-3922 I-3923 

Sea !Qe; Shelf Ice; Hydrography B-3022 C-3113 D-3566 

Snow] ~also: Bathymetry] J-2126 J-2134 J - 2159 

Gravity D-3003 L-2014 L-2099 J-2160 J-2266 J - 2440 

~ also: Gravimetric L-2104 L-2249 L-2250 J-3461 J-3522 J-3539 

Exploration under Ice L-2251 L-2306 L- 2431 Hydrology B-2256 E-2403 E-2429 

Sheet; She If Ice. See L-2562 L-2566 L-2570 ~ also: Limnology] E-2475 E-2512 E-2515 

also: Isostasy] L-2598 L-2737 L-2739 E-2834 E-2856 F-2879 

L-2878 L-2886 L-2887 I-2742 J-3339 J-3495 

L-2893 L-2907 L-2930 
J-3496 

L-2979 L-3060 L-3340 Hydromagnetic Waves K-2471 K- 2859 K-3079 

L-3526 L-3529 L- 3986 
K-3806 K-3807 

Hygiene H-3088 H-3171 H-3865 

~ also: Sanitation; 
waste"Disposal] 

HF Communication K-2401 K-2469 K-3898 
~ also: Radio 

Communication l A-2417 F-2001 F-2101 
ljandbooks, Manuals, etc. C-3399 G-3175 G-3535 Ice F-3599 I-2501 

K-2457 K-3087 K-3641 ~ ~ Continental 

Heat Exchange E-2552 F-2232 F-2244 Ice; Firn; Glacier Ice; 

[See also: Radiation-- F-2740 F -2741 F-2929 Ice Sheet; Icebergs; 

Balance] F-3029 F-3192 I-2090 Lake Ice; Pack Ice; 
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Ice [Contd. ] Ice Sheet [Contd.] 
See also: Sea -Volume-- F-2230 
Tce; Shelf Ice; Icebergs A-2745 E-2381 E-3735 

Snow] F-2123 F-2152 F-2153 
-Age Determination F-2478 F-2548 F-2881 F-2885 
-Albedo I-3253 I-3254 F-2941 F-3059 F-3093 
-Chemical Analysis F-2478 F-3142 F-3192 G-2351 G-2844 
- Construction G-3880 G-3886 G-3887 -Distribution F-2048 F-2130 F-2977 

G-3970 F-2980 J-3556 
-Crystal Structure F-2275 F-2556 F-3753 -Formation F-2245 F-2924 

F-3799 I-3073 -Structure F-2892 
-Deform at ion F-2275 F-2978 F-3604 -Surface Features F-3100 
-Destruction F-2978 -Thawing J-3339 
-Distribution F-2741 Icebreakers G-2351 G-2534 G-3034 
-Drilling F-3031 F-3665 ~ also: Ice Breaking] G-3081 
-Electrical Properties F-3138 Industry 
-Instruments F-3031 ~: Fisheries; Sealing; 
-Luminescence F-2275 Whaling] 
-Mechanical Properties F-2149 F-3577 Insecta 
- Metamorphism F-2741 ~under: Arthropoda] 
-Physical Properties F -2149 F-2741 F-3577 Institutes 

F-3920 ~ individual ~] 
-Stratigraphy F-2478 Instituto Antartico Argentino 
-Structure F-2741 ~: Buenos Aires. 
-Surface Features F-3142 G-3970 Instituto Antartico 
-Terminology F-3595 F-3636 Argentino] 
-Temperature F-3920 Instituto Antartico Chile no A-3233 A-3234 A-3239 

Ice Breaking G-2351 G-2844 A-3240 A-3502 A-3503 
~also: Icebreakers] Instruments 

Ice Cap ~ under: Atmospheric 
~: Continental Ice; Ice Physics; Biological 

eet] Sciences; Cartography; 
Ice Sheet C-3112 E-3675 F-2101 Firn; Geomagnetism; 

~e also: Continental F-3092 F-3271 F-3599 Glacier Ice; Ice; 
Ice; Firn; Glacier Ice; F-3847 F-3854 l-3684 Meteorology; Oceano-
Ice; Shelf Ice; Snow] graphy; Snow; Terrestrial 

-Ablation F-2323 Physics] 
-Accumulation F-2030 F-2040 F-2232 International Antarctic Mete-

F-2546 F-3271 F-3575 orological Research Center I-3837 
F-3750 International Cooperation A-2027 A-2165 A-2482 

-Age Determination F-2727 F-3029 A-2484 A-2529 A-2531 
-Area F-2230 A-2533 A-2592 A-3245 
-Core Analysis F-3750 A-3366 A-3448 A-3730 
-Deformation F-3750 I-2083 L-2363 M-2428 
-Density F-3750 M-3263 
-Electrical Properties K-3571 International Geophysical 
-Flow C-2405 F-2031 F-2513 Cooperation (IGC),1959 A-2743 

F-2547 F-3271 International Geophysical 
-Gravimetric Exploration F-2605 Year (IGY), 1957-58 A-2533 A-2743 A-3245 
-Maps & Charts F-2263 F-2001 I-2920 M-2428 
-Mass Balance F-2030 F-2031 F-2033 International Years of the 

F-2040 F-2230 F-2232 Quiet Sun (IQSY),1964-65 A-2592 A-2808 A-2904 
F-2248 F-2323 F-2513 I-2726 I-2773 K-2700 
F-2546 F-2547 F-2727 K-3087 K-3641 
F-2765 F-2921 F-3271 Ionosphere K-2051 K-2086 K-2207 

F-3335 F-3430 ~also: Electrojets] K-2240 K-2262 K-2303 
-Physical Properties F-2263 K-2307 K-2461 K-2468 
-Seismic Exploration F-2489 F-2605 K-2471 K-2569 K-2644 
-Soundings F-2222 K-2658 K-2965 K-3036 
-Stratigraphy F-3029 K-3590 K-3621 K-3898 
-structure F-2892 K-3973 
-Surface Features F-2572 I-3790 -Absorption K-2255 K-2347 K-2422 
-Temperature F-2547 F-3029 F-3430 K-2649 K-2734 K-2766 

F-3750 I-3042 K-2943 K-3589 K-3725 
-Thickness E-3190 F-2222 F-2263 K-3740 K-3766 K-3978 

F-2489 F-2572 F-2605 K-3979 
L-3748 -Current Systems K-2465 K-2467 K-2951 

K-3519 K-3805 K-3948 
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Ionosphere [Contd.) Leningrad. Arkticheskil 
-D Region K-2369 K-2462 K-3978 i antarkticheski'l 

K-3979 nauchno-issledovatel' skil 
-Diurnal Variations K-2462 K-2463 K-2734 institut A-2270 A-2503 

K-3279 K-3341 K-3771 Libraries A-2815 A-3415 A-3468 
- Drift K-2424 K-2463 K-2465 A-3469 A-3470 A-3486 
-E Region K-2308 K- 2369 K-2421 Lichens 

K-2424 K-2462 K-2463 ~ under: Thallophyta] 
K-2464 K-2943 K-3080 Lig Darkness Effects H-2698 H-3364 H-3959 

K-3279 ~also: Psychology] 
-Electron Density K-2051 K-2224 K-2402 Lighting G-3888 

K-2465 K-2860 K-3040 Limnology B-2060 B-2256 E-2403 
K-3517 K-3518 K-3588 E-2429 E- 2475 E- 2512 
K-3831 K-3974 K-3978 E-2701 E-2751 E-3247 

K-3979 Liverworts 
-F Region K-2051 K-2308 K-2369 ~: Bryophyta] 

K-2375 K-2376 K-2424 Livestock 
K-2454 K- 2462 K-2463 ~: Agriculture] 
K-2465 K-2687 K-2860 Logistics A-2417 A-2745 A-3639 
K-3279 K-3341 K-3771 D-2820 D-3307 D-3308 

-Ionization K-2454 K-2464 K-2665 G-2730 H-3642 
K-2860 K-2943 K-3341 Lomonosov, M. V. A-3331 
K-3517 K-3518 K-3974 Low Temperature Effects 

-Irregularities K-2421 K-2423 K-2424 ~ also: Engines; 
K-2454 K-2665 K-2687 Physiology, Human) 
K-2943 K-3040 K-3831 -On Equipment A-2333 G-3618 G-3863 

-Storms K-2465 K-3990 -On Man A-2333 G-2725 H-2110 

Isolation Effects H-2203 H-2698 H-3364 H-2111 H-2312 H-2313 

~also: Psychology] H-3642 H-2352 H-2393 H-2587 

Isostasy L-2306 L-2431 L-2562 H-2698 H-2777 H-2779 

~also: Gravity] L-2568 L-2570 L-2598 H-3032 H-3117 H-3150 

L-2607 L-2739 L-3711 H-3151 H-3158 H- 3159 

L-3906 L-3985 H-3171 H-3255 H-3568 

Isotopes H-3866 H-3959 

~: Atmosphere--
Chemistry. See:Age 
Determination under 
Glacier Ice; Ice; Ice Magnetic Field (in space) K-2374 

Sheet; Snow. See: Magnetism, Rock E-3706 E- 3734 L-2693 

Chemical Analysis Magnetism, Terrestrial 
under Firn; Glacier ~: Geomagnetic 

Ice; Ice; Lake Ice; Disturbances; Geo-
Sea Ice; Shelf Ice; magnetic Field; Geo-
Snow. See:Radio- magnetism; Magnetism, 

activity under Rock) 
K-2171 K-2253 K-2401 

Atmosphere; Firn; Magnetosphere 
Snow. See: Geo-

K-2402 K-2658 K-2943 

chemistry; Radioactive 
K-3079 K-3387 K-3517 

Fallout] 
K-3518 K-3588 K-3688 

K-3974 

Mammalia A-2839 B-2114 B-3268 

~~: Dogs] 
B-2114 

Journalism A-2009 A-2178 A-3346 -Ecology 
B-3531 G-2353 

~also: Periodicals) -Physiology B-2315 

-Population 
B-2114 

Cetacea (Whales) A-3915 B-2666 B-3784 
B-3925 B-3982 D-2105 

Kelly, James A-2918 -Behavior B-3019 B-3122 B-3929 

-Breeding Cycles & 
A-2379 B- 3018 B-3635 

Reproduction 
B-3755 B-3926 B-3927 

B-3928 
Lake Ice B-2520 B-3022 B-3484 
~ also: Hydrology; -Ecology B-3928 

Limnofogy] 
F-2796 -Embryology B-2017 B-3691 D-2105 

-Chemical Analysis B-3122 
Laws & Regulations A-2523 A-2776 -Evolution 

A-3285 B-2042 B-2043 
-Geographic Distribution 
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Mn.mmnlla [Contd. J Maps (Contd. ] 

Cctacea (Whales) Sheet; Meteorology; 
-Geographic D!sh'lbullon B-2359 B-2520 B-2002 Oceanography; Sea lee; 

B-3016 B-3022 B-3484 Shelf Ice; Snow 1 
B-3755 B-3926 B-3927 Marine Biology B-2079 B-2214 B-2400 

B-3928 ~ also: Benthos; B-2441 B-2528 B-2561 
-Marking B- 2042 B-2043 P ruilaon; Primary B-2718 B-2768 B-2793 
-Mlgl'nlion .8-3016 B-3122 B-3285 Productivity] B-2805 n-2931 B-3038 

13-3755 13-3206 B-3236 B-3267 
-Morphology A-3492 13-2012 D-2225 B-3439 B-3586 B-3833 

B-2325 B-2326 B-2359 B-3930 D-3118 J-2738 
B-2814 B-3021 B-3122 J-3679 
B-3691 B-3773 B-3926 Mass Balance 

-Nutrition B-3484 B-3929 ~ under: Continental 
-Pathology B-3773 Ice;Glacie1· Ice; Ice 
-Physiology B-3016 B-3018 B-3020 Sheet; Shel! Ice] 

B-3122 B-3420 B-3929 Maury, Matthew Fontaine A-3956 
-Population A-2081 A-2379 A-3289 ~ also: Explorers & 

A-3301 A-3302 A-3500 entists; History] 
A-3835 B-2448 B-3016 Mawson, Douglas A-2706 A-3958 
B-3018 B-3019 B-3635 ~ also: Explorers & 
B-3755 B-3926 B-3927 ientists; History) 

-Taxonomy B-2326 B-3021 B-3926 Medical Facilities H-3868 H-3869 H-3870 
Pinnipedia (Seals, etc. ) B-2591 B-2794 B-2949 Meetings 

B-3174 B-3342 B-3668 ~: Conferences, 
B-3728 B-3754 B-3800 Congresses, Meetings, 
B-3982 D-3003 E-2210 Symposia, etc. ) 

-Behavior B-2288 B-2702 B-3371 Meltwater E-2867 E-3161 F-2323 
B-3652 F-2796 F-2879 

-Breeding Cycles & Mesosphere I-2459 1-3037 I-3298 
Reproduction B-2288 B-2358 B-2419 Meteorology A-2038 A-2745 1-2920 

B-2835 B-2961 B-3967 -Instruments 1-2314 1-2497 I-2597 
-Ecology B-2002 B-2419 B-2717 1-2939 I-3054 I-3520 

B-2748 B-2824 B-3371 I-3785 I-3786 I-3787 
-Embryology B-2419 I-3788 I-3789 1-3848 
-Evolution B-3444 B-3651 1-3951 
-Geographic Distribution B-2288 B-2358 B-2835 -Maps & Charts I-2083 1-3205 I-3509 

B-2961 B-3444 B-3651 I-3673 1-3758 I-3849 
B-3653 B-3728 B-3967 Microbiology B-2168 B-2585 B-2586 

-Locomotion B-2013 B-2717 B-2947 B-3250 
-Marking B-2288 B-3662 B-3779 B-3353 B-3507 B-3512 

B-3800 B-3742 B-3743 H-2479 
-Morphology B-2002 B-2283 B-2358 Microseisms 

B-2419 B-3410 B-3444 ~under: Seismology) 
B-3652 B-3754 Mine a ogy E-2173 E-2381 E-2550 

-Nut 1•llion B-2358 B-2527 B-2717 E-2500 E-2659 E-2750 
-Pill hology B-2419 B-2527 B-2836 F:-3006 E-3011 E-3016 

0- 3717 E-3163 F.-3181 E-3306 
- Phy11Jology B- 2002 D-2419 n - 2717 1:: - 3530 r•;-3580 ,T-3061 

R-2821 n-2aso 13-296 l Mollu1:1cn 
n - 3371 13-3410 13-3441 - 1~colc,gy n-$180 JJ-3366 

n- 3486 -CM!(ruphtc 01Hll'll)utlon U-2371 '0-2003 !3-3028 
- Populntion D-2076 D-2368 n-2418 n-s100 n-s1s1 o-3166 

U-2748 13- 3477 11- 3770 n - 3 t06 lJ-3183 0-3356 
13- 3087 •Morphology n-2003 n-3104 [l- 3105 

-'T'tlJUlll<:lllly 13-3444 n-3051 n-aioo 
M nnllt' !,Jt u,ll1111 1,- 3718 I, 3008 •H11p1·,,clucllon n-2371 
Ma11111llH -•r11xono111y n-2ooa 0 -:1020 B-3161 

[S"'': llm1clhook11, 13-3105 n-:irno J)-:!188 
Manu1,1r1, 111,~. I MCllU:ltlli 

M111111H,'.l'lplH A-!!770 A 3777 l!i111•: H ryophyln I 
M11p1:1 Mr,tfon fl!CIUl'(IH A-20G2 n-2708 

l!lt•,1 Mapn & Charl11 11ntl1•1· 11:11111 1,1110: PllOIOf'.l'llf)hy I 
i\Tmt1Hphr1rk tlhyllfrll; MUIINUnH & 1t:xhll)!l fl A-2104 
Ca1•tc,11,ruphy; Clt11JIOf!k1tl 
fit'Jr 1w1111; Cirrn11av.1wttr'. 
l•'l11ld; (ll;u:1(,r lt11; l!•o 
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Names, G ographlc A-2056 A-2483 A-3489 Ocean (Contd. ) 
A-3501 A-3632 A-3966 -Water Massee J-2738 J-2789 J-2827 
C-2394 C-2486 C-3399 J-2884 J-2895 J-3394 

National Academy or J-3458 J-3462 J-3765 
Selene s. Committee L-2802 L-3717 
on -Polar Res arch A-2529 Oceanography A-2746 A-3246 D-2650 

Nall on al Into r sts A-3234 M-2388 M-2428 [See also: Bathymetry; D-3003 D-3048 D-3543 
~ also: Territorial M-3263 M-3281 M-3578 Hydrogrnphy] .T-2044 J-2686 J-2738 

cJ.aiiiiii" & Boundaries 1 J-2861 J-2862 J-3288 
Navigation J-3370 J-3381 

-Air C-3939 G-2074 G-2889 -Instruments J-2257 J-3859 
G-2897 G-3231 G-3343 -Maps & Charts C-3768 C-3937 J-2160 

G-3401 G-3618 J-2964 J-2984 J-3637 
-Sea C-3399 F-2439 G-2351 J-3582 J-3727 J-3989 

G-2604 G-2844 G-2898 Ogives F-3346 
G-3175 G-3535 J-3461 Ohio State University. 

Neve Institute or Polar 
~: Firn; Snow] Studies A-3469 

Newspapers Optical Phenomena 
~ Periodicals) ~ under: Atmosphere] 

Nor olarinstltutt A-2389 A-2390 A-2392 Ozone I-2414 I-2459 I-2476 
A-3386 I-3041 I-3475 I-3476 

Nuclear Power 
~: Power--Nuclear] 

Nut on H-2447 H-2593 H-2642 
~also: Food Supply] H-3088 H-3642 H-3865 Pack Ice B-2061 F-3269 G-2351 

H-3866 ~also: Icebergs; G-2604 J-3679 
a Icej 

-Distribution F-2048 F-2367 F-3697 
-Thickness F-2395 

Observers M-2917 Paleobotany B-2914 B-3103 B-3104 
Ocean B-3105 B-3109 B-3352 
~ also: Antarctic E-2208 E-2487 E-2622 

Convergence; Antarctic E-2667 E-2728 E-3007 
Divergence; Sea Water] E-3008 E-3224 E-3620 

-Circulation D-2128 E-2164 E-3514 Paleoclimatology E-2327 E-2480 E-2751 
F-2152 J-2005 ,T-2007 E-2769 E-2792 F-2277 
J-2045 J-2091 J-2098 F-3092 I-3201 1-3202 
J-2133 J-2366 J-2657 1-3443 J-3368 
J-2789 J-2884 J-2895 Paleomagnetlsm E-2659 E-2668 L-2021 
J-3266 J-3350 J-3394 ~ also: Polar L-2024 L-2220 L-2693 
J-3462 J-3769 L-2802 anaer\ng] L-2783 L-3001 

-Currents D-2128 E-3514 J-2006 Paleontology B-3101 B-3102 B-3108 

J-2007 J-2045 J-2046 ~ also: Paleobotnny) B-3111 B-3342 B-3473 

J-2091 J-2096 J-2098 E-2209 E-2211 "E-2221 

J-2119 J-2131 J-2132 E-2304 E-2680 E-3211 

J-2133 J-2366 J-2436 E-3215 E-3225 E-3226 

J-2437 J-2438 J-2619 E-3456 E-3528 E-3592 

J-2628 J-2851 ,T-2789 1-3201 I-3327 

J-2870 J -2884 ,J-2940 P1trl\S1l B D-2•110 B-2410 n-2527 

,1-2900 ,t-3128 J-3207 n-2683 n-2717 a-2764 

J-3388 ,T-355 1 J-3558 n-s213 B-3214 n-sso2 

J-3724 ,J-3859 n-s3o3 B-3444 B-3404 
n-3747 n-3003 

-T mpomturo n-2620 n-so22 l."-2048 
F.-2944 T•'-3847 F'-3908 

J -2006 J-2008 J-2007 P1u·Uculnt s 
,J-20<l6 ,T 2110 J-2360 [S al110: gxtl'nl •1·rt 11-

J-2370 ,J-2407 ,J-2408 r u'Mnt rial 1 
H-2290 11-2380 H-2479 

,f-2401) .J 2430 ,J-2435 PnlhOlOKY, l[umnn 
11-2603 11-2777 11-3088 

,J-2611) ,T-2057 .J-2827 
Jl-3080 11-!!16 1 11- 3198 

,J-2040 ,J 3207 .r-3411 
H-3295 ll -3400 !i-3562 

,J-3458 .J 3462 ,J 3622 
11-3762 H-3860 11 3953 

.J-3530 ,l 3071 .J-3079 H 3059 IHIOOO 
,1-3031 J•: -2 700 

• Willi• r M111111 It 11-3833 n-2 120 ,T-2007 Pl\lt 111•111 ti (I r!luntl 
.r-201)1 ,HH21 .J-2103 jl-ltll' llhlO: P11 rmnfro11I I 

f•. -2Z70 ~:-2000 Y.:-3005 
.r-2300 ,T-lMOll ,1 ••2445 Pt 1l11lt11CY 1,: 3406 
,J-20111 ,l-2667 ,J-2060 
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Pedology (Contd.] Physiology, Human [Contd,] H-3568 H- 3622 H-3634 
-Cryopedology E-2867 H-3726 H-3752 H-3866 

Penguins H-3961 
~: Aves--Sphenisciformes] Phytogeography 

Per icals A-2603 A-2968 A-3063 ~ under: Bio-
A-3233 A-3415 A-3433 geography. See: 
A-3511 A-3606 A-3637 Geographic Distri-

A-3916 bution under Bryophyta; 
Permafrost E-2867 E-3334 Pteridophyta; Spermato-

~also: Patterned phyta; Thallophyta] 
Ground] Phytoplankton 

Personnel A-3607 D-2316 D-2317 ~under: Plankton] 
D-3307 D-3308 H-2576 Pirie, J. H. Harvey D-3611 

H-2578 H-2582 Pisces B-2064 B-2116 B-2117 
-Screening H-2162 H-2204 H-2473 B-2189 B-2199 B-2722 

H-2474 H-2577 H-2579 B-3213 B-3214 B-3267 
H-2580 H-2581 H-2830 B-3322 B-3392 B-3393 

1-2067 B-3745 B-3903 E-2834 
Petrels -Breeding Cycles & 

~: Aves-- Reproduction B-2360 B-3252 
Procellariiformes] -Ecology B-3252 B-3361 

Petrology E-2022 E-2078 E-2173 -Geographic Distribution B-2064 B-2117 B-2189 
E-2227 E-2229 E-2289 B-2199 B-2360 B-3179 
E-2460 E-2480 E-2498 B-3212 B-3322 B-3361 
E-2506 E-2550 E-2551 B-3459 
E-2590 E-2614 E-2648 -Morphology B-2064 B-2116 B-2117 
E-2656 E-2659 E-2676 B-2345 B-2360 B- 2410 
E-2678 E-2685 E-2770 B-3243 
E-2790 E-2848 E-2922 - Physiology B-2360 B-2410 B-3243 
E-2935 E-2955 E-2959 B-3361 
E-3010 E-3011 E-3012 -Taxonomy B-2064 B-2117 B-2189 
E-3163 E-3184 E-3218 B-2345 B-2410 B-2778 
E-3220 E-3221 E-3273 B-3179 B-3902 
E-3304 E-3419 E-3450 Plankton B-2092 B-2148 B-2214 
E-3478 E-3499 E-3525 B-2361 B-2406 B-2441 
E-3533 E-3545 E-3574 B-3076 B-3267 B-3484 
E-3580 E-3596 E-3602 B-3540 B-3659 B-3660 
E-3686 E-3694 E-3706 J-2430 J-2435 J-2549 
E-3731 E-3770 E-3772 J-3679 
E-3987 L-2693 L-2783 - Phytoplankton B-2061 B-2122 B-2135 

Philately B-2732 B-2960 B-3209 
~: Postal Service] B-3210 B-3267 J-2370 

Photogrammetry C-2405 C-2508 C-3936 J-2409 J-2433 
Photographs B-3536 C-2486 - Zooplankton B-2092 B-2196 
~ also: Motion Polar Blackout 

Pictures] ~: Blackout] 
Photography A-3085 A-3564 F-3799 Polar Cap Absorption (PCA) K-2094 K-2206 K-2347 

K-3294 K-3560 K-3843 K-2374 K-2469 K-3298 
K-3844 K-3845 K-3570 K-3725 K-3949 

-Aerial A-3912 C-2354 C-2405 Polar Cap Glow (PCG) 
C-2486 C-2574 C-2901 ~ under: Aurora] 
C-3293 C-3936 C-3940 Polar Vortex 
D-2344 D-3566 F-3597 ~: Cyclones & Anticyclones] 

Photointerpreta.tion C-2942 F-2941 F-3597 Polar Wandering E-2668 L-2024 
1-3194 ~also: Continental 

Photosynthesis B-2061 B-2122 B-2674 Driftj 
~ also: Primary B-2732 B-2919 B-2960 Polynyas F-2152 1-2499 I-2974 

Productivity] B-3209 J-2370 J-2409 Porifera B-2192 B-2838 
J-3463 J-3931 -Ecology B-2962 

Physiology, Human F-2332 H-2110 H-2111 -Geographic Distribution B-2192 
H-2298 H-2313 H-2352 -Taxonomy B-2962 
H-2447 H-2587 H-2638 Postal Service A-3157 A-3433 
H-2642 H-2779 H-2830 Power 
H-2845 H-2957 H-3032 -Electric G-3863 
H-3088 H-3089 H-3117 -Nuclear G-3261 G-3282 G-3283 
H-3158 H-3159 H-3255 G-3284 G-3628 H-2292 
H-3364 H-3369 H-3471 H-3871 H-3900 
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Precipitation E-2355 F-2232 F-2383 Radiation r Contd. l 
F-2516 F-3071 F-3126 -Solar I-3848 I-3853 I-3921 F-3162 F-3555 F-3575 I-3922 I-3923 J-2120 
F-3753 I-2243 I-2335 -Terrestrial I-2281 I-2497 I-2517 
I-2632 I-2683 I-2691 1-2976 I-3042 I-3189 
I-2746 I-2816 I-3073 I-3494 I-3633 I-3787 
1-3349 I-3600 I-3738 I-3788 I-3789 
1-3838 1-3846 I-3849 Radio Bursts G-2075 G-2341 G-3264 
1-3853 1-3921 I-3922 ~: Solar Activity-- G-3554 K-2470 K-2731 

I-3923 Radio Emissions] K-3571 
Primary Productivity B-2122 B-2135 B-2214 Radio Communication G-3861 
~ also: Photo- B-2674 B-2732 B-2960 ~ also: Blackout; HF 

synthesis] B-3076 B-3209 J-2370 Communication] 
J-2409 J-2430 J-2433 Radioactive Fallout F-2318 F-2383 F-3416 

J-3463 J-3931 ~ also:Radioactivity I-3187 1-3251 I-3899 
Protochordata B-2188 under Atmosphere; I-3907 I-3913 K-2382 

-Geographic Distribution B-2188 B-2337 Firn; Snow] 
-Morphology B-2337 Radioactivity 
-Taxonomy B-2337 ~under: Atmosphere; 

Protozoa B-2346 B-3181 B-3512 Firn; Snow. See:Age 
-Ecology B-3185 B-3540 B-3586 Determination under 
-Geographic Distribution B-3185 B-3540 B-3586 Glacier Ice; Ice; Ice 
-Morphology B-2397 Sheet; Snow. See: 
- Population B-2782 Geochronology; 

Psychology H- 2055 H-2203 H-2204 Radioactive Fallout] 
H-2473 H-2474 H-2576 Radios G-3861 
H-2577 H-2578 H-2579 Radiosondes I-2684 
H-2580 H-2581 H-2582 Radio-Star Scintillation K-2423 
H-2664 H-2688 H-2690 Regulations 
H-2830 H-3032 H-3364 ~: Laws & Regulations] 
H-3474 H-3642 H-3944 Rescue 

H-3945 ~: Search & Rescue] 
Pteridophyta B-2982 B-3352 B-3794 Research Facilities A-2533 A-2535 A-2811 

-Geographic Distribution B-2963 A-3241 A-3992 A-3993 
Radiation 1-3030 I-3600 K-3230 B-2713 B-2793 G-2258 
~ also under: K-3428 G-3291 G-3749 G-3880 

Continental Ice; I-3673 K-2224 K-3395 
Glacier Ice; Sea L-2709 L-3396 
Ice; Snow. See also: Research Programs A-2027 A-2533 A-2754 
Albedo; HeafExchange] 

A-2536 A-3063 A-3156 -Atmospheric H-2393 I-2281 I-2497 -Argentina 
I-2517 I-2981 I-2993 A-3309 A-3310 A-3504 

I-3787 I-3788 A-3505 A-3506 J-2686 

-Balance F-2232 F-2740 I-2387 J-3288 M-3578 

I-2442 I-2497 I-2596 -Australia A-2537 A-2854 A-3311 

I-2742 I-2976 I-3189 A-3312 A-3569 

I-3327 I-3349 I-3676 -Belgium A-3313 

-Cosmic K-2052 K-2053 K-2070 -Chile A-2810 A- 3232 A-3233 

K-2136 K-2233 K-2234 A-3239 A-3240 A-3502 

K-2235 K-2236 K-2237 A-3503 J-3370 

K-2302 K-2695 K-2857 -Czechoslovakia D-2316 D-2317 

K-3087 K-3230 K-3428 -France A-2828 A-2829 A-3178 

K-3464 K-3465 K-3688 A-3241 A-3314 A-3824 

K-3840 K-3971 B-2841 D-2088 K-3036 

-Effects on Man H-2292 H-2393 H-3871 -Japan A-2538 A-2743 A-2744 

H-3900 A-3315 A- 3916 G-3497 

-Geomagnetically K-2373 K-2464 K-3583 -New Zealand A-2535 A-2539 A-2809 

Trapped K-3971 A-2842 A-3014 A-3086 

-Solar E-2403 E-2475 E-3247 A-3483 A-3564 A-3932 

F-3884 H-2393 1-2139 A-3992 A-3993 C-3965 
D-2801 

I-2228 I-2281 I-2416 A-3316 
1-2497 I-2742 I-2816 -Norway 

A-2038 A-2540 A-3317 
I-2920 I-2981 1-2990 -South Africa 

A-3606 A-3616 B-3619 
I-3078 I-3116 I-3189 A-2348 A-2543 A-2592 
1-3327 1-3383 1-3427 - United Kingdom 

A-3319 B-2542 B-2697 
I-3520 1-3633 1-3676 H-2698 
1-3723 1-3838 1-3846 
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Research Programs (Contd.] Scientific Committee on 

-U.S. S. R. A-2494 A-2503 A-2541 Antarctic Research 
A-2603 A-2745 A- 2904 (SCAR) A-2027 A-3616 
A-2968 A-3318 A-3585 Scientists 
A-3730 A-3733 A-3778 ~: Exchange Scientists; 
D- 2103 D- 2500 D-2874 xplorers & Scientists] 
D- 2875 D-2969 D-3332 Scott Polar Research 
D-3521 D- 3701 I-2067 Institute A-3468 

- U.S. A-2165 A-2226 A-2427 Scott, Robert Falcon A-2705 A-3324 A-3425 
A-2481 A-2523 A-2529 ~ also: Explorers & A-3956 D-2010 D-2707 
A-2530 A-2553 A-2712 Scientists; History] D-3424 D-3488 
A-2756 A-2771 A-2772 Sea Ice B-2732 B-2793 F-2096 
A-2776 A-2811 A-2915 ~ also: Ice; Icebergs; F-2101 F-2123 F-2152 
A-3155 A-3320 A-3321 Navigation--Sea; Pack F-2153 F-2439 F-2548 
A-3448 A-3470 A- 3508 Ice; Shelf Ice] F-2741 F- 3200 F-3269 
A-3511 A-3567 A-3637 F-3722 G-2351 G- 2844 
A-3638 A-3639 A-3683 G-3535 J-2005 J-2095 
A-3976 B-2710 B-2711 J-2160 J-2686 J-2738 
D-2028 D- 2029 D-2522 -Chemical Analysis F-3559 F-3624 I-2329 
D-2774 K- 2261 K-3978 -Classification F-2322 F-3597 

K-3979 -Density F-2124 F-3559 F-3624 
Research Vessels B-2721 D-3244 G- 2434 -Destruction F-3402 F-3739 

G-2575 G-2843 G-3497 -Distribution F-2154 F-2367 F-2560 
J-2964 F-3435 F-3597 F-3858 

Reviews A-2213 A-2291 A- 2348 F-3981 I-2499 I-2974 
A-2389 A-2390 A- 2392 -Forecasting F-2080 F-2560 
A-2427 A-2553 A-2571 -Formation F-2367 F-2496 F-2929 
A-2729 A-2745 A-2754 F-3624 F - 3698 F-3739 
A-2771 A-2772 A-2776 F-3858 F-3981 
A- 2828 A-2829 A-2842 -Maps & Charts F-2080 F-3402 F-3435 
A-3086 A- 3155 A-3178 F-3581 
A-3245 A-3262 A- 3366 -Mechanical Properties F-2124 F-3045 F-3763 
A-3386 A-3448 A-3483 -Physical Properties F-2124 F-2496 F-3045 
A-3564 A-3567 A-3640 F-3624 F-3625 
A-3662 A-3683 A-3690 -Radiation 1-2976 
A-3904 B-2528 K-2644 -Terminology F-2322 

Ritscher, Alfred A-3613 A-3614 A-3615 -Thawing F-3625 F-3981 
A-3912 -Thickness F-3625 I-2278 

Roads Sea Level B-2880 E-2209 E-2786 
~: Construction-- ~ also: Eustasy; E - 3736 E-3803 F-2921 

Road] G aciar Eustasy] J - 2609 J-2994 J-3044 
Rockets I-2177 I-3404 I-3918 I-3205 

K-3230 Sea Lions 
Ross, James Clark A-2753 ~: Mammalia--
~ also: Explorers & Pinnipedia] 

Scientists; History] Sea Water 
Runways ~ also: Ocean] 

[See: Airfields; Construe- - oustics J-3148 
tion--Runway] -Age Determination J-2163 J-3744 

-Chemistry B-2520 B-3022 E-3182 
1-2329 J-2007 J-2045 
J-2119 J-2121 J-2223 

Safety Procedures G- 3643 J-2247 J-2320 J-2328 
Sanitation G-3626 G-3873 G-3881 J-2340 J-2366 J-2370 

~also: Hygiene; J-2407 J-2408 J-2409 

Waste Disposal] J-2435 J-2445 J-2549 
Sastrugi J-2657 J-2827 J-2895 

~;Surface Features J-2789 J-2986 J-3120 
~ Shelf Ice; Snow] J-3121 J-3136 J-3207 

Sate Hites, Artificial C-3836 G-3832 I-2501 J-3350 J-3394 J-3418 
I-3030 I-3042 I-3759 J-3440 J-3462 J-3463 

I-3785 1-3786 I-3787 J-3522 J-3732 J-3769 
I-3788 I-3789 I- 3790 J-3931 J-3988 
I-3791 K-2086 K-2219 -Density J-2657 J-2827 J-2895 

K-2687 K-2695 K-3831 J-3350 J-3522 J-3765 
J-3769 
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Sea Water [Contd.] Shelf Ice ~Cohtd. ] 
-Optical Properties J-2120 -Maps C arts F-2775 
-Salinity J-2005 J-2006 J-2007 -Mass Balance F-2432 F-2514 F-2781 

J-2045 J-2091 J-2119 F-3083 
J-2366 J-2407 J-2408 -Metamorphism F-3083 
J-2409 J-2659 J-2789 -Physical Properties F-3547 
J-3207 J-3394 J-3440 -Seismic Exploration F-3143 L-2099 
J-3458 J-3539 J-3671 -Soundings F-2218 

-Suspensions J-2125 J-2444 J-2549 -Structure F-2785 F-3024 F-3546 
J-2986 J-3440 L-2099 

-Thermal Properties F-3192 J-2895 J-3350 -Surface Features F-2265 F-2909 F-3546 
J-3411 L-3717 F-3702 F-3855 

Sealing A-2699 A-2918 B-2076 -Temperature F-2514 F-3024 F-3066 
~ also: Conservation; B-2358 B-2835 B-3779 F-3382 F-3713 F-3854 

Mammalia--Pinnipedia) B-3982 -Thawing F-2514 
Seals -Thiclmess F-2218 F-3409 

~: Mammalia-- Shelters B-2793 G-2634 G-3291 
Pinnipedia) ~ also: Buildings; G-3749 G-3864 G-3872 

Search & Rescue G-3231 G-3832 Camping Equipment; G-3874 G-3878 G-3883 
Sediments B-2069 B-2346 B-2386 Wanigans] G-3885 G-3889 

B-3540 E-2078 E-2164 Ships A-2915 D-3957 G-2351 
E-2327 E-2656 E-2733 ~ also: Icebreakers; G-2434 G-2534 G-2575 
E-2790 E-2832 E-2848 Research Vessels) G-2843 G-3046 G-3081 
E-3184 E-3235 E-3412 G-3497 
E-3446 E-3480 E-3530 Site Selection A-2533 A-3733 D-3332 
E-3574 E-3772 F-3702 Skuas 
I-3443 J-2037 J-2057 ~: Aves--Charadriiformes] 
J-2125 J-2247 J-2430 Sle G-2350 G-2633 G-2636 
J-2435 J-2436 J-2641 G-2925 G-3857 
J-2657 J-2738 J-3051 Sno-Cats 
J-3266 J-3368 J-3460 ~under: Vehicles] 

L-2639 L-2640 Snow A-2417 F-2001 F-2101 
Seismology I-2851 I-3705 K-3587 ~also: Flrn; Ice) F-2332 F-3200 F-3893 
~ also: Seismic L-2016 L-2019 L-2077 I-2501 

Exploration under L-2363 L-2492 L-2570 -Ablation F-3884 
Glacier Ice; Ice Sheet; L-2639 L-2640 L-2709 -Accumulation D-3385 E-3182 F-2232 

Shelf Ice. See also: L-2739 L-2791 L-2863 F-2263 F-2276 F-2383 
Subglacial 'l'opograpny] L-3333 L-3365 L-3396 F-2395 F-2477 F-2478 

L-3748 L-3757 L-3767 F-2548 F-2555 F-2557 

L-3975 L-3984 L-3985 F-2623 F-2784 F-2973 

-Microseisms I-2851 I-3705 F-3071 F-3082 F-3083 

Sferics F-3125 F-3141 F-3162 

~: Atmospherics) F-3335 F-3430 F-3548 

D-2202 F-3549 F-3555 F-3575 Shae eton, Ernest H. D-2010 D-2179 
F-3710 F-3854 F-3855 ~ also: Explorers & 
F-3875 F-3882 F-3905 Scientists; History] 
F-3908 G-3890 I-3684 Sheep 

-Acoustical Properties F-3741 
~: Mammalia] 

C-3534 E-2613 -Age Determination F-2849 She Ice C-3378 F-3884 
~ also: Glacier Ice; E-3196 F-2891 F-3024 -Albedo 

Ice Sheet; Icebergs] F-3083 F-3270 G-2604 -Chemical Analysis F-2039 F-2259 F-2383 

-Accumulation F-2265 F-2432 F-3549 F-2826 F-2849 F-3119 
I-2243 F-3555 

F-2395 F-3603 F-3623 
-Area F-2082 F-2230 -Compaction 

F-3882 G-3069 G-3775 
-Calving F-3095 

F-3623 G-2172 G-3069 
-Chemical Analysis F-2395 F-3050 -Construction 

G-3134 G-3437 G-3709 
-Classification F-2493 F-3083 

G-3879 G-3880 G-3892 
-Deformation F-2781 F-3855 

-Crystal Structure F-3126 I-2632 
-Density F-2909 F-2273 F-2274 F-3603 
-Distribution F-3024 F-3066 -Deformation 

G-2272 
-Flow C-2034 C-2671 F-2026 F-2263 F-2273 F-2274 

F-2032 F-2035 F-2395 -Density 
F-2555 F-3594 F-3603 

F-2432 F-2781 F-3409 F-3721 F-3737 I-2691 
-Formation D-2128 F-3024 F-3050 I-2975 

F-3066 F-3083 F-3139 
-Destruction F-3884 

F-3140 F-3702 F-3575 
-Gravimetric Exploration L-2014 L-2099 -Distribution 
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Snow rgontd. l 
-Dr ' ting F-2033 F-2277 F-2516 

Storms (C1ntd. ] 
Anticyc ones; Geo-

F-2548 F-2627 F-2938 magnetic Disturb-
F-3133 F-3414 F-3430 ances; Ionosphere--
F-3441 F-3550 F-3841 Storms] 
F-3842 F-3875 F-3882 Stratigraphy E-2487 E-2648 E-2664 
F-3891 F-3895 G-3890 ~ also under: Firn; E-2876 E-3008 E-3013 
I-2691 I-2883 I-3422 Ice ; Ice Sheet; Snow] E-3217 E-3221 E-3225 

-Electrical Properties F-2205 F-3138 F-3893 E-3226 E-3273 E-3525 
K-2470 E-3545 E-3896 E-3980 

-Instruments F-2624 F-2899 F-2938 Stratosphere I-2177 I-2216 I-2217 
F-3057 F-3550 F-3594 ~also: Upper Air) I-2311 1-2343 I-2455 

F-3841 F-3842 I-2459 1-2563 I-2573 
-Maps & Charts F-3162 I-2773 I-2966 I-2983 
-Mechanical Properties F-2149 F-2273 F-2274 I-3037 I-3041 I-3078 

F-2936 F-3053 F-3336 I-3193 I-3251 I-3277 
F-3577 F-3893 G-2925 I-3476 I-3952 K-2070 

-Metamorphism F-3430 I-3684 -Sudden Warming I-2271 I-2563 I-2726 
-Physical Properties F-2149 F-2273 F-2274 I-2773 I-3037 I-3041 

F-2624 F-2936 F-2973 1-3404 I-3405 I-3918 
F-3053 F-3057 F-3547 Structural Geology A-2744 E-2018 E-2127 
F-3577 F-3893 I-2933 ~ also: Tectonics] E-2412 E-2488 E-2506 

-Radiation F-3893 I-3494 E-2614 E-2662 E-2685 
-Radioactivity F-2318 H-3871 K-2382 E-2876 E-3012 E-3273 
-Stratigraphy F-2039 F-2395 F-2557 E-3720 E-3734 E-3980 

F-2899 F-2972 F-3125 Subglacial Topography E-2156 E-2877 E-3096 
-Structure F-2899 F-2973 F-3549 ~ also: Seismology] E-3576 E-3675 E-3954 
-Surface Features F-2276 F-3141 F-3575 F-2222 F-2489 F-2572 

F-3721 F-3737 F-3856 F-2605 F-2923 F-3601 
F-3875 F-3895 G-3892 J-2873 J-3544 L-2016 
1-2518 I-2975 1-3194 L-2099 L-2566 L-2570 

-Temperature F-2263 F-2395 F-3057 L-2739 L-2878 L-3272 
F-3409 F-3575 F-3599 L-3365 L-3985 
I-2396 I-2975 1-3049 Submarine Geology E-2078 E-3211 E-3223 

-Terminology F-3595 F-3636 E-3446 J-3368 J-2615 
Solar Activity A-2904 I-3983 K-2051 J-2631 J-2641 J-2675 
~ also: Radiation-- K-2262 K-2369 K-2463 J-3368 J-3544 L-2077 
s arr K-2700 K-2731 L-2363 L-3757 

-Cosmic Ray Events K-2374 K-3898 K-3978 Submarine Topography E-3096 F-2971 G-2604 
K-3979 I-3123 J-2004 J-2000 

-Cycles K-2368 K-2382 L-3693 J-2049 J-2057 J-2126 
-Flares K-2094 K-2207 K-2233 J-2159 J-2160 J-2262 

K-2234 K-2235 K-3725 J-2266 J-2342 J-2366 
-Radio Emissions K-2'166 J-2440 J-2615 J-2631 
-Sunspots K-2382 J-2641 J-2675 J-2984 

Solar Plasma K-2374 K-3584 K-3689 J-3098 J-3266 J-3350 
Sonic Soundings J-3537 J-3556 J-3582 

~: Bathymetry] J-3679 J-3989 L-2251 
Specimen Collections Sudden Cosmic Noise 

-Biological B-2561 B-3038 B-3322 Absorption (SCNA) 
B-3447 B-3783 B-3818 ~: Cosmic Noise 
B-3833 B-3851 B-3930 sorption (CNA)] 

-Geological E-3817 Sudden Storm Commencements 
Spermatophyta B-2399 B-2982 B-3352 (SSC) 

-Ecology B-3527 ~Storms under Geo--Evolution B-3104 magnetic Disturbances] 
-Geographic Distribution B-2840 B-2914 B-3103 Sudden Warming 
-Morphology B-2840 ~ ~: Stratosphere] Stations 
~: Construction--

Sun p s 
~ under: Solar Activity] Station; Research Su a.r- H-2866 H-3171 

Facilities; Site 
~ also: First Aid; Selection; Weather-- arch& Rescue] Stations] Symposia Storms 
~: Conferences, 

~: Atmosphere-- Congresses, Meetings, Disturbances; Cyclones & Symposia, etc. ] 
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Tectonics E-2018 E-2169 E-2491 Transportation 
~ also: Structural E-2662 E-3124 E-3237 -Air 

G-3264 

Geology] E-3305 E-3598 J-2675 
A-2145 A-2146 D-3774 

L-2492 L-2568 L-3693 
G-2008 G-2350 G-3374 

L-3906 -Oversnow 
G-3401 1-2519 

Telluric Currents 
D-3137 F-3053 G-2350 

~: Earth--Currents] 
G-2565 G-2633 G-3880 

Tents 
Traverse Operations F-3053 G-3857 
Treaties 

~: Camping Equipment; 
S elters] 

~: Antarctic Treaty] 

Terrestrial Biology B-2168 B-2528 B-2758 
Tropopause 1-2311 1-2459 1-2618 

B-3236 D-3118 D-3812 
1-2966 1-3277 I-3337 

Terrestrial Physics A-2417 J-2861 J-2862 Troposphere 
I-3476 

I-2216 I-2311 I-2455 
L-2802 I-2459 I-2563 I-2573 

-Instruments L-2104 L-2791 L-2979 1-2966 I-2981 1-3193 
L-3396 L-3677 1-3251 I-3277 1-3646 

Territorial Claims & I-3647 
Boundaries A-3234 M-2388 M-3263 
~ also: National M-3281 M-3375 M-3578 

Interests] U. S. Antarctic Research 
Thallophyta B-2758 Program (USARP) 

Algae [See: U. S. National 
-Ecology B-2060 B-2068 B-2069 Science Foundation] 

B-2759 B-2823 B-2833 U. S. Army. Cold Regions 
B-2837 B-3351 B-3512 Research and Engineering 

-Geographic Distribution B-2060 B-2068 B-2069 Laboratory (CRREL) A-3114 
B-2092 B-2386 B-2759 U. S. National Science 
B-2837 B-3351 B-3659 Foundation A-2712 A-2756 A-3470 

B-3660 A-3976 
-Morphology B-2833 B-3783 U. S. Naval Civil 
- Physiology B-2061 B-2241 B-2732 Engineering Laboratory G-3880 

B-2846 Upper Air 
- Population B-2852 ~also: Stratosphere) 
- Reproduction B-2833 B-2837 -Pressure 
-Taxonomy B-2309 B-2837 B-3659 -Temperature D-2317 I-2177 1-2216 

B-3660 1-2217 I-2271 1-2311 
Fungi 1-2459 1-2563 1-2573 

-Ecology B-2764 I-2746 I-2806 I-3037 
-Geographic Distribution B-2764 B-3810 I-3041 I-3204 I-3277 
-Morphology B-3810 I-3337 I-3404 1-3509 
-Taxonomy B-2764 I-3510 I-3647 I-3758 

Lichens I-3918 I-3952 
-Ecology B-2720 B-2919 B-3655 -Wind A-2485 I-2023 I-2083 

-Geographic Distribution B-2677 B-3809 B-3910 I-2216 I-2217 I-2280 

-Morphology B-2677 B-3910 1-2459 I-2617 I-2684 

• Physiology B-2919 B-3655 I-2746 I-2806 I-2807 

-Taxonomy B-2677 B-2720 B-3809 1-2912 I-2913 I-2983 

B-3910 I-3204 I-3260 I-3337 

Tides J-2132 J-2438 J-2599 1-3404 I-3509 1-3510 

J-2600 J-2609 J-2628 1-3600 I-3646 1-3680 

J-2663 J-2994 J-3128 1-3760 I-3761 I-3849 

J-3658 I-3918 K-3230 

Toboggans 
~ under: Vehicles] 

Topographic Survey A-3683 A-3912 C-2034 
~ also: Geodetic C-2354 C-2394 C-2558 VLF Emissions A-2526 K-2086 K-2150 

Survey; Subglacial C-2671 C-2672 C-3090 K-i450 K-2451 K-2453 

Topography; Sub- C-3113 C-3344 C-3378 K-2457 K-2731 K-2858 

marine Topography J C-3553 C-3565 C-3836 K-2859 K-3571 K-3587 

C-3936 C-3965 D-2344 
K-3591 

D-3566 F-2026 F-2032 • Dawn Chorus K-2303 K-3561 K-3990 

G-3834 G-3857 J-2126 -Hiss K-2303 K-2456 K-3429 

J-2159 J-3495 J-3496 K-3583 K-3589 

L-2887 -Whistlers K-2171 K-2303 K-2400 

Tractors 
K-2402 K-2449 K-2452 

~under· Vehicles] 
K-2471 K-2658 K-2735 

Tran ahons · A-2603 A-2968 K-3517 K-3518 K-3561 
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VLF Emissions[Contd,] Whaling A-2011 A-2081 A-2379 

-Whistlers K-3588 K-3974 ~ also: Conservation; A-2749 A-2813 A-2918 
Vehicles G-2350 G-2534 G-3801 Mammalia- -Cetacea] A-2985 A-3002 A-3285 

G-3437 G-3708 G-3878 A-3289 A-3290 A-3301 
-Air Cushion G-3408 G-3830 A-3302 A-3492 A-3500 
-Sno-Cats G-3678 A-3627 A-3756 A-3835 
-Toboggans G-2633 A-3915 B-2359 B-2448 
-Tractors G-2565 G-3657 G-3863 B-2666 B-2902 B-3122 
-Weasels G-3035 B-3635 B-3755 B-3982 

Ventilation G-2272 D-2105 G-3046 I-3047 

~also: Heating] Whistlers 
Vermes B-2092 B-2186 B-2193 ~under: VLF 

B-2194 B-3213 B-3214 Emissions] 
B-3323 B-3392 B-3484 Wild, D. P. A-3434 

B-3903 Wilkes, Charles D-2820 
-Ecology B-3354 B-3867 ~ also: Explorers & 
-Evolution B-3867 Scientists; History] 
-Geographic Distribution B-2186 B-2193 B-2194 Wilkins, Hubert A-2822 

B-2602 B-3354 B-3542 ~ also: Explorers & 
B-3667 B-3811 B-3867 ientists; History] 

-Morphology B-2602 B-3542 B-3811 Wilson, Edward A. A-3498 
-Population B-3867 ~ also: Explorers & 
-Taxonomy B-2186 B-3214 B-3393 Scientists; History] 

B-3541 B-3542 B-3811 Wilson, J. K. A-3434 
Visibility I-2335 I-2681 I-2816 Wind E-2355 E-2890 F-2033 

I-2937 I- 3849 ~ also: Upper Air-- F-2885 F-3547 I-2023 
Volcanology E-2078 E-2305 E-2460 Windj I-2093 I-2100 I-2140 

E-2601 E-2646 E-2659 I-2143 I-2177 I-2228 
E-2673 E-2724 E-2819 I-2280 I-2364 I-2365 
E-2992 E-3004 E-3147 I-2396 I-2442 I-2459 
E-3237 E-3403 E-3514 I-2518 I-2563 I-2564 

E-3802 F-3142 I-2597 I-2681 I-2683 
I-2691 I-2746 I-2806 
I-2807 I-2883 I-2927 
I-2975 I-2983 I-2990 

Wanigans G-3874 G-3876 G- 3886 I-3194 I-3204 I-3260 
Waste Disposal G-3282 G-3626 G-3873 I-3349 I-3383 I-3384 
~ also: Hygiene; G-3881 I-3422 I-3423 I-3427 

Sanitation] I-3491 I-3494 I-3680 
Water Supply G-3626 I-3696 I-3759 I-3828 
Waves F-2978 J-2738 J-2987 I-3838 I-3846 I-3849 
Weasels I-3853 I-3918 I-3921 

~under: Vehicles] I-3922 I-3952 J-2119 
We er J-2987 J-3765 K-2053 

- Forecasting G-3401 I-2455 I-2726 -Katabatic F-2548 I-2518 I-2519 
I-2746 I-2937 I-3127 I-2991 I-3194 I-3349 
I-3238 I-3256 I-3258 I-3436 I-3422 I-3423 
I-3705 I-3714 I-3787 I-3493 I-3494 I-3513 

J-3765 I-3963 
-Observations I-2047 I-2067 I-2093 Wordie, James Mann A-2815 

I-2100 I-2137 I-2138 ~ also: Explore rs & 
I-2314 I-2335 I-2501 Scientists; History) 
I-2681 I-2682 I-2683 Worms 
I-2816 I-2851 I-2912 ~: Vermes] 
I-2913 I-2920 I-3030 
I-3047 I-3205 I-3260 
I-3337 I-3600 I-3715 
I-3760 I-3761 I-3782 Zoogeography 
I-3785 I-3786 I-3828 ~ under: Biogeography]. 
I-3837 I-3838 I-3846 ~ Geographic Distribution 
I-3849 I-3853 I-3921 iiiiaer Arthropoda; Aves; 
I-3922 I-3923 I-3951 Bryozoa; Coelenterata; 

-Stations D-2825 D-3257 D-3385 Echinodermata; Hemichordata; 

Whales 
I-3673 Mammalia; Mollusca; 

~: Mammalia--
Pisces; Porifera; 
Protochordata; Protozoa; 

Cetacea] Vennes] 
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Adare, Cape B-2112 E-3163 E-3770 Auckland Islands [ Contd. ] E-3149 
Adelaide Island D-3455 F-2784 
Adelie Coast A-2828 A-2829 A-3178 

B-2116 B-2117 B-2419 
B-2759 B-2853 B-3167 Balleny Islands A-2842 A-3099 B- 2285 
B-3168 B-3169 B-3170 B-2398 D-3003 D-3407 
B-3179 B-3180 B-3181 F - 3697 J-2134 J-2159 
B-3183 B-3185 B-3186 Banzare Bank J-2873 
E-2381 E-3184 E-3596 Banzare Coast F-2942 
F-3430 G- 3175 I-3187 Beauchene Island B-2949 

J-3495 J-3496 Belgrano Station A-3505 
Admiralty Bay Station I-3760 Bellingshausen Sea B-2732 E-2327 E-2733 
Alexander Island E-3528 K-2401 K-3465 F-3435 J-2131 J-2870 
Amery Ice She If F-2035 F-3409 J-3931 K-2401 K-3465 
Amsterdam Island A-3241 A-3816 B-2804 Bonney, Lake E-2475 E-3247 

B-2805 B-2836 B-2837 Bouvet Island B-2630 D-2825 D-3257 
B-2841 B-2961 B-3666 D-3385 D-3612 1-3258 
B-3821 E-3802 E-3817 Bransfield Strait C-3399 J-3931 L-2019 

H-2830 I-3828 Breid Bay B-3249 J-3679 
Amundsen-Scott Station F-2259 F-2273 F-2274 Brown Station A-3506 

F-2276 F-2477 F-2556 Brunt Ice Shelf F-2265 F-2781 F-3855 
F-2557 F-2826 F-3119 G-3857 
F-3416 F-3594 F-3721 Budd Coast F-2942 
F-3905 G-3626 H-3642 Bunger Hills B-2880 B-2888 E-2550 
I-2321 1-2416 I-2476 E-2867 E-2934 E-3334 
I-2563 I-2618 I-2625 E-3735 L-2621 L-3704 
I-2912 I-2913 I-3037 Byrd Station A-3683 B- 2284 C-2405 
I-3078 I-3254 I-3337 F -2033 F-2205 F-2274 
I-3417 I-3759 I-3848 F-2276 F-2826 F-3141 
I-3899 K-2084 K-2253 F-3753 F-3847 F-3991 

K-2374 K-2451 K-2456 G- 2172 G-2272 G-3879 
K-2457 K-3188 K-3298 H-3900 I-2476 I-2563 
K- 3583 K-3917 L-2708 I-2912 I-2913 I- 3759 

L-2709 L-2865 K-2150 K-2171 K-2175 
Amundsen Sea E-2327 E-2733 J-2131 K-2239 K-2240 K-2449 
Anagram Islands E-2022 K-2450 K-2451 K-2457 
Antarctic Convergence K-2464 K-2469 K-2470 

& Divergence K-2471 K-2643 K-2696 
~: Subject Index] K-2731 K-2859 K-2943 

Antarctic Ocean K-3153 K-3154 K-3298 
~: Indian Ocean; South K-3373 K-3429 K-3517 

Atlantic Ocean; South K-3519 K-3571 K-3583 
Pacific Ocean] K-3588 K-3589 K-3831 

Antarctic Peninsula A-3234 A-3632 B-2677 L-2015 L-2863 L-2864 
B-2732 B-3655 B-3942 
C-2020 C-2354 C-2795 
C-3113 C-3399 D-2167 
D-2760 D-3137 E-2025 Caird Coast F-2218 
E-2355 E-2357 E-2655 Campbell Island A-3932 B- 2106 B-2114 
E-3533 F - 2555 F-3908 B-3025 B-3026 B-3027 
I-3065 J-2599 J-2600 B-3439 B-3781 B-3914 
J-2663 L-3529 L-3757 I-3405 I-3921 I-3922 

Argentine Island Station I-3760 I-3761 I-3923 K-2219 K-2422 
Argentine Islands E-2678 I-2023 L-2783 K-2454 K-2997 K-3040 
Astrolabe Glacier E-2381 Charcot Island D-2635 
Atlantic Ocean Charcot Station F-3430 

~: South Atlantic Coats Land D-2167 F-2265 K-2224 
Ocean] Commonwealth Bay J-2657 

Auckland Islands B-3025 B-3026 B-3027 Crozet Islands A-3241 A-3816 B-2767 
B-3439 B-3781 D-3118 B-2837 B-2841 B-3242 
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Crozet Islands [Contd.] B-3391 B-3793 B-3809 Falkland Islands A-3489 B-2949 B-3229 
B-3813 B-3814 B-3815 B-3527 I-3760 I-3761 
B-3968 B-3969 D-3376 L-3532 
D-3812 E-3802 E-3817 Fallieres Coast L-3529 

Crozier, Cape B-2284 B-3296 B-3438 Farr Bay E-2622 
Filchne r Ice Shelf F-2775 L-2864 
Fryxell, Lake E-2403 

Danco Coast B-2584 B-2586 E-2770 
Davis Sea B-2187 F-2929 F-3559 

F-3981 I-2499 J-2006 Gaussberg E-2890 
J-2615 J-3051 J-3098 Geologie Archipelago B-2419 B-2853 B-3186 

Davis Station H-3634 I-3436 1-3838 Geologie, Point F-2383 
I-3846 George V Coast F-3697 L-2893 F-2941 

Deception Island E-2780 G-3231 Gerlache Strait B-2732 C-3399 E-2770 
Deception Island Station I-3760 1-3761 K-3909 J-3931 
Denison, Cape L-2385 Gough Island B-2583 B-3454 B-3515 
Denman Glacier F-2971 B-3851 L-3897 
Detaille Island Station B-2315 Graham Land E-2022 I-2023 
Disappointment, Cape F-2785 Gran, Mount E-3221 
Discovery , Mount I-2932 Granite Harbor E-3770 
Dominion Range E-2950 
Don Juan Pond E-2750 
Drake Passage B-2371 B-2406 B-2787 

B-3209 B-3250 B-3473 Hallett, Cape B-2284 B-3685 E-3163 
B-3745 D-2028 D-2774 Hallett Station A-2533 A-2811 A-3932 
E-3446 F-3402 F-3435 B-2720 F-3045 G-3626 
G-3401 1-2746 J-2037 H-2479 1-2476 I-2912 
J-2131 J-2133 J-2223 I-2913 K-2421 K-3080 
J-2252 J-2328 J-2340 K-3621 L-2077 L-2640 
J-2370 J - 2430 J-2619 Halley Bay E-2944 E-3530 
J-2686 J-2861 J-2862 Halley Bay Station A-3434 B-3860 D-3852 
J-3370 J-3381 J-3522 F-2218 F-2265 F-2781 
J-3582 J-3931 K-2254 F-3854 F-3855 F-3856 
L-2251 L-2802 L-2817 F-3858 G-3857 G-3861 

Drygalski Island F-2324 F-3575 1-3427 G-3862 G-3863 G-3864 
Dumont D'Urville Station A-3241 B-2833 F-3430 H-2312 H-2447 H-2779 

1-2414 K-2206 K-2207 H-3865 H-3866 I-3853 
K-2420 K-2761 K-3036 J-3859 K-2268 K-2423 

K-3176 K-3395 K-3397 K-2424 K-2734 K-2752 

K-3398 L-2384 L-2385 K-3519 K-3909 
L-3396 Haswell Islets B-2954 

Heard Island B-2330 B-2762 B-2908 
B-3028 B-3164 B-3173 
B-3174 B-3392 B-3652 

East Ongul Island B-2058 E-2209 E-2211 B-3650 B-3809 D-2763 

Edith Ronne Land D-2167 D-3563 H-2587 L-2693 

Eights Coast E-2289 Helen Glacier F-2924 

Eights Station F-3908 G-3626 K-2086 Hippo Islet L-2621 

K-2150 K-2171 K-2176 Hope Bay Station B-2585 B-3531 H-2642 

K-2451 K-2525 K-2696 Hut Point Peninsula E-2305 

K-2859 K-3373 K-3429 
K-3472 K-3517 K-3518 

K-3588 L-3994 
B-2068 B-2069 B-2122 

Elephant Island D-3610 Indian Ocean 
B-2188 B-2337 B-2338 

Ellsworth Land D-2167 F-2555 L-2692 
B-2372 B-2386 B-3540 

Ellsworth Mountains E-2487 G-2633 
B-3541 B-3773 B-3919 

Ellsworth Station B-2586 I-2912 K-2233 
C-3768 D-2118 E-2656 

K-2234 K-2400 K-3084 
E-3182 F-2048 F-2123 

K-3188 F-2124 F-2929 I-2047 
Enderby Land A-3733 D-3839 L-2306 

I-2682 I-3256 I-3259 
Erebus, Mount E-3004 F-3142 

I-3913 J-2007 J-2044 
Erebus Glacier Tongue F-3746 J-2045 J-2046 J-2049 
Evans, Cape B-2256 B-3208 J-2057 J-2119 J-2120 

J-2121 J-2125 J-2126 
J-2131 J-2132 J-2163 
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Indian Ocean [Contd.) J-2247 J-2252 J-2320 Lazarev Station [Contd,) J-2134 J-2433 J-2436 
J-2340 J-2342 J-2435 J-2438 K-2141 K-3061 
J-2437 J-2444 J-2445 K-3699 
J-2631 J-2827 J-2984 Leopold and Astrid Coast L-2887 
J-2986 J-3129 J-3148 Liotard, Mount D-3455 
J-3440 J-3460 J-3537 Little America Station A- 2426 B-3165 1-2321 
J-3551 J-3732 K-2052 I-2912 1- 3417 1-3520 
L-3629 L-3767 L-3897 1-3899 K-2421 

Littlewood Nunataks E-3478 
Loubet Coast L-3529 
Louis Philippe Peninsula F-2679 F-3581 

James Ross Island E-2786 Liitzow-Holm Bay B-2061 B-2336 B-2339 
Jones Glacier F-2881 C-2574 J-2433 J-3128 

1-2682 L-3340 

Kainan Bay B-3165 Mackay Glacier Tongue F-3746 
Kemp Coast D-3839 McMurdo Sound A-2166 B-2002 B-2079 
Kerguelen Islands A-2839 A-3241 A-3816 B-2527 B-2702 B-2717 

A-3822 A-3823 A-3824 B-2747 B-2793 B-2794 
B-2109 B-2187 B-2286 B-2824 B-3165 B-3208 
B-2309 B-2647 B-2768 B-3252 B-3371 B-3477 
B-2831 B-2835 B-2837 B-3668 B-3850 D-2166 
B-2838 B-2840 B-2841 D- 2650 E-3456 F-3624 
B-2852 B-2952 B-2962 F-3625 1-2278 1-2524 
B-3393 B-3794 B-3809 1-2681 J-3207 
B-3810 B-3811 B-3820 McMurdo Station A-2485 A-3683 B-2713 
B-3903 B-3968 D-2088 B-2758 F-2826 F-2909 
D-2653 E-2460 E-2646 F-3045 F-3623 F-3882 
E-2648 E-2792 E-2832 G-2636 G-2755 G-3283 
E-2834 E-3499 E-3574 G-3284 G-3437 G-3626 
E-3580 E-3802 E-3803 G-3628 G-3775 G-3796 
E-3817 E-3827 F-2645 G-3883 G-3885 G-3887 
F-3593 G-3749 1-2414 G-3889 G-3890 G-3946 
1-2806 1-2983 1-3187 H-2292 H-2580 H-2845 
1-3259 I-3828 K-2235 H-3871 H-3900 I-2177 

K-2237 K-2260 K-2261 1-2278 1-2343 I-3404 
K-2649 K-2766 K-3372 I-3918 K-2233 K-3464 
K-3523 K-3804 K-3806 K-3298 K-3978 K-3979 
K-3807 K-3808 K-3825 Macquarie Island A-2918 B-2109 B-2309 
K-3826 K-3990 L-2791 B-2399 B-2591 B-2764 

L-3999 L-4000 B-2952 B-3028 B-3164 
King George Island F-2264 F-2356 B-3297 B-3299 B-3322 
Knox Coast B-3512 L-2887 B-3323 B-3410 B-3487 
Komsomol'skaya Station C-3094 C-3700 D-2155 B-3651 B-3653 B-3747 

F-2627 F-3548 I-2138 B-3781 B-3800 B-3967 
I-2139 I-2143 1-2243 E-2945 E-3149 H-2297 
1-2975 1-3338 1-3557 H-2298 H-3471 I-3475 

K-2956 1-3476 J-3838 J-3846 
J-3544 K-2085 K-2255 
K-2273 K-2422 K-2467 
K-2544 K-2545 K-2997 

Larsen Ice Shelf C-3534 F-2785 K-3079 K-3373 K-3583 
Laurie Island D-3611 L-2907 
Lazarev station B-3097 C-3132 D-2102 E-2279 1-2278 / 

Marble Point 
D-2103 D-2118 D-2155 Marguerite Bay B-2732 
D-2969 E-2613 E-2970 Marion Island B-3516 B-3798 E-2242 
E-3096 F-2395 F-2439 1-2573 L-3897 
F-2891 F-3050 F-3336 Matha Strait B-2732 
F-3546 F-3547 F-3549 Matienzo Station A-3068 G-3064 G-3069 
F-3555 F-3559 F-3702 G-3231 K-3230 K-3428 
F-3710 F-3713 F-3722 Maudheim Station D-2799 1-2335 I-2966 
F-3737 F-3739 F-3741 I-2995 
G-2604 G-3134 I-2140 Mawson station A-2378 E-2922 F-3842 
1-2143 1-2459 1-2497 G-2898 H-2380 I-3838 
1-2632 1-3714 J-2126 J-3846 K-2233 K-2234 
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Mawson Station [Contd,] K-2301 K-2302 K-2467 Pacific Ocean 
Mertz Glacier F-2971 ~: South Pacific Ocean] 
Minna Bluff E-2728 Paget, Mount D-3455 Mirnyy Station A-2417 A-2703 A-3346 Palmer Archipelago B-3655 D-2087 E-2770 

B-2718 B-2954 C-3700 Palmer Peninsula 
D-2155 D-2969 E-3731 ~: Antarctic 
F-2439 F-2496 F-2623 Peninsula) 
F-2627 F-2879 F-2881 Palmer Station G-2258 
F-2882 F-2892 F-2936 Peter I Island C-3090 D-2129 J-2134 
F-2953 F-3057 F-3059 J-2159 
F-3126 F-3133 F-3160 Pionerskaya station C-3094 C-3700 F-2627 
F-3336 F-3550 F-3559 F-3160 F-3575 I-2100 
F-3575 F-3603 F-3698 I-2138 1-2139 1-2243 
F-3763 F-3981 H-3198 1-2396 1-2459 I-2928 
H-3380 H-3960 1-2067 I-3493 1-3557 K-2158 
I-2093 1-2100 1-2138 K-2472 K-2956 L-2418 
I-2139 1-2140 1-2143 Pobeda Station 1-3605 
I-2243 I-2311 1-2396 Pole of Inaccessibility 1-2138 1-3338 
I-2459 I-2519 1-2563 Port Lockroy Station K-2400 
I-2564 I-2597 1-2608 Port Martin Station E-3596 K-3036 
I-2617 1-2927 I-2932 Port-Aux-Fran~ais Station 
I-2976 I-2981 I-3041 ~: Kerguelen Islands] 
I-3127 1-3189 1-3423 Prince Edward Island B-3798 
I-3427 I-3493 I-3605 Prince Gustav Channel F-2679 
I-3673 1-3705 I-3738 Prince Harald Coast C-2574 E-2054 
J-2126 J-2433 J-2609 Prince Olav Coast B-2059 B-3660 C-2574 
J-3556 K-2136 K-2141 E-2173 
K-2142 K-2157 K-2307 Princess Astrid Coast C-3132 J-2132 
K-2347 K-2467 K-2472 Princess Martha Coast D-2799 
K-2620 K-2629 K-2956 Princess Ragnhild Coast L-3365 
K-3084 K-3228 K-3561 
K-3766 L-2170 L-2418 
L-2446 L-2566 L-2871 
L-3333 L-3677 L-3704 Queen Fabiola Mountains 

L-3717 L-3748 (Yamato Mts. ) F-2572 
M?,lodezhnaya Station J-3658 Queen Mary Coast E-2622 F-2623 F-2924 

E-2227 E-2229 F-2936 F-3575 L-2566 Muhlig-Hofmann Mountains 
L-2621 L-2887 

Queen Maud Land A-2389 A-2392 A-3445 
B-3572 C-3132 D-2799 

E-3980 E-2072 E-2227 E-2506 Neptune Range 
E-2512 E-2550 E-2551 New Amsterdam Island 
E-2614 E-2676 E-2935 ~: Amsterdam Island] 

A-3613 A-3614 A-3615 E-2948 E-3161 E-3379 New Schwabenland 
E-3450 E-3703 E-3706 Ninnis Glacier F-2971 
E-3712 F-2572 F-3072 Ninnis Glacier Tongue F-2941 
F-3083 F-3345 1-3256 Norway Station A-2389 A-2392 F-3382 

I-3715 L-2024 
~ also: SANAE F-3799 G-3617 I-2228 

C-3965 E-3009 E-3011 
Station] I-3383 I-3797 J-2994 Queen Maud Range 

E-3012 E-3013 E-3043 J-3658 L-3681 
E-3220 E-3367 E-3964 

Novolazarevskaya Station B-3910 I-2093 I-2459 

L-2893 Robert Scott Glacier B-2669 
Oates Coast D-2344 E-2876 

D-2847 F-2478 F-2849 
Oazis Station 1-2100 I-2138 I-2139 Roi Baudouin Station 

F-3416 I-3633 J-3679 
I-2459 I-2519 I-3605 L-3365 

K-2472 K-2620 K-2956 
Ross Ice Shelf B-2284 C-2558 C-2671 

L-2418 L-2446 L-2871 
C-2672 F-2026 F-2032 

L-3677 
F-2034 F-2149 F-2826 

O'Higgins Station E-3222 
F-2909 F-3140 F-3143 

Ohio Range E-2654 E-3217 E-3218 
F-3882 G-3775 G-3890 

E-3224 E-3225 E-3226 I-3253 I-3254 J-3207 
Ongul Island B-2050 C-3661 E-2173 L-2014 

Ross Island A-3425 B-2398 B-3660 
E-3005 
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Ross Sea B-2115 B-3165 B-3166 South Pacific Ocean [Contd. ] D-2029 D-2650 E-2164 
B-3447 B-3453 D-2650 E-3182 E-3446 F-3435 
E-2327 E-2554 E-2733 1-2321 J-2163 J-2252 
E-3456 F-2560 1-3253 J-2342 J-2445 J-2549 
I-3254 J-2131 J-2657 J-2940 J-3120 J-3148 

Royds, Cape B-2060 E-3406 J-3418 J-3522 J-3539 
J-3544 J-3558 J-3671 
J-3724 J-3744 J-3989 

L-2559 L-2640 
Sabrina Coast C-3378 I-2928 South Pole Station 
SANAE Station D-3608 D-3609 H-2447 ~: Amundsen-Scott 

~also: Norway I-3782 L-3682 station] 
Station} South Sandwich Islands A-3632 C-2020 C-2795 

Sandow, Mount E-2622 D-2269 E-2078 E-2992 
Schirmacher Ponds B-3728 E-2970 E-3195 E-3147 E-3514 
Scotia Ridge E-2018 E-2357 South Shetland Islands B-2677 B-3655 B-3942 
Scotia Sea B-3250 B-3473 B-3745 D-3692 E-2780 E-3235 

E-3446 J-2328 L-3757 F-2356 
Scott Coast E-3274 Southern Ocean 
Scott Glacier F-2971 ~: Indian Ocean; South 
Scott Station A-2535 A-3932 A-3992 Atlantic Ocean; South 

A-3993 F-2318 F-3416 Pacific Ocean] 
F-3884 G-2341 I-2681 Southice Station I-2314 
I-3759 I-3921 I-3922 Sovetskaya Station F-2627 I-2100 I-2138 
I-3923 K-2452 K-2637 I-2139 I-2459 I-2519 

K-3466 K-3621 K-3831 I-2926 I-3338 
Shackleton Coast E-3010 Spring, Cape B-2584 B-2586 
Shackleton Ice Shelf C-2942 Stonington Island Station B-2315 
Shackleton Station I-2314 Strathcona, Mount L-2621 
Shetland Islands C-3399 
Showa Station A-2743 A-2744 A-3413 

B-2336 B-2338 B-2339 
F-2803 H-2055 I-2573 Taylor Glacier F-2300 
I-2682 I-2683 I-2684 Taylor Valley B-2823 E-2210 E-2685 
J-3658 K-2051 K-2052 Terra Nova Bay E-3770 
K-2053 K-2233 K-2234 Thiel Mountains F-2039 
K-2422 K-3977 L-3340 Thurston Island E-2289 

Signy Island B-2782 I-3663 Transantarctic Mountains E-2304 L-2016 
Signy Island Station I-3760 I-3761 Trinity Peninsula E-3525 
Sobral Station A-3505 Tristan Da Cunha B-2958 B-3145 B-3454 
S~r Rondane Mountains E-3304 E-3306 E-3954 B-3515 B-3792 B-3851 

L-3365 B-3972 E-2590 E-2601 
South Atlantic Ocean B-2372 B-2800 B-3420 E-2659 E-2819 E-3403 

E-2078 E-2848 F-2048 H-2593 H-2638 H-3088 
F-3435 I-2047 I-3256 H-3089 H-3135 H-3490 
J-2044 J-2045 J-2046 L-2021 
J-2049 J-2408 J-2430 
J-2444 J-2641 J-2789 
J-3440 J-3522 J-3551 
J-3582 J-3765 K-2665 Vanda, Lake E-2429 E-2554 E-2701 
K-3971 L-2802 L-3629 E-2751 E-2856 E-3247 

L-3897 E-3274 
South Georgia A-3573 A-3632 B-2012 Vanderford Glacier E-3223 

B-2267 B-2666 B-2788 Vestfold Hills B-2195 B-2880 E-2622 
B-2814 B-2982 B-3144 E-3694 E-3734 I-3436 
B-3172 B-3229 B-3243 L-2610 
B-3645 B-3659 B-3754 Victoria Land A-2166 B-2284 B-2398 
C-2020 C-2795 D-3455 C-3565 E-2144 E-2319 
F-2356 G-2594 I-3760 E-2355 E-2480 E-2554 

I-3761 E-2685 E-2876 E-2950 
South Orkney Islands B-2410 B-2411 B-2677 E-3005 E-3007 E-3008 

B-2782 B-2787 C-2020 E-3015 E-3274 E-3406 
C-2795 D-3611 I-3663 E-3419 E-3770 F-2277 

South Pacific Ocean B-2386 B-2413 B-2778 F-2796 G-3796 
B-2910 B-3000 B-3076 Victoria Valley E-2144 
B-3077 B-3101 B-3250 Videla Station A-3232 B-2299 I-2816 
B-3447 B-3586 B-3930 I-2851 
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